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Preface

The Thirteenth American Peptide Symposium was held in the Edmonton
Convention Centre, Edmonton, Alberta on June 20-25, 1993. This Symposium was
held under the auspices of the American Peptide Society and the University of
Alberta. Compared to previous symposia, this meeting was the largest in terms of
attendance (1447), and truly an international Symposium with participants from 32
countries and more than 30% of participants from outside North America. It was a
pleasure to see the large number of first-time participants at the Symposium. The
scientific program consisted of plenary lectures, poster presentations, workshops and
exhibits. Of the 762 presentations (58 plenary lectures involving 14 sessions; 3
workshops involving 13 additional speakers; and 691 poster displays) the Program
Committee selected 372 articles for publication in the Proceedings Volume. These
manuscripts were selected on the basis of originality and scientific significance.

As with past symposia, the Thirteenth Symposium continued to show the
exponential growth of the use of peptides in the diverse fields of medical science.

We began the Symposium with an exciting lecture on "Recollections of the
Past 40 Years in Peptide Chemistry" by Dr. Bruce Merrifield, Nobel laureate, which
focused on past scientists and their contributions that have paved the way to what is
now a mushrooming field of peptide chemistry in all aspects of biology. Sessions I
and H and 189 posters discussed Synthetic and Analytical Methods, the cornerstone of
our field. It is interesting to observe the continuing improvements to solution and
solid-phase peptide chemistry such as new supports, coupling agents and
optimization procedures, fragment condensation methods and enzymatic synthesis.
The development of new instrumentation (e.g., capillary electrophoresis, on-line
HPLC with electrospray m spectrometry, micro-peptide sequencing and ultra-fast
HPLC) is aiding, and will continue to aid greatly, the peptide chemist in purification
and characterization of pepqd-. 1

Session MI dealt with the exciting developments in designing peptide mimetics,
cyclic and constrained peptides and secondary structure mimetics. Session IV
discussed the synthesis of glycopeptides and lipopeptides, the role glycosylation
plays on the biological properties of synthetic peptides, and the role of lipids as
delivery systems for peptides.

Sessions V, VI and VII and 230 posters discussed the area of Biologically
Active "'t . •F' Hmomones.leptide Inbibitmrseptide Receptor
Interactions. This area continues to be of fundamental importance, not only for
understanding mechanism of action, but also in the development of new potent
agonists and antagonists in the phimmaceutical sector as well.

Antibiotics are facing a losing battle with the resurgence of antibiotic resistant
pathogeas, which is predicled to be "nothing short of a medical disaster" in the 1990s
and beMyd. Session Vm tiled Peptide Vaccines and Immunology again emphasized
the important contributions that pepdes am making in the field of immunology and
the increasing importance of peptides to immunologists, microbiologists and
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Preme

virologists in the development of synthetic peptide vaccines against bacterial and
vira -ahogen.

Session X emphasized the importet breakthroughs that are occurring in peptide
delivery; strategies to enhance intestinal permeability of peptides; protease-resistant
peptide analogs for oral delivery; and delivery of peptides into the central nervous
system by sequential metabolism. In addition, the use of peptides as diagnostics, a
field in its infancy, was included.

Two sessions, IX and X1, discussed the area of Conformational Analysis and the
use of Computational Biochemistry to study peptide structure. Session XII, Peptide

Macromolecular Interactions, went to the next step in complexity with the study of
the interactions of peptides with biological macromolecules, the important first steps
in signal transduction and understanding ligand-receptor interactions.

Session XIII focused our attention on the rapidly developing field of using
Peptide Libraries as screening tools in research and drug discovery. Novel methods of
synthesis and strategies of using these libraries are being developed. Libraries of
peptides, free in solution, bound to the solid support or being generated by phage can
contain cyclic peptides, unnatural amino acids, and colored and fluorescent markers.
We look forward to the exciting new developments that this technology will bring in
the coming years in terms of unique peptide chemistry and application.

Session XIV on de novo design represented the inroads peptide chemistry is
bringing to understanding protein folding and stability. The future will bring small
chemically synthesized protein molecules with novel enzymatic and binding
properties to the forefront of the biotechnology industry.

The Symposium introduced three workshops, which provided participants with
an opportunity to familiarize themselves at the basic level of an area outside their
own expertise: Workshop I, Approaches and Advances in Peptide Synthesis,
Purification and Analysis; Workshop II, An Introduction to NMR Spectroscopy of
Peptides; and Workshop M, An Introduction to Energy Minimization, Molecular
Dynamics, Molecular Modelling and Conformational Analysis of Peptides. These
workshops ran simultaneously and the workshop concept was an overwhelming
success and will continue at future meetings.

This year's Alan E. Piece Award recipient, Dr. Victor J. Hruby, was recognized
for his outstanding contributions to the chemistry and biology of peptides, especially
the design of peptides, pseudopeptides and peptidomimetics to understand the
relationship of structure and biological activity. His fascinating lecture illustrated the
wide-ranging contributions Victor has made to the field of peptide chemistry and,
combined with his outstanding scientific and pemro qualities, clearly demonstrated
his deserving position among the previous eight awadee

The use of the Edmonton Convention Centre and the success of this venue
indicates the need for this type of facility to provide an atmosphere which can deliver
the high quality of scientific lectures, poster presentations, workshops and exhibits in
an effective and efficient manner to such a large group of paticipants. The large
lounge ame in the center of the exhibitlposter hall provided an excellent atmosphere
for discussio and exchange of informuion.
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Preface

This meeting wans organized solely with the use of vohmteers and the success of
the meeting was directly related to their dedication and hard work. As Chairman, I
am forever grateful to the Department of Biochemistry personnel including
technologists, graduate students and postdoctoral fellows from my laboratory. A
special thanks goes to Dr. Colin Mant, who as Conference Manager contributed to
all aspects of the meeting from fund raising to managing the exhibition and without
his help I could not have brought the Symposium to Edmonton; Colleen Iwanicka,
who as Financial Administrator diligently handled and maintained all financial
transactions; Janice MacDonald, who as Social Director made this aspect of the
meeting a success and for many who were involved in the post conference tour of the
Canadian Rockies an unforgettable experience; and lastly Janet Wright who as head of
Office Administration and Dawn Lockwood together organized the daily
correspondence, created the Symposium database required to correspond with all
conference attendees, kept track of adjudicated abstracts, typed all printed material and
lastly, literally corrected, typed and reformatted the Proceedings Volume as camera
ready, altogether an enormous task.

To members of the Program Committee who assisted in organizing the
scientific program, who volunteered to organize the workshops and who evaluated all
abstracts and selected papers for publication in the Proceedings Volume, your hard
work and commitment is greatly appreciated. To the Chairmen who stimulated
discussion and kept the meeting on schedule, we are indebted.

We are especially grateful to the generous support by the Benefactors,
Sponsors, Donors and Contributors (see the following pages). Such support is
critical to the quality and success of the American Peptide Symposium. We wish to
express our special thanks to Dr. Alan E. Pierce and Pierce Chemical Company for
providing funds for the Alan E. Pierce Award and partial support for the Awards
Banquet and symposium photographer, and to the sponsors of the American Peptide
Society Travel Awards (Applied Biosystems Inc., Millipore and Star Biochemicals)
which enabled young scientists from around the world to attend the Symposium.

We congratulate the Student Affairs Committee of the American Peptide
Society who again organized the Job Fair and the Student Poster Competition which
facilitate career development of young scientists and reward their individual collective
achievements.

As Chairman, I would like to acknowledge the Department of Biochemistry,
Faculty of Medicine, and the University of Alberta for their support of my efforts to
hold the Thirteenth American Peptide Symposium and The Alberta Heritage
Foundation for Medical Research for providing travel funds to speakers at the
Symposium.

Lastly, the Chairman would like to acknowledge his wife, Phyllis, who
understands the challenges and workload involved in this endeavour.

Robert S. Hodges
John A. Smith
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amewilg ddmide

Dim d&drkoImit DOC dboxychola
D Sa(23-diydoxy- DOPC daoloYl-m"-*lcero-

~mpf" )CYaSine phupochwoline
DUO dftdomonnc acid p MP-puYwwdnc
DHP dbydm~yp~l Dpa kihyWaann

MUAL diaabutyl alumnium DPW iheyposhrl

DIC NN'-diopwopl- DPCDI dliuoropyl-
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Abbreviioiio

- DEC EDAC, EDC 1-(14itnedayl-uino-
DPDPE cyclo(DPcn2 - prcpyl)-3-ehyl-

Dgd~enl*"ph@Hkuddodbde

DPI duetppd EDRF dteimdvd
insulin relaing bcoor

DPP dipqidyl pqatdu EDTA eftimewdiamine-
DPPA 0bypbs tdad aCI cidI-bibd EUF; EGFR d~k=W growth
DPPC dipalmitoyl hor

phophaIdBY&- -W ma grwt
cholbe acWck

DPPG dipahniloyl Elf qoidffmal CCll
phosphtidyl-inhibitor

glycerolEIAV equine infctous
DPP-IV ipqidy~eptdu-wV anemia virus

DrZ3-diaminopropionic EI.AB emtidomer ladbeig
adid ELISA enzyme-linkced

DPTU ANNliphenyhhioures imnobet
DFdouble quantum assay

focused Enk makqtdain
DSB 4-(2,5-dimeffiyl-4- EP eaxorphin

mefthlsulfinyl- EPNP I,2-cpoxy-3-(p-nitro-
phenyl)-4-hyoxy- pbenoxy~popene
butmoic aci ESI-MS eeto~a

DSP dimeftbtlulfonium ionisation ms
nmetbyl sulfate spectromehy

DTC dimeric tripeptide ESR electron spin

Dtc S,-dimcthyl- ET eadoihelin
d~azolidine-4- EtN triethylamine;
carboxylic acid see TEA

DTH -eae type hyper- EtA a-edygaiyel
sensitivity Etm ethyloxymethyi

DIMi dithiobis2-nitro-

beazoic acid) FAA fatty amino acid

- acid bmbarment-
Dts uuuiuIspectrometly :

lDrr didtiodirctol NOM bnesyl
Dyn dynorphin FeLV feaie leukemia virus

Fg fi~bioWe
e eel; FGF fmbrobas growth

EAm za FED fmm ionization
BAB -xeimna

askamumne WiC barnacien

Fig fluoreylgwyin
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Abbreviva iens

PM fin fluorenybmiy GnRH SOUKI110OHIesn
PMDV foot-and-mouath hormone

disease virus GPI guinea pig ileum
FmOc, Fawo 9-fuoranylmetboxy- GRF, GHRH growth hormone-

cutionyl nrelesing facow
Pp. 4-fluoropbaiylalanine GRP gasirin releasing
FPLC fat prti liquid ppil

cluunatpwhy GS granicidin S
FRET flau, Pa r Ic resoasce GSH reduced ghutathione

eam~ tronsfer 050 oiuidized gluMthone
FSH follicle stimulating 01? guanosin

hormone; -r~oshl
foilitropin GvH graft versus host

FMI Fourier transform GVIA comotoxin G VIA

h hnumnu
GA gronicidin A Hot ".yd'oxy-2-
GABA gini omauinobutyricarnimitirain-2-

acid cuboxylic acid
GAL galanin hBP human serum binding
GAP growth associated procein

protein; HM1 O-benzotriazoyl-

hormone associated ttaehl
proteinUr~onium hexa-

SCSFgranloqwcolw HBVhepatitis B virus
stimlatng fcto HChqwin cofactor i1

GDA galmkehyd lICO human chorionic
GEMSA gumidino efthy- gonadoiopin

meacptouccnichCGRP human calcitonin
adid Sen-reimedpeptide

GH growth hormone hCys, licys homocysteine
GHRH, GRP growth hormone BEL hen egg lysozynic

releasing hormone HEL human
GHRP growth hormone ezythroleukemia

releasing peptide Bepes N-[2-hydrxy-
uric Z.3,4,6-fter-O-Ac-P- ethyllpiperazine-

D-glOmpyranosyl N2-ethmnesulfonic

03. D-gsimctoyanosyl; HP hy*Ogen fluoride
gina cutoxy- Hf. hoznophenylalanine

Atomuic acid HFBA hpaloouy

GM M., hm hma growth

grunicidin A HHM banoral
On, (is gu.nidie hypecalcanis of

Malignanc



Abbreviations

HIf Mueulalory cegl HR histamine release
inhibitor HRK hr human recombinant

HIC yk*Ophobic HSA human serum albumin
interaction Hse homwserine

chomtorahyHSPS high spe peplide
HILIC hydrophilic interaction synthesis

dwomtogribyHSV herpes simplex virus
Efly human immuno.- Htc 7-bydrxyterahydro-

ddciency virus isioline3-
MV-PR human immuno- carboxylic acdd

dexiiency virus HEhamster trachea
pretense epithelia Coll

WLE human leukocyte, HTLV human T-cell
ellastaseleukemia viru

HMP hydroxymeduyl- HUB hunier urinary
pbenoxyacetic &cidKa-e

hydoxynecq~o-HUVEC human umbilical vein
propuonic acid endothelial cell

lIMP hyd&oxyinethyl- Hyp hydroxyprinew
phenoxymethyl Hz hertz

HMPA. h~sexu beylphosporic
EMPT triamide ICE interleukin-l beta

HNE human neutrophil converting enzyme
daastileicv iboacerebro

hNP human neutrophil ventricular
peptide i.m. intramuscular

HO~t N-hydkxybenzo- iLv. intravenous
triazole IC inhibitory

HO~hbb hythxoodkdo Concentration
beezoiiazine ICAM intracellular adblesion

HONp nitrogpbenol molecule

H7c 7-hydroxy-1,2,3k 4- isoelectric focusing
tdniuckouiolec- IFNa interferon ax

3-carboxylic acid %g immunoglobulin
HPA hypothalamic- lOP insulin-like growth

axiEL interieukin
HPI human proinsulin MLye lyuine(N-iso~xpyi)
HPLC' WOg Performance im imidazole

liqui in indole
A romt-ran I'EP insensitive nuclei

HP3-(4-hykoxypbenyl)- enanemn by
pwwy pouls transfer

HPSBC high performance size las hdenyigycine
exclusion IF inositol phosphate
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Abbrr~auions

IR infwsd;, insulin WISP myelin basic protein
. rceloMEIS w-mdeimidobenzol

UtMA I,-Nfoer N-hydroxy-
SONaY succinimide ester

iniraioa units 14CM melanin concentrating

luM keyhole limpet MCPSA in-cbloroPerbenzoic
hemocyanin idd

IC? [LySB M2  9]ro'- MCPS multiple constrained
insulin peptide synthesis

MD molecular dynamics
LDH b~ftdj~qp= wkmethyl

LE MeM A 06-methylalanine
bICNw acelonitle

chroatoraph AMN-methyl noroxy-

antigen M~elOu methanol
ILH lusinizing hormone; MHC majorhistoconiPati-

lutropi bility complex
LHRH see GuRH MIC minimall inhbihtory
LPC lawoIpbosboeyl-coenrin

choline MIR Main immunogenic
LPH liorpnregion
LPS ipoyacldeM~s minor lymphocyte
LSBMS liquid secondary ion stimulating gen

mas spectromietry MMC migrating motor
LYP lyuine4vasopressin COMO"e

mom methyloxymethyl
In mrine; MoMULV Moloney nkurineMesenger leukemia virtus
MAb Monoclonal antibody mot motilin
man 24rataaieMg3-methoxypropyl-
MLAP, WMAp ebmanhrdglycine

protein; MPM P-methoxypheftyl-
multipe antigen methyl ester

p*&tde MWr 3-meratprpoyl
-w aWWd press= MFrmratpoin

MAN MoIeICUID. add
*auciaed rotins MS mass spectrometry

MARCIS mtyrislobotd SAlaine- MSH melutocyte
rich C khnae stimulating

substrwehormone;

MIM Macb 041hylsulfylenq
Mbb amuhxbuzy co atykaronYwyl-

MIfA oxyyauwrymyI
mom ~-tmebntkl

am'xli
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Wlr4-melboxy-2,3,6- NVOC ficmayoxy-
trimlethylbeeitne- cubomyl

nusulfonyloovn

NV murine leukemia virus OR ethyl caster
Mxn mixed anhydride Oic 2,3,4,5,6,7,8-octa-

Nb -OMP ouser membrane
beuzyl protein

NBD 74ntrobenz-2-oxa-l,- ONb o-nitrobenzyl
diazoic OPA &-lýudiWehyde

NBS N-bowosuccinimide OSu O-suiccinimide ester
NCp nucleocapsid protein OTF oxytocin
NCS no ciott (Jrf O-triflate
NEM N-ethyl maleimide OVA ovalbumin
NFF netuofibrallary tangles OVLT organum vasculosum
Nic nicotinyl laminate terminalis
NIDDI non-insulfin dependent Ox oxazolidines

diabetes OXT oxytocin
NIS Nidsicnmd
NK netifokinin P3CSS macrophage, activator
NM noiuroedin tripalmitoyl-S-
NMB neurosnedin B glycesylcysteinyl-
NMDA N-methyl-D-awpartate serylserine
NMM N-methylmorpholine PA parent antagonist
NMP N-methyl- PAB p-alkoxybenzyl

pyrrolidinone PAC, Pac phenacyl
NMR nuclear magnetic PAF, Paf p-uninophenylalanine

resonace PAGE polyaciylamide gel
NMT N-myristoyl -lcrphet

traunferase PAL photoaffinity labeling
NOE nuclea Overhauser Pal 3-pyridylauanine

efetPaloc 3-(3-pyridyl)allyloxy-
NOESY nuclear Overhase carbonyl

enanced PAM peyaeaio
spectroscopy methyl

NP neuftophil peptide; PUS 6,6-penlamethylene-2-
neurophysin .unsbi aci

Npp nitrophenyl- Pbf 2,2,4,6,7-pentametyl-
-YZOO dihydrobewmfwtn-

NPY nawropeptide Y 5-sulfonyl
Npys 3-akwlr--yridyl- PBM peripheral blood

Maenyl nmoocytes
Mr N-urnimas; PBS IpI' pe-uferd%

amio terminus; saine
usuounsinPCOR peptde cyclization on

oxime resin
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Abbrvviations

PCP phencyclidine PMC 2,2,5,7,8-pentu-

dibutyrate sulfonyl

PD-MS plasma desorption Pmp 3.3-pentamethylene-3-
mass spectrometry meraptprovionic

PEG polyethylene glycol acid
Pen penicillamine Pmp phosphonomethyl-
PEPS polystyrene-grafted phenylaanine,

polyethylene film pNA p-nitroanaline
PFC plaque forming cell PND principal neuftrlizing
Pf~p pentafluorophenyl determinant

ester PON pelriodclly
PG piroteoglycan oscillating neuron
PGF prfteoglycan growth POPS palmitoyl-oleoyl-

factor phosphatidylserine
Pgl n-pentylglycine PP pancreatic polypqflide
PGLa peptide glycine PPA n-propylphosphoric

leucine amideanyrd
Phas phenylacetic acid PPE pocn pancreatic
PHET polymeric hydroxy- elastase

beazotriazole PPhas pqptidyl-prolyl
PHF paired helical isonierase

filaments PPL potcn pancratic
Phi 4-iodophenylaanine lipase
Phpa, 3-phenylpropnoic Ppt diphenylphosphino-

acid thionyl
pA isoelectric point PQ pinuluat
Pic picolinoyl Pqt 3-(l'-methyl-4,4'-
Pilot peptide, identification bipyridinium-1-yi)

nd lead propyl
optimization Pma propumrlyglycine

Pin "-pneyl PRL Prolactine
Pip pipecolinyl; piperidine PRP platelet-rich plasma
Pipes piealeNN-bis[2- PT pertusais toxin

ethanesulfonic PTFCE polytrifluorochloro-
add] ethylene

P1TC phenylisothiocyanate FF1! pbenylthiobydantoin;
Piv pivaloyl parethyroid hormone
Piz .eai acid FiX prti tyrosine
PK luin kinase, kinas
PLA2  phospholipase A2  Ptm phenyloxymethyl
PLP poly-L-proline PTPaSe protein-tyosn
PMA phorbol myristate phosplaftse

PME polymyxin B Ptz 3-(lO-pbenothiazinyl)-
p&IBH 4-radbylbenz- -rpad

hydiylamine PVA polyvinyl alcohol
PVDF polyvinylidene

fluoride
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Abbreviadions

PVN pwoventricular nuclei Sar sarcosyl; sarcosine
FyDOP (bmenzOriazolyl)-N- SCAL safsty catch amide

oicy-pynohdimnia likage
phOsPhonium SCC, shodt circuit current
hexaflucro- SCLC nmunlcell lung

FYI) pepeide, tyoine SEC size exclusion

PYY poptide tyrosine- SEM td rv oth
- mean

SH sUlflnydyl
QUIS qiqa SHMTf seine hydroxymethyl

red)D4A recombinant DNA SLE systemic lupus
REDOR rotational echo double erythematoins

resonace SMPS simultaneous multiple
RGD Arg-Cly-Asp peptide synthesis

fibrinogen binding SP substance P
seu eSPCL synthetic peptide

RIA ~ raffioimmunoasay combination
RMSD, rmsd root mean square libraries

deiation SPPS, SPS solid phase peptide
RMase ribonuclease synthesis
ROE rotating frame nuclear SREF somatostatin

Ovedimiwe effect SRP signal recognition
ROESY rotating frame nuclear peptde

Ovelbauser ssDNA single stranded DNA
enhanced ST heat stable enterotoxin
Spectroscopy Sasai

ROS rat osteosarcoma cells Su succinimide
RP revesed phase Sue succinoyl
RP-HPLC reversed-phase high ~ Msperm whale

(RPC) performance liquid myoglobin
chromatography t-3-PP IlEDXU-3ppyl-L-

s salmon prolyl
S.C. subcutaneous Tacm S-trimethyl-
SA symmnetrical acetamidomnethyl

SAH 5,admmosylhomno- Rd
imethionine, TASP tmltsebe

SAM syndeheticmeprotiin
SAMBHA (4,succinylamido- TBDMSCI tert-butyldimetbylsilyl

chloride
Wtwdmehxy)benz- TBS Wt4YtykldhnethylskIy
bydryl amine TBTA Uxt-buyl-2=22-ri-

SAP serum amyloi protein chiorocelmid
SAR shuctive-activity TvTU O-(bezotriazoI-l-yl)-

reuatons NNN,N~-tUora-
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Abbmiow~

I Ikylurooium, TMiE ~ nehliy
whuarobosse

q3 at-butyI TMSOff trimethyisilyl

iTEP tri(2-caboxyethyl) suxfoinate
phophine, Th traponin

TCR T lymphocyte antigen TNF tumor' necrosis facto
re6cepIOR TPA 124O-endecanaoy-

TCS ftpi-aeye h l&3-aotge;
semi-synthesis tissuie plasminogen

TCT tnwheul cytotoxmn activator
TEA triedsylamine T¶triage phosphate
TEAP hiethylainine isomerase

phosphate TPK tyrosine-specific
TuO tasferred ecodoul -hsht kinms

resonance TPTU l,l,3,3-tetamnethyl-2-
TeOM trichloroethyloxy- (2-oxo-1(2H)-

carbonyl pyridyl~uoaium
TEP treayposhte letrafluoroborate
TFA tiuo cecacid TPyCIU 1,l,3,3-bis(tatra-
TFE trifluoroethanol mediylene)
TFtd Arfurmiy chloroumonium
TFMSA U- t etrafluoroborate

sulfonic acid TR time resolved
TGF transfiorming growth TR-COSY transferred rotational

factor correlaed NNR
Ib thazoliinesSpectroscopy

THF ushdrofzanTRHthyrotroPin releasing
Th seeDoc hormoneTHTP tayrtipe Tris tris(hydroxymethyl)-
MRu amnometarbxylnc

acid TRNOE fransfirrd nuclea
Tic, Tiq 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro- Oveuhauser dfect

quinoleic-3- Th trityl
carboxylic acid TSH thyroid stimiulating

TicOH 7-hydroxy-l,2,,4- hoMon
afthaydro- I tetnus toxoid
quinoieic-3- TxA2  throamboxane, A2-uorli acdd

TL tis laye UK uldinue
clwmmgrahyUNCA urethane prosected a-

im "v mnembrae amnaio acid N-
Tm matnmMWI aboxy inbyqkide
ThODDt~bnzdn UNCA's wsdzinmeN-cubwcy-

TWMP 3,A7A-Wtsruned~y- UV ultraviolet

ThIS trinasthYisily VCD vibrational circular
ThISCN trimethylsiyl alurile dicbroism
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Abbreviadgona

Vly vdahiy XAL 5-(9ýmmum2-
VMH ve~ eloxy)VulIC& aci

va vitivmecuin Z, Cbz wmboIbmxay;
NAviru neuualzing bayocuoyI1VSMc vascular smooth IF psuDo

muscle CCUls

W=c waftr solubl
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Peptide chemistry: Designing peptides
pseudopeptides and peptidomimetics for biological

receptors

V.J. Hruby

Department of Chemity, University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721, U.S.A.

Introduction

I am greatly honored to have been chosen the recipient of the Ninth Alan E.
Pierce Award. I am especially grateful to those who nominated me and the Awards
Committee who selected me. Most of all I am grateful to the over 90 graduate
students and postdoctoral associates, numerous undergraduates, and 50 professors
throughout the world, past and present, who have collaborated with me. Their
cnativity, dedication and friendship have been an inspiration and source of great joy.

I owe an enormous debt of gratitude to my mentors. A. William Johnson, my
M.S. Professor, introduced me to scientific research and the pleasure of working in a
new aea of chemistry he discovered, the conversion of sulfur ylids to epoxides. A.
T. Blomquist, my Ph.D. Professor, allowed me to develop my own creative scientific
ideas, and instilled in me the importance of all areas of chemistry. Vincent du
Vigneaud, my postdoctoral mentor, convinced me to work in peptide chemistry when
I had other plans. He greatly encouraged me to pursue my interests in structural and
physical chemistry in the peptide field. I also want to thank Carl S. Marvel, my
scientific grandfather twice, who strongly supported my collaborations with
biologists, at a time when it was considered decidedly gauche for an academic chemist
to do so.

My introduction to the field of peptide chemistry in du Vigneaud's laboratory
was the determination of the acetone-oxytocin structure, a long standing problem of
20 years. The solution to this problem, which greatly pleased du Vigneaud, was
accomplished [1] by the relatively new method in peptide chemistry of high
resolution nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. When du Vigneaud moved from
the Cornell Medical School in New York to the Cornell Chemistry Department in
Ithaca, the lab was dismanded for a few months. During this time and as a result of
my math background and interest in the chemical basis for bioactivity, du Vigneaud
allowed me to present a minicourse on the kinetic and thermodynamic aspects of
bioassays that gready influenced my scientific development.

In the space allotted, it is not possible to review our published work. Rather I
will offer a perspective on the status of Peptide Chemistry related to some of its
critical scientific issues. I will use selected examples from our laboratory, to
illustrate how we came to our current state, and hopefully to point to a few future
directions.
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Synheic Chemuitry In Peptik Research

It goes without saying that chemical synthesis is of central importance in
peptide research. The remarkable developamets in peptide chemistry during the past
50 years, especially the development of solid-phase synthesis pioneered by Merrifield
[2] and its optimization, makes peptide chemistry the most quantitative synthetic
methodology available to organic chemistry. For me this method was a godsend, and
as I began my career at Arizona, we were among the first outside of Merrifield's
laboratory to adopt this methodology for incorporation of specifically dueterad and
carbon-13 labeled amino acids (many of which we synthesized ourselves [e.g., 3])
into oxytocin (O7) and vasopressin derivatives, using optimized solid phase methods
[e.g., 4]. These labeled hormone derivatives were critical to our correctly assigning
all of the proton and carbon- 13 [5-7] spectra of these hormones long before the advent
of 2-D NMR, and allowed us to examine the conformational and dynamic properties
of oxytocin and several analogues in solution and on binding to its carrier protein in
neurosecretory granules, neurophysin [7, 8-10]. These studies demonstrated that
different parts of the oxytocin molecule had different dynamic properties when bound
to neurophysin, and established for the first time the microscopic on-off rates for
binding of a hormone (OT) to a macromolecular protein receptor.

During this time, we were preparing an increasing number of constrained cyclic
peptides, of increasing synthetic difficulty which led us to speculate that the solid
phase support might provide a suitable environment for cyclization. This was tested
by M. LebI in our laboratory with some success [I I] and subsequently optimized by
F. AI-Obeidi for the synthesis of cyclic superagonist lactam aloes of a-MSH
[12). Recently we have quantitatively converted reduced [D-p&llUWn5 ] enkephalin
to its cyclic disulfide (Misicka & Hruby, unpublished). Other types of macrocyclic
peptides are needed and will require the development of new synthetic methodologies
(Table 1). It is exceptionally satisfying to note that in synthesis of very large (>
106) peptide libraries on solid phase supports, preview analysis at the single bead
level has demonstrated a > 99.5% per step fidelity of synthesis using the Selectide
Method.

The critical need for further developments in asymmetric synthesis cannot be
overemphasized. Asymmetric synthesis of dipeptide mimetics, generally used for
amide bond replacements, is well developed for enzyme inhibitor design. There is a
need for the design and synthesis of complex amino acids, amino acid analogues, and
di- and tri-peptide mimics that constrain in chi (X) space [13, 14]. We have
emphasized this theme since we proposed that differences in X space can distinguish
oxytocin agonists and antagonists [15]. More recently, we have synthesized a variety
of specialized amino acids with constraints in X, and X2 space [e.g., 16-191. There is
much to be done in this area that will be critical for the future development of
rational design of peptides, pseudopeptdes and peptidemimetics. We look forward to
participating in this exciting, under-developed area of synthetic chemistry (Table 1).

4
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* ~Table I Some fuawe Soakii uspepei s~wt~eau

I. Asymmetric Synthesis
A. Specialimd Amino Acids - Constrained, Huterocyclic, etc.

IL Macrocyclic Synthesis
A. Lactown, Lactones, Thioethers, Disulfides, Ethers, etc.
B. Templated Ring and Turns
C. Orthogonal Methods
D. Bicyclic, Tricyclic, etc. - Highly Constrained

M. "Clean" Fragment Solid Phase Synthesis
A. Larg Peptide Synthesis
B. Protein Synthesis

IV. -Clean" Pseudopepoide and Peptoid Libraries
V. Peptide and Poptidemimetic Conjugates

A. Nucleic Acid,
B. Lipids & Steroids
C. sugars
D. Designed Heterocyclics; Suitable Linkers

Peptide Codsrrmatlea sad Topography and Their Relationships to
Blolegcica Activity

A central goal of our research has been to obtain an understanding of the
pbysicalichaemica basis for biological activity and information transfer in biological
systems. Our major premise has been that peptide hormones, neurotransmitters,
growth factors, cytokines, antibodies, immumogemes, etc. are chemical messengers
and that their information is dependent on coformat -ionI and dynamic properties:
conforinatioum because biological systems exist in 3D chiral space; dynamics because

conormtioalchanges in time wre essential to living systems. Thus we have used
spectroscopy (NMR, CD, MR. Raman), X-ray crystallography, model building, and

-- _ --tational methods to exunine peptide conformation and dynamics, as well as
bbndin and bioassay data (temodynamics mid kinetics) to provide insights into the

confrmaiona, tpographical, and dynamic properties that wre critical to molecular
recognition and biological activity.

Deternminng the bioactive conformations of oxytocin in its many biologically
reloeant actions has been a central problem, and we have been fortunate to participate
in determining four different bioactive conformnations: 1) oxytocin as an agonist at
the uterine receptor; 2) oxytocin as an antagonist at the uterine receptor; 3) oxytocin
binding to its carrier protein neurophysin; and 4) oxytocin in the crystalline state.
We were among the first to recognize the significance of cis-tram isomerization
about a Pro bond (20]. Subsequent studies of OT and deaminooxylocin by Urry and
Walter [211, and of these sand other analogues in DMS0 [71 and water [6]
demnonstrated the confornmationsa flexibility of the molecule, but that a A-turn could
occur at the Tyr2-I1e3 residue. These studies led Walter to propose his "cooperative

5
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model" of OT activity at the uterine recepsor [21]. At the same time, we examined
the conformation of the oxytocin antagonist [Pen']oxytocin [15] and determined that
the conformation, topography and dynamic properties of oxytocin agonists and
antagonists were different. We postulated a "dynamic model" [15, 22] of oxytocin
agonist and competitive antagonist actions at uterine receptors. Subsequent CD and
Raman studies with carefully chosen analogues [23] led to the realization that
agonists and antagonist favored different chiralities of the disulfide bridge. The
determination of the X-ray structure of deamino oxytocin [24], in which two different
conformations of OT were found, supported the proposed models for oxytocn agonist
and antagonist activity. This led to the design of highly constrained bicyclic OT
analogues in which both disulfide and lactam bridges were used together for the first
time in design (25]. Recently, 2D NMR, molecular modeling, and computational
studies reported at this meeting (Wilke, Kdvdr, Chow, et al.), have demonstrated that
oxytocin agonists and antagonists present different side chain topographical motifs
for interaction with the oxytocin receptor. Two valuable lessons for the future are
provided: 1) peptide agonists and competitive antagonists interact differently with
their receptor proteins and have different structue-activity relationships; and 2) the
availability of multiple conformational space is critical for bioactive peptides in the
course of their biological lifetimes. Selective peptides for opioid receptors represent
another example as to how agonists and antaeohists have different structure activity
relationships. The cyclic pentapeptide [D-PL•-fJiiDn 5] enkephalin (DPDPE) [27,
28] a highly 8, opioid receptor selective ligand has a completely different
conformation and structure-activity relationships than the linear 8 antagonists Allyl2-
Tyr-Aib-Aib-Phe-Thr-OH and H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH [29]. Similarly, the highly
constrained cyclic p receptor antagonist D-Tic-C§rs-Tyr-D-Tp-Arg-TW-en-Thr-NH 2
[30, 31] has no conformational structure relationships to g receptor agonists such as
H-Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-MePhe-Gly-ol.

Conformational constraint by stabilization of secondary structure has been a
recurrent theme in our research. The development of superpotent, biostable,
superagonists of u-MSH are an excellent illustration of this rational design approach.
The recognition that the high potency of the designed analogue [NWe4,D-Phe 7]a-MSH
[32] might be due to the stabilization of a reverse turn about the D-Phe7 residue led
to the design of the superpotent cyclic analogue (Cfs--rCjsI°]a-MSH using the
concept of pseudoisosteric cyclization [33, 34]. Further conformational analyses and
molecular dynamics investigations led to the design of the superagonist, prolonged
actngdays to weeks) cyclic constrained MSH agonists such as Ac-[NeApD-

e,-,LsI]jot-MSH4 .t0 -NH2 [12, 35]. These molecules are found to have prolonged
in vitro and in vivo bioactivity, exceptional stability against biodegradation, and long
times in circulation in vivo. These studies led us to propose a pharmacophore which
has a reverse turn template involving the ID-Phe 7 and Argg residues and in which the
His 5, D-Phe7 and T7pW residues are presented on the same surface, with the amino
terminal, carboxyl terminal, lactamn bridge (or disulfide bridge) on the other (ancillary)
surface. We now have designed superpowent, super-prolonged acting bridged analogues
using the ancillary surface [36] to place a dipeptide basic motif for interaction with
the membrane in the receptor compartment. We have demonstrated that these
peptides partition into the plasma membrane of cells in preference to the aqueous
phase, quite unlike the native hormone [Shamia, Hadley and Hruby, unpublished).
Since many biologically active peptides appear to segregate their molecular
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im oeno a speific slmface, we believe that te other (mnill•ry) sufaces
Carn be used fr a varify of secnday, but critical pwposes (Table 2).

Table 2 Proposed uses of aciliwy sites on bioiogicaly activepepides for rational

1. Design of Sites for Specific Interaction With the Membrane Compartment ofReeptrs
Ul. Design of Sites for Specific Interaction With Ancillary Sites on Receptors (and-cepr Including Nuclec Acids and Polysaccharids).
IL Design of Specific Chemical Functionality to Enhance Biodistribution,

Paentation Though Membrane Bariers, etc.
IV. Design of Enhanced Stability Against Biodegradation, or to Provide a Site

Specific for Biodegradation (Prodrug Approach or Specific Degradation Site).
V. Utilize for Attaching Reporter Groups to be Used In Chemical, Physical and

Clinical Research, and for Diagnostics.

Our work on the design, synthesis, and p examination of peptide
ligands that are highly potent and extraordinarily selective for .l, 8, and ic opioid
receptor types and subtypes has been intellectually challenging and scientifically
satisfying. Space does not permit discussion of even a small fraction of the science
that has been done, but a few highlights will illustrate a few lessons we have learned.
In the process, we have obtained a number of highly potent and highly selective
ligands for the p, icp, 8,, 82, pt-8, and CCK-8 (see Table 3). For several of these
receptors, we were the first to discover them and/or the selective ligands for them.

[D-POT&nS]enkephalin (DPDPE) was the first highly selective (>1000
fold) ligand for the 8 opioid receptor 1271 and utilized two design concepts; 1) pseudo-
isosteric cycfization; and 2) topographical transannular constraint in medium size
rings. Subsequent NMR studies, molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics
calculations, molecular modeling and X-ray analysis, and further topographical
constraints determined that DPDPE and several more potent and 8 opioid receptor
ligands [28, 37-40 for selected references] had a bioactive conformation with an
amphipathic topography. The X-ray structure of DPDPE revealed three different,
related conformations that closely resembled the one predicted to be the "bioactive
conformation" [Flippen-Anderson, Collins, et al., to be published; 41). Frank
Porreca has found that 8 ligands might reverse the addictive effect of IL opioids and
perhaps of other addictive drugs such as cocaine. A structural highlight of this
research was the development of topographical insights by the use of ý-MePhe4, f-
MeTyrt and Hat' enantiomers and diastereoisomers [38, 39, 41]. The recent
discovery of the first naturally occurring 8-opioid receptor Hgands [42, 43], the
Deltorphins, led us to investigane how these and other structurally and
conformationally diverse ligands as DPDPE could be so selective for the 8 opioid
receptor. Our basic hypothesis was that they must share common topochemical
properties for molecular recognition of the 8 receptor. Using computational
chemistry in conjunction with NMR studies, topographically constrained analogues
containing P-MePhe3(4 ) and P-MeTyrn, and evaluation of their conformations by
NMR in conjunction with conformational calculations [40, 44-46] led to the sug-

7
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A particularly intereting and instructive effort was our conversion of
somatoatmin from a somatostatin receptor ligand to a highly potent, andexceptionally p-receptor selective opioid receptor antagonist with lttle or no
somalstrin-like activity. S -tivity studi in several labotg ies led Veber

and co-workers at Merck to conclude that essentially all bioactivity of die
k RM somalostain could be acmomted for by the terpetd segment -Phe- A

Trp-Lys-Th- [481, which existed as a S-13N, and than this P-turn was essentially all
that was required for reepo recognition. With thene ideas they were able to designcycDic b i the d wer potet or more potent that s.mn5tin in inhibitNna

the release of growth hormone, glucagon and insulin. It had been suggested that
somnmosat bed opioid analgesic activities albeit at concentrations, 103to 10O greater
than dhoe that elicit soaott-like activity. These and other results led us to ask
whether we could convert somatostatin into a receptor selective opioid. Two basic
assmptions went into our original design: 1) the A-um terpet would serve
primariy as a conformatioml template; and 2) the N- awl C-terminal residues wouldserve as the major sites to "build on" an opioid receptor rwsounition site. With the

i - •-••-'• •":•"T :•",•; .. soma:" ;tostain.' "',•.••• f'rom a omatostatin -receptor- iga-nd to a highl potent, and
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tOtal yasi of abut us or so analogues of a somatostotim cyclic octapeptide we
were able to find that appropruit substitutio of the disulfide bridge (Cys in 2
pouition, Pn in 7 pouitim), of Tyr for Phe i the 3 posti and of a carboxamide
terminal, provided a analogue D-he - T- Lys-I a-w-NH2 (CTP)
[49) that was about 200 fold selective for the ; vs. somiatostatin receptor and -1000
fold selective for dt p vs. a(w) receptor. Hence, we had comvmted somatostatia from
a somatouwim receptor ligsad to a highly It opioid receptor ligand. Substitution of
te D-Phel with the Ipogcphioa• ouamined D-Tcl residue amd Lyss with Ona5

or Ag 5 led to analogues tht worw nanomolar binders to the IL recept, 103-10o
selective for pt vs. somalostatin receptors and 103-105 selective for the pt vs. 8 (K)
receptor [30, 311. CAoformation analysis and molecular dynamic simulations using
stwe-of-thamt 2D NMR and computational chemistry demonstrated [3 1, Kaniiasi
et al., unpublished) that a stable reverse n-turn was present in the -Tyr-D-Trp-Orn-
Thr- sequence, that only a specific disulfide chirality was compatible with strong pt
receptor preference, and ,tha corc topographical presentation of the aromatic group
in positions 1 and 3 and of Thrs were essential. A topographical model for the
pharmacopore for It receptor recognition of an inhibitor could be suggested [31].
Comprehensive in vitro and in vivo bioassays demonstrated the exceptional
inhibitory potency [pA2 values of 11-121 and prolonged action [t,1 = >250 min) of
these compounds [e.g., 50-511.

Recently we have designed constrained analogues of dynorphin with high
potency and extraordinary selectivity (>10,000 fold) for the K, (vs. X, etc.) opioid
receptors [52-53, Porreca et al., unpublished] using concepts of cyclic conformational
constraints and relationships of address regions of opioid recepors. Similar concepts
were used for developing the structure-biological activity relationships of melanocyte
concentrating hormone agonists and antagonists [e.g. 541, also using second
messenger effects and a solution conformation [551. Using similar concepts, we also
have developed highly selective cholecystokinin analogues for the CCK-B and CCK-
A receptors [56; Fang, Hruby, et al., manuscripts in preparation].

Conformatiolan Constraint in I'amchaMdn ( Space amd In Cbi
(W Spoce

V, ¥ Space. From the beginning of our independent studies in 1968, we
assumed that pepide conformation would be a critical aspect of biological activity.
A basic assumption we made for design purposes, since we did not have the 3D
structure of the receptors, was that we could nonetheless determine the 3D
stereostructural requirements of the receptor by design of a suitably constrained ligand
whose conformation would be complementary to the receptor. Thus, both binding
studis and bioassays (in conjunction with biophysical measurements) would be
needed to provide the theano mic, kinc, dynamic and structural insights needed
for rational design. Thus, a good binding study or bioassay is a chemical experiment.
We furthe assumed that the plptide would likely prefer some common secondary
structures for maximal interaction at the recepto. Thus, our design efforts always
included conforralonal csdeos. In the beginning this was done intuitively,
mud by mode builing but once secondary structm prediction mmhods and statistical
and force field methods of confomtiosa evaluation became available, we used
calculations to supplement and supplant our intuitive conformational evaluations.
We further assumed that the primary sites of interaction involved the side chain

9
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moieties properly arranged in 3D space, and that the backbone served primwily as a
template for proper presentation of the side chains. Perhaps too influenced by the
putative structures of the gruamcidins and cyclic peptide antibiotics, we saw H-
bonding as mainly of use for intramolecular stabilization and not intermolecular
recognition. Thes assumptions have greatly aided our design, and in almost every
problesn, we have quickly found a constrained, secondary structure that could serve as
a template for the purpose of design and evaluation of conformational structure-
biolokical activity relationships. Indeed, the use of conformational constraints as the
basic design mode has been the central theme of our research for the past 20 years.
Some of the methods used in our design of conformational constraints were listed in
ref. [34]. The specific application of these methods to particular problems is outside
the scope of this presentation, but several overviews have appeared in the literature
[e.g., 14, 34].

Cosfermtional Constraint In Chi (X) Space. In the past decade, we
have increasingly turned our attention to constraints in Chi space. In my view, this
approach will become increasingly the major focus of peptide and peptide mimetic
design. This is because molecular recognition both in terms of potency and
selectivity is highly effected by both entropic and enthalpic factors. The side chains
of most amino acids tend to be quite flexible and, even in highly ordered secondary
structural motifs, have considerable flexibility. Nevertheless, a true understanding of
a pharmacophore requires careful attention to the side chain conformation. As already
discussed, studies of the bioactive conformation of oxytocin agonists and antagonists
strongly supported the notion of a transannular Tyr 2 to Asp5 side chain interaction as
important to agonist activity, whereas prevention of that interaction led to antagonist
activity. Furthermore, conformation-activity studies with oxytocin clearly
demonstrated that topography not conformation was the major determinant of
molecular recognition for agonist vs. antagonist activity (261. We, therefore, began
in the early 1980s to ask how we might address the problem of X space more
directly. Since such constraints inevitably could require additional substituents on
the P-choa, aromatic carbons, or other carbons where additional chiral centers would
be created, it was clear that asymmetric synthetic methods would be required. Fate
again intervened. We were getting started and had come to the conclusion that use of
a chiral auxiliary in conjunction with a nucleophilic or electrophilic nitrogen were
needed, when I went off to Harvard for a sabbatical with Martin Karplus and ran into
David Evans who had just moved to Harvard and already had an auxiliary. With
David's help, we adopted his chiral auxiliary for asyw-metric synthesis of P-methyl
aromimafic amino acids [16, 18, 191. In our latest efforts. using a new chiral auxiliary,
we can fix both u and P sterochemistry in a one pot reaction with very high chiral
purity. Compounds such as P-Me-2',6-Me2Tyr that have severely hindered rotation
about the X2 angle (AG+ = 15-22 kcal (mole) [57], and hence can form a third chiral
surface, have been epared. Thir application to topognahcal connaton-atvity
relation p should be most exciting. Space does am allow a discussion of the use
of conformation constraints in X space, but I outline in Table 4 some of the
off rimy in our laboratory tht have led to peptides and peptidomimetics with
exY powncy and selectivity including P-MePhe4 [39] and f-MeTyrl [401
analogues of DPDPE and P-MePhe3 analoges of CCK-8 (56) with extraordinary
selectivity and potency for 6 opioid mud CCK-B receptors, respectively.
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Tdble4 CiConglmIeuaninks in, M~ (1) space (designe Ispeprvw"c~

L Peniciflamine and Odu Puhutemsd Cysaine Analogs
A. S-clS yiWf n be damtuleed
B. X, uad X2 about dimilfid. bridge bnen
C. Txomailar gea.imehyI eflef in medioni simerng

IL Fhinylglycines, t-Dutylglycioe, etc.
A. Only X, - constrained by adjacent amino acid residues

DL P-MadryI(Allyl)-Armnatic Amino Acids
A. Glenerally X, constrained to 2 values
B. Smeric sad eromelectrookc effects on recogitkion surfaces

IV. W~~Diniethyl-Aromnuic Amino Acid
A. Generally X, constrained to01 v"-a, z2?

V. P-Medayl-2'6.Dimefthl-Arosnntic Amino Acids
A. X, Generally constrained to 2 values
B. X2 Generally constrained 301I value

VI. Tic and Related "Cyclic" Amino Acids
A. X, constrained to 2 values - preferred
B. X2 constrained to I value

VEL ci-Metbyl-P-Methyl Tic and Related Cyclic Amino Acids
A. Gaauche(-) and Gamade(+) allowed for internal residues

VUL Amino Acids Substituted in the fl-Position with -SH, -OH, -CH2X, NH2 etc.
A. New slereoclectronic effects
B. Generally X, and X2 constraints;
C. To construct new classes of cyclic peptides and;%t

IX. Amino Acids Substituted in the P-Position With Heterocyclic,
FewdmumaicAromatic and Other Functional (mp

A. Used to design specific aromatic and other stereoelectnmic properties
B. Generally specific X, and X2 constraints

X. al-ehydro- and Other Unsamrated Ammno Acids
A. Xlcan e constainedto "uinaugur"sidechai opography

Sonse Leaar LameW Fram Stodles of Cof~ sti@aI-Strwcture-
Dilelglcal Activities Reatlenshlps

PeptIde agonist. ad antagonists for the sam receptor have different structural,
conft -mu-iosal and topograpical reqiremen-ts for the same receptor site. We have
leased this and a ==huer of other lessons that we hope will he useful in the future
and a few will he discussed here. Development of antagonists of bioactive.
compounds is very important, but as we have discussed (591, though ther is no
direct iroaute to go froms agonista to antagonists, there are several useful approaches
that have led to past success and can serve as inspiration for the futur. The use of
comformational constraint, topographical constraint, and amide bond replacements
have all been used successfully in our laboratory to obtain peptide hormone and
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am i antagonists. A potentially rational approach is the use of partial
agonist activity as a road to a pure antagonist Partial agonists ,e intesting in that
they can bind to the receptor, but at no concentration will they fully activate the
receptor transduction system. Thus, the ligands have available topochemical
properties that are compatible for moleculr recognition of both states of the receptor.
The trick then is to eliminate those aspects of structure necessary for agonist activity.
This was our major approach for developing glucagon antagonists for the adenylate
cyclase coupled receptor [59-62], some of which could lower blood glucose levels in
diabetic animals [63]. Unfortunately, the glucagon receptor (and this appears to be
true for many receptors) has multiple trumsduction states [64] and apparently these can
lead to glucose release in vivo though the cAMP pathway is completely blocked.
From these and many other studies, it is now clear that proper development of
potent, receptor specific peptide antagonists, enzyme inhibitors, antigens, etc.
requires the use of multiple assay systems that provide chemically relevant
information including binding constants, on and off rates, thermodynamic data,
chemical transduction mechanisms, and so forth. Peptide chemists need to more
fully recognize the value and importance of collaboration with biologists so that the
full impact of our work can be realized.

Peptide Stability and Biodistribution

It is often said, even by peptide chemists who should know better, that peptides
are unstable and thus not suitable for use as drugs. This is nonsense. We humans
could not exist unless many of the peptides and proteins that constitute our cells,
blood constituents, membrane constituents, etc. were stable. Nonetheless, many
endogenous peptides are unstable. However, our experience is that conformational
constraint alone or in conjunction with other chemical "tricks" (D-anino acids, amide
bond replacements, non-standard amino acids) can stabilize peptides against
proteolytic breakdown in the serum, the brain, the kidney or the liver. Space does
not permit an extensive discussion, but we have successfully stabilized or increased
by orders of magnitude the stabilit ligands to proteolytic degradation.
eptie such as Ac-[Ne4A0°]MSH - H-Tyr-D-&
li- enH (DPDPE), and D-Phe-CArg-Tir-'en-Thr-NH2 (CrAP)

we competel_ stable to proteolytic digestiou, and analogues such as [N J)-Phe7lc-
MSH, [C ,s' °]a-MSH, [•-Mpa',p-MePhe 2 ,Thr 4,Orn8JOT, and R-CO-[D-
Phe7lct-MSH have greatly enhanced stability. We have published extensively with
our biological colleagues about this [e.g., see 65-70]. We believe the problem has
been basically solved and requires a commitment to further science to make it a
totally rational process. Biodistribution of peptides is still a major problem.
However peptides and proteins we everywhere in the body and get everywhere in the
body. In terms of science, this means we need to determine bow Nature does it so
that we can do Natrem one better. I believe a variety of approaches can be successful
(rable 5).

12
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Table 5 Approaches to improv biosability and biodistr~imu~u

I. Stabilize Peptide Against Biodegradation
Coafomnal Constraint Amide Bond Replacements, D- and Non-Standard
Amino Acids

JL Enhance tMm in Compartment
ConormtioalConstraint; Lipephilicity; Conjugates

nIL Design For Receptor Comparment Using Ancillary Sites of Interaction
Lpophilicity; Electrostatic Interaction

IV. Physicochemical Approaches to Membraae Barriers
Lpophilicity; Transport Systems; Hydrophilicity

V. Use Carrier Mediated Mechanisms for Design
VL Use Pseudopcptide and Noa-PeNfide Templates
VII Desig Dynamic Lipophilesl ydrophfles

In addition to our efforts to stabilize peptides against biodegradation, we have
sought new methods to improve their time in circulation and/or in the receptor
compartmem. Some useful, and we hope universal, strategies have been developed,
such as conformational constraint. In addition, various increases in lipophilicity can
have the same affect [e.g., see 711. Such increased lipophilicity may provide
increased interaction of these compounds with certain circulating blood components.
Another area of interest is the possibility of increasing the lifetime of the peptide in
the receptor comprtmnent of the membrane by using ancillary sites that can interact
with the membrane or the receptor (Table 5). We have developed prolonged-acting a-
melanotropin analogues that can maintain activity after several cell divisions even
though all of the peptide has been removed after short exposures of a few hours or
less (721. This is due to maintenance of these peptides, e.g. WNle',D-Phe7ToL-MSH,
in the receptor compartment. More recently, we have designed bridged analogues of
a-MSH, specifically containing dibasic acids on the ancillary surface for interaction
with the receptor and have demonstrated that these molecules partition into the
membrane compartment of melanophores much more so than the native hormone
[36]. We also have a large effort to find methods to get peptide hormones and neuro-
transmitter across the blood brain barrier, and have had some success with several of
our opioid analogues [731. A particularly dramatic effect was recently obtained in
collaboration with Robin Polt where we were able to show that potent centrally
mediated analgesia could be obtained following peripheral administration of specific
glycopeptide conjugates [R. Polt et aL, submitted for publication]. This is an
important area for further research (Table 5).

We have many other interests that we have actively pursued over the years
including new analytical methods development in the areas of chromatography and
mass spectrometry, the development of new NMR methods [e.g., 741, and in recent
years, the synthesis and use of very large peptide libraries [e.g., 75, 76]. I believe
there is in place a logical approach to peptide design that works. Most of these steps
need to be refined, but fortunately we have or can develop the tools for continued
progress. It is an exlciting and creative time for peptide science.
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SUMmEWy Comelusin

I have enjyed tremendously this research trail in peptide chemistry. I have
especially enjoyed the opportunity to interact with so many bright and dedicated
students posdoctora fellows, and colleagues throughiout the world. I firmly behoeve
that scientists bring to human endeavor a special quality of highly critical thinking,
but a collective spirit that, given further development and maintenance of high ethical
standards (currently under severe stres), could educate the world to friendship and
Cooperato rathe than the enmity and destmuctive competition that has marked so
much of human history. I hope we will develop out field with this spirit.
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Fig. 1. Scientists: Emil Fischer (top left); Mfax Bergmann (top right); Leonidas Zervas
(bottom left) and Joseph Fruton (bottom right).
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Remarks on peptide chemistry

R.B. Merrifleld

The Rockefeller University, New York, NY 19921, U.S.A.

A count of the attendance at this meeting and a look at the range and quality of
papers to be presented tells me that peptide chemistry and biology remains an active,
and important field.

I have been asked to comment on the growth and development of peptide
research as I have observed it over the years and to point out the events and
achievements that I consider to be most important. My theme is that we all owe a
debt of gratitude to those who have gone before us and have laid the foundations of
our field. We should not forget the struggles the pioneers went through to build a
viable field.

One cannot begin such a talk without going to the very beginning, when
Theodor Curtius made the first amide bond between two a amino acids and Emil
Fischer (Figure 1) made the first free dipeptide. Fischer coined the name peptdde
and went on to establish peptide chemistry as a true field of research with a great
potential. He saw it as a subdiscipline of chemistry, but could imagine it as
encompassing a much broader area of interest. I have been much impressed by his
published remarks of 1907, which I take from a translation by Greenstein and Winitz.
Fischer wrote the following:

"Whereas cautious professional colleagues fear that a rational study of this
class of compounds [proteins], because of their complicated structure and
their highly inconvenient physical characteristics, would still uncover
insurmountable difficulties, other optimistically endowed observers,
among which I will count myself, are inclined to the view that an attempt
should at least be made to besiege this virgin fortress with all the
expedients of the present; because only through this hazardous affair can
the limitations of the ability of our methods be ascertained."

Fischer was, of course, far ahead of his time. No structure of a protein was
known and, in fact, there was a school of thought stating that they were not even tree
compounds. It was many years before Sumner crystallized urease and Sanger deduced
the sequence of insulin and the idea that proteins each had a unique structure was
accepted. So Fischer could not hope to synthesize a real protein. But he could begin
by making large polypeptides that might simulate their general properties. The
important point was that he took a very optimistic point of view and be had a vision
that the chemist could eventually achieve such a goal and would learn something
important while doing so. Basically, Fischer was right and 60 years later a protein
was synthesized. Now they can be made so cleanly that crystals can be obtained and
X-ray mucam detrmined.

Before that could be done, much groundwork had to be laid. As we all
recognize, the first major breakthrough was by Fischer's student Max Bergmann
(Figure 1) and his colleague Leonidas Zervas (Figure 1) when they finally devised a
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reversible amino protecting group - the carbobenzoxy, or benzyloxycarbonyl group.
That was done in Dresden in 1932. A short time later Bergmann came to the United
States and was given a position at the Rockefeller Institute in New York City.
Zervas soon followed, and Bergmann began to assemble a most remarkable group of
young men who succeeded in making this the most outstanding group of peptide
chemists in this hemisphere. He first added Joseph Fruton (Figure 1), then Klaus
Hofmann (Figure 2), William Stein, Stanford Moore, Emil Smith, Mark Stahman,
Hans Frankel-Conrat, Paul Zamecnik and Sidney Fox.

Their ability to synthesize peptides allowed them to do the pioneering studies
on specificity of proteolytic enzymes. This was an application for which peptide
synthesis was uniquely suited, and it was the forerunner of the vast amount of
structure-function studies that have followed. But we should not forget how difficult
this work was. Nearly all starting materials and reagents had to be made in house,
and the chemistry was still very limi,,ed.

I came to the Institute in 1949 after Bergmann had died and his group had
disbanded, but I have come to know all of the members of the group except
Bergmann himself. One of the things I am very proud of is the fact that I have
occupied his old office and laboratories for the past 27 years - and that has been a
source of great satisfaction and inspiration.

Following the Bergmann period we began to see the introduction of new
synthetic chemistry; mainly new protecting groups and new methods of activation
and coupling. In addition, concerns over optical purity of starting materials and
racemization during the coupling reaction came under investigation, together with
ways to assess and eliminate this side reaction. Now-a-days we hear little about this
subject and tend to take it for granted that it is not a real problem - without any
thought about the years of work that went into its study. Recall the Young test, the
Anderson test, and later the Kemp isotope dilation test or the carboxyanhydride
diastereomer test and Benoiton's work on hydantoins. The life saver, of course, was
the finding that urethane protection prevents racemization during activation and
coupling of amino acids.

The keys to much of the great advances in the 195(0s were the discoveries of
activation of amino acids by phenyl and thiophenyl esters by Wieland (Figure 2),
cyanomethyl esters by Schwyzer (Figure 2), nitrophenyl esters by Bodanszky (Figure
2) and the chloro- and fluorophenyl esters by Kovacs, Kisfaludy and others. These
were supplemented by further contributions from Wieland's laboratory: the mixed
anhydrides between the amino acid and aliphatic carboxylic acids, carbonic acid
derivatives, or inorganic acids, and the symmetric anhydrides, crystalline or prepared
in sit, which became important activation methods. These were followed by the
introduction of cu1bodiimides into peptide chemistry by Sheehan.

These and many other new reagents opened the way to an avalanche of new
synthetic chemistry on biologically active peptides. DuVigneaud (Figure 3) and his
group prepared the nonapeptides oxytocin and vasopressin, the first synthetic
hormones. This was soon followed by Hofmann's a-MSH and S-peptide, Li's
(Figure 3) P-MSH and Schwyzer's ACTH (1-39) and so many others, among whom
can be mentioned George Kenner, Helmut Zahn, Erich Wflnsch, Bernd Gutte and
Ralph Hirschmann. Each of these pioneers spawned a school of peptide chemists and
many of you can no doubt trace your beginnings to one of them.
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AS

Fig. 2. Scientists: Klaus Hofmann (top left); Theordor Wieland (top right); Robert
Schwvzer (bottom left) and Miklos Bodanszky (bottom right).
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Fig. 3. Scientists: Vincient du Vigneaud (top left); Choh Hao U (top right); George

Kenner (bottom left) and Miklos Bodanszyky and Helmut Zahn (bottom right).
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In my view the next major improvement in peptide synthesis was the use of
physica-organ chemical principles by Carpino to propose the =mt-butyloxycarbonyl
group as an acid-labile nitrogen protecting grop tdt should be applicable to peptide
chemistry. Very soon, Anderson and McGregor, and Albertson and MacKay
demomurted that this was the case and that the standard workhorse Cbz group could
be replaced by a group that was removeable under mild non-destructive acidic
conditions, without the need for catalytic hydrogenolysis or sodium in liquid
ammonia reduction. This, of course, was followed by other very acid-labile groups
that have their own special advantages.

In 1958 an historic event occurred - the 1st European Peptide symposium was
held. Josef Rudinger (Figure 4), with the encouragement of F. SOrm (Figure 4),
organized it in Prague, and invited about a dozen leaders of the new discipline to meet
and discuss peptide chemistry. Among them were Wieland, Wiinsch (Figure 4),
Rothe, Goldschmidt, Brenner, Liberek, Taschner, Medzihradszky, Schemyakin,
Russell and Young (Figure 4) and all the members of the Prague group.

It was just at this period (1959-1962) that I began to develop the idea of solid
phase peptide synthesis. It was a new principle for the preparation of peptides, and a
range of other oligomeric organic compounds. It depended on the assembly of a
peptide chain while it was covalently anchored at one end to an insoluble support,
and this provided several advantages that have made it a useful technique. John
Stewart and I (Figure 5) built a machine for that purpose, which further simplified
and accelerated the process. It, of course, was eventually replaced by more
sophisticated commercial instruments.

It is important to point out that most of the chemical reactions that were used
for the solid phase method were taken from methods already worked out for classical

synthesis by the people I have been discussing. This is a good example of how
current work is usually dependent on work that has gone before.

By 1968 peptide chemistry had expanded in America. and a group of us believed
it was time for a symposium here, especially because it was not possible for most of
us to attend the series of continuing European meetings. Boris Weinstein and Saul
Lande (Figure 6) took the initiative and organized the 1st American Peptide
Symposium at Yale University, with about 80 in attendance. It was a success, and
attendance has grown to over 1400 for the current meeting.

The Japanese and Chinese have also organized their peptide symposia under the
leadership of Sakakibara (Figure 6), Yajima, Shiba and Yanaihara (Figure 6) and
Wang, Du, Kung and many others (Figure 7).

Shortly after our first symposium a new postdoc agreed to come to my
laboratory - on the condition that he could represent his country in the 1972 winter
Olympics in Sapporo, Japan. Some of you may recognize him in this photo, but
others may need a more formal picture to help identify Bob Hodges, the chairman of
this 13th American Peptide Symposium (Figwe 7).

In the time remaining I would like to describe briefly what I consider to be
some of the major developments in peptide chemistry during the past few years and
the major applications of synthesis to physical or biological questions. Nearly all of
the key people are in attendance this week.

Protecting groups are a key component in synthesis and they have been
improved in several ways. The Boc group is still standard, but in many cases it has
been replaced by more acid labile NO-protecting groups such as Bpoc, MeOZ, Nps,
etc., or by thiol cleavable groups like Dts. Carpino's base-labile Fmoc group has
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Fig. 4. Scientists: Josef Rudinger (top left); F. Sirra (top right); Erich Wiinsch (bottom
left) and Geoffrey Young (bottom right).
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Fig. 5. Scientists: Bruce Merrifield and John Stewart (top left and right. respectively),
Bernd Gutte and Ralph Hirschmann (bottom left and right, respectively).
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Fig. 6. Scientists: Boris Weinstein and Saul Lande (top left and right, respectively);
Noboru Yanaihara and Shumpei Sakakibara (bottom left and right, respectively).
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Fig. 7. Scientists of The Shanghai Peptide Group. In the front row are Libbv Merrifield.
D~rs. Kung and Du from left to right respectivelY, top panel; Bob Hodges, left and right of
bot tom panel.
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now become the most popular temporary Na-blocking group and has added much
flexibility to synthetic design. For Ca-protection or for anchoring to resin supports
a large number of acid-cleavable groups have been devised, including benzhydryl
amines, which produce peptide amides. Cleavage conditions cover the range from
anhydrous HF to acetic acid. One of the most promising new anchoring handle
utilizes the allyl function, introduced by Kunz, which is removed by Pd(O) under
very mild and selective conditions. Multidetachable resins and orthogonal
combinations of protecting groups have provided much flexibility to synthetic
design, leading from a single synthesis to; free peptides, protected peptides or
protected peptides containing a C-terminal handle for reattachment to resin supports
for further synthesis.

For coupling reactions the introduction of N-hydroxysuccinimide and N-
hydroxybenztriazole (HOBt) as additives to accelerate the condensation and minimize
racemization was an important step forward and much developmental work has come
in the last few years based on these components. Castro made the big breakthrough
in 1975 with his BOP reagent, a phosphonium salt derived from HOBt. It rapidly
forms the Fmoc-aminoacyl-OBt ester, which is aminolysed by the amino component
to give the peptide bond. The reagent has been widely used, with much enthusiasm.
Many variations of this phosphonium class have now been studied. The newest of
this general group of reagents incorporate uromum salts and are considered by some
to be even more reactive. The amino acid fluorides and urethane protected
carboxyanhydrides also contribute to the armamentarium of new coupling reagents.

Fischer's original goal of synthesizing a protein continues as an objective of
many at this meeting. The target may be a natural protein or one designed de novo.
The approaches can be by stepwise or by segment synthesis and with or without a
solid support.

The newest trends are for mild methods of segment ligation that can be
conducted in mixed solvents or in water alone. Blake found this to be facilitated by
silver ion-catalysed condensation of a thioacid and the amine component, and Kent
used thioacids to condense with a bromoacyl peptide. The very extensive work of
Dan Kemp has led to an elegant and promising thiol capture method. The carboxyl
and amine components are thus brought close together for an intramolecular reaction
at high effective concentrations, in the molar rather than millimolar range. Perhaps
the most promising of the new methods is an aldehyde capture technique of Tam. A
3,3,0 bicyclo transition state structure brings the nitrogen and carbonyl derivatives
very close together and allows an efficient O-+N acyl transfer to give the final
peptide bond. The technique occurs in aqueous solution and requires no protecting
groups. All of these methods have utilized solid phase synthesis and all have been
demonstrated on large peptides or small proteins.

Other very important areas that we will hear about at this symposium include
synthetic vaccines, de nova design of active proteins, protein-nucleic acid hybrids and
peptide libraries. I believe we can look forward to an exciting week.
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Synthesis and disulfide structure determination of
co-agatoxin IVA

H. Nishlo, K.Y. Kumgaye, Y-N. Chen, T. Kimura
and S. Sakakibara

Peptide Institute Inc., Protein Research Foundation, Minoh-shi,
Osaka 562, Japan

Introduction

Many types of calcium channels exist in mammalian brains, but high-affinity
blockers are available only for L- and N-types. The venom of the funnel web spider
Agelenopsis aperta contains various toxins that have been shown to inhj' calcium
channels. Among them is the recently isolated o0-agatoxin IVA, a ne ichannel
blocker that inhibits both calcium entry into rat brain synaptosomes and P-type
calcium channels in rat Purkinje neurons [1). This peptidyl toxin has also been
shown to inhibit glutamate release from rat synaptosomes, suggesting that glutamate
release is coupled to P-type calcium channels [2]. The primary structure of a)-
agatoxin IVA was determined to be a 48-amino acid peptide containing eight cysteine
residues.

Lys-Lys-Lys-Cys-Ile-Ala-Lys-Asp-Tyr-Gly-Arg-Cys-Lys-Trp-Gly-Gly-Thr-Pro-Cys-
Cys-Arg-Gly-Arg-Gly-Cys-lle-Cys-Ser-Ile-Met-Gly-Thr-Asn-Cys-Glu-Cys-Lys-Pro-
',xg-LUu-Ie-Met-Glu-Gly-Leu-Gly-Lcu-Ala

In the present study, we report the synthesis of w0-agatoxin IVA and the
assignment of four intramolecularly linked disulfide bonds by a combination of
Edman degradation and mass spectra measurement of enzymatic digests.

Results and Discussion

The synthesis was carried out by the solution procedure applying our maximum
protection strategy [3]. The fully protected peptide was assembled from six segments
as shown in Figure 1. All of the side-chain functional groups were protected by
benzyl-type protecting groups except for Cys and Trp residues which were protected
by Acm and For groups, respectively. Every segment was synthesized in the form of
Boc-peptide-OPac except for the C-terminal segment which was protected by benzyl
ester instead of Pac ester. Removal of Pac ester was carried out by treatment with
zinc powder in AcOH. However, due to a solubility problem, in the cases of segment
I, IV and V, a mixture of dichloromnethane and trifluoroethanol (TFE) in a ratio of 3:1
(vlv) was used as the solvent [4]. The peptide dissolved easily in this solvent
system, and removal of the Pac ester by zinc powder proceeded smoothly at 35"C
within 1 hr after diluting with AcOH. Each segment thus obtained was coupled from
the C-terminal segment using water-soluble carbodiimide (WSCI) in the presence of
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HOBt or HOOBt. The final two coupling reactions were carried out by the
WSIIHOOBt method using a mixture of CHCI3 and TFE (3:1, v/v) as solvents [4].

Ic~z CzAGM CH•c€cikkZ C

H M .A r Lyi -L.C ya -Ly . A-LvI N -AWac" wTOSAemCIZ For b

d AmAmaTM b f

Te. Am Am hd L
TV 3oo-A43-y*D&Cy-Sul-M*-Gly-M

IN AmdkAcm= Tes 9
V Dos..lb.fAmuy.OhCyLys-fM-At~o.A )tg4a-

VCH a.hk.GyL4yLA.h

Fully -rtce peptide

Fig. 1. Synthesis of the protected peptide. a: TFA, b: Zn/AcOH, c: 7WDCM-TFE-AcOH, d:
WSCIYHOBt, e: WSCMHOOBt, f: WSCI/HOOBt in CHCL3-TFE (3:1).

The fully protected peptide thus obtained was treated with trifluoroacetic acid to
remove the amino terminal Boc group and then treated with HF in the presence of
anisole (9:1) at -5"C for 1 hr to remove all of the protecting groups except the Acre
and For groups. After evaporating HF and anisole, the peptide was treated again with
HF in the presence of butanedithiol (HF:butanedithiol = 7:3) at -5"C for 30 min to
remove the remaining For group [5]. The crude product thus obtained was purified
by CM-cellulose chromatography followed by RP-HPLC. The purified hexa-Acm
peptide was treated with Hg(OAc)2 (1.1 eq for I Acm group) in 5% AcOH for 2 hr to
remove all of the Acm groups. Hg ions were removed completely by adding 6-
mercaptoethanol followed by gel filtration on Sephadex G-25 and RP-HPLC,
successively. During the cleavage reaction of the Acm groups by Hg(OAc)2, we
found side products in which the Trp residue had been alkylated by mercaptoethanol
when alarge amount of Hg(OAc) 2 (5 eq for I Acm group) was used. Details of this
side reaction will be reported elsewhere. To fold and oxidize the peptide, the octa-
sulfnydryl peptide was stirred in 0.2 M NH4OAc (pH 7.8) at a peptide concentration
of I x 10-' M in the presence of reduced and oxidized glutathione
(peptide.GSH:GSSC - 1:100:10) at 4C for I day. The principal product was
isolated to homogeneity by RP-HPLC followed by ion-exchange HPLC. The
hoNmgeneity of the final product was confirmed by RP- and IBX-HPLC as well as by
capillary zone electrphoresis (CZE) (Figure 2). The results of amino acid analysis
after acid hydrolys areed well with the expected values. The molecular weight of
the productm tM+H] - 5202.7, obtained by plasma desorption mass spectrometry,
agreed with the calculated value (5203.3). The inhibitory activity by the final
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product of the big~h-tedubo currut an rat Pwkimj neuron was nuensur and found
to have the same activity as that rported for the natura product (1).

4 a 12 16(min)

Fig. 2. CZE of the ftida product. Colaa.,n. Uncoated Fused Siuic (50 psm x 72 cm), 30T,
22 ky Buffer. 20 mM Citrate (pH 2.5); Absorbance: 200 nn.

In order to determine the disulfide structure of synthetic a)-agatoxin IVA, the
product was treated successively with thermolysin, V8 protease and proline specific
endopeptidase. Peaks containing cystine peptides obtained in each enzymatic
hydrolysis were isolated, and their stiuctures were detemined by amino acid analysis,
mass spectrometry measurement and gas-phase protein sequence analysis. From
these analytical data, we determined the disulfide structure as shown below.

I r--,-n I
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Synthesis of beta amylold protein [1-401
scope and limitations of convergent

solid phase synthesis

J.-P. Durleux, F. Dick, M. Schwailer, G. Haas,
U. Wixmnerten, S. Mundwfler and R. Nyfeler

Bachem Feinchemikalien AG, CH-4416 Bubendorf Switzerland

Introduction

Convergent solid phase synthesis [1] has been defined as the approach in which
a peptide fragment is synthesized on a solid support, cleaved fully protected from the
support and, after purification and characterization, is coupled to another fragment
anchored to a polymeric support. The use of this strategy for the preparation of a
long peptide chain should give a product of higher quality as compared to stepwise
synthesis. One would indeed avoid the accumulation of deletion and truncated
sequences which are the origin of the "broad foot" very often observed in the HPLC
profiles of crude products prepared by a stepwise approach.

Beta amyloid protein (1-40) I is the main component of the extracellular
deposit found in the cerebral cortex of patients suffering from Alzheimer's disease [2].

DA GYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVGSNKGAJIGLMVGGVV I

A convergent solid phase synthesis of the elongated beta amyloid (1-42) has
been described (3]. We have chosen to compare different approaches in order to
design the most efficient way to prepare large quantities of high quality beta amyloid
(1-40).

Results and Discussion

A first stepwise synthesis (Fmoc/tBu strategy, TBTU/DIPEA coupling) gave
unsatisfactory results. Nearly 20 out of the 40 amino acids required a double
coupling; in addition, the crude product cleaved from the resin contained a high
proportion of peptide oxidized at the Met residue. This led us to undertake the
preparation of the title compound following the above mentioned principles of
convergent solid phase synthesis. Framents H to IV were chosen with C-terminal
Gly to exclude any risk of racemnization during coupling; the C-terminal fragment V
was assembled on p-alkoxybenzylalcobol resin. For the prepartion of the fragments
H to IV we used the super acid labile Sarin resin which allows the cleavage of fully
protected frtgments by 1% TFA in methylene chloride [4].

Met was introduced a its sulfoxide to avoid any complication due to oxidation.
The results of these syntheses are given in Table I.
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Table I Synthsis of the protcedfragmene

Enu4LL.MDl- 1 Yield: 80% - Purity (HPLC): 85%
Fmmc-Asp(OtBu)-Ala-•u(OtBu)-Pe-Arl(P)-His(Trt)-Asp(OtBu-etBu)-Gly-
OH

EmLI 25QlO M Yield: 88% - Purity (HPLQC): 75%
Fmoc-Tyt3u)-l (OtBu)-Va-His( t)-His(Tzt)-Gl(MU)-Lys(Boc)-Leu-Val-Phe-
Pbe-Aa-Gu(Olu)-Asp(Otdu)-Val-Gly-OH
mo23 j IV Yield: 90% - Purity (HPLC): 90%

Fmoc-Se(tBu)-Asn(Mtt)-Lys(Boc)-Oly-Ala-Ile-e-Gly-OH

mo-34-40)-Wang resin V Purity (HPLC): 90%

Fmoc-Leu-Met(O)-Val-Gly-Gly-Val-Val-Wang resin

apurity has been determined after TFA cleavage. FAB-MS was used to confirm the structure
of the fragmemts.

The coupling of fragment IV to peptide resin V, after the cleavage of the Fmoc
group, was mediated by TBTU/DIPEA and afforded H-[26-401(O)-Wang VI after
piperidine treatment. The poor solubility of fragment HI was at the origin of the
problems encountered in its coupling to VI. Different attempts were made using
various combinations of solvents, temperature and prolonged reaction time; it was
nearly impossible to bring the reaction to completion and the best incorporation (still
less than 50%) used a 5 - 7 fold excess of fragment M. Finally Fmoc-[10-40] (0)-
Wang was assembled by stepwise elongation (TBTU/DIPEA as coupling agent)
starting from VI.

The coupling of 1 to H-[10-40](O)-Wang VII was mediated by TBTU/DIPEA
and gave the expected Fmoc-[l-401(O)-Wang VIII. When this coupling was
performed with a Wang resin having a high level of substitution (0.6 mmoles/g), it
was necessary to make a double coupling of UI and one had to use a 2-3 fold excess
of the fragment whereas a low substitution of the resin (0.15 mmoles/g) allowed
complete acylation with a single coupling and the use of only a 1.2 - 1.5 fold excess
of the acylating component.

Finally, the Fmoc group was removed from Vm and the peptide was cleaved
from the resin by TFA:H O:EDT (85:5:10). The peptide was then purified by
preparative HPLC (RP Cl8-triethylammonium phosphate buffer at pH 7.5 with an
acetonitrile gradient; desalting with 0.1% TFA-acetonitrile gradient). The fractions
were pooled to provide a product of a purity of approximately 80-85%. Met(O) was
finally reduced to Met using the conditions described by Tam [5]
(TFMSA:TFA:DMS (1:6:3)) and the obtained product, namely the title compound I,
was further purified to provide a product of a purity greater than 95% in 2 different
HPLC solvent systems. Electrospray mass spectrometry and amino acid analysis
confirmed the structure. However, the yield of the last two steps (reduction-
purification) was much too low (10-15%) to make the synthesis efficient and we
therefore repeated it with a 0.2 mmoles/g Wang resin, and Met instead of Met(O),
without encountering special problems. This pathway produced a crude I showing an
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acceptable level of purity (45-50%), and the purification gave a product with a high
degree of purity (greater than 97%) in amounts of several hundred milligrams.

We have also explored the possibility offered by the combination synthesis [6],
i.e. coupling in solution of the fragments prepaed by solid phase. The C-terminal
fragment H-(34-40)-OtBu was synthesized in solution and the peptide was assembled
as in the convergent approach. It must be noted that the coupling of the fragment
Fmoc-(l0-25)-OH proceeded under normal conditions, although the reaction medium
was more a gel than a solution, whereas coupling of the same fragment onto resin
proved unsuccessful. The results of the combination synthesis were comparable to
the ones obtained from the convergent synthesis both in terms of yield and quality.
However, due to the poor solubility of the intermediates, we could not make use of
the advantages of the combination approach, i.e. to purify the intermediates.

Convergent solid phase synthesis is a valuable approach for the preparation of
long and complex peptides. We could demonstrate that in the case of fragment
coupling onto solid support, the level of substitution of the resin is an important
parameter influencing the quality of the reaction product, and also the economy of the
synthesis. We have also shown that coupling of identical fragments my proceed
differently in solution and on solid support. For the preparation of the title
compound, a combination of stepwise synthesis and of fragment couplings provided
the best approach. Similar results were obtained from a more laborious combination
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Introduction

The finding, that conformational effects of the growing peptide chain play a
crucial role in peptide synthesis [(] has stimulated extensive research on this subject
over the past years. The formation of secondary structures, in particular 13-sheet
conformations, has been shown to reduce the solvation of the peptide chain resulting
in a decrease of the reaction kinetics and in the solubility [2]. In order to overcome
some of these limitations, the reversible modification of the backbone for disrupting
ordered conformations has recently been suggested [3]. To this end, we have
introduced oxazolidines (Ox) and thiazolidines (In) as protection techniques for Ser,
Thr and Cys [3a]. Due to their structural similarity to proline, these readily
accessible derivatives ('pseudo-prolines') may act as solubilizing, secondary structure
disrupting building blocks in peptide synthesis (Figure 1).

Results and Discussion

Pseudo-prolines [Ser(Ox)]; [Cys(Th)] are prepared via side chain cyclization of
Ser or Cys according to established procedures [4]. For their use in SPPS, the
corresponding dipeptide derivatives are prepared as depicted in Fig 1. The chemical
stability of the ring systems strongly depends on the substituent in position C2 of
the heterocycle, allowing for a variable combination with commonly applied
protection schemes (Table 1). For example, Ser(Ox) and Cys(Th) are stable towards
base and nucleophiles, but can be cleaved by 10-100% TFA, depending on the
substituent at C2. Conformational energy calculations and NOE studies of model
dipeptides of the type Ac-Xaa-Ser(Ox)-NHCH 3 reveal the preference of a cis amide
bond in the presence of bulky substituents at C2.
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Fig. L Synthesis and incorporation of a Cys(Th) into a peptide backbone and effect
upon the cao Wat l properties of the host peputde before and after ring opening.

When incorporated in switch-peptides [5] which show medium-dependent
transitions from 0t-helical (pH 11) to P-sheet (pH 4) conformations, the peptide (X=
Cys(Th)) no longer adopts an ordered conformation as shown by the CD spectra
(Figure 2). Most notably, the 'enforcement' of a flexible random-coil conformation
in pseudo-proline containing peptides is paralleled by a significant increase in
solvation, solubility and reaction kinetics. The protected Cys(Th) containing peptide
could be condensed to a topological template [6] resulting in a template-assembled
synthetic protein (TASP). This opens new ways for the construction of large
peptides and in protein de novo design [6].

Table I Synthetic strutegiesfor pseudo -proline containing peptides

__ A Y z v

Ser(hR) a Fmoc C Bocu - peptde

SeW(OxR) Hycram Fmoc Alioc/Alyl deprotected

Ser(OxIR) Wan Boc CbBzl d cted
Cyst) Pain peptide
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0O-

185 195 205 215 225 235 245
X [mu]

Fig. 2Z CD spectra of switch - peptide (5) Ac-& ALKAXLELAAKLAAK NH2 at pHf 4 (X=

Cs(Ah)- -.:X = Cys- o-) and pH 1(Xu=Cys(Ts) - # *-I-X =Cys -0-)
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Introduction

Pepdde conformation and poor solubilization of the growing peptide chain are
the main reason for incomplete acylation and deprotection reactions. There are
several methods available to predict such difficulties [1, 21, however, unexpected
sequence dependent difficulties still appear during synthesis. Several approaches are
described to avoid peptide conformations which may hinder synthesis, such as
chaotropic salts, solvent mixtures or new amino acid derivatives which modify the
peptide backbone [3, 4J. Based on monosized grafted microspheres we have developed
a method where the peptide is screened by a preview synthesis within a rather short
time to recognize such problematic regions. To overcome the conformation
dependent kinetic hindrance we investigated the influence of solvent systems,
activation methods and structure destroying reagents. It turned out that surfactants in
combination with solvent mixtures are the most potent systems and in general useful
for preventing peptide conformations during synthesis.

Results and Discuuulon

Beside resin parameters like polarity, particle size and solvation, mass transport
and diffusion are of prime importance in all polymer supported reactions [5]. The
driving force for mass transport is diffusion and diffusion is dependent on path length.
Normally solid supports show a particle size distribution and therefore for each bead
exists an individual diffusion time whereas the largest one controls the overall
reaction rate. To overcome these problems we have developed monosized 25 j&m
beads of our polystyrene polyethyleneglycol graft copolymer [6, 71.

01 CJ3VsW lO0i-C I,)0,ý- 0 -CH,- CH, -W NHC 0 - C -AA-Ffmc

Fig. 1. Scheie of the gr copolymer TentaGel Trt AA Fmac

To a low crosslinked PS-matrix, PEG is grafted by an anionic graft
copolymarization. The reactive sites which are located at the end of the PEG-spacers
behave kinetically like in solution. The monosized nature of the beads divides the
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total reaction space (represented by all beads) into exactly the same small reaction
compartments. The monosized nature and the uniform architecture of the beads allow
optimization of the reaction conditions to a great extent because of identical reaction
conditions for each individual bead. In contrast to 90 pm particles where the release
of the Fmoc group and the wash out was finished within 2.5 min, the time could be
reduced to 80 sec by using 25 pm particles at 45*C. This time corresponds to the
kinetic rate of the Fmoc deprotection. There is no longer any influence of the mass
transport to the overall reaction rate.

For peptide synthesis the following conditions were used: ABI 431 A
synthesizer (200 mg resin, 180 sec acylation, 2x2.5 min Fmoc deprotection) and
MilliGen 9050/synthesizer (200 mg resin, 180 sec acylation, 120 sec. Fmoc
deprotection, 60 sec washout, 45*C, total cycle time: 7 min 37 sec). The starting
Fmoc amino acid is attached to the tentacle polymer via an new trityl linkage (Figure
1). Cleavage of the peptide could be performed by either 50% acetic acid in CH2CI2
to get the completely protected peptide or with TFA to get the free peptide.
Applying said conditions the C-terminal sequence
KAKAAPKKAPKSPAKAKAVKPKAA of the histone Hlb (174 - 198) was
synthesized within 3h 10 min in 90% purity using Fmoc protected N - carboxy-
anhydride amino acids (Fmoc NCA). This indicates the success of this method.

We have then screened the complete C-terminus of the histone Hic (176-220,
lK KKAAKSPAKAKAPKPKAAKPKSGmyT KAKKAAPKKK). The
preview synthesis of this 45 mer was completed within 7h 15 rmin. We recognized
breakdowns for the coupling efficiency and Fmoc deprotection in the regions 209-205
and 176-183. This phenomenon is caused by bad solvation or any kind of peptide
conformations on the resin. This finding was very unexpected because up to now the
C-terminal sequences of the histones are known to be random. For further
investigations and synthesis optimizations the Hlc sequence 176-220 was cut into
two overlapping sequences:

176-200: K~aCLKIZKKAAKSPAKAKAPKPKAA
196-220: KPKAAKPKSGI ZdrKAKKAAPKKK

The most dramatic decrease in the Fmoc deprotection yield was recognized for K
206: 54% by TBTU activation and 57% with Fmoc NCA's (Figure 2). IR
investigations of the resin bound peptide (196-220) show shifts for the amide I and I1
bands which indicates P-sheet and helical conformations. Therefore it is very
understandable that a change in the activation method results in a negligible change
in yield because the reactive sites are not accessible. To overcome this problem we
changed the solvent system from DMF to a mixture of DMF/NMP/CH 2CI2
containing 1% Triton, an nonionic surfactant. The yield increased to 69% and with
prolonged coupling in the region 206-209 to 86%. Due to the surfactant properties
of Triton the peptide conformations on the resin are destroyed. Bayer et aL reported
that ethylene carbonate achieves in some cases complete coupling [8]. We created a
"magic mixture": DNF/NMP/CH2CI2, 1% Triton and 1,5-2,5 molar ethylene
carbonate. The total coupling and deprotection yield for K 206 rose to 93% and we
obtained the crude peptide with 90% purity. This effect of the "magic mixture" was
confirmed by the very successful syntheses of several other difficult sequences.
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KPKAAKPKSG .,_,,_TKAKKAAPKKK
F- _ _ 93

ITIf
so0 1.5 NAW EC

o 54 57

40.

TM WA M Tm mM

Tabsn Tab.

Fig. 2. Influence of solvents, activation method and conformation avoiding reagents to
the coupling yield

CD investigations of both, the free peptide and the completely protected peptide
confirmed the presence of suspected peptide conformations: each peptide contained
helical structures. These results encouraged us to synthesize the complete Hlc
sequence 176-220 again applying such optimized conditions. Figure 3 shows the
HPLC and ion spray ms of the crude completely protected peptide. Due to the still
incomplete coupling of K 206 we find the deletion peptide -Lys(Boc) at 1711.5 [M +
4HI4+ and a second failure sequence where the dipeptide Lys(Boc) Ala at 1693 CM +
4H4+ is deleted.

M + *Il 5+1414.5 H Hlc (176-220•

molecular mass 7069 I
1180.0 A 4H1 4+

17LS.

Fig. 3. HPLC and Ion Spray MS of the crude completely protected Hlc (176-220).
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Preview synthesis on grafted microspheres allow very effective screening of a
peptide synthesis within shortest time. Peptide conformations on the resin are
recognized and confirmed by solid state IR of the resin attached peptide. CD
investigations of the free peptides (completely protected and unprotected) show helical
structures and confirm the IR data. The use of a "magic mixture" could avoid peptide
conformations during synthesis and even long peptides with difficult regions in the
sequence can be synthesized very successfully.
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Introduction

Intramolecular disulfide bonds are an attractive means of imposing
conformational constraints in structure/activity studies of peptides. Air oxidation in
aqueous solution (pH - 8) is a straightforward protocol, but suffers in that steric
factors and/or hydrophobic aggregation may hinder thiol interaction, increase reaction
times and promote intermolecular disulfides. Also, peptides with pl values close to
that of the oxidation medium may precipitate before oxidation occurs. Oxidation in
guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCI) solution was found to overcome these problems and
to accelerate intramolecular disulfide formation in all peptides examined. Although
urea is frequently used in protein denaturation studies, GuHC! is a more potent
denaturant at equal concentrations (1]. As well, aqueous urea generates cyanate ion
which is capable of irreversibly modifying thiol and amino groups [2].

Results and Discusslon

Thiol forms of the peptides (Table 1) were initially soluble in AcOH or
DMSO, but quickly precipitated upon dilution with water. Other peptides with pI
values of 8.3 precipitated once the aqueous AcOH or DMSO solution was adjusted to
pH 8.5. HPLC of the redissolved precipitates revealed a number of covalent
products. Presumnably, peptide aggregation resulted in intermolecular disulfide
formation giving polymeric products. Yield and purity were dramatically improved
by air oxidation in a GuHCI solution. Typically, peptide was dissolved to a final
concentration of 1 mM in 2 to 8 M GuHCI, 0.2 M TrisHCl, pH 8.5 aqueous buffer
and stirred vigorously with air. Progress was monitored by RP HPLC. Large
volume solutions were desalted by dialysis or by ultrafiltration prior to lyophilization
and preparative scale HPLC purification. Smaller oxidation solutions (<10 mL) were
not desalted prior to HPlC purification. Peptides remained in solution throughout
the oxidation which proceeded more quickly than in other conditions (Table 2), and
very little dimerization or polymerization was observed.

DMSO has been advocated as a mild oxidant for the formation of disulfide
bonds over a wide pH range [3, 41. Two test peptides (Table 2) were oxidized
approximately twice as quickly in buffered GuHCi solution as in 20 or 80% DMSO
solutions. Oxidation rates were not proportional to DMSO concentration,
suggesting that its ability to catalyze disulfide bond formation is not solely governed
by its oxidizing property but also by its solvating or denaturing properties [4, 51.
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Table 1 kwunmkoecur di&Widorjnation by air oxidation in &M GuHC1

Calc'd Oxidation Purified
pep" 01 yield () yield()

Ac-CASPVSEEVKFNKPRSFC 8.3 95 79
Ac-CAWPVOEVKNPRF 9 .3 97 67
Ac-COSPVTLDLRYNRIhSIFC 8.3 95 80
Ac-CAIPVSIEVKFNKPFSFC 6.2 90 45
Ac-CAIPVSIFPVKFNP FC 6.2 97 64

Table 2 HaLf-ftmes of in onwecuiardisu~lieformauion in various mediaa

t1,n (hr.) tin (hr.)
Air Oxidation Media Pepide A Peptide B

0.2M TrisHal, pH 8.5 9.3 insoluble
8M GuHCl, 0.2M TrisHal, pH 8.5 3.0 0.8
20% DM80 5.2 5.3
80% DM80 20 1.7

a Pepide A = Ac-CAMIPYSIC, peptide B = Ac-CASPVSlEBVKFNKMFC~R

GuHCl was shown to assist in the mild oxidation of cysteine-containing
peptides by overcoming limitations in solubility and conformnational flexibility to
cleanly yield intramolecular disulfide bonds. Thins protocol is especially efficient for
hydrophobic or neutrally charged peptides.
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Condensation of minimally protected peptide
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Introduction

Proteolytic enzymes can catalyze racemization-free condensations of peptide
segments with unprotected side chains [1]. Larger polypeptides invariably contain
multiple proteolytic sites and thus would appear to be practically inaccessible by this
approach. This obstacle can, however, be kinetically circumvented. By use of
certain acyl-esters, enzymatic synthesis is accelerated many-fold over competing
proteolyses [2, 3]. This principle is illustrated by the recent semisynthesis of a
superpotent analog of the human growth hormone-releasing factor [desNH2Tyr',D-
Ala2,Ala'5j-GRF(I-29)-NH2 by a V8 protease catalyzed 3+26 segment condensation
[3]. The use of a "highly activated" benzyl ester of the acyl-donor segment permitted
enzymatic synthesis of Asp3-Ala4 to proceed 100-fold faster than competing
proteolyses at Asp3-Ala 4 and Asp-M-26e.

This report describes a solid-phaseenzymatic synthesis of the parent hormone
GRF(I-44)-NH2 employing a 33+11 segment condensation catalyzed by the
Glu/Asp-specific endopeptidase (GSE) from B. licheniformis [4]. This synthesis
involves competing proteolyses at Glu 33-Ser34. Glu37-Arg3g, Asp3-Ala 4 , and Asp25-
Ile26, and is thus a simple test of the general synthetic scheme (Figure 1).

NH24 ahm

F~ a c- N ~ .0 -0S I [08M

Fig. 1. &heme for successve GSE cavled condensations of peptide segments.
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RPHPLC purification afforded Fmoc-GRF(l-33)-OBzl (2). The amino-donor
GRF(34-44)-NH 2 (1) was also prepared by this route starting with 4-(2,4'-
dimethoxyphenyl-Fmoc-nfinomethyl)phenoxyacetyl-benzhydrylamine (Fmoc-Knorr-
BHA) resin. Peptides 1 and 2 were characterized by AAA and FABMS.

The GSE is a serine protease with substrate specificity and specific activity
comparabl to thmse of the Vg protease. The GSE used in this study (71 mg, 270 U
mg-1) was purified from a 25 mL portion of the detergent AlcalaseTM (Novo Industri
A/S. Denmark) essentially as described (4] and assayed against Boc-Glu(OH)-OPh (1
U = 1 pmol mir-' at pH 7.8, 200C). V8 protease (Sigma) was inactive under
reaction conditions identical to those used for GSE (Figure 2).

In the synthesis of GRF(1-44)-NH 2 (Figure 2), the enzyme is rapidly acylated
by the ester 2 and then deacylated by the competing nucleophiles, 1 and water. This
kinetically controlled method [1] relies on a rapid nonequilibrium "burst" of product.
For preparative purposes, the reaction is halted at the point of maximum yield
beyond whch the enzyme will merely degrade the newly formed bond ("back-
hydrolysis") and any other specific cleavage sites present. Utilizing a high initial
concentration of the amino-donor 1 is important in order for 1 to compete effectively
with water for the binding cavity of the enzyme. Organic cosolvents such as DMF
aid in solubilizing the larger polypeptide reactants. Excess amino-donor can be
recovered in the final RPHPLC purification.

The high specificity of GSE for the benzyl ester 2 is evidenced by the excellent
catalytic efficiency (104 wt/wt ratio 2/GSE) and minimal proteolysis at Glu37-Arg3s
(<5%). No proteolysis at the Asp-X sites was detected. An 18% loss of 2 to
enzymatic ester-hydrolysis was incurred. Nonenzymatic ester hydrolysis was
negligible in an otherwise identical reaction mixture containing no enzyme. The
12% ester hydrolysis of 2 prior to adding GSE and slight loss of Fmoc (<1%)
probably occurred while adjusting the pH with NaOH.
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Synthesis of an anti-freeze protein
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Animals exposed to temperatures below 0°C have developed strategies to avoid
lethal freezing of their body fluids. Among these is the stabilization of body fluids in
a supercooled state by inhibiting the growth of ice crystals. Antarctic fish living in
ice-ladden enviomnent achieve this by the synthesis of antifreeze proteins (AFPs)
[1]. These proteins lower the freezing point of their body fluids, whilst the melting
point is not affected [2]. However, the exact mechanism of this interaction has not
been established to date [2, 3, 4].

Of the groups of AFPs known to occur in fish [1], a group of proteins of about
60 amino acids is of special interest, since their sequence cannot be correlated with
the models proposed so far for the interaction of AFPs with water. Recently, the
structure of one such protein has been determined by NMR [51.

Proteins of this group have so far only been accessible by isolation or in low
yield by heterologous expression [6]. Here, we report the first synthesis of one of
the protein by solid-phase peptide synthesis. The strategy of fragment condensation
allows the easy modification of the sequences to be synthesized and is therefore well
suited for the study of structure-activity relationships.

Results and Discussion

The complete AFP is synthesized using 8 protected fragments (Figure 1). The
fully protected peptides were synthesized on an automatic peptide
synthesizer (ACT 200) from ACT on the 2-chiorotrityl resin [7] using the Fmoclt-
Butyl strategy [8]. The coupling with TBTU/DIEA and the Fmoc-cleavage were
monitored by TLC. The yields of the crude fragments were around 95%, only
fragment AFP34-30 had to be purified by RP-HPLC using ACNiH20 gradient with
0.1%TFA. The intactness of the protection groups was proven by ID and 2D IH-
NMR spectroscopy. The correct imus wer established by FAB-MS.

To obtain the complete protein, we coupled the protected fragments sequentially
on the same resin. The coupling, which was done in DMSO with HOBt/DIC, and
the Fmoc-cleavage were monitored by the Ninbydrin-reaction and by lnC.

After deprotection the protein was charscerized by ESI-MS.
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Sequence of AP-fIM-HPLC-6

06 eP G

I Condei~uation siteG
Fm.ep(Of) *NMPds.49csJ.

Fig. 1. The sequence of the AFP-Type i HlPLC-6 is shown. We used tBu as protection
group at S;T:E;Y and Trt as protection group at Q;N and K they are mar*ed as PA
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A convenient, straightforward solid phase
synthesis of yf-endorphin on polystyrene matrix,
grafted with polyoxyethyiene spacer arms, using

Fmoc amino acid N-carboxy anhydrides

G. Gr~blerl., S. Stoeva2, H. Echner2 and W. Voelter 2

]Eppenorf/Biotrcnik, Eimmd-Seng-Stra~e 4, D-6457 Mabual,
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Introduction

Urethane-protected a-amino acid N-carboxy anhydrides (UNCAs) have been
demonstrated to form peptide bonds rapidly in high yields, with practically no
racemization [1-31. These unique properties prompted us, to apply Fmoc UNCAs for
the solid phas synthesis of the beqtadecapeptide y-endorphin (H-Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-
Met-r-Ser-Glu-Lys-Ser-Gln-Thr-Pfo-Leu-Val-Tlw-Lau-OH).

Results and Discusslom

To demonstrate the flexibility of the fully automatic batch-synthesizer
ECOSYN P (Eppendorf/Biotronik, Maintal, Germany) concerning its applicability
for any kind of peptide synthesis strategy (e.g. resins, coupling methods, protecting
groups), the hpacpetd y-enidorphin was taken as an example, using TentaGeiR
[41 as the solid support and Fmoc amino acid-N-carboxy-anhydrides as coupling
agents. For the synthesis, the following Frnoc-prolected NCAs were applied: Fmoc-
Leu-NCA, Fmoc-Thr(tflu)-NCA, Fmoc-Val-NCA, Fmoc-Gln(Trityl)-NCA, Fmoc-
Ser(tBu)-NCA, Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-NCA, Fmoc-Glu(OtBu)-NCA, Fmoc-Met-NCA,
Flmoc-Pheý-NCA, Fmoc-Gly-NCA and Fmoc-Tyr(Ot~u)-NCA [5). All UNCAs were
reacted in a one-coupling step in DMF in threefold excess. After completion of the
synthesis, the pephide resin bond and the side chain protecting groups were cleaved,J
using a mixture of trifluoroecetic acid/anisolc/ethmnedithiol (15:2:0.5 rid, 2 hr, room
temperature). The crude synthetc piwdact was purified oni a Nucleosil 7C6 column
(Macherey-Nagel, Milen, Germany), using a semipreparative HPL( system
(Eppendorf/Dotronik, MaiNte, Germany; Figure 1). Furthermore, the purity was
controlled by capillary electrophoreuis, [61 (Figure 2), applying a Blo-Rad HP 100
appaatus (Mflnchen, Oainsay). The HPLC-purifled peptide shwed the expected
molecular mass (na/z: 1359), determined by matrix-assisted lame desorption mass
spectrometry (Laennat, Finnigan, MAT Bremnen, Germany, FMgur 3; M7). Prior to
amino acid analysis the peptide was hydrolyzed with 6N HCI1 (24 h, I 100C). The
AAs were sepwaraed by cation exchange chromatography and determiined after post-
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column reaction with niabydria (Amino Acid Analyser LC 3000,
Eppendorf/iotnmik, Maintal, Gemany), and the amino acid ratios are in good
apeemet with the calcIded valu.

WSW

-.- •

Fig. I. HPLC of the syMhetc Lendorphin. Column: Nucleosil 7C, 8 (250xlOOmm);
solvent A: 0.05% TFAIH20, B: 60% acetonitrile A).M% TFAIH20 gradient elution: 20-
60% in 30 iuui flow rate: Z5 mL/min; detection: 220 nm; ijection: 25 jg (eft side).

Fig. 2. HPCE of the synthetic 7Lendorphix. Capillary: coate4 25pmx20cm; voltage:
8KV, positive polarity; biffer: 0.1 M phosphate, pH 2.5; detection: UV, 220 Run, 0.02
AUFS (right side).

Fig. 3 Mami.t-aumi laier dewption msy spectnra of the synthetic -Lenlorphi, .
NmOer of p." : 6. w•vekgShL 337 o; mtrx:. a-cyno-hydroxych-unaic acid;
inernal nW" shguman (N& 3484 Da).
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Enzymatic semisynthesis: EMcient fragment
condensation using a glu/asp-specific

endopeptidase

J. Bongers1, W. Liu1 , T. Lambros1, K. Breddam2 ,
R.M. Campbell1 , A.M. FelixI and E.P. Heimer 1

]Roche Research Center, Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.,
Nutley, NJ 07110, U.S.A.

2Carlsberg Laboratory, Copenhagen, Valby, Denmark

Introduction

Semisynthesis of the superpotent GRF analog, [desNH 2Tyr',D-Ala 2,Ala'51-
GRF(l-29)-NH2 (4), from the precursor, [Ala 15 J-GRF(4-29)-OH (1), employed an
enzymatic transpeptidation of 1 to generate [Ala1'5-GRF(4-29)-NH 2 (2), followed by
a V8 protease catalyzed acylation of 2 with the tripeptide, desNH2Tyr-D-Ala-
Asp(OH)-OR (3) (R = CH3CH 2 or 4-NO2C61- 4CH2) [1]. The utility of enzymes for
modifying peptides lacking side-chain protection, including recombinant peptides,
was further evaluated. Recently we observed that the Glu/Asp-specific endopeptidase
(GSE) from B. licheniformis [2] is superior to the V8 protease for the above
acylation. We also investigated the influence of the ester leaving-group (R) of the
acyl component on the acylation rate and yield for the series, desNH2Tyr-D-Ala-
Asp(OH)-OR [R = CH 3CH 2 -(3a), CH 3- (3b), CICH2CH2- (30), C6HCH2- (3d), 4-
NO2C6H4CH2- (3e)].

Results and Discussion

The GSE proved to be a more stable and economical alternative to the V8
protease for the condensation of fragments 2 and 3. As shown in Table 1. the ester
leaving-group (R) of the acyl component has a major influence on both catalytic
efficiency and yield. The yield is determined by the relative rates of enzymatic
synthesis of AAp 3-Ala4, which is influenced strongly by R, and prowelyses at Asp3-
Ala4 and AspU-I1e 6, which me independent of R. The rate and yield of synthesis
appeas to increase with increasing electrophilicity of R. However, there is slight
break in this trend in going from the benzyl ester 3d to the 4-nitrobenzyl ester 3e.
OSE does not show a ph ferea for wmu hydropbobic cea as has been noted for a-
chymorypsin [3]. Thes studies showed doht the most favorable substrate was the
benzyl ester M which Is pmrcesed by the enzyme nearly 100-fold more rapidly than
the ethyl eser 3e, the lei favoamble sbsbaute (1Fgure 1).
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Table 1 Influence of the Ester Leaving-Group (R) on GSE Catalyud Acylations of
[AktI-5 -GRF(4-29)-NH2 (2) with desNH2Tyr-D-ALa-Asp(OH)-OR (3)

cnpd R %Yemd. t• (mim)

3a CH3CHr 60 700
3b CH3- 70 300
3c CICH2CHr 99 70
3d C6H5CH2- 99 10
3e 4-NO2CWH2- 93 35

Initial conditions: [2]o = 13.5 mM (50 mg mL-l), [3]o = 54 mM (45 mg mL'-), [GSE] =
2.5 mg mL", 20% v/v DMF, 150 mM triethanolamine, pH 8.2. 37°C.

I.I

100

"so- a b° b
470- 0

00 
0 

g.L

0 50

0 *

Fig. 1. Time courses of the GSE catalyzed spAeses of 4 (O) by acylation of 2 (17) with
(a) the ethyl eater 3a and with (b) benzyl ester 3d. Side-products (A) represent the
combined loss of2 and 4 to prteolys at As 5 -114e26; i.e. [side-products] = 210 - (2) -
[4]. See Table I for inial reaction conditions.
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Evaluation of urethane N-carboxyanhydrides
(UNCA's) for the synthesis of C-terminal

fragments of bombesin, cholecystokinin, gastrin
and neurotensin

M. Llinaresl, E. Bourdel1 , J.C. Caflfanol,
M. Rodriguez 1, A. Loffet2 and J. Martinez 1

IEP CNRS 51, Facult de Pharmacie, 15 Av. C. FlahaWt, 34060
Montpellier and 2Propepide, 91710 Vert le Petit, France

Introduction

N-protected-N-carboxyanhydrides (UNCA's) were recently proposed in peptide
synthesis [1]. In order to evaluate this new coupling method, analogs of the protected
C-terminal fragments of neurotensin Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-Lys(Boc)-Pro-Tyr(tBu)-lie-LePu-
OtBu] (Figure 1), bombesin [Z-D-Phe-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-Gly-His-Leu-Leu-NH 21
(Figure 2), cholecystokinin [Fmoc-Tyr(tBu)-Met-Gly-Trp(For)-Met-Asp-Phe-NH2]
(Figure 3), and gastrin [Boc-Trp(For)-Leu-Asp-Phe-NH2] (Figure 4), have been
synthesized using N-protected Fmoc, Z and Boc amino acid N-carboxyanhydrides.

Results and Discussion

COupling reaction were carried out using a 10% excess of the urethane N-
carboxyrnhydride amino acid derivative in "Bodanszky's Tube" [2].- The expected
peptides were isolated by simple precipitation with 0.5% bicarbonate solution and
filtration, and without characterization of the intermediates. In a typical experiment,
the C-terminal protected amino acid or peptide derivative with free a-amino group (4
mmol for the first coupling) is dissolved in 10 ml of DMF and treated with the
respective Fmoc, Boc or Z urethane N-carboxyanhydride (Fumoc-, Boc- or Z-NCA)
derivative in 10% excess for 30 minutes at room temperature; DIBA (0.5 equivalent)
was added in the reaction mixture. Precipitation of the protected peptide was obtained
by pouring the reaction mixture in 200 ml of 0.5% NaHCO3; the precipitate is then
collected, washed with water, 0.1 N KHSO4, water and finally dried. In some cases,
washing with ethyl ether was also performed. The purity of the crude peptides
obtained in these syntheses were evaluated by HPLC. Boc-Trp(For)-Leu-Asp-Phe-
NH2 was obtained with an overall yield of 85%, Fmoc-Tyr(tBu)-Met-Gly-Trp-Met-
Asp-Phe-NH2 with an overall yield of 57%, Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-Lys(Boc)-Pro-Tyr(tBu)-
fle-Leu-Ot with an overall yield of 85% and Z-D-Phe-Oln-Trp-Ala-Val-Gly-His'.
Leu-Leu-NH 2 with an overall yield of 66%. All crude peptides were obtained in a
high degree of purity (85 to 97%).
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Fig. 4. Synthesis of the analog of the protected C-terminal heptapeptide of
cholecystokinin.

These syntheses which have not been optimized showed that pepide coupling
in solution is a vey sample and effective prcess when wethane-N-carboxyanhydride
amino acid derivatives were used. The excess reagent is low and the yields of
coupling we excellent. The work up process is simplified to a great extent as it
mainly relies on washing out the excess of the N-carboxyanhydride derivative from
the precipitated peptide. The use of urethane-N-carboxyanhydride amino acid
deivatves should comsideray smplify pepbde synthesis n solution.
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Synthesis of human CCK-58-related analogs
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Introduction

Several different molecular forms of cholecystokinin have been detected in vivo
(CCK-58, CCK-39, CCK-33, CCK-8) [1, 2, 3]. The understanding of the biological
function of each of these forms is essential for the elucidation of CCK's physiology
in mammals. While descriptions of the synthesis of CCK-8 and analogs are
numerous, that of CCK-33 was carried out by three groups only [4, 5, 6]. The total
synthesis of larger entities such as that of CCK20.55 and CCK-58 or analogues has
never been reported most likely because of synthetic difficulties. The cumulative
effect of peptide length and sensitivity to acids may be the cause of undisclosed earlier
failures.

We report here the synthesis, purification, characterization and bioactivity of
analogues of CCK20-58 and CCK-58 in which Tyr 52(SO3H) was replaced by Phe(p-
CH2SO 3Na), methionines by norleucines (Nie) and tryptophan by 2-naphtylalanine
(Nal). Those modifications were introduced in order to increase the chemical stability
of those peptides during the synthetic process.

Results and Discussion

Fmoc-L-Phe(p-CH 2SO 3Na)-OH (7] was prepared in an alternative and shorter
way than that described in the literature [8].

Peptide syntheses were carried out manually on a 2,4-dimethoxy-
benzhydrylamine (2,4-DMBHA ) resin using the Fmoc strategy and DIC or BOP as
coupling reagents. Acetylation was avoided as much as possible. The chain
elongation was interrupted several times for cleavage and analysis of the peptides as
they were built on the resins. This constant monitoring of the synthetic process was
important in optimizing the syntheses. The most effective method for the
cleavage/full deprotection of the peptide-resins was reagent K
(TPA/thioaniole/watcr/phenol/ ethanedithiol, 83:5:5:5:2.5) at room temperature.
Reaction times for cleavages had to be incremed with increasing chain length (from 3
to 24 hr for CCK-8 to CCK-58). The crude peptide prepwanons were extremely
complex when analyzed by RP-HPLC, capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) and ion-
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exchange c'ux MV~y (IBC). CCK-39 and CCK-58 analogues were purified by
CEC (cation-exchange chromatography) followed by RP-HFLC using a 0.1% TFA
system.Ts e purified peptides (purity greaer than 90%) were characterized by RP-HPLC

using highly resolutive systems different from those used during the purification,
CZE, mass spectrometry (LSIMS) and amino acid analysis. The results showed that
the products corresponded to the desired peptides. In the case of [Tyr52,Nle32 3.5 6,
Nal's]-CCK-58 and Phe(pCH2 SO3Na)52,Mle3 3. 56,Nal 55 -CCK-58, size exclusion
HPLC (SEC) and IEC were also used. The importance of doing these orthogonal
analyses is that the longer and more difficult the synthesis, the greater the chances
that the desired material be seen as homogeneous by RP-HPLC, CZE and mass
spectrometry only. [Tyr52,Nle32.356,NalS']-CCK-58 was also submitted to Edman
sequence analysis which confirmed not only its identity, but also its high degree of
purity.

Besides the fact that it describes the successful total synthesis of some difficult
CCK-58-related analogs, this report offers complementary strategies for the
purification and characterization of peptides/proteins prepared on a solid support

Those peptides were tested for their ability to stimulate amylase release from
isolated rat pancreatic acini [9]. We found that [Phe(p-CH 2SO 3Na)52,Nle32,53,56,
Nal5 5]-CCK2058 had marginal activity and [phe(p.CH 2SO3 Na) 52,NMe 32S 3.56, Nal55]-
CCK-58 was inactive at the highest doses tested (10-9 M) [10]. Considering the fact
that CCK-58 is considered to be only five times less potent than CCK-8
(unpublished data), we were not expecting this significant difference between the
relative potencies of the standard used and our analogs. Our explanation is that,
while each of the modifications was shown to increase the chemical stability of those
molecules, the cumulative effects of each substitution might be incompatible with
the receptor recognition or activation in rat pancreatic acini. On the other hand, we
did not expect [Tyr52,Nle 32 3'%,Nal'5 ]-CCK-58 to be active for the lack of a sulfate
group in position 52.
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A comparative study on the synthesis of cysteinyl-
peptides by conventional methods in solution and

on solid supports
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Introduction

Bis-cysteinyl-octapeptide related to the active site sequences 31-38 of E. coli
thioredoxin and 134-141 of thioredoxin reductase, i.e. Ac-Trp-Cys-Gly-Pro-Cys-Lys-
His-Ile-NH 2 (1) and Ac-Ala-Cys-Ala-Thr-Cys-Asp-Gly-Phe-NH 2 (2), were
synthesized as N-acetyl and C-amide derivatives in order to define the role of
interactions in the folded state of these thiol-protein oxidoreductases in determining
the redox properties of the functional domains [1].

Results and Discussion

The sequence-dependent difficulties expected for the synthesis of the two
octapeptides derive from the presence of two Cys residues in combination with His
and Trp (peptide 1) and with Asp-Gly (peptide 2). Besides the known facile
alkylation of Trp in acidolytic deprotection steps, this side reaction seems to be
significantly enhanced by the proximity of a Cys residue [2]. Aspartimide formation
with concomitant a--4 transpeptidation is known to occur in acidic deprotection
steps, but could also result from repetitive piperidine treatments for Fmoc removal
[31 in Fmoc/tBu synthetic strategies. The octapeptides were synthesized in solution
and on solid supports.

Synthesis in solution: Acid-labile side chain protecting groups on tert-butanol
and Irityl basis were combined with Cys(StBu) and Na-Z and NO-Nps derivatives in
chain-elongation steps. The protected octapeptides were obtained by fragment
assembly with DCC/HOSu in good overall yields without encountering particular
difficulties. Upon treatment with aqueous TFA (in presence of 2-methylindole for
peptide 1) crude products of a high degree of purity were obtained as shown by their
hpic (Figure 1). Subsequent reduction with (C4 Hg)3P in aqueous TFE [4] and
oxidation of bis-cysteinyl-peptides with azodicarboxylic acid derivatives led to the
desired monomeric cyclic octapeptides as well characterized compounds in high yields
[1].

Solid phase synthesis: Fmoc-amino acids were coupled in DMF to the
modified Rink-linker on the resins Rapp S RAM (0.2mmol/g), Nova Syn KR
(0.1emmol/g) and Nova Syn PR 500 (0.47mmol/g). Couplings were performed in
high and low pressure continuous flow reactors via NCA's [51 for Fmoc-lle, Fmoc-
His(Trt), Fmoc-Lys(Boc), Fmoc-Gly, Fmoc-Phe, Fmoc-Thr(tBu) and Fmoc-Ala and
via TBTU/HOBt/DIEA (1:1 :2) for Fmoc-Cys(StBu)-OH (or Fmoc-Cys(Acm)-OH),
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Fig. 1. HPLC of crude depoectfin products as Cys(StBu) defiwadves from synthesis in
solutio of pepid& 1 (I) and 2 (11,1 and from synthesi on soli s,9pert of peptide)1 (I1l)
and 2 (IVA on spray M& molecdar ion of l16O.8Jbr (a) qf panel I and for (a). (fbt (c) and
(d) of pawl III, monleculr io of IOOt6 for (a) of pand and for (a) (b) and (c) of panel
IV.

Fmoc-Asp(OtBu)-OH and Fmoc-Trp-OH (or Fmoc-Trp(Boc)-OH), whilst the
fluoride/DIEA (1:1) method was used for Fmoc-Pro [6]. Excesses of acylating
species over the growing chain were chosen to keep their co-culdon in the loops
> O.074M and reaction times (1-3h) were optimized for each acylating step uponsferhapholeI i moniomin of Fmoc-nemoval with poe'idiwJ,•WF (1.4, 8 min).
Acetylation was performed with (CH3CO)2(/DMEA (1:1, 20 eq.). Cleavage of the
peptides frm the modified Rink-linker with aqueous TA in the presence of various
scavmgers (or of dther mixtures) led to usmisingly low recoveries. Parentages of
uncleaved or reattached peptide was detemined by quantitative amino acid analysis
upon acid hydrolyses of the resins prior and after the cleavage step. Recoveries of
p ide 1 as 2xStBu derivaive ranged from 62% (frm Nova Syn KR) to 54% (from
Nova Syn PR 500) and 20% (from Rapp S RAM) with TFA/Hl2C0EDT, 90-.5:5, 2h.
Best cleavage of this peptide from Rapp S RAM resin was obtained with
TFA/H O/triispropylsilane, 93:5:2, 2h (54%) whereas exposure to
TFA/H2A eole a thiol, 82.5:5:5:5:2.5, 2h, led to a relatively
good recovery (56%), but concomitantly to removal of the StBu groups [7].
Recoveries of peptide 2 as 2xStBu derivative from Rapp S RAM varied from 63%
with TFA/20/tuiethylsilane, 93:5:2, 2h to 85% with TFA/ 2 0, 95:5. Thereby
minimal effects were detected by exchanging StBu with Acm as tioM protecting
group. lncleaved lRe-resn bond was found to contribute to above values in the range
of 8-12%, reattaclhent via Cys(StBu) or Cys(Acm) between 10 and 40%, the rest
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being reattachment via alkylation of Trp, where Nhi-Boc protection in this context
proved to be of marginal benefit at least when EDT was used as scavenger.
Surprisingly, even alkylation of His is contributing to the reattachment as deduced
fiom model experiments with C-terminal fragments of peptide 1. Independently of
the cleavage methods used and of the synthetic batches, the crude thiol-protected
octapeptides 1 and 2 were found to exhibit in hplc a cluster of mainly 4 peaks (see
Figure 1) besides some minor impurities the intensity of which was found to vary to
some extent in function of deprotection methods used. As the 4 peaks related to
peptide 1 and 3 of the 4 peaks related to peptide 2 (the 4th peak n.d.) revealed the
identical masses in ion spray MS, racemization seemed to be the most probable
source for the observed heterogeneity. Gas chromatographic racemization analysis of
the crude products did not reveal percentages of D-amino acids above the standard
values of acid hydrolysates; thereby the 10% D-Ala (in peptide 2) fully agrees with
the known hydrolysis-dependent racemization X in X-Cys sequences. Since this
method does not allow to determine the enantiomeric purity of Cys, the C-terminal
fragment Ac-Cys(Acm)-Asp-Gly-Phe-NH 2 was synthesized by TBTU coupling of
Fmoc-Cys(Acm)-OH. The resin-cleaved crude product exhibited 2 peaks in the hplc
which were identified as the L-Cys and D-Cys related diastereoisoiers; by comparative
analysis with the tetrapeptides prepared by using Fmoc-L-Cys(Acm)-OPfp and Fmoc-
D-Cys(Acm)-OPfp as acylating agents. Therefore the heterogeneity observed in the
crude I and 2 derives from racemization at the level of the two Cys coupled to the
resin-bound peptides via the TBTU/HOBt/DIEA procedure. Thereby the thiol-
protecting group does not affect the extent of racemization, which is reduced to
undetectable extents by using Hp-csters.

Besides the loss of product via reattachment to the resin, under optimized
conditions the octapeptides were obtained in SPPS in high quality, too.
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lotreduetln

Meta~odonei-like growth inhibitory factor ((HF) (1], which inhibits survival
and neurit formation of cortical neurons is abundant in the normal human brain, but
remarkably reduced in the Alzheimkees disease brain. It was suggested that the loss of
GEW would cause the elevated neurotrophic activity, followed by unusual sprouting,
structural Ammawons and neural death. In order to study the relationship between the
structure and growth inhibitory activity, our studies have been directed to the
synthesis of GIF and related peptides.

To overcome the. diffiulties in the synthesis of large peptides or proteins, the
convergent soli phs strategy, which includes 1) stepwise solid phase synthesis of
fully protected peptide-resins 2) their detachmient from the resin to release the ax-
carboxy free fragments, 3) purification of the pirotected peptide fragments, and 4)
fragment assembly on solid stipport, is one of the most advantageous methods [21.
This report deals with the synthesis of OW,. which consists of 68 amio acid residues
incldi~ng 20 cysteines (Figure 1), by slightly modified convergent solid phase
Method.

1 10 20 30
Ac-M-D-PE-T-C-PC-P-S-G-Gý-S--T-C-A-D-S-C-K-C-E-G-C-K-C-T-S-C-

40 so 6o
K-K-S-C-C-S-C-C-P-A-E-C-E*Gr-A4-K---V-C-K.-G-E-A-A-E-A-E-A-E-

Fig. 1. Primar s~amwtr of GIff

insuts nad Diseumle.m

At the beginning of this investigation, we employed the following synthetic
scheme; 1) synthesis of the fully protected fragments, by SPPS in combination with
NUFmoc, TWA-stable Ms-chalin protecting groupis and TPA cleavable Wang resin, 2)
their purification, and 3) fragment condensation on the solid support. However, the
purification of Finoc-bewing paptde fragments was problematic. We evaluated sm
purification procedures i.e. reprecipitation (DIEF-MvOH or WPA-ether). HPLC
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(HAeCWDMF) ad silica-gel column nma iqby (CHCIS:MkeOH:H 20 =

Fmo.-O -.•u

Fwmo-E-OH PINV) V : ftm p,.d p MiO

Fig. 2. SPPS of se pmected pqwei vWa pro-ftsment"

8:3:1, lower phase), however, all methods gave unsatisfactory results. Therefore, a
slightly modified synthetic scheme was employed; 1) synthesis of cx-amino and a-
carboxy free fragments ("pro-fragments") by Fmoc-SPPS (Figure 2), 2) their
purification by reverued-phase HPLC, 3) introduction of Nu-Fmoc group to the
purified "pro-fraquents - 4 4) fragment-condensation on the resin. For side-chain
protections o' %p and Lys residues, 2-adamantyl (2-Ada) [3] and 2-
adamantyloxyc. ,yl (2-Adoc) [4J groups were employed to increase solubility of
the "pm-fragmeant and fragments. All thiol groups of Cys residues were protected
by Acm to prevent the disulfide formation. Other side-chain protecting groups
employed were as follows: Bzl for Ser and Thr, cycloheptyl (Chp) for Glu, Mbh for
Gin and tBu for Glu and Ser only in the fragment (VI). All amino acid derivatives
were incorporated by Bop-mediated coupling procedure, and N"-Fmoc group was
removed by 20% piperidineDMF. The resultant protected peptide resins having the
sequences of (I), (Ir), (m1), (IVi) and (V') were treated with TFA in the presence of
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phenl to relase the fragment (I) and "pro-faugmeuw" (tr). (IF). (•V) and (V). The
fragments containing no or a few Bzl group(s), (1), (IV) and (V'), were highly soluble
in the mixture of H20 and MeCN, or H20 and THF, and could be purified easily by
HPLC with H20/MeCN solvent system, while the "pro-fragments" containing many
Bzl groups, (IF) and (HF), were soluble only in the mixture of DMF and H20, and
their purification by reversed-phase HPLC was somewhat difficult. Subsequently, Na-
Fmoc group was introduced to "pro-fragments", (IW)-(V'), to give the fragments, (UI)-
(V). Fragments (1)-(V) were coupled with the fragment (VI) built on the solid
support by Bop-HOBt or DIPC-HOBt method as shown in Figure 3, followed by the
capping with I-acetylimidazole, successively, to give the fully protected peptide resin
corresponding to the entire amino acid sequence of GIF.

The protected peptide resin was treated with 1 M TMSBr-thioanisole/TFA and
HF, successively, to give Acm-GIF. After the purification with HPLC, Acm groups
were removed by the treatment with Hg(AcO)2 in 50% AcOH containing 8 M
guanidine-HCl, followed by the incubation with DTT and gel-filtration to give apo-
GIF molecule.

Side-chain protected peptides, "pro-fragments", containing 2-Ada or 2-Adoc
group were efficient intermediates for the convergent SPPS in terms of the ease of
their purification by reversed-phase HPLC. This synthesis suggests that 2-adamantyl-
type protecting groups are an alternative to benzyl-type, and additional 2-adamantyl-
type protecting groups for other side-chain functions which may increase solubility
of the fragments, are now required to enhance the convergent solid phase peptide
synthetic approach.
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Instrumentation for semi-large scale continuous-
flow peptide synthesis with solvent and acyi

component recovery systems

K. Nokira and S. Nakamura
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Nishinokyo-Kuwabaracho 1, NakagyokU Kyoto, 604, Japan

lntroduction

The need for high-quality synthetic peptides has greatly increased with the
expansion of life-science research. The cost of starting materals and purification in
down stream processing are the most important factors for production of peptide
pharmaceuticals. In addition waste is a serious environmental problem in the
chemical industries. Regeneration and re-use of acyl components, which usually
account for the largest production costs in SPPS, have already been mentioned [1].
We have constructed a prototype semi-large scale continuous-flow solid-phase peptide
synthesizer, which is equipped with recovery lines for acyl components as well as
solvents.

Results and Discussion

The present synthesizer consists of a unit containing the acyl components
(amino acid reservoir with the same number of ports for activation reagents and an
activation flask with a temperature controller), a pump and a reaction column. After
the reaction column a UV detector was inserted in the line to monitor Fmoc groups.
Using this small plant several peptides were synthesized by the Fmoc staegy using
DMF as a solvent, after evaluation of coupling protocols as well as excess amounts
of the acyl component by the use of a simultaneous multiple peptide synthesizer,
PSSM-8 [2]. The Na Fmoc group was removed by 20% piperidine in DMF.
Cleavage was carried out in the same reaction column, in situ, (before cleavage the
peptide bound resin was dried in a stream of nitrogen after washing with methanol
followed by t-butylmethyl ether) or in a flask with a TFA-scavenger cocktail.

Recovered excess amino acid derivatives dissolved in DMF were concentrated,
quenched with saturated NaHCO 3 solution, acidified with HCI with cooling and
solidified or extracted with ethyl acetate. Regenerated Fmoc amino acids were
purified in the conventional manner to yield ca 70 % of theoretical value and analyzed
by TLC, RP-HPLC, FAB-MS and DL amino acid analysis [3). DMF in the
washig steps was recovered, collected and distilled in the conventional manner. The
quality of purified DMF was checked by GC-MS for re-use in SPPS.

Leucine enkephalin and human angiotensin I were prepared by the stepwise
coupling in the presence of PyBOP and HOBt with NMM (Table 1). Figu 1
shows RP-HPLC profiles of these peptides after cleavage. The resulting material was
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cbaracewiaed by L.1MS, DOL ami aid analysis and was found to be khacal wish
authentic pnepdes prepered by the PSMU".

Table 1 Syntei of (Lem F-enicahali (a) aned aioeenuip 1 (b)

"A- &Au~b~00%Fd5W.%mOt

a b

runw nM 3ct so.
0 C0m 9 25n0fn 100 mm

mbs a. Itok •M. ad mL/g TFA, 5% wooT 9%, EDT 23 EMS

In the present study several problems were solved to enable construction of a

fully auomated synthesizer othe system is usefel for pepide pharmaceutical research
and semi-h-lrge scale production of commercial petie with high efficiency and low
running costs.

0 10 20 30 0 1;0 20 30
min mnn

AS 1. HPZ•'-projik of jyW•t• jeuj-mkeph•ahn d an~r•m I *r cZ~wge.

Coomn: SyxProfep RPCI8 (4.6 x 150 mm); Elumnt: O.OIN HCICH•CN=&85f.5-55/45 (30
mam); Flow mae: 1.0 mmin; Absovlbame 210 rnm.
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SPPS using high temperature
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Introduction

Elevated temperature has been previously used in SPPS, but to date, only
during the coupling step [1]. It has also been reported that coupling at elevated
temperatures (30-80 0C) using l-benzotriazolyl esters of amino acids did not induce
racemization even in the presence of excess triethylamine [2]. In order to shorten
cycle time (<30 min/cycle) without having to reduce resin substitution (>0.4 meq/g)
or increase excesses of reagent (2-3 fold), we have studied the effects of elevated
temperatures on all steps of several syntheses [rat CRF (a 41 peptide amide), porcine
NPY (a 36 peptide amide), and ca-MSH (a 13 peptide amide)] with protocols that
were otherwise the standard used in our laboratories. In addition, we synthesized two
model peptides, YLRPDWHQA-amide and AQFFYNNTTQLFNNA-amide
encompassing most trifunctional amino acids or rich in Asp, Glu, Asn and Gin
reported to give problematic side reactions [1].

Results and Discussion

Syntheses were carried out manually using a MEBHA resin in a water (750C)
jacketed vessel, maintaining an elevated temperature during the coupling, wash and
deblocking steps. The side-chain protecting groups were His(Tos), Tyr(2BrZ),
Ser(Bzl), Glu(cHex), Asp(cHex), Arg(Tos), Cys(Mob), Cys(Acm), Lys(2CIZ),
Thr(Bzl) when using the Boc-strategy and His(Trt), Asp(tBu), Arg(Mtr), Tyr(tBu)
when using the Fmoc strategy. In our search for an ideal solvent system that would
solubilize all amino acid derivatives, be environment friendly and obtainable at a
reasonable cost, we tested the following solvents and mixtures thereof: ethylene
carbonate/toluene, DMF, DMF/toluene and DMSO/toluene. We found that 25%
DMSO in toluene was the overall best solvent system for coupling. Toluene, as
shown below could also be used in combination with TFA, piperidine and Et3N for
deblocking the a-amino function and neutralization in either the Boc or Fmoc
strategies. As an example, the following protocols were used (volume/g resin,
reaction time): Doc-strategy 1) deblocking, TFA/toluene/l,2-ethanedithiol =
10/10/1 (15 mL, 3 min); 2- Toluene wash (15 mL, 15 sec) ; 3) neutralization, 10%
Et3N/toluene (15 mL, 15 sec); 4) MeOH wash (15 mL, 15 sec); 5) repeat steps 3 and
4; 6) coupling in 25% DMSO/toluene (15 mL): Boc-amino acid/HOBT = 1/1 (2 eq),
DIC (2 eq, 10 rain) [exception: use BOP with Boc-His(Tos).DCHA and Boc-arnino
acid/HOBT = 1/2 for Gln and Asn]; 7) 25% DMSO/toluene wash (15 mL, 15 sec); 8)
MeOH wash (15 mL, 15 sec); 9) repeat steps 7 and 8; 10) toluene wash (15 mL, 15
sec). Fmc-stratqy (for model peptide YLRPDWHQA-amide) 1) deblocking,
20% Piperidine/Toluene (20 mL, 5 min); 2) toluene wash (15 mL, 15 sec); 3) MeOH
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wash (15 mL, 15 sea); 4) repeat steps 2 and 3; 5) coupling in 25% DMSO/toluene
(15 mL) : Fmoc-amino acid/HOBT = 1/1 (2 eq), DIC (2 eq, 10 min) [exception: use
BOP with Fmoc-His(Trt).DCHA and Fmoc-amino acid/HOBT = 1/2 for Gin and
Asn], 6) 25% DMSO/toluene wash (15 mL, 15 sec); 7) MeOH wash (15 mL, 15
sec); 8) repeat steps 6 and 7; 9) toluene wash (15 mL, 15 sec). In these studies,
couplings were monitored by the ninhydrin test of Kaiser and driven to completion
by recoupling when necessary. Acetylation at high temperature was not performed in
these studies but was used with other peptides and found to give results similar to
those obtained at room temperature.

Peptide resins were cleaved (HF/anisole/ethylmethylsulfide: 10/1/1; 15 mL/g
peptide resin) and analyzed by RP-HPLC. The crude peptides appeared to be of
equivalent or greater purity than the preparations obtained using similar conditions
(but different solvents and reaction time) at room temperature. Figure 1 and 2 show
the elution profile of crude rCRF and of pNPY. YLRPDWHQA-amide was
synthesized to evaluate the stability of most trifunctional AA under high temperature
conditions while AQFFYNNTrQLFNNA-amide rich in Asn and Gin and an analog
of the previously studied QFFYNNTTQLF-NN (1) was synthesized for comparative
purposes with no apparent problem. In order to minimize problems associated with
Asn as the C-terminus benzyl ester and Gin as the N-terminus (the former providing
a substrate for as yet unresolved side reactions and the latter having a propensity to
cyclize to give the pyroglutamy N-terminus), we added Ala residues at the N- and C-
termini. Peptides were purified by HPLC and characterized by MS, AAA and
coelution with authentic samples. rCRF and NPY were tested in specific bioassays
and found to be equipotent to standard preparations. Under these conditions, Gin was
the only AA with which difficulties were encountered. It is well known that peptides
with NH2-terminal deblocked Gin can be directly cyclized to pyroglutamyl peptides
when heated in TFA or when exposed to dilute carboxylic acids.

OFe 1-41

, , , , , I I I I I
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20 
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by delockin dhe Doc-Gln peptides at room tempeasture and by adding the prefonned
Doc-AA&HOB esters durin the foflwing coupling step

In sepmaea studies, we also used the Menrifield resin and the Boc strategy for the
synthesis of a number of peptides, (including endothelin) with a free carboxyl.
Weih gain was as expected, suggesting that los of peptide firom the resin during

deblocking was not a major problem.
With few usodificatioms to usual protocols (such as those presented here), this

method will increas efficieoy, by reducing cycle times to less than 30 mm. Our
choice of solvents is also compatible with SPPS at room temperature, and should
solve some aspects of disposal msociated with chlorinated cmons mly ti
obvious that these protocols could be easily adapted to automation.
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A new approach to "carba"-peptide isosteres:
Synthesis of Boc-(S)-Phe¶P[CH2CH2]-(R/S)Val and

Boc-(S)-Trp'I[CH2CH2]-(R/S)-Val via Michael
addition of sulfone-stabilized anions to acrylates

A. Spaltenstein and J.J. Leban

Division of Organic Chemistry, Burroughs Wellcome Co, 3030
Cornwallis Rd, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709, U.S.A.

Introduction

Backbone modifications by isosteric amide bond replacement have attracted
widespread interest in peptide chemistry as a means to alter and/or improve chemical
and biological properties of peptides [1]. Although increased stability toward
enzymatic degradation and thus prolonged duration of action of potential peptide drugs
is usually the major objective when utilizing peptide isosteres, other pharmacological
parameters may be affected as well. For example, it has recently been shown that in
some cases agonistic peptides can be converted into antagonists by applying such
principles [2]. While the synthesis of some more commonly used amide
replacements, such as 'F(NH-CO), 'P(NH-CH 2), or 'F(COCH 2) has received
considerable attention and has become routine, the "carba" replacement 'I(CH2CH2)
has only recently been dealt with in a more general fashion [3]. Unfortunately, the
reported procedure requires the homologation of an amino acid using diazomethane
and silver oxide, which can be problematic, particularly for larger scale operations.
For this reason, we investigated new approaches to the synthesis of "carba", peptide
isosteres and we report here a short and convergent procedure starting from readily
accessible materials. Our approach which utilizes a 1,4-addition of a sulfone-
stabilized anion to an appropriate acrylate is exemplified by the synthesis of Boc-
Phe'(CH2CH2)Val and Boc-TrpII(CHf2H 2)Val below.

Results and Discussion

The required protected amino sulfones were accessible [4), from commercially
available Boc-amino alcohols [5] 1, (Scheme 1) usually in two steps [6] by treatment
with tributylphosphine/diphenyldisulfide to form the corresponding phenylsulfides,
followed by mCPBA oxidation to the desired sulfones 2. The key coupling step was
carried out by addition of the acrylate 3 [7) to the dianion of sulfone 2, generated
with n-butyllithium in the presence of 2 equivalents of HMPA at -3O°. The resulting
set of four diastereomneric phenylsulfones 4 was not normally characterized further,
but was instead subjected directly to reductive desulfonylation with sodium amalgam
in phosphate buffered methanol [8] to give esters S. In the case of tryptophan
analogs, these reaction conditions also conveniently removed the indolyl (Boc)
protecting group. Saponification with methanolic potassium hydroxide afforded the
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desired Boc-protected isosteres 6. Based on NMR analysis after conversion to the
cyclic lactam derivatives 7 [9], no stereochemical induction occurred during the
Michael addition and a 1:1 mixture of diastereomers at the ox-carbon was obtained.
Although a method for the separation of such diasterxoners via cyclic amides 7 has
been repoted [9], we generally prefer to delay separation until after incorporation of
the isosteres into peptides.

Scheme 1

1. BuBP, PhSSPh. Q si

BocHN O H H jc. SO2
., •wej" BocHN

R ~2. nc9ACM hO2 RR) 00" 8046%cm, R) **

1 2

22 n-SuU. THF, HMPA I S02

,oo BocHN OEt

OIOOEt 00
3 R

4

S% Nef.04 N24 2P0 4  R-.
mm _ BocHN OX

565%• (2 spo) R 0 b.

5 o

X. E , KOH. M.OH, 70-75%

6H"

In conclusion, we have developed a short and efficient method for the synthesis
of Boc protected "carba" peptide isosteres. Incorporation of these and other isosteres
into longer peptides and biological evaluation are in progress.
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6. In the case of tryptophan, protection of the oxidatively labile indole moiety with
Doc is required prior to treatment with mCFBA.

7. Ethyl 2-isopropylacrylate was prepared from diethyl isopropylmalonate by
monohydrolysis, followed by treatment with formaidehydelpipiridine in refluxing
pyridine.

8. Both, the addition of phosphate to the reaction mixture as well as conducting the
deaulfonylation at 00 are necessary to suppress the formation of alkene 3 to less
than 5%. The unbuffered reaction at 250 lends to 40460% elimination product.
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in pyridine [3a~b].
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I. vitro amidation for preparation of recombinant
peptides: Enzymatic coupling with specific

endopeptidases
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Takarazuka, Hyogo 665, Japan

Inmroduction

Many biologically active peptides have the -amide structure at their C-termnim,
and in most cases the amide structure is essential for their biological activities.
These amidated peptides cannot be directly produced with microorganisms by means
of recombinant DNA, since microbes lack the function of the post-translational
mechauism to form the C-terumms amide. The free acid form of an expressed peptide
must therefore be converted to the amide form by an in vitro amidation process.
Enzymatic coupling of an amino acid amide (AA-NH 2) to the C-terminus of a
precursor peptide has been known as one of such in vitro amidation methods.
However, its application was limited only for short oligopeptides, because non-
selective transpeptidation reactions, which ame due to the broad specificities of the
peptidases in common use, were associated with the coupling reaction to give various
by-products. To overcome this drawback of the conventional enzymatic coupling, we
have examined the use of specific endopeptidase rather than the peptidases with broad
specificities. We report here prolyl endopeptidase (PEP) [1] and arginyl
endopeptidase (AEP) were successfully applied to the enzymatic coupling for the in
vitm amidation of acid form precursors of clinically useful peptides.

Results and Discussion

Since both LH-RH and oxytocin have a proline residue near the C-terminus,
they ae subjected to specific cleavage with PEP to give a large N-terminus fragment
terminated with the proline residue and the rest containing the C-terminus amide. We
prepared these a-smidated peptides by the enzymatic coupling in the reverse manner
of the hydrolytic cleavage. In the case of LH-RH, G-NH2 was coupled to the N-
terminal nonapeptide <EHWSYGLRP (1 mM) with recombinant PEP, which was
cloned [2] and expressed in E cli by us. he reaction proceeded rapidly even with a

rPEP
<EHWSYGLRP-OH + H-G-NH.2  w <EHIWSYGLRPG'NH 2

LH-RH
H. &iWP-OH + I-LG.NH2  HZY71P
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Fig. L. Effects of concmwaraon of GiyNH2 pH and addhon Of glyceroJ on thm coqulng
roC'iO. Of JI-RFH(1-9) with GWyNH2.

catalytic amount of PEP (0.06 pWM at W0C to give LH-RH in the equilibrium with
the precursor. The concentration of 0-NH2 and pH1 significantly affeed conversion
of the precursor to LH-RH (Figure 1) and the muximumi conversion of 45% was
attained with 2.5 M4 of 0-NH2 at pH 6.5-7.0. To improve the conversion water-
miscble organic solvent was added to dhe reaction mixture. Among the examined
solvents glycerol was found to be most effective with RPP the conversion reached
67% in 60% (v/i') glycerol (Figure 1). PEP catalyzed the coupling reaction so
selectively that no side product was detected in the HFLC analysis of the reaction
mixture (Figure 2). Since the unreacled substrae was easily recovered in the
purification of fth produced Lli-RKl its chemical yield was quantitative (>95%) on
the basis of the consumed sdubsrte.

In the similar manner to LA-RH, oxytoci was obtaind selectively by the
coupling of LGj-NH 2 to the precursor fragment, CYIQNICP. Witth 0. 13 ;LM (0.5
unit/nil) of r-FEP the precurso (I mM) wan converted to oxytocin at 300C. The
maximum conversion was observed with 0.3 M LO-NH2 at pH 6.0-7.0, but it was
rather unsatisfactory (27%) in fth absence of an organic solvent. The addition of
glycerol was found to he effective asoe for fth improvement of the conversion to
oxytocin and the best conversion of 55% was attained with 60% glycerol.

AEP was employed to prepar vasopressin by the coupling of G-NH 2 to its
precursor fr-agment terminated wnit an rginine residue, CYFQNCFR. AEP, as well
as PEP, catalyzmed the coupling reaction very seetvely to give vasopressin without

' 5AEP -- l
ICFQNGPROH +"-G*H2 Q*=" H-CYFOkVPPAG-t*&

forming my by-product. From 1 mU of doe precursor, vasopresman was obtained in a
5 1% conversion with 4.0 M 0-NH2 at p11 7.0 by use of 2.1 pMd AEP. Although
PEP was fownd io lowe activity in the presence of a low concentration of a chaotropic
solvent such ns DMF and DM80O, AEP was quite tolern for the chaotropic solvent
and allowed its adMdan to fthmco mixture at a bigb concentration. NDMSO was
especially effmctive for the AEP-catalyzed coupling reaction, and the maximum
conversion of 79% was attained in 45% DM60 with 2.0 M 0-NH2 at pH1 7.0.
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Fig. 2. HPLC malysis of he cow g reacalm of LH-Rl(1-9) with Gly-NH2 Crmdisio0s
for HPLC: Cokmu,. YMC-Pack ODS-AM AM-302 (4.6 x 150 nnX MobiLe phase: A; 0.1%
TFA in 5% (Wv) acesmuiteoi; B: 0.1% TFA in 55% (vlv) acetonirie. Gradient: 10-90%B
in 40 mn. Flow rate: I SiL Detecsion" 280 aL

For in vitro amidatiom of the acid form of a precursor peptide, enzymatic
coupling with an amino acid-smide (or a diptide-unide) was examined by use of a
specific emdeptidue Withot my by-roduct LH-RH and oxytocin wem pre xwm
with r-MP and vasopmaum with AEP, demomsuating am advantage over conventional
methods by me of nmo-specific peptidases. Since uadopeptidees specific for a single
amino acid residue. e.g., PEP and AEP, have been intensively studied, the enzymatic
coupling would increase its usefulness as an in vitro amidation method ofreobia pmanorpeptides
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I Semisyntheuis of mutants at residues 70 and 71 in a
sharp bend of the cytochrome r fold

CJ.A. Wallace1 and I. Clark-Lewis2

!Deparments of Biochembity, Daihousie University, Halfax
Nova Scotia, 8314117, Caada and 2Unversiy of Brinth Columbia,

Vancouver, British Columbla, V6T I WS, Canada

Introduetiom

Cytochrome r is one of the most intensively studied proteins and has been a
subject of structural engineering by both semisynthetic and genetic methods [1]. It
functions as a mobile surface-associated electron carrer between major multienzyme
proton pumps in the respiratory chain of the mitochondial inner membrane and thus
possesses the essential attributes of a high and stable redox potential, interaction
surfaces for many physiological partners, and rapid electron transfer through
electostatic steering and special conductance pathways; all conferred by a polypeptid
chain of 103-112 residues. Of these some 21 ae absolutely conserved and thus
particular targets for protein engineers. Two conserved residues, Asn0 and ProWt , aWe
not associated with any of the above-mentioned functions and thus may be crucial to
the maintainence of the active conformation of the protein: the characteristic
'cytochrome fold' is evident even in bacterial cytochromes with different
physiological roles. Possible structural roles are the rigidification of the bend
between the 60B and 70s helices (Asa-Pro are the optimal residues for an Asx-turn
[21) or stabilization of the helices themselves by capping [31, or both. We set out to
examine these possibilities by making synthetic peptides containing the non-coded
amino acids homoserine at position 70, and norvaline at position 71, for
incompolraion into semisynthetic analogs of the horse sequence using our previously
pubished methods [4].

Results and Discusuion

The two protein analogs, [Hseu] cytociwome r and [Nva7l] cytochrome c wer
obtained in 45% yield from 1:1 mixtures of synthetic peptides corresponding to
residues 66-104 and the CNBr fragment 1-65 (H) derived from the native protein
under th standard conditions of autocatalytic fragment relition [4]. This simple
and efficient means of fragment condensation depends on the propensity of large
peptides to complex and assume the native conformation, thus bringing the
breakpoint termini into proximity and catalysing the aminolysis of a carbonyl
activated, in this case, by the laconization of homoserine generated in the CNBr
cleavage [15. Crude protein was puified by cation-exchange chromatography and
checked by hkgb-parlxmace Hquid chow -opgapi methods. Puified products wer
subject to a wide ranse of physicochenia and biological tests. These included
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comparison of the visible-light spectra with those of the native horse protein, pH
titrations of certain spectral bands and redox titrations with the ferro/ferricyanide
couple to determine E'. Non-physiological oxidation and reduction rates, by 02 and
ascorbic acid, respectively, were checked, and biological assays of oxidation by
cytochrome oxidase and reduction, in the succinate oxidase system, of the analogs
were compared to those of the native protein. All tests were performed by established
methods [4, 5, 6] and the results are summarized in Table 1.

The in vivo assays of the [Hse70 ] analog show biological activity is little
affected by the change, but some structural destabilization is evident from decreased
resistance to H+ and OH- induced conformational state change, and the increased
access of environmental 02 to the heme crevice. The effect of the Pro7 l--Nva
change is dramatic. The cytochrome is only slowly reduced by ascorbate and
instantly autoxidises. It has near zero biological activity. The visible spectrum is
changed in significant ways (that of [Hse7°] is not) at pH 7, including the absence of
the 695 nm absorbance characteristic of normal heme iron ligation. Most of the
changes can, in fact, be rationalized in terms of a shift in pK for the alkaline
transition from 9.2 to 5.3, a change exceeded by no other analog thus far studied.
Thus, at pH 7, essentially all the protein is in the inert conformational state IV.

Our data confirm that both Asm70 and Pro7 l contribute to the stability of
cytochrome r and its heme crevice, though the effects of the Asn7 --+Hse change are
not so severe as to offer an immediate explanation of Asn 7%s effective invariance.
However, since homoserine was deliberately chosen as a replacement to introduce
only minimal change (it is nearly isosteric and isopolar), possibly any natural
substitution would be more destabilizing. The contribution of Pro 7 1 is very
significant, particularly in terms of the preservation of the normal ligation in favor of
the strongly competing alternative that characterizes state IV, and implies its
conservation is for the rigidity imposed at the right-angle bend between helices (to
which Asn70 probably also contributes) that establishes the direction of the 70s loop.
This in turn will dictate the relative affinity of the heme iron for the normal
methionine ligand or that which replaces it, thought by many to be a lysine residue
in the 70s loop. The availability of a mutant with type IV conformation at pH 7
provides the opportunity for a structure determination to clarify this still perplexing
question.
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Two-step selective formation of three disulfide
bridges in the C-terminal epidermal growth

factor-like module of human blood coagulation
factor IX
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Introduction

Formation of multiple-disulfide bridges is a common problem in the synthesis
of cysteine-rich modules. Human blood coagulation factor IX contains two epidermal
growth factor-like modules, each with three disulfide-bridges (1-3, 2-4, 5-6) [1]. There
are fifteen possible combinations of disulfide bridges. Unlike the N-terminal EGF-
like module, the C-terminal EGF-like module (FIXEcFC) exhibited significant
disulfide bond scrambling under a wide range of conventional folding conditions. In
this work, a two-step selective formation of disulfide-bridge strategy under FastMoc
SPPS has been developed to resolve the problem. The possible disulfide-pairing
patterns can be reduced from 15 to 3 with this apprach.

In the synthesis, six cysteines are selectively grouped, protected with two
different blocking-groups, Acm and trityl, and deblocked in two steps. This allows
the differently blocked cysteines to complete the folding process separately. In the
initial step, TFA cleavage of the peptide from the resin simultaneously deblocks all
the side chain protecting groups except Acm, which remains on two cysteines. Thus
4 cysteines with free sulfhydryls may form two S-S bridges, yielding 3 possible
isomers. Then in the next step, removal of Acm with iodine for the last two
cysteines, allows formation of the final disulfide bridge [2]. Since the formation of
the disulfide-bridges in the first-step has 3 possibilities while in the second-step it is
exclusive, identification of the folded products from the first-step is crucial.
Proteolytic digestion combined with matrix-assisted laser desorption mass
spectromnetry and HPLC is used for the assignment of the disulfide-bridge location.

Results and Discussion

i. Synthesis of the peptides
The proper position where the cysteines should be blocked with Acm was

investigated. Three peptides, A, B, C, each with same sequence but a different pair of
cysteines protected by Acm, were synthesized. The sequence of the FIXC 4 is:
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M IV II V VI
H-LDVTCNIKNGRCBQFCKNSADNKVVCSCTrEGYRLAENQKSCEPAV-OH

1(84) 10 20 30 40 45(128)

2. Folding in the first-step
In the first-step air oxidation was used. Peptide solution was slowly stirred at

room temperature about 24-30 hr and folding was monitored by HPLC. The location
of the disulffide bridges was determined by proteolytic digestion (data not shown).

Table 1 Studies on the location of the disudfide-bridges in the first-step foi ding

Feptide Cys-Acm Expected Two Disulfides Found
Disufides

A 5,6 1-3,2-4 1-2,3-4
B 2,4 1-3,5-6 1-3,5-6
C 1,3 2-4,5-6 several isomers

Peptide A generated an unexpected folding isomer. Peptid B gave a properly
folded product. In peptide C. folding yielded a mixture of several isomers. This
disulfide bond scrambling may have beeni caused by the close proximity of cysteines
4 and 5.
3. Folding in the second step

The secoad-s"e folding was started by removal of the Acm with iodine. Under
inert gas and avoiding light, 12 in MeOH was added to the peptide solution containing
10% HAc. After cooling the solution lin ice bath, Na2S2O3 was added to react the
excess 12. The folding was monitored by HPLC.

An EGF-likc module containing three disuffide-bridges has been synthesized
with two-step selective formation of disulfide bridges, under FeatMoc SPPS. This 4

approach reduced the possible disulfide-peiring patterns fron 15 to 3 in this peptide.
For Mgoap-c, only the peptide with a middle -a of cysteines blocked with Acm
yielded a proper folded product
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Introduction

Many neuropeptides and hormones have an amide group at their C-terminus,
which cannot be easily obtained genetically, hence their chemical synthesis is very
important. Two linkers [1, 2] for the Fmoc SPPS are commercially available,
although they require fairly high concentrations of TFA for complete cleavage. We
have developed two novel acid-labile linkers, which contain the 10, 1 1-dihydro-5H-
dibenzo[a,d]cycloheptene-5-yl group (5-dibenzosuberyl group: CHA), and the
5-H-dibenzo[a,dJcycloheptene-5-yl group (5-dibenzosuberenyl group: CHE),
respectively [3]. We have further evaluated these linkers and established a
commercial synthesis route and applied this to the synthesis of peptides related to the
VIP-secretin family.

Results and Discussion

The optimized synthetic routes for CHA and CHE are illustrated in Figure 1.
CHA was obtained in 90% and CHE in 30% over-all yield calculated from 2-
metoxydibenzosuberone (MDBS), respectively. Both linkers (CHA and CHE) were
incorporated onto the polyoxyethylene-polystyrene support and successfully used for
synthesis of several peptides using a newly developed simultaneous multiple-peptide
synthesizer [4], Shimadzu Model PSSM-8, equipped with eight independent channels.
The linkers were compared with conventional linke s, RAM, introduced by Rink [1]
and PAL [2].

Neurokinin A fragment, positions 6-10, which shows biological activity [5],
was simultaneously prepared by the same protocol using the linkers listed in Table 1.
After completion of assembly the peptidyl resin was treated with a TFA-scavenger
cocktail. Aliquots of the cleavage mixture were analysis by RP-HPLC and compared
with each other. Table 1 shows the half life time and complete time for cleavage.
The results show that CHA-and CHE-peptide can be easily cleaved in a lower
concentration of TFA. Disadvantage of PAL-linker are undesirable isomer formation
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in its preparation, low over-all yield, and the side reactions during storage of PAL-
resin reponed by A. Lobbia and W. Schafer (personal communication].

Table I Cleavability of C-terminal amide tinkers

90% TFA 25% TFA

Haft Life Time Complete Time Complete Time

CHA -1 rmin 5 min 15 min

CHE - 1 min < 5 min 7 min

RAM 22 min 50 min < 60 min

PAL 17 min 45 min < 60 min

PHI, Secretin, PACAP-38 and GRF were successfully synthesized using these
novel linkers and easily purified by a single step of RP-HPLC. The peptides were
analyzed by LSIMS, HPLC, sequencing and amino acid analysis, and found to be

+ 
OQ OH&COWMg.pg CHE

(a) YisWo% (b) yiedgo% (c) yisid3o%
1) cH,LCOONa 1) 1)NB~TEA
2) KHAfI 2) N r(CH 2)4 OOEt2)
3) PPA 3) NaOH 3) !Br(CFY4COOO

4) N&SH4 4) NaOH
5) FmcN ~5) NaSHA

6) Fmoc--*12

Fig. ). Synthetic route for CHA- and CHE-Unkers.
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biqIy bCMOpWO. As -n awuph WWL pmoils of GRF namig CHA an CHE
ane shwois F~gur 2.

CHAAAMM CHE~wUi

* 10@ 2 30. 0 10 20 30 Mhi a 10 20 3

Fig. 2. RP-HPLC of crude GRF (44 AA), Cohunn: SynProPep RPCI8 (4.6 x 150 mm),
EjueN.: 0.OJN HCI/CH3CN=80120-50/5O (30 min.); Flow rate: 1.0 mL'inn Absorbance
210 rn.L

As CHE was not particularly stable during storage at room temperature and
over-aU yield was much lower, we have concluded that CHA is a superor linker for
preparaton Of Peptide amides whinch contains acid labile residues such as Tip and/or
Tyr(SO3H).
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Development of a fully automated nultichanel
peptide synthesizer with an integrated TFA

cleavage capability
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Introduction

A fully automated multichannel peptide synthesizer has been constructed which
performs the simultaneous and rapid assembly of peptides on a 20 to 200 pmole
scale. In situ activation of amino acids using BOP or PyBOP was chosen to give an
optimized coupling chemisry. Specially designed blocks of valves with a zero dead
volume, combined with an original circuitry, permit the distribution of amino acids
derivatives and reagents pre-dissolved in DMF. Either Boc or Fmoc chemistry can be
adapted on the synthesizer. In Boc synthesis a very rapid protocol involving Boc
group deprotection in neat TFA followed by the concomitant steps of neutralization
and coupling allow the addition of three amino acids per hour on each channel. In
Fmoc chemistry we have integrated into the synthesizer an automatic TFA cleavage
system which allows the peptides to be cleaved from the resin directly in the reactors
used for synthesis. The stability of the Fmoc amino acid derivatives in solution in
DMF was investigated and decomposition was found to be insignificant during the
time - span of a synthesis. The satisfactory performance of the instrument was
demonstrated by routine synthesis of 10 - 40 mer peptides.

Results and Discumion

The core of the multichannel synthesizer are new and highly reliable blocks of
valves with a zero dead volume (Patented). Each block is a monolithic construction,
consisting of several electrovalves. It is provided with a PTFCE - manifold body, in
which a number of cells have been processed. A schematic diagram of the body of a
zero dead volume 3 valve block is illustrated in Figure 1. Every cell is equipped with
a chamber providing a central inlet (RI) with a truncated cone section, and with an
eccentric bore-hole providing an outlet (R2) at the chamber bottom. A distribution
channel connects the R2 cell outlets. Each cell is covered by a diaphragm which
seals the RI outlet by means of the driving power of type 127 Bilrkert actuator.
Each valve cell is free of dead volume, the cell being completely closed by the
diaphragm when the valve is de-energized. The standardized zero dead volume valve
block is available with 2 to 10 independent inlets and outlets.

Combined with an original circuitry, a series of valve blocks permit the amino
acid derivatives and reagents to be transferred to different reaction vessels (4 on the
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protoype and 8 on the industrial machine) without cross contamination. The
automatic module for delivery of amimo acids is illustrated in Figure 2.

R2 A DistributionD ragm
RI

_ ZR2

RI A o

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the body of a zero dead volume 3 valve block

AA I A

AA dispenser valve block I (AA 1-6) AA dispeoser valve block 2 (AA 7-12)

DMF -

~)sewselecto valve

Reaction vessel selector valve block* N2 -i

N2 DIEA W To activ. blocks (2-4)

DMF BOP ~ ~ 1
Activation valve block I

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the module for delivery of amino acids.

Protected amino acids ae pre-dissolved in DMF at a concentration of 0.25 M in
40 ml conical glass tubes. Solutions of 0.5 M BOP and 1.0 M or 1.5 M DIEA in
DMF are also pre-prepared. AM these solutions are then maintained and delivered
under a nitrogen pressure of 250 ±0.1 mbar. This highly stabilized nitrogen pressure
is obtained by virtue of a medium pressure delivery unit and allows accurate time-
controlled delivery of reagents. Amino acids are then delivered to the reaction vessels
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dtrough a series of blocks of valves with zero dead volume as illustrated for the
loading of amino acid AAI shown as a dotted line in Figure 2. The amino acid is
selected from the bank of stock solutions by a series of valves (one for each AA)
comprising four blocks of six valves to accommodate all the amino acids. A
dispenser selector valve block controls which of the four groups is used, thus
permitting the sequential imnsfer of selected amino acid to the desired reaction vessel
through a reaction vessel selector valve block as well as the correspondin activation
valve block. The transfer line from the amino acid dispenser valve block to the
activation valve block is rapidly cleaned with a series of flow-washes of DMF before
and after the transfer of the protected amino acid solution. Activation reagents (BOP
and DIEA) are then delivered simultaneously to each reaction vessel through the
activation valve blocks.

For Fmoc chemistry an integrated TFA cleavage and deprotection system
permits the automatic collection of the crude peptides. The cleavage reagent is placed
separately in a conical glass tube (40 ml) under nitrogen pressure (300 mbar) and
connected to a multichannel cleavage mixture dispenser. The acidic mixture is then
distributed to each reaction vessel via the deprotection/cleavage valve blocks. This is
followed by extensive washing of the circuitry with methanol (10 mI/channel). The
lower part of the reaction vessel is equipped with a zero dead volume 2 valve block
open to waste during amino acid assembly, or to "collect" during the cleavage
program resulting in collection of the cleaved peptide.

We have developed and constructed a multichannel peptide synthesizer which is
adaptable to both Boc and Fmoc chemistry [1]. Until now, two main types of
peptide synthesizers have been described, i.e., monosynthesizers which can perform
the rapid assembly of a single peptide, and robotic workstations which perform the
assembly of dozens of peptides over several days. We describe here a new type of
machine which performs the simultaneous and rapid assembly of peptides (not
subject to the problems of Fmoc amino acid degradation at least for peptides 30-40
residues long) and which allows a great flexibility of production of peptides at a very
low cost.
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Application of ACT Model 350 for rapid multiple
synthesis of peptides by solid phase method
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Introduction

There is an urgent, ever-increasing need for peptides in drug discovery and
reseach programs, for developing monoclonal antibodies and vaccines as well as in
diagnostics and therapeutics. More and more peptides with unusual amino acids,
modified peptide bonds, linker or spacer molecules, and peptide mimetics are being
prepared. Great progress has also been made in the development of antagonists and
inhibitors of biologically active peptides. The demand exists for new strategies,
faster syntheses, better coupling reagents and protecting groups and especially for
methods for simultaneous preparation and analysis of very large numbers of peptides
in a short time.

Automated peptide synthesizers were recently developed [1 I which utilize known
valving and agitation systems and are limited to the synthesis of three peptides
without reprogramming. Here we report the use of an improved prototype of a fully
automatized computer controlled peptide synthesizer with a robotic device for liquid
transfer and with a motorized orbital shaker for resin agitation. After cleaving the
peptide from the resin and removing the side protecting groups, a simple Sep-Pak
purification step usually gave the desired peptides with a 95%+ quality, satisfactory
for most biological investigations.

Results and Discussion

The ACT Model 350 peptide synthesizer first described by Groginsky [2] is
equipped with a computer controlled orbital shaker and a high density polyethylene
work table resistant to solvents and reagents. We applied FMOC-based chemistry
and utilized both DIC/HOBt and TBTU activation for the simultaneous synthesis of
up to 96 peptides.

The FMOC-protected amino acids were stored in stock solutions and were
transferred to small reactor tubes. Only DMF was used as system fluid for washings.
Table I below shows the protocol followed during the synthesis:
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Table I Syu~tais pmwecal

Step Reapenit rme Repetition

1 Deproeitiou 25% PiperiffinmieffiW Inu
10min 1

2Wash DMF 4min 8
3 AA Addition Stock solutions 3 min I

&-lox-
4 Activation EqujaolarD1CfHOiM 1
3 Coupling 20min 2
6Wish DMF 4min 7
7 Acetylation 30% AC 2 O inDMAF 10min 1

(Optional)
SWash DUF 4min 7

Twenty-four hour per day operation is possible. After the initial calculations
aid set-up, only replenishing: of solvent solution (DMF) and amno acids is required.
Technician tinme amounts to udr10% of the total operating time. Despime the larg
exces of FMOC-amino acids used in each coupling reaction, the cost per cycle is
very low due so the small quantities of solvents and reagents; consumed. After the
final FMOC deprolection, mosmn are washed with Meol and ether and dried in high
vacuo Sinm WFA cleavage (scavengers ame usually added depending on the peptide
sequence) is done in the same tube as the synthesis, automation is possible at this
step, too Te precqiptwd and Iyphilia*d -etie em nsolubilized and applied onto
Sep-Pik cawiuidges. Depending on the comnponent of interest, various cartridges can
be used.

The chemaically filtering CIS Sep-Pak Ph. Cartrdges with lon body proved to
be the most useful for peptides. The luer fittings for connection to pumps and
vacuumn manifolds can easily serve for farther auhomatizatio. Changing the eluting
MeCN concentration in 3 steps (10%, 25%, 40%), purity of 85-92% crude peptides;
can easily be increased up to 97-98%, enough for most in 'vitro and in 'vimo studies.
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Introdmetlon

Conotoxins are a family of small, multiple disulfide-containing peptides
isolated from the venom of marine snails, and are of interest because they are
competitive antagonists of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors [1]. Recent work from
one of our laboratories [21 evaluated several regioselective routes to the synthesis of
a-conotoxin SI, which has the sequence H-Ile-Cys-Cys-Asn-Pro-Ala-Cys-Gly-Pro-
Lys-Tyr-Ser-Cys-NH 2 and disulfide bridges connecting Cys2 with Cys7 and Cys3 with
Cys13. In other ongoing word we have optimized orthogonal solid-phase procedures
for the construction of side-chain lactams by an Fmoc/tBu/allyl protection strategy
[3]. The present contribution demonstrales and contrasts several strategies for the
preparation of analogues in each of which one of the disulfide bridges of a-conotoxin
SI is replaced by a side-chain lactam between Glu and Lys: Analogue 1: Glu2 with
Lys7; analogue 2: (iu 3 with Lys' 3; analogue 3: Lys2 with Glu7; and analogue 4:
Lys3 with GiU13.

Results and Discussion

Linear chain assembly proceeded smoothly by Fmoc chemistry on
tris(alkoxy)benzylamide (PAL) polyethylene glycol-polystyrene (PEG-PS) graft
supports [4]. There followed resin-bound selective removal of the allyl ester and
urethane respectively protecting Glu and Lys, using Pd(PPh3) 4 (4 equiv) in NMM-
HOAc-DMF (1:2:10), 3 h at 25°C under Ar (followed by washings with a solution
of DIBA (0.5% v/v) and sodium diethyldithiocarbumiate (0.5% w/v) in DMF). Next,
side-chain cyclization was mediated by a number of activating reagents in DMF. The
best cyclization yields (75 to 95%) were achieved upon 1 h activation at 250C with
BOP/HOBt/NMM (1:1:2), PyBOP/HOBt/NMM (1:1:2), HBTU/NMM (1:2), and
particularly HATU/NMM (1:2). (HATU is a new activating agent; see ref. 5.)
Monocyclic monomers were the predominant products, but some cyclodimerization
also occurred under thine conditions, asjudged by gl filtration on Sephadex G-25 and
FABMS. The solid-phaae cyclization to form lactaxs proved to be sequence-
dependent, with the small loop (e.g., analogum I and 3) forming relatively quickldy,
wherena closing of the large loop (e.g., analogues 2 and 4) was slower with possible
side reactions. Mwe cabo•yl component of the lactam can be interchanged without
affecting rans.
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SYnhsesM continued by removal of the N-terminal Fmoc group, and then a
TFAlscavenger cocktail [Reagent K, TFA-phe nol-water-thioani sole-
1,2-ethanedithiol (82.5:5:5:5:2.5), or Reagent B, ThA-phenol-water-tri(iso-
propyl)silaae (88:5:5:2)], for 2 to 3 h at 25*C, released peptide chains from the
support concomitant with deblocking of Cys(Trt). Finally, the single disulfide
bridge in these analogues was closed in dilute pH 8 solution (1 ttM peptide) by air
oxidation, 5 h to 3 d at 250C. As with lactamization, disulfide bicyclization was also
found to be sequence dependent, i.e., oxidation to form the small loop was 3-old
more rapid with respect to the large loop.

Reftin" this(ue
Fig. 1. HPLC chromatograms of peptdes dfirectly after cleavage. HPLC was carried out on
a C18 reveried-phase column (0.46 x 25 cm), elided with a linear gradient of 0.012 N aq.
MCI and CH3CN (9:1 to 3:Z over 30 min), flow I n/min, detection 214 nam. Panels A
and B are respectively analogues I and 2. Starting from bottom are shown protected
intermediaate (Al, Aloe, two SH). free peptide (SHfonn), anonocyclic lactan, (SHfonn), and
bicyclic compound (lactam and S-S).

All desired intermediates and products fromn these syntheses were obtained with
excellent initial purities, as judged by reversed-phase HPLC (Figure 1) and gel
filtration, and by analytical characteristics including FABMS. Isolated yields after
preparative clsomnatography were in the range of 40 to60%.
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Introduction

Due to their restricted conformational flexibility, cyclic peptides are of great
interest in connection with stuacture-activity relationships, especially the elucidation
of bioactive conformations.

The aim of the present study was to compare the utility of various coupling
reagents for peptide cyclization, including some newly developed reagents based on 1-
hydroxy-7-azabenzotiazole (HOAt) [1, 21.

Results and Discussion

Using the linear GnRH-derived decapeptide 3 as a model, it was found that the
newly developed uronium salts 1 (HAPyU) and 2 (TAPipU) [2], were highly
effective for the cyclization (Figre IA). These reagents led to complete cyclization
within less than 30 min at a peptide concentration of 1.5 mM, whereas TBTU,
TOPPipU [3] and DPPA gave only 60%, 10% and 12% cyclization, respectively. A
10%-excess of 1 or 2 was found to be sufficient for quantitative ring closure. The
pyrrolidine salt I proved to be more active than the pip'ridine analog 2.

The cyclization was considerably accelerated by increasing the peptide
concentration. Thus, the linear decapeptide was cyclized within 2 min at a peptide
concentration of 0.1 M when reagents I and 2 were used. Surprisingly, even at high
peptide concentrations (0.1 - 0.2 M), no intermolecular reactioir were observed,
indicating that at least for the bead-to-tail and side-chain cyclizations studied,
application of the principle of dilution is not required.

P I C-'Y 2
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I0,TN. +T8+Wj* 0

40 TN"+MW~u 20
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Fig. L. Coaparson of different coupling reagents for peptide cyclization step.
A: Cyckadon of i cK0015 M); B: Cycdatimon of 4 (c=O.O M) I.: H-Nat-D-Cpa-D-
Pal-Gbh.Tyr-D-Arg-Lu.-Arg-Pro-Lys(Ac)-OH: iH-Va1-Arg-Lyj(Ac)-Ala-Val-Tyr-OH.

Linear hexapeptides, constructed exclusively from L-amino acids and not
containing glycine or proline, are known to cause problems during attempted ring
closure reactions [4]. Indeed, our attempts to cyclize the hexapeptide 4, (10,2M)
failed, when BOP and TBPIpU [5] wer used (Figure IB). A moderate yield (25%)
was obtained by use of compound 2. The cyclization is however accompanied by
extensive racemization (BOP 24%, TBPipU 7%, TAPipU 8%) of the C-terminal
tyrosine residue. In renmakable contrast to ths results, with HAPyU, 1, the all L-
cyclohexape~tide, was formed in 55% yield within 30 min and less than 0.5% of the
D-Tyr-isomer was detected in the reaction mixture.

These results demonstrate the superiority of coupling reagents derived from I-
hydroxy-7-azabenzotriazoik, especially HAPyU, 1, for promoting peptide cyclization
quickly and with a minimum of racemization.

Naturaily, even these new activating agents cannot overcome diffnltiems arising
from unfavourable conformations of linear pentapeptides devoid of glycine and
proline and containing only L-amino acids [6]. Thus, our initial attempts to cyclize
H-Arg-Lys(Ac)-Ala-Val-Tyr-OH using HAPyU I resulted predominantly in the
formation of the corresponding dimer and cyclodimer.
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Side dm1. to V(CH2NH) backbone cyclizatons in
ast~platelet RGD peptides
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Introduction

GPflblla is an integrin found on the surface of platelets [11 which has been
shown to bind fibrinogen [2M and other adhesion proteins. These proteins contain the
Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequence, which is a critical recognition site for GPIlbflla [3].
Since cyclic peptides containing the RGD sequence have been shown to retain
significant affinity for GPIblla [4, 51 we sought to develop a strategy for
incorporating localized conformational constraints into a peptide chain by cyclization
of a side chain onto the peptide backbone. The -#(CH2NH) reduced amide bond
provides a convenient and reactive moiety in the peptide backbone which can be
covalently linked to a side chain such as an Asp or Glu. Depending upon the
synthetic strategy, the 20 amine of the W(CH 2NH) moiety (see compound 9 in
Scheme 1) can be extended by either acylation or reductive alkylation. Since the
conformational constraint has been introduced using a side chain functionality, the C-
terminus could also be extended by replacing the benzyl amide with an amino acid or
peptide. Cyclic peptides containing the ROD sequence were chosen as the test
system for this cyclization strategy.

Results ad Discussion

The cyclic peptides were synthesized by the general methodology shown in
Scheme 1. The first two residues were incorporated as a dipeptide which was coupled
through the side chain carboxylic acid to Kaiser's oxime resin [6, 7]. This dipeptide
was prerd by staudard solution phase methods. The N-mminus was then extended
using the solid phase technique with iterative deprotection and coupling of N-t-Boc
protected miuo "id symmtriai anhydrides. Rmoval of the amino terminal oc
group allowed the simultaneous cyclization of the peptide and the cleavage of the
pepude-resi bond [8]. This methodology was used to prepare the compounds shown
in Tables I and 2. The daft shown in Table I were used to optimize the structure of
the cyclic peptide prior to initiating the synthesis of compounds containing the
Y(CH2NH) moiety shown in Table 2. These peptides were prepared analogously
except that the last residue was incorporated as an N-t-Boc-amino aldehyde by
reductive alkylation of the amino terminal arginine using sodium cyanoborhydride

*Present address: Alkermes, Inc., 64 Sidney St., Cambridge, MA 02139, U.S.A.
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[91. The cyclic pq*de with inact sWe chain petectig grou was fufrter derivatized
at the yWM 2NE)moiety by either reductive alkylatio or by acylation. In all cases,
the cyclic peptides were glohblly deprotecled using anhydous HF and purified by RP-
HPLC. In vitro activity is reported as the ability to block GPi~bIIa binding to
fibrinogen in an ELISA and to inhibit n251-fibrinogen binding to GPlbiIa [10].

Scheme 1 Genrai syndheic route to coubouionaUy consained peptides

Boc-A-A(ChX)-NH cCONHBn

Boo-Arg(Tes)-Gly-Aq(ChxI)-NH CONHBn

FI ~1 25% TFA/DCMi. 2% jIF.QW 2. DIEAI. OooXxx-GA 3. Boc-Agfi1

&' ... . 4 25%2 FDCM

6. IF/maom 6. HF/Airsol

~.Aig-C~y-AspPepwi I ea HN co
Xxx,,Gly.GABA.Ahox, H

"H 9 CONHBn

Phe results of varying the ring uze of the cyclic RGD peptides are shown in
Table 1. The side chain of either Asp or Glu (in- I and 2, respectively) was used in
the cyclization to the a-amino of Ag via a second amino acid residue where n was
varied from 1 to 5. Although the differences in the in vitro assays did not vary
dramatically, these results showed that the best activity was obtained when m=2 and
a-I (3). The ma structural modification was the use of a chiral amino acid residue
to link the se chai of Olu to the avamino, group of Arg. A D-Ala residue (7) does
result in greasr affinity for the OPOblla receptor than an L-Ala (8). Although
peptide 7 is mm active, the compounds containing the W(CH 2NH) moiety were
syunhaiand ofng L-Als for conveniee.
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TakIs 1k strinvg site .,d chmiry of imter

~,.A%-GIVy-Asp

~"~NH Bn

1C3 SOM
PapIdme m n Linkff SiZe(WMon) 12sI-Fa EUJSA

1 1 1 P.Asp-G~y 16 4.0 1.0
2 1 2 J-Asp-fAls 17 4.0 1.0
3 2 1 y'-Glu-Gly 17 1.0 1.0
4 2 2 -.Glu-P-Aia, 18 1.5 1.0
5 2 3 I-G"u4ABA 19 9.0 7.0
6 2 5 y.OGu-Ahex 21 n.d. 11.8
7 2 1 ~-tGu-D-Ala 17 1.0 0.6
8 2 1 y-Glu-Ala 17 4.5 0.8

Table 2 Effect of cyclization via tWiCH2NH)

,,Arg-Gly--Asp
R-N %ýCn

cZCO ~NH

1CSO (PM)
Peptides R 1251-Fn ELISA

9 -H 2.4 0.24
10 -(CH2)CO 2 H 1.2 0.54
I1 I (CH2)rph=fYl 0.27 0.3
12 -CO-(CH2)2-NH2  2.4 3.0

In order to extend the peptide chain from the u-amino group of Arg, the Ala-
Arg anide bond must be converned into the reduced amide bond. This mnodificaion
w accomplihe to Yield peplide 9 (Table 2) which did show greater affnity for the
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GPilbrIa receptor than the parent peptide S. The observation that the f(CH2NH)
moiety is compatible with receptor binding suggests that R can be either acyl or
alkyl. Redintive alkylation of this nitrogen with either succinic semialdehyde or
dihydrocinnamaldehyde provided 10 and 11, respectively, which still retained good
affinity for the GPUbUma receptor. Likewise, acylation of this nitrogen with n-Ala
yielded 12 which appears to have similar activity to the parent compound 9. These
results show that cyclization of a side chain to the peptide backbone via a #(CH2NH)
moiety can be used to introduce a localized conformational constraint into a peptide.
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Introduction

Cyclic peptides are usually synthesized to investigate the relationship between
chiroptical properties or biological activities and the conformation of peptides.
Consequently, the development of reliable and convenient methods to prepare cyclic
peptides remains an important objective in peptide chemistry.

The strategy of the synthesis of cyclic peptides involves preparation of an open-
chain peptide intermediate followed by cyclization. Side reactions such as
dimerization and even cyclodimerization represent problems in the synthesis of cyclic
peptides. Our recently developed approach of Peptide Cyclization on an Oxime Resin
(the PCOR method) [11-2] overcomes many of the difficulties in the syntheses of
cyclic peptides. The peptide chain is assembled on Kaiser-oxime resin followed by
cyclization: the cyclic product is released in high yield and purity from the solid
support during a carboxyl-catalyzed [3] intramolecular aminolysis of the peptidyl
oxhne ester bond.

Many factors influence the reaction yields: resin type; substitution level; amino
acid sequence; character and chirality of N- and C-terminal amino acids; protecting
groups, etc. Several of these factors are surveyed in this paper.

Results and Discussion

Peptide cyclizations can be accomplished both in solution and by solid phase
reactions. In order to avoid intermolecular side reactions, high dilution is necessary
in both cases. A low peptide substitution level on an oxime resin corresponds to a
high dilution reaction in solution. The characteristics of an oxime resin strongly
influence its applicability for cycfization reactions as will be discussed in this brief
paper.

Oxime resins with I and 2% crosslinking

The Kaiser-oxime resin [4-5] is a 1% crosslinked, chemically modified
polystyrene resin, which is usually used for batchwise peptide synthesis. In an
attempt to use the oxime resin in a continuous flow peptide synthesizer, we prepared
an oxime resin with 2% crosslinks to provide a more rigid resin support. The resin
possessed a 0.38 mmol/g content of oxime groups and was usable in the normal
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method for the synthesis of the Merrifield's test peptide (LAGV). However, the
ammonolysis of the peptide from the resin gave a very low (21%) yield in
comparison with the results (85%) achieved by using of 1% crosslinked resin (0.54
mmollg). The major portion of the peptide remained on the resin and could be
titrated with picric acid. By using of a manually operated synthesizer, no better
results were obtained. Thus we believe that the 2% crosslinked resin is not suitable
for peptide synthesis in the PCOR method.

Substitution levels

A peptide segment of Cbz-AlaL(BocAlaLOMe)-Gly-Phe-O-N=C<(oxime resin),
where AIaL denotes each of the lanthionine amino acid ends constitutes an
intermediate in the preparation of a lanthionine enkephalin [6]. This peptide has been
assembled on a Kaiser-oxime resin (substitution level of oxime groups: 0.65
mmol/g) with two different peptide substitution levels, 0.22 and 0.38 mmol/g,
respectively (Figure 1). The cyclization reaction resulted in 70-72 % yield of cyclic
product in both cases. But at the higher peptide substitution level, the product was a
mixture of cyclic monomer and cyclic dimer in the ratio of 2:1. Our experiments
made it clear that higher cyclization yield of the monomer peptide is achieved at the
lower substitution level. Also, at a very low substitution level (< 0.1 mmol/g),
when acetyl capping of excess oxime groups was used, a transacetylation reaction
was observed when the reactive acetyl oxime ester bonds react with the free amino
groups of the peptide [2, 7].

PhCH2 0
6 U

Cbs - AILL- G NH - CH -0C - 0 - N = C -c (oxime reds)

II
L.. CH2 -CH -NH 2

COOM.

A
Cb-AlfaL-Gly-Phe-AlaL'OMe

Cbhm- Aie.- GIyb,-Phew-AIa&- OMe

Cbz.AIiL.Gly.Phe.AlfL-OMe I I
L --S -- -JS S

YIeld: 72 

-

Yield: 70 %;
Moome / Diner raie a 2 : 1

Fig. 1. Effect of high substitution level for product formation. (A) Optimal peptide
substitution level (0.22 mmoL/g); (B) High peptide substitution level (0.38 mmoL/g).
This scheme shows a novel application of the PCOR method for preparation of
lanthionine peptides.
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An optimal substtudo level (0.2-0.3 mmol/g) can be achieved by allowing 1
g oxime resin to react with 0.4-0.45 mmol Boc-amino acid + DIC in DCM for 3 hrs.
For loading of a cysteine derivative on an oxime resin, 2 molar equiv. of ethyl 2-
(hydroximino)-2-cyanoacetate + DIC reagents resulted in a good substitution level.

Peptide couplings

For peptide couplings on an oxime resin, the BOP and UNCA activation
methods, and the use of symmetrical anhydrides are commonly applied. We tried to
carry out a segment condensation reaction on oxime resin through azide coupling:
BocLys(2CI-Cbz)-LeuN3 + Lys(2CI-Cbz)Glu(O-resin)OPac. During the long
reaction time a large portion of the peptide chain cleaved from the resin, and a very
low yield (16%) was observed. In conclusion, the azide coupling method cannot be
applied in oxime resin syntheses.

The rate of oxime resin cyclizations (usually 24-72 hr) strongly depends on the
nature of the amino acids at the C- and N-termini of a peptide chain [8]. For the
synthesis of the monomeric lanthionine peptide in Figure 1, we attempted to cyclize
a modified sequence, H-Gly-Phe-AlaL[CbzAlaL(O-resin)]-OMe. No product formation
could be detected. This result confirmed the observaton that to improve the yield in
the PCOR method, the sequences of residues in the peptide chain play a key role in
successful cycdization reactions.
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Cyclic peptides and the MAP strategy

I.L. PIcard, D.L. Wlqandt and A.F. Spatola

Department of Chemistry, University of Louisville, Louisville,
KY 40292, U.S.A.

Introduction

The MAP (multiple antigen peptide) strategy has been used for preparing
synthetic vaccine candidates but also has proven useful as a template for more
complex immunological probes [1, 2] as well as for designing protein mimetics [3,
4]. We have been interested in using the MAP strategy to help answer the following
questions: 1. Can cyclic peptides provide more readily identifiable and effective
epitopes in prepaing polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies? 2. To what extent can
dimers and even higher order peptide analogs contribute to greater potency,
sel•ivity, and biostability? 3. Can the combination of cyclization and the MAP
amplification, together with appropriate ligand extensions, lead to binding to
multiple receptors and thus help us to understand better the nature of the initial steps
of hormone-receptor interactions?

Results and Discussion

Boc-Tyr(Bzl)-D-Lys(Z)-Gly-Phi-Asp(OBzi)-Xxx-01e (Xxx=Ala and Leu) were
prepared using solution phase methods with Boc protection and DCC/HOBt as
coupling reagent. Ammonium formate-catalytic transfer hydrogenation (AF-CTH)
afforded the product Box-Tyr-D-Lys-Gly-Phe-Asp-Xxx-OMe where Xxx=Ala in 949b
yield and where Xxx=Leu in 97% yield. Side-chain to side-chain cyclization was
achieved using I eq BOP and 5 eq NaHC03 in DMF in 51% yield with Xxx=Ala and
in 49% where Xxx=Lcu. Removal of the Boc group in HClldioxane resulted in the
desired cyclic peptides H-Tyr-c[D-Lys-Gly-Phe-Asp]-Xxx-OMe [Xxx=Ala (IA) and
Leu (UA)]. The results of the OPI and MVD in vitro opioid assays are listed in
Table 1, and indicate that IA shows high potency on both assays.

Table I In vitro Opioid Assay of Cyclic Peptides

IC50
GP (nM) MVD (naM)

H-Tyr-c[D-Lys-Gly-Phe-Asp]-Aia-OMe (IA) 3.14 1.54
H-Tyr-c[D-Lys-Gly-Pbe-Asp]-Lcu-OMe (HA) 14.3 1.5

GP! = ginea pig ileumn; MVD = mouse va deferns
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The dineric and tetrameric lysine cores were synthesized by solid phase
techniques on Merrifield resin using the Boc protecting group strategy and
BOPJDIEA as the coupling reagent in DMF. After saponification of cyclic peptide
IA. the free carboxylic acid was obtained. Using the solid phase synthesis strateg
the cyclic peptide was coupled to the dimeric lysine core and also to the tetrameric
lysine core. HF cleavage afforded the dimaic cyclic product (mI) and the setrametric
cyclic product (IV) (Figure 1), whose structures were confirmed by FAB-MS.

YdKGFDA

YdKGFDA- YdKGFDAI
.Lys-Aca-Ala-OH Aca.Ala.OH

Yd A YdKGFDA j

(Ell)

(IV)

Fig. 1. Smctures of dieric (I1I) and tetrameric (IV) MAPS-cyclic peptides.

Various groups have reported the synthesis of dimeric peptides. In some cases
these reports have suggested that the analogs were able to simultaneously bind to two
receptor molecules while other workers report that only single binding occurred [5,
61. Corn and coworkers were apparently able to convert a dimeric GnRH antagonist
into an agonist by linkage through the corresponding dimeric GnRH antibody [7]. It
seems reasonable to assume that, while the exact dimensions should be receptor
specific, the distance spanned by two ligands must be reasonably large. The
traditional MAP concept does not generally use variable linkers between the peptide
and the lysine core. But this variable (position Z in Figure 2) would be the most
appropriate method of altering this critical distance.

As a first step for extending the MAP concept to cyclic peptides, we required an
appropriately configured biologically active sequence. This was accomplished by the
design and synthesis of two new cyclic opioids (shown in Table 1). The biological
activities obtained for the methyl esters IA and Ha were quite good, especially for the
alanine variant. On the other hand, neither of the two compounds proved very
selective, so binding to either opioid receptor class is appropriate for assay.

Since the use of cyclic peptides in the MAP system is, to our knowledge,
unprecedented, our first goal will be to test the immunogenicity of cyclic peptides
compared to their closest linear counterparts. Such testing is currently in progress.
In the meantime we have been able to achieve acceptable synthetic results (AAA,
FAB-Ms) using both dimeric and tetrameric synthetic variants. An octameric version
(Figure 2) is also being prepared.
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Future studies will include verification of synthetic protocols, biological assays
of various mmoinoeric vs. oligomeric analogs, and determination of the effect of
variables X, Y, and Z (Figure 2) on both synthesis and biology.
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A novel Frnc-protected oruithine derivative
usefu for the synthesis of arginine peptides by a

guanylation approach

MS. Bernatowlcz and G.R. Matsmeda

Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceutical Research Institue,
Princeton. NJ 08543, U.S.A.

Introduction

A method of solid phase synthesis of arginine-containing peptides by an
approach which employs guanylation of ornithine-containing precursors and the
".Bocibenzyl" protecting group combination has been recently reported [1]. T7he
development and characterization of 1-guanylpyrazole hydrochloride 1 (Figure 1) as a
guanylating reagent was key to the demonstrated success of the guanylation approach
to Arg peptides by the "Bocibenzyl" strategy.

To apply this approach to synthesis by the "Fmoc/t-butyl" protection strategy,
which may he advantageous for some peptides, it was necessary to develop a suitable
protecting group for the 6-amino group of ornithine. This protecting group must
fulfill the requirements of stability to peptide synthesis conditions used for chain
elongation and must be specifically cleaved without affecting t-butyl based protection
used for the other amino acids with nucleophilic: sidechains. It was found that the
novel l-(4-methoxyphenyl)ethyloxycabonyl (Mpeoc) group 2 (Figure 1), cleavable
under mildly acidic conditions fufills those requirements.

N OCH 3

H2N NH. HCI
1 2 "Mpeoc" group

Fig.)1. Structurer of J-guanylyrazole hydrochloride I and the Mfpeoc group 2.

Rsualts and Discussion

The synthesis of Fmoc-Orn(Mpeoc)-OPfp 3 is outlined in Figure 2. The
coppeR(U complex of ornithine [2) was allowed to react with M~peoc-4-nitrophenylate
to yield Cu(Orn(Nfi-Mpeoc)) 2. The Frmo group was introduced with Fmoc-N-
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succinimidale in the presence of EDTA and NaHCO 3 and the isolated Fmoc-
Ornpeocf)-OH product was converted to its pentafluorophenyl ester (OPfp) using
pentafloope ioam. The ovall yields of Fmoc-Om(peo)-OPfp 3
starting from free ornithine ranged from 21-35% but may improve with optimization.
The authenticity of the Fmoc-Orn(Mpeoc)-OH and Fmoc-Orn(Mpeoc)-OPfp
derivatives thus obtained was confirmed by 'H NMR, FABMS and elemental
analysis.

CufO% -0' u fokJ4WON ETA/t4O
Fmml~e OWA • mm~I O

~I usD .: EIOEA f an. I:I 8

OP W Ir4C wIp 11"4C

Fig. 2. Synthesis of Fmoc-Om(Mpeoc) derivwtives.

Because the Mpeoc-4-nitophenylate reagent used to introduce the Mpeoc group
slowly decomposes at room temperature, it (prepared by reaction of 1-(4-
methoxyphenyl)ethanol with 4-nitrophenylchlooformaIe in pyridine/p-dioxane at 4PC
followed by filtration to remove pyridine hydrochloride) was directly used without
isolation. Because it was thought that the Fmoc-Orn(Mpeoc)-OH derivative might
be unstable due to the acidity of its carboxyl group, it was initially promptly
converted to its Pfp ester for long term storage. It was later found that the Fmoc-
Orn(Mpeoc)-OH derivative showed no detectable decomposition after one year at
room telperature.

Solution studies showed that the Mpeoc group was completely cleaved from
Fmoc-Orn(Mpeoc)-OH with 1% TFA in CH2Ci2 in less than 10 min at room
temperature, conditions which do not detectably affect t-butyl based protection.
Additional studies, however, showed that the stabilized carbocation generated from the
Mpeoc group by 1% TFA rapidly alkylated the indole ring of Trp. For use with
peptides containing the Orn(Mpeoc)fTrp combination, it was found that 3% (v/v)
dichioroacetic acid in CHfI 2 containing 20% (wttv) skatole rapidly (<10 min)
cleaved the Mpeoc group without alkyladon of Trp. Other model studies indicated
that the Mpeoc group was stable to conditions used for deprotection of the Fmoc
group as well as those used for coupling Fmoc-amino acids.

Table I lists arginine peptides prepared using 3 with guanylation by 1. These
peptides were prepared manually starting with Fmoc-Linker AM on Merrifield
polystyrene using Fmoc-amno acid-P , esters and standard coupling and deprotection
protocols. The N-terminal amino acid was Boc-protected (peptdes 4 and 5) since the
Fmoc group is cleaved under the conditions employed for guanylation of Orn [I].
All the crude peptides obtained were >70% pure as ascertained by HPLC and were
purified to homogeneity. Orithine could not be detected by amino acid analysis of
the crude products indicating complete guanylation reactions. Authenticity of the
purified products was established by FAB MS and amino acid analysis.
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TablW I Arginine pqepd prqred using 3 with gwanylation of Orx by 1

Gly-His-Arg-Pro-Leu-Asp-Lys-NEL (4)
Gln-Gly-Val-Val-Pko-Arg-Gly-Val-Asn-Lau-n-Glu-NH 2 (5)
Ac-Trp-Ts,-Pro-Trp-Arg-Arg-NH 2 (4, (Skaoicidin)

Peptide 6 (acetyl-Iadoficidin 8-13 [31) was chosen for synthesis to challenge
stringently the method. Crude peptide 6 obtained using the Mpeoc approach and
Reagent K [41 final cleavage for I h was 77% pure (Figure 3), an improvement over
the 49% purity obtained for the same peptide synthesized by optimized conventional
Fmoc chemistry (Reagent K, 2 h) utilizing the Pmc group for protection of Arg. In
this case substantial peptidic impurities retaining the Puc group were evidenced by
FABMS and UV spectral data. Interestingly, when TFA/anisoleMH2O (80:15:5) was
employed in place of Reagent K for final cleavage of 6 prepared by the Mpeoc
approach, a crude product of similar quality (70% purity) was obtained.

2 4 6 8
T'ne (min)

Fig. 3. RP (CI8, YMC, 4mn X 5 cm column) HPC of crudew . Linear gradient (6-64%
ACN/H20, 0.1% TFA) at 2.0 miknin.
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Development of a new photo-removable protecting
group for the amino and carboxyl groups of

! amino acids

C.P. coaies and B. Kianggouptra

Deparl nt of Chemistry, Affymax Research Institute, 4001 Miranda
Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A.

Iltsroduction

We have reported recently a technique capable of generating arrays of
immobilized pcpides suitable for ligand binding assays threogh a combination of
photochemistry and solid phase peptide synthesis [1]. Criticalo thehis method is the
use of a photo-removable protecting group for the amino terminus of the growing
peptide chain. The now classic photo-protecting group is the rqtroieratryl-
oQxygarbonyl (Nvoc) group first reportd by Patchnoraik [2). As part of a program in

novel photochemistry, we have begun to explore other nitrohenzyl compounds as
alternatives to the Nvoc group.

Results and Discussion

A key element necessary for the productive photolysis of nitrowenzyl
compounds is the presence of a benzylic hydrogen. Photolysis of carbamate protected
ampes proceeds through a complicated mechanism involving removal of the Wenzylc
hydrogee, addition of the oxygen atom of the nitro group to the benzylic carbon, andultimately through an acetal cleavage to generate a nitrosoaldehyde, carbon dioxide,

and the liberated amint. Early workers in the field have noted the requirement for
either an acid or other scavenger to be present in the reaction mixture in order to
achieve a quantitative yield of the amine. We have investigated the photobsnetics of
several analogs of the Nvoc group shown in Table 1. The novel photo-groups were
evaluated as both their acetates (acid protection) and their carbamnates (amine
prtcto). Aliquots, of eac~h compound (100 pIM concentration) were photolyzed in

5 mM H2SOiteioxane for specific times and the rate of the reaction was determinedvia HPL analysis of the remaining starting material. The reactions were first order
in light intensity. The UV light source was a Hg(Xe) ARC lamp with the 365 am
output selected with a monochrometer and adjusted to 10 mWlCM2.

The series of uitrobenzyl cMnpounds te equally effective as both amino andcarboxyl protecting agents. We observed a dramatic rate enhancement upon
substitution of the phenyl ring with two alkoxy substitnents which parallels the
increase in absobn~mce at 365 nm. A further increase in rate was observed by the
introduction of a methyl group at the benzylic carbon. presumably this stabilizes the
intermediate carbon radical and prmomtes the cleavage reaction. The ac-methyl-
11itrolzperonylalxygarbonyi (Menpoc, 5) and the cc-methyl-jiitroyeratrylflxygar'bonyl
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Compound R =COCH 3 (3ac) R C)NtIH(]2C)1  (sec)

1 1941
2 129 97
3 65 59
4 42 38
5 33 40

(Menvoc, 4) roups offer both faswe photokinetics and highe quantumi yields than,
the knwna Witobenzyloxycarboyl (Nboc 1) and Nvoc (2) grooms The photolyuis
Of the nrpiperonylozycurbanyl (Npoc 3) group is particularly enhanced in acidic
dioxaueý as its photokinetics more closely match that of Nvoc when performked, in
other solvents.

We have begun to further explore the use of the Idenpoc group for the amine
protection of amino acids. The crystalline chiorofonuate can be prepared Mn large
scale and in high yield in three steps from commercially available 3,4-
methylenetlioxyaceeophenone. This material seaves an a convenient defivatization
reagent and we have observed no discernible decomposition of the chloroformate after
several monyhs storage at 4*C. The intemediat -eft htibny alcohol can be
coupled to a carboxylic acid directly, or alternatively converted to its chloride for
derivatization of acids and other functional groups.

Fig. 2. Sywdnea of ManpocCi (a) HNO3, (b) tiaBli4 (c) phosgemn

Several common amino acids were chosen to examine in more detail.
Experiments heve shown that treatment of a free ammno aci with Menpoc-Cl under
waer-dioxarme conditions provides goo yields of the desired products and material of
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high purity can be obtained after simple chromatography on silica gel. The methyl
group on the benzylic carbon does lead to a 1:1 mixture of diastereomers when
coupled to an optically active amino acid, but we have experienced little difficulty in
obtaining the Menpoc amino acids as solids. Generally, the Menpoc derivatives are
more easily induced to solidify than the corresponding Fmoc derivatives. The
denivatized amino acids can be stored indefinitely when kept cool, dry and protected
from light. The comparison of the Nvoc and Menpoc groups as photo-removable
protecting groups for the amine of an amino acid is shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Comparison of the photolysis half lives for carbamate protected Nvoc and
Menpoc amino acids under 365 nm irradiation

Amino acids Nvoc derivative (sec) Menpoc derivative (sec)

PG-L-AIa-OH 92 23
PG-GIy-OH I10 29
FG-L-Phe-OH 96 27
FG-L-Leu-OH 115 24
PG-L-Tyr(OtBu)-OH 109 28

aPG denotes protecting group.

We have described a new photoprotecting group for protecting either the amino
or carboxyl groups of amino acids. The ot-methylpiperonyl group offers superior
photokinetics and a higher quantum yield as compared to the nitroveratryl group.
This new group should also prove useful for caging purposes and the protection of
other functional groups in addition to amines and carboxyls where higher quantum
yields are important.
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Automated allyl chemistry for solid-phase peptide
synthesis: Applications to cyclic and branched

peptides
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Introduction

Allyl-based protecting groups have been used extensively in organic synthesis
and have been applied recently to DNA, carbohydrate and peptide synthesis. The mild
conditions to remove allyl functions are compatible with classical Fmoc/tBu based
methods for solid-phase peptide synthesis [1, 2]. The combiuation of allyl/Fmoc/tBu
provides a flexible orthogonal strategy that permits construcion of more complex
peptides including peptides which are cyclic, have branching, contain post-
translational modifications or are conjugated to sugars and oligonucleotides 12-41.

Allyl removal is generally achieved with a suspended palladium catalyst under
heterogeneous conditions and inert atmosphere. After completion of the reaction, the
catalyst must be separated. This overall approach is not feasible on batch or
continuous-flow peptide synthesizers due to difficulties in initial delivery and later
removal of the insoluble palladium catalysL We have now examined and optimized
solvents to solubilize the catalyst, prevent undesired N'-Fmoc deprotection, and be
compatible with glyco- and sulfo-peptides. The continuous-flow Millipore 9050
Plus PepSynthesizer was modified using new conditions and software to carry out
allyl deprotection schemes for the facile preparation of cyclic and branched peptides
[51.

Results and Discussion

Model peptides Y-Ala-X-Gln-Lys-Thr-Asp(OAI)-Thr-Pro-NH 2 where X = Met,
Trp and Y = Fmoc, H were prepared. We found that the previously described
conditions for allyl removal, i.e., Pd(PPh 3)4 (3 equiv) and 0.3 M morpholine in
DMSO-THF-0.5 N HG1 (2:2:1) [6], were compatible with Trp, but led to partial
oxidation of Met and partial loss of Nv-Fmoc. Furthermore, the earlier cocktail was
biphasic and a poor solvent for the catalyst. To avoid a biphasic system, HCI was
replaced with HOAc, a mild organic acid that is compatible with sensitive functions.
CHC13 was chosen as the solvent since it dissolves completely the palladium catalyst
and is compatible with the PEG-PS resins which are used for all of the work
described. Lastly, a weak, tertiary base, N-methylmorpholine [which does not
remove NO-Fmoc functions] was added. Hence, treatment of the model peptides with
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Pd(PPh3)4 (3 equiv) in CHCI3-HOAc-NMM (37:2:1), followed by washings with a
solution of DIEBA (0.5%, v/v) and sodium diethyldithiocarbamate (0.5%, w/v) in
DMF, provided the aflyl-deblocked peptide while preserving NO-Fmoc.

Cyclic Peptides Branched Peptides

Chain Elongation Chain Elongation~

414

AMW4 Depratection Boc-W -

Fmoc Deprotection~ AIM4 Depwwlction

Cyclization 4hi kVto

Scheme 1. General strategy for synthesis of cyclic and branched peptides using
Fmoc/tBualLyl chemistry.
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Cleavage of allyl groups on continuous-flow or batchwise peptide synthesizers
was automated, as follows: the catalyst was added to standard amino acid vials, purged
with Ar, and sealed in order to maintain an inert atmosphere. The CHCI3-HOAc-
NMM cocktail described above was delivered to the vial containing Pd(PPh3 )4 , and
bubbling of the mixture with Ar for 5 min ensured that the catalyst was dissolved
completely before delivery to the reaction column. In the continuous-flow mode, the
deprotection solution was delivered to the column containing the resin and recycled
for 2h. An additional resin wash cycle with the DIEA and sodium
diethyldithiocarbamate in DMF solution was used to remove side-products that can
produce back-pressure. For the preparation of cyclic peptides, phosphonium or
uronium salts were added to an amino acid vial, and a solution of 0.6 M DIEA in
DMF was delivered to dissolve the solids. This activation solution was then
delivered to the peptide-resin with free end groups in order for the cyclization to
occur; recycling continued until the peptide-resin was ninhydrin negative.

The effectiveness of our new conditions was demonstrated first by the automated
synthesis of a cyclic peptide, tachykinin antagonist peptide MEN 10355, cyclo(Asp-
Tyr-DTrp-Val-DTrp-DTrp-Arg)(Scheme 1, left side). The linear sequence was
assembled using the Fmoc/tBu strategy, and selective side-chain deblocking of allyl
groups followed. Next, Na-Fmoc removal, PyBOP-HOBt-DIEA-mediated cyclization
and acidolytic cleavage of the peptide-resin and of tBu side-chain protecting groups
gave the cyclic peptide. For the synthesis of branched peptides (Scheme 1, right
side), a Fmoc-Lys(Aloc)-PAL-PEG-PS resin was the starting point for a linear
synthesis of prothrombin(l-9) by the Fmoc/tBu strategy [terminating with Na-Boc].
Side-chain deprotection of the Aboc group of Lys was followed by a linear synthesis
of Leu-enkephalin off the c-amino side-chain of lysine.

Multiple antigenic peptides (MAP) are of interest since they allow production
of immunogens without the use of a protein carrier. A small lysine core index is
used to amplify the peptide antigen to multiple copies. The current strategy for
obtaining MAP containing two epitopes starts with Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-OH and requires
Boc chemistry. With our current method, the preparation of MAP containing two
epitopes can be achieved and automated with Fmoc chemistry. Starting with [Fmoc-
Lys(Aloc)] 4 -PAia-PAL-PEG-PS resin, a bis-epitope of the HIV protease ([H!V(16-
29)]4[HIV(70-80)14)-(Lys)7 -PAla-NH2 was synthesized.
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Introduction

Side-chain cysteine protection is essential during the coupling steps of
solid-phase peptide synthesis [1]. The synthesis of peptides having all cysteine
residues as the free thiol or with one or more disulfide bridges formed in a controlled
fashion is dependent upon to the availability of appropriate orthogonal protecting
groups for the thiol function. In addition to the common protecting groups, an
alternative group removable by an independent method such as enzymatic cleveage,
would be desirable.

During the last few years, enzymatic methods have been more frequently used to
remove blocking groups from a-amino and ci-carboxy groups rather than from side-
chain functionalities in peptide synthesis. Enzymes often operate at neutral, weakly
acidic or weakly basic pH media and in many cases combine a high selectivity for the
reactions they catalyze and the structures they recognize with a broad substrate
specifity. Thiol protecting groups of the acylamidomethyl type can be split in a
two-step process [21 by first eliminating the acyl component and then generating the
thiol function by spontaneous hydrolysis of the intermediate aminomethyl mercapto
compound. Best results were obtained with the phenylacetamidomethyl group
(Phacm) [31; this group being deprotected by penicillin G acylase fromn E coli (EC
3.5.1.11) with a PI specificity for the phenylacetyl residue.

The selective enzymatic deprotection of the S-phenylacetamidomethyl is
orthogonal to the chemical deprotection of several groups used for the protection of
thiol side-chain of cysteine in peptide synthesis. This characteristic encouraged us to
synthezise the Boc and Fmoc derivatives of S-phenylacetamidomethyl-L-cysteine
(Figure 1) for use in the most important strategies in solid-phase synthesis (Boc/Bzl
and Fmoc/Bu) to obtain cystine-peptides.
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Prot-NH-CH-COOH

~H2  0-H 2 -
S-CH2-NH--

Prot = Boc or Fmoc

Fig. 1. NA-Protected S-phenylacetamidomethyl-L-cysteine.

Results and Discussion

The S-phonyl i yl (Phacm) group can be introduced using the same
protocol as that used for the S-acetamidomethyl (Acm) group. L-Cysteine was reacted
with N-hydroxymethylphenylacetamide in the presence of trifluoromethanesulfonic
acid, and subsequent treatment with Fmoc-succinimide or di-tert-butyl dicarbonate
gave the appropriate fully protected derivatives in 67% and 56% yields, respectively.
The Phacm group has the same stability/lability as Acm, but Phacm is additionally
cleaved by the action of penicillin amidohydrolase (PHA). The best conditions
involve use of amidohydrolase immobilized on acrylic beads (Eupergit C, RMhm
Pharma, Germany) in sodium phosphate, ammonium acetate or triethylammonium
acetate (pH 7.8) at 380C. The latter two buffers have the advantage that the salt can
be removed by lyophilization. If the enzymatic hydrolysis is carried out under argon
in the presence of 2% P-mercaptoethanol, the free thiol is isolated; in their absence
direct oxidation to the cystine derivative takes place. Thus, the Phacm group is
orthogonal with respect to both base and acid-labile cysteine protecting groups, and is
compatible with Acm (initial enzymatic deprotection of Phacm followed by
deprotection of Acm with iodine or thallium salts).

Several cystine-containing peptides were synthesized to demonstrate the scope
of this protecting group in solid-phase synthesis.

Dimer 03-turn model peptide was prepared to show the compatibility of Phacm
with Acm (Figure 2). This parallel dimer was prepared from a single peptide [(Ac-
Cys(Phacm)-Pro-D-Val-Cys(Acm)-NH 2 )], which was synthesized manually using a
Boc strategy, starting with an MBHA-resin. Treatment of the peptide-resin with
anhydrous HF-anisole (19:1), 1 h at 00C, provided the crude protected peptide I. The
protected peptide I was then incubated with immobilized penicillin amidohydrolase in
0.05 M ammonium acetate buffer pH 7.9 at 38*C and after 24 h the open dimer U
was obtained (90% purity). The second disulfide bond was formed upon treatment of
the bis-S-Acm peptide with 12 (10 equiv.) in HOAc-H20 (4:1), 2 h at 25*C.

The synthesis of somatostatin-14-amide was accomplished automatically on a
continuous-flow synthesizer (Millipore 9050), according to the standard FmoctBu
stategy using the PAL-handle [4] on a PEG-PS-resin. Treatment of the peptide-resin
with TFA-H20 (19:1), 1 h at 250C, provided the crude bis(Phacm) protected peptide,
which subsequently was incubated with inmobilized PHA in 0.05 M
triethylammonium acetate buffer, pH 7.8, at 3g*C for 24 h. The reaction was
followed by HPLC. After 20 h, the desired final product was obtained (85% purity).
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Phacm Acm _H m1

Phm AnnAc

U HI

Fig. 2. Scheme of synthesis of diner -turm model peptide.
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Introduction

The reduction of disulfide bridge in cystine containing peptidic hormones results
in many cases in loss of biologically active conformation. The replacement of the
chemically labile disulfide group by an isostere structure is of interest for new stable
structures of hormone analogs. The methylene-thio-group (-CH2-S-) was introduced
as a suitable replacement of the disulfide bond [1, 2]. Several types of cystine-
substituting amino acids were prepared [ 1-91, but only several examples maintaining
all functional groups and the length of the bridge are known [10, 11]. In this study,
the selectively protected monocarba-isosteres of cystathionines were prepared as
building blocks and applied in a combined stepwise solid phase/solution synthesis for
a series of analogs of the neurohypophyseal hormone oxytocin.

Results and Discussion

Selectively protected cystathionines 1-S (Figure 1) were synthesized using S-
alkylation [12] of cysteine with fully protected derivatives of 2-amino-4-
bromobutyric acid [10] and subsequent introduction of Fmoc-group (compound 3-5).
The derivatives 2 and 3 were used for the synthesis of carba-l-oxytocin (C'-OXT)
chosen as a model peptide. The procedure using derivative 2, pMBHA resin and
Boc/Bzl strategy gave in 12 synthetic and purification steps 6.8% of CL-OXT. In
contrast, our new approach using Fmoc-protected derivative 3, acid labile handle and
Fmoc/Bzl strategy (Figure 2) yielded 63.8% of C'-OXT after optimization. The
cyclization was carried out by DPPA/DIEA (10eq) in DMF with 78% preparative
yield. For the final deprotection, a mixture TFMSA/TFA/thioanisole/m-
cresole/DMS (5/85/5/2.5/2.5) was used with the yield of 81%. As an alternative
method, derivative 3 and SCAL-handle [13] with on-the-resin cyclization was tested
with the yield 34% of CL-OXT. The synthetic procedure using cystathionine
derivative 3 was further applied for a series of analogs of oxytocin modified in
position 4 and/or 7 (agonists) and positions 2,4,8 (inhibitors). Biological evaluation
of these analogs allowed to differentiate the influence of deamination in position 1
and carba modification of the bridge on their agonistic and/or antagonistic properties.
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R1 -NK.CH-COOR2  R3 .N H --•H--,OOH

L R',.CIZ, &2 M• RRha 3 R'U..Z W. Rf.'.,,e-Fmoc
2. Rl-Z Rl-Me, Rlu.Boe 4.RlZ, tR.BU', R3amFmec

&. R6t-c. RgBut. R3-'Fmoc

Fig. 1. Selkctivey protected cystathioaihs.

1.2. i

& 34.&. cli. O-h•O-
CE• ---- +•41__ C_ + y430oe4~

I. WA/C..mauaMg

3. AXAAWS~~4. SWpMdmO.-2S/IMHIOAc

7.SGPh~i~xG-2S/SMIIOAc
•i•a .O ~ClF ~ oI.C 7. Sepedax 0-25/,M II~

Fig. 2. Opiied strategy for the s•nhesis of C'-OXT.
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Introduction

Although the guanidino group of arginine is relatively inert because it remains
protonated except under extrememly basic conditions it can undergo a variety of side
reactions during peptide coupling processes such as acylation, both internal and
external, at the guanidino nitrogen atoms. Arylsulfonyl protection decreases the
tendency of many arginine derivatives to be converted to the corresponding ornithine
derivatives. The most widely used guanidino protecting groups are the Mtr [1] and
Pmc [21 groups. Indeed the Pmc group was developed out of the Mtr function on the
basis of mechanistic considerations of the sensitivity toward acids of various
arylsulfonyl residues. Based on these studies and x-ray crystallographic data the
dihydropyran ring moiety present in the Pmc unit was selected as being optimal[3].
On the other hand, experimental studies by Baddeley [4, 51 suggested that the
dihydrobenzofuran analogs of the Pmc residue might be more sensitive to acidic
deblocking agents. In the event this proved to be the case.

Results and Discussion

The synthesis of 2,2,4,6,7-pentamethyldihydrobenzofuran was achieved in a
single step from 2,3,5-trimethylphenol 1 and isobutyraldehyde using H 2 SO 4 as
catalyst in toluene. Chlorosulfonation gave the key intermediate Pbf-CI 2 which by
reaction with Z-Arg-OH under the usual conditions gave Z-Arg(Pbf)-OH.
Hydrogenolysis by means of 10% Pd/C followed by reaction with Fmoc-OSu gave
Fmoc-Arg(Pbf)-OH 3 which could be readily purified by column chromatography.

Kinetic studies of the deblocking of Z-Arg(X)-OH via 80% TFA showed that
with X=Pbf conversion to Z-Arg-OH was 1.2-1.4 times as fast as with X=Pmc.

In order to evaluate the applicability of Fmoc-Arg(Pbf)-OH in solid phase
peptide synthesis a number of arginine-rich model peptides were synthesized and
results compared with parallel syntheses using the corrsponding Pmc analog. All
peptides were synthesized via Fmoc/tBu chemistry on a Millipore 9050+ automated
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peptide synthesizer. Acylation was carried out with 5 equiv. of the Fmoc-amino acid,
preactivated with PyBOP/HOBt/DIEA or with Pfp/Dhbt esters/ HOBt using 60-nain
coupling times. Fmoc deprotection was carried out with 2% DBU/2 % piperidine in
DMF for 6 minutes. Treatment with reagent R (TFA-thioanisole-EDT-anisole,
90:5:3:2) for 2 hr was used to deblock and remove the peptide from the resin.
Comparison of peptides synthesized via Fmoc-Arg(Pbf)-OH and Fmoc-Arg(Pmc)-OH
showed that the yields and quality of the final products in the two cases were similar.
Upon treatment of the protected form of the multi-arginine peptide vi (tryptophan
Boc-protected) with reagent R for 20 min., significantly more of the undeblocked
and/or partially deblocked peptides (t4e26 min.) remain unaffected in the case of the
Pmc as opposed to the Pbf derivatives (Figure 1).

Q -Q-b. Fmoc-Arg(Pbf)-OH

1 2 3

Table I Examples of peptides made via Fmoc-Arg(X)-OH X=Pbf or Pmc

i. H-Tyr-Gly-Lys-Arg-NH 2 [61
ii. H-Tyr-Arg-Gln-Arg-Tyr-NH 2[6]

iii. H-Arg-Lys-Asp-Val-Tyr-NH 2[7]
iv. H-Gly-Arg-AJa-Asp-SerP-ro-Lys-NH 2
v. H-Tyr-Pro-Ser-Lys-Aca-Arg-His-Tyr-fle-Asn-Leu-Ile-Thr-Arg-Gln-Arg-Tyr-

NH2[61
vi. Ac-Trp-Arg-Arg-Arg-Arg-Val-OH[8]

In view of the ease of synthesis of key intermediates and the somewhat faster
deblocking process, the Pbf residue is likely to prove at least as useful for arginine
side-chain protection as the Pmc residue, and could be especially advantageous for
acid-sensitive systems.
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Pmc Pbf

61% 73%

20 mm 20 mm

37% 18%I ..

C
HI
Eli'

C4 IIMI
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C
S

84% 87%
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30 mm 30 mm
16% 6%

12 20 2812 20 28

Tim (mm)

Fig.). Comparison of the deblocking of Pbf vs. Piw in the case of peptide vi after 20
and 30 mm with reagent k
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Introduction

The most common methods for the formation of the peptide bond involve the
presence of l-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt)[1]. HOBt is used either in conjunction
with carbodiinides or active esters, or built into a stand-alone reagent in the form of
phosphonium (BOP, PyBOP) [21 or uronium salts (HBTU, TBTU) [3]. Recently,
l-hydroxy-7-azabenzotriazole (HOAt) [41 has been described as a superior peptide
coupling additive, which enhances coupling yields in solution by about 6-32 times
and reduces racemization up to 50%. This report focuses on the application of
HOAt, as well as its uronium (HATU) and phosphonium (PyAOP) salt derivatives,
to solid-phase peptide synthesis.

HOWt Q(N ( %% N HOAt

OH OH

Results and Discussion

HOAt was prepared by methylation of 2-nitro-3-pyridinol followed by treatment
with excess hydrazine [5, 6]. The corresponding phosphonium and uronium salts
were obtained by methods previously described [2, 3].

In order to demonstrate the suitability of HOAt derivatives, several syntheses of
the fragment 65-74 (H-Val-Gln-Ala-Ala-fle-Asp-Tyr-Ile-Asn-Gly-NH 2 ) of the acyl
carrier protein were carried out by a Fnmoc/tBu protection scheme (tBu for Tyr and
Asp, and Trt for Asn and Gin) on Fmoc-PAL-PEG-PS using a continuous-flow
Millipore 9050 Plus synthesizer. Coupling times were shortened and excesses of
reagents were reduced in order to emphasize the differences between HOAt- and HOBt-
mediated couplings. Under these conditions, incomplete incorporations were detected
for Asn onto Gly, neIr onto Asn, n1e0 onto Asp, and Val onto Gin. The purity of
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the peptides was judged, after cleavage of the peptides from the resin with TFA-H20
(9:1) for 2h, by reversed-phase HPLC. The results shown in Table I indicated clearly
that HOAt, HATU, and PyAOP are superior to HOBt, HBTU, PyBOP, and PyBroP.
Furthermore, uronium and phosphonium salts were preferred to carbodiimide/active
ester methods. Finally, addition of HOXt in HXTU couplings did not significantly
improve the coupling yields, with the exception of Asn.

Table 1 Synthesis of ACP(65-74) with HOAt- and HOBt-based coupling reagents

Coupling equiv Time ACP -211e -lie 7 2 -lie6" -Val -Ass
Method (rain)

DIPCDI-HOAt 4 3 65 2 7 9 1 2
DIFCDI-HOBt 4 3 31 13 15 18 3 1

DIPCDI 4 3 14 4 7 22 2 32
Pfp-HOAt 4 3 82 - - 15 1 1

Pfp-HOBt 4 3 53 1 1 33 5 1
NO 4 3 0 - - -

HATU 1.5 1.5 53 3 6 12 3 16
HBTU 1.5 1.5 18 16 11 19 2 7

PyAOP 1.5 1.5 45 5 7 16 1 12
PYBOP 1.5 1.5 12 19 12 16 1 2
PyBroP 1.5 1.5 0 - - - -

HATU-HOAt 1.5 1.5 50 5 9 12 2 8
HBTU-HOBt 1.5 1.5 17 18 12 18 3 3 _J

Similar results were obtained when HATU was applied to the solid-phase
synthesis of the pentapeptide H-Tyr-Aib-Aib-Phe-Leu-NH 2 using the same strategy
described above. This peptide contains the sequence Aib-Aib, which is described as
being particularly difficult [7]. After 2 h of coupling using 4 equiv of both
Fmoc-Aib-OH, Fmoc-Tyr(tBu)-OH, and HXTU plus 8 equiv of DTEA (all remaining
couplings were carried out for 30 min), the pentapeptide was obtained with a purity
of 94% for the HATU synthesis, and only 43% for HBTU.

Finally, the synthesis of peptide H-D-Ala-MeLeu-MeLeu-MeVal-Phe-Val-OH,
on a KB-PEG-PS resin was attempted. The N-terminal tetrapeptide section represents
a fragment of cyclosporin. The incorporation of the last three amino acids required a
double coupling protocol for 2 h. Using these conditions and after cleavage of the
peptide with TFA-CH2C12 (2:98) for 1 h, the hexapeptide was obtained in a purity of
85% in the case of HATU, and only 8% for HBTU. In this latter synthesis, the
major peak (48%) corresponded to the tripeptide H-MeVal-Phe-Val-OH.

In conclusion, the efficiency of HATU and HOAt has been demonstrated. These
derivatives enhance reactivity, reduce racemization, and are suitable for the prearation
of peptides containing hindered amino acids.
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Introduction

Solid phase peptide synthesis was introduced by Merrifield in 1963 [1] and has
been widely used ever since. However, little has been mentioned of advances towards
reversing the conventional C-to-N direction of synthesis. This would create a new
approach to synthesising peptides with modifications at the C-terminal and it may
facilitate fragment coupling using solid phase methodology. Earlier attempts at
solid-phase peptide synthesis in the N-to-C direction [2, 3] were hindered by the use
of arnino acid esters that were effectively too stable. As a consequence the conditiop-
required for the removal of the ester protection before commencing the next addit.
cycle were very harsh. In order to improve this situation a more suitable amino acid
ester building block had to be employed. Silyl-based protecting groups have found
ever-increasing use in organic synthesis. Amino acid trialkyl and trialkoxy silyl
esters have been investigated in this research as possible aerivatives suitable for use
in solid-phase peptide synthesis in the N-to-C direction. Three types of amino acid
silyl esters have been prepared, trimethylsilyl, tert-butyldimethylsilyl and tri-tert-
butoxysilyl esters. Of these three it l-i been the amino acid tri-tert-butoxysilyl
esters, first described by Gruszecki and co-workers [4] that have exhibited the greatest
potential. These derivatives are easily prepared, are stable throughout the coupling
reaction rid are conveniently and rapidly removed before commencing the next cycle.
A novel method of solid phase peptide synthesis from the N -+ C direction has beer
developed and a number of peptides have been synthesised, characterised and evaluat W
using this methodology. The protocol involves the incorporation of alkoxysilyl
group into the carboxyl function of amino acids for use in peptide synthesis.

Results and Discussion

Amino acid tri-tert-butoxysilyl esters were prepared by the procedure of
Gtuszecki and co-workers [3] and their identity was confirmed by infra-red, 1H nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra and accurate mass measurements. Attachment of
the N-terminal residue to the solid support via its amino function had previously
been achieved through a benzyloxycarbonyl linkage [2]. This approach provides a
peptide-resin linkage that is stable to all reagents used for ester hydrolysis and is
cleavable at the end of the synthesis by treatment with strong acid such as hydrogen
fluoride or trifluoromethanesulphonic acid.

Employing the benzyloxycarbonyl resin-amino acid linkage, amino acid tri-tert-
butoxysilyl esters and 1,3-diisopropylcarbodiimide/l-hydroxybenzotriazole mediated
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couplings peptides have been successfully synthesised on the solid-phase in the N-to-
C direction. The test tetrapeptide, Leu-Ala-Gly-Val, and leucine-enkephalin were
both prepared in good yield. The quality of the product in both cases was comparable
to the product obtained when the peptides were synthesised in the conventional C-to-
N direction using Fmoc chemistry. In the case of the leucine-enkephalin synthesis a
somewhat longer coupling time was required for the addition of the C-terminal
leucine than was expected. The problem of the difficult leucine addition was easily
overcome by simply extending the duration and coupling.

The unpredictable nature of the coupling rates encountered during solid-phase
peptide synthesis means that the strategy benefits from a monitoring system that can

detect slow couplings as they occur. A great deal of effort has been expended in the
development of such a system, but without definitive success. The detection of
residual carboxyl groups on the resin would first require the decomposition of any
active ester present. Decomposition of active esters followed by the detection of the
resultant carboxyl group could still be a one-step process in practice provided the
assay is performed in aqueous solution after the correct choice of activation. The
correct choice of activation is governed by the fact that any active ester present would
need to be sufficiently unstable in an aqueous medium to be hydrolysed to the acid.
Detection of the carboxylic acid by its reaction with sodium carbonate in the presence
of phenolphthalein shows great promise in this type of monitoring system. The
levels of acid that can be detected with phenolphthalein were as low as 1.0 Pmole
which would provide adequate sensitivity in most cases. A drawback of performing
the assay in aqueous medium is that the polystyrene based resin used in this research
does not show extensive swelling in such a solution. This is currently under
investigation.

The successful synthesis of leucine-enkephalin in the N-to-C direction using
1,3-diisopropylcarbodiimide/l-hydroxbenzotriazole mediated couplings gave the
product in good yield (77%) requiring minimal purification. The synthesis was
repeated employing BOP as the activating agent, but using dichloromethane as the
solvent rather than NN-dimethylacetamide. The coupling times were thus reduced to
2 hours duration increasing the overall synthetic procedure. On the other hand, the
quality of the product was not as good when this approach was used giving a product
that was only around 80% pure. Furthermore, the hydroxyl functions of tyrosine,
threonine and serine may not require protection during the synthesis.

The possibility of racemisation during the synthesis was always considered and
the chiral purity of the synthesised leucine-enkephalin was extensively scrutinised.
No racemisation was detected when analysing the product by RP-HPLC, enzymatic
digestion with Carboxypeptidase A or specific optical rotation. The coupling
procedures employed thus far, i.e. l,3-diisopropylcarbodiimide/l-hydroxbenzotriazole
and BOP in dichloromethane are suitable for the solid-phase synthesis of peptides in
the N-to-C direction.

The solid-phase synthesis was finally extended to the preparation of peptides
possessing C-terminal modifications. The important advantage of this methodology
is that it allows the in situ modification of carboxyl function (aldehyde, alcohol, etc.)
which has important applications in the synthesis of therapeutically active peptides.
The pep•ide analogues synthesised were based on leucine-enkephalin with the addition
of a modified leucine residue at the C-terminus. The leucine-enkephalin-diol was
synthesised using i,3-diisopropylcarbodiimide/1-hydroxybenzotriazole mediated
couplings and afforded the desired product in excellent yield (73%) and purity. The
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synthesis of a number of enkephalin analogues which we otherwise inaccessible has
been accomplished. Further work in this area is in progress.

The method developed offers an alternative approach to the preparation of
peptides possessing C-terminal modifications. The implementation of solid-phase
strategies for the production of such peptide analogues will greatly enhance the
efficiency of their synthesis over the currently employed solution-phase techniques.
The solid-phase approach to the synthesis of C-terminally modified peptides provides
a procedure that is simple to perform and possesses the potential to become an
automated process due to its repetitive nature. The advantages of this method should
have a beneficial effect in both preparation of peptide analogues for research and in
the efficient production of some peptide analogues currently used for diagnostic and
therapeutic purposes.
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Introduction

The chemical incorporation of Aib (a-aminoisobutyric acid) into peptides is of
growing interest due to the increasing number of isolated naturally occurring peptides
bearing such units. The conventional peptide-chain assembly for the coupling of one
or more adjacent Aib-residues either fails completely or requires long reaction times,
as reported for Fmoc-Aib symmetrical anhydride [1] and recently for the use of Fmoc-
Aib-NCA and PyBroP activation [2). In this paper a comparative examination of
Fmoc-Aib-F and of the above mentioned techniques is described.

Results and Discussion

In order to compare different coupling procedures for the incorporation of
sterically hindered amino acid residues in SPPS, four adjacent Aib-units were coupled
to a model hexapeptide [h-CRF(36-41): H-Lys-Leu-Met-Glu-lle-Ile-NH 2] by means
of Fmoc-Aib-F, Fmoc-Aib-NCA, Fmoc-Aib symmetrical anhydride and Fmoc-Aib-
OH/PyBroP. Coupling of the Aib-residues was carried out for 15 min in a 0.2 M
solution of DMF with 3 equivalents of the Fmoc amino acid derivative (Fmoc-Aib-F
and preformed (Fmoc Aib)20: 1 eq. DIBA; PyBroP: 1.8 eq. DIEA /0.2 eq. DMAP,
3 min preactivation; Fmoc-Aib-NCA: no base added). The extend of reaction was
monitored by U.V. analysis of the Fmoc deprotection step (20% piperidine/DMF,
15 min) (Figure 1).

The results show that only the fluoride derivative gave the desired decapeptide
with all four Aib residues incorporated (Figure 2b), whereas all three of the other
techniques led to formation of the heptapeptide bearing only a single Aib unit as the
major product (Figures 2a, c, d). All of the major components were analyzed by ES-
MS.
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Fig. 1. Aib coupling efficiency, stepwise elongation of h-CRF(36-41).

Since we found similar acylating yields of the used coupling techniques for the
coupling of Fmoc-Aib onto an amino-resin (TG-SRAM), the obtained differences for
the coupling of adjacent Aib residues are most likely due to the small size of the
fluoride as leaving group.

In the case of chain-assembly by Fmoc-Aib-NCA the formation of side products
was detected, which could, according to ES-MS (M+44) and 13C-NMR (additional
carbon: DMSO-d6, 8 (ppm): 157.13) be explained by a "wrong" opening of the
UNCA, as described by Kopple (31 for unprotected Aib-NCA and by Kaminski et. al.
[4] for sterically hindered mixed anhydrides. Interestingly, the reproducible side
product formation did not occur by means of BOC-Aib-NCA and more surprisingly
by substitution of Lys by Gly in the used model peptide [h-CRF(36-41)] either.

In view of the expectation of prolonged reaction times by the incorporation of
sterically hindered amino acids into peptides, the stability of the Fmoc-group
becomes important to avoid side reactions. In order to examine possible differences
regarding the Fmoc-cleavage, Fmoc-Aib-F, Fmoc-Aib-OH, Fmoc-Aib-NCA and
Fmoc-Aib symmetrical anhydride have been checked towards bases routinely used in
SPPS at ambient temperature under synthesis relevant conditions (amino acid
derivative: 0.2M in DMF, 1 eq. DIEA or 0.1 eq. NMM). The results obtained
indicate a significant loss of the Fmoc-group for the Fmoc-Aib-NCA (1 eq. DIEA:
35% after 90 min, 0.1 eq. NMM: 12% after 90 min), whereas the other species show
Fmoc-eprotection less than 5% towards both bases.

These examinations suggest an avoidance of long coupling times and exclusion
of bases for the Fmoc-protected NCA's where the use of I eq. DIEA is recommended
to obtain products with higher purity [5].

Conclusively, the Fmtnoc-amino acid fluorides are because of their small leaving
group and their sufficient stability well suited for the incorporation of highly hindered
amino acids.
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Introduction

In an attempt to reduce racemization accompanying several peptide bond
forming reactions, Brenner [1] proposed already in the sixties the 'low power
approach'. Typically, the individual amine and carboxyl components are linked to a
template and peptide bond formation occurs via intramolecular aminolysis. The
approach is exemplified by the acid-catalyzed rearrangement of N-acyl-
N'-a-aminoacylhydrazine A into dipeptide hydrazide B [2]:

HN-CO-CHR'-NH-Z

HaN-CHRW.CO-1H

's-trans' A

HN-CO-C-I~t-NH-Z H2

HA-CO-CHR2-NHa -a --M

's-cis' A B

Fig. 1. Rearrangement of di-acyl hydznim A 12).

A serious drawback of this amino acid insertion method using hydrazine as a
template is that di-acyl compound A tends to adopt the 's-traus conformation' while
only the 's-cis conformation' rearranges. However, as Bodanszky [3] already
recognized, "... the insertion principle is a thought-provoking and challenging
concept." In this respect, we reasoned that the use of a cyclic hydrazine, i.e.
tetrahydrophthalazine (THPhth), leading to the optimal 'cis' orientation of hydrazide
A would favour insertion. The advantageous application of THPhth as a template for
intramolecular peptide synthesis will be illustrated by the synthesis of the protected-~pd& Z-Val-Gy-Aa-OhU [5).
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Results and Discussion

The requisite di-acylated THPhth derivatives la-g (Figure 2, Table 1), were
prepared by mono-acylation of the HCI salt of THPhth [4] with BOP-activated
Z-amino acids followed by acylation with Fmoc-amino acid chlorides and subsequent
Fmoc-deprotection. Isomerization of la-g into 2a-g was achieved by the catalytic
action of acetic acid. In most cases, the reaction was complete in less than I h at r.t.
as gauged by TLC analysis. In contrast, the comparable hydrazine derivatives A
rearrange much slower (reaction times ranging from a few hours to several weeks) or
even do not react at all.

N-CO-CHR'-NH-Z

�ICN-CO-CHR -NH2

la-g

1.5% AcOH/ THF

a N-CO-CHR2-NH-CO-CHR1-NH-Z

2a-g

Fig. 2. Rearrangement of di-acyl THPhth 1.

Table I Relevant data on the rearrangement of I

Entry Substrate RI R2 Product Time Yield
1 2 (min) (%)

I la H (Gly) H (Gly) 2a 25 81
2 l b H Me (Ala) 2b 20 85
3 ic H i-Pr (Val) 2c 10 70
4 ld Me (Ala) H (Gly) 2d 45 79
5 le Me i-Bu (LW) 2e 20 90
6 I f i-Pr (Val) s-Bu (lie) 2f 3.5 h 69
7 Ig i-Pr " H (Gly) 2g 9 h 73

The feasibility of the described amino acid insertion for peptide synthesis is
demonstrated by the synthesis of the protected tripeptide S (Figure 3). Thus, 2g was
effectively coupled with Fmoc-Ala-Cl to afford the di-acylated THPhth derivative 3.
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Fmoc-depotection of 3 followed by acid-catalyzed rearrangement yielded the mono-
acylated THPhth 4. Release of the tripeptide from the template by oxidative
treatment of 4 with N-bromosuccinimide [6] in the presence of MeOH resulted in the
isolation of Z-Val-Gly-Ala-OMe [5] in 34% overall yield from THPhth*HCI.

Peptide synthesis by amino acid insertion via intramolecular rearrangement can
effectively be realized by application of THPhth as a template.

r(Z<C-Ala-Fmoc2g~ ~ I-Iy-Va-LZ

5 4

Fig. 3. The synthesis of a tripeptide by the insertion principle. Cowdieons: (i)
Fmoc-Ala-Cl, DIEA, CHCI2 , 5 min, 94%; (ii) 40% aq. HN(CH3)2/THF, I h; (iii) 1.5%
AcOH/rHF, 35 min, 91% (from 3); (iv) NES, MeOHWCH2 CI2, 2 h, 67%.
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Introduction

We have investigated membrane based peptide synthesis (MBPS) as a viable
alternative to existing technology. Reaction rates in porous solid phases are limited
by diffusion and have correspondingly longer reaction times. Membranes in flow
through configuration should permit uniform perfusion [1]. When converting
advantageous membrane kinetics to peptide synthesis, proper membrane choice is
critical. One example in peptide chemistry is the polypropylene membrane coated
with polyhydroxypropylacrylate introduced by Milligen/Biosearch [2].

Results and Discussion

Various synthetic membranes were monitored for stability to reagents and
physical processing. The most stable membranes had high cellulose content. Four
membranes were then chemically modified. Functionalization of the membrane with
diaminohexane or diaminobutane was first achieved by carbonyidiimidazole treatment
to form covalent bonding via a urethane group. Two additional carbohydrate
modification chemistries were used including cyanunc chloride (trichlorotriazene) [3].
The most stable linkage chemistry involved formation of an ether bond to cellulose
using ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (EGDGE) [4] or a diepoxide followed by
treatment with a diamine (Table 1).

Amplification of active sites on the membrane with lysine branching ("MAPS"
approach) [5] yielded substitution levels (0.5-1.0 mmol/g) acceptable for peptide
synthesis. Following amplification, membranes were submitted to various linker
chemistries. 4-hydroxymethyl benzoic acid, linked to the amine by way of an
aminocaproic acid spacer, was chosen for stability during peptide synthesis and
compatibility with mild methods of peptide resin cleavage.

Rapid flow rates were observed using NPC-100 membranes and various
common solvents. Residence times measured under pressurized flow (200 mm Hg)
were 46 and 44 sec, respectively, in water and DMF. Peptides synthesized using the
NPC-100 membrane support and Pmoc/HBTU chemistry included leucine-enkephalin
and des-Arg4wdykinin.
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Table I Selecton of Membranes with Fwactionalizaron

Solid Support Function (Chemfistry) Substitution (nimollgramn)

NWc 1,4-diaminobutane (CDI) 35
Amino-membrane (CUNO) None 48
Cellulose fiber (rayon) 1,44diminobutane (CNCI) 31
NIPC-l00 1,6-diamnohexane (C131) 139*

171 *
NPC- 100 1,44diainobutane(CDI) 27
NPC- 100 1 ,6-diamninohexane(CNCI)

and Aca spacer 80
NPC-100 1,6-diaminohexane(EGDGE) 140

*unstable to peptide chemistry
aAbbreviations: Mac (microcrystalline amino-cellulose); NPC-100 (microporous cellulose
membrane); Aca (aminocaproic acid); CDI (carbonylidimidazole); CNCL (cyanuric
chloride); EGDGE (ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether).

Membrane Based Peptide Synthesis (MEBPS) has unique qualities that should
make it a useful candidate for rapid large scale peptide synthesis. Its utility is
increased by lysine amplification and by attachment of beuzyl-based linkers suitable
for mild cleavage techniques.
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SAL: A silicon-based linkage agent for Fmoc
solid phase synthesis: Improved yields of peptide
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Introduction

Recently, SPPS using the Fmoc/t-butyl strategy has gained great popularity.
Consequently, a variety of TFA cleavable linkage agents have been developed for the
production of C-terminal peptide amides using Fmoc/t-butyl strategy. Many of the
linkage agents share common properties and all of them have the tendency to produce
stable carbonium ions under the cleavage conditions [II. The side reactions caused by
such stable carbonium ions have been well documented [1, 2]. In order to suppress
such problems, the use of scavengers or scavenger combinations during TFA
cleavage is common but not always completely satisfactory [ 1, 31.

Results and Discussion

In this paper we describe the use of the novel silicon-based linkage agent, 4-{1-
(amino)-2-(trimethylsilyl)ethyl I phenoxyacetic acid (SAL), for the preparation of C-
terminal peptide amides using the Fmoc/t-butyl based solid phase peptide synthesis
strategy.

Me 3 Si

H2N0

0

SAL linker

The SAL linker was specifically designed to minimize the problems associated
with the carbonium ions generated under TFA cleavage conditions. The des-gn of
SAL linker takes advantage of the P-elimination propensity of organosilicon
compounds which facilitates the quenching of the carbonium ions formed during
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cleavage with TFA [1]. The SAL linker was prepared in six steps in 17-21% overall
yield [1]. The coupling of SAL onto aminomethylpolystyrene support was
performed using standard coupling chemistry (e.g., BOP reagent, HBTU, DCC/HOBt
etc.) and satisfactory results were obtained in all cases. In comparative studies,
Fmoc-Val-linker-resin and Fmoc-Met-linker-resin derivatives were treated with
TFA/phenol (95:5) and 97% cleavage was obtained within 15 min for the SAL
linker, in contrast to 75% and 60% obtained for commercially available PAL linker
and Linker AM, respectively. A more stringent test was performed using Fmoc-Val-
Trp-linker-resin derivatives as models. In these studies, maximum cleavage (90%) of
SAL linker was obtained after 45 min with TFA/EDT/phenol/thioanisole (90:5:3:2)
(Reagent TEPT). Under the same conditions, Fmoc-Val-Trp-PAL linker and Linker
AM derivatives gave maximum cleavage yields of about 20-30% (Figure 1).

100

80 *' "O - -"--". . .. '

so- a

" a•---0-- SAL linker
605 -*- PAL linker

a -r ULinker AM

40 aI4 4
>

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Time (min)

Fig. 1. Time course for the cleavage of Fmoc-Val-Trp-linker resin derivatives using
reagent TEPT. An aliquot of the resin was removed at various times, washed, dried and
subjected to UV analysis.

These results clearly demonstrate that the use of SAL linker has advantages
compared to PAL linker and Linker AM in terms of both peptide yields and speed of
cleavage. In addition, several peptide amides including two C-terminal tryptophan
peptide amides were prepared using SAL linker. All were obtained in high yields and
high purity (Table 1). Authenticity of the purified peptides was established by
FABMS and amino acid analysis.
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Table I Pepade anudes prepared sins SAL Linker

So*==c Yields(%)
crude purified

(1)GDFEE1P•EYLQ 87 56
(2) KKLESHNDC 92 51
(3) SSIPDAPW 91 43
(4) SSIPDAPWW 87 40

A novel silicon-based linkage agent that we call "SAL", has been synthesized
and characterized. The benefits of using the SAL linker compared to conventional
linkers have been clearly demonstrated, particularly with respect to tryptophan-
containing peptides. Development of silicon-based linkage agents for the synthesis
of C-terminal peptide carboxylic acids has been completed-will be the subject of a
future publication.
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Synthesis of protected peptide fragments
following the FmoctBu-strategy and fragment

condensations on a solid support
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Introduction

Recently the sequence of a gene was published which is conserved and Y-
specific among a wide range of mammals. It could be established that the transcript
of this gene is testis-determining (at least in mice) [1] and that it binds to DNA
selectively [2]. This gene was called SRY (Sry for mice) - Sex-determining Region
on the chromosome Y.

An 78 aa peptide fragment out of the protein encoded by SRY shares high
homology with a conserved DNA-binding motif present in the nuclear high-mobility
group proteins HMG1 and HMG2. This peptide fragment seems to have an
important structural role in the protein and investigations concerning its structure and
interactions with DNA may provide insight into the genetic control of developmental
decisions in mammals.

In order to make the SRY-peptide available for NMR structure elucidation we
started its chemical synthesis by the assembly of fully protected peptide fragments on
the 2-chlorotrityl resin [3].

SRY: DRVKRPMNA 9 FIVWSR 5 DQRRKMA22 LENP RMRNSEISKQKG35

YQWKMLTEA4eEKWPFFQEAO QKLQAMHREKYP"NYKYRPRRKA7

Results and Discussion

The protected peptide fragments were synthesized via solid-phase methods on
the 2-chlorotrityl resin (0.5-0.Smmol/g Fmoc-aa) using FmocfBu-strategy and in
situ DIC/HOBT coupling. The side chain protecting groups used throughout the
syntheses were: Bu for S, T, D and E; Trt for H, N and Q; Boc for K; Mtr or Pmc
for R. Couplings were performed employing a 2 fold molar excess of Fmoc-
aa/HOBT/DIC (1:1.5:1) in DMF for one to four hours and repeated if necessary.
Completeness of the couplings was verified by the reaction with ninhydrin. Fmoc-
deprotection was carried out using 40% piperidine in DMF for 40 minutes at RT and
monitored by TLC (SiO260-plates, toluol/methanol/acetic acid 7:1.5:1.5) [5]. This
monimring often enhanced the purity of the crude products. The protected fragments
were cleaved from the resin by treatment with DCWffEAcOH 7:2:1 and 3:1:1,
respectively, for 2 hours at RT. They all were obtained in very good yields and
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purity, except for SRY(57-68). This peptide contains a His(Trt) which is partially
deprotected even under the mildest acidic conditions of peptide-resin cleavage. RP-
HPLC with ACN/H 20+0.I%TFA gradients could be applied for the purification. In
some cases, however, there was an enormous loss in yield due to the poor solubility
of the peptides. The fragments were characterized by RP-HPLC, FAB-MS and
standard sequential 2D-NMR assignment (DQF-COSY, NOESY).

For the condensations the purified SRY(69-78) was attached to 2-chlorotrityl
resin (0.06 mmol/g) and the following fragments were coupled with an 6-8 fold
molar excess (protected fragment/HOBT/DIC 1:2:1) in DMSO at RT for one to three
days. After each condensation small amounts of the protected peptide were cleaved
from the resin, treated with reagent K (82.5% TFA, 5% phenol, 5% water, 5%
thioanisole, 2.5% ethanedithiol [4]) for 3 hours at RT and characterized by RP-HPLC
and ESI-MS. We found that the condensations of the fragments could easily be
carried out up to the 40 aa residue peptide SRY(39-78) with good yield (>65%) and
high homogeneity of the crude product. Because of the inhomogeneity of the
sample, the mass of the target peptide SRY(1-78) could only be obtained by ESI-MS
with maximum-entropy deconvolution. The purification of SRY(1-78) has still to
be elaboratedL

SRY(39-78) was investigated by NMR (3.86 mM in water, pH 4.0, 283.1 K)
and showed no secondary structure. Following the Chou-Fasman predictions this
fragment should contain two a-helical segments. And indeed, the CD-spectrum of
SRY(39-78) shows two negative bands at 206 and 222 nm and one positive band near
192 nm when 50% TFE is added which are characteristic for a-helices.
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A new resin for the synthesis of peptide
aminoalkylamides
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Introduction

Solid phase synthesis of peptides has traditionally been carried out by linking an
amino acid to a polymer by an ester or amide bond. For certain applications, it is
desirable to be able to link an amino group to the resin. The synthesis of the peptides
with C-terminal alkylamino terminus has been carried out in homogeneous solution,
combining the solid phase and solution synthesis as well as on solid phase employing
a trifluoracetic acid labile linker and Fmoc chemistry [ 1, 2].

Below we describe a method that allows anchoring of a primary amino group to
the solid support for a further solid phase synthesis. Peptides with terminal
alkylamino group can be synthesised using both t-Boc and Fmoc strategy, and the
cleavage from the resin is carried out under very mild reaction conditions.

Results and Discussion

The total route for the synthesis of the spider venom component
pseudoargiopinine MI1 [3] on solid phase is shown on the Scheme 1. The DCHA salt
of the allyl handle Trt-O-CH2-CH-CH-CH 2-O-CH2-COOH was directly coupled to
the aminomethylresin by a BOP reagent, resulting in the trityl protected allylresin
(1I). This handle was described by Guibe et al. [4] and is now commercially
available. After the removal of the Trt group with TFA the hydroxyl group was
converted to p-nitropbenylcarbonate by 12 hour treatment with 4-nitrophenyl
chloroformate at the presence of diisopropylethylamine (IV). Dianmines carrying a
single protective group (like N-trityl-1,5-diaminopentane) can then be coupled to the
resin (V). After the removal of the Trt group by I hour treatment by TFAICH2Cl2
and coupling of a Boc-Ash and indolacetic acid with conventional DCC - HOBt
activation resulted in a resin linked pseudoargiopinine M (VI). The product was
cleaved from the resin by (Ph3P)2PdCI2 and Bu3SnH in CH2CI2/(CH 3) 2SO. The
HPLC elution profile of the crude pseudoergiopinine Ill (VIM is shown on the
Figure 1. The molecular mass of the product was determined by plasma desorption
mms spectromey and was within the error limit of the instrument (±0.1%).
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"Safety-catch" anchoring linkages and protecting
groups in solid-phase peptide synthesis

M. Patek and M. Lebl

Selectide Corp., 1580 E. Hanky Blvd., Tucson, AZ 85737, U.S.A.

Introduction

The C-terminal amide functionality which is found in many natural peptides
often serves as a focal point for the development of synthetic methodology. The
recent advances in peptide synthesis have opened vast new ideas for the intelligently
designed use of anchoring linkages and protecting groups in synthesis of complex
peptides [1]. In particular, there is growing interest in the use of linkages and
protecting groups, the cleavage of which is based on the "safety-catch" principle
[2,3,4]. Depending on the structure and cleavage conditions, these "protected
protecting systems" may be applicable to Boc-/Fmoc-/Allyl-chemistries since such
anchoring and protection offer the benefit of enhanced dimension of orthogonality
during the synthesis. Moreover, the advantage that side-chain deprotection may be
accomplished prior to cleavage from the support makes this methodology even more
attractive. In our preliminary communication we have reported on the "safety-catch"
anchoring linkage (SCAL) for synthesis of peptide amides [5]. The present report
summarizes the results obtained with the SCAL anchoring and introduces a new
"safety-catch" 2-methoxy-4,4'-bis(methylsulfinyl)benzhydryi (Msbh) (Figure 1) and
4,4'-bis(methylsulfinyl)trityl (Strt) protecting groups which have been evaluated as
potential side-chain amide and SH protecting groups, respectively (Figure 2).

Results and Discussion

All three protecting blocks studied incorporate an interconvertible
sulfoxide/sulfide system attached in the pamt position of the aromatic ring. In the first

Fig. !.S • wus of MsbWMtbh protectmig groq and SCAL ikage.
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series of experiments we evaluated the stability/lability properties of Msbh and
SCAL protecting groups under typical conditions for peptide synthesis. It was found
that both the SCAL anchoring and the Msbh group are stable to anhydrous TFA
(24h), IM thioanisole/TFA (8h), TFA/thioanisole/EDT/phenol/water-82.5:5:2.5:5:5
(mixture K, 8h), anhydrous HF (0CC, lh), 0.5M Ac 20/NEt 3/ DCM (1h), and
Pd(PPh3 )4/AcOHfTHW (lh). The 3.5M HCI/dioxane, 3M HBr/AcOH, and IM
Me 3SiBr/TFA, on the other hand, were found to cleave the benzhydrylamine C-N
bond in SCAL skeleton within a few minutes by reductive acidolysis (one-step
procedure). Alternatively, a two-step deprotection procedure using IM
Me 3SiCI/PPh3/DCM (2h), IM PhSeSiMe ^/DCM (lh), 20% (EtO)2P(S)SH/DMPU
(2h), IM Me 3SiCI/PBu3/DCM (2h) for reduction of the sulfoxide moieties, followed
by the acidolytic cleavage with TFA/DCMI'Bu 3SiH (90:8:2, lh) offers the advantage
of prior side-chain deprotection while the peptide chain remains attached to the carrier.
A model peptide H-Tyr-Arg-Gln-Gly-NH 2 was synthesized on TentaGel (TG) resin
using Fmoc-Na-proteced amino acids. The required Na-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl-
NO-2-methoxy-4,4'-bis(methylsulfinyi)benzhydryl-L-glutamine [Fmoc-Gln(Msbh)-
OH] was prepared in three steps from Fmoc-Glu-OtBu and 2-methoxy-4,4'-
bis(methylthio)benzhydrylamine. Oxidation of sulfur atoms to sulfoxides with
NaIO 4 followed by the DCC/HOBt-mediated coupling afforded fully protected
derivative Fmoc-Gln(Msbh)-OtBu. Subsequent treatment with 95% TFA/H 20 gave
the Fmoc-Gln(Msbh)-OH in 37% overall yield. The sequence of reactions for the
final cleavage of peptide from the support provides a basis for evaluation of acid
stability/lability properties of both SCAL anchoring and Msbh protecting group.
Firstly, after Fmoc group deprotection, the acid-labile tBu and Pmc groups were
removed from Tyr and Arg, respectively, by treatment with mixture K at 200C for
2h. Secondly, the remaining Msbh group on the side chain of glutamine as well as
the SCAL linker were reduced with IM Me5SiCWIPPh3DCM at 200C for 2h to give
the corresponding sulfide forms. Finally, cleavage of the peptide from the resin
using a mixture of TFA/DCMWBu 3SiH (90:8:2) afforded the pure peptide (95% by
RPHPLC) in 84% yield. Further utility of the SCAL anchoring is illustrated in the
preparation of the more complex peptide, Human Gastrin I (pGlu-Gly-Pro-Trp-Leu-
(Glu)s-Ala-Tyr-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NHT2 ). The synthesis was performed manually
on TentaGel (PEG-PS) resin (Nie as internal standard) using Fmoc/tBu chemistry,
DMF as a solvent, and DIC/HOBt for carboxyl activation. After completion of the
synthesis, samples of peptidyl resin were treated with TFA/EDT/anisole (80:10:10,
I h) to remove all acid-labile side-chain protecting groups. Final treatment of
peptidyl resin with Me 3SiBriTFA/iBu 3SiH/DCM (12:78:5:3, 2h, 00C) afforded crude
material which after purification by preparative RPHPLC furnished the title peptide
in overall isolated yields of 10-12%. Purity and identity of product were assessed by
RPHPLC (purified sample co-eluted with authentic Gastrin I), AAA, and FABMS.

The success of the synthesis of cysteine-containing peptides depends mostly on
the protection chosen for the reactive thiol groups. Several thiol-protecting groups
have been reported during the last decades, most of which are used in synthesis of
simple monocyclic or more complex polycyclic peptides (6]. In the context of the
"safety-catch" principle touched on above, a new "safety-catch" trityl protecting group
was developed and evaluated as a potential S-protecting group (Figure 2). The
synthesis of key intermediate, 4,4'-bis(methylsulfinyl)triphenylmethanol, involved
initial treatment of 4,4'-bis(methylthio)-benzophenone with IM PhMgBr/THF
followed by the oxidation of sulfide moieties to sulfoxides with NaIO 4 (overall yield
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91%). As a model system, Na-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl-S-4,4'-bis(methyl-
sulfinyl)trityl-L-cysteine [Fmoc-Cys(Strt-OHJ was prepared in 55% overall yield by
the TFA-catalyzed reaction of L-cysteine with the derivative of trityl alcohol
followed by the treatment with Fmoc-succinimide. In its oxidized form, the Strt
group was found to be stable to 50% TFA/DCM (30min), 50% piperidine/DMF,
iodine, Tl(Tfa)3 , and !-mercaptoethanol. On the other hand, the reduced form of this
group can be easily removed by treatment with the mixture of 1%
CCl3COOH/DCM/scavenger. The applicability of Strt group was demonstrated by
the synthesis of oxytocin (Fmoc/PBu chemistry) using SCAL anchoring to the
TentaGel resin. After removal of Strt group (reduction with IM
Me 3SiCI/PPh3/DCM (2h) followed by cleavage with CCI3COOH/EDT/thio-
anisolel'Bu 3SiH/DCM (1:3:3:5:88) for lh), the disulfide bridge was formed on the
resin under pseudo-dilution conditions using CCI4/NEt3/NMP (10 equiv, 5h, 350C)
[7]. Final cleavage of the cyclized peptide from the resin with TFA/DCMJ'Bu 3SiH
(90:.8:2) followed by the preparative RPHPLC afforded pure oxytocin in 25% overall
yield.

H3C %H

FmocHl CcooH

Fig. 2. Structure of Fmoc-Cy$-Strt)-OH.
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A dilute TFA-labile resin linkage for the Fmoc
solid phase synthesis of protected peptide amides

J. Sbao and W. Voelter

Insfinae of Biochemistry, University of Tbingen,
Hoppe-Seyler-Str. 4, D-7400 Tibingen, Germany

Introduction

The preparation of protected peptide segments is central to the peptide synthesis
by the segment condensation method and also highly desirable for peptide post-
synthesis modification. Fmoc chemistry, with its mild, orthogonal protection
combination, provides a useful synthetic method for preparing protected peptide
segments. Among the existing cleavage methods, the acidolytic cleavage with dilute
TFA has the advantages of its simplicity in use and the high purity of the products.
For synthesis of protected peptide acids employing Fmoc chemistry, several highly
acid-labile resin linkages have been developed and their application has been well
established (1]. For the synthesis of peptide amides, although several resin linkages
based on multiple alkoxyl substituted benzyl amine or henzhydryl amine have been
developed (1, 2], the concentration of TFA required in final cleavage, removing the
side chain protecting groups simultaneously, makes them unsuitable for preparation
of protected peptide amides [1, 3]. Here we describe the development of a novel
trityl-based amide resin linkage. Peptide amides were cleaved from this resin with
dilute TFA and side chain protected peptide amide was obtained after cleavage.

Results and Discussion

The 4-benzyloxy-4',4"-dimethoxytrityl amine resin (BDMTA-resin, Structure
VI) was prepared starting from Merrifield resin (I) in four steps (Scheme 1): i)
methyl-4-benzyloxy benzoate resin (H) was prepared from the chloromethyl resin (I),
ii) then it was converted to trisalkoxytrityl alcohol resin (IV) via the subsequent
Grignard reaction, iii) the alcohol resin was then transformed to chloride resin (V)
with acetyl chloride, iv) finally the amine resin (VI) was obtained after the reaction
of the resultant chloride resin with ammonia. Fmoc amino acids were attached onto
the amine resin (VI) with DCC. The cleavage condition was investigated by reacting
the Fmoc-Ala-(Vi) resin with dilute TFA. 80.0% and 88.0% of Fmoc-Ala-NH 2 were
released in 1 and 2 h respectively if 1% TFA was used for cleavage, while 89.5% and
91.2% were released if treated with 3% TFA. Several peptide amides including TRH
(pGlu-His-Pro-NS2), a partial sequence of substance P (pGlu-Phe-Pbe-Gly-Leu-Met-
NH 2 = SP6"!!) and Leucopyrokinin (Phe-Thr-Pro-Arg-Leu-NH 2 = LPK4"s) were
synthesized using this linkage under dilute TFA cleavage. The cleavage of TRH was
performed with 3% TFA to remove Hisim-trityl simultaneously, 1% TFA was used
for other cleavages. In the case of LPK4" the peptide was obtained in the protected
form. All peptide amides were obtained in high purity (>90% according to HPLC)
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and saoidftory yields (>80% based on resin loading). The products we confirmed by
analytical methods such as FAB-MS, amino acid analysis and cochromatography
with authentic samples.

10 IIHO C

-- c- "--c Oc•

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the 4-benzyloxy-4',4"-dimethoxytrityI amine resin (VI)

The use of highly acid-labile 4-benzyloxy-4',4"-dimethoxytrityl amine resin
linkage provides a new approach to prepare peptide amides with Fmoc strategy under
dilute TFA cleavage. This is particularly useful if peptide amides are sensitive to
acid or side chain protected peptide amides are needed for post-synthesis modification.
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Protected peptide intermediates using a trityl
linker on a solid support II
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Introduction

In order to develop a new method for synthesizing small protected peptides, a
new acid labile linker has been designed [1, 2]. The prepared resin is composed of
aminomethyl polystyrene and a trityl function; iot!' are connected by an alkylspacer
(Figure 1). Trityl was chosen for its suitability in the temporary protection of
nitrogen (in hydrazides, amines and amides) and sulfur (in thiols). Immunogenic
determinants which are to be coupled onto carriers by means of a C-terminally located
amino or thiol function, have been synthesized using the new resin as protected
peptide hydrazides and (ao-aminoalkyl)amides [2]. Another application is the synthe-
sis of protected peptide disulfides, involving iodine-controlled cleavage from the resin
and concomitant regiospecific forming of the disulfide bridge.

-(Trt)-

HO _ X--(CH 2) --- 4 •

X-0 and n-4
X-CH2 and n-2

Fig. 1. Trityl resi

Results and Discussion

An application of the new resin has been found in the synthesis of the fol-
lowing peptide: DNP-Pro-Gln-Gly-lle-Ala-Gly-Lys(Cum)-Arg-Dah-Acr. It is
composed of DNP-Pro-Gln(Trt)-Gly-lle-Ala-Gly-N 2H3 and H-Lys(Cum)-Arg-Dah-
Acr, these are built up stepwise starting from Fmoc-Gly-N2H2-(Trt)-O-Resin and
Fmoc-Dah-(Trt)-O-Resin (DNP = dinitrophenyl; Cum = 7-methoxycounmain-4-acetic
acid; Acr = acryloyl chloride). The solid phase synthesis was performed as follows:
initial deprotection with 20% piperidine in DMF, introduction of Fmoc amino acids
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using DIPCDI and HOBt. The eventual cleavage of the peptides from the resin can
be accomplished by 1 to 3 treatments with 0.5% TFA in CH2CI2 in the presence of
4% MeOH or H20. A second application has been found in the synthesis of cyclic
peptide disulfides. The general way for the synthesis of peptide disulfides is the
following: Fmoc-cysteamine is immobilized by its thiol function. The peptide is
synthesized stepwise. For cyclic disulfides, a Cys(Acm) residue should be introduced
later in the chain. Detachment will be performed in one operation by oxidative
cyclization with iodine in DMF only and yields the fully protected cyclic peptide
disulfide in accordance with the observations of Kamber [3]. The use of DMF as the
solvent ensures the full profit of the pseudo dilution: nearly pure cyclic disulfides
were obtained in one operation. An example of the synthesis of a real cystine-peptide
is the synthesis of oxytocin. Fmoc-Cys-OH was immobilized by its thiol function,
H-Pro-Leu-Gly-NH 2 was attached C-terminally using TBTU. The peptide was further
built up normally. Detachment and cyclization took place with iodine in DMF.
Detachment with CHCI3/MeOH 1:1 gave, besides the cyclized product also
substantial amounts of the linear dimer [2]. Another application could be the
synthesis of peptide amides. Attempts to attach amides to the linker in the way
Sieber prepared Fmoc-Gln(Trt)-OH (4a] failed. Some other promising model experi-
ments were performed. They imply the reactivity of the nitrile function. Starting
from mityl formate and acetonitrile in acidic medium or from trityl chloride and silver
nitrate in acetonitrile N-tritylacetamide was obtained [4b,c]. Aminonitriles arising
from Strecker syntheses would thus be converted to immobilized amino acid amides.
The diphenyl-4-pyridyl methyl group [4d] was also introduced in Z-Gly-NH2 and
Fmoc-Gln-OH.

Using the new linkers protected peptide hydrazides are obtained for fragment
condensation in solution. Subsequent deprotection can then be performed in dilute
solution preventing unwanted alkylations (Tyr). Peptide-(oa-aminoalkyl)amides or
(o-sulfhydryl)amines can be prepared as epitopes for C-terminal immobilization.
Ox•dation including cyclization of immobilized cysteine derivatives gives
surprisingly pure cyclic disulfides. Finally the resin can be recycled.
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Introduction

Membrane-based peptide synthesis and affinity adsorption chromatography have
attracted increased attention because of the characteristic high convective flow rate of
membranes [1]. We were interested in developing a new type of membrane support
for peptide synthesis and for peptide or peptide analogue-based immuno-affinity
chromatography. Mild peptide cleavage methods which we have developed including
phase transfer catalysis [2] (PTC) and ammonium formate-catalytic transfer
hydrogenation [3] (AF-CTH), have been applied for the cleavage of peptides from the
membrane.

Results and Discussion

We have established that ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer (EVAL) can be used
in a flat membrane form for Fmoc-based solid phase peptide synthesis (Fmoc-SPPS)
when it is appropriately modified. The modification procedures are shown below:

EVAL membrane + EGDGE

• Zn(BF4)2
80'C; 2 h

0 OH

CHj-CH-CH2-O-CH2 CH 2 -vO-CH 2 -CH-CH2-O-EVAL

50% NH4OH
overnight ?H

NH2CH 2-1 TH-CH 2-O--CH 2CH2 -O-CH2-CH-CH 2--- O--EVAL

OH

EVAL: -- CH 2-CH 2 ),m--CH--CH(OH)-)n-- (m/n = 1/3)
EGDGE: ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether

The modifications applied to EVAL have several purposes: 1) a new amine
functionality is introduced; 2) many of the reactive hydroxyls are replaced; and
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3) cross-linking induced by the bifunctional EGDGE significantly increases structural
stability while retaining the microporous membrane characteristics. The stability of
modified EVAL membrane toward various solvents has been determined. The
modified EVAL membrane proved stable to most organic solvents used in Fmoc-
SPPS, such as DMF, and piperidine, but was very labile to trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA). The free amine content of the membrane wa, determined to be 0.1 mmol/g
by ninhydrin assay. This membrane can be directly used for Fmoc-SPPS or further
reacted with various linkers, such as 4-hydroxymethylphenoxyacetic acid to be ready
for Fmoc-SPPS.

The first amino acid was attached directly to the EVAL membrane by BOP
coupling reagent (in the case of affinity purification) or by symmetrical Fmoc amino
acid anhydride in the presence of DMAP catalyst coupled to the phenoxy-acetic acid
handle (when it is necessary to cleave the final peptide from the membrane either for
synthesis or for analytical purposes). The peptide derived from I (Table 1) was
cleaved from the EVAL by AF-CTH, and peptide-EVAL l1 was cleaved by PTC. The
peptides were checked by analytical HPLC and FABMS. The results are summarized
in Table 1. Yields of both peptides could not be quantitatively determined but were
judged in the acceptable range.

Table 1

Peptide supports Amino acid Retention FABMS
analysis timea (min)

1. H-AVGFG-linker-EVAL Ala 1.00, Val 1.08 13.60 calc: 449
Gly 1.97, Phe 0.95 found: 450

[I. H-["4C]AFVGL-linker-EVAL Ala 1.00, VR! 1.01 16.45 calc: 505
Gly 1.00, Phe 1.04 found: 506
Leu 1.10

III. H-Arg(Mtr)-Gly-Asp(Bu')-EVAL Arg 0.91, Gly 1.00
Asp 0.98

IV. a-endorphin fragmi-t Ser 1.10, Glx 0.91
H-Ser(Bu')-Gln-Thr(Bu t)- Thr 1.87, Pro 0.96
Pro-Leu-Val-Thr(Bul)-EVAL Leu 1.14, Val 1.00

aHPLC conditions: Vydac CI84.6x250 umm. B from 5-90% in 25 min, 230 nm. Buffer A:

0.1% IFA/water, Buffer B: 0.1% TFA/CH 3CN

In order to compare various cleavage procedures, the pentapeptide, H-[I4C]Ala-
Phe-Val-Gly-Leu-OH, which incorporates a radioactive [14C] Ala, was synthesized on
four different solid supports: Merrifield resin, PAM resin, PEG-PS and EVAL
membrane. The success of peptide synthesis was confirmed by amino acid analysis.
These four peptide-supports were individually subjected to PTC and AF-CTH
cleavage and the cleavage process was monitored by removal of aliquots and
assessment of relative radioactive counts (1900TR-Scintillation counter). The results
are summarized in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Kinetic studies of peptide cleavage from various solid supports by using
(a) PTC and (b) AF-C771. Peptide sequwnce s H-[14C)Aia-Phe-Val-Gly-Leu-OH.

Figure I(a) shows that in the case of the EVAL membrane, the VTC cleavage
method was comparable in its efficiency with the polyethyleneglycol/polystyrene
(PEG-PS) support. The PAM and Merrifield resins gave somewhat less cleavage per
unit time using PTC. Initial rates for all procedures were similar. In terms of the
AF-CMH cleavage procedure, the results shown in Figure l(b) were more surprising.
The AF-CTH hydrogenation method is known to be affected by hydrophobic peptide
sequences (such as those used here). Thus the poor results with three of the four
supports might be expected. But at this time, we have no explanation as to why the
standard Mwifield support gave relatively acceptable cleavage results.

The major drawback of the EVAL membrane is its lability toward TFA
treatment. Furthermore, deprotection of acid-labile side chain protecting groups is
still a requirement for use of the EVAL membrane in peptide or peptide analogue
based affinity chromatography. A recent successful trial synthesis of a dipeptide,
H-Gly-Leu-EVAL (AAA: Gly, 1.00; Leu, 0.95), by sing BF3/Et2O as the Boc-
protecting group cleavage reagent, provides a more optimistic analysis regarding the
compatibility of EVAL membranes for both Fmoc-SPPS and Boc-SPPS
methodooes.
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New polymer and strategy for the solid-phase
synthesis of protected peptide fragments
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Institute of Organic Chemistry, University of Tiibingen,
72076 Tiingen, Germany

Introduction

A restriction of solid-phase peptide synthesis is still the sequence-dependent
difficulties during assembly. Therefore, the combination of solution-phase and solid-
phase peptide synthesis appears to be an attractive approach towards the goal of
avoiding such difficulties. This requires a strategy for obtaining protected peptides by
SPPS after cleavage from the polymer. We investigated available linkers and report
upon a new strategy for the rapid preparation of side chain protected fragments via
trityl-linker using polystyrene-polyethyleneglycol graft copolymers in conjunction
with the continuous flow technique.

Results and Discussion

During synthesis of HIV-I protease with Fmoc-strategy difficulties are
experienced in the coupling and deprodecuion steps 12-18 and 28-38 of the sequence,
as is revealed by kinetic investigations [1]. Despite improvement in the synthesis of
this sequence by the use of a "magic mixture" containing nonionic detergents as an
additive to the solvents, the final product is still contaminated with failure sequences,
rendering isolation by RP-HPLC difficult. We have therefore attempted to prepare
protected fragments corresponding to HIV-1 protease by the continuous flow
technique and combine them using solution or convergent solid-phase method.
HIV-1 protease was divided into 11 fragments with 6-12 residues, five of which
contain Gly, three contain Pro and two contain Leu at the C-terminus. The
fragments as well as the protecting groups are shown in Figure 1.

P r(Pm tB.qda)LWt)(PPmc)P K LVT(8uWW)R G K GQO(DTaqoc)E(OBu)AUL-
1-9 10-16 17-27

D(OdT&,7I )r3 KA[(Odmu)D(O.tButBu)VL SWOt.u)EOtBu)MNff r)LPG kK(Boc)W
28-33 34-40

K(1oc)PI(Boc)MIOGIG iFlBoc)VR(Prc)Q rmob)Y(tQ• O6Bu)Q(rmab)IF cV
41-51 5-

E(O•K•XM)0(T)K(flo:)A1G WRI Bu)VLVGI"s(Bu)P K•VN(T)NGR(Pm;n('rn)L K
"64-73 74-81 82-89

Lt2dmu)0)rmobXGCC)T(du)LNO mab)F
90D99

Fig. 1. HIV.-I protau sequene and its fragments to be prepareA
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Several strategies for solid-phase synthesis of protected fragments have been
employed, including peptide resin linkers which ae labile to dilute acid and to light.
The I% TFA or acetic acid labile linkers (known as Riniker- and Rink-linkers) seem
to be useful for the preparation of protected fragments bearing Fmoc as N-terminal
protection [2, 3]. The Riniker-linker was first checked for our purpose. 4-(4'-
hydroxymethyl-3-methoxyphenoxy)-butyric acid was coupled to amino-functionalized
PS-PEG (amino-PEG-PS) and applied to synthesize the most sensitive fragment 64-
73 since it contains Boc and Trt protecting groups for Lys and His respectively. We
found that Boc and especially Trt protecting groups do not survive under the cleavage
conditions with 1% TFA in DCM even for a very short time. We decided then to use
the Rink approach because Fmoc-His(Trt) is stable to 50% acetic acid in DCM up to
4 hours or more according to HPLC assays. The cesium salt of 2,4-dimethoxy-4'-
hydroxybenzophenone was added to brominated PS-PEG in DMF and shaken for 18
hours at 500tC. The reduction of ketone resin was carried out similarly to that
described by Rink [3]. With this new resin, the purity of the fragment 64-73 after
cleavage from the resin could be dramatically improved. Unfortunately, the yield on
a one gram resin scale synthesis was too low because of the significant loss of the
hydroxyfunction during the ketone reduction.

Barlos et al. introduced the 2-chlorotrityl chloride resin for synthesis of
protected peptide fragments [4]. In this case, protected fragments can be cleaved from
the resin by dilute acetic acid. However, its application is restricted to polystyrene
(1% DVB) as polymer support used only for batchwise synthesis. This limitation
led us to search for a new trityl-linker which may be employed in CFSPPS on PS-
PEG resin. p-Carboxy-trityl-alcohol is readily obtained and therefore chosen for this
purpose. We found that electron withdrawing substituents in the para position ensure
the stability of the ester bond between the trityl group and the carboxyl group of the
C-terminal amino acid during synthesis. In order to test the usefulness of the
designed linker, p-carboxytritylalcohol was easily coupled to amino-PEG-PS via
DICI/HOBt activation and the hydroxyl substituted polymer converted into its
chlorosubstituted analog with acetyl chloride in DCM. The first amino acid was
incorporated onto the resin using the method recommended by Barlbs et al. [4]. With
this new system, the fragment 64-73 was first synthesized in 80% yield based on
Gly-resin. Comparison of analytical HPLC of both crude products obtained from the
Riniker-linker and new trityl-linker shows that the purity of the protected fragment
can thus be significantly improved. The undesired side reactions during cleavage of
the fragment were not observed according to LC-MS investigation. Boc- and Trt-
protections for Lys and His remained unchanged. In order to further explore the
efficacy of this new method, fragment 41-51 was assembled on three resins
derivatised with Riniker-, Rink- and trityl-linkers. After cleavage from the resins,
protected fragments from different syntheses were directly analysed by the HPLC-
ISMS technique. In contrast to the product obtained from the Riniker-linker, Rink-
and trityl-linkers provided the expected fragment in sufficient purity according to
analytical HPLC.

The established approach proved suitable for synthesis of protected fragments.
The I I fragments illustrated in Figure 1 were successfully synthesized on a MilliGen
9050 peptide synthesizer with TBTU activation using this new method. All
protected fragments were well characterized by analytical HPLC, ion spray MS (IS-
MS) or LC-MS with the exception of fragment 10-16. HPLC analysis of this
fragment performed on RP columns showed a broad peak probably due to
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aggregation. However, sufficient purity was shown by TLC and IS-MS. Results
obtained from the syntheses along with the solubilities of individual protected
sequences am compiled in Table 1.

Table I Result of aia4lcal data and syndheses of .hefigmenu

Fragment MS(calc.) HFLC(%) Yield(%) Synthesis Duration Solubility

1-9 2042 98 78 4 h 37 min DCM
10-16 1317 90(TLC) 76 3 h 30man DMF, CHCi3
17-27 1878 97 75 4 h 43 min DCI DMF
28-33 1024 98 90 2 h 18 mnn DOA
34-40 1366 98 91 2 h 53 min DCMdDMF
41-51 1737 96 82 5 h 32 min DCM
52-63 2525 91 72 6 h 54 min DCM
64-73 1889 92 80 4 h 40 min DCM
74-81 1117 95 77 3 h 50min DOA
82-89 1871 97 82 5 h 03 min DCM/DMF
90-99 2046 95 75 5 h 07 min DCM

It is worth mentioning that a fragment to be prepared must have sufficient
solubility in common solvents used for the fragment condensation. At the beginning
we selected the sequences 87-94 as the first fragment because it contains Gly as C-
terminus. Surprisingly, synthesis difficulties occurred at the same position as
observed during assembly of the total sequence and could not be overcome by simply
reducing the C-terminus by 5 residues. The aggregation seems to be sequence-
dependent. In fact, the fragment 82-94 is sparingly soluble in DMF and insoluble in
DCM. The same is true for the fragment 28-40. During the preview synthesis of
HIV- I protease, synthesis difficulties were also encountered in this region. This part
of the sequence had to be divided into two pieces, 28-33 and 34-40. The fragments
given in Table 1 are optimized regarding to their solubilities. Most of them are
readily soluble in DCM, some of them in DCM/DMF. The heptapeptide fragment
10-16 could not be dissolved in DCM, but in CHCI, and DMF. This peptide was
difficult to synthesize owing to the extremely hydrophobic nature of the sequence,
LVTIRI. For almost every step a double coupling is required. It is evident that
sequence-dependent synthesis difficulties are correlated with the solubility of the
corresponding fragment. Therefore, a preview synthesis of a total sequence with
continuous monitoring can be helpful for predicting the optimum fragments.
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Rapid dimerization of an N-terminal cysteine
containing peptide and dimer inhibition through

N-terminal capping
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Multiple Peptide Systems, Inc.,
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Introductiom

N-terminal cysteine containing peptides are commonly used by researchers in
various disciplines, especially in immunological studies. The cysteine thiol moiety
is required for the conjugation of the peptide to a carrier proteins amino group
through the use of cross-linkers [I]. Peptides synthesized with amino terminal
cysteine residues have been observed to have an unusually high level of dimerization,
even in acidic media. It is proposed that the N-terminal free amine lowers the
activation energy of the thiol moiety towards oxidation, resulting in increased
dimerization. This lowers monomer yields and decreases the amount of peptide that
can be cross-linked to the carrier protein. A representative example of this
phenomenon is presented here using the test sequence, CLSVKAMG-amide.

Results and Discussion

Analysis of the N-terminal cysteine analog by RP-HPLC demonstrates that the
dominant form of the peptide is the dimer (Figure 1-left). The mass spectral analysis
(Figure 1-right) confirms the existence of dimer. Similar RP-HPLC analysis of the
acetylated analog (Figure 2-left) shows a significant reduction in the amount of dimer
formation. The mass spectral analysis (Figure 2-right) confirms that small amounts
of dimer still exist.

These results suggest that N-terminal cappig prevents a significant amount of
dimerization resulting in higher peptide yields. It is hypothesized that when the N-
terminal amino group is capped in the acetylaed pepqi, it cannot interact with the
thiol group on the cysteinc, therefore little dimerization can occur. These results
suggest that unless the peptide must mimic the N-terminus of a protein, an
acetylated-amnino terminus may be desirable [2]. We conclude that when a N-terminal
cysteine peptide is synthesized for the purpose of conjugating a carrier protein to the
thiol moiety, capping the N-terminal by acetylation may prove to be a useful tool.
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Introduction

The potent biological activity of fluorinated peptides has stimulated great
interest in the development of asymmetric synthetic routes towards fluorinated amino
acd derivatives [1].

Since fluorine is isosteric with hydrogen it may be introduced into molecules
such as peptides without cawing extensive conformational change. Its introduction
into imino acid substrates can confer several new properties upon them such as: (i)
causing them to act as suicide substrates, (ii) introducing additional centres of
hydrogen bonding, (iii) altering the hydogen bonding ability of adjacent amide groups
and (iv) altering the stability of surrounding peptide bonds towards hydrolysis.

Free ux-fluoroamino acids readily decompose with concommitant loss of fluoride
(Figure 1): because of this intrinsic instability work involving cu-fluorinated amino
acids has been severely limited to date.

F

KaN, C1,4 HN,," C•1.4

Fig. 1. Decomposition of a-fowrinated amino acids.

We have sought to overcome the inherent instability of a.-fluoroamino residues
by the development of new synthetic methodology.

The standard peptide disconnection cannot be applied to the synthesis of target
peptides containin the a-fluoroglycyl residue (Figure 3). However, we envisaged that
a nitrogen atom could be introduced by the nucleophilic displacement of a suitable
leaving group from the fluorie bearing carbon.

The initial fluorine containing precursors were chosen to alow both amino and
carboxy terminal extension. Literature pecedent suggested that compounds such as
(1) and (2) should be amenabe to ucleopilic substitution, and that extension of the
carboxy terminous via the corresponding acid cloride should be possible (Figure 2).
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Fig. 3. Prpose ditco Iw of a-florinmaed m o acids.

Results and Discussion

Starting materials (1) and (2ab) were prepared using established literature
methodology [2]. In the case of the latter, no asymmetric induction was observed,
but the diastereisoer were separable by flash cly. A range of nitrogen
nucleophiles failed to displace chloride from these compounds. Consequently, the
analogous fluoroiodoethanamides (3) and (4ab) were prepared (Figure 2). These
compounds underwent the desired reaction with nitrogen nucleophiles to yield a-
fluoroglycine derivatives.

Crucially, reaction of (3), (4a) and (4b) with trimethylamine followed by acidic
hydrolysis yielded the first 'free' a-fluorinated amino acid, a-fluorobetaine (7). Work
is currently underway to incorporme this residue into peptides using standard coupling

Evidence has been obtained which suggests that it is possible to react (3), (4a)
and (4b) with protected amino acids e.g. piperazine triones (Figure 4) to give
protected Phe-Gly(F) dipeptides. We are attempting to find conditions under which
such products may be isolated.

RN NH R = H, PhCH2

0 0

Fig. 4. Proteced ainwo acid nitrogen nucleophlek: piperadwn inane
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Synthesis of pipecolic acid derivatives via the
Diets-Alder reaction and their potential as proline

analogues
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Introduction

Substituted piperidine rnag systems are ubiqutous in nature, and short stereo-
controlled routes to functionalised piperidines are of great synthetic value. We
recently developed an asymmetric aza-Diels-Alder reaction that does indeed give direct
access to optically active piperidine derivatives [1) - see Figure 1 and Table.

HR R

NH2  MlOMrop N CO2Et H20 (cat.) N CO2 Et

Fig. 1. (C tercd strategy.

T his procedure is especially valuable as it allows the rapid synthesis of
pipecolic acid derivatives that can be incorporated into biologically active peptdes
such as the MQPA thrombin inhibitors [2]. In this paper, we describe how we are
utilising the asymmetric aza-Diels-Aider reaction towards a synthesis of carpamic:

Results and Discussion

Carpamic acid, the monomer of carpuine has generated much synthetic interest
due to the pharmacological properties of the parent molecule which exhibits a range
of anti-hypertnsive and anti-bacterial effects. Our basic synthetic route is outlined in
Figure 2. In order to simplify the early synthetic steps, we have used the achiral
benzyl auxiliary on nitrogen for the aza-Diels-Alder reaction. The chiral (R)-4x-
methylbenzyl auxiliary will he used in later studies, in order to generate optically
active piparidines. The initial azao-Diela-Alder rection displays rmarkable regio- and
diasterco-control, exclusively generating the cis-2,64dsubstituted adduct.
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This compound is apparently ideally functionalised for the subsequent
transformations, requiring only regio- and stereo-specific hydration of the double
bond, and simple extension of the caiboxylic ester moiety.

i. BH3  00 HO

,. H2•2- OW NaSH,A" ., C02B iii. CO1, .C, e

i. PhCH2 Br, Nail
ii. DIBAL

H

C puaic Acid Ph

Fig. 2. Synthetic route to carpamic acid

Regioselective hydration of the double bond was studied using a wide range of
reagents, but simple hydroboration led to the best control, giving a 3:1 preference for
the desired 5-isomer, but without significant diastereoselectivity. Earlier work by us
[3] had indicated that oxidation to the ketone, followed by reduction with sodium
borohydride, would lead to the desired ail-cis stereoisomer. This procedure has indeed
afforded some of the desired material. Interestingly, some epimerisation was observed
in the early stages of this route.

In this paper, we demonstrate that the aza-Diels-Alder reaction can be exploited
in the synthesis of complex substituted piperidines, thus affording access to a range
of advanced intermediates towards pharmacologically active molecules.
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Stereoselective synthesis of [3-substituted-p-
hydroxy a-amino acids and Pyy-unsaturated
a-amino acids from serine and threonine
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Introduction

Non-proteinaceous a-amino acids are of considerable interest as they often
possess biological activity, both as individual compounds, or when incorporated in
peptides. They are also useful for structure-activity relationship studies and as
intermediates in the synthesis of other structures [1]. Many synthetic routes to these
challenging targets have been devised, but they often require harsh hydrolysis or
oxidation steps which limit the types of derivatives that can be prepared [2]. We
have developed a novel synthetic route based on elaboration of the side chain of a
protected serine aldehyde or threonine ketone derivative. This strategy has not been
successfully employed in the past due to the tendency of these amino acids to
racemize or undergo elimination when oxidation is attempted. However, we have
discovered that by masking the carboxyl group as a cyclic ortho ester, the acidity of
the a-proton is sufficiently reduced to allow for oxidation of the side chain with no
racemization. Details of the synthetic strategy and its application to the synthesis of
chiral ý-hydroxy a-amino acids have recently been published [3, 4]. We report here
further use of this versatile synthon, with entry to the s-substituted-o-hydroxy and
Py-unsaturated (vinylglycine) classes of a-amino acids.

Results and Discussion

The cyclic ortho esters derivatives (OBO ester, 2,6,7-trioxabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
ortho ester) of urethane protected serine and threonine are readily synthesized in high
yields via BF3 .Et2O catalyzed rearrangement [5] of an oxetane ester (Scheme 1).
Oxidation of the hydroxyl side chain proceeds in quantitative yields under Swern
conditions, with the resulting aldehyde %,r ketone possessing >97% ee as determined
by chiral shift 1H NMR studies or by deprotection, derivatization, and HPLC
analysis. Grignard additions to the aldehyde produci protected ý-hydroxy amino acids
with good diastereoselectivity in favor of the L-hreo (2S,3R) isomer (generally >4:1,
as high as 20:1 for R =Me at -78*C). Oxidation to the ketone followed by reduction
with LiBH4 gives the opposite L-erythro (2S,3S) diastereomers, with even better
diastereoselectivity (6:1 to >50: 1). The free amino acids are obtained in high yields
via a mild three step deprotection procedure.
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No,, RI ~ HO,, ~ HD, R2 .' S 0 Fe

NH COOH N4ý og) 2OX 0h 0b2. ,,N14 rE
S' R' R' o1

0"4

R'-= Fmocbz. Ooc R2 .H, CIa

Orignrd additions to the threonine derived ketone give access to f--mehyl-"-hydroxyamino acids, such as l-hydroxyvaline or fl-hydroxyisoleucine (Table I, Scheme 2).
The L-threo (2S,3R) isomer is produced with very high diastereoselectivity (>20:1)
and good yields (>60%). The erythro diastereomers can also be selectively
synthesized, by Grignard addition to the appropriate ketone derived from an earlier
Grignard addition to the protected saine aldehyde. Diastereoselectivity and yields are
slightly reduced. Thus, depending on the order of organometallic addition and the
chirality of the saine aldeyde synthon, all four diastereomers of any combination of
P-substided-O-hydroxy o-amino acids can be synthesized. sotopwilly labelled side
chains ae readily inUoduced.

Table I D rwr echtiy and yields of Grignad addiions to the proweted ktes,
and of the subseqsme deprotecdon

Ketone Added alkyl protected adduct yield(%) enanuiomeric overall
side chain group diastereomnenc purty of yieldC(%)
RI R2 ratioa deprotected

2S,3R:2S ,3S amino acidb

CH3  CH3  70 99.8% ee 37

CH3  CD3  95:5 73 98.6%ee 52
CH3  Et 98:2 77 99.2%ee 31
Et CH3  3:97 33 83.8%ee 13
CH3  4-MeOMh 97:3 58 n.d.d 25
4-MeOMh CH3  8:92 36 n.d.d 15

adebrnmined by IH NMR, or by deprotection, derivatizaion, and HPLC analysis.
bdetermnned by derivadzmtlon and HPLC analysis.
c-mwmumd for recrysisilized free u. from Fmoc-Thr-OBO emer or Ftmoc-Ser-OBO est.

M d•ewmined as enamionrs not resolved by HPLC may procedure.
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Wildsg additoms to the Cbz protected serine aldehyde proceed in good yields (35-7 1%)
with stereoselectivity as expected for the typ Of YlidO employed (Scheme 2).
Protected vinyiglycine was prepared in 70% yield as was the y-'3C labelled analog.
Deuwotection gave the free labelled and unlabelled vinyiglycines in 72% recrystaliized
yiel dtough same racemization bad occurred (71% ce).

Further investigations of the recently developed OBO ester protected swine
aldebyde and threonine ketone synthon have led to the first diastereoselective
synthesis of all four isomeirs of fl-substituted-p-hydroxy a-muno acids. The same
synthons can be employed to prepare P,y-unsaturated amino acids, though some
racernization was observed in the synthesis of vinylglycine. Isotopically labelled
derivatives wre readily prepared.
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Introduction

A-amino acids are increasingly used in peptidomimetic as surrogates for
a-amino acids. Renin inhibitors [1], IRV protease inhibitors and RGD mimetics [2]
incorporate A-amino acids as part of their structure. These compounds we usually
accessible through a variety of reactions which include reductive amination of
precursor ketones, modified Knoevenagel reaction or Michael addition of ammonia or
a synthetic equivalent to acrylic derivatives [31. We describe an expedient synthesis
of a novel A-amino acid, A-amino-5-p ic acid by Michael addition of
ammonia to an acrylic derivative. It has been argued that A-amino acids are much
more flexible than a-amino acids [4]. We have examined the compounds described
by 1H NMR and observed, in some situations, a strong conformational preference.

Results and Discussion

The palladium-catalyzed Heck reaction between 5-bromopyrimidine and methyl
acrylate was found to give the corresponding A-pyrimidine acrylates of Econfiguration
[5]. When the t-butyl acrylate 2b is used, the reaction produces t-butyl 3-(5-pyrimi-

0
N Br CsR . N - % O-R[•N• rCO2"R Nl

N N

2b R-cpiA) MR-b 4

0 c. N OkR'M " OH N 1•NJJ

5 F" - Cbm 4

a. Pd(OAc) 48 hr, 809C. b. MeOH/NHp 60TC, 72 hr. c. CbzCL NMM; Trifuoroacetdc
acid, CH2C 25C 3 hr.
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dinyl)-2-propenoaW 3b, which can be used as Michael acceptor for addition of
ammonia in dry methanol.

The formation of the amino ester 4 competes with the formation of the
unsaturated amide and addition of methanol which produces t-butyl-3-methoxy-3-
(5pyrimidinyl)propanoate. The amino ester can be purified by precipitation as a salt
or by chromatography. The free amino acid is easily obtained by treatment with
trifluoroacetic acid. The 'H NMR spectrum (Figure) of 4 reveals, even in DMSO
solutions, a very characteristic ABX pattern for the superficially identical protons of
the a-methylene.

d

C

SNH- HW I t-Bu

"io"' ..... .1 . .. ppI

Fig. 1. a is the ID-500 Mhz proton spectrum of the trifluoroacetate salt of 4 (0.05M in
d6-DMSO); b, c and d are slices of the ROESY spectrum through the diagonal peaks of,
respectively, the 4,6-pyrimidine protons (9.03 ppm), the NH proton (8.93 ppm) and the P
proton (4.6 ppm). The intensities of the negative peaks (NOE) are inversely proportional
to the sixth power of the distance between the proton under consideration and the proton
on the diagonal The protons of the a-methylene, Ha and Ha, are magnetically non-
equivalent (3.2 and 3.1 ppm, referenced to DUSO) and have a geminal coupling constant
of 15.4 Hz. The vicinal coupling constants, Jap and Jad', are respectively 9.2 Hz and
5.3 HZ.

The 'H NMR data suggest that, although 4 could exist as an average of the
available stable conformations I, II and m (see below), a preferred conformation is M,
possibly stabilized by a strong hydrogen bond between the amine NH and the
cabonyl carboxyl. The ROESY experiment supports the conformation preference
hypothesis since a the NOE between HP and Ha' than HP and Ha. Further, the
NOE between the 4,6-pyrimidine aromatic protons and Ha is stronger than that of
Hot'.

The aminoester 4 can also be reacted with benzylchloroformate to produce the
Cbz protected species 5 isolated as an oil. Deprotection with TFA gave the
crystalline NWbz-f-amino acid 6 which is ready to be used in further peptide coupling
reactions. Thus, 6 was coupled to methyl glycinate using the mixed anhydride
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method. 'H NMR pattern of compounds 5-7 were examined for indication of
conformational preference. While die acid 6 showed the same ABX pattern for the

N4, H

- N- H

W NNb

a-methylene, neither of the two compounds 5 or 7 showed conformational preference
by NMR, even in chloroform solutions.

N(11b.O N N- ? ' N

0OA N 0 O,• O.AN

HL~ H H 6

6 7

The observation of a conformational preference in the N-protected acid 6 may
indicate that the n-amino acid conformation plays a role in the biological activity of
biologically active peptide or peptidomimetic having P-amino acids at the C-
terminus. Studies to further characterize these observations are underway.
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Introduction

The ODonnell synthesis [1] of a-amino acids generally consists of the phase-
transfer mediated alkylation of the benzophenone Schiff base of a glycine ester with
an alkyl halide. This synthesis represents an attractive route to non-proteinogenic a-
amino acids since it employs readily available reagents and starting materials [21 and
proceeds under mild reaction conditions. Several unusual amino acids have been
prepared employing this procedure, such as 1-aminocyclcpropane-l-carboxylic acid
[3], 3-fluorophenylalanine [41, and a-amino-(2,2'-bipyridine)-6-popanoic acid [5].
However, while this method usually works well with primary or activated halides, it
sometimes proceeds with difficulty or not at all with secondary halides.

Results and Discussion

As shown in Figure 1, we have found that the a-anion of the benzophenone
imine of glycine tert-butyl ester generated in a heterogeneous mixture of aqueous

2. OoCNO. OH, 83N

Fig. 1. Syndseui of P-subzsdhw~d gSutaaic acids.

sodium hydroxide and methylene chloride in the presence of a catalytic amount of
terabutylammonium bromide can react with an atuaued ester (R=methyl or
pbenyl) to yield the corresponding Jp-ubsituted glutamic acid ester. Because these
acid labile imines tended to decompose during flash chromaogralphy on silica gel,
they were hydrolyzed by stirring overnight in a two phase mixture of dilute
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hydrochioric ad and etber. The resuling amine hydrochlouides were then converted
to the corresponding N-ter-butyioxycarbonyl a-ten-butyl f-methyl glutamates with
di-tert-butyl diabonate in dimethylformamide with triethylamine to yield after flash

u,0-Unesmanlad Ester Product Yield

37%

C*4,q5eIXN* BOM411COOt-Be

chromatography on silica gel the N-tert-butyloxycabonyl protected diesters in 37%
and 38% overall yield respectively as shown above. The IIH NMR showed these
products to consist of a mixture of diastereomers (7:1 and 15:1 respectively). It
should be noted that the free amines were not stable, readily cyclizing to the
corresponding pyrrolidones on standing at room temperature.

Although further work is needed to define the scope of this Michael addition, we
feel it represents an exceptionally mild and convenient synthesis of these substituted
glutamic acids. We are currently investigating the use of various chiral catalysts [6]
in this conjugate addition as well as exploring its use for the synthesis of other
amino acids.
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Introduction

Among the growing family of modified peptides, endothiopeptides (peptide
thioamides) possess perhaps the most gentle alteration. Endothio-analogues of
biologically active peptides have shown several interesting properties, such as partial
protease resistance, enhanced activity or receptor selectivity [1]. Preparations of
endothopepides have most often been achieved by thionation of dipeptides by the
use of Lawessons or similar reagents. Extensions of endothiopeptides from the N-
terminal have been done by several groups, but attempts to extend from the C-
terminal have most often failed due to formation of thiazolones, which are not easily
reopened, and are easily epimerised [2]. An alternative strategy involves
thioacylation, but known reagents such as dithio methyl esters of N-protected amino
acids are often not sufficiently reactive [3]. Additionally, such compounds, which are
prepare by use of Lawessons Reagent etc., do not allow for the presence of amides
in the amino acid side chain. We have recently demonstrated that Fmoc amino
monothioacids, which are potentially available from all amino acids, can be activated
by use of the phosphorus-containing PyBOP, to generate new thioacylating species
[4], probably thiono HOBt esters (Figure 1, route a). Thioamides made by this
method ame formed in mixtures with their corresponding oxoamides, but they can be
separated chromatographically. We now wish to report the use of this strategy for
the solid-phase synthesis of the following endothiopeptides.

pGlu-Vt"CSNH]-His-Pro-NH2 (Thyrotopin Releasing Hormone)
pGlu-V[CSNH]-Ala-Lys-Ser-OH (Serum Thymic Factor 1-4)
H-Len-Gln-ip[CSNH]-Len-Lys-OH (%-Mating Factor 1-4)
H-Pro-Gln-VICSNH]-Ala-Lys-Ser-OH (Pro-STF 1-4)

Results and Dicussuion

Fmoc-Glh(Trt)-SH was prepared from the HOSu ester and H2SfITA [5], yield
96%. The hydrophilic pGlu-SH, however, could not be prepared by the usual
methods. Extraction from water was difficult, and resulted in a seriously hydrolysed
product (>20% p(3u-OH). Tberefore pGlu-SH was isolated as its DCHA salt upon
reaction of p1lu-OPfp with H28ADCHA in TIF. PfpOH was removed front the
product by wahing with ether, to leave analytically pure pOlu-SH*DCHA, yield
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92%. It bm be previously daibed, that D MA salts can be uamd directly in B -
couplings [61.

[.L. RCMH + Py"OP + DN-A--"

Fig. ). FonMaton of the thiomo HOBt ester amd phosphme oxide (route al or of the HOBt
ester and phosphihe suiphide (route b) Smntce of NOrPySOP (I).

As demonstrated by the use of 3"P-NMR, monothioacids are activated by
PyBOP significantly slower than their oxygen analogues [4]. This observation led
us to test PyBrOP [7], as well as several new, substituted BOPs and PyBOPs [81 for
monothioacid activation. It turned out that 6-nitro-benzotriazol-1-yl-oxy-
tbis(pyrrolidino)phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (1), used in lipophilic solvents,
gave the best results in terms of reaction speed and yield of thioemide (Table 1).
While PyBrOP also gave fast activation, its OS-selectivity (Figure 1, route b)
resulted in low yield of thioamide. For pGlu-SH.DCHA, treatment with PyBOP
gave practically no reaction at all, whereas satisfactory activation was obtained with
1. Though the solubility of 1 in lipophilic solvents is less than that of PyBOP, it
quickly dissolves as activation proceeds.

Table 1 Activation of CH3COSH by use of PyBOP and analogues

Reagent tI/2 C=Sb me

N0 2 -PyBOP < 2 min 79% 8%
CF3-PyBOP 2 min 77 % 6 %
PyBOP 41 min 71% 8%
BOP 91 min 12% 5%
PyBrOP 4 min 4% 73%

8t,1 2 was meamued by the disappeuamane of the pbosphonium signal in 31P-NMR.
bC=S wa memmmund as CHCSNm rmive to cHfcOXmFM by tMe u0 of IH-NMR.
VP4S was memwftulive to NO, by the use of IP-NM.

Since •f n ofhm sensitive towards acid [91, we chose the Fmoc-
stratmW, where only one acid treatment is used, for the solid-phase synthesis.
Though Okomidue som timm reactive towads nwu qpMk mimes, this study
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suggests mthat Fmoc-deprotectioa with piperdin leaves the endothio functon intact
at least for short peptides. An alternative deprotection method could involve non-
nuclnophilic DBU [101. Peptide synthesis was done in 25 pmol scale on Wang or
Rapp resins, which both have good swelling properties in lipophilic solvents.
Normal couplings were done in DMF by use of Pfp/Dhbt esters (3 eq., 2 hours),
whereas deprotections were done with 20% piperidine in DMF (3+7 miin). Before
coupling of the monothioacid, the peptide-resin was washed thoroughly with dried
CHCi 3, and purged with N2. The monothioacid (2 eq.), 1 (2 eq.) and DIEA (3 eq.
for Fmoc-Ghn(Trt)-SH, 1 eq. for pGlu-SHeDCHA) were mixed in dried, N2-purged
CHC!3 containing a few drops of CH3CN, added to enhance solubility. This mixture
was added to the resin immediately. After leaving overnight, the peptide was
extended by use of standard methods. Following treatment with TFA/CH 2CI2/EDT,
48:48:4, for 30 min, peptides were precipitated in ether, lyophilised and subjected to
preparative RPHPLC. Use of longer periods or higher concentration of TFA, or use
of 4M HCI/dioxane, gave less or no yield of endothiopeptides. The chromatograms
demonstrated the presence of several products (oxo-analogues, residual protecting
groups etc.), but the endothiopeptides were easily identified on basis of their strong
UV-absorption in the thioamide area (-260 nm). Yields of endothiopeptides were 8-
14%, calculated from the resin substitutions. The isolated peptides showed the
correct molecular ion in FABMS, and gave the expected AAA. The relatively low
yields of endothiopeptides can possible be attributed to the single acid treatment. An
alternative to the use of acid labile protection groups may be desirable.
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Introduction

Cionin, a newly discovered octapeptide amide from the neural ganglion of the
protochordate Ciona intestinalis, has a remarkable structural homology with the C-
terminal amino acid sequences of gastrin and CCK [1]. In addition, cionin contains
two consecutive tyrosine-sulfate [Tyr(SO 3H)] residues at the "gastrin-position" and
the "CCK-position" (6th and 7th position from the C-terminus, respectively). In
order to give insight into the role of the respective Tyr(SO3H) residue for the
biological activity of cionin, two derivatives in which one of the two Tyr(SO3H)
residues was replaced by Tyr were prepared (Figure 1). Here we describe the solid-
phase synthesis of cionin and the regioisomerically mono-sulfated derivatives using
two different approaches. The effects on exocrine pancreas of these synthetic peptides
were examined in dog.

ionia H-Asn-Tyi-Tyr-Oiy-Tip-Met-Asp-Phe-NH 2
cionin B-pede H-Asn-Tyr-Tyr-Gly-Tqr-Met-Asp-Phe-NH 2
cWnin C-pepide H-Asn-Tyr-Tyl-ly-Trp-MeA-Asp-P4e-NH 2

cionin N.S. H-Asn-Tyr-Tyr-Gly-Tqt-Mt-As-Phe-NH 2
CCK-8 H-Asp-Tyr-Mec-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NH 2

Tyr =Tyr(SO3•)

Fig. . Smraim o/f cimn and related pep&id*.

Reu•lts "ad Discusslon

In the first set of the synthesis, cionin and two regioisomerically mono-sulfated
derivatives (cionin B- and C-peptide in Figure 1) were prepared directly with the
Fmoc-based solid-phase methodology (Approch 1). This approach is based on the
following strategies: (i) an acid-labile PAL-linked resin is used and peptide-chain
assembly is conducted with the Fmoc-chemistry; (ii) Tyr(SO3Na) residue(s) is
incorporated into the peptide-chain by the use of Fmoc-Tyr(SO3Na)-OH [2] as a
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building block; (iii) final deprolection of the protecting groups and cleavage of
pepeide frmn the resin support are concurrently carried out with 90% aqueous TFA in
the presence of m-cresol and 2-methylindole, under which condition the deterioration
of Tyr(SO3Na) moiety can be effectively minimized [21. Each peptide was obtained
in a reasonable purity after acid treatment (4*C, 5 h), however, yield was not
satisfactory in each case because of the insufficient cleavage of the peptide from the
resin.

Alternatively, two regioisomerically mono-sulfated cionin derivatives were
synthesized with an aid of orthogonally cleavable protecting groups (Approach 2)
[3]. In Figure 2, the synthetic scheme of cionin B-peptide is shown. Tyr(Msib)
[Msib=p-(methylsulfinyl)benzyl] derivative was used for the peptide-chain assembly
to achieve the sulfation on the selective Tyr residue; the Tyr residue not to be sulfated
was incorporated with Fmoc-Tyr(Msib)-OH and the Tyr residue to be sulfated was
incorporated with Fmoc-Tyr(tBu)-OH, respectively. The Msz protecting group
[Msz.=p-(methylsulfinyl) benzyloxycarbonyl] was also used for an amino protection
of the N-terminus to avoid a possible sulfamic acid formation during the sulfation.
The fully protected peptide-resin was treated with TFA/EDT/m-cresol (85:10:5, 25*C,
2h). The partially protected peptide was then subjected to the sulfation on the free
Tyr residue and the reduction of the Msib/Msz groups to the acid-labile Mtb/Mtz
groups [Mtb=p-(methylthio)benzyl, Mtz=p-(methylthio)benzyloxycarbonyl] with the
action of DMF-SO 3 complex in the presence of EDT, concurrently [4, 5]. A final
deprotection of the Mtb/Mtz groups was conducted with 90% aqueous TFA/m-
cresol/2-methylindole (40 C, 1 h). HPLC purification afforded a highly purified
mono-sulfated peptide. Overall yields were around 20% for both cionin B- and C-
peptide. Thus, our new approach was successfully applied to the selective sulfation
of the multiple-Tyr-containing peptide.

Trt iBu Msib OdBu

20% piperidine / DMF

Msz-OSu / HOOBt/ NMM
Trt tBu Msib dOBuMsz--A6--fyr--Tyr--Oly--Trp--Ma•--•

K , TFA / EDT / m-creaol (85:10:.5)

Msz-Asn-Tyr-Tr--Gly-Trp-Met-.Asp-pbe--NH2

SOýH Mth 4 DN-SO3complex(l25eq)/EDT(l25eq)
Mt--Asn--r-Tyr-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-phe-NH 2

SO3H J, 90% aq.TFA / m-cresol / 2-methylindoleH--Am--Yr-Tyir-Gly--Tq)--Met--Asp--Phe--NH2

Fig. 2. Synthetic scheme of cionM B-pepdd ewsh Approach 2.

The effects of the synthetic cionin, two mono-sulfated derivatives, and cionin
non-sulfate (N.S.) on exocrine pancreas were examined in dogs. In both experiments,
CCK-8 was used as a reference. In Table 1, the increment of pancreatic protein output
(mg/kg/10 min) in response to the synthetic peptides is shown. Both cionin and
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cionin B-peptide increaed pancreatic protein output almost in the equal potency with
CCK-8, while the potency of cionin C-peptide and cionin N.S. were substantially
reduced. In Table 2, the increase of pancreatic tissue blood flow (PTBF) after
injection is shown. In each case, the peak was observed about 3 min after injection.
From these experiments, the CCK-like effects of the peptides appeared to be an order
of cionin - cionin B-peptide = CCK-8 > cionin C-peptide >>cionin N.S. Thus it
will be conceived that the Tyr(SO3H) residue at position 7 (from the C-terminus) is
an important structural feature of cionin and controlling the activities on the
pancreas. For the further evaluation on the role of the sulfate ester at position 6
(gastrin-position), gastrin-like activity of cionin and related derivatives is now under
investigation.

Table I Increment of pancreatic protein output (mg/kg/JO mm)
Dose cionin cionin-B cionin C cionin N.S. CCK-8(pinolitk)

20 4.8±0.9 8 4.8±1.0 a 0.5±0.2 b 0.2±0.2 5.2±0.9 a

200 8.2±1.0 a 9.1±1.0 a 2.8±0.6 b 0.7±0.2 8.5±1.0 a
a p< 0.05 vs. cioninCandcioninN.S. b p < 0.05vs. cioninN.S.

Table 2 Change of pancreatic tissue blood flow (PTBF) (%)a

Dose
(pmol/kg) Time cionin cionin-B cionin-C cionin N.S. CCK-8

bb20 peak 178±28 194±31 114±6 107±4 188±26b
5 min 124±10 115±12 101±2 100±3 120±15

10 min 120±11 116±5 95±5 98±5 114±5

200 peak 207±22b 263±60b 184±29 123±5 210±13

5 mmn 185±24b 212±63b 129±24 90±7 187±19b

10 min 136±15b 146±33b 105±6 89±6 137±16b

The pre-injection level was taken as 100%. b p < 0.05 vs. cionin N.S.
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Introduction

A major goal in peptide and protein research is to develop a rational approach to
highly selective peptide and protein ligands with specific conformational and
topographical features [1]. For this purpose, it is necessary to develop novel and
efficient methods for the enantioselective synthesis of unusual amino acids and their
key intermediates. We have proposed a one-pot asymmetric synthesis of key
intermediates of ft-methyl-a-amino acids [2a] and completed the total synthesis of all
four individual isomers of ý-methyl-Trp and Tyr derivatives [3b & c]. We have also
synthesised a systematic series of (2S, 3S) and the (21R. 3R) precursors via the one-
pot asymmetric 1,4-conjugate addition and electrophilic bromination using 3(2E)-( 1-
oxobut-2-eneyl)-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone as the reaction substrate with a variety of
different aromatic organocuprates as the addition reagents [2b]. Here we report the
asymmetric synthesis of the (25, 3R) and (2R, 3S) precursors, by a new method
using a series of aromatic ce, D-unsaturated analogs as the reaction substrates (la-li)
and the same cuperate ligand as the addition reagent.

1; 2 Br

o 0 CH3 0 0
La. a& it 1. CH3MgBr, CuBr-S(Ch; a k, 2& & Za

2. NBS, -780C.

0 1;2

0 0 CH3 0 0
o 0

11, 111, it, is &1 JU/A X l 2 2 & 2I

Scheme I
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Results and Discussion

The overall syn-addition of organocuprates and the tandem NBS bromination for
directing the two new chiral centers is controlled by the improved Evans auxiliary,
resulting in higher stereoselectivities than those obtained from our former system in
most cases [2b]. A representative procedure is described, for example 2i. To a
copper(I)bromide-dimethyl sulfide complex (0.23g, 1.10mmol, 1,1 eq) was added
dimethyl sulfide (1.31 ml) and dry THF (2.2 ml). The resultant solution was cooled
to -780C to form an opaque mixture. Methyl magnesium bromide (0.49 ml of 3 M
solution in ethyl ether, 1.47 mmol, 1.47 eq) was added to the solution under a
nitrogen atmosphere to yield a yellow slurry which was stirred at -78'C for 10 min,
00C for another 10 min, and re-cooled to -78 0C before being transferred via a Teflon
cannula to a pre-cooled (-78*C) slurry of 11 (0.53 g, 1.0 mmol ) in THF (4 ml) and
dicholoromethene (2.4 ml). The resulting mixture was stirred at -780C for 30 min,
-10 0C for 15 min (45 min for reactions a-h), (the color of the reaction changing from
brown/yellow to green during this period). Following being re-cooled to -780 C, the
solution was transferred to a -78*C solution of NBS (2.3 g) in THF (65 ml).

The resultant mixture was stirred at -78 0C for 45 min (90 min for reactions a-
h), quenched by sodium sulfite (1.3 M), washed by water (100 ml) and brine (100
ml). Organic extracts were dried over magnesium sulfate and concentrated in vacuo.
The crude residue was evaluated by IH-NMR prior to column chromatography to
yield a glassy solid (0.50g, 80%) (Table 1, below).

Group R (scheme 1) cf- Purifiedb 8 a-H of Chiral[config" [xID25
d.e. % yield % bromides aux. Cong( - -)(CHCi 3)

& 99.0 81.4 6.06 S (2S,3R) +67.7 (c=2.8

"i 99.0 77.5 6.06 R (2R,3S) -68.0 (c=2.4

H3CO-T" [ 78.0 71.9 6.00 S (2S,3R) +149.0 (c=1.55

_ _ 80.0 89.9 6.00 R (2R,3S) -145.0 (c=1.4

H3C •• 90.3 74.0 6.18 S (2S,3R) +119.5 (c=2.4

f 99.0 76.0 6.18 R (2R,3S) -120.0 (c=2.61

r-'N £. 70.2 70.0 6.10 S (2S,3R) +69.0 (c=0.601

N 11 82.0 69.0 6.10 R (2R,3S) -64.9 (c=,.99

( C N L 99.0 80.3 5.92 R (2S,3R) -67.5 (c=l.5S

KOnly two isomers were observed in the case of c, e, X and h.
bAfter purification only one isomer was obtained in all of the cases; 99.0% indicates that
only one isomer was observed.
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TLC and 'H-NMR (250 MHz) proved a convenient method to monitor the
progress and determine the. stereoselectivities, for both the asymmetric addition and
bromnination processes. TLC conditions employed EtOAc:hexaneCH 3CN (2.7:6.3: 1)
for reaction i, and BtOAc:hexane (3:7) for reactions &-l. respectively. The absolute
stereochemistry was confirmed by the X-ray structure analysis of 2. [3bJ and by
converting 2a to (2R,3R) 0-methyl-phenylalanine which was compared to an
authentic sample obtained by alternative procedures [3d). The downfield chemical
shifts (5.9-6.47 ppm) of the a-protons of the bromides and several 'H signals from
the chiral auxiliary can be used to evaluate the stereoselectivities following the
bromination reactions. Only one isomer was observed for the reactions a, b, f and II
(Table 1). The solid products obtained of e and f, could he easily crystallized, all
other products remained as oils or glassy solids and failed most attempts at
recrystalizaion.

The established asymmetric one-pot Micheal-like addition and electrophilic
bromination reaction is highly efficient in conjunction with aromatic a, ft-
unsaturated systems for the synthesis of (211, 3S) and (2S, 3R) precursors to b-
methyl aromatic amino acids in high stereoselectivities a,.d high yields. The amino
acids derived from several of these precursors have demonstrated their importance in
our efforts to develop a rational approach to the design of highly selective peptide and
protein ligands, with specific conformational and topographical features [4].
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Synthesis of peptide-oligonucleotide hybrids
containing a KDEL signal sequence

K. Arar, M. Monsigny and IL Mayer

Laboratoire de Biochimie des Glycoconjuguds, Centre de Biophysique
Mol~culaire, CNRS et Umversit6, F-45071 Orlians Cedex 02, France

Introduction

Synthetic antisease oligonucleotides, able to control gene expression in various
systems including virus infected cells are putative therapeutic agents [1]. It is known
that: i) fluoresceinylated oligonucleotides are localized into vesicular compartments,
ii) no or a minute amount of fluorescent material is found in the cytosol (or in the
nucleus) where the antisense oligonucleotide targets are located, iii) newly synthetized
proteins with a Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu (KDEL) sequence at their C-terminal end are
selectively retained in the endoplasmic reticulum [2], and iv) reticulum endoplasmic
is involved in the presentation of cytosolic peptide by the MHC I system.

On these bases, we prepared peptide-oligonucleotide hybrids made of an
antisense oligodeoxynucleotide linked to a peptide with a KDEL sequence at its C-
terminal end, with the aim of helping these conjugates to reach the endoplasmic
reticulum and from there to cross the membrane to enter the cytosol or/and the
nucleus where the antisense oligonucleotide targets are located.

The synthesis of peptide-oligonucleotide conjugates, directly on solid-phase
peptide synthetizers or on DNA synthetizers, has been reported, but this method is
not satisfactory due to the lack of "universal" protecting groups for both strategies
and to side reactions during coupling cycles or cleavage from the solid support. A
postsynthesis conjugation appears to be a better alternative.

The conjugation through disulfide linkage of an oligonucleotide to a separately
synthetized peptide has been reported [3]. but the S-S bridge being reduced in
endosomes [4], is therfore not appropriate for the assigned purpose. For these
reasons, we prepared oligonucleotides and peptides separately, each one being
adequately functioualized to obtain a conjugate through a stable thioether bond.

In this paper, we describe an improved method which allows to synthetize
oligonucleotide-peptide hybrids by linking a 3'-thiol oligonucleotide to a Na-
maleimidocaproyl-peptide. The oligonucleotide used is a 12-mer with a sequence
specific for Ha-ms around the point mutation in the 12 th codon [5].

Results and Discussion

Similar conjugations using the reaction of a maleimide group with a thiol
group have been previously reported [6], but the maleimide group was appended at
pH 8.0. Gregory (71 showed that the maleimide group is stable between pH 5.5 to
7.0, but is readily hydrolyzed at pH 8.0 during the coupling step to give maleamic
acid. In our procedure the maleimide group is appended to the a-NH2 of the peptide,
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at neutral pH. to preserve the a-NH2 of lyaine side chain which is essential for the
peptide biological activity. The synthesis strategy is outlined in Figure 1.

H-Tyr-LYS-Asp-OGu-Am-OH

MHS, pH 6.5
N.-Malaimidocaproyl-Tyr-Lys-Aap-Glu-Leu-OHt Oligommclofid.-SH, pH 7.2

Olituuccotie-Sill (CH2)5-CO..yrLys-Asp-Glu-LeuOH

Fig. 1. Synthesis strategy of an oligonucleotide-peptide hybrid. MHS: e-
niateimidocaproic acid N-hydroxysuccdinivde ester.

The peptide NH2-Tyr-Lys-Asp-(31u-Leu-OH (YKDEL), bearing a tyrosine
residue for subsequent radiolabeling of the conjugate, was synthesized in solution
using commercially availabl protcted amino acids : Boc-Tyr(Bzl)-OHK Boc-Lys(Z)-
OH, Boc-Asp(OBzl)-OH, Boc-Glu(OBzi)-OH and HCIH-Leu-OBzJ. Peptide coupling
was perforned by BOP mediated reaction in dichioromethane (DCM), 40%
trifluoroecetic acid in DCM was used in the Boc deprotecting step. After synthesis,
the protecting groups were removed by catalytic hydrogenolysis. The peptide was
purified by reversed-phase chromatography using a 100 RP 18 Merck column (250 x
10 mm) eluted with a linear A-B gradient (5-90% B), where A is 0.1% ammonium
acetate in wate and B is 0.1% ammonium acetate in acetonitrile, for 25 min. Thle
peptide is eluted at 14.0 min.

The oligonucleotide bearing a 3'-disulfide bridge and a 5'-NH2 group was
synthetized by solid phase synthesis on a disulfide derivatized solid support [81 (10
pnmole scale) using the phosphoroamidite method and the fast oligonucleotide
deprotection phosphor~oamidite base protecting groups (FODs"'). The oligomer 3'-
disulfide was substituted on its 5-end by introducing an amino group which was
further fluoresceinylated in order to study the intracellular traffic of the conjugate.
The S'fluoresecinyl-ofigonucleotide was purified by ion-exchange choaorpyon
a DEAE SHR Waters column (100 x 10mm), using two buffemrs: A (25 mM Tris
HOI, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0 (90%)/aetonitrile (10%)] and B (buffer A +1.0 M NaCI).
A linear gradient was run from 10 to 80% B over 40 min. The disulfide bridge of the
fluorescent oligonucleotide was reduced with [tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphinel TCEP
[91 (3 eq) to give the 12 mer 3'-thiol oligonucleotide

e-Malcimidocaproic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (4.5 pmoles) in 50PiL
DMF and peptide (5 pmoles) were incubated in lmL 0.1M phosphate buffer, pH 6.5
in the presence of 0.3M NaCl for I hour at room temperature [10]. Under these
conditions we obtained 46% of ci-monosubatituted peptide. The ct-monosubstituted
peptide, isolated by RP 18 HPLC had a UV spectrim with the characteristics of both
tyrosine and maleimide. goups. Oligonucleotide 0. 1 pimole bearing a disulfide bridge
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at its 3' end and a fluoresinyl moiety at its 5' end was reduced with TCEP (0.3
Wnole) in 500 pL 2M NaCi, 0.1M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, for 3 h at room

temperature unde nitrogen.
One equivalent of the oligonucleotide-SH was added to one equivalent of Na-

maleimidocaproyl-peptide without elimination of the TCEP excess. The reaction
mixture was stiffed for 5h at room temnprature. The oligonucleotide-peptide conjugate
was collected in 82% yield). The conjugate, after purification by RP 18 HPLC, has
the expected spectral characteristics related to both DNA and fluorescein moieties and
the expected amino acid composition.

The a-amino group of a peptide can easily be substituted at pH 6.5, under such
conditions the maleimide is quite stable and the e-amino group is poorly reactive.
Furthermore, the use of TCEP as a reducing agent, allows the preparation of the
oligonucleotide peptide conjugate even in the presence of a TCEP excess and without
any purification step of the intermediate oligonucleotide mercaptan avoiding the
oligonucleotide dimerization.Various oligonucleotide-KDEL conjugates specific for
human immunodeficiency virus genomic sequences have been prepared by using the
above described method. The intracellular traffic and biological efficiency of the
covalent peptide-oligonucleotide conjugates synthetized are currently under
investigation.
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Methylthiomethyl (MTM) methodology for the
synthesis of phosphoserine, phosphothreonine and

thiophosphoserine synthons
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rue Louis Pasteur, 84000 Avignon, France

Introduction

Reversible protein phosphorylation mediated by protein kinases/phosphatases is
widely recognized as one of the major mechanisms by which eukaryotic cells regulate
various cellular processes. Many biological important proteins such as enzymes,
growth factors receptors, cytoskeletal, contractile and oncogenic proteins are known
to exist as phosphoproteins [1-9]. Ready access to phosphopeptides related to
biological phosphoproteins is essential for the study of such fundamental processes.
For this reason, the development of efficient methods for the synthesis of phospho-
peptides and analogs has became a goal of utmost importance.

There are currently two approaches for the synthesis of phosphopeptides. The
first, known as "global strategy" involves post-synthetic phosphorylation of
unprotected side-chain hydroxyl group either in solution or in the solid phase. The
second, called "sequential or stepwise strategy" involves incorporation of a
phosphoaminoacid derivative in the growing peptide. It requires the preparation of
adequately protected phosphoaminoacid bearing a free carboxyl group. Although
virtually suitable for both liquid and solid-phase methodologies, the synthesis of
phosphopeptides has been so far hampered by the extreme lability of phosphoserine
and phosphothreonine derivatives which are readily converted by O-elimination into
the corresponding cx,-dehydro derivative [101.

Results and Discussion

We now propose a simple convenient and versatile method which proceeds
through the intermediacy of a methylthiomethyl (MTM) ester. As shown in the
reaction sequence below, the amino group can be protected with either benzyloxyl
(Z), tert-butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) or allyloxycarbonyl (Alioc) [11-121. Moreover,
MTM ester which is compatible with both phenyl, 2,2,2-trichloroethyl and benzyl
phosphate protecting groups is smoothly removed without production of [-
elimination by-products.

Phosphoaminoacids 3 (X=O) were obtained by treatment of 1 with either
diphenyl or bis(2,2,2-trichloroethyl) phosphochioridate, two commercially available
reagents. Thiophospho analog 3 (X=S) was prepared by the phosphoramidite
methodology using bis-(2,2,2-trichloroethyl)-NN-diethyl phosphoroamidite. The
intermediate phosphite was sulfurized by sulfur leading to the fully protected
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mcd ssiatv No P-mnedon -rdc wa detected during this
"Otp.

R'-NH-OCOO 0 w RI-N4H-CH-OOCH2SO 3  V)I It'-401-01-OCH2S0 3
I I I -. 2QI0I-R2
CH-R2  CH-R2CR

1 2 3 X

Ri-NH--CHCOrH RI =- Z, Bor Aloc

I
IR R2 =: H (Serme) or CH3 (Omni=)

I R3 - Ph C CHC33
0"•(01t )2 X=OorS

4-16 X

i) To a sodlt of I (1 e*q.) gd NAifCO3 (10 eq.) in DMSO (5 ml) uma added t-
basybromide (10 eq.) in DM5O (5 il). The mixture was stirred for 12 h at room

qrture: yield 70.80% 131.
ui) 2 ((X-0). I eq.) was diseved in &dle pyridive (5 ad) mier niroSen aanoqAere

and cooled to -309C To i stirred ohtdio, tie phospkockioridate (3 eq.) was
added. Te mit wa stirred under nirogen atmosphere at -206C (R=H) or at room
temperatue (R=CH3 ) overight: yield 80-90%.

ii) 2 ((X=S), I eq.) 1-H tetrazole (3 eq.) was added in one portion to a sobtion of 2 (1
eq.) in dry T7F (2.5 ml) contaiing bis-2,2,2-trichoroethyl NN-diiuopropyl
phosphotoniAlt (1.05 eq.) at +20'C. The reaction was monitored by TLC. T7en a
saturated solution of Ss (1.66 eq.) in thluene2,6-1hiddie (19:1; v/v) was added at
room tmpterWUM The reaction was monred by 31P-NMR: yiWed 60% 1151.

iii) To a solhi of 3 (1 eq.) in detkhyte (.0 dm) was added Mgr'E Et2 0 (4 eq) at
Im taeperatume. reaction ,m mniored by TLC: ydeld 70-90%O

Table 1 Phospho and tki opho senne and drwosine syndhn

R2 H H H CH3 CH3 CH3

R1 BoCc Z Alloc Doc Z Aboc

X=O; R3 -ph 4 S 6 7 8 9

X=O; R1 !H2CO 3  10 11 12 13 14 1i

X-S ;R= CH2 cI 3  16

Finally, the MTM group was readily removed by treatment with magnesium
bromide in ether [14] to afford the expected phosphoaminoacids 4.16 (Table 1) in
excellent yields: 75 to 95% for compound 4-15 (X-O), 50% for compound 16
(x-s).

All compounds reported in Table 1 were obtained in a pure crystalline form or
as DCHA salts and fully characterized by 'H-, 13C- and 31P-NMR spectroscopy.
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Two of them (4 and 16) wer used for the preparation of a po e sequence
related to the rat liver pyruvate kinase (Ala-Ser(P)-Val-Ala) in both the
phosphorylated (17) and thiophosphorylated (18) form. The synthesis of 17 and 18
was performed by liquid-phase methodology with SOC as the amino protecting group
and DCC and/or BOP as coupling reagent.

The approach reported herein based on methyithiomethyl ester intermediates
allowed us to prepare phosphoserine, phosphothreonine and thiophosphoserine
synthons in good yield without P-elimination by-products. Such building blocks
were used to prepare phospho- and thiophospho derivative of Ala-Ser(P)-Val-Ala, an
epitope of the rat liver pyruvate kinase.
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Mechanistic studies on the hydrodechiorination
reaction using sodium formate-catalytic transfer

hydrogenation
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Introduction

Catalytic transfer hydrogenation (CTH) is an important synthetic technique in
organic chemistry. This method is applicable to numerous functional groups
including halo, nitro, cyano, allyl, and benzyl groups as well as aldehydes and
ketones. Though many organic compounds have been employed as hydrogen donors
for transfer hydrogenation [1], formic acid and its salts occupy a special place because
of their efficiency. Recent studies have demonstrated that formate salts such as
ammonium formate are superior to formic acid as hydrogen donors Q2, 3]. A detailed
mechanistic study of transfer hydrogenation is of great significance since this
technique is gaining considerable importance. Unfortunately, such investigations on
these reactions are very scarce [4, 5]. The present study was undertaken to evaluate
the efficiencies of various formate salts as hydrogen donors and elucidate the
mechanism of hydrodechlorination, a reaction useful for peptide applications as well
as for detoxifying environmental chlowcabom [6).

Results and Discussion

Formic acid and some of its salts such as HCOOLi, HCOONa, HCOOK,
HCOONH 4 and HCOONHEt3 were selected to assess their efficiency as hydrogen
donors. The well proven and efficient 10% Pd/C was chosen as a catalyst. A mixed
solvent system (EtOH:H 20 - 88:12) was utilized to bring both substrate (2-
chlorotoluene) and the hydrogen donor into solution. The kinetic profiles for the
chosen formates are presented in Figure 1. Initial rates show that the hydrogen-
donating abilities of the Group IA formates follow the order: K+ > Na+ > Li+ >
H+. The other formates used in this study are grouped separately and ranked as
follows: NH4+ > NHEt3 > H+. The following arguments may explain the observed
activities of Group IA formates. The separation of the formate ion from its cation,
which is necessary for the ionization of alkali metal formates, depends on both the
polarity of the bond and the internuclear distance between the oxygen of the formate
and the alkali metal ion. Assuming equal polarities of the M-O bond, where M is H,
Li, Na, K, the ease of separation of ions is greatly influenced by the initial distance
between their centers of charge. Thus, a plot of initial rates with ionic radii has
demonstrated that the relation is indeed quite striking.
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Prom the base strength of NH3 (pK, = 9.25) and Et3N (pK, = 10.72), one
might expect HCOONHEt 3 to show greater activity. The size effect also dictates
HCOONHEt 3 to display higher activity. But the observed results display a reverse
trend. Apparently, the cation size comparison is not valid in these two instances
(NHO and NHEq+) where steric hindrance predominates in the latter case. Therefore,
the results can be explained on the premise that the adsorption of formate ion on
palladium is hindered when the counter ion is bulkier (N-3÷).

• ~~~~s mini,,oo.oo80 / 00- c
60 /---..c0O 240 min

60 0-0: HCOOU

r, 40 .~A-A: HCOONc
o0-~ HCOOK20 - *O: HCOONH 4

a-&: HCOONHEt 3

0 10 20 30 40 5o 60

Time, min

Fig. 1. Time - conversion profiles for hydrodechlorination of 2-chlorooluene. Reaction
conditions: 2-chlorotolaene (0.2 M), formic acid or salt (0.24 M), 10% Pd/C (200 mag),
volume (25 mL) and temperatumre (200C).

As shown in Figure 1, formic acid is a very poor hydrogen donor for the
dechlorination of 2-chlorotoluene. The time-conversion plot appears as if HCI has
poisoned the catalyst irreversibly. Further experiments have helped to conclude that
HCOO ion is the precursor for the reaction and HC1 deactivates the catalyst but does
not poison it completely. The kinetic data on hydrodechlorinatic,: of 2-chlorotoluene
were obtained by changing variables such as the concentration of substrate, hydrogen
donor and the catalyst. The plots of initial rate vs. initial concentration revealed that
the order of the reaction is zero with substrate (the rate is independent of the substrate
concentration), first order with hydrogen donor (up to 0.08 M) and first order with
respect to catalyst. In the case of HCOONa, the order becomes fractional beyond
0.08 M. The isotope effect was calculated to be 1.87 when the HCOONa/EtOH/H 20
is replaced with DCOONa/EtOD/D 20. Though HCOONa is considered as a strong
electrolyte, complete dissociation into HCOO- and Na+ ions in 88% ethanol may be
limited especially at higher concentrations. Therefore, the dissociation of the sodium
formate is considered the first step of this transfer hydrogenolysis mechanism. The
second step in the process may be the adsorption of HCOO-onto the Pd surface.
This adsorption leads to dissociative chemisorption resulting in PdH- and CO2. The
observed kinetic isotopic effect helps us to conclude that the dissociation of formate
is the rate-determining step in the overall process. The zero order dependence of the
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s bsate reveals that adsearon as well as the surCfao reaction of 2-chloromluene
occurs very quiecly. frm the kinmc remkl, t following medmniam has been

prapoed ftr the dechlorination ofY 2-cbinutelusm by HCOOIMl undler the catalytic
influence of 10% MC~.

KIHCWONa + I.WH + Na (1)

Pdo + HCOO_ .+ Pd(HCOO_)ad (2)

Pd(HCOO-),d f" Par + CO2  (3)
k

PdW + CI-C6 H4 -CH3 V Pd° + C6H)-CH3 + C- (4)

The rat expressions deuived from the above scheme explain all the observations and
hence dte proposed mechauism is considered mor appropriume.

The hydrogen-donsaig abilities of farmnae salts have been shown to depend on
the counter ion. The poor hydrogen-donating efficiency of formic acid to aryl
chlorides is pertly attributed to the deactivating effect of one of the products (HCO) on
the catalyst. All evidence shows that HCOO- is the active species during
hydrogenolysis and not HCOOH. The kinetic data and the isotopic effect demonstrate
that scission of fonnyl C-H is the rae-determining step. The hydride or hydride like
species formed on the Pd surface reacts with the substrate in a fast step resulting in
dhe desir hydrogenolysis reaction.
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Enantiospecific synthesis of 2-hetero aralkyl
substituted statine analogues, novel highly potent
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Introduction

The human immunodeficiency virus (IUV) encodes an aspartyl protease
necessary for viral replication. Following the nucleoside analogue inhibitors of
reverse transcriptase (AZT and congeners) protease inhibitors are envisioned to create
a "second front" againt AIDS, because inactivation of the HIV-protease (HIVP) leads
to the formation of non-infectious virions due to their immaturity. Significant efforts
to identify potent inhibitors of HIVP have been made, mostly based on incorporation
of transition state mimics into substrate analogues [1U. We introduce here a novel
scissile bond replacement, namely the 2-aminobenzyl statine moiety as a non
hydrolyzable dipeptide isostere. The cornerstone of the synthesis is a two-step
sequence, namely the diastereospecific epoxidation of 2,3-unsaturated carboxylic
esters, obtained by Wittig olefination of appropriately protected a-aminoaldehydes,
and the enantio- and regiospecific opening of these epoxides with N-, S- and 0-
nucleophiles.

Results and Discussion

The inhibitors were synthesized as shown in Figure 1. The key reaction is the
epoxidation of the 2,3-unsaturated carboxylic esters, easily obtained in a two-step
sequence starting from BOC-protected aminoalcohols or the appropriate dipeptides
[21. This reaction is unusually slow (4-5 days, r.t., CH2C!2, m-chloroperbenzoic
acid), but yields exclusively the 2S,3R epoxide (when starting from the natural L-
amino acids) in 50-75% yield. The structure has been verified by X-ray
crystallography. These epoxides react enantio- and regiospecific with amines,
mercaptans and phenols exclusively in position 2, leading to 2(R)-hetero aryl, alkyl
or aralkyl substituted statiue derivatives. Conventional saponification and coupling
gives the target compounds. Using this new, highly flexible synthetic approach to
the hitherto unknown 2-amino-benzyl statine compounds, a whole range of
derivatives has been produced [5], leading to SDZ 282-870.

This compound, synthesized congruently in 6 + 2 steps starting from Z-Val-
phenylalaninol in an overall yield of 30%, was, due to its promising biological
activity (see Table 1) selected for further evaluation. In addition, synthetic efforts to
provide even stronger inhibitors of HIV replication are ongoing.
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Compound K, (nM] ED5o [nMj
: HV-IP [3] HOIV-2P [3] HIV-1 [4) mIB/MT4

SDZ 282-870 3.4 120 29a

Ro 31-4959 1.4 1.4 12b

No inhibition of hu-renin, hu-trypsin, hu-eltawse and porcine pepsin at 10 ;LM.
a Mean of I8 determinations.
b Mean of 16 determinations.
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Molecular imprinting: Synthesis of 3-helix bundle
proteins on modified silica gel

D.C. Tabmassebi and T. Sasaki

Department of Chemistry, University of Washington,
Seattle, WA 98195, U.S.A.

Introduction

Organic templates can assist peptide strands to assemble into a protein-like
molecule [1]. In this paper, silica gel is "imprinted" with the geometry of a
tridentate template so that 3-helix bundle proteins can be built on the silica surface.
We describe the synthesis of a tridentate aldehyde "TRIPOD", modification of silica
surface with the tridendate template, and preliminary experiments for the assembly of
surface-bound helix bundle proteins.

Results and Discussion

We synthesized a trialdehyde, "TRIPOD", which when reacted with 4-
methoxydimethylsilylaniline (MODSA) forms a tridentate Schiffs base [2].

Scheme 1

, CHO
OH NC)Cl 0-II NI NO3

N -4N + 3 x P_ OHC, NN
14 reflux 0 0

Cl N Ci CHO in bcnzenc TRIPO

CHO TRNCHO
NH2  (C.iO

3 (0 0

N4 NTRII•OI) CH3"SiCH3  0" N" 0rkl~l OCH_- CH3

OCH3 ~R - ý i-OCH3

MODSA TRIPOD CH3
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This molecule, "MODSA tripod" was refluxed with silica gel in dry toluene to
covalently attach the template molecule to the surface [3). The modified silica gel
was subjected to mild acidic hydrolysis to remove the tripod portion, and to leave the
silica surface "imprinted" with amine groups in the geometry of the tripod molecule.
To confirm the structure of the aminophenyl groups on the surface, the silica gel was
treated with aqueous HF [4] to release 4-fluorodimethylsilylaniline, which was
analyzed by MS.

Scheme 2

MODSA TRIPOD

reflux

silica gel in toluene CCH3 0H / H2 0

NH2  NH 2  NH2 I r TRIPODI NH2-=
HF/CH 3CN

H3C- Si- OH3

F

The distance between the amine groups on the surface should be appropriate for
the synthesis of a 3-helix bundle protein on the modified silica gel. A 15-residue
peptide, NH2 AEQLLQEAEQLLQEL-CONH 2 was modified at the N-terminus with
4-carboxybenzaldehyde for attachment to the modified silica gel by reductive
amination. This peptide has a potential to form an amphiphilic a-helix, and the same
sequence has been used to organize a stable 3-helix bundle on a metal template [5).
The formyl group was protected as a cyclic acetal to avoid the competitive formation
of a Schiffs base during the coupling reaction. Benzaldehyde-modified Ala-amide was
also synthesized as a model compound using the same reaction.

I)HOBt / DIC -ccouRSC01H + NH 1-R (ý- (ONIU-IS-H2) TFA / thioanisolc

R - Ala-arnide

A-E-Q-L-L-Q-E-A-E-Q-L-L-Q-E-L-aniiik
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CD analysis showed that the aldehydemoifd peptide has modest xc-helicity (44%)
in pH 4.8 buffer. The ar-helicity is comparable to the bipyridinc-modifled peptide
that forms a 3-helix bundle protein in the presence of Fe(II) ion [5]. No
concentration dependence of a-helicity was observed below a concentration of 2.6 x
10-5 M suggesting a monomeric state of the aldehyde-modifled peptide in aqueous
solution.

The aidehyde-modified alanine was reacted with aniline in the presence of
NaBH 3CN. The reductive amination [6] proceeded smoothly, and the product was
characterized by NMIR and mass spectrometry. Silica gel modified with "MAODSA
tripod"' is being reacted with aldehyde-modified alanine and peptide under similar
conditions. To characterize the surface-bound helix bundle proteins, we plan to
modify quartz slides so that the protein structures can be studied using CD
spectroscopy [7).
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Chemical synthesis of a phosphorylated and
thiophosphorylated EGFR-related peptide

W. Tegge

Gesellschaftfiir Biotechnologische Forschung (GBF),
38124 Braunschweig, Germany

Introduction

Most cellular processes are regulated by the phosphorylation of specific serine,
threonine and tyrosine residues in target proteins, mediated by protein kinases.
Especially tyrosine phosphorylation is the focus of many investigations, because it
is involved in the regulation of cell growth and differentiation [1]. For several
studies directed at protein phosphatases one would like to use phosphopeptide
analogues that bind to the enzymes but are resistant to hydrolytic cleavage.
Phosphonate and thiophosphate analogues have proven useful for this purpose [2, 3].
The use of phosphonate analogues necessitates first the elaborate synthesis of special
suitably protected amino acid building blocks and second the repeated assembly of the
same sequence if the unphosphorylated and normally phosphorylated peptides are also
needed. Alternatively, the well established procedure of global phosphorylation of an
unprotected hydroxyl amino acid on the resin offers the advantage, that the
unphosphorylated and phosphorylated sequence can be obtained from one batch [4].
Especially the use of the very reactive phosphoamidites has been reported many
times. These reagents also offer the possibility to synthesize phosphatase-resistant
thiophosphate-analogues by oxidizing the intermediate phosphite with elemental sul-
fur or sulfur transferring agents [3]. Here this approach is demonstrated with the syn-
thesis of a 13 amino acid tyrosine-phosphorylated and -thiophosphorylated sequence
of the EGF receptor, containing the autophosphorylation site Tyr 1173. The quality
of the peptides after phosphorylation with and without N-terminal protection was
compared. Deprotection and workup conditions were investigated especially for the
thiophosphate analogue with respect to side reactions and problems. The tyrosine
thiophosphate group turned out to be hydrolytically labile under acidic conditions.
The hydrolysis rate was determined with the thiophosphorylated model dipeptide Ac-
TyrtrP)-Gly.

Results and Discussion

The synthesis of the unphosphorylated EGFR sequence 1168-1180 was carried
out with Fmoc amino acids on a commercial peptide synthesizer, employing TBTU
and diisopropylethylamine for activation. Since the strategy of global
phosphorylation on the resin was used, tyrosine was incorporated with an unprotected
hydroxyl function. The sequence was synthesized in two batches, batch A with an N-
terminal Boc-alanine (1, Figure 1) and batch B with an unprotected N-terminus (2).
HPLC and FAB-MS analyses of small samples of both peptides after cleavage and
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workup gave no significant differences between the two batches. During the
synthesis of this and other peptides we never observed any 0-acylation of unprotected
hydroxyl functions with this coupling chemistry. Global phosphoylation of both
peptide batches was carried out with a large excess (50 fold) of di-t-butyl N,N-
diethylphosphoramidite and IH-tetrazole in DMF [5]. Oxidation of the phosphites
was achieved in situ either by the addition of t-butyl hydroperoxide to give the
phosphate 3 or by the addition of a solution of dibenzoyltetrasulfide in THF [6] for
the preparation of the thiophosphate 4. The quality of crude 3 obtained from the N-
terminal Boc-protected sequence was slightly better than that from the unprotected
sequence. In both cases the product was obtained almost quantitatively. A N-
terminal phosphoramidate, if it is being formed from 2, is cleaved by 95% TFA in
the timespan of the deprotection (3 hours).

I Bt EmTn BIt PWc Tht But

2 H-Ala-Glu-Asn-Ala-Glu-Tyr-Leu-Arg-Val-Ala-Pro-GIn-Ser-NH-Resin

Na12

P

tB~ P\bauj Htwzl

tButd \QBnu

1. t-Iu)O 1.' Bz-S-Bz
2.951 '7A \ 2951 TPA

IH&ABNAE gAVAPQS-NN 2  H-AENAEYLRVAPQS-14H 2

HO -(X 3HO-P-SH 4

a 8
Fig. 1. Reaction scheme for the phosphorylation and thiophosphorylation of the Na-
Boc-protected (I) and unprotected (2) EGFR-related sequence by global phosphorylation
on the resin.

In contrast, the HPLC profiles of the thiophosphorylated products from both
batches showed peaks for the desired peptide, the unphosphorylated sequence and the
sequence containing a P-S-t-butyl group, that is probably formed by a reattachment
of 2-methylpropene to P-SH or P=S. Formation of this reattachment product
amounted to about 30% in neat TFA and could be lowered by the addition of
scavengers like triisobutyisilane or DTT, although it could never be completely
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suppressed. Tmeablielt of the compound with 95% WFA released the t-butyl grouw
very slowly, only to a degree of about 50% in 24 hours. The unprotected
thiophosphate group of 4 turned out to be hydrolytically labile under acidic
conditions. The hydrolysis between pH 0. 1 and 8 was determined with the
thiophosphorylated model dipeptide Ac-Tyr(TP)-Gly (Table 1). Hydrolysis was
fastest at pH 3 with a half-time of 12.5 hours. The compound was completely stable
at pH 8, although for most practical purposes the stability under neutral conditions
(pH 7) is probably sufficient. The thiophosphorylated BGFR peptide could be
purified by omitting TWA in the solvent, accompanied by only a slight peak-
broadening. Analysis of the phosphorylated and thiophosphorylated peptides by
FAB-MS, NMR and sequencing gave the expected results. Tyrosine thiophosphfte
and tyrosine phosphate both gave blanks during the gas-phase as well as the pulsed
liquid sequencing.

Table I Halftim of the hydrolysis of the thiophosphate group between pH 0.)1 and
&.0. *extmipolated

PH t4/ 2 (h)

8.0 no hydrolysis
7.0 760*
6.0 170*
4.7 21.5
4.0 14.0
3.0 12.5
2.0 16.0
1.1 21.2
0.1 34.0
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Introduction

During the cell cycle histones are subject to various posttranslational
modifications, e.g. ubiquitination, acetylation and phosphorylation [1, 2]. For
structure-function studies iu is desirable to have access to defined histone fragments
with and without corresponding chemical modifications. Here we describe the
synthesis of the N-terminal 14mer peptide of calf histone H2A including acetylated
andphOsphorylated derivatives.

Remilts and Discussion

Thbe pptd& S GR0K Q G G KAR A KA (H2A 1-14 from calf thymus
Il]) was synthesised by the Fmoc/HBT-strategy using a modified FastMoc-cycle of
Applied Biosystems (Poster City, CA, USA) monitoring the peptide synthesis by
measuring the absorption of the fulvene-piperidine adduct after cleavage of the Fmioc-
groups at 301 nm. Serine was incorporaed as FmocSerOH. The unprotected
hydroxyl group showed no side reaction [5]. The following modifications wereinfteuced:

SGRGKQGGKARAKA
1 5 10 14

S I - (P), (Ac); K5 = (Ac) where (P) denotes O-phosphorylation of serine and (Ac)
acetylation of the e-amino group of lysine or the a-amino group of serine. All
seven possible derivatives of the peptide were obtuined.

Acetylation atpos I was achieved on resin utilising anovel cycle onthe 430 A
Applied Biosystems Peptde Synthesizer coupling 10% acetic anhydride in DCM
twice to the unprotected N-terminus of the resin bound peptide. Peptides acetylated at
p0s 5 were synthesised using the FmiocLys(Ac)OH-derivative in the course of the
solid phase synthesis. Subsequent pbosphorylation of the respective peptides was
achieved via dk-tbutyl-NI4diulhyl-pospbmarmide with subsequent oxidation [3, 5]
and alternatively via dibenzophosphochloridate [14, 51. In the case of the
pbosphorunid~ite procedure the tetrmzole-catalysed phosphitilation was carred out in
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acetonitrile followed by oxidation with m-chloroperbenzoic acid. In the case of
dibenzophosphochioridate the resins with the peptides were exposed to the
phosphosylating reagent twice for two hours and a third time over night, the first
addition taking place at -25"C.

All peptides were cleaved from the resin by exposure to 95% TFA/H20 for lh
at room temperature. After precipitation with ether and lyophilisation the peptides
were deprotected completely by a mixture containing thioanisole (I I W), ethane
dithiol (56*M), m-cresol (19gM), trimethylbromosilane (125WM) and TFA (691WM) for
another hour at O0C. The often employed scavenger mixture including phenol, ethane
dithiol, thioanisole, water and TFA resulted in several incompletely deprotected
peptides, even after prolonged cleavage time (up to 5h). All peptides were
characterised and purified on a Nucleosil 100 C18 5 pm column by a linear gradient
of acetonitrile in 0. 1% TFA/water.

Capillary electrophoresis was performed using the Model 270HT of Applied
Biosystems, the samples being injected for one second at a pressure of 5 inch on a
capillary of 72 cm (50 pim I.D.). In 20mM sodium citrate buffer, pH 2.3, all
phosphopeptides were separated from their unphosphorylated parent species at 30 kV
within 15 min, the differences of the respective migration times lying between 0.3
and 1.9 min.

A TAGA 6000E triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with a standard
atmospheric pressure ionisation source (Sciex, Toronto, Canada) was used to sample
ions from the ion spray source [6]. The samples (about 50 gig freeze dried
phosphopeptide in 100 W 50% methanol and 50% water) were continuously infused
into the spray probe by means of a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Southnatick,
Mass., U.S.A., Model 22) at a flow rate of 3 gl/min. All peptides and
phosphopeptides gave the expected masses.

Although both phosphorylation procedures yield the desired phosphopeptides,
the phosphoramidite procedure results in higher yields and fewer by-products, which
is evident from the RP-HPLC profiles and the ion spray-mass spectra.
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Introduction

The chemistry of peptide bond formation and protection strategies, as well as
the practical methodologies of SPPS have been refined to such an extent that it is
now possible to synthesise small proteins by this method. The resources required for
such syntheses are considerable and the development of methods to optimise
synthetic protocols is important. Quantitative solid-phase Edman degradation for the
evaluation of extended SPPS, often referred to as "preview sequencing", using the
Boc/polystyrene synthesis approach has been used successfully for some time [1].
This method is particularly valuable in assessing syntheses because it is capable of
revealing accurately incomplete aminoacylation reactions. It has been pointed out [2]
that sequencing of protected resin-bound peptides is not applicable to the products of
standard Fmoc-chemistiy SPPS since both amino acid side chain protecting groups as
well as resin linkage agents are labile to the acid conditions of the Edman
degradation. The fact that polystyrene peptidyl resins with acid-labile linkers such as
p-hydroxymethyl-phenoxyacetic acid can be sequenced, either using external or in situ
resin detachment prior to analysis, has been demonstrated [3]. We find that direct
quantitative preview sequence analysis of peptides attached to a variety of synthesis
resins by acid-labile anchors can be achieved. The utility of preview sequence
analysis to extended Fmoc continuous flow SPPS is exemplified by the synthesis of
the 99-residue protease from IRV- 1.

Whereas examination of the results of pilot syntheses by preview sequence
analysis of peptidyl resins and analysis of the cleaved materials (e.g., using mass
specrometry) are useful in the design of scale-up syntheses, it would be of great
advantage to be able to accurately predict difficulties likely to be encountered in a
synthesis. Much is known about the side-reactions associated with various aspects of
SPPS, particularly acidolytic deprotection and resin detachment, and problems
emanating from this source are more or less predictable. The chief remaining
problem is accurate prediction of so-called "difficult couplings". Much progress has
been made in this area by attempting to identify those combinations of carboxyl and
amino components likely to cause difficulties in SPPS acylation reactions. The
results from such studies (e.g., [41) are derived from databases of peptide synthesis
coupling tests. It has been realised for some time that the occurrence of "difficult
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sequences" in SPPS is not so much a consequence of the nature of the solid support,
amino acid protecting groups or coupling chemistry applied but is inherent to
particular sequences. Indeed it would appear that the same phenomena which cause
troublesome solubility problems of protected peptide segments in convergent
syntheses, i.e. , the inherent propensity of some sequences to adopt a-type secondary
structures, are responsible for acylation difficulties with resin-bound protected
peptides and are predictable [5]. We have tried to contribute to the reliability of such
prediction methods by assessment of the reactivities not of the solid-phase bound
amino components, but the relative efficiency of the activated carboxyl components
in peptide bond formation.

Results and Discussion

Preview sequence analysis of peptides bound to Wang resin (i.e., the same
polystyrene-divinylbenzene support as in Boc-type syntheses but with the TFA-labile
p-alkoxybenzylalcohol linker) presents no problems. We have found that flow
synthesis supports such as macroporous kieselguhr/polydimethylacrylamide [6] and
PolyhipelTb/polydimethylacrylamide [7] composite resins, suitable for automatic flow
synthesis, are compatible with gas-phase sequence analysis. Peptides assembled on
such resins using either p-alkoxybenzylalcohol handles or acid-labile linkers yielding
peptide amides give equally satisfactory results. Although we find that in most cases
peptides can be sequenced up to and including the C-terminal residue, repetitive
sequencing yields gradually decrease at a similar rate as when sequencing free
peptides. In several instances we have sequenced both the complete Fmoc-deprotected
peptidyl resin as well as the crude cleaved peptide in order to demonstrate that the
presence of the solid support and side-chain protecting groups does not adversly affect
sequencing results. We have found that wash-out can be minimised if the peptidyl
resins to be sequenced are placed into the sequencer cartridge (ABI model 470
Sequenator) sandwiched between Polybreen'i"-soaked filter paper discs. The side-
chain protecting groups of the t-butyl and trityl type are sufficiently acid labile to the
conditions of phenylthiocarbamoyl peptide cleavage so that only the corresponding
free side chain PTH-amino acids are observed after conversion. The Pmc protecting
group of the Arg guanidino function is less acid labile [8] and, unlike all the other
amino acids, assessment of Arg preview is somewhat unreliable. Low yields of
FTH-Arg are observed if Arg occurs close to the N-terminus of a sequence, if Arg
residues are located further into the sequence, the repetitive exposure to acid at the
various cleavage reactions of the Edman chemistry results in improved PTH-Arg
yields.

Several syntheses of HIV- I protease have been reported. Generally in these
syntheses Cys67 and Cys95 residues were replaced by isosteric Abu residues in order
to simplify synthetic manipulations. We have achieved the synthesis of HIV-I
protease with the native sequence using the Fmoc/But-polyamide flow resin synthesis
strategy. The Cys residues were protected in the side chain with the S-
acetamidomethyl group to permit purification prior to liberation of the thiol groups.
The successful progress of the chain assembly was followed using preview sequence
analysis (see Table 1). Folding of the synthetic materiA into the biologically active
form was achieved by dilution of the protease from a solution containing a high
concentration of urea. The activity of the crude folded synthetic material was
sufficient to permit routine screening of potential protease inhibitors in RP-HPLC
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assays or using continuous spectro-phoometric methods. Further purification by
RP-HpLC and affinity ch-mtography on immobilised pepstatin yielded highly pure
enzym by comparison with authentic samples.

Table I Quantiative sequence analysis of synhetic HIV.I protease pepaidyl resin

Yield M%
Sampled Preview Cycles Preview Cormct Average

at Residue at Residue (no.) (M) Chains per Step
78 96 19 26.1 73.9 98.3
51 75 24 33.5 66.5 98.2
40 47 7 14.6 85.4 97.8
27 36 9 15.1 84.9 98.2
16 22 6 21.4 78.6 96.1
1 10 9 25.3 74.7 96.8

The steric and electronic availability of an N-terminal amino group on a
peptidyl resin, in combination with the chemical reactivity of the incoming activated
carboxyl component, determines the quantitative outcome of any coupling reaction in
SPPS. It should be noted that compilations of acylation tests from various peptide
syntheses represent a combination of these two factors; it is obviously difficult to
determine to what extent the results ame biased towards one or the other. We sought
to shed some light on this question by determining the relative reactivities of Fmoc-
amino acid derivatives with invariant amino components. This was accomplished by
analysis of 20 different dipeptidyl resins which had been reacted with an equimolar
mixture of Fmoc-amino acids. We chose PyBOP/HOBt/NMM coupling chemistry
and those side-chain protected Fmoc-amino acids currently favoured in our laboratory
(t-butyl type for Asp, Glu, Ser, Thr, Tyr and Trp, trityl for Asn, Gin, His and Cys,
Pmc for Arg). The derivatives of Gly, Pro, Ser and Tyr were among the better
"couplers" whereas those of His, Arg, Thr, Val, lBe, Leu and Lys were comparatively
poorly reactive.

A combination of preview sequence analysis, use of predictive methods such as
that of Milton et al. [5], as well as assessment of the relative reactivities of amino
acid derivatives should facilitate long and difficult solid-phase peptide syntheses.
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Optimization of real time coupling efficiency
determination using counterion distribution

monitoring

C. Van Wandelen
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Introduction

The use of quinoline yellow to monitor coupling reactions provides real time
qualitative kinetic information and quantitation of the percent coupling. This type of
analysis described by Young [I] is commonly known as counterion distribution
monitoring (CDM). As the coupling goes to completion, the concentration of dye in
solution increases. When the dye concentration reaches a steady state, the percent
coupling can be calculated. The 905OPlus Pepsynthesizer is uniquely suited to use
this type of monitoring due to its continuous flow design, and integrated UV/Vis
detectors. This method was originally described using a kieselguhr type of synthesis
support. The following paper describes the use of PEG-PS, polystyrene & glass, and
Polyhipe with CDM. A method for evaluating the performance is also discussed.

Results and Discussion

A study was performed to determine the linearity of detector respwse with
respect to dye concentration, and to ascertain whether any non-specific dye interaction
with the support may affect data interpretation. The results (not shown) indicate that
there is a linear response vs dye concentration for all of the supports. This linearity
indicates that any non-specific dye interaction is not concentration related.

The shape of the 9050Plus detector readouts ue a direct indication of coupling
kinetics (Figure 1). Study of these shaps provides the paptide chemist with a unique
perspective on identifying troublesome sequence motifs. In order to determine if the
vaoM suppor were cap"ble of exhibiting good dye release responses, they were
subjected to a known slow coupling. The results (Figure 1) indicate that all of the
supports respond similarly and may be used with CDM. Furthermore, to improve
quantitiation accuracy, a two point calibration protocol was designed to replace the
existing one point calibration. The one point calibration would add the quinoline
solution to the support whem all the N-termini were blocked This value was used as
the 100% coupling value against which all of the other coupling reactions were
memured. In addition to the 100% value, a new step which added the dye solution to
the support when completely debiocked, was ad&d Mns two point calibration yields
a formula which no longer assumes the detector response of 0.0 AU for zero %
coupling (Figure 2). This calibration also improves the sensitivity of the
quantiation (% couplingAU).

In ouder to evaluate the performance of the system, the sensitivity (S) of the
calibration must be determinme Since the non-linea nature of the calibration allows
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A B C D E F

Kiesolguhr Potyipe Poytrw PEG-PS
&Gkms

Fig. 1. Traces A & B are representative of fast and slow coupling rates, respectively, as
normally seen on the -9O5OPhas Pepsynthesizer. Traces C-F are from the Ile to Asn
coiqlhig of the acyl carrier protein decamer using the varsous siqsorts undcase

Absorbane vs % Coupling For Caflbrthm Range 0.31. to&5 AU
100

so S coop~ams iOO.~-#P(p/((ObsAU-O.3J)/(O.SI -.031))J

Go S a(S C~mpOM Chapl I OAU) -(pa.-tainsI/(abs AU -CALL92
*40 WhoftCALL aO0ICaibndm~ ad I& ~a SBa

20Exalak SeaukvIy for am omebryd AU oft U79 (99O%coupI~ug

S*(5A O.2)I(O.435- 312 aO.07%coepfiaptrO.0Oi AU

0.0 .
0.3 0.405

Abs 435m

Fig. 2. Graph of the % couping using the two point calibration equation is shown. Also
given is the formula to dletermine the senitivity (S) of a calibration at a given %
coopling. The example given is for the 99.0% coi*Wlbg where accuracy is critical.

sn~sitivity to decline very rapidly beow 90%, these parameters must be examined
carefufly. To determine the sensitivity of a calibration at any given absorbance (%
coupling) the formula shown in Figure 2 is used. This formula can be used to
evaluate the sensitivity of a one pon calibration by using a value of 0.0 AU for the
CALL. By determining the sensitivity of a given calibration, a mome informed choice
can be made about where to set the minumiun accepablek % coupling. All of the
supports tested show a linear response to dye concentration, the expected slow
coupling shop during actual synthesis, and weasr to be suitabl for use with CDM.
Once, cailbration is complete, it is then possible to evaluate the sensitivity of the
system, which is a function of Various parameters Including type of support,
concetration of dye. type of calibration, and maintenance of detector Op"ic.

1. Young, S.C.. White P.D.. Davies, 3.W., Owen, D.E.I.A., Salisbury, S.A. and
Tiumeer, BJ., Diocbeni. Soc. Trans., 18 (1990) 1131.
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Facile peptide bond cleavage reactions

M. Goodman, J.R. Spencer, A. Toy-Palmer, J.X. Jiang,
H.T. Li, T.A. Tran and T.T. Romoff

Department of Chemistry, University of California San Diego,
La Jolla, CA, 92093-0343, U.S.A.

IntrodLction

The synthesis of highly hindered peptides [1] is part of the program in our
laboratories to investigate conformationally constrained molecules. Hence, a cyclic
hexapeptide related to somatostatin was designed with the sequence c[(NMe)Aib-Pnel-
D-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe 2I. The synthesis was carried out by standard methods in solution.
However, during the final stage acidolytic deprotection reaction, an unusual peptide
bond cleavage was observed [2]. Analysis of this reaction has been carried out and
indicates susceptibility of the (NMe)Aib-Pbel amide bond to nucleophilic attack.

Results and Discussion

Simultaneous acidolysis of tert-butyl ether and NO-Boc protections from the
compound c[(NMe)Aib-Phel-D-Trp-Lys(Boc)-Thr(tBu)-Phe 2] was accomplished with
TFA, in the presence of ethanedithiol and anisole as scavengers, over 1 h at 0°C and
2 h at 25*C [2]. Two linear products were isolated from the reaction mixture. The
proportion of the two products was 42:58 as determined by integration from RP-
HPLC.

The high resolution FAB MS of one product from the deprotection reaction
reveals a molecular weight of 827.4441. This suggests the compound is a linear
product of a peptide hydrolysis reaction. From 1-D proton NMR spectral analysis,
the broad singlet at 11.93 ppm attributed to a carboxyl group supports this
identification. Analysis by 2-D NMR spectroscopy indicated that Phel is at the N-
terminus since there is no correlation between tbe (NMe)Aib resonances and the
protons of the Phel residue. This was confirmed by N-terminal amino acid
sequencing which clearly demonstrated the presence of a Phe residue followed by a
Trp residue.

The high-resolution FAB MS for the other product reveals a molecular weight
of 903.4254. We determined that the theoretical molecular weight of the linear
bexapeptide thioester, in which the scavenger ethanedithiol acts as a nucleophile to
cleave a peptide bond, is 903.4266. This value is in excellent agreement with the
experimentally determined molecular weight. From 1-D and 2-D NMR experiments,
we established that the cleavage occurs between the (NMe)Aib and Phe' residues as
was observed for the structure arising from hydrolysis.

In the l-D 1H-&MR spectrum, the Phel NH resonance appears broad and
integrates for more than a single proton (Figure 1). NMR titration studies showed
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that under increasingly basic conditions, the Phe! NEI peak broadened to the point
where it could no longer be observed. This behavior is similar to the behavior of the
Lys £NH1 amine resonance under the same conditions. These results also support a
structure where the Phel amine is N-terminal.

Ohel I-IN

899 9:6 .4 8.1 9:0 7.:8 7.6
ppm

Fig. 1. The IH NMR spectrum of H-Phei-D-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe2-(NMe)Aib-S-CH2-CH2-SH
without addition of N-methylmorpholine (bottom), with approximately 2 equivalents of
N-methylnorpholine (middle) and with an excess of N-methylmorpholine (top).

In the 2-D ROESY spectra, no NOEs were observed between the (NMe)Aib and
Phel residues which would be expected for a cyclic compound. In addition,
resonances that could be attributed to the methylenes of ethanedithiol were resolved in
the n-region of the 2-D TOCSY spectra. These resonances were not linked to any
a-protons. The identification of the linear hexapeptide thioester was thus confirmed
by IH-NMR spectroscopy.

Finally, we characterized the two linear products and the related cyclic analog
c[Aib-PheI-D-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe 2 ] by 13C I-D and heteronuclear multiple bond
correlation (HMBC) [31 NMR experiments. Assignment of the amide carbonyls
reveals a downfield shift to 200.4 ppm for the (NMe)Aib thioester containing analog
as compared with shifts of 174.6 ppm for the linear (NMe)Aib compound and
174.0 ppm for the cyclic Aib molecular (Figure 2). The downfield 13C carbonyl
chemical shift of the thioester was compared to the 13C I-D spectrum of CH 3-CH2-
C(O)-S-CH 3 [41, which also shows a carbonyl shift of 200.5 ppm. In the HMBC
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treatment of the peptides with anhydrous TFA at 37-60WC over 10-20 h. Our
observations indicate that the presence of strain caused by steric bulk and cyclization
increases the lability of the (NMe)Aib-Phel peptide bond, such that cleavage by
sulfhydryl nucleophilic attack or hydrolysis can occur under mild acidic conditions.
This lability may arise from the twisting or tilting of the specific (NMe)Aib-Phel
amide bond.
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spectrum, no correlation was observed between the a-proton of Phel and the carbonyl
of (NMe)Aib. The crosspeaks; to the carbonyl of (NMe)Aib arose only from the
P-methyls and the N-methyl of the (NMe)Aib residue. These experimental
observations support the linear structure for this hexapeptide derivative. Therefore,
one of the products from the TPA deprotection reaction resulted from an unexpecte
nucleophilic attack by the scavenger ethanedithiol on the (NMe)Aib-Pbel amide
bond.

NMeAib C-0

N ~Aib CsO -, -

209.0 200. 0 19i.0 184.0 176.0 169. 0 16d. 0

Fig. 2. Carbonyrl region of (top) H-Phe1 -D-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe2 -(NMe)Aib-S-CH -H-H
(middle) H-Phe -D-Tq,-Lys-Thr-Phez-(NMe)Aib-OH, and (bottom) clAib-Phe'.-&Trp-Lys-
Thr.phe2). Thie "3CNMR Spectra illustrate the downfield shift of the (N~e)Aib carbonyl
carbon involved in a thioester.

Studies by Jung [5] and Marshall [6] have shown ftht peptides which are rich in
Aib sequences are sensitive to selective trifluoroacetolysis of Aib-Xaa bonds,
especially when Xaa is proline. However, the reactions are observed only after
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Synthesis of some biologically active peptides of
marine origin

T. Shiolri, T. Imaeda and Y. Hamada
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Introduction

We have been interested in the synthesis of structurally unique and biologically
intriguing peptides of marine origin [1]. Since many of these marine peptides are
usually produced in minute amounts in nature, the method suitable for the large scale
production through an efficient and convenient way should be developed to
investigate their biological profiles in detail. We recently succeeded in the synthesis
of nazumamide A (1), a potent thrombin-inhibiting linear tetrapeptide, isolated from
a marine sponge Theonella sp. [2]. We now wish to report an efficient synthesis of
geodiamolide A (2) which was isolated from a Caribbean sponge Geodia sp., and a
sponge Pseudaxinyssa sp. collected in Papua New Guinea.

NH HN'-(O

NH 04 0.

idazummile A (1) Geodlamoltde A (2)

Geodiamolide A (2) is a cyclic depsipeptide containing the peptide and
polypropionate units. The other geodiamolides (B-F) which are different from each
other in the peptide portion are also known in addition to jaspamide, a similar cyclic
depsipeptide containing the same polypropionate portion as that of geodiamolides.
The combination of interesting cytotoxic and antifungal activities with their
structural aspects has made these cyclic depsipeptides an attractive target for total
synthesis. To date, several syntheses of these peptides have appeared [3] but their
efficiencies are not excellent. Now, we wish to report an efficient synthesis of
geodiamolide A (2), which will be suitable for the large scale production and
applicable to the synthesis of the other geodiamolides and jaspamide.

Results and Discussion

The key steps of our synthesis are (1) the asymmetric alkylation using the
Evans chiral oxazolidinone, (2) the coupling of the tripeptide unit with the
polypropionate unit by the Mitsunobu reaction, and (3) the intramolecular amide
bond formation using diphenylphosphorazidate (DPPA, (C*HSO)2P(O)N3).
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The preparation of the tripeptide unit (6) was achfieved from the C-terminal
alanine trichioroethyl ester. Condensation of the ester with O-trt.-butyldimethylsilyl-
N-tert-butoxycarbonyl-N-methyl-(R)-tyrosine (3) was carried out by use of diethyl

ftumataton of the Triantde Uni

HCI4H)-A~.O1) TUSOTI

me3 4 1 5

H 0 H 0 H

Prampation of ths Po vmlnt.i Uni

1) To= NM1
2) TOM Py 1). DML

10 % JNýJ,?1 12 k

o 0

PMOHWC -Y2) DEAD ý

72%
Conamruclon of the Whole Iblawe DAD HeO

0 4 T H DEA. %PN

6 14

3) TBA NH4
34% 2

Fig. I. Total sjruhnis of geodianmolide A.
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phosphorocyanidate (DEPC, (C2H5O)2P(O)CN). Selective removal of the Boc group
from the dipeptide (4) by use of trimethylsilyl trifluoromethanesulfonate (TMSOTf),
followed by the coupling with Boc-(S)-alanine using bis(2-oxo-3-oxazolidinyl)-
phosphinic chloride (BopCi) afforded the tripeptide (5), which was iodinated with
iodine and mercuric acetate to give the fully protected tripeptide unit from which
reductive removal of the trichloroethyl ester afforded the required tripeptide carboxylic
acid (6). Each step efficiently proceeded in more than 80% yield.

The synthesis of the polypropionate unit (14) started from commercially
available (2S,4S)-2,4-pentanediol (7). After protection of one of the hydroxyl
functions with the tert-butyldimethylsilyl (TBS) group, the resulting mono-protected
alcohol was converted to the cyanide (8) through the tosylate. Reduction of the
cyanide (8) with diisobutylaluminum hydride (DIBAL), followed by the Wittig
homologation preferentially afforded the (E)-ester (9), which was reduced with DIBAL
to give the alcohol (10). Although the bromination of the alcohol (10) failed,
treatment with iodine afforded the corresponding iodide. The sodium enolate (11) of
the oxazolidinone derived from (R)-phenylalaninol was alkylated with the iodide to
give the polypropionate (12) as the major product (94% diastereomeric excess).
Removal of the chiral auxiliary from the polypropionate (12) with alkaline hydrogen
peroxide afforded the carboxylic acid, which was converted to the p-
methoxyphenylmethyl (MPM) ester (13). After removal of the TBS group with
tetra-n-butylammonium fluoride (TBAF), the hydroxyl group was inverted by use of
the Mitsunobu reaction to give the required polypropionate unit (14). The overall
yield for the preparation of the polypropionate unit was 21% in 12 steps.

Construction of the full carbon skeleton of geodiamolide A (2) was efficiently
achieved by the coupling of the tripeptide unit (6) with the polypropionate one (14)
using the Mitsunobu reaction. Deprotection of the N- and C-terminal protective
groups from the MPM ester (15) was easily achieved with trifluoroacetic acid.
Cyclization of the linear precursor smoothly proceeded to give the depsipeptide by
use of DPPA, in the presence of sodium hydrogen carbonate. Final treatment with
TBAF afforded geodiamolide A (2) in an overall yield of 34% in 3 steps from the
MPM ester (15).

Thus, we could complete the efficient synthesis of geodiamolide A (2). The
overall strategy adopted here can be applied to the synthesis of jaspamide as well as
the other geodiamolides.
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Introduction

The synthesis of peptides or proteins has become highly efficient with the
advances of the solid-phase peptide synthesis [11 and the recombinant technology.
Solid-phase peptide synthesis can produce, in short duration, a peptide of greater than
100 amino acids. The recombinant technology with an optimal expression system
can produce proteins accurately and in large quantity. Ideally, a chemical ligation
method to form proteins utilizing the efficiency of the solid-phase or recombinant
method to generate specific segments would be desirable. In such a way, proteins can
be engineered to contain unusual structures or nongenetically coded amino acids by a
specific ligation method. A strong impediment in this approach is a lack of an
efficient method for their synthesis. Recently, we have developed a "domain ligation
strategy" to couple selectively two unprotected peptide segments to form an amide
bond [2]. The present report describes the basic idea behind this new method and the
verification of its feasibility using simple model compounds and peptides.

Results and Discussion

The general concept underlying the new method is outlined in Figure 1. It
consists of three steps: (1) aldehyde initiation, (2) ring formation, and (3) O,N-acyl
rearrangement. The key to the carboxyl component is an amino acid esterified to an
a-hydroxyl aldehyde to form an ester ci-aldehyde. This ester aldehyde masked as an
acetal is coupled to the carboxyl terminal of an unprotected peptide segment by
reverse proteolysis. Liberation of the acetal under acidic conditions to the aldehyde
would allow its reaction with the N-terminal but 0-functionalized amino acid to form
either thiazolidine (e.g. Cys) or oxazolidine (e.g. Thr). The net result is that
carboxyl and amino components are brought together by a ring formation leading to a
well positioned and facile intermolecular O,N-acyl rearrangement to form the desired
amide bond.

Aldehydes condense with amines in proteins to form imines that are unstable
and reversible in aqueous solution unless a ring is formed. We made use of the
reversibility of the reaction of aldehydes with amines and the stability of ring
formation with 0-functionalized amines in designing our strategy. Reactions of
amino acids containing the ester-aldehyde with cysteine derivatives showed that the
formation of the cyclic thiazolidine derivatives occurred in a wide pH range. To avoid
hydrolysis of the ester and the unwanted side reaction of aldehyde with other amino
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A. Aldehvde Initiation - Serin. or Cysteline Proteus

O F12 0
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Fig. I. Principle of domain ligation strategy.
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groups, the ring formation was performed at pH 4 to 5. Under these conditions the
thiazolidine product was formed immediately. The specificity of the ring formation
was studied using a library of 400 dipeptides derived fiom the combination of the 20
genetically coded amino acids. We found the ring formation to be specific and
limited to six f-functionalized amino acids at the amino terminus of 400 dipeptides
with the following reactivity: Cys >>> Thr >> Ser, Trp, His >>>> Asn. Cys and
Thr would be most useful under the normal ligation conditions and whose ring
products can be reverted to their amino acids while Ser, Trp and His are > 100 fold
less reactive than Cys and would require forcing conditions for completion. Asn is
generally too unreactive and will require further development for its use.

The 0- to N-acyl transfer reaction has been known since 1923 and is a
dominating side reaction in the acidic deprotection step of peptide synthesis during
which the acyl moiety of the peptide migrates from the a-amine to the free hydroxyl
group on the side chain of a serine or threonine residue. The transfer reaction is
reversible upon base treatment, involving a 5-member ring oxazolidine-like transition
state. We proposed a similar rearrangement involving a 5-member ring transition
state for our ester to amide transformation through the 0- to N-acyl transfer reaction.
We found that 0,N-acyl transfer reaction through a larger ring transition state (e.g. 6-
member ring) was >30 fold slower than the 5-member ring. Experimentally, the
O,N-acyl transfer reaction in our strategy was a continuation step of the ring-
formation and mediated through pH change. In thiazolidine, the ester to amide
transformation was accomplished between pH 5-9 due to weakly basic amine of the
thiazolidine. Basic pH was required for the oxazolidine derivatives. The O,N-acyl
transfer through an intermediate size ring is also a key feature in the Thiol Capture
strategy of Kemp with similar objectives as our work [3].

In conclusion, we have developed a chemical ligation method for coupling
segments of peptides to form a peptide bond without protecting groups and
activation. The key design in our strategy is the ester linkage containing an cz-alkyl
aldehyde that provides the absolute selectivity for a particular N-terminal amino acid
and avoids the use of activation by a coupling reagent.
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Preparation of synthetic polymers selective for
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imprinting
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Introduction

Molecular imprinting, sometimes referred to as template polymerization, is a
technique for preparing recognition sites of predetermined specificity in synthetic
polymers [1-3]. The print molecule, also called template molecule, is either non-
covalently prearranged to functional monomers or covalently coupled to them. After
polymerization, the polymer is ground and sieved to particles of appropriate size.
The print molecule is removed by either extraction or chemical cleavage. This
results in a polymer with specific recognition sites, complementary to the print
molecule in positioning of the functional groups and in shape. Due to the cognitive
properties of the polymer, it is able to rebind selectively the print molecule (Figure
1).

This technique has proven to be useful in preparation of chiral stationary phases
for HPLC, since the polymers are selective for the enantiomer used as print
molecule. The non-covalent approach of molecular imprinting has been used for
preparation of polymers selective for amino acid derivatives [4-6] and pharmaceuticals
[7].

Results and Discussion

Molecularly imprinted polymers, selective for various amino acid derivatives
and peptides, were prepared by using functional monomers such as methacrylic acid
[81 and 4-vinylpyridine [9]. The polymers were used as stationary phases and
evaluated by HPLC.

Dissociation constants and number of binding sites were determined by frontal
chromatography of a Boc-L-Phe-OH-imprinted polymer. The dissociation constants
for Boc-L-Phe-OH and Boc-D-Phe-OH were determined to be 6.3 mM and 8.1 mM,
respectively, which means that the polymer has higher affinity for the L-enantiomer
than for the D-enantiomer. The polymer was shown to contain an equal number of
sites for each enantiomer (28 pLmol/g dry polymer) [8].

The ligand selectivity of this type of polymer was shown to be high. Despite
the small difference between Cbz-aspuarc acid and Cbz-glutamc acid, the polymer is
able to discriminate between these molecules. A polymer imprinted against Cbz-L-
Asp-OH resolved Cbz-D,L-Asp-OH but not Cbz-DJ,-Glu-OH, and vice versa when
Cbz-,UGlu-OH was used as print molecule [9].
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To obtain a stereospecific recognition, a three-point interaction is necessary
[10]. In the case of a Cbz-L-phenylalanine-imprinted polymer prepared with
methacrylic acid as functional monomer, it is believed that the carboxy-functions of
the polymer interact via hydrogen bonds with the carboxy- and carbamate-fuctions of
the print molecule.

±00
Fig. L. Schematic representation of the concept of molecular imprinting. Functional
monomers are mixed with the print molecule. The print molecule and the monomers
prearrange and form a solution adduct. Crosslinker is added and the polymerization is
initiated. A rigid bulk polymer is formed. The functional groups of the polymer interact
with the functional groups of the print molecule. The print molecule is extracted from the
polymer, leaving specific recognition sites, complementary to the print molecule in
positioning of the functional groups and in shape.

However, this gives only two interaction points. Separation of Boc-DL-Phe-
OH, Fmoc-D,L-Phe-OH and Cbz-D,L-Ala-OH on this polymer resulted in lower
separation factors than for the separation of Cbz-DL-Phe-OH. This implies that
both the N-protecting group and the amino acid side chain are recognized by the
polymer. Separation of Boc-DL-Phe-p-nitroanilide and Boc-DL-Phe-Gly-OEt on a
polymer imprinted against Boc-L-Pbe-anilide resulted in lower separation factors than
that obtained for the separation of the racemate of the print molecule. This implies
that also the C-protecting group is recognized by the polymer.

Recently, successful attempts to improve the separation and resolution factors
of molecularly imprinted polymers have been performed. For example, Cbz-L-Ala-L-
Ala-OMe and Cbz-D-Ala-D-Ala-OMe were resolved on a Cbz-L-Ala-L-Ala-OMe-
imprinted polymer with a separation factor of 3.19 and a resolution factor of 4.50
(Figure 2).

We believe that these cognitive polymers are promising alternatives to
conventional chiral stationary phases, since they are inexpensive, easy to prepare and
possess excellent chemical and physical stability.

Molecular imprinting offers a way of preparing recognition sites of
predetermined specificity in synthetic polymers. Functional monomers are
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polYuIized in pfsene of a p-nt molecule, which is subsequently extracted from the
polymer, leaving recognition sites complementary to the print molecule. The
polyners possess high ligand- and enantioselectivity.

Cbz-D-Alh-D-Ala-OMe

Cbz-L-Ala-L.Ala-OMe

10 20

time (min)

Fig. 2. Separation of a mixture of 0.1 mg Cbz-L-Ala-L-Ala-OMe and Cbz-D-AIa-D-Ala-
OMe on a Cbz-L-Ala-L-Ala-OMe-imprinted polymer. Column size: 250 mm x 5 mm.
Eluent A: Chloroform/acetic acid 99.75/0.25. Eluent B: Chloroform/acetic acid &82.
Gradient: 0-10 mrin, 0% B; 10-18 mrin, 0-5% B; 18-22 mrin, 5% B; 22-24 min, 5-0% B.
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Development of a highly miniaturized peptide
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Introduction

Many fundamental techniques in the biosciences are limited by the minimum
amount of product that can be detected. In conventional peptide sequencing by Edman
degradation, for example, detection limits for phenylthiohydantoin (TM amino acids
are in the low picomole range; at least one picomole of peptide is normally required
for sequence analysis. We have recently demonstrated sub-femtomole detection limits
for PTH amino acids using laser-based photothermal absorbance dete ti [1]. Fast,
efficient separation is achieved by micellar capillary electrophoresis kCE); analysis
times are less than fifteen minutes for a standard sample containing nineteen PTH
amino acids. Compared with traditional HPLC methods, CE/laser-based PTH
analysis provides a potential 1000-fold improvement in sequencing sensitivity.
Direct interface of CE with commercially available gas-liquid phase sequencers is,
however, not feasible because nanolitre-sized samples are required for CE/laser-based
analysis. We have designed, instead, a miniature gas-phase peptide sequencer similar
in operation to the ABI 470A Sequencer [2]. The volume requirements for
phenylisothiocyanate (PITC) degradation in the miniaturized sequencer match those
for the CE system. This instrumentation will prove useful for sequencing peptides
and proteins that can only be isolated and purified in trace quantities.

Results and Discussion

The highly miniaturize-4 peptide sequencer consists of three parts: a small-
volume reaction chamber, in which PITC degradation chemistry is performed, a
small-volume conversion chamber, in which anilinothiazolinone (ATZ) amino acids
are converted to the more stable phenylthiohydantoin (PTH) form, and a CE
separation column. Figure I is a schematic of the miniaturized sequencer. Reagents
and solvents are delivered via capillary tubes to an electrically actuated multiposition
distribution valve (VI). The reaction chamber volume (0.2 mL) is defined by the
area of Polybrene-treated glass fibre filter onto which the peptide is immobilized, and
by the length of tubing heated by thermoelectric modules. Coupling of PITC to the
peptide and cleavage of the N-terminal residue are performed in the reaction chamber.
Cleaved ATZ amino acid is extracted to the conversion chamber which is defined by
the tubing volume between the thermoelectric modules (20 nL) and is also part of the
separation column. After conversion, the entire amount of PTH amino acid is
directly analysed from the conversion chamber. Electrophoresis proceeds from
pneumatically actuated valve V2 to valve V3 with on-column laser-based detection of
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the cleaved residue just before V3. Details of the detection scheme have been
previously described [1].

reaction chamber

">F separation capillary
"T" connector

conversion chamber --03 p II

Fig. 1. Miniaturized peptide sequencer, RI: 3% PITC in heptane, R2: 12.5%
trimethylamine, R3: anhydrous TFA, R4: 25% TFA, SI ethyl acetate, S2: benzene, S3:
separation buffer, VJ-V3: nuldtiposition distribution valves, ><: thermoelectric modules
for rapid heating/cooling. Reaction chamber (40 x 0.4 mm ID), conversion chamber (120
x 0.075 mm ID) and separation column (500 x 0.050 mm ID) are fused silica capillaries.
Vacuum (vac) is used to aid in solvent removal. The HV (high voltage) power supply is
operated at 10 to 15 kV to drive electrophoresis. Data are recorded directly on a personal
computer.

Development of the miniature peptide sequencer has proceeded in five stages:
1. The electrophoretic separation was optimized to provide baseline resolution

of 19 PTH amino acids plus two degradation by-products, DPTU (N,N'-
Diphenylthiourea) and DMPTU (l-Dimethyl-3-phenyl-2-thiourea) (Figure 2A). A
simple program was written to normalize analyte retention times relative to DPTU
resulting in less than 1% relative standard deviation in retention time for peak
identification.

2. The CEFlaser-based detection system was tested with residues obtained from
both manually and commercially sequenced peptides [3]. Some residues from the
ABI 470A and ABI 477A instruments were difficult to identify because
concentrations were near the detection limit. Only 1 to 2 nL of 1000 nL sample
(e.g., 0.1%) could be injected into the CE system. This is in contrast to HPLC
analysis where 50% of the sample is injected for analysis.

3. ElecUophoresis through pneumatically actuated multiposition valves and
through a "T" connector were optimized. Several types of zero-dead-volume fittings
produced band broadening in the separation so we decided to design our own miniature
"T- fitting.

4. The coupling and cleavage steps of PITC degradation were performed in the
miniaturized sequencer reaction chamber with ATZ residues extracted into micro-tubes
and manually converted to the PTM form. Sample was then manually injected into
the CE system. Figure 2B shows the results of the first cycle of PfTC degradation of
50 pmol of bovine insulin chain B. Compared to traditional HPLC analysis of
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degradation products, the electropherogram in Figure 2B is very clean and represents
only 0.1% of the total residue cleaved from the peptide. We are currently optimizing
the instrument to extend the number of degradation cycles.

5. The conversion of ATZ to FFrH is performed in the miniaturized sequencer
conversion chamber and product is immediately analysed by CE with laser-based
detection. This last step has not yet been optimized.

N

1.2 - DMPTU Panel A

Y DPTU w
0.8 -ED PV M L FK

En 0.6 -F

0.4 T

0 2 , I , I , I , I * I * I * I

0.62

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
RETENTION TIME (min)

Fig. 2. Panel A shows the CE separation at 250 Vlcm of 19 PTH amino acids (labeled by
their single letter codes), DMPTU and DP7TU. Separation buffer: 25 mM SDS, 10.7 mM
sodium phosphate and 1.8 mM sodium tetraborate, pH 6.7. Panel B shows the result of
one degradation cycle of 50 pmol insulin chain B (see text). Only I nL of solution was
injected--the analyte peak represents 50ifmol of PTH-Phe (F).

Careful adjustment of the delivery times for reagents/solvents, the temperatures
for coupling/cleavage/conversion, and the conditions for electrophoresis from the
conversion chamber will provide equivalent or better cycle performance to
commercial sequencing instruments, but on femtomole-sized peptide samples. Given
the low volume requirements of the miniaturized sequencer, we predict cycle times of
20-30 minutes, including residue identification. We have recently separated seventeen
fluorescein thiohydantoin (FrH) amino acids by CE with laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF) detection [4]. Detection limits are on the order of 10"21 mol. Incorporation of
double coupling with FITC/PITC and analysis by CE/LIF detection will provide
sequence information on attomole peptide samples.
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Introduction

There have been many attempts to separate the Hi-histones from calf thymus
into their subtypes using reversed phase chromatography (RPC) [1]. So far none of
the reported homogeneous fractions obtained by chromatography or capillary
electrophoresis (CE) has been unambiguously identified in terms of molecular mass
and amino acid sequence. Here we introduce a combination of RPC and hydrophilic
interaction chromatography (HIIJC) to separate the subtypes of histone HI. Starting
with material prepared according to Pehrson and Cole [21 different acetonitrile/water
(0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)) gradients and flow rates were optimized for the
repetitive RP-columns: Nucleosil 100A C18 5pm, Eurosil Bioselect 200o C18
10Irm, Compax 300A C4 5pm, Nucleosil 120A C18 3pm, all 250 mm x 4 nun ID
and a polymer column PRP Eurogel 250A 5•n 120 mm x 4 mm, to get the best
resolution of the HI subtypes from calf thymus. HILJC is a mixed-mode hydrophilic
and ionic interaction chromatography developed by Alpert [3]. We used a sodium
perchlorate gradient with 80% acetonitrileA0.025% TFA on a strong cation-exchange
column (TSK SP 5 PW). The collected fractions from HILIC were then used as

samples for the RPC, where they were characterised by their retention times, desalted
and separated further in one step. The purified subtypes were characterised by SDS-
PAGE, ion-spray mass spectrometry (ion-spray MS) and matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS).

Results and Discussion

All tested C18 columns and the polymer column yielded two fractions with the
following pattern in SDS PAGE: the first fraction resulted in the upper band and the
second fraction in double bands, typically for histone HI from most species. The
best results were obtained with a gradient of 0.2% acetonitrile/min and lml/min.
With shallower gradients or lower flow rates the fractions were broader without better
resolution. In agreement with theory the tailing for the very basic histones was
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lower using the polymer column. Dividing the second peak in two fractions, namely
the ascending and the descending part, the ascending yields the upper and the
descending part the lower band. With the C4 phase we obtained two not baseline-
separated peaks with similar electrophoretic behavior as the material from other RP-
columns. But in contrast to the C18-columns the high mobility group (HMG)
proteins and the core histones were not well separated from the HI histones.
Therefore we chose Nucleosil 1o0A C18 5pn for the subtype separation as second
step after HILIC. The RP-fraction between the two HI fractions is ubiquitin
characterised by SDS-PAGE, ion-spray MS, MALDI MS and protein sequencing.
With HILIC we obtained three histone HI fractions and all of them showed either the
upper or lower single band in SDS-PAGE. One of these HILIC fractions could be
separated into two peaks by RPC. As a result we obtained at last four histone HI
fractions by this chromatographic combination. The first histone fraction obtained
by RPC showed at least four subtypes with ion-spray MS and MALDI MS with
molecular weights between 22500 and 22950 D. The signals for the second fraction
from RPC were so complex in ion-spray MS that they could not be evaluated. The
evaluation from the MALDI MS revealed at least five subtypes with molecular
weights between 21150 and 22300 D. After RPC fraction 3 from HILIC resulted in
one pure subtype with the molecular weight of 21365 ± 2.4 D as determined by ion-
spray MS.

The above described two-dimensional chromatography makes it possible to
obtain four fractions from histone HI from calf thymus including one pure subtype.
With an additional chromatographic step (EEC) it should be possible to achieve
further separation. Mass spectrometry has proven to be an indispensable tool for
assessing the homogeneity of obtained chromatographic fractions and detemining the
molar masses of their constituents.
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Amino-terminal serine to glycine post-
translational modification observed in nerve
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Introduction

Recombinant proteins are often biosynthesized in mammalian cells to effect
necessary post-translational modifications. The most commonly required reactions
include disulfide linkages to aid in proper folding and glycosylation at asparagine
and/or serine/threonine residues. However, vigilance must still be exerted to insure
that the secreted protein contains the proper amino-terminal amino acid confirming
that no nonspecific processing by proteases has occurred. In recent studies, an
unexpected post-translational amino-terminal serine to glycine conversion has been
observed in human recombinant nerve growth factor isolated from Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO) cells. Utilization of the technique of eletrospray mass spectrometry
was crucial to the detection and identification of this variant.

Results and Discussion

Recombinant human nerve growth factor is a dimer secreted from CHO cells
with its six cysteine residues correctly linked to form three disulfide bridges. Care
was taken to closely examine the integrity of both the amino and carboxyl termini
since it has been reported that the 120-residue monomer can be reduced by limited
enzymatic digests to 118 or 117 residues [1]. Electrospray mass spectrometry was
instrumental in corroborating these cleavages as proposed from amino acid
composition data. Hence, a careful analysis of an electrospray mass spectrum was
conducted. A species with a mass of 30 units less than expected was observed
(Figure 1). This difference is consistent with a serine to glycine conversion.
Sequence analysis suggested that this modification occurred at the amino-terminal
serine. A mass spectral analysis of the amino-terminal peptides released by trypsin
digestion and isolated using reversed-phase chromatography revealed the presence of
two species of masses 1068.1 and 1038.1 corresponding to SSSHPIFHR and
GSSHPWHR, respectively, in approximately a 4:1 ratio. A tandem mass spectral
analysis of the two parent ions located the amino-terminal residue as the site of the
conversion.

A chemically synthesized amino-terminal peptide SSSHIPFHR was covalently
attached to polystyrene beads and incubated for 7 days at 37*C with the supernatant
fluid from a CHO cell culture. An increase in glycine and a decrease in serine in the
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first cycle of a sequence analysis was observed in comparison so an unincubated
* sample indicating a probable post-translational mechanism. This observation is

consistent with the involvement of the enzyme serine hydroxymethyltransferase [2].
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Fig. L. Ekcsrospray ja= spectinn of a recombinant nerve growth factor preparation.
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Introduction

An understanding of the key parameters - resolution, speed and capacity -
affecting reversed-phase (RP) purification is essential in order to design an optimum
purification process. Such understanding is even more important to the preparative
purifier as the preparative purifier might not have the resources to use high pressure,
high theoretical plate count media and must rely on choosing the optimum medium
pressure packing.

This study uses frontal chromatography with a series of molecules of different
molecular weight to assist optimization. The frontal loading runs provide data
directly useful for choosing sample loading conditions and since frontal performance
is related to "effective" pore size, allows the selection of the optimum pore size resin
for purification. The experimental results are summarized in a grid (Figure 1) that
facilitates the choice of the optimum resin for the purification of a given sized
molecule. Values of key purification parameters - flow rate, maximum capacity and
pressure drop - are given for each resin in the grid.

Results and Discussion

For a small molecule like cephalosporin C (415 D) kinetic capacity to 1%
leakage is independent of flow rate and average pore diameter (API)) and proportional
to surface area. For the larger glycopeptide antibiotic vancomycin (1449 D), the 150
A APD resin is seen to have pore diffusion limitations. With molecules the size of
insulin (5700 D) and BSA (66,000 D) fast chromatography is possible with the 1000
A resin, for high capacity the 300 A resin must be operated below about 150 cm/hr.
For BSA and insulin sized molecules the 150 A resin offers the potential for the
removal of small molecular impurities. Above 200 cm/hr large molecules will pass
through the column unbound while considerable capacity remains for low molecular
weight impurities (Figure 2).
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Fig. 1. Resin performance grid: The grid lists the resin physical properties of the resins
studied along with column capacities and recommended values of key purification
parameters.
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Fig. 2. Capacity of 1% leakage as a function of linear velocity: The effect of loading
velocity on the adsorption capacity at 1% breakthrough of a series of molecules of
different sizes is shown. The capacity at 100% breakthrough (dynamic saturation
capacity, Figure 1) is the same at all velocities. The influent concentration was 5 mg/cc
(10 mg/cc for cephalosporin C;); influent pH was 2-3.
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Fig. 3. Effect of particle size on the resolution of the Alberta peptide mixture: The
resol.utian of an 8 pm silica base and a 35 pmn styrenic resin.

The Alberta peptide mixture is well resolved on a 378 plate column of 35 pim
resin partcles (Figure 3). Although a shallower gradient is used than with the 8 pin
column, this shows that well packed columns of medium pressure media can resolve
chemically similar molecules.
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Introduction,

The, Wecade has seen a revolution in purification techniques for many
peptides A proteins, both in the laboratory and in an industrial setting. High
Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), for example, has moved from being
regarded as an expensive, primarily analytical tool to a position where it is being
used more and more as a purification methodology. The reasons for this include the
greatly improved understanding of the fundamentals of preparative HPLC as well as
the increased need for purification techniques capable of meeting the stringent
regulatory requirements for recombinant products. The situation today is that HPLC
is recognized as having a major part to play in purification; it is highly cost-effective
in that it is able to replace multiple steps in conventional purification processes, thus
eliminating handling, labour costs etc., and it is also able to perform purifications
which cannot be carried out by any other process. One of the major problems in
designing preparative I-PLC methodologies is that of optimization. It is not always
clear exactly how best to optimize in any given situation, nor are there good
guidelines as to the influence of the operating parameters on the optimum separation.
This paper addresses some of the issues relevant to these questions.

Separations on a large scale must be carried out under optimized conditions in
order to be most effective. The question of optimization has been addressed in a
number of publications, most of which result in the optimization of production rate -
i.e. to maximize the quantity of product produced in unit time from a given piece of
equipment. In production liquid chromatography, the most important parameter is
not the production rate, but is the cost of the process. The optimal conditions for
cost minimization are not necessarily those which give the maximum production
rate. In order to begin to assess how the optimization of peptide separations may be
approached, computer simulations based upon the separation of bovine and porcine
insulins were carried out.

Experimental. The calculations were performed assuming a total annual
production of 10 metric tonnes of a tfptide starting at a 95% pure product, arriving at
a material of 99.5% purity. The development of competitive adsorption isotherms is
the most difficult part of simulation of separations. This is especially true for
peptide and protein solutes since the measurement of even the single solute isotherms
is fraught with difficulty. This problem was met by finding parameters for isotherms
h',ed upon the Ideal Adsorbed Solution theory which allowed computer simulations
that resulted in predictions which matched the observed behaviour of the insulins
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studied. The mobile phase was a gradient of 27 to 31% acetonitrile in 10 column
volumes. Log k' and S values were taken to be those previously determined for the
insulins (5.31 and 14.9 for "peptide 1" and 5.48 and 15.2 for "peptide 2"). Saturation
capacities of 30 and 45 respectively were employed in the calculations. The diffusion
coefficient for the peptides was taken to be 2.10-11 and the Knox equation coefficients
A, B and C were 1,2 and 0.1 respectively. Operation at 20 bar pressure was assumed.
Calculations were made using proprietary Prochrom software using a 66 MHz 80486-
based personal computer.

The costs of solvent were taken to be $5/1 for acetonitrile and $0.1/1 for the
cost of recovered acetonitrile. Packing materials were estimated to be $6000/kg for
1l0jm packings and $3500/kg for 15p.m material. Labour cost was set at $30/hour
and a total of 7000 working hours were assumed for the production. Equipment costs
were for Prochrom Industrial Scale HPLC systems of appropriate size (from 20 to
100 cm id columns) and were amortized over a 10 year period. The cost of crude
product was either $100, $1000 or $5000/kg.

Results and Discussion

Figure I shows the results of cost calculations for a column 33 cm in length
packed with l0.tm particles for three different values of crude cost. The cost of the
process in terms of cost per kilo of purified product is plotted against the recovery of
the product. Since the required annual production is fixed, the recovery is changed by
adjusting the loading in the column by changing the diameter. This in turn changes
the quantity of solvent and packing material used in the process. The cost of the loss
of the crude material is balanced against the cost required to achieve a given recovery.
The optimum for the low cost products occurs at recoveries considerably below 90%.
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Fig. 1. Plot of product cost vs recovery at crude costs of $1001kg (crosses), $1000/kg
(circles) and $5000/kg (triangles).

Optimum production rates are found at recoveries of 60 to 70%, and the minimum
cost in this instance is likely to be somewhere between this value and around 80%.
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Since the curve is very flat, the optimum is broad and the actual value chosen does
not matter greatly. This means that the separation can be fitted into existing
equipment and custom units are not required. As the crude cost is increased (the open
circles correspond to $1000/kg, the triangles to $5000/kg), the optimum cost is
found at higher values of recovery. Very expensive crudes force the separation
conditions to very high recoveries. This results in expensive processes since large,
lightly loaded columns are used. The efficiency required for the columns is a function
of the cost of the crude material.
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Fig. 2. Plot ofproduct cost vs column efficiency. Legend as Fig. I.

Figure 2 shows a plot of product cost against column efficiency for the three
crude cost levels. At low crude cost, the column efficiency is very low, at around
400 plates. (Note that the efficiencies are low despite the use of 10pIm particles
because the high intrinsic efficiency of the column is traded for the speed of
separation). Higher crude costs, which result in the need for higher recoveries, also
demand higher column efficiencies. Again, the optima are relatively broad. The
simulations were carried out for packing materials of both 10 and 15 jIm. In all
cases, for this separation, the cost of the product resulting from the 10 Pim packing
was less than that from the 15 ILm material. This is not a general conclusion for
preparative chromatography, but may be specially relevant to peptide and protein
separations due to the extremely low diffusion coefficients observed.

The computer optimization of preparative peptide separations results in a
number of observations. The cost of the separation process is strongly dependent
upon the cost of the crude material. Low cost crudes result in low recovery of
material and operation of the column at high load. Higher cost crudes require
increasingly high values of recovery. This forces the loading of the column down;
thus larger column sizes must be employed. This necessity increases the cost of the
production. For high cost crudes, typical of biotechnological production or multiple
reaction synthetic procedures, the recovery of product has to be very high and the
optimum cost is a strong function of operating conditions. There is an optimum
column efficiency which depends both upon the selectivity found in the separation,
the displacements between the solutes and the cost of the crude material. Finally, the
particle diameter of the packing material can have unexpected influence on the
optimum process cost.
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Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry analysis
of opiold peptide precursors
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Introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS) methods are being developed to study the production
of several important neuropeptides that derive from the metabolic cascade that occurs
in a neuron: DNA -+ mRNA -+ various large and intermediate-sized precursors -4
neuropeptides -- inactive metabolites. Those data are needed to clarify the
metabolism of neuropeptides that occurs in control and pathophysiological tissues
and fluids. Electrospray ionization (ESI) MS has been used to characterize
intermediate-sized neuropeptide precursor molecules that are produced from their
respective precursors, preproenkephalin Al-263, which produces methionine
enkephalin (ME) and proopiomelanocortmi-n (POMC), which produces P3-endorphn
(BE). "Intermediate-sized" means fewer than the ca. 260 amino acids in a precursor,
but more than the five or 31 amino acids in ME or BE, respectively.

Results and Discussion

Bovine pituitaries (n=5) were homogenized at neutral pH with enzyme
inhibitors. Gel permeation (G75) and RP-HPLC (inear gradient over 90 min of
15-60% acetonitrile in TEAF buffer pH 3.15) were used to isolate intermediate-sized
precursors from bovine pituitaries. Commercial ME RIA kits were used to monitor
the peaks containing ME-like immunoreactivity (ME-li) in GP and RP-HPLC
fractions after treatment with CNBr and trypsin. All ME-li containing fractions were
analyzed by ESI-MS on a VG Auto Spec Q (EBEqQ) mass spectrometer. The source
was operated at 4 kV. The samples wre introduced into the source at a flow-rate of 3
mi/min in 1:1 (v:v) CH3OH:H 20 containing 1% CHCOOH. ESIMS analysis of
one immunoreactive fraction showed three major components, with M.W. of ca.
6550, 8440 and 9855, respectively (Figure 1). Trypsin treatment of this mixture,
when analyzed by LSIMS, showed the presence of ions at m/z 558 mid 1134 (among
others) (•plm 2), which correspond to the trypic peptides BE22 (POMC,2_ )
and BE, 0.,9 (=POMC244-25 3). The peaks at m/z 558 and 1134 were also present in
the FAB spectra from trypsin treatment of endogenous BE (M.W. 3465) in our
previous studies [1]. Therfare, that peak may well be - indication that this fraction
contains intermediate-sized precursors derived from POMC. At this stage, we feel
that the component with a mass of 9,855 is the intermediate-sized precursor of BE.
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Therefore, this HPLC fraction will be subjected to further HPLC and/or CZE
separation, and the putative precursor ion at 9,855 will be studied by trypsin
treatment, ESIMS, LSIMS, and MS/MS sequencing of each tryptic fragment. In
that manner, we will locate the intermediate-sized precursor of 9,855 mass units
within the larger POMC precursor molecule itself. We are also searching for the
intermediate-sized precursors of ME by the same method. For example, ESIMS
analysis of another active fraction showed the presence of a major peak with a mass
of ca. 15,034 Da, as shown by the series of (M+nH)' ions 12+-23+ at m/z 1254-
655, and a smaller peak (ca. 5%) at 14,879 (Figure 3). Trypsin treatment of this
fraction yielded 12 tryptic fragments, which were analyzed by LSIMS and ESIMS and
which showed very small peaks at m/z 701 and 729, corresponding to the (M+H)+
ions of ME-K and ME-R.

Finally, this analytical system will be used to analyze human pituitaries (post-
mortem controls and post-surgical tumors).
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Fig. 1. ESIMS analysis of one bnnmoreactive fraction extacted frm bovine pinuiaries.
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Unambiguous determination of the optical purity
of peptides via GC-MS
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Introduction

One of the most accurate and sensitive methods for the analysis of the optical
purity of amino acid residues in peptides involves hydrolysis in 6N HCI/H 20,
derivatization of the free amino acids and gas chromatographic separation of the
enantiomers on a chiral stationary phase (e.g., Chirasil Val [1]). This analysis has
been automated by the'novel instrument DLAA1 consisting of the automatic
chemical derivatizer Autoderivat 100/2 (C.A.T.), gas chromatograph GC-14/1 and
autoinjector AOC-14 (both Shimadzu) [4]. The method however suffers from one
weakness: under the conditions of hydrolysis, racemization occurs and the amount of
racemate determined represents the sum of the amount originally present in the
peptide plus that generated during acidolysis.

A technique for the unambiguous quantitation of the racemate content of
peptides and proteins of synthetic or natural origin was presented by Frank et al. [2].
The protein or pepide is hydrolyzed in 6N DCYD20, whereby racemization is
accompanied by deuterium exchange in the a-C position. The standard detector (FID
or NSD) is replaced by a mass spectrometer operating in the scan mode and from the
relative amounts of deuterium-labeled to non-labeled species of a characteristic ion
necessarily containing the a-H/D, the proportion of racemate arising from the
hydrolysis could be calculated. The contribution of the natural isotopes 13C, 15N,
170 etc. to the intensity of the (I+l)+ ion must be considered. Using multiple ion
detection, Liardon et al. [3] improved the methodology, developing a series of
equations with which the interference from neighboring ions (I+l)+ and (I-l)+ could
be taken into account.

According to our experience, a simplification of the method described by
Liardon but employing single-ion detection is viable. With this method, mass
spectrometers not equipped with MID hardware may also be used. Using the
instrumental setup as described below, it is possible to quantitate down to
approximately 0.1% of D-enantiorners in peptides.

Results aud Discumksso

Sample preparation: With the AHST-I station (C.A.T.), peptides and proteins
are typically hydrolyzed under vacuum in 6 N deuterium chloride in deuterium oxide
(isotopic purity >99.5 atom% D, Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) for 24 hours at 110H C.
If tryptophan or cystein are to be determined, 1% thioglycolic acid is added as an
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antioxidanL After hydrolysis, excess reagemt is evaporated at 110 C using a gentle
N2 stream. 400 W of 4N Ha in I-propanol is added to the dry hydrolysate, the vial
flushed with nitrogen before sealing, and heated to 110* C for 30 min after which
excess reagent is evaporated under a nitrogen stream at 1100 C. 200 pI trifluoroacetic
anhydride/ethyl trifluoroacetate (1:1) are added to the dry amino acid ester
hydrochlorides and the mixture is heated to 1500 C for 10 min. After cooling to
room temperature, the solution is carefully brought to dryness and the residue
dissolved in 150 W toluene. If histidine is to be determined, 50 pl isopropyl
chloroformate are added to the sample and the vial heated to 400 C for 20 min.

Gas chromatography: The N(OS)-trifluoroacetyl amino acid esters are separated
on a deactivated glass or fused silica capillary (20 m x 0.28 nun) coated with
Chirasil-Val (df = 0.13 p) with hydrogen as carrier gas. The column is programmed
from 670 C to 2000 C at 40 C/mrin and the peaks identified by way of their retention
times. Standard detection is done with FID or NSD. The derivatization procedure,
combined with the GC separation may be automated with the Autoanalyzer DLAA1
(Shimadzu/C.A.T.).

Mass spectrometry: An MATI 12 (magnetic field) mass spectrometer with
electron impact ionization (80eV) was operated in the SIM mode. Adjustment of the
magnetic field was facilitated by the accurate mass display of the data system (AMD
Intectra). The SIM signal was monitored with a Trivector integrator.

Racemization during acid hydrolysis involves protonation and deprotonation of
the carboxyl group with tautomeric enol rearrangement at the 4x-C position. If the
hydrolysis is carried out in a fully deuterated environment, the racemate formed is
deuterium-labeled at the oa-position with a consequent shift of one mass unit of all
fragments containing this moiety. The proportion of D-amino acids originally
present in the peptide is thus represented by the relative amounts of the unlabeled
form:

Original racemate content = AD(1) 100 A ()AD(1) + AL(I)

where ADO) is the peak area of the D-enantiomer measured on the ion (I).

Two prerequisites must be fulfilled:
1. It is imperative that the ion selected for monitoring (I)+ includes the a-H.
2. The ion (I-1)+ should be of low intensity (less than 5%) relative to the

monitored ion (1)+. Incorporation of deuterium would lead to its being detected
together with the unlabeled ion (I)+ and would result in a positive error with a
value of the product of the relative intensity of (I-l)+ and the degree of
racemization during hydrolysis.

In Table 1, the recommended ions for the determination of each amino acid together
with their relative intensity and the intensity of the ion (I-l)+ relative to (I)+ are
listed.

Although usually only the original racemate content is of importance, the
degree of racemization during hydrolysis may also be determined by subtraction of the
racemate content originally present from the total racemate content determined withnon-specific detection (FID, NSD or MS-TIC).

Despite its unquestionable advantages over the standard gas chromatographic
method with non-specific detection, the described method has its own sources of
enror:
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Table I loss for dewiaaim of amino acids

SAmino acid M)+ M)+ (-
reL abundance rel. abundance to (1)+

Ala 140 100 1.5
Val 168 100 3
Be 182 60 2.5
Pro 253 10 <4
Leu 182 45 0.7
Set 252 3 <6
Hyp 365 1.5 <10
Asp 228 40 2.5
Met 287 26 <1.5
Pbe 303 1.5 <10
Tyr 302 48 <1
Lys 180 100 3.6
Arg 435 47 <1
TIp 438 4.3 <6
Hyp 365 1.5 <10
Cl-Phe 337 7.9 <5
Nal 353 9.6 <4

The small dynamic range of 104 of the quadrupol and magnetic sector mass
spectrometer and only 103 of the ion trap (cf. 107 for FID) is one of the main draw-
backs of this analysis. In consequence, the sample has to be injected within a small
concentration range to allow determination of 0. 1% of the D-enantiomer. In addition
the relative abundance of the various ions measured may differ by a factor of 30.

The error arising from the deuterium-labeling of the (I-1)+ ion has been
mentioned above. Its maximum magnitude may be estimated from the intensity of
the (I-1)+ ion in the mass spectrum of the non-labeled amino acid and the degree of
racemization during hydrolysis. If the ion (I- 1)+ however results from the abstraction
of the a-H, it will not contribute to the intensity of the ion (I)+, and will thus not
falsify the results.

The lower limit of determination will probably be governed by racemization
during the acid catalysed esterification in 'HCI/I-propanol. We find it possible to
determine down to approximately 0.1% for most amino acids under the conditions
described. Liardon noted a non-linearity in the racemate content of spiked samples at
this level, which was presumably a result of racemization with concomitant
de-labeling during derivatization.
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Imtroductium

Due to rapid separation (up to 10-15 mini), high resolution (several million
theoretical plates) and high sensitivity (attomole range), CE will become an
unreplaceable tool in the laboratories of peptide chemists [I and references cited
therein]. Especially, the most recent commercially available CE systems, such as
the BioFocus 3000 CE (Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany) [2], offering automatic constant
volume sample injection, efficient capillary temperature control, cooling or heating
of the sample and fracton collection compartment and coated or uncoated capillaries
in cartridges of different capillary lengths, allow rapid, reproducible and sensitive
seartons-

For the development of specific antibodies and epitope mapping experiments,
solid phase peptide synthesis of parathymosun a fragments (26-30), (20-30), (16-30),
(11-30), (7-30), (1-30) was performed, and the crude and purified products were
investigated by HPLC and CE.

Ac-hWEAAAELSAKDucKKvEK KAýRK-H

Fig.)1. Primary smwcaare of parathyrosin a (1-30). Underline amino acid residues were
couple twice dauing pe"&d synthess.

Resilts and Dhcusulmi

The peptide synthesis of the perathynosin a fragments (sequence 1-30, shown
in Figure 1) was performed buschwise by the Fmnoc/But solid phase technique, using
an automatic synthesizer (Ecosia P, EPpendorf-Biotronic, Maintal. Germany) and
p-ben~zloybeinzyl Amloohlpolystyrandll%-divinylbeezene resin (Wang resin; 0.5g).
loaded wit 0.3 taM Fmoc-Lys(oc)-OH
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A) B)

Fig. 2. Electropherograms and Chrmatograms (RPHPLC of pured synthetic
parashyi osin a (26-30). pawl A and parathymosin a (]-") panel B.
Electropherogams: BkPaA BioFocus 3000; cpipUxy: coated (25 pim x 24 cm); loading:
6 sec.6KV; running conditions: 10 KV; blnfer: O.lM phosphate, pH 2.5; concentration:
141 W/lO pjkA 129 1100 p'B)" datecu. UV(A. = 214 nm)
RP-HPLC: high precision pemp model 480 (Gynivkotek. Munich, Germany), UVIDEC-
100 ill UV spectrometer (Jaco, Grop-Zinmern, Genmany) detection: UV (I = 214 nm).
Conditions A: Column: C2 + CIS-PEP-S (5 pm 4 x 250 nm; LIB-Pharmacia, Bromma,
Sweden flow rate: I iniMin; eluwt (iwcratic): " H20/TFA (1000.:0,17).
Conditions B: H20/FA (1000:0,17), B: CH3CN/H20/FfA (600:400:0.15); flow rate:
Iml/min gradient: 5-95% B in 30 min.

The Fmoc amino acids (Calbiochem-Novabiochem, Bad Soden, Germany) are
coupled in 2.5 fold excess with benzotriazol-1-yl-oxy-tris-(dimethylamino)-
phoephonium hmealmu pI-I.- (BOP; 2.5 equivalents) and diisopfopylethylunine
(DIFA; 3.5 equivalents). The following side chain protections were applied:
Arg(Pmc), Asp(OtBu), Glu(OtBu), Ser(tBu) and Lys(Boc). The syntheses were
performed in dimethylformamide (DMF), applying single and double coupling
procedures (underlined in Figure 1). The Fmoc amino acids, BOP and DIEA,
dissolved in DMF, were preactivated and transferred to the reaction vessel.

* Depruection of the Fmoc Smups were cried out with 25% piperidine in DMF (1 x
3; 1 x 15 mrin). The peptides (FPoc-deprotected) were cleaved from the resin with
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simultaneous removal of the side chain-protecting groups in trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA)thioanisolelH 20 (4:1:0.5 v/v/v) within 3A. The peptides were precipitated in
10 fold excess ice cooled diethyl ether, collected by filtration and lyophilized from I%
acetic acid in water.

Figure 2 shows, for comparison, the chromatograms (HPLC) and
electropherograms of the purified synthetic fragments (26-30) and (1-30) of
parathymosin a, which demonstrate that CE separations proceed in shorter time and
with higher resolution.

Furthermore, using coated capillaries, a linear relationship was found for the
synthetic fragments, if their M2n/Z values (M--mass, Z=charge) versus their
migration times are plotted (Figure 3). This relationship can be applied for peak
assignments in the eletropherograms of peptide mixtures.

10

Mkat.

Fig. 3. Stndard curve fr the synthetic peptide fragments of parathymosin a
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Correlation of a-helical secondary peptide
structure and retention behaviour in

reversed-phase HPLC
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Introduction

Beside the overall hydrophobicity, also the secondary structure induced by
reversed-phase interaction may affect the HPLC retention behaviour of peptides. The
formation of an amphipathic a-helical structure induces a preferred hydrophobic
binding domain and leads to a considerably stronger retention on reversed-phase
columns [1, 2). In order to evaluate the relation between the presence of amphipathic
a-helical secondary structure and the RP-HPLC retention time we synthesized D-
amino acid replacement sets of KLALKLALKALKAALKLA-amide and NPY 1-36,
since incorporation of D-amino acids is known to destroy helical structures.

Results and Discussion

Inversion of the amino acid configuration at position Leu4 to Ala18 of the
amphipathic a-helical model peptide KLALKLALKALKAALKLA-NH 2 leads to a
significant drop of both, CD determined belicity as well as reversed-phase HPLC
retention time (Figure 1). The effect is stronger in the middle of the molecule and is
pronounced by substitution of two adjacent amino acids (DD-replacement).
Replacement of an amino acid in the N-terminal region of the helical peptide with its
D-enantiomer enhances helicity and leads to an increase of the hydrophobic
interaction in reversed-phase cy.

The investigation of a DD-replacement set of NPY 1-36 has shown that
substitutions in the N-terminal sequence which is known to have random coil
structure have rather no influence on helicity and retention behaviour (Figure 2). In
contrary, double D-amino acid substitutions in positions, which are described to be
involved in the helical structure of NPY (residues 19-34 131, or residues 15-26 and
28-35, linked by a hinge inducing a 100r angle [4]) cause a significant decrease of
CD determined helicity as well as of retention time of the analogs, indicating the
influence of D-amino acid substitution on the helical propensity.

It is obvious that the influence of the D-amino acid substitution position on
helicity correlates with change of peptide retention data. Conclusively, HPLC
retention behaviour of a D-amino acid replacement set of peptides provides an
indication of the presence and location of amphiputhic a-helical secondary structure.
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Fig. 1. influence of the position of D-amino acid substitution on the CD determined
helicity [5] A and RP-HPLC retention time [6] B of KLALKLALKALKAALKLA-NHz.
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Fig. 2. Influence of the position of D-amino acid substitution on the CD determined
helicity 151 A and RP-HPLC retention time 16) B of NPY 1-36.
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Antibody binding constants by capillary
electrophoresis

L.M. Martin, K.S. Rotondi and R.B. Merrifleld
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Introduction

In the course of our studies of McPC603, its Feb fragments, and its semi-
synthetic recombinants, we have developed a capillary electrophoretic technique to
measure antibody binding constants quickly and with a minimal amount of sample.
Existing methods include but are not limited to equilibrium dialysis, NMR studies of
the active site micro environment, sedimentation equilibrium and fluorescence
quenching. Although all of these methods allow for binding constant determination,
they suffer from requirements of either large amounts of time or large amounts of
material or both. Previously researchers have obtained the binding constants for the
McPC603 Fb fragments utilizing equilibrium dialysis, the calculated values are 1.7
x 105 M-1 (11, 1.21 ± 0.06 x IO M-t [2] and 6.59 x 104 M-1 [3]. The only two
requirements for the implementation of the capillary electrophoretic technique are
conditions that suitably resolve the immunoglobulin and an antigen that possesses a
charge at the pH at which the determination is made. A charged antigen affects an
electrophoretic mobility shift on the binding peak (Figure 1). The experiment is
done under physiological conditions, and sample volumes consumed do not exceed 1
Wi1 of a concentrated sample. The detection is performed by UV spectroscopy, and
therefore no special chemistry is required.

Results and Discussion

A common problem encountered by researchers attempting CE analysis on large
proteins is adherence to the bare silica walls. A Supelco CI coated capillary was
used to overcome this problem. There are a number of advantages to using such a
system, among them are decreased endoosmotic flow, decreased electrostatic attraction
between positively charged proteins and the capillary wall, and the avoidance of buffer
additives which might interfere with the antibody, antigen complex. Using the
aforementioned capillary the buffer system which gave the best resolution was 20
mM borate pH 9.5. Our hapten, phosphorylcholine (PC) is negatively charged above
pH 5 and does not absorb significantly at 210 nm. The buffers used in the binding
constant detemination were made up from dilutions of stock solutions containing 20
mM borate, 1 x 10,3 M PC, 50 mM NaCI, and the borate buffer with NaC! added to
give buffer the same conductivity as the PC containing buffer. We have noted that
reduced currents produced by lower ionc strengths yield better results.
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0.022 No PC 10-3 M PC

0.018

0.014

0.010-

0.006-

0.0021 - -- -"--------- ------
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Fig. 1. Electmphorefic mobility shaft upon addition of PC to CE buffer.

The electrophoretic mobility (pI) of a species is determined by the elution time
of the species in question compared to the elution time of a sample of known
electrophmfetic mobility. In our case the reference molecule is mesityl oxide which
is uncharged and thus has a p of 0. Additionally It is related to the total capillary
length, the length to the detector, and the applied voltage [4]. Upon binding the PC
the charge of the IgA or Fb is changed by -1 and its electrophoretic mobility ()i) will
thus be altered. By plotting tt vs. p/[PC] and extrapolating to large [PC] the pu. and
v (p/p..) can be calculated for a series of runs (Table 1).

LrLo(T 1

Table I Recorded and calculated data for the binding of PC by the Fabfragment

[PC]x10 4 M' IjtxlO3  lSIPCJ vl/p4max v/IPC] M"
(cm2Nec) cieNsec]M)

1.0 -8.93 -89.34 0.94 9400
2.5 -9.22 -36.88 0.97 3900
5.0 -9.44 -18.87 0.99 2000

10.0 -9.70 1 1000
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1.00 Ks = [complex/[PC][Ab]
K ["mpaxYKa['PC][b0.99

0.98 R2 0.963 sMe -/Ka[PC]

0.97-slope I/K ah. 0.97

0.96

0.95

0.94
0.93

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

v/[PC] ( -1)

Fig. 2. Binding plot of McPC603 Fab fragment.

Plotting v vs. v/[PC produces a graph with a slope that is the negative inverse
of the binding constant (Figure 2). The Ka which has been determined for the Fab
fragment is 1.5 x 105 at 30 -C which is in good agreement with the published values.

The binding constant determination of the intact McPC603 by CE has proven
elusive thus far, due primarily to the large net charge (-17) present on the
immunoglobulin at the pH at which the experiment must be performed. Pepsin
cleavage of McPC603 produced a Fab fragment with a MW of 62,000 by SDS-
PAGE. This fragment was calculated to have a charge of -8 at the experimental pH
and thus showed a more dramatic shift upon binding the hapten. The speed of sample
analysis coupled with minimal sample consumption makes this method of binding
constant determination highly promising for those samples which can be adequately
separated by CE.
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Introduction

Carefully controlled kinetic studies [1] had allowed the synthesis of BHAR
batches containing higher amounts of amino groups than previously reported and,
important for large scale SPPS, these resins have been useful for syntheses of a-
carboxamide peptides [2]. Besides this use, there is indeed &possibility of employing
highly substituted BHARs also as novel anion exchange resins in aqueous solution.
This is due to our earlier findings which demonstrated that, the higher the amount of
positively charged ammonium groups in resins, the better the swelling in more polar
solvents including water [1]. Thus, the purpose of this work was to test, by
purifying negatively charged model peptides, the true potentiality of the anion
exchanger properties of BHAR-type resins.

Results and Discussion

Forcing more the benzoylation reaction step of our previously reported BHAR
synthesis method [ I ], it was possible to increase the maximum substitution degree of
BHAR from 2.2 mmol/g to 3.3 mmmol/g. The hydration capacity of the two
BHAR batches was estimated by the microscopic measurement of resin beads [3] and,
as expected, the average volume of solvent (0.02 M NH4Ac aqueous buffer, pH 5.0)
absorbed by each bead (calculated by subtracting the volume of dry from that of the
swollen bead) increased from 2.6 x 105 pm 3 to 5.9 x 105 p= 3 as the degree of
substitution ranged from 2.2 mmol/g to 3.3 mmol/g. These swelling values of
amino protonated BHARs in aqueous solution are rather similar to those of amino
deprotonated BHAR in DCM or DMF during the coupling reaction in the peptide
synthesis cycle [1] thus suggesting that, in principle, highly substituted BHARs
have sufficient hydration capacity to be tested as anion exchange resins in aqueous

The two acidic peptides, DEVYHPF and DEVYIEPF with net charges (at
pH 5.0) near (-1) and (-3), respectively, were submitted to chromatographic
purification with 2.2 mmol/g and in 3.3 mmol/g BHARs. The (+2) DRVYIHP-
amide was also tested as a control and among commercial resins, the strong anion
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exchange AGI-X2 resins (Bi d) was also chosu for convaeison. Figure I shows

O

Sam ,A

So~oooo 3% HCo• 20%

OA -O"Mee% HOAG 30%

OLO PP

. - .4

so 0o@ in W 20 0 g 0

ELUTION VOLUME Wre)

Fig. ). Anion exchange chromatography of DRVYIHP-amide (PI), DEVYIHPF (P2) and
DEVYIEPF (P3) on AGI-X2 resin (A), 3.3 mnoL/g BHAR (B) and 2.2 mmo//g RHAR (C)
EM ea pf-gradient from 0.02 M wwnoeisn acetate, pH 5.5 to 10% HOAc, pH 2.3, 120 ml
each) and 3.5 mmoL of anwmiom groups per column.

the chromatographic profiles obtained in a linear pH-gradient (from pH 5.3 to 2.3).
The comparison of the anion exchange properties of the two BHAR batches indicated
improved elution and resolution of peaks as the amount of ammonium groups in the
resin increased (better swelling). The 3.3 mmol/g BHAR presented an elution profile,
rather similar to that seen with commercial AGI-X2 resin. As expected, the
positively charged control peptide (Pt) eluted in the void volume of the three
columns. These fiadings confirmed the feasibility of anion exchange purification
with highly substituted BHAR-type polymer, so far employed as the solid support
for peptide synthesis. Furthermore, differently from commercial resins which contain
quaternary, tertiary or secondary amino functions, the presence of a more reactive
primary mino group bound to the BHAR matrix might be used advantageously to
obtain other resin-derivatives for various purposes.
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Introduction

Although X-ray crystallography and multi-dimensional NMR have been
developed as powerful methods for the determination of protein structures, there is a
considerable need for unequivocal, molecular approaches of characterizing chemical
properties of specific residues in proteins. Protein-chemical modification has long
been employed for evaluation of chemical reactivities in structure-function studies
[11; however, conventional analytical methods frequently do not provide
unambiguous identification of modification sites, and require radioactive labelling.
The development of desorption-ionization mass spectrometric methods, such as fast
atom bombardment (FABMS), 252-Cf plasma desorption (PDMS) and electrospray
(ESMS) has enabled accurate molecular weight determinations of polypeptides and
proteins up to >100 kDa, as well as the direct analysis of multicomponent peptide
mixtures. The combination of specific chemical modification with direct mass
spectrometric peptide mapping of proteolytic mixtures has recently been developed as
a new approach to obtain chemical reactivity data in proteins [2] (Figure 1). This
method has already been successfully shown with several specific reactions such as
amino acylation, Tyr-iodination and -nitration and carboxylate-amidation, to yield
direct information on surface topology and microenvironment effects in protein
sbuctures.

Results and Discussion

Principal analytical steps of the mass spectrometric approach are: (1) limited
protein-chemical modification at different reaction conditions (time, reagent excess);
(2) direct molecular weight determinations revealing the number and distribution of
modified residues of protein derivatives; (3) proteolytic digestion and mass spectral
peptide mapping analysis to identify the modification sites; and (4) estimation of
relative reactivities from the increase and decrease in molecular ion abundances of
modified vs unmodified peptide fragments. In addition, the ESMS analysis of protein
derivatives in step (2) provides direct information on structural changes with
increasing modification by comparison of the charge structure (envelope) of multiple
protonated molecular ions, and analysis by deuterium exchange [3, 41.
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For the amino-acetylation and -succinylation with a range of molar excess of
acylanhydrides at pH 6.5, the application of this approach for surface topology
probing has been systematically studied with proteins of different globular structures,
such as hen egg white lysozyme (HEL), bovine RNAse and horse heart myoglobin.
A gradual increase of modification (mol. weights) was found, yielding selective
acetylation of the total number of 7 (HEL), 11 (RNAse) and 21 (myoglobin) lysine
and N-terminal amino groups at 100-300-fold excess of anhydride/NH 2 -group. PD
mass spectrometric peptide mapping analysis after trypsin digestion provided the
unequivocal identification of the acetylation sites by the shifts (Lys -- Arg) of
tryptic cleavage sites, and the conesponding molecular ions of acetylated peptides [3].
Relative reactivities were derived from the corresponding molecular ion abundances
by PDMS; in addition a direct quantification of acetylated peptides was obtained by
FABMS peptide mapping after differential acylation of proteins with acetyl- and
trideuitroacetyl-anhydride [5].

The relative reactivities for the acetylation of amino groups determined from the
peptide mapping data were compared with the relative surface accessibilities (SA) for
a 1.4 A van der Waals sphere [6] fiom the X-ray structnes. A clear linear correlation
of reactivities with the SA values of Lys residues was found as shown in Figure I for
HEL and RNAse A, while pK1 . values had no significant effect. Besides the
expected large deviation in reactvity of the N-terminal amino groups, the only
significant exception was found for the Lys4" residue of high reactivity in RNAse A
(SA = 0.15) which together with the His19 and His" 2 residues is part of the active
hydrolytic centre of the enzyme (Figure 2) [7].

A RNA" M Lkysmym

AA

jj• KIx-NH2

U7 K1

&K33  AK97

K31
U

"00 K131 KI

K M8
'A K% AA

normalized static surfac accessibility

Fig. ). Correlaton of relative reactivides of amino-acetylation in HEL (N) and bovine
RNAse A (A) with surface accesszibities. £4 values are referred to the tripeptide Ala-Lys-
Ala [6].
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His I

Fig. 2Z Tewrtiy smwuture schems of RNAse A highlighting the amtino acid residues
hivolved in the active hydrolytic centre

The results obtained so far with rmodel proteins of kuown tertiary structures are
promising, and first applications are studie at present of mass spectromnetric peptide
mapping to surface topology probing, such as in helical polypeptides and leucine
zipper protein complexes with oligonucleotides. Furthermore, an exciting
application potential is the selective modification of protein antigen-antibody
complexes, followed by proteolytic digestion and mass spectromnetric analysis of
dissociated antigen peptides (maass spectrometric epitope mapping [81). This
approach is presently being applied to the characterization of confoimationally
assembled epitopes of myoglobin with monoclonal antibodies.
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Identification of the active site of CoA tramnsferase
by peptide sequencing
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Introduction

The recently sequenced pig hem CoA trandae [uccinyl-CoA:3-ketoncid CoA
transferae, EC 2.8.3.5.] consists of two identical subunits of 481 residues each [1].
A hydrophilicity plot of the monomer suggests two interacting domains linked by a
solvent-accessible hinge region. SDS-PAGE analysis indicates that this linker
region is nicked in a preparation of active enzyme purified in the absence of PMSF.

Previously, it was demonstrated that the catalytically active moiety of this
enzyme, to which CoA is thioesterified to form a covalent intermediate, is a
glutamate sidechain [2]. In order to identify this glutamate residue within the
sequence, we have made use of an autolytic fragmentation shown to occur at the
active site when the enzyme-CoA intermediate is heated [3]. This fragmentation,
which can be carried out on intact or proteolytically nicked CoA transferase, occurs
approximately 253 of the distance from the enzyme's N-terminus, and generates an N-
terminally blochk C-terminal fraglment. To locate the active site glutamate more
precisely, we have attempted to apply the methods of HFLC and mass spectrometry.

Results ad Dcusodn

The nicked form of CoA transferase both prior and subsequent to autolysis, is
repreented schematically in Figure 1. Proteolysis alone is shown to generate
segmens A and B, while the autolytic fragmentation releases peptides C and D.
Significanly, peptide D is bordered at its N-terminus by the proteolytic cleavage site,
and at its C-terminus by the site of autolysis (Le. the active site). Because the site of
proteolysis has been identified in the sequence of CoA transferase, accurate
determination of the ms of peptide D allows for precise identification of the active
site glutamate residue. In order to isolate this peptide, the two forms of nicked CoA
u'isferase were analyzed by reversed-phame (RP) HPL; their corresponding elution

profiles we compared in Figure 1. Given that peaks labeled 1-5 appear in both plots,
it is clewr that dtee peptides, denoted X, Y, and Z, we specifically associated with the
autolytically ftagnmeted sample. The identity of these time peptides will very
shortly be addresed by their analysis on a benchtop electrmo y mass spectrometer.

The design of these experiments illustrates the value of peptide sequencing by
mm spectrometry to the study of a protein's prinmry structure.
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nV
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Fig. 1. Eluion profiles for RPoHPLC of CoA trwaferase, either nicked (top) or
a 'ick'autolyticallyfugm•sesed (bottom). Separtions were pefobnned at 0.2 LNsii on a
Vydac 218TP C18 colmn (250 mm 2. I mm ID, 5-smr particle size. 300-A pore size).
Gradient curve indIcat 25%D -> 70M -> I00M -> 100%A. where A is 0.1% TFA/water,
B is 0. 1% TFA/acetonivile. Peaks appearing in both plots are labeled 1-5, whereas those
unique to the lower plot are labeled X. Y, and Z Alto shown to the lef of each plot is a
schematic diagran of Me apropriate form of th enwme. Te four pwides are labed A-
D and are assigned appwrxomae molecular weight values. Peptftes C and D are shown to
be reeasd from only one of the two subunits to reftect the observd 50% effciny of the
aa*oysic frqagentation.
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Introduction

During the last years mass spectrometry has been proven to be a powerful and
sensitive tool for peptide sequencing and is becoming a more and more useful
alternative and complementary approach to automated Edman degradation [1, 2]. But
sequence determination of an unknown peptide is still a difficult task due to the
initially huge number of possible sequences consistent with the molecular weight of
peptide among which the correct one must be chosen by using spectral information
about fragment ions and (if any) additional data about peptide. Different
derivatization procedures are knc"-t to be used to facilitate interpretation of mass
spectra [3, 4, 5]. Recentld repo .-J about a facile method of derivatizing peptides
for sequence analysis of 1 des based on hydrogen/deuterium exchange. When a
peptide is dissolved in a deu, -ated solvent containing labile protons (D20 deuterated
methanol etc.) there is exchange of all hydrogens in the peptide attached to oxygen,
nitrogen and sulfur. The number of labile protons in the peptide can be easily
determined from measurement of the mass difference between the intact peptide and
the peptide after hydrogen/deuterium exchange. This information places significant
restraints on the number of different amino acid compositions corresponding to the
determined molecular weight of the peptide and provides an efficient filter for a list of
candidate sequences provided by a computer interpretation program [6]. In an
extension of this work, the present paper reports results of collisionally induced
dissociation (CID) experiments of peptides before and after hydrogen-deuterium
exchange to demonstrate efficiency of our approach to increase accuracy of fragment
ions assignment.

Results and Discussion

Twenty different peptides have been analysed before and after
hydrogenideuterium exchange of labile protons of a peptide using a TSQ-700 triple
sector quadrupole mass spectrometer (Finnigan MAT, San Jose, CA, U.S.A.)
equipped with a standard electrospray ion source; low energy CID spectra were
obtained for all peptides studied using Argon collision gas introduced into the
octapole collision cell. Deuterium exchanged samples were prepared by dissolving
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the peplide samples in 50% D20, methanol-D 4. Analysis of data of CID spectra of
peptides before and after hydrogen/deuterium exchange has shown that pathways for
fragmentation are not significantly affected by deuterium and shifts of masses of
fragments after deuterium exchange coincide with calculated values. Thus the CID
spectrum of a peptide after hydrogen/deuterium exchange can be used to confirm
fragment ion assignments and is especially valuable when there is ambiguity in
assignment. For example, one of the main difficulties which arises in sequencing of
an unknown peptide is the mass redundancy associated with certain combinations of
amino acid residues: for example -Ala, Gly- and -Gln/Lys-; -GlyGly- and -Ash-;
-Gly,Val- and -Arg-; -AlaAsp- and -Trp-; -Ser,Val- and -Trp-; -Gly,Leu- and
-AlaVal- etc. Failure to observe an ion resulting from cleavage between amino acid
pairs can result in misassignment of a single amino acid residue for what is actually
an amino acid pair. For example, the only peptide which was not sequenced correctly
in [7] contained -Ala-Gly-. The computer interpretation of the CID spectnrm of this
peptide gave -Gin-. Similar problems in sequencing an unknown peptide are
described in [8] when -Trp- was misassigned in place of -Val-Ser-. The authors of [9]
emphasized that this kind of problem is one of the limitations of their approach. In
most such instances the number of exchangeable protons in fragment ions which is
available from comparison of CID spectra of intact peptide and deuterated one,
enables one to resolve ambiguities in assignment of these fragment ions.

A
676

AS
5473

., iml , I 73II,

100"462 510 5_-1353

in

Fig. 1. Coiliuion-induced dissociation fragment-ion spectra of the single protonated
pptide KG~SA VAS-amid. Spectram A as for the ion at ,Wz 842 formed by electrospray
from 20 pm/•d solution in 50% aqueous methanol. Spectrum B is for the
hydrogen/deutenumn exchanged ion as mlz 864 obtained by electrospry using deuterated
water and deuterted methanoL
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Figure I presents CID spectra of peptide KGSGAVAS-amide with and without
deuterium exchange. It is clear from those spectra that no bond cleavage between
glycine and alanine observed. However, the shift of B5 ion from 401 to 410 after
deuterium exchange provides the basis to make correct assignment of this fragment to
KGSGA (9 labile protons) rather than to KGSQ (10 labile protons).

Comparison of CID spectra of peptides before and after deuterium exchange can
be especially valuable when -AG-; -GG-; -G,V-; -AD- etc. are the first two residues
of a peptide since very often there is no cleavage between the first and the second
residues in CID experiments.

Results pesented show that hydrogen/deuterium exchange is a facile technique
which has the potential to increase the efficiency of peptides sequencing by mass
spectrometry. CID spectra of peptides after hydrogen/deuterium exchange provide
important additional information about peptide which can be especially valuable
when incorporated in computer interpretation programs.
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Introduction

The formation of single-charged molecular ions via the matrix-assisted laser
desorption mass spectrometer system (Lasermat, Finnigan MAT), enables the
characterization of biomolecules of different chemical structures [1, 2]. Various
research groups [3-121 have reported measurements of peptide and protein ions by the
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization method. Because of the mild ionization
conditions used, LDMS provides an excellent method of fingerprinting the peptides
released by chemical or proteolytic cleavage of proteins and glycoproteins. Unlike
many other ionization techniques in mass spectrometry, LDMS is extremely tolerant
to some buffer salts and detergents. Analysis of the peptides produced is therefore
possible directly from buffer solutions. The advantage of LDMS over
chromatography is that the determined molecular weights provide a basis for the
suggested identification of the peptide fragments from the known primary structure of
die protein.

Results and Discussion

Each spectrum exhibits mainly peaks corresponding to the protonated molecular
ion for each fragment in the digest mixture. The molecular weights, determined for
thymosin P4 and 09 at 0 min incubation time, are 4965 Da and 4718 Da,
respectively, corresponding to the theoretical values from the sequence. The spectra
indicate that the starting material was homogeneous. Figures 1 and 2 show the
primary structues of thymosin k and N and the expected Asp-N cleavage sites.

Ac-Ser-Asp-Lys-PFo/-Aq-Met-Ala-Glu-le-Glu-Lys-Phe/-Aq-Lys-Ser-Lys-Leu-
LysyLys- -oys-Glu-Thr-e l-
Glu-Lys-Cln-Ala-Gly-GIh-Ser-OH

Fig. 1. Prinary sructure and cLavage sites of thymosin P caued by the endoproteinase
Asp-N.
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Ac-Ala-Asp-Lys-PiW-AW-eu-Gly-Glu-ue-Asn-Ser-Pbe/-AWLys-Ap-Ly•-Leu-
Lys-Lys-TIr-Glu-Thr-Gln/-Gim-Lys-Asn-Thr-Lu--Thr-Lys-Glu-Thr-Ie-Glu-Gln-
Glu-Lys-Gn-Aa-Lys)H

Fig. 2. Pharay stowture and cleavage sites of thnosin Pq caused by the endoproteinase
Asp-N.

Tables 1 and 2 list the masses of the thymosin P4 and N, Asp-N fragments obtained
after LDMS rmeurements. The data are averages from 6 spectra.

Table 1 Molecular masses of the Asp-N fragments of thymosin P4

Fragment Calc. (MH+) Determined Error % Dev.

1-4 488.50 488.57 0.07 0.014

5-12 983.10 983.02 0.08 0.009

13-23 1306.48 1307.21 0.73 0.056

13-34 3532.12 3533.58 1.46 0.041

24-43 2243.40 2244.93 1.53 0.068

1-43 4964.48 4965.02 0.54 0.011

Table 2 Molecular masses of the Asp-N fragments of thymosin fig

Fragment Cai. (MH+) Detmnined Error % Dev.

1-4 472.50 471.93 0.57 0.120

5-12 894.93 895.96 1.03 0.115

13-23 1290.48 1291.04 0.56 0.043

13-41 3388.17 3388.23 0.06 0.002

24-41 2116.35 2116.11 0.24 0.011

1-41 4717.26 4718.76 1.50 0.032
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These values are compmed with the theoretical ones, calculated on the basis of the
sequence. Four of the mass values are between 1 and 2 Da in error. In the case of
the 5-12 P fragment (894,93 Da) this is due to the peak of low intensity. The errors
for the peaks 3532 Da (04 fragment 13-43), 2243 Da (04 fragment 24-43) and 4717
Da (N are caused by the relatively high laser power applied, necessary to detect the
peaks of minor intensity. In the course of digestion a shifting of the peaks from
higher to lower masses was observed. It should be mentioned that fragments with
masses below 500 Da (1-5 amino acid residues) are difficult to 4etect due to the
interference with matrix peaks. For this reason, spectra of the tryptic fragmentation
of thymosin 04, N and ubiquitin are not presented. After a&, incubation time of 2 and
4 hours of thymosin P4 and 09 with the Asp-N proteinase, still a considerable
amount of starting material was detected. Final digestion of both substrates was
observed after 8 hours. No peaks due to thymosin 04 (4965 Da) or 09 (4717 Da)
were found in the corresponding reaction mixtures.

These two examples clearly show how the kinetics of the digestion can rapidly
be monitored using the Lasermat mass spectrometer. This method allows to
optimize the digest conditions, particularly for fragmenting a new protein. It requires
minimal time and picomole quantities for sample preparation and is also tolerant to
buffer salts.
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Introduction

Eclosion hormone (EH) is an excellent small protein model system for studying
protein folding, stability, neuropharmacology and developmental neurobiology. In
insects, EH triggers eclosion behavior and during metamorphosis, rewires the
nervous system to serve new functions [1]. Thus EH is a specific neurodevelop-
mental stimulator and neurotoxin. M. sexta EH is 62 amino acids long and its
native conformation is stabilized by 3 disulfide bonds [2]. This sequence is long
enough to contain information for the study of how a small protein neurohormone
folds to form a surface that interacts with a specific biological receptor. The small
size of EH makes successful synthesis possible. Through chemical synthesis
unnatural amino acids can be incorporated as probes to assess different factors
governing the folding, stability and biological activity of proteins. Analogs of EH
are being developed in our laboratories to determine the important structural
components for stability, receptor interaction and biological action of the hormone.
Native EHI (EHQ), [AsnMJ-EH analog (EHN), and a chemically stable [Niel", Asnh,
Nle 24, NpA28]-EH analog (EHS) were synthesized with Fmoc solid-phase peptide
synthesis (NpA: L-3-(2-Naphthyl)-Alanine). By using matrix-assisted laser
desorption mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS), a purification scheme including gel
filtration chromatography, anion exchange chromatography, and reverse-phase HPLC
was developed. The purified peptides have been characterized via MAWDI-MS, amino
.acid analysis, sequencing, and bioassay. MALDI-MS was then used to monitor the
protein folding process of EHS and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI).

Results and Discussion

The peptides were synthesized using Fmoc chemistry on a MilliGen 9050
synthesizer with the general methods similar to those described for Tat protein [31
except for the cleavage. Upon assembling on the synthesizer, the peptide-resins were
cleaved twice, each for two hours at 25°C with 93% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)+7%
triisopropylsilane (TIPS) for EHQ and EHN, or +7% triethylsilane for EHS. The
crude peptides were precipitated in ice cold anhydrous ethyl ether containing 1%
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4

-an washed t-m-ghy with the some. Crude EHQ was analyzed
with MALDI-MS (Figure IA). The components in crude mixture were identified

I

C

Fig. 1. MALDI mass spectra of EHQ during each pwicawn step (panel A: crude; panel B:
after gel filtraton; panel C: alter ion exchange and RP-HPLC).

using their molecular masses (Fable 1); assumed peptide sequences are based on the
assumption that impurities are due to the N-terminal truncated peptides in the
synthesis. With this information, a purification scheme was designed as follows: (1)
Sephadex G-25 gel filtration chromatography to remove peaks 1-3 of lower mass
(Figure IB); (2) anion exchange chromatography and reverse phase HPLC to remove
peaks 4-6 of higher pI (Figure IC). In the final spectrum, only EHQ and its doubly
charged signal were detected. The molecular weight of purified peptides was found to
be: EHQ 6840 (calc. 6813); EHN 6840 (caic. 6799); EHS 6777 (calc. 6774). The
first 22 amino acid residues from N-terminus for all three peptides were correct by
sequence analysis. The amino acid analysis of EHS confirmed the expected
composition. EH activity in partially folded protein was detected in all three peptides
by using pharate adult of Heliothis virescens in vwio assay [2].

Table I Population analysis of the crude EHQ by MALDI-MS

Peak No. Mass Assumed Nptide Sequence pI

1 814 APF.NKL 9.67
2 1272 FASLAH.LNKL 9.67
3 1879 UDFASIAFFLNKL 4.00
4 3104 AE.. I WASLAI XCL 6.35
5 3270 CAIL.L1EDPASLAPFLNKL 6.35
6 5005 ANC.Z.LAME. FASLAPR.NKL 7.74
7 7071 NPAIA...NCANrC..CAE..ILPBCEDPASIAFFLNKL 4.68
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In protein folding studies, disulfide bond interactions are used as probes to detect
and to trap folding intermediates in a stable form by alkylation of free thiols with
iodoacetate to form carboxymethyl Cys (CM-Cys). Usually, the trapped intermediates
are analyzed with electrophoresis or ion exchange chromatography. However, these
techniques are time consuming and less sensitive. With MALDI-MS, the mass
difference between the reduced species and the partially or fully folded then alkylated
species can be detected with only a fraction of the amount required for other methods.
Based on this difference, one can calculate the number of carboxymethyl moieties,
thus the free thiols at the stage of quenching. Figure 2 is the mass spectra of EHS
refolding intermediates. Protein was denatured and reduced initially with 6 M
guanidine hydrochloride (Gdn*HCI), then dialyzed against redox buffer with decreased
Gdn*HC! concentration in a Pierce System 100 microdialyzer at a continuous
flowrate of 0.2 ml / min. The preliminary study showed that in 2 M Gdn-HCI, BPTI
started to fold up, and after dialysis in 0 M Gdn*HCI, it folded to the conformation
with three disulfides (data not shown). For EHS, the folding did not start until 1.5M
Gdn*HCI and went to completion within 1 concentration unit of Gdn*HCI,
suggesting that EHS folding was more cooperative than BPTI.

ladnJ~i # of CNalm an"*

1.5m /2

Fig. 2. MALDI mass spectra of EHS folding intermediates at different [Gdn-HCLJ.

MALDI-MS is a powerful tool for accurate mass analysis of molecules up to
hundreds kilodaltons with an accuracy of ±0.1% and picomole sensitivity. The
analysis takes about 5 minutes. Most importantly, it doesn't require sample
purification. By virtue of these properties, it has broad application in biomolecular
analysis. It provides valuable information for synthetic peptide purifications and
characterizations. Preliminary studies indicate that it has a potential as a better
alternative to electrophoresis for monitoring protein folding and identifying folding
intermediates.
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Introduction

Molecular mimicry of peptides depends on two factors: the ensemble of
pharmacophoric information present in the primary sequence, and the three-
dimensional presentation of this information. A successful peptidomimetic must
meet these two criteria in order to retain significant bioactivity. One approach toward
the discovery of peptidomimetics, which has met with some success, involves the
screening of chemical libraries or natural products [1]. However, a rational strategy
for the discovery of nonpeptide ligands remains elusive. Our approach to the design
of peptidomimetics has been guided by the simple elegance which nature has utilized
in the molecular architecture of proteinaceous species. Three basic building blocks
(a-helices, P-sheets and reverse turns) are utilized for the construction of all
proteins. We are involved in the design and synthesis of peptidomimetic prosthetic
units to replace these three architectural motifs. This is affording us the opportunity
to dissect and investigate complex structure-function relationships in proteins
through the use of small synthetic conformationally restricted components. This is a
critical step toward the rational design of low molecular weight nonpeptide
pharmaceutical agents, devoid of the shortcomings of conventional peptides.

Results and Discussion

The belief that turns play critical roles in a myriad of molecular recognition
events led us to focus our initial efforts on the design of reverse turn mimetics [2].
Beta-turns comprise a rather diverse group of structures; therefore, no one rigid
framework will suffice. Synthetic expediency is a major concern, particularly at an
early stage when the delineation of structure-activity relationships is critical, and
requires the synthesis and evaluation of a series of related structures. With these
criteria in mind, we have developed system L whose retrosynthetic strategy is
outlined in Scheme 1.
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The synthesis of the reverse turn mimetic can be performed in solution;
however, it is designed to be and is fully compatible with SPPS protocols [3). In
essence, it involves the coupling of the first modular component piece 2 to the
amimo terminus of a growing peopd chain I. Coupling of the second component 4.
removal of the protecting group P and subsequent coupling of the third modular
component 5. provides the nascent P-turn .. The critical step in this sequence
involves the use of an azetidinone as an activated acyl species to effect the
macrocyclization reaction [4, 51. Upon deprotection of P, nucleophilic opening of
the azetdinon by the X moiety closes the ring and generates a new amino terminus
for continuation of the synthesis. An important feature of this scheme is the ability
to alter the X-group linker, both in regard to length and degree of rigidity/flexibility.
The requisite stereogenic centers me readily derived, principally from the "chiral
pool." The synthesis allows for the introduction of natural or unnatural amino acid
side chain functionality in either L or D configuration. Additionally, deletion of the
second modular component 4 provides access to .-turn mimeics [6].

Recently, we have been addressing the problem of the topological relationship
between morphine and enkephalin. The inherent mobility of the enkephalin
framework, its rapid degradation in vivo and the existence of multiple receptor
subtypes have hampered the assessment of its bioactive conformations [7, 8].
Conformationaly costrained peptides or peptidommt should facilitate this task
[9, 101. Several tun conformations have been proposed based upon computational
models, X-ray crystallography and spectroscopic studies [10, 111. In an effort to
probe the receptor bound conformation of leucine enkephalin, we have synthesized a
family of nonpeptide mimetic structures which incorporate a 4-+l t-turn prosthetic
unit (Piure 1).
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0 9) X
HueH

NH r
10)X- NH -ýý

N 9)X=N.uPIO

Fig.)I. Nonpeptide mimetic structres.

The lowest energy conformer of the 10 membered ring system 2 is an excellent
mimic of an idealized type r A-turn (6 atom rm deviation 0.22 A) and overlays well
with the critical Phe4 aromatic ring and tyramiac moieties of PET. Yet it is
essentially devoid of biological activity. Only the 14-membered ring analog 9,
which has a rather expended loop structure demonstrates any, albeit minimal, binding
activity at the It or 8 receptor. The results of this investigation can be interpreted as
casting significant doubt on the biological relevance of a 4-* 1 P-turn conformation
for enkephalin. During the molecular graphics investigation, we noted that by
merely inverting the asymmetric center containng the tyramine moiety, we could
achieve a supeior fit between the 10 membered ring analog Ii. and PET (Figure 2).
The synthesis of IL has been completed and its biological evaluation is in progretss.

CH3

H9

PET: 7-I 1-phenyl-3-hydroxybutyl-3-Jendoeb nocrhydrothebaine

Fig. 2. The syrmdln aind phenyl ring mokskis of PAnkhalin ,nhsetc I.L (solid line) can
be peirfkcly aligned with thou. of she morphine .wiog PET 7-11 phenl 3 hydrozybutyl.
3-) endoethenotasrnhydrohebtdae (dashed lin) by a flezble finig procedure without any
sterik coVfict
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Peptidoemmetics are powerful tools for the study of molecular recognition. As
such, they represent a critical step toward the rational design of low molecular weight
nonpeptide pharmiaceutical agents. The possibilities opened up by synthetic mimetic
technology are in their infancy. We have focused hure on our work with reverse turn
mimetics. Additionally, simila approaches are underway in our laboratory utilizing
ut-helical and P-sbeet secondary structure mimetics. Further work should provide
important information to better understand the processes of molecular recognition and
aid in the rational design of nonpeptide therapeutic agenits firom proteinwaceos leads.
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IUtroduetion

The nonapeptide hormone oxytocin (0r) plays a key role in the initiation and
mainence of uterine contractions of labor. The potential utility of an antagonist
of OT at the uterine receptor has been demonstrated in recent clinical studies in which
intravenou (i.v.) atosiban (ORF 22164; Figure 1), an antagonist analogue of OT,
was shown to be efficacious in inhibiting uterine contractions in women with
threatened and established pretam labor [11. Historically, OT antagonists have been
derived from structural modifications to OT and the related hormone, arginine
vasopressin (AVP). We recently reported the development of a new structural class
of cyclic hexapeptide OT antagonists, e.g., L-366,948 (Figure 1), based on a
fermentation product identified through receptor-based screening (2]. The poor oral
bioavailability of peptidyl OT antagonists such as ORF 22164 and L-366,948 places
certain limitations on their potential utility as therapeutic agents. An ideal tocolytic
agent would have suitable aqueous solubility to allow i.v. formulation for acute
administration as well as good oral bionvailability for subsequent outpatient use until
the end of gestation. Advances toward this goal were recenty reported by Evans [3]

d Pettibone [4] with the development of the non-peptide OT antagonist, L-366,509
(Table 1), starting with a lead identified from receptor-based screening of the Merck
chemical sample collection.

NueMd -(om •r1•4)3
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Herein we report potency-cehacing modifications to the L-366,509 structure
that have led to L-368,899, a potent, soluble, and orally bioavailable OT antagonist
with propeties suitable for clincial testing as an i.v. and oral tocolytic agent.

RmdU and Dieuuilo

A number of modifications to the spiroindenylpiperidine (SI) portion of L-
366,309 were investigated with the finding that the SI group could be replaced with
an ortho-tolylpiperazine (M) group without loss of OT receptor affinity (cf. 1 and 2,
Table 1). The SI and TP groups we topologically similar as evidenced by the X-ray
crystal structures of the oxime of 1 and ketone 2. The phenyl and piperidine rings of
the SI group are orthogonal due to the covalent constraints of the spiro linkage, and
the ortho-methyl substituent of the TP group provides a non-covalent means of
favoring a twisted orientation of the phenyl and piperazine rings. This out-of-plane
orientation is preferred at the receptor as infered from the low affinity of the analogue
of 2 lacking an ortko-substituent (IC• >30,000 nM), the X-ray crystal structure of
which shows a nearly coplanar relationship of the phenyl and piperazine rings.

Molecular modeling studies using the X-ray crystal structure of 2 and an NMR-
consistent, low energy conformer of the cyclic hexapeptide OT antagonist L-366,948
reveals a good alignment of 2 with the critical D-Nal 2-Bie 3 portion of the peptide,
suggesting that the TP- or SI-camphorsulfobamide group functions as a dipeptide
mimetic. This alignment also indicates that substitutions on the endo face of the
camphor ring would be oriented toward other regions of the peptide structure,
consistent with SAR studies in which certain endo but not exo substitutions on the
camphor ring were found to enhance OT receptor affinity. A prominent example of
such a potency-enhancing substitution is the analogue which contains an endo-L-
glutaminylamino group (3, Table 1). SAR studies with analogues of 3 demonstrated
the important role of a properly placed hydrogen bond accepting group in the endo
substituent side chain for obtaining high OT receptor affinity (e.g., Gin = Met(O)2 >
Asn > D-GIn > Leu). Molecular modeling studies using the dipeptide mimetic
paradigm indicate that the important hydrogen bond accepting group in 3 can overlap
with the Pips or D-His6 amide oxo groups of L-366,948. Modeling studies are
currently underway to establish a structural relationship of compounds such as 3 with
antagonist analogues of OT, e.g. as a mimetic of the D-Tyr(Et) 2-11e3-Thr4 tripeptide
of ORF 22164.

Compound 3 antagonized OT-stimulated uterine contractions in vivo in the rat
by the i.v. route but only very weakly by the intraduodenal (i.d.) route (Table 1).
Good OT receptor affinity and selectivity, as well as improved in vivo properties
resulted with L-368,899, the analogue of 3 in which the dihydro-SI group is replaced
with TP and L-glutamine is replaced with L-methionine sulfone (Table 1). L-368,899
was characterized as a potent, competitive antagonist of OT-stimulated uterine
contractions of the isolated rat uterus (pA 2 = 8.9) and exhibited potent and long
lasting antagonism of OT-stimulated uterine contractions in vivo in the rat by both
the i.v. and i.d. routes of administration. L-368,899 administered alone did not
exhibit agonist-like effects on the in situ rat uterus, nor did it block the contractile
effects of bradykinin or prostaglandin F2,. In the pregnant rhesus monkey, L-368,899
given i.v. was a potent antagonist of both OT-induced and spontaneous nocturnal
uterine contractions. L-368,899 also exhibits good affinity for the human uterine
receptor (IC50 26 nM), has good aqueous solubility, is orally bioavailable in the
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rat, dog, and cbirppnzae, an sbows no adverse effects in acute toxicological studies
[Pettibone, in preparaIdon. Because of these favorable characteristics, L-368,899 has
recently entered clinical studies for testing as an i.v. and oral tocolytic agent.

Table I In vitro receptor affinities and in vivo antagonist potencies for inhibition of
oxytocain-induced uterine contractions

N xJ'- N x

TP SI Rwdo

compound X R~o Rondo

L-366,509 SI OH CH2CO2H
1 SI =O
2 TP =0
3 SI 8  H NHCOCH(NH2)CH2CH2CONH2

L-368,899 TP H NHCOCH(NH2 )CH2CH 2SO2CH3

IC50 (nM) AD 50 (mg/kg)

[3H].OT [3 H]-AVP [3HI-AVP in situ rat uterus

compound rat uterus rat liver Via rat kidney V2  i.v. i.d.

L-366,509 780 89,000 83,000
1 1,800 >100,000 >100,000
2 770 29,000 >100,000
3 11 2,300 5,100 ca. 2 >30

L-368,899 8.9 370 570 0.35 7.0

athe indene double bond is reduced to the coresponding indane analogue
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Introduction

We have proposed a general approach for constraining peptides with covalent
hydrogen bond mimics [1]. It is based on observations that diffeient structures in
proteins share a common feature, the amide-amide hydrogen bond (NH,.O=CRNH).
On average, one-half of the amino acids in globular proteins form main chain amide-
amide hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, secondary and irregular structures can be defined
by distinct main chain hydrogen bonding patterns. We have developed synthetic
techniques for replacing this weak hydrogen bond with two covalent mimics, an
amidiniumm link (N-CR=N(H+)CH 2CH2) and a hydrazone link (N-N=CHCH2CH2).
The amidinium link has been shown to fold tetrapeptides into the Type 1 reverse turn
[2, 4, 5] while the hydrazone link folds peptides into the alpha helix [2-6].

In order to facilitate and extend the use of hydrogen bond mimics, we have
developed a protocol for the insertion of the hydrazone link into peptides during solid
phase synthesis. This protocol has been adapted in our laboratory for multiple
constrained peptide syntheses (MCPS) of alpha helices and loops which are finding
novel uses in structural studies [6] and in vaccine research [5, 7, 8, 10, 11].

Results and Discussion

A protocol for the insertion of the hydrazone link into peptides on the solid
support is outlined in Fig. 1. These syntheses require the preparation of three
modified amino acids and otherwise employ standard Fmoc synthesis on the TFA
labile Rink's amide resin. [(1-propylidene-2-Fmoc)hydrazino] acetic acid is employed
for inserting Z in the peptide chain. Flmoc amino acid chlorides are used to extend Z
by one amino acid and the peptide is end-capped with J, 5,5-dimethoxy-l-
oxopentanoic acid. Cyclization is carried out on the solid support with two
equivalents of Ha in 20% trifluoroethanolDCM. The complete synthesis can be
carried out mnimally or in pot with machine assistance. We currently synthesize 20-
30 cyclic peptides simultaneously using "T-begs" [9] and machine assistance from an
ACT 350 multiple peptide synthesizer (Advanced Chem. Tech., Louisville, KY).
Cyclized peptdus we cleaved from the resin and protecting groups removed with 5%
water, trifluoroacetic acid. Crude cyclic peptides re precipitated from the cleavage
solution with diethyl ether and purified by HPLC on reverse phase C-18 columns
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using water-acetonitrile (0.1% TFA) gradients. Loops enclosing up to eighteen
amino acids have been synthesized. Yields of purified 1.inducts range from about 5-
10% for loops to about 20% for helical peptides. However, yields are determined by
the size and sequence of the peptide and can be lower. Purified constrained peptides
are routinely identified by FAB MS. Selected loops and helices have been analyzed
using 2D NMR spectroscopy to confirm the composition and position of the
hydrazone link. Further studies are directed to conformational analyses [5-7, 10].

[a-H- I -G-P-G-R-A-F-G-•.Q.NH.E
I I
It P=

"L-WA4jA-R-Q-A-H-C-N- I -S-R-A-K-C-NH•
I I I I I I I a
Pmo itKAs lUP=s BocTcIC&C CH2OWCH 2CIaIlO amm"TFA#12O

II-i"- GP.-G- R-A-F-QG4-,,-NH, Loop

a.--:ý-A-R-Q-A-H--C-NI -S.R-A-K-C.NH2 Helix

0

~jc -o" ~ N CH4

HCWV"

Fig. 1. Modular synthesis of constrained peptides on the solid support with a covalent
hydrogen bond mimic.

More than a hundred peptides have been constrained to alpha helices and loops
on the solid support by substituting structure defining hydrogen bonds with the
hydrazone covalent hydrogen bond mimic. These peptides are chemically stable in
water at neutral pH. The substitution of an (i, i + 4) hydrogen bond in the first turn
of an alpha helix yields a nucleation site (NucSite) which stabilizes peptides as full
length alpha helices in water [4-6] while the substitution of predicted hydrogen bonds
more remote in sequence yields midsized loops with enhanced biological properties
[5, 7, 8, 10, 11].

Paradoxically, an important property of the hydrazone linker may be its
flexibility. Amino acids linked by hydrogen bonds in proteins assume different
spatial orientations determined by the amino acids and their local and global contexts.
While a covalent hydrogen bond mimic is designed to replace the hydrogen bond, its
wider use is dependent on its adaptability to different spatial and steric requirements.
The hydrazone link appears to meet these requirements. As amino acids are
substituted in NucSite, a 13-membered ring, its ability to nucleate alpha helix
formation has been found to be exquisitely sensitive to the particular substitution [6].
This demonstrates both the flexibility and steric compatibility of the linker and
shows bow different amino acids in the context of the link can be brought to bear on
structure.

The same phenomenon may be important for loops. The hydrazone link has
been used to constrain malaria peptides to loops that bind monoclonal and polyclonal
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antibodies with conformational requirements [7, 8]. Remarkable improvements in
antigenicity are observed, providing a method for identifying antibodies to
conformational epitopes [7, 8]. These antigenic loops have been used to co-
crystallize neutralizing Fabs for the malaria parasite [7] and HIV-I[10] and for
isolating a neutralizing human Fab to HIV-I from a combinatorial Fab-phage library
derived from an infected individual [111.

Approximately 50% of the amino acids in globular proteins fold into alpha
helices and loops which are often exposed on the surface of proteins. Secondary
structure predictions, NMR and protein crystal structures and homologous proteins
provide many targets for the peptide mimetic chemist. The hydrogen bond mimic
approach has yielded a powerful tool for folding peptides for use in identifying
determinants of protein structure, for structure-function studies and for drug and
vaccine design.
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Potent renin Inhibition activity of tetrapeptide
mimetics with a 1,2-hydroxyazidoethylene
group connecting the P1 and PI' residues
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Introduction

In an effort to produce compounds with enhanced binding affinity for renin, we
prepared a series of tetrapeptide mimetics with a 1,2-hydroxyaminoethylene group
connecting the P, and P,' residues. We hoped to obtain increased activity compared
to the 1,2-dihydroxyethylene class of renin inhibitors [I1 by adding a potential ionic
bond between the amino group of the 1,2-hydroxyaminoethylene linkage and the
carboxylate group of Asp 215 at the cleavage site of renin. During the course of this
work, a publication by Rosenberg et al., [2] called our attention to the possibility
that 1,2-hydroxyazidoethylene derivatives obtained as intermediates in our syntheses
could be potent renin inhibitors themselves. The synthesis and renin inhibition
activities of these derivatives is the subject of this report.

Results and Discussion

Scheme 1 outlines the synthetic approach that was used to prepare both the 1,2-
hydroxyamino- and hydroxyazidoethylene containing renin inhibitors. The
stereochemistry and location of the hydroxy and azido centers in compounds 4a" and
J4 were determined by NMR analyses of epoxides -d. 1 and of oxazolidinones
resulting from treatment of 4a" and 14 with NaH.

The results of renin inhibition testing of various 1,2-hydroxyamino- and
hydroxyazidoethylene derivatives are shown in Table 1. These results show that the
hydroxyamino derivatives are poor inhibitors of renin with ICss at best in the
micromolar range. Primary amines as in & IQ and 18 are known to form solvated
ammonium groups in aqueous solution at the pH (6.0) of the renin inhibition assay.
Perhaps the energy required to desolvate the ammonium group is not compensated for
by an ionic interaction with Asp 215 in the renin active site. Alternatively, maybe
the amino group is not positioned properly within the active site to undergo an ionic
interaction.

The 1,2-hydroxyazidoethylene derivatives have much greater renin inhibition
activities than their corresponding hydroxyamino analogs. The stereochemistry of
the most active isomer in the hydroazido series is the same as that reported for the
most active isomer in the dihydroxy series [1]. In most cases the renin inhibition
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activities of these isomers re also similar to their dihydroxyethylene counterparts.
However, in the case of compound 2&. the 1,2-hydroxyazidoethylene compound has
exceptional renin inhibition potency. Renin binding of the amino terminal t-
butylsulfonyl group of 2& must position the azido group so that it can participate in
exceptionally tight binding with renin. A Lineweaver-Burk plot of the interaction of
2& with human renin shows that it is a competitive inhibitor with a Kl of 7.2 pM.
"This makes it one of the most potent renin inhibitors known.

Scheme 1

R( -tb [I C R

DocNH' kOJ~ B~\-ocNllY- BIa. 3&M48
2L IZ & 3R,4R

2r. 3S,4R
d X. 3S,4S

N 11I 3R.4R*#f *1 /S N•R

__~~. OTsN HON3 2 C 2 ~

Z H HoN OHNH2

H H OH N3 HON

N -" R2C, H

H N
0IO-21H H 6H.

= cyclohexyl. R2 = morpholinyl-C02; Compowunl 19..2Q. R, = Cyclohe~xyL 2opud Aad d.R HC 3 2  R2 = Mrh~nlC2  opwd ~LR
tBuSO2CH2. (a) DIBAL-H. (b) Ph? = CHCH2CH(CHJ)2. (c) mCPBA. (d) NaNj, N•I4CL
(e) HCL/Dioxanme. (f) Z-L-NaI(I)-Hfis.OH, EDC.HCL HOB• NMAM. (g) HS(CH2),SH, E3 N.
(h) separate 4b (3R,4S isomer). (i) TFA-CH2C12. (/) Boc-L-His(Ts)OH, Et3N, DElC. (k)
DEPC, Fq. (I) HODt, M6OH.

N N I
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TAW~ I Hsw ,wsaua i uIhibcu acedvild

R1-L-His-NH~j -'

No. RI R R3  Human Renin
IC50 (JAM)

21 Z-L-Nsal() CH(CH3) N3  0.090
fh Z--NaI(l) CH(CHA NH2  >10
2 Morpho-X)QOC(zl)CO CH(CH,) N43 0.110
10 Morpho-COOC(BzlO CH(CHA NH2  >10
12 Morpho-COOCH(BrICO CAH, N3  0.0016
JA Morpho-COCHBz)CO C6H11  NH2  2.8
20 t-U0C2  CH(BZDC C6H,, N3 0.000007

Mambho = Moipholin

The azide group with its partal negative charge on the nitrogen attached to
carbon may be abie to form a strong hydrogen bond with a proton donor such as Ser
76 in human reamn, as has been proposed for the carboxyterminal hydroxyl group of
the dihydroxyethylene inhibitor clas. The idea of substituiting an azi&o group for a
hydroxyl group may prove useful in designing other enzyme inhibitors or peptide
mimetics.
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Gramicidin S: A general model for fl-turn mimics?
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Introducl.• n

As part of our study of P-turn mimics [1, 2, 31, particularly be•zodiazepine-
based (BZD) mimics (1), we examined gramicidin S (GS) as a model system. NMR
studies of BZD-GS 2 showed no preferred conformation. This was surprising since
native GS has a very stable solution conformation, with two type IW P-turns
connected by a short anti-parallel sheet [4], and is considered to be a good physical
model for studying potential Pf-turn mimics [3]. Altering the GS native sequence of
Val-Pro,.D-Phe-Leu to the BZD mimic changes four residues at once, alters both the
symmetry and turn type, and removes the Leu and Val sidechains. Molecular
mo4elin: suggested that the two most likely reasons for the observed instability are
the missing Leu and Val sidechains and the turn asymmetry that 2 may have. We
synthesized and analyzed several peptide analogs of GS (Fig. 1) to determine which of
these possibilities cause the conformational instability. The Leu and Val residues
were replaced with Gly in 3. y-lactams [5, 61 were used to constrain one turn in GS
to type Ir, (4), or type 1 (5), to assess the effects of tcan asymmetry.

Remults an Discussion

NMR studies of 3 in methanol-d 3 (Table 1), indicate it adopts a solution
conformation which is very similar to that of native GS in methanol-d 3. The same
pattern of intra-molecular hydrogen bonding is found. Both the amide A&AT values
and JN4-a coupling constants support this observation. Molecular dynamics (MD)
studies also indicate that 3 can adopt a low energy conformation which is very
similar to that of native GS. The RMS difference between the 200 ps MD average
conformation of 3 and a low energy conformation of GS [4] is 0.52 A. These data
indicate that 3 does adopt a GS-like solution conformation, and the removal of the
Leu and Val sidechains is not a critical factor in the confornatiional instability of 2.

Similar NMR results were obtained for 4 in methanol-d 3 (Table 1). In 4 the
same intra-molecular hydrogen bonding pattern is found with approximately the same
AMAT and JN. values. MD studies show that the 200 ps average conformation of 4

* Present addresses: laMarion Merrell Dow Research Institute, 2110 E. Galbraith

Road, Cincinnatti, OH 45215, U.S.A.; IbChiron Corporation, 4560 Horton Street,
Emeryville, CA 94608, U.S.A.; IcCorvas International, Inc., 3030 Science Park
Road, San Diego, CA 92121-1102, U.S.A.
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A-C •lacHoL Peplide Miu..ak.

N D-Phe4.Leu3'.Om .zVall.Pro5

SVaI I

N proS' Val'.0m2.Leu 3 -D-Phe4
Sn N

4' T 2 t' -N
D-Phe4-Leu Lh

2 pro.- Vol.-Lys N

D-Phe-Loeu3-Lys2'-Gly 1-Pro5

3 I 1
Prov- Vall-His2-Gly-D-.Phe

4

D-P• 4 '-Leu3*-Lys2 '-Val1'-Alat

4 S=-LN
5 R=D I3 %

Pro5'- Val'-Lys 2-Leu- N

Fig. . 1, benzodiazpine f-tune mimc; GS, gromcidi S: 2. c(VaI-Lys-BZD-Lys-Leu-D.
Phe-Pro); 3, [G19."1 Hi42, Lys 2']GS; 4. [S-Lct. AW45. LyS2 2 'IGS; 5, fR-La'. AA.
Ly2.2']GS.

has a RMS difference of 0.48 A form GS. The results for 4 indicate that an adequate
type Ir P-turn mimic is compatible with the solution conformation of GS.

5 had roughly similar NMR parameters as 4 but also showed some striking
differences (Table 1); most notable wene differences in M&AT for the LeV3 . Also, the
D-Pbe and lactam 3 N-.,' we not resolved and the Leu3 coupling changes with
temperature. In general, the JN.-'s are not as large in 5, indicating the solution
structue is not as conformationally stable as GS. MD studies show that the 200 ps
average conformation of 5 has a RMS difference of 0.86 A from GS. These results
indicate 5 is less conformationally stable than 4 or GS. Since the D-lactam mimics
a type II turn, and the resulting mixed turn type compound is less conformationally
stable, then 2 may also be unsable becuse the BZD mimic is not paricularly good
at mimicking a type I turn.
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Table 1 NMR dat compared to GS in medaol-d3

Residue A&AT (ppbC) JN-a (Hz)

GS 3 4 5 GS 3 4 5
D-Phe -7.1 -8.28 -7.1 -7.2 3.0 4.0 3.0 -b
Lwa -2.1 -2.8 -2.0 +0.2 9.5 9.1 8.7 8.4c

-2.6 -1.8 9.1 7.6
Gly -2.6 z-.9.1
Orn(LysHis) -6.0 -6.5 -5.0 -5.1 9.5 8.1 9.0 8.5

-6.5 -5.9 -4.3 8.6 9.0 8.5
Val -2.4 -3.5 -2.0 -1.9 9.0 9.1 9.2 8.0

-1.6 -3.1 9.2 8.0
Gly -2.9 1=9.4
Lct -5.1 -4.9 6.6 -b

aresoac degenerate. 'no resolved. ccoupling disappears with AT.

Using asymmetric peptide analogs of GS we demonstrated that: the loss of the
Leu and Val sidechains is not the reason 2 is unstable; 4 adopts a conformation very
similar to that of native GS, which appears to be even more stable than GS by MD;
$ also adopts a conformation very similar to that of native GS, but is not as
conformationally stable as GS by NMR and MD.

This study indicates that GS is sensitive to the type of n-turn or mimic which
is incorporated into the molecule. Since 1 was designed to be a general 0-turn
mimic, it may not mimic the type III turn well enough for GS to adopt a stable
conformation.
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Introduction

T7he substitution of the structure defining (i, i+ 4) amide backbone hydrogen
bond (NH*-O=RNH) in one turn of the alpha helix with a hydnazone covalent
hydrogen bond mimic (N-N=CH-CH 2CH2) yields a nucleation site (NucSite). When
NucSite is covalently linked to the N-terminus of test peptides, AE(Oat)E(OEt)-
E(OEt)E(OEt) 2 or AEAAKA-NH 2. it induces full length alpha helix formation in
trifluoroethanol [11 and water [1 2]at ambient temperatures.

The hydrogen bond mimic is part of a flexible linker which allows peptides to
adapt different conformattions depending on the amino acid context. Here we explore
the role that different amino acids in NucSite can play in alpha helix induction. By
varying amino acids in NucSite, alpha helical content in AEAAKA-NH 2 can be
controlled over a wide range. In addition, the effect of Aib on conformation and helix
stabilization is examined. A series of peptides differing only in the extent of alpha
helix formation could find imiportant uses in structure-reactivity studies.

Results and Discussion

T7he peptides used in this study are found in Fig. 1. They include a series of
NucSite-AEAAKA-NH 2 peptides with amino acid substitutions in NucSite, a
corresponding linear peptide and a parallel series of NucSite-AEAAibKAib-NH 2
peptides. The syntheses of these peptides including the insertion of a hydrogen bond
mimic were carried out on the solid support [3]. The yields of purified products (20%
in most cam) were suifficient for NMR studies.

Conformational analysis were carried out using NMR spectroscopy which A
provides critical distance information for distinguishing helix types [4). All NMR
studies were carred out with peptides in 10% D2OV 2O at 22*C. Proton chemical
shift msignmets for the linear and NucSite peptides were made on the basis of ID-
NMR (Fig. 2), DQCOSY, TOCSY and ROESY 2D-NMR spectra. NOE profiles
were consistent with alpha helix formation. In particular, sequential atN(i, i + 3)
and cip(i, i + 3) NOes spanning the full lengt of the molecules were observed for
the [LA]NucSite sand [UlPJucSite peptides providing strong evidence for full lengt
alpha helix formation. Radios of otN(i, i + 3YaP1(i, i + 3) for each -o of protons
spanning LAZ L-ecn--ioNunglie)in NucSile and ARA in the
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first turn of 6he aucltd alpha helix wen 0.1-0.4 providing strong support for alpha
heftlix ina ~oe o30hlxnu~sin[) b substitution o i o
Ala in the C-enra igwtddntsgiiatyatrteeratios.

Signals for the N=CH proton show large changes in coupling constants for
N-CHCII2 indicating a change in the conformation of NucSite (Figure 2). This is

conformation governing an increase in alpha helical content of the added peptide with
helical content for [LP]NucSite peptide > [LA]NucSite peptide > [DA]NucSite
peptide > acetyl-GLAOAEAAKA-NH 2. Ratios of aN(i, i + I)INN(i, i + 1) have
been used to estimate the extent of alpha helix formation [15]. By these
measurements, [LAJNucSite nucleates alpha helix formation in about 40% of the
added peptide while [LFNucSite nucleates about 65%. Aib substitution at the C-
terminus may increase the extent of nucleation slightly. The best evidence for an
increase in alpha helicity is provided by an increase in intensities for the critical
otN(i, i + 3) and ce~i, i + 3) NOB's. Intensities for [LPJNucSite peptides are about
double those for [LAJNucSite peptides. The [DAJNucSite AEAAKA-NH 2 shows
only one weak ocp(i, i + 3) NOE.

A consistent picture emerges from these studies. Amino acid substitution in
NucSite can be used to govern the extent of alpha helix formation in an appended
peptide over a wide range. Thus the helix potential of individual amino acids in the
context of the flexible hydrazone covalent hydrogen bond mimic in NucSite are
expressed. Hydrogen bond mimics were designed to take advantage of position and
sequence to fold peptides into conformations governed by these parameters as is
evident hem.
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U.SA and 2Iaboratory of Chemical Biology and Pepfide Research,
Clinical Research Instiute of Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Introduction

Mimetics of peptide secondary structure, that constrain and thereby limit the
various conformations available to a particular peptide, have become valuable tools
in the medicinal chemist's repertoire for the design of novel agonists or antagonists
of pepuide action [1]. These mimetics can define various aspects of the biologically
active conformation of a peptide and may serve as a template for the assembly of
phmophore elements, allowing for the ultimate design of non-peptide agonists
and antagonists. The most common form of reverse turn found in small peptides is
the -turn (1), which is defined by a hydrogen bond between the carbonyl of the first
(i) residue and the amide nitrogen of the fourth (i+3) residue of the reverse turn [2].
The f-turn mimetic (0) was designed (Figure 1) so that the amide bond between the

R- o N•O R-•,,,'N"-

\NH Ra$_ I' R8  1'
1 0 •

Fig. 1. Design of f•-sww mimetic (il).

first (i) and second (i+l) residue of the turn was replaced with a trans olefin which
was then bridged via two methylene units to the nitrogen of the fourth residue (i+3).
Thie result is a P-turi mimetic (H) dot constrains tie backbone conformation0 f the
turn containing residues while allowing for the Hncorporation of the requisite side
chains. The synthbis of , an example of the mimetic (iH), and its incoporation
into the model eakepbmlin peptide 8 is described below. Fnkepalin was chosen as a
model due to its multiple receptor p some of which have been
proposed to contain a p-turn, its relative structural simplicity and its use as a model
for Several other coafnmatimal mimeitic [3].
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Rmus and Discussion

The synthesis of the mimetic-containing peptide 8 is outlined in Fig. 2.
Reductive amination of the aldehyde 1 [41 with protected leucinol gave the amine 2
which is then coupled with (Boc-Phe)20 to give 3. Hydrolysis of 3 followed by
treatment with anhydrous 4N HCi in dioxane and cyclization gave the 10-membered
ring mimetic S. The primary alcohol in S was converted, via the Mitsunobu
reaction [5], to the phthalimide 6 which was then deprotected and coupled to Boc-Tyr-
OH to give 7. Final deprotection with anhydrous HF gave the mimetic-containing
peptide S.

rNN'@" hEO4.d momac~ OW .WN

OTUOP U OTUOPS M 0i7% H 8%%
I 2

II

Fig. 2. Synthesis of fl-tarn mimetic-containing peptidk I

The affinity and biological activity of 8 are presented in Table 1. The mimetic

containing peptide t rtrains about 1% of the affinity of [LeuS]-enkephalin for the p
receptor while showing the same moderate preference for p receptors over 5 receptors
as its parent peptide, [Leu-olS]-enkephalin 9. In the guinea pig ileum (OPI) assay
the mimetic containing peptide 8 behaved as a partial agonist, producing inhibition
of the electrically evoked contractions to a maximal extent of 30% at a concentration
of lxl0-4 M. These results indicate that the introduction of the mimetic not only

reduces receptor affinity but also affects signal transduction. In the mouse vas
deferens (MVD) assay 8 was virtually inactive.I

Preliminary molecular modeling studies [6] have shown that the 10-membered
ring of mimetic (II) has several accessible low energy conformations, the lowest of
which most closely resembles a Type Hil n-turn. Further work is needed to correlate

these low energy conformations to the solution conformation of 8.
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Table I Recepeor •afnity and biological activity [7]

[JDAO P[HjDS'T 0 MMV
Comupound Diqbmw DAcment

K, K, IC310 ICs0

a 801±39 5,640*4 >24,600 >1 14,000

9 1.94±0.21 31.1±0.4 124±23 324±14

[Leu5l]Enk 9.43±2.07 2.53±0.35 246±39 11.4±1.1

In conclusion, we have successfully designed and synthesized a novel n-turn
mimetic and incorporated it into a linear peptide. The low affinity and reduced
intrinsic activity of 8 may be due to the fact that the mimetic favors a Type m a-turn
conformation instead of a Type I or Type HI -turn conformations that have been
proposed for the enkephalin phannacophores (3]. Alternatively, the loss of affinity
may also be caused by some stnctural feature inherent in the mimetic itself.
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Introduction

Interaction between ligands and their respective macromolecular biological
targets relies very much on topochemical complementarity. Peptides play different
roles in many regulatory biological processes. They act as hormones, neuro-
transmitters, neuroregulators and neurotoxins. Nevertheless, due to their peptidic
nature very few peptides or peptide analogs are used as therapeutic agents. One of
the major efforts in modern drug design is the search for non-peptidic structural
modifications which will reproduce, as close as possible, the putative bioactive
topochemistry and therefore mimic the biological activity of the original peptide. To
this end, we have been working on the development of a structural isomerization of
amino acids -1n which the side-chain on the Ca is shifted to the adjacent nitrogen.
The isomerk! peptide obtained as a result of this operation is designated as "Shifty
Peptide" (e.g. see Scheme 1). To compensate for the loss of chirality at the Ca, that
this modification entails, we decided to study also the D- and L-alanyl residues
substituted on the N by the natural side-chain. These residues were termed "L-Ala-
and D-Ala-Shifty Analogs" (e.g. see Scheme 1).

Results and DIsession

We chose substance P-derived h,- \.peptide, pGla-Phe-Phe-Gly-Leu-Met-NH 2, as
our model structure for testing the effect of a single "Shifty Modification" on
biological activity. The following "Shifty Analogs" were prepared by SPPS purified
by RP-LPLC and chmcterized by amino acid analysis and FAB-MS:
nh&7-oslmW "Miftv Anal="
1. [ptJ4_,NdrKy7JSP(6-l 1), UI. [p~lu6,N-BzIA~a 7JSF(6-l 1), MI. [pGlu',N-Bzl-
D-A~aW(6-l 1)

IV. [pf•,N-Bzl~y8SP(6-l 1), V. [p(&u,N-BzlAla'ISP(6-l 1), V1. [pGlu6,N-DrJ-D-A~s3 SP(6-l I)

VII. WpOlu',N-iBuGly"°JSP(6-ll), VIII. (pGlu6,N-iBuAla' 0°SP(6-l1), IX.[Ip~lU,-N-m-ilD-Ala'JSP(6-l tt)
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1A 1 1 -tion "Shb ADnMo"
X. [pGIuN-(CH2SCHGIy•']SP(6-11)

CCH C~jAdH C.CNAC ýkNWCCNH2 ACNHC, CN, CC 'C.,C NH2

Hc~ 0 a H 0
CHO, CII,

PARTNr PEPTIDE "IDMTY PEPTIDO

CH C

A .CNH', W 0. ,.C., N C....AH2  A CNH CýCN, C UC~ N142
AC4H

0 CO3 OH 63llH 0

"L-.AI4NUTY IV D1)4N. Iy PEP-IlD"

"Shifty peptides" l-VI and VII-X were synthesized on hydroxymethyl- and
pMBHA-resin-HCI, respectively, employing DCC or DCCIHOBt as the coupling
agents. Amino acid derivatives were protected by the Boc group which was removed
by TrA-DCM (1:1) in the presence of 1% thioanisole. Cleavage of peptides from
resins was achieved by either NH3/MeOH (Shifty Peptides I-VI) or liquid HF in
presence of 10% anisole (Shifty Peptides VII-X). In all cases Boc groups were used
for %-amino protection.

Different approaches were undertaken to synthesize the N-alkylated amino acids
required for the preparation of the above mentioned substance P-derived "Shifty
Analogs". Boc-NBzIGIy-OH and Boc-NBzlAIa-OH were prepared by the method of
Benoiton employing Bzl-Br and NaH in THF [1]. N-iBuGly and N-iBuAla residues
were prepared by reductive alkylation of the corresponding resin-bound amino acid
residue following the procedure of Sasaki and Coy [2]. The free ax-amino function on
the resin-bound peptide was alkylated by isobutyraldehyde and NaCNBH 3 in the
presence of 1% AcOH - DMF. The "Shifty modification" of Met was achieved by
the following reaction:

CH 3SO(CH2)2-NH 2 + BrCH2CO-Resin - CH3SO(CH2)2-NHCH 2CO-Resin
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The substance P-derived "Shifty Analogs" were tested in the guinea pig ileum
smooth muscle contraction assay following procedure described by Wormser et al.
[3]. Analogs IU, V and VII were the only ones with significant potency (ED50 = 7,
1.5 and 10 riM, respectively). All the rest were less potent by at least one order of
magnitude.

Energy calculation of model "Shifty dipeptide" (Ac-N(Bzl)-CH 2-CONH2) and
"Ala Shifty dipeptille" (Ac-N(Bzl)-CH(CH 3)-CONH 2) and a related dipeptide model
Ac-Phe-NH2 used Discover@ program to minimize the energy by employing the
CVFF force field. Energies were obtained by rotating the torsion angles 0 and TF
through 360r in 300 increments. The energy minima of the dipeptide model as well
as of the two "Shifty Peptides" are located in the C1 -conformational domain.

Recently, Simon and coworkers published a structural modification similar to
the one described in this report [4]. Their non-chiral "Peptoids" were prepared by
completely different synthetic approaches looking for an entire different outcome.
Simon et al. are interested in structural diversity and perceive the excessive
conformational flexibility as a major advantage of their design. Our approach
searches for topochemical resemblance and therefore we appreciate a certain degree of
structural rigidity. For this reason, we have introduced chirality into the "Shifty
Peptides" in the form of "L- and D-Ala-based Shifty Peptides".

The low potency of this series of substance P-related "Shifty Analogs" may
suggest that "simple" shift of side-chain from Cat to N is not sufficient to reproduce
closely the cnginal molecular topology. Future work will aim for the optimization
of the N-alkylating side-chain to allow better topological fit. Interestingly, the
higher potency of the L-Ala-based substance P-related "Shifty Peptides" may identify
a requirement for a certain amount of conformational rigidity. The similarity of the
conformational profiles as emerging from energy calculations of the model "Shifty
Dipeptide" may not represent fully the steric hindrance caused in a more extended
structure. For example, in the reported substance P-related "Shifty Analogs" the N-
substituting side-chain is closer to the adjacent down-stream side-chain than in the
peptidic structure.
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Introduction

The renin-angiotensin system (RAS) is a major regulator of blood pressure, and
electrolyte and fluid homeostasis [1, 2]. Inhibition of the RAS by angiotensin II
(AI) receptor antagonists continues to be the most active area of drug discovery for
the treatment of hypertension and congestive heart failure [3]. Peptidic All
antagonists such as saralasin, [Sarl-Alag]-AIl, have been known for sometime, but
their use as therapeutic agents is limited by their lack of oral absorption, rapid
clearance and partial agonist activity. The development of nonpeptide AII receptor
antagonists has attracted much attention recently. In our continuing efforts to
discover novel classes of nonpeptide AIl antagonists, we herein report the design and
biological activity of new series of AII receptor antagonists derived from N-
substituted indoles, dihydroindoles, phenylaminophenylacetic acids, and their
bioisosteric acyl-sulfonamides and tetrazoles.

Results and Discussion

Structure-activity relationship (SAR) of the indole- and dihydroindole-based All
antagonists for AT, (rabbit aorta) receptor subsite is shown in Table 1. The SAR
data demonstrates that 3,6-dichloro substitution of the parent indole 1 resulted in a
25-fold increase in AT, activity of the subnanomolar antagonist 2. Replacement of
the carboxyl with the bioisostere tetrazole gave 4 with increased AT, binding
affinity. Indole series of AT, antagonists was found to be more potent than the
corresponding dihydroindole series (1, 2, 3 and 4 vs 8, 9, 10 and 11 respectively).
The N-alkylated indoles (X = H, H) were synthesized to alleviate the amide bond of
N-acylated indoles (X = 0, Table 1). Although a decrease in potency was observed
for the N-alkyisted indole 5, the tetrazole analog 6 was found to be nearly equipotent
to its corresponding N-acylated counterpart 4. Incorporation of 6-41 substitution
enhances the AT, potency of the antagonist 7. Evaluation of the in vivo activity of
the potent compounds 2 (AT, IC50 = 0.8 nM) and 7 (AT, IC50 = 1 nM) at 1 mg/kg

* Current Address: Synaptic Pharmaceutical Corp., 215 College Road. Paramus,

NJ 07652, U.S.A.
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Lv. dese showed that, while 2 blokmd the All-induced pressor respons in conscious
normotensive rats for only 0.5 h, 7 inhibited the Al pressor response for 5.5 h [4].

Table I All angonist actvity of N-substiu•d dok and dhydrondae

me

Coa/d C R X Z AT! IC50

I C-C H 0 COOH 20

2 C =C 3.6-&-Ca 0 COOH 0.8

3 C=C 4.5-&C- 0 COOH 15

4 C=C H 0 T0 5

5 C-C H KHH COOH 230

6 C-C H H. H Teramle 8.7

7 C=C 2-C KH Telmmoe I

8 C-C N 0 COOH 48

9 C-C 3,6d4-CI 0 COOH 18

If C-C 4034-Cl 0 COOH 170

I! C-C H 0 TemMole 78

12 C-C H K. . . H 82

13 C-C H H.Tis H 14

A structurally distinct class of All antagonists derived from
phenylaminophenylacetic acids, which is .a ring-opened form of the N-alkylated
dihydroindoles 12 and 13 (Table 1), was explored for AT1 activity. The SAR data
shown in Table 2 demonstrates that the N-alkylation of the phenylaminophenylacetic
acids is important for high binding affinity for the AT, receptor. N-Et, N-n-Pr and
N-allyl side chains were found to be the optimal chain lengths for AT, binding.
Substitution at the central as well as the bottom phenyl ring decreases the AT,
activity of these phenylesinaphenylacetic acids. Replacement of the carboxyl with
the bioisostere acylsulfonamide enhances the AT, potency (23-25 vs 16-18),
while the replacement with the tetrazole resulted in a loss of AT, activity (26 vs
15). The acylsulfonamides (23-25) showed excellent in vivo activity in conscious
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rats, for >6 bows duratm of actim, after oral adminisration at a do of 3 mg/kg
[4).

Table 2 Ph. iauxinPaeylacetic ad4 acy*ua amid•s and a enmawoe

R, R2 R3  Z ATI IC50- __ __ _ ___ nM

14 H H H COOH 200

15 Me H H COOH 8.2

16 al H H COOH 4

17 Allyl H H COOH 5.3

18 a-Pr H H COOH 5.3

19 n-Iu H H COOH 94

26 Pa H Me COOH 10

21 Allyl 2-Me Ab COOH 82

22 Et 3-Me H COOH 66

23 Ea H H CONH-SO• 0.9
24 A H H I-

25 a-Pr H H 0.8

26 Wb H H Te.le 15

In summary, the development of our potent new classes of nonpeptide AT,-
selective AIl antagonists derived from indoles/dihydroindoles and phenylamino-
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acid analogue of a biologically active peptide
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Introduction

Some years ago analogues of the potent peptidic renin inhibitor Boc-Phe-Gly-
ACHPA-Ile-3-pyridylmethylamide 1 [1] with single amino acid residues being
replaced with the corresponding a-aza-amino acid residues were synthesized [2].
These analogues of 1 had lower biological activity than the native compound.

Our present aim was to investigate the influence of multiple aza-replacement in
1 on the biological activity. Therefore, we synthesized the peptide analogue 2 with
all three positions of natural amino acids being occupied by their aza-counterparts.
To our knowledge, this is the first synthesis of an all-aza-analogue of a biologically
active peptide (3].

Compound 2 was synthesized in the following reaction sequence:

0
CI'0.-jNO;T, (1:1:i11

MIN-M, 20 I:ATHY, r.

0

C1--"0'-aN10 TIA (1.1.1)

--O TRW,, r. L-.-

0

[2c)

0 0 MCI

TIA (1:1s2) 1TMFl r.

Aphe Agly ACHPA AH*

2
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Resultsa d OW cisu

The ali-azapeptide 2 could be shown to have no renin inhibithig activity.
As 2 could be crystallized from acetone, an X-ray structure analysis was

performed. As can be seen from Fig. 1, 2 shows a bend conformation in dhe crystal
with an internal H-bond between the carbonyl oxygen of Agly and the amide
hydrogen of the 3-pyridylmethyl group. Additionally. the turn is held by xc
interactions between the phenyl ring of Aphe and the pyridine ring of the 3-
pyridylmethyl group. Moreover, from the X-ray structure enhanced planarity at the
position analogous to Cam can be derived.

C

a

C C1
14.4

AOl

Fig 1.StuctrefroizX-ry nalsi of 02 (acegopP22;N.9)

From~~~~~~ coptrmdligivsiain ihComons1ad/ tdit
theC aciv sit of hmnrn []iwaobevdtat anlge2ftJos n
clearly fom lesHbn neatost h ei ctiesthnteoiia

comoun 1.Teefnig ay betemi esnfrtlck frnnihbt

2i- . a)ructure, fr. and a Khlenrg H., 2 g nn. Cgeoup (211989 1085 No. Ga9,).

Crom oeputertng 115lin (1991) aton 215.mpud ad2fttdit

3.erl forma revewsse Gao ntera.,Sythesis, (189 th 405.atvest ha hoiia

4. Ra)hnel, J. rete .. and Galebrg euH., Li.bg. An. Chem., Bi989) 107 5 (1 b) 227.e J.
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Introduction

Isosteric peptide bond replacements in biologically active peptides have been
widely used to increase stability towards proteolytic enzymes, to achieve receptor
selectivity and/or to obtain peptide antagonists [1]. Some of these amide bond
surrogates have also been incorporated into peptidase inhibitors to mimic the
enzyme-bound tetrahedral transition state of the scissile amide bond [2]. Among
these backbone modifications, one of the simplest is the reduced peptide bond
'Y[CH2NH], which has been successfully used for the design of metabolically stable
agonists [31/antagonists [41 of natural peptides and enzyme inhibitors [5].

Taking into account that semiempirical quantum mechanic calculations for the
(cyano)methyleneamino [CH(CN)NH] and methyleneamino [CH2NH] groups
indicate that the first one could be a better mimic of the amide peptide bond and of
the tetrahedral transition state involved in the peptide hydrolysis than the second one
(61, we have reported the synthesis of '*[CH(CN)NHJ pseudopeptides [6]. Now,
taking advantage of the chemical versatility of the cyano group, the conversion of
(cyano)methyleneamino pseudopeptides into other substituted methyleneamino
pseudopeptides, such as 'F[CH(CONH 2)NH] and Wl[CH(CH 2NH 2)NHI] has been
studied.

Synthesi of W[CH(CONH2 )NHJ Piumdopeptides

The replacement of one hydrogen atom of the methyleneamino Y[CH2NHI
peptide bond surrogate with a carbunoyl group could counteract, in part, the increase
in flexibility and the decrease in H-bonding propeies that this peptide bond surrogate
causes on the peptide backbone. With this aim, (carbamoyl)methyleneamino
'F[CH(CONH 2 )NHM pseudodi- and -tripeptides 2 were obtained by oxidative
hydratation of the (cyano)methylene psudepades 1 with hydrogen peroxide, in
phase transfer conditions (Scheme I). This transformation was carried out
maintaining the chirality of compounds 1, and, in general, with good yields (50-
80%). ln the basic medium of this reaction the pseud p methyl esters 2m-c
(R3 = OMe) cyclized to the dipeptide analogues 2,6-dioxpezix 3-e . Removal
of the Boc-protecting group under standard conditions (TFA or HCI) gave the
deprotected pseudopepodes 4.
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it i's interesting to note tdo the pedietdeValY[CH(CONHIWNHJis has
been used as Val-His replacement in angiotensin H1 analogues [71. This pseudo-
dipeptide was synthesized by hydratation of the corresponding Doc-protected
'F[CH(CN)NHI pseudodipeptide with concentrated H2 S 04. However, in this
procedure the yield was low (36%), sand the removal of the Boc-protecting group took
place simultaneously with the cyano hydratation. Therefore, in this method, it was
necessary to reintroduce this protecting group to continue the peptide synthesis.

Scheme I
H

C O3OeNIM&OR3 0 N 0

~~L;:ia DdW4N
H:I<r N H Ho N

WRI RI
Boc-XaaYjCH(OONHYaa-R' R4-Xua'fcH(CDNH,)NHYaa-1 3  3a-c

4a-h 4 H

a :Xaa =Phe; Yaa = LmuR 3 -OMe f: Xias W heYaa Leu; R3 -proOM.
b :Xaa =Pht; Yaa w AlaR 3 OMe g : Xna-Phe.Yu - LA.R - Ala-OH
c: Xu =Plie;Yaa = Pte R3 -OM. b: Xaa =Phe; Yaa -Lau; e - Ala-NH2,
d :Xaa =Phe; Yaa =LeuR 3  NH2  I: Xaa TnrF.Yasuw Law R3 -NH 2
e: Xaa =Phe, Ysaa=Ala-,R3 PzO.OMe

Reagenns a) H20 2. NaOH, (n-B u)4 NHS04 . b) NaOH

Synthesis or 'Y[CH(CH2NH2)NHJ pseudepeptides

The (aminomethylene)methyleneamino 'F[CH(CH2NH2)NH] pseudodi- and
-tripeptides 5a,d,e, chiral building blocks for the preparation of branched
pseudopeptides and conformational restricted analogues, were obtained by catalytic
hydrogenation of the approprate (cyano)methyleneamino p1uoepie 8aA~ in
MeOH/AcOH, at r.t., and in the presence of 10% Pd/C (Scheme U).
Pseudodipeptides Sad (R3 - OMe. NH2) partially cyclized to the 2-oxopiperazines
6&,d during thei isolation from the reaction medium. This lactamnization was
prevented when the hydrogenation was carried out in the presence of di-tert-butyl-
dicartbonate, to give the respective Hoc-protected Y[(CH(CH 2NH~oc)NH] pseudo-
peptides 7a~de as the only reaction products. On the other hand, when the
epimeric mixture of seodppIde Boc-PheY[j(R.S)CH(CN)NHJLeu-OMe (1a)
was hydrogenated in the presence of Mla-OWe.CI, the reductive amination of these
pseudodipeptides took place, obtaining the branched pseudotripePtdes111. Theme
compounds in refluxing xylene cyclized to the 2-oxopiperazines 9a, which could be
considered as conformiational constrained tripeptide analogues.
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In sunmmy it can be concluded: a) 113 YF[CH(CN)NH] pseudopeptides are
good intermediates for the synthesis of 'V[CH(CONH2 )NHJ and
Y(CH(CH 2NH2)NH] analogues; b) These substituted methyleneamino pseudo-
peptides we easily transformed into comoaioa eticted building blocks,
bearing differeft sk idecans and having different conforinstional pwamnetemn which
could be useful for the couasUCbia Of peptide nametics
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Introduction

Peptide-deived drugs have a number of shortcomings which are associated with
their metabolic instability and the hydrophilic character of the peptide bond.
Consequently there is a need for peptide mimicking agents - peptidomimetics - which
exhibit adequate pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties. As part of a
current program aimed at the synthesis of dipeptidomimetics which can be used as
building blocks in biologically interesting peptides we have synthesized some novel
bis-phenylalanine mimetics. The synthesized compounds have been used as
replacements of Phe-Phe in the aneropeptide substance P (SP).

SP is known to be involved in several important physiologial processes such as
neurogenic inflammation, pain transmission and asthma [1]. SP exerts its action by

activation of the NKI-recepbor. The bis-pbenylalanine moiety of SP is believed to be
of importance in the recognition and binding of SP to the NKt-receptor. This
structural element is also the primary cleavage site of a SP cleaving enzyme,
Substance P endopeptidase (SPE), which is present in human cerebrospinal fluid [2].
SPE cleaves SP also between Phe-Gly.

Results and Discusslon

The peptidomimetics presented in this study were designed to fulfill one or
several of the following criteria for structural mimicry: i) geometrical similarity, ii)
the same conformlonal flexibility, iii) electrostatic complementarity and iv) the
same hydrogen bonding properties. All these factors have to be taken into account in
the design Of kpetnMW struchme based on the amino acid sequence of a

The vinyl isostere was considered interesting since the trans double bond has
about the same geometry as an amide bond and also shows about the same

conformational flexibility. However, the electrostatic and hydrogen bonding
properties are considerably different The vinyl isostere is not only interesting in
itself but also serves as an important starting material in the synthesis of other
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The key reaction in the synthesis of the vinyl isomere is the Julia olefination
[3] starting from the Boc-protected sulfone derivative of L-Phe and an aldehyde
(Scheme 1). The Julia reaction has been reported to give exclusively the trams-olefin
but we isolated also significant amounts (15-20%) of the cis-isomers. Desilylation
and oxidation completed the synthesis of the vinyl isostere as a mixture of epimers,
which were sepaated by chomatography.

scheme 1

2) CHO

CH.OR COCA

3) fO NHPO./\-
40%

R.H"% Mas%

The vinyl isosteres were functionalized into epoxides and allylic alcohols by
efficient and stereoselective reactions. Treatment of the ester derivatives with m-
CPBA gave the corresponding epoxides in good yield (Scheme 2). When the Phe-Gly
vinyl isostere was used as starting material we could only isolate one epoxide [4],
however, epoxidation of the Phe-Phe analogue produced two isomers. The
stereoselectivity in the epoxidation reaction is believed to result from a coordination
effect which outweighs the steric effect; the peracid is hydrogen bonded to the
carbamate and ester functionalities, and thereby preferentially directed towards one face
of the alkene [4].

Scheme 2

0COOU COCA.0 COM

The allylic alcohols were synthesized by a stereoselective ring opening of the
epoxides using TBAF (Scheme 3) [4].

Scheme 3

HH
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Further modifications of the alcohol derivative have been described in the Phe-
Gly series, e.g. the fluoro-containing Phe-Gly mimetic was synthesized from the
corresponding alcohol by treatment with DAST [4].

The fully deprotected dibenzylated derivatives JA48 and JA62, synthesized via
the Julia reaction, were found to be highly potent inhibitors of SPE, however the
compounds did not show any appreciable affinity for rat brain NKI-receptors [5].
Other derivatives are currently being studied as potential SPE inhibitors; so far JA48
is the most potent nonpeptidergic inhibitor known for this enzyme.

The synthesized dipeptidomimetics described were used as building blocks in the
preparation of modified, "mimo-mutated", SP analogues. These artificial peptides
were synthesized by the solid phase method using Boc chemistry. The peptides were
purified using reversed phase HPL and were characterized by mass spectrometry and
NMR spectroscopy.

The modified SP analogues also showed activity as SPE inhibitors with the
dibenzylated derivative being the most potent. However, the change in peptide
structure prevented recognition and binding to the NKi-receptor. This result indicates
that a double bond is a poor mimic of an amide bond despite the geometrical
similarities. The introduction of an alcohol functionality did not improve the affinity
although the electrostatic and hydrogen bonding properties are in better agreement
with the amide bond.
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Introduction

Secondary amides exist primarily as the energetically favored trans-rotamer
which avoids steric interactions between adjacent a-carbon substituents. In contrast,
the cas- and tmnas-rotainers of tertiary amides N-terminal to proline have more similar
energies [1, 2]. Significant populations of X-Pro cis-rotamer have been observed by
NMR in many biologically active peptides under physiological conditions [3-6].
Furthermore, increasing evidence suggests that X-Pro rotamer geometry plays an
important role in the recognition and reactivity of bioactive peptides [1]. Hydrolysis
of X-L,-Pro peptide bonds by proline-specific peptidase requires the trwas-rotamer [71,
and isomerization of X-Pro amide bonds has been proposed as a rate-limiting step in
protein folding [8). The X-Pro cis-trans isomerization energy barrier of 13 kcal/mol
can be overcome by peptidyl prolyl isomerase enzymes, whinch can facilitate refolding
of denatured proteins [1, 8]. 1The rotamer equilibrium of acylprolyl residues can also
be influenced by local peptide sequence patterns [6, 91, protonation of N-terminal
residue side-chains [51, solvent conditions 1101, and artificial hydrogen bonding
receptors [I11].

Interest in understanding the relation of X-Pro cis-amide rotamers to peptide
bioactivity has led to the synthesis of prolines with ring alkyl substituents designed
to constrain rotamer and torsion angle geometries [12-14]. Methyl substituents on
the 5-position of proline can exert a steric effect on the N-acyl residue that alters the
rotamer isomerization barrier and augments the population of cis-amide in N-
acetylproline NW-methylunide [ 131. Similarly, the use of 5,5-dimethyl proline was
recently demonstrate to produce 90% of the cis-peptide bond isomer in a dipeptide
[141. Addition of bulkier alkyl substituents to the 5-position of proline should thus
be expected to produce even more pronounced effects on rotamer and torsion angle
geometry.

Results and Discussion

We have developed an efficient synthesis of 5-alkylprolines based on the
reductive amination of 6-oxo c-amino esters derived from glutamic acid [ 151. This
method provides unnatural prolines substituted at the 5-position with primary, '
secondary and tertiary alkyl groups, as well as with aromatic substituents (Scheme
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Scheitt. 1

coc3  R RCC2R

~~CO2L-Bu NH O

HNHNhhI

12: E C02 CH3  4:IV= t-Bu
3:E=H 5:RV= H

R =Et, n-Bu, PhCH2, i-Pr, t-Bu

Synthesis of 5-substituted prolines begins with oc-tert-butyl 'it-methyl N-(9-(9-
phenylfluorenyl))glutamate (1) [16]. The 9-(9-phenylfluorenyl), (PhPI) group for
mitrogen protection allowed selective enolization of the y-ester without racemizaton
of the chiral a-amino center; in addition, it shielded the amine from acylation [115-
171. Treatment of 1 with lithium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide provided the y-lithium
enolate, which reacted with acid chlorides to give good yields of 0-keto esters 2.
Selective hydrolysis of the y-methyl ester and decarboxylation was achieved on
exposure of 0-keto esters 2 to lithium hydroxide in a THF : water solution to
provide "-xo a-amino esters 3. Hydrogenation of o-oxo a-amino esters 3 with
peliadium-on-carbon in a 9:1 methanol :acetic acid solution proceeds by cleavage of
the phenylfluorenyl group, intramolecular imine formation, protonation, and
hydrogen addition to the less hindered face of the iminium ion intermediate to furfnish
cis-5-alkylprolines 4 with the 5-substituent and carboxylate on the same side of the
proline ring. Although imine products from incomplete hydrogenation were
sometimes observed by proton NMR analysis of the crude reaction mixtures, trans-
diastereomer 4 was not detected. The tert-butyl ester was cleaved by treatment with
trifluoroacetic acid to give prolines 5 as their TFA salts after evaporation of the
volatles. 5-n-Butylpioline 4 was determined to be of >99% enantiomeric purity as
ascertained by preparation of diastereomeric ureas on reaction with a-
methylbenzylisocyanate and observation of the teri-butyl ester singlets in the proton
NMR spectrum during incremental additions of the diastereomer prepared from D-
glutamate. Initial modeling studies of N-acetyl-5-tert-butylproline N'-methylamnides
suggest that the bulkier 5-teal-butyl substituent exerts effects on both the N-acyl and
a-carboxylate groups to favor the cis-rotamer as well as to constrain the proline 7
torsion angle.
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Introduction

Our interests in sialidases, in particular the design and synthesis of novel
sialidase inhibitors (1], has led us to the study of an N9 sialidase-NC41 antibody
crystal complex [2, 3]. When this antibody binds to the influenza viral enzyme
sialidase N9 it inhibits the enzyme, by apparently binding to an active site loop and
sterically interfering with the approach of the substrate (4]. We have undertaken an
extensive investigation of this complex in order to try and develop: (a) antibody
mimics that may inhibit enzyme activity by binding to the active site loop and
sterically interfering with the approach of substrate and (b) antigen mimics which
may be useful for chemical vaccination strategies. In this paper we report
preliminary results on the design and synthesis of antigen mimetics, as well as our
successes in the development of a biologically active antibody mimic from the
protein antigen-antibody crystal structure.

Results and Discussion

The determination of the components of recognition between the energy refined
N9 sialidase-NC4l antibody complex involved a geometrical non-bonded analysis
(using an in-house program CONTACT [5]) and an enthalpic calculation (using the
program AMBER 3.0) [6]. From these data it was concluded that one loop on the
antibody surface (H96-H99, CDR H3) contributes a significant portion of the
interaction energy, and three loops (714-720, 746-750 and 779-784) of the antigenic
surface.

Based on the receptor bound conformation of these loops (from the protein
crystal structure) a design strategy towards suitable cyclic constraints that would hold
the peptide sequence in the preferred receptor bound conformation was required.
Organic scaffolds were designed to bridge the C and N termini of the protein loops of
interest. These organic scaffolds were rigid aromatic compounds that contained a
carboxyl and amine functional group that could energetically adopt the required
initiation and termination conformation of the loops of interest. They were designed
by a combination of restrained mininisations, systematic search, template forcing
and high temperature molecular dynamics calculations [5].
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Fig. 1. Synthesis of the organic scaffolds for the antigen mimetics. (a) nBuLi, -78*C,
C0 2; (b) N-hydroxymethylphthalimide, H2S0 4. OC, 30 min; (c) nBuLi, -781C,
dimethylsulfate; (d) nBuLi, -78*C, C02; (e) MeOHIH+; (f) N-bromosuccinimide, CC,4 ,
reflux, 4 h; (g) potassium phthalimide, DMF.

002H1 a

Ob

(3)

Fig. 2. Synthesis of the antibody mimic organic scaffold. (Amb) (a) N-hydroxy-
methyLphthalimide, H2SO4, OIC, 24 hk (b) NaBH4, 2-propanolIlH20, (c) 9-fluorenyL-
Aethylsuccinimidyl carbonate, H20, pH 8, 3 h at room temperature.

The synthesis of the designed organic scaffolds for the antigen [1, 2] and
antibody mimics [3] are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The next stage was to synthesise
the required constrained cyclic peptides that utilise these scaffolds as constraints.
Currently, only the constrained cyclic peptide of the antibody mimic has been
synthesised. The synthesis involved the addition of the 0-carboxyl of Asp onto
pMBHA resin, followed by the addition of Asp Glu, Constraint [3] (Amb) and Phe.
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Resin bound cyclisation was achieved with BOP/HOBt and HF cleavage yielding the
antibody mimic [Glu-Asp-Asn-Phe-Amb] (4).

The IH spectra (in d6-DMSO) of the target molecule (4) was assigned by a
combination of DQFCOSY and ROESY experiments. The solution conformation of
the antibody mimic was calculated by restrained molecular dynamics. The lowest
energy conformation found had an energy of 90 kcail/mol. The energy of the desired
receptor bound conformation of the antibody mimic was calculated as 95 kcallmol in
the design process. Therefore it would appear as though the organic scaffold (3) has
stabilised the cyclic peptide to conformations that are energetically close to the
desired receptor bound conformation.

A KFof lxl0- M was determined for the antibody mimic (4) using the naturally
occurring substrate fetuin against N9 sialidase. Since the antibody mimic was
designed to bind at the same epitope region as antibody NC41, it is possible that an
inhibition similar to the inhibition observed with NC41 occurs. Such an argument
is supported from the sialidase-sialic acid crystal structure [4] which suggests that
antibody NC41 inhibits enzymic action by binding to active site loop 368-370 and
sterically interfering with the approach of the substrate. The antibody mimic was
designed to bind at this same region, and is considered unlikely to bind directly in the
active site (the dimensions of the active site appear to preclude the mimic from both
entering and binding), and thus may competitively inhibit the enzyme by binding to
this loop.
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Introduction

Fibrinogen (Fg) binding to activated platelets is an obligatory step for platelet
aggregation and arterial thrombosis. This binding is mediated by the platelet
fibrinogen receptor, gp ib/HIa, which recognizes the RGD sequence in fibrinogen. It
is well known that peptides containing the RGD sequence block fibrinogen binding
to gp ib/IlIa and prevent platelet aggregation in the face of a variety of activating
agents [1]. The concept of inhibiting platelet mediated thrombosis in human disease i
using antagonists of gp llb/lila is therefore extremely attractive. Peptide mimetics of
the RGD sequence have also been shown to inhibit platelet aggregation in vitro and
in vivo and prevent platelet mediated thrombosis [2]. Recently, a potent gp Hb/Il~a
antagonist, 4-amidinophenylpentanoyl-Asp-Phe-OH (1, IC50 = 53 nM; dog platelet
rich plasma aggregation assay), was identified [3] and is now being developed for
acute indications. These drugs are designed to potentiate thrombolysis, prevent
reocclusion, and provide symptomatic relief in patients with unstable angina. Our
goal was to prepare orally active analogs of 1, which could be useful in chronic
treatment of thrombosis. To achieve this goal, we have focused our effort on the
peptide portion of 1 and substituted it with various aromatic and heterocylic n-amino
acids.

Results and Discussion

Several analogs of 1 have been synthesized in which the peptide portion of the
molecule was replaced with a variety of substituted jP-amino acids. These n-amino
acids were prepared by Knoevenagel condensation from corresponding aldehydes and
malonic acid in the presence of ammonium acetate, and subsequently coupled with 4-
amidinophenylpentanoic acid. Initial screening for inhibition of platelet aggregation
was accomplished via an in vitro dog platelet-rich plasma assay (PRP) on the free
acid form of the compounds. Those which exhibited significant biological activity in
this primary screen were then tested in ester form for oral activity in an ex vivo dog
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PRP assay (Table 1). Monohalogen substitution at any position in the ring has
resulted in analogs (3-5) with activity similar to the unsubstituted compound (2).
Significant increase in potency was observed in analogs substituted with hydroxy,
ethoxy, dimethoxy and methylenedioxy groups (6-9). All these compounds showed
submicromolar activity in the in vitro PRP assay. In addition, ethyl esters of 3,5-
dimethoxyphenyl and 1,3-benzodioxole analogs were also active orally in the ex vivo
PRP assay. The 1,3-benzodioxole analog (9) completely inhibits collagen-induced
platelet aggregation at 10 mpk IG with long duration of activity. The effects of
aromaticity of the ý-pbenyl ring were also evaluated. While the cyclobexenyl analog
(10) was equally potent, the saturated cyclohexyl analog (11) was found to be less
active than the parent phenyl analog (2). However, the most active compound in this
series is the 3-pyridyl-f-alanine containing analog (12) with an IC50 of 120 .M. The
ex vivo activity of the ethyl ester of this compound was still detectable after 12 h.
Interestingly, even the acid form (13) was found to be orally active and bioavailable
at 8.4 mpk. It is remarkable because, within this series, for these compounds to be
orally active and bioavailable, they normally have to be administered in the "prodrug"
ester form. In conclusion, substitution of the dipeptide portion of 1 with P-amino
acids and systematic modification of its side chain have resulted in long acting orally
active analogs.

Table 1 Structure-activity relationships of j-amino acid containing RGD mimetics

0 ,C0 2 H

N R
HN H

Compound R PRP [Acid] ex vivo IG [ethyl ester]
IC5,0 [nM] dose [mpk] duration [h)

(%max. Inh)

2 phenyl 5,300

3 4-fluorophenyl 3,000
4 3-fluorophenyl 1,300
5 2-fluorophenyl 5,200
6 4-hydroxyphenyl 800
7 4-ethoxyphenyl 400
8 3,5-dimethoxyphenyl 330 20 -6 (68)
9 1,3-benzodioxole 280 10 -6 (100)
10 3,4-cyclohexenyl 4,000

11 cyclohexyl 10.000
12 3-pyridyl 120 10 [ester] >6<24 (100)
13 3-pyndyl 120 8.4 [acid] >6<24 (100)
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Introduction

The rational design of conformationally restricted peptides which mimic or
block the effects of their physiologically important parent compounds represents a
major goal of pharmaceutical companies. These conformational analogues should
not only retain the properties of the original peptide, but they should also exhibit
improved bioavailability and pharmacokinetics. In this connection in the last decade
medicinal chemists have become interested in bioactive peptides containing chiral
CO-a-disubstituted glycines since these stereochemically constrained, backbone
modified, non-coded residues tend to freeze specific conformations and dramatically
slow down enzymatic processes. In our continuing investigation of the preferred
conformation of peptides containing Ca-methylated 41-amino acids we report here a
crystal-state structural study by X-ray diffraction of a number of pepuides rich in
(ezMe)Leu, a C"-methylated amino acid with a y~branched, aliphiatic side chain.

Results and Discussion

An intriguing observation can be extracted from the analysis of the Z-D-
((xMe)Leu-(Aib)2-OtBu tripeptide. Both independent molecules ar folded in a P-bend
conformation, but despite the presence of a chiral residue [D-(ixMe)Leu] in the
sequence, no preference is seen in the Pý-bend screw sense, L~e. the two diastereomeric

An analogous observation (right- and left-handed helices concomitantly present in the
asymmetric unit) has been made for the 310-belix fourming pfrBz-(Aib)2-D-(41Me)Leu-
(Aib)2-OtBu. Conversely, only small differences are noted in the backtbone torsion
angles of the two right-handed 3,W-helical molecules of the octae;uide Ac-(Aib),-D-

(ahe)[-(Aib)2-C0d~u mofohydrale.
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in the backbone torsion angles of the three right-handed 310-helical molecules in the
asymmetric unit of the homo-tetamepBrBz-[D-(QMe)Leu] 4-OtBu (Figure 1).

All 21 (aMe)Leu residues are found in the helical region of the conformational
map. The average absolute values for the 4, v torsion angles are 57, 290, closer to
those expected for a 3, 0-helix (57, 30) than for a a-helix (63, 420) [1]. It is worth
noting that in eight out of the ten molecules the signs of the #, 1W values for the N-
terminal and central D-(aMe)Leu residues are negative. The distribution of the most
relevant torsion angle for the characterization of the side-chain conformation (XI) for
the 21 D-(aMe)Leu residues is 18 g+ and 3t.

The results obtained support the view that (aMe)Leu, like the (ixMe)Val and
(aMe)Phe residues already investigated [2], is an extremely efficient h-bend and
310/o-helix promoter, much stronger than its unmethylated counterpart (Leu).
Interestingly, in the peptides where (aMe)Leu is the only chiral residue, the
relationship between Ca configuration and helix screw sense is predominantly
opposite to that exhibited by protein amino acids (including Leu) and (aMe)Val. This
behavior is also typical of (aMe)Phe. In other words, this inverse relationship
appears to be dictated by the position of side-chain branching (at the 1-carbon), rather
than by the electronic nature (whether aliphatic or aromatic) of the side chain.
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Synthesis of glycopeptides: A challenge for
chemical selectivity
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Introduction

During the past decades it has been recognized that most of the natural proteins
of multicellular organisms in reality are glycoproteins. The saccharide side chains of
glycoproteins influence the physical properties as well as the conformations, and can
also protect these protein conjugates against proteolytic attack. Moreover, the
carbohydrate portions of the glycoproteins have been found to be important
recognition labels, e.g., in infectious processes, in cell differentiation and in the
regulation of cell growth [1]. For investigations of these challenging recognition
processes, glycoproteins of exactly specified structure are of particular interest. As
glycoproteins are accessible in only small amounts firom biological sources and these
isolates, furthermore, suffer from the biological microbeterogeneity of natural
glycoproteins, synthetic glycopeptides of confirmed stucture and purity are required.
The natural glycoproteins exclusively contain glycosidic linkages between the peptide
and the carbohydrate portions. These bonds as well as the intersacchaidic linkages,
being acetal-like bonds, are potentially acid-sensitive. In addition 0-glycosyl serine
and threonine derivatives are prone to an easy base-catalyzed k-elimination of the
carbohydrate. Therefore, special emphasis has to be given to mild reaction conditions
throughout the glycopeptide synthesis [2].

Results and Discussion

One of the early solutions we found for the synthesis of glycopeptides via
controlled and selective deblocking and chain extension consisted in the application of
the Fmoc group and its selective removal with morpholine [3]. The weak base
morpoWie does not attack the base-sensitive O-glycosyl serine linkage, e.g., in the
xylosyl serine derivative 1. But, its basicity is sufficient for a complete and selective
removal of the Fmoc group to furnish the selectively deblocked derivative 2
susceptible to further chain extension.

Fmoc-HN- CH-- COOBzl H-HN- CH- COOBzl

OBz OBzI
1 2 98%
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This method was used in the synthesis of tumnor-associated antigen structures, e.g., in
the synthesis of the T antigen glycopeptide 3 [4]. Coupling of 3 to bovine serum
albumin gave a synthetic glycoprotein antigen 4. According to its carbohydrate
analysis it contained on average 38 T antigen glycopeptide units per macromolecule.

HO OH HO HO OH HO 0

HO AcNH H2N.- H O

Ac- Ser- Ser-TIrOH Ac Ser- Ser- Thr.NH•,e,

Ho WSCIIHOBt HO Ac
H 0 water H O O
HOOH HOH HO OH HO OH

3 4
The monoclonal antibody obtained with 4 reacted with all types of epithelial tumor
tissues tested. But it also showed reactivity against normal cells of the same tissues.
The antibody obtained from 4 exhibited interesting selectivity towards
asialoglycophorins. As the structure of 4 corresponds to the N-terminus of
glycophorin of M blood group specificity, the antibody was distinctly more reactive
to M- than to N-type asialoglycophorin. This suggests that not only the T antigen
disaccharide but also the amino acid sequence contributes to the recognized epitope
[5].

Particularly efficient protecting groups in glycopeptide synthesis are the allylic
protecting groups. Both, the allyl ester [6] and the allyloxycarbonyl (Aloc) group [7]
are stable to acids and bases commonly applied in peptide chemistry. However, they
can selectively be removed under neutral conditions via palladium(0)-catalyzed allyl
transfer to weakly basic or neutral nucleophiles. This methodology was successfully
extended to a new allylic anchoring principle in the solid phase synthesis of peptides
and glycopeptides [8]. Utilizing the efficiency of the allylic protecting groups,
glycopeptides with Tn and T antigen structure [9, 10], with fucosylated chitobiose
asparagine structures [ IlI and with Lewisa antigen side chains [12] were successfully
synthesized. During these studies, an effect of indirect protection of the 0-glycosidic
bonds exhibited by the O-acyl groups of the saccharide part was found. Of particular
interest are glycopeptides with LewisO antigen side chains, which have been described
as tumor-associated antigens. For example, the Lewisx asparagine conjugate 5 was
selectively and alternatively deblocked either by Pd(0)- or Rh()-catalyzed cleavage of
the allyl ester to give 6 or by acidolytic removal of the Boc group to form 7. Chain
extension and subsequent N-terminal deblocking furnished 8, which was condensed
with 6 to form the glycopeptide 9 containing two Lewis" antigen side chains.
Further chain extension, deprotection and coupling with BSA gave a synthetic
Lewisx antigen glycoprotein. According to its clustered Lewisx antigen structure, this
synthetic glycoprotein should exhibit enhanced activity towards both, receptors and
the immune system.

The examples given illustrate that glycopeptides of biologically interesting
structure can be synthesized in preparative amounts and high purity using the
developed selective methods.
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Boc--HN 0 HCI .H - ), .

AcO OAc ; o" AcO IOAc OJ
_____ AcNH

'COO OAcNH HC 20 AcO NHAc

AcO OAc 5 3AcO OA c

(ph3 P)bRhCl/i AcO0  I. Boc-Gly-OH/IIDQEZH13C 2.c H, 0t2
o ~ Ic o

Boc-HN~oH HCI- H- Giy-HN AI
A oA A OAc

AcO OAc AN ~JAN

H3Cf,22'- EDC/HOBt HOCr c
AcOM 6 93% r AcOOAc 8 82%

Boc-HN 1 B O

Hoc yJ O HNAO- OA,

AcO•A7 OAc NHAC . OAc

OAc AcNH AcCNHN N

13C OA AcoOAc

H3C 8 82%

Ac0 0ANH Ac0 O ~ cO
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Introduction

Isoprenylation is a common post-translational modification of proteins L., 21.
This post-translational modifit.ation affects the cellular processing and biological
activity of the attached peptide or protein. For example, mutant Ras proteins do not
manifest oncogenicity in mammalian cells unless they are farnesylated [3]. It has
recently been shown that farnesylation of Ras2 is necessary to obtain optimal
binding to adenylyl cyclase but is not sufficient for maximal partitioning of Ras2
into membranes [4]. There has.not been a systematic study of the consequences of
this modification on peptide-lipid i.. .ractions.

We have chosen to study the interaction between lipids and the yeast mating
pheromone, a-factor, and its analogs. This lipopeptide with the sequence
YHK3VFWDPAC is farnesylated on the side-chain thiol group and the terminal
carboxyl group is in the form of a methyl ester. It is particularly attractive to study
a-factor because its relatively small size allows for the synthesis of analogs.

Results and Discussion

We assessed the penetration of a-factor and its analogs into a phospholipid
bilayer using the fluorescence emission spectrum of the Trp residue as a criterion.
We first demonstrated that both the farnesylated lipopeptide, a-factor, as well as the
S-methyl-a-factor, which has only a methyl group replacing the farnesyl group on
the Cys residue, have the same fluorescence emission properties when dissolved in
methanol with a maximum at 343 nm. This indicates that farnesylation alone does
not induce a change in the polarity of the Trp environment when the lipopeptide is
dissolved in methanol. In addition, both the a-factor and the S-methyl-a-factor have
similar fluorescence emission spectra in aqueous solution in the presence of
lysolecithin micelles. The polarity of the Trp environment in lysolecithin is similar
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to that in methanol for both peptides. The a-factor was not sufficiently soluble in
water to measure its fluorescence emission under these conditions, however, the S-
methyl-a-factor had a fluorescence emission maximum in 10 mM sodium phosphate
buffer, pH 7.4, at 352 nm, compared with 341 nm in the presence of lysolecithin.
This indicates that even without farnesylation the S-methyl-a-factor will
spontaneously partition from the aqueous to the membrane phase. In the presence of
sonicated vesicles of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine, however, there is a marked
difference, with the a-factor appearing to insert more deeply into the lipid bilayer than
the S-methyl-a-factor.

The shift of the bilayer to hexagonal phase transition temperature (TH) of
dielaidoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DEPE), with the addition of a membrane
additive is a measure of how this additive affects the relative stability of the bilayer
vs nonlamellar inverted phases. This information has proven to he of value in
predicting the effect of these additives on certain membrane functional properties [5].
In order to compare various a-factor derivatives, we measured the slope of a plot of
TH versus the mole fraction of additive (Table 1). Positive slopes indicate bilayer
stabilizers (relative to the HII phase) whereas negative slopes indicate compounds that
cause a relative stabilization of the hexagonal phase.

Table 1 Effect of a-factor and related compounds on the TH of DEPE

Slope
Substance (Degrees/mol fraction additive)

a-factor 217 ± 14
trans,trans-famesol -1 5 8 4
trans,trans-famesol acetate ± 27
hexadecanol ±:8
S-hexadecanyl-a-factor ± 19
benzyl alcohol + 32
S-benzyl-a-factor 112 ± 50
S-methyl-a-factor 31 ± 16
S-methyl-a-factor + famesola -194 ± 10

3Equimolar amounts of these materials were used.

We have examined the influence of the nature of the hydrocarbon group on the
Cys12 sulfur on the bilayer stabilizing tendency of the peptide. The natural form of
a-factor is famesylated at this position. The farnesyl group in isolation is a
hexagonal phase promoter (Table 1). Despite this, when the farnesyl group is
attached to the peptide, the resulting a-factor becomes a good bilayer stabilizer.
Indeed, when equimolar amounts of S-methyl-a-factor and farnesol were added to
DEPE, the TH was lowered by an amount similar to that found with farnesol alone
(Table 1). Thus, the types of membrane interactions exhibited by a-factor are a
consequence of the covalent linkage of the peptide and lipid moieties and cannot be
simulated by a simple mixture of these two components. The change as a result of
farnesylation is not simply a consequence of increased hydrophobicity and/or
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membrane partitioning of the peptide. This is clearly demonstrated by comparing the
effects of S-hexadecanyl-a-factor with a-factor on lipid polymorphism. Farnesylation
leads to a lipopeptide (a-factor) which is a much better bilayer stabilizer than is S-
hexadecanyl-a-factor (Table 1). This is not likely to be a consequence of different
membrane partitioning of the two lipopeptides since both the hexadecanol and
farnesol would be expected to have similar hydrophobicities [6]. If anything, the
hexadecanyl peptide may be somewhat more hydrophobic as indicated by its greater
retention on reversed-phase HPLC (data not shown). The greater bilayer stabilizing
effect of a-factor is also not a consequence of an intrinsic difference in the effects of
the corresponding hydrocarbons on lipid polymorphism since both farnesol and
hexadecanol have similar effects on TH (Table 1). Even a benzyl group, which as
illustrated by benzyl alcohol is a bilayer stabilizer by itself, is not able to shift the
TH of the a-factor peptide as much as farnesylation does. It thus appears that
farnesylation results in a particular conformation and/or orientation of the peptide
moiety of a-factor at the membrane surface.

Modification of the a-factor peptide by farnesylation alters the way in which it
interacts with membranes. This is likely to have consequences not only on
membrane properties, but also on which groups or protein sites in a biological
membrane will have access to the lipoprotein. We suggest, therefore, that the
interaction of the farnesyl side chain with the bilayer results in a presentation of the
pheromone to the receptor which is an important determinant of activity.
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Introduction

Delivery of peptides and other pharmaceutical compounds to an appropriate
location in an animal cell is still a major problem in biology and medicine and the
large effort to develop safe and efficient delivery systems indicates this. The
attachment of lipid moieties has been one of the more popular approaches employed
for the delivery of peptide antigens (or other molecules of interest) [1] and for the
potentiation of the immune response to these compounds [1, 2].

A novel method of conjugating amino acids and peptides to fatty acids was
developed in these laboratories [3, 4, 51 using Tris (2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl-l,3-
propanediol) as a multifunctional linker. This method enables the conjugation of 1,
2 or 3 fatty acids to the peptide resulting in a molecule with a structure that mimics
those of triglycerides. We have synthesised a number of such compounds where fatty
acids of various lengths are attached to different peptides, and/or to other molecules of
interest. Investigation of the biological properties of a number of variants showed
that fatty acid number influenced their rate of uptake into cells but did not affect their
specificity of sub-cellular localisation.

CH 20 - R,

+NH3 - (aa) - CO - NH - C - CH20 - R2

CH20 - R3

Fig. 1. General structure of lipopeptide conjugates where R, R2 and R3 are fatty acids.

Results and Discussion

Amino acid/peptide-Tris conjugates were prepared by incubation of their
corresponding N-protected esters with Tris [5]. Products were purified by preparative
HPLC and then acylated with fatty acids in the presence of DCC and
dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP). Palmitic, myristic and lauric acids were coupled in
this fashion. The reaction products were purified either by chromatography on silica
gel or by preparative HPLC.
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After the removal of the N-protecting moiety the free amino acid could be
reacted with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FRTC) and the labelled products purified by
HPLC.

We have found that these peptide-fatty acid conjugates interact very rapidly with
mammalian cells, readily crossing the lipid bilayer of the plasma membrane into the
cytoplasm under physiological conditions and localising in specific intracellular
membranes and organelles. The presence of a different number of fatty acid chains
(from 1 to 3 molecules) has a profound effect on both the rate of entry of the
conjugates into the cell and their persistence over time.

Preliminary experiments on whole live Drosophila embryos have shown that
the membrane of a dechorionated embryo is readily traversed by the fluorescein-
labelled tris-palmitate conjugate. Over a period of two hours some embryos appeared
to concentrate the conjugate in the pole cells, which subsequently become the
animal's germ cells.

The clearest conclusion from these experiments was that the monopalmitate
(alanine-Tris-palmitate, ATP,) has a greater capacity to rapidly interact with the cells.
A number of separate points were noted: (a) ATP, crosses into the cell more rapidly;
(b) it crosses the nuclear membrane more rapidly than conjugates containing two or
three fatty acids; (c) ATP, was also able to cross membranes of paraformaldehyde
fixed cells whereas the other conjugates could not, indicating that it did not require
cellular activity for efficient entry; (d) ATP, persisted in the cell to a greater degree
than the di-and tri-palmitates, (ATP2 and ATP 3).
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Introduction

Electrospray mass spectrometry (ESMS) is a fast evolving analytical technique
which can be used to determine the molecular weights of intact proteins and
glycoproteins. The mass accuracy of the technique is in many instances better than
0.01% and masses differing by as little as 0.1% can be resolved. This resolution can
be increased by the application of maximum entropy (MaxEnt) to the data.
Electrospray is therefore ideal for detecting and assigning post translational
modification of intact proteins. Furthermore, the coupling of liquid chromatography
and electrospray mass spectrometry provides a fast and highly sensitive method for
the detection of glycopeptides produced from an enzyme digestion of a glycoprotein.

Glycoprotein glycoforms affect the biological activity and pharmacokinetic
behaviour of many glycoconjugates. Their detection and analysis has become
increasingly important in structure function studies as well as in the manufacture of
recombinant glycoproteins. Although full characterisation of glycoprotein glycan
requires their release from the protein, it would be of considerable advantage to be
able to detect particular glycoforms in the intact protein.

In this study we demonstrate the resolving power of electrospray mass
spectrometry using MaxEnt applied to the intact plant glycoprotein horseradish
peroxidase showing that the individual glycoforms can be resolved. This can be
compared with data obtained from a recombinant horseradish peroxidase and two
variant strains. The glycopeptides produced by enzyme digestion of HRP were
mapped and analysed by LC/MS and compared to those peptides produced from the
recombinant non glycosylated protein produced in E. ,oli.

*4
Results and Discussion

The data were obtained on Fisons Instruments/VO BioTech Quattro triple
quadrupole and Platform single quadrupole mass spectrometers using electrospray
ionisation at atmospheric pressure. The horse radish peroxidase was obtained from
Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO. The recombinant HRP and the two variants
were supplied as part of a collaboration with Dr Andrew Smith, University of
Sussex, Brighton, U.K.

HRP and recombinant HRP were digested with trypsin and the resulting
peptides and glycopepid were analysed by on-line LCIMS.
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Using the MaxEnt algorithm on the multiply charged ion electrospray mass
spectrum of natural horseradish peroxidase, identifiable peaks corresponding to both
full length and C terminally truncated HRP molecules with either 8, 7 or 6 N-linked
glycans could be seen in the MaxEnt spectrum. Variants of these differing by one
hexose unit (e.g., mannose) and 13 other peaks were also resolved. These included
both hexose, deoxyhexose and N-acetylhexosamine variants.

114
123

1 ie T4e

TI. T4

72S7

.12

TIS

T2Sý

Fig. I. Base peak intensity (BPI) chromatogram of separated peptides from recombinant
horseradish peroxidase protein. The peptides are labelled with their tryptic fragment
number.

1oo 120

T24

(G"-4 22

T14

15.002.0....51.......

Fig. 2. BiP) chromatogram of separated peptides and glycopeptides from natural
horseradish peroxidase.
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The mean mass error between observed and calculated glycoforms was 1.5Da.
The molecular masses determined for the recombinant protein and variant horseradish
peroxidase proteins F142A and R38K were 34041.8, 33965.5 and 33979.3,
respectively. The differences between the expected and calculated molecular weights
for the recombinant protein and the F142A variant were 0.3 and 0.1Da respectively.
The variant R38K is outside this range and may in fact be a double mutant. Other
possible mutations accounting for the mass difference could be either His-Cys, Met-
Pro, Phe-Ile/Ieu or Tyr-Gly.

On line separation of the tryptic peptides and glycopeptides obtained from both
recombinant HRP and the natural glycoprotein, analysed in positive ion electrospray,
produced the chromatograms shown in Figures I and 2. The digested natural HRP
was also analysed by on-line LCMS in the negative ion mode). The peaks in the
chromatogram are labelled according to the corresponding tryptic peptide or
glycopeptide fragment number. Several of the chromatographic peaks contain more
than one component. These unseparated components can be easily identified by mass
analysis.

The glycoforms inferred in the intact proteins are made on the basis of the
known structure of the principle glycan component present and the mass differences
between this and other components in the spectrum. These components correspond in
many but not all cases, with the glycans released from horseradish peroxidase by
hydrazinolysis [1]. The recombinant form of horseradish peroxidase corresponds to
that of the known amino acid sequence plus an additional methionine residue at the
N-terminus. The F142A variant also has the correct molecular weight. The second
mutant R38K does not have the correct molecular mass calculated for this variant,
but other experiments have also suggested that this may in fact be a double mutation.
On-line LC/MS analysis of the peptides produced from the natural and recombinant
proteins allowed identification of the peptides and glycopeptides by mass
measurement.
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Introduction

Mannose 6-phosphate (Man-6-P) has been shown to be an inhibitor of
inflammation in the central nervous system [1]. The anti-inflammatory effect of
Man-6-P may be due to an inhibition of the interaction between the Man-6-P
receptors (MPR's) and lysosomal enzymes, as these interactions are partly
responsible for the intracellular transport and binding of lysosomal enzymes [2, 3, 4].

Man-6-P residues are present at the terminal positions of asparagine linked
oligosaccharides of the high mannose type in lysosomal enzymes [5]. Binding
inhibition studies have shown that mannobiosides phosphorylated at the terminal
position and linked a(1-2) are better inhibitors of the binding to the MPR's than
Man-6-P itself, and also than the corresponding a(1-6) and a(l-3) linked isomers.
Branched divalent ligands with two terminal Man-6-P units gave much stronger
inhibitory effects (6-20 times higher) than the corresponding monophosphorylated
compounds [5,6].

We therefore found it interesting to synthesize glycopeptides containing two 6'-
O-phosphorylated mannobiosides as bidental ligands for the MPR's, where the
peptide backbone mimics the rest of the oligosaccharide. A force field calculation
using the GEGOP program [71 was performed on the core structure of the N-linked
oligosaccharide and this showed the distance between the phosphorylated disaccharides
to be 9-13 A, which corresponds to three to five amino acids.

We here report a convenient multiple column solid-phase peptide synthesis
(MCPS) [8] of glycopeptides containing two mannobiosides phosphorylated at the
terminal position and linked a(l-2) and/or cx(l-6). The glycopeptides also contain a
fluorescence probe, which allows easy monitoring in biological assays. Eleven
glycopeptides were synthesized containing either 3, 4 or 5 amino acids, as presented
below.

Results and Discussion

The most convenient method for the synthesis of the glycopeptides containing
6'-O-phosphorylated u(1-2) and/or a(1-6) linked disaccharides utilizes
phosphorylated, glycosylated threonine (or serine) building blocks in MCPS. Man-
6-P is the nonreducing carbohydrate unit in both the a(1-2) and a(i-6) linked
disaccharides, and the optimal strategy was to synthesize a protected, phosphorylated
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monosaccharide unit, which could be incorporated into both disaccharides by
glycoside synthesis 191. Therefore phenyl 2,3,4-tri-O-benzoyl-lI-thio-a-D-
mannopyranoside was phosphorylated using bis(2,2,2-trichloroethyl)-
phosphochioridate and pyridine. The resulting compound was converted into the
corresponding glycosyl bromide by addition of bromine and used in silver triflate
promoted glycosylations of phenyl 2,3,4-tri-O-benzoyl-lI-thio-a-D-mannopyranoside
and 1 ,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-p-D-mannopyranose, respectively. The resulting
disaccharides were converted into glycosyl bromides with bromine and hydrogen
bromide, respectively, and used in silver triflate promoted glycosylations of Fmoc-
Thr-O-Pfp to give the two phosphorylated building blocks in high yield.

To find optimal cleavage conditions for the 2,2,2-trichioroethyl groups the
peptide Ac-Thr(BZ3-Man-6-O-P(O)(OCH 2 CCI3)2-cx( I-6)-BZ3 -Man)-NH2 was
synthesized. Various conditions were studied, but only deprotection in pyridine
containing 10% acetic acid using Zn and Ag 2CO3 gave quantitative deprotection. The
phosphate moiety has to be deprotected before the hydroxyl groups to avoid cyclic
phosphate formation and migration.

The building blocks were used in MCPS, using the Fmoc strategy on a PEGA
1900/130 resin with an amide linker [10]. Eleven glycopeptides; were synthesized,
each containing two 6'-O-phosphorylated mannobiosides. All the peptides contain
the fluorescence probe anthranilic acid linked to the Nlý of Lys:

Ac-Thr~a-D-Man-6P-(I -2)-a-D-Man)-Lys(ABz)-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-(I -2)-a-D-Man)-NH2
Ac-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-(1 -2)-a-D-Man)-Lys(ABz)-Thr(cz-D-Man-6P-(l -6)-a-D-Man).NH2
Ac-*lbr(cz-D-Man-6P-(l -6)-a-D-Man)-Lys(ABz)-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-(l -2)-4x-D-Man)-NH 2
Ac-Thr(oE-D-Man-6P-( -6)-oE-D-Man)-Lys(ABz)-Thr~a-D-Man-6P-(I -6)-ct-D-Man)-NH 2
Ac-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-(1 -2)-a-D-Man)-Lys(ABz)-Gly-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-(l -2)-cz-D-Man)..
NH2
Ac-Tbr(a-D-Man-6P-(I -2)-a-D-Man)-Lys(ABz)-Gly-lbr(a-D-Man-6P-(I -6)-a-.D-Man)-
N142
Ac-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-(l -6)-ct-D-Man)-Lys(ABz)-Gly-Thbr~a-D-Man-6P-(I -2)-a-D-Man)-
NHý2
Ac-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-(l -2)-a-D-Man)-G~y-Lys(ABz)-Gly-Thbr(a-D-Man-6P-(I -2)-a-D-
Man)-NH2
Ac-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-( I -2)-a-D-Man)-G~y-Lys(ABz)-G3ly-lbr(a-D-Man-6P-(I -6)-cs-D-
Man)-NH2
Ac-Thr(cx-D-Man-6P-(1 -6)-a-D-Man)-Gly-Lys(ABz)-Gly-Thr(a-D-Man-6P-(I -2)-a-D-
Man)-NH2
Ac-7br(a-D-Man-6P-(1 -6)-a-D3-Man)-Gly-Lys(ABz)-Gly-Thr(cz-D-Man-6P-(l -6)-a-D-
Man)-NH2

The phosphate moieties were deprotected as described above, and the acyl grops
were removed with hydrazine in chloroform:methanol, 1:4. The 1H NMR spectrum
of one of the fully deprotected glycopeptides is shown below.

The glycopeptides; will be used in inhibition studies of binding to the MPR's.
In conclusion, a facile method for the synthesis of glycopeptides containing
phosphorylated carbohydrate moieties has been developed.
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Fig.)I. 50X) MHz 1H NMR spectrum of a fidly deprotected phosphorylated glycopeptide in

D2 0:CD3COOD, 1:).
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Introduction

Synthetic glycopeptides may be useful targets in many areas of chemistry,
biology, and medicine. Recently, three observations prompted us to search for
biotechnological uses of glycosylation of peptides. First, we demonstrated that
glycosylating synthetic medium-sized peptides results in the break of dominant a-
helical structures and stabilizes 0-turns [1], and showed that existing turns can be
further stabilized or the turn geometry modified, by glycosylation [2, 3]. Second,
glycosylation may protect major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-binding
peptides from proteolytic attack [4]. Third, post-translationally modified versions of
T cell epitopic peptides seem to bind to MHC, but fail to bind to the T cell receptor,
or be appropriately processed [5]. Since many of the peptide-drug leads assume
different reverse-turn structures, these features make the synthetic glycopeptides
attractive compounds for rational drug design.

Results and Discussion

The stability of glycosylated T peptides [3) in 25% human serum was
investigated. The octapeptide (ASTTTNYT), its C-terminal pentapeptide analog
(ITNYT), and N-terminally asparagine-containing derivatives (NASTrTNYT and
NTTNYT) exhibited half-lives of less than 300 minutes. No detectable degradation
was found in a 4000 minute study, however, when the extra N-terminal asparagine
was glycosylated with N-acetyl-glucosamine (GlcNAc). This is understandable since
T peptide degradation has been shown to proceed via aminopeptidase activity [6]. An
p ,nuximate 4-fold increase of the serum half-life was detected after incorporation of

GIcNAc to the internal asparagine of the pentapeptide (Figure 1), but not into the
octapeptide. The stability of these peptides is correlated with the markedly changed
conformation of the previous peptide, but not of the latter one, after glycosylation
[41.

The biologically active conformation of the RGD peptide family has been
shown to be a P-turn. We synthesized glycopeptide variants of peptide GRGDSPK
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in which GlcNAc was walked through the molecule in order to determine whether
stabilization of the secondary structure of the peptide results in increased inhibition of
binding of fibrinogen to the integrin receptor GPllb~lla on a solid-phase ELISA
assay. Although only minor conformational changes were detected by CD after
glycosylation, the in vitro biological activity was altered, ranging from a 2-fold
decrease to a 3-old increase (Table 1).

C

E0 7

TT T N YYTr iue
@.30 . 138 minutes

101 
-

-

0 50 100 1 50 200

Time (minutes)

Fig. 1. Inhibition of serum degradation of peptide H-Thr-Thr-Asn-Tyr-Thr-NH2 by
incorporation of GkNAc into the asparagine residue. Peptide analysis was carried out by
reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography after digestion of the samples
with 25% human serum.

120000
OCTLIDALLGDPH

100000 NCTLIOALLGOPH

=: 80000N(Gtucoase)CTLIDALLGOPH

- -v

4L& 0000

20000

0
0 0 2 4 7

Number of Added Glucose Units

Fig. 2. Stimulation of T cell clone FI-36 by synthetic peptides DCTLIDALLGDPH,
NCTLIDALLGDPH and corresponding glycopeptides. The oligosaccharides consisted of
oligomers of a-glucose units attached to the asparagine residue via a fi-glycosylic bond
The T cell clone was cultured with 250 mmolar peptide and antigen presenting cells for 4
days and 3H-thymidine incorporation during the last 18 hours determined.
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Table 1 Inhibition of GPllblllafflbrmnogn binding by glycosylated RGD peptides

Peptide sequence Relative potency by ELISAa

Ac-Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser-Pro-Lys-NH 2  1.0

Ac-Asn(GIcNAc)-Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser-Pro-Lys-NH 2  1.1

Ac-rly-ArgGly-Asp-Ser-Pro-Lys-As~i(GlcNAc)-NH 2  0.5
Ac-Asn(GIcNAc)-Gly-Argly-Asp-Ser-Pro-Lys-Asn(GIcNAc)-NH 2  0.7
Ac-Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp)-Ser(GicNAc)-Pro-Lys-NH 2  3.4

aA relative potency of 1.0 corresponds to an IC50 = 5.1 x 10-5 nM.

The influence of the length of the sugar on the stimulation of proposed
glycosylation-dependent [71 and glycosylation-independent T cell clones (derived from
the hemagglutinin of the influenza virus) was investigated by testing the in vitro
activity of glycopeptides containing 2-7 glucose moieties (oligomers of maltose).
Peptides DCTLIDALLGDPH and NCTLIDALLGDPH stimulated clone F 1-36 well,
but this stimulation was gradually eliminated by glycosylation of the asparagine with
sugars of increasing length (Figure 2). Glycosylation of the N-terminal asparagine
residue of a different influenza T cell determinant analog, NKYVKQNTLKLA with
di- or hexasaccharides did not affect the T cell stimulation of clone 4.51.

Our results indicate that glycosylated synthetic peptides may be more resistant
to serum proteases. Glycosylation offers a viable alternative to the peptide mimetics;
approach in rational drug design, possibly including the prevention of unwanted
immune responses.
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Introduction

Pulmonary surfactant is a complex mixture of phospholipids, and ca. 5%
proteins which are secreted by alveolar pneumocytes and exert an important role,
predominantly by reducing the surface tension at the air-water interface of the lung
epithel [1]. Among the surfactant proteins known thus far, the hydrophobic SP-B
(ca. 16 kD) and SP-C (ca. 5 kD) proteins have found high interest in the development
of surfactant preparations for the therapy of respiratory distress syndrome [2].
Although amino acid sequences of SP-B and SP-C have been derived from the gene
structures, structural studies of the proteins proved difficult or unfeasible due to their
extreme hydrophobicity. By contrast, desorption-ionization mass spectrometry (252-
Cf plasma desorption, PDMS; electrospray, ESMS) were particularly successful.
Combined with selective chemical modification and cleavage, PDMS and ESMS
enabled the complete primary structure determination of natural and recombinant SP-
C proteins. Of particular interest has been the identification by ESMS of specific
dimeric structures which in analogy to leucine zipper proteins are formed by the
hydrophobic C-terminal part of the protein (see Figure 2). This dimerization and the
modified, palmitoylated structure are suggested to constitute essential elements for
the biological function of SP-C.
Results and Discussion

Natural SP-C proteins from several species were isolated by lung lavage using
organic solvent extraction, followed by Sephadex LH-60 chromatography and final
C4-RP-HPLC purification [3). For primary structure determination, PDMS and
ESMS were used as predominant methods in combination with selective fatty acid-
deacylation by DTT, S-alkylation, and N-terminal Edman/PDMS sequence analysis
[41, and yielded abundant protonated ([M + nH]O+) or [M + Na]+ molecular ions and
partially sequence-specific fragment ions [3]. Complete primary structures are
compared in Table I including a recombinant human SP-C expressed in E. coli. All

J
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natural SP-C proteins contain a strictly conserved N-terminal -PCC/XP- sequence
(X=Phe) with one or two palmitoylated cysteine residues, Lys-Arg residues in
positions 10/11, followed by an extremely hydrophobic C-terminal domain of 24/25
residues. Mass spectrometric analyses revealed that SP-C proteins from proteinosis
patients, and from amniotic fluid had unchanged sequences, but consistently showed
partial or complete lack of palmitoylation. Attempts to synthesize the entire SP-C
protein by standard SPPS procedures failed due to its extreme hydrophobicity, while
an N-terminal palmitoylated model peptide was amenable by chemical synthesis.
However, human-identical SP-C (rh-SP-C) has been prepared by selective Cys-
palmitoylation of recombinant SP-C (see Figure 1).

Table l Primary structures of SP-C proteins from different species.
1 10 20 30

human GIPCCPVHLKRLLIVVVVVVLIVVVIVGALLMGL

human (F)GI PCCPVHLKRLLIVVVVVVLIVVVIVGALLMGL
bovine (L)I PCCPVNLKRLLIVVVVVVVLVVVIVGALLMGL
poZrcne (L)RI PCCPVNLKRLLVVVVVVVLVVVVIVGALLMGL
cat (F)RI PCCPVHLKRLLIVVVVVVLVVVVIVGALLMGL
canine (G)I PCFPSSLKRLLIVVVVVVLIVVVIVGALLMGL

44 1' L----•-helical domain

Palmitoylation

3 Mn -3H]n *

13470
£

1396,5
molomerjn-3

II 1343

"KnORWn - 416111015.3

10 4 1 052..0

is 1 2.1007

loop is 1M lOO0 150o

Fig. I. ES mass spectra of natural human SP-C (left) and palmitoylated rh-SP-C (right).
Molecular ions A&,in natural SP-C are due to heterogeneity by one N-terminal
Phe-residue.
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ai PC C cc /~ P I

LL L

Fig. 2. Structural model and possible iapid monolayer insertion of SP-C dimer.

Evidence for the formation of specific, "leucine zipper-analogue" dimeric
structures was obtained from selective protein-chemical reactions, spectroscopic and,
particularly, ESMS data. ESMS provided the direct identification of dimers by
specific odd charge molecular ions ([M + 5H]5+), showing homodimer formation for
rh-SP-C and heterodimers for the two forms (ADU.) of natural human SP-C (Figure
1). Protein-chemical, secondary structure prediction and molecular modelling data are
consistent with a stable, at-helical dimerization motif (12-35) flanked by two basic
(RI 1, K'0 ) residues, which are resistant to trypsin digestion; these residues in the SP-
C( 1- 14) peptide and Arge in rat SP-C are readily digested. Furthermore, the Met32

residue of SP-C was resistant to BrCN cleavage. No dimerization was found for the
SP-C(I-14) model peptide. Based on these data and results showing the essential role
of the palmitoylation for the in vitro surface activity of SP-C, a structural model
(Figure 2) is suggested for the insertion of the cys-palmitate residues in the lipid
monolayer film at the alveolar surface, and their stabilization and enhancement of
monolayer spreading kinetics by the dimeric structure. The possible function of the
dimerization for the biological activity of SP-C is currently being investigated.
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Introduction

Muramyl dipeptide (N-acetylmuramyl-L-alanyl-D-isoglutamine, MDP) is the
smallest subunit of bacterial cell walls possessing immunoadjuvant activity with the
ability to replace micobacteria in Freund's Complete Adjuvant [1]. Due to their
prophylactic and therapeutical uses, a large number of analogues has been synthesized
in the past and their immunostimulant activities were tested [2, 3, 41. In this
communication we describe a solid phase approach which allows to synthesize MDP
and its derivatives via a convenient route with high purity using our recently
developed 4-benzoxy-dimethoxy-benzylamine-(styrene-l%-divinylbenzene) resins with
aminomethylene functions in o-, p-, in o,o- or op-positions. These resins are
coupled, applying the conventional Fmoc/But strategy, with the D- and L-isomers of
Fmoc-Glu(OBut)-OH and Fmoc-Ala-OH, to yield dipeptide resins to which the
carbohydrate derivatives and polycyclocarbonic acids are attached.

Results and Discussion

Figure I shows the structures of the resins la-ld and the subsequent coupled
carbohydrates 2, 4 and 6 and polycyclocarbonic acids 3 and S.

Ol- -ft ocH ,- aC CHI

R - • l "5>- C" (coon O-CH•oc,-Ph 0 •|ii7I

C 0O Cl 2 f H

pot..sl-PcLocaroic ac)-ids~ CONndO.5.411

OCk R NC

Jm R -L-AbL-Q(O)-ý COM I COONOO 0

Fig.)1. Stniocthes of the synthesized resins 1.-id., carbohydrae derivatives 2. 4, 6 and
polycyclocarbonic acids 3 and S.
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Fig. 2. HPLC of crude MDP analogues; panel A: Benzyl-murariyl-D-alanyl-D-
isoglutamine, panel B: 3.6-Anhydro-4-0-[D.1-(carbomyl.L-alanyl.D-isoglutanmine)ethyl).
D-glucal, panel C:- Adanwanyl-)-carbony-L.Ualayl-D-isoglutamine, panel D: Camwphor-1-
3-carbonyl-L-aianyl-L-isoglutamine; conditions: Column: LiChrospherD RP-18 5/in,
eluents: A: 0.05% TFA in 1120 (wv'v), B: TFA1H.20/CH3 CN 0.05:40:60 (vlv); gradient: 0-
]mtin 95% A, 1-31mmn lthaw 95-5% A; flow. rate: Il/ml~n, detection: ).=214nm.
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The protected muramic acid is synthesized from 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-
glucopyranoside via benzyl 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-4,6-benzylidene-4x-D-glucopyrano-
side. To a dioxane solution of the latter sodium hydride is added and the mixture
stirred at 95"C for I h. After cooling to 65'C, DL-a-chloropropionic acid and after
I h again sodium hydride are added. The mixture is stirred over night at 65"C and
after workup and recrystallization 2 is obtained with 90% optical purity (D-lactyl
residue). This racemic mixture is used for coupling to the dipeptide resins. After
removal of the benzyl muramyl-D-alanyl-D-isoglutamine from the resin, the HPLC
of the crude product (Figure 2, panel A) shows besides the major peak a neighbouring
one at somewhat higher retention time, caused by benzyl isomuramyl-D-alanyl-D-
isoglutamine resulting from the starting material. While the synthesis of 3,6-
anhydro-4-O-[D-l-(carbonyl-L-alanyl-D-isoglutamine)ethylI-D-glucal suffers from
minor side reactions, adamantyl-I-carbonyl-L-alanyl-D-isoglutamine and camphor-±-
3-carbonyl-L-alanyl-L-isoglutamine are received in almost 100% purity (Figure 2,
panels B, C, D). The structures of the synthesized products are confirmed by FAB,
FD, and LD MS (Finnigan MAT, Bremen, Germany) and 'H NMR spectroscopy
demonstrating that the new anchor resins give easy access to muramyl dipeptide,
respectively its derivatives. The four resins la-ld are all equally suitable for their
syntheses. Furthermore the biological activities of the synthetic muramyl dipeptide
derivatives are tested according to reference [51, using the luminol-dependent
chemiluminescence associated with the phagocytosis of opsonized zymosan by
granulocytes. The data show that only adamantyl-carbonyl-L-alanyl-D-isoglutamine
has an activity similar to MDP, but contrary to MDP, the activity increases at higher
concentrations.
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Introduction

The automated synthesis of glycopeptides is a focus of research in many
laboratories. Recently we showed that Fmoc-Asn(sugar)-OH synthons couple to
resin-bound amino functions with acceptable efficiency, provided that the hydroxyl
groups of the carbohydrates remain unprotected 11, 2]. We did not detect significant
acylation of the sugar-hydroxyls during syntheses or decomposition of the 0-
glycosidic bonds during the acidic cleavage in a great many di- and trisaccharide-
containing N-glycopeptides [3, 4]. Although some characteristic conformational and
immunological properties of the fragments of glycoproteins are present in the
synthetic glycopeptides after incorporation of the first or the first two sugar moieties
[5], others require longer sugar chains to be added [6]. Here we report the synthesis
and secondary structural analysis of T-cell epitopic peptides carrying extended
carbohydrate systems.

Results and Discussion

Maltobiose (Glc2), maltotetrose (Glc4), maltohexose (Glcd, and maltoheptose
(Glc7 ) were converted to their 1-amino derivatives with the conventional NH4 HCO3
method [7], and the resulting amino-sugars were coupled to Fmoc-Asp-tBu. The free
acids were obtained after cleavage with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), and purification by
reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC). In spite of the
long carbohydrate chain, the glycosylated asparagine derivatives are still soluble in
DMF. After activation, their pentafluorophenyl esters couple to the resin with a
decreased efficiency as the size of the sugar increases (Table 1). The tBu esters, and
the free acids, were characterized by fast-atom bombardment mass spectroscopy (FAB-
MS) and NMR. Asparagine-bound Glc2, Glc4, or GIc7 was incorporated into the N-
terminus of CTLIDALLGDPH (peptide I), and Asn-bound Glc2 or Glc6 was coupled
to the N-terminus of KYVKQNTLKLA (peptide H). Peptide I was found to respond
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to T-cell clones directed against the hemagglutinin of influenza virus in a sugar-
dependent manner, and peptide II to respond in a sugar-independent manner. Many T-
cell epitopes are believed to be amphipathic a-helices, and indeed both non-
glycosylated peptides assume strong a-helical structure. N-terminal glycosylation
does not interfere with the dominant conformations. In fact, the identical circular
dichroism (CD) spectra of peptide I and N(Glc7)-peptide I, and peptide H and N(Glc6)-
peptide IH, in TFE after subtraction of the molar contributions of the appropriate H-
Asn(sugar)-OH derivatives, indicate that such mathematical processing of the CD
spectra of the glycopeptides is justifiable (Figure 1). The heptasaccharide itself may
form one turn of a sugar-helix, and it is comparable in size with the natural
carbohydrate antennae (Figure 2).

-...SO..... ............. .........

16O . 0 n.0

Fig. 1. CD spectra of non-glycosylated and glycosylated influenza hemagglutinin
peptides in 90-100% trifluoroethanol (TFE). Curve a (solid line) NCTLJDALLGDPH, curve
b (dotted line) N(Glc7)CTLUDALLGDPH, curve c (dashes) NKYVKQNTLKLA, curve d (dots
and dashes) N(Glcd)KYVKIQNTXLLA. Spectra were taken on a Jasco J720 CD instrument at
room temperature. Peptide concentration was about 0.5 mg/mL

Fig. 2. Structure of N(Glc7)CTUDALLGDPH as represented by the molecular modeling
program MM2.
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Table 1 Characterzahon of Fmoc-Asx(sugar)-OH derivatives

Sugar RP-HPLC retention FAB-MS Yielda Coupling efficiency
time (min) (M+H) to resin

Glc2  29.9 679 35% 7%

Glc4  28.7 1003 23% 5 3%b

Glc6  27.8 1327 14% 24%c
1349 (M+Na)

Glc7  27.5 1512 (M+Na) 15% 30%c

'These yields represent the preparation of the tBu esters. Higher than 95% yield was
observed after the TFA treatment.

bA 4 molar excess of the acylating glycoamino acid.
cA 0.9 molar excess of the acylating glycoamino acid (due to the high- price of the starting
sugars).

Finally, we investigated the rate of the in situ disulfide bridge formation of
peptide I as a function of the length of the proximal oligosaccharide chain. After
standing for about 22 hours in 80% TFE, the ratios of dimerized glycopeptides to
monomeric glycopeptides were as follows: No sugar: 39%; Glc 2: 27%; Glc 4: 10%
and Glc7: 13%.

The preparation of Fmoc-Asn(sugar)-OH derivatives with extended sugar chains
proceeds without difficulty and these synthons are excellent candidates for the solid-
phase synthesis of N-glycopeptides. When the carbohydrates lack acetamido groups,
the spectral contribution of the sugars can be subtracted from the CD spectra of the
glycopeptides. The synthetic glycopeptides may be useful to study surface physical
properties of glycoproteins. For example, the inhibition of cysteine oxidation by a
nearby bulky carbohydrate antennae may have significant biological consequences.
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Research and clinical potentials of bradykinin
antagonists
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Introduction

Applications of kinin antagonists in physiolgi'cal research have brought about
a veritable revolution in improved understanding of biological regulation and control,
whereas applications of bradykinin antagonists to clinical mt~hicine are likely to bring
about a revolution in drugs for antiinflammatory therapy. Although kinins evidently
participate in regulation of every major physiological system, the most striking
actions of kinins are in pathology, where such conditions as shock, asthma, pain, and
many forms of inflammation involve kinin mediation [1]. Kinins can evoke the
"cardinal signs" of inflammation: pain, redness, edema and hyperthermia.

The mammalian kinins are bradykinin (BK), a nonapeptide having the structure:

ArgI-Pro2-pro3-Gly4-PheS-Ser 6-Pro7-Phes-Arg9

and its homologs kallidin (Lys-BK) and methionyl-lysyl-BK. These peptides are
released from precursor kininogens by the action of kallikrein enzymes and exert their
biological effects through specific receptors to trigger many physiological and
pathological processes [2, 3]. The two kinin-forming enzymes, plasma kallikrein
and tissue kallikrein, are trypsin-like proteases that cleave kinins from two protein
precursors, "high molecular weight kininogen" (HMWK) and "low molecular weight
kininogen" (LMWK). Plasma kallikrein cleaves HMWK to yield BK. whereas tissue
kallikrein cleaves principally LMWK to yield kallidin. Met-Lys-BK is produced in
inflammation by the concerted action of tissue kallikrein and neutrophil elastase.

Physiological functions of kinins include relaxation or contraction of smooth
muscles, regulation of ion transport, stimulation of secretion and neurotransmitter-
neuromodulator action. Relaxation of vascular smooth muscle, mediated by
endothelial nitric oxide [4], causes lowering of blood pressure, especially important
in opposing the pressor action of angiotensin (ANG). On the other hand, bronchial,
intestinal and uterine smooth muscles are contracted by kinins. Kinins play an
important role in overall ion regulation by controlling kidney function. Here, also,
BK opposes physiologically the action of ANG; BK stimulates sodium excretion,
whereas ANG stimulates sodium retention. The renal action of atrial natriuretic
peptides appears to be mediated by kinins. Kinins also regulate ion transport in
intestine and in sweat glands. While kinins for most actions are produced non-
neuronafly, certain brain neurons do produce kinins and use them as er nmitters
or neuromodulators, and actions of kinins on peripheral sensory neurons are very
important.
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In pathology, bradykinin is produced whenever vascular injury exposes
negatively-charged sulfated polysaccharides of underlying tissues [5]. HMWK,
inactive pre-plasma kallikrein (PK) and the clotting Factors XII and XI adsorb to the
negatively charged ourface, with concomitant activation of Factor XII and PK to
initiate blood clotting and liberate BK. BK is also liberated whenever tissue
perfusion and oxygenation are compromised; in this case the fall in tissue pH caused
by accumulation of acidic metabolites is important, and may be adequate to evoke
full kinin release and concomitant production of severe pain [6]. In tissue injury and
infection, accumulation, attachment and activation of neutrophils add other mediators
to the inflammatory site; these may potentiate the actions of kinins. In many
tissues, BK stimulates phospholipase A2 to liberate arachidonic acid; the
prostaglandins and leukotrienes produced from the arachidonate are especially
important in pain and inflammation.

There is clear evidence for several classes of receptors for kinins. Most kinin
functions are mediated by "B2" receptors that require the full kinin chain for
activation [7). Recently several laboratories have reported cloning and sequencing of
B2 receptors; these are standard G-protein linked structures having seven trans-
membrane helical segments [8, 9, 10]. Differences in tissue selectivity of kinin
antagonists has led investigators to propose several sub-classes of B2 receptors, but
as yet no molecular basis for such classes has been reported. In tissue injury and in
chronic inflammation another class of receptors ("BI") is also expressed [11]. The
BI receptors are activated primarily by BK (1-8) or kallidin (1-9); these peptides
lacking the C-terminal arginine residues of the native kinins are formed by action of
carboxypeptidase N ("kininase I"), the principal kinin-destroying enzyme of plasma.
The other major kininase is angiotensin I converting enzyme (ACE, "kininase I"), a
membrane-bound enzyme localized primarily to the pulmonary vasculature. ACE
normolly destroys 98-99% of kinins in blood on a single passage through the
pulmouary circulation, but in serious infection and inflammation the
glycophosphatidyl link that attaches ACE to the vascular wall is cleaved by
phospholipases, and the very important protective action of this enzyme is lost.
Loss of ACE and appearance of B I receptors are important causative factors of the
serious hypotension seen in shock.

Bradykinin Antagonists

Antagonists for kinin B I receptors were reported in 1976 by Regoli [121, but
these were primarily of academic interest at the time, since they did not block normal
kinin functions. Extensive attempts to develop competitive antagoni.ts for B2 kinin
systems were unsuccessful until 1984 when the first antagonists, [D-Phe7 ]-BK and
[Thi5,8-D-Phe7]-BK (Thi=ý-(2thienyl)-alanine) were reported by Vavrek and Stewart
(13]. The key modification was replacement of the proline at position seven with a
D-aromatic amino acid residue. One antagonist, DArg-[Hyp 3, Thi5WA, DPhe7l-BK
(known as NPC 349; Hyp=mmns-4-hydroxyproline), was used by many biologists and
helped demonstrate the importance of kinins in physiology and pathology [14].
Many BK antagonists of this type have been synthesized [14]. The "first generation"
antagonists are degraded in vivo and have short durations of action. Although the D-
amino acid residue at position seven of the antagonists blocks action of ACE, action
of kininase I is not inhibited. Indeed, this cleavage can yield B I antagonists.
Structural modifications of BK antagonists by several groups, including the authors'
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laboratory, led to development of "second generation" BK antagonists by
incorporating unusual amino acids, conformationally constrained and stable to
enzymatic degradation, in the C-terminal part of the peptides. Perhaps most
remarkable among these is the Hoechst antagonist HOE-140 [15], that has the
structure of NPC-349 but with D-tetrahydroisoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid (DTic) at
position 7 and octahydroindole-2-carboxylic acid (Oic) at position 8. The Oic residue
at position 8 confers resistance to kininase I, and HOE-140 has a long duration of
action on blood pressure in vivo. In receptor studies, HOE- 140 has been found to be
very "sticky:" it has a very slow "off' time. Oic is a proline homolog, and we had
earlier reported potent BK antagonists having proline at position 8. Then we and the
Nova group reported BK antagonists having D-aliphatic residues in position seven in
combination with L-aliphatic residues at position 8 [16, 17]. Thus, contrary to the
original belief, effective BK antagonists do not require a D-aromatic residue at
position seven. The Nova modification with D-4-propoxyproline [16] and our D-a-
cyclopentylglycine (Cpg) [ 17] at position seven yielded potent antagonists. We then
found that when the residues at positions seven and eight are aliphatic, the residue at
position five can also be aliphatic [181. Bulky branched or cyclic side chains at these
positions are most effective. Some of these new antagonists show quite prolonged
activity in vivo [Gera, et al., this volume].

The approach of the Cortech group [19; see Blodgett et al., this volume] to BK
antagonists is very different. They have described a series of dimers in which a
[Cys6]BK antagonist is crosslinked with bis-maleimidohexane. Most recently they
have reported a series of heterodimers in which B2-B I antagonists are combined, and
heterodimers in which a BK antagonist is linked to a tachykinin antagonist, an opiate
agonist, or an elastase inhibitor. Such hybrids offer the possibility of developing
drugs directed simultaneously against more than one mediator of inflammation, and
may be particularly useful in such conditions as asthma [20], shock [211 and arthritis
[22], where several mediators are involved. The field of kinins and their antagonists
is thus at a very high level of interest and activity. Important new discoveries in the
kinin field and clinical applications can be anticipated.
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Development of dual action heterodimeric
compounds containing bradykinin antagonist

activity
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Introduction

The pathological effects of bradykinin and related kinins and their key role in
the inflammatory process have resulted in bradykinin antagonists being a therapeutic
target for the pharmaceutical industry for well over a decade. This type of compound
could be useful in the treatment of such diverse disorders as septic shock, asthma and
rhinitis [1, 2]. Work in our laboratories related to the discovery of new bradykinin
antagonists resulted in a series of peptide-based BK2 antagonist homodimers which
had significantly improved activities both in vitro and in vivo relative to their
corresponding monomeric peptide precursors [3]. This work culminated in the
discovery of CP-0127; alternatively Bradycorxh (Table 1), a bis-succinimidohexane
cross-linked peptide homodimer based on the monomeric BK2 antagonist (D)Arg-Arg-
Pro-Hyp-Gly-Phe-Cys-(D)Phe-Leu-Arg [3). BradycorTm is currently in Phase U
human clinical trials for sepsis.

While investigating the SAR of Bradycorl" and related compounds, it became
apparent that a significant component of the activities of these compounds at the BK2
receptor could be obtained by a portion of the dimer, specifically by the monomeric
BK 2 antagonist and an appropriately chosen linker moiety. Furthermore, we
ascertained that additional therapeutic activity could then be incorporated into a single
molecule by employing a heterodimeric structure (Table U).

Results and Discussion

There is increasing evidence in the literature indicating that, while BK2 receptors
appear to be constitutive in both normal and pathophysiologic conditions, a dynamic
up-regulation of BK1 receptors occurs whenever there is a chronic or more prolonged
inflammatory condition present [4]. In an effort to address both of the major
bradykinin receptor populations simultaneously, we developed CP-0364 (Table 1), a
bkz-succmimidohexane cros-linked peptide-based heterodimer with potent combined
BK, and BK2 antagonist activities. This compound is currently being evaluated in a
number of animal models of acute and chronic inflammatory conditions in which
BK, and BK2 kinin activities have been implicated.
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Table 1 In vitro activities of dual acton heterodimeric compounds containing
bradykznin (BK2) antagonist (ant) activity

(D)Arg-Arg-Pro-Hyp-Gly-Phe-Cys-(D)Phe-Leu-Arg
I (=Monomeric BK, antagonist, pA 2 = 7.2 ± 0.2)

Linker

Additional ThvucMonomer

HeteOdimer Linker' Additional Therapeutic in Vitro

Monomer" Activitiesc

CP-0 127 BSH (D)R-R-P-J-G-F-C-(D)F-L-R pA2(BK 2)=8.5±O.3

(BradyorylO(BIK2 ant; pA2 =-7.2±0.2)0

CP-0364 BSH (D)R-C,-P-J-G-F-S-P-L pA2(B"2=.3±0.2
(BK1 ant; -1ogIC50=6.9±0.l)e -logIC5(,(BK,)=7.5±0.l

CP-0394 ESC (D)R-(D)P-K-P-K-N-(D)F-F- pAO(K2)=-7.9±O.l
(D)W-L-Nle-CONH 2  pA2(NK,)=-5.8±O.3

(NK, ant; pAI2 =5.6 ± 0.2)e

CP-0416 BSH D-Y-(D)W-V-(D)W-C-R-CONH 2  pA2(BK2)=8.7±0.2

(NK2 ant; pA2=6.9±0.2)e pA2(NK2)--56±0.2

CP-0494 BSH M~cmaplethyloxymorphamine pA2(BK 2)=8.4±O.2
(opioid agonist; -logIC~e7.7)e -klogC50(opioid)=7.6

CP-0502 NHS 4-(3'-arox=-propylsulfonyl)phienyl- pA2(BK 2)=7.5
4-=~-butylphenylisobutyrate Ki(NEr)=6.6nM

(NEI; Ki=1O.5 nM)9

CP~06 NHS Indornedbacin (free oggbz4 pA2(BK2)=7.8

(COO)

aSflSH-bk succinimidohexane; ESC=epsilon succinimido, a-caproyl; NHS=aL-
hexyloxysuccinimido; BK.2 antagonist monomer always attached to the linker via a
thjoether bond between the Cys sulfliydfyl group and the succinimido, moiety.A
b~tcmn to indicated linker made via underlined residue/moiety.a
c~ vitro activities ame those of intact homoe- or beterodimers evaluated in the following
tissue/enzyme preparations: BK rat uterus; BK,, rabbit aorta; NK,, guinea pig ileum;
NK2 rto pulmonary artery; opioil. guinea PIg ileum; elastase, humnan neutrophil elastase.
dB14 homodimer, included for comparison purposes.

lniated monomer activity is that of the unmodified parent monomer.
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Introduction

A new cyclic depsipeptide aureobasidin A (1), isolated as a major component
from the culture medium of the black yeast Aureobasidium puUukans R 106, exhibits
a strong antifungal activity against pathogenic fungi with a low toxicity [1]. A
whole structure of the peptide was determined mainly by the spectroscopic and
chemical techniques [2]. The structures of more than twenty congeners of
aureobesdin were determined in comparison with aureobasidin A [3]. We attempted a
total synthesis of aureobasidin A aiming an establishment of a synthetic technique of
the cyclic depsipeptide containing N-methyl amino acids for purpose of investigation
of a structur-activity relationship of the aureobasidin family antibiotic.

HMeVa iP Pro9

Leu3 ac,1ei
Auidobasdin A (1)

Results and Discussion

As a site of the final cyclization, the linkage between alle' and Pro9 was chosen
to avoid the coupling at an N-methyl amino acid as an amine component, which
otherwise may reduce a yield of the cyclization reaction due to its steric characters. A
linear nonapeptide(l-9) was synthesized according to the Boc strategy mainly using
PyBroP [4] as a coupling reagent. The fragment condensation between Leu3-
HOMeVal4-Hmps (Segment B) and MeVal6-Phe 7-MePhe8.Pro9 (Segment C) was
first attempted, followed by coupling between the coupling product (3-9) and alle'-
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MeVal2 (Segnent A) as shown below.

Ph ~ P ft 0 'P

+P 2

_ ~ tA

HO

DL.-•-yrxymehlvaline (HOI•eVl) in Segment B was pepared according to
the literature [51, and its amino group was then protected with Boc group after
activation and solubilization by trinmethylsilylation with BSTFA. The protection of
its carboxyi function with the benzyl group and the removal of the Doc group were
carried out, followed by coupling with Boc-L-Leu-OH using PyBroP without3
protection of n-OH group in HOMeVaI afforded the desired dipeptide with no O-acyl
derivative. After deprotection of Bzl group, a mixture of the diseemr of the
product was cumpled with H-D-Hm.Oa with DCC and 4-pynrolidinopy/ridin as an
acylation catalyst. In this coundesain reaction, DCC is superior to PyBroP in the
yield, and both coupling reagent without the base catalyst did not afford the desired
product due to the formation of the oxazolinium compound of Boc-Leu-HOMeVal as
a main intermediate [6]. This oxazolinium-forming phenomenon was recently
reported in case of N-MeVal and N-methylamino acids by B. Castro et al.
independently [7]. Then the diastereomers Boc-L-Leu-DL.-HOMeVal-D-Hmp-OPac
were separated by silica gel column chromatograph, and the L-L-D compound was
deprotected with zinc/acetic acid to give 2 (Segment B). These diasteronmeri peptides
(L-L-D or L-D-D) after separation were hydrolyzed with 6N1 HC! for 19 hours to give
respectively L-HtOMeVaI and D-HOMeVal, which were assigned in comparison with
the authentic amino acids on Daicel Chirallak WH.

Segment C was prepared by a stcpwise elongation method staring from Boc-L-
Pro-OPac as a waboxyl terminus by the successive condensation using PyBroP and
DIEA in dichloromethane. T"he coupling reaction of BoC-L-MePho-OH with HCI.H-
L-Pro-OPac by the WSCD-HOBt method gave the product in a yield of 87%,
accompanying L-D isomer (A ratio of L-L and L-D isomers was 10:3). This
racemization was due to the intramolecular formation of the charged Schiff base in
the Pro residue between the imino group and the carbonyl function of the Pac ester.
The reaction with PyBroP afforded the desired product without racemization.

The coupling of 2, whose C-terminus is a hydroxy acid, lHmp, with 3 was
carried out using PyBroP. After removal of the Boc group in the peptide 4 with
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TFA, a fragment condensation with 5 (Segment A) by the WSCD-HOOBt method
was carried out to give the protected linear nonapeptide 6 with a slight racemization
as shown in the scheme, although the same condensation by the PyBroP method
gave a 1:1 mixture of the completely racemized diastereomers.

The protecting groups of both carboxyl and amino groups in the linear
nonapeptide 6, which was purified diastereomerically, were removed successively.
The free peptide 7 was then cyclized with PyBroP in CH2C12 under a high-dilution
condition (10-3 M) to afford predominantly the cyclic monomeric peptide (PD-MS:
Found, M+ 1100; Calcd 1100).

2?IF Aammr DIRA

XHC9Ao NoP -

2~~WA MAT 1

In contrast, the cyclization of N-hydroxysuccinimide ester of the nonapeptide at
the same concentration in CH2CI2 as in that of PyBroP reaction gave a cyclic dimer
as the major product. In case of PyBroP, the reaction seemed to proceed promptly
compared that in the active ester. Therefore, a condensation in a high-dilution
condition was actually achieved preventing the dimerization in that case. On the
other hand, the cyclization of the active ester in DMF proceeded very slowly even
though the cyclic monomer was obtained as a major product besides the dimer. Such
difference depending on the solvent seemed to arise from the solvation feature of the
peptide molecule in DMF which may be advantageous to the monomeric cyclization.

The monomeric cyclic peptide thus obtained is completely identical with the
natural antibiotic in all respects (TLC, HPLC, 'H-NMR, and antifungal activity).
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Introduction

A central event in cell-mediated immune reactions is cytokine induced
accumulation of immunocompetent cells at sites of antigen challenge. A variety of
chemoattractants may determine the nature of the inflammatory filtrate during lesion
formaticn. We recently described the purification and structural analysis of a protein
termed chemotactic protein 10 (CP-l0) according to its relative molecular mass of
approximately lOkD, derived from supernatants of activated murine spleen cells [li.
The homogeneous cytokine had maximal chemotactic activity for murine neutrophils
at 10-12 to 10,13M, making it one of the most potent chemotactic factors known to
date. Comparison of the 88 amino acid sequence with known proteins revealed no
structural homologies to previously described cytokines or growth factors, but
indicated extensive sequence similarities to S-100 Ca2+ binding proteins [2]. A
peptide synthesised according to a unique domain within CP-10 (42-55) is
chemotactic within the same concentration range and elicits a transient inflammatory
response, thus indicating the approximate position of the active region of the protein
[3]. Here we report the synthesis of full length CP-10 (Figure 1).

Results and Discussion

CP-10 was chemically synthesised on an Applied Biosystems 430A peptide
synthesiser using highly optimised Boc chemistry protocols (4]. Each residue was
double coupled and coupling efficiencies monitored by the quantitative ninhydrin
reaction [5]. The average yield of chain assembly was 99.68% per residue. Chain
assembly took 3.5 days.

Partial deprotection of the protein was carried out on the resin prior to HF
cleavage. DNP groups were removed by thiolysis (20% mercaptoethaol : 10%
DIBA :DMF). The N-trminal Boc group was removed with 100% TFA. The resin
was washed with DMF followed by DCM and oir dried. The polypeptide chain was
deprotected and cleaved from the remn with standard high HF treatment using p-crsol
and p-thiocresol as scavengers. Following HF removal and trituration with diethyl
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PSELEKALNLIDVYNINYSNIQGNHHALYKNDFKKMVTTECPQ
FVQNIN1ENLFRELDINSDNAINFEEFLAMVIKVGVASHKDSHKE

Fig. 1. T"m sequence for chiwotactic protein 10 (CP-10).

ether, the crude protein was extracted with 50% acetic acid and following aqueous
dilution, lyophWzed.

The crude protein was dissolved in 0.15% TFA and loaded directly onto a Vydac
C4 RP-preparative chromatography column (2.2cm x 25cm) then eluted using a
linear gradient of 0-80%•B over 80 min at a flow rate of 8ml/min (A = 0.,1% TFA in
water, B = 90% acetonitrile in water + 0.09% TFA). Fractions containing the desired
product in pure form were identified using analytical RP-HPLC and Ion Spray MS
(Figure 2). These fractions were combined and lyophilized (21% yield).

(M~1 6+ 97,M4
s 1017I

~~5D
[IIM~+WI 7a

I I100 00

' sCalalad Avc.bless, M. 1O,164A Da
Measure Ave. Muaw W. 1,I4 Da

Ifl
is (M.GU'*oo mo: • 1• 1

'I* Jim urn I* n I& A M 16M 70

Fig. 2. Ion spray mas spectrn of syntheuic CP-10.

Mass spectometric measurements were performed on a PE-Sciex Ion Spray
mass spectrometer at a mass accuracy of -0.2 amu. The peptide (1mg/ml) was
dissolved in 45% acetonitrile in water plus 0.1% TFA and intolduced to the machine
via a Sims capillary using an infusion of the peptide solution at a flow rate of
51i/min.

Ion Spray mass spectrometry also allowed some preliminary experiments into
the nature of the interaction of CP-10 with metal ions. As a member of the S-100
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family of proteins two calcium ion binding sites were likely; a putative N-terminal
and 'typical' C-terminal Ca2+-binding domain at positions 20-32 and 58-68
respectively. Indeed, addition of CP-10 to 10mM CaCd2 followed by immediate MIS
analysis indicated that two calcium ion adducts were observable. Simil experiments
with ZnCI2 indicated the presence of at least one. zinc-binding site.
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5. Sarin, V.K., Kent, S.B.H., Tun,-J.P. and Merrifield, R.B., Anal. Biochem., 117
(1981) 147.
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Introduction

Basement membrane (type IV) collagen can promote directly the adhesion and
migration of various tumor cells. A peptide model of residues 1263-1277 from the
gene-derived sequence of the ag I(I) human collagen chain, designated IV-HI (Gly-
Val-Lys-Gly-Asp-Lys-Gly-Asn-Pro-Gly-Trp-Pro-Gly-Ala-Pro), can support adhesion,
spreading and motility of highly metastatic melanoma cells [1, 2]. By applying
chemical mutagenesis via solid-phase synthesis to this sequence, the effects of
collagen primary structure on melanoma cellular activities can be better defined. In
addition, secondary and tertiary structural effects can be examined by synthesizing an
all-D enantiomer and a triple-helical peptide [3] incorporating this sequence.

Results and Discussion

Analogs wFv 1-Hi containing single and multiple substitutions of Lys1 26s and
Lys126S by amino acids of similar, opposite, or no charge were synthesized in order
to evaluate Le importance of basic residues on cell adhesion. Replacement of both
Lys residues by amino acids of either no charge [norleucine (Nie)] or opposite charge
(Glu) resulted in less than half of the melanoma cell adhesion activity promoted by
native IV-HI. Decreased melanoma cell adhesion due to scrambling of basic residues
in fibronectin-model peptides has been correlated to cell surface chondroitin sulfate
proteoglycan-mediated activity [4]. However, some integrin-mediated cellular
activities have also been correlated to subsrate basic domains [5]. Since the a ll
and .2ft1 integrins have been implicated in melanoma cell adhesion to fragments of
type IV collagen [6], the loss of activity may be due to a decreased integrin-mediated
adhesion. Individual substitution of each Lys residue by Nie showed equal loss of
activity, while substitution by Arg showed loss of activity from Lys1 268 only.
Activity at Lys1268 is thus dependent on both charge and steric effects. Circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy of IV-HI and the single-substitution peptides indicated
that only the Lys, 2W to NMe substitution gave a secondary structural change, reflected
by a decrease in the molar ellipticity from 220-250 nm (Figure 1). It is not clear if
this change reflects the peptide backbone or indole dichroism.
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Fig. 1. CD spectra of IV-HI and IV-HI with Nie substiuted for Lys1268s(Nle-IV-HI).
Peptid concentrations were 0.1 mM in phosphate-buffered saline.

An analog of IV-HI containing a Phe substitution of Trp1273 was synthesized
to evaluate the functional significance of Trp, which is a relatively rare residue in
collagen. This analog had less than 10% of the cell adhesion activity of native IV-
H I, demonstrating definitively that melanoma cell adhesion to IV-HI is not mediated
solely by charged residues.

A D-enantiomnr of IV-HI was synthesized to identify chiral and non-chiral
cellular interactions. Approximately 20% of input melanoma cells adhered to
substrata coated with as little as 0.63 paM of L-v-HI, with higher concentrations of
peptide supporting the adhesion of essentially all of the input cells. In contrast,
while melanoma cells also adhered to D-IV-HI, the actual amount of adherent cells
(maximum 30-35% of input) was far less than for L-IV-HI. Similarly, while L-IV-
HI can completely inhibit melanoma cell adhesion to substrata coated with L-IV-HI
[11, D-IV-HI can only partially inhibit cell adhesion to L-IV-HI. Thus, melanoma
cell recognition of IV-HI is partially dependent on chirality of the substrate.
Interestingly, although the D-IV-HI could partially support melanoma cell adhesion,
it was completely ineffective at supporting melanoma cell cytoskeletal reorganization
or haptotactic cell motility. Similarly, while soluble L-IV-HI inhibited melanoma
cell invasion of reconstituted basement membrane in vitro, D-IV-HI had no effect on
invasion in a 18 h invasion assay. Cell spreading, motility, and invasion, unlike
cell adhesion, are completely dependent upon substrate chirality. These results
suggest that the molecular basis for melanoma cell recognition of IV-HI includes
chiral-dependent and chiri-independent cell surfac receptors. As diflerent cell surface
biomolecules (chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans and integrins) are now implicated for
melanoma cellular activities [see also 7], the recently introduced "receptor cluster"
model for cell adhesion to fibromectin [4] should be considered for type IV collagen.

A brmached triple-helical peptide (THP) of 124 residues incorporatng the IV-Hi
sequence was synthesized to examine substrate secondary and tertiary structural effects
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on cellular behavior [3]. Half maximal melanoma cell adhesion occurred at [THP] =
1.12 piM and [linear IV-HI] = 170 ItM [3]. Thus, triple-helical conformation in
combination with the IV-Hi sequence resulted in a 100-fold increase in melanoma
cell adhesion activity compared with the IV-Hi sequence alone. This result is the
first direct demonstration of the significance of triple-helicity for cell adhesion to a
specific collagen sequence. Cell spreading was more extensive on the THP, as cell
areas averaged 0.048 and 0.012 mm2/4tM peptide in response to THP and linear IV-
HI, respectively [3]. As in the case of melanoma cell adhesion, cell spreading was
most efficient when triple-helicity was combined with the IV-Hi sequence. The
combined melanoma cell THP adhesion and spreading activities supports the concept
that tumor cell adhesion and spreading on type IV collagen involves multiple,
distinct domains, as at least two domains within type IV collagen in triple-helical
conformation are tumor cell adhesion sites [3, 6]. In addition, the enhancement of
cellular activities due to triple-helicity confirms the (xl(IV) 1263-1277 sequence as a
specific melanoma cell adhesion and motility site, as this sequence in its native
conformation has greater activity than the isolated sequence, and implies that
basement membrane type IV collagen is a site for tumor cell invasion based on
collagen primary, secondary, and tertiary structures.
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Synthesis of prothymosin a deduced from
nucleotide sequence of the murine cDNA and its
effect on the impaired T-lymphocytes of uremic

patients
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Miyagino-ku, Sendai 908, Japan

Introduction

Thymosin a 1, a peptide containing 28 amino acid residues, was isolated by
Goldstein et al. [1] from thymosin fraction 5, a mixture of peptides from calf
thymus. Thymosin a I was found to be active in some of the in vitro tests used for
thymosin fraction 5 [21, and it was considered to be one of the factors that modulated
steps in the maturation of T cells [1, 21. In our preceding papers [3-6], we have
demonstrated that not only our synthetic thymosin a I but also our synthetic C-
terminal fragments (positions 14-28 and 19-28) exhibit restoring activity of low E-
rosette-forming lymphocytes from patients suffering from impaired immunological
function due to minimal change nephrotic syndrome or chronic renal failure.
Recently, Schmidt and Werner [7] detected a full length cDNA for the murine
prothymosin a mRNA which was sequenced at the DNA level. The amino acid
sequence deduced from the nucleotide sequence shows a high degree of positional
identities with prothymosin a from man and rat. The sequence of 28 amino acids at
the N-terminal except for the N-terminal methionine is identical to that of calf
thymosin a 1. We reported earlier [8] that our synthetic rat prothymosin fragment
29-111 could increase the peripheral E-rosette-forming lymphocytes when incubated
in vitro with blood from uremic patients. In addition to this result, the restoring
effect of the synthetic prothymosin a fragment 29-111 was greater than that of our

1 10 20
M-S-D-A-A-V-D-T-S-S-E-I-T-T-K-D-L-K-E-K-K-E-V-V-E-E-A-E-

i< thymosin a 1
30 40 50

N-G-R-D-A-P-A-N-G-N-A-Q-N-E-E-N-G-E-Q-E-A-D-N-E-V-D-E-E-
-- i 60 70 80
E-E-E-G-G-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-G-D-G-E-E-E-D-G-D-E-D-E-E-A-E-

90 100 110
A-P-T-G-K-R-V-A-E-D-D-E-D-D-D-V-D-T-K-K-Q-K-T-E-E-D-D

Fig. 1. Amino acid sequence of prothymosin a deduced from murine cDNA.
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synthetic thymosin ca 1. These results prompted us to synthesize the deduced
complete amino acid sequence of murine prothymosin a from the nucleotide sequence
of cDNA encoding precursor. We describe here the solid-phase synthesis of cDNA
clone encoding murine prothymosin a (110 residue-peptide) in order to examine
whether our synthetic peptide has an enhancing effect on the marked reduction of E-
rosette-forming lymphocytes of uremic patients.

Results and Discussion

Peptide synthesis was performed manually by the stepwise solid-phase method
using the base-labile Fmoc group for protecting the a-amino groups. At the end of
the synthesis and after the last deprotection step, the deprotected peptide was purified
by gelfiltration, ion-exchange chromatography and HPLC, and we finally obtained
highly pure peptide by analytical HPLC. Incubation of peripheral venous blood from
uremic patients in the presence of various amounts of the synthetic peptide from 0.01
gtg/ml to 10 Wzg/ml resulted in recovery of E-rosette formation. The restoring effect
of the synthetic murine prothymosin a was far greater than that of the synthetic
thymosin a 1 (5]. Harritos et al. [91 reported that in the mouse protection test and in
assays for lymphokine release, rat thymus prothymosin a was found to be 10-20
times as potent as thymosin a 1. As we also mentioned in our previous paper on rat
prothymosin a fragment 29-111 [8], these results seem to suggest that the C-
terminal region of murine prothymosin a (positions 30-111) also contains important
molecular signal functions for immunological activity.
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Introduction

Stem cells, the blood-forming cells in bone marrow, are capable of self-renewal
and differentiation to produce lymphoid and mycloid blood cell lineages. This
process of differentiation and maturation, known as hematopoiesis, is affected by a
number of hematopoietic growth factors (cytokines) including M-CSF, G-CSF, Kit
ligand, GM-CSF, II-I, and 11-3 [1, 2]. In 1982, a synthetic hematoregulatory
peptide, pGlu-Glu-Asp-Cys-Lys, was reported to have selective inhibitory effect on
myelopoeitic cells [3]. In 1987, Laerum et al. [4] reported that when this linear
peptide was oxidized, the resulting dimer (HP-5), had the opposite effect of the
monomer. The dimer stimulates colony formation of both human and murine CPU-
GM in vitro and up-regulates murine myelopoeitic cells in vivo. We report the
synthesis of a potent hematopoietic peptide (Figure 1).

0

"NAHN- j N HN. HN-J 0 I OM

ON

O 0 0 0 0

Fig. 1. Str.cuire of #.H N(-(($)-•-amino.)-carboxype~nyl)-NPN 7 -bisN-(N-L-pyro-
glaamyL)-L-a-ghumnyl)-L-a-asponyll-8-oxo)-L-(S-(L-:tho))-2.7,8-triamino-octawyL)-
L-lysine (1).
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Results and Discusako

The ability of the HP-5 monomer to form a dimer and the possibility that the
dimer can be reduced back to the monomer in vivo, made the study of these peptides
difficult. Figure 2 showing the effects of SK&F 107647 and HP-5 on immuno-
suppressed mice infected with Candida albicans is shown on the next page [5].
SK&F 107647 is a symmetrical dimer in which the unnatural amino acid, (S,S)-2,7-
diaminmosuberic acid, acts as an isosteric replacement for cystine. Di-Boc suberic acid
(Boc2-Sub) was synthesized via a Kolbe reaction [6]. SK&F 107647 was prepared
using solid phase peptide synthesis. One equivalent of Boc2-Sub was coupled to one
equivalent of lysine (2C1-Z)-resin. When the Kaiser test gave a negative result,
usually after 4 hours of coupling, 1.5 equivalents of lysine (Cbz)-OBzl was added.
The peptide yield from this procedure was low and this could be explained by the
formation of the dipeptide Boc-Sub-[Lys(Cbz)-OBzl] 2 which was subsequently lost in
the CH 2C12 wash. The synthesis was then modified by using one equivalent of
Boc2-Sub and 2 equivalents of lysine (2CI-Z)-resin. The coupling was slow (up to 4
days) but the yield was improved. In addition, less Boc2-Sub was needed. The
remaining amino acids were coupled as their HOBt active esters. The resin peptide
was cleaved from the resin using anhydrous HF. The crude peptide was purified by
RP HPLC using a Vydac C18 column. The analogues listed in Table I were made
using the synthetic scheme described above.

Table 1 The activity of SK&F 107647 and its analogues

Compound Peptide Sequence EC So
(pg/ml)

SK&F107647 (1) {pG1u-Glu-Asp)2-Sub- (Lys) 2 5

HP-5 dimre pGlu-Glu-Asp-Cys-Lys 100

3 (Pro-GIu-AsP)2"Sub-(Lys)2 20,000

4 (Tyr-Glu-AspJ2"Sub- (Lys) 2 NAa

5 (PGIu-dGIu-Asp)2Sub-(Lys)2 Io= o000

6 (pGIu-Asp-Asp)2Sub- (Lys) 2  5

7 (pGlu-GIu-As)2"Sub- (Lys)2 NA&

8 (pGlu-Glu-GIuJ2"Sub-(Lys) 2  5

9 (P{uG-Glu-Asp)2-Sub-(Arg)2 NAa

10 (pGlu-GlU-Asp)2"Sub-(Phe(NH2)) 2  NAa
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SK&F 107647 stimulates marrow fibroblasts; to produce colony stimulating
activity (CSAM[7]. Ibis activity was measured using murine boat marzow CPU-GM
as target cells (Table 1).

lo * COITROL
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* 1495 1.S no"lh
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Fig. 2. The effect of SK&F 107647/HP-5 on immunosuppressed mice infected with
Candida albicans.

Replacement of the disulfide bridge in HP-5 dimer with the dimethylene carbon
bridge in SK&F 107647 resulted in a more potent hematopoietic peptide. Screening
more analogues of this peptide should provide information that may help us
understand the structurve-activity relationships of SK&F 107647.
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Introduction

The amphipathic helix hypothesis was proposed to explain the mechanism of
lipid association of the exchangeable apolipoproteins [1]. We have addressed the
question of whether or not the position of charged residues on the polar face of the
a-helix plays a role in lipid affinity [2]. A peptide with 18 amino acid residues was
designed to mimic the general features of the amphipathic helix described in the
original proposal. Thus, the peptide 18A with the primary sequence
DWLKAFYDKVAEKLKEAF in the helical wheel representation has Lys at the
polar-nonpolar interface and negatively charged Asp and Glu at the center of the polar
face (2]. To address the question of the contribution of interfacial Lys residues to the
lipid affinity of 18A, a peptide with the same amino acids but with positions of
charged residues reversed was synthesized with the following sequence:
KWLDAFYKDVAKELEKAF (18R). A helical wheel representation of this
sequence shows negatively charged amino acid residues Asp and Glu at the polar-
nonpolar interface and positively charged Lys residues at the center of the polar face.
Studies with these two peptides and many other analogs of these two peptides showed
that 18A analogs had higher lipid affinity compared to the corresponding 18R analogs
[15].

To explain the relatively high lipid affinity of 18A and the corresponding
peptide analogs a snorkel model was proposed [3]. In this model, the bulk of the van
der Waals surface which is hydrophobic, interacts with lipid alkyl chain when the
peptide is bound to lipid. The charged Lys amino groups "snorkel" into the aqueous
environment for hydration. In the snorkel orientation, the entire 18A peptide is
thought to he buried within the interior of the phospholipid bilayer. In contrast, due
to the short alkyl chains of interfacial Asp and Glu, this orientation is not possible
with 1BR. This effect may explain the high lipid binding ability of 18A and
apolipoprotein (Class A) amphipathic helices [5].

13C-NMR has been used by our laboratories to study the lipid-bound
conformations of apolipoproteins and amphipathic helical peptide analogs [4]. The
present paper describes the use of 13C-NMR to determine the differences in the
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nvironments of Lys residues in lipid-bound amphipathic helic• peptides IgA
and 18R. If the snorkel hypothesis is omrrect, all four Lys residues in 18R are
expected to be in the same microeaviroument due to their equal exposure to the
aquec• phase whege• the interracial Lys residues of 18A are expected to be exposed
to different extents and in micnJ•vironmants of differing polarities.

ReaalU mad IMaeuuion

Peptides IgA and 18R were synthesized by the solid phase procedure as
described wevionsly [2]. The peptides were t3C-dimethylated using 13C-labelled
formaldehyde and sodium cyanobtm)hydride. The synthesis of selectively labelled
18A analogs involves a selective protection and weferential deprotection scheme
(Figure 1). Peptides were synthesized using the solid phase peptide synthesis method
on a Wang resin. The C-terminal FMOC-Phe was coupled to the resin using DCC
in the wesence of catalytic amounts of 4-dimethylaminopyridine. The •-Nl(2 groups
of Lys were protected with BOC-groups (cleavable with TFA) except for the Lys
residue to be labeled. This was protected with the Z-group that is stable under the
conditions of Boc cleavage. The other TFA-cleavable protecting groups used were g-
butyl ester for Asp and Gin, and g-butyl ether for Tyr. Thus, at the end of the
synthesis, cleavage of the peptide along with the cleavage of side chain protecting
groups except for the •-NI-I2 of the Lys to be labeled, was accomplished with TFA.
The peptide was then treated with HCHO and NaBH3CN to convert the free •-NI(2 to
dimethyl-amino groups. The only •-Z group present on the sidechain of Lys to be
labeled was then cleaved with I-IF. Dimethylation of this with HI3CHO-NaBH3CN
gave the selectively 13C-dimethylated peptide. Using this procedure, four 18A
peptides were synthesized in which different Lys side chains were selectively labeled.
The intermediates in the synthesis have been characterized by proton NMR as
ascertained by the presence or absence of characteristic benzyl proton signals at
around 5 to 5.5ppm.

Discoidal complexes with dimyristoyl phosphatidyleholine (DMPC) were
prepared using t3C-dimethylated peptides IgA and 18R and were studied using 13C-
NMR (Figure 2). Since the a-amino group was also labeled during t3C-laheling,
both peptides gave a signal due to (z-13C dimethyi groups at 40.8 ppm. The 13C-
dimethyl Lys groups in the 18R analog gave a single signal at 42.7 ppm from the |
four •-NI-I2 groups. This indicates that the four Lys residues in this peptide when
bound to lipid are in the same microenviroument with the pKa being 10.2. In
contrast, the [t3C-dimethyiLys] 18A:DMPC complex gave five signals with chemical
shiftsin the range of 42.1 to43.Sppm;thepKa values werein therange 8.9to 11.
To identify the pica of individual Lys residues in 18A, NMR spectra of
peptide:DMPC complexes containing selectively 13C-dingthyl-labeled 18A analogs
were obtained. These results ate consistent with the snorkel model since in the lipid-
bound conformation, interfacial basic residues in the 18A amphipathic helix are
present in microenvironments of different polarities; the different accessibilities of
positively charged Lys residues to the aqueous environment leads to different pKm
values.
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Introduction

In the course of studies aimed at finding antibacterial peptides of improved
activity, several short cecropin A-melittin hybrids have been shown to have
promising antibiotic properties [1, 2]. These peptides retain the ability of the parent
molecules to adopt an amphipathic a-helical conformation, but their small size (12-
15 residues) prevents membrane spanning by a single helical molecule. In order to
investigate the role of factors such as helical character, amphipathicity and charge on
biological activity, we have compared the conformational properties and the effect on
liposome permeability of two peptides, KWKLFKKIGAVLKVL-amide [cecropin
A(l-7)melittin(2-9), I], and its hexasuccinyl derivative (I), with the same sequence
but reverse polarity. Negative charges near the N-terminus of l1 are expected to
stabilize its helical conformation. On the other hand, since both charged (but
inverted) and non-polar residues retain their positions, the amphipathic character of
the helix will be preserved. Since the anionic character of II would prevent its
interaction with the negatively charged bacterial cell surface, the biological activity of
both I and H has been compared by the changes in permeability induced by both
peptides in model membranes with no net charge.

Results and Discussion

Peptide I was converted quantitatively into IU by treatment with succinic
anhydride (20 eq) at pH 9.5. The completeness of the reaction was verified by HPLC
and FAB mass spectrometry. I and IU contain a maximum of six positive or
negative charges respectively, resulting in characteristically different HPCE
behaviour.

I and 11 were tested for their effect on the permeability of neutral membranes
formed by zwitterionic and neutral lipids and encapsulating carboxyfluorescein. A
sharp increase in liposome permeability (80-90% dye release within 15 min) was
found for peptide 1. In contrast, peptide H did not show significant activity even at
concentrations more than 10-fold higher and longer incubation times.

In aqueous solution I and I showed little or no structure by CD but readily
acquired an cc-helical conformation in the presence of HFIP or TFE. Minimal
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ellipticities consistent with essentially 100% helical contents for peptides of this
length were observed above 12% and 16% HFIP for I and I1, respectively. While
intrinsically less prone to become an a-helix, I had a more cooperative behaviour
than H and reached maximal helicity at lower HFIP concentrations, suggesting that
its a-helical conformation was related to aggregation. Indeed, concentration
dependence studies showed clear evidence of aggregating behaviour for both I and I.

S2-

0 POPepIde

"4

-6-r

WKL FKK I GAVLKVL

Sequeme.

Fig. 1. Chemical shift differences of CHa protons of peptides I (empty bars) and H (filled
bars) in 12% HFIP relative to I in aqueous solution.

IH-NMR studies (TOCSY, DQF-COSY, NOESY experiments) were done in
12% HFIP, where maximal helix formation for both peptides is predicted by CD.
Comparison of CH, signals of peptides I and H with those of I in aqueous solution
(i.e., random-coil) showed high-field shifts in consecutive CH, protons (Figure 1),
characteristic of helical segments [3, 41. By this criterium both I and It were found
to form a-helices at the C-terminal region whereas II showed higher helical content
than I at the N-terminus. Sequential NH-NH NOEs provided confirmatory evidence of
the helical character of the C-terminal moieties of I and 1I. The presence of [i,i+3]
NOE in the N-terminus of I supported at least some helical conformation in
equilibrium with more disordered states. Results from D/H exchange experiments
were also significant. While all NH protons of H exchanged within a few minutes, as
expected for a small peptide, some NH protons in the C-terminus of I exchanged
very slowly. Similar behaviour recently reported for a related peptide [5] was
attributed to hydrogen bonding in the a-helix. An alternative explanation would be
that slow rates result from tight aggregates, consistent with the CD data.

Although it is not possible at this time to present a detailed model for the
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aggregation of I in solution, one could envisage several possible juxtaposition
patterns (e.g., tail-to-tail, hydrophobic faces, melittin-like) producing helical
aggregates large enough to span a lipid bilayer. This could provide a plausible
explanation for the antibiotic activity of these short peptide antibiotics.
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Introduction

AlU tyrosine protein kinases (TPKs) encoded by cellular genes of the src family
contain two major phosphoacceptor sites which are homologous to Tyr-416 and Tyr-
527 of pp0"-c. The former represents the main autophosphorylation site in vitro
and its phosphorylation correlates with increased kinase activity. By using synthetic
peptides with a modified sequence around the Tyr-416 (EDNEYTA), the influence of
the charged side chains and the propensity to assume a structural conformation on the
activity of different splenic TPKs has been reported [1]. To better examine the effect
of these two structural factors we have synthesized by the classical methods in
solution the N-terminal acetylated and C-terminal amidated analog of the parent
heptapeptide and of its dimeric form. Since cyclization imposes constraints that
enhance conformational homogeneity reducing the number of available
conformations, compared to that corresponding to the linear peptides, we have also
prepared the cyclic monomer and dimer analogs. These synthetic peptides were tested
as phosphoaccept substrates for fgr-TPK, an enzyme belonging to the src-family,
4nd for TPK-HB, a spleen TPK lacking autophosphorylation, active in vitro on the
products of src protooncogenes [1].

Results and Discussion

The synthetic peptides have been assayed for their ability to serve as
phosphoacceptor substrates for the above-mentioned fgr-TPK and TPK-UIB. As
shown in Table 1, while the Na, Ct-blocked and cyclic monomer (H and M) are
poor substrates for fgr-TPK, the detrimental effect due to either cyclization or NH,
CO- modification of the EDNEYTA is overcome by dimerization. All the three
dimers (IV, V and VI) are in fact highly phosphorylated. This dramatic activity
increase cannot simply be accounted for by the presence of two tyrosyl residues in the
sequence. The cyclization of the monomer also causes inhibition of the
phosphorylation efficiency of the TPK-IIB. The reduced activity of this enzyme for
the Nt , Ca-modified heptapeptide (II) is clearly due to an affinity decrease, as denoted
by higher Km value. The free and cyclic diment (IV and VI) are better substrates,
displaying however only 2-fold higher phosphorylation efficiency. This might
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simply be due to the presence of two phosphorylatable tyrosyl residues
conformationaily suitable for the enzyme.

A possible correlation between the secondary structure of the synthetic linear
and cyclic peptides and their substrate recognition by the mentioned TPKs was
studied using CD and fluorescence spectroscopy in three different media: 5 mM
Tris/HCi pH 6.8, 98% TFE and 30 mM SDS. While the transfer of all peptides
from water to the hydrophobic media induces spectral variations, the cyclic
heptapeptide (10i) shows the same CD spectra in the different solvents used. This
result is indicative of the presence of an ordinate structure, characterized by a high
degree of rigidity. This lack of flexibility due to the heptapeptide cyclization might
explain the negligible phosphorylation degree of cyclic EDNEYTA by the enzymes.
Also the cyclization of the dimer (VI) has a negative effect on the phosphoacceptor
activity of fgr-TPK in comparison with the corresponding linear peptide (IV).
However this effect is much less pronounced than in the case of the monomer,
suggesting that the larger cycle consents a much greater flexibility of the sequence
than the smaller one.

Table I Phosphorylation rates and kinetic constants of fgr-TPK and TPK-IIB for
synthetic peptides substrates. (Efficiency is expressed as 102)

II r-TPK T-PK4

I H4-ISNYTA-OW 1.7 7.6 1I.s 600 &3 42.0 100 42

* AC-IDNYT"A-NH 2  0.2 2.6 - - - 33.4 400 8

n i(EDNMA) 02 0.o . . .. -

N H-(EDtEYTAph-O 14.3 14.4 0.0 45 111.0 1.2 6 63

V Ac4EDNEYTAb~tNM &0 3.8 2.4 47 62. - - -

VI ONIOUMTA) 2  10.6 U. 36.0 61 41.8 2.31 30 W

These data confirm our previous suggestion that more than a defined secondary
structure characterized by a fixed geometry, a flexible chain seems the major
requirement for a suitable interaction between the substrates and the enzymes and
their subsequent phosphorylation.
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Introduction

Human GRF(I-44)-NH 2 is subject to biological inactivation by both enzymatic
and chemical routes. In plasma, hGRF(1-44)-NH 2 is rapidly degraded via
dipeptidylpeptidase IV (DPP-IV) enzyme cleavage between residues Ala 2 and Asp3

[1]. hGRF(l-44)-NH 2 may also undergo spontaneous rearrangement (Aspo to Iso-
Asps) [21 and oxidation (Met" to Met(O) 27) [31 in aqueous environments, greatly
reducing its bioactivity [41. It was postulated that longer acting GRF analogs could
be developed if these degradative pathways could be inhibited, i.e., using specific
amino acid replacements at the amino terminus (to prevent recognition by DPP-IV),
residue 8 (to reduce isomerization) and residue 27 (Leu27 to prevent oxidation).
Inclusion of Alai5-substitution (for Gly15 ), previously demonstrated to enhance
receptor binding affinity [41, was expected to improve GRF analog potency [5]. To
examine this hypothesis, a series of [Ala' 5 , Leu27 ]-hGRF(l-32)-OH analogs was
synthesized with His' and/or Val2-substitutions (from the mouse GRF sequence) [6]
for Tyr', Ala 2- (human sequence) [7, 81; and replacement of Thrs (mouse GRF
sequence) [6], Ser8 (rat GRF sequence) [9] or Gin8 (not naturally occurring) for Asn8

(human GRF sequence) [7, 8]. His' and Val 2-substitutions were selected as they
were previously observed to inhibit DPP-IV cleavage of GRF analogs in vitro [10].
Thrs, Sers or Gins substitutions were utilized to suppress the isomerization
associated with Asn8 [2]. The analogs produced were bioassayed for GH-releasing
activity (rat pituitary cell culture) and plasma stability (incubation in porcine plasma)
in vitro. The most potent analogs were also examined for in vivo GH-releasing
activity (s.c. injection into pigs).

Results and Discussion
1. In Vitro Potency: With the exception of [Val2, Ala15, Leu27]-hGRF(1-32)-OH,

all hybrid rodent-human hGRF(I-32)-OH analogs were highly active (potencies =2-3
fold that of hGRF(1-44)-NH 2). Replacement of Asns with either Ser8, Thr8 or Gin8

did not alter potency.
2. Aqueous Stability: The aqueous half-lives of hGRF(1-32)-OH analogs were
greatly enhanced by substitution of either Ser8, Th1s or Gins (= 4-7 fold over [His',
Val2, (AsnS), Ala'", Leu27]-hGRF(I-32)-OH).
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Table 1 Assays of rodent-human GRF(I-32)-OH (hGRF3) analogs

Relative Relative Aqueous Plasma
hGRF Analog Potency- Potencyb Stabilityc Stabilityd

In vitro In vivo T1/2 (hr) TI/2 (min)

hGRF(I-44)-NH2  1.0 1.0 76 7.4
hGRF(I-29)-NH2  0.7 0.9 - 8.4
[A]51-hGRF 32  2.1 - - 8.0
[A15, L27]-hGRF32  1.9 - - 15
[HI, A15, L27]-hGRF 32  3.0 1.2 - 25
[V 2, A15, L271-hGRF 32  0.3 1.7 - 35
[HI, V2, A"5 , L27]-hGRF32  2.8 5.4 208 45
[HI, V2 , S8, A15, L27 1-hGRF 32  3.1 12.4 1470 42
[HI, V2 , Tls, A15, L2]-hGRF 32  2.5 10.9 1046 49
[H', V2 , Q8, AO5 , L27j-hGRF 32  2.8 12.5 826 43

aGH-releasing potency relative to hGRF(I-44)-NH 2 using cultured rat pituitary cells.
bGH-releasing potency relative to hGRF(l-44)-NH 2 using area under the curve data from

pigs injected s.c. (1-30 g±g/kg) and blood sampled at various times over 6 hrs.
c0.5 mg/ml analog incubated in 0.25M Na2HPO4/H3PO4 at 37°C (pH 7.4), peptide content
of aliquots determined by analytical HPLC.

d0 .1 mg/ml analog incubated in porcine plasma at 37°C and aliquots extracted using C18
SEP-PAK columns; peptide content determined by analytical HPLC.

3. Plasma Stability: The half-lives of hGRF(1-32)-OH analogs in plasma were
improved by all substitutions employed. The results of the selected position 1, 2, 8
and 27 replacements were approximately additive; with the ultimate penta-substituted
analogs being 6-7 fold more resistant to degradation compared to hGRF(1-44)-NH 2.
4. In Vivo Potency: As anticipated from in vitro potency and stability data (Table
1), the combined substitution of His', Val 2 dramatically increased the potency of
[Ala' 5, Leu 27 I-hGRF(1-32)-OH analogs (=5 fold that of hGRF(1-44)-NH 2). This
potency was further increased by additional Sers, Thrg or Gin8 substitution (= 11-13
fold that of hGRF(l-44)-NH 2).

In summary, greatly enhanced bioactivity was observed with three penta-
substituted hGRF(1-32)-OH analogs. In vitro, these analogs were =3 fold more
potent than hGRF(l-44)-NH2, whereas in vivo they were 11-13 fold more potent. As
the in vitro results reflect only receptor affinity and signal transduction, the increment
in potency observed in vivo is likely due to the increased biological half-life of these
analogs (i.e., the result of decreased enzymatic and chemical decomposition such that
more bioactive peptide is available per unit time).
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Introduction

Over the past several years, at least two generations of peptide bradykinin
antagonists have been reported. We have explored the N-terminal structure-activity-
relationship associated with the highly potent, second generation antagonists
extensively, and systemically. The results led directly to the synthesis of two,
conformationally constrained, cyclic peptides.

Results and Discussion

Using NPC 18545 (D-Arg°-Argl-pro2-Hyp 3-Gly4-Phe 5-Ser6-D-Tic7-OicS-Arg9)
as a potent reference peptide (KM = 0.08 nM), systematic glycine replacements (i.e.
side chain removals) were made for residues I - 5. Subsequent binding results
suggested that the side chains of Arg' and Phe5 contribute about the same toward
receptor affinity, and a peptide containing them together shows an additive
enhancement in potency (Table 1). Potencies in the range of the parent peptide can
only be obtained by the further addition of either the Pro2 or Hyp3 side chains.

Following up on the discovery that the 2 chiral centers and the side chains of
Arg' and Phe5 are minimally required to maintain high receptor affinity, a second
series of peptides was prepared to study the relative importance of the individual
amide bonds between residues 1 - 5. Based on receptor affinities, there appears to be
a gradient of importance for the amide bonds between residues I -5. This importance
could be structural, electronic, or both. Since (14) had a IK of 13.7 nM and (17) had
a KI of I nM, which differs from the former only in that it lacks the amide between
residues 2 - 3, it is clear that this amide contributes little to receptor affinity. For the
other two amides studied, that linking residues 3 - 4 appears to be of lesser
importance (Kj - 813 nM) than that linking residues 4 - 5 (K > 2000nM).

Ca-Me and N-Me backbone constraints were introduced into either Gly4, Phe5,
or both as a means of gaining insight into the bio-active conformation. The Ca-
methyl Phe 5 substitution results in no significant loss in receptor affinity, which
suggests that the #, V backbone dihedral angles about Phe5 are in the vicinity of
-50*, -50* in the biologically active conformation. This would represent a helical
twist or "kink" in the mid-section of the peptide.
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As a test of this hypothesis, two Cys-containing cyclic peptides were prepared
which were expected to induce a similar "kink" via covalent side chain cyclization.
These cyclic peptides, both found to be potent competitive antagonists, are shown in
Table 1.
Table I Peptides used to study conformation preferences and the relative importances

of amide bonds and side chains in bradykinin receptor antagonists

Compound X2  X3  X4 X5 X6  Ki (nM)
GPI

1 R P HP G F .08
2 G G G G G inactive
3 RAW• G G G G 285 ± 111.19

5 G G ]• G G 714

6 G G G G i483
7 G G G13.7
8 0.42 ± .09
9 G 0.28 ±.03

I I R IP F 0.28 ± .03
12 R PG F 0.42 ± .0913

]_. 514 RR GG G ]G i G 13.7

15 R G3 G

16 R G F 813

17 R ( F 15.1

18 R P HP G F < 0.1
19 R P HP F 30.77 ± 15.49
20 R P HP G 26.45 ± 10.05
21 R P HP 1693.33 ± 26.03
22 R P HP F 60.6
23 R P HP G 0.1
24 R P HP 2520
25 R C P G C 1.5 ±.1
26 R C P G F 14.83 3.42
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Table I Connuied

1 Al pepides were of the general sequence H-DR-XrXrX4-XS-X6-Ser-(D)7w-Oic-
Arg-Oic, except 26, which is:

H-DR-R-F4PF-DTic-Oic-R-OH

2 All potent peptides were shown to be antagonists by functional assays in GPI.

D"ic Oic

At the time of this report, these peptides represent the first example of potent,
cyclic bradykinin antagonists. We anticipate that the elucidation of the solution
structures, when combined with SAR data as we presented here could ultimately lead
to the design of non-peptide bradykinin antagonists.
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Introduction

Adhesion of platelets to the endothelial surface of injured blood vessels as well
as platelet aggregation are critical events for the development of coronary artery
thrombosis. Adhesion and aggregation of platelets is mediated by fibrinogen that
interacts with a platelet membrane glycoprotein complex, GPUb/IMa, at the platelet
surface. The GPIlMl~a complex is a member of the family of cell adhesion receptors
called integrins [1]. It has been shown that some of these receptors bind to a
common recognition structure, an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) tripeptide sequence [2].
Inhibition of the binding of fibrinogen to GPIIb/Ila via molecules based on the RGD
tripeptide sequence is a promising approach for the inhibition of platelet aggregation
and subsequent thrombus formation.

We have reported previously that we have identified a series of cyclic RGD-
containing peptides that are highly potent and selective for GPEUb/MIa with negligible
affinity for vitronectin and fibronectin receptors [3). One of these analogues,
TP9201, has been shown to inhibit platelet-mediated thrombus formation without
associated prolongation of template bleeding time [4]. Our current studies have
focused on the design and synthesis of smaller ring analogues with the aim of
optimizing binding affinity while reducing ring size.

Results and Discussion

The arginine, glycine and aspartic acid residues in the RGD tripeptide sequence
are essential for activity and the arginine side chain and the aspartic side chain are
critical for binding. From the structure-activity relationship studies [3], it has been
shown that the hydrophobic residues at position 3 [5] and a positive charge residue at
position 4 [51 play very important roles in binding of these analogues to GPI~bMia.
It is critical to retain these two features for our design of small ring analogues. First,
an effort was made to explore the possibility of obtaining active antagonist analogues
of analogue 1, but with a reduced ring size from 29-membered to 26-membered and
23-membered. Analogue 3 and analogue 4 were prepared and evaluated. Analogue 4,
which contains a 23-membered ring, inhibited platelet aggregation with an IC50 of
0.27 aiM. Deletion of the asperagine residue at position -2 [5] and the praline residue
at position -1 [5] from analogue 1 resulted in a compound that retained
approximately 80% of inhibitory activity. These two residues (N and P) served
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primarily to attain the bioactive conformations and both can be deleted provided that
they are replaced by proper cyclic constraints.

Decreasing the ring size of analogue 4 from 23 to 20 by deleting the arginine
residue at position 4 [51 induced a drastic decrease of potency. In addition, the 17-
membered ring analogue 6 was made by deleting the 0-methyl-tyrosine residue at
position 3 [5] of analogue 5. Analogue 6 also showed a dramatic decrease in
potency.

A series of small cyclic disulfide heptapeptides containing the minimum active
sequence, R-G-D-(O-Me-Y)-R, were designed and synthesized based on the sequence
of analogue 4. The substitution of Cys with an N-terminal Mpr residue resulted in a
2-3 fold increase in potency compared with analogue 4. Analogue 8 ( Mn D
Me-YlR-NH 2 inhibited platelet aggregation with an IC50 of 0.12 pM which was
approximately 2-fold more reactive than analogue 1 Ac-CNIRGD(O-M&-)DRC-Nl2.
Analogue 8 also exhibited very low affinities for FnR and VnR.

Next, we examined the effect of the substitution of the O-Me-Y residue at
position 3 with Ala. The substitution of Ala for O-Me-Y preserves the overall
peptide backbone and more carefully assesses the importance of the O-Me-Y side
chain. This modification caused a drastic decrease of potency and reaffirmed the
importance of the O-Me-Y side chain.

Table I Systematic reduction in ring size

IMOM FNR VNR
Platelet Aggr. ELISA ELISA ELISA

Pepti&d ICso(jiM)b ICo(jiM) IC5o(AM) IC0(tAM)

1 0.22 0.029 8.20 4.70
2 0.17 0.001 6.8 6.7
3 0.46 0.0046 10.0 10.0
4 0.27 0.0094 5.2 1.7
5 19.0 ntc 6.6 ntb
6 53.0 0.18 nth 1.7

Peptidea
1 Ac-CNPIMDO-Me-Y)RC-NH 2(TIPM2S), 2 AcQ'B -D.n G 'MY'R" -NH2
3 Ac-(D- I M -NH 2, 4 Ac.4MGD " C-OH
S Ac4MUtQl jk=-NH 2, 6 Ac-CRCQC-NH 2

aThe unnatural amino acids used in this study have been given the following
abbreviations: Mpr, P-mercaptopropionic acid; Pen, penicillamine; D-Pen, D-
penicillamine; Pmp, PP-pentamethylene-8-mercaptopropionic acid; O-Me-Y, O-methyl-
tyrosine; 0-n-butyl-Y. 0-n-butyl-tyrosine.
bThe platelet aggregation in human platelet rich plasma (PRP) was induced by ADP.
CNot tested
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Table 2 Cys and TyvdMe) replacemmu (mo&ficadow of Ac-CRGDhO.Ma-.YRC.
OH)

-b FNR VNR
Pkadet Ap. ELISA ELISA ELISA

4 0.27 0.0094 5.20 1.70
7 0.34 0.016 4.90 7.04
8 0.12 0.016 3.50 4.30

S0.20 0.038 7.70 10.00
if 0.46 0.05 1.70 0.35
11 1.70 0.63 9.30 7.30
12 4.0 4.6 ntc 2.40

Pepd7 AcZQ•X)CN2 8 WWCUnco-Y&-yNcH2,

11 Ac ' • I•O-Me -NH 2 , 12 Ac4- DARC-OH
",AA, SOe Table I
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introduction

Thrombin-induced platelet activation plays a pivotal role in arterial thrombosis.
According to a novel mechanism of receptor activation, thrombin cleaves its receptor
to create a new amino terminus, which can then act as a tethered ligand to activate the
receptor [1]. A 14-amino acid peptide, Ser-Phe-Leu-Leu-Arg-Asn-Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys-
Tyr-Glu-Pro-Phe-OH, derived from the new amino terminus of the receptor, is also
able to fully activate human platelets and cause aggregation in the absence of
thrombin with an EC50of 10,000 nM. Carboxy-tuncated analogs of this 14-residue
peptide have also been found to have full receptor activating potencies [2-4]. In order
to develop a high affinity ligand, position modifications for agonist potency
enhancement were carried out. SAR studies resulted in the discovery of potent
thrombin receptor activating peptides. Potent peptides suitable for radiolabelling
were also found.

Results and Discussion

Peptide analogs of Ser-Phe-Leu-Leu-Arg-Asn-Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys-Tyr-Glu-Pro-
Phe-OH were synthesized incorporating modifications which would help elucidate
structural features critical for thrombin receptor activation. Structure modifications
involved: (a) peptides of shorter chainlength and (b) side-chain and backbone
modifications. Chemical syntheses were carried out by the solid phase method using
an ABI 430 A (t-Boc based chemistry) instrument, BF deprotection, and purification
by HPLC. Products were characterized by HPLC (>99% purity), amino acid analysis
and FABMS. Biological potencies of analogs were measured as peptide effects on the
extent of human blood platelet aggregation.

As shown in Table 1, the N-terminal pentapeptide amide (analog 5) retains high
potency and was used as reference structure for further SAR studies. C-terminal
amides were found to be more potent than acids (see for example 3 versus 2). An
alanine scan confirmed literature reports [2, 3) in that the aromatic sidechain of Phe-2
is critical for receptor activation (analog 6), and that Ser-1 and Leu-3 can be replaced
by Ala (analog 7 and 8) with complete retention of potency. Leu-4 can be replaced
with the more hydrophobic cyclohexylalanine (ChA) (analog 10) with a two fold
increase in potency. The replacement of Phe-2 with Phe(p-F) (analog 9) has a
potency increasing effect of four fold. The potency enhancing modifications of p-F-
Phe-2 and ChA-4 were combined and resulted in Ala- Phe(p-F)-Leu-ChA-Arg-NH 2
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(analog 11) with ECs0 - 140 nM. An arginine in position 3 (analog 12) gives
added solubility, while homo-Arg in position 5 increases potency slightly (analog
13). The C-terminally extended hexapeptide (analog 4) was shown to be more
potent than the pentapeptide (analog 5). Thus, in order to further increase potency
and make available analogs for potential radiolabelling, the most potent pentapeptide
(analog 14) was elongated with a tyrosine amide. This modification resulted in Ala-
Phe(p-F)-Arg-ChA-hArg-Tyr-NH 2 (analog 16) with an EC3o of 10 nM, a 27-fold
potency enhancement over the corresponding pentapeptide (analog 14), the most
potent agonist reported to date. The replacement of Tyr with Tyr(p-1) resulted in Ala-
Phe(p-F)-Arg-ChA-hArg-Tyr(p-I)-NH 2 (analog 17), which shows an EC50 of 30 nM.
This level of potency is suitable for possible use as a radioligand in receptor binding
assays.

Table 1 Activity of novel thrombin receptor agonist peptides

Platelet
No. Structure Aggregation"

(ECso nM)

1 Ser-Phe-Leu-Leu-Arg-Asn-Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys-Tyr-Glu-Pro-Pbe-OH 10,000

2 Ser-Phe-Leu-Lu-Arg-Asn-Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys-OH 8,000

3 Ser-Phe-Leu-Leu-Arg-Asn-Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys-NH 2  2,000

4 Ser-Phe-Leu-Leu-Arg-Asn-NH 2  180

5 SerI-Phe 2-Leu3-Leie-Arg5 -NH 2  1,000

6 Ser-Ala-Leu-Le-Arg-NH 2  >8000

7 Ala-l'e-Leu-Leu-Arg-NH 2  800

8 Ser-Pe-Al-Leu-Arg-NH2 1,000

9 Ala-Phe(p-F)-Leu-Leu-Arg-NH 2  200

10 Ala-Phe-Leu-C• A-Arg-NHI 2 b 400

11 Ala-Phe(p-F)-Leu-ChA-Arg-NH 2  140

12 Ala-Phe(p-F)-Arg-ChA-Arg-NH 2  130

13 Ala-Phe(p-F)-Leu-ChA-hArg-NH 2  120

14 Ala-Phe(p-F)-Arg-ChA-hArg-NH 2  100

1S Ala-Phe(pF)-Arg-ChA-hArg-NHE 160

16 Ala-Phe(p-F)-Arg-OhA-hArg-Tyr-NH 2  10

17 Ala-e-)-ArghCA-hA-I -Tyr(p-I)-NH2  30

aECSO for stimulation of aggregation of hunm platelets;
bChA, cyclohexyl-Ala.
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Structural features responsible for activation of the thrombin receptor have been
elucidated. The potency of shortened peptides has been enhanced up to 1000-fold.
These potent thrombin receptor activating peptides provide powerful tools for the
development of a receptor radioligand and the potential establishment of a binding
assay.
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Introduction

We have previously shown that within the format [Thr 2,Ala15,Leu27]bGRF(l-
29)NH2, substitution of the native Ala19 residue with the hydrophobic residues Leu,
Ile or Val, effected changes in the growth hormone (GH) releasing activity of the
analogs [1]. Additional studies in vitro and in vivo [21 have shown that at position
2, HIe and Val were superior to Thr in the [X2,Ala15,Leu27JbGRF(l-29)NH 2 format.
We have now prepared GRF analogs modified both at position 2 (Thr, Be, Val) and at
position 19 (Leu, lie, Val). These compounds were examined for GH release in vitro
(cultured rat anterior pituitary cells) and in vivo (steers). The contribution of each of
these substitutions to GH release was determined.

Results and Discussion

The results of the GH release in vitro and in vivo are shown in Table 1. In
vitro, the lle2,Val'9 analog was most active, while the Thr2,Leu' 9 analog was least
active. Compounds with Leu"9 substitution were less active than their le or Val
counterparts. Free and Wilson analysis [3, 41 (which assumes substituent additivity)
of the in vitro data showed that relative to the Thr2,Ala]9 analog the specific
contributions (expressed as ng GH/IO5 cells/4 hrs) were as follows: Val2 +895, Ile2
+1704, Val9 +29181, lie' 9 +1181, and Leu19 -4052. All of these contributions
were significant (p=0.05) except Val2. The correlation for the regression, r=0.988.

In vivo, differences in activity were more difficult to detect. Free and Wilson
modelling the in vivo data did not yield a significant regression. Compounds with a
L•u19 substituent tended to be least active, however, due to the variability of the
assay and perhaps pharmacokinetic factors not accounted for, it was difficult to
demonstrate effects of the other substitutions as could be observed in vitro.
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Table I Effects of GRF analogs on growth hormone release in vitro and in vivo

Treatment In vitro In vivo
GH release# GH release*

Vehicle 19634 1.00a

[Leu2"JbGRF(1-29)NH 2  7561d ND

Ile2 AIa' 3 Val' 9  120825 4.25c

nle 2Ala's3 le' 9  1I1006t4 2 .9 1b c

Val 2AlalsVa119  11832f4S 3.77bc

Val2Ala' 511e1 9  10686f 4.47c

Thr 2Alal5Val' 9  9252c 4.10c

Thr2 Ala 5Ile'9 626 3cd 3.23c

Thr2AlaI3Leu27 5831c 3.60c

lle 2Ala'5 Leu' 9  5835c 2.38b

Val2Ala'SLeul 9  39 7 6b 3.07b-c

Thr 2Alal5Leu] 9  2443a 3.20b'c

bGRF(I-44)NH2  ND 2.29b

*The amount of rGH release in the pituitary cell cultures from treatments (0. 1nM) is
expressed as ng per 2 x 105 cells/4hrs (n=4). *Two hour bGH integrated area under the
curve from steers treated (i.v.) at 30pmol/kg. Data was analyzed by ANOVA. Methods are
described in reference 1. a Ab,c'dA¶, gWithin a given column, means lacking a common
superscript differ at p<.05. ND, not determined.
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Introduction

CP--0127 1 is a potent, selective, antagonist of bradykinin type 2 receptors and
is currently undergoing testing in phase U clinical trials for the treatment of
SIRS/sepsis (Table 1). Compound 1 is formed by dimerizatien of a decapeptide 2,
which exhibits less potent BK 2 antagonist activity. The dimerized structure results
in a compound with approximately 10 to 100 times the potency of the monomeric
precursor in functional tissue assays. However, a monomer 3 containing an (N-
hexyl)-succinimide moiety exhibited identical potency. Analogs were constructed to
test the role of the succinimide carbonyls and hydrophobic alkyl side chains in
receptor binding. Potent (in vitro) analogs were discovered which possess neither a
dimeric peptide structure nor an (N-alkyl)-succinimide side-chain. We present here a
preliminary study to optimize four parameters: potency in functional assays (rat
yterus, pA2), antagonist irreversibility as evidenced by low recovery percentages after
wash-off experiments, compound stability, and minimization of partial agonism at
very high doses (10-5 M).

Results and Discussion

Rat uterus in vitro pA2 measurements were done as previously described [I].
Antagonist potency was calculated according to the method of Arunlakshana and
Schild [2]. Compound 3 was synthesized as a mixture of diastereomers which were
separated by HPLC. The data given here are for the mixture. The separated
diastereomers gave essentially equivalent biological data. Compound 4, which
represents formal deletion of CH 2CO from the succinimide ring results in a
significant loss in antagonist potency, an increase in wash-off, and a decrease in
partial agonism at high doses. Compound 5, a "retro" analog of 4 shows
approximately equivalent activity, suggesting the lack of importance for the
remaining carbonyl for antagonist potency. Formal deletion of the putative "non-
essential" carbonyl results in compound 6, with increased intrinsic potency (pA 2 =

8.7). However, antagonist wash-off is increased, and minor partial agonism at high
doses is maintained. The BK 2 receptor is membrane-bound. It may be possible that
the antagonists with hydrophobic side chains first interact with the cell membrane
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and then diffuse on, or in the membrane, to the receptor binding site. A farnesyl

analog 7 was constructed to test this hypothesis. The olefinic carbons provide a

Table I Bradykinin antagonists of the structure, D-Arg-Arg-Pro-Hyp-Gly-Phe-X-D-

Phe.Leu
I

H S,*03(a >3)

ýoNo ptM agamia 10 'M-
1

0hl 2 7.1*O.lO (&>3)
100% Recoray

CO Nopmtiapagimmd lo0 .

0
P =!• 4d0"14 (=:9)

•M,• s C•43%b Recover

~15,Pmi agomilat louM.

SH i2 = 7.9 *0.12 (s=6)

5% Pal agomism d 10 UN&

H 0 p=7.8 O.12 (n=3)

No pmatil aomisma 10 M.

0o xi st
2,' ="7j014 (M7),,•$ ct•75 %t R ewrery

-15'I P% FWW alpoim as 10 h

A2=71A*O10 (s=d, Xo N.p1iwa !M
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mimic of the succinimide scaffolding. Formal deletion of the "essential" carbonyl
decreases intrinsic potency, but results in an essentially irreversible antagonist. The
loss of potency of the n-dodecyl straight-chained analog 8 illustrates the necessity of
a rigid scaffolding structure, as well as a hydrophobic chain. Although the
"essential" carbonyl of the succinimide or lactam analogs is desirable for high
intrinsic potency, it is also associated with poorer wash-off characteristics and partial
agonism at very high doses. The farnesyl analog provided a template for exploring
scaffolding geometry which may mimic the requisite geometry for potency but
eliminate partial agonism at high doses, as demonstrated by compound 9 in which a
benzyl group scaffold provides good intrinsic potency, no partial agonism, and an
essentially irreversible antagonist. The necessity of a rigid scaffold of a well defined
geometry for intrinsic potency is illustrated by the lack of potency of 10 containing
a "para" phenyl scaffold.

I pA2 = 7.3±0.10 (n=9)

• _; 0% Recovery
$ CH3  No partial agonism at 10 uM.

H
S0 pAi2 = 8.1 ±0.12 (n=5)

0% Recovery
0 CHt No partial agonism at 10 uM.

Cyp•2PA 2 =6.9±0."10 (n=4)
2 1% Recovery

$j No partial agonism at 10 uM.

The linker structure of CP-0127 is responsible for a significant enhancement in
potency of the dimer as compared to the monomeric structure. Using fragments of
the bis-succinimidohexane linker it is possible to obtain compounds with equal
potency, such as 3, or even enhanced potency such as 6 compared to compound 1.
A specific carbonyl in compounds 3 or 6 appears to be desirable for intrinsic
potency; however, this carbonyl also appears to be related to partial agonism at high
doses and poor wash-off characteristics. Using a rigid scaffolding structure, lacking
carbonyl units, it is possible to design potent and essentially irreversible antagonists
of the BK2 receptor.
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Introduction

Voltage dependent calcium channels are a diverse group of proteins that play a
major role in regulation of calcium entry into neurons and thereby control diverse
cellular and physiological responses like membrane excitability and neurotransmitter
release [1]. The most recently discovered calcium channel subtype is termed the P-
type channel [2]. The only selective antagonist of the P-channel is a peptide toxin
isolated from the spider Agelenopsis aperta termed (w-Aga Wa. [3]. The native
peptide is 48 amino acids in length and contains 4 disulfide bonds. This toxin
represents an essential new tool to study the structure and function of P-channels per
se and to understand the role of P-channels in central neuron function. Herein, we
report the successful construction and biological activity of synthetic m)-Aga NVa.

Results and Discussion

Solid phase synthesis was performed on an Applied Biosystems model 430A
using standard t-BOC protocol Version 1.4 for NMP/HOBt chemistry. Mass spectra
were obtained on a Finnegan TSQ-700 operating in the electrospray ionization mode.
Amino acid side chain protection used was: p-chlorocarbobenzoxy for Lys,
p-toluenesulfonyl for Arg, 2-bromocarbobenzoxy for Tyr, N-benzyloxymethyl for
His, O-benzyl for Ser and Thr, O-Cyclohexyl for Asp and Glu, formyl for Trp, S-4-
methylbenzyl for Cys, and Met was protected as the oxide. The C-terminal acid
peptide chain was assembled on t-BOC Ala derivatised PAM resin (0.66 g, 0.753
mmol/g). Total yield of dried resin was 1.9 grams. The peptide was cleaved using
the "Low-High" HF method of Tam [4] providing 91 mg of crude product from 250
mg of resin. RPHPLC and ESMS analysis showed the major component to have the
correct M÷ parent ion for the persulfhydryl peptide (5202.8). Crude HF product (179
mg) was dissolved in 3 ml of 6 M guanidine-HCl. 200 mM dithiothreitol, 50 mM
Tris at pH 6.1 and incubaed at 370C for 30 rin. The reduced peptide solution was
diluted into 2 liters of folding buffer containing 2 mM glutathione, 2 mM glutathiol,
10 mM methionine, 50 mM Hepes at pH 8.0. This solution was stirred at 4*C for
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144 hours (Figure 1). The folding mixture was purified on a Polysulfoethyl
Aspartamide cation exchange HPLC column (KH2PO4 pH 8.2 mobile phase system)
and desalted by C18 RPHPLC, affording 946 mg product, consistent by ESMS,
AAA, DTNB, standard Edman degradation and co-injection with native authentic
standard.

- Foldin Tkne 4 depI
- FoldhThm. = days

20 30- 40

TIME (mni)

Fig. 1. HPLC time course for folding of crude HF product. (Waters pBondapak C-18, 3.9 x
300 mm, column eluting 22 - 44 % B over 45 min; flow rate = 1 ml/min; A = 5%
CH3CN/water + 0.1% TFA, B = CH3CN).

The P-channel mediated currents are high threshold currents requiring large
depolarizations from negative holding potentials to activate and are maximally
available at -20 to -10 mV. High concentrations of o)-CgTx (3 pM) produced only a
modest blockade of the current (21 ± 5%; n=l 1) and nifedipine (3 pM) did not block
the Ca2+ current elicited from a holding potential of -90 mV (n=2). The P-channel
current was also sensitive to Ca2÷, 30 pM of which blocked 87% (± 8; n=4) of the
current elicited from a holding potential of -9OmV. m-Aga-IVA (native or synthetic)
produced a rapid and near total blockade of the calcium current at a concentration of
100 nM. The IC30 values for native and synthetic ow-Aga-IVA in our system were
33.1 nM (21.2-51.8; 95% confidence interval) and 35.1 nM (20.1 - 61.2),
respectively, as determined by Hill plot analysis.

The synthesis and refolding of m-Aga Ma provided toxin which was chemically
indistinguishable from native material. The IC0's obtained from native and synthetic
toxin for blockade of P-channels in acutely dissociated Purkinje cell were equivalent
within experimental error (Figure 2). Synthetic material was also shown to be
biologically identical to native toxin in other models of P-channel activation (e.g.,
synaptic transmission, neurotransmitter release and 45Ca 2÷ synaptosomal uptake.
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Fig. 2. Inhibition of Purkinje cell I,.
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Introduction

Cationization of a potent a-melanotropin analogue [NMe", fl-Phe'Ja-MSH by
incorporating a pair of dibasic amino acid residues that bridge Glu5 and Lys'I side
chains cause significant enhancement in its biological activity profile [1]. The
electrostatic accumulation of these peptides on the cell membrane was shown to
cause an efficient compartmentalization of these derivatives in the membrane phase,
thereby facilitating their interaction with the receptors. In the present study this
designing concept was further tested on another potent yet smaller melanotropin
analogue Ac-Nle-Akp-His-D-Phe-Arg-Trp-L ys-NH2 [2).

Table I Comparative biological activities of cyclic bridged analogues

Poftncy Mlative to a-MSHAnalogue _ _ _ _

Prog sba U.a skin

1. Ac-[NIe 4 , AspS, D-Phc7 , Lys10 1-a-MSH4.10 -NH 2  0.1 (.)fn 10 (+)

2. Ac-(NIC4, 0.14 (. 6.7 (4)

As p5 e. I L~iys1O]-a-MSH 4 _1 o.NH2 0.4-

_rtM-Lys---i
3. Ac-[Nke4. As3j2p5.fb 7.Lys 10]-a-MSH4 .10-NH 2  0.25 (-) 13.4 (+)

rLys-Ar.-
4. ~ ~ ~ h .cNl4 As5 ~PuLys10]-cz-MSH 4_j0-NH2  0.05(-) 10 (+)

r-Lys-Ly"-
S. Ac-[Nlc

4
, Asp

5
, a-Phe

7 , LysOl0-a-MSH 4 .I 0 -NH2  0.03 (-) 12.5 (+)

6. Ac-[Nle
4

, As,9.Dphe
7. LysOl0-a-MSH4. 1 0-NH 2  0.1 ( 1.0 (+)

r-.L
7. Ac-[Nle4. Asp., 12-P e,7 Lys "]-a-MSH4.10-NH2  0.1 (-) NAb

"afespowe is prolonged (+). or not potonged (-); bNA n== not ayed.
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Results and Discuusion

Macrocyclic analogues of the parent cyclic lactam peptide (1) containing dibasic
amino acid residue(s) bridging Asp5 and Lys'° side chain functionalities were
synthesized and evaluated for their biological activity on frog and lizard skins (Table
1). In general, all the analogues 2-7, being more potent on lizard skin than on frog
skin, behaved like parent analogue 1. The activity profile on lizard skin was either
similar or slightly higher than 1. Therefore, all these analogues are capable of
presenting their message sequence (-His-12-Phe-Arg-Trp-) favorably to the receptor.
This has also been supported by their conformational analyses. As shown in Figure
1, geometric overlap of a low energy conformer of 5 with that of 1 exhibited a good
overlap of CO and CP carbon atoms of His, 12-Phe, and Trp residues. Further, it was
interesting to observe that 2 and 6 were potent stimulators of tyrosinase in mouse
melanoma cells (minimal effective dose 1012M) and exhibited activity up to 4 days
after the removal of analogues from the incubation medium on the first day. These
results confirm our earlier report [1] that the introduction of basic residues in a bio-
compatible fashion can further modulate and enhance its biological activity profile.
The results suggest general applicability of this peptide design concept for various
ligands that act at membrane bound receptors.

Fig. 1. Geometrical shape comparison of low energy conformers of 5 (bold line) and I
(thin line). All hdrogens are omitted for clarity.
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Introduction

We previously reported a series of reduced size hexapeptide analogues of
luteinzing hormone-releasing hormone (LMRH), which were designed based on the
(3-9) fragment of the agonist [DLeu6Pro9NHEt•]HRH, known as leuprolide [1]. In
that series, the most potent antagonist had a pKI of 9.55 for receptor binding and a
pA2 of 9.28 for in vitro LH inhibition; in the castrated rat, the compound was active
only by infusion [1]. In an attempt to increase both the in vitro potency and the in
vivo duration of action we selected the (2-9) fragment of the agonist
[Phe2,DTrp6,Pro9 NHEt]LHRH [2] as the departure point for the design of novel
h and octapeptide reduced size LHRH antagonists.

All the peptides, except compound 15, were synthesized using SPPS on
Merrifield resin. The purity of the final compound was based on HPLC, FABMS
and AAA. All the compounds were tested in vitro for receptor binding, LH
inhibition and histamine release [3]. Selected compounds were tested in the castrated
rat for LH suppression [3].

Results and Discussion

In the LH release from rat pituitary cultured cells assay the nonapeptide
[Phe2,Trp6,proNHEt]LHRH, (1), was found to be a potent agonist with a pD2 of
10.81 [2]. Elimination of residue pGlu', (2), caused over 1000-fold loss in activity,
but still maintained the agonist response (Table 1). Acylation of fragment 2
increased the binding affinity by 500-fold to 9.78 and converted the compound to
antagonist with a pA2 of 8.02. We have previously observed a similar switch from
agonist to antagonist response upon N-methylation of position 2 [2]. Substitutions
of compound 3 with pkenyWatyl 2 or 4-CI-phenylacetyl 2 slightly reduced the in vitro
activity, whereas substitutions with 4-Cl-phenylpropionyl 2 and 4-F-phenyl-
pfopionyl2 increased both receptor binding and LH inhibition by over 10-fold. Both
compounds 6 and 7 were found inactive when tested for LH suppression in the
casuaed rat following sc administration of 30 pa/kg. Subsequently, in an attempt to
increase metabolic stability we substituted DTrp at position 3 of compound 7. This
su ural modification yielded antagonists 8 and 9 which had pK, greater than 10.0.
Peptide 9 showed for the first time a modest suppression of LH in vivo. Encouraged
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by these results we continued to further stabilize compound 9 by substituting
NMeTyr5 [2]. This modification raised the pA2 value to 11.15 and significantly
improved in vivo LH suppression (data not shown). Further substitutions at
positions 3 and 6 yielded compounds 11-13, which were active in vitro and in vivo,
however when tested for histamine release (HR) from rat peritoneal mast cells showed
ED50 values <1 pig/ml, which were considered inadequate. To improve the safety
profile we substituted Lys(Isp)8 and DAIaI° in compound13 yielding antagonist A-
76154, which in vitro and in vivo was active in the range of antide and A-75998
(Table 1; Figure 1). The ED50 for HR of A-76154 was 10.0 pg/mI, identical to that
of A-75998 [3]. These peptides represent the first series of hepta- and octapeptide
LHRH antagonists which had activities in the range of standard decapeptide
antagonists in both in vitro and in vivo tests.

Table 1 In vitro rat receptor binding and LH release or inhibition of LHRH analogs

St-Phe-Trp3-Ser4-Tyrs-DTrl•.Leu7.Argl.Pro9-lt

Cmpd Substitution pKla pD2a pA 2a

1 pGlu' 10.61 10.81
2 as above 7.08 7.64
3 NAcPhe2  9.78 8.02
4 Phenylacetyl 2  9.08 8.28
5 4CI-Phenylacetyl 2  9.24 8.24
6 4C1-Phenylpropionyl 2  10.28 9.90
7 4FPP2  10.48 9.23
8 4CI-Phenylpropionyl 2,DTrp3  10.12 9.78
9 4FPP2.DTrp3 10.54 10.41
10 4Fpp2,DTrp3,NMeTyr5  10.48 11.15
11 4FPP 2,D1Nal3  10.59 11.15
1 2 4FPP 2,DINai3,NMeTyr5 10.32 11.25
1 3 4FPP2,DTrp3,NMeTyrS,DLys(Nic) 6  10.78 10.46
1 4 4FPP2,DINal3,NMeTyrsjDLys(Nic) 6.Lys(Isp)g 11.62 11.43
1 5 4FPP2,D1NaI3,NMeTyr5.DLys(Nic)6 .Lys(Isp)8,DAIa1 °NH2  10.69 11.13

A-76154
A-75998b 10.50 11.23
antideb 10.21 10.63

apK, = the negative logarithm of the equilibrium dissociation constant in the rat pituitary

receptor binding assay. pD2 - the negative logarithm of the concentration of agonist
that produces 50% of the maximum release of LH from cultured rat pituitary cells in
response to the test compound. pA 2 = the negative logarithm of the concentration of
antagonist that requires 2-fold higher concentration of agonist to release LH from
pituitary cells. 4FPP = 4F-Phenylpropionyl.

bRef. 3.

We were able to reduce the size of standard decapeptide LHRH antagonists by
two D-amino acids and still maintain all the in vitro and in vivo activities while
achieving an acceptable ED50value for histamine release. A-76154 represents the
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first octapeptide LHRH antagonist which, in die castrated rat, was as effective in
suppRessing LHI as the standard decapepuide antagonists. In the intact rat A-76 154.
following infusion for two weeks of 239.2 aglkglday dose, suppressed testosterone
to castrate level causing atrophy of reproductive oPrgas

-0--- Vehicle

-~4--A-76154
15-

--0---- antide

-fr- A-75998

Time (h)

Fig.)i. suppression of U) in the castrated rat fofiowing sc injection of 30 1pglg.
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Introduction

We recently reported that azaline B [Ac-D2NaI',D)4Cpa 2,D)3Pal3,4Aph5

(Atz),D4Aph6(Atz).lLys8 ,DA~a10IGnRH was among the most potent and long acting
antagonists of GnRH with adequate solubility in aqueous solutions at neutral pH [1].
In order to further improve its properties, several GnRH antagonists containing novel .

amino acids at positions 5 (L-isomers), 6 (D-isomers) or 8 (L-isomers) have been
synthesized, characterized and tested in an in vitro pituitary cell culture assay and in
an antiovulatory assay. The synthetic amino acids (Figure 1) are D- and L-3-
aminophenylalanine (3Aph), D3- and L-4-thiomorpholinophenylalamine (Tmf), D and
L-4-Aminomiethyl- phenylalanine (4Ainf), L-4-isopropyl-aminomnethylphenylalamine
(4IAmf), L-4-Isopropyl-amino-phenyl-alanine (4IAph) and Nm2-methyl-4-amino-
phenylalanine (NMe4Aph). Their additional distal amino groups were protected either
by Fmoc or by Z except for D- and L-Tmf which have distal tertiary amino groups.

Results and Discussion

The desired phenylalanine derivatives were synthesized following five synthetic
routes and their structures shown in Figure 1. D- and L-O-o-O-mc3p [2]
were prepared via condensation of 3-nitrobenzyl chloride with diethyl
acetamidomalonate, followed by resolution with a-chymotrypsin, hydrogenation and
Fmoc-protection of the to-amino groups. D3- and L-N"-Boc-Tmf [3] were prepared via
chioromethylation and bromomethylation of D- and L-N-acetyl-phenylalanine ethyl
ester respectively, followed by amination (thiomorpholine), thorough hydrolysis and
Boc-protection of oa-amino groups. D- and L-aBcN-mc4m were prepared
with an improved method [41. The synthesis was started from trichioro- or trifluoro-
acetamnidomethylation of D- and L-phenylalanine, followed by NO-Boc-protection,
selective deprotection of 4-amino groups by 20% sodium hydroxide in a mixture of
methanol and water (v/v, 1: 1) for 0.5 hr with subsequent Fmoc-protection of the
exposed 4-NH2. L-NO-Boc-N 4-Z-4IAmf and L~NO-Boc-N 4-Z-4I44xh [5] were prepared
via reductive isopropylaton of L-NI-Boc-4Amf and L-Na-Boc-4Aph respectively and
Z-protection of the resulting secondary amino groups. L-OBcN-mc
NMe4Aph was prepared [6] via Na-methylation of N-Boc-phenylalanine, nitration,
hydrogenation and Fmoc-protection of the 4-amino group.
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HHHH H
H CH F.*H L

NHBoc 9 -13C-3CiBC-

.5 HC1 Z

(L-3Aph) (L-4Aznt) (L-Tmt) (L-4IApb) (LA4AMI)

Fig. 1. Partial structure of novel phenylalanine derivatives.

Table 1 Biological characteriwiion of GnRJI antagonists with novel amino acids at
position 5, 6 and/or 8

Ac-D2Nall.D4Cpa 2 .D3PaI3 .Su& aa5- a 6 . f ir t ir
LeUj7.Aaa8&PrO 9.DAjalO..NH 2  relative AOAb hitmn

_________________________ ______ ______ releasec

1. [Lys5 (Atz),DLys 6(Atz),ILys 8l 0.23 2.0(1/10), 139 ±8.7
Azsi.. A (0.15-0.36) 2.0(8/20)*

2. lOrn5 (Atz),DOrn6(Atz),ILys 8] 0.2 (0.1-0.3) 2.0(1/10) 158 ±10
3. [4Apb5 (Atz),D4Apb6 (Atz)JLys8 ] 1.3 (0.8-2.1) 0.5(7/9), 224 ±234

4. 14Amf5(Atz),D4AmI 6 (Atz),ILys8J 2.5(0/7)
S. [3Aph 5(Atz),D3Aph6 (Atz),ILys 8] 1.5 (0.9-2.8) 2.5(0/5) 17
6. (4Aph5 (Atz),D4Aph 6(Atz),4IAph 8 J 10(2/2)
7. [4Aph5 (Atz),D4Aph6 (Atz),4IAmf#l 1.6 (1.0-2.6) 2.5(3n7)
8. [ c4pi(t)DAh(tjys]1.9 1.0(2/9), 72

[Nalme Ch(t)DAp 6 AzJy 8  (0.85-2.2) 2.5(0/8)

9. [NMe4Apb5 (Atz),D4Aph6 (Atz),4IAphgJ 10(2/2)
*. [NM04Aph 5(Atz),D4Aph 6 (Atz),4LAm#J 1.5 (1.0-2.3) 5.0(0/6)

11. rrmf5 ,DTmf6 jLys8l 2.5(0/5)
12.rmf5,DTmf6 .TmfgJ 50(7/8)

13. [TyrADPaI6 ,Tmfgl 10(013)
14. [4Aph5(Ser),D4Aph 6 (Ser),JLys8] 1.0(4/5)
S. [4Apb5 (DSer),D4Aph6(DSer)JLysgJ 2.5(2/5)
~.[4Apb(Ac-Ser),D4Aph 6 (Ac-Ser)JLys8  1.0(4n7)
7. [4Ank5 (Ac-DSer),D4Aph 6(Ac-DSer)JLyl0.(.4.7 1.0(2/7)

alkelative to (Ac-A3Prol,Dppa2 ,DTrp3' 6 ]GlRH = 1.0. bAOA = antiovulatory assay:
dosage in micrograms/rats (rat ovulating/total), peptides were dissolved in ca. 1%
DMSO/saline or (*) in co oil cED50 ± SEM, gtg/mL. EDy3 for [Ac-DNaI',DFpa2 ,
DTrp3,DArg6 KGnRH (internal standardi) was 0. 17 ±t 0.01 &ig/mL. Peptides fully active at
10 ILg, 2.5 psg and 1.0 ptg were only partially active at 5.0 pg. 1.0 gtg or 0.5 ILg,
respectively.

The difference between pqxid I and 2 is the shortening of the side chains atj
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positions 5 and 6 with no significant effect on biological potencies. Peptide 3 on
the other hand is significantly more potent in the AOA and in the castrated male rat
assay where it was found to be considerably longer acting than peptide 1 [1]. We
suggested that this difference resulted from the presence of the aromatic ring which
shielded access to the backbone against enzymatic hydrolysis. Introduction of a
methylene group on the para position of the phenyl ring (peptide 4) and introduction
of the triazolyl function on meta-aminophenylalanines (peptide 5) at positions 5 and
6 resulted in a significant lowering of potency in the AOA. Because ILys at
position 8 was recognized to maintain AOA potency while contributing to a major
reduction of the histamine releasing activity, we investigated the possibility to
substitute it by an aromatic containing amino acid such as 4IAph or 4IAmf (peptides
6 and 7). In both cases, considerable loss of potency resulted from these
substitutions. We also synthesized three analogs (8-10) containing NMe4Aph in
position 5 based on the observation of Haviv et al. [7] that N-methylation at position
5 conferred increased solubility. Analog (8) was more soluble, however,
significantly less potent in the AOA and furthermore released histamine at a
significantly lower concentration than (3). Introduction of MAph and IAmf at
position 8 of the NMe substituted Azaline B (9, 10) also resulted in further loss of
potency. Another approach to increasing water solubility was to increase basicity at
positions 5, 6 and 8 (peptides 11-13) by the introduction of one or several Tmf
residue(s) which encompass a thiomorpholino moiety. Analogs 12 and 13 were
significantly less potent while 11 was fully potent at 2.5 gg in the AOA. Finally,
we investigated the possibility of increasing solubility by the introduction of a D- or
L-serine (or an Acetyl-D- or L-serine) on the 4Aph side chain at positions 5 and 6 of
Azaline B (peptides 14-17). These peptides were also less potent than Azaline B.
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Introduction

The cecropins are a class of broad spectrum antibacterial peptides produced by
Hyalophora cecropia [1, 21, while the bee venom toxin, melittin resembles cecropins
with a reversed polarity but with the ability to lyse the red cells [3, 4]. Our interest
in the design and synthesis of chimeric peptides that are cecropin-melittin hybrids is
mainly due to the similarities in the structure of these two peptides but differences in
their lytic properties. Our earlier results on 15-residue analogs with essentially
comparable potency to the larger size peptides has shown that CA(I-7)M(2-9) was
the most active [5]. We presumed that the presence of Iles has an important effect on
the antibacterial activity and studied the role of Iles in the 15-residue analogs towards
five test bacteria. The antibacterial activity is also correlated to the formation of
voltage dependent ion-channels in planar lipid membranes. The mechanism of action
of these peptides appears to be similar on bacteria, red blood cells and artificial lipid
bilayers.

Results and Discussion

The primary sequence of the most active peptide CA(k -7)M(2-9) is considered
and seven hybrid peptides were synthesized by a combination of manual and
automated (Applied Biosystems 320A) solid phase techniques. Deletion of Leul5 , 2,
decreased activity, but addition of Thr' 6 , 3, maintained good activity. The presence
of lHes appears to have dramatic effect on the antibacterial activity, which is shown
by the reduction of activity of 14-residue analog 4, obtained by the deletion of DIe8

and was not restored by lengthening to 15-residues by addition of Thr at the C-
terminus. The presence of lies makes a significant contribution to the bacterial
activity and the length of the analogs need not be restored at 15-residues.

In addition replacement of lies by hydrophobic Leu residue, 6, maintained good
activity and with Alas, analog 7, was equally active for four organisms but less
active against Staphylococcus aureus. A hydrophobic residue seems to be essential at
position 8 to maintain the antibacterial activity, which is also confirmed by the
reduced potency against all five organisms, when hydrophilic residue Ser replaced lHe 8

in 8. The requirement for the interaction of the peptide with the bacterial membrane
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appears to be an appropriate hydrophobic environment.
The conductivity measurements on planar lipid bilayers were performed, as a

function of voltage gradient and composition of added peptide antibiotic [6], which
demonstrated the correlation of antibacterial activity with the voltage dependent
channel formation. The 14-residue analog 2 without any significant antibacterial
activity does not form channels even at a higher concentration, while 3 possessing
lHe8 interacts with the membrane and forms pores, which span the membrane. The
analog 6 with the hydrophobic Leu residue forms channels, while the presence of
hydrophilic Ser in analog 8 does not show the channel formation by increasing the
concentration ninefold as compared to 6. These results explain the involvement of
lies in the interaction with the hydrophobic lipid core of the membrane which
eventually produces a hollow conducting pore and spans the membrane.

Table 1 Lethal and lysis concentrations (MIM) for cecropin-melittin hybrids

Peptide Size D21 OT 97 Bs 11 Sp 1 Sac 1 SRC Lysis

1) CA(1-7)M(2-9) 15 1.0 4.0 0.5 0.3 4.0 >300
2) CA(I-7)M(2-8) 14 8.6 7.5 8.0 0.5 14.8 >280
3) CA(l-7)M(2-10) 16 1.4 3.7 2.7 1.1 0.87 >400
4) CA(1-7)M(3-9) 14 3.9 14 10 0.88 2.9 >320
5) CA(1-7)M(3-10) 15 9.1 14 6.3 1.2 >200 >600
6) CA(l-7) L2 M(2-9) 15 1.6 4.5 7.5 0.76 0.88 >360
7) CA(l-7) A2 M(2-9) 15 1.5 3.5 5.2 0.47 13.5 >200
8) CA(l-7) S2 M(2-9) 15 9.7 16.2 28.6 17.8 89.2 >300

aLethal concentrations calculated from inhibition zones on agarose plates seeded with the

respective organisms: D21: E. coli; OT 97: P. aeruginosa; Bs 11: B. subtilis; Sp 1: S.
pyogenes; Sac 1: S. aureus; SRC: Sheep red cells lysis.
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Introduction

The baboon, due to its similarities with humans in lipoprotein metabolism,
represents a useful primate model for the investigation of dyslipoproteinemias
resulting in atherosclerotic syndromes. Certain baboon families, when challenged
with a high cholesterol-high saturated fat (HCHF) diet, display a plasma lipoprotein
profile featuring an elevated level of a high density lipoprotein (HDL) species,
designated HDL, which is rich in cholesteryl ester (CE) [1]. These baboons also
appear to be prote'cted against atherosclerotic processes. We have determined that
impaired net CE transfer between this HDL1 species and LDL+VLDL in high HDL1
baboons is due to inhibition of the cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) by the
amino terminal 4.2 kD fragment of baboon apolipoprotein C-I (apo C-I) [2]. A 38
amino acid synthetic peptide corresponding to this region is also inhibitory toward
CE transfer in an in vitro assay [2]. In this study, we have examined the effects of
apo C-I peptide length and amino acid substitution on this inhibition.

Results and Discussion

The N terminal 38 amino acid baboon apo C-I sequence and its variants were
synthesized by SPPS on a polyamide support using tBoc chemistry (2). All peptides
gave satisfactory values when analyzed by electrospray ionization MS. The sequence
of the 38-mer is APDVSSALDKLKEFGNTLEDKAWEVINRIKQSEFPAKT and is
predicted to have a high degree of amphipathic helical content. When added to an in
vitro assay measuring the CETP-catalyzed transfer of [3H] cholesteryl esters from
HDL to LDL+VLDL, CETP activity was maximally inhibited (40% of total transfer)
at a peptide concentration of 10 nmol/ml. A truncated version of this sequence,
amino acids 18-38, was only weakly inhibitory (<5%), as was the plasma-isolated
full length 57 AA apo C-I. A 16 amino acid control peptide of sequence
YEALEKALKEALAKLG had no effect. The 38-mer peptide, when added to
lipoproteins from low HDL, baboons (which have normal CETP activity), was also
able to associate with apo A-I in the HDL to yield a dimer of apo A-I - apo C-I
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peptide of 31 kD (gel electrophoresis). This "modified" apo A-I, when isolated from
baboon plasma, was able to inhibit CETP activity at the same concentrations as the
apo C-I 38-mer, suggesting that the modified apo A-I was the actual inhibitory
species in vivo. The modification of apo A-I by the apo C-I 38-mer was confirmed
by immunoblotting with antibodies specific for the apo C-I peptide.

Table I Inhibition of CETP by human-baboon hybrid apo C-I peptidesa

Peptide avg MH % inhibition of
Predicted Found CE wansfer8

None 0
Baboon Apo C-I 1-38 4276.9 4277.3 42
Human Apo C-1 1-38 4231.8 4231.8 27

Apo C-I R 4245.9 4245.3 36
Apo C-I N 4258.9 4259.0 0
Apo C-I W 4275.9 4276.2 20

Control 0

aAssays were also performed at 4° (with added CETP) to measure uncatalyzed transfer as

described [2]. We have consistently found that the maximal CE transfer inhibition
achievable with excess baboon apo C-I peptide is about 40-50% of total transfer in 1 hr.

We were interested as to whether the analogous region of human apo C-I could
inhibit CETP activity, and thus potentially provide a way to raise HDL levels in
plasma. The human apo C-I 1-38 peptide and 3 "hybrid" human-baboon peptides, as
shown below, were synthesized and tested in the baboon CETP transfer assay.

Baboon C-I APDVSSALDKLKEFGNTLEDKAWEVINRIKQSEFPAKT
Human C-I T R- L-S --- IS-- Nle

C4I N --- - R Nle
C-I R -- R-L-S -- Ne
C-I W --- L-S Me
As seen in Table 1, the human apo C-I peptide and 2 of the variants were able

to significantly inhibit baboon CETP activity, while the C-I N sequence bearing the
W---R and T--Nle substitutions was inactive. This suggests that the W--R non-
conserved substitution alone may abolish inhibitory properties, but it cannot explain
the partial inhibitory activities of the other sequences. Experiments are underway to
evaluate these apo C-I peptides in CETP assays using human plasma lipoproteins
and to determine the mechanism of CETP inhibition.
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Introduction

The concept that carcinogenesis can be conceived as a distortion in signal
transduction suggests a variety of new strategies for the development of novel
antitumor drugs. These strategies include the use of peptide factors and mimetic
drugs. We have developed a series of novel GnRH and Somatostatin analogs aimed
for selective antitumor activity.

It is generally assumed that both in the case of GnRH and Somatostatin,
different structural elements of the peptide molecule are responsible for the wide
diversity of biological functions, for example, via the determination of certain
preferred conformations. On the other hand, in these relatively small peptides there
must be substantial overlapping between the structural elements or residues being
responsible for the various biological functions. According to this concept,
significant effort has been directed for developing GnRH and Somatostatin analogs
with selective biological activity, mostly from an endocrine point of view since the
antitumor activity of these peptide hormones was considered to be mediated mostly
by their endocrine effect. The new concept of signal transduction modulation based
antitumor drug development raised the possibility that the antitumor activity of these
peptiaes is due to a direct effect through the activation or inhibition of certain signal
transduction pathways and enhancement of the so called programmed cell death
(apoptosis), respectively.

Results and Discussion

In our earlier work we have developed a Gonadotropin releasing hormone
analog, (Folligen: D-PheO, GinO, desGly'°-GnRH-ethylamide) which has antitumor
activity on DMBA induced mammary carcinoma in rats without blocking ovarian
functions. Folligen exerts antitumor activity via a different mechanism of action
than the known superactive mammalian GnRH analogs, which act through
desensitization and "hormonal castration" [1]. In in vitro experiments on the MDA-
MB-231 human breast cancer cell line Folligen was found to be slightly more active
in inhibiting cell proliferation than Buserelin (/D-Ser-(tBu)/6, desGly'°-GnRH-
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ethylamide; Hoechst), and significant differences were found in the signal transduction
pathways activated by these analogs. Both analogs inhibited tyrosine kinases,
Buserelin being more active, while Folligen stimulated phospholipid turnover and
caused a larger shift in the protein kinase C activity from the cytosol to the
membrane.

A further variant of Folligen, /L-P-Asp-(Q-DEA)/ 6, Glng-GnRH; Folligen U,
has only a very small effect on LH release (less than native GnRH) in superfused rat
pituitary cells, while it has a strong antitumor activity and induces apoptosis in
human breast and prostate tumor cells. In PO3 human prostate tumor cells 10 ttg/ml
peptide during a 24 hr incubation strongly inhibited proliferation, increased apoptosis
and decreased mitosis. The number of apoptotic cells increased more than 5 times in a
24 hr incubation and it remained high for 72 hr.

There has been considerable interest recently in the antitumor activity of another
peptide hormone, somatostatin, because it should also be considered as a general
growth inhibitory peptide and regulator of signal transduction.

The wide diversity of biological effects of somatostatin and their physiological
significance led to defining an octapeptide structure as the main feature responsible
for the various biological functions. Analogs of this octapeptide usually proved to
be longer-acting than the native hormone in in vivo assays but only some
improvement was achieved in the selectivity of their biological effects. We have
developed a series of somatostatin analogs which strongly inhibited tyrosine kinase
activity and had antitumor activity both in vitro and in vivo [2]. Some of these
analogs had no effect on GH release, neither in vitro nor in vivo. One of the analogs
containing a five residue ring structure (D-Phe-Cys-Tyr-D-Trp-Lys-Cys-Thr-NH 2,
TT-232) was found to be unique, having no GH release inhibitory activity while it
had strong tyrosine kinase inhibitory and antiproliferative effect. We also have
demonstrated that these analogs exert their direct antitumor activity via signal
transduction modulation and the induction of apoptosis. The induction of apoptosis
with this analog was very much dose dependent, and the effect became dramatic at 20
gtg/ml dose, during a 24 hr incubation.
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Introduction

Recent studies concerning immunorelevant properties of human pentraxins,
namely C-reactive protein (hCRP) and serum amyloid P component (hSAP),
strongly indicate that both hCRP and hSAP appear to interact with a variety of
ligands both in vitro and in vivo and thus might be involved in a number of
defensive mechanisms of the body [1, 2, 3]. Particularly, there are numerous reports
concerning hCRP receptor-mediated binding to and interaction with phagocytic cells
[4, 5]. Aggregated hSAP (AP) was identified as a constituent in different
pathological amyloid deposits [3]. The plasma circulating form of hSAP is still
obscure. The possibility that free hSAP molecules exist in plasma has been
questioned because of the tendency of this protein to aggregate at calcium
concentrations exceeding 1.1 mM [3]. Studies on interactions of aggregated or
soluble forms of hSAP with phagocytic cells have not been, as yet, reported.

Results and Discussion

Displacement experiments with 125I-labeled hSAP (Figure 1, panel A) and
hCRP (Figure 1, panel B) show that both proteins have specific high-affinity binding
sites on normal human polymorphonuclear leukocytes and each can compete
efficiently with the binding of the other. Scatchard analysis of hSAP homologous
displacement curves reveals two populations of hSAP binding sites existing on the
PMN cells (Figure 1, panel C). Further, AP was found to be degraded by enzymes
from human neutrophilic origin to yield a mixture of low molecular weight peptides
(LMWP), similarly to the case of CRP reported previously [5]. The binding of
hSAP can be inhibited by this LMWP mixture (Figure 1, pan D). The sequence of
some of the peptides present in this mixture was identifiad. The peptide VIIKPL
inhibited superoxide production, in Cytochrome C assays, by fMLP-stimulated
human neutrophils at a concentration of 50 nM (13.8 ± 10.4%). This peptide
showed as well concentration-dependent inhibitory effect in fMLP-induced lucigenin
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enhanced chemiluminescence of leukocytes. At the concentrations 400 and 800 nM
maximal values of inhibition (52 and 60%, respectively) were attained. T'he results
indicate that both hCRP and hSAP, together with related peptides, may participate in
vivo in certain mechanisms of regulation of human neutrophils.

1 AB

60- s

-1 40a- bCRP a bR
0 hSAP - hSAP

Uigand Added. PM/mi 2 Ligand EAdded. Mm
0.0

Receptor 2 C SA

IF- w1 -

5e-7-4

Fig. I. Displacement experiments with 1251-labeled human pentraxins. Panel A, B
Displacement of 1251-hSAp (Panel A) and 1251-hCRP (Panel B) by unlabeled hSAP and
/*CRP, in PBS containing I mM calcium and 0.2 w.% BSA. In both cases, maximal
inhibition of protein total binding by the same unlabeled protein is taken as 100%
inhibition. Panel C - Scatchard plot of '2 5 1-hSAp displacement by unlabeled &UAp.
Receptor)1: Kd =4.0 x 101*, 30,000 sites per cell; receptor 2: Kd =7.S x 10- 270.000
sites per cell (mean of 5 experiments). Panel D - Displacement of 1 2

5
11-hSAP by the

proteolytic mixure generated from hSAP by neutrophil membrane protease at pH 7.4.
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Introduction

A replacement of the amide bond by surrogates is a very useful tool in the
designing of new analogues of peptides [1]. These modifications cause
conformational changes with interesting biological consequences, for example,
increased activity and improved selectivity of action.

In this paper, we present preliminary results of conformational studies by
fluorescence energy transfer and by molecular mechanics on the analogues of leucine-
enkephalin: Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-NH 2 (I), Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe(N0 2)-Leu-NH 2 (IH),
Tyr-Gly-Sar-Phe(NO 2)-Leu-NH 2 (III), Tyr-Gly'[CH2CH2]Gly-Phe(NO2 )-Leu-NH2
(IV) and Tyr-Glyl[CH=CH]Gly-Phe(NO 2)-Leu-NH2 (V).

Results and Discussion

All peptides were prepared by solution phase methodologies. The final products
were purified and examined on RP-HPLC and characterized by amino acid analysis
and FD-MS. The fluorescence spectra were obtained using a Perkin Elmer LS-50
spectrofluorimeter. The theoretical calculations were carried out using MMX force-
field as implemented within commercial PCModel program [2].

Table 1 Fluorescence and theoretical parameters for the series of enkephalin analogues

I II IV V

Q.Y. x10 3  3.38 4.91 2.95 2.23

Er 0.913 0.874 0.924 0.948

rDA (Aa 10.4±0.2 11.15±0.2 10.14±0.2 9.65±0.3

rDA [Ab] 12.07 13.02 10.92 10.16

Q.Y. - fluorescence quantum yield
Er - energy trasfer efficiency
rDA - average distance between donor and acceptor
a - calculated from fluorescne measurements
b - calculated from molecular mechanics data
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Th quantum yield of tyrosine in leucine-enkephalin analogue (b) Q.Y. = 0.039, is in
a good agreement with the results obtained previously [3]. The replacement of Phe'
by Phe(NO 2) causes an additional strong tyrosine fluorescence quenching in the
analogues (U)-(V); quantum yield of tyrosine is about 10 times lower for these
analogues in comparison with the analogue (1) (Table 1 and Figure 1).

500

S 1. Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-NNl

.O 400 2. Tyr-Gly-S&r-Phe(NO)-Lmu-NH,

3. Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe(NO)-Lou-NH,

4 Tyr-Gly#,CH -CHj]Gly-Phe(NO,)-Leu-NH,

300 5. Tyr-GlyV{HC-CH]Gly-Phe(NO 2)-Leu-NH2

( Acetate buffer. pH-6.0, t-20C)

S2OO

0)

:3ra,
SI-o

0
250 300 350 400 450

Wavelength [nm]

Fig. ). Emission spectra of the enkephalin analogues.

We calculated also an average distance between chromophores (tyrosine and
modified phenylalanine) in the analogues (Il)-(V). For the analogue (II), without
peptide bond modification, the average distance (10.4-0.2A) is very similar to the
values known from literature [3]. We did not observe very significant differences in
an average distance between chromophores in the analogues containing the surrogates
(Table 1). However, we found an increase of the average distance for the analogue
(MI). This suggests a more extended conformation for the analogue (111) than for the
parent compound (II). On the other hand, we observed a decrease of the average
distance between the chromophores for the analogues (IV) and (V) (Table 1). The
same order of changes of the average distances were obtained from molecular
mechanics calculations (Table I). These results do not demonstrate very significant
influence of surrogate between Gly2 and Gly3 residues for an average conformation of
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enkephalin. Comparison of these conformational changes with biological activity
are in process.
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Introduction

We developed GRP antagonists using their ability to inhibit 3H-Thymidine
incorporation into quiescent Swiss 3T3 cells. Our analog design started with a
reduced bond antagonist derived from the sequence of BN as developed by Coy et al.
[1]. An octapeptide GRP analog having a C-terminal DPro'Y(CH2NH)Phe-NH 2 was
a potent GRP antagonist and used as our lead structure (1).

Results and Discussion

In the original report by Coy et al. on GRP antagonists, both 'l 9.10-BN and
T I 3,4-BN were reported to have some antagonistic properties [1]. Therefore, we
made 2 with T 9-10 and 'pI3.14 together, but we lose activity. The Statine analog 3
is almost as potent as our lead, 1. When we introduced a "DPro-statine" (4), the
activity drops somewhat. It is interesting to note that the stereochemistry of the
hydroxyl group in the "Pro-statine" series (4,5) does seem to make a difference in
binding activity. Replacement of Trp and His (6,7) with sulfur isosteres does retain
some activity. Replacing Trp with BzthAla leads to a slightly active analog in the
mitogenic assay (6); there is, however, an unexplained 1000-fold increase in the 3T3
membrane assay. Replacing histidine with ThiAla leads to a slightly less active
compound (7); here the values of both assays match, as expected. In compounds 8
through 11, we intended to investigate the influence of optically active aromatic
acids at the N-terminal. Although there is some difference in the mitogenic assay,
the 3T3 membrane assay shows no clear preference between the R and S isomers.
We observed very little, if any, change in activity among the ortho-, meta-, and para-
substituted aromatic rings of 12-17, however, there is a clear preference for an
aromatic prpionic acid residue versus an aromatic acetic acid residue.

Compounds 22 and 23, utilizing different aliphatic rings to fuse the position
of the aromatic ring of 1, exhibit a 10-fold increase in 3T3 membrane binding
affinity. There was a small change in mitogenic activity for these analogs.

Compound 24 is the first of a series to explore variations at the C-terminal
aromatic amino acid.
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Table 1 GRP Amtagonias

Aa Bb CC

1 0:CHH2C H(CXO)HSTrPAUaVaWlDAatfisPro'YPbe-NH 2
1.0xIO09 1.0x10-12 2.2xI101 0

2 O-CHH2CH(CO)HisTrpAlaYVaWDAa~is~PoWYPbeNH 2
4.7x10-8  nt > 1.0X10r6

3 OCH2 CH2 C H(CO)HisTrpAlaVajWAlafisStaPbe-NH 2
6.Ox1O-9 I.0xI10 10 TRIO10

4 0LCHH2C H(CO)HfisTrpAtaVajGA~aHis[D-N4CH(OH)CH 2(CO)JP¶1e-NH 2

SO-CH2 CH2(CO)HisTrpAlaValDAlamis 4-ICH(OH)CH2(CO)Pbe-NH2

2.6x10-8 5.0x10-8  3.IxlO'8

6 OýLCH2CH2(CO)His(BzthAla)AIaVaIJoAlafisIDPro'Fbe-NH 2

4.3x 10-7  nt 7.5xID010

7 OCH2 CH2CH(CO)(1iAla)TrpAlavaJIAIaiSD.Pro'Pbhe-NH 2
5.0x10-8 I.OxiO0- 5.6x 10-9

S (R)..OýLCH(CH 3)CH2 (cO)HiSTrPAlaValfAaMlaflyProbe-NHi 2
1.7xi10 8  nt 4.9x10'00

9 (S)- 0 -CH(CH3)CH2 (CO)thsTrpAlaVaIWAIa~isfProYPhe-NH 2

10 (R,+Q(ýLCH(CH 3 )(CO)HisTrpAlaVaUJAIadiSpProYPbe-NH 2
9.0x10-10 3.0x10-9 9.5x10100

11 (S,+)-.QýCH(CH 3XCO)HisTrpAlaValMAIa~spProYTbe-NH 2

H3C f7.0x 10-9  oi.010 1.3x10-9 4
12 %OCN 2 CH2r2(Co)HisTrPA"VaI2AIaHISDPw~yPbe-NH 2

3.0x10-10 1.0x10-9 4.7x10 100

13 F3  l Q CH H2 CH(CO)thsTrpAlaValRA~a~si31 WPbDe-NH 2
3.5xIO100 I.OxIO-9 1.6x10100
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Table I continued

As ]b CC

CF 3

14 ~CH 2(CO)HisTrpAlaaVJAla lafisDPro'Phb-NH 2

3.3x10 7  ifl 1.2xlGOg

15 3 C QOCH2(C1O)HisTrpAlaVa1WDAnHisDPro'FPbe-NH 2

2.6x1O-7 rit 8.4x10-9

16 F -~ -CH 2(CO)HisTrpAlaVal2A~affs4Prio'i'Pe-NH 2

2.OxlO-7  nt 3.7x10-9

(jjNH2
17 '%CH2  COH2(OtsTrpAlaVaIQA~aHis~ilro' ghe-NH 2

I.3x10-8  1.0x1010O 2.0x10-9

18lýC(CH3)2CH2(CO)thsTrpAlaValWIDAhi&WDro'Yq-NH 2

1.8x10-8  1.0x1089 1.2x10-9

4.0x 10-9  nt 5.7x10'0O

20 [R,- CHN2C2C~fsr~l~W~~s~o%-
4.5x!0-8  nt 7.7x10-9

21 CHT C2 (CO)HiSTrAaVgA'ainMSDPpppj"H 2
2.9xl10- nt i.9x1O-9

22 ~(CO: -C)His~rA~aaiAla~UI~sPrD'Pm~e-NH 2
4.0x 10-9  3.0x10 10 7.9xl10 1 1

2.0x10-9 IWOx10 1 4.9x]0 1 1

24O-CH2  H2(CO)HisTrPAlaVaMldatiSWDoP~flT2Nal)-NH 2

4.OxIO48 5.OxIO-9  2.0x10-9

tmMitogenic antagonism (M); bS3T3 cells binding (NI); cS3T3 membrane binding (NI)
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Introduction

The pharmacology of bradykinin (BK) receptors has been characterized
extensively in binding studies by using [2,3-prolyl-3,4- 3H(N)JBK (3H-13K) [1, 2] as
well as 125I-[I-Tyr']BK [31 or 125I-[I-Tyr8 ]BK [4]. However, for several tissues there
are contradictory results postulating either a single BK binding site [4] or two
binding sites, one with picomolar and one with nanomolar affinity constants [1, 21,
respectively. The comparison among these studies is relatively difficult because of
the variations between the experimental conditions and because of the lack of
selective, high-affinity, radiolabeled ligands which might discriminate between the
described multiple binding site. Here, we report the synthesis of 125I-[p-I-Phe5 ]BK
(1251-BK), an analogue with higher specific radioactivity and higher selectivity
towards the high-affinity site compared to 3H-BK. We have characterized the BK
binding sites from the guinea pig ileum smooth muscle membranes with this new
radioligand and the corresponding non-radioactive precursor. We have further
compared the binding properties of 1251-BK with those of 3H-BK on the same tissue.

Results and Discussion

In order to obtain a labeled BK with higher specific activity than 3H-BK, we
have prepared iodinated BK by the direct introduction of 125I into the para position of
Phe 5 of the BK molecule. A control synthesis with p-l-Phe in the respective
position was prepared. After solid-phase peptide synthesis with the BOC-TFA-HF
strategy and cleavage of the peptide-resin ester, the crude peptides were purified by gel
filtration, followed by reversed-phase (C,,) chromatography. Correct peptide structure
was confirmed by FAB-MS and the purity by HPLC and TLC. The p-N0 2-Phe
containing peptide was modified by catalytic hydrogenation, followed by diazotation
and incubation in the presence of fresLy precipitated nascent Cu together with I mCi
of Na' 251 (12 h at 40C). After reversed-phase HPLC purification of the buffered
reaction mixture, the radioactive peak was collected and an aliquot was co-eluted with
the non-radioactive peptide. A perfect co-elution of 125I-BK and I-BK was obtained in
two different solvent systems (0.05% TFA and 0.01% HCI). The specific
radioactivity was estimated using displacement curves with unlabeled I-BK on guinea
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pig ileum membranes and varied between 1000 and 1500 Ci/mmol.

Table 1 Binding parameters of the radioligands 1251-BK and 3H-BK as well as of the
unlabeled precursor I-BK in guinea pig ileum membranes

Parameter& 125 1-BK 3H-BK

KD (PM) KH = 3 ; KL = 19 2  KH = 24 ; KL= 200
B.•

(fmol/mg protein) BH = 22; BL = 245 BH = 75; BL = 265

IC5-values (pM)
BK KH = 17 ; KL = 37 5  KH = 10; KL = 2 2 0 0

I-BK KH = 0.3 ; KL =1100 KH = 5; KL= 3100

aH and L denote the high and the low affinity site, respectively. KD and Bmax wet.

calculated using the LIGAND program. All results are the means of three independent
experiments in duplicate determinations. The inter-assay variability was less than 10%.

As shown in Table 1, the new tracer displayed enhanced affinity and selectivity
for the low picomolar, high affinity binding site (KH) compared with 3H-BK. The
use of 125I-BK as probe for BK receptors has enabled us to confirm the existence of
two separate BK binding sites in guin, - pig ileum smooth muscle membranes and
will permit a better characterization of putative BK receptor subtypes.
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Introduction

Intimal migration of peripheral blood monocytes (PBM) is an early event in
atherogenesis. PBM may contribute to the alterations in vascular responsiveness
observed in atherosclerotic vessels by secretion of potent vasoactive mediators such
as thromboxane (TxA2). Since macrophages (M0) release increased levels of TxA2
following stimulation with the vasoconstrictor peptide endothelin-1 (ET-1) [1, we
examined the ability of PBM to alter vascular contractile responses to ET-1.

Results and Discussion

The contractile potency of endothelin- I (ET- 1) was assessed by addition of ET- 1
in 1/4-log increments to organ baths containing strips of guinea pig carotid artery in
the presence and absence of PBM. The contractile potency of ET-1, EC50 = 2.28 ±
0.21 nM, was increased markedly, in the presence of PBM, EC50 = 0.46 ± 0.06 nM
(Figure 1). Addition of PBM alone did not induce contraction. MO have been reported
to synthesize ET-I [2]. Therefore, we examined the supernatant of ET-I stimulated
PBM for a vasoactive, transferable factor. Addition of supernatant from stimulated
PBM did not result in contraction greater than that attributable to the stimulating
dose of ET- I alone (Figure 2). Thus, release of a transferable factor, such as ET- 1,
could not account for the increase in ET- I potency. Treatment of strips and PBM
with dazoxiben (TxA2 synthetase inhibitor) or SQ 29,548 (TxA2 receptor antagonist)
did not diminish the effect of PBM on ET-1 potency, suggesting that the effect is
independent of TxA2 production.

PBM increased the vascular contractile potency of ET-1 via a TxA2 independent
mechanism. Although additional work is required to elucidate the actual mechanism
by which ET-I potency is altered, these data suggest that accumulation of monocytic
cells at sites of inflammation may potentiate the vasoconstrictor effects of ET-1.
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in the organ bath. PEM + Fr-i represents FF4-stimulated PBM that have not been
separated into supernatant and pellet fructions.
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Introduction

Amphibian skin is rich in antimicrobial molecules, particularly of the
amphipathic alpha helical class. At least fifteen different antimicrobial peptides have
been isolated from Xenopus laevis and Bombina sp. skin [I]. These molecules are
produced and stored in specialized dermal structures called granular glands which
release their contents onto the external surface of the frog upon adrenergic stimulation
or injury (1]. Besides Xenopus and Bombina, antimicrobial activity has been
observed in skin from frogs of the genus Rana [2]. Our objective in this study is to
characterize the antimicrobial activity observed in skin of the American bullfrog,
Rana catesbekma.

Results and Discussion

Whole, metamorphic Rana catesbeiana tadpole extracts were size fractionated on
a P-30 gel filtration column and further separated by reverse-phase HPLC. Only
fractions from one isolated peak displayed significant antimicrobial activity. These
fractions contained a single peptide, as determined by capillary electrophoresis, amino
acid analysis and protein sequence analysis. The amino acid sequence of the isolated
peptide is shown in Figure 1.

COOH-• 17

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 i15

Fig. ). The amino acid sequence of ranaexi
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Because of the identification of two cysteine residues in the peptide, it was
necessary to determine if they were disulfide bonded. Using a combination of FAB
mass spectrometry and trypsin digestion, the presence of a single intramolecular
disulfide bond was confirmed. The expected molecular mass of ranalexin with a
single intramolecular disulfide bond matched the mass measured by FAB mass
spectrometry (2103 Da) (Figure 1). Trypsin digestion resulted in two major
fragments (748 and 1375 Da). This is consistent with a single cleavage at Lys-7,
apparently there is no cleavage at the Lys residues in the disulfide loop. To further
establish that the observed mass spectrometry results were due, in part, to a disulfide
bond, ranalexin was reduced and then subjected to trypsin digestion. It was found that
this reduction reduced the mass of the larger tryptic peptide from 1375 Da to 1146 Da
due to the loss of Cys-20 and Lys-19, indicating that once the disulfide loop is
reduced tryptic cleavage can occur at Lys-19 and Lys-18.

To determine the antimicrobial spectrum of this novel peptide and its analogs,
minimal inhibitory concentrations were determined on gram positive and gram
negative bacteria. As shown in Table 1, synthetic ranalexin displayed antimicrobial
activity against the gram positive bacterium Staphylococcus aureus as well as the
gram negative bacteria Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Analogs of
ranalexin with amino acid deletions were synthesized to determine which structural
features were important for antimicrobial activity. It was found that truncation of
ranalexin by deletion of one to four amino terminal amino acids eliminated
antimicrobial activity (analogs Del 1, Del 1-2, Del 1-3, and Del 1-4 in Table 1).
Deletion of the carboxy terminal cysteine also impaired antibiotic activity (analog
Del-20 in Table 1).

Table 1 Minimal inhibitory concentrations of synthetic ranalexin and several analogs

Minimal Inhibitor Concentration (Itulml)
Peptide Sequence Analog S. E. coli P. I

aureus Iaeruinosa
FLGGLIKVPAMICAVTKKC Ranalexin 4 32 128

SPJKIVPAMICAVTKKC Del 1-4 256 256 256
GLIKIVPAMICAVTKKC Del 1-3 >256 >256 >256

GGLIKIVPAMICAVTKKC Del 1-2 256 >256 >256
L VAMICAVTKKC IDel 1 256 256 >256

FLGK1VPAMICAVTKKa I Del 20 128 256 128]

While the primary amino acid sequence of ranalexin is unique, it does share
remarkable structural similarity with the polymyxins, a class of membrane-active
antibiotics which were first isolated from the bacterium Bacillus polymyxa in 1947.
The polymyxins are amphipathic molecules consisting of a decapeptide with a
hydrophobic fatty acid attached to its amino terminus (Figure 2). Seven of the ten
amino acids are configured into a cationic ring structure through a covalent bond.
Ranalexin is similar in that it contains a cationic heptapeptide ring and an amino
terminus composed of six hydrophobic amino acids in place of a fatty acid. The
length of the fatty acid in polymyxin is similar to that of the six amino terminal
amino acids of ranalexin configured in an alpha helix. Comparison of the
heptapeptide ring of ranalexin and polymyxin reveals conserved residues.
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Specifically, Thr-17, Lys-18 and Lys-19 of radalexin occupy identical positions
within the heptapeptide ring as Thr-7, Dab-8 and Dab-9 m polymyxin D (Figure 2).
These similarities suggest that ranalexin and the polymyxins may share a common
mechanism of antimicrobial action.

A

B
4+ 4. " 4. 4.

t - Dbu - Th, - Sb -- b- u . . . TheI I
- -- ALt - Not - Ilt Cy- At& - . . . . Cyi

* 4.

Fig. 2. Structural and primary sequence conmarson of ranalexim and polymyxin D.

We have isolated a novel antimicrobial peptide from the American bullfrog R.
catesbeiana, which is responsible for antimicrobial activity observed in its skin. The
presence of an intramolecular disulfide bond distinguishes it from previously isolated
amphibian antimicrobial molecules. The structural similarity of ranalexin to the
membrane-active antibiotic polymyxin suggests that it has a similar mechanism of
action.
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Introduction

N-Benzylglycine (Bzl-Gly) is an achiral structural isomer of phenylalanine that
is useful as an amino acid replacement in SAR studies. The first incorporation of
this secondary aromatic amino acid into a biologically active peptide was reported by
us using bradykinin (BK: Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe-Ser-Pr-Phe-Arg). [Bzl-Cly7]-BK
was prepared and shown to be a potent BK-agonist [1]. The synthesis and bioassay
of more potent BK-agonists, reported here, allowed the design of the first BK-
antagonists containing Bzl-Gly [2]. Our concept of substituting a single naturally
occurring amino acid with its achiral structural isomer (Figure 1) has recently beenused by others to replace all of the naturally occurring amino acids (proline excepted)
with N-alkyl glycine derivatives for the preparation of N-substituted glycine
oligomers or "peptoids" [3, 4].

Results and Discussion

The [Bzl-Gly]-BK analogs (Table 1) were synthesized by SPPS using a Boc-
benzyl strategy on PAM resins as described earlier [1]. The peptides were purified byHPLC to homogeneity and gave the expected AAA. FABMS verified the expected
molecular masses. Bioassays show very low activity for peptides 5 and 7 (Table 1)in isolated smooth muscle but showed striking depressor activity in the rat following
IV administration. Peptide 6 possesses 50% BK depressor potency with the blood
pressure response reaching a maximum in 1.5-2 min (BK., 30 seconds) and a recovery
to normal requiring 10 min (BK, I min). The slow response behavior is similar to
that reported for cyclic BK [5J.Vavrek and Stewart [6] have shown that potent BK-agonists can be converted to
BK-antagonists by replacement of Pro with D-Phe in position 7. [Bzl-Gly6]-BK,
[B3zI-lyg]-BK and (Bzl-GlyUJ-BK were modified by insertion of D-Phe at position 7to give peptides 8, 9, and 10 (Table 1). Peptide 9 showed weak antagonist activity
in the rat uterus bioassay. Peptide 10 showed no agonist or antagonist effects in thestandard blood pressure bioamy (bolus injection of BK+0I) but there was a veryslow recovery to the usual response to BK after several administrations of
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peptide 10. The bioassay was modified by infusion of peptide 10 at various rates (1,
2, and 5 mg/min) followed by frequent challenges with standard doses of BK. This
assay showed the peptide to be an antagonist of moderate potency with a long lag to
onset of action and a long time to complete recovery [2]. These results highlight the
utility of achiral structural isomers of naturally occurring amino acids in peptide
SAR studies.

0 0

0 o .

Phenylalanyl residue N-Benzylglycyl residue

Fig. 1. Schematic comparison of peptides containing phenylalanine and N-benzylglycine
(Bzl-Gly).
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Introduction

The a-factor (WHWLQLKPGQPMY) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae is an
important model compound for understanding cell-cell signaling in eukaryotes.
Previous studies indicated the existence of a Type II P-turn spanning residues 7
through 10, and suggested that a folded conformation might be involved in the
biological activity of the pheromone [1]. To test this hypothesis we prepared a series
of cyclic analogs of a-factor containing side chain lactam constraints with variable
ring size. We describe here the synthesis and biological activities of 8 cyclic analogs
and a structural analysis of corresponding model tetrapeptides using 1H NMR, CD
and a Monte Carlo minimum energy conformational search.

Results and Discussion

The chemical structures of the cyclic lactam analogs of a-factor are shown in
Figure 1. The peptides were synthesized by SPPS using orthogonal Boc, Fmoc and
Ofm protecting groups. On resin cyclization was performed using the BOP reagent to
generate the lactam rings. Corresponding linear peptides with free co amino and P or
y carboxyl groups were also synthesized as controls. All peptides were purified to
near homogeneity (>99%) and were characterized by FABMS, amino acid analysis,

Trp-His-Trp-Leu-GIn-Leu-NHCHCO-Pro-Gly-NHCHCO-Pro-Nle-TyrI I
(CH2)m (CH2)n
I I

NH CO

"* IC(42): m=4;n=2 IIC41: m=4, n=l
IC32: m = 3; n = 2 IIC31: m = 3; n = 1
IC22: m = 2; n = 2 1C21: m = 2; n = I
IC12: m- =l;n-=2 IIC1 m: m=l;n-=I

"* This is a D-residue

Fig. 1. Structure of the cyclic lactam analogs of a-factor.
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TLC and reversed-phase HPLC. The overall yields of the purified analogs were 5-
20%. Model compounds mimicking the central portion of the cyclic lactam analogs
were synthesized by SPPS using a similar strategy.

Table 1 Biological activity against S. cerevisae RC629

Peptide analog Minimum amount causing growth
inhibition (mg/disk)

[Nle12]a-factor 0.05
IC(42) >10
IC32 10
IC22 0.5
IC12 0.5
IIC41 >10
ilC31 10
IIC21 5
UCICI >50

IC22, the most potent cyclic analog of a-factor, is still 10 times less active
than [Nlel 2]a-factor (Table 1). Comparison of the activities among these cyclic
analogs indicates that peptides with Glu in position 10 (n = 2 in Figure 1) have
higher activity than those with Asp (n = 1 in Figure 1), suggesting that a carbonyl
group in the y position of residue 10 is very important for biological activity. The
binding of the cyclic analogs to the a-factor receptor was tested by competition with
tritiated [Nle' 2]a-factor. Interestingly, IC(42), which is virtually inactive, is a good
competitor reducing the binding of [Niel2]a-factor by 50% at a concentration of 10-5
M. In contrast IC22, which is over 20 times more active than IC(42), has 20 fold
lower affinity for the receptor. We conclude that proper spatial orientation of the N-
terminal residues is important for triggering the biological response but not for
receptor binding.

The temperature coefficients (d&dT) of several model tetrapeptides in DMSO-d6
are listed in Table 2. In Tetra II and Tetra III, the NH of Glu has a very low d&dT
value, providing some evidence for a 4-+ 1 hydrogen-bonded P-turn structure.
Analysis of the ROESY (500ms) spectrum of Tetra Ill revealed a strong NOE
between the NH of Gly3 and the aCH of Pro2, characteristic of a Type II P-turn
structure [2]. The CD spectrum of Tetra Ill showed a strong positive band (mean
residue ellipticity -190,000 deg.cm2.dmol-[) at 202-204 nm, a much weaker negative
band (mean residue ellipticity -20,000 deg.cm2.dmol-1) at 227-230 nm and a cross
over point at 221 nm. These features are consistent with the properties of a Type il
P-tum [3]. The lowest energy conformation of Tetra Ill reveals a set of dihedral
angles close to an ideal Type II n-turn and a hydrogen bond between NH of Glu' and
CO of DABA' in this model compound.
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Table 2 Temperature coefficients for model tetrapeptides in DMSO-d6 (A ppbPC)

Tetrapeptide aNH(1) woNH () ccNH(3) aNH(4)

Ac-K-P-G-E-NH 2 (Tetra 1) -7.02 -5.89 -3.14 -4.80
1 L

Ac-Om-P-G-E-NH 2 (Tetra I1) -7.44 -2.28 -6.76 -0.90

Ac-(DABA)-P-G-&E-NH 2  (Tetra RD' -7.44 -5.71 -7.57 +1.80

Ac-(DABA)-P-G-D-NH 2 (Tetra VII)c -9.30a -5.00 -5.56a -6.80a
-6.92 b -3. 4 8b -5.0 2 b -5. 2 6 b

a) Values correspond to cis isomer b) Values correspond to trans isomer
c) DABA - my-Diamino Butyric Acid

In conclusion, the conformational analysis suggests that Tetra m assumes a
Type II t-turn in DMSO-4 and water. This model compound corresponds to the
center of IC22, the most potent cyclic analog of a-factor. The results of these
studies support the previous hypothesis, that a Type II P-turn is an important
structural feature for the biological activity of cc-factor. The conformational analyses
on the cyclic analogs and other model compounds are currently under investigation.
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Introduction

The recent cloning of a rat B2 bradykinin receptor [1] opened up the possibility
of isolating a clone for the human B2 receptor using a homology cloning strategy.
Recognizing that being able to screen potential bradykinin antagonists against the
human receptor would help in avoiding the problem of pharmacological differences
between species, we pursued the isolation of a human B2 bradykinin receptor clone,
and its expression in eukaryotic systems.

Results and Discussion

We have isolated a full length cDNA encoding the human B2 bradykinin
receptor which is identical in sequence to that published [2], assembled an appropriate
eukaryotic expression construct, and isolated a stable CHOIK cell line expressing
bradykinin receptors at a density approximately 40-fold higher than that seen in
guinea pig ileum [3].

The expressed human bradykinin receptors have been demonstrated to bind 3H-
bradykinin and the B2 selective receptor antagonist, 3H-NPC 17731 with high
affinity (KD = 190 pM and 47 pM, respectively) in a saturable fashion. This binding
can be competitively inhibited by other B2 receptor antagonists and bradykinin. The
use of frozen membranes allows for the preparation of a large batch of membranes
with the same protein content and the assay of multiple novel compounds on a series
of successive days. Figure 1 illustrates the SAR of several hydroxyproli:,.- ether
containing peptides on the cloned human B2 receptor. The IC"0 of each antagonist is
as follows: NPC 17975, 2.1 pM (n=2); NPC 17974, 4.0 pM (n=2); NPC 17731, 12
pM (n=2); NPC 17761, 19.5 pM (n= 2); NPC 18407, 560 pM (n=3); NPC 18413,
4,400 pM (n=3); NPC 18410, 25,000 pM (n=3). Electrophysiological studies done
in our lab using Xenopus oocytes injected with in vitro synthesized RNA showed
that the cloned B2 receptor is functional. Maximal responses to bradykinin were seen
with 100 nM bradykinin. Following a ten minute wash with buffer, a second
application of 100 nM bradykinin evoked no response, indicating that the receptors
were desensitized. This response to 100 nM bradykinin could be blocked with 500
nM NPC 17731 in a reversible fashion.
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Fig. i. Chemical structures and competition binding of selective B2 antagonists. The
chart illustrates the position 7 cis and trans isomers of these hydroxyproline ether
compounds. Competition binding was done using CHOIK cells stably expressing the
human B2 receptor.

The isolation of the cE'NA for the human B2 bradykinin receptor and its
functional expression give us the security of screening with the human receptor
which may have different pharmacological properties as compared to guinea pig. We
feel that these binding assays and functional studies should improve the efficiency of
our paimary screening and facilitate our development of new, potent B2 receptor
antagonists that will hold up in clinical trials.
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Introduction

Through rational design of opioid ligands as mimetics for the biologically
active conformations of endogenous peptides, new insight can be obtained about
major opioid receptor sub-types. For this reason a large number of opioid molecules
have been prepared and probed for structure-activity relationships. Structural
modifications of enkephalins in our laboratory have resulted in numerous potent
peptide opioids that have different selectivity for the mu and delta receptors.

As one approach we incorporated a thioether bridge between the side chains of
putative alanine residues in positions 2 and 5. The ring of this lanthionine
cyclopeptide is one atom smaller than the corresponding disulfide analog. Our initial
synthesis of lanthionine-enkephalins led to the molecule of [D-AlaL2, AlaL5]-EA
(DAL2LALSEA, 1), where AlaL denotes each of the lanthionine amino acid ends
linked by a monosulfide bridge [1]. This led to a molecule with a very high
analgesic activity at subnanomolar levels. The analog exhibited an increase in
metabolic stability as compared to the disulfide analog [2]. On the basis of these
results, we prepared other diastereomers of lanthionine enkephalins for biological
assays and conformational studies.

Results and Discussion

Two new synthetic methods have been developed and used to prepare the target
lanthionine enkephalins. In both cases the ring formation was carried out on solid
supports (MBHA-resin and Kaiser-oxime resin).

In a simulation of the biosynthetic pathway of lanthionine formation a
Michael-addition reaction was used to form the thioether bridge. The peptide
chain was assembled on an MBHA-resin containing Dha2 and Cyss residues in the
positions of the desired AlaL units. During the sulfide-bridge formation an unexpected
stereoselectivity of the Michael-addition took place resulting in DAL2LAL5EA,
probably because of the steric hindrance of the solid support.

Another route for the synthesis of lanthionine peptides involves the Peptide
Cydization on an Oxime Reds (PCOR) method [3, 4]. The peptide chain
was prepared on the oxime resin, and cyclization reaction took place by a
nucleophilic attack of a free amino group on the ester carbonyl of the C-terminal
oxime group. The product simultaneously cleaved from the resin. After coupling
the Tyr residue to the N-terminus, the protecting groups were removed and the
product was purified by RP-HPLC.
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Structare-Activity Relationships

Biological activities of lanthionine-enkephalins have been determined both in
the in vivo (rat hot plate tests) and in vitro assays (GPI and MVD). In parallel
experiments, the disulfide analogs have also been tested.

Our new lanthionine-enkephalins show increased bioactivity both in vivo
(ED5 0 = 0.1 nmol) and in vitro assays (Table 1). The lanthionine constraints do not
enhance selectivity [IC 50 (MVD)/IC50 (GPI)].

Table 1 Inhibitory potency and selectivity in GPI and MVD bioassays, rat hot plate
test in vivo and enzymatic degradation

GPI MVD In vivo test Biodegra-
Compounds IC•[nM] IC50[nM] MVD/GPI ED50 [nmol] dation

ty2[minj

DAL2LAL5EA 0.62 0.54 0.88 0.11 1220

DAL2DAL5EA 1.67 1.67 1.0 0.11

DC2LC5EA 1.51 0.76 0.5 0.24 330

LC2LCEA inactive inactive inactive

Leu5-E 246 11.4 0.05 >100 30

Morphine 58.6 644 11 15

A comparison of biological activity of DC 2LC 5EA, DAL2LAL5EA and
Dp 2Dp5E reveals enormous differences. All activity of DP2DP5 E (100 mg/kg) is
lost by 60 min; the disulfide-bridged analog (0.3 mg/kg) retains partial activity,
while the lanthionine-enkephalin (0.3 mg/kg) retains almost full activity over the
same time period. A direct study of enzymatic degradation (enzyme mixture from rat
brain homogenate) demonstrates a significant difference in the stability of three
compounds, the Leu5-enkephalin, the disulfide-bridged enkephalinamide and the
lanthionine-enkephalinamide. The lanthionine-enkephalinamide has a half-life at
least four times that of the corresponding disulfide analog and forty times that of
Leu5-enkephalin.

Conformational Analysis

NMR spectroscopy and molecular modeling were used to determine the
backbone conformations for the lanthionine and disulfide cyclized enkephalin
analogs. The results showed similar y-turns about the Phe4 residue in both the
cystine and lanthionine cyclized enkephalins.
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A systematic search of side chains was carried out with the Small Molecule
Modeling Tool Version 1.0 module in INSIGHT 11 (Biosym Technologies, Inc.).

Fig. 1. Comparison of superimposed phenylalanine residues and subsequent exclusion
volumes of three superactive and one inactive sulfur-bridged enkephalin analogs (see
text).

In Figure 1, the conformations of three biologically superactive compouds
DAL2LAL5EA, DAL2DAL5EA, and DC2LC5 EA and the inactive LC2LC5 EA are
represented. The phenyl groups of the residues of position 4 are essentially
superimposed allowing the backbone rings and the Tyr' groups to sweep out volume
elements. In this analysis it is interesting to note that in the active analogs the
phenol groups of the Tyr' residue prefer an array on the same side of the backbone
rings as the phenyl groups. In the inactive analog the phenolic group of Tyr, is
found on the opposite side.
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Introduction

Vasopressin and its structural analogue deamino-D-arginine-vasopressin
(dDAVP) exhibit a dual effect on blood coagulation in humans: the enhancement of
blood clotting factor VIII (F-VIII) [1] ("antihemophilic activity"), and the activation
of fibrinolytic system via enhanced release of the tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)
[2]. In the overall coagulation response to a drug, the two effects are mutually
antagonistic. In spite of this, dDAVP has been introduced as an F-VIII releasing drug
in mild and medium severe forms of coagulopathies [11 like hemophilia A or von
Willebrand disease. Its great advantages are viral safety and low costs of this life-
long therapy. Potential need of new antihemophilic substances (failing of dDAVP
response, development of immune incompatibility against dDAVP in patients,
design of substances without side effects of dDAVP, etc.), and missing knowledge of
the mechanism of action, require further effort in this area.

Results and Discussion

Activity estimates. Antihemophilic (AH) and plasminogen activating (PA)
potencies were expressed as integrals of the time-response curves for F-VIH and tPA,
respectively, within the first 90 (AH) and 60 min (PA), as percent of the
corresponding integrals for dDAVP. Table 1 summarizes published values for
different species, and new values from our laboratory [3,4] for peptides interacting
specifically with individual classes of neurohypophyseal hormone receptors (see
Table 1) [5]. Responses to 1 pig/kg b.w. doses of the peptide tested and of dDAVP
were compared. Standard values of antidiuretic (AD), vasoconstrictory (BP), in vitro
uterotonic (UT) and milk ejecting (GB) activities were taken from [6]. AD and BP
for peptides 3, 4, 5, 7 and I 1 were unpublished data by Dr. P. Melin.

Receptor selectivity. Selectivity of a neurohypophyseal peptide interaction
with a particular receptor subtype V,, V2 or OT (oxytocin-type) was expressed by
means of the three standard activities AD, BP and UT as a "selectivity index": SV1 =
BPI(BP + AD + UT); SV2 = AD/(BP + AD + UT); SOT = UT/(BP + AD + UT).
The peptides were then grouped as follows (Table 1): 1. V1, V2 or OT selective
peptides with the corresponding selectivity : 213; 2. {VIV 2) peptides for which
0.5.SSV,/SVA2, and SV1&SV 2>I/3; 3. (VV 2OT) peptides for which ratios of any
two selectivity indices SA,, SA. are 0.5USA/SAý_2, and SV,&SV2&SOT2l/3.
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Table I Anuihemophilic (AH) and plasminogen activating (PA) potencies of
newvihypophyseaI hormone analogues'

AH PA AH PA

V2 peptides V. peptides

1 dDAVP 100 100 7 [Gly 5 JdDAVP 0" nd
2 DAVP 29v xxi 8 carba-6-dAVP 41v 103c
3 [pe~dDAVP 26v ad 96P
4 [trp]dDAVP 0" ad 9 (ornijdVP 0c ad
5 [Ai14 JdDAVP 88v nd 10 [MeArgsIdAVP 3P ml
6 [VaI4JDAVP 61- 169- 11 desGly9-AVP 0" ad

V 1 peptides {V1V,1 peptides

12 [Phe2,Orn5J'VT 33nl 710 14 AVP 333 44c
13 [Gly 7IdDAVP 0" nd 15 LVP 54m 46m

39c

16 Gly-Gly-Gly-LVP ad 6c
{V1VOT) peptides

17 AVT OP 35c

OT peptides

nonspecific antagonists 18 OTF 31" 27"

20 [MepI,Tyr(Me9J1DAVP 30" xxi 19 Mv4r,Gly 7]OT 32" 5"
21 [Mpp',tyr(Me) 2,Val 4]AVP 48" 0"

"aAH and PA in percent of dDAVP. Abbreviations: AVP, arginine vasopressin;
AVT, arginine vasotocin; DAVP. [are8] vasopressin; dDAVP, deamino-D-arginine
vasopressin; dVP, deaniino-vasopressin; LVP. lysine vasopressin; OT, oxytocin;
VT, vasotocin. Amino acids according to IUPAC-IUB; Xyz stands for L- xyz for
D-enantiomers; Ail, allo-isoleucine; Mep, P-mercapto-P,P-diethylpropionic acid;

Mpp, P-mercapto- P.P-cyclopentamethylenepropionic acid; Orn, ornithine.
References (species): cCash et al. [8] (human); IMannucci et al. [9] (human);
and Barth [I11] (dog). Abbreviations: nd, not determined.

Relationships between blood clotting and standard potencies. Due to the data
inconsistency (see above), cofrelations of All and PA with standard potencies and
with the corresponding selectivity indices were evaluated by a robust correlation
analysis PROGRESS [7] based on the least median of squares method. In order to
account for putative nonlinearities, significance of the Spearmani's rank correlation
coefficient was tested. The results indicate that i) solely the antidiuretic potency
(determined in rat) shows significant correlations with Mi and PA (determined in the

species indicated in Table 1), ii) this correlation is linear, and that iii) selectivityI
indices SV1, SV2 and SOT show no significant effects upon AH and PA. We
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conclude that Al and PA are in some way determined by V2-types of interactions.
However, it would be far-fetched to state that these responses are directly initiated on
a V2 receptor type; rather, we assume a linkage to a physiologic mechanism started
there.

Peptides belonging to the {VV 2} and to OT groups (naturally occurring
peptides AVP, LVP, OT) were detected as outliers by the PROGRESS routine.
When the V2-group alone was subjected to the correlation analysis, the multiple
correlation coefficient and the variance explained by the regression model employed,
were considerably higher.

Using the same methods, we have investigated the interdependence of AH and
PA. Pearson's coefficient of linear correlation is not highly significant (p<0.1) but
the rank correlation between them clearly exists (p<0.05). At present, the size of the
sample does not allow conclusions about the type of relationship between the two.

Activity predictions for AH and PA. Considering these findings, a design of
"specific" antihemophilic and plasminogen activating peptides may meet severe
difficulties. First, despite their loose correlation, it may turn difficult to separate AH
and PA. Second, antidiuretic activity probably remains the most dominating side
effect. It seems likely that substances possessing the activity spectrum of dDAVP
will remain therapeutics of choice in the future.
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Introduction

A repeat heptamer peptide sequence (KIAGKIA) 3-NH 2, MSI-103 (I) exhibiting
good antimicrobial activities was derived from structure-activity relationship (SAR)
studies f 1) on PGLa (Peptide between Glycine and Leucine as amide), a 21 amino
acid long peptide with the sequence GMASKAGAIAGKIAKVALKAL-NH 2, extracted
from the granular glands of African clawed frog Xenopus laevis [2, 31. When
represented on a helical wheel it is obvious that MSI-103 like PGLa is amphipathic
in nature in that all the basic hydrophilic amino acids are on one side of the helix and
the hydrophobic amino acids are on the other side of the helix. It is proposed (4] that
PGLa (which can be the case with MSI-103 also), like other antibacterial peptides is
membrane active and dissipates membrane potential by forming transmembrane pore
like structures involving several molecules. MSI-103 exhibits a wide spectrum of
antibacterial activities against gram positive (Staphylococcus aureus) and gram
negative (E. coli and Pseudomonw aeruginosa) organisms and it does not lyse human
red blood cells, which is an index of the specificity of these antimicrobial peptides.
In our continuous efforts to improve the antibacterial activity and the specificity of
MSI-103 various analogs are synthesized and their biological activities determined
and some of those studies are presented here.

Results and Discussion

Variation of chain length: In order to determine the optimum length that is
necessary to exhibit full biological activities, analogs JI-VII (Table 1) are
synthesized. There is a lowering in the antibacterial activities as the chain length is
decreased. When the length is increased (VI-N1), improved biological activities are
observed, but there is also an increase in hemolysis (loss of specificity). Thus it
appears that at least 21 amino acids (which will be needed to span the lipid bilayer as
an a-helix) are necessary to have the antibacterial activities.

Isoleucine mod#fcadons: Isoleucine with fa-branching in the side chain is not a
very favorable amino acid to form a-helical structures, especially when it occurs at i
and i+4 positions along the helical axis, as is the case with MSI-103. When Leu
with no l-branching is substituted, to improve the helix forming ability the resulting
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Table I Antimicrobial Actiisies

MIC (Wngm1) % Hemolysis

S.aurevs E.coli P.aeruginosa (100pg/ml)

MSI-103

I KIACIUAKLAIIAQUAAGK/A-NN 8-16 4-8 64-128 0
U JAGIKAIAGMICIAGKIA-NI% 16-32 4 128 0

II .AGIUAIAGKIAKIAGIaA-NH 2  128 16 128 0
IV __GKIAKIAGKIAKIAGI[A-NH 2  64 8 64 0
V ______ IAAGKIK GKIA-NH2  256 64-128 128-256 0

Vi KIA(KIAGIaA)3-NH 2  4 4 8 12
VII (KIAGKIA)4-NH2  4 4 16 45

VIII (KIAGKLA)3-NH2  16 8 32 0
IX (KVAGKIA) 3-NH2  256 32 256 0
X (KIAGKVA)3-NH2  64-128 32 128 0

XI (XFAGKFA)3-NH2  32 4-16 32 0
XII (KFAGKIA) 3-NH2  32 8-16 128 0

xm (KIAGKFA) 3-NH2  32 8-16 64 0
X]V (KJAGKJA) 3-NH2  >256 >256 >256 83

XV (KJ*AGKJ*A)3 iNH2  >256 >256 >256 33
XVI (KF*AGKFA) 3-NH 2  128 128 256 1

XVlI (KUAGKUA)3-NH2  32 32 64 71
XVm (KUAGKIA)3 iNH2  4-8 2-4 16-32 61

XiX (KIAGKUA)3-NH 2  32 32 64 32
XX (KXAGKXA)3-NH2  4-8 4 32-64 8

XXI (KXAGKIA)3-NH2  16 4-8 64 5
XXII (IaAGKXA)rNH 2  8 2-4 32 0
XXm (KZAGKZA)-NH 2  128-256 32 128 0
XXiV (KZAGIA)ghJ 2  128 8 128 0
XXV (KIAGKZA)3-NH 2  128 16 128 0
XXVI (KA*AGKA*A) 3-N11 2  >256 >256 >256 0

MIC, minimum inhibitory concentration; J, homophenylalanine4 j*, phenylglycine; F,
p.NH2-Phe; U, cyclohexylalanine; X, norleucine; 7, norvaline; A , rt-aminobutyric acid

analog, VIII, retained the antimicrobial activities. For comparison, analogs IX-X are
synthesized with Val (with P-brmnching) which is known to destabilize the helical
structure, and as expected, the two analogs are considerably less active. Hydrophobic
and aromatic amino acid, Phe, with no n-branching is substituted for Be and all
analogs (XI-XI), as expected, showed good antimicrobial activities. Analogs are
synthesized positioning the aromatic ring either away (XIV) or closer (XV) to the
backbone of the molecule. To our surprise, complete loss of activities is observed
for both the analogs. The increased hemolysis for (XIV) may be explained by the
overall increase in the hydrophobicity of the molecule, but the loss of antibacterial
activities is unexpected. Substitution of fle with the hydrophilic amino acid, p-
amino-Phe, (analog XVI) resulted in the loss of activities. This can be reasoned by
the fact that the hydrophilic amino acid now occurs on the hydrophobic side of the
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amphipathic helical structure. Saturation of the aromatic ring (Cha analogs XVII-
XIX) still retained the antimicrobial activities, but once again there is an increase in
hemolysis. This is in accordance with the earlier observation that increased
hydrophobicity led to increased hemolysis. Analogs XX-XXVI are synthesized using
amino acids with no branching in the side chain. Nle (which is more hydrophobic
than Ile) substituted analogs (XX-XXII) showed good antimicrobial activities and also
increased hemolytic values at 500 tpg/ml concentration (not shown here). Analogs
XXIUJ-XXVI which are less hydrophobic overall, exhibited low antimicrobial and low
hemolytic activities. From these studies it can be concluded that the overall
hydrophobicity of the molecule plays an important role in eliciting antimicrobial and
hemolytic properties.
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Introduction

Amphipathic a helixes vary drastically in their effects on membrane bilayer
stability [1]. Apolipoprotein (class A) amphipathic helices are membrane-active and
are postulated to act as detergents by virtue of their cross-section being wedge shaped
[2]. Low molecular weight polypeptides containing lytic (class L) amphipathic
helixes, such as mastoparan, are also membrane-active but have biological activities
opposite to or distinct from class A amphipathic helices. We used synthetic model
peptides to find the structural basis for these differences in activity. Using computer
analysis [3] of naturally occurring class A and class L amphipathic helices, we
designed two archetypical model peptides called 18A (DWLKAFYDKVAEKLKEAF)
and 18L (GIKKFLGSIWKFIKAFVG).

Results and Discussion

Analogs of these two peptides, incorporating substitutions or modifications of
interfacial or basic residues, had the following effects: Class A peptides stabilized
bilayer structure, reduced leakage from dye entrapped lipid vesicles and erythrocytes
and inhibited lysis induced by class L peptides. Class L peptides destabilized bilayer
structure in model membranes and erythrocytes. The ability of class L analogs to
lyse membranes and induce inverted lipid phases was reduced by either decreasing the
bulk of an interfacial residue, increasing the angle subtended by the polar face, or
increasing the bulk of the basic residues. The ability of the class A analog to
stabilize bilayer structure and inhibit erythrocyte lysis by class L peptides was
enhanced by methylation of the Lys residues. Class L peptides also increased
significantly the binding of apolipoprotein A-I to erythrocyte membranes. Molecular
modeling indicated that class A and class L amphipathic helices have reciprocal wedge
shapes in cross-section.

These results can be explained by a model (Figure 1) that we term the reciprocal
wedge hypothesis. By analogy to the reciprocal effects of phospholipid shapes on
membrane structure [4], we propose that the wedge shape of class A helices stabilizes
membrane bilayers while the inverted wedge shape of class L helices destabilizes
membrane bilayers, and, thus, one class will neutralize the effect of the other class on
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InetdA A
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the postulated effects of cross-sectional shape of
amphipathic a helixes on phospholipid structure.

membranes via reciprocal steric effects. We suggest that this reciprocal wedge

concept has broad biological implications.
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Introduction

Epidermal growth factor (EGF) is a regulatory peptide which controls
proliferation and differentiation of various cells. Recently, new members of EGF
family peptide, amphiregulin (AR) [I], heparin-binding EGF like growth factor (HB-
EGF) [2] and schwannoma-derived growth factor (SDGF) [3] have been isolated and
characterized from conditioned medium of human breast carcinoma (MCF-7), human
macrophage-like U-937 cells and rat schwannoma cells, respectively. These novel
growth factors are glycosylated polypeptides which are processed by the proteolytic
cleavage of larger transmembrane precursors. These growth factors conpete with
125I-EGF for binding to the EGF receptor (EGF-R) on A431 epidermoid carcinoma or
vascular smooth muscle cells and they stimulate the proliferation of EGF-response
cells. However, it is unclear whether the biological activities of these growth factors
are mediated through the only EGF-R which possesses intrinsic tyrosine kinase and
autophosphorylation activity or some unknown cell surface receptors. In contrast to
EGF and TGF-oL, these growth factors contain distinct hydrophilic N-terminal
domains that have bten suggested as potentional heparin binding region. The EGF-
like domain that has striking high sequence homology to EGF and TGF-ca is
involved in their C-terminus. Most amino acid residues implicated in binding to the
EGF-R and inducing mitogenic stimulation of normal cells are conserved in this
ECF-like domains. Until now, very little is known about the role of the EGF-like
domain in mitogenic activities of these EGF family peptides. Thus, in this study, to
investigate whether the only EGF-like domain of these EGF family growth factors
have growth-promoting activity in normal cells or not, human AR (44-84), human
HB-EGF (44-86) and mouse SDGF (38-80) corresponding to this domain were
synthesized and their biological response was assessed in mitogenesis assays.

Results and Discussion

All peptides were synthesized manually by stepwise solid phase method using
hydroxymethylphenoxy(HMP)-resin and Fmoc chemistry. The following base
(piperidine) stable protecting groups were employed for side chain protection:
Asp(OtBu), Glu(OtBu), Asn(Trt), Gln(Trt), His(Trt), Lys(Boc), Arg(Mtr), Ser(tBu)
and Tyr (tBu). Peptide chain elongation was carried out by double coupling protocol
using DCC/HOBt, BOP/HOBt and HBTU/HOBt method. The protected-peptide
resins of each peptides was treated with TFA or TMSBr/TFA in the presence of
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human AR(44-84) 46 5

human HB-EGF(44-86)

46 ~4654

mouse SDGF(38-80)

p C 43

Fig. 1. Primary structure of human AR(44-84), human HB-EGF(44-86) and mouse
SDGF(38-80) (left). Amino acid sequences of cystine-containing fragments determined
after enzymatic digestion of human AR(44-84), human HB-EGF(44-86) and mouse
SDGF(38-80)(right). El and E2 represent thermolysin and lysyl endopeptidase,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Concentration - response curves of mitogenesis induced by human EGF, human AR
(44-84) human HB-EGF (44-86) and mouse SDGF (38-80) in NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells.

scavengers. Intramolecular three disulfide linkages of each peptide was formed by air
oxidation in 0.1 M Tris-HCI buffer (pH 8.0) containing 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.3 mM
oxidized and 0.15 mM reduced glutathione for 2-3 days. Homogeneity of purified
oxidized form of each peptide was confirmed by analytical RP-HPLC, amino acid
analysis and FAB-MS. It is known that the correct disulfide linkages in EGF family
peptides play a significant role in determining biological activity as well as
stabilizing intrinsic conformation. Thus, to determine intramolecular disulfide
topology of each synthetic peptide, enzymatic digestion with thermolysin or lysyl
endopeptidase was carried out. The enzymatic digestion mixtures were fractionated by
analytical RP-HPLC and the cystine-containing fragments were determined by amino
acid analysis and amino acid microsequencing. The patterns of three disulfide
linkages in synthetic human AR (44-84) and human HB-EGF (44-86) were consistent
with those of EGF and TGF-a, and the disulfide linkage between Cys4O and Cys53
in synthetic mouse SDGF (38-80) was demonstrated by thermolytic digestion, but
the others (Cys48, Cys64, Cys66 and Cys75) were not determined (Figure 1). The
mitogenic activity of each synthetic peptide was assessed by means of colorimetric
MTT (tetrazolium) and [3Hlthymidine incorporation assay in NIH-3T3 fibroblast
cells. In mitogenesis assays, human HB-EGF (44-86) was as active as human-EGF.
However, mouse SDGF (38-80) was less active and human AR (44-84) was almost
inactive (Figure 2). These results indicate that the EGF-like domain of human HB-
EGF may play an important role in inducing a mitogenic response and that the EGF-
like domains of human AR and mouse SDGF may be not obligatory for their cell
growth activity.
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Introduction

Bradykinin, a nonapeptide having the structure:
Argl-Pro2-Pro3-Gly 4-Phe5-Se6-Pro 7 -Phe5 -Arg (BK)

is released from its precursor kininogens by the action of kallikreins and exerts its
biological effects through specific receptors to trigger various physiological and
pathological processes such as pain, inflammation, contraction of smooth muscle and
lowering of blood pressure. Extensive attempts to develop a competitive bradykinin
antagonist were unsuccessful until 1984 when the first bradykinin antagonists, [D-
Phe7]-BK and D-Arg-[Hyp3-Thi5 8 -D-Phe7J-BK were reported by Vavrek and Stewart
[ 1, 2]. Despite their considerable potency, these antagonists were degraded in vivo
and have short durations of action. BK is inactivated in vivo principally by cleavage
at 7-8 and 8-9 bonds. Structural modifications of BK antagonists by several groups
including the authors' laboratory led to development of second generation BK
antagonists by incorporating unusual amino acids, conformationally constrained and
stabie to enzymatic degradation, in the C-terminal part of the peptides. We now
report a series of BK antagonists showing long duration of action on rat blood
pressure that contain unusual amino acids in position 5, 7 and 8, such as
cyclopentylglycine (Cpg), octahydroindole-2-carboxylic acid (Oic), 2,3-
methanophenylalanine (E and Z-isomers), p-chloro-2,3-methanophenylalanine(Z-
isomer), 2,4-methanoproline (MPIV), allylglycine (Alg) and thienylalanine (Thi).

H 2N COON H 2N COOH

;5 q COO NN COON CH2

H H

CP9 CPh, MPIV 9i
The peptides were synthesized by standard solid phase synthesis methods [3],

using Boc chemistry and BOP or TBTU coupling agents, on a Beckman 990
automatic synthesizer. They were purified by countercurrent distribution and HPLC
(where necessary), characterized by amino acid analysis, mass spectrometry, TLC and
paper electrophoresis.

*Present Address: Cortech Inc., 6840 N. Broadway, Denver, CO 80221, U.S.A.
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The bradykinin antagonists were assayed in vitro on isolated rat uterus (RUT)
and guinea pig ileum (GPI), and in vivo on rat blood pressure (REP) by standard
assay methods. Inhibition potencies on smooth muscles are expressed as pA2 values
of Schild [4]. The in vivo effect of bradykinin antagonists on blood pressure in the
anesthetized rat were determined as described by Stewart et al. [ 51. The antagonists
produce inhibition of the hypotensive action of bradykinin when administered as
bolus admixture with BK or as an infusion, but potency in this assay was not
quantitated precisely.

Results and Discussion

The bradykinin antagonist D-Arg4[Hyp 3-Tbi5-D-Cpg 7-Cpg5 J-BK, (118820) has
high potency in these assays, and its effect on blood pressure lasts for 180 min.
following an infusion (Table 1). Replacement of Phe with Cpg at position 5,
keeping D-Cpg at 7 and L-Cpg at 8 (118838), reduces RUJT and GPI activity, and this
analog does not show long term inhibition on rat blood pressure following an
infusion. Cpg at position 5 in combination with D-Tic7-OiC8 (B9076) gives
antagonists with significant activity. Incorporation of cyclopropane phenylalanine,
especially its E-isomer, at position 8 (B8844) in the [D-Phe7] BK antagonist, shows
enhancement in pA2 value and a prolonged action lasting 45 min following an
infusion in rat blood pressure. Incorporation of 2,4-methanoproline at either position
was not useful for increasing activity.

Table 1 Sitructures and activities of bradykinin antagonists

NUMBER STRUCTURE BIOLOGICAL AC1PAIVES
RU7 GPI RBP(min)

NPC349 D-Arg-[Hy93-Thi 5 .8-D-Phe7l-BK 1(6.5) 1(6.4) 1(LT, 16 )
B7890 D-Arg-[Hyp3-TI'i5-D-pbe 7-Cpg5J-BK 1(7.0) 1(6.5) I(LT,50)
B8820 D-r Hp-h5DCg-pjB 1(7.9) 1(6.6) I(LT,180)
B8838 D-Arg-[Hyp 3-Cpgf 7FBC 1(7.4) 1(7.0) 1(LT.38)
B8844 D-r-H -h DPe-ph()]B 1(7.0) 1(6.9) l(LT,45)
B8862 D-Arg-Hyp 3-Thi5-D-Cpg7 -Tic]B (.) 160
B8868 D-Arg-[Hyp 3-Thi5-DAlg -rtcs]-BK 1(7.2) 1(7.2) 1
B 8878 D-Arg-[Hy-Thi5-D-Cpg7-Cpphe(E) 8J-BK 1(7.1) 1(7.1) 1(LT,35)
B 8976 D-Arg-[Hyp3-Thli 5-D-Fhe7-pClCppheZ)']-BK 1(5.5) 1(6.0)
B8994 D-Arg-(MpI3Cg-C ~ 7 -Cpg]-BK 1(7.2) 1(6.5) 1
B9070 D-Arg4[Hyp 3-Thi -D-Phe-pl-D-PhesJ-BK 1(5.5) 0 0
B9076 D-Arg-[Hj9-Cpg 5-D-Tic 7 -oic8j-BK 1(6.8) 1(7.5) I(LT,140)

l(L.T): Long term inhibition of rat blood pressure (RBP) response by intraaortic infusion
of antagonist at 0.1 ing/inin; Antagonist activity on smooth muscles is given as the pA2
determined on 4-10 tissues; RUT: rat uterus; GPI: guinea pig ileum; I- inhibition on REP;
not quantitated.
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Introduction

The major safety problem of LHRH antagonists was related to the degranulation
of mast cells and release of histamine [1]. SB-75 is a known LHRH antagonist in
phase II clinical trials [2], which is administered sc bid, because of its short duration
of action. In the histamine release (HR) rat peritoneal mast cells assay SB-75 has an
ED50 of 1.1 -Ig/ml [3]. Our goal in this study was to improve the potency and
safety profile of SB-75. Haviv et al. reported [3] the in vitro activity and LH
suppression in vivo of NMeTyr5 -SB-75, 2, in comparison with the parent, 1.
Recently we tested this antagonist 2 in intact rat by infusion for three days at a dose
of 3.6 jig/kg/hr. This compound was far more effective than SB-75 (Figure 1) and
therefore was selected as a lead in the following SAR study of positions 7, 8, and 9,
designed to improve the safety profile.

Results and Discussion

LHRH antagonists 1-18 were synthesized by SPPS, and tested in vitro for rat
pituitary LHRH receptor binding (p]K1), inhibition of LH release from rat pituitary
cells (pA2) and HR (ED5o) [3]. Selected compounds were also tested in vivo for
suppression of testosterone (M) in intact rats by infusion. N-methylation of position
7 of NMeTyr 5-SB-75, 4, increased the HR EDs0 by 10-fold over SB-75. Likewise,
introduction of bulkier side groups such as Val7, 6, or t-Butylglycine7 , 5, increased
the HR ED5 0 by 3- and 6-fold respectively. Substitution of position 8 with
NMeArge, 7, resulted in a 20-fold, improvement in HR ED5o, although a substantial
loss in other in vitro activities was observed. This remarkable enhancement in HR
ED5o value as a result of backbone conformational restriction is novel and unique.
Previous attempts to suppress HR activity focused on decreasing basicity and
reducing hydrophobicity [1]. The 3-fold improvement in safety of the HArg8 analog,
8, indicates the four carbon side chain length at position 8 is preferred for safety.
Replacement of Arge with Lys(Isp)?9 also improved the safety profile 15-fold,
possibly suggesting that changing the character of the basic residue is beneficial.
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The Lys(Isp)s analog 9 was also very effective in vivo in suppressing T (Figure 1).
Substitution of NMeTyrs-SB-75, 2 with Ala9 produced an analog 12 with similar in
vitro activity and only a moderate improvement in HR EDso. Substitution of
azetidinecarboxylic acid 9, 16, or pipecolic acid9, 15, did not have any significant
effect on Mn vitro potency and safety indicating that conformational restriction at this
site is neither beneficial nor detrimental. The poor binding of NMeLeu9, 11,
suggests that the steric environment at this site is limited. The two best
modifications with highest HR ED50 values were the aminobutyric acid9, 13, and the
4-hydroxyproline9, 14, analogs. The transposition of positions 7 and 8 yielded
compound 18, which maintained in vitro potency and had an almost 10-fold
improvement in safety [4].

Table 1 In vitro activities of LHRH antagonists

NAcD2Nal iD4CIPhe2_D3Pal3.Ser4NMeTyr5_DCit6.Leu7ArW.Pro 9 -DAIaI0.NH2

Compound X a pA2b ED50 C

1 Tyr5 ,Leu7 ,Args.Pro9  9.93 10.45 1.11
SB-75d

2 as above 10.87 10.80 1.65
NMeTyrS-SB-75a

3 lle7,Argg,Pro9  10.58 11.25 4.53
4 NMeLeu 7,Arg8,Pro9 10.59 11.02 11.45
5 tBugly7,Arge,Pro9 10.32 11.85 6.93
6 Val ,Arg ,Pro9 10.67 11.15 3.26
7 Leu7 ,NMeArg8,Pro9 8.75 8.14 23.86
8 Leu7,Harg8,Pro9  10.21 11.10 3.52
9 Leu7,Lys(Isp) 8,Pro9 9.39 11.40 15.00
10 Leu7,Arg8,NMeAIa9 10.47 11.05 0.61
11 Leu7,Arg8,NMeLeU9 9.49 9.30 0.53
12 Leu7 ,Arg8,Ala9  10.35 10.90 3.20
13 Leu7 ,Arg8,Abu9  9.96 10.50 6.05
14 Leu7,Arg8.Pro(OH)9 10.33 10.95 4.99
15 Leu 7,Arg8 .Pipec9 10.36 11.05 1.39
16 Leu7,Are 8.Aze9 10.53 11.15 1.62
17 Leu7,Arg8,Tic9 9.82 10.45 1.68
18 Arg7,LeU8,Pro9 10.18 10.29 10.53

apK,= the negative lo% of the equilibrium dissociation constant in the rat pituitary

receptor binding assay. pA2 = the negative logarithm of the concentration of antagonist
that requires 2-fold higher concentration of agonist to release LH from rat pituitary cells.
CEDso = the effective dose of antagonist that gives 50% of maximal release of histamine
from rat peritoneal -ast cells. Abu = amino butyric acid. Pro(OH) = 4-hydroxyproline.
Pipec = pipecolic acid. Aze = azetidinecarboxylic acid. Tic = 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-3-
isoquinolinecarboxylic acid. dRef 3.
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These results show for the first time that the propensity of LHRH antagonists
to release histamine can be decreased solely as the result of a backbone restriction
caused by N-methylation of position 8 or by increasing the side chain bulk at
position 7. This finding also indicates that HR can be suppressed not only by
varying the physicochemical properties of antagonists, but also by restricting
confomiation. Substitution of NMeTyr 5-SB-75, 2Z with Lys(Isp)s yielded antagonist
9, which was very efficacious both in vitro and in vivo (Figure 1).

--- NMeTyr5Ly(Isp)8-SB-75 (9)

5 -- NMeTyr5-SB-75 (2)

4,- S-5 1
I& Vehicle

Tim~e(h)
Fig.)1. Testosterone suppression in rats by infusion for 3 days at 3.6 pg~glhr
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Introduction

Tachyplesins I and U and polyphemusins I and II are antimicrobial peptides
isolated from the acid extracts of the hemocytes of the Japanese horseshoe crab
(Tachypleus tridentaus) and the American horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus) [1,
2]. Tachyplesin I was also shown to have antiviral activity against human
immunodeficiency virus type 1 [3]. However, its cytotoxicity is relatively strong.
Problems in reducing the cytotoxicity as well as in potentiating the anti-HIV activity
has remained to be further improved. In the present study, we synthesized more than
20 peptides through modification of tachyplesin or polyphemusin (Figure 1) and
evaluated their abilities to suppress the replication of HIV in vitro. Among these
peptides, we found that T22 ([TyrT.1 2, Lys ]-polyphemusin !1) showed strong anti-
HIV activity and relatively low cytotoxicity. Thus, we determined the solution
structures of T22 by NMR to disclose the relationship between the conformation and
the expression of anti-HIV activity.

Results and Discussion

Table I summarizes anti-HIV activity of the native tachyplesins and their
analogs. The anti-HIV activity was evaluated on the basis of protection of virus-
induced cytopathogenicity in MT-4 cells by the MTT method [4]. Tachyplesin I,
tachyplesin H, polyphemusin I and polyphemusin H inhibited HIV-l-induced
cytopathic effects (CPE). However, their antiviral activity was only seen at the
concentration of 3 to 17 times lower than their cytotoxic concentration. The results
of structure-activity relationship study of T5-TIO indicated that Trp2 and the major
disulfide ring are essential to the inhibition of viral replication. TI 1, T14 and TI5
strongly inhibited HIV-l-induced CPE. The anti-HIV activity of T12 or T13 was
weaker than that of TI 1, indicating the importance of the N-terminal Arg residue.
Especially, 50% effective concentration of T22 was 0.008 wg/mi. Its selectivit-
index (ratio of CCSo to ECo) was 6700. This value was comparable to that of AZT.
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Ti 1, T14, TI5 and 122 have two repeats of Cys-Tyr-Arg-Lys-Cys and two disulfide
bonds. This unique structure seems to be closely related with high anti-HIV activity.

tachyple•in I NH2 -K-W-C-F-R-V-C-Y-R-G-I-C-Y-R-R-C-R-CONH 2

tachyple•n H NH2 -R-W-C-F-R-V-C-Y-R-G-I-C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONH 2

polyphemusin I NH2 -R-R-W-C-F-R-V-C-Y-R-G-F-C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONH 2

polyphemusin IH NH2 -R-R-W-C-F-R-V-C-Y-K-G-F-C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONK 2

T5 NH2 -W-C-F-R-V-C-Y-R-G-T-C-Y-R-R-C-R-CONH 2

T6 NH2 -C-F-R-V-C-Y-R-G-I-C-Y-R-R-C-R-CONH 2

T7 NH2 -K-F-C-F-R-V-C-F-R-G-I-C-F-R-R-C-R-CONH 2

TM NH2 -K-W-C-F-R-V-C-F-R-G- I-C-F-R-R-C-R-CONH2

T9 NH2 -K-W-C-F-R-V-A-Y-R-G-I-A-Y-R-R-C-R-CONH 2

TIO NH2 -K-W-A-F-R-V-A-Y-R-G-I-A-Y-R-R-A-R-CONH2

TI 1 NH2 -R-W-C-Y-R-K-C-Y-R-G-I-C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONH 2

T12 NH2 -W-C-Y--R-K-C-Y-R-G-I -C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONH 2

TI 3 NH2 -A-W-C-Y-R-K-C-Y-R-G- I -C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONH 2

T14 NH2 -R-W-C-Y-R-K-C-Y-K-G- I-C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONH 2

TI5 NH2 -R-W-C-Y-R-K-C-Y-K-G-F-C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONH 2

T22 NH2 -R-R-W-C-Y-R-K-C-Y-K-G-Y-C-Y-R-K-C-R-CONH 2

Fig. I. Struwcue of ach•les. Io, it isopetides and their analogs.

In order to understand th -chanism of the expression of strong anti-HIV
activity, knowledge of the SOlUL i structure of T22 was required. The solution
structure of 122 was investigated using NMR. From the information of NOE, the
coupling constants, the amide proton exchange rates and the chemical shifts, we
concluded that the secondary structure of T22 resembles that of tachyplesin I [5]. 122
is composed of an antiparallel P-sheet structure with a type II P-turn [Figure 2].
Although the difference of sequence between natural polyphemusin H and 122 was
only three amino acid residues, T22 showed two hundred times stronger anti-HIV
activity than polyphemusin H. The side chains of these three amino acids protrude in
the same direction from the plane of the P-sheet. This side of the plane may be
related to the expression of high activity, and the replacement of the three amino acid
residues (PheO-Tyr, Val7-Lys, Phe' 2-Tyr) is thought to affect the interaction with the
target material, which is not identified yet. The increase of positive charges may also
influence the interaction. Taking its high anti-HIV activity and high selectivity
index into consideration, it is concluded that 122 has the potency to become an
attractive candidate compound for the chemotherapy of HMV infection. The results
from this conformation analysis will aid us in disclosing the reason for the high
activity of T22, and possibly lead to rational designs of drugs possessing higher
activity.
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Table 1 Anti-HIV activity of tachyplesin 1 its isopeptides and their analogs

Compound EC5o ("Wg/n) CCo (WgmI) S.I. (Cc 5dEC)

tachyplesin 1 8.4 29 3
tachyplesin lI 6.6 36 5
polyphemusin I 5.9 34 6
polyphemusin ii 1.9 33 17

"1' 8.8 37 4
T6 >100 38 <1
T7 >100 31 <1

s8 5.4 27 5
19 5.8 31 5
TIO >500 109 <1
TI 1 0.35 39 113
T12 6.9 206 30
T13 6.9 300 44
T14 0.18 52 300
T15 0.087 53 600
T22 0.008 54 6700

........................................................................ .... ..... ......

dextran sulfate 0.76 >1000 >1316
AZT 0.0014 2.89 2038

Hi0IFH o 31H 0 FI~J H 0. oi 7H 0 oTY 9 H
I I u II I I II I I . II I I II II I

C2NH C, C.C.N..C..NC..N. CC... N C , C.... .N.II - I II ..'0 1 1 II -." 1 II C1 " I iI f

0 M-' 2 H 0 H O g"•"H O HI H 0 c-O

0 H-I OH 0 0..O H H O H 'N
II u 1 II 1 1 H I u I I 1 1 II u 1 i.*H

H 2N' C' C NNCN "CN C, N N C N ClC"

0j~ H FY$1ý0 H fi;140 H y;1ý2 0

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the structure of T22 deduced from the information
from NMR analysis. The observed interstrand NOE connectmues between NH and Call
protons are shown by arrows. The hydrogen bonds deducedfmom slowly exchanging amide
protons are exhibited by dashed lines.
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Introduction

In our search for a potent reduced-size ANF analogue we guided our synthetic
work on models for the bioactive conformation of ANF which initially was derived
from the spectroscopic evidence about the conformation of mainly ANF(5-28) (1) in
solution and subsequently refined in accordance with additional information from
biological activities of our synthetic ANF analogues.

Results and Discussion

In the presence of lipid bilayers, CD [1] and FT-IR [2] spectroscopic data show
that ANF(5-28) mainly adopts a P-sheet-like or extended structure, some turn
structure and only little if any a-helical structure. We proposed that ANF(7-28)
upon receptor-binding might adopt an extended structure with P-turns at Asp' 3Arg14
and Cys23Asn24. These turns segregate the hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues
(except for Ser' 9) at opposite faces of the ANF ring and pack the hydrophobic
residues of the otherwise extended C-terminus against this hydrophobic surface
(Figure IA). The suggested packing of the C-terminus led to the synthesis of 4-6
(Table 1) for which we propose that the essential Arg27 [3] might be mimicked by a
replacement of Gly2° by Arg or D-Arg. The most potent analogue 4 maintains
-25% of the potency of 1 in, both, a rabbit renal artery assay and a rat diuretic assay;
and is almost 100 fold more potent than 3 on the renal artery.

Furthermore, we found that Arg4 could be mimicked by a replacement of Ala17
by Arg leading to the synthesis of 7 and 8 which showed improved renal activity and
unchanged diuretic properties as compared to 4 and 5 (Table 1). The spatial
proximity proposed between ArgW and Ala17 and between Arg27 and Gly2° suggested
a particular folding of 2 at the receptor. A refined model for the bioactive
conformation of 7 (Figure IB) was derived from the proposed folding of 2 by
removal of the exocyclic termini and proper mutations in the ring structure. Based
on this model, we synthesized the potent analogues 9 and 10 (Table 1) withs i th Gl22 23,CS
additional truncations in the Gly ,Cys ,Cys segment. 9 and 10 are both more
potent than the endogenous peptide hormone and are to the best of our knowledge the
most active ANF analogues of this size known today.
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Table 1 Relative biological activities of ANF analogues

ANF analogue rabbit renal artery rat diuresis

1 ANF(5-28) 1 1
2 ANF(4-28) 5 1
3 Ac-ANF(7-23)-NH 2  0.003 0.1
4 [D-Arge,Pbe 21]Ac-ANF(7-23)-NH 2  0.2 0.3
5 [ArgO,Phe 21]Ac-ANF(7-23)-NH 2  0.05 0.04

6 [Arg2JAc-ANF(7-23)-NH 2  0.03 -

7 [Arg 17,D-Arg2Je 21 ]Ac-ANF(7-23)-NH 2  1.8 0.2
8 [Argl7 ,Arg2°,Pbe 2l]Ac-ANF(7-23)-NH 2  0.3 0.04

9 [D-Cys 7Argi7 ,D-Arg2 °,phe2' ,Cys22]-
Ac-ANF(7-22)-NH 2  10 1

10 [Mercaptopropionyl7 ,Argl 7,D-Arg2°,Phe 21 ,Cys22]-
ANF(7-22)-NH 2  16 1

A B

Fig. 1. Hypothetical models for the bioactive conformation of Ac-ANF(7-28) (A) and of
[Arg17D-Arg2°Phe21JAc-hANF(7-23)-NH2 (B). 50 ps molecular dynamics simulation at
300 K and energy minimization has been applied on both models to remove unfavorable
intra-molecular interactions. The peptide backbones are shown as Ca-traces. All
hydrogen atoms are invisible.
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Synthetic approach to the identification of the
antibacterial domain of bactenecins, Pro/Arg-rich

peptides from bovine neutrophils

R. Gennaro1, M. Scocchl2 , B. Skerlavajl, A. Tossi2

and D. Romeo2

IDepartment of Biomedical Sciences and Technologies, University of
Udine, 1-33100 Udine 2Department of Biochemistry, Biophysics and

Macromolecular Chemistry, University of Trieste, 1-3412 7 Trieste, Italy

Introduction

We have isolated two highly cationic peptides, named bactenecins, which
represent a new family of Pro/Arg-rich antibiotics [1]. They are termed Bac5 and Bac7
from their respective molecular weight of 5 and 7 kDa, and both efficiently kill
various gram negative and gram positive bacteria in vitro. These peptides are stored
as inactive proforms in the so called large granules of bovine neutrophils, and are
activated by proteolytic removal of the pro region by elastase [2, 3]. Their sequence is
characterized by a highly cationic N-terminal portion, followed by frequent repeats of
the Arg-Pro-Pro-X (Bac5) or Pro-Arg-Pro-X (Bac7) motifs, where X are hydrophobic
residues (Figure 1). Moreover, in Bac7, these motifs are arranged in three tandemly
repeated tetradecamers from residues 15 to 56 [4]. This unusual primary structure
prompted us to investigate which characteristics (e.g., charge distribution, repeats)
were necessary for the antibacterial activity. To this end, we chemically synthesized a
series of fragments covering the whole sequence of both peptides (Figure 1), and
tested their antibacterial and membrane permeabilizing activities.

Bac5 RFIPPIRRPPIRIPPFYIPPFPPIRiPpr!lPi3PV FLGpVp

So 20o io 0o 5o
Dac? ! !RPRPPRLpRp LPFPUPGRpipRiFprRmwG RrLWr p Evil'

II

Fag. I. Sequences of Bac5 and Bac7 and schematic representation of synthesized

fragments.
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Results and Discussion

A series of fragments of Bac5 and Bac7 were synthesized by the solid phase
method, using Fmoc-amino acid derivatives, and purified by RPHPLC. Amino acid
analysis and mass spectrometry indicated that the peptides had the expected
composition and were obtained with a high degree of purity and excellent yield.

The antibacterial activity of the fragments was compared to that of the parent
peptides using the minimal inhibitory concentration assay (MIC), which determines
the minimal concentration at which no bacterial growth is observed. We tested the
peptides against several gram negative and gram positive bacteria, including
Escherichia coli, Bacillus megaterium (Table 1), Salmonella typhimurium, Serratia
marcescens and Staphylococcus epidermidis (not shown).

Table 1 Antibacterial and membrane permeabilization activities of BacS, Bac7 and
related synthetic peptides

PEPIIDE # of residues positivea MIC (,M)b permeabilizationc
charges E. coli B. megaterium

Bac5 43 10 1 2 0.44
Arg+1-31 32 9 0.5 2 0.36

1-31 31 8 1.0 20 0.21
1-25 25 8 1.0 50 0.12
1-18 18 6 40 160
1-15 15 6 80 >160

4-31 28 6 >100 >100
4-18 15 4 >160 >160
19-43 25 5 >200 >200 <0.01

Bac7 59 18 0.5 1 0.33

1-35 35 12 0.25 0.5 0.25
1-23 23 10 0.5 2.0 0.09
1-23am 23 10 1.0 2.0 0.20
acl-23am 23 9 2.0 10 <0.08
1-23am (all-D) 23 10 2.0 5
1-18 18 9 1.0 10 <0.05
1-4+29-56 32 10 10 80
1-15 15 8 20 160
29-56d 28 7 >100 >100
5-23 19 7 100 >160 <0.05
1-13 13 7 >200 >200

2lncludes that of the N-terminus; bMinimal inhibitory concentration, obtained by serial
dilution of peptides into microtiter wells containing the bacteria, 16 hr incubation at 37"C
and determination of the minimal concentration that prevented growth; repeated at least 3
times [1I] cGiven as the ratio of the time required to obtain a given absorbance after
addition of 50 .tg/mI of peptide to that required to reach the same absorbance after
sonication (100% permeabilization); dldentical to Bac7(15-42); am = amidated; ac =
acetylated.
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The results show that the highly cationic N-terminal portion of Bac5 or Bac7 is
essential for antibacterial activity and, given its presence, a minimum length of 18-20
residues is required. Thus, removal of only four residues (RRIR) from the N-terminus
of Bac7(1-23) markedly reduces its activity [see Bac7(5-23)], while the shorter
fragment 1-18, conserving the RRIR sequence, shows an activity comparable to that
of Bac7. Similarly, removing RFR from the N-terminus of Bac5(1-31) virtually
eliminates its activity [see Bac5(4-31)]. The relatively long C-terminal fragments
Bac5(19-43) and Bac7(29-56) are inactive, but the activity of the latter can be partially
recovered by adding the RRIR motif to its N-terminus [see Bac7(l-4 + 29-56)]. The
importance of positive charge is further emphasized by the fact that addition of a
single Arg residue to the N-terminus of Bac5(1-31) doubles its activity [see
Bac7(Arg+l-31)], while N-terminal acetylation of the Bac7(1-23am) causes a slight
reduction of its activity. We have also found that in the case of Bac7(l-23am), the all-
D enantiomer maintains a comparable activity. Apart from pointing to a means of
increasing resistance to proteolytic degradation, this also indicates that the mode of
action of these peptides is not likely to be receptor based.

Bac5 and Bac7, as many other antibacterial peptides, were found to permeabilize
both the inner and outer membrane of E. coli [5]. The ability of the synthetic peptides
to permeabilize the inner membrane was tested using a lactose permease-deficient
strain (ML-35) of E. coli, which constitutively produces 0-galactosidase in the
cytoplasm. The kinetics of permeabilization can be followed by monitoring the
hydrolysis of the substrate o-nitrophenyl-o-D-galactopyranoside, accessible to the
enzyme only upon inner membrane disruption. The activity of several peptides is
reported in Table I as the ratio of the time required to obtain a given absorbance after
the addition of peptide, to that after sonication (100% permeabilization).

These experiments confirm the trends observed for antibacterial activity, i.e. the
presence of the highly cationic N-terminal portion of the peptides and a minimum
length of 18-20 residues is required. Moreover it appears that the kinetics of
permeabilization is directly dependent on fragment length. For example,
permeabilization velocity decreases in the order Bac7>Bac7(1-35)>Bac7(I-23).
Interestingly, amidation of Bac7(1-23) increases the velocity to a value comparable to
that of Bac7(1-35).

In conclusion, by synthesizing a set of peptides of different length, covering the
whole sequence of Bac5 or Bac7, we have pinpointed those factors which determine
their antibacterial activity. This information is being used in ongoing studies on the
structure of these peptides, their mode of interaction with bacterial membranes, and in
designing peptides for biotechnological uses.
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Russtoxin: A new family of two-component
phospholipase A2 toxins from Russell's vipers
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Introduction

The venom components and antivenin of Russell's viper have been considered
as medically important because the snake caused more deaths than any other snake in
Southeast Asia and India [1, 21. The major symptoms of envenomation by Russell's
vipers are consumptive coagulation and neurotoxic signs [3-5]. We have previously
found that the phospholipase A2 (PLA2) from the venom of Vipera russeili (V. r.)
formosensis was a neurotoxic heterodimer RV-4:RV-7 (1:1) [5], designated as
russtoxin hereafter. The venoms of the other Russell's vipers were found containing
many PLA2 isoforms [5, 6], but their amino acid sequences have not been studied.
The objective of this study is to identify the presence of russtoxin in other species of
Russell's vipers, and analyze how the acidic subunit of russtoxin affects the biologic
function of the basic subunit.

Results and Discussion

We compared venom proteins of four species of Russell's vipers: V. r.
formosensis from Taiwan, V. r. pulchella from Sri Lanka, V. r. russeti from India
and Pakistan, and V. r. siamenuis from Thailand. Each of these venoms was
separated into three major fractions by Sephadex GI00 gel filtration column. The
PLA2s found in the major peak were further purified by C1 s RP-HPLC (Figure 1).
After confirmation of their purity by both C.-RP-HPLC re-chromatography and
SDS-PAGE, the purified PLA2s were subjected to automated protein sequencing up
to the 40-50 residues. Based on their sequences the PLA 2s could be categorized into
several groups, Table 1 lists two of the sequence groups. We found that the venoms
of V. r. russelli and V. r. siamensis contained russtoxin subunits similar to those
obtained from V. r. formosensis. R3 and S4 were very similar if not identical to F7
(i.e. RV-7 [5]); R2 and S2 were also similar or identical to F4 (i.e .RV-4 [5]) except
that die HPlSC-elution times of R2 and S3 differed slightly from those of F4 and S2
(Figure 1).

The enzymatic activity of R2 was slightly higher than F4, while both F7 and
R3 showed much lower catalytic activities (only about 1/150 those of F4 or R2).
The complexes of R2/R3 (1:1) and F4/F7 (1:1) had a similar LD50 (i.v.) of 0.15 wg/g
mice, and at 0.3-0.6 pg/ml they effectively blocked the contraction of chick biventer
cervicies tissue [5]. Therefore, Russtoxin-like molecules exist in all of the three
Russell's vipers studied. In contrast, the venom of V. r. pulche~la contains a differert
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set of PLA2 isoforms. This conclusion was also confirmed by immunochemical
analysis using anisea prepared from puified R4 and F7 as antigens.

0.5- F4-0

0 - - 2 5"
0.5- -50

z

RI R3

S0.5-/R, -50

V_._._N II
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Ib io 30 40
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Fig. I. RP-HPLC of the PLA2-containing fractions from Sephadex G-100. A Chemcosorb
CIS-RP column (ODS-H, 5 pm, I x 25 cm) was used to isolate the PLA2 isoforms from the
four viper species. Solvent A was 0.07% TFA in H20, solvent B was 0.07% TFA in
CH3CN, and the elution was by a linear gradient 25-50% of solvent B over 36 min at a
flow rate of 2 ml/mmi.

R2 alone was much less neurotoxic toward the chick tissue than R4 but the 1:1
complex of R2 with R3 or F7, was as toxic as the F4/F7 complex. We therefore
determined the amino acid sequence of R2 by endoproteinase fragmentation followed
by automated N-terminal sequencing of the fragments. The complete amino acid
sequence of R2 differed from that reported for R4 [51 by only 5 substitutions at the
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C-terminal region: the substitution in R2 with respect to F4 are: El16R, K125Y,
and El31K besides two semiconserved changes of S 124Y and R129K. Among these,
K125Y probably is an important factor responsible for the low neurotoxicity of R2
since region 119-128 has been suggested to be a part of the neurotoxic site [5].

Table 1 The N-terminal amino acid sequences of russtoxin-related PLA2s from
Russell's vipers: V. r. formosensis, V. r. russelli and V. r. siamensis

PLA2  10 20 30 40 50
F4 NLFQFARMINGKLGAFSVWNYISYGCYCGWGGQGTPKDATDRCCFVHDCC
R2
S2
S3 DA QE F K

F7 NLFQFGEMILEKTGKEVVHSYAIYGCYCGWGGQGRAQDATDRCCFVHDCC
R3
S4

Abbreviations of PLA2 were as in Figure 1. In both groups of the PLA2s only the first
sequence and the residues different from the first are shown.

The acidic subunits of russtoxin (F7 or R3) inhibited the enzymatic activity of
the basic subunit (F4 or R2) toward phospholipid substrates and also protected it
against inactivation by p-bromophenancyl bromide. However, the acidic subunits
increased the lethality and neurotoxicity of the basic subunits in the chick-neck tissue
[5]. It is suggested that the acidic subunit protects the basic subunit from non-
specific binding, and facilitates its targeting for certain neuronal receptors.
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Glucagon antagonist design based on replacement
of active site triad residues
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Introduction

Glucagon is a 29-residue peptide hormone, which together with insulin is
responsible for maintaining basal glucose concentrations critical for survival. It is a
prominent member of a family of peptides that includes secretin and VIP, with which
it shares remarkable sequence similarity. Not surprisingly, the glucagon receptor
sequence deduced from its cDNA [1] also bears resemblance to a subset of G protein-
coupled receptors whose striking feature is a large extracellular domain which
presumably contains the ligand binding site. The structural criteria by which these
receptors recognize their ligands, as well as the events that trigger the subsequent
generation of the transmembrane signal are gradually being defined by structure
function analyses of the hormone, utilizing solid phase peptide synthesis. Our
previous work has established that Asp9 and His' are important residues for
transduction of the glucagon response [2, 3]. Extensive investigation of all four
serine residues in the sequence led to the observation that Ser16 also contributed
significantly to adenylate cyclase activation [4, 5]. Thus, we have proposed that,
upon binding, the resulting hormone-receptor complex acquires serine protease-like
activity, and that the His' , Asp9, and Ser16 residues of glucagon constitute an active
site triad that mediates a proteolytic event that triggers the signaling cascade. The
hydroxyl groups of Ser2 and Sers provide a binding determinant so that substitution
led to decreases in receptor binding and consequently, to decreased activity.
Interestingly, SeriI has an influence on binding. Replacement of Ser"I by a more
hydrophobic residue such as Ala or Thr increased binding 3 to 5 fold, while the effect
on signal transduction was minimal [4, 5]. Utilizing data from these structure
function studies, we designed and synthesized a series of nine new analogs that
incorporated at least two and as many as four replacements of the putative active site
residues. Some of the derivatives are the most potent glucagon antagonists to date.

Results and Discussion

Nine replacement analogs of glucagon amide were synthesized by the solid
phase peptide method on an Applied Biosystems synthesizer. We designed these
derivatives based on the presumption that substitution of at least two of the active
site residues should lead to inactive analogs that might still bind to the glucagon
receptor. In addition, we combined these changes with Ala" and a deletion of
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hisdne at position 1. All of the peplides were assayed for their receptor binding
affinity and potency in the activation of adenylate cyclase.

Table I Position 1, 9, 11,& 16 replacement analogs

Analog of Memnbrane Adenylate cyclase activity
glucagon amide binding, % % Relative (I/A)50b pA2C

potency

Glucagon amide 100 15

1 Nle9Ala16  56.2 .038 3.2 8.2
2 Ala"Ala' 6  100 1.34 - -
3 Alai "Asn1 6  49 1.1 -

4 Alai "Gln"6 60.3 12 - -

5 Nle 9Ala"lAla' 6  26.3 <0.0012 3.8 8.8
6 des-His'Nle 9Ala16  100 <0.001 2.14 8.4
7 des-His'Alai"Ala' 6  28.2 <0.007 19.1 7.0
8 des-His'AlalIAsn16  22.4 .014 9.5 8.0
9 des-His'Nle 9Ala Ala16 100 <0.0043 0.85 8.4

aRelative potency is the ratio (xlOO) of the concentration of natural glucagon to the
concentration of analog which gives 50% of maximum response of analog.
b(I/A)50 , the inhibition index, is the ratio of inhibitor concentration to agonist
concentration when the response is reduced to 50% of the response of agonist in the
absence of inhibitor.
CpA 2 is the negative logarithm of the concentration of inhibitor that reduces the response
to I unit of agonist to the response obtained from 0.5 unit of agonist.

In general, as predicted, Table 1 shows that all of the active-site replacement
analogs retained very good receptor binding affinities ranging from 22% to 100%.
Any two modifications of the His' Asp9 Ser16 triad, as in Nle9Ala16, analog 1
reduced the relative activity in the adenylate cyclase assay to 2500 times less than the
natural hormone, or 375 times less than glucagon amide. Analogs 2-4 that
combined an Ala"1 substitution with a Ser16 replacement had partial agonist activity
and thus were not glucagon antagonists. Not unexpectedly, a deletion of position-I
histidine improved the inhibitory potential of the analogs. Notably, when His' was
deleted from analogs 2 and 3, the resulting des-His' derivatives, analogs 7 and 8
were converted to glucagon antagonists. Des-His'Nle9Ala' 6. analog 6 bound better
and was a slightly improved antagonist than the Hisi-containing analog 1.
Interestingly, analog 5 proved to be the most potent glucagon antagonist reported,
with an inhibition index (I/Aso) of 3.8 and a pA2 value of 8.8. The des-His'
derivative, analog 9 has by far the best inhibition index, 0.85 of any reported
antagonist.

The contribution of position 11 to the binding affinity of the analogs is less
clear. Previous analyses suggested that Sert appears to fit into a binding groove,
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since a more hydrophobic functional group actually enhanced the hydrophobic
interaction. [Ala 1I1glucagon amide for example, bound 500% as well as glucagon
itself [4, 5]. Analogs 5 and 9 do not have improved binding potencies compared to
the corresponding analogs 1 and 6 which have not incorporated alanine at position
11. However, notwithstanding the role of Alai' 1. all four analogs are potent
antagonists with pA2 values ranging from 8.2 to 8.8.

The observation that replacement of at least two of the active site triad residues
resulted in antagonists underscores our contention that the three residues, His', Asp',
and Ser16 are indeed involved in the activation step, and that they must interact in
some way. In close parallelism with a charge relay system, we considered the
possibility that Ser16 behaved as a nucleophile in a serine protease-like pathway
where His' accepts the hydroxyl proton and is in turn stabilized by Asp9. Our idea is
bolstered by the observation that cAMP production by the glucagon adenylate cyclase
system was inhibited by serum protease inhibitors, although at a relatively high
concentration [4, 5]. Nevertheless, the ability to design potent antagonists based on
the putative active site triad supports our finding that the three residues are indeed
responsible for activation and not binding, and act in a cooperative manner.
Furthermore, it is a widely accepted notion that glucagon is very sensitive to
alteration in its natural sequence, since the entire peptide is required for binding and
full agonist activity. In our study, we have been able to design analogs with up to
four points of modification at positions 1, 9, 11 and 16, which are still recognized by
the glucagon receptor and are able to compete effectively with natural glucagon for
receptor sites. These results present new possibilities for the design of glucagon
antagonists.
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Introduction

Cecropin A is an antibacterial peptide isolated from the hemolymph of
silkmnoth pupae (review [1]), and melittin is a peptide toxin isolated from the venom
of the honeybee [2]. The solid-phase synthesis, and antibacterial and hemolytic
activities of the cecropin A-melittin hybrid peptide, all-L CA(l- 13)M(l -1I3)NH2, were
reported by Bonman, et al. in 1989 [31, and those of its D-enantiomer by Wade, et al.
in 1990 [4]. A two-dimensional 'H-NMR (2D-NMR) structure for the all-L hybrid
was reported by Sipos et al. in 1991 [51 (Figure 1). The all-L and all-D hybrids had
increased antibacterial and decreased henmolytic activities with respect to the all-L and
all-D parent peptides, cecropin A [CA(l -37)NH 2] and melittin [M(1 -26)NH 2]. In
addition, the antibacterial and hemolytic activities of the all-L and all-D enantiomneric
pair were very similar against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, and
erythrocytes (Table 1), indicating that bioactivity did not involve interaction with
chiral receptors.

K-W-K-L-F-K-K-I-E.K-V-G-Q-G-I-G.A.V-L-K.-L-T.T.G.-LCONH 2
a-helix a-helix

Fig. 1. Primary structure of the cecropin A-melittin hybrid, CA(]-13)M(-1-3)NH 2 . The
N-terminal half of the peptide consists of residues 1-13 of cecropin A, and the C-termina
half consists of residues 1-13 of melittin 13). 2D-NMR experiments [5) indicate that
residues 4-12 of the cecropin A portion and 3-13 of the melittin portion are a-helical
(underlined), and separated by a short region of flexibility.

Results and Discussion

We synthesized an analog of the all-D hybrid in which D-fle residues were

replaced with L-Ile, at position 8 of the CA( -13) segment and position 2 of the M(1 -
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13) segment, and compared the antibacterial and hemolytic activities of the analog
with those of the all-D peptide. The analog had reduced activities (Table 1) against
one Gram-negative (3-fold reduced) and all Gram-positive organisms (2-50 fold
reduced), especially against Staphylococcus aureus (SaC I).

We also synthesized single replacement analogs of the all-D hybrid which
contained an L-Ile replacement at either position 8 of the CA(1-13) segment or
position 2 of the M(I-13) segment, and compared their activities with those of the
all-D hybrid and the double replacement analog (Table 1). Surprisingly, the activities
of both single replacement analogs were identical, and not significantly different from
the activities of the all-D hybrid.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the single and double replacement analogs,
in 20% hexafluoroisopropanol-water solution, showed that the single replacement
analogs had the same content of a-helix as the all-D hybrid, 70%, whereas the double
replacement analog had only 55% a-helix.

In addition, we replaced both Ile's of the all-D hybrid with D-Leu, a less
expensive isomer, and found that this analog had slightly better bioactivity than the
parent peptide, especially against Staph. aureus (6-fold more active).

A half-D, half-L analog, D[CA(-l3)]-LLM(l-l3)]NH 2, was also synthesized.

The antibacterial activities of this analog, with respect to those of the all-L and all-D
hybrids, were mixed: activities were 17-27 fold improved against E. coli (D21), 2-5
fold reduced against P. aeruginosa (0T97), 7-10 fold improved against B. subtilis
(Bsl 1), and 28-113 fold reduced against S. aureus (SaC1).

None of the new peptides caused hemolysis.

Table 1 Lethal and lyric concentrations (pM) of peptides

Peptide Amide: D21 OT97 Bsll SaCI Spi SRC

L[CA(I-37)]b 0.2 1 3 >300 5 >200
D[CA(I-37)]b 0.3 0.8 3 >300 2 >300
L[M(I-26)]b 0.8 3 0.2 0.2 0.5 4
D[M(I-26)]b 1 2 0.4 0.1 0.9 2
L[CA(1-l3)M(l-l3)jb 0.5 1 0.7 2 1 >200
D[CA(l-l3)M(I-l3)]b 0.8 2 1 8 0.8 500
L-Ileg-DICA(1-13)M(I-13)] 0.8 3.6 0.9 6.7 0.9 >210
D[CA(l-l3)]-L-lle 2-D[M 1-13)] 0.5 3.2 0.9 8.9c 0.6 >188
L-Ile 8-D[CA(I-13)]-L-Ile -D[M(I-13)] 0.9 7 2 >400 4 >400
D[Leu 8-CA(l-13)-Leu2-M(l-13)] 0.5 1.1 0.5 1.3 0.8 >195
D[CA(I-13)3-L[M(l-13)1 0.03 4.8 0.1 226 0.5c 700

aD21, Escherichia coil; 0T97, Pseudomonas aeruginosa; Bsl l, Bacillus subtilis; SaCI,

Staphylococcus aureus; Spl, Streptococcus pyogenes; SRC, sheep red blood cells. Small
values for D21, 0T97, Bsl 1, SaCI, and Spl indicate good antibacterial activities, and a
small value for SRC indicates that the peptide is hemolytic. Two-fold differences in
antibacterial activities are considered to be within the range of experimental error. bData
from Ref. 4. eFiat concentration dependence; values difficult to interpret.

The results for D[CA(l-13)j-L-l1e2-D[M(l-13)]NH 2 can be rationalized by noting
that replacement occurs in the flexible interhelical region, which may reduce a
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disruptive effect on the C-terminal a-helix. The results obtained with the L-Iles
analog were surprising because replacement of a D- with an L-amino acid at position
8 would be expected to disrupt the a-helix. Andreu et al. [6] showed that replacing
lie8 in cecropin A with helix disrupting Pro, caused 2-50 fold reductions in
antibacterial activities against Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. However,
Sipos et al. [5] found that the N-terminal a-helix of CA(I-13)M(I-13)NH 2 was less
stable than either the corresponding N-terminal a-helix of cecropin A [7] or the C-
terminal a-helix of CA(l-13)M(l-13)NH2. Therefore, substituting an L- for a D-
amino acid in this helix may not be very disruptive, or, alternatively, this helix may
simply be less important than the C-terminal a-helix for bioactivity of the hybrid.

The secondary structure of the half-D, half-L analog would be expected to change
from a left-handed a-helix to a right-handed a-helix in the center of the flexible
region of the peptide, thereby minimizing any disruptive effect on the helices.
However, the antibacterial activities of this analog were mixed with respect to those
of the replacement analogs, which makes it difficult to speculate about possible
structural reasons for diffetences in activity.

In conclusion, the reduction in antibacterial activities and content of a-helix
seen with the double replacement hybrid cannot be accounted for by either of the
single replacements, and may be due to a combination of the effects of both
replacements; a possible cooperative effect. Molecular modeling studies are in
progress to determine if there is any obvious structural basis for these phenomena.
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Introduction

Membrane active peptides from frog skin secretion, such as the magainins
(MG), that specifically lyse prokaryotic cells [1] are class L (lytic) amphipathic
a helixes [2]; other class L peptides from bee and wasp stings, such as mastoparan,
lyse eukaryotic as well as prokaryotic cells [3]. Since eukaryotic cell membranes
contain cholesterol and bacterial cell membranes do not, interaction between the lytic
peptide and cholesterol may be involved with the specificity of the lytic activity of
these peptides. Recent studies have shown that some magainins adopt an a helical
structure in the presence of phospholipid and a 0 structure in the presence of
phospholipid and cholesterol [4]. Computer analysis [5] of naturally occurring class
L amphipathic helixes showed that there is a conserved Glu residue on the polar/non
polar interface of the helix of antibiotic peptides which is not present in the peptide
venoms. This negatively charged Glu residue has the potential to interact with
cholesterol found in eukaryotic membranes. We have also observed that the bulk of
amino acid residues on the polar/non polar interface on the opposite side of the helix
affects the hemolytic activity of these peptides [6]. We used this information in the
design model peptide analogs to study the molecular basis for prokaryotic specificity
of peptide-induced lysis.

Results and Discussion

Three peptides, 18 LMG (LGSIWKFIKAFVGGIKKF), [EI4]18LMG and [G5,
E14] 18LMG were synthesized [7] and examined for hemolytic and bactericidal activity
(Table 1). The rank order hemolytic activity was 18LMG > [E14 ]1SLMG >

[G 5 ,E]4]18LMG = MG-2; the rank order bactericidal activity was 18LMG >
[G5,E14]I 8 LMG > [E4]I 8 LMG > MG-2 (Table 1). Although the hemolytic activities
of both [G5,E14]18LMG and MG-2 are <1%, [G5,EI4]IgLMG has 4-fold greater
bactericidal activity than MG-2. These results indicate that a hemolytic, bactericidal
class L peptide can be converted to a non-hemolytic, bactericidal peptide by two
changes in the hydrophobic face: addition of Glu and reduction of "steric bulk".

We have shown that the presence or absence of an interfacial Glu residue in
these peptides determines the specificity of its lytic activity, perhaps by forming H-
bonds with cholesterol in eukaryotic cell membranes. The bulk of interfacial amino
acid residues on the opposite side of the helix determines the degree of eukaryotic cell
lysis.
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Table I Hemolytic and antibacterial activity of peptides

Peptide % HemolysisA C,
(14)b

18LMG 44 0.03
[E14] 1814,3 11 3.3

[G5,E14]18LMO <1 1.4
Magainin-2 (MG-2) <1 5.6
aLysis of human erythrocytes was determined after incubation at 37°C for 10 min at a

peptide concentration of 3OpM.
DLethal concentrations (C1 ) against E.coli D31 were determined on agarose plates [8].
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Introduction

Platelet adhesion to the subendothelium of a damaged vessel wall and the
subsequent platelet aggregation are critical steps in the beginning of uncontrolled
platelet deposition on thrombogenic surfaces. Such impairments of the vessel wall
caused by, for example, atherosclerosis may provoke vascular occlusions resulting in
myocardial infarction or cerebral stroke. In the growth of thrombus the fibrinogen
cross-linkings between platelets mediated via platelet fibrinogen receptor glycoprotein
Ilb/IIa complex (gpIlb/lla) were shown to be essential [4]. To block this step
monoclonal antibodies against gpllb/Ila and the army of analogues of fibrinogen
a-chain mimicking Arg-Gly-Asp(RGD)-containing peptides were developed [1, 2, 3].

Ac-Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser-OH (GRGDS) is a pentapeptide representing the
family of RGD-peptides powerfully inhibits platelet aggregation induced by ADP and
by other platelet agonists.

This peptide is not only an antifibrinogen agent but it can block other RGD-
mediated receptor-ligand interactions, e.g. the binding of fibronectin, vitronectin, von
Willebrand factor, thrombospondin, and disintegrins to their own receptor sites [6].

Although systematically administered RGD-peptide analogues successfully
inhibit thrombotic events in vivo investigated in animal models, and therefore, they
may have therapeutical applications. There are no data available in the literature how
RGD-peptides influence the tone of the vessel wall. In order to obtain information
about the possible effect of an RGD-peptide on vascular tissue we investigated the
vasoactive properties and the mechanism of action of GRGDS.

Results and Discussion

New Zealand rabbits with 1.5-2.5 kg body weight from either sex were used.
After injection of 500 IU/kg heparin into the marginal ear vein, the rabbits were
killed by blowing on the head. The chest was opened immediately, the heart was cut
out to achieve exsanguination and the thoracic aortri was excised. When the vessel
was carefully cleaned from the surrounding connective tissue, it was cut with blades
into rings of 5 mm in width. Before equilibration process the rings were stored in
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100 ml organ bath (freshly made Krebs-Henseleit (K-H) solution, pH 7.4, 37°C,
continuously bubbling with a gas mixture containing 95% 02 and 5% C0 2 ).

During the 45 min incubation periods the rings were mounted in a recording
chamber with a volume of 2 ml of K-H solution continuously bubbling with the
above-mentioned gas mixture and a resting tension of 10 mN was applied. In order
to achieve perfect equilibration, the K-H solution was changed every 15 nin and the
resting tension was adjusted continuously to 10 mN.

In some cases the endothelium was removed by rubbing with a glass rod
covered by a cotton swab.

In the second part of our investigations 30 min preincubation of rings was
performed with 30 jLM L-N0 -nitro-arginine (LNNA), the most powerful nitric-oxide
synthase inhibitor prior to addition of GRGDS.

Before beginning the experiments the rings were suspended in recording
chambers under similar conditions as described above and were preconstricted by
2.5x10-7 M phenylephrine (Phe). The endothelium was considered suitable, if the
amplitude of relaxation caused by 2.5x10-7 M acethylcholine (Ach) was at least 50%
of the magnitude of contraction induced by Phe. The denuded rings were contracted
after Ach administration. After washing a new Phe constriction was performed, and
GRGDS was added when the steady state had been accomplished.

The isometric tension was measured with a force transducer (Experimetria,
Hungary) connected to a bridge amplifier (Mikromed, Hungary) and displayed on a
pen-recorder (KUTESZ, Type 175, Hungary).

Student's t test for unpaired observations was used for statistical evaluation of
the data. The ICS0 was calculated by fitting the logistic function.

Srelxatilon
100-

30-

og

--4.- mm .- LNNA Iod degre of signlflicamn
* : (( 0.0M)

(Me8.EM) "* : (P0.001)

Fig. 1. Endothelium dependent relaxation caused by GRGDS on rabbit aortic rings (n =5-
13).

1. When the effect of GRGDS on endothelium intact rabbit aortic rings
preconstricted with Phe was studied, the pentapeptide showed a dose-dependent
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vasorclaxant activity in the concentration range of 105 to 4x10-4 M. The measured
maximum relaxation amounted to 81.48±3.44% (n=13, p<0.001). The ICs0 of
GRGDS was 2.74±0.53x10-5M.
2. The responsiveness of denuded rings to GRGDS was also studied. In such
preparations no relaxation was observed with GRGDS up to a concentration of 4 x
10-4 M.
3. Furthermore, the effect of LNNA on GRGDS induced relaxation was studied.
3x10-5 M LNNA decreased the maximum vasorelaxant effect of GRGDS to
33.69±7.49% (n=5). On the other hand this effect of LNNA was completely reversed
by adding 104 M L-arginine.

Results are shown in Figure 1.
The data of the present study indicate that the pentapeptide GRGDS is a

powerful endothelium dependent vasodilator, and its action is mediated probably via
the nitric-oxide pathway.

It was published previously that this peptide was successfully tested in order to
prevent reocclusion of dog coronaries after streptolysis [5, 7]. Our data suggest that
the EDRF released by GRGDS administered in platelet inhibitory concentration may
contribute to keep open the recanalized vessel not only via the potentiation of the
platelet inhibitory effect of GRGDS but through a direct vasodilating action [8].

In this phase of investigations we do not know the exact nature of the
endothelial GRGDS receptor. There are also no published data available concerning
the vascular action of other RGD-peptides. Undoubtedly, in order to obtain more
information about the new endothelial RGD-receptor we need further investigations.

The antifibrinogen pentapeptide Ac-GRGDS-OH is a potent endothelium
dependent vasodilator.
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Introduction

In recent years there have been many reports suggesting that the mechanism of
action of several antibacterial peptides may well involve their ability to lyse cells
through perturbation of the membrane bilayer [1, 2]. Although there is no sequence
homology amongst many of these peptides, they all appear to be characterized by a
common structural feature that is critical to their antimicrobial activity i.e.
amhipathic a-helices. The amphipathy of a segment in a polypeptide chain can be
quantitated through the hydrophobic moment algorithm developed by Eisenberg [3].
Using this approach, Eisenberg noted that a significant proportion of the known
antimicrobial peptides could be identified by their typically high hydrophobic
moment <Uh> and low hydrophobicity <H> values. We have used the algorithm to
screen the vast number of sequences in the protein data base to locate segments that
possess the hydrophobic moment properties associated with the known antimicrobial
peptides. Here, we describe the antimicrobial and other properties of peptide
derivatives of a 14-residue segment derived from murine perforin [4].

Results and Discussion

The 14-residue peptide derived from murine perforin (Table 1) comprises
residues 191 through 204 of the mature protein. To facilitate intrinsic fluorescence
measurements, Phe at position 13 was replaced with Trp. Additional substitutions
included Asp to Lys (position 1), Phe to Leu (position 2), Pro to Ala (position
10), Asn to His (position 12) and Ass to Lys at position 14. The resulting
peptide, P3, was more basic than the wild type peptide (Table 1). Three other
derivatives were also made to examine the effect of increasing the hydrophobicity and
the amphipathy on the properties of P3 (data not shown). Peptide P3 in aqueous
solution adopted a random conformation. However, in the presence of acidic
liposomes (phosphatidylcholine:phosphatadic acid, 3:1), a predominantly ct-helical
structure was induced (Figure 1A). This ability to form an ct-helical structure was
lost in peptide P3S, a scrambled derivative of P3 with a iow hydrophobic moment.
All peptides exhibited similar antif-ungal activity against two plant pathogens (Table
1) albeit with a significantly reduced MCIC value in the case of P3S. However, the
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persistence of the activity suggests that, at least in the case of fungal cells, the
juxtaposition of basic charges may play a significant role in addition to the
amphipathy. In antibacterial assays the activity of P3S against several g- and g+
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Fig. M,. CD spectra of peptides in acidic lposomes (PC:PA, 3:1) or PBS, pH 7.4. 0 P3 in
PBS, 0 P3 in •Lposome, A P3S in PBS, A P3S i liposome.
Fig. lB. Lipolytic activity of peptides. Samples were prepared by mixing different
concentrations of peptides with 0.1 mg/ml acidic liposomes containing
catboxyfluorescein, and incubating for 10 min at room temperature. a PS, 0 P3S, A P3,
* Q3, PIO, 0 Q4.
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bacteria were significantly reduced (data not shown). The membranolytic action of
the peptides was evidenced by their ability to leach carboxyfluorescein from acidic
liposomes encapsulating the dye (Figure IB). Significantly, the lytic activity of the
scrambled peptide P3S, was markedly reduced. Furthermore, the peptides
demonstrated little or no hemolytic activity against rabbit erythrocytes at
concentrations up to 50 9M.

Table I Antfingal data for amphipathic peplides

Peptide Sequence (uha F. gpwnineanm F. monliforme
MICIMaCC(jg/m) MIC/MaCCQg/mI)

Perf. DFKKALRALPRNFN(0.80)
P3 (0.78) 10/20 5/40
P3S KAHWLRLKALAKRK(0.21) 40/>80 15/>80

auh is the averaged hydrophobic moment for the whole sequence; MIC is the minimum
inhibitory concentration and MCIC is the minimum complete inhibitory concentration.

Our results suggest that it is possible to design a library of antimicrobial
peptides by identifying segments in the protein sequence data base that have
hydrophobic moment values comparable to the other known antimicrobial peptides.
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Introduction

Receptor-selective opioid antagonists are of interest as pharmacological tools
and as potential therapeutic agents. In recent years, significant progress has been
made in the development of both peptide and non-peptide antagonists with improved
selectivity for each of the three major opioid receptor types (gi, 8, x) (for a recent
review, see ref. [1]). Among various reported 8 antagonists, the enkephalin analog
N,N-diallyl-Tyr-Aib-Aib-Phe-Leu-OH (I10 174864) shows considerable 8 receptor
selectivity but only moderate potency [2], whereas the 8-selective non-peptide
antagonist naltrindole is highly potent [3]. However, naltrindole also displayed
significant antagonist potency against it and Kc agonists in the guinea pig ileum
(GPI) assay (Ke values of 29 nM and 46 nM, respectively). Recently, we reported
the discovery of a new class of opioid peptide-derived 8 antagonists that contain a
tetra-hydroisoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid (Tic) residue in the 2-position of the peptide
sequence [4). The two prototype antagonists were the tetrapeptide H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-
Phe-OH (TIPP) and the tripeptide H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-OH (TIP). TIPP showed high
antagonist potency against various 8 agonists in the mouse vas deferens (MVD)
assay (Ke = 3-5 nM), high 8 receptor affinity (Kig = 1.22 nM) and extraordinary 8
selectivity (Ki9/Ki8 = 1410). Furthermore, TIPP displayed no gt or ic antagonist
properties in the GPI assay at concentrations as high as 10 pM. In comparison with
TIPP, TIP was a somewhat less potent and less selective 8 antagonist. Whereas both
TIPP and TIP were stable in aqueous buffer solution (pH 7.7) for at least six months,
these peptides underwent slow, spontaneous Tyr-Tic diketopiperazine formation with
concomitant cleavage of the Tic-Phe peptide bond in DMSO and MeOH [5]. Here we
describe a number of TIPP analogs with increased 8 antagonist potency, with further
improved 8 selectivity and with structural characteristics that prevent spontaneous or
enzymatic degradation. Furthermore, we systematically examined the effect of
halogenation at the 3'-position of Tyri in TIPP on the intrinsic activity ("efficacy").
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Results and Discussion

Replacement of the Phes3 residue with 3-(2-naphthyl)alanine (2-Nal) or of the
Phe4 residue with p-nitrophenylalanine [Phe(pNO2)J produced TIPP analogs that
retained about the same antagonist potency as the parent peptide in the MVD
bioassay but showed a 3-fold improvement in 8 receptor selectivity in the opioid
receptor binding assays (Table 1). Analogs containing tryptophan or homo-
phenylalanine (Hfe) in place of Phe3 were 2 and 7 times more potent than TIPP as
antagonists, respectively. These compounds displayed 8 receptor affinities in the
subnanomolar range as well as further improved 8 selectivities. Two other analogs
with subnanomolar 8 antagonist potency resulted from substitution of the N-terminal
tyrosine residue with either NO-methyltyrosine [Tyr(NMe)] or 3',5'-dhnethyltyrosine
(Dint). In comparison with naltrindole, [Tyr(NMe)']TIPP was about 50% more
potent as antagonist against the 8 agonist [D-Ala2]deltorphin I in the MVD assay and
500 times more 5-selective in the receptor binding assays. [Dmt']TIPP showed
unprecedented 8 antagonist potency (Ke = 0.152 nM), being about 4 times as potent
as naltrindole.

To exclude the possibility of spontaneous peptide degradation via Tyr-Tic
diketopiperazine formation we prepared TIPP- and TIP analogs that contain a reduced
peptide bond between the Tic2 and Phe3 residues. The resulting pseudopeptide

Table I Antagonist potencies and opioid receptor afitnities of TIPP analogs

Compound y[1a K1 pfnMrb KnMlb r 8

H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 2.96 1720 1.22 1410
H-Tyr-Tk,-Phe-OI 12.6 1280 9.07 141
H-Tyr-Tic-Trp-Phe-OH 1.65 1790 0.301 5950
H-Tyr-Tic-2-Nal-Phe-OH 3.07 6330 1.31 4830
H-Tyr-Tic-Hfe-Phe-OH 0.408 1990 0.277 7180
H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe(pNO 2)-OH 2.79 2890 0.703 4110
Tyr(NMe)-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH •0.436 13400 1.29 10400
H-Dmt-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH 0.152 141 0.248 569
H-Tyr-TIcW[CH 2-NH]Phe-PFe-OH 2.58 3230 0.308 10500
H-Tyr-TIV([C-12-NH-Phe-OH 9.05 10800 1.94 5570
Naltrindole 0.636 3.86 0.182 21.2
DPDPE - 943 16.4 57.5
[D-Ala2]deltorphin II 3930 6.43 611
[LeusJenkephalin 9.43 2.53 3.73

ODetermined against [D-Ala 2ldeltorphin I in the MVD assay. bBinding assay based on
displacement of [3H]DAMGO (I-selective) and [3HIDSLET (8-selective) from rat brain
membrane binding sites.

analogs, H-Tyr-TicW[fCH 2-NH]Phe-Phe-OH (TIPP[I]) and H-Tyr-Ticiy[CH2-NH]Phe-
OH (TIP[W]), showed slightly improved 8 antagonist potency and significantly
enhanced 8 receptor selectivity as compared to their respective parent peptides.
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TIPP[iW] displayed unprecedented 8 selectivity (K]IV/Ki = 10 500), being 180 times
and 17 times more 8-selective than the 8 agonists DPDPE and [D-Ala 2ldeltorphin I,
respectively. In enzymatic degradation studies based on incubation of 104 M peptide
solutions with rat brain membrane suspensions at 37 0C TIPP[V] was found to be
completely stable against enzymatic degradation, whereas the parent peptide TIPP
underwent slow degradation (t i/2 = 22 h). All TIPP analogs listed in Table 1 had
insignificant affinity for ic receptors (KI.r > 1 1iM). Furthermore, at concentrations up
to 10 pM, none of the TIPP-derived antagonists described here showed g or ic
antagonist properties in the GPI assay or any agonist effect in the MVD assay. These
novel 8 antagonists are likely to find wide use as pharmacological tools in opioid
resrc

The results of binding studies performed with [125I]TIPP suggested that
substitution of an iodine atom at the 3-position of Tyr' in TIPP had turned the 8
antagonist into a 8 agonist [6]. Indeed, [Tyr(3'-I)]TIPP behaved as a full agonist in
the MVD assay (Figure 1, Table 2) and its effect was antagonized by TIPP (Ke = 11
nM). Ccrresponding iodination of the Tyr residue in TIP and TIPP[V] did not result
in agonism (data not shown) and, therefore, it appears that the astonishing conversion
observed with TIPP may be due to an overall conformational effect rather than to a
direct, local effect of the iodine substituent. Interestingly, substitution of a bromine
or chlorine atom at the 3'-position of Tyr' in TIPP produced partial agonists with

100 - - -

Z

~50-z

10- 10-7 10-6 10-5

PEPTIDE CONCENTRATION [M]

Fig. 1. Antagonism of [Yyr(3'-I) 1jTIPP by TIPP in MVD assay. Log dose-response curve
of [Tyr( 3'-I)1)TIPP in absence ( 0) and in presence ( 0) of TIPP (i00 )nM).

respective "efficacies" (e) of 0.16 and 0.12, whereas the Tyr(3'-F)-analog was again a
pure antagonist. Thus, systematic substitution of halogen atoms beginning with
iodine and in the order of the periodic table produced a progressive decrease in intrinsic
activity and a concomitant increase in affinity at the 8 receptor (Table 2).
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Confouuational studies of this series of halogenated TIPP analogs can be expected to
provide new insight into structure - intrinsic activity relationships.

Table 2 5 Opsodd qg antagonist properties of halogemaed TIPP analogs

MVD assay Binding

Analog Agonist/antagonist Potency KIq

(nM) (nM)

H-Tyr(3-I)-Tic-Phe-Pbe-OH full agonist (e =1.0) IC50 = 97 24.2
H-Tyr(3'-Br)-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH partial agonist (e = 0.16) K. = 24-32 3.62
H-Tyr(3-Cl)-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH partial agonist (e = 0.12) KI( = 19-20 3.00
H-Tyr(3'-F)-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH antagonist KY = 6-13 1.62
H-Tyr-lic-Phe-Phe-OH antagonist K. = 3-6 1.22

aDisplacement of [3H]DSLET from rat brain membrane binding sites.
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Introduction

Tachykinins (TKs) are a family of peptides that exert their biological actions by
stimulating three distinct receptors (termed NIK-l, NK-2 and NK-3). Among the
three natural mammalian TKs, substance P (SP) displays the highest affinity for the
NK-l receptor, Neurokinin A (NKA) for the NK-2 receptor and Neurokinin B (NKB)
for the NK-3 receptor (1].

In order to design highly selective peptides, which are able to interact
specifically with NK-2 receptor and not with NK-1 and NK-3 receptors and acting
either as agonists or antagonists, it is essential both to have some structural
information on the bioactive three-dimensional structure of the ligand and a well-
defined and rigid scaffold on which the chemical groups, directly interacting with the
receptor, could be attached.

At the beginning of our study, some information was available on the
biological activity of NKA analogues acting either as agonists or antagonists, but
very little was known on the structural requirements for the interaction with NK-2
receptors. A highly reliable structure activity relationship, based on NMR studies,
was reported [21 on a series of NKA (4-10) analogues containing different residues in
position 8. The most active and selective analogue [0-Ala8]NKA (4-10) showed at
least two well-defined structural domains. Two 0-turns type I involving residues 5-8
and 8-10 (including the amide terminal group) were proposed.

We were the first to propose and to demonstrate [3], that two consecutive [
amino acids, when incorporated in cyclo-tetra-peptides of 14-membered ring size, are
capable to force the remaining pair of a-amino acids to adopt a ft-turned structure.
We have also successively proposed that this structural domain can easily be
incorporated in larger sequences [4].

We disclose and report here the structure of a new potent, highly selective, long
lasting, peptide based NKA antagonist.
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Results and Discussion

MEN 10627 consists of two cyclo-tetra-peptides fused together, each containing
a A-turn domain, namely cyc -M•et-Asp.Trp-Phe-Dap-Leu)cyclo(25ji), (Dap = 2,3
di-amino propionic acid) as shown in Figure 1.

MEN 10627 was designed on the amino acid sequence of other known NKA
antagonists [5]. The initial hypothetical structure was approximately modelled on a
Silicon Graphics work station using the known structure of cyclo-hexa-peptides [6]
and successively minimized to ascertain its stability using the Discover program.
The overall shape of the molecule remained almost unchanged. A view of the
molecular model obtained with this procedure is reported in Figure 1.

S Dap LeuPhe

Asp Met

Fig. 1. Molclar model of MEN 10627. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds are indicated as
broken lines.

The peptide was synthesized by the solid phase method, using Boc chemistry on
a Boc-Leu-OCH2-Pam resin. Side chains of Asp and Dap residues were protected as
OFm and Fmoc derivatives, respectively. Treatment with piperidine and cyclization
(using PyBop) was performed, before coupling the Met residue. After completion of
peptide assembling on the resin and removal (with F of the mono-cyclic peptide,
the second cyclization step was performed in diluted DMF solution using PyBop.
The overall yield, with respect to the initial resin substitution, of the HPLC purified
bi-cyclic peptide was 27%.

Preliminary structural analysis in solution, using NMR spectroscopy, and in
the solid state, using X-ray diffraction techniques, fully confirms the hypothetical
model.

In vitro biological activity of MEN 10627 was determined on the following
bioassay: guinea pig ileum (GPI) for NK-I receptor, rabbit pulmonary artery (RPA)
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and hamster trachea (HT) for NK-2 receptors, and rat portal vein (RPV) for NK-3
receptor. Conditions of the bioassays were as described previously [7].

MEN 10627 showed very high affinity for NK-2 receptor: pKB values on the
RPA and HT were 8.1 and 10.1, respectively. This high potency corresponds also to
a remarkable selectivity towards NK-I and NK-3 receptors, as MEN 10627 was
inactive on RPV (at 1 gM) and showed very low potency on GPI (pKB = 6.1).

The in vivo activity of MEN 10627 was also investigated in urethane
anesthetized rats for its ability to inhibit contraction of the urinary bladder following
i.v. administration of the NK-2 selective agonist [I-Ala8]NKA (4-10) (1 nmol/Kg
i.v.). MEN 10627 (3-30 nmol/kg i.v.) inhibited in a dose-dependent manner the
response to the NK-2 agonist. The activity of MEN 10627 was long lasting, a
significant inhibition being observed up to 3 hours from i.v. administration of a 30
nmol/Kg dose.

MEN 10627 is the prototype of a new class of cyclic peptide-based NK-2
receptor antagonists. Owing to its high potency and long lasting activity in vivo
MEN 10627 and its analogues are suitable candidates for clinical testing in humans.

With the present work we also demonstrate that peptides as drugs can be
developed if it is possible to design and synthesize an analogue that will adopt a
unique well-determined three-dimensional structure, corresponding to the bioactive
conformation. The conformational rigidity increases potency, specificity and
especially increases the half life of the molecule in the living body.
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Introduction

In the years between 1977 and 1989 thirteen crystal structure studies on
enkephalin and its analogs were published. We have recently completed X-ray studies
on 7 additional enkephalin analogs including the linear peptides DTLET [1], DADLE
[2] and N,N-diallyl-O-t-butyl-Tyr-Aib-Aib-Phe-Leu [3] and the cyclic peptides
DPDPE [4], L- and D-Ala DPDPE [51 and Tyr-D-Cys-Phe-DPen [6]. With these
new structures in hand, we have begun to look at hydrogen bonding patterns within
this family of neuroactive peptides. For this presentation, we concentrate on the
acyclic peptides that exhibit folded conformations in the solid state. This provides 14
unique molecules, from studies on 3 tetrapeptides, 6 pentapeptides and 1 hexapeptide
[1-3, 7-12].

Results and Discussion

Overall, these peptides exhibit two different folded conformations: A single
type I' P-bend (Figure 1 - left) and a double P-bend, consisting of a type MI and a
type I turn (Figure 1 - right). Peptides with more than one molecule in the
asymmetric unit all have the same general conformation although there are differences
in their intermolecular interactions and even some differences in their intramolecular
hydrogen bonding.

%

U *

Fig. 1 The results of two independent X-ray studies [8, 12) on native Leu-enkephalin
showing the 2 different folded conformations seen in the solid state.
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Three of the peptides exhibit a double ft-bend conformation (Figure 2): Leu-
enkephalin [2], an N,N-diallyl Leu-cnkephalin analog in which residues 2 and 3 have
been replaced by Aib [3] and a tetrapeptide analog of Met-enkephalin, Aib-Aib-Phe-
Met [9]. This is the only occurrence of a Met-enkephalin analog which exhibits a
folded conformation in the solid stav.

Fig. 2. Superposition of double f -
bend structures showing the similarities
in conformation for the three molecules.

One of the tetrapeptides, TGGP, [71 and the 4 remaining pentapeptides [8-111 (8
unique molecules) exhibit a single type I' a-bend. All 9 molecules have an N4-01
intramolecular H-bond. In a typical type I' fl-bend there is a second intramolecular H-
bond, between NI and 04, and this is seen in 6 of the 9 molecules. TGGP [7] does
not form the second intramolecular H-bond nor does one of the 2 unique molecules of
[111 even though the N-,O distance (3.23 A) is of the proper order. However, in
both cases, the a-bend is stabilized by a second connection in which both NI and 04
hydrogen bond to a water molecule. DADLE [2] also does not quite fit the pattern
in that the second H-bond forms between NI and 05, resulting in a somewhat more
open conformation.

Fig. 3. Type I'structures. Left: DADLE [2) superimposed on another enkephalin analog
with a D-residue at position 2 (11). Right: DTLET [11 superimposed on four type V"
enkephalins [7, 8. 10, II] clearly indicating the involvement of the D-Thr side chain in
the 'pseudo' P-bend.
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The real outlier is the hexapeptide DTLET [1] which does not form a true [-
bend in that the torsions XI and X2 of the hydrophilic D-Thr2 side chain, instead of
main-chain #,Wv angles define the bend. We have, therefore, classified, this
conformation as a 'pseudo' P-bend. DTLET also has only one intramolecular H-bond
(02Y-"N4) but there is a second stabilizing connection through a water molecule
which links 027 and 04.

All the peptides contain co-crystallized solvent molecules. Seven of the
compounds contain only co-crystallized water (varying from 1 - 6 molecules of water
per peptide molecule in the asymmetric unit). Of these, each participates in at least 3
peptide - water interactions with up to as many as 9 for the double a-bend enkephalin
[12] and 11 for DTLET [I]. The N atoms most commonly bound to water are those
on residues 1 and 2. The 0 atoms most commonly bound to water are the O of
TyrI, the C=O of residues 2 and 4 and the C-0- of the terminal residue. These
patterns persist regardless of the length of the peptide.
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Introduction

Structural studies on membrane-bound peptides are hampered by the different
conformational equilibria established in the partition process between water and a
lipid phase. Using human gastrin (HG) and cholecystokinin (CCK) as model
peptides, two lipophilic adducts, i.e. (2R,S)-l,2-dimyristoyl-3-mercaptoglycerol/N"-
maleoyl-f-alanyl-[Nlel 5j-HG-(2-17) (=DM-HG) [1] and (2R,S)-I,2-dimyristoyl-3-
mercaptoglycerol/N°-maleoyl-p$alanyl-[Thr2gNle3l]-CCK-(25-33) (=DM-CCK) [2],
were synthesized in order to induce a drastic shift in the distribution of the peptides in
favor of the lipid phase as resulting from interdigitation of the double-tailed lipo-
moieties with the membrane bilayers.

Results and Discussion

The two peptide hormones HG and CCK were derivatized at their N-termini,
since modifications at this sequence position usually does not affect their
bioactivities. The structure of the two lipo-peptides was expected to induce in
aqueous media a behavior similar to that of phospholipids, i.e. low solubility and
spontaneous formation of vesicles. This, however, should not prevent partitioning
of the lipo-peptides in favor of natural membranes, if the relative fluidity of their
vesicles is sufficient to guarantee a net intervesicular lipid transfer.

Dynamic light scattering and electron microscopy showed that DM-HG
aggregates into unilamellar spherical vesicles, which upon extrusion form a stable
monodispersed system [1]. Conversely, vortexing or sonication of DM-CCK leads
to a highly polydispersed system of vesicles even after extrusion [2]. This reflects a
surprisingly strong effect of the peptide head groups on the lipid packing despite their
sequence homology. Since no phase transition (Tc) was detected for DM-HG and
DM-CCK by high sensitivity differential scanning calorimetry above 5"C, the
vesicles are in the liquid state. This low T. of the lipo-peptide vesicles was expected
to facilitate their net transfer to phosphatidylcholine (DPPC and DMPC). In fact,
statistical insertion of DM-HG into DPPC vesicles occurs quantitatively upon 1.5 h
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incubation of the two vesicle populations above the T, of DPPC, whereas the
transfer of DM-CCK to DMlPC vesicles is rapid, already observed in the first scan
(30"C/h), i.e. even below the Tc of the DMPC, and formation of one DMPC domain
(T,=24.72"C) containing statistically inserted DM-CCK and two differently enriched
DM-CCK domains (T, =16.32* and 19.87"C) takes place. Addition of Ca 2÷ to this
system affects the Tc of the two CCK-rich domains (shift by 5C) more than that of
the DMPC-rich domain (shift by 3C) confirming the presence of differently
populated domains. This also suggests a higher affinity of the CCK-rich domains for
Ca2+, a fact which could be of physiological relevance since CCK is known to
stimulate Ca2+ release from reserves on cell membranes.

CH2, (D lvi') 1.

2.0

°3.0

- a - 4.0

5.0

6.0

Trp -<0 7.0

8.0

9.0

,, Trp HeN . .

II ppm
ppM 9 8.0 7.5 7.0

Fig. 1. Expanded portion of a NOESY (miring time 50ms) illustrating the NOE between
the aromatic side chain of Trp and the alkane chain of the dimyristoyl moieties.

Merging of DM-HG with DMPC vesicles is accompanied by a conformational

transition from partially ordered to a predominantly unordered structure of the HG
moiety as monitored by CD [3]. Thus incorporation of DM-HG into DMPC
bilayers apparently prevents contacts of the peptide head group with more
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hydrophobic compartments of the membrane and exposes most of the HG randomly
coiled to the bulk water. Conversely, the CD of CCK in pure DM-CCK and in
mixed DM-CCK/DMPC vesicles is very similar with a strong negative maximum
located in the 214-215 nm range which could reflect P-type structures possibly
resulting from peptide-peptide associations. Additionally, the Trp fluorescence is
blue-shifted in DM-CCK by 5-6 nm and in DM-CCK/DMPC vesicles by 22 nam, and
the accessibility of Trp to I-quencher is strongly reduced. Thus the C-terminus of the
CCK moiety seems to be inserted into more hydrophobic compartments of the
bilayers and this would require a chain reversal which can occur at Thr-Gly in
agreement with the preferred conformation of [Thr2s,Nle31]-CCK-(25-33) in
cryomixtures [4]. According to this model, the Arg-Asp-Tyr(SO 3H) portion would
act as ionized head group exposed to the water phase. In 1H-NMR measurements
(600 MHz, 310K) on DM-CCK magnetization through bonds via COSY and
TOCSY experiments could not be observed because of extremely broad resonances.
Therefore a complete resonance assignment was not possible. However, the
characteristic spin pattern of Trp allowed for the unambiguous assignment of an NOE
between the side chain of Trp and the DM-alkane chains (Figure 1) confirming chain
reversal in the peptide with insertion of its C-terminus into inner compartments of
the bilayer whereby onset of p-sheet type structures would also explain the formation
of DM-CCK clusters in DMIC bilayers.

Since a net intervesicular transfer of DM-HG and DM-CCK to
phosphatidylcholine was confirmed, it should also occur with natural membranes. In
fact, DM-HG retains a receptor affinity in AR4-2J cells which is only 7-fold lower
than that of the native HG [1] and DM-CCK exhibits in pancreatic acini a 5.7-fold
reduced receptor affinity compared to [Thr28,Nle 311-CCK-(25-33). These values
suggest a common factor which could possibly be a reduced two-dimensional
migration rate of the lipo-peptide monomers in natural bilayers as induced by the di-
myristoyl moiety. On the other hand, the built-in lipid affinity is affecting
differently the biopotency of DM-HG and DM-CCK in characteristic assays. Whilst
for DM-HG a 5-fold reduced potency with slightly enhanced efficacy was determined
in the [14C]-aminopyrine accumulation assay with parietal cells [3], the potency of
stimulating amylase release from pancreatic acini by DM-CCK was 80 times lower,
but its efficacy was identical to that of [Thbr,Ne 31]-CCK-(25-33).

Although lipo-derivatization was found to modify the bioactivities of HG and
CCK, intervesicular transfer is occurring with model bilayers and the results indicate
that at the level of the collisional event with lipid bilayers, DM-HG and DM-CCK
exhibit a significantly different behaviour in their mode of display on the lipid-water
interphase and of interaction with inner compartments of membranes.
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Introduction

Neuromedin B (NMB), G-N-L-W-A-T-G-H-F-M-NH2, is a bombesin/gastrin
releasing peptide-related peptide possessing unique receptors with vastly different
tissue distributions relative to the latter [1]. Although many extremely potent types
of competitive receptor antagonists have been developed for bombesin/GRP [2], to
date none have retained much affinity for NMB receptors. Recently, we have screened
a library of somatostatin (SS) analogues for binding to a number of different receptor
preparations, including 5 recently discovered SS receptor subtypes [3] and non-SS
receptors such as bombesin/GRP and NMB. Two main classes of SS analogues were
examined in the present study - the cyclic octapeptides related to octreotide (peptide 1,
Table 1) and lanreotide (peptide 2, Table 1) and the recently developed linearized
versions of the octapeptides [3] (peptides 5 and 6). In terms of their affinities to SS
receptors on the various transfected cell types, many interesting SARs have been
discovered [3]. The cyclic octapeptides exhibited particularly high affinity for SSTR2

Table 1 Comparison of binding affinities of key cyclic and linear SS octapeptides for
5 SS receptors on traofected cells and NMB receptors on rat ofactory bulb

ICs0(nM)
SS Receptor NMB

Peptid 1 2 3 4 5

SS 0.1 0.28 0.07 0.86 1.2 >10000
1. DPbeCysPheDTrpLysThuCysThrol >1000 2.24 2.6 0.57 >1000 -
2. DNalCysTyrDTrpLysValCys'lirNH 2  >1000 1.60 4.9 0.10 >1000 802
3. DPheCysTyrDTrpLysVaICysNalNH 2  >1000 0.002 57 0.19 252 245
4. DNalCysTyrDTrpLysVa1CysNAINH 2 >1000 4.2 181 5.2 102 43
5. DPhePheTyrDTrpLysValPheDNalNH 2 >1000 >1000 0.02 43 158 >1000
6. DPhePhePheDTrpLysThrPheThrNH 2  23 32 0.42 0.002 18 >1000
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and SSTR4 but no or very little affinity for SSTRI and SSTRS. The linear peptide
5 surprisingly exhibited high affinity only for SSTR3 and appears to be a relatively
selective ligand for this receptor. Similarly, linear peptide 6 exhibited very high
affinity for SSTR4 and was the only peptide other than full sequence SS peptides to
exhibit any affinity for SSTRI [Terry Reisin, personal communication).

Results and Discussion

Several of the cyclic octapeptides have previously been found to have high
affinity for sI-opiate receptors [41 and, indeed, it has proved possible [5] to completely
dissociate these properties from traditional SS effects. It was, therefore, logical to
screen our extensive library of these peptides for binding to other peptide receptors.
It was found that certain cyclic octapeptides bound to NMB receptors on rat olfactory
bulb membranes (Table 1). The most potent of these was the highly hydrophobic
sequence, D-Nal-Cys-Tyr-D-Trp-Lys-Val-Cys-Nal-NH2 (peptide 3, Table 1), which
bound with a Ki of 43 nM, with significant affinity also being found with D-Nal-
Cys-Tyr-D-Trp-Lys-Nal-Cys-Thr-NH2 (Ki 85 nM) (not shown). These analogues
also bound significantly to NMB receptors transfected into Balb 3T3 cells. Peptide 3
displayed a Ki of 216 nM (Figure 1, left panel) in this system, did not stimulate 3H-
IP levels in these cells, but inhibited NMB-stimulated 3H-IP release (Figure 1, right
panel) as expected for a pure NMB receptor antagonist. The peptides exhibited little
affinity for GRP receptors.

INHIBITION OF BIOLOGICAL
BINDING ACTIVITY

"9L0 Bn--stimulated

0 251-l.[.TyrO]
80- (Acini)

"o60 o, . 1-o o

and to inhibit either Bn-stinmlatedamylase releaseorPreasepcteyfomheae

.49

50- NMB-stimulated
CO 40-Ty~l [3HIIP (NMB!-R

o -(NMB-R transf)trsf
M 20-
U310-

Y'"0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 0.1 0.3 1 3 10)

[D-NaI-Cys-Tyr-D-Trp-Lys-VaI-Cys-NaI-NH 2J (pM)

Fig. 1. Ability of D-Nal..Cys-Tyr-D-Trp-Lys-VaL-Cys-Nal-NH2 to displace labeled Rn or
NMB from rat pancreatic actnar cells or NMB receptor transfected 8dlb 3T cells (left panel)
and to inhibit either Dn-stimulated amylase release or IP release, respectively from the same
cell systems (right panel).
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Preliminary SAR studies thus far indicate that, as for SS receptors, the D-Trp
and Lys residues, centered in the type Er n-bend region of these molecules [61, are
critical but, additionally, aromatic residues at the termini of the chain and/or in
position 6 must be present. A combination of Nal substitutions to give D-Nal-Cys-
Tyr-D-Trp-Lys-Nal-Cys-Nal-NH2 contrary to expectations, resuhed in a lowering of

binding affinity.
Although many of the NMB-receptor binding analogues thus far discovered also

have high affinity for SS type 2 (pituitary) receptors, it is expected that dissociation
of binding affinities will be possible. Since the physiological functions of NMB are
presently poorly understood, selective and even more potent NMB antagonists should
be useful investigatory tools. Considering that in the past SS octapeptides have also
provided confomatioually restrained ligands for the ;L-opioid peptide receptor system,
it appears that the folded motif in these molecules, which has been well characterized
by 2D NMR studies and is also a common characteristic of other peptide ligands,
could well provide a structural template for agonists/antagonists of other peptide
receptors as well.
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Introduction

The ability to study the interactive behaviour of peptides at hydrophobic
surfaces represents a powerful approach to characterizing the molecular properties
which control the orientation and binding of peptides with different surfaces. In the
present study, the relative stability and interactive behaviour of a series of analogues
of Neuropeptide Y (NPY) were studied by reversed phase liquid chromatography (RP-
IHLC) [].

Results and Discussion

The peptides comprised a series of 16 analogues of NPY-(18-36) which differ by
a single substitution of a D-amino acid for the L-isomer at various sequence
positions. A number of chromatographic parameters which describe the interactive
contact area and binding affinity have been evaluated. The RP-HPLC retention data
of these peptides was analyzed in terms of the following expression:

log i = log kI - S 'V
The parameters S and log k, are related to the hydrophobic contact area of the peptide
and the affinity of this contact region for the hydrophobic ligands [1, 2]. In order to
study the effect of structural substitutions within NPY(1 8-36) on its interaction with
hydrophobic surfaces, retention data were obtained for the series of 16 NPY(16-36)
analogues. The conformation of peptides in solution was manipulated by measuring
the interactive behaviour of the peptides over a range of temperatures.

If a peptide interacts without any specific orientation, D-substituticns would
not be expected to exert any influence on the interactive properties of these NPY
analogues. Figures I(a) and (b) show plots of log k versus * for the set of NPY(18-
36) D-substituted analogues separated on an n-butylsilica (C4) sorbent at 25°C.
These plots demonstrate that there are very specific orientation effects associated with
the interaction of these peptides with the hydrophobic ligand. The plots shown
in Figure 1 were used to derive the corresponding S and log k. values.
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Fig. 1. Plots of log - versus %YNPY(18-36) analogues separated on a C4 sorbent with
acetonitrile as the organic solvent at 25C. Chromatographic conditions are described
elsewhere [1].
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Fig. 2. Plots of (a) S and (b) log ko versus position of the D-amino acid substitution in
NPY(18-36) analogues separated on a C4 sorbent with acetonitnle as the organic solvent.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show plots of the S and log k, values for each D-substituted
NPY(18-36) analogue plotted against the residue position for experiments carried out
with a C4 ligaid and acesosutrile as the organic solvent modifier. At 4°C there was a
small decrease in both parameters when D-substitutions were made between amino
acid residues Ala(18) and His(26), compared to the values determined for the
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conesponding wL-NPY(18-36). Much larger fluctuations in the magnitude of the S
and log ko values were evident when D-substitutions were made between amino acid
residues Tyr(27) and Ile(31). This hehaviour was then followed by essentially
constant S and log ko values for the D-substitutions in the C-terminal positions, i-

At the higher temperatures of 25°C, 37°C and 60°C, the S and log ko values •=
were similar in magnitude to those observed at 4°C and there were only small
fluctuations in these parameters for the various D-substituted NPY(18-36) analogues.
At 80°C, with the exception of small increases in the S values for the analogues D-
Ile(28), D-Ash(29) and D-Arg(33), the S values were similar to the values determined
at 25°C, while the 1o8 ko values were consistently lower.

It is apparent from these data that the substitutions by D-amino acids in the
central region of the NPY(18-36) peptide cause significant changes in the interactive
behaviour of these peptides with the C4 ligand. These results were also similar to
those which were evident with the C8 ligand [1]. However, these changes in
retention properties occurred at a lower temperature with the C4-sorbent, which
suggests that the longer n-cctyl ligands may be able to more effectively stabilize the
secondary structure of the peptides relative to the shorter more rigid n-butyl ligand.
Furthermore, the most striking changes in the S and log ko values evident for the
NPY(18-36) analogues eluted from the C8 ligands corresponded to a large decrease in
these parameters when the D-substitution occurred at amino acid residues I1e(28) and
Asn(29). In contrast, a large increase in these parameters was observed with the C4
ligand for these two D-substituted analogues. These results indicate that the extent of •:
the secondary structure adopted by these analogues is different with these two i
stationary phase ligands again demonstrating the important role of the ligand in the
retention process.

To further characterize the interactive behavior of the NPY(18-36) analogues,
the putative hydrophobic binding domain was defined. If residues Arg(19)-Q(34) are
constrained into an a-helix (by analogy with the proposed structure of N-PY(I-36)
[3]) and the resulting structure subjected to energy minimization, the hydrophobic
contact region can be characterized by use of hydmphobicity coefficients [4]. For the
parent peptide NPY(18-36), the hydrophobic residues which form a continuous
surface with a C4 ligand are Tyr(20), Tyr(21), Leu(24), Tyr(27), Ile(28), lle(31),
Gin(31) and Tyr(36). However, this region of the pep•de is severely disrupted for the
analogue D-Tyr(27) and the residues Tyr(27) and Gin(34) do not form part of a
continuous hydrophobic patch. Overall, the results indicate that NPY-(I 8-36) adopts
a significant degree of secondary structure in the presence of hydrophobic surfaces,
and that this structure can be severely disrupted by the presence of the D-amino acids
at residue positions Tyr(27)-Thr(32). The results of chromatographic measurements
such as those presented here can supplement data derived from spectroscopic analyses
and biological activity measurements to further characterize structure-function
relationships.
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Introduction

The amyloid P protein found in the Alzheimer's afflicted brain, 0 1-42, was
synthesized using a fragment-coupling scheme developed in our lab [1]. Fragment
condensation greatly simplifies the purification of insoluble peptides. Each of the
protected fragments was purified by RPHPLC before the final synthesis, eliminating
any single amino acid deletions at an early stage. The final product was then purified
by size-exclusion chromatography. We have modified the synthesis to eliminate
impurities and to increase the overall yield of the full-length peptide. In addition,
syntheses of several 0 protein analogues were achieved using the same fragments in
this improved fragment-coupling strategy.

We have also investigated the mechanism of amyloid fibril formation by the J3
protein. Understanding the pathway that leads to fibril formation may lead to an
understanding of the pathology of Alzheimer's disease (AD). We are particularly
interested in the role that the C-terminus plays in fibril formation. The rates of
aggregation of several P proteins, differing in the lengths of their C-termini, were
measured and found to differ dramatically. Based on these results, a mechanism for
amyloid formation is proposed. This mechanism, nucleation-dependent aggregation,
may have implications in the cause of amyloid formation in AD (2].

Results and Discussion

Two major impurities were present in the original synthesis of PI-42 [1]. The
first impurity resulted from the attachment of the C-terminal fragments to the resin
(Figure 1) and was eliminated by using a modified procedure for the synthesis of the
C-terminus and a different resin (PAM). The second impurity occurred during the
deprotection step. The problem of benzylated impurities was solved by an altered -F
deprotection protocol that employed twice the amount of p-cresol scavenger.

In addition, several practical improvements were made. Modifications to the
syntheses of three fragments (0(1-17), P(18-25) and 0(26-33)) resulted in an increase
in both the yield and purity of the peptides. The new route to the synthesis of the
fragment 0(26-33), consisting of an additional fragment coupling, considerab.y
simplified its purification and improved its yield. In addition, the development of a
unique purification procedure for P(1 8-25) significantly increased the recovery of this
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fragment. This procedure employed the temporary removal of the N-terminal
protecting group (Doc) before purification.

Finally, several analogues of the P protein were made using the new strategy.
01-40, 51-39, and the 3 kDa P proteins, P17-42, 018-42, and P17-40, were
synthesized using the same iragmenhs. The high purity of P17-42 (greater than 90%)
demonstrated the success of our new methodology in the synthesis of the P protein.

H,N.-3A.-hi,,

•N-AflG-R-, g,,o~ m * G

HNýVGGVVIA-R."

"bc-tdWJK(-ZPGA-lc,H
HN-VNMGAGLMVGGVVWA-R.I,

H2N ,1(dIMl)(jOC-VWPAE0M)X(d4=)VG-COH

B.l-IDYAWQ -- i. H-VVAEDVGS'NKGAIlGLMVGGVVIAW-.,

oIYAEWlrD'SFGYErVlfQWL-CO2H

4NY-D'AIWMPDS'G•YVH1IQvJfAWDVGSWNKGADGLVGGVVIA-m.

I HP Deprokcton

m*Y HNDAUZHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAmEVGSNKGAnGLMVGGVVIACO2H
Sie S Exdu-m HPC

R-4MOTEN

Fig. 1. Synthetic Scheme of P1-42. Fragment couplings were used to eliminate single
amino acid impurities, which simplifies the purification step.

Dramatic differences were observed in the aggregation rates of the P proteins
(Figure 2). Concentrated peptide solutions in DMSO (50 ILL) were added to a
phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 (950 ILL). The rate of aggregation was measured by a
turbidity assay using a UV spectrometer at 400 nm. Peptides with shorter C-termini
(P1-39 and P1-40) appeared soluble for a week before they began to aggregate, while
the longer C-terminal variant (P$142) began to aggregate immediately. The lag time
before aggregation observed with 01-39 and [$-40 may be due tr slow formation
of a nucleus that is required for the growth of the fibril. This n ieation-dependent
mechanism for amyloid formation was further supported by evidence that a
kinetically soluble peptide (i.e., Pl-40) can be seeded (caused to aggregate faster) by
small amounts of preformed fibrils of either itself or of the kinetically insoluble
peptides (i.e., Pl-42) [2].

Our synthetic methodology allows us to make numerous 0 protein variants (01-
42, PI-39, 017/18-42, and P17-40) whose impurities can be identified and eliminated
without the use of reverse-phase HPLC. Results of studies of peptides synthesized
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via this fragment-coupling methodology are much more reproducible than those
found with stepwise-synthesized peptides. In addition, the ease of purification
increases the yield as well as the purity of the protein.

The aggregation studies suggest the importance of the C-terminus of the 1
protein in determining the rate of aggregation and the role that an exogenous seed
may play in the aggregation of kinetically soluble j$ protein A nucleation-dependent
mechanism of aggregation may mean that the "normal" 0 protein (0 1-40) is
kinetically soluble in the brain and the presence of a nucleus can cause it to aggregate
and form fibrils. This nucleus could be in the form of fibrils of the possibly
abnormal 0 protein, 01-42, which aggregates much more readily. Moreover, other
proteins found in the plaques may be acting as nuclei or seeds for the aggregation of
01-40.

Days

Fig. 2. Aggregation Curves of fP Protein Variants. The turbidity of the peptide solutions

was measured at 400 nm. Graphs were normalized to the final turbidity.
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Introduction

The bombesin-like peptides are amphibian skin peptides which possess
mitogenic and secretory activities including growth stimulation of small cell lung
carcinoma (SCLC) through an autocrine loop mechanism. These peptides are
elevated in the serum of SCLC patients. The goal of this research is to develop
effective bombesin antagonists for the treatment of neoplastic diseases such as lung,
breast, and prostate cancer. Several approaches have been reported to be effective in
the design and synthesis of bombesin antagonists. Those studies focus on deletion
or modification of the COOH-terminal residues. We report here three groups of
peptides with backbone and side chain substitutions which address the receptor
binding and activation properties of the active COOH-terminal sequence.

Results and Discussion

Four types of synthetic modifications were introduced into bombesin-like
sequences. These include the following: 1) V[CH2S] and W[CH 2N(CH3)] substituted
at the penultimate amide bond; 2) conformers of dehydrophenylalanine at t&c COOH-
terminus; 3) COOH-terminal deletion with NH2-terminal acylation and 4) a related
cyclic lactam analog thereof. The W[CH 2S] substitution was accomplished as
previously reported [1]. The W[CH 2N(CH 3)] substitution was made according to the
solid phase reductive alkylation method of Sasaki and Coy [2]. Incorporation of
dehydrophenylalanine was accomplished through preparation of Boc-Leu-AZPhe-
OMe, and subsequent fragment coupling. Photoisomerization of 8 to 7 gave
conversion of the Az to the AE conformer. This was accomplished by photolysis of
8 in a similar manner to that of Nitz et al. [3]. The conversion was monitored by
analytical RP-HPLC. The N-acyl[D-Ala' ']bombesin(7-13)amide analogs were
synthesized on solid phase. The cyclic analog was prepared on Kaiser oxime resin
with concomitant cyclization and resin deblocking [6].

A variety of amide bond surrogates have been studied [4] at the penultimate
position of bombesin since Coy's finding that Leu' IW[CH 2NH]Leu' 4 bombesin is a
potent antagonist. In this regard we have shown that •/[CH 2S] yields a potent
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antagonist [5]. However, p[CH 2N(CH 3)] substituted at the identical amide bond
position, 6, yields an agonist.

Aromatic substitutions at the COOH-terminal residue have resulted in highly
potent receptor antagonists. To probe for the preferred side chain conformer at the
COOH-terminus AZPhe and AEPhe were substituted. The 4 and V angles of
dehydrophenylalanine are significantly restricted and the double bond restricts c-
rotation to planar cis and trans positions. The AZPhe-containing analog, 8, is 10-
fold more potent than AEPhe, 7, although both conformers retain significant binding
affinity. In addition both conformer analogs demonstrated partial agonist/antagonist
activity.

The N-acyl analogs, 1-4, were synthesized to probe a potential lipophilic
binding site in the bombesin receptor. It was found that octyl(D-Ala' ')bombesin(7-
13) amide is a potent antagonist. To further assess the relation of this lipophilic
requirement to a folded conformation, aminooctanoic acid was placed at the NH2-
terminus and the analog cyclized to the COOH-terminus yielding 5. Significant
activity was retained upon cyclization. These results suggest that the octyl analog,
2, is active in a folded conformation.

Table 1 Comparison of receptor affinities in competitive binding and PI turnover in
mouse pancreas [51

Peptides Binding PI turnover
Kd Ag. Antale

1 Nu.-Acetyl--Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-D-Ala-His-Leu-NH 2  69 - +

2 Na-Octyl-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-D-Ala-His-Leu-NH2 5.0 - +

3 NU-Lauryl-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-D-Ala-His-Leu-NH 2  320 - +

4 Nc-Palmityl-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-D-Ala-His-Leu-NH 2  350 - +

5 cyclo[Aoa-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-D-Ala-His-Leu-] 51 ND ND

6 PhesV[CH 2N(CH 3]Leu9litorin 0.56 & 25 +
7 Ac-D-Phe-Gln-Trp-Ala-VaI-Gly-His-Leu-AEPbe-OCH 3  18 +/-

8 Ac-D-Pbe-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-Gly.-His-Leu-AZPhe-OCH 3  1.7 +/- +

9 Litorin, pGlu-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-Gly-His-Phe-Met-NH 2  0.11 + -

aAbbreviations: (Ag) Agonist; (Antag) Antagonist.

A comparison of the conformations of the bombesin-like agonists and
antagonists was made by CD spectroscopy in TFE (Figure 1). Agonists and
antagonists reported here give different CD spectra, however both appear to adopt
ordered conformations. Interestingly we have found that the Wi[CH 2N(CH 3)]
substituted analog has a similar CD spectrum to that of litorin (5). This suggests a
correlation of CD-observed ordered structure to agonist/antagonist activity.
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Fig. 1. CD spectra of litorin and analog 2 in trifliwroelhanol.

This work examined backbone and side chain modifications having a
pronounced effect on receptor binding and activation. The correlation of CD
structures to agonistiantagonist activity suggests a role of ordered structure in
receptor binding and activation. The conformation of the COOH-terminal phenyl4
ring significantly influences receptor binding and activation. However, deletion of
the COOH-terminal residue in combination with an NHr-terminal octyl group results
in significant retention of antagonist receptor affinity. This effect may be mediated
by a folded conformation as evidenced by the octyl containing cyclic peptide.
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Introduction

Neuropeptide Y (NPY) is a 36 residue C-terminally amidated polypeptide
belonging to the pancreatic polypeptide-fold (PP-fold) family which has been shown
to be involved in many physiological and pharmacological actions [1, 2]. Specific
receptors for neuropeptide Y are presumed to occur in two distinct forms, designated
YI and Y2 receptors, though other forms have been proposed [3]. Distinction
between the two types is derived from differential binding properties of C-terminal
fragments and other centrally truncated analogs of NPY. While it was previously
shown that the amidated C-terminal segment was essential for triggering biological
activity [4], and residues in the N-terminal portion were essential for potent
interaction of NPY with the Yj receptor by stabilizing the proximity of the N- and
C-termini [5], it was postulated that the residues composing the central core of NPY
contained only features of structural significance (i.e. helicity, hydrophobicity,
intramolecular stability) and therefore were not essential for direct receptor
interaction. The use of molecular modeling suggested several possible options for
constructing analogs of NPY in which the central segment, residues 10-17, was
removed. We have previously reported the binding properties of centrally truncated
and internally constrained analogs of NPY [6, 7], ultimately leading to the production
of analogs with high selectivity for the Y2 receptor. In continuation of this study,
we report here the synthesis and structure-activity relationships of a series of linear
and cyclic deletion analogs based on des-AAH°-17[Cys7.21j-NPY, an analog that
maintained highest affinity to the Y1 receptor in our previous investigations.

Results and Discussion

All peptides were synthesized manually using the Boc-strategy, cleaved by
anhydrous HF and purified by HPLC. Cyclic compounds were obtained by air
oxidation. In previous SAR studies, we noted that analogs having central residues
6-24 deleted produced high selectivity for the Y 2 type receptor without loss of
affinity. However, since many of the biological effects of NPY appear to be
mediated by the Yj receptor, it was our desire to instead construct truncated analogs
which retained high affinity for the Yj receptor. Circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy indicated that the deletion of residues 10-17 (2), a region expected to
form an amphipathic a-helix, indeed failed to demonstrate a strong negative
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Table I Peptide sequences and binding 4niides

Cpd Seque Y c Y2

1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
1 YPSKPDNFDAPAEDLARYYSALRHYINLYRQRY 2.0 0.3
2 YPSKPDNIPG ARYYSALRHYINLIJMQRY 77 2.5
3 Ac.YPSKPDNPk(E-Ac) ARYYSALRHYINLrlRQRY 87 1.8
4 Ac-YPSKPDNPk(e-A-Ac) ARYYSALRHYINLrMQRY 96 1.0
5 YPSKjCPrjc - ARYCSALRHYMUmQRY 5.0 1.3
6 YPSKDJ te-Acl ,ARYfSALRHY1NL1RQRY 6.0 3.3

7 Ac-YPS CZtk(2-L-AcI ARYCSALRHYINUL1QRY 12 5.5
8 YPSKPDcP(Ek-Ac• ARYgSALRHYINTRQRY 160 5.4
9 YPSi.l,-AcL A SALRHYYCSMQRY 28 5.2

aSmall letters indicate D amino acids, Ac = acetyl; bridge position represented by

underline. bBinding values expressed as Ki (in nM), where cell lines were derived from
human neuroblastoma cells, SK-N-MC (YI type) and SK-N-BE2 (Y2 type).

, 05I I I I I ,

- 0.5~

0.0
W

190 200 210 220 230 240 250

Wavelength (rin)

Fig. 1. Circular dichroism spectrum of compounds 2 ( ---- ) and 5 (--) in 0.01 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.4, data collected was average of four scans recorded on Aviv Model 62DS
spectropolarimeter (Aviv Assoc., Lakewoo4 NJ) using 0.5 nMn cuvettes.

ellipticity at 222 nm (Figure 1). The presence of an intramolecular constraint
between residues 7 and 21 resulted in an analog (5') with higher affinity to the Yl
receptor than the linear (2), while slightly decreasing the affinity to the Y2 receptor.
The fact that a single modification results in opposing binding properties suggests
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that each receptor type recognizes specific, yet different, pharmacophores. Despite a
15-fold increase in affinity at the Yj receptor over the linear deletion analog, the
constrained analog (5) failed to give evidence of secondary structural integrity as
measured by CD (Figure 1). Since the constrained analog (5) bound with high
affinity, it is therefore suspected that essential information needed for enhancement of
Yj receptor recognition is independent of the central a-helical segment, but rather it
is the spatial alignment of the two termini that contributes most to high affinity
binding to the Yj receptor. Indeed, if the role of the central segment was merely to
act as a template to present the peptide binding site, then the extention of a branch
from the turn region of an optimized analog would not be expected to affect binding.
When an acetylated D-lysine was substituted at position 10 in a constrained analog
(6), binding to the Yj receptor was only slightly reduced. However, if the N-
terminus was also acetylated (7), binding was reduced by two fold. We have
previously found that acety!a6on of the N-terminus of native NPY reduced affinity to
the Yj receptor by 10-fold (unpublished results). Branch extension in corresponding
linear analogs (3 and 4) likewise did not produce a deletrious effect on binding when
compared to the parent deletion analog (2), again suggesting that the central segment
is not a critical element of peptide/receptor interaction.
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Introduction

The Alzheimer's afflicted brain is characterized by the presence of extraceliular
plaques which consist largely of a 39-43 amino acid protein known as ft-amyloid. A
synthetic peptide corresponding to P-amyloid's C-terminus (P34-42; NH2-
34LMVGGVVIA 42-COOH) has been previously shown to form highly insoluble
amyloid fibrils in vitro [1]. We have been examining the structure of this portion of
the protein under the hypothesis that this region determines the kinetics of
aggregation of f-amyloid in vivo. Rotational resonance solid state NMR has located
a cis amide bond between residues G37 and G38 in the fibrillar aggregate of 034-42
[2]. A number of truncated and sequence variant analogs of this region have now
been synthesized and characterized for their ability to form amyloid fibrils by electron
microscopy (EM), FMIR, and congo red staining. Furthermore, analogs which
explore the cis amide conformational bias at G37-G38 have been synthesized. Each
of the synthetic analogs formed fibrils as determined by EM and exhibited similar
characteristic p-sheet bands in the amide I region of the FTIR spectrum. However,
differences in the kinetics of aggregation of these various analogs stress the
importance of the P-branched nature of the C-terminal residues as well as the
conformational flexibility of the G37-G38 amide bond.

Results and Discussion

Peptides were synthesized manually using standard solid phase protocols. The
ester isostere was incorporated by reaction of bromoacetic anhydride [3] with NH2-
VVIA-PAM resin followed by overnight treatment with the cesium salt of Boc-Gly.
The full depsi analog was then completed by standard Boc chemistry. The pyrrole
isostere was synthesized via the method of Abell et al. [4], protected as its Fmoc
derivative, and incorporated into the sequence of 034-42 on the HMPB-MBHA resin
(1% TFA cleavage).

The kinetics of aggregation of the peptide analogs were followed utilizing a
turbidity assay [5]. Aggregation was initiated by the addition of a DMSO solution
(90 paL) of the analog to a stirred cuvette containing buffer (910 pL; 100 mM NaCI,
10 mM NaH2PO4, pH = 7.4). The turbidity of the resultant 375 PM solution was
then measured over time at 400 nm. Final solubilities of the peptides were
determined by amino acid analysis of the filtrate (0.22 pam filter) obtained after one
week stirring.
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Table 1 Activity results of .amyloid analogs

034-42 Analogs Thermodynamic Solubility (±10%)

1 NH2-LMVGGVVIA-COOH 26"M

2 NHrLMVGGVNvaLA-COOH 251LM

3 NH2-LMVG'4'(CO2)GVVIA-COOH 19tLM

4 NH 2 LMVGIH(NMeCO)GVIA-COOH 27;LM

5 NH2-LMV%1(C 4N)VVIA-COOH 8&LM

6 NH2 LMV-C*4-VVIA-COOH 41LM

Table 1 lists some of the analogs of [34-42 synthesized. All of these analogs
formed fibrils which were visualized via EM. In addition, the FTIR spectra of these
analogs were characterized by the presence of a strong amide I band at -1630
indicative of n-sheet structure. However, these methods are not sensitive enough to
distinguish detailed structural differences in the solid state of these peptides.

The thermodynamic solubility of the first four entries in Table 1 (peptides 1 -
4) was similar. However, each of these peptides exhibited differences in aggregation
kinetics when studied by the turbidity assay. Previously, similar peptides have been
shown to aggregate via a nucleation-dependent mechanism [5]. The natural sequence,
[34-42, aggregated immediately under the conditions of this assay (Figure 1).
However, the Nva4OALeu41 analog, which conservatively decreases the n-branched
nature of the C-terminus, exhibited a lag time before fibril growth. Hence, the [-
branching of residues V40 and 141 restricts the conformational freedom of this
portion of the peptide, thus increasing the rate of the critical nucleation step.

As previously mentioned, the G37-G38 amide bond assumes a cis conformation
in the solid state [1]. Replacement of this amide with its ester isostere yielded a
peptide (3) which aggregated with a much faster growth rate. Rotation about the
ester bond should be faster than rotation about the amide bond. This suggests that
the fibril growth rate is influenced by the rate of cis-trans isomerization about this
bond.

Introduction of cis amide mimics at the 37-38 position was next explored. The
pyrrole analog (5) aggregated faster than the natural sequence, as would be predicted if
the preferred aggregating conformation was cis (data not shown). The more
conformationally restricted p-aminobenzoic acid derivative (6), however, exhibited a
lag time in this assay. Again, although these peptides display different rates of
aggregation, their thermodynamic solubilities are similar. Furthe characterization of
the effect of cis amide mimics on the kinetics of aggregation is underway. One point
is clear, however: the final thrmodynamic solubility of the peptide analog (Table 1)
is not directly related to its aggregation kinetics.
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02

Time (aft)
Fig. 1. Turbidity assay of P34-42 ((I). LMVGGVVIA); the Nva/Leu analog ((2),
LM4VGGVNvaL4); and the depsi analog ((3). LMfVGWjC0 2)GVVIA). Thse concentration of
each peptide was 375 pM.

Differences in the kinetics of aggregation of the various analogs in this study
stress the importance of both the P-branched nature of the C-terminal residues and the
conformational flexibility of the G37-G38 amide bond. We believe further study of
similar peptide analogs will eventually aid in the design of an inhibitor of amyloid
aggregation as a potential therapeutic for Alzheimer's disease.
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Introduction

The heptapeptides deltorphin I and I, Tyr-D-Ala-Phe-Xxx-Val-Val-GlyNH 2,
where Xxx = Asp or Glu for deltorphin I and H, respectively, are naturally occurring
opioids isolated from frog skin which have been shown to exhibit high selectivity for
the 8 type of opioid receptor [1]. This high selectivity is due largely to the anionic
side chain of residue 4 which diminishes p but not 8 receptor affinity [2], while high
8 binding affinity is dependent upon an intact C-terminal tripeptide [3). It has been
proposed that this tail plays a conformational role by inducing a P-turn involving
residues 3-6 [41. We have previously suggested [5] that a similar conformational
element exists in a series of cyclic, 8 selective tetrapeptide opioids, exemplified by
Tyr-c[D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen] (JOM-13), which we described prior to the discovery of the
deltorphins [6]. In JOM-13, which, like the deltorphins has a Tyr-D-Yyy-Phe N-
terminal sequence, the disulfide cyclization has a similar conformational effect as the
tripeptide tail in the deltorphins and results in the high 8 binding affinity displayed
by this tetrapeptide. In an effort to better define the role of C-terminal conformation
on 8 selectivity and affinity, we have examined a series of cyclic heptapeptide and
related truncated, pentapeptide deltorphin analogs and report these results here.

Results and Discussion

Binding affinities, Ki, for the deltorphin analogs at gt (displacement of
[3H]DAMGO) and 8 (displacement of [3H]DPDPE) receptors in guinea pig brain
membrane preparations are summarized in Table 1. Binding affinities for ic receptors
were also assessed, but none of the analogs displayed significant affinity for this
receptor. As seen in Table 1, extending the C-terminus of JOM-13 with the
deltorphin tripeptide tail has no effect on 8 affinity, but slightly improves gt affinity,
consistent with the observation that an anionic side chain in residue 4 of deltorphin
enhances 8 selectivity by interfering with ;i binding. In JOM-13 this role is played
by the C-terminal carboxylate which is absent in the extended structure, 1, and
consequently gt affinity of the latter increases.
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Table I Opioid receptor binding profiles of cyclic deltorphins

Peptide Analog Binding Im (nM)

DAMGO DPDiE KJIL)Ki(S)

"Tyr-D-Cys-Pbe-D-PeuOH (JOM-13) 107 1.79 60

Tyr-D-Ala-Phe-Glu-Val-Val-GlyNH 2 (Delt H) 1310 2.69 487

Tyr-D-Ala-Pbe-Asp-Val-Val-GiyNH 2 (Delt 1) 677 1.73 391

Tyr-D-Met-Phe-His-Leu-Met-AspNH 2 (Denk) 266 3.17 83.9

1 Tyr-D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen-Val-Val-GlyNH 2  70 3.0 23.3

2 Tyr-D-Cys-Pbe-L-Pen-Val-Val-GlyNH 2  41 3.3 12.4

3 Tyr-D-Cys-Pbe-Glu-D-Pen-Val-GiyNH 2  967 17.8 54.3

4 Tyr-D-Cys-Pbe-Glu-L-Pen-VaI-GIyNH 2  225 4.18 53.8

5 Tyr-D-Cys-Pbe-Glu-D-PenNH 2  50.4 2.33 21.6

6 Tyr-D-Cys-Phe-Glu-L-PenNH 2  45.5 6.42 7.1

7 Tyr-D-Cys-Pbe-His-L-Pen-Nie-AspNH 2  21.1 3.56 5.9

8 Tyr-D-Cys-Phe- His-D-Pen-Nle-AspNH 2  756 3.06 247

9 Tyr-D-Cys-Pbe-His-D-PenNH 2  29.4 0.58 51

DAMGO=[ 3H][D-Ala2, NMePhe 4, Gly5-ol]enkephalin;DPDPE=[ 3H][D-Pen2, D-Pen5]-
enkephalin

Interestingly, the residue 4 diastereomer, 2, is essentially equivalent to 1 in
both affinity and selectivity. In the heptapeptides 3 and 4 and the corresponding
truncated pentapeptides 5 and 6 a carboxyl side chain in residue 4 is reinstated via a
2-5 disulfide cyclization scheme. All four analogs maintain good 8 affinity, however
8 selectivity is reduced relative to deltorphin H, especially for the truncated peptides.
Heptapeptides 7 and 8 utilize a similar 2-5 cyclization approach in analogs related to
a third 8 selective frog skin derived heptapeptide, dermenkephalin (Denk) [7]. Both
analogs display similar 8 affinity as Denk, however, while the L-Pen5 diastereomer is
virtually nonselective, the D-Pen5 isomer, 8, is equally selective with Denk, itself.
Finally, the C-terminal truncated analog 9, exhibits reduced selectivity relative to
heptapeptide 8, however its 8 affinity is ca. 6-fold higher.

The results presented above support the premise that the C-terminal tails of the
deltorphins and dermenkephalin contribute to the 8 receptor affinity of these peptides
primarily by a conformational effect and that in the cyclic analogs described here, this
conformational role is served by the cyclization. Consequently, extending the C-
terminus of the cyclic tetra- and pentapeptide structures yields no additional binding
attraction for the 8 receptor, and, in fact, sometimes leads to a slight reduction in 8
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affinity (e.g., 3 vs. 5 and 8 vs. 9). The extended structures do, however, display
slightly improved 8 selectivity which can be attributed to the consistently lower g.
affinity of the heptapepides.
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Introduction

The amyloid A4, or P3-peptide ("O-amyloid") is a major component of
extracellular amyloid deposits that are typical in Alzheimer's disease. According to
the amyloid cascade hypothesis [1] the pathological route for the disease is most
likely the following: P-amyloid deposition --4 r-phosphorylation and formation of
neurofibrillary tangles -- cell death.

1-amyloid peptides proved to be neurotoxic [2], Kowall and Yankner found that
the 8-amyloid 1-40 is a potent neurotoxin in the brain and its effects can be blocked
by Substance-P. However, according to Mitsuhashi [3], various f3-amyloid peptides
do not interact with the cell culture Substance-P receptors.

It is not understood why j5-amyloid peptides have high neurotoxicity, and
whether Substance-P has any protecting role against the neurotoxic effect of [-
amyloids.

In our previous experiments [4] P-amyloid 1-42 peptides definitely proved to be
neurotoxic in cell cultures. Our aim was to investigate why P-amyloid peptides are
neurotoxic, and what is the first event which triggers the death of neurons and starts
the development of Alzheimeres disease.

Results and Discussion

Human ý-amyloid peptide 1-42, and two analogs ([Gln]2-•-l-42, [Gln]15-•-l-
42) as well as rat amyloid f-1-42 were synthesized with standard Boc-chemistry on
MBHA resin. After purification the peptides were stored under different conditions:

a) in solution (50 ptg/ml concentration) at 20'C, 4*C, or -20'C
b) in the form of lyophilized powder

Peptide purity was regularly checked with RP-HPLC. We have found that all
1-1-42 peptides are unique: they show an enormously high affinity for aggregation:
the higher the concentration of the aqueous solution the higher the aggregation rate.
The 0- 1-42 peptide monomers cannot be stored as lyophilized pr wder even at -20*C,
after a few weeks a mixture of aggregates can be found in the place of the original
homogeneous peptide. The best method for the storage of f-amyloid peptides is to
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dissolve them in aqueous trifluoroethanol (1:1 v/v) in a concentration of 20 jRg/ml,
and store the solution at -20*C.

All 0-amyloid peptides proved to be toxic in 18-day old rat brain cortical cell
cultures containing different types of neurons and glial cells. The nurotoxicity of
short peptide sequences (e.g. the 0-31-35 pentapeptide) is similar to f3-1-42.

Electron microscopic studies have shown that 0-amyloid peptides (even the
short sequences) impair calcium homeostasis and increase the intraneuronal calcium
concentration.

In other experimemits we have found that f-amyloid peptides do not interact with
the Substance-P receptors; these results support those of Mitsuhashi's investigations.

A New Alzheimer's Model. According to literature data, the amyloid precursor
protein (APP) is a heterogeneous membrane glycoprotein. An extracellular protease
(secretase) cleaves the polypeptide chain between amino acids 612 and 613 ("normal
cleavage") resulting in water soluble polypeptides. In our new model the same
enzyme might be responsible for the "alternative cleavage" of APP, which gives
water-insoluble peptides (-amyloids) containing 38-43 amino acid residues. These
peptides are neurotoxic and can kill neurons in two different ways:

1. The peptide chains aggregate and precipitate among the neurons,
deteriorating axons and dendrites. Precipitation of other proteins on the surface
of the growing fl-amyloid aggregate results in formation of amyloid plaques.

2. The amyloid peptides may interfere with the functioning Ca2+ channels.
The increase of the intracellular Ca2+ level shifts the enzyme equilibrium of the
neurons: some enzymes (e.g. protein kinase C) are activated, other enzymes are
more or less inhibited. The phosphorylation of APP in "abnormal" position
results in conformational changes and facilitates the "alternative" cleavage of
APP. More P-amyloid peptides are formed causing an accelerating cell death.
Neurons possessing a higher concentration of Ca2+-binding proteins could
survive. (This might be the reason why some neurons are not deteriorated in
the first stage of Alzhuimer's disease and cholinergic neurons die first.)

In the dying neurons neurofilaments and neurofibrillary tangles are formed from
x-proteins and also from other cell proteins. In the final stage the whole protein
content of the cell precipitates and the cell dies. (Only p component of these
precipitates is the r-protein.) The increased Ca2+ levw-! results in formation of highly
phosphorylated proteins, however, this event must noi I - ovfrestimated: this is only
a consequence and not the reason for the disease.

If cell membranes are intact, the "alternative" cleavage (and the formation of 0-
amyloid peptides) is not preferred. However, highly reactive free oxygen radicals can
oxidize the unsaturated fatty acids of the cell membrane resulting in the formation of
neurotoxic amyloid peptides. The released peptides attack other neurons causing the
increase of cell death in the brain. The whole process is a biological "chain
reaction": a positive feed-back resulting in accelerating neuronal death, formation of
amyloid plaques and Alzheimer's disease. Free radicals could react with the vitamin E
content of the cell membrane, so vitamin E could possess a protective effect
preventing membrane deterioration and the formation of neurotoxic amyloid peptides.

According to our experiments, the triggering event of Alzheimer's disease is the
formation and aggregation of neurotoxic amyloid peptides. Alzheimer's disease is
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polyetiological because the release of these peptides could have various reasons (e.g.
Down-syndrome, mechanical injury of the neurons in professional fighters, decreased
activity of the immune system, hereditary reasons in the familiar Alzheimer's disease,
etc.). Protection of membranes with antioxidants (vitamin E and C) might be useful
in preventing or to stop the disease.
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Introduction

Most polypeptide animal toxins are highly active ligands that interfere with the
function of specific ion channels. One such toxin, Leiurotoxin I from the scorpion
Leiurus quinquestriatus hebraeus has been reported to act as a blocker of small-
conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channels in various cell types [1]. Leiurotoxin I
possesses binding and physiological properties similar to those of the bee venom
toxin apamin. Recently, a toxin, termed P05, was isolated from the venom of the
scorpion Androctonus mauretanicus maurelanicus. It is both structurally and
functionally related to leiurotoxin I with 87% sequence identity (Figure 1) [2]. By
analogy with leiurotoxin I, the ri-amidated form of P05 (sPO5-NH 2) was chemically
synthesized by the solid phase method. The disulfide bridge pairings of P05 had been
mapped by both enzymatic and partial acidolytic cleavages of the synthetic product
P05-NH2. The conformational properties of the toxin were assessed by circular
dichroism analysis of sPO5-NH 2 and molecular dynamics. The binding properties of
P05 were compared with those of several structural C-terminal carboxyl-amidated
analogs, and apamin [3].

Results and Discussion

sP05-NH 2 was synthesized on MBHA using optimized Boc/benzyl chemistry.
After HF cleavage, the crude peptide was partially purified by preparative MPLC,
oxidized by exposure to air, and purified to 98% homogeneity by semi-preparative
HPLC. Synthesis of the two Arg-substituted analogs ([Lys 6,Lys7 ] sP05-NH2 and
[Leu-eu7 ] sP05-NH2) was also achieved.

All the synthetic peptides, native P05 and apamin, were tested for inhibition of
[1251] apamin binding to rat brain synaptosomes. sP05-NH2 competed with [1251]
apamin and had a much higher affinity for the binding site. The binding of [125I1-
apamin was totally abolished at 10-"13 M concentration of sP05-NH2 when the
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P05

I 3 8 12 21 26 28 31
TVCNLRRCOLSCRSLGLLGKCIGVKCECVKH

Lekwotoxin I

1 10 20 31

AFCNLRMCQLSCRSLGLLGKCIGDKCECVKH- '.

Apamin

1 3 11 15 is

?NKAETAEAR~7OOHW

Fig. 1. Primary structures (one-letter code) of P05, leiurotoxin L, and apamin. Established
(apamin) or deduced (P05) disulftde bridge pairings are indicated by plain lines.

competing molecules were added together, or when sP05-NH2 was preincubated with
the synaptosomes before addition of [12511 apamin. These experiments suggest that
sP05-NH2 either binds irreversibly or dissociates much more slowly than apamin.
Native P05 and analogs of sPO5-NH 2 also competed with [125I] apamin for binding
to synaptosomes, with half-effects (K0.5) obtained at the concentrations of 6 x 10.12
(apamin), 2 x M0II (P05), 2 x 10-10 (diiodo-sP05-NH2), 2 x 10-9 ([Lys 6,Lys7] sP05-
NH2) and 10.7 M ([Leu 6,Leu71 sP05-NH2). In vivo, the synthetic peptides, except
[Leu 6,Leu7] sP05-NH 2, caused neurotoxic and lethal effects in mice with clinical
symptoms identical to those induced by native P05 or apamin. The LD50 per mouse
were 12 (apamin), 20 (P05, sP05-NH2), 80 (diiodo-sP05-NH 2), and 200 ng
([Lys 6,Lys7] sP05-NH2). Peptide [Leu6,Leu7] sP05-NH 2 was inactive at the dose of
10 mg.

To investigate conformational properties of sPO5-NH 2, disulfide pairings were
established after enzymatic digestion and partial acid hydrolysis. The disulfides were
mapped between Cys 3-Cys 21, CysS-Cys 26. and Cys12-Cys2.. A model for P05 was
obtained by molecular dynamics using the positions of the disulfide bridges of sP05-
NH2 and the secondary structure of Iciurotoxin 1. P05 appears to be mainly composed
of a double-stranded antiparallel P-sheet (from Leuls to Val1g) linked to an a-helix
(from Arg6 to Gly16) by disulfides (Cyss-Cys26 and Cys, 2-Cys2s) and to an extended
fragment (from Thr, to Leus) by disulfide (Cys3-Cys2 l). Circular dichroism analysis
of sP05-NH 2. [Lys6,Lys,] s05-NH2, and [Leuu,LeuJ] sPO5-NH 2 were performed at
various pH values or percentages of TFE. The spectra obtained for each peptide under
different conditions were superimposable, confirming the rigidity of their structures.
Remarkably, the P05 polypeptide backbone from the model was found to be very
similar to that of particular stretches of CsE V3, AaH I1, and AaH IT.
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Pharmacological experiments on rat brain synaptosomes indicated that the C-
terminal carboxyl-amidated analog of P05 (sP0S-NH 2) binds irreversibly, a novel
property for scorpion toxins. This result indicates that the C-terminal His is
implicated in the toxin to receptor interaction. Interestingly, the specific binding
properties of sPO5-NH 2 need the integrity of the His imidazole ring, as shown by the
different activity of the iodinated product.

From the models, the N-terminal region of P05 appears to be structurally
similar to the C-terminus of apamin: both contain an a-helical core with a pair of
Arg residues protruding from the surface of the molecule The pair of Arg residues
(Arg 13-Argl 4) was reported to be crucial for high apamin pharmacological activity
[4]. These observations suggest that Arg6 and Arg7 of P05 may be essential, or at
least contribute, to the apamin-like biological properties of P05. To investigate their
importance in the bioactivity of sPO5-NH 2, two Arg-substituted sP05-NH2 analogs
were designed and synthesized. Pharmacological assays clearly showed that these
residues, or at least positive charges, are required for the biological activity of sP05-
NH2. Analogs whose Arg are substituted by Lys ([Lys 6,Lys7] sP05-NH 2) had lower
activities than sP05-NH2 (10% toxicity; K0.5 = 2 x 10. M), while those whose Arg
are substituted by Leu ([Leu 6 ,Leu7 ] sP05-NH 2) exhibited only residual activity
(toxicity <0.2%; Ko.5-- 10-7 M). These results agree with structure-activity analyses
of apamin.

Structure-activity analysis of the new natural analog of leiurotoxin I, P05, has
shown the following: 1) the C-terminal carboxyl-amidation of His induces a
considerable strengthening of the toxin to receptor interaction, giving to sP05-NH2
the properties of an irreversible, apamin-sensitive, Ca 2÷ -activated K÷ channel
blocker, ii) the two Arg residues, presumably located in an a-helix (like apamin), and
the C-terminal His are involved in the interaction with the receptor. Modeling of P05
suggests that the three residues are located on the same side of the molecule. The
overall data strongly suggest the importance of the common a-helical core for
activity of this group of pharmacologically-related toxins. Interestingly, structure-
activity relationship studies of long scorpion toxins (60 to 70 residues, four disulfide
bridges) indicate that, in this case, the a-helical structure is not involved in
pharmacological activity, but more probably in stabilizing an active conformation of
a solvent-exposed hydrophobic region. This indicates that further studies on scorpion
toxins are needed to understand the precise molecular basis of the toxin-receptor
recognition.
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Introduction

The conformational flexibility of linear opioid peptides is most likely the
reason for the lack of their specificity toward the different opioid receptor classes,
because conformational adaptation to the various receptor topographies is possible.
Conformational restriction of peptides may often result in improved receptor
selectivity, as indicated by the opioid activity profiles of conformationally
constrained cyclic opioid peptide analogs with agonist activity [1, 21. 0-
Casomorphin-5 (Tyr-Pro-Phe-Pro-Gly), a peptide with opioid properties, can be

generated from the milk protein O-casein by proteolytic fragmentation. The cyclic
peptides H-Tyr-c[-D-Orn-Phe-Pro-Gly-] (1) and H-Tyr-c[-D-Orn-Phe-D-Pro-Gly-] (2)
represent O-casomorphin-5 analogs showing high potency in receptor binding assays
and bioassays in vitro and high antinociceptive activity [3, 4]. Analog 1 exhibits
considerable preference for gi receptors over 8 receptors, whereas peptide 2 is highly
potent but relatively Pon-selective. In the present study we describe the syntheses and
opioid activity profiles of corresponding analogs containing 1- or 2-naphthylalanine
(Nal) in place of the phe 3 residue.

Results and Discussion

The cyclic k-casomorphin analogs were synthesized by means of conventional
solution methods, using N-Boc, N'Z and -ONb protection, and mixed anhydride
couplings. Diphenylphosphoryl azide was used for the cyclization reaction between
the 2-position side chain amino function and the C-terminal COOH group under
optimized conditions with cyclization yields >80% [5]. The N-terminal unprotected
peptides were purified by RP-HPLC and were characterized by mass spectrometry,
amino acid analysis and one- and two-dimensional 'H-NMR techniques. The
pharmacological profile of these peptides were studied in vitro using the GPI and
MVD bioassays and receptor binding assays based on displacement of the tritiated
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opioid receptor ligands DAGO (JA-selective) and DSLET (&-selective) from rat brain
membrane binding sites (Table 1).

Table I Opioid activities and receptor affinities of cyclic •-casomorphin-5 analogs

GPI MVD DAGO DSLEr

compound lC~o> nM 1(i, nM

1 Tyr-c[-D-Om-Phe-Pro-Gly-j 13.40 69.90 3.99 1,234

2 Tyr-c[-D-Om-Phe-D-Pro-G1y-j 2.14 4.89 0.88 13.17

3 Tyr-c[-D-Orn-2-Nal-Pro-Gly-] 1,224 >10,000 81.29 2,137

4 Tyr-c[-D-Orn-2-Nal-D-Pro-Gly-] 384 antagonist 5.89 17.15

5 Tyr-c[-D-Lys-2-Nai-D-Pro-Gly-] 609 antagonist 17.26 62.62

6 Tyr-c[-D-Om-1-Nal-D-Pro-Giy-J 14.94 29.89 3.45 23.56

[Leu 5] enkephalin 246 11.40 9.43 2.53

Substitution of the Phe3 residue in compound 1 by 2-Nal, resulting in H-Tyr-
c[-D-Orn-2-Nal-Pro-Gly-] (3), produced a 100-fold potency drop in both the GPI- and
the MVD assay and corresponding decreases in p• and 8 receptor affinities in
comparison with compound 1. The low opioid activity in the MVD bioassay could
be antagonized with the 8 receptor selective antagonist T.PP [61, indicating that the
effect was mediated by 8 receptors.

The diastereoisomer, H-Tyr-c[-D-Orn-2-Nal-D-Pro-Gly-] (4), displayed only 7
times lower tt receptor affinity than 2, but 180 times lower potency in the GPI
assay. It retained an affinity for the 8 receptor (IK- = 17 nM) similar to that of the
relatively non-selective 8 agonist 2, but showed no agonist effect at concentrations
up to 50 gAM in the MVD assay. Analog 4 turned out to be a moderately potent
antagonist against the 8 agonists [Leu5]enkephalin, [D-Ala2]deltorphin I and DPDPE
with K. values of 268 nM, 202 nM and 233 nM, respectively. Thus, like the
recently reported tetrapeptide TIPP-NH 2 [6], analog 4 represents another example of a
mixed gt agonist/ 8 antagonist. Such compounds are thought to have potential as
analgesics that may not produce tolerance and dependence [7]. Increasing the ring
size through insertion of another methylene group in the 2-position side chain
(compound $) resulted in decreased ;t and 8 receptor affinity, in correspondence with
diminished agonist activity in the GPI assay and decreased antagonist potency against
[Leu5 Jenkephalin (K, = 603 nM) in the MVD assay.

Interestingly, replacement of 2-Nal3 by 1 -Nal in 4 led to a compound (6) with
restored agonist activity in the MVD assay and with only slightly reduced potencies
in both bioassays as compared to 2.
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The solution structure of the casomorphin analogs 2 and 4 was studied by
performing 1- and 2-dimensional IH-NMR experiments in DMSO-4. Peptides 2
and 4 each showed only one conformer with all-trans peptide bonds and a similar
backbone conformation, characterized by a TyrICO"'NH-2-Nal 3(or Phe 3)- and an
Orn2 -CO-.-NH6-Orn 2 hydrogen bond. For both compounds a close proximity
between the aromatic moiety of the 3-position residue and the pyrrolidine ring of the
D-Pro residue was established on the basis of ROESY experiments. These results
suggest that the antagonist properties of analog 4 may not be due to a difference in
its overall conformation as compared to compound 2, but rather may be a direct
effect of the naphthyl moiety per se preventing proper alignment of the peptide such
as required for receptor activation.

Substitution of the Phe3 residue in the cyclic 0-casomorphin-5 analog 2 by 2-
naphthylalanine led to a compound with mixed g± agonist/8 antagonist properties.
Since the corresponding compound with the I -Nal3 showed restored agonist activity
in the MVD, the detailed conformational comparison of the peptide analogs 4, 5 and
6 may provide insight into the structural requirements of the 8 opioid receptor for
ligand binding and signal transduction.
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Introduction

Conantokins are the first family of peptides known to interact with the N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor [1]. They elicit quite different behavioral
symptomatology in neonatal and adult mice (sleep-like state and hyperactivity,
respectively [1]). The natural conantokins purified and characterized to date from
Corms geographus and Conus tulipa venom, respectively are represented in Figure 1.

Peptide Amino acid sequence

1 5 11 15
Conantokin-G LQoNQ ELIE KSN*
Conantokin-T YQKML E NL AEVKKNA*

Fig. 1. Primary structure of naturally occurring conantokins. The symbol y represents y-
carboxyglutamate and *indicates an amidated carboxy terminus.

In order to understand the functional biology of NMDA receptors, ligands which
discriminate between different molecular forms of the NMDA receptor are required.
The conantokins are promising ligands for further development in this respect [2]. In
this paper, the synthesis and biological evaluation of a series of analogs of
conantokin-G with substitution in one conserved residue (position 2) and seven
variable residues (positions 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 16 and 17) are reported.

Results and Discussion

Conantokin-G analogs were synthesized by standard Fmoc solid-phase
protocols. For the cleavage, a seven hour treatment with TFA/thioanisole/
water/EDT/CH2Cl2 (40:8:1:2:49) was successful in releasing the fully deprotected
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peptide chain. The crude peptides were purified by preparative RP-HPLC using
triethylam'.e phosphate (TEAP) buffer/CH3CN at pH 2.25 and a final desalting step
with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid/CH3CN. On analytical RP-HPLC, the conantokin-G
analogs eluted as one major peak with several small phobic peaks.

The analogs were tested for biological activity (sleep in 12-14 days old mice,
hyperactivity in 21-28 days old mice) after i.c. injection. Since both glycine and
glutamic acid are involved in th'. NMDA receptor mediated response, conserved Glyl
and Glu 2 were believed to be important for conantokin-G activity. Consequently, the
lack of activity of [Gln2]-G was expected.

All analogs were tested by i.c. injection in mice at 30 and 200 pmoles/g body
weight. The effects of Ala substitutions on the variable loci (Figure 1) were
evaluated (Table 1).

Table 1 Biological activity of alanine-substituted conantokin-G analogs

Conantokin Dose Activity in mice

pmoles/g 12-14 days old [ 21-28 days old

Conantokin-G 30 sleep hyperactivity

[Ala 5,6' 9 ]G 30 sleep I no effect
200 sleep slight hyperactivity

[Ala I 1,12]G 30 no effect I no effect
200 no effect no effect
500 no effect no effect

[Ala 1 6,17]G 30 sleep hyperactivity

[Ala IG 200 sleep I no effect

[Ala 1 2]G 200 no effect no effect

[AlaI 1,12 ,16 ,17]G 200 no effect no effect

It is clear that substitutions at positions 16 and 17 (for Ser and Asn) do not
appear to affect biological activity significantly. A single Ala substitution for
Leu 11, or multiple Ala substitutions for Leu5 ,Gln6, Gin 9 yielded active analogs with
significantly decreased potency. In contrast, any analog with an Ala substitution for
Ile 12 was completely inactive in the concentration range tested. Thus, of the seven
variable positions, it appears that Ile12 plays a specific functional role.

It should also be noted that although by the sleep assay, many of these analogs
are quite potent compared to the native peptide, the hyperactivity induced in mature
mice seems more sensitive to substitutions at the variable positions. Thus, the
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[AlaiI Iconantokin-G analog which is potent in inducing sleep in young mice has lost
much of its activity for inducing hyperactivity in older mice. [Alal2]conantokin-G is
inactive at any age. Since the biological tests applied are in vivo tests, differences in
biological activity do not necessarily represent changes in primary interactions
between the peptides and their receptor targets (presumably types of NMDA receptor).
In any case, these results demonstrate that structural changes in positions 11 and 12
of conantokin-G clearly influence its activity in a way related with the animal's
developmental state. Curiously the IRy and LRy sequences of conantokin-G and -T
respectively, resemble the LRE sequence of S-laminin. This sequence appears to be
involved in neural adhesion and the formation of the synapse [3]. The interaction of
conantokins with neural membranes through a sequence related with synapse
formation would add to the picture of their action on the NMDA receptor and its
environment in an age dependent way.

The presence of a glutamic acid residue in position 2 of conantokin-G is crucial
for its activity. This is in agreement with conantokins interacting with glutamate
receptors, probably of the NMDA type. On the other hand, many of the non-
conserved amino acids in the sequence seem not to affect biological activity.
Surprisingly, non-conserved position 12 appears to be crucial. Analogs such as
[Alai 2]conantokin-G may prove to discriminate between receptor (probably NMDA)
subtypes or states.
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Introduction

Scorpion venoms contain a variety of peptidic toxins that have been
characterized as specific ion channel blockers. In recent studies, a new class of
inhibitors has been discovered that interfere with high affinity on several types of
potassium channels. From the venom of the Moroccan scorpion Androctonus
mauretanicus mauretanicus (Amm) a toxic peptide, called kaliotoxin (KTX), has been
isolated and studied for its activity on neuronal BK-Type Ca+ activated K+ channel
[1]. Based on its amino acid sequence, KTX belongs to the family of three other
toxins, named noxiustoxin (NTX), charybdotoxin (ChTX), and iberiotoxin (IbTX).
Synthesis of KTX has been undertaken possessing either a free carboxylate or an
amidated C-terminal end in order to complete the structural knowledge of this peptide,
essentially the nature of the C-terminus and the pattern of the disulfide bridges. Non
identity of the synthetic peptides (37 amino acid residues) compared to natural KTX
prompted a structure revision.

Radioiodination of synthetic KTX(I-37) allowed binding experiments to be
performed in competition with different selective toxins.

Shorter fragments based on the 26-32 sequence of KTX have been studied.
They include a major conserved cluster of amino acids among the four homologous
toxins and expressed competitive antagonistic properties against KTX.

Results and Discussion

The published sequence (37 amino acid residues) with either a free C-terminal
carboxylate or an amidated C-terminus -KTX(I-37) and KTX(I-37)NH 2- have been
synthesized using the Boc solid phase strategy on an Applied Biosystems automated
peptide synthesizer. After air oxidation of the cysteines, the peptides were purified by
MPLC on reverse phase column and found homogeneous by HPLC and amino acid
analysis. However, neither of the two synthetic peptides did coelute with natural
KTX when injected simultaneously. Additional structural studies were then performed
to compare synthetic KTX(I-37) and natural KTX, especially mass spectrometry
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experiments and sequencing of C-terminal peptides. The results indicated that the
exact sequence of KTX comprises an additional C-terminal lysyl residue, which was
undetected in the previous work. KTX (38 amino acid residues) has been synthesized
and found identical to natural KTX in all tests. Assignment of the three disulfide
bridges has been performed on synthetic peptide by identifying the fragments obtained
after pronase proteolysis. The structure is homologous to that of ChTX and IbTX.

1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

IbTX ZFT- CSV KECWSVC DLFGVD -KC KCRC Q--

ChTX ZFT AIKECWSV RLHNTSRG-KCMNKKCRCYS--

KTX GVE SP D-GMR -KCMNRKc[-TPK

NTX TI- P-bM4 PCKEYGSSA C CKCY -

Fig. ]. Amino acid sequences of IbTX, ChTX, KTX and NTX. The toxins have been
aligned using the clustal program. The numbers indicate the positions of the amino acid
residues in this alignment. Homologous residues are boxed with the cysteine residues in
bold. The disulfide bondings are those determined for the three toxins IbTX, ChTX and
KTX.

Biological characterization of the synthetic peptides showed that all three
KTX(I-37), KTX(I-37)NH 2, and KTX expressed approximately the same toxic
activity when injected intracerebroventricularly into mice (LDS0 of 6 to 9 pmoles per
20 g mouse). Blockage experiments on whole-cell molluscan KCa current showed
that KTX(I-37) is the most active (2 nM) compared to KTX(I-37)NH 2 (4 nM) and
KTX (8 nM), indicating that the C-terminal lysine has no favourable effect on the
interaction of KTX with the receptor.

Binding competition experiments on rat brain synaptosomal membranes
between t25I-KTX(l-37) and KTX, KTX(1-37), and KTX(I-37)NH2 yielded identical
IC50 values of 10 pM. In this same test, other toxins, ChTX, dendrotoxin (DTX),
and MCD peptide gave IC 50 values of 8 nM, 8 pM, and I nM, respectively,
indicating that, in this preparation, KTX behaved differently than ChTX and bound in
the closeness to or at the DTX binding site. DTX is known as a specific blocker of
the voltage-dependent K+ channels. IbTX did not interfere with KTX binding.

Two short peptides have been synthesized, corresponding to the 26-32 and 25-
35 sequences of KTX (or positions 27-34 and 26-37 on the aligned toxins in Figure
1) with cysteine residues replaced by the isosteric analogue aminobutyric acid residue,
Abu 2S-KTX(26-32) or H-Gly-Lys-Abu-Met-Asn-Arg-Lys-NH 2 and Abu 28 .33' 35 -
KTX(25-35) or H-Phe-Gly-Lys-Abu-Met-Asn-Arg-Lys-Abu-His-Abu-NH 2. Devoid
of KTX biological activity, the two peptides competed with 125I-KTX(1-37) in the
binding test at an IC50 of 8 jiM. The hypothesis that these peptides could exert an
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antagonist effect was confirmed by experiments where 400tIM peptide inhibited the
KTX effect by 80% on the blockage activity on the Helix KCa current. Also in vivo,
when co-injected (0.5 tLmole) with KTX into mice, the toxic activity of KTX was
diminished significantly (a factor 2) and the appearance of envenomation symptoms
was delayed from I min to 20 min. The 26-32 sequence is very homologous for the
four toxins of this family (see Figure 1).

The 26-32 sequence of KTX could represent a low affinity binding site for this
class of toxins that permits a first non selective interaction, other part of the toxins,
at the N- and C-terminus, could then play a complementary role for the high affinity
binding and also for the selectivity of the type of potassium channel.
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Introduction

The determination of the bioactive structures of peptide hormones is rendered
difficult by their exhibiting a large ensemble of flexible conformations in water
where most structural data have been gathered. Fairly ordered structures are, however,
obtained in the lipid medium as many recent studies indicate. In the physiological
situation, the hormones encounter millimolar levels of Ca 2÷ in the extracellular
aqueous phase. In the absence of a compact folded structure and specific chelating
groups, the hormones would not be expected to bind Ca2÷ appreciably in this phase.
However, a totally different picture would prevail at the lipid-water interface or in the
lipid interior where these molecules assume a folded structure and interact with their
membrane receptors. In this scenario, we expect the hormones to bind extracellular
Ca 2+ and undergo a conformational change as an initial step in the signal transduction
process [1]. Here, we summarize our recent studies on the interaction of several
peptide hormones with Ca2÷ in lipid-mimetic solvents and highlight some common
characteristics observed in their Ca2+-interacting regions.

Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the sequences of the hormones studied here (with C-terminal
fragments in hold) and also "homologous" sequences of certain other hormones (see
below).

Table I Sequences of hormones: (A) this study; (B) "homologous" hormones

A. Hormone Sequence B. Hormone Sequence

Substance P RPKPQQFFGLM Met enkephalin YGGFM
Bombesin ZQRLGNQWAVGEIM Gastrin [12-17] YGWMDF
Glucagon HSQGTIqSDYSKYID- GRP [20-271 WAVGHLM

SSRAQDFVQWLMNT CCK [27-31) YMGWM
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Figures 1-3 show Ca2+ binding curves in trifluoroethanol (TFE) for substance P
[2], glucagon [3] and bombesin [4] and their C-terminal fragments monitored by CD
spectral changes. In each case, there is a biphasic binding of the cation. In glucagon,
both the Ca2+-binding sites are contained in the [19-29] fragment while in substance
P and bombesin, the C-terminals contain the higher affinity site for Ca2+.

Molecular modeling studies revealed significant conformational changes induced
by Ca2÷-binding in substance P and bombesin [4]. Many peptide carbonyls in the free
hormone are turned towards the interior in the Ca2 + complex. This, in essence,
makes the latter more amphiphilic than the Ca2+-free form. As a result, peptide
hormones would act as Ca2+ ionophores as data on the above hormones [2-4] and
insulin [5] in suspensions of synthetic liposomes in aqueous buffers show. We find
the Ca2+-translocating regions of the hormones to be the same C-terminal parts that
bind the ion in the nonpolar media; in insulin this region is confined to the B-chain.
We may thus regard peptide hormones to be "lipid-dependent Ca2+-binding proteins"
exhibiting regiospecific interaction with Ca2+.

A most interesting fact emerges when one notes that the above regions are also
the functionally important parts of these hormones involved in signal transduction
(see data cited in Refs. 2-5). We are thus led to believe that the so-called "message"
part [6] of a peptide hormone is, in fact, its Ca2+-interacting "domain". This domain
is distinct from the rest of the hormone which forms the "address" part containing the
receptor specificity information.

Finally, we observe a compositional similarity in terms of the presence of
hydrophobic residues and the Met residue in the Ca2+-interacting C-terminal domains
of the above hormones as well as others such as Met enkephalin, gastrin, gastrin-
releasing peptide and cholecystokinin (Table 1). We expect the latter hormones to
interact with Ca2÷ in these domains. Our present observations amplify our earlier
proposal that the Ca2+-binding leads to the bioactive structure of a peptide hormone
as recognized by the lipid-bound receptor [1].
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Introduction

Neuropeptide Y (NPY), a 36 residue peptide amide isolated originally from
porcine brain [1], occurs in higher concentrations in mammalian brain than any other
peptides isolated to date [2]. A number of studies have shown that NPY is localized
in hypothalamic regions known to control the feeding behaviour, and that central
administration of NPY induces a robust feeding effect in rats [3]. These
observations, and the findings that hypothalamic NPY levels and/or the NPY mRNA
are elevated in obese rats [41 and decreased in anorectic tumor-bearing rats [5] suggest
that the NPY sequence could be modified for therapeutic use. Since nearly the entire
sequence of NPY is required to elicit feeding responses [6], we synthesized a series of
full length analogs NPY substituting D-Trp/D-Trp(CHO) in the C-terminal receptor
binding region and screened their effects on isoproterenol stimulated rat hypothalamic
membrane adenylate cyclase (AC) activity. These investigations have led to the
identification of [D-Trp32]NPY as a potent antagonist of NPY in rat hypothalamus.

Results and Discussion

Although [D-Trp3]NPY and [D-Trpm]NPY, and the corresponding formylated
derivatives inhibited the AC activity, [D-Tqr3 2]NPY and [D-Trp(CHO) 32]NPY did
not exhibit any intrinsic activity. Moreover, while [D-Trp(CHO)32]NPY exhibited
lower receptor affinity, [D-Trp32]NPY inhibited 125I-NPY binding with a potency
comparable to that of intact NPY. It is the high receptor affinity and the complete
loss of intrinsic activity that suggested that [ID-Trp32]NPY may be an antagonist of
NPY in rat hypothalamus. Consistently, the presence of 30 and 300 nM of
[D-Trp 32]NPY shifted the inhibitory dose-response curve of NPY in rat
hypothalamus AC activity parallel to the right increasing the ICS0 value from 0.18
nM to 4.0 and 40.0 nM, respectively. This antagonism was specific to the NPY
receptor, since [D-Trp32]NPY exhibited no effect on the inhibitory hypothalamic AC
activity of serotonin. Since intrahypothalamic injection of I gIg of NPY has been
shown to elicit a robust feeding response in rats [3], we also tested the effect of [D-
Trp)32]NPY on NPY induced feeding. [D-Trp 32]NpY (1 or 10 gig) did not exhibit
significant stimulatory effect on feeding. Although I gig of [D-Trp 32]NPY failed to
exhibit antagonist effect, 10 gig of [D-Trp32]NPY significantly attenuated the 1 hr
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feeding response induced by 1 jtg of NPY. Thus, (D-Trp32]NPY also behaved as an
antagonist of NPY in in vivo models. Other substitutions such as D-Phe, Hyp or
even D-2-Nal, a Trp-mimicking residue, at position 32 resulted in agonist activity,
suggesting that there are strict structural requirements to induce antagonistic
properties to NPY. To determine the structural changes associated with D-Trp
substitution, we did modeling studies based on the X-ray structure coordinates of the
homologous peptide, avian pancreatic polypeptide (APP) [7]. These investigations
suggested that substitution of D-Trp at position 32 induced a type IH' [-turn at that
position causing the C-terminal to fold back over the PP-fold, rather than extending
away from the helix, as it does in APP crystal structure. It appears therefore that the
modified conformation in the C-terminal region is responsible for the loss of agonist
activity, resulting in a potent antagonist. Furthermore, stabilization of this P-turn
through cyclization may result in more potent antagonistic compounds.

110

100 0 13

t- I-]
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Fig. 1. Effects of increasing concentrations of [D-Trp32JNPY (1), and NPY in the absence
(0) and presence (N) of 300 nM [D-Trp32JNPY on isoproterenol stimulated adenylate
cyclase activity of rat hypothalamic membranes.

In summary, we have shown that [D-Trp32]NPY is a competitive antagonist of
NPY in both in vitro and in vivo models. Compounds based on [D-Trp32]NPY may
have potential clinical application since NPY has already been implicated in the
pathophysiology of feeding disorders.
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Introduction

Amylin is a 37-residue peptide amide with a single disulfide bond originally
isolated from the amyloid rich pancreas of type !I diabetic and insulinoma patients
[1]. It has now been established that amylin is a normal component of the pancreas,
co-stored and co-secreted with insulin from the islet P-cell granules [2]. Amylin
inhibits insulin secretion [3] as well as insulin stimulated peripheral glucose uptake
and glycogen synthesis by the activation of glycogen phosphorylase and inhibition of
glycogen synthase [4]. In vivo studies indicate that amylin also antagonizes the
inhibition of hepatic glucose output by insulin [5]. Therefore, it appears that
alterations in the plasma levels of both insulin and amylin may have deleterious
effects on glucose metabolism. These observations suggest that amylin peptides
may have useful clinical applications in type I and II diabetes. Structure-activity
studies were therefore carried out to identify the minimum sequence requirements for
activity, and to develop selective agonists and antagonists of amylin. These studies
were performed using the in vitro model systems, HEPG2 [6] and C2C1 2 [7] cell
lines, established in our laboratory to study amylin receptors and their effects on
glucose uptake.

Results and Discussion

Several N-terminal, central and C-terminal fragments of amylin were
synthesized and purified according to the procedure reported by us for amylin [8]. The
structural integrity of these peptides were confirmed by amino acid and mass spectral
analyses. Both rat and human amylin inhibited insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by
C 2 C 12 cells in a dose-dependent manner with comparable potencies. Although
central and C-terminal fragments exhibited little or no effect on glucose uptake, N-
terminal fragments, (1-23)-NH 2, of both human and rat amylin inhibited insulin-
stimulated glucose uptake by muscle cells in a dose-dependent manner, with
potencies comparable to that of intact hormones. These findings suggest that the N-
terminal region might constitute the active site of amylin. Structure-activity studies
revealed that cysteine residues are not crucial, because [Anb2-7]rat amylin(l-23)NH 2
also had a potency comparable to that of intact amylin in inhibiting the glucose
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uptake. CD studies indicated that human amylin was largely a-helical (98%) in
trifluoroethanol (TFE) while rat peptide exhibited 52% CE, 5% P and 43% random
structures. (1-23)-NH 2 fragments of both rat and human amylin as well as the
analog, [AnbZ7]rat amylin(l-23)-NH2 exhibited > 85 % a-helical structures in TFE.
The intact peptides and the N-terminal fragments were, however, less structured in
water. These observations suggest that the overall conformation of these fragments
is not dependent on the disulfide bond, and that the central amphipathic helical region
of amylins may be crucial for activity as in calcitonin peptides. We therefore
synthesized s. calcitonin(l-22)-NH 2 and a hybrid peptide linking amylin(l-7) with the
amphipathic helical region, 8-22, of s. calcitonin. Although these peptides also
exhibited predominantly a-helical (> 75%) structures, they failed to have any effect
on glucose uptake. Therefore, it appears that certain residues in the central
amphipathic helical region of amylin are important for activity.

S110 0

InIs
ii 0

Po.klsa. Log(UI

Fig. 1. Effects of human amylin (0) and human amylin(I-23)-NH2 (A) on insulin (100)
nM) stimulated glucose uptake by C2C12 cells.

In vivo experiments in fasted rats revealed that bolus doses (I.V.) of human
amylin( l-23)NH 2 and [Anb4 7lrat amylin(l -23)NH2 significantly lowered the plasma
glucose levels. Furthermore, human amylin(I1-23)NH 2 significantly lowered the
hyperglycemnia induced by amylin. This finding is not surprising because amylin not
only affects peripheral glucose uptake, but also hepatic glucose output as well as
insulin secretion which are excluded in in vitro models. However, further
investigations are required to determine why N-terminal analogs of amylin behave as
agonists and antagonists in in vitro and in vivo systems, respectively.
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Introduction

Accumulating physicochemical data now support the hypothesis that growth
hormone-releasing factor (GRF) preferentially assumes an a-helical structure as its
bioactive conformation [1]. Earlier studies with linear analogs suggested that
enhancements in potency were due to increased amphiphilicity and conformational
bias [2, 3]. Recent modifications incorporate cystine [4-6] and lactam [7, 8] bridges
along the sequence of GRF(I-29)-NH 2 in attempts to constrain secondary structure.
Felix et al. have synthesized analogs that contain i-(i + 4) lactam bridges between
residues 4-8, 8-12, 12-16, and 21-25 and show high biological potencies [8). We
modified the C-terminus by constraining residues 25-29 through a disulfide linkage in
rat GRF(1-29)-NH 2 [6]. Our preliminary study of this region has now expanded to
include lactam bridging of various i-(i + 4) ring sizes, amide bond shift and i-(i + 3)
bridging. The effect of the structural modifications on conformation is also addressed
through analysis by circular dichroism spectroscopy.

Results and Discussion

The four possible D/L bridgehead combinations of cyclo(25-29)[MeTyri,
Alai 5,D/LCys25,Nle27,D/LCys29]rGRF( 1-29)-NH 2 were synthesized. All were found
to be nearly equipotent to the assay standard which is itself ca. 13 times less potent
than the parent compound [MeTyr',Ala'S,Nle 27]-hGRF(l-29)-NH 2 (1). Based on the
observation that 3 was the most potent analog, others with varying lactam ring sizes
were synthesized. The side chain of DAsp in position 25 was linked to the 0)-amino
function of Dpr (6), Dbu (7), Orn (8) and Lys (9) (re. Xaa) in position 29 of
cyclo(25-29)[MeTyri,AlaS5J)Asp25.Nle27,Xaa29]-hGRF(1-29)-NH 2. The biological
data in Table 1 show that as the lactam ring size increases, the relative potency
increases until a maximum is reached with the 19-membered lactam 8 which has a
potency 17 times greater than that of the assay standard. The potency then decreases
by 50% upon ring enlargement in 9. Since the location of the amide bond in the
lactam may play a role in bioactivity, we chose the most potent lactam analog 8 and
replaced the bridgehead residues while keeping the ring size constant. Specifically,
DGlu 25 replaced DAsp25 and Dbu29 replaced Orn29 which shifted the amide bond by
one methylene group. The resulting analog 10 showed a 35% decrease in potency
from the original analog 8. Bridging a shorter backbone segment with an i-(i + 3)
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lactam resulted in an 18-membered ring analog (11) that was nearly equipotent to the
most potent i-(i + 4) analog 8. A decrease in the ring size to 17-membered 12 also
decreased the potency by >50%. Referring to our earlier SAR study [9] of the D-
amino acid and alanine scans, all sites 25, 28 and 29 tolerated both D- and Ala-
substitutions which targeted this region for structural manipulation.

Table 1 In vitro biological potency of cyclic i-(i + 4) and i-(i + 3) GRF analogs
with different ring sizes

GRF Analog Ring size Relative
potencya

hGRF(1-40)-OH Standard 1.0
1 [MeTyr',Alal5 ,Nle27]-hGRF(I-29)-NH2  13 (8-20)

cyclo(25-29)-rGRF(I-29)-NH2 substitutions
2 [MeTyr', Ala15, Cys2, Nle27, Cys2'] 17 1.1 (0.7-1.7)
3 [ . DCys 2s Cys29] 17 1.9 (1.3-2.9)
4 [ . Cys2 5  " DCys 29] 17 0.5 (0.3-0.8)
5 [ .. .. DCyss DCys2'] 17 1.5 (0.9-2.4)

cyclo(25-29)-hGRF(1-29)-NH2 substitutions
6 [MeTyri, Ala15, DAsp2 s, Nle 2 7, Dpr29 ] 17 1.4 (0.6-3.6)
7 [ .. . DAsp 25  Dbu" ] 18 4.2 (2.4-7.5)
8 [ DAsp 2 5 

" Orn2 91 19 17 (7-37)
9 [ .. . DAsp 2 5 

" Lys 2 9 ] 20 8.4 (5.1-13)
10 [ DGIu 2 5 

" Dbu 2 9 ] 19 11(5.6-20)

cyclo(25-28)-hGRF( -29)-NH2 substitutions
11 [MeTyr', Ala's,GIu 2s, NIe2", Lys2 ] 18 14(7-28)
12 [ f Glu25  

" Orn"1 17 6.6 (3.4-12)
aNumbers in parentheses represent 95% confidence limits.

CD spectra were generated for each of the i-(i + 4) lactam analogs 6-10 and the
most potent i-(i + 3) analog 11 and were compared to that of the parent linear
compound 1. Since [Nie27]hGRF(I-29)-NH 2 has been shown to become maximally
a-helical at approximately 30% TFE [10, we anticipated differences in helix-forming
tendencies at the halfway point of 15% TFE. Spectral analysis revealed no linear
correlation between the parameters of helicity, randomness, or k-sheet character and
biological potency or ring size in either solvent. However, all analogs lost random
character and concomitantly gained a-helical character in 15% TFE except for the i-
(i + 3) analog 11 which showed little change in randomness. Further analysis
showed that the linear analog 1 was more random with no P-sheet character in
aqueous solvent, whereas the cyclic analogs were less random and displayed more
sheet character. Also, the most potent analog 8 had the largest percentage increase in
helicity from water to 15% TFE. The least potent analog 6 with the i-(i + 4) 17-
membered ring showed the lowest amount of a-helix and the highest amount of I-
sheet character in 15% TFE.
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Earlier studies 11, 7, 8] showed lactarn ring sizes of 20 and 21 atoms to be
optimal for retention or gain in biological potency. In contrast, we saw maximal
potencies for 19-membered i-(i + 4) and 18-membered i-(i + 3) lactam ring analogs.
Although subtle differences in CD were observed among the analogs, the 18- through
20-membered lactam rings at the C-terminus did not impede the adoption of helical
structure nor did they drastically reduce potencies. These results also corroborate
modeling studies [11 j which showed that the bridges used in analogs 7-12 are
compatible with an a-helix. Smaller lactam ring sizes are sufficient for high
potency at the C-terminus whereas in other regions of the peptide the side-chain (or
ring) bulk may also be required.
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Introduction

Corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) is a species specific 41-residue
neuropeptide [1]. The peptides of ovine (o-CRF) and humap! (h-CRF) origin differ in
six amino acid positions but differences in their physical-chemical properties in
solution have not been described. Also, statistical analysis (Chou Fasman) predicts
comparable potency of secondary structure formation with helical regions in the
central and C-terminal parts of the chains in both o-CRF [2] and h-CRF [3].

Preliminary results which revealed a different behaviour of the two peptides in
solution initiated a series of experiments to elucidate the reasons for the structural
differences in aqueous environment and to investigate the properties of the peptides in
trifluoroethanol (TFE), a structure inducing solvent, by CD-spectroscopy and
dynamic light scattering.

Results and Discussion

The increase of peptide concentration in acid aqueous solution from 10-5 to 10-3

mol/L has only a minor influence on the CD spectral characteristics of o-CRF. The
amount of helix in the peptide remains less than 20%. In h-CRF solutions the
increasing concentration encourages helical spectral characteristics and the amount of
helix was determined to reach 45% in the 1 mM peptide solution (Figure 1). Ionic
interactions do not play a role in the conformation of o-CRF. However, the helical
content of h-CRF varies with solution pH. It is low in the case of negative or
positive charge and reaches a maximum in the range of the isoelectric point of h-
CRF (Figure 2).

These findings lead to the assumption that o-CRF exists mainly as a monomer,
while h-CRF forms an intermolecularly stabilized structure which is influenced by
ionic forces. By dynamic light scattering investigations of o-CRF in aqueous
solutions at concentrations lower than 104 mol/L, a particle distribution with a mean
particle radius R of 1.2 nm and an apparent molecular weight, M of about 4000
were found. These values correspond to the monomer. The broad distribution at 10-3

moi/L reflects an association equilibrium of mainly dimers with a M of about
9000. h-CRF exists at the lowest investigated peptide concentration in an
association equilibrium with predominantly dimers. In a I mM solution the
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distribution becomes narrower. The main particle radius was found to be 2.4 nm and
the apparent molecular weight was found to be 19500. The particle distribution
consists mainly of tetramers (Figure 3).

4 , 1
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Fig. 1. CD spectra of o-CRF (full line, V) and h-CRF (dotted line, P) in H2 0, pH4.
Inset: Concentration dependence of 6 of the two peptides at . =222nm.
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Fig. 2. Molar ellipticity 0 of o-CRF (V) and h.CRF (N) in H120 (c=2xIO"5 nol/L) at 222
nm as a function of pH. The amount of a-helix of the peptides (A, o-CRF: shaded box, h-
CRF) was estimated from different methods (0222m, [41, CONTIN [5(, VARSEL - least
squares algorithms), pooled and averaged
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Fig. 3. Particle size distribution of o-CRF (left) at a concentration of 8.8xlO"5 mol/L a;
).Oxl0r3 moL'L b and h-CRF (right) at 8.)x1 5O" mol/L A: 8.)xIO"4 molIL B in H20. c
and C give the distributions in TFER R, - mean particle radius.
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TFE o-CRF h-CRF Table I
(%) % helix % helix
M_%_helix_%_helix___ The amount of a-helix of o-CRF and

0 5 23 h-CRF (c=2xl0O5 mol/L) in TFE/H2 0

10 4 20 mixtures, estimated from different methods

20 46 46 (4222.m [4], CONTIN [5], VARSEL - least
40 65 69 squares algorithms), pooled and averaged.

60 72 66
80 71 71
100 77 70

The results suggest that o-CRF is monomeric in diluted solutions, but exists in
an association equilibrium at higher concentrations. For h-CRF we could show that
the peptide seems to form relatively stable tetramer structures at higher
concentrations. Increasing percentage of the structure inducing solvent TFE in the
peptide solutions results in a comparably drastic increase of the helical content in
o-CRF as well as in h-CRF (Table 1). A concentration dependence of the molar
ellipticity is not observed in this system. The particle radius R of about 1 nm of the
main distribution of the peptides in TFE corresponds to the peptide monomer
(Figure 3). Thus, under structure inducing solvent conditions the two peptides show
identical properties. The results are summarized as follows:

Conditions Properties
o2RF ~h.MF

aqueous monomer, less defined broad association equilibrium,
l0-6<c(M]<l0" secondary structure large amount of helix dependent on

independent of charge concentration and peptide charge
aqueous association equilibrium tetramers predominate with an amount
c[M]>104 of oligomers of helix >45%
TEE monomer, content of helix about 70%

The induction of the helical structure in the investigated CRF peptides in
aqueous solution is the result of intermolecular interactions which are more
pronounced in the human sequence than in o-CRF. Under structure inducing
conditions more than 70% of the amino acid residues of the two peptides form an
intramolecularly stabilized helix. Maybe the peptides exist as monomers under
physiological conditions. The molecules are assumed to be random coiled in the
extracellular aqueous medium and helically organized at the cell membrane.
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Introduction

Cyclic bradykinin analogs were synthesized in order to study the influence of
conformational restrictions on the biological activity and to suppress the enzymatic
degradation [1, 2]. To study the influence of the N-terminal part on the hormone
receptor interaction we prepared different types of cyclic bradykinin analogs. Besides
the classical side chain to side chain cyclization we synthesized also side chain to
backbone and backbone to backbone analogs.

Results and Discussion

The peptides synthesized in this study (see Table 1) were prepared by SPPS
using a combination of Boc/Bzl and Fmoc/Bul strategy. For condensation reagents
see Figure 1. We used qualitative Kaiser test monitoring throughout all synthetic
steps. Peptides with V(CH2 NH) bonds were prepared in accord with Coy et. al. [3].
The cyclizations (except peptide no. I) were done by BOP or TBTU. Final
deprotection and detachment from the resin was made with TFMSA, TFA, thioanisol
and EDT. Purification was done on Biogel P2 column and then by RP-HPLC. The
peptides obtained were characterized by AAA and FABMS. In comparison with
literature [4, 5], we used N to N backbone cyclization. The most problematic
building block Fmoc-N(CH2COOBu')The'-OH (XIV) was obtained by alkylation of
H-Phe-OBzl with BrCH 2COOBut (Ag2O, DMF) to give HN(CH 2COOBut)Phe'-OBzl
(XI). Catalytic hydrogenolysis (Pd/C) of XI in AcOH afforded
HN(CH 2COOBut)'Phe'-OH (XII). Compound XII was reacted with NO-
bis(trimethylsilyl)-acetamide to give (CH3)3SiN(CH 2COOBut)'Phe'-O-Si(CH 3)3
(XIII). In situ reaction of XM with Fmoc-CI and workup with KHSO4 afforded the
key building block XIV. All peptides with exception of VIII afforded [M+H]+ in
accord with theory. The synthesis of peptide VII proceeded well including
condensation of Fmoc-N(CH 2COOBu)'Phe'-OH. The following steps were more
difficult and prolonged reaction time or double couplings were necessary. It was not
possible to monitor the incorporation of Fmoc-Arg(Mts), because the resin bound
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R.NN COOSet

Mte (C~ij), CH, Sad Nib
Fewc - 4S -L M - Pro - Gly -L Mw - 5;r -D-Pbe - Pw - Ar A

Cyclization on the Solid Support
1. TWA I DCN

2.301061 246

CH 2-CH,-NHCO-CH 1

H - Arg IN-Pro - Gly L'PbS - Ser - D-Pbe - Pb. Arg - Ol

Fig. 1. Backbone - backbone cyclization of bradykinin analog.

Table 1 Biological activities of cyclic peptide analogs

No Peptides Antagonistic Activity (pA"
RUT GPI

I Cys-Arg-Pno-Pro-Oly-Pbe-Cys-D-P4i-Phe-Arg 7,2 0

II Lys-Aqg-Ptu-Pro-Gly-Phie-Oln-D-Phe-Pb-Arg 5,8 0
I - Pbhe-Ph

III Lys-Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-P~ie-lu-D-PbePbe-Arg 0 ,
r-- Mg-Ar,

IV Lys-Arg-Ptc-Pro-Gly-Pbe-Glu-D-,PfwdPhe-Ag 00-
I- GIu-OIU

V LysArg-Pro-Pro 1-OyPhe-Gu-D-Phe.Pbe-Arg 5,80-

VI - OIH
VII Ly-W f-t-4f -e--tP A 06,2

VIII Arg'taePro>-Gly-Phie-Glu-D-Pie-Pbe-Arg iii n.d.
CH2-CH2.NF6

DI F-PIe-Pro-Gly-Phe-43u-D-Pftie-Ph-Ag ni. n.d.
CH 1a--NH,

*polentation; nd. not detenined
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Boc-GlyV(CH 2-NH) peptide gave a negative Kaiser test. The synthesis of VIII
proceeded well including condensation of phenylalanine in position 2. In order to
improve the incorporation of Boc-GlyV(CH 2-NH), we used a 6 fold excess of Boc-
Gly aldehyde. In this case, unfortunately, double reductive alkylation [6, 7] took
place and after final deprotection we obtained peptide IX. The disulfide bridged analog
I has the highest RUT activity. Expansion of the bridge size decreases this activity
with the exception of compound V. The side chain to backbone cyclic analog VI has
no antagonistic activity in comparison with the corresponding linear peptide.
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New potent selective linear and cyclic bradykinin
agonists and antagonists

S. Reissmann

Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Friedrich-Schiller-
University, Philosophenweg 12, D-07743 Jena, Germany

Introduction

Bradykinin, an endogenous linear nonapeptide hormone with the amino acid
sequence Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe-Ser-Pro-Phe-Arg, is involved in a variety of
physiological and pathophysiological processes.

Because of the pathophysiological role of bradykinin, its antagonists are of
great interest. Vavrek and Stewart [1] developed the first antagonist in 1984, where
the key sequence alteration with respect to bradykinin was the replacement of L-Pro 7

with D-Phe or other D-aromatic amino acids. Since this initial discovery many
laboratories have attempted to develop more potent antagonists [2-51.

Our interest was to determine the structural and confornational requirements for
antagonistic activity and tissue selectivity of bradykinin antagonists. We synthesized
and studied analogs with replacements of D-Phe at position 7 by sterically hindered or
more hydrophobic amino acids, with replacements of the proline residues in position
2 and 3 by N-methyl phenylalanine, and cyclic analogs with different bridges, starting
from the side chains or from the backbone.

Results and Discussion

The replacement of D-Phe at position 7 in bradykinin antagonists by Ca, CP
and ring substituted amino acids decreases, in most cases, the potency probably by
steric hindrance [6]. Only 2-methyl-, 2,5-dimethyl phenylalanine and 2,5-dimethyl
cyclohexyl alanine (II) enhance the antagonistic activity, alone or in combination
with other hydrophobic amino acids at position 8. The possibility of replacing D-
Phe at position 7 by p-benzoyl-D-phenylalanine (Bpa) (IV) without a decrease in
potency is of importance for developing a photolabelled bradykinin. Furthermoie it
is possible to replace D-Phe by 3-iodo-D-tyrosine (V). From the standpoint of
structure-activity considerations the substitution with Bpa shows that bulky ring
substitutions like 2,3,4,5,6-pentamethyl phenylalanine (HI) prevents the interaction
with the receptor binding site whereas the planar p-benzoyl moiety seems to interact
with a hydrophobic pocket. N-methyl and N-alkyl phenylalanines in the sequence
restrict the conformational flexibility of the backbone. In position 7 D-NMePhe
(VI), converts antagonists into potent agonists [6]. The more bulky residues in D-N-
alkyl amino acids destroy the activity. Analogs with D-NMePhe at position 7 (VII)
give the highest tissue selectivity for agonists (RUT/GPI=10000).
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Table I Agonimc and antagomnistic actiiues

No Pepdda Activity
RUT UPl

I WDPhe]-BK - 5.6
U (DLcha(2SMW)']-BK - 6.0
iI (DLPhO,3,4..SM)']J-BK - -

IV Tyr()-DArg-[BpaI-BK 7.98 6.85
V [Tyr(1Y.OicJ-BK 7.13 6.69
VI [NbkPhe]-BK 136% 0.4%
VII DArdHyp',Thi',DNMe.Ph]-BK 86% 0
VM [(LNMcPh 2 -BK 35% 4%
IX Lys-Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe-Glu-DPhe-Phe-Arg 5.8 0

X Arg-Pbe-Pro-Gly-Phe-Ser-DPte-Phe-Arg 6.13 -

I I

(CHaNHCOCH2

By replacement of proline residues at position 2 and 3 by D- and L-NMePhe
only [L-NMePhe 2j-BK (VIm) has moderate agonist activity on rat uterus. The most
striking finding with this analog is the antagonistic activity on guinea pig lung strip.
Thus this analog represents a new type of antagonist for B2 receptors, without any
replacement at position 7. Furthermore this analog inhibits at a concentration of
10"13 M cytokine secretion from mononuclear cells.

Based on conformational calculations using molecular mechanics and dynamics
we synthesized different types of cyclic bradykinin antagonists to confirm the
supposed conformation of two turns, one in the N-terminal part and a second in the
C-terminal part; to develop conformationally stabilized potent antagonists and to
study the influence of different types of cyclization on the biological activity.

In the first series of analogs we used the linear starting sequence [DPhel]-
bradykinin. In this relatively weak antagonist the influence of conformational
constraints should be easier to observe than in highly potent analogs, where the C-
terminal sequence binds strongly with the receptor.

The replacement of serine in position 6 by glutamic acid retains the biological
activity. Cyclization of the side chains from Lys0 and Glu6 by a lactam bridge (IX)
provides an antagonist with nearly the same activity as the linear peptide and as
[DPhbe]-BK itself.

In contrast to the studies on melanotropin by Hruby [7], modifications of the
intramolecular bridges by positively charged, negatively charged or hydrophobic
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amino acids destroy the antagonistic activity. On the contrary these cyclic compounds
potentiate the bradykinin action.

To obtain cyclic analogs with minimal changes in the side chains we
synthesized analogs with bridges starting from the backbone. Using the results with
[L-NMePhe 2]-BK we replaced the proline residue at position 2 by phenylalanine and
started the bridge at the amide nitrogen. A very interesting fact of this series of
cyclic bradykinin antagonists is the relative high activity of the backbone-backbone
cyclized analog (X), an analog with minimal side chain modifications. In most cases
the cyclization seems to change the tissue selectivity. Contrary to [DPhe7]-BK the
active antagonists have a higher potency on rat uterus, some are only active on RUT.

Molecular dynamics and molecular mechanics calculations show a good
agreement between the confornational shape of [DPhe7]-BK and the cyclic bradykinin
with a lactam bridge between the side chains of lysine at position 0 and glutamic acid
at position 6 (X). Thus, the activities of the cyclic antagonists confirm the proposed
P-turn in the N-terminal part.
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High yield synthesis of pseudopeptide analogs of
cardiac NPY receptor antagonist, NPY (18-36)

A. Balasubramanlam, M. Stein, S. Sheriff and J.E. Fischer

Division of G.I. Hormones, Department of Surgery, University of
Cincinnati College of Medicine, Cincinnati, OH 45267-0558, U.S.A.

Introduction

Neuropeptide Y (NPY) exhibits negative inotropic effects on both isolated
hearts [1] and myocytes [2]. Plasma NPY levels are elevated in patients with
congestive heart failure (CHF) [3]. These findings suggest that cardiac NPY receptor
antagonists may have therapeutic value in CHF. Our previous investigations directed
towards these goals resulted in the characterization of cardiac NPY receptors [4] and
the demonstration that NPY( 17-36) is a physiological antagonist of NPY in rat
cardiac membranes [5]. We also reported that NPY(18-36) can competitively
antagonize the inhibitory effects of NPY on the adenylate cyclase activity [6] and
contractility [71 of rat cardiac membranes and/or myocytes. However, NPY(18-36)
has been reported to exhibit agonist activity in other in vitro [8] and in vivo [9]
systems. To minimize thest v ablems, we decided to synthesize NPY(18-36)
analogs with the pseud ,d (-CK -NH-) because introduction of the pseudobond has
often been shown to . ate peptide analogs with increased receptor affinity,
selectivity and/or halt ihZe [101. Furthermore, we chose to incorporate the
pseudobonds in between residues 30/31, 31/32, and 32/33 because the conformational
changes in this receptor binding region were expected to impart dramatic changes in
the properties of NPY(18-36). Although we encountered initial difficulties,
introduction of a protecting group for the secondary amine in the pseudobond enabled
the synthesis of these compounds in good yield and good purity.

Results and Discussion

Elegant investigations by Fehrentz and Castro [11] and subsequently by Sasaki
and Coy [12] have shown that: I. optically pure Boc-AA-CHO can be synthesized in
high yields by the LiAIH4 reduction of the N-methoxy-N-methylamides of Boc-AA-
OH, and 11. Boc-AA-CHO can be directly coupled to the ct-NH 2 group of the peptide
resin by reductive alkylation using NaBH3CN (Scheme 1). However, the possibility
of branching at the secondary amino group prevents general applicability of this
method especially for the synthesis of long peptides containing a pseudobond in the
C-terminal region as in NPY(18-36). Therefore, we investigated the possibility of
capping the secondary amino group with Tos, Z or (2-Ci)Z groups which could be
simultaneously removed during the final HF cleavage to obtain free peptides. Initial
investigations revealed that the treatment of the peptide resin containing the
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Boc-AA-CO-(N-Me)-OMe
I LIAIH4

Boc-AA-CHO---. NHrPEPTIDE-RESIN
(NINHYDRIN-BLUE)

NaCNBH3 (2.5 *quiv.)

1% AcON In DUF

Boc-AA-CH 2-NH-PEPTIDE-RESIN

(NINHYDRIN-WINE RED)

Z(2-CI)OSU (2 equiv.)
HOBT (2 equiv.)
DIPEA (4 equiv.)

Boc-AA-CH 2-N(2Ci-Z)-PEPTIDE-RESIN
(NINHYDRIN-YELLOW)

SCHEME 1

pseudobond with Tos-Ci or Z-C1 (2 equiv.) and DIPEA (4 equiv.) resulted in the
complete capping of the secondary amine within 30 min. The red wine color of
ninhydrin with the secondary amine turned yellow at the end of capping. However,
the known lability of the Z-group during repeated acidolysis to remove the N-a-Boc
group, and the apparent resistance of the Tos group attached to secondary amine to
HF, led us to choose (2-CI)Z for the capping of the secondary amine group. This
was introduced by treating the peptide resin with the pseudobond with (2-Cl)Z-OSU
(2 equiv.), HOBT (2 equiv.) and DIPEA (4 equiv.) for 30-60 min. This reaction also
blocks the a-NH2 group which has not reacted with Boc-AA-CHO. Analytical
RPLC of the three pseudopeptide analogs of NPY(18-36) synthesized by this strategy
revealed that the crude peptides contained >65% of the target compounds. These
peptides, (a3°'31)NPY(l8-36) (IC50= 6.00 nM), (V31"32)NPY(I8-36) (1.00 nM) and
(¥32-33)NPY(l8-36) (0.56 nM), exhibited greater affinity and selectivity to cardiac
NPY receptors than NPY(18-36) (126 nM). In summary, we have shown that long
peptides with pseudobonds in the C-terminal region can be synthesized by solid phase
method in high yields by protecting the secondary amine of the pseudobonds. This
strategy could now be applied for the synthesis of the pseudopeptide analogs of other
peptide hormones with C-terminal active sites.
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Structure-function reladionships in human
parathyroid hormone: The essential role of

amphiphilic a-helix
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J.F. Whitfleld and G. WIlck

Institute for Biological Sciences, National Research Council of Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario, KJA OR6, Canada

Introduction

Human parathyroid hormone (hPTH) plays an important physiological role by
regulating the resorption and deposition of calcium in bone. Although the full-size
hormone is 84 residues long, all the information required to elicit major biological
responses, such as activation of adenylate cyclase or stimulation of membrane-bound
protein kinase C, is contained within the biologically active 1-34 region [1]. In the
previous report [21, we have identified a sequence, between residues 21 and 34, that
can form an amphiphilic a-helix. Furthermore, biological data [3] have indicated
that this sequence contains the entire domain responsible for stimulation of
membrane bound PKC. To further test the role of amphiphilic helix in biological
activities of the hormone, we have designed and synthesized two classes of hPTH(20-
34) and hPTH(I-34) analogues: class one peptides which were predicted to have
greatly, reduced propensity to form amphiphilic helices, and class II peptides of
increased propensity to form amphiphilic structures. Here, we report the correlations
between the structural properties of these analogues and their biological activities.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows helical wheel projections for the 21-34 region of hPTH and of
the hormone analogues used in this study. The distribution of polar and hydrophobic
residues in the original peptide is fairly regular. Therefore, if this peptide were to
form an a-helical structure, the polar and apolar residues would be segregated on
opposite sides of the cylindrical helix (top panel). The amphiphilic character of this
helix should be further improved in the mutant peptide obtained by substituting Lys-
27 with the more hydrophobic Leu (left panel). Another analogue of the hormone
was designed by swapping Leu-24 with Lys-26. Swapping of these two amino acids
altered distribution of hydrophobic and polar residues, resulting in the structure of
greatly diminished potential to form amphiphilic helix (right panel).

A notable feature of many peptide hormones with propensity to form
amphiphilic helix is their ability to interact with phospholipid surfaces. Such an
anisotropic environment, which is believed to mimick the properties of a
hydrophobic region of the receptor, facilitates folding of these peptides into
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21-34 H
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Fig. 1. Helical wheel projections of hPTH(21.34) and analogues. Hydrophobic residues
are circled

Table 1 Circular dichroism and biological activities of hPTH analogues

Peptide -0222 X 10.3 Adenylate
PKC cyclase(Cs)

(nM)
Buffer +POPS2

hPTH-(20-34) 3.2 17.1 + inactive

[L271-hPT(20-34) 6.5 24.1 + inactive

[K24,L26]-hVTH(20-34) 1.7 0.2 inactive

hPTH-(1-34) 6.3 13.8 + 14

[L27]-hPTH(l-34) 11.6 16.7 + 3

[K24,L 261-hFPH-(I-34) 3.8 6.2 inactive

Palmitoyl-oleoyI-phosphatidylserine.
b Expressed as peptide concentration (C50 ) inducing 50% of maximum observed

production of [3H]-cAMP.
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amphiphilic helical structures. The secondary structure of various peptide analogues
was assessed by circular dichroism spectroscopy. In Table 1 we report, as an
empirical parameter, the ellipticity at 222 nm. More negative values of 0222 are
indicative of increased structure, particularly the formation of an a-helix. Like many
other small and medium-sized peptides, in aqueous buffer hPTH(20-34) and the
substituted analogues have very little ordered secondary structure, as indicated by the
minimum in the CD spectra at about 200 nm and very low negative ellipticity at 222
run (Table I). Addition of phosphatidylserine vesicles to the solutiozi of hPTH(20-34)
results in a dramatic increase in the magnitude of 022 and the appearance of a second
minimum at about 208 nm, characteristic of a-helix. rhe extent of this lipid-
induced helicity is even more pronounced for the [Leu-27] analogue of hPTH(20-34).
In contrast, swapped hPTH(20-34) still binds to the lipid vesicles (data not shown),
but does not adopt a helical structure. The longer 1-34 fragment of the hormone is
slightly helical even in the buffer, most likely due to folding of its N-terminal
portion [2, 4]. The helicity is further increased in the presence of phospholipid
vesicles. As with the 20-34 fragments, the negative magnitude of 0222 in the lipidic
environment is greatest for [Leu-271-hPTH(1-34), followed by the parent hPTH(I-
34), and the largely non-helical swapped analogue.

PTH(20-34) and PTH(1-34) stimulate membrane bound PKC in 17/2 rat
osteosarcoma cells with a potency essentially equal to that of the full hormone.
While this activity is retained by the Leu-27 analogues of the peptides, it is
completely lost by the swapped variants (Table 1). Activation of adenylate cyclase
requires almost all of the 1-34 sequence. Notably, the adenylate cyclase stimulatory
activity of hPTH(I-34) is considerably increased upon substitution of Lys-27 with
Leu (as indicated by a lower concentration of the latter peptide required to produce
similar response), whereas it completely disappears in the swapped analogue of the
hormone (Table 1).

In conclusion, the present data shed new light on structure-function
relationships in hPTH. These data clearly demonstrate the importance of
conformational properties of hPTH and indicate that the amphiphilic helical
secondary structure within the 20-34 region is critically important for biological
activities of the hormone.
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Synthesis and biological activity of
Bombyx eclosion hormone
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and N. Fujita

International Research Laboratories, Ciba-Geigy Japan Linited,
10-66, Miyuki-cho, Takarazuka 665, Japan

Introduction

Eclosion hormone (EH) is a neuropeptide which plays a crucial role in insect
ecdysis behavior. The peptide was isolated from lepidopteran species, Bombyx mori
and Manduca sexta. Bombyx EH consists of 62 amino acid residues and includes three
intramolecular disulfide bonds (Figure 1) [1]. In order to study the chemical and
biological aspects of Bombyx EH, it was necessary to prepare highly purified peptide
in large quantities. The synthesis was carried out by both a liquid phase method
applying maximum protection-HF procedure and a solid phase method applying
Fmoc-strategy. Using the synthetic Bombyx EH, we investigated the mechanism of
EH-mediated signal transduction in the silkworm abdominal ganglia.

Results and Discussion

The polypeptide chain was assembled from II segments as indicated in Figure
1. All the coupling reactions were carried out in N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) or a
mixture of NMP and DMSO using the WSCI-HOBt method to afford the fully
protected peptide. All the protecting groups, except Acm, were removed by the HF
method [IHF/p-cresol/ 1,2-butanedithiol:80/5/15 (VN/V), -5 °C, 60 min). The thus
obtained hexa-Acm peptide was purified by gel-filtration on Sephadex G-50 followed
by RP-HPLC and then treated with Hg(OAc) 2 in 5% AcOH to remove the Acm
groups. The disulfide bridges were formed by random air oxidation in the presence of
GSHIGSSG. The homogenous peptide was obtained after several purification steps
by using gel-filtration and preparative RP-HPLC. We have also tried to synthesize
EH by a conventional solid phase method applying Fmoc-strategy. The purity of the
intermediate 53-62, 43-62, 33-62, 23-62 and 13-62, was checked after deprotection.
A major side product formed during the peptide chain elongation was found to lack Ile
residue at position 46. However, this side reaction was avoided by the double
coupling technique. The final peptide either synthesized by the liquid phase or the
solid phase method was characterized by amino acid analysis, sequence analysis, mass
analysis and RP-HPLC. The peptide mapping of a thermolysin digest of the
synthetic peptide gave multiple peaks on RP-HPLC. The structures of the cystine-
containing fragments were determined by sequence and mass analyses. The results
indicate that the amino acid sequence and the disulfide pairings of the synthetic
peptides are identical to that of Bombyx EH. in vivo studies showed that the
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synthetic EH induced eclosion behavior with an ED5 0, value of 0. l-0.2ng/animal, a
value very similar to that of the native EH (Figure 2a).

These results suggest that the peptides obtained by both synthetic methods were
identical to that proposed for the natural Bombyx EH. Furthermore, the linear EH
(hexa-Acm EHi) did not induce the eclosion behavior, suggesting that the disulfide
bonds are important for exhibiting biological activity.

B11

Bat Bz] Wrmchx
DooSir-S r-7Tr-Aip-Ala-Pa

OcHx Aan OcHx Acm
Boc-Met-Gu-fle-Cis-fc-GIn-Asn-Cys'-Al..Opc

Acm CZ CIZ
Bo-Ghn-Cs-Ij-Ljs4Aes-P Ie-Gly-Pro.-OPa

F~r OqHx Bzt
floc-Trp-fte-du-G~y-S~r-LeuoOPac

Acm CjZ Toz
Bw-Cys-~e-Lys-AI-.A~g-GIy-OPA-C

CIZOdlix
Boc-L;%-Aip-Be-Pro-OPac

OcHxActnOcHxBzI
Bo-AIu-Cya-Gfn-Scr-Phe-Ala-OPac

Bz] BzI
Boc-Ser-Ie-Ser-Pro-OPac

Boc-Pbe-Leu-Aza-L~ys-Leu-OBzl

Ser

5602

Fig.1. ynteticschme nd srucureof Bmby EH
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Using the synthetic EH, we studied the mechanism of EH mediated-signal
transduction. Consequently, we found a new biochemical aspect, namely the EH
induced-phosphatidylinositol hydrolysis (PtdIns hydrolysis), in the abdominal
ganglia. Incubation of the ganglia from silkworm pharate adults with the EH led to
an increase in the formation of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (Figure 2b). The EH
induced-Ptdlns hydrolysis occurred in a dose-dependent manner and was abolished by
phospholipase C inhibitors. This kind of EH response developed in parallel to the
EH induced-eclosion behavior during the silkworm adult development. In
consideration of previous results which show a crucial role of cGMP as a second
messenger in the EH mediated-signal transduction [2], we hypothesized a cross talk
between cGMP and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate in the EH signaling cascade.

a b b
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j 14
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Eclosmo Hommen Dow (ulbady) elauim, Hmic Ce aim, (M)

Fig. 2. Dose dependency of eclosion behavior (a) and IP3 increase (b) by EH.
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Introduction

After the isolation of luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH) from
porcine hypothalamic extracts in 1971, more than 3500 LHRH antagonists have been
synthesized with the goal of finding a better therapeutic agent for the treatment of
endocrine-related diseases (e.g., prostate cancer and breast cancer) and for
contraception. Significant progress has been made in increasing the anti-ovulatory
activity (AOA) of LHRH antagonists, with the development of Nal-Glu [1], Antide
[2] and Azaline B [3] as examples. But all these types of antagonists have low water
solubility, and are typically administered to experimental rats by dissolving in corn
oil or 1% aqueous DMSO. Some of the analogs have a very strong tendency to form
a gel at the subcutaneous injection site, which discourages their further study for
clinical application. Therefore it is highly desirable to have LHRH antagonists
synthesized with high water solubility as well as high AOA. In fact a number of
LHRH antagonists were synthesized bearing a hydrophilic O-(Q-L-rhamnopyranosyl)-
D-serine in position 6 by Konig et al. [41 and reported to have high water solubility
and good AO activity. We report here our studies on the synthesis and
characterization of LHRH antagonists with high water solubility and high anti-
ovulatory activity.

Results and Discussion

Early structure-activity relationship studies have suggested that the side chain of
amino acid residue 6 is not involved in receptor binding. Therefore this position was
chosen as the modification site where a variety of highly hydrophilic moieties
(carbohydrate, polyethylene glycol and polyhydroxy compounds) were attached
through either the e-amino group of D-lysine or the y-carboxylic group of D-
glutamic acid residue, with the common sequence shown below.

Ac-D-Nal-D-Cpa-D-Pal-Ser-Tyr-D-AA6-Leu-Lys(N'-iPr)-Pro-D-Ala-NH 2

This was achieved by a post-synthesis solid phase modification method in which
Boc-D-Glu(Fm)-OH or Boc-D-Lys(Fmoc)-OH was initially incorporated during the
peptide chain assembly (Boc/Bzl chemistry). Then the fluorenylmethoxy-based side
chain protecting group was selectively removed using 50% piperidine in DMF and
the newly released carboxyl or amino group was modified. Peptides were released
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from the MBHA resin by HF in the presence of anisole with simultaneous removal
of the side chain protecting groups. Analogs were purified by preparative HPLC and
characterized by amino acid analysis and plasma desorption mass spectrometry.

This synthetic strategy works very well for the synthesis of most of the
analogs, but there are cases when this method does not work. It was found that
DMSO was a useful solvent for solid phase coupling of polyhydroxy acids or amines
when DCM, DMF, and NMP failed to dissolve the compounds. For the synthesis of
the analog carrying a taurine moiety (1), this strategy failed because taurine was
insoluble in organic solvents and could not be coupled to the resin-bound carboxyl
group. This problem was circumvented by directly incorporating Boc-D-Glu(y-
NHCH2CH2SO3H)-OH into the sequence. The taurine derivative was synthesized by
reacting Boc-D-Glu(cz-Bzl)-OH with taurine using the mixed anhydride method
followed by hydrogenolysis to remove the a-benzyl protection. We had to sacrifice
yield in the taurine coupling by mixed anhydride since we had no alternative except to
use water to dissolve taurine in the reaction. In the case of coupling
tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (Tris, 3) to the resin-bound carboxyl group where
three hydroxyl groups are competing with one amino group for attachment, an ester
linkage was formed along with the desired amide bond formation. But the ester could
be easily converted to the desired amide by dissolving the crude peptide in aqueous
acetonitrile with the presence of triethylamine (probably through a 5-membered
intramolecular rearrangement). For the synthesis of analog 8 in which a carbohydrate
moiety was attached to the D-lysine side chain, the hydroxyl groups were protected
by a ketal when coupling to the resin-bound E-amino group, and the ketal was
removed at the acidic extraction step using 50% aqueous acetic acid.

Table I Characteristics of LHRH antagonists with side-chain modified D-GIu6(-X)

Entry X RT (nin)a AOAb

1 -NHCH 2CH2SO 3H 13.0 1/8 @ 5.0 jig
2 N(CH2CH2OH)2  14.4 6/8 @ 1.0 jg
3 -NHC(CH2OH)3  13.7 2/8 @ 1.0 jg

4 -N 0 15.8 6/8 @ 1.0 g

5 -O(CH2CH20) 7CH3  16.2 7/8 @ 2.0 jig
6 -NH(CH2CH20)2H 15.7 3/8 @ 2.0 pg

aRT is retention time recorded on HPLC in min. Column: Vydac C18 (250 mm x 4.6 mm),
Linear gradient: 36%B to 42%B in 20 min (solvent A: 0.1% TFA in 1H20 and solvent B:
0.09% TFA in 70% aq. MeCN).

bAOA is anti-ovulatory activity expressed by number of rats ovulated/number of rats tested
at a dose given in micrograms per rat.

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used to evaluate the
hydrophilicity of the LHRH antagonists synthesized (Tables I and 2). The retention
time is well correlated with the structure. But from our study, it was found that
water solubility of peptides could not be exactly expressed by its retention time
(hydrophilicity) measured using a reversed phase (C18) HFLC column. For example,
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5 bearing a polyethylene glycol modification has the highest water solubility, but its
retention time is among the longest. 2 has a diethanolamine modification and 8 has
a carbohydrate moiety. The two peptides have the same retention time, but 8 is
much more soluble in water than 2. We also found that there was no solid evidence
that the gel formation of LHRH antagonists could be related to its hydrophilicity.

Table 2 Characterisics of LHRH antagonists with side-chain modified D-Lys6(-Y)

Entry Y RT (min) AOAb

7 -COCH2CH2COOH 15.5 9/10 @ 1.0 Jtg
8 -CO(C5H90 5), gulonyl 14.4 4/8 @ 1.0 tig
9 -COCH 2OH 16.6 7/8 @ 1.0 gg
10 -COCH 2CN 16.6 8/8 @ 1.0 gg
11 -COCONH 2  16.5 4/8 @ 1.0 tig
12 -COCH3  16.9 2/10 @ 1.0 pg

OSee Table 1.

All the LHRH antagonists synthesized (Tables 1 and 2) were assayed for their
anti-ovulatory activities (AOA). Generally, analogs with modified D-lysine in
position 6 have higher activities than those with modified D-glutamic acid in
position 6, except the one with D-glu(Tris)6 (3). The activity differences between the
two groups of antagonists may partially be attributed to the length difference of the
side chains between D-lysine and D-glutamic acid. Analogs (entries 1 and 7) with a
negatively charged residue in position 6 give low AO activities. Modification by
Tris and gulonic acid give the most active antagonists, 75% and 50% inhibition of
ovulation at a dose of 1 gig in rats.
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Introduction

In designing LHRH antagonistic decapeptides, a cluster of hydrophobic aromatic
residues at the N-terminus combined with a positively charged residue in position 6
and a basic residue in position 8 is known to result in high antiovulatory (AO)
potency [1]. However, the same structural feature can also, unexpectedly, trigger a
strong tendency for the cells to release histamine as a side reaction in vivo which has
already prevented a number of antagonistic analogs from their clinical application [2].
Among these analogs, the conventional choice for getting a positive charge in
position 6 is the incorporation of a basic residue (D-Arg, D-Lys or NE-isopropyl-D-
Lys) which can be protonated under physiological conditions. We report a method to
retain the positive charge in position 6 but eliminate its basicity by an incorporation
of NPY-alkylated 3-(3'-pyridyl)-D-alanine which holds a permanent and relatively
shielded positive charge as an alkyl pyridinium. A series of decapeptides containing
different kinds of NPY-alkyl-3-(3'-pyridyl)-D-Ala (or alkyl-D-Pal) in position 6 has
been prepared to investigate the shielding effect related to the size of the alkyl group.
Some structure-activity relationships of other designed methyl-Pal containing
peptides are also discussed.

Results and Discussion

Na-Boc-NPY-alkylated 3-(3'-pyridyl)-D-alanines with alkyl groups of different
sizes were prepared from Boc-3-(3'-pyridyl)-D-alanine via either direct alkylation with
corresponding alkyl halide or a catalytic process carried out by using relevant alkyl
iodide and silver(I) oxide as a catalyst [3]. Solid phase synthesis with Boc/Bzl
protecting protocol and DCC/HOBt coupling strategy were employed in an ABI-
431A automatic peptide synthesizer for the preparation of all the alkylPal-containing
peptides.

The NPY-alkyl-D-Pal6 containing antagonists, biological data of which are shown
in Table 1, were designed in a general sequence of Ac-D-Nal-D-Cpa-D-Pal-Ser-Tyr-D-
(NPY-alkyl)Pal-Leu-(Nt-iPr)Lys-Pro-D-Ala-NH 2 in order to basically satisfy the
structural requirements for high antiovulatory activity based on the reported results
[1, 4-6]. Evidently, this sequence has provided the peptides (entries 1-4) with a
sufficient AO activity and, simultaneously, a reduction in histamine release (HR).
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The shielding effect to the pyridinium positive charge caused by the NPY-alkyl group
has been observed by a decrease of HR by some three-fold when it is changed from a
less hindered carbon (methyl or benzyl) to a hindered carbon (isopropyl). Generally,
the introduction of an alkyl pyridinium instead of a protonated amine in position 6
may reduce HR by about forty (entries I and 3) to a hundred-fold (entry 4) compared
with 'Nal-Arg' (entry 5). It seems that the structural necessity in position 6 for high
AO activity should be a positively charged side chain rather than a basic residue.

Table I Biological data comparison among 'Nal-Arg' and NPY-alkyl-D-Pal6

containing LHRH-antagonists in a general sequence of Ac-D-Nal-D-Cpa-D-
Pal-Ser-Tyr-D-(l•Y-aikyl)Pal-L~eu(N-iPr)Lys.Pro.D-Ala-NH2

Antiovulatory Histamine release ED5oEntry Alkyl groupacity(lgmb
activitya (,tg/ml)b

I -CH3  1/10 @ 1.0 tg 7.1
2 -CH2CH2CH2CH3  1/8 @ 1.0 gtg not done
3 -CH2C6H5  0/8 @ 1.0 Itg 6.0
4 -CH(CH3)2  0/10 @ 1.0 tig 17.0

5 (Nal-Arg') 0/10 @ 1.0 tg 0.17
5 Ovulated/total experimental rats at a dose in microgram.
b In vitro test using rat mast cells.

Table 2 Characteristics of other NPY-methyl-Pal containing LHRH antagonists

Other residues in a sequence of HR ED50

[Ac-D-Nall, D-Cpa2, ... , D-Ala1°]LHRH A(Lg/ml)

6 D-Pal3, MePal5, D-Trp6  1/10 @ 0.5 2.5
RLg*

7 D-Pal3, MePal5, D-Trp6 , iPrLyss 7/10 @ 0.5 p±g 4.3

8 D-Pal3, iPrLys 5, D-MePal 6, iPrLys8  9/10 0 0.5 ;ig not done

9 D-Pal3, MePal5, D-iPrLys6 , iPrLys8  9/10 @ 0.5 gtg 7.9

10 D-Pal3, D-MePal 6, (NW-triMe)Lyss 5/10 @ 0.5 gtg* not done
11 D-Pal 3, MePal5, D-Tyr6, (NW-triMe)Lysg 2/10 @ 1.0 gtg 5.6

0/10 @ 1.0 mg.

Some other MePal containing antagonists have also been synthesized for
structural interests (data shown in Table 2). Entries 10 and 11 were designed for
consolidating the knowledge of residue-transposition between positions 5 and 6 [41
and the influences based on a basicity elimination in position 8 (Nt-trimethylLys was
used instead of the traditional Arg or Nt -iPrLys). The more hydrophobic residue D-
Trp compared with D-Tyr in position 6 with a positively charged residue (MePal) in
position 5 enhances AO activity but no reduction in histamine release is obtained
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(entry 6). There is a loss of AO activity by substituting Arg for iPrLys in position
8 with MepaI 5 and D-TrpO (entries 6 and 7). Our data suggest a strong preference for
a single positive charge in either position 5 or 6. The trials to pose two positive
charges in positions 5 and 6 caused a big drop in AO activity (entries 8 and 9).

Abbreviations: AO, antiovulatory; Cpa, 3-(4'-chlorophenyl)alanyl; HR, histamine
release; iPrLys, NtI-isopropyllysyl; LHRH, luteinizing hormone releasing hormone;
MePal, 3-( 1'-methyl-3'-pyridyl)-D-alanyl; Nal, 3-( 1'-naphthyl)alanyl; Pal, 3-(3'-
pyridyl)-alanyl; py, pyridine.
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Characterization of peptide receptors
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In the last two decades the number of biologically active peptides isolated and
sequenced has increased dramatically. Synthetic peptides, their derivatives, or non-
peptide agonists and antagonists have been used for radioreceptor assays and
physiological or pharmacological studies. These studies have provided convincing
evidence that actions of the peptides were mediated by receptors located on the plasma
membranes of target cells. Broadly speaking there are three types of peptide
receptors: 1) ligand-gated tyrosine kinases (e.g., the receptors for insulin or nerve
growth factor); 2) ligand-gated guanylyl-cyclases [1] (e.g., the atrial natriuretic
factor receptor); and 3) G-protein coupled receptors. The first two types of receptors
above have single membrane spanning segments; the latter type has multiple
membrane spanning segments.

There are three families of receptors that operate through trimeric G-proteins.
(For a description of G-protein diversity, see reference 2.) Two of these families are
relatively small: the VIP/secretion family [3] and the metabotropic glutamate family
[4] of receptors. The third family of G-protein coupled receptors - all of which are
structurally related to opsins - is very large [5]. To date no peptide-gated ion
channels analogous to the nicotinic cholinergic, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA),
or N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors have been discovered, but sooner or later
such a receptor may be found.

I shall devote the remainder of this short review to a description of the
neurohypophysial hormone receptors, because this will allow me to make some
remarks about the properties of G-protein coupled receptors. Mammals typically
have two posterior pituitary hormones: Lysine- or arginine-vasopressin and
oxytocin. (Thirteen related peptide hormones are found in other species [6].) These
hormones are made by brain cells and released into the bloodstream to act on
peripheral organs. In addition they are used by neurons in the central nervous system
as neurotransmitters and by certain peripheral cells as "paracrine" mediators. The
actions of vasopressin and oxytocin are mediated by receptors which are members of
the opsin receptor superfamily.

Mammals have three types of vasopressin receptors (Via, Vlb and V2) and at
least one type of oxytocin receptor. Complementary DNAs encoding each of these
have been isolated [7-11]. The VIa receptor is responsible for vasopressin's pressor
(i.e., vasoconstricting) effect. In the rat large numbers of Via receptors are found on
hepatocytes and cause glycogenolysis. Vla receptors are also found in several areas
of the central nervous system. The Vlb receptor is present on ACTH-producing cells
in the anterior pituitary. Along with CRF, vasopressin elicits ACTH secretion.
Oxytocin, released in response to suckling, causes milk let-down in the breast. It is
potent in contracting uterine smooth muscle as well, and is thought to be important
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in parturition. Activation of Via, Vlb, or oxytocin receptors triggers a cascade of
events culminating in the mobilization of intracellular calcium by inositol 1,4,5-
trisphosphate and the activation of protein kinase C (PKC) by diacylglycerol.
Activation of intracellular kinases such as PKC results in phosphorylation of diverse
proteins including some that affect gene transcription [12]. Thus, calcium-
mobilizing receptors have both short- and long-term effects on cells.

Stimulation of the V2 receptor activates adenylate cyclase resulting in an
increase in intracellular cyclic AMP. In cells that comprise the distal collecting ducts
of the kidney the increased cyclic AMP opens a pore resulting in greater reabsorption
of water. This effect accounts for vasopressin's other name, antidiuretic hormone.
People who inherit a defective gene for the V2 receptor cannot concentrate their urine.
They have to drink large volumes of water to make up for this handicap, and they
have a high risk of becoming dehydrated should they be unable to obtain or drink
enough fluid. Most, if not all, of the mutations in the V2 receptor gene discovered
thus far have seriously flawed the receptor [13-161. One can imagine, however, a
mutation that alters agonist preference. It is possible that a "new" agonist could be
designed for such a receptor and used to treat patients.

While the primary structures of many receptors are now known, their
conformations are not. Bacterial rhodopsin has served as a model for these receptors
[ 17]. This molecule is activated by photoisomerization of a covalently bound retinal
molecule just as mammalian opsins are, but its amino acid sequence is not at all
similar to that of the opsins. Furthermore, it does not interact with a G-protein.
Therefore, one might question its usefulness as a structural template for the opsin
related receptors. It has served as a useful first approximation however. From its
two-dimensional crystal structure people have inferred that the G-protein coupled
receptors should have seven membrane-spanning cc-helical segments. In the case of
the vasopressin receptors, the last five transmembrane domains have proline and/or
glycine residues which interrupt the helices in which they are found. Viewed from
above the membrane spanning domains are tightly packed in a circle or crude spiral
and form a central cleft that includes the ligand binding domain. In the cases of the
ligands examined to date, residues on several of the helices participate in binding
agonists. (Antagonist compounds, especially organic-chemical peptide antagonists,
seem to bind to a site that overlaps but is not identical with the agonist site).

The receptors should be viewed as highly dynamic structures. ca-helical
domains oscillate on either side of "hinge" (proline and glycine) residues. Receptor
occupancy results in an active metastable conformation being favored over an inactive
one. How this, in turn, causes the G-protein subunits to dissociate from one another
is still a matter of speculation. It is evident, though, that the cytoplasmic loops are
the sites of interaction of receptors with their G-proteins. In particular, the third
cytoplasmic loop seems to play an especially important role in defining which G-
protein a-subunit the receptors will bind. Not unexpectedly, the third cytoplasmic
loops of the V la, Vlb, and oxytocin receptors are quite similar. The corresponding
region of the V2 receptor is structurally different.

Cell lines that express cloned receptors - especially human receptors - have
already begun to be used by scientists in pharmaceutical companies to identify novel
peptide agonists and antagonists. Design of non-peptide ligands remains rather
empirical. One hopes that a better understanding of the relationship between the
structure and function of receptors will make this process a more rational one.
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Introduction -_

Detailed information on the interaction of ligands and receptors is a prerequisite
for understanding the molecular mechanisms of hormone action. While peptide
chemistry has provided many suitable analogues and derivatives of hormones, access
to receptors has been limited. Fortunately, the situation is changing. Soluble
insulin receptor ectodomain (ED), a-I'-•'-a, which contains the complete a-
subunit and truncated extracellular 0-subunit [1], has already become available in
milligram quantity. Hence, photoaffinity labelling can be carried out on a new level,
and physical studies of the hormone-receptor complex under reversible conditions
become feasible. With ED, we could recently identify a second insulin binding
domain of the receptor (2]. We now report on two novel photoreactive insulins as
well as spin-labelled analogues [3] and their application to probe the ED under
irreversible and reversible conditions.

Results and Discussion

Photoaffinity labelling. Since aryl azides, which are generally used to label
peptide hormones [41, give only moderate incorporation into receptors, we are
currently testing perfluorinated aryl azides [3] and recently 4-benzoylphenylalanine
(Bpa), for which encouraging labelling of the complete insulin-receptor has been
reported [5]. The photoreactive analogues were prepared by enzyme-catalyzed
incorporation of Bpa-amide into position B30 of insulin (P1) and B26 of des-(B27-
B30)-insulin (P2). They are homogeneous in RP-HPLC and exhibit binding
affinities to IM-9 lymphocyte receptors of 60% (P1) and 47% (P2). Both labelled
ED specifically. UTV-induced incorporation of P1 into ED yielded up to 35% of the
covalent complex. Because the photo-activatable group is located very closely to the
postulated binding region of the insulin receptor 161, P2 appears to be an active site
label useful for binding site analysis.

Spin labelling. Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy directly detects the
presence of free radicals and gives information on the structure and motional
dynamics at the site of one or more unpaired electrons [7]. Stable organic nitroxide
radicals, which are used as reporter groups for biomolecules, give a spectrum
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showing 3 sharp, well resolved hyperfine lines. It is very sensitive to
immobilization, which results in characteristic line-broadening. The powerful
method has so far found little application with peptide hormones. The interaction of
spin-labelled EGF and its receptor has recently been studied [8].

We have prepared two spin labelled insulins with the 2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-
carboxy-pyrrolidine- 1 -oxyl residue in position B 1 or B29 (Figure 1 B1, B29) via N-
protected insulin intermediates. The shortened analogue B25, lacking amino acids
B26-B30, contains a C-terminal 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-amino-piperidine-1-oxyl
residue. It was obtained by trypsin-catalyzed semisynthesis. The ESR spectra are
shown in Figure 1. Characteristic differences in the high-field bands and different
rotational correlations times CR indicate that the spin label is subject to partial
immobilization, which is most pronounced for B1, intermediate for B25, and least
for B29.

"Ic81 NI42

I4 N

Ai/

825"3 HC143

20 G

Fig. 1. Structures and ESR spectra of spin labelled insulins.
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The interaction of two spin labelled insulins, B1 and B25, and ED was studied
by ESR spectroscopy at pH 7.8 and concentrations of 10-5 M ligand in a series of
preliminary experiments. The spectral changes observed were different for the two
insulins. The relative rotational correlation times, corrected for the increase of
molecular mass due to binding to the receptor (MW approx. 350,000), was not
significantly different for free and receptor-bound B3. Thus, if any, there appears to
be only little involvement of position B I in receptor contacts. In contrast, the
corresponding values for B25 were 3.5 ns for free, and 5.2 ns for bound insulin.
This reflects a specific immobilization of the label and thus indicates a more
intensive receptor interaction at this site. The signals observed were reversible, i.e.
increasing amounts of non-labelled insulin abolished the spectral differences and
regenerated the spectrum of free B25.

Although as yet preliminary, the results show that spin-labelling and ESR
spectroscopy can yield valuable information on insulin binding to its receptor. The
specific immobilization with B25, but not B1, would be in line with the hypothesis
[6] that the B24-B25 region interacts with the receptor. This is confirmed by the
photoaffinity labelling experiments. Our ESR findings are a first direct
demonstration of site-specific interactions within the reversible insulin/receptor
complex.
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Introduction

Reversible protein phosphorylation on scrine, threonine and tyrosine by protein
kinases and phosphatases is widely accepted as a principal mechanism by which
eukaryotic cells respond to extracellular signals [M1. Several aquatic compounds,
including okadaic acid (OA) polyether fatty acids and microcystin/nodularin cyclic
peptide hepatotoxins, have been identified that are potent and specific inhibitors of
the catalytic subunits of type-I and -2A protein phosphatases (PP-Ic and PP-2Ac),
two of the major serine/threonine PPases in eukaryotes [2-5]. OA and the
microcystins are powerful tumor promoters, although the molecular mechanism
underlying this effect is unknown [6, 71. The chemical feature that characterises the
heptapeptide microcystins and pentapeptide nodularins is the presence of an unusual
C20 O-amino acid Adds ([2S, 3S, 8S, 9S]-3-amino-9-methoxy-2,6,8-trimethyl-10-
phenyldeca-4,6-dienoic acid) [8]. Most microcystins differ in the nature of two
variable L-amino acids indicated by suffix letters (i.e., L=leucine, R=arginine) and in
the absence of methyl goups on D-erythro-fn-methyl aspartic acid (D-MeAsp) and/or
N-methyldehydroalanine (Mdha) residues [9].

Results and Discussion

A sensitive liquid chromatography (LC)/capillary electrophoresis (CE)-linkod
PPase bioassay was used to identify and isolate six new microcystin-like peptides
from freshwater cyanobacteria and marine sponges (Table 1) [10-12]. All of these
peptides are potent inhibitors of PP-Ic/PP-2Ac (IC50 = 0.06-0.4 nM) and as
hydrophobic as OA, based on reversed-phase LC elution times. The predominant
protein hyperphosphorylated in rat-l fibroblasts in response to microcystin-LR was
identified as a 23 kDa phosphoseryl protein (PP23). PP23 was largely unaffected by
OA (a 100-fold less potent PP-lc inhibitor than microcystin-LR) but was strongly
hyperphosphorylated in these cells in response to inhibitor-1 peptide (a specific PP-
lc inhibitor) and epidermal growth factor (EGF, Figure 1). These data indicate that
PP23 is a potential substrate for PP-Ic in vivo and may play a role in EGF-
stimulated signal transduction pathways.
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Fig. 1. Identification of a 23 kDa phosphoseryl protein as the major protein
hyperphosphorylated in digitonin-permeabilised rat-) flbroblasts in response to
epidermal growth factor (EGF) and microcystin-LR (MCYS-LR). Phosphorylation and
treatment of cells with EGF and MCYS-LR was carried out using a modified protocol from
Eicholtz et al. [14). Rat-] fibroblasts were washed in permeabilisation buffer (PB)
comprising: KCI (120 mM), NaCl (30 mM), MgCI2 (1 mM), KH2P0 4 (1 MM), sodium
PIPES (10 mM, pH 7.4), EDTA (I mM), CaCI2 (0.037 mM). To start phosphorylation
assays, fibroblasts were incubated with PB containing: digitonin (Sigma, 40 jM), r32p-
ATP (Amersham, 100 pCi per gel lane) and protease inhibitor cocktail (PMSF, I mM;
eupeptin, 20 jug/nl; aprotinin, 20 #ghnl; trypsin inhibitor, 20 ghniL, benzamidine, 20

mM). Peptides/toxins were dissolved in dimethylformamide:PB (1:20) and incubated with
rat-I fibroblasts for 15 min at 250C. Treated cells were subjected to SDS-PAGE (4-12%
gradient gels autoradiographed using Kodak X-OMAT film) to reveal 32 P-radiolabelled
proteins. Lane I is a control without toxinlEGF, lanes 2-5 and 6-9 represent treatment
with increasing concentrations of two different preparations of EGF (Collaborative
Research), lanes 10 and 11 represent treatment with UCYS-LA. Extraction and partial
amino acid analysis of hyperphosphorylated gel proteins was carried out as described in
Haystead et aL [13).
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Table 1 Structures of novel hydrophobic cyclic peptide toxins

Peptide Structure IC50 1nMJvs
PP-ic

Microcystin-LV cyclo(D-Ala-L-Leu-D-MeAsp-L-Val-Adda-Di-Glu-Mdha) 0.3
Microcystin-LM cycloD-Ala-L-Leu-D-MeAsp-L-Met-Adda-D-Glu-Mdha) 0.1
Microcystin-LL cyclo(D-Ala-L-Leu-D-MeAsp>-L-L~u-Adda-D-Glu-Mdha) 0.1
Microcystin-LF cyckDAlLau-D-MeAsp-L-Phe-Adda-D-Glu-Mdha) 0.4
Nodularin-V cyclo(D-MeAsp-L-Val-Adda-D-Glu-Mdha) 0.06

Nodularin-1 cyclo(D-MeAsp-L-Ile-Adda-D-Glu-Mdha) <0.1I

Using a combination of protein purification and PCR cloning, PP- I was also
identified as the predominant PPase in the QA-producing marine dinoflagellate
Prorocentrwn lima and overexpression of this enzyme may allow P. lima to counter-
balance the effects of a powerful tumor promoter (OA). We recently established for
the first time that the microcystins are prevalent throughout the marine environment.
Increasing evidence suggests that many cyanobacteria and dinofiagellates combine to
produce PPase inhibitors with heterogeneous potencies, effective against signal
transduction pathways in higher eukaryotes. The study of protein kinases and PPases
in marine eukaryotes will be facilitated by a novel non-radioactive CE-based assay
which allows resolution of phospho- and dephosphopeptides in crude tissue extracts.
It will now be of interest to examine the effects of microcystins on PP- I activity in
marine eukaryotes and to identify PP23 and its associated protein kinase(s).
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Introduction

Herpes simplex virus (HSV)-encoded ribonucleotide reductase (RR) catalyzes
the conversion of ribonucleoside diphosphates into the corresponding 2'-deoxy
derivatives required for viral DNA synthesis. HSV-RR is comprised of two distinct
homodimeric subunits, the association of which is required for enzymatic activity
[1]. The C-terminus of the small subunit (R2) is known to play a critical role in
this association, and the nonapeptide H-Tyr-Ala-Gly-Ala-Val-Val-Asn-Asp-Leu-OH,
which corresponds to the nine C-terminal amino acids of the small subunit, inhibits
HSV RR with an IC0 of 38 ILM [2, 3]. This nonapeptide was selective for HSV-
RR over mammalian RR but failed to inhibit HSV growth in tissue culture. We
have conducted an extensive structure activity investigation using the nonapeptide as
a lead in the hope of identifying inhibitors more potent against HSV-RR and also
effective at preventing viral replication inside the cell.

Results and Discussion

The relative potency of the inhibitors is evaluated in an enzyme assay [4],
which directly measures the ability of the compounds to inhibit the conversion of
radiolabeled CDP to dCDP, and a solid phase competition binding assay [5], which
measures the ability of the compounds to compete with a radiolabeled tracer
(inhibitor) for binding to immobilized HSV-RR large subunit (RI). The binding
assay has the advantage of being sensitive for compounds having IC5es greater than
0.001 pM while the enzyme assay is limited to compounds having IC50s greater
than 0.1 IpiM. The binding assay proved crucial for the ranking of the potent
inhibitors shown in Table 1.

The four N-terminal amino acids of the nonapeptide are not optimal for
inhibitory potency as they can be replaced effectively with a 3-phenylpropionyl
group. The resulting inhibitor (compound 1) is five times more potent than the
nonapeptide (IC5o = 25 laM in our binding assay). One of the most significant
increases in inhibitor potency is obtained by alkylating the asparagine side chain
nitrogen (cf. compound 1 and 2). The best substitution we have found so far, i.e.,
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replacing the NH2 with a pyrrolidine, boosts activity more than a hundred times.
Compound 2 is shown as a point of reference to illustrate the effect of individually
incorporating what we have so far found to be the best substitutions at each of the
other four amino acid positions (see compounds 3 to 7).

Table I Ribonudeouide reductase inhibitors - structure activity

EC50
ICSO Cell Culture

Compound Binding Assay Assay
HSV-2 HSV-1

00.0 005

2 0 0.034

H0 H

0Q

3 (s Z 0.010
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4 0.005

BI-D-33o1"o o5 3

5 0.002

6 e.10' 0.006

7 0.043

H

BI-LD.-598 • •I "_sw'- 0.0002 120 120

0
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Although compounds 2 to 7 all have low nanomolar potencies, none were
effective at inhibiting viral replication in tissue culture at concentrations below 1000
p.M. However, when all of the optimized modifications were combined into one
molecule (BI-LD-598), we obtained the first subunit association inhibitor to have
efficacy in tissue culture. BI-LD-598, which has subnanomolar activity in the
binding assay, inhibits the growth of both HSV-1 and HSV-2 in serum starved BHK
cells (EC,0 = 120 pM). Tissue culture efficacy can be improved by reducing the C-
terminal carboxyl to an alcohol (cf. BI-LD-598 and 733). Although this
modification lowers inhibitor potency in the binding assay (cf. compound 6 and 7), it
seems reasonable that the decreased hydrophilicity of BI-LD-733 favors cell
penetration and consequently tissue culture efficacy.

In order to provide support that HSV RR is inhibited inside the cell, we
developed an assay to measure the ability of our compounds to lower the pools of
deoxyribonucleotides in vitally infected serum starved BHK cells [6]. Of the
compounds shown in the table, only BI-LD-598 and 733 effectively lower the
deoxyribonucleotide pools. These compounds reduce the concentration of dATP,
dCTP, and dGTP by 50% at a concentration of -32 ptM and -7 jiM respectively.
Antiviral activity is thus associated with a reduction of deoxyribonucleotides inside
the cell.

In conclusion, compounds BI-LD-598 and 733 are greater than 50,000 times
more potent than the lead nonapeptide and more than 100 times more effective at
binding to the large subunit of HSV-RR than the natural ligand, the small subunit.
These compounds inhibit viral replication in tissue culture and in addition do not
inhibit human ribonucleotide reductase at concentrations up to 1000 pJM. We believe
that the discovery of these compounds constitutes an important step towards the
development of novel and selective antiherpetic drugs.
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Introduction

Gelatinase-A and gelatinase-B are members of the matrix metalloproteinase
family of enzymes [I] which includes the collagenases, stromelysins and matrilysin.
We and others [2] have been able to show by in situ hybridisation experiments using
radiolabelled oligonucleotide probes specific for gelatinase mRNA that the gelatinase
gene is turned on in the vicinity of many tumour tissues. When sections of tissue
surgically removed from human breast cancer patients are subjected to
immunohistochemistry using a gelatinase-A specific monoclonal antibody the
staining patterns reveal increasing amounts of gelatinase-A according to the severity
of disease. Examination of cytosols generated from such tumour tissue on a
substrate gel shows that the active forms of both gelatinase-A and B are present- In
addition, we have carried out a series of experiments in vivo with C127 cells which
have been transfected with the gelatinase-A gene and selected for their ability to
secrete gelabinase-A [3]. When these cells are injected into Balb/C nu/nu mice and
the mice examined for the presence of lung nodules four weeks later, a direct
correlation between numbers of nodules and amounts of gelatinase secreted is
observed. C127 cells transfected with vectors alone or collagenase and stromelysin
genes produced only background levels of lung nodules. All of this constitutes
evidence for the involvement of gelatinase-A in the process of tumour metastasis and
selective inhibitors may offer therapeutic potential in preventing this process.

Results and Discussion

Having access to a panel of the pure human forms of gelatinase-A, stromelysin
and collagenase has allowed us to examine a series of hydroxamic acid derivatives for
their potency and selectivity in vitro. Optimisation of a series containing isobutyl in
the PI' position led to potent inhibitors such as 1 which lacked selectivity. Based on
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substrate knowledge [4] we then introduced an aromatic residue into the P1 position,
optimisation of which led to the highly potent and selective phenyl propyl analogue
2. The P3' position tolerates a wide range of substituents but variations which
culminated in the arylsulphonamide series proved to be particularly interesting as in
3. We then returned to the P1 ' group for a fine tuning exercise of which 4 and 5 are
examples with Ki's against gelatinase-A of < 0.010 nM and selectivities over
collagenase of up to 80,000. The majority of these analogues were synthesised via
the Evan's chiral auxiliary [5] route which is illustrated for the synthesis of 2. Thus
formation of the desired chiral auxiliary derivative followed by deprotonation with
sodiumhexamethyldisilylazide and alkylation with t-butylbromoacetate gave
exclusively the diastereoisomer shown as measured by NMR. Removal of the chiral
auxiliary with lithium hydroperoxide gave the optically pure carboxylic acid. Standard
peptide coupling followed by cleavage of the t-butyl group afforded the carboxylic
acid. The best results for formation of the hydroxamic acid were obtained with
ethylchloroformate as activating agent and trimethylsilylhydroxylamine. The
carboxylic acid intermediates shown are also potent inhibitors, for example, the
carboxylic acid corresponding to 4 has a potency of I nM vs. gelatinase-A and
comparable selectivity figures to the hydroxamic acid.

SAR's of HYDROXAMIC ACID0 P,1'

0 P

P,1 P1 p;a GL-A 1 aL

I 0.33 (1) 23 (137) ZO (216)

2~Q (1)m S£4237 203 (32M)

5 SO rýao~.'I''' .1 io) 1.09(109) 710(MM03

Early analogues appeared to have poor pharmacokinetics when examined for
their ability to inhibit the formation of lung nodules induced by gelatinase-A
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secreting C127 cells in Balb/C nu/nu. mice. However, members of the
arylsuiphonamide series possessed good half lives at 4 mg/kg i.v. in normal mice.

00 0 0

0 0 ()• EDC, HOST/I g AF AN0

0 'W

HA range of analogues have been evaluated in a simple model which assesses the
iniiinof gelatinase-A in vivo. The duration of action of the suiphonamide

derivatives has been confirmed and we have recently optimised the above series to
obtain orally active analogues. In a syngeneic model of tumour metastasis in mice,
inhibition of the formation of lung nodules was observed with selected inhibitors
both i.v. and orally.

We have demonstrated that gelatinase is a key enzyme in the process of tumour
metastasis and have identified the structural requirements for potent and selective
inhibitors. Several inhibitors were efficacious in animal models of metastasis, some
possessing good duration of action and oral bioavailability.
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Introduction

The conformationally constrained analogues cyclo-S,S-[Ac-Cys-Arg-Gly-Asp-
Pen]-NH 2, 2 and cyclo-S,S-[Mba-Arg-Gly-Asp-ManJ, 3, (Mba/Man = 2-
mercaptobenzoyl/2-mercaptoaniline disulfide) have been described as potent platelet
aggregation inhibitors and fibrinogen receptor antagonists 11, 2]. The ten fold
enhancement in potency and receptor affinity associated with replacing (Na-Me)Arg
for Arg as in cyclo-S,S-[Ac-Cys-(Na -Me)Arg-Gly-Asl-Pen]-NH2,4 (SK&F 106760)
and cyclo-S,S-[Mba-(Na-Me)Arg-Gly-Asp-Man], 5 (SK&F 107260), directed our
attention to investigate the effect of other Na-substituents on Arg, and other amino
acids within the cyclic structure, on platelet aggregation inhibition potency and
receptor affinity.

Results and Discussion

We have generated potent fibrinogen (Fg) receptor antagonists from a small
linear peptide, Ac-RGDS-NH 2 1, by utilizing conformational constraints and
increasing lipophilicity, through enclosing -RGD- into a cyclic disulfide bearing the
Ac-Cys/Pen-NH 2 tether to give 2, and substituting the Mba/Man tether for the Ac-
Cys/Pen-NH 2 tether in 2 to give 3, Table 1. Substituting (Na-Me)Arg for Arg gave
rise to analogues 4 and 5, with significant enhancement in platelet aggregation
inhibition (potency) and Fg receptor antagonist (affinity). The effect of alpha amine
methylation on potency has also been examined for Gly and Asp within the
framework of the cyclic peptide 2. The corresponding (NO-Me)Gly and (Na-Me)Asp
peptides 6 and 7 displayed decreased activity compared to 2. Similar modification on
peptide 4 gave 10 and 11 with drastic loss of potency and affinity compared to 4.
These results indicate that, contrary to the Arg residue, Na-methylation on Gly or
Asp is unfavorable. These substitutions may impose an undesirable influence upon
peptide conformation, may promote unfavorable receptor interaction or eliminate a
favorable hydrogen bond interaction. The probable solution conformations of 4 have g
been determined by 'H NMR and molecular modeling [3]. The conformation
determined for Gly and Asp in 4 fall within the manifold of conformations of
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(Na-Me) amino acid residues in peptides [4]. Thus, Na-methylation of these residues
may not perturb conformation. Instead, NW-methylation of Gly or Asp in 4 may
introduce a negative steric interaction, or loss of a favorable receptor interaction. The
role of the NU-methyl group on Arg was probed with the (Na-Et) analogue 8 and the
(Na-Bzl) analogue 9. Peptide 8 displayed enhanced potency over 2 and comparable
potency to 4, while 9 displayed diminished potency relative to 4 or 8 and

Table 1 Structure activity of Nasubstituted amino acid modifications in peptides 2
and 3

PFL@ Agg. Binding

No. 1CSO (tiM)" K1 (AM)b Ki (ILM)

1 Ac-RGDS-NH2  91.3±-0.1 4.2 37± 0.28

2 cyclo(SS)-[Ac-CRGD-Pen]-NH 2  4.12±0.6 -

3 cyclo(S,S)-[Mba-RGD-ManJ 0.29±0.09 0.027 -

4 cyclo(SS)-[Ac-C(Na-Me)RGD-Pen]-NH 2  0.36.0.04 0.058±0.02 0. 175:L0.025
(SK&F 106760)

5 cyclo(SS)-[Mba-(Na-Me)RGD-Man1 0.09±0.02 0.0021±0.006 0.004±0.0002
(SK&F 107260)

6 cyclo(S,S)-[Ac-CR(N"-Me)GDoPen]-NH 2  73.4-:8.2 - 1.25±0.061

7 cyclo(SS)-[Ac-CRG(Nu-Me)D-PenI-NH 2  136.7+21.9 -- 25.3±1.2

8 cyclo(S,S)-[Ac-C(Na-Et)RGD-Pen]-NH 2  0.9.0.15 0.065 -

9 cyclo(SS)-[Ac-C(Na-Bzl)ROD-Pen]-NH 2  7.74±1.78 >100 6.38±0. 1

10 cycIo(SS)-Ac-C(Na-Me)R(Nn-Me)GD-Pen]-NH 2  39.5±6.0 - 15.1±0.62

I I cyclo(SS)-[Ac-C(Na-Mc)RG(N'-Mc)D-Pen]-NH 2  23.4±8.7 - 7.04±0.03

12 cycIo(S,S)4Ac-CGRGD-Pen]-NH 2  11.4±2.0 0.61±0.13 3.79±40.02

13 cyclo(S,S)-[Ac-C(Nn-Me)GRGD-Pen]-NH 2  1.2±0.71 0.077±0.0 0.740±-0.005

14 cyclo(S.S)-[Ac-CG(NO-Me)RGD-Pen]-NH 2  036±0.05 - 0.135-0.015

15 cyclo(S.S)-[Ac-C(NO-Me)G(N m -Mc)RGD-Pen]-NH 2  0.15.0.03 0.02:0.01 0.017±-0.001

16 cyclo(S.S)-[Ac-C(NL-Bzl)G(No-Me)RGD-Pen]-NH2 0.29±0.06 0.43:0.059 0.052±0.006

17 cyclo(S,S)-[Ac-CP(Nca-Me)RGD-Pen]-NH 2  24.4±:9.81 >10 15.45±2.3

18 cyclo(SS)-[Mba-(N"-Me)GRGD-Man] 3.46±1.1 0. 143.-0.072 -

19 cyclo(SS)-[Mba-(N-Me)G(Na-Me)RGD-Man] 0.102,0.043 0.0245±O.006 -

20 cyclo(S.S)-[Mba-P(NUtMc)RGD-Man] 1.0110.44 - 0.82-0.03

b Inhibition of platelet aggregation in canine platelet-rich plasma induced by ADP.
Inhibition of 1251 fibrinogen binding to purified GPIlb/llla isolated from human
platelets, reconstituted in liposomes, no statistical limits indicate only one
determination.
Inhibition of 3H-SK&F 107260 binding to purified GPlIb/IHa.
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comparable to 2. Thus, a certain degree of steric bulk in the Na-substituent on Arg
can be tolerated by the receptor. The solution ,conformations of 4 and 5 [3] do not
support the promotion of a cis-amide by the NO-Me group since neither displayed a
cis-amide. The conformations of 4 and 5 do suggest that the Na-Me group adds
conformational constraint to these molecules. The methylation of Arg could enhance
potency furthermore, by removing an unfavorable receptor interaction or introducing
a favorable receptor interaction arising from: a) increasing the electronegativity of the
amide oxygen or b) promoting a positive lipophilic receptor interaction.

In our initial search the cyclic hexapeptide 12 displayed activity comparable to
the pentapeptide 2. We examined the effect of Na-alkylation on the intercalated
amino acid in 12. The (Na-Me)Gly 13 displayed enhanced potency and affinity
relative to 12 or 2. The (Na- Me)Arg peptide 14, displayed enhanced potency over
12 and 13, and comparable potency to 4. The doubly Na-methylated peptide 15,
displayed superior activity to either 13 or 14. The (Na-benzyl)Gly peptide 16
displayed no drastic loss, however the Pro analogue 17 produced a dramatic loss in
potency. A similar intercalation was carried out in 3 and 5 to give 18-20 with a
drop of activity in 18 and 20 and no dramatic loss in 19, despite decrease in receptor
affinity relative to S. These results indicate that the enhancement of potency
obtained by Na-methylation is dependent on the specific amino acid (Arg) and not on
its position in the sequence or the size of the ring.

In conclusion, the importance of an (Na-Me)Arg in the cyclic -RGD-peptides to
Fg-receptor antagonist and inhibition of platelet aggregation activity has been
demonstrated.
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Introduction

Interleukin- 10 (IL-l P)-converting enzyme (ICE) has been identified [1] as a
cysteine protease which cleaves the IL-i10 precursor (pIL- 10) at Asp'16-Ala"17 to
yield mature IL-18, an important mediator of inflammation. ICE also cleaves pIL-lfI
at Asp27-Gly 28.

pIL-i : Met-...-Ala-Asp-,Gly-Pro-...-His-Asp-,-Ala-Pro . ..........-. Ser
1 27 28 116 117 269

To develop reversible inhibitors for ICE, peptide aldehydes and peptide
substrates having the scissile bond as keto-methylene isostere were derived from the
ICE cleavage sites. Trans-epoxysuccinyl (Eps) peptides, analogues of E-64 (Eps-
Leu-Agm), were prepared to find irreversible inhibitors of ICE.

Results and Discussion

Compounds involved in this study are listed in Table 1. Peptide aldehydes 1-4
were prepared by stepwise elongation of 0-tert-butyl-L-aspart-l-al semi-carbazone,
Asp(OYBu)SC, followed by successive removal of the SC and SBu. (An alternative
synthesis of an analogous peptidyl L-aspart-l-al has been published recently [2].) For
the synthesis of substrate analogues 5 and 6 the key intermediate, Z-Asp(O(Bu)kGly
was prepared analogously to [3]. Eps peptides 7-9 were obtained by stepwise
elongation.

ICE inhibiting activity of the peptides was determined on THPI cells stimulated
by LPS and silica. The release of IL-1P from the cells was measured by ELISA.

It has long been known that peptide aldehydes are reversible inhibitors of serine
and cysteine proteases [4], and that potent and selective aldehyde inhibitors can be
constructed for such proteases, e.g., thrombin, from the P3 -P, portions of their
native substrates [5). In view of these findings tripeptide aldehyde I and pentapeptide
aldehydes 2-4 were derived from the IL-10 fragments P3-P1 and P5-PI, respectively.
Of these 2 was the most inhibitory indicating the significance of residues P4 and P5
and that of His at P2.

Substrate analogues 5 and 6 were less inhibitory than the aldehydes. Thus the
presence of Pl'-P4' does not seem to help the binding of 5 and/or the keto-methylene
isostere group may be less reactive than the aldehyde.
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E-64, Eps-Leu-Agm, is an irreversible inhibitor of most cysteine proteases and
seems highly specific for this class of enzymes [6]. ICE showed resistance to E-64,
which was explained by its unique substrate specificity [1). To obtain ICE-
inhibiting analogues the Leu and Agm of E-64 have been replaced with residues of
pIL- 10 in consideration of the possible binding modes of E-64. It is very likely that
the Leu-Agm of E-64 binds to the S1'-S 2' or S2'-S 3' subsites of the enzymes [61.
Thus Leu and Agm as substrate subsites correspond to P 1' and P 2' or P2' and P3',
respectively.

Based on the crystal structure of E-64-papain complex, it has been also
supposed that E-64 occupies the S sites of the enzyme [7). To comply with the side
chain requirements for these three binding modes 7, 8 and 9 have been prepared.

Table I ICE inhibitors derived from P5-P,' of plL-I#i

Peptide and its relation to pIL- 16 sequence ICE
Ala-Tyr-Val-His-AspAla-Pro-Val-Arg-Ser inhibitiona

No. P 5 P4 P 3 P 2 P1  Pl' P 2' P3 ' P 4' P5' IC 50 AM %

1 Z-Val-His-Asp-H 10 -
2 Eoc-Ala-Tyr-Val-His-Asp-H 4
3 Eoc-Ala-Tyr-Val-Ala-Asp-H 7 -
4 Eoc-Ala-Tyr-Val-Gly-Asp-H 10 -

5 Z-Tyr-Vai-His-AspkGly-Pro-Val-Arg-NH2b 400 29
6 Ac-Tyr-Val-Ala-AspkGly-NH-CH 3  - 20

7 Eps-Ala-dcPro - NI
8 Eps-Pro-dcVal - NI
9 dcVal--Ala--Eps - NI

8Determined on THPi cells by using ELISA for measuring IL-1I0 release. % Inhibition of
peptides at 10 pM. NI, no inhibition.
bAspkGly, keto-methylene isostere of Asp-Gly; Eps, L-trans-epoxysuccinyl; dcAA
descarboxyamino acid; --, reversed direction of the peptide bond (NH-CO). Neither of
them are inhibitory, which may indicate that ICE is not a cysteine protease.

Based on the ICE sensitive region of pIL- 13 potent peptide aldehyde inhibitors
of ICE can be prepared, e.g., Eoc-Ala-Tyr-Val-His-Asp-H inhibits IL-13 release from
THPJ cells with an IC5o of 4 piM. Substrate analogues having the scissile bond as
keto isostere are much less active. E-64 analogues derived from pIL-1l• are inactive.
This latter finding may show that ICE is not a cysteine protease as classified [1, 81,
but rather a serine protease which contains a thiol group near the active site whose
integrity is necessary for enzyme activity. In our opinion this view is supported by
recent findings [8] that ICE contains the active-site consensus sequence of Ser
proteases (Gly-X-Ser-X-Gly) at 287-291 as well as a nearby thiol, that of Cys 285,
which is sensitive to alkylation by peptidyl diazoketone.
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Introduction

The serine protease thrombin is an important component of the blood
coagulation cascade. Selective thrombin inhibitors are of interest as anticoagulant
drugs for the treatment and prophylaxis of diseases like vein thrombosis, pulmonary
embolism and arterial thrombosis. The catalytic site of thrombin cleaves peptide
sequences at Arg-AA bonds. In addition thrombin also interacts with substrates via a
so called anion binding exosite which is distinct from the active site and is
responsible for the specificity of the enzyme.

Peptides derived from the C-terminus of hirudin have been shown to inhibit
thrombin by binding to the non-catalytic exosite of the enzyme. The decapeptide
hirudin5,.65 has been recognized as the minimal structural unit for inhibitory action
in earlier studies [1]. The therapeutic utility of presently known hirudin 56 .65
derivatives is limited by low "in vivo" activities and their short duration of action.

Results and Discussion

Based on the 3D-structure of the thrombin-hirudin complex [2] and molecular
modeling methods, various series of N-acylated decapeptide analogs of hirudin5 .5

H-Phe-Glu-Glu-Be-Pro-Glu-Glu-Phe(4-OSO 3H)-Leu-Gln-OH

were synthesized. In the course of this work variations of each position of the native
sequence have been evaluated.

Peptide synthesis was carried out on solid supports using Boc- or Fmoc-
chemistry. Unnatural amino acids, e.g., Boc-L-p-sulfomethyl-phenylalanine (Boc-
Smp) were synthesized via alkylation of (2R)-(-)-2,5-dihydro-3,6-dimethoxy-2-
isopropyl-pyrazine [3].

Concentrating first on position 63 (Table 1), we found that the chemically
labile tyrosine-O-sulfate can be replaced by 4-sulfomethyl-phenylalanine. This
replacement results in an increase of inhibitory potency and may be expected to
favourably influence the kinetic properties of the corresponding derivatives.
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Table I Variations of position 63 (thrombin time assay)

Suc-Phe-Glu-Glu-le-Pro-Glu-Glu-AA-Leu-Ghn-OH EC 0o [Inmol/l]

Smp 0.27
Phe(4-OSO 3H) 0.96
Phe(4-COOH) 1.08
Phe(4-SO3H) 1.09
Tyr(3-NO2J 1.45
Tyr 5.64

Thrombin time assay (TI): The EC10o-value was determined as concentration of test
compound leading to 100% prolongation of clotting time of human plasma as compared to
control.

Further optimization confirmed that as N-terminus the succinyl group Suc
(des-amino-Asp) is a good choice. Its carboxylic acid function forms a salt bridge
with Argt73 and Lys, 149 (AA, = AA in thrombin). Tyr in position 56 forms an
additional hydrogen bond to the thrombin backbone and is slightly better than Phe
which only interacts with Phet34. Replacement of Hle in position 58 by Pro, Hyp
or Glu gave inhibitors with nearly equal potencies. Whereas Glu is able to form a
salt bridge to Argt77, Pro and Hyp lead to a more rigid structure. The side chains of
both amino acids 59 and 64 reach into the same hydrophobic pocket; combination of
1le59 and Cha 6" gives the best interactions. Substitution of Pro in position 60 by

Table 2 Comparison of LU 58463 with known antithrombotics (exosite and
bifunctional inhibitors)

"IT PAa AVSb t1/2'

ECIo [nmol/1] IC5o [nmol/lJ ED15 [mg/kg] [mini

LU 58463 80 67 0.49 57
Hirugen [5] 5,100
MDL 28050 [6] 776 348 28.8
r-Hirudin 22 2 1.42 35
Hirulog-1 [7] 110 32 2.38 6

aplatelet aggregation (PA) was measured with platelet-rich human plasma.
bArteriovenous shunt model (AVS): Thrombus formation was evoked by a glass capillary
inserted into a shunt between the right carotid artery and left jugular vein of anaesthetized
rats. ED15 was determined as the dose of compound required to cause a 15 min
prolongation of the shunt patency.
cPlasma concentration after intravenous administration (tt1 2) in anaesthetized rats was
determined by comparing the thrombin time of venous blood drawn at different time
intervals with a thrombin time standard curve.
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Hyp leads to an increase in potency by a factor of about 5. None of the replacements
investigated at positions 57, 61, 62, 65 resulted in compounds more potent
than the native sequence.

By combining the results of the systematic variation of each position of
hirudin565 we were led to the synthesis of

Suc-Tyr-Glu-Pro-Ile-Hyp-Glu-Glu-Smp-Cha-Gln-OH LU 58463

The "in vitro" activity of LU 58463 in the thrombin time assay is in the same range
as r-hirudin. The X-ray structure of the thrombin-LU 58463 complex shows that the
sulfonate group interacts - like the sulfate in hirugen [41 - with the phenolic group of
Tyrt76, with a backbone nitrogen of Iet 82 and, via a water molecule, with the
carbonyl groups of Glnt° and Argj7.

Evaluation of LU 58463 in several animal models of thrombosis demonstrated
its high activity in vivo. The biological data (Table 2) indicate that this newly
developed inhibitor is equipotent or superior to other known thrombin inhibitors.

10000

I.U 58463

100 p10tj,2 -5 i

10 t11,2- 34 nin

0 30 60 90 120
Time [min]

Fig. 1. Kinetics of LU 58463 and r-hirudin in plasma after inravenous administration of
I mg/kg to anaesthetized rats (n = 5).
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Introduction

HIV protease is a critical enzyme in the replication cycle of the human
immunodeficiency virus. The protease is responsible for the posttranslational
cleavage of the gag and gag/pol gene products which are the precursors to structural
proteins p17, p24 and p9/p6 which make up the virion core, and the enzymes reverse
transcriptase, integrase, and the protease itself. As such, virions arising from
transfection with a provirus mutated in the protease-coding region contained
unprocessed viral proteins and were non-infectious [1]. The crucial role of this
protease in the processing of HIV proteins and the production of infective virus
particles has made it a prime target for drug design M2].

HIV- I protease is a 99 amino acid residue protein which assembles into a
homodimeric structure [3]. Dimerization of the protease generates the catalytic center
of the enzyme (containing two active aspartate residues) and also the substrate
binding pocket. The dimeric nature of HIV-I protease offers a new mode of enzyme
inhibition based on blocking homodimer assembly or disrupting the dimeric
interface.

The N- and C-terminal regions of HIV- 1 protease are the main area of dimeric
overlap within the protease. These sequences interdigitate to form a four-stranded fý-
sheet structure which accounts for more than 50% of the interfacial region of the
dimeric protease (Figure 1).

Results and Discussion

Since the N- and C-terminal sequences of HIV protease are involved in dimer
formation, the addition of peptides corresponding to these sequences could inhibit
HIV protease by interfering with dimerization. We evaluated the ability of peptides
corresponding to the N- and C- termini of HIV-I protease (with a Ser mutation at
residue 95) to inhibit protease activity [4). We synthesized peptides 1-3
corresponding to the last 4-6 amino acid residues and the first 5-7 residues of HIV- 1
protease. The peptides were synthesized by a solid phase procedure using the
Merrifield resin modified with a p-alkoxybenzylalcohol linker [5]. The inhibitory
effect of peptides 1-3 on HIV-I protease activity was evaluated using a fluorogenic
substrate assay developed by Toth and Marshall [6]. We found that with the C-
terminal peptides maximum inhibition was observed with pentapeptide lb (Table 1).
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This corresponds well with the C-terminal region involved in the f-sheet interface of
the protease which spans from residue 99 to 95.

Fig. I. The four-stranded fl-sheet structure found at the N- and C-termini of the HIV
protease homodimer (dashed lines indicate interstrand hydrogen bonds).

The N-terminal portion of HIV- 1 protease extending from residues 1 through 6
forms half of the four-stranded j3-sheet structure. The hexapeptide 2b is a
significantly better inhibitor than the shorter pentapeptide and the longer
heptapeptide, which corresponds well with the maximum length N-terminal sequence
involved in the [n-sheet structure (Table 2). We have also explored the effect of
blocking the N-terminus in these peptides, which is involved in a salt bridge with the
carboxylate of Phe(99) in the homodimer. As expected, there was a small decrease in
inhibition with peptides 3a and 3b but the hexapeptide was still quite active.
Peptide 3c, however, had improved inhibition upon acetylation, which may be due to
H-bonding interactions between the acetyl-amide and C-terminal carboxylate, in
addition to hydrophobic interactions with the Phe(99) sidechain.

Table 1 Inhibition of HP/-i protease with C-terminal fragments corresponding to
the dimerization interface of HI V-i protease

C-terminal Peptides % InhibitionP

la AcNH-Thr-Leu-Asn-Phe-OH 3.9

lb AcNH-Ser-Thr-Leu-Asn-Phe-OH 37.2
lr AcNH-Gly-Ser-T shr-Leu-Asn-Phe-OH 4.6

aAt 100 btM concentration.
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Table 2 Inhibition of IV-1i protease with N-terminal fragments corresponding to
the dimerization interface of HIV- I protease

N-terminal Peptides % Inhibition*

2a NH-Pro-GIn-Ile-Thr-Leu-OH 5.6
2b NH-Pro-GIn-lle-Thr-Leu-Trp-OH 39.9
2c NH-Pro-GIn-lle-Thr-Leu-Trp-Gln-OH 1.3

3a AcN-Pro-Gln-lle-Thr-Leu-OH -1.4
3b AcN-Pro-Gln-Ile-Thr-Leu-Trp-OH 28.1
3c AcN-Pro-Gin-lle-Thr-Leu-Trp-Gln-OH 26.0

aAt 100 ItM concentration of peptides.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that N- and C-terminal peptides of the
dimerization interface of HIV-1 protease can act as HIV-1 protease inhibitors. In
systematically varying the length of the peptide sequences, definite trends were
obtained in which it was determined that peptide lb of the C-terminus and peptide
2b of the N-terminus had the maximum inhibitory activity towards HIV-I protease.
Interestingly these sequences correspond exactly to the full length P-strands in the
four-stranded, P-sheet region of the protease, which lends support to the belief that
these peptides may he interfering with the dimerization interface. Although the
inhibition obtained with these peptides is not large, they may act as good starting
points for the design of novel dimerization inhibitors of HIV-1 protease.
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Introduction

The endothelins (ETs) and sarafotoxins (SRTXs) comprise a family of potent
vasoconstricting peptides that contain 21-amino acids arranged in a unique bicyclic
motif formed by disulfide bridges between cysteines located in positions 1-15 and 3-
11 [1]. All members of this family possess a hydrophobic C-terminal hexapeptide
terminating in an L-tryptophan with a free carboxylate that is necessary for high
binding affinity to isolated endothelin receptor subtypes (ETA and ETn) and for
vasoconstrictor activity [1]. We have utilized the C-terminal hexapeptide of
endothelin- 1 (Ac-His' 6-Leu-Asp-Ie-Ile-Trp 21, (I)) to develop functional antagonists
of ET-1 [2-41. A D-amino acid scan of compound I revealed that the D-His 16

analogue (H) enhanced binding (5 to 20-fold) to both ETA and ETB receptor subtypes
versus (I). The D-Phe16 substitution (M) led to a modest enhancement in binding
affinity over (U) [2, 3]. In addition, we have reported [3, 41 that substitution of beta,
beta-disubstituted hydrophobic D-aromatic amino acids in position 16 of the C-
terminal hexapeptide led to peptides with high binding affinity to both receptor
subtypes (Ac-D-Dipl 6-Leu-Asp-Ile-Ile-Trp2 I (IV) (PD 142893), Dip = 3,3-
diphenylalanine [5]). Several antagonists of ET-1 that are selective for the ETA
receptor have been reported in the literature [6-8], but PD 142893 and related
analogues are combined receptor antagonists. Compound (VI) blocked ET-1
stimulated arachidonic acid release (AAR) with a potency consistent with its binding
in tissues that express either the ETA or rat ETB receptor. In addition, PD 142893
has been shown to block the in vitro vasoconstrictor activity of ET- I and SRTX-6c
with pA2 values of 6.6 (ETA) and 6.3 (ET.), respectively [3, 4]. In examining the
role of positions 17, 18, 19, and 20 to binding affinity and receptor subtype
selectivity, we have found compounds selective for the ET, receptor subtype by
incorporating aromatic amino acids, specifically phenylalanine.
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Results and Discussion

Starting with compound IV (PD 142893), phenylalanine was substituted in
positions 18, 19 and 20. In the case of positions 18 and 19 the phenylalanine
substitution led to compounds that were selective for the rat ETB receptor
(compounds V and VI). However, phenylalanine was not tolerated at position 20
with the resulting compound (VII) having only micromolar affinity for either
receptor subtype. In vitro, Ac-D-Dip' 6-Leu-Asp-Phe-Ile-Trp 2 I (VI) was able to
block SRTX-6c stimulated vasoconstriction in the rabbit pulmonary artery (ETB)
with a pA2 value of 6.4, but only had a pA2 value of 5.3 in the rabbit femoral artery
(ETA). Surprisingly, even though V had binding affinities similar to VI, it showed
no in vitro activity in either tissue. Compound VI is a functional antagonist of ET-
1 that is selective for the rat ETr receptor albeit only slightly.

Table 1 Binding affinities and biochemical activities of C-terminal ET-I analogues

Binding Assaya Biochemical Assayb
Peptide ETA ETB AARA AARB

I >50 >50 NDd ND
U 9.5 10.0 3.2 ND

Ell 2.8 3.3 3.1 ND
IV 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.02
V 0.67 0.03 1.3 0.85

VI 0.15 0.06 0.13 0.054
VII 4.0 7.5 >10 ND

VIII 0.10 0.33 0.42 2.7
IX 1.0 6.0 0.45 ND
X 7.0 5.2 >10 ND

a Binding data in rabbit renal artery vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) (ETA) or rat
cerebellar membranes (ETB) (micromolar IC5o values).

b Inhibition of ET-I stimulated AAR (micromolar EC5 0 values) in rabbit renal artery
VSMC (ETA) or CHO cells expressing recombinant rat ET8 receptors.

c (I) Ac-His-Leu-Asp-ile-lle-Trp; (1) Ac-D-His-Leu-Asp-Ile-lle-Trp; (mII) Ac-D-Phe-Leu-
Asp-Ile-lle-Trp; (IV) Ac-D-Dip-Leu-Asp-Ile-Ile-Trp.2Na+ (PD 142893); (V) Ac-D-Dip-
Leu-Phe-Ile-lle-Trp; (VI) Ac-D-Dip-Leu-Asp-Phe-lle-Trp; (VII) Ac-D-Dip-Leu-Asp-lle-
Phe-Trp; (VIII) Ac-D-Dip-Leu-Asp-Ala-Ile-Trp; (IX) Ac-D-Dip-Leu-Asp-Glu-lle-Trp;
(X) Ac-D-Dip-Leu-Asp-Lys-Ile-Trp.

d ND = Not Determined.

In order to determine the structural parameters of endothelin antagonists that
contribute to ETO receptor selectivity we incorporated neutral (Ala, Vm), acidic
(Glu, IX), and basic (Lys, X) amino acids into position 19 of Ac-D-Dipl6-Leu-Asp-
Ile-Ile-Trp2 1 (XI). Although, the Ala substitution maintained high nanomolar
binding affinity, all receptor selectivity was lost. Both the Glu and Lys substitutions
led to compounds with only micromolar affinity for each receptor subtype and no
selectivity. Similar results were obtained for the substitution of nonaromatic amino
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acids in positions 17 and 18 (data not shown). This data suggests that the rat ETB
receptor may have an additional/auxiliary hydrophobic binding pocket that can
accommodate a phenylalanine residue. Apparently, such hydrophobic binding
pockets may not be present or important for binding to the ETA receptor'

The incorporation of beta, beta-disubstituted hydrophobic D-aromatic amino
acids (Dip) in position 16 of the C-terminal hexapeptide of ET- I led to potent
functional antagonists at both the ETA and ET receptor subtypes. In addition, the
incorporation of phenylalanine in positions 18 (V) and 19 (VI) of Ac-D-Dip' 6-Leu-
Asp-Ile-Ile-Trp2 l imparts selectivity for the rat ETB receptor. In fact, Ac-D-Dip16 -
Leu-Asp-Phe-Ile-Trp 2 i (VI) is a functional antagonist of ET- 1 stimulated vaso-
constriction in vitro. Selective ETn receptor antagonists may help determine the
physiological and/or pathophysiological role of ET- 1.
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Introduction

There are several design approaches which yield highly potent bombesin (Bn)
antagonists. All result from alterations in the geometry of the C-terminal pair of
amino acids or complete deletion of the C-terminal residue [1]. In the present study,
further methods for producing receptor antagonists were explored via the introduction
of conformationally restrictive amino acids. (D)-F-Q-W-A-V-G-H-L-L-NH 2 (peptide
I, Table 1) is a potent nonapeptide agonist analogue of bombesin/gastrin releasing
peptide (GRP) (Ki 7 nM for rat pancreatic acinar cells, Table 1) and was used for the
present study in which its amino acids were replaced with the side-chain tethered
cyclic amino acids Pro (Ala analog), Tic (Phe analog), Tee (2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-o-
carboline-4-COOH) (Trp analog) or Tip (4,5,6,7-tetrahydro-IH-imidazo [4,5-
cjpyridine-6-COOH, also known as spinacin) (His analog):

~NH

H N1 HN HN

COOH COOH COOH

Tic Tcc Tip

Results and Discussion

Replacement of D-Phe in position 1 (equivalent to position 6 in Bn) or His in
position 2 (normally present in GRP) with L-Tic and L-Tip, respectively, had little
effect on binding affinity to rat pancreatic acinar cells or ability to release amylase
from them. However, in the more conformationally sensitive center of the chain,
severe loss of affinity was observed with Tcc replacements for Trp 3 and Tic
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replacements for Ala and Val in positions 4 and 5, respectively. Substitution of
Gly6 with D-Phe surprisingly, in view of full potencies of previously synthesized D-
Ala6 analogs [2], almost eliminated binding affinity (Ki. 2 pM) and produced a partial
agonist possessing weak antagonist properties. L-Phe6 retained significant affinity
(Ký. 333 nM), albeit far lower than the parent peptide I.

Table I Abilities of various Bn analogs to stimulate or inhibit release of Bn-
stimulated pancreatic amylase release and to bind to rat pancreatic acinar
cells

GRP Receptor (Pancreatic Acini)

Peptide Added Ag/Ant ECO/IC5o(nM) K1(nM)

Bn Ag 0.06 ± 0.01 4 ± 1
I Ag 0.08 ± 0.1 7 ± I
[D-Tic t ] Ag 0.14 ± 0.01 6 ± I
[L-His 2] Ag 0.3 ± 0.1 36 ± 10
[L-Tip 2] Ag 0.87 ± 0.10 78 ± 10
[L-Tec3 ] Ag 5.9 ± 1.0 426 ± 117
[L-Tic4] P.Ag (30% max) 2990 ± 444 >30000
[L-Tic5] Ag 1430 ± 270 >30000
[L-Tic6] Ag >10000 9370 ± 700
[D-Tic 6] Ant 520 ± 65 265 ± 16
[L-Phe 6] Ag 333 ± 76 >30000
[D-Phe6] P.Ag (15% max) 5400± 330 1990 ± 330
[L-Pro6] Ag 690 ± 250 1980 ± 100
[D-Pro6] Ant 478 ± 79 134 ± 18

The L-Tic 6 analog had no observable affinity (K1. > 10 gM), however, the D-
Tic 6 analog exhibited a KY of 265 nM. This analog was devoid of effects on amylase
release and further studies showed it to be a new receptor antagonist of Bn/GRP with
an IC50 of 520 nM. The L-Pro6 analog was an agonist (KN 690 nM), however, as in
the case of the D-Tic analog, the D-Pro6 peptide was an antagonist (K1 134 nM, IC5o
478 nM). This position, together with His 7, forms part of a putative [3,41 type I, -
bend region in the postulated receptor binding conformation of Bn agonists and
antagonists in which the imidazole side-chain may constitute the active site. For
instance, D-Phe substitution of His results in weak receptor antagonists [5] and
replacement of His with certain amino acids greatly lowers agonist potencies whilst
having little effect on antagonist potencies [2]. The present results demonstrate that
position 6 side chain size has dramatic effects on biological properties, particularly
when they are locked into position in the tethered amino acids. Molecular modeling
of the standard H-bond stabilized type II P3-bend encompassing the Val-Gly-His-Leu
sequence suggests that the D-Phe, D-Pro, D-Tic analogs (but not the L-Phe, L-Tic
and L-Pro analogs) must have a side chain projecting into the same region of space as
the imidazole group on His 7 (Figure 1) and we propose that this could possibly
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prevent activation of Bn/GRP receptor by the latter, but not the general binding of
the analog.

Fig. 1. Stereo molecular model of -Val-D-Tic-His-Leu- sequence displayed in a type HIfi-
bend conformation. Note the projection of the D-Tic and His side chains into the same
area of space. Dotted line represents standard H-bondr

Conformational effects induced by the substitution of constrained amino acids
into a potent Bn(6-I1) agonist were examined. The most interesting results included
retention of virtually full potency with N-terminal substitutions and the generation of
new Bn receptor antagonists by incorporation of D-Pro and D-Tic in Bn position 11.
The latter effect seems to provide further support to a putative folded conformation
for receptor-bound Bn and the participation of His12 in the receptor activation
process. Incorporation of these modifications into existing restrained cyclic
structures may further help to elucidate the conformational properties of Bn
agonistlantagonists via NMR and molecular modeling studies.
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Introduction

Thrombin-mediated proteolysis of fibrinogen to fibrin and the enzyme's
interaction with specific receptors on platelets and endothelial cells are key processes
in the formation and dissolution of a haemostatic plug at a site of vascular injury.
The biochemical events manifested by thrombin are abrogated by hirudin or related
inhibitors such as hirulog and hirutonin peptides [1, 2] (Figure 1), which are being
developed for various indications of thrombotic disorders. The specificity of these
inhibitors is secured by the presence of a common COOH-terminal tail whose
sequence [N-D-G-D55"F-E-E-I-P-E 61 -E-Y-L-Q65] is complementary to and binds
within the putative "fibrinogen anion-recognition exosite" (FRE) of thrombin. We
have solved the crystal structure of the complex between human a-thrombin (h-
thrombin) and two hirutonin peptides. Hirutonin-6 [(R)F-P-AOGD-SP2-D-F-E-P-I-
P-L (Figure 1)], which embodies a truncated FRE segment, inhibits thrombin with a
Ki= 3.5 nM despite its reduced size. On the basis of the interactions within the
enzyme's FRE, we investigated the effects of strategic modifications on the
antithrombin activity of the new truncated exosite binding motif.

0 0

Ac-(R)Phe-Pro-HN (CH2)n X- Y

NH

C=NH
NH2

hirutonin-2 n= 2 X = hir49-54 Y = hir55-65

hirutonin-6 n= 4 X = [NHCH2CH--CHCH2]2  Y = D-F-E-P-I-P-L

Fig. 1. Structures of Hirutonin-2 and Hirutonin-6. Hirutonin-2: n=2, X=hir 49-54, Y=hir
55-65. Hirutonin-6: n=4, X=[NHCH2CH=CHCH2CO]2, Y=D-F-E-P-I-P-L
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Table I Inhibitory concentrations required to double fibrinogen dlotting time

Exosite Recognition sequence IC50 gM

I Ac-Asp-Phe-Glu-Glu-Ile-Pwo-Glu-Glu-Tyr-Leu-Gln 1.2
H Ac-Asp>-Phe-Glu-Glu-Ile-Pro-L~eu 60

'U Ac-Asp-Phe-Glu-Pro-lle-Pro-Leu 32
IV Ac-Asp-Phe-Glu-Pro-Ile-Pro-Glu 70
V Ac-Asp-Phe-Glu-Pro-Ile-Pro-Pgy 35

vi Ac-Asp-Phe-Glu-Pro-Ile-Pro-Tyr 18
VUI Succinyl-Phe-Glu-Pro-Ile-Pro-Tyr 10

VIII Ac-------As-h-Gu'CHCj--I~-P--Leu >500
Vill Ac-Asp-Plie-Glu'P[CO-CH2JGly-Ile-Pro-Leu >500
IX Ac-Asp-Phe-Glu'PICOHCH 2]Gly-Ile-Pro-Leu >700

COOCH3
)a Ac-AsiPhe- HN\,N ( lie..Pro..Leu >500

COOH 0
Xli Ac-Asp-Phe-Glu-Glyy.lle-Pro-Leu 300

yjM Ac-Asp-(S)Act-Glu-Pro-Ile-Pro-Leu 20

MV Succinyl-(S)Nal-Glu-GPy-Ile-Pro-Leu 140

Abbreviations: Act, 2-amino-2-carboxy tetralin; Tic, 2-carboxy tetrahydro-
isoquinoline; Nal, 2-naphthylalanine.

36 hW

3683 h62 36 83 hG2

h6O
34 34

4OOD

h56 Ir 70:

7317
74 h57 74 7

- O h65 h

Fig. 2. Bound conformation of hirutonin-6 (bold) and hirutonin-2 (thin) in the h-
thrombin FRE.
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Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the conformations of the portion of hirutonin-6 (bold) and
hirutonin-2 (thin line) bound to the h-thrombin fibrinogen recognition exosite
(FRE). Residues corresponding to hir55-60 comprise the minimum core required to
bind to the putative FRE. The backbone conformation from Asp5" to Pro6° is
similar for both hirutonin peptides and is fully extended across the FRE surface.
Hirutonin-6 terminates with a leucine residue in position 61 and therefore the 310
helical reverse turn characteristic of hirutonin-2 and other C-terminal hirudin peptides
[4] is lacking. The electron density for Leu6' was not clearly defined (<B>=70 A2) in
the crystal and its orientation is not shown in Figure 2. Nevertheless, the data in
Table 2 indicates that antithrombin activity is preserved and enhanced in truncated
FRE inhibitors terminating with a hydrophobic residue. As an explanation for this
finding, this residue could compete for the locus normally occupied by the greasy
cluster formed by Pro6W, Tyr63 and Leu64 in the native hirudin sequence.

The carbonyl group of Glu57 in both inhibitors is oriented toward the enzyme
surface and is hydrogen bonded to a water molecule (WAT84) which participates in a
hydrogen bonding array involving enzyme residues Arg67, Glug0 , Lys70 and Thr74.
In order to probe the relevance of this interaction to thrombin inhibition, the
modifications shown in Table 1 were made to the amide bond connecting Glu 57-
Glu 58. Neither alkene, ketoethylene, hydroxyethylene or methoxycarbonyl functions
were compatible replacements. However, the single point mutation Glu58Gly caused
a similar potency drop suggesting an important conformational role for the amino
acid residue in position 58 which is not simulated by the above dipeptidyl mimetic
functions. Interestingly, the same mutation to the full length FRE inhibitor (55-65)
caused only a twofold drop in antithrombin activity.

Table 1 also shows results of modifications to Phe56 which, in the bound state,
is buried in a hydrophobic pocket lined by side chains of Met 32, Phe34 and Leu4° of
the enzyme. Among the selected modifications shown, only a (S)-2-amino-2-carboxy
tetralin residue effectively enhanced inhibitory activity.
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Introduction

A number of physiologically important zinc metalloproteases, such as
angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), neutral endopeptidase 24.11 (NEP),
collagenase and renal dipeptidase, are targets for inhibition for the regulation of their
biological action. These proteases share similarities in their mechanism of action
with the well-studied carboxypeptidase A (CPA) [1], the prototypic member of this
family of enzymes. While traditional strategies for inhibitor design have been based
on competitive inhibition approaches, we have developed a rationale for the
mechanism-based inactivation of such proteases. Based on reports that CPA and
ACE catalyze the stereospecific deprotonation of ketonic substrate analogues [2, 3],
we describe a mechanism-based inactivation approach for the model zinc protease,
CPA, and demonstrate the application of the design principle for the irreversible
inactivation of NEP and ACE.

Results and Discussion

(R)-2-Benzyl-5-cyano-4-oxo-pentanoic acid (la) and N-cyanoacetyl-L-
phenylalanine (1b) were designed as mechanism-based inactivators for CPA, based
on the premise that enzyme-initiated deprotonation/isomerization would lead to the
formation of reactive ketenimine intermediates which would trap an active site
nucleophile. CPA-catalyzed a,p-elimination of N-(3-chloropropionyl)-L-
phenylalanine (1c) was envisioned to furnish N-(acrolyl)-L-phenylalanine as the
electrophilic inactivating species.

" 14C H Ne 1 O

0 0
Is X.CH

2 Y.CN
11 X.NH Y.CW 20 X M2
1e X NH Y CH2CI 2b X.NH

Compounds la-c [4, 5] irreversibly inactivated CPA in a time-dependent
manner, and the kinetic parameters measured for the inactivation process showed that
compound la is a very effective inactivator of CPA (Table 1). The compounds
partition between turnover and inactivation, and the high partition (kcat/kinact ratios
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for lb and 1c reveal that hydrolysis to L-phenylalanine predominates over the
inactivation process. Attempts to characterize the turnover products from compound
la have thus far been unsuccessful. Experiments with 14C-labeled la and lb
provided a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of inactivator and CPA upon inactivation. N-
(Acrolyl)-L-phenylalanine was independently shown to be an affinity inactivator,
providing additional evidence for the proposed mechanism of action of compound 1c.

Table I Mechanism-based inactivation for CPA

kinact Km kcLAOW
Inactivator (min' x 10-2) (mM)

la 8.3 ± 0.3 4.9 ± 0.4 28 ± 3
lb 3.5±0.3 4.2±0.4 1180±40
I c 3.9 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.1 1680 ± 60

The classical active-site model for zinc proteases [6] was used as a template for
the design of N-[(R)-2-benzyl-5-cyano-4-oxo-pentanoyl]-L-phenylalanine (2a) and N-
[N-(cyanoacetyl)-L-phenylalanyl]-L-phenylalanine (2b) as inactivators for ACE [7]
and NEP [8]. The following structural motifs were deemed necessary for binding at
the active sites and for inactivation: (i) a C-terminal carboxylate group for ion pairing
with an active-site basic residue, (ii) a hydrophobic P'1 residue based on the
preference for aromatic or large hydrophobic residues in the S'1 subsites of these
enzymes, and (iii) incorporation of an a-cyanomethyl moiety for the requisite
enzyme-catalyzed formation of the electrophilic ketenimine intermediates.

Table 2 Mechanism-based inactivation for NEP and ACE

NEP ACE'
Inactivator kinact Km k.akiu kinact Km kiki.na

(min-') (mM) (min-) (mM)

2a 0.071 5.1 1340 - - -
2b 0.022 2.4 4700 0.08 10.5 8300

a Compound 2a does not activate ACE even at 10 mM concentrations.

The results of the kinetic analysis of inactivation of NEP and ACE by
compounds 2a and 2b are presented in Table 2. The kinetic parameters for the
inactivation of the two enzymes by the peptidic compound 2b are quite comparable.
Treatment of compound 2b as a competitive inhibitor for NEP hydrolysis of the
substrate, dansyl-D-Ala-Gly-pNO2-Phe-Gly, and ACE hydrolysis of N-[(2-
furyl)acrolyl]-Phe-Gly-Gly gave Ki values of 17 ILM and 65 tM, respectively.
Compound 2a is, remarkably, not a mechanism-based inactivator for ACE and also
binds poorly to the enzyme (Ki >10 mM) as a reversible inhibitor. The selective
inactivation of NEP by compound 2a and its Ki value of 14 pM indicate that the
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presence of a penultimate amide bond is not a critical requirement for reversible
binding to the NEP active site or for the chemistry of inactivation.

II
HN0 11•.•• - Inactivation

NCNH

X=CH2  H3N

X=NH 0

The deprotonation reaction described in the above examples appears to be a
general feature of zinc proteases. Recently, this characteristic was also exploited for
designing mechanism-based inactivators for renal dipeptidase [9]. We propose that
inactivation of CPA, NEP and ACE with the cyanomethyl derivatives involves
enzymic deprotonation, initiated either by a promoted water attack or by an active-site
basic residue, followed by rearrangement to a ketenimine (see above scheme). This
reactive intermediate then traps an active-site nucleophile, resulting in enzyme
inactivation. Our studies with the dipeptide derivative, 2a, and its ketomethylene
analogue, 2b, suggest that the NEP active site is more flexible than the ACE active
site in accommodating the substitution of the penultimate NH group with a
methylene functionality. This feature thus provides a motif for the design of potent
mechanism-based inactivators which selectively differentiate between NEP and ACE.
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Introduction

The type A endothelin (ET-1) receptor antagonist, cyclo(D-Trp-D-Asp-Pro-D-
Val-Leu) (BQ-123; analog I) [1], has been the subject of several NMR studies and
appears to adopt a solution conformation consisting of a type II P-bend involving the
D-Val-Leu-D-Trp-D-Asp terapetide and a Y turn centered around the Pro residue [1-
3]. In the present study we have examined the ability of several cyclic, side chain-
constrained amino acids to replace Pro in this structural environment.

Results and Discussion

The parent compound (I) and the following peptide analogs were prepared by
solid phase peptide synthesis on p-nitrobenzophenone oxime resin with Boc
chemistry and cleaved by in situ cyclization:

H Tic 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid
M Toc 2,3,4,5-terahydro-b-carboline-4-carboxylic acid
IV Tip 4,5,6,7-tetrahydro-1H-imidazo[4,5-c]pyridine-6-carboxylic acid
V Oic 3aS,7aS-octahydroindole-2-carboxylic acid

The structures of these amino acids are given in Figure 1. All the peptides gave
the expected amino acid analyses and were judged to be pure by HPLC and TLC. The
yields of peptide from the syntheses were low and the crude material contained several
side products including the diketopiperazine which formed during the cyclization.
The side reactions occurred in the following order: Tip>Tcc>Tic>Pro. This
spontaneous degradation has been reported recently with Tic in an unrelated
tetrapeptide [4]. The biological activity of each analog was assessed in two assay
systems. The binding affinity (Ki) of each peptide for ET-I type A receptors was
measured using A10 smooth muscle cells and the inhibition (ED5o) of ET-I (1 nM)
induced contraction of rat uterus smooth muscle was measured using young (150 g
B.W.) virgin Wistar rats [5]. The results obtained are shown in Table 1.
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HNQ N-

K) NH

HN 9 HN HN HN "H

COOH COOH COOH COOH

Tic Tcc Tip Oic

Fig. 1. Structure of the constrained amino acids used as replacements for proline.

The parent peptide I exhibited high affinity (Ki 7.9 ± 2.9 nM) for ET- I type A
receptors present on AI0 smooth muscle cells and, at a concentration of 0.16 JIM,
completely blocked contractions of isolated rat uterus produced by 1 nM endothelin
(Table 1 and Figure 2). All the analogs were able to completely block smooth
muscle contractions with similar potencies to I except the Tip-containing analog IV
which surprisingly exhibited full agonist contracting activity at a 10-6 M
concentration. This could be blocked by prior addition of I and thus appeared to be
caused by activation of endothelin receptors. None of the peptides exhibited
significant affinity for endothelin type B receptors (not shown).

Table 1 Analog receptor affinities for endothelin type A receptors and ED5o values in

rat uterus smooth muscle assay

Analog Ki (nM) ED50 (lLM)

I 7.9 ± 2.9 0.16 ± 0.06
R 5.7 ± 1.5 0.87 ± 0.04
HI 15 ± 4.0 0.25 ± 0.017
IV 44 ±:24 1.75 ±:0.4
V 16 ± 9.5 0.22 ± 0.02

This is, as far as we are aware, the first instance where a small antagonist
structure has been converted into an agonist analog with activity comparable to the
parent natural compound. In analog IV, the substitution of Tip introduces an
imidazole ring into a crucial folded region of the pentapeptide, and we feel that this is
probably mimicking His present in position 16 of endothelin itself. In published
studies by others, replacement of this His residue in C-terminal hexapeptides with
aromatic D-amino acids has also produced antagonists (61, so that His could be the
active center of endothelin.
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It appears that cyclic amino acids with more complex side chains than Pro
perform well in this and perhaps other bridging situations and that they offer a unique
method for introducing functional groups into constrained peptides.

110-

90- V

Z 70-

z I

30

10 I

-10... . .. 1.

PEPTIDE CONCENTRATION (M)

Fig. 2. inhibition of endothelin-1]-induced rat uterus smooth muscle contraction by
analogs and BQ-123.
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Introduction

Biologically active peptides, including hormones, are often biosynthesized from
inactive precursor molecules following cleavage by specific proteinases with a
marked preference for pairs of basic residues [1]. Molecular biology techniques
allowed identification of numerous candidate enzymes, known as pro-hormone
convertases (PC). These enzymes are Ca2 -dependent serine proteinases and possess a
subtilisin-like catalytic domain [2]. To better understand their mode of action, two
members of that family, PCI (also called PC3) and furin, were expressed as vaccinia
virus recombinants and characterized [3, data not shown].

Recent studies on the design of proteinase inhibitors revealed that small cyclic
peptides can mimic efficiently the active-site region of larger native inhibitors.
Indeed, Leatherbarrow and Salacinski [4] have successfully prepared an 18-residue
cyclic loop related to part of the 83-residue barley serine proteinase inhibitor-2 (BSPI-
2) known to inhibit subtilisin. Considering the similarity of the PC catalytic region
to subtilisin, this cyclic structure was chosen as a starting point for preparing novel
PC inhibitors.

Here, we describe the synthesis, purification and characterization of three
mutated forms of the BSPI-2 reactive loop as well as preliminary results concerning
their reactivities against PC I and furin.

Results and Discussion

Three mutated forms were prepared which respectively contain one and two
mutations. The first one (I) substitutes the normally occurring Met5 9 by an Arg
residue (Figure 1). The second one (H) in addition to the Arg.• contains another Arg
at position 58 in agreement with the P, and P2 basic amino acid specificity of the
PCs. The third one (IlI) contains Arg 59 but, in addition, the le56 was changed into
an Arg in view of the reported preference of PCI and furin for such residues at P, and
P4 positions [2, 3]. Other substitutions with respect to the native BSPI-2 were done
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as previously described [4]. The envisioned structures were modeled and minimized
using the Macromodel V3.5 software. Introduction of the single (Figure 1) or the
double Arg substitutions has minimal effect on the overall conformation while the
Arg side chains are predicted to protrude from the loop rendering them accessible to
the enzymes.

1k.u

HOOC.CY., Phea Serý Arg6? Mru Arg"

Fig. 1. Model structure based on X-ray data 15) and peptide sequence of the octadecapeptide

I (numbering is based on the corresponding BSPI-2 sequence).

The synthetic peptides were prepared using FMOC chemistry on an ABI-43 IA
peptide synthesizer with HMP-resin. The sequence I (giving side-chain protecting
groups) synthesized was: C(X)-G-T(tBu)-I-V-T(tBu)-R(Pmc)-E(tBu)-Y(tBu)-R(Pmc)-I-
D(tBu)-R(Pmc)-T(tBu)-R(Pmc)-S(tBu)-F-C(X) where X represents a Trt or an Acm
group. Both II and III were prepared after splitting the resin at cycle 12.
Deprotection and cleavage was achieved by two treatments with reagent K, as
described [3], with the Trt-derivatives or with TFA:phenol:water (v/v 90:5:5) for the
Acm-derivatives. Following purification by RP-HPLC, all peptides were
characterized by amino acid composition and ion spray/FAB-mass spectrometry
(MS).

Recovery of the cyclic peptides led to numerous problems. Indeed, cyclization
of I and II-Trt-derivatives in their resin-bound forms [61 led to formation of
multimers based on MS data. Similarly, treatment of the purified Trt-peptides, as
suggested [71, yielded minimal amounts of the expected monomer. Finally, as shown
in Figure 2 for I, treating the I and III-Acm derivatives with methanolic iodine
solution [7] yielded the desired product in good yields. Both amino acid composition
and MS-data agree with the expected values. The presence of the disulfide bridge was
confirmed by examining the chromatographic behavior of the peptides following
treatment with either DTT or mercuric acetate; in both cases, the linear peptides are
eluting later than their cyclic counterparts.
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A B C
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Fig. 2. RP-HPLC analysis of iodine oxidation to yield cyclic 1. Conditions were as
described in [3). (A) T=O; (B) 4 equivalents 12, 1 h; (C) 8 equivalents 1., 2 h.

Incubation of the linear Acm protected-I and -M with either recombinant PC 1
or furin showed that HI behaves as substrate for furin and PCi whereas I under
identical conditions, was almost entirely left intact; similar results with smaller P1
and P 4 Arg-containing substrates were obtained previously confirming their
importance for proper recognition by the enzymes. Furthermore, the cyclic I
derivative proved to be an inhibitor of PC1 when assayed with small fluorogenic
substrates [3] whereas the cyclic MI peptide did not inhibit PCI.

In conclusion, it does appear that this approach could prove useful in
developing related inhibitors for convertases. In any case, more studies on similar
derivatives are required in order to assess their usefulness.
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Introduction

In recent years much attention has been focused on inhibitors of thrombin as
potential anticoagulants [1]. As part of our programme directed at the development
of enzyme inhibitors based on transition-state mimics [2, 3], we discovered in the
early 1980s that fragments of human fibrinogen Aa containing a ketomethylf--e
isostere [4] at P1 - Pn were potent inhibitors of thrombin [5]. More rece. .y,
ketomethylene dipeptide isosteres incorporated into fragments of hirudin have also
been shown by DiMaio and co-workers to yield effective thrombin inhibitors [6].
We describe here the synthesis, structure-activity relationships and in vivo
ant-,coagulant properties of novel ketomethylene analogues based on human
fibrinogen.

Results and Discussion

Suitably protected ArgKGly was synthesised by the method described in our
patent r5] and shown in Figure 1. An analogous route to the naturally occurring
ketomethylene dipeptide isostere H-ArgliPhe-OH was reported by Umezawa et. al. in
1983 [7] and a more general one for XKY by Garcfa-L6pez et. al. in 1988 [8].
Contrary to the observations of the latter authors, we found that ca. 20-30%
racemisation occurred at the Arg x-carbon during synthesis which appeared to be
general in other ketomethylene isost-.e syntheses (unpublished observation).
However, the diastereomers were readily separated by chromatography on silica gel
prior to final deprotection. All inhibitors were homogeneous by RP-HPLC and their
structures were confirmed by amino acid analyses and FAB-MS.

Boc-Arg(Z)20H -(i), (ii). (iii) -- Boc-Arg(Z)2CH2Br

--(iv) - Boc-Arg(Z)2CH 2CH(CO2Tce)2 -(v), (vi) -- Boc-Arg(Z)2'Gly-OH

Fig. 1. Synthesis of Boc-Arg(Z)2KG1y-OH. Reaction conditions (i) NMM, IBC, -40TC,
THF; (ii) CHAN/Et20, lh; (iii) HBr-EtOAc, -15.C, 15' (iv) H2C(CO2 Tce)2, NaHTHF,
OC, 2h; (v) Zn-HOAc, 3h; and (vi) Reflux, toluene, 3h.
*20-30% racemisation observed; Tce = 2,2,2-Trichloroethyl
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Table 1 shows a representative selection of inhibitors synthesised together with
their K, values for hTh, ICo TT and ED. Structure 1 corresponds to the natural
P3 - P3' sequence of human fibinogen Act and 2 contain the P3 - P2 replacement
discoveed by Bi*uz [9].

Table I Thrombin nhibiotrs based on Arg"G/y

"Th i vs. hunb IC5oTT EDd
No. P 3  P 2  P I' I P 2' P 3' nM nM min

I H-Gly- Va-ArS4ly-Pfo-Ars-OH

2 H-Dlhe-Pre-Arg-Gly-Po-OH 443,000

3 H-Dmh-Pro-A -Pm-NBA 1,000 1,000 36

4 H-DPhe- Pro-Arg&Gly-Pri 1,700 1,900 nld

5 H-DCha-Pro-ArgKGly-Prl 150 210 22

6 H-DCha-Pro-ArgKGly-lhe-NHEt 10 24 11

7 H-DCha-Pro-Arg9G3y-NlCl(Me)Ph 20 41 12

8 H-DCha-Pro-ArgKGiy- lM 12 26 12

9 H-DCha-Pro-ArgAGly-Phe-Angm 2.5 9.5 12

10 H-DCha-Pro-LyuAGly-Phe-NHEt 520 480 22

aAbbreviations: KL = -COCH2- in place of -CONH-; Cha = 2-cyclohexylalanine; Prl =
pyrrolidide; Agm = agmatine; hTh = human thrombin; TIT = thrombin-induced clotting
time in human plasma; Thi = N-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline; nd = not determined; bKi
values determined using chromogenic substrate S-2238 (Kabi) and Dixon plots.
cConcentration of inhibitor that doubles the Tr. dEffect duration, in vivo (rats):
arbitrarily defined here as time interval between maximum TIT and reduction to 1/3 of
maximum Tr.

In rats, inhibitor 3 showed a bioavailability of -5% after intra-duodenal
administration and was metabolically stable. Inhibitor 3 exhibited a significant
beneficial effect in a model of venous thrombosis in the rat. Details of these
investigations will be published separately.

In summary:
1. Potent inhibitors (KI - i07 - 10- M) of human thrombin have been developed

from the P3 - P3' fragment of human fibrinogen Act by introducing (a)
a ketomethylene isostere of the scissile Arg-Gly bond; introducing a Lys side-
chain in place of the Arg side-chain at Pt leads to a 50-fold loss of activity; (b)
DCha at P3; and (c) Phe or an aromatic amide at P2 .

2. These inhibitors significantly proloned thrombin time in human plasma.
3. They had duration of action in rats of 12 - 36 min.
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Introduction

Human iininuodeflciency virus (HIV) codes for an aspartic protease known to
be essential for retroviral matuiration and replication. The HIV protease can recognize
Phe-Pro and Tyr-Pro sequences as the virus specific cleavage sites. These features
provided a basis for the rational design of selective HIV protease-targeted drugs for the
treatment of AIDS. Based on the substrate transition state, we designed a novel class
of liV protease inhibitors [1-4] containing allophenylnorstatine (Apas: (2S, 3S)-3-
amino-2-hydroxy-4-phenylbutyric acid) with a hydroxymethylcarbonyl (HMC)
isostere (5]. Having identified the tripeptide derivative KNI-102 (Z-Asn-Apns-Pro-
NHBut) as a lead compound, we undertook a study of lead optimization (Frigure 1).
The conformationally constrained tripeptide (KNI-174; Noa-Asn-Apris-Dmnt-NHlBu t)
exhibited remarkable increase in potency. Further structure-activity relationship
study considering the penetration across cell membrane and the behaviour wn vio led
to the piromising protease active site-targeted anti-HV agent kynostatin (KNI)-272
(iQoa-Mta-Apas-Thz-N1HBu%)

Results and Discussion

Combuinations of each preferred side chain led to highly potent HIV protease
inhibitors, such as KNI-174 (Ki-O.0068 nM), KMI-225 and KNI-170. These
compouds exhibited potent antiviral activities against HlV-1 in CD4+ AlliS cells.

The behaviors of compounds Mn vivo, such as penetration across the cell
membiranec and non-specific adsorption in blood, ame important factors for the Mn vivo
antiviral activity. Therefore, considering the subtle balance of lipophilicity-
hydrophilicity and molecular size, we incorported the 5-isoquinolinyloxyacetyl
(iQos) moiety at the P3 position and combined it with each preferd side chain.
Such modlifications resulted in the super-active HIV protuase inhibitors KNI-227
(i~os-Mta-Apns-Dmt-NHu t Ki-0.0023 aM) and KNI-272 MKi0.0055 aM) [4,61.
Both compounds exhibited paften anftvira activities against clinical HIV-l isolates
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in phytohn"agglutinin-etimulawd peripheral blood miomoclear cells (PHA-PBM)
assay (Table 1). These antiviral activities against clinical HIV-I isolates were more
than 10-fold poten compared to a C2 symmetric pretease inhibitor, A-77003 M7]. As
expected from the protease active site-targeted antiviral mechanism, these also
exhibited potent antiviral activities (CW-0.01 pM for both compounds) against
AZT-insensitive clinical HIV-1 isolates.

.. $er- -Au-Tyt * P---1e---Val.-.-. p171p24 region

- p-er.-4P t * pe-A. .g-eý--- TFIPR region

H-Ser-OPi-Amn-Pi--Pto e-V&1--Na

&0
KNI-27

00

1Oc 3\C r~ KNI-1 02

, N- aC KNI-227ON

:cnaa

whilthefK I-2c2 0.1 aKNi-272

46 0 -: U-'O - - I

Fig. 1. Design of HIV protease inhibitors.

Also, KNI-227 and KNI-272 showed potent antiviral activities against the
infectivity and cytopathic effect of 1HV strains, including HIV- I w, MiV-I R,fflV-
I1M and HIV-2R00 , as tested in C134+ ATH8 cells. The 50% inhibitory concen-
trations (IC50) of KNI-227 against these strains were 0. 1, 0.02, 0.03 and 0. 13 pM,
while those of ICNI-272 were 0. 1, 0.02, 0.04 and 0. 14 pM, respectively. From the
viewpoint of the action mechanism, the active site-targeted MIV protease inhibitors
have reason to exhibit activities against a wide spectrum of MIV strains, including
HIV-2.

KNI-272 exhibited excellent enzyme selectivity, with practically no inhibition
of other asputic protesses such as human plasma renin (IC0X,100,000 aM), porcine
p i(lC•0,000 aM) and bovin cahpin D (IC3 >I00,000 nlM. On the other
hand, IC, values of KNI-227 were >100,000 aM(renin), 13,000 nM(pepsin) and
23,000 nM(t in D). the d thylthiopoline (Dmt) residue
remkably e ed t r inhibito activity due to the conformational
constraint and hydrophobicity of the bulky dimethyl goup, enzyme selectivity of
KNI-227 was a little lower than KNI-272 with P,' thioproline (Thz). This may be
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explainm by die fact dim Dut rsidu is regsded m a hybrdp Thz imd Val, and
that Apns-Thz is a closer mimic to the virus specific Phe-Pro sequence than Apns-
Dmt.

Table I An•vuv avy awv at clinical HIV.I isolates =s PHA-PBWA

StUIctu IC5 IC, 0  TCse TCi/ICso
Compound P3 P2 PI P1' P2'

Me -Am-Phe -Pro -De (PM) (jM) (JM)
KNI-154 Noa-A=-Apt'nTbNHlD 0.14 0.24 77 550
KNI-174 Noa-Am-Apns-Dmt-NH~ut 0.13 0.23 32 246
KNI-170 No.-Msa-Apas-Dmt-NHBut 0.03 0.05 19 633
KNI-225 Noe-Mta-Apns-Dmt-NHlk t  0.03 0.06 8 267
KNI-227 iQoa-MtawApm-Dnw-NH]W 0.01 0.04 49 4900
KNI-272 iQ hMta-Agns-Thz-NHBut 0.01 0.04 >80 >8000

ilCj 0 values were determined based on levels of p24 gag protein production.
Abbreviations: Noa=l-naphthyloxyacetyl, Apns=allophenylnorstatine, Thz=L-thiazo-
lidine-4-corboxylic acid, Dmt=L-5,5-dimethylthiazolidine-4-carboxylic acid, Msa=L-
metbanesulfonylalanine, Mta=L-methylthioalmine, iQoa=5-isoquinolyloxyacetyL

Interestingly, a relatively low-lipophilic and small-sized tripeptide derivative,
KNI-272, combined with iQoa moiety and nliz residue, exhibited highly potent
antiviral activities and low cytotoxicity (TC.o>80M). After intraduodenal (i.d.)
administration in rats [8], bioavailhbilities of KNI-174, KNI-227 and KNI-272 were
5.37%, 5.90% and 42.3% respectively. As compared with other HIV-protease
inhibitors, the bioavailability of KNI-272 was improved.

In conclusion, ease in the synthetic procedure, the HIV protease-specific
inhibition and potent antiviral properties as well as favorable cytotoxicity profile
warrn frther studies in the direction of clinical application of KNI-272 as an ond
and-mv drug.
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Introduction

The protein farnesyl transferase (171') farnesylates p21m on the Cys residue of
the C-terminal consensus sequence referred to as a CAnA 2X box [1]. This post-
translational modification is required for plasma membrane association and function
of normal and transforming ras activity. Transformed ras proteins are implicated in a
number of human cancers including colon, pancreatic and lung carcinomas.
Therefore, selective inhibition of FT could lead to a new class of potent and selective
anticancer agents. CVFM is a very potent inhibitor of Fr (ICo = 37 nM). Unlike
known tetrapeptide substrate inhibitors containing aliphatic residues at the A2
position (CVVM, CVIM), CVFM appears not to be farnesylated; i.e., it is a true
inhibitor. To better define the structural requirements for both the substrate and
inhibitor peptide classes, analogs containing backbone anide modifications as well as
replacements at the A, and A2 positions were explored. Minimized energy
conformations of selected compounds were measured to determine any confarmational

Results and Discussion

Four series of compounds were investigated (see Table 1). These include
compounds containing A2 modifications, A, turn-inducing residues, methyleneamine
amide bond isosteres and N-methyl derivatives. Peptides containing A, and A 2
replacements were assembled on a Wang resin using BOP/HOBt couplings and
NaFmoc-protected amino acids. The methyleneamine-containing peptides were
prepared via the N,O-dimethylhydroxamate using the methods of Castro [2] and Borch
[3]. N-methyl containing peptides were assembled using previously described
methods [4-61. The Monte Carlo conformnatioal searches of CVFM, CAibFM and
CV(N-Me)FM were carried out in MACROMODEL using the AMBER force field.
Minimizations were determined in vacuo using a distance dependent dielectric of 4r,
an electrostatics cutoff of 12 A, a van der Waals cutoff of 7 A, and a hydrogen
bonding cutoff of 4 A. The in vitro inhibition assay was carried out essentially as
described [71 and was adapted to TCA precipitation in inkcotier plates. The TLC
procedure used for the substrate assay was taken from a previously described method
[8].
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Table I Pqiede-Led inhibitrs OfpIl protein jfimesyl transeor.s

Structurn IC50 (nM) Substrate

CVFM 37 no
CVVM 68 Yes

CVftM 696 yes
CVHphM 120 yes
CAMbM 400 no

CAcc6FM 1200 no
Cip[CH2NHJVFM 12 no
CW[CH 2NHJVVM 29 yes
CVPq,[CE6NHM 222 no

NaMe4-CV 420 yes
CONMe)VFM 250 no
CV(NnkM)FM 360 no
CVF( 0 Me&)? 1400 no
C(N"Me)VVM 90 NT
CV(NOMe)VM 120 PIT
CVV(NCQe)t 6750 NT

*Abbrviations: Acc6 - aminocyclobexylcarboxylic acid, Nib - aminoisobutyric acid,
Hph - hornopbenylalanne, Pbg - phenyiglycine.

As shown in Table 1, distance between the aromatic ring at the A2 position and
the backbone is critical for noasubstrate inhibition. Placing the aromatic ring closer
or farther away from the backbone (as in CVPhgM or CVHpbM) results in a less
potent inhibitor that reverts to a substvute. Two turn-inducing replacements at the A,
(i + 1) position were investigated to explore the possibility of a turn as the preferred
conformation. These compounds were weak nonsubstrate inhibitors. The methylene-
amine amide bond replacement between Cys and Val for both CVVM and CVFM
conferred improved potency over the progenitor peptides. This is a very critical
discovery since it is the first step toward developing a proteolytically stable inhibitor.
This same modification between Ph. and Met led to a very poor inhibitor, suggesting
that either the Pbs-Met amide carbonyl is involved in a critical hydrogen bond or a
rigid geometry is required at that position. N-methyl peptides were explored
exhaustively in CAAX tetrapeptides. For the CVFM series, this modification in any
position generally led to a weake nonsubstrate inhibitor. Interestingly, meftylating
the N-terminus of CVFM generated a substrate. In the CVVM series, methylation
was well tolerated at both the A, and A2 positions& These findings suggest there are
critical interactions required for nonsubstrate (CVFM-like) inhibitor binding which
may be less necessary for substrate inhibition. In both the CVVM and the CVFM
series, N-methylating the C-terminal methionine led to very weak inhibition,
suggesting that the ArX amide may play a similar role (i.e., through one or several
critical interactions) in both substrate and inhibitor peptides.
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Monte Carlo (MC) conformational searches of CVFM, CAibFM and CV(N-
Me)FM were carried out to determine if these compounds adopted a conformational
preference. For each peptide, the NH-amide bonds were kept in the transcon-
figuration and were not varied during the MC searches. However, as the N(Me)-
amide for CV(N-Me)dl could exist in the trans or the cis configuration, two
separate MC searches were arined out for this compound with the amide bond fixed
in either the utins or cis configurations. The lowest energy conformer for all three
peptides was found to be extended. A comparison of the conformational profile of
the three peptides suggests that CVFM is a relatively flexible molecule.
Substitution of Val with Aib induces more flexibility into the first two residues due
to increased flexibility at Ap. However, N-methylation of Pbe reduces the flexibility
of A, and A2 and also reduces the torsional variation of the Phe sidechain. This
results in an overall reduction of the flexibility of the peptide. Both substitution with
Aib and N-methylaton led to a loss of activity. For CAibFM, these effects could be
due to 1) greater conformational flexibility which is entropicully unfavorable or 2)

steric hindrance from the a-methyl group (the AcC6 analog is less active than Aib).
For CV(N-Me)FM, loss of activity could be from 1) cis-trans isomerization, 2) loss
of amide NH for hydrogen bonding, 3) steric occlusion from the N-methyl.
Calculations suggest that CAibFM does promote turn formation. Type I and II
turns were found that were 7 kcal higher in energy than the lowest energy conformer.
For CVFM, type I and II P turns were 10.3 kcal and 11.1 kcal higher in energy than
the lowest energy conformer. These findings suggest that although turns can exist,
they are unlikely to be preferred in these compounds.

In conclusion, no definitive active conformational structure has yet been
identified for potent peptide-based inhibitors of p2l1 FT. As we identify active
inhibitors, we will continue to probe secondary structural motifs as a means to
identify active conformations.
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Bestatin-derived analogs inhibit E. co n methionine
aminopeptidase
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Introduction

Methionine aminopeptidase (MAP) catalyzes the co-translational removal of
amino-terminal methionine from proteins. F. coli MAP contains two divalent cobalt
ions which are not replaceable by Zn2 +, Mg2e or Mn2+ [1]. Although this unique
cobalt protease enzyme is structually similar to the Zn metalloprotease, bovine lens
leucine aminopeptidase (biLAP), in that the analogous binuclear metals are separated
by the same distance (2.9 A) [2], the two aminopeptidases do not share sequence
homology nor 3-dimensional structural similarity.

Bestatin, a slow- and tight-binding inhibitor of LAP, was postulated to bind in
the active site of LAP with its a-amino group and hydroxyl group coordinated to the
zinc ion [31, which was confirmed by the X-ray structure of bestatin complexed to
bILAP [4]. Bestatin thus may be a natural mimetic of a reaction pathway
intermediate for the aminopeptidase-catalyzed hydrolysis of substrate.

We report here the design and synthesis of the first tight-binding inhibitor of
E coli MAP. Our strategy for inhibitor design follows that developed for designing
inhibitos of other enzymes by inserting the reaction pathway mimetic found in one
natural enzyme inhibitor into the target substrate structure [5]. E. coli MAP
substrate specificity is quite different from that of zinc aminopepfidases. MAP
strongly favors substrates having a small and uncharged amino acid (Gly, Ala, Ser,
Pro, Val, Thr and Cys) at the Pl' position. Only L-Met or L-Nie are tolerated at the
N-terminus of substrate, and the enzyme seems to utilize only tripeptides or longer
peptides. We synthesized several bestatin analogs 1 - 6, which contain Nie-Ala side
chains in place of Phe-Leu of bestatin. The Ne side chain of bestatin analogs is
asssumed to bind in the S, subsite and Ala side chain then binds in the S,' subsite.

Results and Discusilon

Bestatin is a poor inhibitor of E. coli MAP (K4 >1 mM), as is amastatin, a
tetapeptide analog of beastin (K, = 188 pM). These results could be explained by
steric factors, because MAP requires a small amino acid in St', and both bestatin and
amastatin have a large amino acid at Pj'. Accordingly, we designed our analogs to
more closely mimic the MAP substrate.
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Table I Inlibiion of E. coli MAP by besatin anaIg

0

H3N~ C, AlX

Compounds X C2  C3 Kq WjM

1 OH S S 212
2 OH S R 749
3 NHNH-Dns RSa S 119
4 NHNH-Dns S R 5.6
5 Lcu-Val-Plie-Ot& tSa S 17.7
6 Leu1-Val-Phe-Oxe S R0.26

87b ratio of R:S is 4:1.
b Slow-bindn inhibitor (10 Min. preincubSdti at 300Q.

Compounds 1 -6 were synthesized by a stepwise solution strategy [6), and
assayed by the HPLC method with H-Nie-Ala-MNHN-Dnis as substrate, an adaptation
of the method of Lin and Wart M.

The results shown in Table 1 indicate that the length of peptide chain and the
configuration at C2 and C3 are critical Ikctors; for tMe activity. Dipeptide analogs I
and 2 are weak inhibitors, slightly more potent than bestatin. Substrate analogs 3
and 4, where the hydrazide dansyl group probably bind in the S2' pocket are better
inhibitors than the dipeptide analogs. The introduction of the hydrazide. dansyl group
decreased &1 130-fold in the case of (2S,3R)-3-tanino-2-hydroxyheptanoic acid
(AHHpA) derivatives (2 vs 4). Pentapeptide analogs 5 and 6 are even better
inhibitors than the dipeptide analogs. A d&creaw in K4-of 32,000-fold is seen with
the (2S, 3R) configuraton at AHHpA moiety (2 vs, 6).

Slow-binding inhibition of wd e . is characteristic of bestatin and its
analogs. Amng compounds in Table 1, only the pentapeptide analogs containing
(25,3R)-coiaflguraion (6) show slow-binding behavior.

In conclusion, a pentapeptide analog of bestatin (6) was shown to he the first
slow, tight-binding inhibitor of F. cob MAP reported to date. The stereochemnistry
of the amndo-substituted carbon atom is the same as found in the natural product
beataftn but reversed (D-conflguration) from that found in sumbsbu (-cnlgraio

This work was supported by a grant from NIH (GM 40092). S.L. is grateful

for an American Peptde Society Travel Award.
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Introduction

A number of antiviral agents have been developed for treatment of AIDS that
target the HJV- 1 protease, an enzyme essential for the processing of viral proteins and
virion maturation. The HIV-1 protease is a highly specific enzyme such that its
primary sequence is highly conserved among differing viral strains. Recent studies
[11 revealed the emergence of HIV-1 strains in vitro with mutated protease that
exhibit resistance towards inhibitors. Recently [1] we examined HIV-1 resistance to
the pseudo C2 symmetric inhibitor A-77003 [2] (Figure 1) by growing NL4-3, a
virus derived from an infectious molecular clone, in MT-4 cells in the presence of
subinhibitory concentrations of A-77003. Considerable increase of ID5o was
observed after 14-19 passages (10 to 35 times). The amino acid sequences of mutant
HIV-1 protease regions were determined using PCR, cloning into M13 phage
followed by nucleotide sequencing of multiple clones. The most abundant mutation
was an arginine to glutamine substitution at position 8 in the protease sequence
(R8Q). This mutant was subsequently cloned, expressed and used for the present
study. The main goal of this study was to design inhibitors that are equally active
towards both the wild type (WT) and R8Q mutant enzymes.

.WT IG n Of

O 0 0.012 0.6

Fig. 1. C2 pseudosymmetric inhibitor A-77003 [2].
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Results emid Discussion

a) Syndzesis of ihidbitors

The inhibitor core unit (2,5-diamino-1,6-diphenyl-3,4-hexandiol) was
synthesiz~ed by McMurry's pinacol coupling of Boc-plienylalaninal [3], that was
obtained firom Boc-phenylalaninol by oxidation with periodinane [4]. The SRSS
isomer (pseudomnesoform) was isolated by chromatography and used for synthesis of
inhibitors. Coupling steps were perfrmed using TBTU/HOBtiDIEA method.

The NN- unsymmetrically disubstituted uram for synthesis of inhibitor (IV) has
been prepared by a newly developed medwid based on subsequent addition of different
amino components to a solution of triphosgene. The reactive intermediate of this
reaction (more likely amidoylchloride than isocyanafe) is apparently less reactive tha
phosgene (triphosgene) itself. This enables one to distinguish substitution of the
first and the second chlorine atom in the formal phosgene molecule.

leq. R,-NH2.HCl + lI3eq. Cl3COCOOCCI3

I1. 4. 2.2 eq. iPr2NEt

[R1-NH-CO-CI I + leq. R2-NH2.HCI

2. 4. 2.2 eq. iPr2NEt

R1-NH-CO-NH-R 2

Fig. 2. Synthesis of unsymmetrical urea ba~sed on subsequent addition of amino
components to the solution of triphosgene.

b) Activities of inhibitiors

The RBQ mutation strongly affects the S3 (SP' subsite of the protease binding
pocket. From the crystal structure of the A-77003/protsase complex, it is known
that the pyridine groups interact closely with the Argg (resp. Arg 108) residue. T7he
plane of the interacting pyridie ring and guamidiasum group are approximately
parallel and stackd at a distance of 3.4-3. A. We have modelled the R8Q mutant
into the crystal structure of the A-77003/protease complex. Glutamine makes less
extensive va, . der Waals contacts with the pyridinium groups. In addition, the
strength of the interaction should be reduced by both the reduced positive charge of
Ibe Gin side chain and lbs greater diumtie dependemee of the amide dipolar inteaction
with the pyridine ring. With these fiacts in mind, we designed a series of four
MiNtoos modified in the critical P9P3) positions. The truncated lidmibiors 1, U1 and
MI were designed to prevent intseractions with'Arg in position 9 thus making
inhibitor binding ineodt of this residue. The obtained K, values (Figure 3)
revealed that we in the fins put of the task, i.e., to achieve similar activity
towards both inw~ matntmd wfid type poseases.
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rI 5.5 14.5

H 066 0.72

0.5 1.0

IV 0.13 1.7

Fig. 3. Inhkfibin coutantas of P3 mod4# inkbtor

The K's ratio (WThnutant) decreased from 1150 for A-77003 to about 1/1 for
inhibitor IL However, we did not succeed in reaching the deep submommolar activity
found in the cae of WT rohieme and A-77003. The inhibitor IV has been designed
to prnarve the beneficial stckig interaction of the rnomtic ring with Arg of VW
pm keuPe and abo to mdn stabilizing hydrogen bonds with OW of the RSQ mint.
Although its activity towards WT profte was betewr than that of mucated
i111bims, activity towards ROQ mutent mnmined at the namomolar level.
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Introduction

Protein tyrosine kinases (VrM) are enzymes that provide critical funictionality
for a variety of cellular signal transduction processes [1]. Specific tyrosine-containing
sequences in PM~, such as PDGF receptor, are autophosphorylated upon ligand
binding. Thesw phosphotyrosyl residues (Vryr) in turn are recognized by proteins
containing arc-homology 2 (SH2) domains. For example, the PDGF receptor forms
complexes with phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (P13-kinase), PLC-yl, and GTPase-
activating protein. Modulation of 5112 mediated mitogenic signal transduction
processes may provide a usefil approach for anti-cancer therapy. hsonmty
phenylalanine (Pmp) [2] can serve as a phosphatase resistant pTyr mimetic in
peptides, and such peptides have been found to inhibit SH2 binding interaction [31.
In the present study, we utilized Pmp analogs bearing substitutions at the phosphono
a-methylene carbon in solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) of 5112 inhibitory
peptides and evaluated the structure-activity relationship of these peptides for the
inhibition of P13 kinase (p85) binding.

Results and Discumslom

The peptide Tyr(751I)-Val-Pro-Mdet-Leu represents one of the auto-
phophoylaionsequences -of PDGF receplor-ft, and it is a known SH2 binding site

for P13-kinase [4). Sets of linear and cyclic glycine extended peptides were
synthesized with incorporation of Pmp analogs (Figure 1). An Finoc / t-Bu
protection WOW~g was used for the incorporation of Pmp, HPmp (hydroxyftp), and
FPMPf (mo O~hOrPEO) uuskes intO the POOt&d [1. For inOrporation Of F2PMP
(difluoroftp), the t-Du jmnesodon was found to be too unstble while ethyl side
chain protection proved to be satisactory [6). For the syntheses of Pmp, Hl~mpý
FPkmp and pTyr-containing Honw peptides, an Fmoc-based SPPS was utilized which
combined ppiieoie -erato n W I/101-eitdculn
on 4+[2',4'.dimedhoypbmnyl) hy&koxVhA hl~pemoxy (super acid-labile Rink) resin.
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X K

PTyr 0 We Bocor Amoc

Phip CR2  t-no FMOC
0HPI~P CHOH t-Du Fmnoc

(R1O)•2 P ' 0 HNR: FPmp CHF t-Bu Fmc

F2Pmp CF2 t-Bu Fmoc

F2Pmp CF2 Et Fioc

Fig. . Seuckues of phoAphte mWu pTyv aaatogs.

Treatment of the protected peptde resins with TFA-thioanisol-ethanedithiol (EDT)
gave diastereomeric mixtures of L- and D-Pmp analog-containing peptides.
Separation of D/L-mixtures was accomplished via HFLC on an ODS column and
absolute configurations were assigned by digestion with aminopeptidase-M.
Deprotection of the Tyr(OPOý1eý)-cotaining peptide resin was accomplished using
1 M trimethylsilyl bromide (IMSBr)-thioanisole / TFA, m-cresol, EDT [7,81. For
the preparation of the F2Pmp-containing peptides, Boc-based SPPS on Merrifield
remn or Fmoc-baed SPPS on super acid-labile Rink resin was employed. Treatment
of the F2Pmp(OEt)2-contaiMng peptide resin with 1 M trinethylsilyl trifluoro-
methanesulfonate (TMSOTfh-2 M dimnethylsulfide (DMS) / TFA, m-cresol, EDT
(100 : 4 : 20, vlv; 40 C, 30 min; r.t., 2 hr) yielded a diastereomeric mixture of
completely deprotected L-FAPp- and D-F2PMP-COntaiaing peptides. The TMS(Yrf-
mediaed deprosecuon method [91 afforded the best results for removing the Et gramps
oa the F2Pmp residue. The requisite linear side-chain protected peptides for the
synthesis of cyclic pepides incorporating pTyr and F2PMP were prepared using the
Psmoc method on p-alkoxybenzyb!cobol (Wang) resin. In this synthesis, to prevent
parta l deprotection of Me and Et groups on Tyr(O 0 3Me2) or
F2Pmp(OEt) 2, respectively, these derivatives were introduced into the N-terminal
position of the peptide as Boc-derivatives or as a Boe-protected dipeptide unit.
Treatment of the protected resins (e. g. Boc-Oly-F2Pmp(OEt) 2 -Val-Pro-Met-Leu-0-
Wang resin) with TFA-H20 yielded Tyr(OP0"Me 2)- and D/L-F2Pmp(OEt) 2-
containing linear peptides. After HPLC separation of D- and L-containing
diastereomers, the linear peptides were cyclized using diphenylphosphorylazide
(DFPA)IN-methylmorpholine (NMM) in DMF. Final deprotection was achieved with
TMSBr- or TMSOTf-awdiated methods as mentioned above. The Pmp-contmng
cyclic pepbde was obtained using a synthetic approach analogous to the method for
the synthesis of the F2 ?mp-contaning cyclic peptide, except that 1% TFA / CR2 C12
was used to cleave the t-fu phosphonate protected linear peptide fnom super acid-
labile Rink tain and TPA was used to deprotec the t-Su groups. Te various
pbomonapeldes were evaluated in competitive binding assays [10) to the C-
termiai S2 &dnmi of p 3 -kinae subunit Dat Mwe sowa in Table 1. The
re•tive affWdde of PMp afo-containg peptides me: pTyr- F2Pmp > FPmp
>Pop > RPMp.
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Table I P13-kmow b*.dibg inhibition of *yheic S12 iibilory peptides

Syndetic Peptides EDso +SD (M)

O-(L-Tyr-OPO 3H2,-V-P-M-L 0.17 ± 0.02
G-(L-Pmp)-V-P-M-L 0.98 + 0.09
G-(L-HPmp)-V-P-M-L 3.30 + 0.5
G-(L-FPmp)-V-P-M-L 0.40 ± 0.03
G-(L-F2Pmp)-V-P-M-L 0.17:±10.02
G-(L-Tyr)-V-P-M-L > 500
G-(D-F 2 mp)-V-P-M-L 34 ± 9.6
G-(L-Pmp)-V-P-Nle-L 1.6 ± 0.2
Cyclic[G-(L-Pmp)-V-P-M-L] 5.2 ± 0.7
Cyclic[G-(L-F 2Pmp)-V-P-M-L] 2.24 ± 0.40*
Cyclic[G-(L-Tyr-OP0 3H2)-V-P-M-LI 1.01 ± 0.15*
Cyclic[G-(D-Pmp)-V-P-M-Lj 156 ± 30

*peliminary results

The good affinity of FnPmp containing peptides is attributed both to its low
pKa2 value [11] and the hydrogen bond forming ability of F atoms. Met at pTyr + 3,
which has beon thought to be critical for binding to SH2 of PD-kinase, can be
replaced by a Nle residue. The coafonnatiomally more rigid cyclic peptides possess
significant affinity and provide a useful lead for p o c SH2 inhibitor
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Introduction

Since the initial work by Boger and co-workers [I], a cyclohexylmethyl group
has been the standard P, sidechain in a variety of transition-state based renin
inhibitors. Recently, cyclic pseudopeptidyl inhibitors of the aspartyl proteinase
pepsin have been described [2] in which the sidechains of P, and P3 are covaleatly
linked. In contrast, we chose to append the P3 sidechain functional group directly to
the P1 side chain, thereby eliminating the P3 sidechain to backbone linkage.
Molecular modeling studies suggested that the proposed novel transition-state
isostefes could satisfy the hydrophobic requirements of both the S, and S5 binding
pockets, lending support for their synthesis and incorporation into
renin inhibitors.

Results and Discussion

A flexible and convergent synthesis of a variety of transition state isosteres, 1,
with alkyl and aryl groups appended from the 4-position of the P, cyclohexyhlethyl
group was desired. Retrosynthetically, we envisioned that these groups could be
appended to the cyclohexyl ring through the 4-keto derivative 2; which, in turn,
might be derived from the diol, 3. The diol should be available following known
procedures [3] from N-Boc-O-Bzl-Tyr (Scheme 1). In pactice, the key intermedi 2
was synthesized in 17% overall yield from the commercially available protected
amino acid. The 4-keto functionality was found to react smoothly with
organolithium and Wittig reagents providing the novel transition state isosteres in
30-60 percent yield after functional group deproction. Coupling of these isosteres,
employing standard cwbodiimide chemistry, with N-(4-norp&hio-ufonyl) Gly-AIg
(4] yielded the filly elaboratd min inhdbitm 4-9.

Docking experiments wae baed on a human nmin model using the conserved
terawo chmne ob• for the amspartic prowinue iMibm [5]. Subtuion of

a 1-naphihyl group on C(4) of the P, cyclobexyl ring of the transition state isostere
resulted in a structure that remained compatible with the enzyme cleft region. The
qapnd i -naphthyl goup extended into the S3 region nornally occupied by the side
chain of the P3 Phe. A conormational analysis of the 4-(l.napbthyl) cyclohexyl Pt
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sidechain run without the confines of the cleft indicated that the bound conformation
was a valid conformer.

The inhibitors were tested against monkey plasma renin according to a
previously described method [6]. The binding affinities were compared to two renin
inhibitors, 4 and 5, to evaluate any advantage offered by tethering a group from the
cyclohexyl P, moiety into the S3 binding pocket (Table 1). The most potent
inhibitor, that containing the l-naphthyl appendage, 9, has a binding affinity of 11
nM. This affinity is a seven-fold improvement over the 82 nM binding affinity of
the P3 glycine standard, 5, but is still less potent than the highly potent P3 Phe
containing parent, 4. The loss of potency observed with 9 may be partially
attributed to the increased flexibility in the P3 Gly residue relative to the P3
phenylalanine moiety in 4. Inhibitor 6 containing a smaller phenyl substituent
appended to C(4) of the cyclohexyl ring binds with 61 nM affinity and also appears
reasonable based on modeling studies. Although the phenyl substituent in 6 does
not seem to fully occupy the S3 pocket, the group does bind in the vicinity of the
hydrophobic phenylalaine side chain located at the base of the cleft in the enzyme
binding site model. Insertion of a methylene spacer into the phenyl derivative 6
provides S with a benzyl tether on C(4) of the cyclohexane ring. The binding
affinity of the derivative 8 is 202 n, demonstrating that minor structurmal variations
can have a significant impact on binding affinity.

The key intermediate 2 has proven to be a versatile and readily available starting
material for a variety of novel P,-Pl' transition state mimetics. Although the
increase in binding affinity attributed to the incorporation of a tether is modest
(compare 9 with 5), the ability to extend from a transition state mimetic directly to
relatively distant biading pockets without involving the peptide backbone is seen as a
new and promising strategy for designing smaller topographically based enzyme
inhibitors.
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introduction

The endothelins (ETs) are a family of peptides that are highly potent
vasoconstrictors and possess a variety of additional biological activities [1, 2]. These
peptides act through at least two distinct receptor subtypes termed ETA and ETB [3].
A D-amino acid scan of Ac-ET- 116.21 and further SAR studies have advanced potent
and non-selective ETA/ETD antagonists such as PD 142893 [4]. Recently, the cyclic
pentapeptide BQ-123 and a linear tripeptide, FR 139317, were reported [5, 6] as
potent and selective ETA antagonists. A common structural feature of ET-1, BQ123,
FR 139317 and PD-142893 is a Trp residue (L or D stereochemistry), which is
critical to the SAR of each of these peptidyl ligands.

Results mad Discussion

Two series of chimeric heptapeptides were designed from FR 139317 and
compound 2 and each showed ttM affinity for the ETA receptor (Table 1, 3 - 6).
However, only chimeric heptapeptides 5 and 6 containing the N-terminus of FR
139317, showed both ETA and ET, receptor binding. These results indicated that the
C-terminus of PD 142893 is particularly important for ET, binding.

Replacement of D2Pyr by 2Pyr (7) in FR 139317 resulted in a 10-fold loss in
binding affinity at the ET, receptor. Deletion of the C-terminal D2Pyr residue (8)
showed only a 10-fold decrease in ETA receptor binding affinity. Other modifications
such as the substitution of Aze by Chx or Clip, DTrp(M) by DTrp and D3Pyr by
DPMe also did not significantly alter ETA binding affinity (9-11). Interestingly, the
modification of DPMe to DDip, (12), although it did not alter ETA receptor binding,
did significantly increase the ET, receptor binding (>100-fold). Similarly, backbone
modification of DTrp by aMeDTrp resulted in a 100-fold increase in ETB receptor
binding affinity, albeit ETA receptor binding was decreased 10-fold (13). Both
backbone modification (vMeDTrp) and O-branching at the C-terminus (DDip)
resulted in potent binding to both the ETA and ETs receptors (15). Furthermore,
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compounds 13-15 aft non-selective antagonists in contrast to FR 139317 which is
5000-fold more selective for the ETA receptor in our assay systems.

An analysis of a proposed conformation of PR 139317 (based on the hypothesis
that BQ- 123 [71 and PR 139317 occupy the same binding site) relative to BQ-l123
suggested a reasonable overlay of the two peptides (FR 139317/BQ123) based on
superpositioning Leu/Leu, DTrp(M~e)DTrp, AzefiDVal and DPyrlAspPro. Based on a
3-D model for FR 139317, we systematically modified the ligand template to that of
compound 15. These studies suggest that the xtMeDTrp substitution may induce a
turn conformation that orients the DDip, backbone COOH and hydrophobic side
chain groups to provide favorable interactions at both ElT receptors.

The tripeptide ETA receptor selective antagonist FR 139317 was systematically
modified to yield a series of compounds which were potent ET- 1 antagonists at both
ETA and ETB receptors. Specifically, backbone ci-methylation of the Tip and
modification at the C-terminus by Dip resulted in the discovery of several non-
selective antagonists, 13-15 of ET-l.
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Modifications to anglotensin H (Al) peptide
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Introduction

[(pNH 2)Phe6]-AII [1] was the first reported AT2-selective peptide. Rat
peripheral vasculature displays the AT, receptor preferentially, whereas rat cerebral
artery displays the AT2 receptor [2]. Thus, All analog potency determined in a
peripheral vascular smooth muscle assay, e.g., rabbit aorta, reflects analog affinity
and efficacy at the AT, receptor. In contrast, All peptide analog in vivo
antihypertensive potency may reflect analog affinity and efficacy at both the AT, and
AT2 receptors, since the analog in circulation may pass thro-igh tissues expressing
one or both receptors. Two isoforms ATIA and ATB were recently discovered in rat
tissues [3]. Most previous All structure-activity studies utilized smooth muscle
assays, e.g., rabbit aorta (RB-A), which displays only the AT, receptor. To begin to
sort out the different structural requirements for the AT, and AT2 receptors, we have
reevaluated previously published peptide analogs in the bovine adrenal cortex (B-AC)
for the study of AT, receptor affinity and bovine ovary (B-0) and cerebellum (B-C)
for the study of AT2 receptor affinity [4]. Rat mesenteric artery (R-M), employed in
early experiments, was replaced with B-AC.

Results and Discussion

The rank ordering of peptides in Table 1 primarily by RB-A does not
completely parallel B-AC activity, perhaps due to species differences. None of the
peptides, furthermore, display AT, selectivity. A variety of modifications to [Sar'l]-
AII and [SarIJle8 ]-AII in the critical positions Arg2, Tyr 4, and His6 reduce AT,
receptor affinity but not AT2 receptor affinity, as evidenced in the AT2-selective
analogs 4, 7, 11, and 15. AT2 selectivity can be demonstrated in other positions
as well. Thus, the All analog structural requirements for AT2 receptor affinity are
remarkably different from AT, requirements. Within the bovine AT2-containing
tissues, however, analog selectivities are apparent: 14 and 24 prefer the ovary over
brain, whereas 13 and 17 prefer brain over ovary (suggesting AT2 receptor
subtypes?). In vitro activity (RB-A) and in vivo activity (R-BP) fall within I order
of magnitude of AT, receptor affinity in the R-M or the B-AC although species
differences may account for exceptions, especially 8 which displays high affinity in
all bovine tissues. Subtle modifications can alter selectivity, e.g., le to (OMe)Thr
decreases affinity for B-O in 14 to 13. The para substituents of [(pX)Phe4 ]-AII
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"aActivities described in previous references in Ref. [5]; bDescribed in [4]; All IC5o values
(n=3) are within ± 0.2, or ± 0.30 for analogs *; Cln vitro % agonist activity rabbit aorta
rel. All; dpA 2 = -log IC5o ; efnribition of All induced rat blood pressure increase,
employing 0 g rats [5]; q~tial agonist activity, difficult to quantitate; IRM = rat
mesentery; "Partial agonist activity seen above 100 ng/ml.
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Introduction

The serine proteinase thrombin plays an essential role in the coagulation
pathway. Thus, thrombin is involved in many thrombotic disorders and it is often
desirable to control thrombin activity in vivo. Thrombin activity can he blocked by
active site directed inhibitors. Dud to the similarities of the active sites of related
serine proteinases, such as trypsin and plasmin, potency and specificity play major
roles in a successful treatment of coagulatory disorders. It is thought that
competitive inhibitors are particularly useful as drug candidates. Widely known
are MD-805 (2R,4R-4-methyl-(N 2-(3-methyl- 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-8-quinolinyl))
sulphonyl-L-arginyl-2-piperidine carboxylic acid) and NAPA" (P-napbthyl-
sulfonylglycyl-DjL4amidinophenylalanyl-piperidide). However these compounds
display drawbacks, such as limited efficacy in vivo, short duration of action and side
effects in vivo. We report herein on the development of new and highly potent
thrombin inhibitors with improved characteristics. For this purpose we optimized
the inhibitor structure of NAPAP employing molecular modelling and synthesized
and characterized a series of inhibitor molecules. An important starting point for
molecular modelling was the elucidation of the thrombin structure [1, 2]. Based on
the X-ray crystal structure data of low molecular weight thrombin inhibitors, rational
drug design was possible.

Results sado Discussion

In order to overcome the shortcomings of NAPA (1) we introduced an acidic
moiety aiming at improved tolerability and half-life in vivo. It was known from
literature that the introduction of an acidic moioty into basic molecules inaproved the
above characteristics [3]. The most potent compound in this series, ft-naplithyl-
sulphonylglycyl-DL--amidinopbeaylalmine-L-proline displayed a IKi of 510 aM.
Thus, we looked for possible sites for the introduction of acidic functionalities into
NAPAP paining comoptouds without a loss of antithrombotic: activity. Initially, we
introduced cwboxylic functions at the piparidine group. However, this led to an
undesired loss of antitivomnbotic potency reflected byr the Ki. We found that the
suabstitution of Gly by Asp led to conopounds with acceptable choaracteristics. The
synthesis of 7 is a representative outline for the other compounds (Figure 1).
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Fig. I. Oudine of th syvathis of compound 7. Other comvpomd shown in Table I hawe
been s sized smarly. For every sigle inhitor, steps a) to h) have been the same
yielding the intrwediate 4-andiophenylalanylpqperidide. The f indibitors have
beem syMeeiud by cowplin .n*Yialy protected amino acid deivaives (data not
opsliamed).

In compmrison to NAPAP, 2 displayed only a slightly higher Ki against duombin.
It could be demonstrated dhat tdo introduction of aspurtic acid instead of (fly reduced
also dhe influene of the i*MAM on blood pressm and histamine release. Our net
goal was to enhance the antitrmnbotc potency of 2. Our CAMD studies poined
out that the P-naphthylsulphonyl group did not fit optimally into the active site of
h in. We found that the sulplamide portion of this inhibitor type had to be

optimized. Results we compiled in Table 1.
The data in Table 1 suppor the importance of the dervatization pattern of the

phbeyiulbwmi portion. It can be summarized that the 4-methoxy-23,6-
trimethylphaylullmosyl group exhibited the most potent contribution to the
binding frmes. We fomnd that the ntitlrmbotic potency in viro and in Wvo could
be enhanced by dei dzedom or sub•timston of the caboxylic moiety of Amp. Even
an exlv*a of the cstxylic IFr by a .4bonic acd moiety (compound 10)
yielked as lmpsuwd Ki against tdhnbin. Tbe most poeent compound was a 1
glycosylaed -mmatPI. (12) wi'h a Ki of 40 pM. The dam in Table I demostrate
that imprcud idhibiti of letenm bad only •e influesc m trypsin inuhbition.
Home.the d nsibilors 7,10,11,12 displayed a high selectivity. This was also
conl-md for silar enzyms tPA and plasmin (data not shown). Thrombin
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Table 1 Sitrucaw activity MWkaioshp of Umimbia inhiitrs

Inhibition constants Ki(nM)

NO. Structure"o Thrombin Trypein

1 P-napyhthlpbonyl-Gly-DLAdf-pip(NAPAP) 11 499
2 P-naphfhyblsphoyl-L-Asp-DL-Mf-pip 20 505
3 4-rnthxy.5-2,5dmehylpbmhenllpbonylL-Asp-DLAdf-pip 279 582
4 4-m hxy-2,3,5-b hylphenylsu~hoyl-L-Asp-D.JLAdf-pip 103 618
5 4-u ~oxy-2,6dmnethylp ybsnysidhyl-L-Asp-DL-Adf-pip 54 270
6 4-rn bxy-23,3d mthlphenbulhonyl-L-Asp-DL-Adf-pip 30 271
7 4-rn wxy-2,3,6-trimethylphenylspbonyl-L-Asp-D-Adf-pip 2.4 312
8 4-methoxy-2,3,6-trimethylphenylsulphonyl-L-Asp-DL-Adf-pip 19 631
9 4-methoxy-2,3,6-trmethylphenylsuphonyl-L-Glu-DLAdf-pip 33 2952
10 4-methoxy-2.3,6-timethylpheylupbonyl-L-Cya-D-Adf-pip 0.8 118
11 4-methoxy-2,3,6-trirethylpbenylsulphonyl-L-Asp(GABA)-D-

Adf-pip 0.8 1449
12 4-methoxy-2,3,6-trimethylphenylsulphonyl-L-Asn

((f-glucopyranosyl~uonate)-D-Adf-pip 0.04 174

*Adt = 4-amidinopbenylalnine, bop~ = piperidine.

inhibitors with Ki values <10 nM (7,10,11,12) have been tested for further in
vitro and in vivo characteristics. It turned out that these compounds were highly
stable in body fluids and influenced strongly the coagulation perameters IT and
avr. Ib in vivo thrombus models, i.e. vena cava thrombosis, stenosis of arteria
carmts and DIC, these inhibitors demonstrated their high efficacy. This data suggests
that the most potent inhibitors in the above series may serve as useful

anihobotic drugs.
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Introduction

Thrombin plays a central regulatory role in haeinostasis, wound healing and
various diseases such as arterial and venous thrombosis. If the extent of thrombin
generation and activity in prethroibic situations can be inhibited, then antithrombic
efficacy will result [1].

In order to obtain selective suicide substrates of serine proteinases, we have
previously introduced a latent functionality into cyclopeptides related to good
substrates of these enzymes. Inactivation of cx-chymotrypsin [21 or trypsin-like
proteinases [3, 41 has already been observed. These cyclopeptides possess a V,
functionalized iueaa-aminobenzoyl residue (m.-aB(CH 2)X) which constitutes a latent
electropliflic moiety and a P, amino acid residue di*splying a good affinity for the S,
primwy binding site of the taret enzyme (Schechter and Derge notation [51).

0

(GIY) 27 C

P3-Ph>-Arg- NH

Is: P3= D-Phe, 1b: L-Phe, Ic: Gly; X- H
2: P3- D-Pbe, X- S*Me2

Fig.)1. Sorutuwe of the cydopepfides .- C wand 2.

Selective enzymic cleavage of the PC,-' anilide bond should result in the
formation of an acyl-enzyme and an aminobenzoic derivative having a good sulfide
leaving group (when X-+SRR 2). Then substitution at the benzylic position by an
active site nucleophile should lead to enzyme inactivation, by a dissociative
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mechanism involving a quinonim um methide intermediate. During the life-time
of the acyl-enzyme, diffusim of the reactive electrophie out of the active site should
be prevented by the preaence of a peptidic linkage. When PI =Arg and the peptide
link was a tetaglycyl chain, an interesting selectivity for the inhibition of urokinae
was observed, without a noticeable inactivation of t-PA [4).

In thrombin substrates and inhibitors, acylation of the D-Phe-Pro-Arg sequence
levels down the favorable effect of the D configuration of the P3 residue [6]. In the
aim of obtaining good substrates of thrombin, a series of c(P3-Pro-Arg-m-aB(CH3)-
Gly2) cyclopeptides 1 (Figure 1), in which P3=Gly, L-Phe or D-Phe, has now been
synthesized and studied as substrates. Then, the sequence leading to the best
cyclopeptidic substrate has been retained for the synthesis of the corresponding c(P3-
Pro-rg-aB(CH -Gly 2) inhibitor 2.

Results and Discussion

The cyclopeptides la-c and 2 were prepared by solution peptide synthesis.
Diglycine ethyl ester was first coupled to 2-methyl-5-nitrobenzoyl or 2-
(phenoxymethyl)-5-nitrobenzoyl chloride. Then, reduction of the nitro subsituent
followed by elongation of the peptide chain gave a compound which was cyclized by
the azide method (Figure 2). The sulfonium salt 2 was obtained from the
corresponding phenyl ether c(D-Phe-Pro-Arg-m-aB(CH 2-OC6HS)-Gly 2) by treatment
with Me2SICF3CO 2H.

(D)Phe Pro Arg m-aB(CH2OCJ1 5) Gly Gly

02(N) - a > H OEt
0N- -"0 -OEt

Boc OH - H -HM

Boc -- OBt

Boc -OH 2 H-
BOC -O

Boc _ *1. _ -NHNH2
+ _____ ____ (v)- IN
2H 4 (a)

[-(D)Phe - Pro - Arg - m-B(QCH4_OC6- 5)-Gly - Gly-J
4 (vwj)

I-(D)Phe - Pro - Arg - m4-B(CH2S÷Me2) -Gly - Gly-j 2

Fig. 2. Synthesis of the cyclopeptide 2. (i) Etr N/DMF (ii) H 21Pt02 (iii)
DCC/pyridine/DMF (iv) TFA/CH C1 (v) EtOCOSI/NMM (vi) H2N-NH2 (vii) 1.
RONO/I+HDMF/-40 Z dihaion (DM)3. iPrN (Oii) Me2SITFA.
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Analysis of the iUnflence of the nature of the amino acid at the P3 position of
the protio compounds 1.-c (X-H) showed that the I)-Phe-Pro-Arg sequence
considerably increases the rate of the thrombin catalyzed hydrolysis: LJKM 1.6 x
105 M-'s- (1a: P3=D-Phe), 1,780 M'-s- (1b: P3=L-Phe) and 370 M- s- (1c:
P3'Gly) at pH 7.5 and 25*C. Therefore In was used as a core structure for the
synthesis of the inactivator. The obtained funictionalized cyclic peptide 2 inactivated
humani thrombin (k-./k 1A=3,50O M's-I at pH 7.5 and 25*C) through a process
fulfilling the kinetic criteria expected for an enzyme-activated inhibition. The
inactivation is remarkably selective: 2 has no effect on bovine trypsin or
chymotrypsin and human factor Xa, and very poor effect on human urokinase and

The model study on the cyclopeptides la-c (X=H) demonstrated that the
sequence I)-Phe-Pro-Arg, even when included in a cyclic structure, considerably
enhanced the efficiency of the thrombin-catalyzed hydrolysis. The corresponding
cyclopeptide 2 (X=4,SMe2) was a highly selective inactivator of human thrombin.
The present study suggests that cyclopeptides possessing a latent electrophiuic
function, like~compound 2, can he tailored in order to obtain selective inhibitors of
therapeutic i~arest.
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Introduction

Hirudin is the most potent thrombin inhibitor (Ki - 10-14M) and its C-terminal
fragment 55-65, Ac-DFEEIFEEYLQ-OH (IC3o = 1.7 ILM), binds to the Fibrinogen
Recognition Exosite (FRE) of thrombin, one of the most important structural
features that is responsible for the high selectivity of thrombin functions in the blood
coagulation system. The previous study suggested that three residues, Phe-6, Glu5,
and lIe 59, are the most important for the binding affinity [1]. While the FRE of
thrombin is also called the 'anion binding exosite because of the many basic residues
present in this region, there is only one acidic residue, Glu57, showing the crucial
role in the hirudin C-terminal side. Recently, we demonstrated that branching an Asp
residue to both Suc55 and Giu-P side chains of a Glu58 and Lys6l cyclic analog of
hirudin 55-65, [Asp-T-Suc55, Asp-&-Glu], cyclo-[Glu5s, Lys6"] hirudin55"5 (IC, =

0.21 tLM), improved the potency 8-fold [2]. In this report, we focus on the analysis
of ionic interactions at the hirudin GhlP binding site of a truncated hirudin sequence
(hirudin 55-62).

Results and Discussion

Table I shows the hirudin 55-62 analogs prepared in this study and their
inhibition of fibrin clot formation. The IC,0 values presented in the table were
estimated as the inhibitor concentration required to double the clotting time relative
to the control at the enzyme concentration of 0.10 NIH unit/mL. Since the N-
termnal part of hirudin 55-65 plays a more important role than the C-terminal part
[1], we used a truncated hirudin C-terminal form, hirudin 55-62, instead of the entire
tail of the segment (hirudin 55-65), in this study.

In the first six analogs listed in Table 1, the effect of branching an Asp at the
Glu57 side chain was studied with three diffMer hirudin 55-62 form. These forms
include P432, the original hirudin sequence; P434, Glu-" replaced by Pro, a hirudin
variant that was reported to have a higher polency for the entire tail [3]; and P436,
the cyclic form between the side chains of G&uL and Lysst that also showed an
improved potem over the oriiml sequence [41. All the Asp branched analogs,
P433, P435, and P437, showed more than a 2-fold improvement in potency
compared to their counterpart respectively in all three forms. It seems that the
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Table 1 hskibiaioe f Jibri clot fornwmtio

Pep~lC Sequence (Hkftui 55462). ICSo jM

P432 Ac-D F..Olu-E I P B E.OH 71.6 ± 2.2

P433 Ac-D F-Glu-E I P E-OH 31.4 ±2.4
Alp

P434 Ac-D F.Oluz-P I PB B -OH 29.5 ± 0.2

P435 Ac-D F-Glu-P I P E E-OH 12.5 ± 1.5
Asp

P436 Ac-D F.Glu-LF B -OH 45.4 ± 2.1

P437 Ac-D F-Glu-E I P K E-OH 18.2 ± 1.2
Asp 1

P439 Ac-D F-Om-ff B-OH > 500
SLc

P440 Ac-D F-ysf !B-OH > SM
Suc

P457 Ac-D F-Gbu-P I P K B-OH 55.5 ±0.4
Gly

P458 Ac-D F-Glu-P I P K B-OH 147 ±2.0

aAD branched amino acids have a carboxyl terminal group.

substitutions of the 58th hirudin residue did not affect the binding affinity of the Asp
residue branched to Glu57. While more rigid structure, a cyclization between 01use
and Lys"t, or Prom substitution showed clear benefits for the potency of the
truncated forms (hirudin 55-62), this structural feature seems less important for the
entire length of the exosite inhibitor, hirudin 55-65. The same cyctization or
replacing Glut" by a Gly residue have little effect on potency.

Based on the X-ray data of the hirugen-thrombin complex, the hirudin GlU-57

side chain interacts only with Arg77A (chymnotrypsin numbering), via a water
molecule, at the thrombin exosite (another interaction is with Arg~s of a symmetric
thrombin molecule in the crystal form) [5]. Branching an Asp residue to the side
chain of GIU7, increased the length of the side chains and introduced one more
carboxyl group to the side chain. Molecular graphics analysis suggested that both
carboxyl groups of the branched Asp are close to the guanidine groups of the
thrombin residues Ag" and Arg7 A. Therefore, further analogs were prepared to
analyze the contributions of these carboxyl groups.

One Asp residue can be considered as a combination of a Gly and a I-Ala. Both
amino acids were separately branched to the Glu" residue as P457 and P458. These
analogs showed a significant decrease in the potency, by 4- and 1 1-fold, compared
with P435. This means that the combination of the two carboxyl groups of the
branched Asp has some contributions to the binding. We might think that linking
these amino acids at the G1u 57 side chain should be conformiatioally more flexible
than linking Asp. The high flexibility should be also one reason for the low
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inhibition of two other analogs, P439 and P440, where a succinic acid was branched
to either an Orn or Lys residue at the 57th position of hirudin. If we compare P458
and P439, which have a similar side-chain length, there are two structural differences.
The first one is the different substitutions at the 58th position, proline versus the
cyclization, which could only introduce a moderate variation of the potency. The
major structural difference is a reversed amide bond at the middle of the side chain for
P439 (and P440). This observation suggested that the 'normal' amide bond, which
links the Asp residue to Glu", may also contribute to the binding potency.

In the protein-ligand interactions, the side chain-side chain ionic pair might
show a moderate contribution to the binding due to their conformational flexibility
and the compensation with water molecules. However, the intermolecular
electrostatic interactions may have a long-range effect to direct the ligand for an
initial recognition of binding sites. This might be the reason why increasing the
number of the negative charges of the hirudin (55-62) analogs, which may be helpful
to recognize the 'anion binding exosite', can improve the binding affinity.

This study demonstrated that extending the length and increasing the number of
negative charges at the hirudin Glu57 position can improve the binding affinity, and
that a rigid structure at the 58th position in hinidin can also increase the potency.
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Introduction

Recent studies suggest that glycolipids and glycoproteins play an important
biological role in the attachment of bacteria as well as bacterial toxins to
oligosaccharidic receptors expressed on host cell membranes. Pertussis toxin (PT) is
a virulence factor produced by the organism Bordetelia pertussis that binds to
glycoprotein receptors with a terminal sialyllactosamine moiety. PT is a classical A-
B type toxin, and its lectin-like activity is an intrinsic property of its B-oligomer
which consists of four different subunits (S2 to S5). Although a serological or cell-
mediated response to PT that correlates with protection against pertussis disease has
not been identified, extensive evidence indicates that PT is an important component
of any defined whooping cough vaccine [1]. The majority of research efforts aimed at
characterizing the functional domains of PT have centered around the ADP-ribosyl
transferase activity of its A subunit. There is very little information on the protein
sequences contributing to the lectin-binding domains of PT. Using synthetic
peptides corresponding to selected segments of S2 and S3 [2], we have shown that
PT may contain more than one carbohydrate binding domain in subunits S2 and S3.
S2 might bind to nonsialyated glycolipids while S3 could preferentially bind to
ganghosides [2, 31. To detmmine which amino acid sequences are involved in the
lectin-like binding domain(s) of PT, 23 peptides covering the entire sequences of the
four B-oligomer subunits (S2-SS) were synthesized. Each pepuide was then screened
for its ability to (1) bind to fetuin or ceruloplasmin and (2) inhibit biotinylated-PT
binding to fetuin or cendoplasmin.

Results and Discumsion

All pertussis peptides were first tested for their reactivities to biotnylated fetuin
using a solid-phae immunomay as previously described [2]. Peptides corresponding
to residues 78-98 and 123-154 of S2; 78-108, 103-127 and 149-176 of S3; 1-34 and
68-103 of S4 reacted strongly with biotinylated fetuin. These peptides also bound to
biotinylated cendoplausm. The binding of these peptides to fetuir was found to be
specific. As shown in Figure 1, synthetic peptides (residues 78-98 and 123-154 of
S2; 78-106, 103-127 and 149-176 of S3; and 68-103 of S4) were capable of
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inhibiting the biudua of biotiaylated fetuia to PT in a competitive binding
inhibition awsay (2].

E -. &.-

3 ~S193(76.1)

w 84(6W103)
U - 82(143)z

INHIBITOR (ug)
Fig.)1. Competidve bnhbiion of biofinylate fetuin binding to PT-coated plate by PT
pepides. The exprimenal proocol has been previously described 12).

Ilese results are in agreement with our early studies that rabbit antisera raised
against peptides (residues 78-98 of S2, 78-108 and 14&-176 of 83) were capable of
neutralizing the toxicity of PT in the CHO cell clustering assay (4]. Furthermor,
that most of the peptides tested contain tyrosin and lysine residues. Ealie result
obtained with todinated PT, have revealed the functional importace of tyrosine
residues in its lectin-like activity [5). In addition, PT analogs with muttations in S2
(PT-S2 09 1-", Pr-SV02A-'03Aý') exhibited reduced binding to fetuin. Sirmilarly, PT
analogs with mutations in S3 or S4 (PT-S3(82), PT-S3(9 1 '93), Flr54(4A) and PT-
S4(Y2IA)) reo les thian 50% of PT toxicity in the CHO cell assay [6]. lewrefore,
the peptidles identified in this study may reulrsent lead compounds for the design of
pertussis toxin receptor-age drugs-
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Introduction

Interieukin-8 (IKB) is a 72 residue pro-inflamimatory protein that stimulates the
chemnotactic migration and fuinctional activation of neutrophil leukocytes [1]. IL-8 is
one of a subfamily of nine human chemokines that arc related in sequence and are
distinguished fromn other chemokines in having die motif C X C for the first two
cysteines. The NMR structure indicates that it is a homodimer which is stabilized by
formation of a 6-stranded 0 sheet (3 strands from each subunit) and by the overlying
ci-helices [21. The monomer consists of. a highly disordered N-terminal region
(residues 1-6), a flexible loop 7-18, a 310 helical turn (residues 19-22), P strand 1
(residues 23-29), an atypical turn (30-35). 0 strand 2 (3642), a type 10~ turn (43-46),
P staned 3 (47-5 1 , a type I10 turn (52-55), and a C-terminal a helix (56-72) [2].

ILAS is associated with a large number of acute and chronic inflammatory
diseases suageting that I"- antagonistm could be therapeutically useful. To design
antagonists, inwrastion regarding the structural regions. that determine both receptor
binding, and also rechytr triggering, is required. We have acquired this information
by studying IL-8 structure-activity relationships. Appropriately desgnd analogs
were chemically synthesized using automiated tBoc/Izl chemistry on an Applie
Biosystems 430A synthesizer After low-high IUF deprotection, the crude product
was folded by air oxidation and purified by reverse phs HPLC. Multipl techniques
including electrospray mass spectromietry, isoelectric focussing and amino analysis
were used to characterize the product and verify authenticity [3].

Results with truncation analogs demonstrated that 3 residues, Glu-4A, Ln- and
Arg-6 (termed the ELR motif) in the flexiible N-terminal region were essential for
functon [4]. Single amino acid substitution analogs demonstrated that all three
amndoo acids were higi sensitive to modification, with the arginne, being the most
sensitive. Many of the modifie analogs were found to be receptor antagonists with
IC5 . of 0.3-2 paM [51. However the MAR motif was niot sufficient for activity
becuse the MLR peptide and several cyclic and mion-cyclic patiddes containing the
ELR motif did mot bind to receptors. The most likly interpre~tation of thise results
is duo the DLA moif of I"- is critia for receptor binding and activation but that
othe structural featmes we also neomaury. This was firther investigated by design of
.*utlhtimon amigo sd a hbrid appuuh.
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Reslts and Disemion

The hypothesis that additional structural features of IL-8 other than ELR are
necessary wa supported by two analogs which had either the 7-34 or 9-50 disulfide
bridge eliminated by conversion of the respective cysteines to a-aminobutyric acid,
and which were inactive. This strongly indicated the importance of the compact
tertiary structure for activity. Analogs with individual substitutions covering the 1-
35 region were designed to identify residues/regions that, like the ELR motif, were
highly sensitive to modification and by implication, involved in receptor binding.
No such regions were identified using this approach.

To identify which structural features are functionally important, a hybrid
approach was used. The aim was to convert the inactive related protein, IPIO [6],
into a hybrid protein with IL-8-like function by splicing in the minimal amount of
iL-8 sequences. In general, for this approach to be effective, the surrogate protein (in
this case IP1O) must be related but have low overall sequence similarity. IPIO has
17 residues that are identical in IL-8, and 14 of these are predicted to be involved in
maintaining the structure. The more solvent exposed regions were the focus of our
structure-function studies and the hybrids were carefully designed to maintain the
IPl0 core structure.

An IPIO hybrid containing IL-8 residues 4-23, 30-35 and 44-49 was found to be
equivalent in activity to the fully active control, IL-8, 4-72, thus indicating that these
sequences were sufficient for conferring receptor function. The question remained:
how much of this IL-8 structure is necessary? Additional hybrids demonstrated that
the 30-35 PI turn is essential, but the 44-49 0 turn was not required.

Two hybrids addressed the role of the N-terminal loop and 310 turn. A hybrid
with IL-8 4-10, 16-23, and 30-35 had extremely low activity, >100-fold lower than
IL-8, 4-72, thus indicating the importance of residues 11-15. A hybrid with IL-8, 4-
16 and 30-35 had detectable activity but this was 100-fold lower than IL-8,4-72.
Therefore, the 31 turn is also critical.

It is interesting to speculate as to the role of the loop and 310 turn. The N-
terminal loop, residues 10-18, is highly variable in the other IL-8-related proteins,
and they also vary in potency in IL-8 assays. Residues 11-15 can be substituted
individually without substantially affecting function. (However, the results show
that the region is essential.) Neither these substitutions nor sequence comparisons
suggest a clear explanation for the observation that the region is essential. The most
likely explanation is that the loop region is directly involved in binding to the
receptor but is not directly involved in receptor triggering and binding, as is clearly
the case with the ELR region. Thus the loop region was less sensitive to
modification than ELR but was still required for binding. Understanding the detailed
role of this region will require further analogs coupled with structural studies. The
310 turn is also important; however, its role could be structural and deviation from
the IL-8 3:10 turn could also affect the 11-18 loop. For example, the F21L analog
of IL-8 has a significant reduction in activity and Phe-21 is involved in aromatic
interactions with Tyr-13, Phe-17 and Trp-56.

The role of the 30-35 turn may also be structural as the conformation of this
turn will affect the 7-34 disulfide bridge. This disulfide anchors the essential ELR
motif. Furthermore from substitution analogs, His-33 and Ala-35 are not essential
and it is probable dtat Gly-31, Pro-32 and Cys-34 have structral roles. Even though
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these residues could directly bind receptors as well as determine the ELR position,
our hypothesis is that the role of the 30-35 turn is conformational.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the ELR motif is the most critical
region for receptor activation, although the tertiary structure and N-terminal loop are
also essential for function. The 0 turn that encompasses residues 30-33, and, via the
cysteine 7-34 disulfide tethers the ELR motif, is also essential. Evaluating the
precise roles of these regions will require detailed structural information on the
analogs and further modifications to IL-8 aimed at fine mapping the f.Anctional
determinants.
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Introduction

Dynorphin A (Dyn A) is the putative endogenous ligand for the K opioid
receptor. However, in the mammalian brain, Dyn A is highly potent at all three of
the commonly accepted opioid receptors (i:ci:8 IC 50's 0.07 : 1.08 : 6.99 UM
respectively) and thus is potentially a good lead for the design of selective ligands for
all three receptors. To date there are several potent analogues of Dyn A showing
moderate selectivity for K and/or p± receptors, but none have been found with 8
selectivity. Dyn A is postulated to be comprised of a "message" sequence
([Leu 5]enkephalin; residues 1-5) that produces the opioid response, and an "address"
that targets the message sequence to the K receptor (residues 6-17, or in Dyn A,.II
residues 6-11) (Figure 1) [1]. Notably [Leu5]enkephalin carrying no address sequence
is somewhat 8 selective. We therefore wished to locate and modify the regions of the
address sequence that determine selectivity to produce highly potent 6 opioid ligands.

I MESSAGE ADDRESS

Tyr' Gly Gly Phe Leu Arg6 Arg7 Ile Arg Pro Lys"1

Fig. 1. Dyn A,.-, displaying message and address regions.

Results and Discussion

Analogues of Dyn A,. 7, Dyn A,.8 and Dyn A,-,I were prepared by standard
Merrifield solid phase methods in which Arg 6 and Arg7 were replaced with NMe.
While DynAj.-NH2 (1) was ic selective, [Nle'j]Dyn A,.-NH2 (2) and [Nle0,74Dyn
AI4 -NH2 (3) exhibited 10-fold and 100-fold selectivity, respectively, for 6 versus ic
receptors in GPB binding assay (Table 1). These findings were reflected in the GPI
and MVD bioasays (Table 2). While extension of the Dyn A address sequence in the
analogue [Nle6,',]Dyn A,.II-NH2 (4) altered the selectivity ratios slightly, binding
at the 8 receptor was still favored and potency at all opioid receptors was enhanced in
the GPB.
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TaWi I Ab & q4Pgin XIC, aM) us #Wow ps boom 4GFS)

1 0.15 2.55 23.2 0.01 0.11

2 271 10.7 25.3

3 1014 20.5 49.5

4 24.2 33.5 2.25 10.8 14.9

5 1367 4499 160 8.54 28.1

6 1615 1356 9.55 169 142

7 174 202 1.17 149 173

avg. [3H]U-6953, bvs. I1HJPL-17 &nd %Vs. [3H)(p-CI)DFDPE.
1: DYnAl-rNH2 , 2: [NIe'7 JDynA,.7-NH 2, 3: i~k6-7 .1DynAIr6NI2,
4: rNLe'."JDYnAI 1 1 -NH2. 5: [DPen 2-- W' Ne' 7 DynA1 ., ,-NH2.
6: IDPen2,Pen',eC~7'51DynA,-,1 -NH2. 7: [DPen2. Cys5, Nic'.'ADynA,-1 1 -NH2.

Tabl 2 Inhibioty potencies (IC5&, isM) in mouse vas deferens (MV!)) and guinea
pig ilewn (GPI) bicassays

MVD ORI

Conpotud ICSO lbifa" Kcshiftb lC50 LShifV IC Shiftb

1 30.7 ri.s. 11.0 5.65 n.s. 42.8

2 32.0 21.9 n.s. 640 n.s. 7.5

3 72.7 25.8 n.d. 17,549 n.d. n.d.

4 93.2 9.6 n.d. 335 n.s. n.d.

5 A1,000 n.d. n.d. 22,725 nd. n~d.

6 8.23 13.8 n.j 5,210 .4. n.d.

7 0.84 29.0 0I.8. 106 7.4 n4.

"&vs. [la 174864 (1000 nM, 6 antagonist). bvs. nor-ONI (10 saP, c antagonist) and Cvs.

CTAP (1000 uMA, p antagonist). n~s.: no significant shift was observed. n.d.: not
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This group has previously reported that the cyclic peptides [D-Pen 2,D-
PenS]enkephalin (DPDPE) and [D-Pen2,L-PenS]enkephalin (DPLPE) are highly
potent 8 selective ligands [2). We therefore synthesized chimeric hybrid analogues of
Dyn A,-, containing DPDPE in the message I - 5 positions and the 8 selective
modified Dyn A address sequence in positions 6 - 11. While [D-Pen2-Nle 76' 8 ]Dyn
A-..1 -NH 2 (5) was moderately 8 selective it displayed weak binding and analgesia.
However substitution of D-Pen5 with L-Pen produced a highly potent 8 selective
ligand (6) indicating that an L residue is essential in position 5 of extended
sequences. Replacement of L-Pens with L-Cys provided a ligand (7) with increased
potency in the GPB and strong 8 opioid activity in the MVD (IC" 0.8 nM).

In modifying the address sequence of Dyn A,-.I to alter the selectivity of this
peptide hormone between the opioid receptors we have demonstrated that the address
sequence can in fact be subdivided into two regions. An address proper or "selector"
region responsible for selectivity is located at positions 6 and 7 (e.g., Arg6 -Arg7 in
the case of ic selectivity); while residues 8-11 define a "potentiator" region [3] which
increases potency at all three opioid receptors (see Table I, peptides 1, 2, 3 and
Figure 2). As we have shown here, proper choice of message sequence and selector
region in Dyn A analogues can in principle be utilized to produce potent and selective
ligands for all three (., ;L and 8) opioid receptors.

MESSAGE SELECTOR POTrETIATOR
Triggers Address Proper Enhances potency
receptors Defines selectivity at all opioid receptors

Tyr1 GlyGly PeLeu5  X6 X7  lle 8 Arg Pro Lys1'

Fig. 2. Breakdown of address into selector and porentiator regions.
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Introduction

Endothelin-1 (ET- 1) is a 21 residue peptide hormone with potent cardiovascular
effects. Two types of receptors are known for endothelin: ETa and ETb [1, 2]. In this
study we investigate the conformational preferences of three structural classes of
competitive ET-1 antagonists at the ETa receptor and compare them to define
putative shared pharmacophores. The first compound modeled, a linear hexapeptide
[Ac-D-Dipl-Leu 2-Asp3-11e4-Ile5 -Trp6] (Antagonist I), is a functional antagonist at
both ETa and ETb receptors [3, 4]. Cyclo[D-Asp1-Pro2-D-Val3-Leu4-D-Trp5J
(Antagonist II) is a cyclic pentapeptide which is selective for the ETa receptor [5, 6].
The third antagonist modeled is a natural product steroid, myriceron caffeoyl ester
(Antagonist EII), which is also selective for ETa [7, 8]. We define and evaluate
pharmacophore hypotheses which relate putative receptor bound conformations of the
three classes of ETa receptor antagonists to one another.

Results and Discamslo

Databases of energetically accessible conformations of each antagonist were
generated using high temperature molecular dynamics and systematic search
strategies. Pharmacophore hypotheses are defined by three dimensional patterns of
descriptor centers (structural features critical for activity) that are shared by the
conformers of the antagonists included in the databases. Since only certain features
of each of the three classes of antagonists are reported to be critical for activity [3-8],
we focus on side chain and backbone carbonyl descriptors for the peptide antagonists.
zo hypotheses were identified using an expert system which, given the
database of conformers for each bioactive molecule, is targeted to identify shared
structural patterns that may be associated with biological activity (APEX-3D) [9-101.
This approach provides a 3D representation of the three molecules in which the
individual conformers ame overlaid according to the pharmacophore hypothesis.

To simplify the problem, we first matched the cyclic pentapeptide (Antagonist
11) to the steroid and then in a second step matched the hexapeptide (Antagonist I) to
the steroid. We define a matching hypothesis in which the descriptor centers are
divided into classes (hydrophobic side chains, aromatic rings, carboxylic acids, H-
bond acceptor/donor sites, carbonyls) and any member of a given descriptor center
class for one molecule may be matched to any member of that descriptor class in
another molecu'e. Multiple pharmacophore hypotheses were defined and evaluated.
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Using the appropriate confrmner overlay, we determined the molecular volume of
each ntagonist, the volume common to all thre molecules (common volume), the
union of volumes shared by any two antagonists (shared volume), and the volume
which is occupied by any antagonist but not shared (excluded volume).
Pharmacophore hypotheses for which the common and shared volume is maximal
and the excluded volume is minimal are ranked highest and the associated
conformations of the three antagonists are putative bioactive conformations. An
optimal hypothesis (Figure 1) identified in this manner matches the side chains of
Asp' of the pentapeptide and As of the hexpeptide to the carboxylic acid moiety of
the steroid, the carbonyls of Leu4 of the pentapeptide and of Dip' in the linear
hexapeptide to the ester carbonyl in the steroid, and the side chain of Vat3 of the
pentapeptide to C4 in ring A in the steroid, and one of the aromatic rings in Dip' in
the hexapeptide to the aromatic ring side chain in the steroid.

Antagonist I: linear hexapeptide

[Ac- DDip-Leu2-Asp3-e'-fe 5-Trp 6]

Antagonist U1: cyclic pentapeptide

cyclo [D-Asp'-Pro2-D-Val3- LZu4-D-Tlp]

Antagonist MI: myriceron caffeoyl ester

4.

HE

MeM

Fig. 1. In one of the optimal overlaps we identified, the side chains of Aspi of the
pentapeptide and Asp' of the hexzpeptide are matched to the carboxylic acid moiety of the
steroid, the carbonyls of LeU4 of the pensapeptide and Dip' of the hexapeptide are matched
to the ester carbonyl in the steroi4 the side chain of Va43 of the pentapeptide is matched
to C4 in the steroid and one of the aromatic rings in D of the hexapeptide is matched to
the aromatic ring side chain in the steroid
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Putative pimmacphie hypotheses defined for ETa recepor antagonists wigl be
used as a starting point for the design of novel compounds in the search for new
a. The strwg ud in the idenfification of p1am ophr hypothes is
genea and can be used for series of bioective molecules. When conorained analogs
a included, the number of possible 1u o is reduced.
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Structure-function relationship between guanylin
and the E. coUt heat-stable enterotoxin
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Introduction

The heat-stable enterotoxins ae a group of small homologous peptides
elaborated by enterotoxigenic strains of bacteria [1]. They are collectively
responsible for a large proportion of worldwide cases of secretory diarrhea in human
and animals. These enterotoxins, abbreviated ST I (or STA), are known to bind to
receptors located on the brush border surface of intestinal cells [2]. and to cause an
elevation of intracellular cGMP levels [3-5]. The binding of the enterotoxin to its
receptor is coupled to the activation of a guanylate cyclase. cGMP acts as the
intracellular second messenger causing the eventual onset of diarrhea. Recently, a
naturally occurring peptide termed guanylin, was isolated from rat jejunum and found
to activate a particulate form of guanylate cyclase present on the human colonic
carcinoma cell line, T. [6]. Guanylin was able to displace the binding of 125_-
labeled ST I to receptors on the surface of T4 ceils. This 15-amino acid long peptide
is homologous in sequence to a region of ST I, abbreviated ST Ib(6-18), that codes
for its receptor binding and enterotoxigenic properties 17-91 (Figure 1). As a
consequence of structural and functional similarities between guanylin and ST I, one
would expect guanylin to cause diarrhea in mammals at a concentration relative to ST
I that parallels its ability to inhibit the binding of radiolabeled ST I to intestinal
cells. In this study, we report that guanylin is not enterotoxic and propose that ST I
enterotoxins may represent long-lived superagonists of guanylin.

Results and Discusuion

We report the synthesis of guanylin and a second guanylin analogue, termed
N9P'0 guanyin, which is a closer homologe of ST Ib (Figure 1), particularly within
the central region of the ST lb molecule (residues 11-14). This turn region was
previously found to be the most important region of ST lb in terms of biological
activity and is puticulay sensitive to amino acid substitutions [9]. The objectives
of this study wen thus twofoWld to quantitatively compare the biological activities of
guanylin and ST Ib(6-18) using established in vitro and in vivo assays and to
compmr the structural domain of gumylin to that of ST I in order to evaluate if
guanylia represents a- appopriate peptide scaffold for the design of potent ST I
atagniss.
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1 2 4 5 6 7 9101112131415 16 17 19

STbAmn Oar Ser Mn TyrCys Cys Qu Lou Cys Cya n Pro Am Cys Thr fty Tyr

ST WS-16) kC*V l o pCys An R u Ala Cys Ttf ~Cysj
smuwyn Pro A Tn G"- No Cylk Ty la A Cys Thr vG Cys

NOpSugmhMyih Pro Awl The ~y Gbu Me AlaA Prnfo Ala OAS Thr GlyCWm

Fig. ) The amino acid sequences of the E. coli heat-stable enterotoxin ST lb and the three
peptides prepared for this study; ST Ib(6-18), guanylin and N9 P' 0 guanylius Numbering
refers to the position of the amino acids ms relation to the ST lb sequence. ST lb(6-18)
corresponds to the biologically active domain of ST lb 17-9). Regions of sequence
homology are boxedi The substitution Leu9 --4 lie represents a conserved substitution
observed in other ST I sequences. All peptides were synthesized as described elsewhere
191.

Table I Biological properties of ST !b(6-18), guanylin and N9P'0guanylin

Peptide IC50 (Ma ED_, (mole)b GC50 (M)C

STIb(6-18) 3.0 x 1008 2.5 x 10.12 10"8
Guanylin 10-6 >3.0 x 10-8 7.0 x 10-7

NW'p0 guanylin 6.0 x 10-5 3.2 x 10.10 6.3 x 10-6

alC 50 , peptide concentration required to inhibit 50% of the specific binding of
radiolabeled Y4ST Wb(4-1S) to rat villus cells; bEDs. peptide dose required to cause a half-
maximal increase in gut-to-carcass weight ratio after an oral administration of the
analogue to infant mice; cGC5. peptide concentration required to cause a half-maximal
activation of intestinal guanylate cyclase.

The binding of guanylin analogues to the ST I receptor on rat small intestinal
villus cells was assessed by measuring their ability to compete with radiolabeled ST I
for receptor sites on enterocytes [7, 9]. As shown in Table 1, synthetic guanylin
displaced, in a co. en'adon-dep-ndent manner, the binding of 125I-Y 4ST Ib(4-18) to
receptors on rat intestinal cells with an IC., value 30-fold higher than ST Ib(6-18).
The peptide N'pIguanylin, on the other hand, was - 2000-fold less active than ST
Ib(6-18) in the binding assay (Table 1). The capacity of ST I analogues to cause
intestinal fluid accumulation in infant mice [10] correlates well with their ability to
bind to rat villa cells [7, 9]. Guanylin was uanable to cause diwrhea in mice except
at concentration 4 orders of magnitude higher than ST Ib(6-18) (Table 1). In
conmrast, N•P° pguanylin was only 125-fold less active than ST Ib(6-18) in this
experiment (Table 1). If a single class of ST I receptors existed that was
mechanistically linked to the onset of diubea, one would expect guanylin to act as
an antagonist and block diarrhea induced by ST I. Experimentally, guanylin was
unable to act as an antagonist since diarrhea was observed in all suckling mice even
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at a molar ratio of guaaylin to ST lb(6-1l) of 102 (10-9 mole guanylin to 10"]1 mole
ST Ib(6-18)) (data not shown). Both guanylin analogues were assayed for their
ability to activate rat intestinal brush border guanylate cyclase in relation to ST Ib(6-
18). Results presented in Table I indicate that the pattern of activation of guanylate
cyclase for the three peptides mirrors their pattern of binding affinities for the ST I
receptor. Structural differences between guanylin and ST I enterotoxins may explain
their differences in causing fluid accumulation. The simplest model would view ST I
as a long-lived superagonist of guanylin, and show that processing or clearance of ST
I from the guanylin receptor is not as efficient as in the case of guanylin causing a
chronic activation of the guanylate cyclase. The tyrosine-alanine segment present in
the sequence of guanylin is the only site absent in ST I enterotoxins which represent
a substrate region susceptible to protease digestion (putative chymotryptic site;
Figure 1). Preliminary experiments indicate that guanylin's ability to bind to the rat
villus ST I receptor is lost within minutes of exposure to chymotrypsin while the
binding of N9P'Oguanylin as well as ST 1(6-18) to intestinal cells remains unaffected
by such a treatment even after 3 hours. Thus the susceptibility of guanylin to
chymotrypsin digestion suggests that the conserved Asn-Pro sequence present in all
ST I enterotoxins increases dramatically their biological half-life and dictates their
enterotoxicity.
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Probin the steric tolerance of the Insect
hypertrehalosemic hormone receptor to develop an
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Imtrodctlom

Hypertrchaloeemic hormone (HTH) stimulates the insect fat body to synthesize
and release trehalose into the hemolymph for use as an energy source by other
tissues. It was isolated from whole head extracts of the cockroach Blaberus
discoidalis and was found concentrated in the major insect neurosecretory gland (the
corpora cardiaca) located at the bae of the brain [M1. The peptide is a member of the
adipokinetic hormone family (AKH) and possesses many of the conserved family
traits [2]. It is a blocked decapeptide with a C-terminal amide, has a pGlu residue at
the N-terminus and two aromatic residues at positions 4 and 8, and has no charge
(Table 1). Other members of the AKH family stimulate the release of other
metabolites from the insect fat body (i.e., lipid and amino acids), stimulate heart
contractions, or, when found in crustaceans, stimulate pigment concentration in the
epidermis. This report will concentrate on the description of initial structure-activity
studies and how this information is being used to develop a photoaffinity label to
study the properties of HTH receptors.

Results and Discussion

Structure-activity studies have been used to gain an impression of how HTH
binds and activates its receptor. Analogs have been prepared by standard tBoc
chemistry on a Milligen-Biosearch 9500 instrument. After purification by RP-
HPLC, the correct synthesis and homogeneity of each peptide was confirmed by
analytical HPLC, amino acid analysis and man spectrometry. The ability for each
analog to stimulate trehalose production was evaluated with an in vivo assay and
often confirmed with an in vitro assay using fragments of insect fat body tissue in
temporary organ culture [3].

Previous structure-activity studies have defined many of the important aspects
of how biological information is encoded in the structure of HTH. Single amino acid
replacement analogs helped determine that the most critical side chains were pGlu',
Phe4, and Trp8 [4]. Further, the ring nature of the pGlu seems important and the
aromaticity of the Phe and Trp is required [5]. The double ring strucure of the Trp is
also needed for full potency.
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T"il I Compenwx oef IMH a&-og structure a"d potenc vaues from the

pQVNFSPGWGTamide (HTH)
AcE SNMVNFSPGWGTamide 2

SRWEDAA N AALOGS
R2VNFSPGWGTamide8 10
pQyNFSPGWGTamnide 350
pQVNSPGWGTamide NA
pQVNFSPGWGTamide 150
pQVNFýSPGWGTamide NA
pQVNFSPGIWGTamide 30
pQVNFSPNWGTamide1

pQVNFSPGWGTamide NA
pQVNFSPGWATamide 90
pQVNFSPGWGTamide 9

BOLVN-HM F SI' GANALOGS:100
pOXN F SP G WGTamide >1000
pQVN F SP G WGTamide 20
pQVN X JSP G WGTaxnide NA
pOVN(XF SP G WGTamide NA
pQVN F SP(Y,)WGTamide NA
pOVN F SP(EG lOTamide 30
pQVN F SP G WGlamide 100

pcQVN FSP GWG~axnide 105

pQS51VNFSPGWGTamide 185SSK N
pQVNFSPXWGTamide (Ac-SSSK) 1A
pQVNFSP&GWGamide (Ac -SSS) 60
pQVNFSPGWGjjaxide (Ac-SSSKi) 60

pQVNFSPGWGT =amide 100
'Abbeiations pQ represents pyroglutamic acid; Ac represents a N-acetyl moiety;
Underlined amndo, acids differ from native Hill; Double underlined amino acids are in the
D-configuration, NA mean not active; B represents the Dolton-Hunter reagent; (KB)
represents the Bolton-Hunter reagent attached to the epolon amino group of Lys; (Y*)
represents an iodinated Tyr, X represents the attachment site for a branched peptide chain
through the epsilon amino group of Lys (the sequence of the branch is shown in
parentheses).
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A series of analogs wbere a single amino acid was replaced with its D-
enantiomer wer compared with the bioassay system to gain initial indications where
important conformational elements might be located or induced for receptor
interaction (Table 1). The loss of activity or potency around the aromatic amino
acids confirms the importance of these residues towards the biological activity of
HTH. One explanation for the loss of potency and activity within the N-terminal
pentamer of HTH is that a chiral repetitive structure may be disrupted in the analog
when it is bound by the receptor(s). An examination of HTH in detergent micelles
by CD and NMR indicates that the N-terminal pentamer of HTH has tendencies to
form a P-strand. A special N-terminally extended analog of HTH has near full
activity and potency (Table 1). That analog was designed to have an additional turn
and strand to promote the formation of a small P-sheet and thereby stabilize the
postulated n-strand for the native hormone.

The relatively high potency of the HTH analogs that have D-amino acids in
positions 6 or 7 is a first indicator that a turn centered around the Pro-Oly sequence
may be important for the biological activity of the hormone. The inactivity of the
single amino acid deletion analogs of HTH corresponding to positions 4 through 8 is
consistent with emphasizing the importance of the spacing between the critical
aromatic amino acids. That spacing would contain the suspected n-turn. The design
of a photoaffinity label to better study the properties of HTH receptors must include a
site for radioiodination. However, attempts to either incorporate a site for iodination
or to iodinate acceptable sites resulted in analogs that were inactive or had
unacceptably low potencies (Table 1). Tri-Ser tether analogs were designed to have
hydrophilic probes to explore for channels out of the likely receptor sites (Table 1).
The aim of additional analogs is to attach radioiodination and photocrosslinking sites
outside the region of HTH that is critical for receptor interaction. The construction
of a branched chain analog at position 7 in the D-configuration is the best candidate
to continue this approach. The acceptance of the large hydrophilic D-tether and
rejection of the large L-tether is consistent with a turn localized around the Pro-Gly
sequence when H1TH interacts with its receptor(s). Active analogs with potential as
photoaffinity probes have been prepared. However, additional progress is needed to
develop more soluble analogs after radioiodination.
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Introduction

It has been known that central and peripheral administration of sulfated
cholecystokinin26_33 (CCK-8) can cause analgesia [1]. The mechanism is unknown,
but postulated to be an allosteric interaction between CCK-B and opioid receptors.
Recently we have reported [2] that certain CCK analogues that bind selectively to
CCK-B receptors and 8 opioid receptors can produce analgesia. We report further
evidence in support of this observation, and suggest that CCK-B and 8 opioid
receptors have overlapping topographical structural requirements for their agonist
ligands.

Results and Discussion

The syntheses of the CCK-8 analogues described here were accomplished using
solid phase synthetic methods and purification methods similar to those previously
reported [3]. Purity of the final products was established by reversed phase HPlC,
TLC, FAB-MS and amino acid analysis.

Binding affinities of ligands for CCK-A and CCK-B receptors were determined
[2, 31 using guinea pig pancreatic and guinea pig cortex membranes, and Bolton-
Hunter labeled 12I-CCK-8 and PH]SNF-8702, respectively. Binding assays were
performed as previously outlined. Opioid receptor binding assays were performed
using guinea pig whole brain membranes. The radiolabelled ligands used to label p,
8 and K receptors respectively were [3H]CTOP, [3H][4'-C1-Phe4 ]DPDPE and
[3H]U69,593. Mouse hot plate analgesic experiments were performed using standard
procedures using a 55"C hot plate and a 30 sec cut off for detection of nociception.

Table I summarizes binding data for CCK-8 (sulfated) and six CCK-8 analogues
that possess high CCK-B receptor potency and selectivity, as well as 8 opioid
agonist potency (mouse vas deferens; MVD) and hot plate potency. The analogues
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Table 1 Binding qffties, bioassay, and analgesic data for CCK-8 and selected
cholecyswkn analogues

C-mp
No. Binding Affinity (IC5o in nM) IConM A5o,nM

_ 6 CCK-B CCK-A MVD Hot Plate

CCK-8 >20,0008 >50,000a 0.46a -j0.1 a IA.Y 40%
1 3,200a 1,040a 1.01a 960a 850 1.3
2 N.Dc -1,000 3.3 8,000 130 8.6
3 34,000a 1,020a 2.07a 2,100a 2,600 230
4 -20,000a 570a 0 .0 8 6 a 4.0a 900 2.4
5 N.D. N.D. 1.4 4,500 17 1.4
6 702a 29a 0.79a >10,000a 71 0.55

[rm Ref. [3]; I.A. = inactive; c N.D. = not ertermined.

tested were: Asp-Tyr-N-MeNle-Gly-Trp-N-MeNle-Asp-Phe-NH 2 (1); Asp-Tyr(SO3H)-
Ile-Gly-Trp-Nle-Asp-Phe-NH 2 (2); Asp-Tyr-t-L-ý-MePhe-Gly-Trp-N-MeNle-Asp-
Phe-NH2 (3); (SO3H)Asp-Tyr(SO3H)-t-L-•-MePhe-Gly-Trp-N-MeNle-Asp-Phe-NH 2
(4); Asp-Tyr-N-MeNle-Gly-Trp-N-MeNle-Asp-p-NO 2Phe-NH 2 (5); and Asp-Tyr-D-
Phe-Gly-Trp-N-MeNle-Asp-Phe-NH 2 (6). Careful statistical analysis of all results
was performed, but are not provided for clarity. Kappa receptor binding potencies
were weaker than 15,000 nM.

All analogues have high potency at the CCK-B receptor (about 0.1 nM to 3
nM) and, with the exception of 4, low potency at the CCK-A receptor (1,000 to
>10,000 nM). Nearly all compounds have very weak gi binding affinity, compounds
1 to 4 have modest binding to 8 receptors (500-1,000 nM ICS0) and 6 binds well (29
nM IC50). In the in vitro 8 receptor assay (MVD) 1-6 showed variable potency (17
to 2,600 nM). All MVD activities were reversed by the 8 antagonist ICI 174,864,
but not by the gt antagonist CTAP. In the hot plate analgesic assay, i.c.v.
administration demonstrated quite potent activity except for CCK-8 and analogue 3.
The analgesic activity was unaffected by the CCK-B antagonist L365,260 or the
potent gi antagonist CTAP. Thus the analgesic activity of the CCK-8 analogues 1-6
appears to be directly due to its binding to the 8 opioid receptor and not to the pi or
CCK-B receptor. The exact mechanism of action is under further investigation.

These results led us to examine a possible similarity in the structural or
topochemical requirements for 8 and CCK-B receptors. Previous studies using
NMR, molecular mechanics calculations, topographical constraints in the Phe4 and
Tyr' positions [4, 5] and calculations of low energy conformations, suggest a
topogrEhcalmodel for the "bioactive conformation" of the 8 opioid receptor ligand
[D-P6ii D-RnsJenkephalin (DPDPE) (Figu.e 1) [6]. Recently, using a similar
approach, we have suggested a "bioactive conformation" for CCK-8 at CCK-B
receptors (Figure 1) [7]. Examination of these proposed bioactive conformations
demonstrates topographical similarity of the surfaces containing the Phe and Tyr
moieties (Figure 1). The rather bulky Trp residue in the CCK-8 conformation on the
same surface as the other aromatic side chains may explain the somewhat different
potencies of the two ligands at 8 receptors. Thee resuits suggest that at least in part
8 opioid receptors and CCK-B receptors have overlapping stereostructural and
topographical requirements involving these aromatic side chain residues.
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Fig. 1. Stereoviews of proposed bioactive conformations of DPDPE and [(2S,3S)P-
MePhe9JDPDPE (top) and CCK (bottom) at 8 opioid and CCK-B receptors.
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Introduction

The adherence of bacteria to host cells often involves specific interactions
between receptors on cell surfaces and bacterial adhesins, molecules that confer
attachment properties [1]. Pathogenic bacteria often employ adhesins that have
lectin-like properties and mediate binding to glycoconjugate receptors [2, 3].
Pseudomonas aeruginosa employs a pilus adhesin, a filamentous structure that is a
polymer of pilin subunits, to mediate attachment to epithelial cell surfaces [4]. We
have previously demonstrated that the C-terminal disulfide-looped region of the
Pseudomonas pilin structural subunit confers the receptor-binding property to the
pilus [5, 6]. In the present studies, we show that pili from P. aeruginosa strain PAK
and synthetic peptides corresponding to the C-terminal region of the pilin PAK
sequence possess lectin-like propenrties.

Results and Discussion

Previous studies have demonstrated that PAK and PAO pili bound to the
glycosphingolipid, PG l(l-3)lGaINAc(l-4)pGal14)pGlc-ceramide (asialo-GM1 ), but
not to monosialo-GM, in direct and competitive ELISAs [7]. It has been suggested
that the minimal carbohydrate receptor sequence consists of OGalNAc(1-4)PGal [2].
Using synthetic OGalNAc(I-4)OGal-BSA conjugates as immobilized receptors, PAK
pili was observed to bind tk bese disaccharides in a concentration-dependent manner
but no significant bi-oding to a control that consisted of OGlcNAc(l-3)PGal(I-4)Glc-
BSA was observed (Figure 1). These lectin-like properties were specific as the free
synthetic disaccharides inhibited PAK pili binding to the immobilized conjugated
receptors. A maximal inhibition of 30% was obtained at the highest concentration of
the disaccharide hapten esters employed (Table 1). The low level of inhibition may be
due to the multivalency of pilus adhesin (-5 binding domains are displayed at the tip
of the pilus) and clustering of receptors on the solid phase.

We have previously shown that synthetic peptides corresponding to the
receptor-binding domain of PAK and PAO pilins (region 128-144) bound to asialo-
GM, [7]. We have used a synthetic peptide, N"-acetylated PAK(128-144)ox-OH, in
competitive binding assays and found that it inhibited PAK pili binding to
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OGaINAc(1-4Wval-BSA by 40% at the highest concentration of competing peptides
(Table 2). This indicated that residues 128-144 of the Pseudomonas pilin were
sufficient to mediate binding to the minimal carbohydrate receptor structure.

0.5-

0.4-

0.3

.• 0.2

0.1

0.0
0 5 10 15

PAK pill [Pg/MIl
Fig. 1. Binding of P. aeruginosa PAK pili to PjGalNAc(I-4)PjGa-BSA (0) and to
iGklcNAc(l-3)fGal(l-4)PiGc-BSA (A). The glycoconjugates were coated onto microiter
wells (5 p&/mL) and incubated for an hour at 37"C with purifled pili that have been diluted
with PBS, pH 7.4, containing 0.05% (wt/vol) BSA. Bound PAK pili were quantitated
using EUSA protocols with an anti-PAK pili monoclonal antibody. Absorbance readings
(A40) were recorded

Table 1 Specificity of fGaIlYAc(l-4)Gal for P. aeuginosa PAK pili demonstrated
by competitive binding assays with immobilized pGalNAc(1-4)pGaI-BSAa

OGaWNAcMI-4)"Gl [MM] * Inhibition

18.5 29.4

1.85 28.9

0.185 4.7

0.0185 0.5

"The binding of PAK pill (5.0 prg/ml) to immobilized ftGalNAc(l-4)OGal-BSA was
competed with free OGa1NAc(I-4)OGai hapten esters. PAK pill was quantitated using
EUSA protocols with an anti-PAK pili monoclonal antibody.
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Table 2 The ability of syntetic peptides correspondbig to the receptor binding
region of PAK piLin to compete with PAK pili for _GalNAc(l-4) [Gal
rece;tors in a iompttve bi g =aua

Nu-AcPAK (128-144)ox-OH [WM] % Inhibition

30.0 39.8

10.0 18.2

3.3 10.8

1.1 8.3

4The binding of PAK pili (2.5 IJg/ml) to immobilized OGaINAc(I-4)§GaI-BSA was

competed with NO-acetylated PAK(128-144)ox-OH peptides. PAK pili was quantitated
using ELISA protocols with an anti-PAK pili monoclonal antibody. The ability of the
peptides to compete with PAK pili binding to the immobilized disaccharide receptors is
represented as the percent inhibition caused by the competitor versus absence of
competitor.

The lectin-like properties of the Pseudomonas pilus adhesin is delineated to the
region 128-144 of the pilin structural subunit. These studies demonstrated that
synthetic peptides corresponding to this region of the PAK pilin possess
carbohydrate-binding properties. Although the ame nature of the P. aeruginosa pilus
receptors on cell surfaces are still under investigation, the application of peptides
representing receptor-binding domains may be useful in the purification of these
receptors and in understanding the interactions involved in bacterial adherence to
glyco-receptors.
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Introduction

The bulky aliphatic amino acids lie, Leu and Val are the three residues most
frequently found in transmenbrane (TM) segments of integral membrane proteins [11.
In single span membrane proteins, they account for nearly 60% of the total amino
acid composition of the TM domain [2]. Despite their similar hydrophobicity,
which makes them suitable membrane-anchors, these residues, nevertheless, differ in
their propensity in forming various types of secondary structures in globular proteins.
While Leu is one of the best a-helix formers, the branched side chains of ie and Val
tend to destabilize an a-helix, and prefer the [ sheet conformation. Therefore, the
established structural propensity of lie and Val in globular proteins as P-sheet
promoters appears to conflict with their frequent occurrence within membrane protein
TM domains, which are generally assumed to be u-helical [3]. Our working
hypothesis is that the secondary structure of an amino acid is a function of its
molecular environment (sequence context and environmental medium), and the helical
propensity of lie and Val may be greatly enhanced in the helix-favoring environment
of membrane bilayers in order to satisfy the structural requirements for TM domains.

Results and Discussion

We are testing this hypothesis by constructing model peptides having the
prototypical sequence NH2-SKSK-AXA-AXA-W-AXA-KSKSKS-OH, where X =
L, I, or V. The resulting peptides are designated ALA, AIA, and AVA, respectively,
according to the triad repeat of their hydrophobic stretches (bolded above; Table 1). It
was expected that these peptides would represent condensed versions of single span
membrane proteins, in which Leu, lie, Val and Ala residues similarly constitute up
to 70% of their TM domains [21. The single Trp residue was incorporated into the
peptide sequence to facilitate monitoring peptide interactions with their
environments.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was employed to study the
confornational behavior of these peptides under both aqueous and membranous
conditions. As shown in Figure I (a), pepuide conformation in H20 is consistent
with what may be predicted from primry sequences, e.g., helicity of peptide ALA >
peptide AIA > peptide AVA. However, this pattern is dramatically altered
when these peptides are dissolved in a vesicle suspension of 3 mM dimyristoyl-
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phosphatidylglycerol (DMPG). In DMPG, as displayed in Figure 1 (b), all three
peptides adopt significant helical cdefonnation essentially indistinguishable from one
another. This result suggests that n-branched lie and Val residues, as well as Leu, are
comparable helical promoters in membrane environments, with their helical
propensities governed by their hydrophobicities.

+30-
a) Aq. b) DMPG

75 +20-
E

+10-

-- -------
- 01

-10- ALA

Z~m-20

AL.AVA. AKA
M I I I I I I I I I T -

190 210 230 250 190 210 230 250

nm nm

Fig.). CD spectra of pepuides ALA, AM4, and A VA in (a) aqueous bfer, pH 7.0, and (b)
lipid vesicle suspensions of 3 mM DMPG. Synthesis and characterization of peptides
were as described [3,4). Small unilanellar vesicles (SUV) were prepared according to [5].
CD spectra were recorded on a Jasco J-720 spectroneter from freshly prepared peptide
samples (30 AM). Spectra shown were averaged over 6 scans for each peptide with
background subtracted

This notion is further supported by Trp fluorescence studies. Although the
hydrophobic segments in these peptides are too short to span the membrane bilayer,
large "blue shifts" of X, for Trp fluorescence emission (Table i), as these peptides
are transferred from aqueous buffer to DMPG vesicles, indicate that extensive
hydrophobic interactions exist between the peptide mid-segments and the vesicle
membrane. Moreover, the extent of such interactions, which is proportional to
peptide hydrophobicities, is likely to be the same for all three peptides as can be
appreciated from their similar IL. values in DMPG. Fluorescence experiments
therefore provide supporting evidence that the CD patterns observed in Figure 1(b) ae
a genuine reflection of comparably high helical propensities for Be, Val and Len
residues in the membrane.
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Table I Sqmuwes and flawrescen prperdis of peptides NH2 -SKSK-AXA -

AXA W-AXA-KSKSKS-OH

Peptide Hydrophobic segmene ,. of Trp fluorescence (+/-I m)b

in aq. buffer in DMPG vesicles

ALA -ALA-ALA-W-ALA- 354 337
AIA -AIA- AIA -W-AIA- 354 338
AVA -AVA-AVA-W-AVA- 355 338

1 Sequence of the central portion of dhe peptid bolded in the title.
b IM, is the wavelength at which fluorescence emission is maximum. Trp emission
spectra were recorded on a Hitachi F-400 fluorescence spectrometer at 370C. Excitation
wavelength was 290 rn. Reported X. values are an average of at least 3 independent
measurements in each case.

Conformational behavior of Be and Val in membran-mimetic materials has
previously been studied using pepddes with triad repeat of AXG (X=L, I. or V) [3-5.
While results from these studies grossly agree with the present observations, lie and
Val resid'es were found to be slightly inferior to Leu in promoting helices in some
lipid vesicle suspensions [5). Thus, the helical propensity of an amino acid is not
only a function of its environment, but a function of its sequence context as well.
The structural versatility of lie and Val residues, which can act both as ft-sheet
promoters in aqueous media and u-helix promotors in membranes, may be of
significance in membrane protein assembly and/or functioning.
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Introduction

The isolated rat uterus (RUT) is very sensitive to bradykinin (BK), responds
with a rapidly reversible contraction and serves, therefore, as one of several model
systems of kinin agonists and antagonists with the B2 kinin receptor [1]. The
myotropic effect of BK in the whole uterus seems to be due to a direct action in the
myometrium and an indirect action via the endometrium (sensitive to indomethacin)
that depends on the release of prostaglandins [2]. Because uterine contraction is
primarily dependent on the presence of extracellular Ca2*, then Ca2÷-influx via
receptor-operated Ca-channels is presumably the most important source of the
increase of intracellular Ca2÷ concentration which is necessary for contraction [3].
Nevertheless, BK-induced stimulation of phosphoinositide turnover and subsequent
release of Ca2÷ from internal stores may be of importance [4]. A third component by
which BK might bring about contraction of RUT is the modulation of sensitivity of
the contractile proteins [3]. The binding of [3fI]-BK to rat [5] and bovine [6] uterine
membranes has been found to be heterogeneous displaying two binding sites. The
question is how these binding sites may be involved in the BK-induced uterine
contraction. Here we summarize the hitherto known data and propose a hypothetical
molecular model of a dual BK action in the rat uterus.

Results and Discussion

Binding studies with [3H]BK in rat myometrial membranes constantly reveal
two binding sites: a high-affinity site (KH) with an affinity of approximately 20 pM
and a low-affinity site (KtL) with 0.5-1.0 nM. Both sites also occur when the binding
was measured under physiological conditions but the detectable binding site
concentrations are drastically reduced in high-ionic strength buffers. Furthermore,
both binding sites are found independent of the hormonal state of the RUT. In the
presence of Gpp[NH~p the affinity of the KH-site is shifted to the right by about one
order of magnitude but not converted into the KL-site. Thus, the Kl-site does not
represent an interconvertible conformation of KL but seems to be a separate G
protein-coupled binding site. In contrast to the G protein activation via the KH-site,
under our experimental conditions a 0 protein stimulation via the KL-site is only
detectable after treatment with estrogen. It may be assumed, therefore, that the
functional activity of KL-coupled G proteins depends on the hormonal state. The
classical B2 receptor antagonist, DArg[Hyp3,Thi5.,D-Phe7JBK, binds to both sites
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[71, whereas anoder highly potent antagonist, HOE 140, selectively blocks the Kl-
site [8]. Thus, both binding sites could be classified as different B 2 recepto.

(3-Adrenergic Stinulation by
stimulation pM BK concentraims

cAMP
4

P-Proteins (MLCK)82 4OR .
I Z RELAXATION

Gi~]CONTRACTION CTX
,A

2  
Edoa : , PLC

c I,

Co Nat Stimulation by

VOC ROC nM SK concentration
Fig. I. Proposed hypothetical mechanisms of bradykinin-induced contraction of the rat
uterus via a dual signal transdaction pathway. Abbreviations: P2 = P2-adrenoceptors;
B = high-qaf'iity bradykinin 82 receptor; B2L = lowa-gomity bradykinin B2 receptor;
Of = oxytocin receptor; G. stimdatory G protein; Gi2 = inhibitory G protein of the G,2
We, perussis toxin (PTX)-sewitive; G, = wunnown type of G protein, P-isensitive;
PLC = phospholipase C; PLA2 = phospholipase A2; AC = adenylate cyclase; VOC =
voltage-operated Ca-channel; ROC = receptor-operated ion channel, IP - inositol 1,4,5-
trisphosphate; IP4 - inositol 1,3,4,5-tetrakimphosphate; AA = arachi-onic acid; PG
prostaglandm; MLCK myosiN light-chain kinase.
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The putative B2 receptor subtypes Bm and B2L (with high and low affinity for BK,
respectively) are obviously acting via different signal transduction pathways:
- B2 receptors activate PIX-sensitive G proteins of the Gi2 type [5] and inhibit

myometrial adenylate cyclase activity [9].
- B2L receptors stimulate (endometrial) PLA2 activity leading to the release of

arachidonic acid and prostaglandin production. PGE2 and PGF7, have been
postulated to produce myometrial contraction by stimulation of Ca2+-influx
through voltageperated Ca-channels [3].

- In addition, a PTX-insensitive stimulation of phosphoinositide breakdown in
cultured rat myometrial cells has been reported [4].

The BK-induced contraction of the RUT was found to be PTX-insensitive. In
contrast, the oxytocin-induced contraction in the RUT is known to be mediated by
IP3 formation which is FIX-sensitive [3]. Obviously, BK and oxytocin use different
types of G proteins in their signal transduction which mediate uterine contraction.
Concerning the BK-induced contraction of the RUT, we assume a dual regulatory
pathway involving both putative B2 receptor subtypes. The RUT has autonomic
innervation and is relaxed via P2-adrenoceptors coupled to G/adenylate cyclase.
cAMP is known to cause relaxation of rat myometrium via phosphorylation of
MLCK and/or by lowering Ca2+. At first, low (pM) concentrations of BK inhibit
adrenergic-mediated uterine relaxation via B2H receptors which compete for the
myometrial acdenylate cyclase by G,2 proteins. In that way, the myometrium
becomes more sensitive because less contractile proteins are phosphorylated and,
thus, inactivated. Then, higher (nM) concentrations of BK trigger directly the
myometrial contraction via B2L receptors coupled to FIX-insensitive G proteins.
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introduction

Motilin (Mot) is a linear polypeptide of 22 amino acid residues (H-Pbel-Val-
Pro-Ble- PhecThr-Tyr-Gly-Glu-Leulu-Gln-Arg-Met-Gln-Glu' 5-Lys-Glu-Arg-Asn-Lys
20-Gly-Gln-OH) originally purified from the mucosa of the small intestine of hogs
[1]. Although the precise physiological role of motilin remains controversial, it is
generally accepted that the hormone is involved in the regulation of fasting
gastrointestinal motor activity through stimulation of receptors on gut smooth
muscle cells and enteric neurons. Exogenous administration of motilin to healthy
humans accelerates gastric emptying, decreases intestinal transit time, and initiates
phase III of the migrating motor complex. Ina addition, motilin infuision to diabetic
patients stimulates the emptying, of solids and liquids in even the most refractory
cases of gastroparesis [2].

A previous study in our laboratories demonstrated that the N-terminal
tetpr adecpetde of motilin, [Leu' 3]Mot-(l - 14), retained most of the binding affinity
and biological activity of the full molecule (3]. Alanine and D-amino acid scans of
this bioactive sequence were then used to establish that phel, V812, W~e and Tyr7 are
residues involved in receptor contact (4]. In the present study, we have examined
several series of analogs of [Lýu' 3]Mot-(l-14) in which structural features of these
key amino acid residues have been systematically modified. The goal of this
investigation is to define the physicochemical basis for the high affinity interaction
between motilin and its receptor in order to design more patent peptide agonists.

Results &ad Discussion

Peptides were synthesized by SPPS on PEG-PS or PepSyn KA supports using
Fusoc condminou flow methods. 'Following TWA cleavaMe the crude peptides were
puified by RPI1PLC using dual praeprative Vydac: Cis columns in series. Structures
were confimed by quantiwiv AAA and FADMS. Receptor binding afflitky (pCso)
was determined by displacement of [(125I)Nle"J-motilin from rabbit aitral smooth
muscle membruane [5). Contractility (pECQ) was measured in a time bath mssy
emnpioying rabbit duodenal smooth muscle strips [61.
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Table I Pkitenyt7 ofeWJouln(-) amalogs in binding and in courwacuity

H-Pbs'-Valp-Pro-fl'-pbeý-Thr-Tyr-GlyCu-Leu.Gln-Arg-Leu-Gn-OH

# Anialog pECj4, pICSO # Analog pEC50 PIC50~

1 [Leu'3]Mo4NI-14) 7.55 8.36 Position 2 modifications:
Position I modifications: 16 Lau 7.29 8.45

2 p-P-Pbe 7.47 8.24 17 Dle 7.74 8.46
3 p-Cl-Pbs 7.47 8.47 18 Cha 7.57 8.58
4 P-I-Pbs 7.46 8.52 19 Pbs 6.98 8.37
S Trp 7.41 8.65 Position 4 modifications:
6 1-Nals 8.18 8.42 2 0 Lau 7.29 8.45
7 2-Nal 7.64 8.53 2 1 Val 6.53 7.32
8 Chat 7.59 8.51 2 2 t-BuGly 7.17 7.55
9 Ip-N0 2-Phe 6.37 7.25 2 3 Qia 7.78 8.56

1s paP 5.47 7.25 2 4 Pbs 7.48 8.62
11 LCw 6.81 7.82 Position 7 modifications:
12 PbS- 5.68 6.50 25 Pbs 7.27 8.20
13 D-Pbg 6.35 6.61 26 p-MoO-Pbs 7.11 7.87
14 N-AcPbs 6.75 7.59 27 p-Cl-Pbs 6.62 6.86
15 des-amino-Pbs 6.02 6.96 23 2-Nal 7.16 7.72

29 Cha 6.31 6.76
30 Trp 7.27 8.53

*3-(I -Napbthyl)alanine, Nal; 3-Cyclohexylalanine, Cha; 3-(3-Pyridyl)alanine, Pat;
Phenyiglycine. Pbg.

The results from the study of Pbs' modified analogs (Table 1) reveal that the
receptor does not discriminate between a number of structurally diverse aromatic and
aliphatic side chains. In particular, potency is largely unaffected by substitution of
the aromatic ring (2-4), an increase in steric bulk (5-7), or Ioss of aromaticity (8).
However, introduction of more hydrophilic moieties like p-NO 2Phe (9), Pal (10),
and Len (11) or shortening the length of the side chain (12,13) is detrimental to in
vitro biological activity. Acetylation of the N-terminal amino group (14) or
substitution of this functionality by hydrogen (15 significantly reduces potency.

Modification of Val2 and le 4 is readily tolerated as long as the lipophilic nature
of the side chain is maintained. The critical dependence of biological activity on
hydrophobic interactions is exemplified by the Val4 analog (21), which differs fr-om
the parent peptide by a single methylene unit but is 10-fold less potent in receptor
binding and husma bath mays. Increasing hydrophobicity by introducing the cyclo-
hexylinethyl sid chain (18, 23), however, affords only modest increases in potency.

Inoporation of the uurically Coctnnbmrud t-BUGly4 residues (22) significantly affects
receptor binding affinity, possibly through distortion of the conformation of the
peptdebakoe

In contrast to the other .0a -cphoic elements, the 1Wr side chain exhibits
humnted tolerance for structural modification. Although replacement of the p-OH
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groWp with hydrogen (2S) only slightly affects potency, substitution of the aromatic
ring with other functional groups like 4-methoxy- (26) or 4-chloro- (27) is
incompatible with high levels of bioactivity. The diminished potency of the 2-Nal
(28) and Cha (29) analogs presumably reflects the importance of excluded volume
and x-x interactions, respectively, in the high affinity binding of motilin to its
receptor. Only the Trp7 analog (30), the side chain of which contains both an
aromatic ring and a hydrogen bond donor, exhibits potency comparable to the parent
peptide in both receptor binding and tissue bath assays.

The structure-activity relationships of the Phe', Val2, and ile4 side chains of
[Leul3]Mot-(l-14) suggest that the motilin receptor contains a substantial
hydrophobic pocket which is capable of accomodating a wide variety of aromatic and
aliphatic moieties without loss of binding affinity. The results from the study of
Tyr7 replacements indicate that effective ligaad-reccpor interaction is dependent on a
delicate balance between electronic, steric, and hydrogen bonding effects. Although
dramatic increases in potency have not as yet been realized, it is clear that the design
of high affinity peptide agonists to the motilin receptor must incorporate the
following structural features: I) a basic N-terminal amino group; 2) hydrophobic
residues at positions 1, 2, and 4; and 3) x-electron density and possible hydrogen
bond donation from the side chain of residue 7.
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Introduction

The search for an appropriate antagonist of gonadotropin releasing hormone
(GnRH, LHRH), Glp-His-Trp-Ser-Tyr-Gly-Leu-Arg-Pro-Gly-NH 2, as a contraceptive
has led to the synthesis and testing of thousands of analogs. As yet, no
peptidomimetics with appropriate properties have been developed. As an exercise in
peptidomimetic design [1], GnRH antagonists provide an excellent test case. In order
to define the receptor-bound conformation of potent GnRH antagonists such as
Antide [2], N-Ac-D-Nal-D-Cpa-D-Pa-Ser-Lys(Nic)-D-Lys(Nic)-Lcu-ILys-Pro-D-Ala-
NH2, 13 cyclic analogs were prepared with disulfide bridges between residues 4 and 8,
4 and 9, 5 and 8, 5 and 9, and 4 and 10. The use of sidechain cyclization to help
constrain the backbone conformation is a common approach, but conformational
analysis has suggested [3] that little effect on the backbone is achieved in most cases
due to the size and flexibility of the sidechains used. The presence in Antide of a
proline residue in position nine led to the incorporatiot, of chimeric prolirne analogs
[4] with a functionalized sidechain, cis- (MPc) and trans-4-mercaptoproline (MPt) to
provide a cyclization functionality while preserving the conformational constraints
associated with proline. Both Hcy and Cys were substituted in positions 4, 5, 8, 9
and 10 in order to vary the ring size. Two novel compounds were designed based on
models of tht. receptor-bound conformation of GnRH agonist and antagonist
developed by Nikiforovich and Marshall [5]. GnRH antagonists possess low-energy
structures with the spatial arrangement of the residues in the N-terminal tripeptide
similar to that in the conformer, which was found to be common for GnRH agonists.
These studies suggested new approaches to the design of GnRH antagonists, namely
by mimicking this specific arrangement of the N-terminal tripeptide, or by
cyclization to residue 4 from residue 8 in which a D-amino acid has been substituted.

Results and Discussion

Syntkeuis of pepides - The linear precursors were synthesized using SPPS
using sidechain protection of pMeBzl for Mpt and Mpc and Acm for Cys and Hcy.
Couplings used either BOP or TBTU with the addition of HOBL Oxidations were
carried out with either 12 in 25% HOAc or DMSO. The analogs were purified on
preparative HPLC and characterized by AAA, FABMS and analytical HPLC.
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Additional analogs With amide bonds between residues 4 (Asp) and 10 (Dpr) were also
prepared as controls. The cyclic pentapeptide, cycLo(Gly-D-Nal-D-Cpa-D-Pal-Gly),
was prepared by SPPS, cleaved by HF and cyclized in solution.

Table 1 Selected cyclic analogs of GnRII and their biological activities (AOA assay,
M= no animals ovulated out of 8 tested)

Amaino acid substitutionms and AOA results
4 to 8
[Ac-D-Nall,D-Cpa2,D)-paI3,Cys',Lys(Nic)5,D-Lys(Nic)6,Cys8,D-Ala'0 ]

inactive at 50 mg
[Ac-D-Nall'D-Cpa 2,D-pal3,Cys',TDrj-Arg6.Leu 7,D-CysgD-Ala"']

M/ @ 25 mng
IAc-D-Nal' D-Cpa2,D-Pal3,Hcy',Ty,)Arg6,Leu7,D-Cyss,D-AMa' 0J

4/8 @ 50 mng

2/8 @ 25 mg
[AC-D-Nal'D)-CpajDý-pal 3,HCy4,TyrJ,-Arg6,LeU7,D-Hcy8,D-Ala'0 j

4/8 @ 50 mg
[Ac-D-Nal' ,DCpa,D-pal3,Hcy4',Lys(Nic) 5,D-LyS(Nic) 6,Hcy8S,D-Ala'0]

inactive at 50 mg
4 to 9
[Ac-D-Nall,D-Cpa 2,D-pal3,Cys',Lys(Nic)5,D-LyS(NiC) 6,ILys8,Mpt9,D-Ala'0 ]

inactive at 50 mng
[Ac-D-NaI',D-Cpa 2,D-pal 3,Cys4,Lys(Nic)5 j)-Lys(Nic)6JlLysg,Mpc 9,D-Ala"OI

4/8 at 50 mng
[Ac-D-Nal' ,D-Cpa2,D-pal3,Hcy4,Lys(Nic)5,D-Lys(Nic)6,R~yss,Mpt9,D-Ala'0 I

inactive at 50 mg
[Ac-D-Nal' ,D-Cpa2D)-pal3,Hcy',Lys(NicA5D-Lys(NicA6jys8 ,Mpc9 JD-Ala']]

inactive at 50 mg
5 to 9
[Ac-D-Nal' ,D-Cpa2,D-paI3,Hcy5,D-Lys(Nic)6,JLysB.Mpc9,D-Alal01

5/8 at 50 mg
[Ac-D-Nall'D-Cpa 2,D-pal3,Ser',Cys5,Lys(Nic)6.Leu 6,ILysg,Hcy9 ,D-Ala"OI

inactive at 50 mix
c-yclo(Gly-D-Nal-D-Cpa-D-Pal-Gly-) 4/8 @ 50MR

Both competitive binding and antiovulatory activity (AQA) were measured.
While the trends were similar, considerable differences were apparent in the data.
Compounds retaining the highest binding affinity contained cycles between residues 5
and 8, 4 and 10, and 5Sand 9 in accord with previous studies on cyclic GnRH analogs,
but were relatively inactive in the AQA assay. A novel analog with a cyclic between
residues 4 and 8, c[Ac-D-Nall, D-Cpa2, D-pal3, Cys4, Tyrs, D-Arg6, LeU7, D-CyS8,
D-Ala'1O-GnRH, designed based on the models of agonists and antagonists [5]
showed complete inhibition of ovulation at 50 mg. The cyclic pentapeptide showed
50% inhibition of ovulation at a dose of 500 mg also consistent with the
conformational hypothesis.
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Using the proline of residue 9 as a point for cyclizauion to either residue 4 or 5
by incorporation of the chimeric amino acids, Mpt and Mpc, did not enhance the
activity. c[Ac-D-.Nal, D-Cpa2, D-PaP3 , Cys4 , Lys(Nic)A, D-Lys(Nic)6, ILyss, Mpc9,
DAla1°]-GnRH and c[Ac-D-Nal t , D-Cpa2 , D-Pal3, Hcy 5, D-Lys(Nic)6, ILyss, Mpc9,
D-Ala'0 ]-GnRH showed 50% inhibition in the AOA assay at 50 mg.
Conformational analyses on the impact of these modifications offer further insight
into recognition by GnRH receptors.
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Introduction

The receptor-bound conformation of peptide hormones can be determined by
analysis of the effects of chemical modification with conformationafly constrained
amino acids and dipeptide analogs [1]. Cyclization through sidechains offers an
additional method of introducing constraints on possible backbone conformations and
relative positioning of sidechains during receptor interaction. Little work has been
published on the receptor-bound conformation of bradykinin (BK), Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-
Phe-Ser-Pro-Phe-Arg. We had explored [2] substitution of a methyl group for the a-
proton at positions 4, 5 and 8. [D-Alae]-BK was essentially inactive while [MeF5]-
BK retains slight activity (1-4%). [eMeF1-BK retained 30% activity and showed
reduced pulmonary inactivation. The enhanced activity of [dehydroPhe 5]-BK observed
by Fisher et al. [3], led to the idea that a P-turn at position 5 may be recognized at the
receptor as the proclivity of dehydroamino acids to induce P-turns has been well
documented [4-6]. Analysis of structure-activity studies of BK, Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-
Phe-Ser-Pro-Phe-Arg, shows sensitivity to substitution of a proton by a methyl
group of the entire tripeptide segment, Gly-Phe-Ser, at either a-carbon or amide
nitrogen, suggesting a tight turn in apposition to the receptor.

Conformational analysis [7] of cyclic tripeptides shows that Ac-cyclic-S,S-
[Cys-AA-Cys]-NHCH 3 limits the backbone somewhat, but that larger rings resulting
from homocysteine substitution for Cys results in possible backbone conformations
resembling those of the linear, non-cyclic peptide. A chimeric amino acid in which
conformational properties are combined with sidechain requirements for recognition,
or introduction of constraints, was appropriate. The presence in bradykinin of three
proline residues flanking the proposed turn site led to cyclic BK analogs in which
chimeric proline analogs [8] with a functionalized sidechain, cis-(MPc) and trans-4-
mercaptoproline (MPt), cis-(M3Pc) and trans-3-mercaptoproline (M3Pt), and cis-
(APc) and ras-4-amino-proline (APt) were used.
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"Rmb aud Dbeeuhm

Synthesis of cyclic bradykinin analogs

The solid-phase syntheses were performed with Boc-amino acids with the
sidechain protecting groups: benzyl for Ser, tosyl for Arg, 4-methoxy- or 4-methyl-
benzyl for Cys and mercaptoprolines. Boc-amino acids were coupled by means of
BOP, TBTU or diisowopy bodimide in DM in the presence of HOBt and DIEA.
Completion of the reaction was checked by the ninhydrin test, or in the case of the
proline or mercaptoproline amino group, a 2% solution of bromophenol blue in
N,N-dimethylacetamide was successfully used. Subsequently, the peptides were
cleaved from the resin by the action of HF in the presence of anisole (9:1) for 1 h at
00C, dissolved in water, and iyophilized. The APt and Apc analogs were prepared by
SPPS coupling Boc-4-amino(Fmoc)-Pro at position three and Boc-Asp(OFm) at
position six. After the peptide was assembled, the bose-labile sidechain protecting
groups-were removed, and the peptide cyclized, cleaved and purified. Crude peptides
were oxidized in 95% acetic acid at r.t. by dropwise addition of 0.01 M iodine
solution in glacial acetic acid with stirring until a yellow color persisted for 5 min.
Then the reaction solution was lyophilized and the crude cyclic products purified by
RP-HPLC. In the case of [D,L-M3pt2,Mpc7]-BK, oxidation gave three products
(ratio approximately 4:1:1), which were separated by HPLC. FAB-MS spectra
showed the first peak (HPLC) to be cyclic monomer, the next two to be cyclic
dimers. After chymotrypsin hydrolysis of the Phes-Sei' amide bond, the antiparallel
nature of the first cyclic dimer was confirmed as it showed only one peak on HPLC
(tR=10. 8 9 min, 5-50%B, t=25 min, v=l mL/min, identical with the product from
enzymatic hydrolysis of cyclic monomer), presumably the disulfide-bridged peptide
Arg-M 3pt-Pro-Gly-Phe to Ser-Mpc-Phe. Chymotrypsin digestion of the second
isolated dimer gave two peptides (tk=l 1.20 and 11.90 min), presumably the disulfide-
linked dimers of Arg-MWpt-Pro-Gly-Phe and Ser-Mpc-Phe, confirming the parallel
nature of this dimer.

The cyclic bradykinin analogs were assayed with a neuronal bradykinin receptor
binding assay. Over 30 BK analogs with disulfide cycles from 2-6, 3-6, 2-7 and 3-7
were prepared and significant recognition in almost all cases was retained with high
binding affinity (13%) shown by c[MPt3,Cys6]-BK among others, implying that the
postulated turn conformation of BK at the receptor is probable.

S S

Arg-Pro--Q I
H -Gly-Pho-NH-CHg-f-Pro-Phe-Arg-OH
0 0
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One analog, c[Mpt3,,Mpc 71-BY., in which two chimeric proline residues were
constrained by a disulfide bond, retained significant activity (2.4%) as well. In
another case, both the parallel (0. 1%) and antiparallel dimer (0.04%) retained more
binding activity than the cyclic monomer, c[MWpt2,MpC7J-BK (0.02%). This has
also been described for All dimers [8].

SS

Arg-Pro~? N> (N ~ rgQ
C-Gly-Phe-SeV PeAgO

00

In conclusion, introduction of constrained amino acids into bradykinin led to a
hypothesis that a turn centered on residues 4 and S was the biologically relevant
conformation. Introduction of chimeric proline analogs which allowed cyclization
without loss of the coaformational constraints of the proline ring retained significant
activity at the B2 receptor consistent with thiwhypothesis. The analogs will be
useful in conformational analysis of the three-dimensional recognition requirements
for bradykinin.
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Introduction

The role of the octapeptide angiotensin H1 (ANG IT, Asp-Arg-Val-Tyr-Ile-His-
Pro-Phe) in blood pressure regulation and in hypertension derives largely from its
contractile action at vascular smooth muscle receptors [1, 2]. Structure-activity
studies on ANG H have demonstrated that methylation [3] or deletion [4, 5] of the
Tyr hydroxyl group of ANG 19 produces antagonists, implicating the Tyr OH group
in receptor activation. Chemical reactivity studies [6], conformational studies by
NMR [7, 8] and tyrosinate fluorescence studies [9] on ANG II analogues have
suggested that intramolecular interaction of the Tyr OH with the His imidazole and
C-terminal carboxylate of ANG I1, resulting in a charge relay system (CRS)
analogous to that found at the active site of serine proteases [10], is an important
element of ANG II action at its receptors. The CRS triad of interacting groups
creates a tyrosinate anion pharmacophore (tyranophore) which has a role in
activating/triggering the receptor consequent to binding of the ligand [9]. In the
present study, we investigated substituents for the Tyr4 residue of [Sar']ANG H in
order to delineate aspects of this pharmacophore which provide for its receptor
triggering properties. In particular, the aromatic amino acids Nal, Pal, DL-Phg(4-F),
Phe(4-F), Phe(F5) and His were investigated.

Results and Discussion

[Sari NaI4]ANG II, [Sari PaI4IANG U, [Sari DL-Phg(4-F)4]ANG H, [Sari
Phe(4-F) 4]ANG H, [Sari Phe(F 5)4]ANG II and [Sari His4]ANG II had agonist
activities of 4.5%, 7%, < 0.1%, 0.2%, 1% and 0.6%, respectively. All peptides
investigated were devoid of measurable antagonist activity except [Sari Phe(4-
F)4]ANG l1 (pA2 = 7.7). These findings illustrate that for ANG U analogues
containing an aromatic amino acid other than Tyr at position 4, ligand binding and
agonist activity are not dependent on the electronegativity or dipole moment of the
aromatic ring, or on the ability of the 4 ring substituent to accept a proton, although
there appears to be a dependence on the ring quadrupole (Table 1). Ab initio
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calculations (10) based on aromatic ring multipoles suggest that the binding of
ANG UR analogues is associated with an interaction of the out of plane axis of the
position 4 aromatic ring qundrupole witf) a receptor-based group. in addition,
intramolecular interactions providing for the conformation of the ligand as it
approaches its receptor appear to have a role in determining agonist versus antagonist
activity.

Table 1 Elect rostatic properties and biological activities of aromatic acids in position
4 of fSar'JANG II analogues

F

AROWAIC RIG o6 h
ELCTRONEGATIVITY' .0.07 -am 40"0 0 #OAS6

Or=~ MOMENT +8.6 A1A +1.6 0 +1.6

GUAORUPLW MOMENT .6. -J4.6 4.8 45.7

AGONIST ACTIVITY (%4' 100 .90.i 0.2 104&

ANTAGON~IST ACT1VrlY (pA.] - 7.7 7.7 7.7 14

Illammett factor (0). 2Debyes. 3Atomic units; values given are for the axis perpendicular
to the ring and were calculated as described previously [10]. For phenoiate the overriding
electrostatic property is the charge (-1), whichi reduces all other considerations
(multipoles, etc.) to insignificance. 'Relative to ANG U1. 5pA2 is the negative logarithm
of the concentration of antagonist required to reduce die response to an ED50 dose of ANG
H to that of ED50/2 dose.
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Introduction

Recent years have seen significant progress in the elucidation of the sequences
of a number of neuropeptide receptors by the application of recombinant DNA
technology. In general, their structures exhibit seven putative membrane-spanning
domains resembling those for other receptors of the guanine nucleotide binding
protein (G-protein) coupled family [1]. Here we discuss the properties of two
neuropeptide receptors, namely those for mammalian somatostatin (SST) and fish
vasotocin (VT). SST is a multifunctional peptide which, for instance, blocks the
release of pituitary and pancreatic peptide hormones. VT is the structural counterpart
of the mammalian antidiuretic hormone vasopressin.

Results and Discussion

Somatostatin receptors (SSTR)

Receptor binding studies have revealed the existence of at least two subtypes of
SSTR; one mediates its activity via GTP-binding proteins by inhibiting adenylate
cyclase and by modulating Ca2+ currents, the other additionally potentiates a delayed
rectifier potassium current. To date, molecular cloning techniques have revealed the
presence of five different SSTR subtypes (SSTRI-5; Table 1). The mRNAs encoding
four of these have been localized in the brain and also in peripheral organs of
mammals; mRNA for the fifth subtype, which has a high preference for binding
SST-28, an N-terminally extended form of the tetradecapeptide SST-14, is found
predominantly in the hypophysis.

The SSTR subtypes contain several potential N-linked glycosylation sites in
the N-terminal extracellular portion of the molecules, a number of conserved cysteine
residues in the first and second extracellular loops which presumably form disulfide
bridges, and several consensus sites for phosphorylation [5]. As indicated in Figure 1
there is a rather high sequence identity between the SSTRs and the recently cloned
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delta opiate receptor [6, 7J which suggests that they evolved from a common
ancestor.

Table I Properties of ckued ratsmiawsvm receptors

Mol.W. a.a. affinity (ECso, nM)M signal
(kDa) residues SSTI4 SST28 SMS MK 648 transduction

rSSTRl 43.4 391 1 1 b 2.0b 600b - ?

rSSTR2 41.2 369 0.26 0.15 0.53 n.d. ion channelsc

rSST.3 47.0 428 0.89 0.24 3 5 .0 b n.d. cAMP ,b

rSSTR4 42.1 384 4.5 7.5 - - cAMP,

rSSTR5 48.0 383 2.6 0.087 0.19 7.3 cAMPI

"The data are taken from Refs. 2-5; brefers to our unpublished data, cto ref. 3. Relative
affinities for the individual subtypes are depicted but these cannot be compared for
different receptors because of the different experimental conditions that were used.

Vasotocin receptors (VTR)

Clones encoding several VTRs have been isolated from white sucker
(Catostomus commersom) brain cDNA and genomic libraries [8]. Expression in frog
oocytes by injecting cRNA for one of the cDNAs shows that the encoded VTR is
coupled to the IP3 /calcium second messenger pathway and hence functionally related
to the V, vasopressin receptor from mammals. Sequence analysis reveals that the
VTR is also structurally related to the mammalian VI-receptor (Figure 1).
Conservation is particularly obvious in the second and third extracellular domains,
both of which are thought to contain possible hormone recognition sites.

mouse thyrotropin-releasing hormone
"mouse gastrin-releasing hormone
rat somatostatin 1
rat somatostatin 4
rat somatostatin 3
rat somatostatin 5
rat somatostatin 2
mouse delta-opioid
rat substance P
human oxytocin
rat neurotensin
rat 5HT-GPRFO

sucker vasotocin
Irat vasopressin Via

human oxytocin
human vasopressin V2

Fig. 1. A dendrogram derived from the sequence of five somatostatin receptor subtypes
and those of other neurvpetde and neurotransniiner receptors.
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Them is considerable sequence identity between sucker and salmon VTs and
the corresponding receptor from Xenopus Laevis. Studies using a mutant VTR
construct modified at the N-terminus (18 amino acid (aa.) residues are replaced by a
randomized sequence of 12 a.a. residues) revealed significant changes in ligand
specificities and affinities. This suggests that the N-terminus of the VTR plays an
essential role in the process of ligand-receptor interaction.
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Introduction

Thrombin is an important enzyme regulator of bemostasis and plays critical
roles in thrombotic and inflammatory responses to vascular injury. In addition to the
procoagulant actions of thrombin, this enzyme mediates a variety of cellular
responses in platelets and other vascular cells through activation of the thrombin
receptor, a novel member of the G-protein coupled receptor family [1]. A unique
mechanism wherein the thrombin receptor is proteolytically cleaved at a specific site
within the N-terminal domain of the receptor affording a "tethered ligand" which leads
to activation of the receptor has been demonstrated [2, 3]. Peptides derived from the
"tethered ligand" domain can also behave as full agonists of the receptor [2].
Structure-activity relationships for the minimal length pentapeptide agonist sequence,
Ser-Phe-Leu-Leu-Arg-NH 2, have revealed the importance of the N-terminal amino
group and the phe2 side chain for receptor activation [4]. Using this information, a
series of novel thrombin receptor antagonists have been prepared from agonist
sequences in which the amino-terminal ammonium group has been removed.

Results and Discussion

The initial attempts to convert "tethered ligand" agonist peptides into thrombin
receptor antagonists were suggested by the observations that the minimal length
sequence for agonists required a free a-amino group to display activity [4]. Synthesis
of the peptide, desamino-Ser-Phe-Leu-Leu-Arg-NH 2, by solid-phase peptide synthesis
resulted in a compound which displayed weak agonist activity in a platelet
aggregation assay (ECs0=920 pM) without any apparent antagonist activity.
However, a more conveniently prepared series of desamino compounds in which the
amino terminal Ser is replaced by the 3-mercaptopropionyl-group (Mpr) did afford the
first class of receptor antagonists which were evaluated in a convenient 96-well
format platelet aggregation assay [5] using either a-thrombin or the agonist peptide,
Ser-Pbe-Leu-Leu-Arg-Asn-Pro-NH 2 for receptor activation (Table 1). Extension of
the peptide sequence carboxyl-terminal to the Arg5 residue and substitution of more
optimized residues discovered in studies of "tethered ligand" agonist sequences [6]
within the remainder of the peptide sequence enumnced the inhibitory activity for this
class of antagonists. The most potent peptides in this series displayed IC0's in the
15-25 pM range. Higher concentration of some antagonists (>500 1M) stimulated
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platlet mi igp map formation which may be a result of partial agonist activity
for this sries of Malogs.

Table I 7Tehered •gand" nagonimt of the hrombin receptor

Inhibition of Platelet Aggregationa
Thrombin Agonist Peptide

No. Analog ICSo (OM) IC5o (pM)

1 [desamino-Ser'l]-Pu-Lez-Lau-Arg-NH 2  NA NA

2 Mpr-Phe-Leu-Lxu-Arg-NH2  300 ND

3 Mpr-Pe4ChaCha-Arg-Asn-Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys-Tyr 25-50 15-25

4 Mpr-PheCha-Cha-Arg-Lys-Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys-NH 2  25 25

5 nBu-N-Phe-Cha-Cha-Arg-Lys-Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys-NH 2 15-20 15-20

6 Me-N-(n-pentyl)-Phe-Cha-Cha-Arg-Lys-NH 2  30 30

7 (n-pentyl) 2-N-Phe-Cha-Cha-Arg-Lys-NH 2  30 30

9 (cyclobexyimethyl) 2-N-Phe-Cha-Cha-Arg-Lys-Pro- 5 7.5
Asn-Asp-Lys-NH 2

aAgonist concentrations: 300-600 pM a-thrombin; 3-5 pM SFLLRNP-NH 2 ; NA = not
active as an antagonist; ND = not determined.

The ability of compounds to antagonize both thrombin and agonist peptide
induced aggregation in these assays supports the concept that these analogs are
binding at a site within the receptor which is identical or nearly identical to the site
where the "tethered iigand" domain and agonist peptides bind. In addition, the
compounds do not inhibit the catalytic activity of thrombin nor do they block other
platelet agonists such as collagen or calcium ionophor-induced platelet aggregation
responses. Interestingly, we found that analog 3 could also inhibit g-thrombin-
induced platelet aggregation (IC0f20 pM), suggesting that aggregation responses to
both a- and g-thrombin presumably occur through identical platelet receptors.

An additional series of antagonists in which the N-acyl-group attached to the
Phe2-residue was altered to afford mono- or di-N-alkyl-Phe2-containing analogs were
also examined. Compounds in this series were prepared by reductive alkylation of
the appropriate aldehyde with the corresponding c-amino group of the Phe residue in
peptides attached to solid-phase resins using NaCNBH 3 in acidified DMF [7, 8]. The
mono- and di-N-alkyl-Phe2-analogs required at least one alkyl group larger than
methyl to display antagonist activity. Modest antagonist activity was observed with
either C4 or C5 chains but was significantly enhanced when a cyclohexylmethyl
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group was one of the N-alkyl groups of the N-terminal Phe residue (Analog 8).
Again, partial agonist activity could be seen at higher concentrations for some of
these analogs.

Previous observations with "tethered ligand" agonist sequences from the
thrombin receptor have implicated the critical importance of the free ammonium
group for receptor activation [4]. We therefore proposed that one potential way of
obtaining thrombin receptor antagonists was to modify the amino terminal
ammonium group while retaining other important side chain interactions of the
"tethered ligand" agonist sequences. This approach has yielded two classes of novel
receptor antagonists which appear to antagonize both thrombin and agonist peptide-
induced responses in platelets. This data is consistent with the hypothesis that these
ligands bind to a site within the body of the receptor that is the same as the domain
to which the cleaved "tethered ligand" binds, resulting in receptor activation.
Although these initial antagonists display only modest antagonist activity in
inhibiting platelet activation, additional improvements to the activity of these
analogs and removal of the partial agonist activity of analogs should afford agents
with significant utility in studying the physiological and pharmacological conse-
quences of thrombin receptor antagonism.
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Introduction

The recent development of non-peptide angiotensin II (Ang) receptor antagonists
has led to the identification of at least two Ang receptor subtypes. One subtype
exhibiting a high affinity for DuP 753 (a non-peptide Ang antagonist [IC50 of -20
nM]) has been termed AT1. The other subtype exhibiting a high affinity for PD
123319 (also a non-peptide ligand [IC50 of -30 nM]) has been termed AT2 [11. The
molecular properties of the AT, receptor have been extensively investigate& and it is
now well established that this receptor and its subtypes belong to the super family of
G protein coupled receptors with 7 transmembrane domains [2, 3]. The molecular
and physiological properties of the AT2 receptor are much less known, and, since a
clear physiological role is still not defined, cloning and isolation efforts have not
succeeded so far. Earlier AT 2 photoaffinity labeling attempts with 125I-[Sarl,
Phe(N 3)S]Ang (125I-Ang-N 3), the photoaffinity label which permitted successful AT,
labeling, were however unsuccessful and a new photolabeled peptide was prepared:
1251-[Sarl, BpaS]Ang (Bpaffip-benzoylphenylalanine). This compound was
incorporated with a high yield of 70% into the AT2 receptor [4]. We therefore
conducted labeling experiments with AT2 bearing tissues from several sources:
Human myometrium, R3T3 cells (murine fibroblast), and PC12 cells (rat
pheochromocytoma) and compared them to AT,-labeling experiments.

Results and Discussion

Photoaffinity labeling experiments on AT, tissue (bovine adrenal cortex
membranes, 125I-Ang-N 3) produced after solubilization and SDS-PAGE a specifically
labeled band at 58 kDa (Figure 1, lane 2) which was prevented by co-incubation of
either Ang or L- 158,809 (a highly selective non-peptide AT, antagonist) but not by
PD 123319, all at 1 pM. AT2-bearing membranes were photolabeled in the presence
of 125I-Ang-Bpa and specifically labeled bands were obtained after SDS-PAGE at 68
kDa (human myometrium, Figure 1, lane 4), at 95 kDa (R3T3, Figure 1, lane 6) and
at 130 kDa (PC12, Figure 1, lane 8). All AT2 labeling was suppressed in the
presence of Ang (1 pM) or of PD 123319 (1 IIM) but not by L-158,809 (I JIM).
Solubilized-photolabeled membranes were treated with Glycopeptidase-F (PNGase-F)
and also subjected to SDS-PAGE. All experiments, regardless of tissue origin,
resulted in similar protein sizes around 32 kDa (Figure 1. AT,: adrenal, lane 1; AT2:
myomemrium, lane 3; R3T3, lane 5; and PC12, lane 7). Time-course deglycosylation
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assured absence of protease activity and residual glycosylation: Incubation of
solubilized labeled mymometrium membranes with PNGase-F (3 U/ml) were
interrupted at 5, 15, 30 and 60 min,16 h and 24 h. The initial, diffuse band at 68
kDa disappeared gradually within 1 h, after 16 h, a predominant and narrow band at
36 kDa was visible, and after 24 h another band at 32 kDa became visible. A high
strength digestion with PNGase-F (60 U/ml) showed at I h this 32 kDa band as
predominant with traces at 36 kDa remaining. Further exposure up to 60 h revealed a
single 32 kDa band with no higher or lower molecular weight protein present.

Fig. 1. SDS-PAGE analysis of denatured-photolabeled Ang receptors. AT, receptors from
bovine adrenals were photolabeled with 1251-Ang-N 3, solubilized and incubated in the
presence (lane 1) or absence (lane 2) of PNGase-F (3 U/ml). AT 2 receptors from human
myometrium, R3T3 cells and PCI2 cells were photolabeled with 12 51-Ang-Bpa,
solubilized and incubated in the presence (lane 3: human myometrium; lane 5: R3T3 cells;
lane 7: PCJ2 cells) or absence (lane 4: human myometrium; lane 6: R3T3 cells; lane 8:
PC12 cells) of PNGase-F (3 U/ml).

We report here the use of a new photoactivatable probe ('25I-Ang-Bpa) for the
photoaffinity labeling of Ang receptors. This probe is very efficient for the covalk.nt
labeling of AT 2 receptors. SDS-PAGE analysis revealed heterogeneity in the size of
AT 2 receptors varying from 68 to 130 kDa for the AT 2 receptor of human
myometrium and PC12 cells, respectively. An intermediate value was obtained for
the AT2 receptor of R3T3 cells with an M, close to 100 kDa. Dudley et al. [5], using
a chemical cross-linking technique, found a similar Mr of 100 kDa for the AT2
receptor of R3T3 cells. Pucell et al. [6], using the same approach, found a Mr of 79
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kDa for the AT2 receptor of rat ovarian granulosa cells. These results strongly
suggest that there are not only species differences but also tissue differences in the
molecular structure of AT2 receptors. Interestingly, deglycosylation of AT2 receptors
of human myometrium, R3T3 cells and PCl2 cells resulted in the production of at
least two discernable populations of proteins, one of them having a common Mr of
32 kDa. The higher molecular weight proteins are the result of partial
deglycosylation since longer periods of incubation with higher amounts of
endoglycosidase cause their disappearance, leaving only the protein migrating at an
Mr of 32 kDa. The deglycosylation of the AT, receptor of bovine adrenal cortex
reduced its Mr from 58 kDa to the same 32 kDa value. Carson et al. [7], using the
same endoglycosidase, evaluated a similar MK of 34 kDa for the deglycosylated form
of the AT, receptor of bovine adrenal cortex. The theoretical molecular weight of the
AT1 receptor deduced from its sequence has been evaluated at 41 kDa [2, 3]. The gap
existing between this value and the one obtained by Carson et al. [7] and our group
could be explained by a partial specific proteolysis in the C-terminal part of the
receptor occurring during the membrane preparation or the different incubations
performed for the labeling and the deglycosylation. Since specific proteolysis of the
receptor to 32 kDa may occur [8], it would be premature to conclude anything about
the similarity existing between the MK of deglycosylated AT, and AT2 receptors. The
cloning and sequencing of the AT 2 receptor will most certainly help to understand
this phenomenon. In conclusion, the results reported here demonstrate that variations
in carbohydrate content contribute to the physical heterogeneity of AT 2 receptors in
individual target tissues.
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Introduction

Introduction of additional positively charged amino acids in peptides acting on
membrane bound receptors has been demonstrated to cause significant enhancement in
their biological effects [1, and Sharma et al., this volume]. This may be the result
of a more pronounced cationic character of these derivatives causing an increased
affinity for cell membranes [2]. Incorporation of these additional positive charges in
a peptide requires the identification of a site(s) in the molecule at which their
incorporation does not compromise its ability towards receptor recognition,
selectivity, and signal transduction. In the present study cationic analogues of an
opioid peptide selective for delta opiate receptors, Tyr-D-Ala-Phe-Glu-Val-Val-Gly-
NH2 (deltorphin-I), were synthesized and studied for their biological characteristics so
as to identify such site(s) in the molecule. It is well established that the deltorphins,
like all other opioid peptides, require a cationic center at their N-terminus as one of
the absolute requirements for them to be recognized by their receptors. It has also
been shown earlier that in enkephalins this cationic center can be removed further
from the N-terminus by one amino acid residue [3]. Based on these considerations
various cationized deltorphin-JI analogues with a generic structure: (Xxx)n-Tyr-12-Ala-
Phe-Glu-Val-Val-Gly-NH 2 (Xxx is a dibasic amino acid, and n is 1-6) were
synthesized and evaluated for their biological activities. This study has further helped
us to design a series of cyclic deltorphin analogues in which the tyrosine residue is
also a part of the cycle.

Results and Discussion

The biological activity results on these analogues in rat brain receptor binding
assays and peripheral functional assays (Table 1) demonstrated that all the analogues
retained their selectivity for 8 receptors. This clearly suggests that the structural
changes at the N-terminus of the molecule have no bearing on the selectivity of the
peptides. They, however, do affect the potency. The analogues having one or more
additional amino acid(s) at the N-terminus (e.g. 1-6, 9, and 11) were still quite
potent in the MVD assay and were also good binders. A comparison of the activity
profiles of analogues 4, 11, and 12 strongly suggests that it is the a-NH 2
functionality (not the e-NH2) that is the all-important cationic center required for
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interaction in this series of peptides with the opioid receptors. This is also suggested
by the low activities of 7, 8, and 10 in comparison with their corresponding linear
analogues 1, 3, and 9. Further, it was very interesting to note that the biological
activities of 1-10 under assay conditions in which proteolytic enzyme inhibitors
were excluded tend to approach that exhibited by deltorphin-il under similar
conditions (data not shown). This suggests that all the basic amino acid residue(s)
inducted at the N-terminus in these analogues tend to cleave off by the enzymes at the
receptor site to liberate a molecule of deltorphin-il. These results suggest the
possibility of creating prodrugs specifically for the delta opiate receptors in
approaches to target them through the blood-brain-barrier.

Table 1 Biological activities (IC50, nM) of deltorphin analogues

Radioreceptor binding Peripheral assay

Analogue [3HIpCI-DPEWE [3H]Ctil MVD GPI

Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH 2  0.73 1700 0.35 15000

1. R-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH 2  14.9 >80*M! 8.54 6885

2. R-R-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH2 8.89 11113 6.73 2405

3. K-R-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH2 20.7 >80WM 2  8.27 15659

4. K-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH 2  25.2 37459 7.9 9958

5. K-K-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH 2  38.8 >8011M 3  7.01 23146

6. R-K-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH 2  29.4 60394 2.33 12728

7. LR-Y--f-i-V-V-6-NH 2  1704 39257 1712 >6W

8. LK-R-Y-a-F- V-V-.-NH2  7659 73545 2366 >60pM5

9. R-K-R-K-R-K-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH 2  31.8 13360 8.77 19660

10. LR-K-R-K-R-K-Y-a-F-I -V-V-G-NH2  94.3 7409 28.6 >25WM6

"11. (NLe°)-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH 2  10.4 12171 0.46 5420

12. (NH 2-(CH2)5-CO)-Y-a-F-E-V-V-G-NH 2  642 >80pM 6  138.2 >6WgiM'

13. k-Y-;a--- V-V-G-NH 2  524 >IOJAM 2  502.7 >50LM3

14. f-Y--T.-1-V-V-G-NH2  3900 >8*M 7  1064.6 >50oM 7

Observed inhibition at this concentration: 144%, 248%, 340%, 40%, 522%, 619%, and
720%.

Based on these studies and to explore the stereochemical features of the cationic
center with respect to the message sequence 13 and 14 were investigated.
Geometrical shape comparison of a low energy conformer of 13 generated by ECEPP
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Fig. 1. Geometrical shape comparison of low energy conformers of 13 (bold line) and
[f.-Cyri 7CjYdeLtorphin-. (thin line).

force field [4] with a stucture suggested earlier for Tyrt-Cs-A•-Cps-Val-Oy-
NH2, a potent deltorphin-I analogue [5], exhibited excellent overlap of these two
analogues (Figure 1) both in respect to the backbope and the side chains of Tyr and
Phe residues (rms = 0.6 A at all common CO and C atoms). However, 13 was 600
fold and 2185 fold less potent than [D2-CfsZ, CYSJdeltorphin-I in .-receptor binding
MVD assay respectively, thereby suggesting that it presents a different topography at
the receptor. A switch in chirality of the lactam bridge (e.g. 14), however, still
suggests that 13 represents a favorable chirality. It, therefore, appears that a
definitive lactam ring size might be crucial for stabilizing the bioactive conformation
as has been reported earlier in the case of cyclic lactam analogues of melanotropi
[6]. Investigations in this direction are continuing. This research was supported by
USPHS and NIDA.
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Introduction

Culekinins, members of the leucokinin (LK) family of insect neuropeptides,
were isolated from the mosquito Culex salinarius (CDPI-NPFHSWGamide; CDPH-
NNANVFYPWGamide; CDPII-WKYVSKQKFFSWGamide). The leucokinins
(LK) are a family of multifunctional neuropeptides found in at least four insect
species which share a conserved C-terminal pentamer (FX(S/P)WGamide) [1, 3].
Culekinins and other leucokinin family members stimulate a CI dependent
depolarization of the transepithelial voltage and fluid secretion from Malpighian
tubules (Aedes aegypti) [2). The effect of several leuicokinin analogs on
depolarization of the transepithelial voltage of Aedes aegypti Malpighian tubules was
examined to begin to gain insight into structure-activity relationships. Identification
of core sequences and important side chains were necessary for the design of
photoaffinity probes to begin to study the mosquito receptor system.

Results and Discussion

A core LK fragment (FYSWGamide) was examined closely with a series of
analogs that contained a single Ala replacement per analog (Figure 1). Replacement
of any of the three aromatic side chains in the LK fragment resulted in a large
potency loss for the respective analog. The order of importance for these side chains
for depolarizing Malpighian tubules was Phe'>Trp4>Tyr 2. Examination of other
naturally occurring core pentapeptides from the LK family suggested that the
achetakinin pentamer, FXPWGamide (isolated from Acheta dornesuica) was preferred
over the standard LK pentamer, FXSWGamide. Additionally, phenylalanine was the
preferred aromatic amino acid in the "X" position of the LK pentamer.

A photoaffinity analog (PAL) containing a photoreactive amino acid, 4-
benzoylphenylalanine (Bpa) and a D-Tyr to the N-tenninus of the receptor interactive
C-terminal pentamer [(dAXdY)Bpa)KFFSWGamide] has been prepared. The PAL
successfully stimulated the depolarization of mosquito Malpighian tubules even after
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Fig. 1. ED5 os of single Ala replacement analos for a common leucokinin core that
stimulated depolarization of mosquito Malpighimn tubule TEV. TEV-Transepithelial
voltage.

iodination. Photolysis (350 nm) of the iodinated PAL with Aedes Malpighian tubule
membranes resulted in the specific labeling of a single 60 kDa membrane protein
(Figure 2). An excess (10 nmol) of unlabeled analog (FFSWGamide) protected the
60 kDa protein labeling suggesting specific binding. The photoaffinity label can be
used to search for receptor-like binding proteins in other tissues. For example, the
photolysis reaction was also carried out with cricket Malpighian tubule membranes.
Two cricket membrane proteins were specifically labeled (Figure 3).

MA Gas

CD 4S

Rea"por ?

ism Mf -Ma

0 10 1 100 10 1

nanomoes -iomoM
of FFS3.G added to eng

Fig. 2. SDS-PAGE of mosquito Malpighian tubule membrane preparations.
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Fig. 3. SDS-PAGE of cricket Malpighian tubule membrane preparations. PAL-
photoawqiy labeL BLG- Lactoglobulin.

An important point for successful labeling was the addition of relatively large
amounts of exogenous protein (i.e., 1% wlv) to the medium during membrane
preparation and incubation. P-Lactoglobulin (BLG) proved to be more useful than
BSA for this purpose. For example, the low molecular weight of BLG meant that
this protein did not interfere with SDS-PAGE analysis as did the BSA (compare
Figures 2 & 3).
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Introduction

Antigen presenting cells (APC's) process and present antigens in the form of
peptides in association with class II MHC molecules for the activation of CD4+ T
lymphocytes as shown in Figure 1. Peptide binding has been shown to be critical
for the expression of MHC class I. MHC class II a and 03 chains form a compact
molecule before surface expression. Recent evidence suggests that peptide binding
may influence compact state formation and stabilize a and 0 chain association. TA3
cells, a murine B cell hybridoma, express both I-Ad and I-Ak. We have reported that
TA3 cells slowly lose I-Ad expression in culture while I-Ak and B220 expression
remain constant [1]. This decrease may therefore be due to the lack of peptide ligand
saturation of I-Ad molecules. We show here that addition of selected peptides can
restore I-Ad expression within 24 his in a dose- and affinity-dependent fashion. We
have explored the possible mechanism for the variation in I-Ad expression on TA3
cells.

Results and Discussion

The invariant chain (Ii) blocks the peptide groove binding while the a p
complex is in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Once released the Ii chain is degraded
and peptides are able to bind and stabilize the complex which is then exported and
displayed on the APCs surface for immune recognition [2].

We have used a low I-Ad expressing clone, TA. 11, which, when incubated
with I-Ad binding antigens, regained the expression of I-Ad. Figure 2 shows that
ovalbumin (OA) increased I-Ad surface expression more than one of its synthetic OA
peptides 323-339. Other I-Ad restricted peptides, (EYA)5 (135) and EYK(EYA)4 (K4),
also upregulated TA3.11 I-Ad surface expression. Control antigen hen egg lysozyme
(HEL) which is not I-Ad restricted did not increase the expression of I-Ad.

As expected, recombinant intedeukin 4 (rIL-4) also increased I-Ad surface
expression on TA3.11 cells but interferon y (IFNY) downregulated expression [3].
When rat concavalin A supernatant (tCAS), containing both IL-4 and WNy, was used
there was no effect on I-Ad expression. It seems that these cytokines cancel each
other's effects.
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cx p Ii

Fig. 1. MHC class !i a and P complex formation and antigen processing and presentation.
M, A and invariant (Ii) chains are assembled in the endoplasmic reticulum. The li chain
blocks peptide binding to the a[ complex until it reaches the endosomal stage where the
ii chain is degradeA allowing exogenous endocytosed peptide to bind Peptide binding
may stabilize this compact state, ensuring transport to and expression on the cell surface.

Titrations of rlL-4 and OA or its 323-339 peptide added simultaneously did not
show synergy for I-Ad expression upregulation.

TA3.26, a high I-Ad expressing subclone, did not show these effects. Northern
blots of TA3.11 and TA3.26 suggest that these subclones contain the same amounts
of mRNA for I-A. Therefore, the difference in I-Ad expression is not because of
different levels of transcription but due to the difference in the assembly of class H
chains induced by the I-Ad binding antigens.

These results suggest that peptide ligand alone can influence the expression of
class H1 molecules on the surface of APC's presumably by stabilizing the compact
state formation of co chain complex. Our results explain why low MHC class H
expressing APCs could present antigen to T cells.
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Fig. 2. Regulation of MHC class II I-Ad surface expression on TA3.11 cells. 106 TA3. 11
cells were incubted with various antigens andl/or cytokines for 24 hrs, washed and then
incubated with 100 Adl MKD6 supernatant for 30 main, washed and then incubated with 100
pil 1150 fluorescein conjugated goat anti-mouse lg for 30 mrain Cells were then resuspended
in PBS before FAC$ analysis. HEI, OA, OA peptite, K4, and F_5 were used at 10/uM. IL-4,
IFIVY, and rCAS were used at 400 U/nA, 100 U/ml, and 10% respectively.
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Introduction

Human T-cell lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1) has been implicated as the
causative agent of adult T-cell leukemia and a chronic degenerative myelopathy [I].
The immunopathogenesis of HTLV-I infection and disease is poorly understood
despite a large body of information concerning the molecular biology of the virus.
Even though several immunodominant epitopes of the HTLV-I envelope gp46 have
been mapped [2, 3] that induce both humoral and cellular immune responses, the
identification and characterization of these epitopes which elicit a protective immune
response remains a central obstacle to the development of a vaccine against the virus
infection. Some epitopes have elicited antibodies which block HTLV-I mediated cell
fusion but have not elicited a protective immune response. In order to further
delineate the immunogenicity, antigenicity and immunoprotective capacity of HTLV-
I gp46 envelope protein, we have selected two known regions encoding a neutralizing
epitope (SP2, 86-107) [41 and an overlapping cytotoxic and B-cell epitope (SP4a,
190-209) [2]. We recently developed strategies for bypassing haplotype restricted
immune responses through the design of chimeric constructs incorporating B-cell
epitopes with "promiscuous" T-cell epitopes, as well as the concurrent and parallel
assembly of multiple and individual epitopes on a multivalent template, and have
demonstrated their utility for rational vaccine design [5, 6]. In the work described
here, we have designed and synthesized HTLV-I chimeras of SP2 and SP4a with a
"promiscuous" measles virus (MVF) T-cell epitope. Additionally, in order to
develop a universal HTLV-I vaccine able to elicit optimal B-cell, helper T-cell and
cytotoxic responses, we have constructed two multivalent vaccines comprising two
"promiscuous" T-cell epitopes from MVF and tetanus toxoid (TT), with either the
neutralizing epitope SP2 alone, or with SP2 in combination with SP4a on a
multivalent 1 sheet template.
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Results and Discussion

Both chimeric constructs SP4-MVF and MVF-SP2 produce antipeptide
antibodies in rabbits which are cross-reactive with the immunogen, the individual
B-cell epitopes and the MTA-! recombinant protein (in the case of SP4-MVF). Our
studies in three inbred strains of mice (C3H/HeJ, H-2k; BALB/c, H-2d; and C57BL./6,
H-2b) show that all muice (5/5, or 4/4) responded to the chimeric immunogens with
moderate titers (6400-12800) in the case of MVF-SP2, and with relatively high titers
(>12800) in the case of SP4-MVF. The high reactivity of SP4-MVF to the
immunogenic sequence paralleled its reactivity to the MTA-1I recombinant protein
(kindly provided by Dr S. Foung, Stanford University Blood Bank, Palo Alto, CA)
in all strains. Modest titers to individual peptide may be due to inappropriate
presentation on ELISA plates.

1.5
1.2[

0.9

0.6

0

T only T+2 T+2/4 None

Fig. 1. Whole virus ELISA of immunized rabbits. Rabbits were immunized with template
constructs (e.g., T + 2/4 = rabbits immunized with template with SP2 and SP4a). Serum
(1:20) was tested at one week afi - 2nd immunization (mean 0.0+/- S.E.M., n=5).

90

760 -• c3#i-m4

-4---c3h-T2/4

c57-m4
30

"---0- c57-T2/4
15

- balb-T24

1:10 1:20 1:40 1:U1 1:160 1:320 1:640

Fig. 2. Syncytia inhibition assay of mice strains SP4a. Mice strains were immunized with
either MVF + SP4a (e.g., c3h - m4) or beta template with SP2 and SP4a (e.g., c3h - 72/4).
Syncytia for 4 x lOx fiekls. Arrow : syncytia in wells with prebleed serum samples.
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Mice (5/5) from all three strains (C3H/HeJ, BALBDc and C57BLJ6) immunized
with the S,2/Sp4a combination template constructs elicited high titers of antibodies
(>12800) to both the immunogen and the recombinant protein, while once again
minimal immune reactivity was observed when the SP2 epitope was incorporated
into the template design. The antibodies recognized native forms of HTLV-I
envelope proteins in whole virus ELISA, radioimmunoprecipitation, and
immunofluorescence assays. In ELISA to whole virus preparations three out of the
six rabbits immunized with SP2/SP4a template and SP4-MVF (Figure 1) showed
high positive reactivity and the same animals recognize the surface of infected cells
(1:40 - 1:320 titers) by immunofluorescence. Serum samples from immunized mice
and rabbits were further tested in syncytia inhibition assay (Figure 2) to determine the
ability of elicited antibodies to prevent HTLV-I mediated cell fusion. Antibodies
produced in response to the SP4a-MVF and SP2/SP4a template constructs
significantly inhibited HuTIO2 (HTLV-I) induced syncytia induction in human
osteosarcoma cells.

The linear form of the SP2 epitope was ineffective at eliciting neutralizing
antibodies in the presence of the promiscuous T-cell epitopes. This result can be
easily rationalized in view that the SP2 site encodes a conformational loop-structured
motif as predicted by two predictive algorithms and consequently antibodies raised to
the sequential SP2 epitope do not adequately mimic the proper conformation.
Further work in progress to engineer the SP2 epitope into a conformationally
dependent sequence may provide an alternative to eliciting high affinity neutralizing
antibodies, and provide an efficacious vaccine against HTLV-I infection. Our results
show that the SP4-MVF chimeric construct and the multivalent combination
SP2/Sp4a (IT-MVF) were highly effective while the MVF-SP2 and the SP2(TI-
MVF) construct were ineffective at eliciting high titered neutralizing antibodies in
both mice and rabbits.
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Introduction

The complementary determining regions (CDRs) of antibodies are responsible
for the specificity of the antibody. X-ray crystallography has shown that the three
CDRs of the variable (V) region of the heavy chain and the three CDRs of the V
region of the light chain may all have contact with the epitope in an antigen-antibody
complex [1]. Also residues in the conserved P-sheet forming sequences, the
framework regions (FR), spacing the CDRs, can add to the binding [1]. Single
peptides corresponding to the CDRs of mAbs to various antigens have been shown
to mimic the recognition by the respective mAb [2]. We have recently found that a
peptide corresponding to the CDRH3 of a mAb, specific for the V3 region of human
immunodeficiency virus-I (HIV-l), neutralizes the virus in vitro [31.

The HEcAg has been immunologically well characterized, but the main
recognition site for human HBc specific antibodies which is known to be
discontinuous [4] has not been identified. The HBc specific mAbs Cl-5 and 35/312
recognize neighbouring linear epitopes [5, 6] and inhibit the binding of human
antibodies to HNkAg (anti-HBc). The amino acid sequence of the V region of mAb
C 1-5 of the heavy and light chains has recently been revealed [71. We were therefore
interested to analyze whether synthetic peptides, corresponding to the CDRs of the
mAb Cl-5 HBc specific for HBcAg, were able to bind HBcAg, thereby allowing a
detailed chmaclerization of the pualope.

Remints and Discuskon

The Cl-5 mAb was raised against recombinant HBcAg, and was found reactive
to a peptide covwing residues 74 to 90 of HDcAg (Figure Ia). However, the binding
of C 1-5 to pepdide 74-90 could only be inhibited by particulate HlcAg, suggesting a
discontinuous deimnninant as the main target (Figure lb). The Hc mAb 35/312
(BehrUNgworh AG) recognizes a lear epibope at residues 77 to 83 of the Hlc
sequence [5, 61, and Mec mAb W275 (Beriagweuke AG) recognizes a yet unknown
detemiumt within the lie bequemne (5, 61. Synthetic Peptides wee synthesized
acseding to a method for mltipl peptide synthesis using Fmoc proteceed amino
acid esters [8]. Peptides were synthesized corresponding to the six CDRs of the
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heavy and light chaim of mAb CI-5 [7], three cycliid CJRH2 peptides, and a set of
substitution peptide analogues of CDRH2 where each amino acid within the CDRH2
sequence was sequentially substitud by Ala or Gly.

2-~

b lfs 7410

' a
8 0

::: j ! • a a o 10.1a10.1810.1110.10 10- 10.7

U erns of HUa md by p U, OM'ty of kbbtkkig PreettfPepUde

Fig. 1. MMping of the recognition site for mAb CI-5 using synthetic peptdes coiing
the HcAg sequece (a). Fig. lb shows iWiton of mAb CI-5 binding to pepside HBc
74-90. by peptide HBc 74-90. by denaturated recombit H&Ag (drfft.cg), and by
rfilcAg, added in solasion

All pepudes were analyzed by reverse phase HPL using a Pep-S 511 column
(Phamacia, Uppsala, Sweden), run with a gradient from 0% to 60% CH3CN against
water containing 0.1% trifluorocetic acid. If the purity was less than 80%, peptides
were purified by the same procedure using a slower gradient Three peptides, in which
two residues were substituted by Cys, were cyclized on the resin using oxidation by
iodine for 24 hours at room temperature. The Cys residues were placed on each side
of the predicted Itum between positions 52a and 54 of the CDRH2 sequence.

Peptides were coated to microtiter wells (Nunc 96F Certificated; Nunc,
Roskide, Denmawk) at various concentrations in 0.05 M sodium carbwonate buffer, pH
9.6, at +40 C overnight. Excess peptides were removed by washing with PBS
containing 0.05% Tween 20. The CDR pepide-coeted plates were assayed for
binding using MWAg, subyp ayw with n lie at postion 80. The rHBcAg was
diluted from 2 PS/nd to 0.156gagml, added in 100 Pl prtions, and incubated with
the peptides for 60 minutes at +37*C. Excess rHBcAg was mmoved by washing, and
bond rli•cAg was indicated by horseradish perxidae labelled mAb to HBcAg
(Ckm 231; Dgeringwcke AG). In gneral, each rection differing more than seven
SD fra the m of the negative conorol was regarded a reactive. In the inhibition
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expeimefj6the cut off was set so that a reaction giving <50% of the non-inhibited
ratwas regarded as a significant inhibiting concentration W.390).
The CDRH2 peptide of mAb Cl-5 was the only pephide capable of capturing

recombinant HBV core antigen (Figure 2). Two pig or more of this CDR peptide
significantly bound rH~cAg. The CDRH2 binding of HBcAg was dependent on the
amount of added HBcAg (daoa not shown). None of the other heavy chain CDR
peptides, or the light chain CDR peptides showed any reproducible IHBcAg binding.

FWEI 2 s~g

CO 0- Si

A-- POW& IW -- w

Fi.2 esigo th *D~I ppie atoiie oficol el fraiiyt
ca U M&gU0n~el sn h Mpoew.Mpp&0017crsod

F1 gig. ll 2. ThDn 2 of the coaIpetieimolied to throlae wells for abilityte to

The binding of rHBcAg to CDRH2 could be inhibited by addition of the mAbs
Cl-S and 35/312 (Figure 3). MAb 7/275 showed no significant inhibition of the
rHBcAg-CDRH2 binding (Figure 3). All three CDRH2 peptides with an artificial
disulphide bridge showed a more efficient binding to rHBcAg than the linea peptde,
indicated by the fact that 8-52 times more mAb was necessary to displace the cyclized
peptide binding to rH~cAg. None of the CDRH2 hiamu or cyclized peptide analogues

4gave reproducible inhibito patterns when tested in solution. T'he assaying of the
substitution analogues coated to microtiter plates (3pg/well) is given in Figure 4.
As shown, the residues mswt essential for binding of CDBH2 to H~cAg are Vals t,
Ser'2&, Ser2c, pbieS3, and GIly"S. Thus, the main paratope of CDMH would have
the sequence Vals' -x- Se524 -x- Ser5c - FhLue3. Also shown is that substitution of
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residiasa 55, 58, 61, and 62 by Ala bacrmies the binding indicating that a reduction
in the number of charged residues in the carboxy aeminal half of dhe CDRIH2 pwd
enanmces, the resactvity of the sunio terminal pinatope. Thes same enhancement
occurs when substiftutig residues 56 aid 60 by (My.

In conclusuo, we believe that this M4c~ and our HIV-1 based nmin antibody
systems provide a tool for epitope-paatope inearactiosi studies, at the single anin
acid level, and can give fuarther information about the binding mechanism& of
antibodies.

a PNVATTV

~sujMod tv"M of amm

Fig. 4. Assaying of ability of the substitution pepude analogues of CDRII2 to bind
rH&At4 Each resdue was sequentially subtaisued by Ala except due two original Ala
residues, which were substiuted by Gly. Value are given as dome percent residual binding
of each substitution peptide analogue as compared to the peptide with the origina
sequence (dottd line).
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Introduction

A major conserved antigenic area has been recently located between residues
260-275 of human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) F glycoprotein [1). Mutants
selected with neutralizing mAbs had amino acid changes at residues 262, 268 and
272. While the vicinity of these amino acids and the reactivity of the mAbs with the
F, subunit in western blots could suggest that the antibodies recognized sequential
epitopes, most epitopes on this area were not reprodu-ed by short (20-residue)
synthetic peptides. In addition, amino acid changes at positions distant from 260-275
significantly affected mAb binding.

Results and Discussion

In order to explore the conformational requirements of the F, epitopes, a series
of overlapping peptides of increasing length and incorporating the essential 265-275
region were synthesized (Figure 1). These peptides were used as ELISA antigens
against mAbs and polyclonal (rabbit hyperimmune and human convalescent) sera.
The largest peptide, F215-275, was reactive with most mAbs and rabbit antisera.
The smaller (41-residue) peptide P235-275 was significantly less reactive and F255-
275 was recognized only by a single mAb and very few sera. Peptides F215-234,
!215-254 or F235-254 did not react at all. Thus, most mAb and polyclonal antibody
epitopes were only reproduced in 41- and 61-residue peptides that spanned the 255-
275 region of F1. Some of hese epitopes were only present in F215-275. It became
clear, considering the length of this peptide, that structural features other than
primary structure played a role in antibody recognition.

Previous work had shown 11, 3) that this antigenic area is highly resistant to
trypsin digestion, a fact suggestive of a particular conformation. The susceptibility
of the above peptides to digestion with increasing amounts of agarobe-bound trypsin
was examined by HPLC and evaluated as an indication of their capacity to reproduce
the conformation adopted by the homologous sequences in native F protein. Despite
a high content of trypsin-cleavage sites (Figure 1), F215-F275 was significantly
more resistant to proteolysis than F235-275 and F255-275. The possible
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contribution of preferential conformations to the immnoreactivity of the peptides
was then examined by CD in aqueous solution. The spectra of F235-275 and F255-
275 were very similar and typical of aperiodic structures. In contrast, F215-275
showed minimal ellipticity values at 205 and 222 nm and a positive maximum at
190 nm, suggesting that it could adopt an ordered conformation in solution that was
related to its increased trypsin resistance. Secondary structure prediction of the F
protein favors the presence of two a-helices at the region included in peptide F215-
275 (Figure 1). These aspects will be further investigated by means of ongoing
NMR experiments. The conformational dependence of antibody binding was also
confirmed by the fact that treatment of F215-275 with SDS previous to ELISA led to
loss of several epitopes. Several other epitopes were also lost upon incorporation of
F215-275 to KLH, presumably affecting peptide conformation, providing further
evidence for discontinuous epitopes in the F, region.

GPffiThUFOCMWWiftLLET P2164

REFSGVAGVWWTPVTYMLTH P25

6NiEdFQQKD41NftLLEITREP.F.....4r.. L.TN P2164

~LLWIi m an~ PeU&NILL mhAwý VrT11'wL -= &am omwwm&1m~wmuPw.~a

6NIWTVIEPQQKNNRLL flNFUWPAGVTTPVSTYL.TNELL6UN•ODLPTNOKMLMG Pr2164

R"8E -166

GELLGaYNg"PTHoOUQ(L P286641

Fig. 1. Amino acid sequence (residues 203-282) of the F, subunit from Long RSV
(boldface). Changes in mn4b escape mutants [1] are shown in underlined italics. Predicted
secondary structure: (open bar) a-helix, (wavy line) P-sheet, (solid bar) random coil
Trypsin susceptible sites are shown by inverted filled triangles. Synthetic peptides
containing the 255-275 sequence are shown at the bottomn Other synthetic peptides are
shown above the sequence.

Mice immunized with peptide F215-275 developed high titers of antibody to
peptides F215-275, F235-275, F255-275, F215-234 and F215-254, three weeks after
the last immunization. In contrast, none of the mice immunized with F235-275 or
F255-275 developed anti-peptide antibodies, even after three boosts. Despite the high
anti-peptide response induced by F215-275, mouse sera reacted poorly with RSV.
Furthermore, there was no evidence of protection against infection in mice
immunized with any of the peptides, five days after challenge with RSV. It is worth
mentioning that the anti-peptide titer was observed after the first inoculation of F215-
275, whereas anti-RSV antibodies were only detected after the fourth inoculation of
the peptide.
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Introduction

The main antigenic site A of FMDV is a flexible loop on VP1 exposed on the
virus surface. B-cell epitopes on site A (positions 138-150 in isolate C-S8cl) map
at residues surrounding a conserved RGD tripeptide (positions 141-143) [1-31 thought
to be a cell-attachment site [4]. Serotype C, most 0 and some type A viruses also
show a conserved Leu at position 144. Frequent amino acid substitutions occur
within site A of field and laboratory FMDV variants, including antibody-escape
mutants. The effect of such replacements on the reactivity of FMDV with MAbs has
been faithfully reproduced by synthetic peptides including the relevant substitutions
[2, 5]. The extremely variable positions 138-140 and 146-150 seem to attract
immune responses which might be detoured from RGDL. The practical absence of
mutants in this RGDL region is a significant hurdle to assess its contribution to the
immunogenicity and antigenicity of site A. We have approached this problem by
evaluating the effect of changes at each of the RGD tripeptide positions on the
interaction of synthetic peptides with MAbs. The immune response of rabbits and
guinea pigs to synthetic peptides composed of RGDL tandem repeats has also been
examined.

Results and Discussion

To explore the possible contribution of the RGD tripeptide to the interaction of
site A with antibodies we replaced each of the three residues by Ala (Table 1).
Binding of the substituted peptides with MAbs, mapping at continuous epitopes
within site A [3] was measured by competition ELISA. Tolerance to Ala replacement
was greatest for Arg-141 and lowest for Asp-143 (Table 2). Amino acids other than
Ala, particularly those resulting from point RNA mutations and leading to gross side
chain and/or charge modification, were also tested, showing larger alterations in MAb
recognition. In particular, GIn at position 142 led to loss of all epitopes probed, an
alteration as drastic as that caused by His-146 -+ Arg (3] (peptide HR Tables I and
2). Thus, each residue in ROD has an important contribution to the recognition of
site A by antibodies.

Since the ROD sequence is involved in the recognition of antigenic site A by
antibodies, we considered the possibility that synthetic peptides based on such a
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Tablc I SyWnthtc pepbids related to the RGD sequence of the FMDV loopp
Pefde ~ Amino acid sequmceb Nepddecarner ratio

KLUJ BSA
ROD ASARGDLAHLIT~HARHLP - -

AOD ASAAGDLAHLITrHARHLP - -

RAD ASARMDLABLITTHARHLP - -

RGA ASARGJAHLMTrFHARHILP - -

KGD ASAJLGDLAHLITrHARHILP - -

SOD ASANGDLAHLTIrHARHILP - -

RED ASAREDLAHLTrrHARHUP - -

RGK ASARGLLAHL1TrHARHLP - -

ROE ASARGELAHILITrHARHLP - -

H ASARGDLARJ.LTFTARHILP - -

RGDL 3AXA (C)ARGDLAXARGDLAXARGD]LA 2775 18
RGDL 3AA (C) VARGDLA..ARGDLA..ARGDLA 2413 15
RGDL3A (C)RGDLA .... RGDLA .... RGDL 3003 15
RGDL3X (C)RGDLX .... RGDLX....RGDL 1130 15
9GDL 3  (C)RGDL .....RGD ..... RGDL 3504 16
aPrepared as described in 1 5]. All peptides gave correct MW values (± 2 Da) by PDMS.
bUnderlined: changes from original sequence of site A (peptide RGD). X= Ahx.
cConjugation through additional Cys residue (C) via MBS. Molar peptidetcarrier ratios
determined by AAA.
dReproducing the Hfis- 146 -+ Arg mutation; see [3).

Table 2 Amigen-competiton EUISA with RGD-substinaed peptides

Monoclonal antibody-m

Pepfide, SD6 4C4 6D11 7FC12 7AH11 7JD1 7CA11
ROD + + + + + + +
AOD + + - + + + +
RAD + + + - - - +
RGA - - - - - + +

SOD + - - - - - +
KGD - - - - ± +
RED - - - - --

ROK - - - - - + +
ROE - - - - - + +

HR - -- - - --

'MonocbomW andbodies have been described ( 3, 61. +-,and ± indicate, respectively,
mome than. less than and close to 30% inhibition of Mab binding by a 20-fold molar
excess of the competing peptide against plate-bound ROD peptide.
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sequence could induce neutralizing antibodies which may define a broader antigenic
spectrum than peptides involving variable residues around RGD. We synthesized
tandem repeats of the basic unit RGDL because Leu-144 is strictly conserved in all
type C viruses sequenced to date and in nearly all type 0 isolates. The RGDL repeats
were separated by different spacer residues as shown in Table 1. Anti-peptide
antibody titers in rabbits and guinea pigs were generally high. All sera reacted with
heterologous RGDL-containing antigens, though to a much lesser extent than with
the homologous peptide, suggesting a low proportion of antibodies with RGDL as
the sole target. As expected, the first boost improved anti-peptide antibody levels,
though further inoculations had no effect. Anti-RGDL tandem peptide sera from
rabbits and guinea-pigs were tested for their ability to neutralize C-S8cl FMDV.
Neutralization levels, at their highest, were 2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than
those attained with peptides reproducing the full site A sequence. Neutralizing
activity in rabbits was higher for peptides including more amino acids of the
consensus C-S8cl sequence. Guinea pig sera gave better results when shorter
peptides were used. Another difference between the two animal systems was the
effect of including Ahx as spacer: in rabbits, no differences were found for peptides
with or without Ahx, while in guinea pigs neutralizing activity was completely lost
when this amino acid was present. In addition to C-S8cl, serotypes OIK and A5W
were also tested for cross-neutralization by the anti-peptide sera. Again, low but
significant neutralization was noted with several of the tested sera. It is also
noteworthy that mutant HR [3] was neutralized at least as efficiently as its wild-type
counterpart C-S8cl. These results point to a relaxation of the specificity of the
immune response against FMDV when sequences responsible for serotype specificity
are excluded from the peptide immunogens.

In most animals, neutralization values dropped significantly with the number of
boosts. To study this phenomenon, IgGs and IgMs from sera after 1 and 3
inoculations were fractioned and assayed for their neutralizing ability. Significant
neutralization activity was only found in the IgM fractions of sera from the first
immunization. This suggested a possible suppression of those anti-peptide
antibodies that may also be directed to cellular RGD sequences.

In conclusion, our results show that the RGD tripeptide is an important
determinant of the interaction of antigenic site A with antibodies, and that a
significant anti-peptide and FMDV-neutralizing response can be obtained with
peptides based on RGD. However, a potent neutralizing anti-viral response
necessitates the highly variable residues surrounding the RGD. Appropriate
combinations of peptides representing most residues of site A, along with tandem
repeats of the conserved residues around the RGD core may be useful in the
formulation of anti-FMDV synthetic vaccines with broader antigenic spectra than
formulations assayed so far.
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Introduction

Malaria is a parasitic disease where the parasite undergoes a complex life cycle
in human and mosquito hosts. While the infective form of malaria is the sporozoite,
it is the merozoite that proliferates in red blood cells and causes the symptoms of the
diseasu that has become a recent focus of attention. In particular, the cysteine rich C-
terminal fragment of merozoite surface protein 1 (MSP-1) has become a vaccine
candidate since monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies to it can inhibit merozoite
proliferation. However, epitopes within this fragment have gone unidentified since
antisera to the native protein show no reactions with the reduced fragment indicating
that all epitope(s) are conformationat in character [1]. We have taken advantage of a
new method for folding peptides [2] to identify a conformational epitope on the C-
terminal domain of MSP-I.

Results and Discussion

Initially, peptides (20-mers) displaced every ten amino acids were synthesized
for the two allelic forms of the C-terminal domain of P. falciparum MSP-1 [3] and
coupled to maleimide-activated BSA for screening rabbit antiserum R294. R294 was
raised against MSP-1 purified from the FCR3 strain of P. falciparum. IFA titers of
R294 against merozoites are low (1/100). No reaction of R294 was observed with
the 20-mers in ELISA. These results indicated that if polyclonal antibodies were
formed against the C-terminal domain, they were formed against conformational
epitopes.

Since the cysteine pattern in the MSP-1 C-terminal domain indicated two
tandem epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like domains and since NNvi structures for
EGF-like proteins are similar, cyclic MSP-1 peptides corresponding to the solvent
exposed B-loop n-hairpin of a prototypical EGF-like domain were synthesized by
replacing predicted main chain hydrogen bonds with a hydrazone hydrogen bond
covalent mimic on the solid support [2].

R294 shows a positive reaction with cyclic peptides corresponding to the [-
loop of the EGF-2 domain (Figure 1), no reaction with the corresponding linear
peptide, probable reaction with the cyclic peptide corresponding to the EGF-I ý-Ioop
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and no reaction with a control loop or preimmune serum. Reaction of the EGF-2
loop with R294 has been confirmed in competition ELISA.

2.5

2.0

Ca

10 * 4

0

0.0so 100 7.00 400 8WO

(Serum DiudouTr
Fig. ). Titers of R294 serum against modeled EGF-2 B-loops from K-I (I) and FC-27 (2)
P. falciparum strains and the EGF-I B-loop (3.4) and linear (5) MSP-) peptides.

The important observation is that large improvements in antigenicity can be
achieved by folding peptides with a covalent hydrogen bond mimic. A related
example is also reported [41. This provides a method for identifying epitopes that are
missed in peptide screens. Although conformational epitopes are often considered to
be discontinuous, these results demonstrate that continuous epitopes or an epitope
residing within a short amino acid sequence can be conformational. More are
anticipated and one can now explore this phenomenon further with folded peptides.
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Introduction

In recent years, the realization that both the lipopeptide adjuvant Pam3Cys; and
multimeric presentation of peptide antigenic determinants can significantly enhance
the immunogenicity of such epitopes [1) has prompted considerable interest in
synthetic vaccines. Tam and co-workers [2] recently showed that the multimeric
antigenic constructs with built-in lipo-adjuvant, termed lipophilic MAPS, appear to
be obvious candidates as efficacious vaccines. However, the total chemical synthesis
of lipophilic MAPS presents considerable problems, particularly the lack of
versatility of current synthetic procedures. Present SPPS protocols invariably employ
the expensive and preformed reagent Fmoc-Lys(PaM 3Cys)-OH. We describe herein
an efficient SPPS protocol which exploits the orthogonality of our recently reported
novel amino-protecting group, N-(l-(4,4-dimethyl-2,6-dioxocyelo-hexylidene)ethyl)
(Dde) [3) within the Sheppard Fmoc/continuous-flow methodology [4].

Results and Discussion

Automated SPPS was carried out on either PepSynthesizer 9050 or NovaSyn
Crystal, and acylations; were accomplished with Fmoc-X.(R)-OH :HOBt : HBTU :
DIPEA in 4 times excess for 60 to 120 minutes. Both Pam3Cys and Pam were
incorporated manually by DIC : HOWt activation chemistry; we encountered
considerable problems with uroniumn or phosphonium (e.g. HBTLJ, PyBOP)
activation chemistries due to DMP insolubility of the palmitoyl-uronium and
-phosphonium intermediates. Following completion of synthetic assembly, all
peptidic constructs were cleaved/eprotected by TPA, 88.5 : thioanisole, 2.5: EDT,
3.0: TIS, 1.0: H20, 5.0%. The synthesized lipophilic MAPS immunogens have
the -eea schematic strucisre:
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Peptde 4= Lys ~~ UpoX

Antgen4= Lys-LYS-Ser Ser-LYs- P-Ala -NH 2

I'A LipoX = H, Pam3iCys, u2a

The husghly efficiet and Amexble Fmnoccontinuous-flow SIP promoco whinch
we have established first involves the synthesis of the masn bound Dd&-Lys(Ptnoc)-

lAm-. The Lys 6-amino group following deprotection by 20% piperidincIDUl was
acylated by the activated PaM3CYS. Na-Dde was then removed by 2%
hydrazine/DMF; UV monitoring at 270 (X,) or 290 nm for the Dde-hydrazine
cyclic adduct 3,6,6-rimethyl4-oxo-4,5,6C7-tetrahydro.-lH-indazoie indicate complete
deprotection after 5 minutes. The lipopeptide was then elaborated to afford the resin-
bound core lipopeptide Ly.-& rOt~u)-S OtBu)-Lys(PuamCys)-ýAa-1). This
material when Veased with TIA: TES :1RI0 yielded the desired lipopeptide (ID-MS.
MH4 found 1411.3, requires 1410.8) in purity of over 95% by RP-HPLC.
Altrnatively, in a similar manner, the resin bound Dde-Lys4PAla- was first
elaborate to Ddes-Lys(Pun 2Dap)4Aa. (using Pmoc-Dap(Fmoc)-OH, m.p. 210.
2131C, Dap, - Deiaminepopion- acid; and pelmitic acid), and then secondly to
Lys-Ser(tBv)-SurOt~e-y(Puuap-~ (2): IPA treatmnint again afforded
the desired lipopeptide (LD-MS, MR+ found 1061.4, requires 1061.6) in good purity.
This facile route clearly deaniostrntes the versatility of the described SPIPS psoco~l
which will allow the in situ incorporation of any desired lipophilic moieties.
Anlogues of the resin-bound cote lipopeptide have been synthesized utilizing Imoc-
Lys(Dde)-OH. Fnioc-Orn(Dde)-OI1 (mp.p 11 3-1 15C) or Doc-Lys(Dde)-OH (m~p. 67-

Using 1 and 2, and following acylation with Fmioc-Lys(Fsmoc), the synthesis
of lipophilic MAPS immunogens was exemplified by the simultaneous tetrmneric

oomstacuion of a dedecapeptide intgem ("RNSQI'VALMA"A, herpes simplex. virus
ribonucleotide reduciwe 14959-970)). As a result of stenoc hindrance, double
couplings were found to be required for wetea ainoo acid residues. The assembled

lipgibli ininaugmswere cevddepmiefact bum the resin, precipitated by
deieyl ether, and them dialyzed far'24 hours. Analysis of the crude product by 51)5-
PACE mnd amo acid analysis demonstrated the presence of the desired materials,
which an at presenpt undergoing conip~armive Wanmologica evaluations. A flarther

asviaeof our described prosocol, is the ability to undertake total SIPS of di-
epitoplc lipaphilic MAPS vi 0g. the acylation of 1 with Fmoc-Lys(Dde). We
believe that this will lead to the synthesis of very exciting ad potentially efficacious
vaccines for application in both animal and humuas therapies.
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Introduction

Haemophilus inflauezae type b (Hib) infection is a major cause of bacterial
meningitis, epiglottitis, cellulitis and pneumonia in young children. Current
Ha•mophil capsular polysaccharide (polyribosyl ribitol phosphate, PRP) conjugate
vaccines protect against Hib infection, but they do not protect against other invasive
typeable and non-encapsulated strains which are a common cause of otitis media in
children. Recent studies [1, 2] indicate that antibodies raised against the outer
membrane protein P6 are protective in the infant rat model of bacteremia, and a P6-
specific monoclonal antibody was shown to have bactericidal activity in vitro against
both Hib and non-typeable strains. Therefore, the use of P6 or its immunodominant
epitopes as both additiotal immunogens and carriers for PRP represents a promising
strategy to develop new conjugate Hib vaccines with enhanced protective ability and
T-cell priming capability. Thus, the purpose of this study was to map the antigenic
determinants of P6 using overlapping synthetic peptides, and assess their
immunogenicity for possible inclusion in a cross-protective synthetic H. iqfluenzoe
vaccine.

Results and Discussion

To identify the B-cell epitopes of P6, rabbits, rats, guinea pigs and mice were
immunized with chromatographically purified P6 emulsified in Freund's adjuvant.
After two immunizations, all animals generated a strong P6-specific antibody
response as judged by both EUSA and immunoblots. The synthetic P6 peptides
were tested for their reactivities with the various anti-P6 antisera in peptide-specific
ELISAs as previously described [3]. Bordetella pertussis peptides were used as
negative controls. Two immunodominant linear B-cell epitopes were mapped to
residues 73-96 and 109-134 of the mature P6 sequence.

Peptides containing T-cell epitopes were characterized by their ability to
stimulate the proliferatom of mouse (Balb/c and C57BL/6 strains) T-lymphocytes
primed with P6 in a standard in vitro T-cell proliferation assay [4]. Four synthetic
peptides corresponding to residues 19-41, 35-58, 73-96 and 109-134, respectively,
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were found to stmulme the ptolifersdo of primed T-cells fram iedb/c mice, whereas
only peptide P6.4 (residues 54-77) induced a good pobhrative response of P6-primed
T-ym ocytes from C57BL/6 mice. These resuls indicate that pepides 73-96 and
109-134 contain both T- and B-cel epitopes. The identification of these immuno-
dominant B- and T-cell epitopes represents a firt step towards the raional design of a
potentially cross-protective Hib vaccine.
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Introduction

In the design of synthetic vaccines "promiscuous" T-cell epitopes may provide a
means to circumvent the problem of MHC restricted responses. We have reported the
use of a "promiscuous" epitope (sequence 580-599, TI) [1) which bypassed strain
differences associated With a BiT-cell epitope from the protein antigen lactate
dehydrogenase C4 (LDH-C4) [2). Recently, we also reported the use of a measles
virus epitope (MVF, sequence 288-302) [3] and another tetanus toxoid epitope (ITi 2,
sequence 830-844) [41 in association with the same B-cell epitope of LDH-C4 in
producing high titered, high affinity antibodies. In this report, we have completed an
in-depth study on these epitopes as well as additional "promiscuous" T-cell epitopes
derived from (1) Human hepatitis B surface antigen, H~sAg (IIBV, sequence 19-33)
[5]; (2) P. vivax (CSP, sequence 317-336) [6]; and (3) tetanus toxoid (T173, sequence
947-967) [71. The aim of this comparative study is to identify one or more optimal
"promiscuous" T-cell epitopes for incorporation into a multivalent template that will
not require an unwieldy number of peptides to he universally effective.

Results and Discussion

Pleptides were designed andl synthesized as previously reported [2,4, 81 and were
purified by reverse phase KPLC. The immune responses of the 7 chimeric constructs
in several inbred strains of mice (C3H/HeJ, B10.BR, (H-2k); BALB/c, B10.132, (H-
2 d); C57B1J6, C57BIJIO, (H-2b)] are summarized in Figure 1. In the responder
strain C3AW~ (11 -2k), all the chimeric constructs elicited high titer antipeptide
antibodies for the respective immunogenic sequence and the native protein antigen
LDH-C4. Haplotype restricted immune responses associated with the LDH epitope
were bypassed in several strains of mice depending on the choice of the
"promiscuous" T-cell epitope. Thus, the teanus toxoid (Ml' epitope was able to
overcome the H-2k restriction in H-2b strains but was ineffective in H-2d strains of
mice. The tetanus, toxoid (Fl2) epitope was able to provide T-cell help in 5 out of 6
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Fig.)1. immune responmsiveness of various chimmeric "promiscuous' constructs in inbred
mice strans. Results are bated an direct ELISA titn to native protein (determined as the
dilation giving an abwrbaca of 0.2 above she blank) and are a compilation of pooled
hidividual seanat the second.,' + I week bleeS Responss are tabuated according to
titers: high (>30,0001, medium (approx 4000)-10.000 and low titers (<4~0).

stains testd winl TT3 was conmsistently effebctv in providing help to the B-cell
qpitape in all strawn wested. In the cuse of mneasles virus (MVF) H-24 strwans of tice
produced high titer protein-reactive antibodies and low titers was evidenced in H-2b
strains. In rabbhits high antibody basn (>32,000) for native LDH-C4 were obtained in
the secomlary response for 6 out of 8 inmnunogens tested and moderate tifter (5000-
15000) for two imnpw(a117 and oINT11). In conclusion, thee results provide
several leads in defining the necesasry T-ell epitopes (T~r3, TF2, MVF) that may
represent the best mediod for enuingS adequate T-cell stimulating in an outbred
population with a heteroyeneous MWC m~wakup
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Introduction

We have initiated a program to determine if short peptides with sequences
corresponding to those domain. of virus-encoded polypeptides dhat participate in vinus
specific protein-protein interactions can act as antiviral agents for control of viral
infections. In this brief report we describe results obtained from a set of peptides that
correspond in sequence to a peat of the influenza virus huinagglutinin protein (HA)
that is postulated to participate in the final stages of assembly and release of this

viru from inected calls
Influenza virus HA is a tasebralglycoprotein that forms a trimeric

"spike" on the surface of the influenza virus particle and function. at three critical
stages in the infections cycle of this virus: (1) it binds to sialic acid residues on host
cells, (2) it participates as an essential component in a membrane fusion that brings
viral genomnes into the host cell cytoplasm, and (3) its carboxy terminal 10 amino
acids is a specific attachment site for virus components during assembly and release
of virus from cells. It is this latter activity that we sought to inhibit with peptides.

Results and Discussion

Initial studies with a 10-amino acid peptide that precisely matched the carboxy
terminus of the WSN strain of HA blocked release of virus particles by >90% during
a 2 b period at levels of 50-200 IAM [1). At these levels, there was <20% inhibition
of particle release by two other unrelated enveloped viruses, Sindbis and vesicular
stoinatitis. Baned on these resuls, a series of peptides were synthesized and testd in
ordier to establish the minimum size and the essential components of the sequence.

The syntheses were performed utilizing t-Doc chemistry on an Applied
Biosystems Model 403A peptide synthesizer. Peptides were purified by reversed-
phs HPLC and subjected to purity assessment techniques previously described [21.
They wemn lyoplailized and stored at 4*C. For application to virus-infected cells.
pepsides were weighied and dissolved in deilonized, H20 at 10 mg/m. They were added
to the media of virus-inficied cogls at levels raiging from 50 to 200 pg/m. The titer
of infectious WSN influenza was determined miiediamel aft addition of the peptide
sed sur 2 b of yirus replication by plaque firtion daen confluent cultures of Madin-
Darty bovine kidny cells. Typically there woae about 104 PIFU/Wl at the start of
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the inhibitory procedure mnd this level roew to about 10' in the 2 h period of
infection. An inhibitory peptdse blocked this increase by >90%, whereas a change
<50% fromn the untreated sample was considered to be a non-inhibitory peptide.

TMe rewulfs obtained with 16 peptides are summarized in Table. 1.

Table 1 Effect of peptide composition on inhibition of infl uenza and Sindbis
viruses'

Peplde Composition Influenza Virus Sindbis Virus
N.G.S.LQ.C.R.I.C.I-NH 2  +
N.G.S.L.Q.C.R.I.C.-KH 2

G.S.L.Q.C.R.I.C.I -" +
S.L.Q.C.RLIC.I.-" +

L.Q.CJR.C.I. -" ++1
L.Q.C.R-C.1. -"
L.Q.C.R.I.C.I.- OH + 1

Q.C.R.I.C.I
Q.C.R.I.C.I- NH2  + +

Ac-Q.C.R.L.C.I.- - + +/-
T.C.R1.CJ-. " + +
G.C.R.I.C.I- "+ +
Y.C.RJI.CI- "+ +

I.R.C.N.I.C.I- "b +
M.R.C.T.I.C.- "c ++-

I.C.I.R.C.O.L.d
alkeult tabulated were obtained with 200 115/mil peptide; (4.) are those with >90%
inhibition; (+/-) are those with -70% inhibition; (-) are those with <50% inhibition.
bcSequence of carboxy ttrmini of influenza serotypes HA3 and HA7. respectively.
dRetro-inverted peptide;, all D-amino acids utilized.

Earlier data indicated that substitution of the two cysteines by glycine destroyed
inhibitory activity (31. Removal of the carboxy-terminal isoleucine as well as the
internal isoleucine also blocked inhibition (Table 1). In contrast, the amino terminus
could be truncated to a 6-amino acid peptide that retained antiviral activity. However,
unlike the larger peptides, the 6-mer inhibited the release of infectious Sindbis virus
-'rtcis.

We had postulated that the specific inhibition by the lO-mer on influenza virus
assembly occurred by the peptide competing with the influenza virus HA cytoplasmic
domain for binding sites on the nucleoprotein core or matrix protein of influenza.
The molecular basis for inhibition by the smaller, less specific peptides is still
unclear.
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Introduction

Generation of CTL is a critical component of the immune response to
intracellular pathogens. Recently, the possibility of inducing in vivo a virus-
specific cytotoxic T-cell response using a cytotoxic T-cell epitope from the
nucleoprotein of the influenza virus associated to a lipopeptidic adjuvant P3CSS
represented a decisive advance in the field of synthetic vaccines: thus, chemically
defined, low-molecular weight synthetic antigens offered an interesting alternative to
the use of replicating viruses in vaccination, and appeared as a possible new approach
to the induction of cell-mediated immunity. Recently, we have shown that an early
detectable and virus specific CTL-mediated response could be induced by using a
hexadecapeptide (V3 312-327 = IRIQRGPGRAFVTIGK from the env protein of HIV-
I LAV/BRU) modified in the C-terminal position by an amino acid possessing a
saturated 14 carbon aliphatic side chain, administered in water medium, without
adjuvant [1].

Here we describe the synthesis of several other covalent modifications of the
same peptide by simple lipidic amino acids (Figure 1), and their evaluation in terms
of ability to induce a virus-specific CTL response.

choestw)1xy oysnowe yk

Fig. . Lipidic amino acids used in our constructs.
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P3CSS wsa kind gift provided byG ugP3CSS- and cholesteiyl-modified

Peptides possessing a carboxylic C-terminal end were synthesized on N-t-Boc-Gly

BALE/c (H-2d) mice immunized with Vac-env. We evaluated the efficiency of in
vivo priming with the different constructs according to two criteria: a short delay
before detection of cytolytic activity (before the 18th day of culture of the
splenocytes, i.e., after only two in vitro stimulations), and the ability of the CTL to
lyse specifically virus-infected target cells, as previously described [1]. Results of
CTL induction obtained with the different constructs, without adjuvant, are
summarized in Table 1.

Table I Results of CfL induction obtained wiih different constructs

N-termi Cterm Positif/total
H- -OH 015
P3CSS- -OH 2/2
H- 7fHda-NH2 16/17
H-ids- -Hda-NH2 1/3
H-lids- 4OH 6/10

ivahnjt"OLY15 -Hda-NH2 0/3
H- -(Nephlmtoy1)Lys-NH 2  7/9 __

H- 4NW-bolestetyloxyacetyl)Lys- f
(Na-Ac. (NCecholegteyloxyacetyl)Lys- -OH W1

Modification by the P3CSS lipopeptide induces an early detectable and virus-
specific CIL response. We also show that an efficient CIL response can be induced
by using as inmmuogens the same peptide modified in the C- or N-terminal position
by a lipidic amino acid possessing no intrinsic immunoadjuvant properties.
C-terminal modification appears as a relatively constant means to obtain efficient
immunogens (in terms of CIL induction), while N-terminal modification appears
more problematic. Introduction of a second lipidic amino acid may impair the
iimmmnogmnicity of a relatively short (16 residues) peptide.
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Introduction

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) is a primary pulmonary pathogen in patients
with cystic fibrosis and other immunosuppressive illnesses [1]. Initial infection
involves pili-mediated bacterial attachment to epithelial cells. The adherence domain
of PA pill has been shown to reside in a disulfide loop (DSL) region, 12 to 17 amino
acids in length, found at the C-terminus of the pilin protein [2, 3]. These adherence
domains bind to a common set of receptors, but amino acid differences in these
regions result in different affinities for mammalian cells [4]. One method to study
the pili-receptor binding is by examination of the 3D structure of the DSL region
alone and in complex with the receptor through NMR techniques. To generate the
required amounts of unlabelled and 13C- or l-N-labelled peptide, we have chosen a
recombinant DNA approach. Here, we present data on the production of the DSL-
peptide from PA strain PAK as N-terminal and C-terminal fusion proteins in
Fscherichia coli.

Resalts and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the two constructed expression vectors containing the sequence
encoding the DSL region of PAK pilin. The expression vector pLB201 carries a
tripartite fusion between the 1-galactosidase (OG) gene, a segment of the chicken
procz-2 collagen gene containing several potential collagenase cleavage sites, and the
PAK DSL sequence under the control of the thermally inducible lambda promoter.
The N-terminally fused peptide can be released from the resultant fusion protein by
cleavage with collagenase. Plasmid pHE311 contains the glutathione-S-transferase
(GST) gene behind the chemically inducible tac promoter. The peptide attached to
the C-terminus of GST can be released by cleavage with factor Xa. Upon either
thermal or chemical induction of the gene expression, the PG and GST fusion
proteins were produced as about 33% and 20-25% of the total protein content of the
E. cofl cells, respectively.

The DSL-OG fusion protein (Mr -~123 kDa) was obtained in the amount of 20-
25 mg/L culture after 40% ammonium sulfate precipitation and subsequent affinity
column chromatography on p-aminobenzyi l-thio-oý-D-galactopyranoside-agarose,
resulting in a calculated peptide yield of 0.4-0.5 mg/L. The major protein
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purification was achieved by salt fractionation, and not in the affinity
chromatography step as expected. Also, 50% of the OG protein was lost during the
affinity purification. The DSL-GST fusion protein (Mr -30 kDa) was purified
directly from the crude extract by affinity chromatography on S-linked reduced
glutathione-agarose beads, providing 10-15 mg/L of the recombinant protein which
corresponds to 1-1.5 mg of DSL-peptide. Western blot analysis showed that both
fusion proteins contain the DSL adherence domain (Figure 2). Cleavage of the DSL-
OG fusion protein was achieved with Achromobacter coilagenase resulting in a single
03G band of lower Mr on SDS-PAGE.

5'•3-
-sa

Bam 2 Cad RCm
5ATGAT-CCCATG fig -MM ATGATCC - 3 5 -AT53 DU.CGiCCT ATGGATCCCCGG-3'

NotAspProMet [5 ] 4NetAspfro I leGluGlyAgGlyXI leAspProtet LZ.j• 14etAspProArg

-NM 1- Mwli

dli ~BV EMI P6

Omp SM A~

ml

Apd
M NM M

Fig. 1. Plasmid vectors for the expression of PAK DSL-peptide as N- and C-terminal
fusion proteins. The DSL-peptide. including some flan/kng amino acids, was synthesized
in the form of two complementary 63-base oligonucleotides. The resultant double
stranded oligonucleotide was then cloned by standard DNA techniques into the BamHI site
of the expression vector pDSIOO [5), giving plasmid pLB20 1. The same oligonucleotide
was cloned in the right orientation in the BamHI site of the polylinker from expression
vector pGEX-3X 16). To obtain a correct in-frame fusion, the BamH! site at the fusion site
was enzymatically filled-in and re-ligated This resulted in the addition of 4 nucleotides
encoding an aspartic acid residue. Correct orientation and in-frame fusion was confirmed
for both constructs by DNA sequencing and SDS-PAGE analysis of the fusion proteins.

However, a nested set of peptides, as a result of the multiple collagenase
cleavage sites, was found on HPLC purification. Further incubation with
collagenase did not result in continued cleavage to a single peptide species in contrast
to previous reports [7]. This may be due to the reduced efficiency with which
collagenase cleaves polypeptides. In comparison, the DSL-GST fusion protein was
purified in a single step to homogeneity as shown on silver-stained SDS-PAGE.
Quantitative cleavage of the fusion protein with factor Xa was obtained either with
purified DSL-GST or with the fusion protein still bound to the affinity gel. The
advantage of the latter is that only the peptide is released from the column while the
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GST moiety remains bound to the matrix, providing an easy and efficient separation
of the two species.

These data clearly demonstrate that the PA DSL-peptides can be successfully
expressed as either an N- or C-terminal fusion protein in high yields in the
expression systems examined here. Both fusion proteins can be easily purified by
affinity chromatograhpy. The OG fusion system, however, suffers from relatively
low peptide yields due to the large subunit size of the carrier protein and an
incomplete proteolytic cleavage by collagenase. The GST fusion system, on the
other hand, produces lower amounts of protein, but the smaller size of GST provides
much higher yields of the desired peptide. Since this fusion protein can be cleaved
efficiently by factor Xa while the protein remains bound to the affinity gel, the entire
purification process is reduced to a single chromatography step. Based on these
results, GST fusions appear to be the most useful system for future cost-effective
synthesis of mg amounts of pure isotopically labelled PA DSL-peptides.

A B
Western Blot Coomassie

kDa P 3 2 1 kDa M 1 2 3 Western Coomassie
20012 1 2 kDa

116- fter -- p 116• "~ -45

97- 97 36
FP-ip- FP- 2966 GST-* 24

66-
-20

45-4
-

-14

Fig. 2. hnmunoblot of DSL-PG and DSL-GSTjusion proteins. (A) SDS-PAGE and Western
blot analysis of f-galactosidae tripartite fusion protein (tpJD purfication. Samples were
separated in 6.5% PAA geLs and were either stained with Coomassie blue or the proteins
were electrophoretically transferred to an Immobilon-P membrane and standard immuno-
detection was done with a peptide-spenjfc antibody in a I:)1000 dilution. Lanes contain
samples of affinity purified fusion protein (3), 40* (NH4)2SO4 fraction (2), and crude
extract prepared from E coli harbouring plasmid pLB201 (I). Lanes: P, 2.5 pg pilin as
control; M, standard proteins. (B) Western blot analysis of DSL-GST fusion protein (FP).
Purified DSL-GST and GST were separated in a 12.5% SDS-PAA gel. The protein bands
were visualized either by Coomassie staining or by imnunochemical techniques as above.
lanes: , GST; 2, DSL-GST.
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Introduction

Several plant lectins such as those from Sambucus nigra (SNA), Maackia
amurensis (MAL) and wheat germ (WGA) have similar oligosaccharide binding
specificities as pertussis toxin (PT), a virulence factor produced by the organism
Bordetella pertussis, the etiological agent of whooping cough [1]. All these lectins
recognize sialic acid containing oligosaccharide sequences. An important group of
mammalian sialic acid-specific lectins, called selectins play a crucial role in immune
responses (including inflammatory responses) by promoting cell-cell contact or
extravasation of leukocytes. Specific carbohydrate receptors for selectins have been
determined to contain similar oligosaccharide sequences as those which are recognized
by PT and the three plant lectins. Moreover, we, as well as others, have recently
determined functional similarities between PT and the mammalian selectins [2, 3].
We have also recently demonstrated that peptide sequences derived from the S2
subunit of PT were able to bind specifically to sialic acid containing oligosaccharides
and inhibit the binding of PT and the plant lectins [4]. Since these PT derived
peptides have the ability to bind to sialylated oligosaccharide structures and inhibit
lectin binding, these peptides in principle should be able to antagonize selectin
mediated inflammatory activity. If selectin binding activity can be altered by the use
of the inhibitory peptide sequences, then they have the potential to control
inflammation. These types of compounds will lead to the development of novel and
more effective antiinflammatory agents.

In this report we evaluated a series of synthetic peptides derived from sequences
found in PT, which had the ability to bind to sialic acid containing oligosaccharide
sequences and inhibit lectin binding, for their potential to bind to the putative
oligosacciwide selectin receptors. Those peptide sequences which had the potential
to bind these oligosaccharide sequences were screened for the potential to inhibit
selectin mediated inflammatory responses.

Results and Discussion

The peptide sequences that were chosen for further binding studies were
sequences found in the S2 subunit of PT and corresponded to amino acids 9-23
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(ACS2PI) and 18-23 (SPYGRC). Both of these peptides contained within their
sequences a short 6-amino acid span (SPYGRC) which displayed good homology to a
sequence found in WGA (SQYGHC) that was found to be a component of the sialic
acid binding site as determined by X-ray crystallography [51. Since these peptides
have been shown to play a major role in binding sialic acid, biotinylated derivatives
of these peptde sequences were screened for the ability to react with a panel of
synthetic BSA glycoconjugates including the sialyl Lewis X (SLe') and the sialyl
Lewis A (SLeh) oligosaccharide sequences, which have been identified as putative
receptors for selectins. Table I shows that both peptides can bind to a panel of sialic
acid containing glycoconjugates with variable affinities relative to control binding to
fetuin.

Table I Binding of ACS2P)-biotin and SPYGRC-biotin to BSA Conjugates-

Carbohydrate Structure of Common Binding Relative Binding Relative
BSA Conjugate Name to Fetuin of to Fetuin of

ACS2PI-b SPYGRC-b
(n = 3) (n = 3)

aNeuAc(2-3)PGaI(1-4)"GcNAc-BSA 9SLNAC 1.17 ± 0.12 1.20 ± 0.07

aNeuAc(2-3)PGa1(I-3)PGlcNAc-BSA SLe 0.70 ± 0.04 0.97 ± 0.12

aNeuAc(2-3)PGaI(1-4)PGIcNAc-BSA SLacNAC 0.94 ± 0.02 1.22 ± 0.05

aNeuAc(2-3)pGaI(I-4)PGIcNAc-BSA SLex 0.84 ± 0.03 1.20 ± 0.04
(1-3)
aFuc

aNeuAc(2-3)PGaI(I-3)PGlcNAc-BSA SLe' 0.84 ± 0.14 1.03 ± 0.08
(1-4)
OFMc

*Expelnments were done by coating 50 gmil BSA-conjugate or frtain and probed with 0.1

;pg ACS2PI-biotin (ACS2PI-b) or 0.5 pg of SPYGRC-b for I h at room temperature as
described previously 141. The binding of biotinylaid peptide to fetuin is set at a value of
1.0.

The results in Table I indicate that both biotinylated peptide sequences,
ACS2PI (2275) and SPYGRC (2283) were able to bind to the oligosaccharides SLe'
and SLe5 , and thus could serve as antagonists for a selectin mediated inflammatory
response. To assess the potential of these peptides as mediators of a DTH
inflammatory response, an in vivo animal model system was employed which
measures the degree of mouse footpad swelling in Bab/c mice after re-exposure to an
antigen (6]. The peptides ACS2PI and SPYGRC as well as two control peptides
that contain randomized sequences of ACS2PI (RHQOQSPIYGBQPCT, 2295) and
SPYGRC (GSYRPC, 2294) were used as potential inhibitors of footped swelling.

The oligosaccharide SLe' was utilized as a positive control. Seven days after
immunization with an antigen (ovalbumen), groups of 10 mice were footpad-
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challenged with ovaibumin. Five hours after re-challenge each group was treated
with 100 jig of peptide or SW. in PBS while control groups received only PBS. The
effect of each peptide or carbohydrate on reducing mouse footpad swelling was
determined after 24 h. The results shown in Figure I indicate that the peptides
ACS2P1 (2275) and SPYGRC (2283) were as effective at reducing a DTH response
in mice as an equal amount of SL.' oligosaccharide; a compound which is presently
being considered as a new antiinflammatory drug. Control peptides 2294 and 2295
which contain randomized sequences were found to be ineffective at reducing
inflammation indicating that the hexapeptide sequence (SPYGRC) found in peptides
2275 and 2283 must play an important role in preventing selectin binding to its
receptor thus reducing a DTH inflammatory response.
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McPC603 Vn(1-115): Synthesis and folding of
immunoglobulin variable regions
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Introduction

We seek to chemically synthesize small model antibodies based on the
framework of the murine myeloma protein McPC603, an IgA immunoglobulin
whose three-dimensional structure is known [1]. To better understand the required
sequences for antibody-antigen interaction we have chemically synthesized the N-
terminal VH(I-68) and VH(1-1 15) of the a-heavy chain. Our previous synthesis of
VH(1-68) [2) demonstrated the feasibility of a stepwise synthesis of such a large
fragment using the PAM resin. The present synthesis of VH(l -115) includes the 22-
98 disulfide bond that is thought to be necessary for the correct folding of the heavy
chain. This VII fragment also contains the three hypervariable loops, which ae
responsible for the specificity of the antibody and also contains the framework rgio
of the M603 idiotope. Using these synthetic fragmens, and the natural light chains
isolated from the mouse, we explored domain association, folding, and stoichiometry
by affinity chrmmtograpy and capillary ele•npoiesis.

VH (i-115): AZVKLVAEM3UGLVQPGOGLELDCATSGFTFS
DFYAEWVRQPP(KRLEWIAASRNZX4KYTT
EYSA5VKGRFIZVSRDT SQS XZLYLQMNALRA
EDTAI YrCARNYrYGBWYFDVWGAG

Fig. I. Sequence of the N-teromia of McPC603 a-heavy chain showing ninhydriWamino
acid analysis monitoring points during. the syntheis in bold type.

Results and Discussion

Both VH(1-68) and VH(1-1 15) were syaheuzed with Boc-prolection via a Hem
stepwise solid phase approach on a PAM resin. We find that the linear stepwise
synthetic approach for hydrophobic proteins of this size is very efficient, due to
solubilization of the growing peptide chains by the resin. By using amino acid
analysis to carefully monitor the synthesis at positions marked in italics (igure 1),
we identified a general problem spot in the synthesis of antibodies at
the cysteine couplings, which were overcome by using HOST esters in N-
snethylpyrrolidinone. Significant problems in the synthesis of large "-mre1 proteins
wrise notdi the syntbesis, but in do isolaton mad purification soeps. Denatured
or incorrectly folded fragmnts aggreate and subsequently become insoluble. RP-
IIPLC of the demared products, oce thought imposse even with tiflomecetic
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acid. impum dukunatclly with tdo addi~on of stronger ie-paumg reagmat such as
p nesdftinic acd OFSue 2) [3).

I I " I

6.7 13.3 20.0 26.7 33.3

Fg. 2. Ci8 HPLC on VH(i-iiS). Air oxidied sample, 4.5 M guanidine HCL 20 mM
borare pH &5. 5-45% acesonivile, I)%nin, in 5 x 10,M penwmesulfonic acid

Capillary electrophorsis below the isoelecuic point (pH 9), also inpoves on
addition of these reagents. Above the pL, a coated capillary (Supelco, CI) gives
sufficient resolution (Figure 2). The crude synthetic product contains two minor
impurities by CE, that ae not seen by HPLC. The charge on the impurities is close
to that of the main product at pH 9.5 and 7.

0.0030 q l ":-

0.0025

0.0020

0.0015

0.0010 Ans

0.0005

0.0000 o 0
* C

Fig. 3. CE b VN in 20 mi borafe pH 9.98 C) coImu 214 m 3OkV, 72 em capdkawy,
52 en to deuctor.

The folding and solubility of the product was measured in guaidine HCl
(Firm 4). At hih r pfs (8.0 and 10.0), a discontint* may re-lect the abiliy of
the protin to fom a disulfide bond. Solubilides were verified by amino acid
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monired by UV pectroawy and amiw acid anlysm. Ahqu of a 50% acenc acid
e.uact of th crnd ppEp were Muted ino b r, tOwn dnatwwd *t gumaidne HCL

analysis. We found that correct folding of the synthetic VH proteins relies on the
adoption of a stable secondary structure such as a p-barrel, that formation of a
disulfide bond may be necessary, and that correct folding is facilitated by renatration
in the presence of a template. Removal of denaturant at physiological pH without
the complimenty light chain gave insoluble particles.

Analysis of sequence homology between VH(-6S) and the second half of VH(I-
115) led us to suspect that dimers of VH(1-68) may effectively mimic the longer
chain and recombine with the light chain to form active hybrids. These hybrids
might have similar properties to the native structure and provide yet another variation
on the P-barrel structural motif. This would also explain a difference between our
results uad thoe on th product ferom genetic engineering [41.

The hapten of McPC603, phoapbocholine (C). is a small, negatively charged
organic substrate. The hybrid synthetic and nat-al recombination products were
isolated by affinity I chrmatogaphy on a column with covaleatly linked PC. Two
IPreco4ination products with slightly different affinities were isolated and will be
further characterized. Further studies are underway to fully characterize the
9okichimnety and structure of these eombiMMNs.
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Conformational differences between the cis and
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the pflus of Pseudomonas aeruginosa
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Introduction

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic pathogen which affects burn,
cystic fibrosis and cancer patients [1]. A potential anti-adhesion vaccine from the C-
terminal region of the pilin of P. aeruginosa strain K (PAK) has been studied by 1-
and 2-dimensional NMR techniques in order to gain insight into the process of
antibody-antigen recognition. The study of the pilin of this and other strains of this
bacterium should allow a greater understanding of the cross-reactivity of antibodies
specific for this region and facilitate the development of an effective anti-adhesion
vaccine. We have she-,, that a 17 residue disulfide bridged peptide (PAK 128-144)
KCTSDQDEC 'PKG& .-X corresponding to the receptor binding domain of P.
aeruginosa e - as two isomers in solution and in this paper demonstrate the
differences betwd,. ! the two forms.

Results and DIscussion

1 and 2 dimensional NMR spectra of PAK 128-144 oxidized indicated that two
isoforms of the peptide exist in aqueous solution in a ratio of 3:1. Due to well
resolved cross-peaks of the two forms in COSY, TOCSY and NOESY spectra, a
complete set of resonance assignments [2] were obtained fir both. Through the
assignment of characteristic NOEs, the two isoforms were shown to arise as a
consequence of ci&/Wrrs isomerization of the 1138-P139 amide bond. The two
isoforms were demonstrated to differ markedly in their solution structure through
comparison of chemical shift and temperature coeficient data. Several residues in the
cis isoform exhibit considerable differences in their NH and a proton chemical shifts
with respect to the trans. These variations do not occur exclusively in the region of
the cis amide bond, suggesting that conformational factors play a role in
stabilization of the minor isoform, however, this might be expected since cish/rans
isomerization of proline is not an entirely localized event [3]. Examination of NH
proton temperature coefficients for the two forms also gives insight into the
conformational differences that occur. The temperature dependence of the NH
chemical shift is an indication of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in a peptide or
protein [4]. The trans isoform has putative H-bonds to the amides of F137 and C142
while the cis form apparently has H-bonds to S131, E135, Q136 and C142. The
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different hydrogen bonding in the cis isomer indicates that its 3-D structure differs
significantly from that of the trans form and may even be more rigid due to the
greater number of H-bonds. The differences in the chemical shifts are consistent with
the variation in hydrogen bonding between the two isoforms. The residues which
apparently change their H-bonding from cis to trans are those which show marked
differences in their chemical shift. Distance and torsion angle restraints have been
obtained for the trans isomer and used to generate an ensemble of solution structures
which is shown in Figure 1. This was not possible for the cis isomer due to the
limited number of NOEs observed. The conformational ensemble of the trans form
shows the presence of two ft-turns between residues 134-137 and 139-142 in the
region of highest definition in the molecule. The epitope of the monoclonal antibody
PK99H has been shown to consist of residues 134-140 of PAK 128-144 [5]. The
presence of the P-tum between D134 and F137 is consistent with other immunogenic
peptides which have shown an innate tendency to adopt secondary structure in the
epitope region. The cis isoforn apparently lacks the -turm between residues 134 and
137 since the characteristic H-bond of F137 is not present and H-bonds are present at
E135 and Q136 indicating that the turn is disrupted. These results show that the two
isoforms differ markedly in their 3-D sructure and thus may also differ significantly
in their biological activity.

Fig. 1. Conformational ensemble for PAK 128-144 trans. The backbone of residues 133-

142 and the sidechains of F137 and 1138 are displayed
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A novel approach to a synthetic malaria vaccine
using the multiple antigen peptide system

J.C. Spetzler, C. Rao and J.P. Tam
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Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37232-2363, U.S.A.

ltroduction

Malria infects 200 million human beings each year with a fatality rate of 2-3%
and is a major health problem in developing countries. To help solve this problem,
a viable vaccine candidate is needed for clinical trials. A cysteine-rich domain at the
carboxyl terminus of the merozoite surface protein (MSP-I) [1] is the most
promising antigen for a vaccine that protects against infection challenge in primate
and rodent models. The antigen belongs to the three-disulfide epidermal growth factor
(EGF) family based on the alignment of the six cysteines. Our strategy is to allow
the EGF-iike domain to fold and form well-defined disulfide bonds before conjugation
to the MAP core matrix [2]. We have recently accomplished the synthesis of MSP-I
antigen [3] and an currently developing new methods for its conjugation to the MAP
core matrix. Because the MSP-I antigen has formed disulfide bonds, we cannot use
the traditional method of conjugating via the thiol alkylation of cysteine with a
haloacetyl group. Furthermore, there are few methods available for such site-specific
conjugation in the selective formation of a covalent bond between the peptide antigen
and the core-matrix. A rational approach would make use of the conjugation reaction
mediated through a weakly basic nitrogen nucleophile and an aldehyde under acidic
aqueous concadoois, whereby all the side chain functionalities are protected by
protonation. We describe here a model reaction that validates our concept of
attaching a .olded protein to a MAP core matrix, which can result in a chemically and
structurally well-defined synthetic vaccine with a MW exceeding 25,000 daltons and
which is technically difficult to achieve in stepwise MAP synthesis.

Results and Discussion

Our approach to assembling unprotected peptide antigens on a scaffold utilizes
the reaction between a phenyl hydrazine and an alkyl aldehyde to form a hydrazone
bond. The model peptide, SSQFQIHGPR, was synthesized by the solid phase
method using Boc chemistry. The peptide was capped with a 4-Boc-hydrazinobenzoyl
(Boc-Hob) group via DCC/HOBt at the N-terminal. Hob is a suitable choice for this
approach because it contains a weak nitrogen base and can act as the only nucleophile
in acidic pH even in the presence of unprotected side chains. The aldehyde attached to
the core matrix was generated from a mild periodate oxidation of the amino terminal
serine residue by utilizing the 2-amino alcohol moiety of the unprotected N-terminal
serine that is sensitive to periodate oxidation. A tetravalent Ser-MAP core was
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synthesized on solid phase using Fmoc chemistry. (Fmoc-Ser(tBu))4-Lys2-Lys-Ala-
resin was cleaved by TFA and directly oxidized at pH 7 for 5 min to an a-oxoacyl
derivative of MAP (HCOCO-MAP) by sodium periodate. The reaction was quenched
by ethylene glycol and purified by Ci8 reverse-phase HPLC (Figure 1). Due to its
instability and sensitivity to air, it was used immediately for the conjugation
reaction, a-oxoacyl-MAP gave the correct molecular mass as determined by FAB-
MS.

The conjugation (Figure 2) was carried out at pH 5, in which Hob obtained
from the TFA deprotection of Boc-Hob is the only nucleophile to react with a-
oxoacyl-MAP. The reaction was very efficient and, when using a 2-fold molar excess
of the Hob-peptide, the reaction was completed within 10 min. Furthermore, only a
single product was formed, as determined by C 4 reverse-phase HPLC. When the
reaction was repeated with 1 or 1.5 equivalent of Hob-peptide, the tetravalent
hydrazone-MAP product was completed in 5 h and 1 h, respectively. The peptide-
hydrazone-MAP conjugate was characterized by ESI-MS and amino acid analysis.
Both analyses agreed with the expected composition.

The advantages of our approach are as follows: (1) the Ser-MAP core matrix is
convenient to prepare; (2) the mild oxidation by periodate to a-oxoacyl-MAP is
efficient and generally free of side reactions because of the absence of side chains in
the MAP core matrix; (3) the Hob group can be considered to be an amino derivative
and conveniently integrated into the synthetic scheme in solid phase; (4) the
conjugation between Hob and ux-oxoacyl-MAP is facile and selective; and (5) because
of the aromatic conjugation in the phenyl hydrazone linkage, and unlike the nornal
alkyl hydrazone linkage, it is stable at the neutral pH that is used in the
immunization procedure.

In conclusion, we have developed a novel strategy for linking unprotected
peptide antigens to the MAP core matrix to produce structurally and chemically
defined macromolecules for vaccine p•uposes.
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Introduction

The development of chimeric constructs containing a T-cell and B-cell epitope
for the rational design of future vaccines represents an effective alternative to the use
of undefined carrier protein conjugates [1]. The mechanism of directional help in T-
cell dependent B-cell responses elicited by chimeric constructs is poorly understood,
but is dependent on a number of factors: peptide processing by antigen presenting
cells (APC), the presence of T-cells of appropriate specificity, affinity of the T-cell
epitope for MHC class H molecules and antigen mimicry. There are a number of
examples that show the influence of epitope orientation on the immunogenicity of
chimeric synthetic peptides and the affinity of antibodies induced by them [2-41. The
aim of this study is to explore the mechanisms of the interplay involved in the
pairing of B-cell and T-cell epitopes within a single synthetic peptide.

Results and Discussion

A B-cell epitope (aN) derived from the protein antigen mouse lactate
dehydrogenase C4 (LDH-C4), was colinearly synthesized with a "promiscuous" T-cell
epitope from either tetanus toxoid (TT3, sequence 947-967) or the fusion protein of
measles virus (MVF, sequence 288-302). The four constructs were synthesized such
that the T-cell epitopes were at the amino terminus (otNTT 3 and UNMVF) or the
carboxyl terminus (TT3%a and MVFaN) relative to the B-cell epitope. The four
chimeric peptides were synthesized on a Milligen/Biosearch 9600 synthesizer using
FMOC/t-butyl synthetic strategy, BOP/HOBt in situ activation coupling protocols
on a MBHA resin (0.6 mmol/g, 4-hydroxymethyl phenoxyacetyl linker). Peptides
were deprotected and cleaved from the resin with TFA and were purified (>95%
homogeneity) by reverse-phase semi-preparative HPLC.

We studied the immune respornes of these constructs by immunizing New
Zealand white female rabbits three weeks apart and collecting sera at weekly intervals
during the primary, seconday and tertiary response. Since all constructs produced
high titered antisera specific for the immunogen and the native protein LDH-C4 , the
orientation of the B-cell epstope (aN) relative to the promiscuous T-cell epitope [rM
(data not shown) or MVF] did not affect the immunogenicity of these peptides. In
order to delineate how orientation of the epitopes affects specificity and affinity of
antibody recognition, competitive inhibition ELISA were carried out. Our results
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how dot all of the chimeric coam irrpective of epitope arietation wae good
inlibitors of anti-chimera antibody binding to the native protein on the plate (Figure

1).

1.2-

0.83

0.6

Inhibitor Concentration, paM

Fig. 1. inhibitors a,/4VF, MVFa. (NTF3 , L.DH-C4 and MVF-Turn competing for the
binding of anti-MVFa!V antibodies to native protein (WDH-C 4 ) coated plates.

The chimeric antibodies are specific for the aN epitope of LDH-C4 indicating
that the B-cell epitope conformation in the chimeric peptides is mimicking the
structure of the native antigen protein. Thus, the influence of epitope orientation on
the ability of the various peptide constructs to inhibit antibody binding to LDH-C4
cannot be easily distinguished. In conclusion, although chimeras with opposite
orientation were slightly less effective inhibitors than chimeras with the same
orientation in inhibiting antibody binding to the native protein, the immunogenic
capacity of individual chimeras was not impaired by choice or selection of epitope
orientation. (This work was supported by an NIH gnmt A125790 to PTPK.)
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Introduction

Receptor dimerization upon ligand binding has been suggested as a general
mechanism for receptor kiase activation (1]. While ligands may directly participate
in or facilitate dimerization of receptors by inducing corresponding conformational
changes, the trausmembrane (TM) regions of the receptors may also play an active
role in this process. For example, a single mutation of Val6 4 to (flu within the
putative TM domain of the neu protein, p185. dimerizes and constitutively activates
this protein kinase, and consequently renders it oncogenic. It has been hypothesized
that dimerization of the oncogenic neu protein may be mediated by the TM Glu
residue [2].

Results and Discussion

We have adopted a peptide approach to address the above problem (see also [3]).
Two 23-residue peptides were synthesized of amino acid sequence H2N-Arg-Ala-
Ser-pw(ý-Val-'fr-Phe-Ile-Ile-Ala-Thr-Val-X.Giy-Val-txLcu-eLys-Arg-Arg-Arg-Gln-
Lys- OH, where X = Val or Gin. These two peptides, designated ncu(TM)-V and
neu(TM)-E, respectively, represent major portions of the putative TM segments of
the proto-oncogenic and oncogenic forms of the corresponding neu proteins.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of these peptides in water, and upon titration
with sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) are displayed in Figure 1. While both peptides
undergo conformationsl transitions fromi random structure in aqueous buffer to largely
ot-helixc in SDS (pH 7.0), the helicity of peptide neu(TM)-V apparently decreases as
the SDS concentration is increased from 2.5 to 10 mM (Figure 113). This
phenomenon may reflect the relatively stronger aggregational tendency for peptide
neu(TM)-V in SDS solutions at neutral pH, as is further suggested by its decreased
absolute ellipticity in 10 mM SDS compared with peptide neu(TM)-E (Figure IA).
Thus, SDS molecules may act as counter-ions to the positively-charged ends of
peptide negTM)-V, and promote its hydrophobic self-association. Parallel SDS-
PAGE gels run at pH 8.8 (fiure 2A) reveal that peptide neu(TM)-V (monomer MW
2606) assumes largely helical dimers along with some highly aggregated ft-sheet

scis(noted at the top of gel A), whereas peptide neu(TM)-E exists pn.ýdominantly
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as ddife momomers. Ionized TM Giu side chains may mitigue against dinmization
of neu(TM)-E becamse of charge-cbhge repulsion, but this peptide could, in principle,
form dimers when the Glu side chain is protonated (neutral). This proved to be the
case, as evidenced by SDS gels nm at a pH below the pK value (4.4) of the Glu side
chain; Figure 2B demonstrates that both peptides neu(Ml)-V and neu (TMl)-E form
dimers (-5 kDa) at pH 3.5. Although running SDS gels under acidic conditions has
not been widely reported, the well-resolved separation of the molecular weight
standards in Figure 2B suggests that the results are valid.

A) B)
.E +40-

-20-

00

2.5 ff* SOS

10mM SOS

190 210 230 250 190 210 230 250

nm nm

Fig. 1. CD spectra of peptides (A) ne(TM)-E (30 pUt) and (B) nea(TM)-V (30 pLM) upon
titration with SDS at the indicated concentrations. Methods for peptide synthesis and CD
nweaurements were as described [3]. Pepaide sequences are given in the text.

The in vitro tendency toward self-association of peptide neu(TM)-V in the
membrane-mimetic environment of SDS micelles may not necessarily be
representative of the situation in intact p185 proteins, where close packing of TM
segments may generally be hindered by the bulky periplasmic and cytoplasmic
domains of the protein. As well, wild type TM residues can interact hydrophobicaily
with themselves or surrounding lipids, and in principle, equilibrate between the two.
The pment remlts suggest that when the Glu aide chain is protonated - as may occur
in the physiological, non-polar environment of a membrane-spanning segment - this
residue can also mediate the dimerizauion of the (oncogenic) neu protein in the
membrane, likely by H-boding between irs of (protonated) Glu side chains and/or
between Olu side chains and accessible (Ala?) neighboring main chain C-O groups
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[21. However, in contrast to the Val 4me, the site of ieraction in the Gin dimer is
four side chain bonds distant from the main chain; such an interaction may not
require a close an approach of peptide backbones, yet may be sufficient to bring the
coresponding cytoplasmic protein kinase domains into contact. Once formd, such
Glu dimers may be mom tightly associated than corresponding Val dimers, since their
interaction involves the attractive energies of two H-bonds in an otherwise low
dielectric local environment. Such relative inability of Glu dimers to dissociate
would then provide, in part, an underlying basis for the mechanism of receptor
constitutive activation.

(A) W(B) (

Mr CO) b Mr C• 3
x10 3  1 x10 3

x xl

29.0-
29.0- 18.4-
18.4- 6.2-

6.2-26.2 -- 3.0 -- ,

3.0-

Fig. 2. SDS-PAGE gel analysis of pepudes at (A) pH 8.8, and (B) pH 3.5. Lanes are as

indicated above each geL
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Introduction

The condensation of shikimate 3-phosphate (S3P) and pyruvylenlphosphate
(PEP) by 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate syathase (EPSPS) to form EPSP is
an essential step in the synthesis of aromatic amino acids in plants and bacteria. The
herbicide glyphosate (N-[phosphonomethyllglycine) inhibits the enzyme by
competing with the binding of PEP [1) and has been proposed to act as a transition
state analog. Efforts to enhance its micromolar affinity have been of limited success,
hindered by a lack of structural information to guide the design process. The X-ray
structure of the 46 kD free enzyme (21 shows two structurally similar domains
connected by two polypeptide strands. The wide cleft between domains does not
define the bound orintation of S3P and glyphosate and suggests that a significant
conformational change must occur upon binding. To date, X-ray analysis of the
ternary complex of S3P, glyphosate, and the enzyme has been impeded by difficulties
in generating crystalline material.

When crystalline samples are unavailable for X-ray analysis and/or the motional
properties of a molecule render it unsuitable for solution NMR, solid-state NMR can
provide structural information otherwise unattainable. Rotational Echo-DOuble-
Resonance (REDOR) NMR allows interatomic separation to be determined based on
the r 3 distance dependence of the dipolar coupling [3). In this magic-angle spinning
experiment, signal echoes that normally form during each rotor cycle for one nucleus
are attenuated by rotor-synchronized x pulses applied to the other nucleus. The
reduction in signal intensity is a function of the dipolar coupling of the nuclei
involved. In this study, we report REDOR NMR analyses of the EPSPS ternary
complex which measure distances within glyphosate, between glyphosate and S3P,
and between each ligand and the enzyme. These distances, along with information
from chemical modification and site-directed mutagenesis studies, have been used to
generate a model for the bound geometry of S3P and glyphosate.

Results and Discussion

EPSPS was purified from cultures of an FK col strain (Monsanto Co.)
engineered to overproduce the enzyme. Samples for NMR analysis (-150 mg) were
prepared by lyophilization of a buffered dilute solution of the enzyme, S3P, and
glyplosate [4]. Bound 31p chemical shifts were the same in the lyophilized powder
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and anhtiom, confirming that the structure of the binding site is preserved in the
lylifted enzyme-

D expetimm with specifically labelled 13C-glyphosast in which the31p s was de3ed by C yielded glyphosate intrunoleculw distances of 4.92 +

0.04 A (CI-P) and 4.04 ± 0.05 A (C2-P). Dephasing by surrounding natural
abundan "C wa treated as a single, "mean" spin and applied a a correction to the
observed dephsing. A systematic conformational seach of glyphosate identified four
families of conformations consistent with these distances, of which two are similar
to X-ray structures reported for glyphosate [5, 6]. All four conformation could be
superimposed on a carbocation transition-state model for PEP.

These experiments and others using 15N-glyphosate also yielded inter-ligand
distances: 6.2 ± 0.2, 6.4 ± 0.1, 7.1 ± 0.3, and 6.3 ± 0.3 A between the S3P
phosphorus and Cl, C2, N, and C3 of glyphosate, respectively. Restrained
molecular dynamics simulations of the two ligands in the absence of the enzyme did
not eliminate any of the four glyphosate conformations and did not define the
orientation of glyphosate with respect to S3P. These simulations did reveal that the
closest approach of the S3P oxygen at position five to the glyphosate nitrogen is
>5.0 A. One model for glyphosate inhibition proposes hydrogen bonding between
these two atoms to form a complex similar in geometry to the tetrahedral
intermediate formed by EPSPS from S3P and PEP [7]. The simulations reveal that
this mode of interaction is unlikely and also explain the unexpectedly low affinity of
a cosubstrate of S3P and glyphosate [8].

REDOR experiments using [6-&N]lysine-EPSPS in which the 1"N signal was
dephased by 31p suggested that 3 of the 17 lysine sidechains in EPSPS are near
glyphosate and S3P. A TEDOR [9] experiment established that two of the lysines
are 4.0 ± 0.3 A from the phosphorus of glyphosate while one is 3.7 ± 0.4 A from
the S3P phosphorus. Another REDOR experiment with [6-15N]lysine-EPSPS and
[l-I3C]glyphosate revealed that one of the 3 lysines was 4.3 ± 0.3 A from CI of
glyphosate. Proximity of S3P and glyphosate phosphorus to two arginines and
histidine was discovered in experiments using [U-1NIEPSPS and ["5N]histidine-
EPSPS, respectively.

Chemical protection and site-directed mutagenmis experimeats have implicated
Lys22 [10, 111, Lys340 [12], Lys4ll [13], and Arg27 plus another unidentified
arginine [14] in the binding of S3P and glyphosate to EPSPS. These residues are
located in the cleft of the EPSPS X-ray structure. S3P and glyphosate were docked
into the crystal structure, and molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the
complex using the glyphosate intramolecular and glyphosate/S3P inter-ligand
distances as restraints. A restraint from Arg27 to S3P Cl was inferred from the
crystal structure and additional restraints consistent with the REDOR NMR results
linked ArglOO and Argl24 to S3P phosphorus; Lys22 to S3P phosphorus and
glyphosate Cl; and Lys340 and Lys4lI to glyphosate phosphorus. The resulting
orientation of glyphosate with respect to S3P is shown in Figure 1. Further
REDOR studies of the ternary complex will test this model and provide insights into
the mechanism by which glyphosate inhibits EPSPS.
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Fig. 1. Stereo view of the model of SOP and glyphosate bound to EPSP synthase
consistent with solid-state REDOR NMR resutks. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity and 0,
P, and N atoms are shown in gray.
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Introduction

Heat-shock proteins (hsp) belong to a family of highly conserved proteins
whose MWs range from about 10 to 110 kD and are of general importance for protein
folding and assembly. The members of the hsp60 sub-family (GroEL) have been
shown to mediate the folding of many proteins in vivo and in vitro [1]. These so-
called chaperones [2] are high MW complexes, consisting of 14, 60 kD subunits
arranged in two stacked heptameric rings [3). In the presence of ATP, GroEL forms a
complex with the co-chaperone hsplO (GroES), also a heptameric ring of identical 10
kD subunits. Binding of GroES to GroEL is required for full function in protein
folding.

The molecular mechanism of chaperone action is still poorly understood and 3D
structures of GroEL and GroES are not yet available.

After having shown that synthetic E. coli GroES assembles spontaneously into
an active heptamer [4], we have now progressed to study the structure of GroES
molecules. Since the dimensions of the later make solution NMR unfeasible, we
have used chemical synthesis coupled to CD spectroscopy, chromatography and
molecular modeling to study the aggregation and structural properties of several
M. tuberculosis hsplO fragments and correlate them to those of the full-length

Results rnd Discussion

The GroES protein (1-99) and its shorter fragments (26-99, 51-99, 59-99 and
75-99) were chemically synthesized using t-BOC chemistry and purified by RP-
HFLC and ion-exchange domatography. The immunological properties of the full-
length protein were shown to superimpose with those of a sample of recombinant
material.

At concentrations larger than 500 igu/ml synthetic and recombinant full-length
protein, the 26-99, 51-99 and 59-99 fragments but not the 75-99 fragment aggregated
to tetramners in contrast with the predicted hepiuieric structure based upon all other
hspl0 molecules studied to date. At concentration of about 10 pg/ml the protein
was mainly dimeri while all other fragments remained as tetruamers. Thus, one of
the protein aggregatim motifs was contained in the C-terminus half.
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To predict the protin secondary structure CD spectroscopy was then used. In
aqueous solution (pH 7.3) the CD spectrum of t0 59-99 fnagment had a large
contribution (minimumi at 218 ma). The rb contribution was only partly maintained
in the 51-99 fragment and progespively decreased with 3 ingrtwo g the chain length.
In fact, the full-length 1otein had a spectrum which others have attributed to the so-
called "random-cos" stindtuce. To induce conformanonal changes which would allow
the determinationcentrton dary structure elements, CD studies were conducted as a
function of pH, temperature and addition of organic solvents (MeOH, TFE and
AcCN). Varying the pH from 2 to 0 did not change substantially the spectrum of
the protein while it reinfosred the . contribution in the shorter fragments at acidic
pHs. Deconvolution of the 59-99 spectrum at pH 3 using two independent methods

gave between 21% and 35% d structure with aittle or no a-helix contribution
depending on wle method used. c oe next step involved titration with organic
solvents of the aqueous solutions containing either the isp molecule or the shorter
fragments. This induced conformaftional changes, summarized as follows: (i) the CD
spectra in 70% MeOH were of etie oncntra in all cawer except for the full-length
protein at high concenmon ol and the 59-99 fragment whose spectra were agethio
type; (ii) similar trends tot pled tothe with MeOH were obtained using TFE and
AcCN, although conformational changes occurred for different organic solvent
concentrations.

To evaluate whether addition of MeOH had any effect on the aggregation states
of the peptides as well as their conformation, similar titration studies were repeated
and followed by size exclusion chromatography. This indicated that in 70% MeOH
and for a peptide concentration of 500 nghm both fill-length protein and fragments
were dimeric. When the peptide concentrations were reduced to either 100 or 10

fg/ml, the protein became monomeric while the fragments changed their aggregation
state from tehameric in 100% buffer to dimeric in 70% MeOH. In conclusion, the
above CD experiaents whe b of M hC S.E. chromatography results indicated
that the GroES protein was characterized as having the9e different conformational
states: a "random coil" conformation in aqueous solution, an uett conformation at
low concentration and in 70% MeOH and finally an rev ca maon at higher
protein concentration and in 70% MeOH.

Before attempting a rauiqaiatn, ion of these findings in terms of 3D models,
sequence and structure homology studies werfpeerformed. These revealed that the 59-
99 fragment had about 40% sequence homology with the 45-83 region of the MW II
I chain. This region has been proposed to adopt the same four 0 stranded
conformation found at the base of MHC class I peptide binding groove. This and the
CD results which had shown that the 59-99 fragment had a paesominantly T structure
in aqueous solution were used to model the peptide on MeHC antigens.

Furthermore, inspection of the protein data bank revealed a second possible
sequence homology, that between hspl0 and the 76 amino adid long stress protein
ubiquitin. Interestingly, ubiquitin, whose 3D structure has been solved, gave a CD
spectrum both in aqueous solution and in buffer-MeOH mixtures identical to that of
monomeric hspl0 in 70% MeOH.

Based upon these observations, it was felt possible to explain the three
conformational states detected for the hspl0 molecule:
1. The higher concentration CD spectrum (alp) in 70% MeOH was reminiscent of

the structure of the 59-99 fragment in aqueous soluitions. The structure of
dimeric hspl0 may therefore correspond to that of the MHC II peptide binding
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domain. Although the homology between the C-terminus half of GroES and
MHC II might be coincidental, recent speculations, evolutionary relating the
latter to the more ancient hap molecules [51 support this conclusion.

2. The overall sequence homology with ubiquitin and the fact that the latter has a
CD spectrum identical to monomeric hsplO were used to model the second
conformational state on the published 3D structure of ubiquitin. The model
obtained was consistent with the aggregation properties of the protein and its
fragments. Thus, in the proposed ubiquitin-like hsp structure the P3 strand at the
C-terminus (86-90) is H-bonded to another 13 strand, that between residues 2 and
7. In the shorter fragments (51-99 and 26-99) which lack the N-terminus
sequence, the intramolecular interaction between the two strands is replaced by
an intermolecular one, that between the C-terminus strands of two different
molecules thus generating the dimeric structures detected by SE chromato-
graphy.

3. Finally, the so-called "random coil" conformation detected in aqueous solutions
could be explained either with the existence of conformational equilibria or
more convincingly, as indicating that bspl0 is a compact molecule with defined
secondary elements but lacking a well defined tertiary structure. A corollary to
this hypothesis would be that hsp molecules adopt a "random coil"
conformation to properly carry out their biological function which requires
binding to different polypeptide chains. Our recent findings indicating that
synthetic Rattus Norvegicus GroES forms heptameric structures with the
expected chaperoning activity but with a CD spectrum of the "random coil"
type support this conclusion.
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Introduction

GnRH is a linear decapeptide that regulates ovulation and spermatogenesis by
stimulating the secretion of the gonadotropins by the pituitary. In order to define the
conformational requirements for GnRH antagonist activity, we are applying a
multidisciplinary approach that involves the design and synthesis of progressively
more constrained analogs, in combination with analysis by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and computational techniques. Our ultimate goal is to design
peptidomimetics that could be used as non-steroidal contraceptive agents and for
treatment of sex steroid dependent pathologies. Our initial analysis of a marginally
potent, monocyclic (1-10) analog (1, Table 1) led to the design of monocyclic (4-10)
analogs with high antagonist activity [1]. Analysis of one of these antagonists (2,
Table 1) by NMR and molecular dynamics showed that the (4-10) cycle adopts a
0-hairpin conformation with a Type Ir 0 turn around residues 6-7 [2, 3]. In this
conformation, the side chains of residues 5 and 8, as well as the tail formed by
residues 1-3, are located on the same side of the molecule, suggesting new bridging
possibilities to design more constrained GnRH antagonists. Dicyclic (4-10/5-8)
antagonists with high potency have been obtained [4], and structural analysis of one
of these compounds (3, Table 1) revealed a very similar conformation to that found
for the parent monocyclic analog 2 [5]. Here we report the conformational analysis
of another dicyclic (4-10/5-8) antagonist (4, Table 1) and of the first dicyclic
compound with a 1-8 bridge that displays a significant GnRH antagonist activity (5,
Table I).

Results and Discussion

The conformational behavior of 4 in CDCl/DMSO-d6 2:1 (v/v) was studied by
a combination of NMR and computational techniques. A total of 70 restraints
deduced from nuclear Ovethnuser effects (NOEs), coupling constants and temperature
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Table I Bioogicalpouncy of constramied QRH antomis

compo- d AOAa

1 cyclo(1-10)[A4fPo',D-p.PhD-Trp',D-Trp 6 , 1000 (5/8)
NMW~ouPAla RH~

2 cyclo(4-10XAc-A3P r',D-pEPbe 2 .D-T , 10(2/10)
Asp4,D-2Na.,Dpr'OIGnRH

3 dicyclo(4-tY-8XAc-D-2NalJ)-pCI•P D-TrP3, 5(2/10)
Asp4,GluS.D-AreLysSDprlO]GnRH

4 dicyclo(4-10/5,5'-S)[Ac-D-2Nal'DJ-p .D-Pal3, 5(2/8)
Asp4,Glu5(Gly)J)-Argj)bu5 ,DprO]CmnRH

5 dicyclo(l-8/4-10)[Ac-D-Glu',D-pClpbe 2J)-PaP, 100(3/6)
Asp',AWgJD-Nal6,Lysg9Dpr'O]GaRH

AAOA-antiovulatory assay in the rat: dosage in jig (rats ovulatingftotal rats).

coefficients of amide protons were incorporated into simulated annealing and
molecular dynamics calculations to obtain structures compatible with the NMR data.
A representative structure is shown in Figure 1. Rather than forming a Type Ir 0
turn around residues 6-7, which has been proposed to be essential for the biological
activity of GnRH, 4 adopts a Type r o-turn conformation around these residues. In
addition, a Type I P turn is formed around residues 5-6. The tail formed by residues
1-3 is flexible, a- was observed for 2 and 3, but is oriented outwards with respect to
the 4-10 ring. These results show that, despite the dicyclic nature of 3 and 4, the
4-10 backbone is able to adopt at least two distinctly different conformations, and
suggest that the presence of a turn around residues 6-7, rather than the type of turn, is
important for GnRH antagonist activity. Our results also stress the necessity to
define the active conformation in the N-terminal residues.

Fig. 1. A representative sitrcture of the dicyclic (4-1015/5'-8) analog 4. Only heavy
atoms and amide protons are shown. Solid circles correspond to atoms of the backbone
and of the bridging side chains. Dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds.
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4
4

I

Fig. 2. Companion of the backbone conformaions of the nonocycl (4-10) analog 2
(left) and of the dicycic (1-8/4-10) analog$ (right). Only N and C atoms of the backbone
and the bridging side chain, •we shotwn

Using the same methodology outlined above, we have initiated the analysis of
compound 5, where a 1-8 bridge constrains the conformation of the N-terminus. The
NMR data observed for this compound indicate strong similarity between its
conformation and that adopted by the parent monocyclic analog 2, including the Type
Ir fturn conformation around residues 6-7 (Figure 2). A number of NOEs between
residues 4 and 8 suggest that the conformation of 5 is highly rigid. The bridge
between the N-terminus and the Lys$ side chain is located above the 4-10 ring, on the
same side as the Arg5 side chain. A conformation similar to a Type II P turn is
observed around residues 1-2. This feature could be important for biological activity,
as it was observed previously in the monocyclic (1-10) analog 1 [61, and was
suggested to be populated in 2 [2]. We are currently optimizing the potency of the
dicyclic (1-8/4-10) series of GnRH antagonists. Conformational analysis of the most
potent compounds, in combination with the information obtained for the dicyclic (4-
10/5-8) antagonists, should lead to a more complete definition of the structural
requirements for GnRH antagonist activity.
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The interactive behaviour of amphipathic peptides
with hydrophobic surfaces

A.W. Purcell, M.T.W. Hearn and M.I. Aguilar

Department of Biochemistry and Centre for Bioprocess Technology,
Monash University, Wellington Rd, Clayton, Victoria 3168, Australia

Introduction

The development of interactive modes of chromatography to investigate the
physicochemical nature of peptide and protein surface interactions has advanced
considerably over the past decade. In the present study, the interactive behaviour of a
series of peptides designed to adopt amphipathic helical structure has been
investigated using reversed phase liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC).

Results and Discussion

Parameters which describe the hydrophobic contact area and the solute affinity
for the stationary phase ligands were determined for the P-series of peptides listed in
Table 1 over a temperature range of 5-85*C. The retention of peptides in RP-HPLC
can be described by the following expression:

log 1 = lg k--si,
The parameters S and log k0 were determined from plots of log k versus j and

are related to the hydrophobic contact area of the peptide and the affinity of this
contact region for the hydrophobic ligands [1]. The influence of ligand hydro-
phobicity was assessed by comparison of peptide retention on C4 and C18 stationary
phases.

Table I Pepide sequences

P1 H2N-KSEEQLA-COOH

P2 H2N-KSEEQLAKSEEQLA-COOH

P3 H2N-KSEEQLAKSEEQLAKSEEQLA-COOH

P4 H2N-KSEEQLAKS QLAKSEEQLAKSEEQILA-COOH
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Fig. 1. The dependene of S and log k, on teimperantue for P1 and P2 separated on a C18
sorbent.

Figures 1 and 2 show the plots of S and log k. versus temperature for the P-
peptides separated on an n-octadecylsilica (C 18) sorbent with acetonitrile as the
organic solvent. It can be seen that the dependence of die parameters becomes morce
complex as peptide length is increased. The results correlate with the CD analysis of
thewe peptides in acetonitrile and trifluoosm which indicate that a significant
degree of at-helix can be induced with P3 and P4 in hydrophobic environments. The
changes in the S and log k0 values may thus correspond to the induction of helical
structure during the interaction of these peptides with hydrophobic ligands. The
results also demonstrate that ligand-induced effects can stabilize peptide structure
depending on the ciwomatorahi residence time and peptide length.

The chrmao- ap- bandwidths also permit the kinetics of confoirmational
interconversions to be investigated in terms of time-depeadent changes in the
conforfmaton and molecular composition of the hydrophobic contact ame established
between the peptide and the chroatographic ligans [21. Additional information on
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Fig. 2. Tse dependence of Sand log k, on temperature for P3 and P4 separated on a C18
sorbent.

the interactive dynamics of the P-peptides was thus obtained from analysis of
bandwidth dependencies over the different chromatographic conditions. For P1 and
P2 planar dependencies of bandwidth were observed which is consistent with these
peptides chromatographing as random coils. For P3 and N4 large increases in
bandwidth were observed at discrete temipeatures and gradient times which correspond
to the experimental conditions at which maxima in the S and log k,) values were
observed. These observations indicate that the structure of these longer peptides was
undergoing conformational transitions during the chromatographic timescale.
Furthermore, these changes in bandwidth were seen at lower temperatures on the C4
sorbent compared to the C18 sorbent. demonstrating that the longer more
hydrophobic ligand act to stabilize the secondary structure.

These studies have provided fiuther insight into the contribution of peptide
secondary structure to peptide retention behaviour and the role of hydrophobic force
in the stabilization of peptid structime in RP-HPLC.
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How do magainins interact with neutral and acidic
lipids?
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Introduction

Magainin 2, a 23-amino acid cationic peptide, was isolated by Zasloff in 1987
from the skin of the female African clawed frog, Xenopus laevis. This peptide
possesses antimicrobial activity against a broad range of organisms, is relatively
nonhemolytic and has the potential to form a highly amphiphilic a-helical
conrfaination with a large hydrophobic moment and an overall length of about 30 A.
It soon became clear that the bactericidal activity of magainin is associated with its
ability to disrupt bacterial membranes. Current evidence indicates that magainin may
form cation-selective channels [1]. Also, results from 15N NMR suggest that
magainin may lie parallel to the plane of the bilayer as a-helical rods at the
membrane surface (2]. In contrast, Williams et al. (31 found that while magainins
induce leakage of calcein and carboxyfluorescein from unilamellar liposomes, they do
not readily penetrate the bilayer surface subsequent to binding, but cause a disordering
of the fatty acyl chains of acidic phospholipids and, at high peptide concentrations,
can solubilize lipid bilayers. Based upon this evidence, these workers dispute the
channel-forming theory and propose that magamins may disrupt membrane structure
by a mechanism similar to detergents.

Remits an Discuimlom

FT-IR spectroscopy was used to study lipid and peptide structure. Using the
symmetric C-H stretching band near 2850 cm-1 to monitor the fluidity of the lipid
fatty acyl chains, an ordering effect is observed in both DPPC and dipalmitoyl-
phosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) which is proportional to peptide concentration. In each
case, a shift in Tm is observed at molar lipid to peptide ratios below 100:1. For
DPPC, T, increames to >45°C at a lipid to peptide ratio of 20:1, but does not change
at higher levels of peptide. In contrast, at lipid to peptide ratios below 10:1, the T.
for DPPG decreases and the fatty acyl chains become more fluid. In order to assess
the conformation of magainin 2 amide at a lipid to peptide ratio of 20:1, the
resolution of the awide I band (after appropriate subtraction using the pure lipid in
D20 buffer) was enhanced by c~a atinag the second derivaive. These band shapes
are esentially identical to those~obtained by Fourier self-deconvolution. For each,
the major component occurs near 1650 car' with a smaller component near 1635
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cm-1. The 1650 cm-1 bend is generally attributed to a-helical secondary structure,
while the 1635 cm-1 band may indicate f-sheet (or possibly 310-helix) structure.
These results are similar to those reported by Jackson et al. [4]. From these data,
several qualitative observations can be made. For both DPPC and DPPG, the peptide
appears to be predominantly, but certainly not completely, a-helical. Also, the ratio
of the 1650 to 1635 cm-1 components increases when the lipid undergoes a phase
change from the gel to liquid crystal state, which may indicate greater a-helical
structure in a fluid lipid environment. Further IR studies are continuing with
magainin 2 amide and other more potent antimicrobial peptides.

We are using a new solid-state NMR technique developed by Schaefer and
coworkers called rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR) [5, 6] for the direct
measurement of dipolar coupling between stable-isotope-labeled nuclei in the same
molecule or between labels in different molecules. From the intensity of dipolar
coupling, interatomic distances can be estimated. In the experiment shown here,
magainin 2 containing 15N-labeled Ala at position 9 was added at a 1:5 molar ratio to
DPPG, which has a phosphorus atom in the polar headgroup. The experiment was
performed at -50*C to minimize motional averaging. For the 3 1P-containing lipid
and 15N-labeled peptide, observable dipolar coupling may be expected if the distance
between the two nuclei is less than -5 A. In the REDOR experiment, the 31p
rotational spin echoes may be prevented from reaching full intensity by inserting two
15N x pulses per rotor period, with the P-N dipolar coupling determining the level of
dephasing. The difference between the 15N-pulsed 31p spectrum and one where no
15N x pulses are applied measures the extent of 31p- 5N coupling, which is inversely
proportional to the distance between these nuclei. A loss of intensity in the 15N-
pulsed 31p spectrum would indicate that at least some of the 15N-Ala in magainin is
very close to the polar headgroup of DPPG. Althoughthe results of this experiment
showed no detectable dipolar coupling, this does not rule out the possibility that the
peptide resides at the bilayer surface. Complications arise from the possibility of
motional averaging (even at -50'C) and the short distance for which coupling can be
measured between these two nuclei. Another problem stems from the excess of
DPPG, since even if most or all of the magainin molecules were interacting with
DPPG polar groups, only a relatively small population of the 3"P atoms in the lipids
might be expected to be close enough to '5N-Ala in magainin to experience dipolar
coupling. If the average interatomic distance were not substantially less than 5 A, no
difference signal could be expected. Future REDOR experiments will measure an
intramolecular 3C-' 5 N distance between amino acids separated by four residues to
test for a-helical structure when the peptide is bound to lipid bilayers.
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The conformation of amphipathic peptides in lipid
complexes
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Introduction

The lipid-associating domains of the exchangeable human serum
apolipoproteins A, C and E are purported to form a series of amphipathic a-helical
structures. The hydrophobic face of the helix is proposed to be in contact with the
phospholipid side chains in the lipoprotein complex. The hydrophilic face is exposed
to the aqueous phase and the charged side chains may then form associations with the
zwitterionic phospbolipid headgroups [1]. Only the lipid-bound protein is active
physiologically, i.e. binds to receptors or activates enzymes. To test the amphi-
pathic helix motif we prepared two peptides which we studied in complexes with
perdeuterated dodecylphosphocholine (DPC-d38) by 2-dimensional NMR. The
peptides are: 1) a segment (residues 35-53; SAKMREWFSETFQKVKEKL) of the
lipid associating domain of apolipoprotein C-I, and 2) the lipid associating peptide
LAP-20 (VSSLLSSLKEYWSSLKESFS) [2]. LAP-20 in lipid complexes was
found to activate the enzyme LCAT to approximately 65% the extent that
apolipoprotein A-I (Mr=28,083) did. Both peptides are excellent amphipathic helical
structures based on predictive methods and helical wheel projections.

Results and Discussion

NMR spectra (400 and 600 MHz) were run at 25*C (LAP-20) or 37TC (C-I
peptide). 2-Dimensional DQF-COSY, TOCSY and NOESY spectra were collected in
pure phase absorption mode using TPPI. From the 2D NMR spectra Ha-protons
were assigned which were confirmed by NOE connectivities. Hr secondary shifts
(Figure 1) compare an amino acid residue in an ordered structure and in random coil,
with upfield shifts characteristic of a helical conformation and downfield shifts of a
structure [3,4].

From Figure 1 LAP-20 was shown to adopt a helix in DPC-43, complexes
except for residues at the C- and N-terminal ends. C-I peptide, which is predicted to
be a better anphipathic helix thn LAP-20, appeared to adopt a two domain stwcture.
The C-terminal end formed a helical stmcture of about two turns, starting at residue
10. This was confirmed by NOE connectivities. H"=-H. NOE cross peaks were
measured for approximately ten residues of C-I peptide in DPC-d3 complexes. As
well, we found consecutive NOE cross peaks of HH,÷3 and H".-H¶' ÷ for residues
II through 18. The overall NOESY cross peak patterns suggested that the C-
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trm'aial end of die popuide adopted a loosened helix, which spanned about am or aen
resi•ues. A second helix indicated in Figure 1. spannag residues 7-9, was am
suppouted by the NOE connectivity data which iicated the N-seminal half of the
molecule was unstructured in complexes. According to the unpbipmhic helix theory,
the endre length of such a peptide should bind to lipids.

LAP-M in OPO-dIS

0.7

S0.4
O.O

0.2
0.1

0
-01 4 6 1 7 1I 9 10 In 12IS154 1 M170IM 0O

04I pspdft in DPC-408

0A.O.S50.4.

0
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Fig.)1. Ha seconardy shafts of pepdides ma 4ipd cona~kews. Upfleld is positive.

The 2D NMR results for LAP-20 in DPC-dn complexes were compared with
estimates of secondary structure determined by deconvolution of CD and FMIR
spectra. FMIR of LAP-20/DPC-d 3 s micellar complexes were deconvoluted and
subjected to curve-fitting with variable Gaussian-Lorentzian band shapes. Protein
secondary structures were determined from the amide I region [5]. Using CD spectra
of LAP-2 DMC-d3s complexes peptide secondary structures were estimated from the
convex constraint analysis (CCA) deconvolution method [61 and LINCOMB, a least
squares fit to a reference set, obtained from CCA. Results: a-helix; 75% (NMR),
23% (IR) and 65% (CD); P-structure 0% (NMR), 37% (IR) and 5% (CD);
turnskandom: 25% (NMR), 40% (1R) and 30% (CD). CD is supposed to over-
estimate helical content but in phosphocholine micellar complexes this does not
appear to be the case. All three techniques predict significant amounts of "less
ordered" structures (turns, random) which is similar to what we observed with C-I
peptide in DPC-d3 by 2D NMR. IR is supposed to overestimate P-structure. A
bend at 1638 cm-' in the IR spectrum -2/3 the intensity of the a-helical band, falls
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within the "normial" rangew for -structure so that appems to be the case with LAP-20
in complxes. Binding to lipids does not shift JR bands from their normal range.

Results of using small peptides to model aplipoprotein behavior have been
erratic. Our study indicated that aome amphipathic regions of the human serum
apolipoproteins may, in fact, serve a dual functioni. That is, only pert of the segment
binds to the lipoprotein surface which would leave the remainder, the 'less structured"
part, available for biological function. A number-of enzymes have been found where
the active site is less structuired than the surrounding scaffold.
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Introduction

In the core of the human immunodeficiency virus type I (HIV-1), the diploid
genomic RNA is tightly associated with the 72 amino acid nucleocapsid protein
designated NCp7 (Figure 1). This protein is composed of two successive zinc fiuger
domains of the type CX2CX4HX4C surrounded by basic rich sequences. In vitro,
NCp7 activates viral RNA dimerization and promotes annealing of the replication
primer tRNALy* to genomic RNA [1, 2]. This annealing process is the first step of
the initiation of reverse transcription and therefore is of importance for the synthesis
of the provirus.

NCp7 G KGHT G KZGH

Zo R N zeVN •g•IN W,. %D

C C C C
IUQR IgOWFRNQRKNV K RAPRKK

0  TE gQANFL a KIWPSYKoR poNpL.COM

72

To investigate th meraction between tNA and NCp7, studies wre pF
using commercially available tRNA'= and natural and synthetic tINALYS. Mhe
pumsein-RA interaim wanmaitormd by the tluorescence quenching of tryptophan
rmidues fokud in NIp7 mud NCp7 derived peptides [3).

Preliminary experiments were perfrmed by titrating the two seprme zinc
finers with tRNA', one of these being (13-30)NCp7 where Phe"06 was replaced by
a Trp residue. To characterize dte role of the zinc finger in this interaction, a series
of NCp7 derived peptides was synthesized: SI, SI, SV, S", 5", 5" hexe
cetwWidmsthy-NCp7 (AcmNCp7) in which the six cyseine residues cannot
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bind the zinc and CCHC bexes d*1 -d.NCp7 (I-72)NCp7 where the zinc
fingers were replaced by a glycine-glycine dipepeide. Both peptides were compared to
native NCp7. Moreover, to probe further the structural relevance of the CCHC box,
a third peptide C* 1(13-4)NCp7 was synthesized in which His23 was substituted
by a cysteine residue. This modification has been demonstrated by NMR
spectroscopy to induce an overall change of peptide conformation [4]. This peptide
was titrated with tRNA and compared with (13-64)NCp7.

Results and Discussion

Reverse titration was performed by following the fluorescent behavior of
tryptophan residues of NCp7 and NCp7 derived peptides during the addition of small
aliquots of tRNA to a given peptide concentration. Binding isotherms were analyzed
using the McGhee and Von Hippel [51 equation for non-cooperative binding.
Moreover, the method of Record et. al. was used to differentiate the electrostatic and
the non-electrostatic forces which stabilize the complex [6].

Table I &RNVA binding properties of NCp7 and NCp7 derived peptides

[NaCI] (mM) K (W') n RNA

W16(13-30)NCp7 0 1.2 (±0.2) 104 3 (±0.5) tRNAPhe
(34-51)NCp7 0 4.5 (±0.5) l03 2.9 (±0.7) tRNAPhe

NCp7 100 2 (±0.2) 106 7.5 (±0.5) Synthetic tRNALY$
NCp7 500 1.2 (±0.3) 104 6.5 Synthetic tRNALYS

Acm-NCp7 100 5.6 (±0.7) 105 5.6 (±0.5) Synthetic tRNALyP
(13-64)NCp7 100 1.5 (±0.3) 106 7.6 (±0.5) Synthetic tRNALyS

C23(13-64)NCp7 100 1.5 (±0.4) 105 7.5 (±0.3) Synthetic tRNALYs

Using the fluorescent properties of tryptophans, we have monitored the binding
of tRNAPbe to the two separate zinc finger motifs of NCp7. In both peptides, the
binding of tRNAehe induced an almost complete quenching of Trp fluorescence.
This phenomenon suggests that the quenching corresponds to the stacking of the
indole moiety of Trp to tRNAh bases [7]. This non-electrostatic interaction is
clearly the main driving force stabilizing the interaction. Nevertheless, increasing
NaC! concentrations led to reduction of (34-51)NCp7 affmity. The affinity of (13-
30W16)NCp7 for tRNAPbe is three fold higher than the (34-51)NCp7 C-terminal
domain, which we assume is due to an additional electrostatic interaction, probably
involving basic residues (Lys14 and/or Arg2 ') (Table 1). Interestingly, these amino

acids were found to be crucial for "in vitro" annealing activities of NCp7 [2].
To investigate the role of the structure NCp7 [81 for the interaction with

tRNA, a series of peptides was synthesized and compared to native NCp7 or to (13-
64)NCp7. This latter peptide is as active as NCp7 for the in vitro annealing of
tRNA to ganomic RNA [2].

The affinities of Acm-NCp7 and (l-72)NCp7 for the tRNA were one and two
orders of magnitude less, respectively, compared to native NCp7 (Table 1). These
results show that the presence and the folding of each CCHC box around a zinc atom
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is Of iMportance for the stable interaction of NCp7 with tRNA.. To support this
data, C23(l3-64)NCp7 possessing a CCCC box was synthesized. This peptide was
titrated by tRNALYI and the results show a loss of affinity (one order of magnitude)
compared to (13-64)NCp7 (Table 1). In fact, the characterization of C23(13-64)NCp7
by NMR spectroscopy showed that the CCCC box had a different conformation
leading to a drastic modification of the structure of the mutant peptide [41.

In conclusion, the three dimenisional structure of individual CCHC boxes
induces a specific conformation of NCp7, critical for recognition of target RNA by
correct exposition of basic and aromatic residues. Experiments are now currently
underway to extend these studies to genomnic RNA and to develop a test for screening
molecules aimed at inhibiting tRNA recognition by NCp7.
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Introduction

Three-dimensional structures of biologically active peptides are related to their
biological function at the molecular level. The precise 3D structure of a peptide in
solution can be determined using multidimensional NMR techniques combined with
computational methods, such as constrained distance geometry search and molecular
dynamics [1, 2]. In our study on the structure-activity relationship (SAR) of small
cyclic ROD peptides as inhibitors of platelet aggregation, we found that the
inhibitory activity depends on the ring size and its adjacent sequence. In this report,
we focus on Phe-Pro sequence in small cyclic RGD peptides, such as cyclo[Arg-Gly-
Asp-Phe-Pro] and cyclo[Arg-Gly-Asp-(D)Phe-Pro].

Results and Discussion

Protected linear peptides were prepared on solid support using a commercially
available methoxy-alkoxybenzyl alcohol resin. The cyclization of these linear
peptides was carried out using DPPA as the coupling reagent followed by
deprotection with TFA/thioanisole [3]. Table I summarizes the platelet aggregation
inhibitory activity of cyclic RGD peptides. The replacement of Phe with (D)Phe in
the cyclic peptides exerts a remarkable effect on the inhibitory activity.

The NMR data show that most of the small cyclic RGD peptides are
conformationally rigid in water or DMSO, displaying a well-defined geometry of the
RGD sequence. Possible backbone structures consistent with the experimental NOE
data were identified by means of SYBYLTh( 5.5 and 6.0 programs on a Silicon
Graphics Iris workstation. Figure 1 exemplifies the possible solution structures of
cyclo[Arg-Gly-Asp-Phe-Pro] (I, ICS0 8.8 lAM) and cyclo[Arg-Gly-Asp-(D)Phe-Pro]
(II, IC50 >200 pM) on the basis of 2D NOE data acquired with a 600 MHz NMR
spectrometer. The significant difference between these structures is the spatial
orientation of aspartyl and arginyl side chains. In the structure of I, the side chains
point toward the outside of the ring system, while these side chains are perpendicular
to the ring in the structure I. The observed difference in the conformation appears to
be responsible for the marked difference in the inhibitory activity.
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Cyclo[Arg-GIy-Asp-PMeJ 12
Cyclo(Arg-Gly-Asp-Pbe-ProJ 8.8
Cyclo[Arg-Gly-Asp-.(D)Pbe-Pro] >200
Cyclo(Arg-Gly-Asp-Pbe-Pro-Gly] >200
CyclofArg..Gly-Asp-(D)Fbe-Pro-GlyI 9.2
Cyclo[Arg-Gly-Asp-Pbe-Pro-Ala-GlyJ 3.7
Cyclo[Arg-Oly-Asp-(D)Phe-Pro-Ala-GlyI >200
Arg-Gly-Asp-Phe 17

aTreshly prepared platelet-rich plasma with ADP as the initiator was employed.

Fig. 1. Molecular model of cyclo(Arg-Gly-Asp-Phe-ProI (1) and cyclojftr-Gly-Asp-

(D)Phe-ProJ (M).
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Introduction

In 1968, Chandrasekaran and Balasubramanian [1] concluded from energy
calculations that ring closure by a disulfide bond in an eight membered ring (R)-
cysteinyl-(R)-cysteine dipeptide is possible only when the peptide amide bond adopts
a non-planar cis conformation. Since then the cyclic [(R)-cysteinyl-(R)-cysteinyl]
structural motif (abbreviated in this text as Cys=Cys) has been studied in solution
and observed to be an equilibrating mixture of conformers, which has been interpreted
in terms of amide bond conformers [2] or disulfide bond rotamers [3], the latter due to
a preferred dihedral angle around +/-90° with a barrier of 7-14 kcal mol-I that is
intermediate between typical carbon-carbon bond and amide bond barriers. We report
here the results of spectroscopic investigations on peptides 1-4 that indicate the
preferred conformation(s) of the Cys=Cys dyed in solution is/are determined by
several factors, including the amino and carboxyl substituents.

N--Boc-Cys-Cys-OX H-Phe-Lys-Cys-Cys-Val-NH2

S-S S--S

la, X = Bzl 2
1b, Me

N-.Boc-Ala-Cys-Cys-OBzl Nu-Boc-Cys-Cys-Ala-OBzl
S--- S S--S

3 4

Results and Discussion

Syntheses of peptides 1, 3, and 4 were carried out in solution, while peptide 2
was synthesized manually on solid phase using Na-Fmoc amino acids in a standard
protocol. The cyclic peptides were obtained by simultaneous deprotection and
oxidation of the linear S-acetamidomethyl-protected precursors with iodine in
methanol (1,3,4) or AcOH-H20 (4:1, v:v; 2) under high dilution conditions.

The conformations of peptides 1-4 in d6-DMSO were studied using NMR

*Present address: Phannmaeutical Division. Ciba-Geigy Ltd., CH-4002, Basel, Switzerland.
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spectroscopy. Two sets of signals in a 85:15 ratio were observed in the 1H-NMR
spectra of peptide 2. The ratio is close to that reported by Lawrence et al. [2], but we
cannot assign our ratio to isomerization of the Cys=Cys amide bond because the all-
protons of both cysteines have identical chemical shifts. Compounds lb and 4 exist
in d6-DMSO as a mixture of several conformations, which interconvert slowly on the
NMR time scale 'fhese complex NMR data suggest that simultaneous isomerization
of the amide and disulfide bonds occurs for these two peptides. If this is the case, the
four possible conformatiors: trans/M; trans/P; cis/M; and cis/P would be present in
solution. The IH-NMR spectra of peptides la and 3 were found to contain only one
set of signals, which can be due to the presence of a predominant conformation or to
an averaged conformation on the NMR time scale as a result of a rapid equilibrium
between several conformations. We used high-field 2D-NMR spectroscopy to
determine the conformation of the Cys=Cys amide bond of la and 3. A cis peptide
amide bond is characterized by the spatial proximity between aH(i)-aH(i+l), and
NH(i)-1H(i+1). Analysis of the 2D-ROESY spectra (tm=200 ms) revealed a short
distance between the NH of Cysi and the NH of Cysi+i, which is characteristic of a
trans amide bond. No cross-peaks were observed between CH CysipH Cysi+i or NH
Cysi/tEH Cysi+l.

To further determine the conformation of peptide la in solution, we carried out
circular dichroism (CD) studies and molecular mechanics calculations. The CD
spectrum of peptide la in TFE showed a weak positive band near 225 nm and a weak
negative band close to 202 nm. The CD data agree with the NMR experiments in
indicating a fairly rigid structure. This can be seen by the insensitivity of the spectra
to temperature variation from 278 to 328K. The spectrum showed a broad CD
negative n to c* band with a maximum at 265 nm. Following the quadrant rule [4],
a negative long-wavelength CD band can be ascribed to a right-handed disulfide with
transoid conformation or to a left-handed disulfide with a cisoid conformation.

Systematic conformational search on peptide la was performed with the
SYBYL program on an Indigo system (Silicon Graphics). The sulfur-sulfur bond
was "opened", allowing the other bonds within the ring to rotate. The permitted
variation in the distance between the ring closure atoms was 0.2 A, and the permitted
variation in the valence angles about the ring closure atoms was 100. Two starting
conformations were used, which included a cis and a distorted trans amide bond.
Energy minimizations were performed using the Powell method until the energy
difference between successive iterations differed by less than 0.05 kcal/mol. Ten
conformations were found within 8 kcal/mol of the global minimum conformation
(Table 1). Among them, b-c and e-j possess a distorted trans amide bond while a
and d adopt a non-planar cis conformation. A disulfide bond of P-helical
conformation is observed in a, c, f, and j, while the remainder present an M-helical
disulfide conformation. Trans conformation c is in agreement with the network of
ROEs observed in d6-DMSO, and with the negative CD band of the first n to a*
disulfide bond transition. A similar distorted trans amide bond has been reported in
the eight-membered ring cyclic disulfide compounds, (4R)-hexahydro-7,7-dimethyl-6-
oxo-1,2,5-dithiazocine-4-carboxylic acid, and phenylacetyl-L-cysteinyl-D-penicill-
amine cyclic disulfide methyl ester [5]. From these publications and the results
reported here, we conclude that rigid conformations containing only non-planar cis
amide bonds cannot be assumed for the Cys--Cys structural motif when designing
conformationally restricted peptides. The low barriers to cis/trans isomerization of
the amide bond and to disulfide interconversion will depend on the sequence of the
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entire peptide. Our results are consistent with previous reports [5) except that
cis/trans interconversion is not determined only by the stereochemistry of the
cysteinyl-derived residue.

Table 1 Amide bond torsion angles for low energy conformations of cyclo
(cysteinyl-cysteinyl) derivatives

Conformations o) Energy
(kcaltmol)

a3.0 103.7 12.16
b157.4 - 96.0 12.50

c -157.7 96.4 12.74
d -3.7 - 103.4 12.97
e - 158.8 - 112.7 15.18
f 150.9 83.6 18.04
g - 150.4 - 100.0 19.66
h - 146.7 - 72.6 19.88
i 149.8 - 100.8 19.98
J -149.5 97.1 20.20
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Introduction

Aggregation of IgE complexed IgE receptors by multivalent antigens triggers a
host of complex cellular reactions [1] which result in the clinical symptoms of
allergy. Blank and co-workers [21 proposed the topographical model shown on the
next page wherein a functional receptor molecule is thought to be an c4t 2 tetramer
with each subunit containing extracellular, transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains.

We have synthesized peptides corresponding to portions of receptor subunits and
investigated their conformation using a variety of spectroscopic techniques. The
conformational information obtained for the individual domain peptides should shed
light on the conformation of the receptor as a whole. Perturbation circular dichroism
(CD) and Fourier transform infrared (FrlR) have been used in combination to assess
the main conformational components for the peptide corresponding to amino acids
200-222 of the alpha subunit (IERAC23). Preliminary data has also been obtained
for the peptide corresponding to residues 198-243 of the beta subunit (IERBC46) and
a peptide corresponding to residues 69-106 of the alpha subunit (IERAE38).
IERAC23 corresponds to the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of the alpha subunit.
IERBC46 corresponds to the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of the beta subunit and
IERAE38 to an extracellular portion of the alpha subuniL

Both cytoplasmic domain peptides exhibited CD spectra which were dominated
by helical conformers in nonpolar solvents and which were characteristic of classic
'random coil' in aqueous media. Solvent titrations between nonpolar and polar
solvents typically resulted in the disappearance of helical conformers.

The reduced intensities of the bands compared to those of polypeptides adopting
a single conformation [3] together with nonlinear plots, at single wavelength in the
spectrum indicated that both domain peptides adopted more than one conformation in
all solvents screened.

For IERAC23 in water higher salt concentrations, pH and temperature favoured
a small (<6%) helical component whilst lower temperatures favoured a conformer
characterized by a weak positive band around 215 nm and a stronger negative band in
the region of 195 nm. In ethanediol/water mixtures both of these conformers
appeared to be stabilized relative to a third at lower temperatures as indicated by the
constant ratio of the 222 and 205 nm bands. Both wavelength analysis and the low
intensity bands indicated that more than one conformer was present at low
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temperatres in 67% etaumediol/water.
Single bands were seen in the Amide I' region of FTIR spectra during a

methanol/water solvent perturbation study of 1 mM IERAC23. The FTIR results
identified 0 turn conformers which had not been characterized directly by CD and
indicated that three main conformers were present (turns, helix and extended structure)
whose relative populations depended on solvent. CD spectra of IERAC23 obtained
in the same solvent mixtures as the FITR spectra were then simulated using weighted
sums of reference spectra corresponding to the components identified by FTIR.
Woody's theoretical 0 turn spectra [4] were used as reference spectra for 0 turns. The
reference spectrum used for helix was poly-L-lysine in 67% ethanediol/water at pH
11. Poly-L-lysine in 67% ethanediol/water at -80*C was used as the reference
spectrum for extended structure of all types [51.

Table 1 Summary of spectral parameters of the Amide I' band obtained during a
methanol/water titration

% Methanol X.n/cm'- vd/cm'] Deconvolution Bands
X~/cm'1 (fialpved W•miy)

90 1653 33 1667 1655 1638 1627
(0.16) (0.53) (0.16) (0.15)

80 1653 43 1669 1650 1640 1632
(0.18) (0.49) (0.20) (0.13)

75 1650 45 1673 1651 1633
(0.24) (0.53) (0.23)

50 1651 37 1672 1651 1633
(0.21) (0-55) (0.24)

25 1648 40 1670 1657 1644 1632
(0.2) (0.27) (0.34) (0.19)

0 1643 42 1666 1643
(0.3) (0.73)

The CD and FTIR results for IERAC23 were consistent with three major
conformational components, helical, 0 turn and extended. The stability of each was
dependent on the mode of perturbation. The data obtained for IERBC46 suggested
similar conformational preferences but these were not reflected by the
extracytoplasmic peptide, IERAE38. The techniques employed could not distinguish
between three conformers on one molecule or three interconverting molecules. IH
NMR studies of IERAC23 indicated that whilst some segments of IERAC23 existed
in discrete conformers, conformational averaging occurred in other segments [6].
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Introduction

Several EGF-like domains are known to exhibit calcium binding, including the
N-terminal EGF-like domains of blood coagulation factors IX and X. The solution
structure of the calcium-loaded N-terminal EGF-like domain of bovine factor X (45-
86) (FX-EGFn) was reported recently [1]. Based on this structure, calcium ligands
were identified. In this work a complementary effort is made to identify residues
involved in the calcium binding by human factor IX (46-87) (FIX-EGFn). pH
titrations were performed in the presence and absence of calcium, monitored using
2D-NMR techniques. The calcium dependence of the chemical shifts in these
titration curves are useful to diagnose which residues are involved in calcium
ligation. For example, the aspartic OS-protons report sidechain calcium binding, while
the amide proton chemical shift of the Nth amino acid is useful to diagnose backbone
carbonyl binding to calcium in the (N-l) amino acid. Apparent differences in calcium
binding between FIX-EGFn and FX-EGFn will be discussed.

Results and Discussion

The 2D-NMR spectra of synthetic human factor IX (45-87) were acquired in
H20, D20 in unbuffered solution at various pH values. Spectra were acquired at a
range of proton frequencies, including 400 MHz (JEOL), 500 MHz (Varian), and 600
MHz (Bruker). Spectra of the calcium loaded protein were acquired in a solution
containing 20mM CaCI2 . The 2D-NMR data were processed using a VAX station
3100 or IBM RS6000 computer with the FTNMR or FELIX programs (Hare
Research). In the following discussion, a sequential amino acid numbering system of
1 to 43 will be used for human factor IX (45-87). For purposes of comparison, a
numbering of 2 to 43 will be used for bovine factor X (45-86) to align the
homologous peptide sequences in the two peptides.

FIX-EGFn has two anti-parallel beta sheets between residues 16-20, 25-29 and
32-34,40-42 [2, 3]. There are beta turns at residues 21-24 and 35-39. In general, the
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chemical shifts of the residues or both the calcium-loaded and apo forms ae very
similar at pH 4.2, suggesting that little or no calcium binding occurs at this pH, as
expected. Even at higher pH the chemical shifts of most residues are nearly calcium
independent, suggesting that the conformation of the peptide does not change
significantly as a result of calcium binding.

Amide protons of all the residues except Tyr-l, Pro-ll, and Pro-30 were
detected for both Ca2+ and apo forms at a range of pH values. At pH 5.8, where
calcium binding is expected, significant calcium dependence of the chemical shift is
observed for the amide protons of Asp-5 and Cys-7, and to a lesser extent, for those
of Gln-6 and Asp-21. The chemical shifts of the beta protons of Asp-5 show some
calcium dependence, while effectively none is observed for the gamma protons of
Gln-6 or the beta protons of Asp-3, Asp-20, and Asp-21.

In FX-EGFn calcium was found to be coordinated [1] by the two backbone
carbonyls of Gly-4 and Gly-21, and the sidechains of Gln-6, f5-hydroxyaspartic acid-
20, and possibly Asp-3.

Our data are consistent with backbone carbonyl coordination to calcium by Gly-
4 in FIX-EGFn. However, the chemical shift of the amide proton of Asp-21 is
calcium dependent, while that of Ile-22 is not, suggesting that the backbone carbonyl
of Asp-20 rather than Asp-21 binds calcium in FIX-EGFn. The chemical shifts of
the beta protons of both Asp-20 and Asp-21 are calcium independent, suggesting that
there is no sidechain involvement by either aspartic acid. Further, the calcium
independence of the Gln-6 gamma proton chemical shifts, in concert with the calcium
dependence of the Cys-7 amide proton chemical shift, strongly indicates that Gin-6
binds calcium by its carbonyl backbone oxygen rather than its sidechain in FIX-
EGFn. No evidence was found for calcium coordination by Asp-3. Thus, based on
this NMR data, it appears likely that factor X and factor IX bind calcium in
somewhat different motifs.
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Imttoductilo

Ion channels are integral membrane proteins which catalyze the ion fluxes
across biological membranes. In recent years many advances have been made towards
our understanding of these proteins through the combined application of
electrophysiological and molecular biological techniques. However, as with other
membrane proteins, very little is known about the structure of ion-channel proteins
and there are no high resolution X-ray structures available. The various problems
that limit the application of X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy to the
study of membrane proteins also apply to ion-channel proteins. In addition, voltage-
gated ion-channel proteins are not available in sufficient quantities for structural
analysis. In the light of these problems, one approach which seems particularly
promising for structural studies of ion-channel proteins is the use of synthetic
polypeptides. This is possible as genes have been cloned for a number of ion
channels and these have been useful for identification of local regions of the protein
sequence that are involved in different channel properties such as voltage dependence
of gating, ion selectivity etc. [1-41. Hence, these functionally important
domains/motifs can be chemically synthesized and their structure and function
characterized by spectroscopic and electrophysiological techniques. We are using this
strategy for the study of voltage-gated potassium channels in an attempt to gain an
understanding of the structural organization of this protein in biological membranes.
Here, our recent study on the ion-selective pore of the Drosophila Shaker potassium
channel is described.

Results and Discussion

Voltage-gated potassium channels are teftraeric membrane proteins [1-4] with
intacellular N- and C-termini, and six predicted transmembrane az-helices (called SI,
S2, S3, 54, S5 and S6). Recently, a hydrophobic region between S5 and S6 has
been identified (called HS or SS 1-SS2) as the pore forming region of the potassium
channel [1-3]. We have synthesized a peptide corresponding to the pore region
(residues 431-449 of the Drosophila shaker voltage-gated potassium channel [4]).
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It is suggested that four H5 regions make up the channel ion-selective pore,
hence a tetrameric version of this sequence was also synthesized by linking together
four H5 peptides via a lysine core. The H5 peptides were synthesized using an
automated peptide synthesizer and were purified on a reverse-phase HPLC column.
Further characterization of the peptides were carried out by amino acid analysis and
the correct molecular weight was confirmed by mass spectrometry. Spectra of both
peptides were recorded for samples in lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) micelles and in
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine bilayers using a Perkin-Elmer 1750 FIIR spectro-
meter [5].

Figure 1 shows the second-derivative spectrum of the H5 peptide in LPC
micelles. The amide I maximum is centered at 1650cm-'. This band frequency is
consistent with the presence of a-helical structure [5]. Similar results were obtained
for the tetrameric form of the H5 peptide. As can be seen from the FTIR spectrum
presented in Figure 1, there are no bands in the region 1630-1640cm-1 to indicate the
presence of any n-sheet structure. This result differs from the suggestion that the 115
segment forms a B-hairpin type structure within the membrane [1-3]. It is possible
that the H5 peptide forms an a-helical structure as an isolated peptide but forms a &-
hairpin structure when part of the total protein structure. Nevertheless, it is clear
from our study that the sequence of amino acids that line the ion-selective pore of the
potassium channel show a high propensity to form an a-helical structure in a lipid
environment. If the H5 segment is indeed located in a hydrophobic region within the
native channel protein, surrounded either by the lipid hydrocarbon chains or by the
hydrophobic side chains of the transmembrane helices, then our experimental results
indicate that it may adopt such an a-helical conformation.

This study provides the first experimental evidence for an a-helical structure for
the sequence corresponding to the ion-selective pore of the voltage-gated potassium
channels. Further studies are in progress in order to determine the structure of
synthetic peptides corresponding to the predicted transmembrane helices (S 1-S6) of
this channel protein. These studies are aimed towards providing information on the
structural arrangement of the channel protein in the lipid membrane.
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Introduction

It has been demonstrated that the inclusion of one or very few a-amino-
isobutyric (Aib) residues restricts linear peptides to helical conformations almost
exclusively [1, 4]. Crystal structure analyses of numerous peptides containing the
Aib residue have shown that short peptides form a 310-helix, while longer peptides
(generally 10 or more residues) form an a-helix [3, 4]. By comparison, there is
considerably less structural information about the conformational preferences for
disubstituted glycine residues when the side chains are longer than methyl, that is,
diethyl glycine (Deg), dipropyl glycine (Dpg) and dibutyl glycine (Dbg). Currently
available structural data, concerning a number of peptides with 5 or fewer repeating
Deg or Dpg residues, show fully extended backbones with C5 type hydrogen bonding
[5]. The potential usefulness of dialkyl glycine residues for constraining
conformation in the synthesis of enzyme-resistant agonists and antagonists prompted
us to synthesize and examine by x-ray diffraction the structures of peptides with
various lengths containing a single Dpg or Dbg residue. Our first structural results
on three peptides show that Dpg and Dbg have a strong propensity for helix
formation.

Results and Discussion

Crystal structure analyses by x-ray diffraction have been completed for the
following penta- to decapeptides:

I. Boc-Leu-Dbg-Val-Ala-Leu-OMe
U. Boc-Leu-Dpg-Leu-Ala-Leu-Aib- OMe
Ill. Boc-Aib- Ala- Leu-Ala-Leu-Dpg-Leu-Ala-Leu-Aib-OMe

Each peptide is composed of at least 40% Leu residues and each peptide has one Dpg
or Dbg residue within the body of the sequence. Peptide I does not have any Aib
residues. The backbones in peptides I and H1 form 310-helices with fully extended side
chains, while the longer backbone in III forms an a-helix with six 5 -+ 1 hydrogen
bonds and fully extended side chains. The conformation of peptide III is shown in
Figure 1. The average values for the torsional angles ý and V in residues 1-8 are
-61-±2° and -390±60, respectively. The only distortion in the a-helix occurs at the
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penultimate residue LenP where * and i values are -110H and +10. The Dpg6 residue
does not cause any distortion.

Ab

3 1
4(

Fig. 1. The (-helical conformation for Boc-Aib-Ala-Leu-Ala-Leu-Dpg-Leu-Ala-Leu-Aib-
OMe found in he crystabne state by x-ray doraion. The Dpg residue with two prolyl
side-chains is shown with black spheres. Aib residues at both ends of the peptides are
shown with striped spheres. The dashed lines represent NH".OC hydrogen bonds.

These experiments show that the introduction of a single Caz--dialkyl residue
into a sequence of 5-10 residues, with or without additional Aib residues, results in
folding the backbone into a 31f- or A.-helix; in contrast to earlier experiments with
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shorter sequences [6] and with multiple Deg residues in which the backbones were
found to be fully extended [5]. Further, the bulkiness of two propyl or butyl chains
substituted on Ca atoms is accommodated very well without distorting a helical
backbone whether the bulky residues we incorporated near an end or in the middle of a
sequence.
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Introduction

For some time there has been speculation that high affinity peptide bradykinin
receptor antagonists adopt C-terminal 0-turns [1-3]. To study this proposal, we
prepared three tetrapeptides, each corresponding to the four C-terminal amino acids of
the three most potent, second generation antagonists yet reported (3-5]. The specific
tetrapeptides are (I) Ser-D-Phe-Oic-Arg, (U) Ser-D-Tic-Oic-Arg, and (HI) Ser-D-
Hype(trans propyl)-Oic-Arg.

Results and Discussion

Conformational searches performed on models corresponding to each tetra-
peptide led to the discovery of local energy minima, from which representative
structures were compared with those determined via distance geometry/simulated
annealing calculations which incorporated NMR distance constraints determined at
600 MHz in aqueous solution at neutral pH. Excellent correlation between the
calculated and experimentally determined structures was observed (Figure 1). The
predominant conformation observed for each tetrapeptide contained a 1 - 4 hydrogen
bond, characteristic of j3-turn geometry. The amide proton chemical shift of Arg4 in
each tetrapeptide was independent of varying pH (- 4.4 to - 7.7) further confirming
the involvement of that proton in a hydrogen bond. Thirty minimum penalty NMR-
derived structures corresponding to the three tetrapeptides are shown in Figure 2.

Overall, the methods of NMR and computational chemistry independently
produced similar conformations for each of these peptides. Taken together, the data
supports the hypothesis that high affinity bradykinin receptor antagonists adopt a C-
terminal n-turn.
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Fig. 1. Lowest 5 kcal mol-t of the calculated overall potential energy su face for (a) model
i, (b) model !1, and (c) model IlL The contour interval is 0.5 kcal mot', and for each the
highest (outermost) and lowest contour energy values are labeled. Superimposed on the
contour plots are values for ri+, and Wi+2 from each of the 30 structures generated from
the NMR data for (a) peptide I, (b) peptide !1, and (c) peptide IlL.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Stereoviews showing the 30 best-fit superpositions of C, Ca, and N atoms of
residues 2 and 3 of (a) tetrapeptide 1, (b) tetrapeptide II, and (c) tetrapeptide IlL. All
structures were generated via distance geometry/simulated annealing with NOE constraints
incorporated.
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Introduction

Among the hallmark neuropathological lesions of Alzheimer's disease are the
intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NIFTs). Tangles represent dense accumulations
of ultrastructurally distinct paired helical filaments (PHFs), characterized by iS-pleated
sheets at the molecular level. The major constituent of PHF, the low molecular
weight microtubule-associated protein -C is, however, a highly elastic molecule in the
healthy brain. 'T appears to be abnormally hyperphosphorylated in PHF [1]. We
studied the conformation of synthetic mid-sized peptides corresponding to various
regions of T in order to understand how the normal protein folds into the P-pleated
sheets as a consequence of phosphorylation of certain serine residues.

Results and Discussion

Table I lists the synthetic peptides and phosphopeptides, their location in T,
and the conformation of the protein fragments as detected by circular dichroism (CD)
and computer-assisted molecular modelling techniques. The selection of the peptide
panel is explained as follows: T1NM is the minimal epitope for monoclonal
antibody (mAb) Tau-1 [2], which recognizes r in normal human r, but not -r in
PHF. The recognition pattern of one of the most commonly used PHF-specific
mAbs, AT8, was reported to be complementary with Tau-1. T3P is the epitope of
the other preferred anti-PHF mAb, PHF-1 [3]. PHF-I does not cross-react with
peptide T3. In vitro phosphorylation of Set"16 of r by the Ca2+/calmodulin-
dependent kinase (camk) makes the protein long and stiff. mAb Tau-2 was raised
against bovine r, was reported to recognize a conformational epitope [4], and stained
T was found in NFTs, but not normal human T. As seen in Figure IA, the three
non-phosphorylated human sequences (which are not involved in PHF), and the
human analog of Tau 2BS (Tau 2H), assume different types of n-turns or ci-helices.
Secondary structural prediction proposes the presence of n-pleated sheets in T3 and
Ac-PRH-camk, but this extended structure becomes apparent only after
phosphorylation (Figure IB). Ac-PRH-camkPh is entirely in P-pleated sheets in
trifluoroethanol (TFE), and the weak shoulder of T3P at 220 nm in TFE indicates the
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Fi.1. CD spectra of synthetic rfragmewus. The peptides and the wed solvents are as
follows: Panel A: curve a (continuous line) is TINM in 75% aqueous TFE; curve b (dotted
line) is V3 in TFE; curve c (dashes) is Ac-PRH-camk in TFE, curve d (dots and dashes) is Tau
2BSPh in TFE; curve e (dots and dashes) is Tau 2H in TFE. Panel B: curve a (continuous
line) is T)NM 202P in 75% aqueous TFE; curve b (dotted line) is T3P in TFE, curve c
(dashes) is Ac-PRII-camkPh in TFE, curve d (dots and dashes) is Tau 2BS in TFE, curve e
(dotted line) is T3P in 90% aqueous ethanol. CD spectra were taken on a Jasco J720
instrument at rorn temperature. Peptide concentration was 0.5 mgMnL
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Table t-Synteticpepide and frag ntu of ?proteins

Peptide Sequencea Origin Cross-reacts Confor-
with mation

normal c PHF- t

TINM GDRSGYSSPGS human 192-204 + - turns
TINM 202P GDRSGYSSPGS*FG - + turns
T3 -- GAEPVYKSPVVSGD human 389-402 + - turns
T3P - GAEIVYKS* - + tunmextended
Ac-PRH- PRHLSNVSSTGSIDMVD human 405-421 ? ? turn/helix

camk
Ac-PRH- PRHISNVSSTGS*IDMVD ? ? extended

camkPh
Tau 2BS AGKIMI7S EQAA bovine 95-108 - + extended
Tau 2BSPh AGKGITS*NLEDQAA ? ? turns
Tau 2H AG[UYTPS[EfEAA human 10,.-109 + - turns

a * denotes the phosphotylated serine residues.

presence of the fstructure that is fully manifested in ethanol. TINM is not predicted
to form ft-pleated sheets, and indeed remains in turns after phosphorylation (TINM
202P). In contrast, Tan 2BS assumes a high percentage of extended structure before
phosphorylation, and this can be correlated with its immunological cross-reactivity
with NFls isolated from humans. Phosphorylation of Tau 2BS (the phopoepi
is Tau 2BSPh) results in a conformation very similar to the genuine human sequence
of this region, which lacks the p-pleated sheet structure.

First, it appears that the PHF-like state of r fragments prefers, but does not
necessarily require, an extended secondary structure. Second, phosphorylation of this
protein may overcome interspecies conformational gaps.
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Introduction

Substitution of alanine for glycine at position 15 enhances the stability of
secondary structure in bovine growth hormone releasing factor (bGRF) [1]. Other
changes in peptide sequence may also stabilize the secondary structure of this peptide.
This is of interest since it has been suggested that the stabilization of the bGRF
helix enhances its receptor binding affinity [2].

Enhancements in peptide helical stability are expected when the amino acids
that have higher helix forming propensity are added to the peptide chain [3). In
addition, substitutions that enhance amphiphilicity when a peptide forms a helix also
encourage this type of secondary structure. In this report, we examine the effect of
leucine substitutions at positions 9 and 18 on helicity and bioactivity.

Results and Discussion

We attempted to enhance the hllical stability of bGRF by replacing Ser9 or
Ser'5 with leucine residues. These substitutions are expected to enhance the helix
forming propensity of the primary structure and the amphiphilicity of the resulting
helix. The helical content of these peptides was determined by measuring their
circular dichroic spectra in trifluoroethanol (TFE) and aqueous buffers. TFE, which
is well-known for its ability to induce helical structure, has been shown recently to
provide a meaningful estimate of helical propensity in protein fragments [4].
Circular dichroism studies of Leu27, Leu9"27 , Leu18"

2 7
, and LeU9 '18'27 bGRF(1-

29)l4H2 peptides, as a function of TIE concentration, indicate that the helical content
of these peptides decreases in the following order: Leu9.'sX > Leu's• > Leu9,"7 >
Leu27 (Table 1). These data are consistent with the helical content of these peptides
(0.5 mglmL) in 5 mM NH4HCO3 (pH 7.2). These effects are more marked than the
helix stabilization that is observed on replacement of Gly'5 with Ala. The latter
peptide forms 60% as much helix as the leucine analogs discussed above (data not
shown). 2D IH NMR NOESY spectra of the Len9 analogs define helical regions
extending from residues 5 to 10, and, 16 to 27. These regions of stable helicity are
absent in the Leu27 analog.

It has been suggested that stabilization of helical secondary structure in bGRF
may enhance the affinity of this hormone for the bGRF receptor [2). This
suggestion is primarily based, in part, on bioassay data obtained with Ala' 5 analogs
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of bGRF. Since multicyclic helical analogs of bGRF vary in their bioactivity, the
benefits of stabilizing secondary structure may be restricted to specific peptide regions
[5]. We find that leucine substitutions at positions 9 and 18 do not significantly
alter growth hormone release in steers, relative to Leu27 (Table 1). Since these
structural modifications likely alter several processes in vivo, resolution of this issue
will likely require direct binding studies performed with isolated receptor.

Table I Conformatiowal and biological characterisics of Leu9-, Leus8-, and Lem9.1s-

bGRF(I-29)NH2 analogs

Compound MRE222 m MRE222m Relative
am__ _ (H20) bioactivity (%)a

[LeuV]-GRF(1-29)NH 2  -23,900_ -3,520 -

[Leu9,27]-GRF(1-29)NH 2  -27,950 -5,700 1 17

[Leu'J'J]-GRF(I-29)NH 2  -30,700 -8,300 87

[Leu9"sX]--GRF(l-29)NH 2  -38,150 -16,500 78

aBioactivities are expressed relative to the Leul analog. These bioactivities are not
statistically significant.

In summary, substitution of leucine for Ser9 and Seri8 of bGRF stabilizes the
helicity of this peptide. This effect has been observed in TFE- and water-containing
buffers. Leucine substitutions at positions 9 and 18 stabilize bGRF helicity more
than is observed for the Gly' 5 -+Ala substitution. NMR data suggest that stable
helicity is induced in distinct peptide regions.
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Introduction

Resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy offers a powerful method of providing
structural and dynamical information on functioning, catalytically active enzyme-
substrate complexes. Although the RR spectra of the complexes, e.g., dithioacyl-
papain intermediates, can be recorded on a rapid time scale under essentially
physiological conditions [1], interpretation of the RR data is not always
unambiguous [2]. The intermediates have at least four rotationally permissive bonds
about the P1 glycine linkages and the cysteine-25 side chain, defined by the (*', v')
and (xj, X2) torsion angles, respectively, in the enzyme's active site [3].

RC(-----O).-- In N HC 2 C (.=S)S-- H-Papain

.1 VX2 X1

A detailed knowledge of these chemical bonds is essential for a comprehensive
understanding of enzyme catalysis at the molecular level. Recently, we derived a new
set of structure-spectra correlations for model compounds such as N-acylglycine ethyl
dithioesters, R-C(--O)NHCH 2C(=S)SCH 2CH3, by combining X-ray structural
parameters with resonance Raman frequencies for single crystals of the above ethyl
dithioesters. This provided a quantitative value for the V' torsion angle of N-
benzoylglycine dithioacylpapain intermediates, which is larger than any VI torsion
angle so far observed for N-acylglycine ethyl dithioesters f4]. In this presentation,
we discuss the possible mechanistic significance of the increase in V in the enzyme's
active site.

Results and Discussion

One of the main features revealed by X-ray crystailography is that the structural
parameters in the central -C(mO)NHCH2C(=S)SCH2CH 3 skeleton are correlated with
the V¢ (NC-CS(tbiol)) torsion angle. The structural changes, involving bond lengths
(e.g., NC-CSS), bond angles (e.g., N-C-C) and torsion angles (e.g., NC-CS(thiol)),
are mainly ascribed to the non-bonded N...S attractive interaction (1,4-interaction).
At the same time, RR bands, sensitively reflecting the structural changes, were found
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for single crystals of the above dithioesters. Thus we can set up structure-spectra
correlations for several selected Raman bands of the ethyl dithioesters. These
correlations allow us to probe the conformation about the P, glycine linkages of N-
benzoylglycine dithioacylpapain to give (W', 0') = (+150, -1050). Importantly, the
estimated value of +150 for W' in the acylenzyme is very different from those of the
corresponding model compounds, N-benzoylglycine ethyl dithioesters, and is outside
the NV torsion angle range so far observed for N-acylglycine ethyl dithioesters. In all
likelihood, enzyme-substrate contacts, e.g., hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic
interactions, bring about the increase in the V' in the enzyme's active site. Since the
direction of the hydrogen bonding interactions involving the amide group of the
substrate is nearly orthogonal to the rotation axis of the NC-CSS single bond, we
suggest that the value of the V torsion angle in the active site is regulated, at least in
part, through these hydrogen bonding interactions. The increase in N" in the active
site -ep-msents a small but significant depn,.ure of V' in the direction of V' for the
transient tetrahedral intermediate for deacylation, which is believed to be close to the
deacylation transition state on the reaction pathway, and must be driven in this
direction by the enzyme-substrate contacts. In addition, this fine-tuned conformation
serves to decrease the N...S non-bonded interaction in the enzyme's active site and
reduce its stabilizing effect on the acylenzyme energy.

At the moment, the structure-spectra correlations are being extended using
model compounds, R-C(=O)NHCH 2C(=S)SCH2CH(CH3)NHC(=O)CH3, which more
closely resemble the cysteine linkages of cysteine-25.
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Introduction

Laminin, a large heteromeric glycoprotein specific in the basement membrane,
has diverse biological activities including promoting cell adhesion, growth,
migration and differentiation, and influencing metastatic potential of tumor cells.
Laminin from the mouse Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm (EHS) tumor consists of A, B I
and B2 chains, and has a cruciform shape with one long and three short arms when
examined by electron microscopy. Several laminin isoforms have been identified
with at least 8 genetically distinct subunits. Merosin (M) is an A chain homolog
and is expressed in muscle, kidney, trophoblast and in some other tissues. The three
chains are assembled through an a-helical coiled-coil structure in the long arm region
of laminin which contains approximately 600 amino acids from each chain [1]. It
has been shown that a proteolytic fragment consisting of the carboxy one third of the
long arm can be reconstituted to a structure similar to the native molecule after
denaturation [2]. More recently, we have demonstrated that a short sequence of the
carboxy end of each chain is required to initiate the assembly of the laminin chains
(Utani et al., unpublished data). In this paper, we have studied the specific
interaction of the laminin chain using short synthetic peptides.

Results and Discussion

The synthetic peptides from B I and B2 subunits of laminin (31- or 32-, and 51-
mers), and M-55 (55-mer) used are listed in Figure 1. M-55 was synthesized by Boc
based SPPS methodology using an automated peptide synthesizer. The resulting
protected peptide resin was treated by the two-step method [3, 4] to deprotect and
cleave the peptide from resin. This consisted of consecutive treatments with
trimethylsilyl bromide (TMSBr)-thioanisole and HF procedures. The B I and B2
peptides were manually synthesized by Fmoc based SPPS methodology followed by
IM TMSBr-thioanisole deprotection procedure [5].

Interactions between the B1I, B2 and M peptides were examined by mixing
experiments of the components at 10 pM of each peptide in 50 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4). After a mixture of various peptide pairs, the resulting disulfide bonded
hetero and homo dimers of B I and B2 were analyzed by HPLC at various time
intervals. It was found that in an equimolar mixture of BI-32 and B2-31, and
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S1UJLLEDLERKYEDNQKLEDhAQELVRLEGEVRSLUCDISEKVAVYSTC

KASDLDRKSLSEARKQEAADIAEJU(DIAEW4NLEDbU TLFTGC

VRNE~gDR~UXPELDNUUKISKEUNQARKQANSIKVSVSSGGO
Fig. 1. List of synthetic peptides. Bi-Si: mouse laminmn B1 chain 17)4-1764, B2-51:
mouse laminin B2 chain 15)5-1565 (X=Nle), M-55: merosin 274-328.

separately of B 1-51 and B2-5 1, there was very little selectivity for heterodimer
formation. However, when M-551B 1-32AB2-31 or M-55/131-511/B2-51 mixtures were
analyzed, the B 1-B2 heterodimer was preferentially formed. The oxidative
complexation of the M-55/B1-51/1B2-51 mixture was completed within 6 hr (Figure
2), but that of M-55/13 1-32/132-31I mixture required more than 48 hr for completion of
the oxidative reaction. When the B 1-5 1-132-51I and M-55 were mixed in equimolar
amounts, the heterotrimer was formed as determined by HPLC on a TSK-G2000SW
column. The CD spectra demonstrated that the heterotrimer has significantly higher
ax-helical content than the heterodimer. The thermal stabilities of the heterodimer and
trimer were determined by monitoring changes in the CD spectra (222 nm) at various
temperatures. The trimer is considerably more stable (Tm = 61.5*0C than the B 1-132
dimer (Tm = 430 C). This T'm value of the trimer is comparable to the previously
reported Tm values of the proteolytic laminin molecule [16]. These results confirm
that the laminin A chain (merosin here) is required for the selective formation of the
native like heterotrimer consisting of 1R 1 (51 -mer), B2 (5 1-mer) and merosin (55-mer)
subunits.

02-51 -15

[ BM-51

E 02-5•E 
1-51

B2411 :1-51
B1-51102-51--

M-M5 81-51/52-51-9-'
Fig. 2. HPLC analysis of the peptide mixtures incubated at room temperature for 6 hr.
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Introduction

Bioactivation of pro-proteins by limited proteolysis is a general mechanism in
the biosynthesis of hormones, receptors and viral protein precursor. The cleavage
process occurs at the level of pairs or singlets of basic residues in the pro-forms. It
was proposed that the basic residues, which act as signal loci for the proteolytic
enzyme are located in flexible structural segments like P-turns and/or loops [1]. The
structural parameters which are thought to play a key role in the enzyme-substrate
recognition have been elucidated in various synthetic peptides [2]. In this work we
present spectroscopic and molecular dynamics data on the whole peptide segment
1-20 (containing a disulfide bridge) of the common pro-OT/Np precursor:

CI-Y-I-Q-N-C6-P7-L-G-G-K-R-A-V-L]5-D-L-D-V-R2°

NMR as well as CD and FT-IR spectroscopy indicate that the molecule has two
folded regions in a a-turn and a helical segment in the C-terminus. These results are
in line with those-found in shorter peptides [2] and point to a well defined molecular
architecture of the cleavage site.

Results and Discussion

The CD spectrum of proOT/Np in TFE/H20 (95/5 v/v) shows a positive band
below 200 nm and negative dichroism between 200-250 nm. These features indicate
the existence in solution of a conformational equilibrium between aperiodic structures
and folded conformations [3].

The FF-IR analysis carried in TFE/D20 (90/10 v/v) shows an intense band
around 1659 cm-u and a weaker band at 1680 cm-l. These bands may be attributed to
the existence in solution of an ordered population containing P3-turns and (i-helical
structures.

ID, 2D and 3D NMR experiments were performed at 400, 600 and 750 MHz in
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solutions of DMSO and DMSO/H20 (80:20). The sequential assignment of proton
resonances was accomplished with homonuclear correlation experiments such as
TOCSY and NOESY. In DMSO/H2O, as in pure DMSO, sequential NHi+1-NHi and
NHi,.-aCHi NOE connectivities have been observed in the C-terminal segment,
starting from the Ala 13 to the last Arg2° and support the hypothesis of a helical-type
structure in this region. Nevertheless, no extreme values have been observed for the
3JNHa coupling constants, thus indicating that conformational averaging is taking
place for the peptide in solution. It should be noted that a uniform trend is observed
by these coupling constants to assume lower values in going from DMSO to
DMSO/H 20. This fact can be interpreted as indicative of a higher population of a
folded structure in the latter solvent. As far as the N-terminal region is concerned,
the observation of sequential NOEs, together with the values of the 3JNH, and the
low values of the temperature coefficients in the Cys'-Cys 6 ring, indicates the
presence of one P-turn in the sequvuice Tyr 2-Asn 5, as observed in the solid state
structure of the Oxytocin ring [4].

In the middle region of the peptide (Pro7-Arg2°) the resonances of the NHs
severely overlap. NH-NH NOE interactions can neither be confirmed nor denied.
The NOE aCys6-88'Pro7 indicates a trans configuration of the bond Cys6-Pro7.
Further information can be obtained from the 3D-NOESY-HOHAHA spectrum,
where NOE NHl-l,-aCHi connectivities between the residues Lys"l-Gly'° and Arg12-
Lys" have been observed. It should be noted that the Gly'° NH resonance exhibits a
low temperature coefficient value (-2.4 ppb/K in DMSO/11 20).

The results presented in this work come from different spectroscopic methods
including CD, FT-JR and NMR. They provide physico-chemical evidence for the
existence of an ordered secondary structure at the processing site of a simple
prohormone such as pro-OT/Np. The C-terminal region of 1-20pro-OT/Np (Ala' 3-
Arg20 ) seems to be organized in a helical structure like the shorter peptides
previously examined [2]. Information about the possible existence of a P-turn in the
middle region of the peptide chain is obtained from NMR spectra at 750 MHz that
point to a jP-turn (type I) folding from the Pro7 residue. The MD simulation, with
the insertion of a D-turn (type I) from Pro7 residue which is similar to that found in
shorter peptides, seems fully compatible with the available NMR data.
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Introduction

Bombolitins are five structurally related heptadecapeptides initially isolated from
the venom of a bumblebee [1]. They share the ability to lyse erithrocytes and
liposomes and to enhance the activity of phospholipase A2 (PLA2). Bombolitins are
also able to form amphiphilic a-helices under suitable conditions, a feature which
could explain their ability to interact with membranes. In fact, amphiphilicity rather
than sequence specificity was suggested to be the main determinant for bir ,ical
activity [2]. We have recently undertaken a systematic investigation f the
conformational properties of bombolitin-related peptides in an attempt to understand
the structural basis for biological activity. Here, we report the synthesis and
preliminary conformational studies on two analogs of bombolitin rn (B-rn1).

Results and Discussion

Both analogs were synthesiz" by solid phase methods using FMOC chemistry.
After purification, both analogs exhibited a single peak under different HPLC
conditions and also in capillary electrophoresis. The peptides were characterized by
amiao acid analysis, sequence analysis and FAB-MS. All results were consistent
with the pure sequences IKIMDILAKLGKVLAHV-NH 2 (all-D B-Il) and
VHALVKGLKALIDMIKI-NH 2 (retro-B-IIl).

Similar to other bombolitins [3], these analogs are random coils at 10-5 M in
water, and their CD patterns are mirror images (data not shown). Like B-HI, the
conformation of the all-D analog depends on concentration and, at 5.72 mM peptide,
pH 6.2, the a-helical content is about 55%. Intermolecular aggregation, very likely
driven by interactions among the hydrophobic surface of the helices, is at the origin
of these results [3].

The results of a titration of retro-B-Il with sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS) are
reported in Figure 1. Increasing the detergent concentration, there is an increase of
ordered structure. At SDS concentration below the c.m.c., the CD pattern suggests
that a type H f3-turn component is present in the conformer population. Above the
c.m.c. of SDS, the a-helical conformation becomes stable and saturation is reached
at 1.4 mM SDS, with the equilibrium completely shifted towards the micelle-bound
state (Figure 1). The same behavior is observed with all-D B-1il, with spectra that
are the mirror images of those of the L-sequence. We can therefore conclude that the
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way of inteaction of these analogs with deergent micelles is very simila to that of
native B-ill. In vitro biological activity tests (PLA2-induced release of fatty acid
from L-a-phosphatidyl-choline) indicated that both analogs are as active as the native
sequence. These results, together with those previously obtained on retro-bombolitin
1 [4], confirm that neither sequence nor helical sense are the main factors responsible
for bioactivity. Rather, the ability to fold into amphiphilic helices seems to be the
major determinant of bombolitin activity.

S 8- ,~

6 5.0 M
" ,0.4 11

4 0.31M

.0 -M

0

i~ ao

0-4 j .O037 M

190 210 230 250
Wavelength (rii)

Fig. 1. CD spectra of 3.7x]0-5 M retro-B-Ill in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 5, in the
presence of increasing amounts of SDS (indicated). The CD spectrum of all-D B-IlI,
4.28x10-5 M and in the presence of 2.85 mM SDS (saturation conditions) is also shown
(broken line).
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Introduction

Short linear peptides, in which both anilno and carboxyl termini are derivatized,
are in general considered to be unordered in protic media because competition for
intermolecular H-bond interactions by solvent tends to diminish the advantage of
folded structures stabilization by intramolecular H-bonds. Nevertheless, it has been
recently reported that linear peptides (of 20-13 residues- or less) are able to attain
ordered conformations in aqueous solution, such as a-helix, On-bend or 310-helix
structures [1, 21, the latter being typical of Aib-rich peptides.

We present here the conformational features in methanol or water-methanol
solution of short, linear peptides, as those represented in (1), where P =
protoporphyrin IX, N = l-naphthylacetic acid, and AA = Ala or Aib. They will be
denoted in the following as P(Ala),N and P(Aib),N, respectively, with n = 1, 2, 3
and 4 in the former case, and 1 and 2 in the latter. Owing to the presence of two
carboxylic groups in P, both monomeric and cross-linked dimeric protoporphyryl
peptides were obtained, but only the monomeric species will be reported here.

Boc-Leu-Leu-Lys-(AA)n-Leu-Leu-Lys-OzBu (1)
I I

P N

Results and Discussion

The rate of N* quenching should depend on the separation distance between P
and N groups, that in a rigid framework is expected to increase by, e.g., 3.8 A per
alanine residue (shortest through-space distance) or 4.4 A per alanine residue
(through-bond distance). The observation that both the fluorescence time decay and
quantum yield of naphthalene clronopbore [X.; = 280 am (N*), ,•. = 340 or 630
nm (N* or PO, respectively)) vary with n, but that the trend cannot be simply related
to the number of amino acids AA in the peptides strongly suggests that folded
(helical) structures form. This agrees with IR spectral results on CD3OD solution of
oligopeptides (1) at concentration -0.10-0.30 mM. For instance, in the Ala-based
peptides the integrated intensity of the bands at aound 3330 cnr' (amide A region)
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and 1655 cmar (amide I region), conresponding to intramolecularly H-bonded N-H and
C=O groups, respectively, was found to increase dramatically on going from the
samples carrying naphthalene or porphyrin molecules only (blanks) to the peptides,
although the question as to whether the Ala-based and Aib-based compounds differ in
structure could not be clearly answered [3]. However, the finding that exciplex
formation in methanol is definitely minor in the former peptides than in the latter
strongly suggests that the intramolecularly H-bonded conformations are different.
Consistently, structural considerations indicate that the position of the probes
linkages in a 3, 0-helix arrangement, that should be favored by the Aib residues [2], is
such as to allow the chromophores to reside more closely to each other than in an
a-helical peptide. 1H-NMR spectral patterns in the NH region (5-9 ppm) and
preliminary NOE data confirm this conclusion. Therefore, despite the fact that CD
spectra of the Ala-based and Aib-based peptides in methanol are not too dissimilar,
we are inclined to think that the former compounds are characterized by an H-bonding
scheme of i -- i+4 (C13 type) and the latter by a scheme of i -4 i+3 (CI0 type).

-- 1.0
''6.0 0

N 0"* o--2.0

- 2

1-.
0  

d-- " . 6.0

200 220 240 260 200 220 240 260
Vnm) I. (nm)

Fig. 1. CD spectra of PAibN (a), PAIaN (b), P(Aib)2N (c), and P(Ala)2N (d) in water-
methanol solution (75/25, vAv); concentration - 0.3 mM. Molar ellipticity is on per
residue basis.

By contrast, the CD spectra of the two sets of peptides in water-methanol
solution exhibit quite different features, as illustrated in Figure 1, and this is a further
confirmation of the above conclusion. Theoretical calculations by Woody et al. [41
show that systematic distortions due to the dynamic fluctuation of the a-helical
conformation bring about significant changes in the CD spectrum of short linear
peptides. For instance, the rotational strength in the nx* absorption region decreases
upon tilting of C-O groups, which may account for the fact that the Ala-based
oligopeptides in methanol have a weak rotational strength at around 220 nm. By
addition of water, the CD patterns of these peptides change dramatically, now
resembling closely those of a-helix (Figure 1). In aqueous medium, hydrophobic
interactions between the bulky, apolar N and P groups appear to stabilize the a-
helical conformation, provided the main chain is long enough, and to slow down the
dynamic distortions of the ordered structure that very likely occur in methanol
solution. By contrast, the CD spectra of the Aib-based peptides are only little
affected by the presence of water, as one would expect for a 310-helix which is more
tightly bound by intramolecular H-bonds than an a-helix.
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Introduction

The peptide sequence RGD is the principal recognition segment in adhesive
proteins associated with biochemical processes such as hemostasis, tumor metastasis
and tissue remodeling. it has been demonstrated recently that the IASRYDQL
synthetic octapeptide (250-257) of the major surface glycoprotein of Leishmania,
gp63, efficiently inhibits parasite attachment to the macrophage receptors in vitro,
and the SRYD-containing tetrapeptide mimics antigenically and functionally the
RGDS segment of fibronectin [1]. The conformational properties of the IASRYDQL
octapeptide are now investigated in DMSO solution at pH 5 with the combined use
of NMR data and MD) simulations, in order to define the structural requirements of
the SRYD-moiety for the receptor-mediated event of intracellular parasitism and the
design of good vaccine candidates against leishmaniasis.

Results and Discussion

The complete assignment of all proton resonances was based on the combined
use of COSY, HOHAHA, ROESY and NOESY experiments and is in agreement
with previously reported 'H-NMR data. The temperature coefficient values of the
R253NH, D25NH, Q256NH and L2MN (above -3x10 3 ppm/K) indicate that these
amide protons are not entirely exposed to the solvent and that they could be involved
possibly in intramolecular helical interactions at pH 5. However, the coupling
constant values (above 6Hz) between NH and CaH protons exclude this possibility.
The NOESY specamim of the octapeptide showed intense NOE cros peak in the C-
terminal part between the successive amide protons Y234 NH/D 255 NH and
D255NH/Q~mNH. These finding and the absence of strong NOE correlations
between the consecutive Y25COH/D255NH are in favor of a type I n-turn in the
-R7S 3-Y2-D25-Q2%- part, involving the Q~mNH-+R253CO interaction. Intense
NOE connectivities were also found between successive CU'Hg WH, and NHUjNHi.
protons (A25 1COM25NH and S2rnNH/R25 NH respectively), as Well as between
S252C*H/R 253NH. These qualitative NOE dafta did not allow us to define with
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certainty the cosiforuintiomal featimn of the F2-A51-S252 -R253 N-teminal part.

Fig. 1. The lowest energy structure of the IASRYDQL from the constrainedl molecular
&Yois smimuations.

With the aim to supplement the NMR data and to refine the reported structure,
MD simulations and energy minimizations were carried out using backbone-backbone
constrained distances; provided from NOE cross-correlations. The torsional angles
obtained from the time-averaged MD minimized conformations are in agreement with
a type I ft-turn, in the -R5 3 -Y23- D255-Q2 S6 - sequence, with 98% occurrence of the
Q2-NH-+R25CO hydrogen bonding interaction, consistent with the NMR data.

Morove te time-averaged MD minimized conformers are also compatible with a
type I 11-turn in the f-A251S~2 -R253 N-termninal part, with 72% occurrence of the
R253NH-+Ile 250CO interaction. On the other hand, a ten-membered cycle was
stabilized through a hydrogen bonding interaction between D255NH and Q2' 560
(79% occurrence), which is in agreement with the low temperature coeffiient value
of D255NH (Figure 1).

in conclusion, the reportd NMR daba and MD simulations pointed out that the
SRYD-anialogue adopts a restricted conformation, which may prove crucial for the
receptor-ligand inteacton in cellular adhesion.
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Introduction

Malaria is a parasitic disease that afflicts hundreds of millions of people
annually and accounts for millions of deaths among children. This past decade has
seen the parasite develop multiple drug resistance and vaccine development has now
become a priority. The parasite evolves through several stages in the human and
mosquito hosts. Each stage is currently under investigation as a vaccine target [1].
Our goal is to develop a transmission blocking vaccine to be administered in
conjunction with drug therapy and as part of a multi-stage vaccine. A major role for
this vaccine would be to prevent escape mutants formed in reaction to drugs or other
vaccine components from proliferating in the population.

The target of this work is Pfs25, a sexual stage protein of Plasmodium
falciparum malaria. Monoclonal antibody (Mab) 4B7 which binds to the third
epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like domain of Pfs25 completely blocks transmission
of the parasite in the mosquito gut [2]. The X-ray crystal structure of this
monoclonal complexed with antigens will provide critical information regarding
conformation and fine structure specificity for vaccine development.

Results and Discussion

Mab 4B7 binds to an epitope, ILDTSNPVKT, which corresponds to a B loop
0-hairpin of a prtotypical EGF-like domain. A series of cyclic peptides was prepared
by replacing predicted main chain hydrogen bonds (NH...O=CRNH) with a hydrazone
covalent hydrogen bond mimic (N-N=CHCH2CH2) (Figure 1). Both linear and cyclic
peptides were synthesized on the solid support using described procedures [3].

PT N S P T -S
I K L TVD NL V D K PI PD I P L T V
C T I G

z. J -G J -J
SG G C G D. G L G

Fig. 1. Cyclic pepdides with a hydrazone covalent hydrogen bond mimic.
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Table 1 Relative affinities of anti-Pfs25 monoclonal antibody 4B7 for cyclic
peptides (A-E) and corresponding linear peptide F as determined from
competition EUSA

Peptide Peptide Sequence Rel. Affinity
A. J-ILDTSNPVKT-GZG-NH 2  +++ Cyclic

B. JCILDTSNPVKT-GZG-NH 2  ++ Cyclic
C. J-ILDTSNPVKTGGZG-NH 2  ++ Cyclic

D. JC,.LDTSNPVKT-GZG-NH2  ++ Cyclic
E. J-ILDTSNPVK--GZG-NH 2  ++ Cyclic

F. AcGILDTSNPVKTGV--NH2  + Linear

The Pfs25 sequence is shown in bold. J and Z are covalently linked to form the hydrazone
hydrogen bond mimic [3].

While each of the loops bound with higher affinity to 4137 Mab than linear
peptides, the smaller loop A bound best, reflecting conformational preference of Mab
4E17 (Table 1). We have obtained crystals for the intact IgG complexed with linear
peptides which diffract to low resolution and crystals of an elastase released Fab
fragment both free and in complex with linear and cyclic peptides. The different
peptides have a profound influence on the crystallization of the antibody complexes
and appear to control the space group in which crystals grow. The development of
crystallization conditions was aided by the screening of the Fab complexed with
several loops and linear peptides.

The higher affinity of loops may have aided the crystallization by producing
stable complexes. The free Fab and Fab-peptide complexes with cyclic peptides A, D
and E nucleate spontaneously. Fab complexes with cyclic peptides B and C do not
nucleate spontaneously, but by employing streak seeding and macroseeding [41 with
seeds from native crystals, we have produced cocrystals with these peptides.
Cocrystals with linear peptide F were obtained by cross-seeding from cocrystals with
loop E. The unit cell volume doubles yielding crystals of the seeded complex
diffracting to significantly higher resolution (2.7A). The crystallizing solutions were
similar ranging from 10% polyethylene glycol 8,000 for peptide B to 15% for the
linear peptide F. The precipitant solutions were buffered with 0.2M imidazole malate
from pH 5.5 to 8.0. The optimum crystallization conditions vary from complex to
complex within the ranges given above. The different crystal forms diffract from
2.4A to 3.6A, depending on the peptide, and are all suitable for X-ray structure
determination (Table 2). Data sets have been collected for the free Fab and for all the
peptide complexes shown in Table 2 to the diffraction limit of each complex.
Molecular replacement solutions have been obtained for free Fab, and for each of the
complexes with peptides A, B, C and D and fitting of the electron density and
refinement is in progress. The X-ray structure determination of the Fab-loop B
complex shows electron density for the cyclic peptide in the Fab binding pocket
demonstrating that cross seeding from the native Fab crystals does not select
uncomplexed Fab and that complexes with cyclic peptides can be grown in this
manner. The data sets provide a basis for determining the structures of each of the
peptides in the antigen binding site of the antibody.
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Tab1c 2 Larice parameters and Rifor Fab 4B7 and for Fab-pepide complexes

Peptide Space a b c a 0 y R..
group (A) (A) (A) (0) (0) (0) (A)

Free C2 149.8 73.6 60.7 90.0 96.8 90.0 2.5
A. P3 121 72.1 72.1 135.7 90.0 90.0 120. 3.1
B. C2 148.6 73.5 60.1 90.0 97.2 90.0 2.8
C. C2 148.0 73.2 59.7 90.0 97.0 90.0 2.8
D. C2 71.2 74.2 104.7 90.0 93.4 90.0 3.3
E. C2 71.1 73.3 104.2 90.0 93.3 90.0 3.3
F. C2 105.3 77.1 146.1 90.0 95.3 90.0 2.7

Although the crystallization conditions are similar, the resolution and packing
arrangement of the Fab, as reflected in the change in space group and in the unit cell
dimensions, is affected by changes in the peptide sequence and positioning of the
hydrogen bond mimic.

Such structures will help us understand the mechanism for malaria
neutralization at the atomic level and should aid in the design of constrained malaria
peptides for use with T-cell epitopes in a transmission blo, king vaccine.
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Introduction

Magainin2a (Mgn2a) and PGLa, two amphipathic peptide antibiotics isolated
from frog skin, adopt a-helices in the presence of lipid bilayers [1-31. In aqueous
solution, however, they display very low a-helix content unless a helix promoting
solvent such as TFE is added [4]. Understanding the details of how these and similar
length peptides undergo the conformational transition from an apparently unordered
state to a-helical conformation is central to the field of protein folding. In this
study, we employ CD and FTIR spectroscopy to explore if Mgn2a and PGLa harbor
small populations of secondary structure elements, which might serve as
intermediates in the folding process.

Results and Discussion

CD spectra of both Mgn2a and PGLa are dominated by a strong band near 197
nm, wlrich becomes less intense with increasing temperature while a weaker band
(210-225 nm) becomes slightly more negative (Figure 1). These temperature
dependent spectral changes are reversible and characterized by a sharp isodichroic
point at 207.4 am, suggesting an equilibrium between two states. These properties
are similar to poly-L-lysine, in which the strong band is attributed to the "random
coil" conformation or to another rigid conformation (RC) of the carbonyl similar to
poly-L-proline (H) [5, 61. CD difference spectra reveal a characteristic band shape
with X.= 217, ),. = 194 nm, which is reminiscent of n-sheet and suggests that a
population with properties similar to P-sheet is favored at higher temperature at the
expense of the RC population. 0,7 and 0217 do not change significantly over >500-
fold concentration range, suggesting that this n-structure is due to intramolecular
rather than intermolecular interactions or aggregation. Secondary structure analysis,
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conducted with LINCOMB (7) and four reference spectra (a-helix, n-sheet, RC [81
and f-turn Type 1 [91), shows a consistent decrease in RC with a modest increase in
total ft-structure (n-sheet plus j-turn).

FTIR spectra show that the amide F band for Mgn2a and PGLa is dominated by
a peak at 1642 cm-1, typical of an RC conformation (Figure 2). Reversible
temperature dependent changes in amide I produce an isosbestic point at 1648 cm-1,
suggesting an equilibrium between interconverting species. Fitting of Gaussian
peaks to resolution enhanced spectra [10, 111 shows a band at 1675 cm-1 for both
peptides, which can be assigned to reverse turns [12]. Difference spectra show that
with increasing temperature, there is an absorbance loss at 1637 cm-1 with an
accompanying broad absorbance increase from 1650-1670 cm-1. These changes can
be interpreted as an increase in loose turns at the expense of RC structure.

CD and FTIR spectra of Mgn2a and PGLa show a temperature dependent
equilibrium which at higher temperatures favors a conformation with properties of a
O-structure. In addition, the spectra are consistent with a significant percentage of
reverse or ft-turn. These populations might serve as nascent secondary structures in
the folding process.

CD Spectra of ogaeinin2o CO Spectra of PGLo
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Fig. 1. CD spectra of Mgn2a and PGLa in aqueous solution. CD pctra of the TFA salts of
Magainin2a (GIGKFLHSAKKFGKAFVEIMNSNH2) and PGLa (GMASKAGAIAGKIAK
VALKALNH 2) in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7, 100 mM NaF are shown nested as a

fimn,'i••, of temperature (5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 650C). Difference spectra were generated
by sub. acting the spectrum at 54C from those at higher temperatures.
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The Interaction between a DNA-binding SPXX
peptide and an A/T rich DNA hairpin

N. Zhou and H.J. Vogel

Department of Biological Sciences. University of Calgary,
Calgary, Albern 72N IN4, Canada

Introductlom

Most sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins recognize and bind to their
cognate DNA in the major groove. Binding motifs such as the helix-turn-helix, zinc-
finger and leucine-zipper and their interactions with DNA have been characterized.
The binding of proteins to the minor groove is much less understood. Examples of
minor groove DNA binding proteins are histones, DNase I and HU type proteins.
Their binding tends to be less sequence-specific and involves interactions largely with
backbone phosphate groups, but also with minor groove base groups. Among the
various motifs that have been proposed for minor groove binding is an
"SPK(R)K(R)" sequence, found repeatedly in DNA-binding "arms" of the histones
from sea urchin sperm. A more general "SPXX" sequence was found to occur three
times more frequently in gene regulatory proteins than in general proteins [1]. An
"SPKK"-rich fragment of sea urchin spermatogenous histone HI has been shown to
be a competitive inhibitor of the drug Hoechst 33258 [2], which is known to interact
specifically with the minor groove of A/T rich DNA segments. To further explore
the structural requirements for binding of the proposed SPXX motif, we have used a
14-mer peptide MRSRSPSRSKSPMR and an A/T-rich DNA hairpin for a proton
and phosphorus 2D NMR study. This peptide contains two SPXX sequences and
corresponds to a repeated sequence found in the high molecular weight basic nuclear
proteins that are present in the sperm chromatin of winter flounder [3].

Results and Discussion

The oligo-DNA T6C4A6 was characterized by NOESY and TOCSY NMR
spectroscopy. Below 30*C it forms a hairpin structure in aqueous phosphate buffer
solution (pH 6.5). The stem consists of six A-T base pairs and the four C residues
form a loop. Unusual cross-strand NOEs between stem residues were detected, and
the first C residue in the loop displayed an abnormal chemical shift thermal melting
behavior. These featues ame similar to a homologous DNA hairpin with a longer
stem, which was previously characterized by 2D NMR and restrained molecular
dynamics [4]. This hairpin has a bent stem with a slightly narrower minor groove,
and the first C in the loop is not stacked but exposed to the solvent. The DNA
hairpin used here is expected to have a similar structure. No regular secondary
structure can be deucted by 2D NMR experiments for the 14-mn peptide.

Upon addition of alquots of a peptide solution to the DNA sample, the peptide
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anide signals appear at shifted resonance positions and they we broadened, indicating
that binding takes place (Figure 1). Up to a 1:1 DNA-peptide ratio, chemical shift
changes only occur for the proton and phosphorus signals of the loop residues,
suggesting that under these conditions the peptide binds preferentially to the loop
residues. Addition of up to two equivalents of peptide causes changes for four of the
T imino and all of the A H2 protons; while the NOESY pattern of the DNA stem
residues is not disturbed. The imino protons are involved in the base-pairing of the
stem; the A H2 protons are located in the minor groove of the stem. Thus, at the
higher ratio, binding of the peptide to the minor groove of the stem takes place.
Most of the non-solvent-exchangeable proton signals of the peptide do not display
significant changes in their chemical shifts, hence it is unlikely that the peptide
undergoes major changes in structure upon binding. Therefore, an extended peptide
which interacts with the convex minor groove of the bent stem through some of its
amide and side chain groups is consistent with the latter NMR results.

2.0

1.5

I.0

0.8

0

ppm 8.5 7.5 6.5

Fig.). 500 MHz proton NMR spectra of the DNA hairpin T6C4A6 recorded at 5 OC, with
different amounts of the peptide MRSRSPSRSKSPMR as indicated
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Rational strategies to enhance the intestinal
permeability of peptides

R.T. Borchardt

Department of Pharnaceunical Chemisry, The University of Kansas,
Lawrence, KS 66045, U.S.A.

Introduction

Through rational drug design, medicinal chemists have synthesized many
peptides with novel therapeutic potential. However, one of the major problems in
developing these compounds as therapeutic agents is their low oral bioavailability
[1]. Low oral bioavailability can result from several factors, including low intestinal
mucosal cell permeability, first pass metabolism in the intestinal mucosa and the
liver, rapid liver clearance and rapid metabolism in the blood or peripheral tissues.
The metabolic liability of peptides has been resolved in part by the incorporation of
bioisosteres of the peptide bond. Such peptide mimetics are not susceptible to
hydrolysis by peptidases and are thus more metabolically stable. However, medicinal
chemists have not achieved this same degree of success in designing peptide mimetics
with enhanced mucosal cell permeability and with minimal potential to be cleared by
the liver and eliminated in the bile.

This presentation will focus on several strategies employed in our laboratory in
an attempt to enhance the intestinal permeability of peptdes and peptide mimetics.
The strategies to be discussed include: (I) conjugating the peptidic molecules to bile
acids that are normally orally absorbed by an intestinal transporter; and (2) altering
the lipophilicity and hydrogen bonding potential of peptidic molecules to optimize
passive diffusion.

Results and Discussion

One possible strategy to enhance intestinal permeability of peptides and peptide
mimetics is the conjugation of these molecules with nutrients that are absorbed by
endogenous transporters in the intestine. One transporter that medicinal chemists
have tried to exploit for this purpose is the bile acid transporter, which is enriched in
the ileal intestinal mucosa [2-4]. This concept is based on the rationale that
conjugated and nonconjugated bile acids are rapidly and effectively absorbed in the
ileum, and that the essential molecular requirement of bile acids for active transport is
the retention of the acidic side chain at position 17 on the D ring. Therefore, our
laboratory [51 has evaluated the strategy of targeting this bile acid transporter for the
enhanced intestinal permeability of a renin-inhibitory peptide (ditekiren), which repre-
sents an important class of potential antihypertensive agents that are reported to have
poor oral bionvailability [6]. Ditekiren-cholic acid conjugates and ditekiren-tauro-
cholic acid conjugates were synthesized. Conjugation was through the N-terminus of
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a ditekien and the 3-position of the bile acid via a six-carbon spae. A derivative of
ditekiren, containing the spacer without the bile acid moiety, was also synthesized.
The ability of these ditekiren derivatives to bind to the bile acid transporter and be
transported across an epithelial cell monolayer was evaluated using an in vivo model
of the intestinal mucosa consisting of Caco-2 monolayers grown on microporous
membranes [7]. The bile acid transporter in Caco-2 cells was recently characterized
by our laboratory and shown to have properties similar to those of the transporter
found in the intestinal mucosa [8]. Both the ditekiren-cholic conjugate (Ki=60±10
ptM) and the ditekiren-taurocholic acid conjugate (Ki=19±5 PaM) were shown to be
potent inhibitors of the apical-to-basolateral transport of [14C]-taurocholic acid
([14C]-TA). These ditekiren-bile acid conjugates at concentrations up to 250 11M had
no effect on the diffusion of [3H]-PEG (800-1000), which is a marker of the
paracellular pathway. The ditekiren derivative, which lacks the bile acid moiety, had
no effect on [14C]-TA transport at concentrations up to 250 ILM. When the
permeability coefficients of the ditekiren-bile acid conjugates were determined using
Caco-2 monolayers, they were shown to be six times less than that of [3H]-PEG
(800-1000). The transport of the cholic acid conjugate of ditekiren was also
investigated in the perfused rat ileum and its disappearance from the lumen as well as
the appearance in the blood outflowing from the mesenteric vein were measured. The
ditekiren-cholic acid conjugate was not detected in blood samples taken from the
mesenteric vein, while the concentration of the conjugate in intestinal perfusate
remained almost constant during the perfusion experiment. These results clearly
show that the ditekiren-bile acid conjugates synthesized in this study retain high
affinity for the intestinal bile acid transporter, but do not undergo transcellular
transport. Studies are currently in progress in an attempt to elucidate whether uptake
and/or efflux of these peptide-bile acid conjugates limit their intestinal permeability.

Another pathway which could be exploited to enhance the intestinal absorption
of peptides and peptide mimetics is that of passive diffusion. In an attempt to
determine which physicochemical parameter (lipophilicity or hydrogen bonding
potential) is the major determinant of the intestinal permeability of peptides by
passive diffusion, a series of model peptides were synthesized and their permeabilities
were determined using an in situ perfused rat ileum model [9] and a cell culture model
of the intestinal mucosa [10, 11].

The model peptides, which were all blocked on the N-terminal (acetyl, Ac) and
the C-terminal (amide, NH 2) ends, consisted of D-phenylalanine (F) residues (e.g.,
AcFNH 2, AcFFNH 2, AcFFFNH 2). To alter the degree of hydrogen bonding
potential, the nitrogens of the amide bonds were sequentially methylated [e.g.,
AcFF(Me)FNH 2, AcF(Me)F(Me)FNH 2, Ac(Me)F(Me)F(Me)FNH 2, Ac(Me)F(Me)F-
(Me)FNH(Me)J. These peptides were shown not to be metabolized in the in situ
perfused rat ileum system or the Caco-2 cell culture system. The results of the
transport experiments showed that there were no correlations between the apparent
permeability coefficients determined in the in situ perfused rat system (Popp values)
or the Caco-2 cell culture system (Pmono values) and the octanol-water partition
coefficients of the peptides. However, good correlations were observed between the
Pmono values for these peptides and their hydrogen bond numbers and the Papp and
Pmono values and their partition coefficients in heptane-ethylene glycol and the
differnces in their partition coefficients between octanol-water and isooctane-water.
The latter partioning systems provide an estimate of hydrogen bonding potential.
These results suggest that lipophilicity may not be the major factor in determining
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the intestinal permeability of peptides and that hydrogen bonding potential may also
be a major contributing factor. It should be noted that a good correlation was also
observed between the Papp values determined for these peptides in the wn situ perfused
rat ileum model and the Pmono values determined in the in vitro cell culture model
(Caco-2). These results suggest that permeability values determined in the Caco-2
cell culture model are a good predictor of intestinal permeability of peptides.

The structural features of peptides and peptide mimetics that provide optimal
interaction with their pharmacological targets are not necessarily the same structural
features that ensure optimal oral bionvailability. Therefore, medicinal chemists in
collaboration with drug delivery and drug netbolism scientists need to dedicate more
effort to the design of peptide mimetics having structural features which will ensure
optimal oral bioavailability. Only through these types of collaborative interactions
will it be possible to rationally design peptide mimetics with adequate oral
bioavailability to make them useful therapeutic agents.
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Delivery of peptides Into the central nervous
system by sequential metabolism

N. Bodor and L. Prokai

Center for Drug Discovery, College of Phamacy,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32610-0497, U.S.A.

Introduction

Intracellular or transcellular transport, i.e., directly through the endothelial cell
membrane, is the principal route into and out of the central nervous system (CNS)
because of the existence of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [1]. As a result, the BBB
exhibits a low permeability to hydrophilic substances such as peptides that do not
have specific transport mechanisms. Enzymes are also present in the BBB [2], and
metabolically unstable substances may be rapidly degraded before they could reach the
brain tissue (enzymatic BBB). These issues have called for the development of
methods for delivering peptides into the CNS. Invasive strategies that involve the
implantation of an intraventricular catheter, followed by delivery into the ventricular
compartment [3], or the intracarotid infusion of high concentration of osmotically
active substances to shrink the brain capillary endothelial cells to open the tight
junctions [41 suffer from serious drawbacks [51, and the use of these surgical routes is
only justified for some life-threatening conditions. Previous noninvasive strategies
involving peptide prodrugs [31 and chimeric peptides [61 have severe limitations and
are unable to deliver significant amounts of the desired biologically active peptides
into the CNS, since important aspects of the transport through the BBB are
overlooked. Although prodrugs may provide an increase in lipophilicity, their
peptide character is prevalent, which results in the recognition and rapid degradation
by peptidases. Besides, lipid-soluble compounds that are able to cross the BBB can
maintain active concentrations in the CNS only if their blood concentrations are
maintained at adequately high levels, and the peptide prodrug will be removed rapidly
from the brain upon its systemic clearance. The CNS-deivery by chimric peptides
relies on covalently coupling the peptide that is not normally transported through the
BBB to a suitable transport vector (insulin, transferrin, cationized albumin, etc.) that
undergo carrier- or receptor-mediated transcytosis. However, the physiologically
limited transporter capacity (saturable) prevents pharmacologically significant
amounts from entering the brain. To deliver peptides into the brain, our enzyme-
based strategy (71 places the peptide in a molecular environment through attaching
specific functional groups that permit BBB penetration by passive transport, provide
protection against peptidases, enhance retention in the CNS, and deliver the
biologically active peptide to the site of action.
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By our design, brain-delivery occurs in dhe following sequence: (1) the
"packaged' molecule crosses the BBB by passive transport, and within the CNS (2)
the specific, l,4-dihydrotrigoaellyl targetor is convented to a membrane-impermeable
trigonellyl, (3) the biolabile, lipophilic protection is removed and a relatively stable
peptide conjugate remains "locked-in," and (4) peptidases process the conjugate to
release the pqetide.

HH

I I
R R X= -0-, -NH-

R = methyl
Fig. 1. Th redox taretor.

The peptide (P) is modified to provide increased lipophilicity throuigh biolabile
functional groups which are susceptible to cy removal. The targetor MF, a specific
functional group on the molecule, also enhances BBB penetration and, most
importantly, can be converted by enzymatic oxidation to a water soluble, lipid
insoluble quaternary pyridinium salt (T+). While many moieties may serve such
functions, the trigonellinate 4-+ 1,4-dihydkotrigonellinate redox pairs have been the
most useful (Figure 1). After covalently linking to nicotinic acid, this derivative is
then quaternized to generate the 1-methylaicotinate salt or trigonellinate, and
chemically reduced to give the 1,4-dihydrotrigomellinate targetor. This moiety is
designed to undergo an enzymatically-mediated oxidation which converts the
lipophilic, membrane permeable dihydrotrigonellinate to a hydrophilic, membrane
impermeable trigonellinate salt. This conversion occurs ubiquitously. The
mechanism of this oxidation is analogous to the oxidation of NAD(P)H, a coenzyme
associated with numerous oxidoreductases and cellular respiration 181. Should
oxidation occur in the brain, the polar twyetor-peptide conjugate is trapped behind the
lipoidal BBB and remains "locked-in" in the CNS. T7he attachment of the redox
targetor alone results in brain-specific delivery for small molecules such as dopamine
(101. However., the targeto will am furnish sufficient increase in lipid-solubility to
a peptide, and will only protect against aioqdse. The unmodified COOH-
terminal part of the molecule will be susceptible to cleavage by BBB exo- and

A bulky and lipophilic moiety (L) aftacbed to the COOH-terminus of the
peptide thoumgh an ester bond will substantially increase the lipid solubility and also
prevents the molecule from being recognized by peptide-degrading enzymes.
Cholesteryl esters of amino acids and dipeptides have been chemically stable to be
considered as suitable protecting functions [101. This part of the molecule is labile
toward esterame muller hpue, which permits its removal after delivery.
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Coupling the targetor directly to the N-terminal residue may not afford the
target peptide because of the low amidase activity of the brain tissue. Therefore, a
"spacer" function (S) separating the peptide sequence to be delivered (P) from the
targetor part (T) with additional amino acid residue or residues is applied. This
portion of the molecule should be selected based on the peptidolytic activity prevalent
at the site of the action, so that release of the desired peptide in this reaction is
favored over degradation by other peptidases.

We have designed the system for brain-delivery of the analog for Leu-enkephalin
(Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu, YGGFL) considering several factors. The target peptide is
prone to cleavage and deactivation by peptidases at the Tyr' end, and at the Gly3-Phe4
position. While the cleavage at Tyr is hindered in the [D-Ala 2]-analog, the bulky,
lipophilic steroidal ester (L) gives protection against enzymes attacking the carboxy-
terminus during BBB transport. Brain-targeting is achieved by attaching the targetor
to the N-terminus via an amide-type covalent bond. Esterase and/or lipase can
remove the cholesteryl part after penetration into the brain. The involvement of
alanine-aminopeptidase in the enkephalinergic transmission in brain [11] justifies the
selection of L-Ala as (S) that allows the cleavage of the enkephalin analog from the
expected locked-in molecule, T*-AYAGFL. The receptor binding study (competition
with [3H]-diprenorphine, a p-receptor agonist) confirmed that the fully packaged
peptide and T+-AYAGFL has low affinity to opioid receptors, as compared to the
parent peptide, [D-Ala2]-Leu-enkephalin. By electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry, we have estimated the amount of the "locked-in" compound T+-
AYAGFL to be about 600 prnol per gram of tissue 15 min after intravenous (i.v.)
administration of the peptide delivery system to rats [7]. In tissue collected 1, 2, and
4 hours after systemic administration, the amount of targetor-peptide conjugate was
decreased with approximately 40- to 60-minute half-life. The compound was not
detectable in the blood. However, in vitro experiments showed that the neutral
endopeptidase EC 3.4.24.11 (enkephalinase) is the major degrading enzyme resulting
in an inactive T÷-AYAG species due to the cleavage at the Gly 3-Phe4 bond.
Carboxypeptidase also cleaves the conjugate by removing the C-terminal (L)-Leu5

(T+-AYAGF). Dipeptidyl peptidase (EC 3.4.14.5) cleaves the primary product r+-
AYAG to yield T4 -AY. We have not found YAGFL among the cleavage products,
although a small amount may be released from the conjugate in the CNS in vivo, as
inferred from the slight increase of the latency of the tail-flick response in rats, the
measue of the centrally-mediated analgesia.

The undesirable cleavages leading to the loss of central activity have been
prevented by the use of the metabolically stable [D-Ala2J-[D-LeuJ-enkephalin. By
obstructing the deactivating cleavages observed with the [L-Leus]-analog, a slow and
sustained release of the biologically active peptide (YAGFL) has been observed in
vitro. Also, a long-lasting and statistically significant increase in the tail-fl.-r
latency has been obtained, whereas the unmanipulated enkephalin analog and ti%.
partially conjugated peptides showed no effect compared with the animals injected
with the vehicle solution. About 20 s increase has been obtained even five hours
after i.v. administration, compared to the 10±3 s tail-flick latency of the control
animals.

In the centrally active thyroopin-releasing hormone (TRH) analog Pyr-Lou-
Pro-NH no free hydroxy or amino lp are present. However, TRH itself is
derived "rom the processing of a precurs polyprolein [M1]. The TRH progenitor
sequences (QHPO) me flanked by dibasic residm that are typical sites of processing
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amidating monooxygenase (PAM). Glutamine is the precursor of the N-terminal
pyroglutamyl residue. Cyctization of the N-terminal ghatamine is catalyzed by a
specific enzyme, glutminyl cyclase. Therefore, we have incorporated a Gin-Leu-Pro-
Gly (QLPG) progenitor sequence into the peptide delivery system. The hypothetical
"locked-in" precinlor T-AQLPG is, indeed, processed to the prolinunide, as validated
in vitro, and this reaction by PAM tissue occurs fast in the brain. Thus, the
processing to the desired TRH-analog is only dependent on the slow release of Gin-
Leu-Pro-NH 2, which proceeds similarly to that of the enkephalin analog from the
"locked-in" targetor-peptide conjugate. The CNS-delivery of a pharmacologically
significant amount of THR analog is evidenced by the profound decrease in the
barbiturate-induced sleeping time, the measure of the activational effect on
cholinergic neurons, in mice. At equimolar (30 g.mol/kg) dose, the i.v.
administration of the TRH analog showed only marginal decrease (limited BBB-
penetration), while the CDS with (L)-Ala and Ala-Ala spacers has resulted in ca. 30
and 50% reduction in the sleeping time, respectively.

In conclusion, our approach has been the first noninvasive strategy that
delivered peptides into the CNS in pharmacologically significant amounts. Our
findings underscore the need and importance of controlling transport and metabolism
to deliver peptide-based drugs to the brain.
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Introduction

Most peptide hormones have a C-terminal a-amidated residue and are excised
from a precursor protein at the level of a signal Gly-Lys-Arg sequence. A cascade of
four enzymes is involved in the complete maturation: 1) a dibasic endopeptidase
cleaving after the pair Lys/Arg-Arg; 2) a carboxypeptidase B-like enzyme
(carboxypeptidase E) removing the two basic residues; 3) a glycine monooxygenase
converting C-terminal glycine into hydroxyglycine; and 4) an a-amidating dealkylase
that splits hydroxyglycine whose amino group becomes the amidated group of the
penultimate residue.

Neurohypophysial hormones are nonapeptides linked in their precursors to
neurophysins through a Gly-Lys-Arg sequence [1]. The antidiuretic hormone is
vasopressin in mammals and vasotocin ((11e3)-vasopressin) in all non-mammalian
tetrapods [1]. Whereas in birds and reptiles the processing of provasotocin is
complete and only mature a-amidated vasotocin is found, in anuran Amphibia that
must face dehydration because of the particular permeability of their skin, processing
intermediates termed hydrins have been identified along with vasotocin.

Results and Discussion

The four processing enzymes have now been located in neurohypophysial
secretory granules (the last compartment of the secretory pathway) of the
hypothalamoneurohypophysial neurons [1]. In these granmules, isolated by differential
centrifugation from ox and rat neurointermediate pituitaries, two calcium-dependent
endopeptidases displaying predominantly either Lys-Arg or Arg-Arg specificity, but
devoid of Lys-Lys or monobasic specificity have been identified [2]. The Lys-Arg
enzyme, more abundant, has a pH optimum near 5.5, close to the granule pH (5.8)
whereas the Arg-Arg would be more active near pH 7.0 (near the trans-Golgi pH).
Two forms of the Lys-Arg endopeptidase, soluble and membrane-associated, have
been detected. Partitioning into Triton X- 114 suggests that the second form is
associated to the membrane through a C-terminal amphiphilic a-helix [2].
Carboxypeptidase E and a-amidating enzyme system have also been identified in the
granules by their actions on specific substrates, hippuryl-L-arginine and D-Val-Tyr-
Gly, respectively [3].
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The differential processing of prohormones can imply any of the four enzymes
of the cascade and can be related either to the cell differentiation or to a particular
evolutionary adaptation. In amphibians, a down-regulation affects constitutively
either carboxypeptidase E (hydrin 1) or the a-amidating system (hydrin 2) in the
provasotocin processing [4].

Table I Hydroosnmotic activities of amphibian neurohypophysial hormones on frog
tisues

Neurohypophysial Skin permeation in vivo Bladder
Nptide Peptide Water permeation

injected uptake in vitro
(pmol) (g/1009) (mU/pmOl)

Saline - 0.2 ± 0.3 -
Vasotocin 200 7.0 ± 0.9 20
Hydrin 1 (Vasotocinyl-GKR) 200 4.4 ± 0.6 18
Hydrin 2 (Vasotocinyl-G) 200 8.7 ± 0.8 20

Partial reconstitution of the processing in vitro has been carried out using
purified neurohypophysial secretory granules from ox and rat pituitary glands.
Conversion of synthetic vasopressinyl-Gly-Lys-Arg into vasopressinyl-Gly has been
quantitatively carried out using carboxypeptidase E from rat granule content at pH 5.5
and with addition of 1 mM CoCI2 [3]. Vasopressinyl-Gly has been converted into
mature pharmacologically active vasopressin using the o-amidating enzyme system
from the same granules at pHs 6 and 8 with addition of 1 mM CuC!2 and I mM
ascorbic acid. However, the conversion yield of this step, estimated from the
generated pressor activity and absorbance in HPLC, is low (about 6-8%) [3].

In the permanent aquatic Xenopus laevis, vasotocinyl-Gly-Lys-Arg (hydrin 1)
resulting from a down-regulation of the carboxypeptidase E has been characterized [4].
In 10 European, American, African and Asiatic frogs and toads that are semi-aquatic
or terrestrial, vasotocinyl-Gly (hydrin 2) resulting from a down-regulation of the a-
amidating enzyme system has been identified [4,51. Hydrins 1 and 2 have no
oxytocic or pressor activities in contrast to vasotocin. They are however at least as
active as vasotocin on the water permeation of frog skin and frog urinary bladder
(Table 1) but are devoid of frog anti-diuretic activity in contrast to vasotocin.
Hydrins I or 2 are usually found in molar amounts approximately equal to that of
vasotocin. However the molar ratio hydrin 2 to vasotocin reaches 2 in toads able to
withstand desiccation through burrowing [5].

It is suggested that water homeostasis of amphibians is submitted to a
cooperative hormonal control, hydrins acting mainly on the skin for the water uptake
(external water) through specific receptors whereas vasotocin operates mainly on the
kidney tubule for reclaiming urine (internal water). Adaptation has been realized in
amphibians on the one hand by a differential processing of provasotocin giving two
distinct hormones from a single precursor, on the other by diversification of specific
receptors located in skin, bladder and kidney nephron.
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Introduction

During viral replication, the human immunodeficiency virus (HIM" .mrouces a
long gag-pol polyprotein which is cleaved during viral budding into smaller proteins
that form the structural elements of the viral progeny. This proteolytic cleavage is
catalyzed by a specific HIV aspartyl protease (HIV-PR) and must occur if infectious
virions are to be produced [1]. HIV-PR is a 99 amino acid protein and specifically
clecves Phe-Pro or Tyr-Pro sequences of the viral proteins. A number of laboratories
are developing inhibitors of this protease based on the small peptide fragments which
conformationally resemble the protease binding site but have the P1-P' site replaced
by non-hydrolyzable structures as alternate therapies for AIDS. However, such small
peptide inhibitors are removed extremely rapidly from the plasma by a variety of
mechanisms including cellular uptake and metabolism, filtration by the kidney and
urinary excretion or destruction by the proximal tubule cells of the kidney.
Furthermore, they lack the ability to target infected cell populations such as
macrophages and to penetrate cell membranes. The present study was undertaken to
evaluate the effects of lipid conjugation on in vitro antiviral activities and in vivo
pharmacokinetics of small peptide based inhibitors.

Results and Discussion

H-(D-Phe)-(D-o-Nal)-Pip-(oa-(OH)-Leu)-Val-NH 2 (7169), Boc-(D-Pbe)-(D-o-
Nal)-Pip-(ca-(OH)-L.u)-Val-NH 2 (7140), iBoc-Fhe4-D--Nal)-Pip-(a-(OH)-Leu)-Val-
OH (7194) and iBoc-Phe(4-Br)-(D-P-Nal)-Pip-(ca-(OH)-Leu)-Val-OH (7195) were
prepared by the Merrifield solid phase method [2) and purified to greater than 95%
purity. 1,2-Dip, mitoyl-sn-glycero-phosphatidylethanolamine (DPPE) was reacted
with succinic anhydride to give DPPE-succinic acid which in turn was coupled
(DCCIHOBt) wijh 7169 to provide DPPE-succinyl-(D-Phe)-(D-o-Nal)-Pip-(Q-(OH)-
Leu)-Val-NH 2 (7172). 7194 and 7195 were conjugated (DCC1HOBt) to the amino
group of DPPE to provide iflo-Phe-(D--Nal)-Pip-(a-(OH)-Leu)-Val-DPPE (7196)
and iBoc-Phe(4-Br)-(D-0-Nal)-Pip-(x-(OH)-Leu)-Val-DPPE (7197), respectively.
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7195 and 7197 were catalytically tritiated to provide iBoc-P(H)-(iD-Nal)-Pip.(a-
(OH)-Lan)-Val-OH (3H-7194) and iBoc-Phe(3H-D-P-Nal)-Pip-(cz-(OH)-Leu)-Val-
DPPE (3H-7196), respectively.

Table 1 Antiviral activities of peptides and their lipid conjugates

No. Structure IC0L(JM)

7140 iBoc-(D-Phe)-(D-G-Nal)-Pip-(a-(OH)-Leu)-Val-NH 2  14.0 ± 4.6 (6)

7172 DPPE-uccinyl-H-(D-Phe)-(D-a-Nal)-Pip-(a-(OH)-Leu)-Val-NH 2  15.3 ± 8.1 (3)

7194 iBoc-Phe-(D-P-Nal)-Pip-(a-(OH)-Leu)-Val-OH 11.5 ± 6.2 (5)

7196 iBoc-Phe-(D-ý-Nal)-Pip-(a-(OH)-Leu)-Val-DPPE 9.6 ± 4.6 (5)

Antiviral activities of the peptides were determined by the plaque reduction assay using
HIV I (lav)-infected HT-64C cells (3].

As shown in Table 1, the peptide inhibitors, 7140 and 7194, and their
corresponding prodrugs, 7172 and 7196, showed almost identical antiviral activities
in the plaque reduction assay. This data indicates that lipid prodrugs prepared by
conjugating DPPE to the N-terminal or C-terminal of small peptides retain full in
vitro antiviral activity.

Table 2 Plasma concemnration and T Mf2 of 7194 and is lipid conjate 7196

No. Structure T 1/2 AUC
(nmol.hr/ml)

3H-7194 inoc-he(3H)-(D- -Nal)-Pip-(c (OH)-Leu)-Val-OH 0.069 hr 0.317

3H-7 196 moc-Phe(3H -(-Nal)-Pip-(a-(OH)-Leu)-Val-DPPE 1.880 hr 24.33

(3H-7194) and (3H-7196) were administered (IV) to mice at 3.0 ptmol/kg and plasma levels
at various time internvas were measured by nadometric detection. Plasma half lives (T 1/2)
and plasma concentrations were calculated baned on dimes determinations.

Phamacokineic studies, sunmmaized in Table 2, indicate that the free peptide,
3H-7194, is removed from circulation very rapidly while its C-terminal lipid p rug
(3H-7196) is present in the body for a significantly long period of time. Plasma half
life is increowd 27 fold by conveting the peptide to the lipid prodrug. Also, plasm
conc ratin ef the prodiug as memaured by the area under the curve is almost 80 fold
higher thma that for the free pepside. Possible reasons for improved phamnacokinetic
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behavior of the lipid prodnags are: metabolism and removal from circulation is
slower for the lipid conjugate compared to the free peptide.

Ptpide prodrugs pered by conjugating small peptides to lipid groups appear
to exhibit no loss of in vitro antiviral activity and improved in vivo pharmacokinetic
behavior and may form a basis for the design of novel therapeutic agents.
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Introduction

The transport of small peptides across the plasma membrane., a phenomenon
shown to occur in a range of procaryotes and eucaryotes, is mediated by specific
proteins in an energy dependent fashion. Peptide transport systems have been well
studied in prokaryotes. especially Escherichia coli (colon bacteria) and Salmonella
aOuhimwrium where several gene have been cloned and characterized [(1, 21. However
very little is known about the genes responsible for peptide transport in eucaryotes.
In Saccharomsyces cerevisiae (bakers yeast) at least three genes are required for
peptide transport: PTRI, PTR2 and PTR3 [3]. Strains carrying a mutation in one of
these genes are resistant to the toxic dipeptide alanyl-ethionine and are unable to
utilize/transport dipeptides, such as Lys-Leu and His-Leu, in order to satisfy their
auxotrophic requirements. We report the cloning of peptide transport genes from
Saccharomtyces cerevisiae and Candida albicans by functional complementation, of
peptide, transport mutants of Saccharontyces cerevisae. The structure of these genes
will provide clues to the understanding of peptide transport in eucaryotes; which is
essential for rational design of peptide-based drugs.

Results and Discussion

The peptide transport mutants piN and pmr2 were used to screen plasmid based
genomic libraries of S. cerevisiae and C. albicwzs. Transforinants were selected by
the ability to grow on Lys-Leu containing minimal medium. These transformants
were able to utilize other dipeptides in order to satisfy their requirements for certain
amino acids and were also sensitive to toxic dipeptides, such as alanyl-ethionine,
leucyl-ethionine and lcucyl-m-fluorophenylalanine, like the wild-type (PTR) S288C
strain (Table 1). In addition, transformants were able to transport radiolabeled
dileucine at levels comparable to the wild type while the mutant(s) or the control
strain(s) failed to accumulate the radiolabeled substrate (Table 2). These results
indicate the resoraton of peptid tranpor to the relevant mutants by the cloned
Sene PTRI and PTW2 from S. cerevbiae and by a C. albicans peptide transport
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PTRI has been localized to the right arm of chromosome V1I of S cerevisiae
while PTR2 has been localized to chromosome X) of this yeast. Southern analysis
indicates that both we present at unique loci within the S. cerevisiae genome. The
sequence of the encoded protein indicates that PTR2 may be related to ABC
transporters characterized by multiple membrane spanning domains and ATP-binding
sites and to the nitrate transporter of the plant Arabidopsis thalna.

Table I Phenot)W of Saccharomyces cerevisiae muiujbrmanhs

Strains Relevant Plasmid Dipeplidesa Toxic Dipeptidesh
genotype

Leu-Leu Lys-Lys Lys-Leu Ala-Eth Leu-Eth Leu-F4"Pe

S288Cc PTR None + + + S S S
PB4X-5B PTRI None - R R R
PBIX-9B PTR2 None - - R R R
PB4X-5B PTRI YCp5Od - - R R R
PB4X-5B PTRI pKA2e + + + S S S
PBIX-9B PTR2 YCp50 - R R R
PBIX-9B PTR2 pJP9f + + + S S S
PBIX-9B PTR2 YEp24Z - R R R
PBIX-9B PTR2 pMB3h + + + S S S

MThe growth response is measured in minimal medium containing the dipeptide instead of
the required amino acid. The + symbol indicates growth and the - symbol indicates no
growth, bSensitivity to toxic dipeptides was measured using disk assay as described by
Island et. al. [4]. S indicates sensitivity to toxic effects of dipeptides and R indicates
resistance. CS288C is wild-type S. cerevisiae with a fully functional peptide transport
system. dYCp5O plasmid is a yeast-E. co/i shuttle vector which contains the S. cerevisiae
URA3 selectable marker and is-maifttained at a low copy number in the host. epKA2 is
plasmid YCpSO containing S. ceftvisiae PTRI gene. fp$ 9 is plasmid YCp50 containing
S. cerevisiae PTR2 gene. "YEp24 plasmid is a yeast-E, coil shuttle vector which contains
the S. cerevisiae URA3 selectable marker and is maintained at a high copy number in the
host. hpMB3 is plasmid YEp24 containing C. albacans PTR2 gene.

Table 2 Transpon of L-eucyl-L- 3HJleucyl in S. cerevisiae transfbmnants

Splasm b Uptake of dileucinec (nmoles/mg cell wt)
0.25 min. I min. 2 min. 3 min.

S288C None 0.05 0.28 0.41 0.57
PB4X-5B None 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
PB4X-SB YCp5O 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04
PB4X-5B pKA2 0.04 0.25 0.39 0.60
PBIX-9B None 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02
PBIX-9B YCp50 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
PBIX-9B pIP9 0.06 0.26 0.40 0.58
PBIX-9B YEp24 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
PBIX-9B pMB3 0.04 0.22 0.36 0.42

aFor relevant genotype refer to Table I. bFor details of the plasmid refer to Table 1.
cL-leucyl-L-1 3H]leucine uptake was determined as described by Basrai et. al. [5).
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These findings rpuem the firm eucayotic gemes cloned for amsporn of sna
peptides. The t of these gmes, combined with the cloning of other
genes involved in trasport of pepids will provile a bee understanding of peptide
trmsport in eucmyotes.
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Introduction

Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is an octacosapeptide of the glucagon/
secretin family. VIP is present in nerve fibers supplying the smooth muscle, blood
vessels, and submucosal glands in the trachea, bronchi, and bronchioles [1]. There is
significant evidence that VIP may be the endogenous mediator of bronchial smooth
muscle relaxation in human airways linking VIP to the disease of asthma (2].
Reports from these laboratories [3-51 have descibed our work toward determining the
solution structure of VIP, identifying the functional elements involved in binding of
VIP to its receptor, and establishing the metabolic pathways which function in the
pulmonary system. In the present study, we have developed a VIP analog which
exhibits high potency and enhanced in vivo duration of action.

Results and Discussion

Native VIP is degraded in both human and guinea pig BAL fluid by enzymatic
cleavage primarily between Ser2s and lle26 [5]. In order to stabilize this site to
proteolysis, a series of VIP analogs were synthesized and their degradation halftimes
were compared. Incorporation of D-residue or N-alkylated amino acids failed to
significantly alter the degradation halftimes. However, formation of a cyclic structure
between the side-chains of Lys2' and Aspl yielded compounds with enhanced
metabolic stability. From SAR studies, the VIP analog Ro 25-1553,
Ac-[GluS,Lysl2,Ne'TAiaZ9,Asp25,Leu26,LysS2,Gly2.M°Thrll-Vip cyclo (Lys21
--+ Asp25), has emerged as a lead compound. This compond was profiled as an
airway smooth muscle relaxant and bronchodilator with comparison to two •-
agonists, salbutamol and salmeterol, and to native VIP.

The relaxant effects of VIP, Ro 25-1553, salbutamol, and salmeterol on resting
tone in isolated guinea pig tracheal smooth muscle was examined. All four test
compounds exhibited cocwentration-dependent relaxations and produced 100% of the
maximal relaxation obtainable with isoproterend. The rank order of potency was
Ro 25-1553 > salbutamol > VIP > salmeterol (1:12:53:77) as evidenced by ECso
values of 0.3, 3.5, 16 mad 23 aM, resectively.

Relaxan expeuimow wac puformed on isolawd human bronchial tissue from
organ donors. Each of the VIP agouists and P-adrenoceptor agonists were
comparatively evaluated for their ability to relax histumine-induced contractions of
human bronchial smooth muscle. As shown in Figure I, all four compounds when
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added cumulatively to human bronchws preparations in vitro caused concentration-
dependent relaxations. Ro 25-1553 showed full intrinsic activity, while salbutamol,
salmeterol and VIP showed partial intrinsic activity on human bronchial segments.
Indeed, concentrations of VIP as high as 10 pM produced only 62% of the maximal
relaxation. On isolated preparations of human bronchial tissue, the rank order of
potency was: Ro 25-1553 > salbutamol -salmeterol > VIP (1:29:34:385) as
evidenced by EC5o values of 20, 570, 680 and 7700 nM, respectively. In human
boonchial smooth muscle, Ro 25-1553 is about 385 times more potent than native
VI.

The ability of these compounds to prevent histamine (50 ILg/kg)-induced
bronchoconstriction in guinea pigs was examined. Upon acute intratracheal
instillation, Ro 25-1553, VIP, salbutamol, and salmeterol each caused dose-dependent
inhibition of bronchospasms evoked by histamine. Ro 25-1553 was capable of
producing nearly 100% inhibition indicative of a full agonist with high efficacy.
Comparison of the resultant EDs0 values show the order of decreasing potency for the
four bronchodilators against histamine was: Ro 25-1553 - salmeterol > VIP >
salbutamol (1:2:76:470). Ro 25-1553 was markedly superior to native VIP and the
two ý-agonists as a bronchodilator in vivo.

The time courses of brnchodilator activity of Ro 25-1553, V1P, isoproterenol,
and salmeterol were compared following administration of a single intratracheally
instilled dose of 300 pg. As illustrated in Figure 2, only Ro 25-1553 produced long-
lasting inhibition of bronchoconstriction evoked by exogenous histamine. Although
maximal pharmacological effects were apparent within 1 min after instillation of all
four bronchodilators, statistically significant inhibition was evident with Ro 25-1553
for greater than 240 minutes compared with short durations of action for VIP,
salbutamol, and salmeterl (approximately 5 min) in this model.

These studies demonstrate that Ro 25-1553 expresses its bronchodilator activity
on VIP receptors in a number of in vitro pharmacological assays and this activity
extendi in vivo where it has been shown to be active by intratracheal instillation
against a potent spasmogen. If the bronchodilator potency of Ro 25-1553 coupled
with its long duration of action translate to the in vivo situation in man, this unique
VIP-like peptide has the potential to be clinically efficacious in the treatment of
bronch a diseases, such as asthma.
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Introductiom

Transluiminal angioplasty of stenosed arteries with balloon catheters is a very
important therapeutic procedure e.g. for the prevention of cardiac infarction.
Angioplasty and all other vascular remodeling techmiques are however beset by a one
third incidence of clinically significant restmenosis [I], due to proliferation of vascular
smooth muscle cells (VSMC) after vascular injury resulting in formation of
substantial neointima. This myoproliferative response has been significantly reduced
in animal models by administration of Angiotensin Converting Enzyme inhibitors
(ACEi) [21, and has been coumpletely suppressed by intralesional infusion of Br.Ang,
a potent non-selective, peptidic angiotensin H (Ang) antagonist [31, establishing thus
the essential Ang mediation of this myoproliferative response. Br.Ang or
[Sar1,Val5,Fhe(2',3',4',5',6' Ir )8Ang is a peptidic Ang antagonist which has a long
duration of action vivo so an anti-hypertensive in the periphery [4], as well as
centrally [5]. With ,ecent development of selective, non-peptide Ang antagonists
[6], the tools were avaIable for the determination of the Ang receptor types (AT, or
AT;) responsible for the Ang mediation of this stenotic process. After balloon
angioplasty of the left carotid artery of male Spnugue-Dawley rats, the selective, non-
peptide Ang antagonists, losartan (AT, selective) and/or PD123319 (AT2 selective)
were continuously infused for two weeks into this artery by Alzet mini-osmotic
pumps. The carotid arteries were perfusion fixed, excised, embedded in paraffin and
semithin sections (7pm) were prepared. After hematoxylin-eosin coloration,
moiphometric analysis of neointima formation was performed using a computerized
digitizer (program Bioquant, R & M Biometrics).

Results ad Discusslou

In Figure 1, typical cross-sections of rat carotid arteries 14 days after balloon
angioplasty show the great differene between controls having undergone angioplasty
(Coat(+)) and controls having undergone no angioplasty (Cont(-)). A highly
significant degree of stenosis is present in the Cont(+) group. Also, the superior
capacity of BrsAng over Muartan to prevent neointima formation is shown. Figure 2
is a histogram representing the mean neointimal thickness of the respective
experimental groups. There is a significant difference (p< 0.05) between the Cont(+)
group and all treated groups except for the PD123319 treated group. The
ineffectiveness of this AT2 selective compound to prevent neointima formation leads
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us to conclude that the action of Ang on this myoproliferation is not mediated via the
AT2 receptor. On the other hand, the intralesional administration of an AT, selective
antagonist, losartan, significantly reduced the myoproliferative response of VSMC
after angioplasty therefore indicating an action through the AT, receptor. A
combination infusion of PD123319 and losartan produced a neointima reduction
identical to that obtained by losartan alone therefore excluding a synergistic action.
However, the non-selective, peptidic Ang antagonist, Br.Ang, reduced the post-
angioplastic response to a significantly (p< 0.05) greater degree than the reduction
obtained with losartan. It is therefore concluded that this VSMC response is mainly
but not exclusively AT, mediated, that AT2 mediation has no contribution to this
process and that yet unknown, other Ang receptors may contribute. In contrast to
this finding, it has been reported [7] that the AT2 receptor type may be involved in
the mediation of this process. These results were obtained by infusing another AT2
selective compound in the perivascular space. There are, however, two major flaws
in this approach: firstly, there was no control group with this infusion method, and
secondly, the very high dose used would seem to affect the AT, receptor type [8].

Fig. 1. Typical cross-sections of rot carotid areres 14 days after balloon angioplasty.
A. Cons(-): group of rats having undergone neither angioplasty nor drug treatment.
B. Cont(+): rats receiving no drug treatment after angioplasty.
C. Losartan (DUP753): rats receiving 12.5 Ag/hw/rot of losartan (ia.) after angioplasty.
D. Rats receiving 5 pg/mr/rat of BryAng (La.) after angioplasty.

The above-presented results suggest that non-selective Ang antagonists are
probably the best drug candidates for the prevention of restenosis after vascular
remodeling procedures like coronany angioplasty.
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Control(+)-
PD123319- --
Dup & PD
DUP753
Bir,Ang

Control(-)___________________ ____

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
Mean Neointimal Thckness (mm)

Fig. 2. Histogram representing the mean rgeointimal thickness (areolperimeter) 14 days
after angioplasty (x70). Cont(.): group of rats having undergone neither angioplasty nor
drug treatment. Cont(+): rats receiving no drug treatment after angioplasty. Losartan
(DUP7S3): rats receiving losartan after angioplasty. Dup & PD: rats receiving a
combination of losartan and PD123319 (same concentrations as each drug alone).
PD1233)9. rats receiving 6.25 pg/hr/rat of PD)23319 after angioplasty. Br5Ang: rats
receiving Br5Ang after angioplasty.
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listroduction

Previous research has shown that linear oligopeptides can cross epithelial
membranes at high rates (I]. There are, however, few correlations between the rates
of absorption of the oligopeptides and their physical properties. As a result, it is not
possible to increase the oral activity of a peptide based drug by the methods of
rational drug design. To learn which, if any, physical properties are correlated with
passage through the gut membrane, a homologous series of six cyclic dipeptides of
the form cydlo4[Gy-D-Aaa], where the side chain of the Aaa residue varied fr-om H to
C6H,2 were synthesized and their rates of passage across membranes of the human
gut were measued.

Results *ad Discussion

Radiolabeled cyclic dipeptides (Fable 1) were synthesized by coupling the Boc-
D-amino acid With [3HjGly-OEt using WSCI. Deprotection with TFA and
cyclization (NH3/t 3N) fur-nished the cyclic dipeptide with a specific activity of 10
Cibmol. Chemistry developed by Evans [2] was used to prepare D-Ile(4Me). The
permeability coefficient, Pe for each cyclic dipeptide was determined using a modified
Ussing chamber, where Pe x [peptide) - rate of passage of the tritium labeled peptide
across a T-84 cell monolayer. To control for variability of Pe within the same cell
lines, values of Pe are normalized to cyclo-(D-Val-Gly). Observed and normalized Pe
values are shown in Table I.-

Table 1 Permeability daia, Pe, lipophilicifies (K,, for an octanoYingers system)
and calculated volumes (frm QUANTJA) for cyclc dipeptides

Compound Observed Pe Normalized Pe # samp. KOA Volume,
(nng Us, ± I SD (nods), ± I SD A3

cyclo-(Gly-Gly) 5.6 ± 1.9 7.7 ± 2.4 5 0.013 90.6
Cyclo-(D-Val-Oly) 10.3 ± 4.4 10.3 27 0.151 136
cyclo-(D.-Val(3Me)-Gly) 11.8 ± 2.7 11.8 ± 2.9 4 0.339 147
Cyck7-(D-1.Oly) 14.8 ± 6.9 13.9 ± 2.9 4 0.501 147
cyclo4D)-lle(4Me)-Gly) 21.6 ± 7.6 29.0 ± 16.8 6 1.148 162
cido-r,-Cbs-Glv 30.6 ± 7.4 48.2 ;t 12.5 5 2.089 173

*Current Address: Advanced Magnetics, Inc., 61 Mooney St., Cambridge, MA 02139,
U.S.A.
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Fig. 1. Correlation of permeability coefficient and lipophilicny for cyclic dipeptides.
The equation shown is for the best fit of the data

When the concentration was varied for a single cyclic dipeptide, the flux rates
were shown to be linearly related to concentration. The rate of passage (flux) was
also independent of direction: mucosal to serosal or vice versa. These observations
are consistent with a diffusion controlled absorption mechanism. The integrity of the
cell monolayer was monitored by electrical resistance and by [14C]inulin flux.
HPLC with a radioactive flow monitor was used to verify that the peptide was
transported throngh the membrane intact.

It is a common undemanding that lipophilicity is an important factor for
determining how well a drug is absorbed from the gut. Lipophilicities of the cyclic
dipeptides were obtained (K,,, Table 1) and range from 0.013 to 2.089. When
values of Pe ae plotted against K&, the data are highly correlated (r2 LO.99, see
Figure 1). The simplest interpretation of the data is diffusion into and out of a
membrane bilayer as shown in Figure 2 (model 1). The cyclic dipeptide first diffuses
into the cell membrane, and then diffuses out to either the serosal or mucosal
chamber. This model assumes that the equilibrium between the membrane layer and
the outer aqueous phase is the limiting factor for diffusive uptake of the cyclic

An alternative model is shown in Figure 2 (model 2), wherein the cyclic
dipeptide penetrates the outer cell membrane, diffuses across the cell in a rate
controlling step, and then diffuses out of the cell. The dependence of Pe on factors
associated with diffusion through the cell such as volume is important in this model.
To estimate the effect of volume on the observed N's, the compounds were modeled
using the QUANTA molecular mechaidcs package. The calculated molecular
volumes for the minimized structures ae given in Table 1. The plot of molecular
volume versus permeability gives a poor correlation (r < 0.6), supporting the more
simple model for absopbon of cyclic dipMeL
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R
HN Pe < 10 nrn/sec,

MUCOSAL

SEROSAL Pe > 50 nm/sec,
Model 1 Model 2 100 % abeorption

Fig. 2. Two models for dffusion mediated absorption of cyclic dipeptides across gut
epithelial membranes. Model 1, simple diffusion, and model 2, diffusion mediated by
intracellular effects.

Permeability and absorption in humans have been compared for a number of
drugs [3]. The data reported can be fitted to an equation (Eq. 1) which shows that for
Pc greater than 50 nm/s, absorption is nearly 100%, while for compounds with Pc
less than 10 nm/s, the percentage of absorption drops to zero. According to Eq. 1,
the cyclic dipeptides reported here range in absorption from 1 - 90%. This modeled
dependence of absorption on changes in cyclic dipeptide structure shows how
quantitative structure activity relationships can be used to enhance the oral activity of
cyclic dipeptides.

100
% Absorption = I + 10 (4.9-35 4 Pe) Eq. 1
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Novel radiloimmunoconjugates containing a
bifunctional metal chelating peptide

K.M. Sheldon, R. Arya and J. Garidpy

Department of Medical Biophysics, University of Toronto, and
the Ontario Cancer Institte, 500 Sherbowme Street,

Toronto, Ontario, M4X IK9, Canada

Introduction

One major problem associated with the creation of successful imaging probes
and therapeutic reagents has been the practical compromise between introducing a
sufficent number of individual metal binding sites on targeting agents and the effects
of excessive labelling on the binding affinity of the modified targeting agent for its
receptor [1]. Most procedures used to label monoclonal antibodies with radioactive
metals rely on the random reaction of activated chelators with available sites on the
antibody molecule [2]. Conjugation of large numbers of chelators in this fashion
frequently results in a reduction of immunoreactivity of the final product. We have
developed a site directed method of producing high specific activity, immunoreactive,
radioimmunoconjugates using a bifunctional metal chelating peptide. The peptide
scaffold contains several EDTA-like groups and a single functional group that can be
conjugated to the carbohydrate moieties located in the Fc portion of the antibody
molecule. By defining the site of conjugation we can prevent the loss of
immunoreactivity due to modification of the antigen binding domains. Additionally,
the functional group of the metal chelating peptide can be modified to enable
conjugation to other reactive groups such as the free thiols on Fab.

Results and Discussion

The concept of using amino acid branching methods [3] and protected metal
chelating groups [4] in solid-phase peptide synthesis led us to the design and
construction of prototypic peptides such as the one illustrated in Figure 1. The
overall approach allows one to dramatically simplify the construction and design of
metal-chelating peptides, and permits the rapid creation of an unlimited number of
new agents.

To demonstrate the utility of the metal chelating peptide in constructing
bioconjugates, we selectively introduced the peptide into the Fc domain of a
monoclonal antibody. First a maleimide group was introduced on the peptide by
modifying the single amino group near the C-terminus with m-maleimido-benzoyl-
N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide ester and the carbohydrate chains on the antibody were
oxidized with sodium periodate to create aldehyde groups which were subsequently
converted to thiol moieties by reaction with 2-acetamido-4-mercaptobutyric acid
hydrazide. The final immunoconjugate was created by reaction of the maleimide
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"'Indium labeled lainain peptide fragments as
potential diagnostic agents for metastatic cancers

S.S. Jonnalagaddal, M. Mokotol, D.P. Swanson 1 ,
M.L. Brown 2 and M.W. Epperly2

Schools of ]Pharmacy and 2Medicine, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA 15261, U.S.A.

Introduction

The glycoprotein laminin is known to promote cell adhesion, spreading, neurite
outgrowth, growth and differentiation (1]. In the metastatic evolvement of breast and
colon tumobs it appears that the expression of a 67 kDa cell surface receptor occurs at
levels substantially greater than usually found in normal cells [2]. This high affinity
receptor recognizes the specific peptide sequences CDPGYIGSR and YIGSR, which
are a part of the BI chain of laminin (3]. If these peptide sequences could be
radiolabeled without altering their binding to the 67 kDa receptor, it might permit the
non-invasive early detection and/or differentiation of malignant tumors of the breast
and colon via nuclear medidne techniques.

Results and Discussion

Earlier studies (41 showed that the amide derivatives of the laminin peptides,
CDPGYIGSR-NH 2 and YIGSR-NH2, are significantly more active than their
carboxy-terminal forms, therefore we used the amino-terminal group of these peptides
on which to attach the chelating functional group diethylenetri acid
(DTPA), in order to allow the chelation of I I1n. In the case of YIGSR-NH2, we
actually added one more amino acid, Gly (i.e. GYIGSR-NH2) to the N-terminus so
that the chelating reagent would not have to be attached directly to Tyr. The
following peptides, 1-4, were synthesized as agents to which we chelated I 'In for
potential malignancy diagnosis. In addition, the nonsense peptide 5 was prepared as
a negative control. The key intermediates, needed for the preparation of the peptides
below, were synthesized by SPPS using 4-methyl-benzhydrylamine (MBHA) as the
anchoring resin; specifically, peptides 14 required GY(Dcb)IGS(Bzl)R(Tos)-MBHA
and C(Meb)D(Bzl)PGY(Dcb)IGS(Bzl)R(Tos)-MBHA, while GAGAGA-MBHA was
the precursor to 5. The DTPA monomers 1, 3 and 5 were obtained by reacting their
respective key intermediates, while still resin bound, with a mono HOBt-activated
ester of DTPA followed by cleavage of all blocking groups with liquid HF.

1 DTPA-GYIGSR-NH 2  4 DTPA-(CDPGYIGSR-NH)2
2 DTPA-(GYIGSR-NHL 5 DTPA-GAGAGA-NH 2
3 DTPA-CDPGYIGSR-NH 2
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Similarly, the DTPA dimers 2 and 4 were obtained by reacting their respective
key interumdates with DTPA dianhydride followed by HF cleavage. Peptides 1-5
were purified via preparative HFLC, their purity confirmed by analytical HFLC, and
the structures established by amino acid analysis and/or FAB or electrospray mass
spectrometry. The labeling of peptides 1-5 was accomplished with 11 1InCl3 in 01
M acetic acid (previously passed through Sigma's chelating resin) at 1.8 mCi/I nmol
for 1, 3 and 4 and at 1 mCi/2 nmol for 2 and 5. The radiochemical purity of each
peptide was assessed by HPLC analysis.

Studies involving the imagingibiodistribution of radiolabeled peptides utilized
mice in which a C3H numunmary carcinoma had been implanted. The C3H mammary
carcinoma line was obtained from Dr. Bernard Fsher (School of Medicine, University
of Pittsburgh). Whether the 67 kDa laminin receptor is expressed on the surface of
this tumor is not known. C3H mammary tumor cells were implanted into the left
thigh of 20 g, 12 week old C3H female mice and allowed to grow (2-4 weeks) until
the tumor was significantly noticeable. The animals (n=3/agent/time interval) were
injected via the tail vein with 20-25 ptCi of test I''In-labeled peptides 1-5 and
euthanized at 1, 4, 8, or 24 hours post injection. The animals were subsequently
dissected and the tissue distribution of radioactivity quantitated (mean % injected
dose/g tissue) using an autogamma scintillation counter. The biodistribution data
(Tables I and 2) reveal specific uptake of tIIln-2-4 by the tumor, but not of "'In-I
or 'IIln-S.

Table 1 Biodistribution of "'In-1-3 in the C3H mammary tumor model

Percentage injected dose/g tissue

Tissue ' In-.1 '''In-2 "'1In-3

lhr 4hr 8hr 24hr lhr 4hr 8hr 24hr lhr 4r 8hr 24hr

Brain 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.17 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.04
Blood 0.73 0.09 0.09 0.10 1.89 0.44 0.55 0.19 1.55 0.88 1.00 0.28
Heart 0.48 0.06 0.05 0.02 1.51 0.35 0.33 0.16 0.96 0.44 0.57 0.26
Lung 0.77 0.11 0.10 0.04 1.87 0.39 0.44 0.26 1.65 0.77 0.96 1.65
Liver 2.17 0.19 0.17 0.12 1.22 0.34 0.37 0.37 1.08 0.71 0.87 0.73
Spleen 0.48 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.81 0.30 0.41 0.46 0.49 0.59 1.01 0.92
Stomach 1.01 0.30 0.07 0.06 1.18 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.72 0.13 0.17 0.14
Gut 6.49 2.72 0.45 0.21 1.92 0.56 0.25 0.32 0.87 0.72 0.54 0.40
Kidney 3.72 1.44 1.32 1.04 5.61 2.43 1.41 2.18 8.25 9.13 9.77 5.91
Ovary 0.90 0.44 0.49 0.09 1.46 0.38 0.31 0.38 1.14 0.67 0.72 0.54
Skin 3.48 0.29 0.11 0.06 1.51 0.37 0.21 0.41 1.19 0.55 0.55 0.36
Muscle 0.72 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.81 0.21 0.17 0.09 0.40 0.12 0.23 0.13
Bone 0.48 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.72 0.14 0.17 0.16 0.61 0.37 0.34 0.40
Tumor 1.42 0.22 0.09 0.09 1.62 0.50 0.55 0.46 1.54 0.99 1.07 0.66
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Tisme 111..n-

1lw 41w 81f 241r lhr 4hr 81w 241r

S0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.00
Wood 2.16 0.05 0.27 0.07 0.44 0.07 0.03 0.03
Et 0.59 0.23 0.17 0.11 0.40 0.06 0.04 0.03

Lung 0.99 0.23 0.27 0.16 0.49 0.08 0.06 0.04
Lver 0.64 028 0.39 0.42 0.37 0.12 0.10 0.10
Splee 0.42 0.24 0.38 0.49 0.37 0.13 0.10 0.13
Stomach 0.31 0.14 0.92 0.12 0.26 0.23 0.07 0.03
Gut 0.59 0.16 0.59 0.22 0.41 0.44 0.24 0.05
Kidney 13.88 14.77 12.94 11.50 1.81 1.42 1.13 1.09
Ovary 0.64 0.33 0.31 0.61 1.18 0.12 0.11 0.14
Skin 0.33 0.18 0.30 0.15 0.94 0.12 0.09 0.06
Muscle 0.24 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.22 0.04 0.03 0.02
Bone 0.34 0.10 0.18 0.12 0.18 0.04 0.03 0.03
Tumor 1.19 0.45 0.59 0.43 0.83 0.20 0.09 0.08

Biodistribution data reveal specific uptake of III-h4, II111n-3 and I IlIn-4 in the
C3H mammary tumors approaching 0.6, 1.1 and 0.6 percent of the administered
dose/g, respectively, at 8 hours post injection. At this time interval, tumor-to-blood
and tumor-to-muscle radioactivity ratios were 1.0 and 3.3, respectively, for 1t jn-2,
1.1 and 4.6, respectively, for 'lIn-3 and 2.2 and 6.5, respectively, for 'In-4.
Retention of radioactivity in the tumor was longest, nearly 0.7 percent after 24
hours, with I'In-3 and the umor-to-blood and tumor-to-muscle ratios were 2.4 and
5.2, respectively. These preliminary data suggest the potential use of IIIn-labeled
laminin peptide fragments in the early detection of malignant tumors of the breast.
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Introduction

Since poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) is stable, low toxic, low immunogenic,
bioinert and soluble in both aqueous and organic solvents, it is noted as a drug
carrier. Recently we found that the inhibitory effects of [fibronectin and laminin-
related peptidel-[amino-poly(ethylene glycol)] hybrids [Arg-Gly-Asp-aminoPEG
(RGD-aPEG) and Tyr-fle-Gly-Ser-Arg-ammoPEG(YIGSR-aPEG)] on experimental
metastasis in mice were more potent than those of RGD and YIGSR [1, 21.
Following these studies, we prepared H-Arg-GIu-Asp-Val-NH2(REDV), REDV-
aPEG, H-Glu-Ile-Leu-Asp-Val-NH2(EILDV), cPEG-EILDV (cPEG~arboxy-PEG)
and cPEG-YIGSR. REDV and EILDV are sequences of fibronectin and YIGSR is a
sequence of laminin.

Results and Discussion

To synthesize REDV-aPEG, Boc-Arg(Tos)-Glu(OcHx)-Asp(OcHx)-Val-OH was
prepared by the solution method and coupled with aPEG which was prepared from
PEG 6000(MW 7500-9000) according to the procedure reported by Pillai and Mutter
(3). The resulting protected hybrid was treated with HF to give REDV-aPEG,
followed by purfication by HPLC. Other petides and hybrids were ppered by the
solid-phase method using Boc strategy. cPEG was prepared from PEG monomethyl
ether (average MW 5000) by oxidation according to the procedure reported by Ueyamna
etal [41.

The inhibitory effect of synthetic peptides and hybrids on the experimental
metastasis of B16 melanoma BL6 in mice was examined. The inhibitory effect of
cPEG-YIGSR was almost equal to that of YIGSR-aPEG. The inhibitory effect of
REDV was potentiated by the hybridization with aPEG as shown in Figure 1. Of
the synthetic peptides and their hybrids, EILDV exhibited the most potent inhibitory
effect.
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Fig. 1. Inhibiory effect of synthetic pepuids and hybrds on the Lwsg nielastasuis n Mice.

EILDV, REDV, and their PEG hybrids exhibited an inhibitory effect on
experimental metastasis of B 16 melanoma BL6 in mice. Thbe potent inhibitorY effect
of the hybrid can be roughly explained by the hypothesis that the bulky PEG portion
might prevent enzymatic hydrolysis of the peptide portion and stabilize the binding
of the peptide portion to its receptor. Koyama reporte that subcutaneously injected
PEG in mice was distributed in tumor cells in high concentration [51. This fact also
suggests the potent inhibitory effect of the hybrid.
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Introduction

Recently, we presented the concept of N-terminally extended GRF analogs of
[Leu27]bGRF(I-29)NH 2 (1) as pro-drugs for the generation of the core peptide 1 in
bovine plasma in vitro through a DPP-IV-mediated hydrolysis (1]. It has been
shown that only GRF analogs with N-terminal extensions specific for DPP-IV
recognition generated 1 while other pro-GR~s with a wrong *reading frame" for
DPP-IV were not processed to 1 [1]. Also, the apparent tl,, of 1 generated from an
extended DPP-IV-cleavable pro-GRF almost doubled as compared to the t1, of 1
incubated directly in bovine plasma in visro [I].

DPP-IV preferably cleaves dipeptides X-Pro, X-Ala or X-Hyp from the N-
termini of unsubstituted peptides or proteins [2]. DPP-IV-assisted hydrolysis rates
are dependent upon X. About 20 times faster cleavages were reported for short
peptides with Pro at position P, than those with Ala [2]. This information prompted
us to examine whether pro-GRFs with different N-terminal extensions could be
cleaved at different rates by plasma DPP-IV to control the release of the core
peptide 1.

Results and Discussion

Included in this study were pro-GRFs from the [X-',YOLu27JbGRF(l-29)NH 2
series (prepared by SPPS, Boc-chemistry [3, 41) having either fle-'-Pro0 (analog 2),
Val-'-Ala0 (analog 3), Tyr'-Ala0 (analog 4) or desNH2Tyr'-Ala0 (analog 5) as the
N-terminal extension. The main objectives of this study were (i) to compare the
course of appearance and degradation of [Leu7]bGRF(l -29)NH2 (1) derived from pro-
GRFs with different extensions upon incubaton in bovine plasma in vitro [I]. and
(ii) to determine the GH-releasing activity of the N-terminally extended analogs in
primary bovine anterior pituitary prime cell cultures in vitro [5] and in steers in vivo
[6].

In agreement with our earlier reports [1, 4,71, 1 was degrded in bovine plasma
in vitro via a DPP-IV-dependent mechanism to form [Leu ]bGRF(3-29)NH 2 (6).
Plasma incubations with analogs 2, 3 and 4 resulted in sequential cleavages, first of
the X-1-YO extension to generate 1, followed by the removal of Tyr'-Ala2 from 1 to
form [Leu"JbGRF3-29)NH2 (6)
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Table I N-senuiu ended maogi iVIA lV)GRF( 1-29),H 2 (11 GH-releasing
Ocbiviy i PNraFY bovine anOr PmuhiY CeU cluures in vitroa

No. Extension in Potencya Potency EC5 Efficacy Efficacy
peptide I (M) 9 CLb (am) (%) 95% CLb

I None 100.0 - 0.088 100 -

2 lie 'pro 0  
4 .5d - 2.15 - -

3 VaI'-A1a0  13.0 4.7-35 0.70 100.4 86.6-116.1

4 TyrI-Ala0  0.5 0.2 - 2.0 16.43 90.7 74.3-109.7

3 desNHA2Tyr'-Ala° 3.0 1.0 - 4.4 2.62 68.9 43.0- 98.1

'Assay conditions as described [5]. Potencies based on peptides ECq0s relative to 1.
b95% CL denotes 95% confidmen limits.
c.fIcacy based on the maximum GH-release induced by I taken as 100%.
&raken fromi [t.

The half-lives determined for the removal of N-terminal extensions from
analogs 2,3, and 4 were as follows: 20.4 mrin (e--Pro 0 ), 20.7 min (Val-i-Ala0 ) and
23.8 min (Tyr'-Ala0 ). These values do not support the literature data on much faster
cleavages of substrates with penultimate Pro than those with Ala [2]. Possibly, in
contrast to di- or tri-peptidic substrates, secondary structues of longer peptides could
have greater effects on the enzyme binding and cleavage rates. The apparent half-lives
determined for I derived from 2,3 and 4 were respectively 174% (43.2 min), 186%
(46.2 mrin) and 155% (38.5 min) of the ttn of 1 (24.8 min) incubated directly with
bovine plasma.

Analog 5 with desNH2Tyr-I-Ala0 in the extension, an inactive DPP-IV
substrate lacking the free N-terminal amino group, was not cleaved by plasma to
form 1. Although no metabolites were identifiable under the HPLC conditions used
in the study, this extended GRF slowly disappeared from plasma due to other
unknown, but non-DPP-lV-related cleavages.

The in vitro OH-releasing potencies of the four extended GRF analogs 2,3,4
and 5 were in the range of 0.5 to 13% of the potency of 1 (Table 1). Despite low
inherent (in vitro) potency, 2,3, and 4 were respectively 121%, 103% and 113% as
active as 1 (p>O.05) in releasing serum GH in vivo in steers (Figure 1), which
suggests that 1 could also have been generated in vivo from the DPP-IV-cleavable
pro-GRFs. This notion is supported by the fact that the non-DPP-IV cleavable
analog 5 released no more GH (56%) than water injected controls (54%) under the
same in vivo conditions (Figure 1).

In summary, ow results confirm the pro-drug concept of N-terminally extended
ORF analogs as targets for the DPP-IV mediated release of the core GRF and
extension of its ti in bovine plasma in vitro. However, the DPP-IV cleavable pro-
GRF did not appe= to significanly delay nor prolong the analog-induced release of
OH in vivo. The serum GH profiles in steers treated with these pro-drugs were
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100

*40* Water
80 Core Peptide(1)

84 e 8 e-Pro-GRF (2)
ht*h VoI-Aho-GRF (3)

60 0" Tyr-Aia-GRF (4)
C0 --- desNH2Tyr-A~a-GRF (5)

E 0LdN2

20

-40 -20 0 20 40 60 0100 120 140 160180o
Minutes

M8g.I. Profiles of serum GH induced by a single i~v. dose (0.1 nmoL'k) of fLeaa27 )-
bGRF(U-29)NH 2 (I) or ins anlogs 2-5 in sawes. Assay condiiona as describe 16).

similar to those induced by the core peptide despite the analogs' low GH-releaing
potency in vitro. This suggests the pro-GRFs could have been rapidly processed to
the core peptide by blood and/or organ and tissue Dfr-IV in vimo
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Introduction

Certain synthetic peptides based on various H1V-l strains show a differential
reactivity in enzyme immunoassays with sera from different geographic locations
(Africa, India, Europe and North America) [1]. By integrating the reactivity to
epitopes which react differentially in various populations a pattern is created which
can be used to classify HIV-1 infections. These results can give clues regarding the
choice of viral variant to be represented in future HIV-1 vaccines.

Results and Discussion

In the serodendrogram shown in Figure 1,120 Ethiopian and 46 Swedish HMV-I
positive sera were tested against 6 synthetic full-length (Cysteine to Cysteine)
peptides from the third variable domain (V3) of HIV-I gp 120. Peptides from HIV-1
subtypes A (Z321), B (MN), D (JY1 and a proline substituted derivative of ELI) and
unclassified (Z3) were included. The peptide-variable names are written vertically
above each column to the right of the dendrogram. To ensure reproducibility and to
minimize influences due to differences in the general degree of antibody response of
infected individuals a ratio was calculated between the reactivity of each peptide and
the average of V3 peptide reactivities (MLV3). Finally, the ratio of the reactivities
of Z3 and Z321 was included.

The ranked difference in absorbance between peptide- and mock-coated microtiter
wells is shown for each cluster of sera (i.e., one branch in the serodendrogram) as a
relative one-figure value, where 9 = maximum, and 0 = minimum of the ranked
absorbance difference. The maximum value is shown at the bottom of the Figure.
Rank 1.00 is the maximum for all peptide-variables. The reactivity in EIA for each
peptide forms one dimension in a 7-dimensional coordinate system. Each serum is
represented by a point in this coordinate system. Distances between all points are
collected in a distance matrix. Sera with almost identical reactivity patterns are
collected in clusters denominated by the identity of the first occurring serum. To
distinguish the members of each cluster, Ethiopian members are symbolized with an

*Present address: Deutsches Krebsforschungscentrum, im Neuenheimerfeld 506, D-6900

Heidelberg, Germany.
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I
"E", mad Swedish with ma "S". Swedish sera cluster in two regions of the

Saw denSdrgram, whereas the Etdopua sera bad more variable reactivity patterns. In
conclusio serological similarity analysis and sezodendtograms are novel and rational
ways of analysing HIV- I infection which may become useful in large scale
epidemiological surveys of HMV-l antigenic variation at sites selected for vaccine
trials.

ci

-- ~-,

raum d wago

Fig. 1. Seno1ogical similarity analysis and a V3 based serodendwograni.
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Introduction

One of the potential approaches for arresting the progress of degenerative
inflammatory disease is the administration of highly specific inhibitors of the
proteases which are responsible for the breakdown of cartilage. These endogenous
endo-peptidases are collectively known as matrix-metalloproteases (MMPs, e.g.,
collagenase, stromelysin, etc.). To date, potent inhibitors of MMPs are peptides or
peptide-like structures and there is growing evidence that even metabolically stable
peptide-like molecules may be subject to extensive first pass loss by biliary excretion
F1]. We have utilized a variety of in vitro, in situ and in vivo models to examine
potential barriers which limit the bioavailability of hydroxamate based MMP
inhibitors. Here, we report on some structural features which influence the
bioavailability of hydroxamate based MMP inhibitors in the rat.

Results and Discussion

The hydroxamate 1 has been reported [2] to be a potent inhibitor of the human
fibroblast collagenase (HMC). We have found that, although hydroxamate 1 is stable
(3-24h) in rat biological fluids, its oral bioavailability in the rat is negligible.
Although in situ models reveal that the drug is absorbed across rat intestine, no intact
1 escapes the liver. Low levels of I were detected in pre-hepatic circulation, but
neither the parent hydroxymate 1 nor its major metabolite, the corresponding
carboxylate, was detected in post-hepatic circulation. Analysis of bile revealed
extensive excretion of unchanged drug and metabolites. In fact, following iv
administration of 5 mg/kg of 1 to rats with jugular and bile cannulae [3], more than
90% of 1 excreted in the bile in one hour. Moreover, 33% of the total biliary
excretion occurred within the first 5 min. The poor pharmacodynamics exhibited by
the hydroxamate I is probably due to the overall high lipophilicity of this
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conpound. In order to improve dhe pharmiacodynamic properties of the inhibitor, we
decided to modify the C-terminal amide portion of the inhibitor 1 which should
change the overall physicochemical properties while still maintaining nanomolar
enzyme inhibition.

We have shown that the tryptophan analog 2a (R=Me) is a 3-fold mome potent
inhibitor (Ki - 2 nM] of HPC than 1. We have incorporated neutral, polar, cationic
and anionic functional groups into various C-terminal amides, 2b-j (Table 1).
These modifications provided analogs with either more or comparable activity against
HFC vs. the reference compound 1.

H HO0

QN N,%AN

Ar

1 2a-j
Ar = (4-OMe)phenyl 3-Indolyl
R= Me see Table 1

The analogs containing tertiary amines, 2c-e, improved plasma half life 2-3
fold over the reference compound 1.- More importantly these analogs have
considerably reduced biliary excretion. However, the carboxylate analog 2b behaved
like the methyl compound 1 and is essentially completely excreted in bile.

Table 1 Enzyme inhibition, plasma half life and biliary excretion data

Compd. P. Ki vs HFC Plasma t1/2 Biliary Excretion
(rim) (Mini) (% of total doseb) (% as parent)

I -CH3  6 9.05 ± 2.9 84.1 ± 7.3 43.3 ± 1.1
2 b -(CH2).4-COOli 1 6.9 ± 2.4 108 ± 18.9 8.8 ± 1.3
2 c -(CH2)-N(CH 3)2  12 21.0 ± 1.5 18.9 ± 3.7 71.1 ± 2.8
2d -(CH2)-N(CH 3)2  3 25.0 ± 4.2 18.1 ± 4.2 12.4 ± 3.2
2 e -(CH 2)4-N(CH 3)2  3 28.2 ± 0.6 42.5 ± 3.6 56.5 ± 3.8
2 f -(CH2)-O-CH 3  5 19.0 ± 4.4 59.2 ± 11.8 21.4 ± 1.7
2 g -(CH2)-S-CH3  5 32.4 ± 4.1 27.3 ± 4.3 15.6 ± 2.9
2hb -(CH2)-S(O)-.CH 3  2 7.4 ± 0.7' 44.8 ± 10.1 74.3 ± 2.2
2 1 -(CH 2)?S0 2-CH3  3 24.0 ± 3.1 67.2 ± 6.1 14.0 ± 4.0
2j -(CH2)-S-(CH2)-N(CH 3>2 5 43.7 ± 7.7 60.8 ± 11.0 42.8 ± 7.1

aWixture of diastereoisomers at sulfuar, two peaks in HPLC, so value not accurate.
bAll compounds were dosed (iv) at 5 mglkg; except compound 2e was dosed at 2.5 mg/kg.

In a comparable series of tertiary amine 2c, ether 2f, and thioether 2g,
surprisingly the thioether gave the longest plasma half life (32 min vs. 21 min and
19 min for the amine and ether analogs, respectively). The longer plasma t1/2 of 2g
is also reflected in dhe lower biliary excretion of the thioether compared to the ether
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2f. We have confirmed that the result of the thioether is not due to enzymatic
oxidation at sulfur, as authentic sulfoxide 2b, and sulfone 2i, gave different results.
In addition, the identity of the parent thioether in the biological fluids, plasma and
bile, was confirmed by HPLC using the corresponding sulfoxides and suifone. The
analog 2j, where we have inserted a thioether functionality in the tertiary amine
analog 2e, resulted in an analog which is more potent and has the longest plasma tit2
(44 min). The tertiary amine analog 2e has been found to be 10% orally
bioavailable in rat.

In conclusion, the rational design of C-terminally modified MMP inhibitors has
led to analogs that are less susceptible to first pass loss by biliary excretion.
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Introduction

Blood coagulation factor XIII (F XII) is activated by thrombin and plays an
important role in coagulation by crosslinking fibrin to insoluble polymers.
Additionally F XIII incorporates c 2-antiplasmin and fibronectin into fibrin. F X1II is
reported to accelerate wound healing too. For studies and clinical routine analyses
several assays for F XIi activity have been described. Most of these tests have to be
performed manually. Thereore they are cumbersome, time-consuming and often
poorly reproducible. Normally they rely on acid or urea solubility of formed fibrin
clots or on the incorporation of labelled amines into natural substrates of F XIIL i.e.
casein or fibrin. We developed an assay for the activity of F XIII based on the release
of ammonia generated by the F XIII mediated incorporation of glycine ethyl ester into
a specific glutamine containing peptide [1). The test can be carried out on automated
routine analyzers or on common photometers. Here we report on the development of
a test system with a specific glutamine containing F Xm substrate Leu-Gly-Pro-Gly-
Gln-Ser-Lys-Val-Ile-Gly-amide (K9) and a clotting inhibitor Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro-Ala-
amide (clot 7).

Results and Discussion

This procedure is carried out directly in a cuvette. The test principle is as
follows: a F XIII containing specimen (blood plasma sample) is activated by
thrombin and Ca2+. To prevent the formation of a fibrin clot Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro-Ala-
amide (clot 7) is added simultaneously. The activated F XIII incorporates Gly-OEt
into the Gin of the substrate K9. The continuously released ammonia reacts directly
with ketoglutarate. During this process NADH is consumed. The consumption of
NADH is detected by the decline of UV absorption at 340 mu. The rate of UV
decline is a direct measure for F XII activity and F Xm content. For this assay two
peptides are necessary. One peptide is used to prevent clotting of plasma. We have
optimized the potency of Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro, which is known to prevent association of
soluble fibrin chains without disturbing the action of thrombin [2]. We found that
the elongation of this sequence at the C-terminus led to considerable more potent
inhibitors. Particularly useful was Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro-Ala-amide (Table 1). K9 is a
substrate that incorporates Gly-OEt via F XLII. We have optimized peptide sequences
derived from casein [3,4] and found K9 (Leu-Gly-Pro-Gly-Gln-Ser-Lys-Val-Ile-Gly-
amide) having the most rapid turnover rate of Gly-O1t by F XlII. We synthesized
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Table 1 Se ttr-ac&iia rekuioeuhi ofclot inhibior

Neptide sequence relative activity (%)P

Guyt-AlS%>Al&amide 100
Gly-fto-Arg-Piu-Asp-amide 78
Gly-Piu-Arg-Pro-Pto-unide 53
Gly-Pro-Awg-Po-Vkal-ide 37
Gly-Pro-Argf-Pn4ly-mnide 28
Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro-Lys-amide 25
Gly-Pro-Arg-Fro-Ti-amide 19
Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro-Ser-unide 17
Gly-Fro-Arg-Pro-Phe-anide 10
Gly-Pro-Arg-ftoamide 7

-AIl of each peptide (c = 2m$Wm) and 50 0i. of thrombin solution (50 IUhnI) were added
to 100 WL Of plasma. 7Ue clotting time was measured in seconds. The most potent
compound was set to 100% (449 s).

both peptides by solid phase methods in large amounts. We used TFA labile amide
linkers attached to amino methyl polystyrene [5, 611. The assembly of the peptides
was carried out by standard Fmkoc-protocols. The coupling reactions were carried out
by a 1.5-fold amino acid excess using DICAHOt as an activating agent. The batch
sizes for K9 were up to 450 g of final peptide resin. The clot inhibitor can be
synthesized efficiently by solution methods too. Both peptides were: cleaved by
TFAlwater (97% or 95%, respectively) and were purified by recrystallization
employing TFA Itert.-butylmethylether. This procedure yielded substrate and
clotting inhibitor pure enough for the above in vitro assay.
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Introduction

In 1977, Japanese medical officials reported the appearance of adult T-cell
leukemia/lymphoma (ATL) in a small cluster of the adult population in southwestern
Japan [1]. A retrovirus, human T-Cell Lymphotropic Virus Type I (HTLV-I), was
first isolated from patients with ATL in the southeastern part of the United States [2,
3], indicating a possible relationship between the disease and the retrovirus.
Collaborative research efforts using a purified HTLV-I antigen in an immuno-
precipitation revealed that the Japanese ATL patients' sera reacted with the HTLV-I
protein [1, 4]. HTLV-I is usually associated with ATL, but atypical, more benign
HTLV-l-positive T-cell malignancies are sometimes found [5]. ATL is characterized
by a clinically aggressive course, poor prognosis, hypercalcemia, and visceral
involvement [6]. Although HTLV-I requires a long latency period for introduction of
ATL, when ATL does develop, it is usually fatal and the survival time of patients is
very short, 50% survival being about six months [7].

HTLV-H, first reported in 1982, is associated with T-cell variants of hairy-cell
leukemia [8, 9], however, a specific cause-and-effect relationship between HTLV-fl
and human disease remains unclear. HTLV-H isolates outnumber HTLV-I in the
U.S. [10]. Routes of HTLV transmission are similar to that of HIV, including
sexual transmission, exposure to contaminated cellular blood components or IV drug
abuse, and from infected mother to infant, primarily through breast feeding. HTLV-I
and H have 65% nucleotide sequence homology and their encoded protein antigens we
closely related [ 11]. This relationship is especially pronounced in the GAG regions
of the viruses.

Methods of identifying antibodies to HTLV-I/I have included enzyme immuno-
assays (EIA) based on whole viral lysate, recombinant antigen EJA, and PCR for
identification of proviral sequences. This report details the use of synthetic poly-
peptide antigens of the ENV region of HTLV-I and HTLV-ll for use in an EIA format
for the purpose of identifying antibodies to these retroviruses in human serum or
plasma samples.
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Resutas sad Discamlde

Of the total of 449 samples tested, 110 were positive by EIA, western blot,
RIPA, PCR, or a combination of the above methods. There were 12 samples which
were indeterminate by western blot (i.e., p19 and/or p24 present, and either no gp
bands or one of gp68, gp46, or gp21 present), and negative by RIPA. The peptide
EIA detected 5 (41.7%) of these indeterminates. Average signal to cutoff ratio with
whole viral lysate EIA of the peptide positive samples was 3.8 versus 2.0 for the
peptide negative indeterminates. Testing of 327 negative samples, comprised mostly
of blood donors, resulted in no repeat reactive samples. Table I below summarizes
these dat.

Table I Performance of the HTLV-Jill peptide EMA

Sample category Result

HTLV-I or HTLV-HI Positive Samples (N=l 10) 110/110 Positive

HTLV-I or HTLV-Il Negative Samples (N=327) 0/327 Positive8

HTLV-I or HTLV-il Indeleninate Samples (N=12) 5112 Positive
8 Indicates repeat reactivity. Five (1.5%) of 327 samples were initially reactive.

Due to die nonspecific nature of recombinant and whole virus-based tests, radio-
immunoprecipitation assays (RIPA) have been selected as the most reliable method
for HTLV-I/Il antibody confirmation. The choice was mainly due to the assay's
ability to detect HTLV ENV glycoprotein antibodies with extreme sensitivity. Thus,
a screening test based on HTLV-I and HTLV-i1 ENV prolens, presented as conserved
polypeptides, could potentially provide highly reliable results.

Synthetic polypeptide antigens have shown success for detection of antiviral
inumunoglobulins in HIV-I, HIV-2 and hepatitis C virus. Peptide antigens are
prepared based on the identification of epitopes which are both strongly immunogenic
and highly conserved from strain-to-strain. Peptide antigens offer the advantage of
presenting extremely high densities of immunogenic epitopes in the assay virtually
without the presence of contaminating or nonspecific proteins. Mixtures of peptides
in immuno-assays, therefore, are much less problematic than whole virus or
recombinants.

The peptide-based EIA, with gp21 and gp46 antigens from HTLV-I and HTLV-
II, demonstrated the ability to detect 100% of the positive samples tested.
Specificity, based on repeat reactive testing, was also 100%. These data show
promise for the paptide-based EA as a valuable screening tool for the detection of
antibodies to HTLV-I and I1.
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Introduction

We have recently found that polystyrene-grafted polyethylene film (PEPS)
[1, 2J is a highly convenient solid support for Merrifield synthesis of multiple
peptides. Because of its hydrophobic nature, however, the PEPS film is not wetted
by aqueous solutions and, therefore, it is not well-suited for certain biotechnological
appications such as diagnostic testing and affinity purification. We now describe the
preparation and properties of a hydrophilic version, the PEO-PEPS film, which is
equally well-suited for peptide synthesis and, in addition, exhibits a high level of
solvation in aqueous solution.

Results and Discussion

The PEO-PEPS film was prepared in the following way: in order to improve
its mechanical properties, a polyethylene film was crosslinked by preirradiation with
high energy electrom. Subsequent grafting of polystyrene proceeded smoothly on the
crosslinked material to obtain a 168 wt % crosslinked PEPS film. Surprisingly, and
in contrast with non-crosslinked PEPS films, no inhomogeneities due to bubbles
containing occluded homopolymer were visible in the grafted polymer. The
crosslinked PEPS film was aminomethylated to obtain a high substitution of ca. 5.5
mmol amino groups per gram film. A Boc-benzhydrylaminoprpionic acid linker
(BHA) was loaded onto 0.1 mmol amino groups per gram film and the remaining
amino groups were coupled with 3,6,9trioxadecanoic acid to obtain the hydrophilic
PEO-PEPS film. The PEO-PEPS film was found to be very hygroscopic, gaining
up to 20% in weight at 250C and 50% relative humidity and, furthermore, it
exhibited general solvent compatibility, ranging from toluene, through DMF to
water.

In order to demonstrate its usefulness for solid-phase peptide synthesis, we have
synthesized human gelsolin fragment (160-169) on the PEO-PEPS film and
compared it to that synthesized on the unmodified PEPS film (loaded with 0.3 mmol
BHA linker/ gram film). The fully protected Boc-Gln-Arg(Tos)-Leu-Phe-Gln-Val-
Lys(CI-Z)-oly-Arg(Tos)-Arg(Tos)-BHA-PEO-PEPS film was assembled by a
standard solid-phase double coupling protocol employing in situ DIC incorporation
as well as some modified pwcedtur for specific amino acids (Bcc-Gin was coupled as
HOBt ester to minimize the dehydration of amide to uitrile and for coupling of Boc-
Phae6 to (An"", the coupling was done with the preformed symmetrical anhydride
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to minimize pyrolidoue carboxylic acid formation). Dqwotection and release of the
free hOS (160-69) was accomplished with anhydrous HF under standard conditions.
Figure 1 shows the HFLC chrommograms of the crude hGS (160-69) obtained from
A) PEO-PEPS film and B) PEPS film. The crude hGS-(160-169) was purified and
the correct molecular weight was established by fast atom bombardment mass
spectromety [found (calcd), 1285.8 (1285.8)].

_ i I U - I I

Minutes 
Minutes

Fig. ). Analytical HPLC chromaograms of crude hGS (160-169) obtained from (A) the
PEO-PEPS filn and (B) the PEPS flint. Buffer A, 5% CH3CN/95% H20/0.0445% TFA;
buffer B, 60% CH3CNI40% H20LO.0390% TFA; linear gr;dient 0.-101 of buffer B in 30
min; flow rate, 1.5 nmlnin; column, mBONDAPAKrT C, 8 (0.46 x 30 cm).

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to construct a
hydrophilic film support, PEO-PEPS film, which is both hygroscopic and at the
same time well-suited as a solid support for peptide synthesis in organic solvents.
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Introduction

The need to include solvation effects in the simulation of biomolecular systems
is widely acknowledged, particularly in the case of water and other polar solvents.
Water plays a crucial role in determining the structure and conformation of both
small and large molecules (peptides, proteins, nucleic acids) and solvation/desolvation
energies contribute significantly to binding free energies in ligand/receptor
interactions, often determining relative potencies of drug candidates. Solvation effects
could be modelled by inclusion of explicit water molecules in the simulations, but
this approach is limited by the high computational cost associated with the large
number of water molecules needed to simulate the long range interactions acting in
these systems and by the complexity of the water-biomolecule interactions, which
include electrostatic, hydrophobic and dispersion forces. Because of these limitations,
a number of simplified models have been proposed to represent solvation effects
when added to classical energy expressions describing in vacuo energies. These
models include empirical scales obtained by fitting experimental solvation data [1-3],
and models that treat the solvent as a continuum media, such as continuum dielectric
models based on the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation [4] and models based on a
Generalized Born (GB) equation [5, 61. For solvated peptides and proteins with
multiple charged groups, solvation free energies are dominated by the electrostatic
component. Continuum dielectric models based on the PB equation have been shown
to represent accurately (within the limitations of continuum models) the electrostatic
component of solvation for small polar molecules and proteins [7-91. In this report,
we use a PB model to investigate the dependence of electrostatic solvaum free energy
on conformation, including effects of solvent-accessible surface area, buried charges,
charge-charge interactions and molecular shape and we examine other solvation
models to determine their ability to reproduce these effects. Finally, we propose a
new model based on fitting and parameterization of the results obtained with the PB
model. The new model might offer a fast method to couple electrostatic solvation
effects to molecular mechanics simulations.
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Results ad Discussion

Model systems and protocols. The peptide hormone endothelin-1 (ET-1) was
selected as model system for these studies. ET-l has 21 residues, six of which are
ionized at neutral pH: N-terminal Cys, Asp 8, Lys 9, Glu 10, Asp 18 and C-terminal
Trp, resulting in a net charge of -2. Over 120 different conformations of this
molecule, obtained in a previous in vacuo conformational search, sample a wide
variety of molecular shapes, solvent exposures and relative positions and orientations
of the six charged groups. Electrostatic solvation free energies were calculated for
each of these conformers using the program Delphi [Biosym Technologies, Inc.]. By
selectively turning "on" and "off' the formal charges on these conformers, we were
able to investigate the effect on solvation of several conformational parameters, such
as solvent-accessible surface area of exposed single charges, distance to the surface for
buried charges, distance between charges and overall effect of molecular shape.

Solvation of single charged groups. Examination of electrostatic solvation free
energies of individual charged groups (AGi) reveals a correlation with their
corresponding solvent-accessible surface areas (S), but several observations are
noteworthy. First, the relationship between AGi and S is not linear, as assumed by
empirical scales models, but follows an apparent exponential decay. Second, AGi is
not a unique function of S; a spread of ±5 kcal/mol in the correlation between the
two variables is typical, suggesting a dependency of AGi on other parameters related
to molecular shape. Finally, buried charges (with zero solvent accessible surface
areas) contribute significantly to AGi, with the magnitude of the effect being related
to the distance from the charge to the surface. Empirical scales do not take into
account the effect of buried atoms. Models based on the GB equation rely on
numerical calculation of effective Born radii for each charged atom in the molecule to
represent the dependency of AGi on solvent exposure and conformation. In our
implementation of one GB equation model [61, we found that by adjusting the
dielectric offset (an empirical parameter of the model) we could reproduce the results
obtained with Delphi to within 10-15% error, but we encounter difficulties in
reproducing electrostatic solvation free energies in systems with both exposed and
buried charges. In addition, the computational cost of these type of models increases
rapidly as the size of the molecule increases.

Effect of charge-charge interactions on solvation. The total electrostatic
solvation free energy of a peptide or protein with multiple charged groups is not
given by the sum of the electrostatic solvation free energies of the individual charged
groups. We found that the relative positions of the charged groups can have a drastic
effect on solvation. The magnitude of the electrostatic solvation free energy due to
charge-charge interactions (given by the difference between the electrostatic solvation
free energy calculated with all the charges present simultaneously and the sum of the
electrostatic solvation free energies of the individual charged groups) depends on the
magnitude and signs of the charges, the distance among them, their solvent-
accessibility and molecular shape. Simple empirical scales models do not have terms
for charge-charge interactions and cannot reproduce these effects. Models based on the
GB equation include effects of charge-charge interactions on solvation as a pairwise
function of effective Born radii and distance between charges.

New model based on parameterization of results obtained with PB model.
Functional forms were developed and parameterized to fit the electrostatic solvation
free energies obtained with Delphi for the set of ET- 1 conformers. The resulting
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model includes terms to represent solvation of exposed or partially exposed charged
groups as a function of solvent-accessible surface area, solvation of buried charges as
a function of distance to the surface and effect of charge-charge interactions as a
function of distance between charges and solvent-accessible surface areas. The new
model reproduces the electrostatic solvation free energies of the ET- I conformers
obtained with Delphi with an average error of less than 5%, although larger errors
were observed in cases with close approach between charges. Application of the new
model to calculate electrostatic solvation free energies of a set of 27 high-resolution
protein structures from the Brookhaven Data Base resulted in similar average errors,
less than 5%, indicating that the model might be transferable to systems outside of
the training set.

The computational times associated with the application of the new model to
peptides and proteins with formal charges are of the same order of magnitude as for
empirical scales models and significantly less than the times required by continuum
dielectric models based on Poisson-Boltzmann equation or models based on the
Generalized Born equation. Further tests are under way to ensure the transferability of
the model and to investigate the possibility of coupling it to empirical force field
energy expressions representing the energy of the peptide or protein in vacuo, in order
to include solvation effects on molecular simulations. The effect on solvation of
other electrostatic phenomena such as dielectric and ionic boundary pressures [101,
not included in our parameterization of the Poisson-Boltzmann results, will also be
investigated.
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Introduction

CHARMm22 parameters, partially derived from ab initio studies [1, 2], are used
in calculations of two cyclic hexapeptides whose structures are known from x-ray
crystallography [3, 4]. In comparing calculated results with x-ray structures, one
must consider that the latter are at or near room temperature with full environmental
interactions. Energy minimized structures may be considered to be at zero Kelvin.
Thus, it is not obvious that by minimizing a cyclic peptide without the crystal
environment, one should expect to obtain the exact confc,-mation found in the
crystal. However, adding water molecules and carrying out dynamic simulations can
provide some modeling information on the stability of these cyclic peptides in
solution, and these results in turn can be compared to the crystal data [5-81.

Results and Discussion

All calculations are carried out on a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/310GTX or IBM
RS/6000 using QUANTA3.3 and CHARMm22. The starting conformations of the
molecules studied are the x-ray structures [3, 4] with hydrogen atoms added. Atoms
are typed and charged according to (UANTA template files. TIP3P waters are placed
around the peptides and dynamics is used to allow water reordering. Heating by
dynamics (300 K) and subsequent energy minimization is carried out several times to
achieve consistent results for solvated molecules. Unit dielectric is used throughout.
Peptides studied are cyclic-(APF)2 and cyclic-(GPdF)2.

The results of the calculations are summarized in Tables I and 2. Cyclic-
(APdF)2 and cyclic-(GPdF)2 confonnational states are searched using peptide flip and
dynamics simulations in an attempt to find conformations that arc more stable than
the x-ray structure. The results of these in vacuo searches showed that the Ala
containing peptide was most stable close to the x-ray conformation while the glycine
containing peptide folds into a lower energy conformation (see Table 2) that is more
compact than the x-ray structure and is an asymmetric conformation.
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Table I C4onaison of calculated and eqprimenmal dihedral angles (Phi and Psi) for
energy minirmizedstmctures ofcyclic-(Ala-Pro-DPhe)2

Residue Vacuo Solv Symm Solv Vacuo Solv Vacuo Solv
Exp.8 Symm Symm Diff Diff Asym Asym Diff Diff

Ala -157 -156 -160 1 3 -156 -172 1 15
172 165 163 7 9 168 166 4 6

Pro -60 -62 -57 2 3 -56 -58 4 2
123 111 113 12 10 111 118 12 5

DPhe 78 66 64 12 14 61 76 17 2
9 30 21 21 12 31 9 22 0

Ala -157 -156 -147 1 10 -153 -156 4 1
172 165 165 7 7 164 166 8 6

Pro -60 -62 -66 2 6 -63 -57 3 3
123 111 114 12 9 109 120 14 3

DPhe 78 66 76 12 2 70 63 8 15
9 30 19 21 10 26 45 17 36

Avg Diff 9b 8c 1 0 d 8C

Energy(kcal/mol) -112.8 -110.6 -1 13 .5d -107.6
Binding Energy -91.3c -91.3 -106.0e

aExperimental values from [3]; bComparative values are 450 in [9], and 100 from previous
QIC calculations f8]; CThe value for the total solvation energy (38 waters, water-water
included) is -540 kcal/mol, minimized to a gradient <0.01 kcal/moi•A. The loss in
internal energy of symmetry upon solvation is 2.2 kcal/mol. dAsymmetry created by
proline up/down ring pucker. eThe solvation energy is -566 kcal/mol, from 50 ps
dynamics, energy minimized as sampled from the last 10 ps. The prolines are symmetrical
after dynamics. (N.B. The Phi and Psi angles are listed, respectively, by pairs for each
residue.)

Internal geometries calculated in vacuum for both compounds agree well with
the x-ray structures. The largest differences between calculated and experimental
individual bond lengths are 0.03 A, with an average value over all bonds of 0.01 A.
Deviations in -verage bond angle are approximately 1P.

The results described above lead us to conclude that the CHARMm22 force
field is effective in modeling peptide structures, energetics, and conformational
properties. Solvating these pepades resulted in their internal energy increasing, more
in the asymmetric than the symmetric form for both analogs. Further, summing the
binding energy and internal energy favored the asymmetric form of these analogs.
Thus, one must be aware that these flexible peptides may not be the same in solution
as in the crystal environment. These results have ramifications in the design of
peptide drugs where the solution structure may be the preferred conformation for
rational drug design.
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Table 2 Compasison of caLculated and experimMeal dihedral angles (Phi and Pni)for
energy minimized stucmres of cyclic-(Gly-Pro-DPhe)2

Resdtue Vacuo Solvb Vacuo Solv Vacuo Solv Vacuo Solv
Exp a Symm Symm Diff Diff Asymc Asymd Diff Diff

Gly 178 177 180 1 2 -65 -68 113 110
163 -166 -169 31 28 121 -176 42 21

Pro -64 -51 -63 13 1 -45 -63 19 1
132 112 115 20 17 118 114 14 18

DPhe 106 123 127 16 21 120 131 14 25
-14 -28 -31 14 17 -23 56 9 70

Gly 178 177 -174 1 8 -146 90 26 88
163 -166 166 31 3 -163 179 34 16

Pro -64 -51 -45 13 19 -58 -56 6 8
132 112 117 20 15 114 120 18 12

DPhe 106 123 131 17 25 82 131 24 25
-14 -28 -34 14 20 -74 -113 60 74

Avg Diff 16 16 32 39

Energy(kcal/mol) -116.1 -113.1 -121.0 -101.3
Binding Enecgy -109.8e -128.Ie
RMS dev (all) 0.7f
RMS dev (bb) 0.3f
aExperimental values from [4]; bValues for solvated energy minimized conformation, after
heating to 500 K; cMolecule is made asymmetric by different up/down proline ring pucker;
dAfter 50 ps of dynamics, a sample structure from the last 10 ps is minimized. Molecule
returns to asymmetric form without waters; 'Interaction energy between 36 waters and the
peptide; fRMS deviation of (all) heavy atoms included, and RMS deviation of only
backbone (bb) heavy atoms. (N.B. The Phi and Psi angles are listed, respectively, by
pairs for each residue.)
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Introduction

The folding of local secondary structure has been a key subject for study of
protein folding and for rational protein design. Rational protein design would benefit
from the quantitative analysis of sequence-stability relationships of locally folded
protein structure. The stability of locally folded conformation may depend on the
chirality of composing residues. Experimental analysis of local folding is difficult
because short oligopeptides generally do not form stable folded conformations in
solution. Molecular simulation allows one to constrain the conformation of a model
polypeptide to a desired secondary structure and calculate the effect of the primary
sequence on the stability of local folds. Recently, we applied free energy simulations
to estimate the sequence dependence and the role of chirality in the stability of type-I
and type-I' P-turn [1]. For P-turn models, we studied a chirally representative set of
nine dipeptides of the form CH3CO-LI-L2-NHCH 3, where loop residues Ll (i+l) and
L2 (i+2) are Gly (G), L-Ala (A), or D-Ala (a). In this paper, we extend our work to
include other types of secondary structure, i.e. types i and I' A-turns, right and left-
handed helices, right and left-handed A-sheet and extended confomuation.

Results and Discussion

The relative free energies of the model dipeptides configured as various typical
secondary structure elements were estimated by free-energy simulations (slow growth
method). All calculations were performed in explicit water environment using the
CEDAR program developed by Prof. J. Hermans at the University of North Carolina.
An at-hydrogen atom of a Gly residue at LI and/or L2 was replaced by a methyl
group (thus converting Gly into either L-Ala or D-Ala) and the associated change in
free-energy was calculated. The general scheme of molecular replacement is presented
in Figure 1. The free energy change along each path was calculated eight times (four
forward and four reverse) in order to obtain the mean AAG° and the rmsd of the mean.
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AA#AX *AXq-==*

Fig. 1. Replacement paths for interconwerting the model dipeptides in various
conformatios X, where X us right-handed or left-handed helix (H and H'. respectively),
right-handed or left-handed fl-sheet (S and S'), type-I or type-I' (I and 1') and type-fl or
type-Il' (11 and JJ')fl-twn. and extended (E) conformations.
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Fig. 2. Calculated relative free energy of folding (vs. OG dipeptide) of model Adietdes
from extended coqformation into various locally folded confirmations. The dipeptdes
that are mirror bmages of each other have identical free energies. Each reported value is the
difference between AG of folding a given dipeptde and OG dipeptide from extended into
folded conformation.
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Due to molecular symmetry, the free energy of mirror-image backbone
conformations of the GG dipeptide, i.e., H and H', S and S', I and I', and H and H'
are identical. The same relationship also holds for other pairs of model dipeptides
with opposite chirality, i.e. AA_X/aa.X', GAX/GaX', etc. Therefore, the
results of free energy calculations for any type of secondary structure X of Figure I
are directly applicable to X'. Furthermore, the AGO of molecular replacement
AA_X=zýaaX has the same meaning as the AG0 of refolding AAX=*AAX'
(because AAX' and aaX are computationally equivalent). Thus molecular
replacement calculations of Figure I provide estimates of the free energy of refolding
of model dipeptides between mirror-image backbone conformations. From these
calculations, the following dipeptides were found to have the highest tendency to
refold toward a particular conformation X: AAI, aa-_, AaH, aAII',
AA_H', aaH', AAS, and aaS'.

The consideration of extended backbone conformation as the model of the
unfolded state and the application of the thermodynamic cycle concept [2] afforded
calculations of relative free energy of folding of model dipeptides into typical
secondary structures (Figure 2). The chirality had a profound effect on the folding
propensity of dipeptides, and the strength of the effect was dependent on the local
secondary structure. For instance, the DAla-containing dipeptides had either a
negligible or slightly negative tendency to form helices and type-I turns, respectively,
but strongly disfavored the formation of typical p-sheet.

The molecular replacement calculations of Figure I provided the free energy of
refolding of model dipeptides between mirror-image conformations. However, from
such simulations we cannot estimate the free energy of refolding between symmetry-
nonrelated conformations, e.g., helices and n-sheets. In order to address this
problem, we devised a novel, peptide-growth simulation approach. By calculating
the AGO of changing CH3CO-NHCH 3, which lacks any conformation, into CH3CO-
GlyGly-NHCH 3 constrained to different main chain conformations, one can estimate
the relative free energies of different stable folded conformations of the GG dipeptide.
No knowledge or assumption about the nature of the unfolded state is needed. These
peptide-growth simulations yielded the following relative free energy values (in
kcal/mol): GGH, 0; GGS, 0.4; GGII, 1.2; GG_I, 1.7. By combining these
data with the results of molecular replacement calculations of Figure 1, the relative
free energy of refolding between all possible folded conformations of model dipeptides
can easily be obtained.
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Introduction

Tissue kallikrein (EC 3.4.21.35) is a serine protease that cleaves low molecular
weight kininogen to yield kinins such as kallidin (lysyl-bradykinin). Kinins may be
involved in many physiologic functions including the regulation of blood flow in
some organs, vascular permeability and pain. Overproduction of kinins is implicated
in rheumatoid arthritis, diabetic glomerulonephritis, algesia, and rhinitis. There are
many other biologically important serine proteases in the body which are also closely
related to trypsin and inhibitors which specifically block tissue kallikrein are not
available. Research to clarify the in vivo function of tissue kallikrein is hindered by
a lack of a selective inhibitor. In addition, use of nonspecific human tissue kallikrein
inhibitors as therapeutic agents may be hampered by side-effects caused by the lack of
specificity. Specificity has thus become a key issue in the development of tissue
kallikrein inhibitors.

An effort has been made to design a highly specific tissue kallikrein inhibitor
by modifying the Pi residue (arginine) in the lead substrate analog inhibitor Pro-Phe-
Arg-Ser-Val-Gln-NH 2 (KTBR-l1) [1]. Molecular modeling studies leading to a
highly specific tissue kallikrein inhibitor (KI7D-06) are reported here.

Results and Discussion

The X-ray crystal structures of porcine pancreatic kallikrein (BPPK) and bovine
trypsin clearly show that the former has a restricted opening to the S, subsite [2].
This is mainly because tissue kallikreins, including human urinary kallikrein (HUK)
and I3PPK, have an extra Pro2 19 in the segment forming the entrance to S, when
compared with other members of the trypsin-like serine proteases (Table 1). Another
unique aspect of the tissue kallikreins is that residue-226 in the S, pocket is serine.
All other serine proteases whose sequences are known have a glycyl residue at this
position. Molecular modeling (Hyperchem) shows that incorporation of L-4-
aminophenylalanine (Aph) into KIBR-I at P, should yield specific inhibitors for
tissue kallikrein. The bulky benzene ring of Aph can fit through the roomy entrance
to the S, pocket of tissue kallikrein to form an H-bond with Ser 226. The Aph
residue should not fit through the constricted entry to other members of the trypsin
family which also lack an oxygen in the side chain at position-226. In addition,
there is a possible hydrophobic interaction between the aromatic ring of Aph and
residue- 192 in tissue kallikreins. In all other serine proteases checked this residue is
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more polar and this interaction would not be favored (Table 1). Synthesis of the
sequence Pro-Pho-Aph-Ser-Val-Gin-NH 2 verified these predictions. KLM-06 has an
improved Ki for human tissue kallikrein (21 vs. 50 pWM) and does not block other
members of the trypsin family including human plasma kallikrein, human thrombin,
human plasmin, human urokinase, or human trypsin (K, > 5 maM). In addition the
inhibitor does not block the clotting cascade. KIZD-06 is the most specific tissue
kallikrein inhibitor ever reported.

Table 1 Comparison of the amino acid sequences in the S1 subsites of various
proteases

Residue -+ 192 215 216 217 218 219 220 226

PPPK Met Trp Gly His Thr Pro Cys Ser
HUK Val Trp Gly Tyr Val Pro Cys Ser
HPK Lys Trp Gly Glu Gly .... Cys Gly
hTrypsin Gin Trp Gly Asp Gly .... Cys Gly
Throm Glu Trp Gly Glu Gly .... Cys Gly
Plas Gin Trp Gly Leu Gly .... Cys Gly
Uro Gin Trp Gly Arg Gly .... Cys Gly

jIPPK, porcine tissue kallikrein; HUK, human tissue kallikrein; HPK, human plasma
kallikrein; hTrypsin, human trypsin; Throm, human thrombin; Plas, human plasmin; Uro,
human urokinase.
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Introduction

The search for new and effective agents in the treatment of HIV infection and
AIDS related complex is a major priority in the pharmaceutical industry. Upon
screening for new anti-HIV agents, a secondary metabolite from a strain of
actinomycetes, RP71955, has been found to inhibit HIV replication in cell culture.

In this paper, we will focus on the determination of the structure of RP71955.
This product has been found to be an original 21 amino acid tricyclic peptide. Its
primary structure was determined using an ensemble of spectroscopic techniques,
combined with sequencing of fragments obtained by limited chemical hydrolysis. A
detailed conformational analysis of RP71955 was performed from NMR derived
constraints using distance geometry, restrained molecular dynamics, NOE back
calculation and an iterative refinement using a full relaxation matrix treatment.

Results and Discussion

RP71955 could not be sequenced classically using Edman degradation,
suggesting that there was no free terminal NH2. Therefore, the determination of its
primary structure had to rely on the results of an ensemble of spectroscopic
techniques: FAB/MS, NMR and Raman spectroscopy, supported by amino acid
analysis. The sequence of RP71955 was determined by NMR spectroscopy taking
into account the fact that for all secondary structure motifs, sequential H%1 - HNi+I
NOEs were observed (1]. Based on this information, the following sequence was
proposed:

1 10 20
XLGIGSXNXFAGXGYAVVXFW

Raman spectroscopy showed the presence of two disulfide bridges suggesting that
four of the unknown residues were cysteines. From the results of FAR/MS as well
as amino acid analysis, it was shown that the fifth unknown amino acid was D and
that the peptide had an internal amide bond. Furthermore, a strong NOE between HN
of Xl and the P protons of X9 suggested that X9 was D and that the internal amide
bond, was between HN of XI and the ICO of D9. Therefore, residues 1, 7, 13 and
19 were C. NOEs between Ha of CI and the 2 HP of C13, and between the HP of
C7 and the HP of C19 showed that the disulfide bridges were linking CI to C13 and
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C7 to C19. The sequence was confirmed by sequencing peptide fragments obtained
by limited chemical hydrolysis. The primary structure is presented in Figure 1.

About 120 distance constraints were determined using MARDIGRAS [2] and
were used for generating 3D structures using DIANA [3]. The best structures were
submitted to energy minimization followed by restrained Molecular Dynamics
(Discover software from Biosym Technologies). The structures showing the best fit
with the experimental data were used for backcalculation of the NOESY spectrum and
comparison with the experimental data. The refinement procedure was repeated until
the agreement between experimental and calculated data was satisfactory. The final
set of distance constraints consisted of 145 distances between isolated proton pairs,
66 distances extracted from the interpretation of overlapping proton pair and 1771
lower distances limits between proton pairs presenting no correlations. A 50 cycles
high temperature restrained MD (2 ps at 900 K. 2 ps at 300 K, minimization) was
performed on one of the best structure in order to get further insight into the
mobility of the structure. The 50 structures obtained were superimposed. The
average pairwise RMSD calculated for the main chain of residues I to 18 is 0.6
Angstrom. The R factor calculated using CORMA [4] is less than 0.4 Angstrom.
Bond angles and solvent accessibility are compatible with experimental results. The
structures having the best fit with experimental data were checked for structural
quality using Procheck (Oxford Molecular). The structures selected are presented
superimposed in Figure 2.

RP 71955 has been found to inhibit HIV- I induced syncitia formation but not
the interaction of GPI20 with CD4. Although the mode of action of RP71955 is
not elucidated, it is interesting to point out the fact that RP71955 show a 33%
sequence identity with residues 608-628 of GP41 [5]. This region of GP41 has been
shown to be of critical importance in the assembly of env glycoproteins [6]. The
activity of RP71955 could be due to an inhibition of GP41 association which seems
to be essential for GP41 induced fusion.
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Introduction

Our goal in modeling endothelin-1 (ET-1) is to investigate the effect of
environment on conformational preference for this twenty-one residue peptide.
Because ET-l is a highly charged peptide (six ionizable groups at neutral pH), we
investigate the influence of the electrostatic contribution to the solvation energy on
conformational preference in water by using a continuum electrostatics model to
screen conformers of ET- I previously generated by in vacuo conformational search.
In further studies, we are investigating the influence on conformational preference of
interactions of ET-1 with individual water molecules in molecular dynamics
simulations with explicit waters.

Results and Discussion

An extensive search of conformational space was carried out for ET- I modeled
as a neutral unionized species by the combination of two different techniques in
vacuo, high temperature molecular dynamics simulations and a Monte
Carlo/minimization procedure in torsion angle space. Low energy conformers for
ET-I modeled in this way are compact structures stabilized by interaction of the ring
region of ET-l (defined by disulfide bridges between Cysl-Cys' 5 and Cys 3-CysI I)
with the tail (residues 16-21). The electrostatic contribution to the solvation free
energy in aqueous solution was calculated for 140 diverse conformers using the
program DelPhi (Biosym Technologies, Inc.). In this approach the electrostatic field
in and around the molecule is calculated using a finite difference solution to the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation [1, 2]. ET-! (the solute) is treated at an atom level
while the solvent is represented by a continuum dielectric medium. In order to
calculate the electrostatic polarization energy using DelPhi, the conformer is mapped
onto a three dimensional grid by assigning values of charge and dielectric constant to
grid points. The internal dielectric constant of the molecule is defined as C=2 in order
to take into account the effects of electronic polarizability in the solute. Grid points
outside the molecular volume are assigned the dielectric constant of the environment.

The electrostatic contribution to the solvation energy for a given ET-I
conformer is calculated as the difference in reaction field energy for the conformer in
water (e = 80) and vacuum (e = 1). The total energy is the sum of the internal
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electrostatic energy for that conformer and the electrostatic polarization energy. The
internal coulombic energy was obtained for the 140 conformers with full charges on
Asp8. Lys9, Glu'0 , Asp'8. the N- and C-terminus, and with partial charges otherwise.
DelPhi is used to calculate the electrostatic polarization energy using these same
charges. The internal electrostatic energy and the electrostatic polarization energy
have compensating effects. While the internal coulombic energy favors the close
approach of charges of like sign, the electrostatic polarization energy favors the close
approach of charges of opposite sign.

Asp18 Asp18

C-temN-term

N-term ", N-term :Y "

•,"Ly99 , Ly89

Fig. 1. ET-I conformer in this study most favored by the electrostatic contribution to
solvation energy in aqueous solution. Note the helical backbone motif and orientation of
Asp8 , Lys 9 and Glut ° which, along with the placement of the tail, enhances solvation by
placing sidechains of like charge "adjacent" in space.

It is interesting to note that the conformer in this study that is most favored by
the electrostatic contribution to the solvation energy in water (Figure 1) is
characterized by a helical backbone motif in the region of residues 9-13. Negatively
charged sidechains of Asp8 and Glu'° are in close proximity with the positively
charged Lys9 side chain directed away from this region. The tail of ET- I is folded to
place Asp' 8 and the C-terminus well away from Lys9 and the N-terminus. Solvation
is enhanced in this conformation of ET-1 by sidechains of like charge that are
"adjacent" in space. Comparison with an NMR model for which coordinates have
been reported [3] reveals that the helical backbone conformation of residues 10-13 in
Figure 1 is shared with the NMR model. This helical motif has been reported in
NMR studies in a variety of solvents by many authors, however, preferred
orientations of the tail of ET- I can be presumed to vary with solvent.
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We observe that the electrostatic contribution to the solvation energy
substantially alters conformational preferences for the highly charged peptide ET-I in
water from that predicted in vacuo. The in vacuo conformational search for ET-I
modeled as a neutral unionized species provides a wide range of diverse conformers
and the electrostatic contribution to the solvation energy calculated for ET-I as an
ionized species dramatically favors some conformers over others to reveal
conformational preferences in water. In this study, the conformer most favored by
the electrostatic contribution to the solvation energy, Figure 1, is more than 30
kcal/mol higher in energy as a neutral unionized species than the lowest energy
conformer generated for ET-1 as the unionized species.
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Introduction

Nearly antiparallel or parallel orientation of adjacent a-helices is the common
feature of a-bundle, membrane and a-fibrous proteins. There are strong constraints
on the mutual arrangement of the helices as result of close side chain packing like
"knobs into holes" [1] or "ridges and grooves" [2] at the helix to helix interfaces.
This suggests that some average sets of a-carbon coordinates for the packing classes
may be calculated and applied for energy docking of a-helices and design of new a-
helical peptides and proteins. These unified coordinate frameworks were identified
here by superposition of helix pairs taken from the protein spatial structures
represented in the Protein Data Bank.

Results and Discussion

Two groups of helix pairs with left-handed antiparallel and right-handed parallel
packing (65 and 49 pairs respectively) were represented by well-separated peaks with
maxima at -165' and +200 in the overall distribution of interhelix angles (o for 411
helix pairs from 71 selected protein structures. All long helix pairs from membrane
(photoreaction center and bacteriorhodopsin) and 4-a-bundle proteins fall into these
groups. The search for the common coordinate frameworks consists of calculation of
root mean square differences of a-carbon positions (D) between all helix pairs within
each group and choice of the best reference helix pairs for the overall superposition.
The differences D were calculated for the overlapped portions of helices (Figure 1)
which have lengths of at least 5 residues per helix.

Helix pairs of the antiparallel packing class with different interhelix distances d
(d varies from 6.5 to 12.0 A) can be superimposed well as a result of their
longitudinal shift relative to each other (Figure 1). Two helix pairs (19-37, 41-64
and 19-37, 93-108 from the myohemerythrin spatial structure) with different
interhelix distances (9.0 and 10.9 A respectively) were chosen as the best references.
60 helix pairs from the total of 65 have deviations D S 1.2 A from at least one of
these helix pairs (see Figure 2). A unified framework may be calculated by
superposition and averaging of these two reference pairs (as shown in Figure 1) and
all other pairs of the same packing class. This framework looks like a pair of long
slightly coiled a-helices with variable interhelix distance. The relative position of
any two individual antiparallel helices may be defined approximately (with a
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precision 51.2 A in terms of D) by two integer values, which are shifts of the helices
within the framework, instead of usual six degrees of freedom.

myhmryhi (bl dahdlndiVA

I I

1K a'4

Fig. 1. Superposition of antiparallel helix pairs with different interhelix distances d:
helices 171-198 and 226-250 of photoreaction center L subunit (dashed line, d=7i.2 A]),
19.37 and 41-64 of myohemerythrin (solid line, d=9i.0 A•) and 19-37 and 93-108 of
myoheme rythrin (bold dashed line, dffi)0.9 A ).

In a similar manner, the parallel packing class may be represented by two sets
of overlapped helix pairs with medium and wide separation of a-helices and the
difference D S 1.2 A from the correspondent reference pairs: helices 143-166, 261-
284 of photoreaction center M subunit (d=8.5 A) and two 74-128 helices of different
hemagglutinin subunits of (dfl 1.2 A). However, a single average coordinate set
probably does not exist in that case.
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Fig. 2. Superposition of 48 antiparallel helix pairs from 26 protein structures (PDB files,
IPRC, IBRD, 2MHR, 2CCY, 156B, 2TMV, 2CTS, 2YHX, 2CYP, 3TLN, IUTG, 3LZM,
2GLS, 6API, 2CPP, 2TAA, ]PAZ IPHH, IBP2, 4PFK, IGOX, 8ADH, IINS, IECD, ILH1
and IMBD) with the reference helix pair 19-37, 41-64 of myohemerythrin. Only areas of
overlap of each helix pair with the reference one are shown.
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Introduction

The static view of molecular structure reinforced by visual images of three-
dimensional structures is an impediment to understanding mechanism. Proteins are
dynamic and undergo significant excursions from the static structure given by
crystallography, while secondary structural elements such as the a-helix are
considered relatively fixed and, perhaps, serve as initiation sites for protein folding.
Two a to 310rhelical transitions have been reported, however, in crystal structures of
enzymes [1, 2] as a result of substrate binding. There is also significant evidence of
helical transitions in peptides containing a-methylalanine (MeA, aminoisobutyric
acid, Aib) [3]. The factors governing the relative stabilities and transitions between
a and 310-helices are rather subtle and not quantitatively understood. Various
theoretical methods have been applied to this helical transition in peptides of 7-12
residues containing ct,a-disubstituted (MeA) or normal amino acids. In all cases
studied, the results portray a consistent view that while the relative stability of the
two helices is influenced by length, composition and environment, there is little or
no barrier (<2 kcal/mol) for the transition between the a- and 3,0-helix [4, 5].

Results and Discussion

The helix-helix transition was characterized by several approaches to eliminate
any methodological bias. The potential of mean force as a function of reaction
coordinate was determined initially using the standard simulation procedure of
umbrella sampling involving decomposition of the reaction coordinate between the
a- and 310-conformations into overlapping segments, or windows, with simulation
of the molecular motions in each segment. The molecular configurations were biased
to remain in each window, centered on a value of the reaction coordinate (helix
length, or ' torsion values), by the use of a harmonic restraining potential. Similar
results have been obtained with unconstrained simulations. Table I summarizes
results from simulations conducted in vacuo and in various solvents (Figure 1) using
different force fields. There is a consistently low barrier; helical transitions can be
frequently observed if the two helical forms have comparable free energies. A variety
of reaction coordinates including distance and torsional restraints were explored to
drive the helical transition based on crystal data and molecular mechanics
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calculations. The values obtained are upper bounds on the actual activation free
energy as other transition paths of lower free energy may exist.

Table 1 Summary of the potential of mean force calculations. A310 A,, A7s are
the Helmholtz free energies of the 310. a and transition states

Peide Conditions A310-Aa AT-A 310
Ac-MeAs-NMe Amber united-atom 0.6 <0.2

""Amber all-atom -2.8 <0.2
Ac-MeAg-NMe Amber/OPLS 1.1 0.8
Ac-MeAiO-NMe Amber united-atom 2.6 <0.2

""Amber all-atom -1.5 <0.2
Amber united-atom 2.5 <0.2
unrestrained
Amber/OPLS 3.2 0.2
Amber/OPLS 7.2 <0.2

1 CH3CN I I
"AmberIOPLS H20 7.6 <0.2

NF3,5 [61 Amber all-atom 1.6 <0.2
NF4,5 [61 Amber all-atom 1.8 <0.2

12-
3.8

10 3.4-

3.0 CH3CN
8 2.6

17 18 19

in vacuo0 .] C/

-21
13 15 17 19 21

Distance r (A)
Fig. I. Computed potentials of mean force for the a to 310-helical transition of Ac-
MeA10-NHMe in various solvents using the Amber/OPIS force field The uiserted figure is
an expansion of the 310.helical region in vacuo.
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The reaction pathway of Ac-MeAg-NMe was also examined by constrained
geometry-optimization with semi-empirical quantum mechanics (AMI). Three
reaction paths for the estimation of barrier height for the interconversion of a-
to 310-helices were considered. The simulation of the reaction path with a three-step,
sequential use of a distance constraint between Ca-atoms of the MeA octamer showed
an energy barrier of 2.0 kcal/mol, with the a-helix more stable than the 310-helix by
0.5 kcal/mol. Single-point aqueous solvation calculations (AMSOLJSM2) further
increased the stability of c-helix over 3n0-helix by 5 kcal/mol, similar to the effect
seen with explicit solvent and MD simulations for the MeA decamer (Figure 1).
Alternatively, reaction path calculations by simultaneously driving all eight, or only
four, psi-dihedral angles revealed transition barriers of 1.8 and 1.3 kcal/mol,
respectively.

The various procedures used to ascertain the height of the barrier for the
transition between the a- and 3 10-helical conformations yield a consistent result, a
very low to non-existent intrinsic barrier for the helical transition ("molten helix"),
comparable to the torsional barrier calculated and observed for the rotation of butane.
The "molten helix", in which the relative orientations of sidechains and the length
between helical residues vary as each helix explores its environment through a- to
310-helical transitions, may well be a dominant feature of the "molten globule" phase
of protein folding when sidechain packing densities are reduced. These results
suggest that environmental changes as well as specific sidechain interactions can
modulate the relative stability of the two helical forms in proteins and couple
chemical to mechanical transformation (helical length of 310-helix is 1/3 longer than
a-helix) at the molecular level.
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Introduction

Calculation of the entropy, S and thus the Helmholtz free energy, F by
computer simulation has been an important theoretical goal in biophysics for many
years [1]. This stems from the fact that F constitutes the criterion of stability, which
is useful, for example, in determining the relative binding of different ligands to an
enzyme. However, calculation of both, the absolute and relative free energies with
computer simulation is difficult. The main problem is that the commonly used
methods, the Metropolis Monte Carlo [2] and molecular dynamics (MD) [3, 4] are
dynamical procedures (i.e., one starts from a conformation that evolves in time) and
they do not provide therefore the value of the sampling probability, P, of a
conformation, which leads to the entropy, S (S - lnP). Hence it is important to
develop efficient techniques for estimating P. The local states (LS) method, has been
proposed by Meirovitch [5] to handle Ising and lattice gas models and has later been
extended to polymers and proteins. With this method the value of the sampling
probability P can be obtained approximately from the frequencies of occurrence of the
so-called local states. The IS method, like procedures that are based on the harmonic
or the quasi-harmonic approximations, provides approximately the absolute entropy
and therefore enables one to obtain differences in the entropy of confonnational states
with a significant structural variance. However, the method, in contrast to these
procedures, is not limited to handle only stable states (e.g., an ou-helix) but is also
applicable to states with any chain flexibility, such as the random coil.

Results and Discussion

For simplicity, suppose that the LS method is applied to a linear peptide
without side chains (e.g., polyglycine). The molecule is first simulated by MD (or
by any Monte Carlo procedure) at a given temperature, T, where every, say 10
femtoseconds the Cartesian coordinates of the instantaneous conformation are stored.
Then, each of the stored conformations is expressed in terms of internal coordinates,
i.e., the K dihedral angles #, v, and w and the bond angles 0. These angles are
ordered according to their position along the backbone and they are denoted by cW, 1
.. k <, K (the bond lengths are assumed to be constant). In the next stage, one

calculates the ranges Aak, within which the values of ak lie, Aak - ak(max) -
atk(min), where ak(max) and at(min) are the maximal and minimal values of ak
found in the sample. Then, each Ac* is divided into lequal segments of sizes A%,,I
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= Aak / I, where I is the discretization parameter, we denote these segments by Vk
(vk = 1,1), 1 _ k:S K. Thus, each angle is now defined by the segment to which it
belongs and a conformation i is expressed by the particular set of segments (vq(i,

V... VK(i)). A local state of ak is the set of values (vk, vk -l .... Vk -b ) of the b
segments preceding Vk . One can define a transition probability for Vk which
depends on the local state and which can be calculated from the frequency of
occurrence of certain local states in the sample. Thus, the probability of a
conformation is the product of the transition probabilities of its K angles. The
lowest approximation for the entropy S is based on b = 0 (which means that
correlations between successive angles are ignored) and on the assumption that the
distribution of angles within the ranges Aak is homogeneous i.e., the discretization
parameter, 1, is 1. The transition probability densities are p(ak, b = 0, 1 = 1) =1 /
A4 and the approximate entropy is,

K

S (b=O,/1=1)=-k. (I)
k=1 k

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and the bar above S means estimation. Better
approximations for b = 0 are obtained by increasing 1; then, correlations between
angles can be taken into account, where the largest value of b used thus far is 3. The
approximate probabilities enable one to define upper and lower bounds for the free
energy FB(b,l) and FA(b,l), respectively; however, FA can be estimated from
significantly smaller samples than FB, and therefore it is more useful. In fact, recent
studies have shown that the correct difference of the free energy between two states
can be approximated reliably by the differences, AFA.

Results and Discussion

In an initial study [6] the LS method was applied to a continuum model of
decaglycine in vacuo, described by rigid geometry (i.e., constant bond lengths and
angles) using the Cornell package ECEPP. Two different Monte Carlo simulations
at lOOK were carried out, at the a-helical and hairpin regions. It was found that the
ac-helix is more stable than the hairpin, i.e., its free energy is lower by AF=4.0(7)
kcal/mole and that the contribution of the entropy to this difference is significant,
about 1/3 of that of the energy. Later it has been extended to peptides with side
chains simulated by MD (i.e., described by flexible geometry [7]). Thus, a detailed
model of the cyclic peptide cyclo-(Ala-Pro-D-Phe)2, based on a full valence force
field, was simulated in vacuo and in the crystal and the difference in the chain
entropy, TAS=71S(vacuo)- S(crystal)] in these two environments was calculated. It
was found that TAS --9.4(8) kcal/mol, in a good agreement with calculations based
on the harmonic approximation which on the average yielded, TAS =-12.3 kcal/mole.
Very recently the method has been further developed [8] and applied to a relatively
large molecule (188 atoms), the potent "Asp4-Dpr1°" antagonist [cyclo(4/l0)-(Ac-D 3-
Prol-D-pFphe2-D-Trp3-Asp4-Tyr5 -D-Nal6-Leu7 -ArgS-pro'-Dprl°-NH 2)] of gonado-
tropin releasing hormone (GnRH). The molecule was simulated in vacuo at T=300K
in two conformational states, previously investigated [91, which differ by the
orientation of the N-terminal tail, above (tail up, TU) and below (tail down, TD) the
cyclic heptapeptide ring. It was found that the values of AFA for various
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approximations (bl) have been converged to, AFA =FA(TD)-FA(TU)= 5.6(l)
kcal/mole, i.e., TD is more stable than TU (The corresponding difference in entropy,
TASA=1.3(2) kcal/mole, is equal to the value obtained by the harmonic
approximation). Also, as in the previous LS studies the lowest approximation,
which has the minimal number of local states(b=-,1=l) also leads to the correct value
of AF. This is important since the lowest approximation can be applied even to
large proteins. The LS method enables one to define the entropy of a part of the
molecule and thus to measure the flexibility of this part. Thus, the value for
T[SA(TU)-SA(TD)] of the tail alone converged to 2.4(1) kcal/mole, which
demonstrates the relatively high flexibility of the tail in the TU state. In order to
study the random coil the Asp4-Dpr'0 analogue and its linear version were simulated
by MD at 1000K. In this case a lower bound, of-25 kcal/mole for TIS(linear)-
S(cyclic)] was obtained which is the reduction in the entropy caused by the ring
closure.

The LS method has reached a state of maturity. It allows the reliable
calculation of differences in the total free energy and partial entropies, the handling
of the random coil and provision of at least a lower bound for the entropy change
upon ring formation. Therefore it can be used for a wide range of applications. For
example: One can define entropies and free energies for clusters of peptide
conformations with different structures providing thereby a thermodynamic
classification of these clusters in addition to the commonly used structural
classifications. Such theoretically based classification along with other
methodologies may facilitate the identification of the biologically relevant structures
in drug design studies. However, the greatest challenge would be to extend the scope
of the method to systems that consist of a peptide in solvent. In principle this can
be accomplished since the LS method is also applicable to diffusive systems such as
water.
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Introduction

The use of solvents in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of peptides has
been rather limited. One reason for this is that up till recently only water was
available for such calculations, while most of the conformational studies were carried
out in DMSO or CHCI3. Here some advantages of using organic solvents in the
simulations of peptides are highlighted.

Results and Discussion

Recently, we illustrated the use of DMSO in the simulations of a cyclic
hexapeptide [1]. The parameters for CHC!3 have been published by Jorgensen and
coworkers [2]. Both of these solvents have advantages over water in the MD
simulations of peptides.

DMSO can only act as an acceptor of hydrogen bonds, therefore only a single
solvent shell around the peptide is observed. In contrast, water has been reported to
form up to four solvent shells and therefore a much greater cut-off distance must be
used. With DMSO as the solvent, a random orientation, similar to that of the pure
solvent, is obtained at a distance of 7 A away from the peptide. In contrast, cut-off
distances of up to 16 A may not be sufficient for water simulations [3]. Since the
cut-off is smaller, a much smaller periodic system can be used in the DMSO
simulations. In addition, for the same volume, DMSO requires only one quarter of
the molecules (i.e., the densities are approximately the same while the molecular
weight of DMSO is four times larger). With the united atom approach DMSO is
treated as four atoms, single-point-charge water is treated as three points.

Very similar conclusions can be drawn from the simulations we have carried out
with CHC13 [4, 5]. There is the presence of only one solvent shell; the CHCI3
interacts specifically with the carbonyl oxygens that are solvent exposed [5]. This is
in contrast to DMSO, which forms intermolecular hydrogen bonds explicitly with
the amide protons exposed to the solvent [1]. Again, the size of the periodic system
and therefore the number of solvent molecules required for the simulation is greatly
reduced.

In addition to the great reduction of computer time, there are other questions
that can be addressed when the same solvent as used in the NMR examination is used
in the MD simulations. One point of interest is internal dynamics, and the effect that
such dynamics will have on distances calculated using the standard two-spin
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approximation, shown below, where rj and Oj are the calculated distance and NOE
intensity of atoms i and j, respectively, and Oad is the intensity of a pair of protons
of known distance, rd. This approximation requires that each of the proton-proton
vectors have identical correlation times (i.e., undergoing identical motions). If the
MD simulation is assumed to be a good model for the dynamics that are taking place
in solution, a good approximation if a good starting structure is used, then the
validity of the two-spin approximation can be examined.

r = rS~ ( ,std )1/6
rij =rstd( -~ij

The method, first illustrated by Karplus and coworkers [6, 7], involves carrying
out a long, free (no experimental restraints) MD simulation. From this simulation
the correlation times for each proton-proton vector involved in an NOE is then
calculated from the simulation using,

A(t)A(O)>
C(t) =< (>

where A(t) is the second order spherical harmonics expressing the orientation of the
proton-proton vector, ij, relative to the external, static magnetic field taken as the z
axis. The correlation will plateau after a few picoseconds (ps) from the internal
motions. This plateau value is equal to the order parameter, S2, of Lipari and Szabo
[8]. The spectra! densities, J(co), can then be scaled according to the differing
motions [61, as shown below.

2 -S2<r.-6> c
1ij

% 41L [1+(o1c)2 ]

We use a protocol of 100-200 ps of restrained (NOEs, coupling constants) MD
to create a starting structure. The MD is then continued without the restraints for up
to 2 ns (the first 200 ps are to allow the molecule to equilibrate to the lack of
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restraints and are not used in the calculation). Calculations with cyclosporin A
indicate that ignoring the effects of internal dynamics can introduce an error of up to
15%. Similar results have been obtained for antanamide [7].
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Introduction

We have previously described the conformationally restricted tetrapeptide, Tyr-
c(D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen)OH (JOM-13), a high affinity, 8 opioid receptor selective ligand
[1]. The 11 membered cyclic portion of this peptide can be expected to possess only
limited conformational flexibility, however the same restriction does not apply to the
exocyclic Tyr residue, nor to the Phe3 side chain which contain the key elements of
the opioid pharmacophore. Consequently, further conformational restriction applied
to these conformationally labile parts of the molecule is necessary to identify the
binding geometry at the 8 receptor. We report here the results of conformational
search and molecular mechanics calculations applied to JOM-13 and to analogs in
which the Tyr' residue is replaced by the more conformationally well defined
substitutes: ca-MeTyr; 2',6'-dimethyl Tyr (DMT); 1,2,3,4,-tetrahydro-7-
hydroxyisoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid (Tic-OH); 6-hydroxy-2-aminoindan-2-
carboxylic acid (Hai), 6-hydroxy-2-aminotetralin-2-carboxylic acid (Hat), and cis- and
tran-3-(4'-hydroxy)-phenylpwline (c-Hpp and t-Hpp, respectively).

Results and Discussion

Low-energy conformations calculated for JOM-13 and the related Tyr'
replacement analogs confirm that the cyclic part of the tetrapeptides has a rigid
mainchain structure, but that the exocyclic N-terminal residue and the Phe3 side chain
are flexible. Two isoenergetic conformations of the Cys-Pen disulfide bridge are
observed, in agreement with 1H NMR [2] and X-ray crystallography [3] data. All the
Tyr' modifications have no influence on backbone and SS bridge conformers within
the rigid cycle. At the same time, the orientation of the Tyr' aromatic ring relative
to the rest of the molecule differs from that of JOM-l13 for the residue I replacements
incorporating additional ring structures (c-Hpp, t-Hpp, Hat, Hai and HO-Tic), but
remains like the parent peptide for methylated analogs (DMT and ca-MeTyr).
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Fig. 1. Superposition of proposed 8 receptor bound conformations for JOM-13 analogs
with high (c-L-Hpp and t-L-Hpp, solid line) and moderate (L-Hai, dashed line) binding
aflinities with oxymorphindole spatial structure (bold dashed line). All functionally
important points (NA, CA and OH groups and Tyri and Phe3 aromatic rings) are labeled

All peptides can be classified into three groups according to their binding
affinities for the 8 opioid receptor: high affinity (residue 1 = Tyr, c-Hpp, t-Hpp and
DMT, all with K1 - I nM), moderate affinity (Hai, L- and D-Hat, all with Ki - 10-20
nM) and inactive analogs (a-MeTyr and HO-Tic, I(. > 1000 nM). The search for 8-
bound conformations with the same spatial arrangement of all functionally important
groups (N-terminal CNH3+ group and the Tyr' and Pbe3 aromatic rings) leads to the
following conclusions. The 8-bound conformations of high and moderate affinity
peptides are different outside the rigid tripeptide cycle. The first family of peptides
has trans conformations of both Tyr' and Phe 3 sidechains (Xi-180°, X2-900), the
second has "morphine-like" (X I- -900, X2 - 00) and g+ (XI - -600, X2 - 900)

conformations of Tyr' and Pbe3 sidechains, respectively. The torsion angles %V of
Tyr' and T of D-Cys2 are different also (V, ip = - -500, -900 and -1800, -1650
respectively). All peptides of high and moderate affinity have the same orientation of
the Tyr' aromatic ring plane after superposition of their functionally important
groups in the proposed bound conformations. However, the aromatic rings of
different peptides are shifted in this plane, especially near their C5 atoms where two
additional methyl groups (i.e., DMT) can be introduced without changing binding
affinity. The methyl and methylene substituents on the Ca atom have completely
different spatial positions in the inactive cx-MeTyrl and moderate affinity (L-Hal', L,
Hat' and D-Hatl) analogs. Presumably, the inactivity of the a-MeTyri analog is due
to steric hindrance involving this a-Me at the 8 binding site. Both D-Hat and L-Hat
can adopt low energy conformers with good overlap of the pharmacophore elements,
however, the L-Hail--D-Hail replacement results in a shift of the ;OH group
position which is the probable reason for the observed loss of binding affinity. The
inactivity of the HO-Tic' analog may be explained simply by the different structure
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observed for its tyramine component in which the aNH 3÷ and ýOH groups are
located too close together.

The functionally important parts of JOM-13 analogs (the Tyr' residue and Phe3

aromatic ring) in the proposed 6 receptor-bound conformations may be superimposed
perfectly with correspondent parts (the tyramine moiety and indole ring, respectively)
of the 8-selective opioid agonist, oxymorphindole, which has binding affinity similar
to the high affinity peptides described here (Fig. 1). All additional methyl groups and
aliphatic rings in JOM-13 analogs are overlapped with aliphatic morphine rings and
may participate in some additional stabilizing interactions with 8-receptors. These
results indicate that the binding modes of 8-selective opioid peptides and alkaloids
may be similar.

The present model of the 8 receptor-bound conformation for the parent peptide,
JOM-13, differs from a previously proposed one [4] by incorporating a definite Tyr'
side chain conformation (undefined in the previous study), in the orientation of the
entire Tyr' residue (the V torsion angle of Tyr' is different) and in the conformation
of the disulfide bridge. However, both models have the same backbone structure
within the rigid D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen cycle and the same orientation of the Phe3 side
chain (Ql-180 *).
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Introduction

The backbone conformer with a P-l-like turn at the Tyr4-Val5 residues was
earlier proposed as a model for the angiotensin H (Asp'-Arg2-Val 3.Tyr4-Val/Ile 5-His6-
Pro7-Pheg, AT) receptor-bound conformation by Marshall et aL (see [1] for final
model), and, independently, by Nikiforovich et aL, [2, 3]. Recently, several types of
cyclic AT analogs with conformational restrictions have been found to possess high
affinity towards AT specific receptors. However, the conformations available for
these analogs seem to be not consistent with a unique model for the backbone of the
AT receptor-bound conformation(s) (see [4] for detailed discussion). In this study, an
alternate approach involving the search for a common spatial arrangement of
functionally important (pharmacophoric) groups in low-energy conformers of AT and
its active analogs has been used for modeling the AT bioactive conformation. It is
commonly accepted that four groups are indispensable for optimal triggering of the
biological response of AT, which are the aromatic moieties of Tyr4, Iris6 and Phes
residues, as well as the C-terminal carboxyl.

Results and Discussion

Energy calculations employing the ECEPP force field were performed for AT,
[(aMe)Phe 4j-, [Pro5]-, cycdo[HCys3,'5 - and cyclo[Sarl, HCys/Cys 3, Mpt.frýT
analogs. Calculation technique involves the build-up procedure for all pepti&A In
question, which yields the sets of low-energy backbone conformers possessing
relative energies less than 10 kcal/mol. Geometrical comparison between each AT
low-energy conformer vs. every low-energy conformer of its analogs was performed
to reveal the mutual spatial orientation of the atomic centers chosen to represent a
fragment bearing the pharmacophoric groups of AT molecule, namely, the CO-atom
for Tyr4 residue, the CM- and CP- atoms for Val5 - Phes residues and the carbon atom
of C-terminal carboxyl. One type of possible backbone conformer for AT 4-8
fragment was found to meet the requirement of rms 5 1.0 A when compared to each
analog, therefore being a suitable candidate for the receptor-bound conformation of
AT. This conformer is presented in Table I together with corresponding conformers
of the analogs.
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Table I Possible models for receptor-bound conformers of AT and its analogs

TVall WE Pro Phe

AT -316 1-
[(a~ e) •ae4]-AT -58 -31854 13 5 -0 7 -13 5

AI J].A T h-107 16 6 2 -143 77 -6 73 -13

cyc/o[HCys-1,].AT 174 -7 76 -7 -147 101 -60 61 -142

cyclo[Cys3 , Mpt5]-AT -130 56 -60 129 52 77 -60 74 -135
NMR Data -145 60 -60 75 -

cyclo[HCys', Mpt ]-AT -133 70 -60 -13 -14 5 -60 67 -147
NMR Daa -155 75 -60 75 - - - - -

[D-Tyr4 , ProS].AT -123 163 0-t0 -31 -142 77 -60 73 -138

The difference between conformers in Table 1 in dihedral angle values
(especially in W4 value), does not affect significantly the spatial location of
pharmacophoric groups. Figure 1 depicts an alignment between conformers of AT
vs. [Pro 5]- and cyclo[Cys3, Mpt5]-AT, which differ in dihedral angle values from the
respective AT conformer. It is evident that the Tyr4 rings can occupy nearly the same
spatial location for all three molecules, with very similar spatial positions of the
His 6 and Phe8 side chains, as well as the C-terminal carboxyls. At the same time,
the N-terminal parts of both molecules (exemplified in Figure 1 by the Val/Cys3

residues) are directed quite differently.

Fig. 1. Stereoview of AT conformer (in bold) overlapped on compatible [Pro5 ]- and
cyclo[Cys3, Mpt5)-AT conformers from Table 1. Only 3-8 fragments are shown. All
hydrogen atoms are omitted.
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Table 1 also contains the estimated values of dihedral angles for cyclic moieties
of cyclo[Sarl, Cys/HCys 3, Mpt5]-AT analogs, which were derived from the
J(HNC5uH coupling constants values and the NOE's measured by NMR spectroscopy
in DMSO solution. Remarkably, they are in an excellent agreement with the models
of receptor-bound conformers proposed for these analogs by calculations.

Thus, the problem of the biologically active conformation(s) of AT and its
analogs should not be viewed in terms of common backbone structures, i.e., different
kinds of turns, peptide chain reversals, etc. We can rather propose that any backbone
three-dimensional structure that ensures a common spatial arrangement for the four
important functional groups, such as that shown in Figure 1, is a suitable candidate
for the receptor-bound conformation of AT agonists. In this sense, the original
model predicting the P-rn-like turn at the Tyr4 -Val5 region of AT [1-3] is quite
appropriate, but should not be regarded as unique.

Finally, it was suggested based on Figure 1, that the AT conformer in Table 1
could be matched even more closely by an analog, which still contains the Pro5

residue, but with D-Tyr4 instead of Tyr4. The backbone conformation of such an
analog might be close to that of [Pro5]-AT in Table 1, and the D-Tyr4 aromatic ring
would be more close to the Tyr4 aromatic ring in AT due to inversion of a
configuration. This hypothesis was completely confirmed by energy calculations for
[D-Tyr4,Pro5]-AT (see last line in Table 1). The analog was synthesized and tested
for binding to rabbit aorta preparations, showing the IC5o value of 42.8 nM. It is
noteworthy that [D-Tyr 4]-AT showed a much lower affinity (pD2 value of 5.77),
when binding to tissue from rat ascending colon [5]. Thus, we were able to design a
new and rather unusual AT analog on the basis of the three-dimensional model for
AT recognition proposed in this study.
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Introduction

Proton chemical shifts are sensitive indicators of structural changes in proteins
and peptides; the qualitative dependence of Ha and FIN chemical shifts on regular
secondary structures has been known for some time [1]. Nevertheless, quantitative
predictions based on quantum chemistry and empirical analyses [2-4] are still limited.
For globular proteins, decomposition of the total shielding into local and long-range
effects makes possible the analysis of contributions of distant polar and aromatic
groups. For example, our previous model [4] derived from the analysis of 17
proteins uses an empirical equation for conformation-dependent (structural) shifts that
are related to differences between the resonance positions in a folded protein and in a
"random-coil" polypeptide:

6prolem -mfd& coil 8= + + 18oi- 5..X. (1)

Here, rc, m, and el refer to ring-current, magnetic anisotropy, and electrostatic
interactions, respectively. Our parameter fitting resulted in two values for the
constant in Eq. 1: 0.041 ppm for side-chain protons and 0.75 ppm for Ha-protons.
The simplest interpretation for 86,0 is that it represents in an averaged way the
contributions of peptide groups in the random-coil state, usually taken to be GGXA,
for which experimental shifts have been tabulated [5]. Here, we use calculations on
dipeptide models to show that this is a reasonable interpretation.

Results and Discussion

Ouearlier study 14] did not consider glycine residmes. When we apply Eq. 1 for
121 glycine Ha praons -- the average shift for Ha2 and H803 is taken - we find a
correlation coefficen of 0.93 between calculated and observed structural shifts with
an rmsd (root-mean-square deviation) of 0.29 ppm and a mean error of 0.24 ppm.
Mean errors for other residue types are given in Fig. 1, and show that two residues
(Pro and Gly) have significant residual shifts. This suggests that special values of
6CO5n be used for these residues, which is plausible because they have unusual
Ramachandran plots. Indeed, when a constant of 0.51 ppm is used for glycine, the
mean error vanishes, and the rmsd between calculated and observed shifts drops from
0.29 ppm to 0.16 ppm. When 8,o. = 0.51 ppm is used for proline (instead of
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0.75) the rmsd between calculated and observed shifts decreases from 0.37 ppm to
0.24 ppm.

To study the physical origin of 86,. we investigated the conformational effect
of two neighboring peptide groups to the Ha proton in acetyl-alanine-N-methylamide
and its glycine and proline analogues (the "dipeptide"). The conformational
dependence of the calculated Ha structural shift is presented in Figure 2a. As noted
earlier [4], the primary dependence is on the # dihedral angle.

The average chemical shift that we estimate for the random-coil conformation
(Table 1) was calculated by using a Boltzmann-averaged weighting of the # -
distribution. The CHARMM 22 potential was used to calculate the adiabatic
conformational energy in vacuum (energy minimized with dihedral constraints), and
the MEAD continuum dielectric model was applied to calculate solvation corrections
(Figures 2b-d) [6,71.

Table I Neighboring peptide contributions in the random-coil state calculated for
the Ala, Gly, and Pro dipeptide models and values for 86c, as empirically
fitted for 17proteins

CHARMM 22 CHARMM 22 empirically
vacuum MEAD solvent fitted

Ala 0.75 0.83 0.75
Gly 0.54 0.55 0.51
1Pro 0.71 0.70 0.51

Our dipeptide calculations support the notion that the empirical constant used in
our analysis of chemical shifts mainly arises from neighboring peptide contributions.
Thus, differences in distributions of #- V dihedral angles in the "random-coil" state
can explain differences in the empirical constant term. It is suggested that special
values he used for glycine and proline residues, which differ significantly from other
residues in their allowed 0 i-ranges.
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Introduction

Flexible peptides with multiple conformations in solution give rise to one set
of averaged NOEs if these multiple conformations are in fast exchange [1]. The
elucidation of the multiple conformations for flexible peptides based on averaged
NOE data is hindered using current NOE-derived structure generation methods, aince
one can only construct an 'average' structure [2]. There are several approaches
proposed recently to try to solve this problem [1, 2]. We have developed a new
method which combines a 'molecular construction' method such as simulated
annealing with a 'best fit' method to simulate the multiple conformations for flexible
peptides based averaged NOE data. The method actually is a back calculation
procedure for analysis of single conformations which was extended to handle multiple
conformation systems [3, 4]. Its main hypothesis is that it searches for the widest
range of structures whose calculated averaged NOEs best fit the experimental NOE
data The method is dezionstrated on a flexible peptide desmopressm which contains
a six-residue disulfide-bonded loop and a three-residue tail. It is known from our
previous work that it exhibits multiple conformations in 20% TFE solution [3, 51.
The results indicate that the procedure successfully generates multiple conformations
for desmopressin in 20% TFE solution which best fit the experimental NOE data.

Results and Discussion

Two-dimensional IH-NM spectra were measured for desmopre in aqueous
solution containing 20% TFE at 5VC, pH 5.0. In total 157 NOE distance restraints
were generated from a NOESY spectrum with 300 ms mixing time since the NOESY
spectra showed a linear buildup of the NOEs up to a mixing time of almost 300 ms.
The restraints were grouped into strong, medium and weak which corresponds to
distances of 1.8 - 2.7, 1.8 - 3.3 and 2.3 - 5.0 A and used in the calculation. The new
computational procedure is called PEPFt.EX-i which is an extension of PEPFLEX
[4]. It is an iterative calculation that combines both the "structural generation"
methods (simulated annealing) and "best fit" comparisons into a single procedure.
The procedure generates structures based on the NOE constraints in each iteration,
calculates the RMS devitions between the experimental NOEs and calculated NOES
based upon a proper average for the family of structures, and superimposes the
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stractures generated in each iteration to their averaged structure, and calculates the
stiuctural deviations for each structure. It tries to optimize the fit to the experimental
data and maximize the structural RMS deviations amongst the family of structures at
the same time by modification of the distance restraints. Table 1 shows part of the
results of the calculation.

Table I Structural statistics for desmopressin: Total energy (kcallmol A2), number
of NOE violations (>0.24) and the number of modified NOEs in each
ieration

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6

Total energy 98±13 69±7 58±7 43±7 44±9 37±7
NOEVq 66 38 28 20 18 16
NOEV/stuct. 30±3 9±3 4±2 1±2 2±2 1±1
NOE modified 49 20 20 18 16 0

Based on the criteria for 'goodness' of the NOE-derived structures, the results
shown in Table I indicate that after each iteration better structures are generated.
Finally the approach generates the structures which have minimum of total energy as
well as minimum of NOE violations. This can be seen clearly when the procedure
calculates the RMS deviations between experimental NOEs and calculated NOEs
based on the structures generated by the pmcedure.

Table 2 RMS deviations between experimental and calculated NOEs

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6

RMSDNo(all) 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.17
RMSDN1 (loop) 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.18
RMSDmOE(tail) 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.15 0.17 0.17

Table 2 indicates that the structures generated from the last iteration fit the
experimental NOE data much better than those from the first iteration. However,
since we are dealing with a multiple conformation problem, we expect that a good
procedure should allow us to cover more conformational space when the calculated
NOEs fit the experimental NOEs better, and finally will cover a maximum
conformational space when the RMS deviation drops to a minimum.

Table 3 shows that the procedure enables us to search a wider range of
conformational space while the calculated NOEs based on the generated structures
better fit the experimental NOE data. The procedure includes a cluster analysis after
each iteration to determine how many families of structure can be obtained.

The data shown in Table 4 and Table 5 demonstrate that the structures generated
from the final iteration can be divided into six families. The structures between
families are significantly different (Table 5), but the structures within a given family
are well-defined (Table 4).
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Table 3 S ructura R$ mdevtons (A)for al backbone atoms

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6

RMSD a.j(IlI) 0.56±D.41 0.91±0.57 1.25±0.43 1.07±0.45 1.28±0.54 1.46±0.78
RMSD.,€W) 0.34±0.23 0.39±0.38 0.54±0.38 0.69±0.37 0.95±D.25 0.93±D.41
RMSD..,.(tol) 0.34±0.15 0.55±0.28 0.98±0.14 0.52±0.17 0.46±0.16 0.77±0.10

aStructural RMS deviations were determined by atomic RMS differences relative to the
mean structure calculated from all structures in the iteration.

Table 4 Families of structures and the backbone atom structural RMS deviations
(A) of each famity in the final ieration

Families 1 2 3 4 5 6

population (%)a 57 13 13 7 7 3
RMSDwZm. 0.50±0.18 0.78±0.10 0.85±0.29 0.75±0.00 0.49±0.00 __b

The population here is the number of structures in the family over the number of total
structures generated in the iteration.

bThe family only contains one structure.

Table 5 The RMS deviations (A) between the two families in the final iteration.
The upper triangle is only for backbone atoms, the lower triangle is for all
atoms of the peptide

1 1.90 3.57 1.84 2.70 3.89
3.67 2 3.55 2.19 2.51 4.21
6.00 6.70 3 2.97 2.62 3.06
2.91 3.72 4.83 4 1.91 4.44
4.61 4.46 4.03 2.91 5 3.88
5.61 5.46 3.99 5.19 5.04 6

A new procedure was developed which was applied to desmopressin. It was
found that based on the averapd experimental NOE data, the procedure could search
the maximum confonnational space and result in the elucidation of the multiple
confonatiom which best fit the experimental NOE data.
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Introduction

For several years synthetic peptides have been used successfully to study the
calcium-binding properties of proteins such as troponin-C (TnC), calmodulin and
calbindin D9k. This approach is well-suited for these proteins, since each contains
either two or four calcium-binding sites where each site is a contiguous stretch of
about 30 amino acids [1]. In addition, high field 'H NMR spectroscopy has proven
ideal for monitoring the conformational changes which occur in the peptides upon
metal-ion binding. Recently, we have shown that calcium-binding to a 34-residue
peptide corresponding to site Ill of the C-terminal domain of troponin-C (SCII) not
only binds calcium but also undergoes a dimerization to form a two-site peptide
homodimer similar in structure to that observed in the x-ray structure of the C-
terminal domain of TnC [2]. This important discovery of the dimerization of
synthetic calcium-binding peptides is likely a general observation in calcium-binding
proteins as two-site homodimers and heterodimers have been noted for peptides
derived from TnC [3] and calbindin Dgk [4]. In this work we describe a comparison
of the three-dimensional structure of the SCIf homodimer derived from NMR data [5]
with that of he C-terminal domain of TnC as observed from x-ray crystallographic
studies [6].

Results and Discussion

The solutions for the three-dimensional structures of the SCIII homodimer and
the C-terminal domain from TnC have been described elsewhere [5, 6]. In this work,
all comparisons for the SCHI homodimer are based on the average structure reported
which has been energy-minimized to relieve poor van der Waals contacts from the
averaging protocol. Figure 1 shows schematic diagrams of the SCiII homodimer and
the C-terminal domain of TnC. It is clear that the overall fold of the two structures
is very similar. Each structure consists of a-helices between residues 97-106 and
115-122, based on # and W angles, and the analogous helices are present in the
symmetrically related portion of SCIJI and in site IV in the C-terminal of TnC. In
order to examine these overall structural features more closely, Ramachandran plots
for both structures have been calculated and are presented in Figure 2. These two
plots reinforce the similarity of the structures. In both cases the majority of the
residues have #,V angles clustered near # =-60W, V =-60W, with only twelve outlying
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points. Four of these are found near * = 600, V = 300 typical for glycine residues.
In the SCuII homodimer, two of these points result from GI ll and GIll' while two
result from A109 and A109'. The corresponding residues G111, G147, A109 and
N145 are found in similar positions in the Ramachandran plot for TnC. Of the
remaining eight points outside the a-helical range, 6 are derived from residues in a f-
sheet conformation; Y112, 1113, D114 and Y112', 1113', D114' in the SCIIl
homodimer and F112,1113, D114, R148, 1149 and D150 in TnC.

Fig. I. Ribbon diagrams of the SC!I1 homodimers (A) and the C-terminal domain of
troponin-C (residues 93-162. (B)) created using the program Moiscript [7].

ISO ~ ,. . ISO

120 A 120 B

60 *60

WY 0 *'W0

46 04-0

-120 -120

.160 1 .180
-160 .120 4W 0 60 120 180 -180 -120 -60 0 60 120 180

0#

Fig. 2. Raniachandran plots for residues 97-122 and 97'-)22'for the SCIII homodimer (A)
and analogous residues in the C-terminal domain of troponin-C (97-122 and 133-158,
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In order to compare the ligation of the calcium ions in the SCmII homodimer
and the C-terminal domain of TnC, the X, angles for the ligating residues in each
were measured (Table 1). Several conclusions can be drawn from the values in this
Table. First, the symmetric nature of the SCmI homodimer is reflected in the X,
angles for symmetrically related residues. The X, angles for each pair of ligating
residues varies by about 1.80 on average. In contrast similar pairs of residues in TnC
vary by 3.60 on average. The magnitudes of the X, angles are similar for 8 of the 10
co-ordinating residues for the SCuIl homodimer and TnC. The only exception is
DI 14 (and DI 14') in the SCHI homodimer (XI = 19.3, 19.90) which are significantly
different compared with the corresponding residues D1 14 (, = 66.70) and D150 (X =

65.20) in TnC. This interesting observation may be a consequence of the dimer
formation in SCIII resulting in an altered Xi angle compared to TnC. Alternatively,
this angle may be modulated by an intervening water molecule which has been
observed between the side chain carboxyl group and the calcium ion in the x-ray
structure.

Table I x, angles for calcium co-ordinating residues in the SCII! homodimer and C-
terminal domain of TnC

Residue SCmI C-terminal TnC

106 -175.7 178.8
108 57.6 65.2
110 68.8 72.1
114 19.3 66.7
117 -68.3 -61.7

142 -176.6 176.1
144 57.2 71.9
146 64.6 67.0
150 19.9 65.2
153 -71.3 -66.5

In summary the results described here show the similarities in structure between
the SCIII homodimer and the C-terminal domain of TnC and strongly support the
usefulness of synthetic calcium-binding peptides as models for the native protein.
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Introduction

For many years there has been a growing interest in the simple construction of
conformationally constrained analogues of synthetic peptides as part of an effort to
rationally design novel drugs and vaccine candidates. A minor contribution to this
effort has been the discovery that chloroacetyl and bromoacetyl moieties are stable to
many of the reaction conditions and environments used in t-BOC-based peptide
synthesis [1-31. The result of this finding is that chemists now are able to place a
chloroacetyl or bromoacetyl moiety at any position in a synthetic peptide and,
together with a thiol like that found in cysteine, new cyclic, polymeric, and
conjugated peptide-based materials can be formed.

We have applied this technology to the challenge of determining how, on a
molecular level, the envelope glycoprotein from HIV-l, gpl6O, binds to its cellular
receptor, CD4. By understanding this mechanism, we may have a chance of having
something - a drug or a vaccine - that could block the binding of WIV- I to a cell and
this could lead to preventing intracellular transmission of HIV-I in vivo.

In 1987, Lasky and colleagues determined the region of gpl20 that appeared to
be most respoe-ible for its high affinity binding to CD4 [4] and several other groups
have used various methods to reach some agreement about those amino acids in CD4
which are primarily involved in binding gpl2O.

From a synthetic peptide approach, no groups have been able to definitively
show the Lasky-derived region of gpl2O to participate in CD4 binding although in
1991 Reed and Kinzel came very close by demonstrating some minor binding of
radiolabeled pentadecapeptides derived from this region to HeLa cells expressing CD4
[5]. However, most noteworthy of the Reed and Kinzel study was their
demonstration that this peptide could convert to an a-helical secondary structure
under apolar solvent conditions and the suggestion was made that the peptide in
gpl2O may be in the a-helical form when bound to CD4 [5].

In this presentation, we have combined the haloacetyl chemistry mentioned
above to the challenge of urderstanding MIV-I infection and we demonstrate that
peptomers composed of the CD4 binding region from gpl2O - initially described by
Lasky et al. [4] and expanded upon by Reed and Kinzel [5] - have enhanced secondary
structure and, perhaps because of the enhanced secondary structure, can bind CD4.
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Results sad Discussion

Using the one letter abbreviations for the amino acids, the peptide under study
has the sequence K-I-K-Q-I-I-N-M-W-Q-E-V-G-K-A-M-Y-A. We define a peptomer
as a polymer composed of a synthetic peptide that is specifically cross-linked to
itself. To make the peptomer from the above-listed peptide, a bromoacetyl group is
added to the amino terminus and the C-terminal amino acid is cysteine in the amide
form. Polymerization is carried out in pH 7.0 to 7.5 buffer as outlined in [2] and the
concentration of the starting material is 5 mg/ml.

13

10

10 ,PO 2? 24 260 280..I

x 7,
00

a-Helix 8% 31%
-1Sh3 36% 42%

-13 Ramdom CoN 56% 27%

Fig. 1. CD Spectra of peptide(419-436) and peptomer(419-436)-MN isolate of HIV-i.
Spectra were recorded from 280 to 185 nm on a Jasco Model J-5OOAIDP-5O1N CD
spectropoLarimeter, in Hellma QS cells with 1 mm path length at room temperature.
Peptide concentrations were 36 jM in H20, pH 5.3 or in 5 mM pH 7.2 sodinu cacodylate
buffer. The conformations of the peptide and the peptomer were estimated using
Provencher's spectral deconvolution program [61 using the experimental CD data.

The CD spectra of pepmom(419-436) compared with peptide(419-436), both in
water is given in Figure 1. From the CD spectra we can conclude that the peptomer
contains 31±1% A-helical content compared with 8±7% for the free peptide.
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Several tests were then performed to evaluate the binding of the peptomer to
CD4 and antibodies derived from HIV(+) serum samples. Most noteworthy was the
finding that peptomer immobilized to nitrocellulose and to polystyrene bound CD4
in a dose-dependent fashion and the peptomer also bound antibodies derived from
HIV-l-positive serum samples (results not shown). The corresponding peptide was
virtually inactive in the above assays.

The current understanding of HIV-1 infection leaves little agreement among
researchers. However, the idea that HIV-1 infection might lead to autoimmunity
brought on by the immunogenicity of gpl60 and the sequence homology of gp160 to
MHC Class 11 beta chain [7], leaves one with the belief that circumventing these
problems requires an approach that involves the peptide-containing subunits of the
viral envelope protein.
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Introduction

Cytoplasmic molecules involved in tyrosine kinase signal transduction are
frequently modular, containing discrete catalytic domains and additional protein
binding modules termed Src homology (SH) domains. SH2 domains bind directly to
phosphorylated Tyr residues in growth factor receptor and non-receptor Tyr kinases,
their substrates, and viral transforming proteins [1, 2]. Fortuitously, isolated
expressed SH2 domains and small synthetic phosphopeptides retain the capacity to
interact with one another with high affinity and specificity [3-7]. In the current study
we exploit the capacity of isolated SH2 domains to retain function by using SH2
domain/ phosphopeptide binding assays to directly assess determinants of specificity.

Results and Discussion

SH2 domains of phosphatidylinositol (PI) 3-kinase p85, phospholipase C-y
(PLC-y), the phosphatase SH-PTP2, and Src itself were expressed as glutathione S-
transferase (GST) fusion proteins in E coUl. Phosphopeptides synthesized following
an Fmoc/tBu strategy using Fmoc-Tyr(O(P(OCH 3)2)) have sequences surrounding the
numbered Tyr residues of the PDGF receptor: PDGFR740, DGGpYMDMSKDE;
PDGFR751, SVDpYVPMLDMK; PDGFRI009, SVLpYTAVQPNE; PDGFRIO21,
DNDpYIIPLPDPK; the hamster polyoma middle T antigen: hmT324, EPQpYEEI-
PIYL; and c-Src527: EPQpYQPGENL.

Intact PI 3-kinase binds to multiple proteins which contain phosphorylated
YMXM or YVXM motifs [21. An isolated SH2 domain of Pl 3-kinase exhibits the
same specificity (Figure IA) [4]. EDS0 values for binding of pYM/VXM-peptides
PDGFR740 and PDGFR751 are -1.0 pM, whereas the PDGFRIO21 peptide with a
pYHPL motif binds with 50-fold lower relative affinity (Figure IA).

In simulated cells, PLC-y binds to TyrlO21 of the PDGF receptor [8]. When a
competition assay was set up with an SH2 domain from PLC-y, the PDGFRIO21

pde bound tightly, with an ED50 of -2.0 jtM (Figure IB). In this case,
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the YMXM peptide PDGFR740 bound with 50-fold lower affinity to demonstrate an
amppr~it reversal in specificities between p85 and PLC-y SW domains.
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and PDGFR740. D. Analyses of binding with the SH2 domain of Src were with
f'2 5 Illabeled hmt324 and unlabeled hmt324 and c-SrcS27 (5).

Peptide library studies to map specificity suggested that an SH2 domain of SH-
7FM might bind tightly to a pYTAY motif [7). This sequence surrounds TyrIO09
of the PE)GF receptor, and was subsequently found to direct interactions between the
intact proteins [91. A phosphopeptide corresponding to this motif, PDGFR 1009,
binds to an SH2 domuin of SHPTP with an EDSO value of -15.0 PM (Figure IC),
whereas peptide PDGFR740 bound with >100-fold lower affinity.

Physiologically relevant, high-affinity interactions with the Src SH2 domain
are not understood sufficiently to predict a binding motif, although the
phosphorylated C-terminus of c-Src reportedly binds its own SH2 domain [2].
Library studies suggested that pYEEI might bind with high affinity [7], and this
motif was found surrounding Tyr324 of the hamster polyoma mT antigen. A
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corresponding pbogphopeptide bound to the Src SH2 domain with high affinity,
whereas a peptide corresponding to the c-Src tail sequence bound with 10Nfol lower
affinity (Figure ID).

SH2 protein interactons with phosphoproteins can be reconstituted in vitro
using isolated SH2 domains and phosphopeptides corresponding to phosphorylation
sites of growth factor receptor and non-receptor tyrosine kinases and their substrates.

ýSpecificity in these interactions is retained. Affinity differences between peptides
which bound specifically vs. non-specifically ranged from 50- to >100-fold for SH2
domains from four functionally distinct cytoplasmiic signaling proteins. The described
assay method is generally useful for analyzing SH2 domain specificity.
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Introduction

Mature NCp7 human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV- I) is a 72 amino
acid basic protein which contains two CCHC retroviral type zinc finger domains
characterized by a high zinc binding affinity. In vitro, NCp7 was shown to promote
RNA dimerization and annealing activities, two critical processes for virus infectivity
[1]. In vivo, deletion of CCHC boxes caused loss of virion infectivity due to
genomic packaging defects. The 3D structure of NCp7, recently elucidated by 600
MHz 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and distance-geometry calculations, is
characterized by a kink at the Pro3" level in the basic sequence 29RAPRKK 34,
inducing a spatial proximity of the aromatic residues Phe16 and Trp37 of each zinc
finger [2]. In order to study the biological relevance of NCp7 structural features, we
have on the one hand substituted DPro31 for Pro3l in the active (13-64)NCp7 and, on
the other hand, Cys 23 for His2 3 in the first zinc finger domain of the active (13-
64)NCp7. The structures of both peptides were investigated using IH NMR
spectroscopy and their biological activity tested as described [4].

Results and Discussion

The modified peptides were chemically synthesized using the stepwise solid
phase synthesis method in Fmoc chemistry. Resonance assignments were made by
analysis of the 2-D DQF-COSY,TOCSY and NOESY experiments recorded on a
Bruker AMX600 spectrometer.
DPro(3'(13-64)NCp7

Comparison of NOESY spectra recorded for native protein and DPro3t (13-
64)NCp7 reveals the disappearance in DPro 31(13-64)NCp7 of the bH Phe' 6/H-4
aromatic proton of Trp' 7 NOE, but also of the reported NOEs found between the
second zinc finger domain and the linker region R29APRKK 34. The stereochemical
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inversion of P31 therefore rules out the particular relative orientation of the zinc
finger domains that is observed in the native protein [3].
Cys2 (13-64)NCp7

The ID spectrum of (13-64)NCp7 exhibits deshielded NH and al resonances,
indicating that Cys23(13-64)NCp7 still binds two equivalents of zinc, but inspection
of the proton chemical shifts as well as the NOESY data shows that the modified
zinc finger domain, but also the linker region R 29APRKK 35 , undergo drastic
conformational changes. NOEs were used as input for DIANA calculations and
DIANA conformers were refined using the AMBER package. Figure 1 displays the
superposition of the CCCC box and the native CCHC box. The first residues are
relatively well superimposed (rmsd= 1.41 A) but a kink at the Cys23 level throws the
backbone chain ends far away from each other.

The second zinc finger domain, which preserves the same folded conformation
in both peptides, is unable to reach the spatial position found for NCp7.
Accordingly, the mean distance between aromatic residue centers is increased from 5.1
A to 1651.

A

X IENCH box

o/b

V1313

Fig. ). Superimposition of alpha carbon chain of the residues from V13 to G22 of native
finger (CCHC box) and mutant finger (CCCC box).

Biological activity
Dimerization of HIV-I RNA(1-415) reveals that both mutations lead to a

drastic decrease in the in vitro annealing activities of NCp7. Accordingly, site directed
mutagenesis experiments replacing Pro3' by Leu3 ' or His23 by Cys23 lead to
complete loss of virion infectivity.

The biological inactivity of DPro3 l(13-64)NCp7 and Cys23(13-64)NCp7 is
therefore probably due to changes in the relative orientation of the short basic
sequences flanking the zinc fingers, thus inhibiting their interactions with nucleotidic
sequences. These observations should facilitate the rational design of compounds
aimed at inhibiting retrovirus rplication.
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Introduction

Mammalian haemostasis is maintained by the highly regulated systems of
coagulation and fibrinolysis. Coagulation involves the activation of a number of
serine proteases in a sequential manner. The ultimate cleavage, fibrinogen to fibrin,
forms the clot. A number of the proteolytic events leading up to production of fibrin
are surface dependent; that is, proteases involved will not cleave their physiologic
substrates in the absence of phospholipid surface, i.e. platelets. This surface
dependent interaction is always found with proteases that contain a number of T-
carboxyglutamic acid residues [1]. These residues are clustered at the amino terminus
among the first 38 residues forming what is known as the Gla domain. Its known
function is to bind calcium, facilitating the phospholipid interaction. This study
investigates both the structural and functional aspects of this region as an independent
domain.

Results and Discussion

We have synthesized the 38 residue domain as well as a 48 residue peptide
which contains an extra 10 residue a-helix thought to stabilize the folded Gla region.
The folding of this region is calcium dependent [2].

The calcium binding data fit a simple model of two types of sites; tight sites
with Kd < 3001M, n = 2, and slight negative cooperativity, and weak sites with Kd
- 1.5mM, n > 5, and positive cooperativity. The conformational change observed
upon calcium binding was found to correlate with the weak sites. CD analysis of the
peptide at various calcium concentrations shows an increase in c-helical content with
a C50 of 1.6mM. A schematic is presented in Figure 1 to illustrate the system.

In order to identify the specific Gla residues involved in each type of site, the
48mer peptide was synthesized with individually labelled YY'-' 3C2 Gla. Thus far,
four positions have been labelled and titrated. Gla 20 and GIa 14 participate in the
weak binding sites. Gla 26 and Gia 16 are involved in the tight sites. Figure 1
shows the chemical shift dependence of Gla 16 on calcium.

The conformations of the folded, calcium bound peptides were similr to protein
C. Competition experiments with a monoclonal antibody (TCI) which recognizes
only the folded, calcium bound form of protein C, showed the peptides to have an 8-
fold weaker affinity for the antibody. This conformation is required for phospholipid
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interaction. The calcium dependence for phospholipid binding was the same for
protein C as for the peptides, again C50 - 0.5 - 1.5mM. However, the affinity at
saturating calcium of protein C for the vesicle surface was two orders of magnitude
greater. This strongly suggests that another part of the protein makes contact with
the membrane surface.

NMRo(48mrw- 13CGIaIG
SO.

40-

S30 .

0.0 0.2 0.4 . 08

CoafotmaW Chang. of 48mw

S-110.9
-2100.
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0.0
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Fig.). Proposed model for calcium binding and folding of the Gla domain.
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Introduction

Glutathione (y-Glu-Cys-Gly), the major nonprotein thiol in cells, participates
in a variety of cell functions including the detoxification of toxic electrophilic
compounds and the biosynthesis of peptidoleukotrienes. These two functions are
mediated through glutathione S-conjugation reactions catalyzed by the supergene
family of glutathione S-transferases [1]. The enzymes' active site consists of two
distinct regions; a polar G-site for binding glutathione and a hydrophobic H-site for
the electrophilic substrate. Features for the recognition and binding of glutathione at
the G-site are discussed below.

Results and Discussion

Crystal structures for cytosolic class Pi glutathione S-transferases (GSTPI-1)
complexed with glutathione analogues were determined by X-ray diffraction at
resolution of 2.8A (human GSTPl-l.S-hexylglutathione; R-factor = 0.196) and
2.1/•A (porcine GSTP1-i.glutathione sulphonate; R-factor = 0.165) [2-41. Inspection
of these structures indicate a network of multiple polar interactions involved in the
recognition and binding of the glutathione analogues at the G-site of the homodimeric
glutathione S-transferases, as illustrated in Figure 1. Oligonucleotide-directed
mutagenesis studies [5] have also confirmed the participation of the G-site residues
Tyr7, Argl3, Gin62 and Asp96 in binding glutathione. The extended conformation
assumed by the sequestered analogues as well as the strategic interactions closely
resemble those features observed for reduced glutathione bound at the G-site of the
class Mu isoenzyme [6] and for S-benzyl glutathione bound at the G-site of class
Alpha glutathione S-transferase [7]. Surface and electronic complementarity between
the protein and glutathione's y-glutamyl moiety is extensive in support of structure-
activity data that this group is the principal binding determinant for the tripeptide.
Furthermore, the extent to which the glutathione backbone is sequestered at the G-site
through polar interactions indicates tight constraints on thiol substrate recognition
and explains the high level of substrate specificity displayed by the glutathione S-

ansferases for reduced glutathiome.
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TV,?

TIPU S

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the polar interactions between glutathione (thick
solid line) and protein moieties at the gluathione-binding site (G-site) of the homodimeric
class Pi glutathione $-transferases (Mr 48500). One G-site exists on each subunit and
Asp96 (marked with an asterisk), which salt links to glutathione's amino group at the
subunit interface, is the only G-site ligand from the adjacent subunit. Dashed lines
correspond to hydrogen bonds (<13.A). Water-mediated hydrogen bonds with solvent
molecules W24 and W27 are also shown.
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Introduction

Application of SPR for investigating interactions between biomolecules is
gaining interest because the technique is easy, fast, sensitive and relatively cheap.
Moreover, the SPR-technique has shown to be a fruitful concept in the design of
varic's kinds of immunosensors. Methods for immobilization of one of the
compotonts to a (gold) layer, a prerequisite for applying SPR, generally result in
molecular layers that are randomly immobilized with poorly defined composition.
Here we present a method for coupling synthetic peptides directly to the gold, which
is easy to perform, highly reproducible and results in an ordered peptide monolayer,
of which the precise composition can be accurately tuned.

Results and Discussion

The immobilization method presented here makes use of the high affinity of a
gold surface for thiol-functionalities. Since thiol containing peptides are susceptible
to (air)oxidation they are produced by SPPS in their S-acetyl-protected form. To
induce the formation of an ordered monolayer [1] an alkyl spacer was coupled between
the peptide and the thiol function. In order to obtain a monolayer in which the
spatial arrangement of the peptide molecules is such that they are able to interact
with protein molecules in solution the monolayer was formed applying a mixture of
lipopeptide and dilutor. Thus in the last steps of SPPS peptides were elongated with
I1 -amino-undecanoic acid (Fmoc derivative, Bop/NMM coupling). After Fmoc
removal the S-acetylmercaptoacetyl (SAMA) moiety was attached by coupling with
the Pfp ester of S-acetylmercaptoacetic acid in the presence of HOBt [2]. S-
acetylmercaptoacetyl-I l-amino-undecanoic acid was used as a dilutor. Lipopeptide
and dilutor (micromolar concentration in PBS) were mixed in various ratios and S-
acetyl deprotected with hydroxylamine at neutral pH. By applying such a mixture to
the gold surface a strong binding was achieved between the thiol groups and the gold,
resulting in a monolayer stabilized by hydrophobic interaction between the aliphatic
chains (see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the lipopeptide/dilutor mixture forming an ordered
monolayer on a gold surface.

As an example we present here the results of SPR studies with a peptide derived
from a herpes simplex glycoprotein (9-21) [3] and a monoclonal antibody (A16)
which is known to react with this peptide. The binding of 9-21 to A16 proved to be
sensitive to the dilutor/lipopeptide ratio. At 3 mol% peptide coverage the binding of
the monoclonal was optimal. At this dilution the peptide molecules probably have
the proper spacing for allowing interaction with the antibody. With higher peptide
loading the peptide molecules are too close together for optimal interaction with the
protein, whereas with lower peptide loading not enough protein is bound to cover the
surface. At 3 mol% peptide coverage, assuming an occupied area of 21 A2 per bound
thiol compound [4], the average nearest neighbour peptide distance is approximately
100 A. This is in the order of the dimensions of an antibody molecule. Under these
conditions we find a bound antibody/peptide ratio of 0.4, probably caused by the
distribution of nearest neighbour distances around the average. The affinity constant
of this particular interaction was determined to be 2x10 8 M-' and the detection limit
for A16proved to be 10"-1 M.

Because of the good reproducibility and high sensitivity the described SPR set-
up is very well suited to be used as immunosensor.
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Introduction

Acetyl Co-Enzyme A Carboxylase (ACC) is one of the major enzymes which
regulate the rate of mammalian fatty acid biosynthesis. Control of the enzyme is
mediated by physiological phosphorylation and inactivation, via a Protein Kinase and
dephosphorylation and activation, via a protein phosphatase [1, 2, 31. Originally it
was thought that the protein kinase responsible was cyclic AMP dependent protein
kinase (cAMP-PK), however, extensive research has shown the phosphorylation to
be carried out by an AMP activated protein kinase (AMP-PK). The major
phosphorylation site on ACC is at Ser79, with its surrounding amino acid sequence
being H73 M RS 76 S M S7 9 G L H L V K. The importance of His73, Met74 and
Arg75, to the recognition of this sequence by the AMP-PK was assessed. Nine
pentadecapeptides were synthesized on solid phase, and the amino acids 73-76 were
varied. The ability of the synthetic peptides to act as substrates for the AMP-PK
were investigated, using Michaelis-Menten kinetics to provide information regarding
binding and activity. Individual protein kinases recognize a distinct amino acid
consensus sequence around the reversible pM'phoiylation site. Some consensus
sequences identified by protein kinases are already known. A general requirement is
the presence of basic residues N-terminal to the Serf/hr being phosphorylated.
However, the involvement of secondary structure as a possible factor in recognition,
cannot be ruled out.

The amino aiid sequence of known AMP-PK substrates were studied for any
homology about the phosphorylation site, to provide an indication of the residues
involved in the recognition of substrates. In enzymes Acetyl-CoA Carboxylase
Ser79, Serl200, Serl215, Hormone Sensitive Lipase Ser565, Glycogen Synthase
Ser7 and HMG-CoA Reductase Ser871, N-terminal to the phosphorylated Ser,
basic/polar residues are common at position -3 and -4. Hydrophobic residues are
present at -5, particularly Met, while at -6 a ring structure is maintained in all but
one of the substrates [4].
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The following analogues W= syntheszed an assayed (5] (iraph I, Craph 2):

HMRSSMS 7 9 GLHLVK(RR) CONTROL,,HMARSSMS 7 9 GLH
L V K (RR),HMA S S M S79 G L HLV K (RR), H FR S S M S79G L H L
V K (RR), W MR S SM S79 GLHL V K (RR), AMR S S M S79 GLHL
V K (R R) andPMRS S M S7 GLHL V K (R R).

WONe, Uw PNs . A=C h. Af•d•mt U WMAW Obut bmw Ps otf AMO Pisois dm.m VAS AMP

P~Tin0 Wi N
0 6 @a 8; ;0 1;,00 no,]." No M....I I___is"

ira, 0"t I'M Wi~i

A basic residue such as Arg or Lys seems to be extremely important at
positions -3 and -4, indicating the potentiality of a charged interaction between the
enzyme binding site and the peptide. At position -5, a hydrophobic residue is
required, and primarily one with a large, bulky side chain. Indeed, Phe appears to
exhibit the most favourable result, when introduced to this position, suggesting the
presence of a hydrophobic pocket in the conformational structure of the binding site
within AMPPK. The ring formation at position -6 would appear to be a hindrance to
the coupling of the substrate with the enzyme. Surprisingly Ala emerges as the
prime candidate to occupy this position, showing that even though altering the ring
size produces a slight decrease in the Km value, a small, neutral residue provides an
enormous increase in the binding affinity. Thus, knowledge of this consensus
sequence could lead to the assembly of potent specific inhibitors of AMPPK which
would provide useful information, when used as a pharmacological tool, as to the
physiological importance of the enzyme. Also, a specific inhibitor of AMPPK may
be of some significance in the treatment of Type I Diabetes Meflitus, by increasing
the flux of glucose through the lipid biosynthetic pathways.
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Introduction

In recent years significant interest has been generated in studying the de novo
designs of synthetic polypeptides which mimic the folding patterns of proteins. In
order to understand the folding patterns of proteins, it becomes essential to understand
the function of ionizable side chains of amino acid residues with shifted pKa values.
In this direction, here we report the synthesis and note the partial characterization of a
set of protein-based polymers, actually polytricosapeptides, poly[3(GVGVP),
2(GFGFP), (GEGFP)J(Il); poly[2(GVGVP), 2(GVGFP), (GFGFP), (GEGFP)J (111);
poly[GEGFP GVGVP GVGVP GVGVP GFGFP GFGFPJ (IV); poly[GEGFP
GVGVP GVGFP GFGFP GVGVP GVGFP] (V); and poly[GEGVP GFGFP
GFGVP GVGVP GFGFP GVGVP] (VI), all having the same theoretical and
essentially the same analytical amino cid compositions. These were designed for the
purposes of (1) maximizing hydrophobic-induced pKa shifts by most proximal
placing of five Phe residues to a single Giu residue in polymer V being designed on
the basis of the working -spiral structure of poly(GVGVP) [1, 2], (2) using primary
structure to achieve proximity of Phe to Glu in polymer IV, and (3) having the same
composition but with a disordering of the corresponding six composite pentamers in
polymers I and M.

Results and Discussion

In a previous report [31 was described the synthesis of poly[4(GVGVP),
GEGVP)] (I) with the side chain function of Glu protected by methyl ester and
deblocked by base treatment with NaOH. The synthesis was subsequently repeated
by following the same procedure but the same result without the side reaction could
not be obtained. Therefore, prior to attempting the synthesis of polytricosapeptides,
Glu containing 25 mers were assembled on the solid phase with methyl, benzyl and
cyclohexyl eser protection for the Glu side chain in order to choose the best side
chain protecting group which would minimize the side reactions of Giu. Only on
preparation using the cyclohexyl ester protecting group was the original pKa
routinely obtained. Our results support the conclusion that the cyclohexyl ester is a
suitable protecting group for the synthesis of peptides containing Glu.
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The tricosapeptides IV, V and VI (fixed sequences) were synthesized by the
[(5+5+5)+(5+5+5)] fragment coupling strategy in the classical solution methods.
The pentamers required for this purpose were synthesized as previously described [4,
51. In the syntheses, the Boc group was used for Na-protection and the cyclohexyl
group for Glu side chain protection. The C-terminus carboxyl group was protected
by the benzyl ester, and its removal was affected by hydrogenolysis using H2/Pd-
C(10%). All coupling reactions and deblocking were achieved by EDCI/HOBt and
TFA, respectively. For polymers IV, V and VI, the tricosamer acids were deblocked
and IM solution of each TFA salt was polymerized using EDCI and HOBt in the
presence of 1.6 equiv. of NMM as base. After 14 days, the polymers were then each
dissolved in water, dialyzed using 3500 mol wt. cut-off dialysis tubing and
lyophilized. The Glu side chain protection was deblocked using HF:p-cresol
(90:10,vlv) for I h at 0°C. The polymers were then dissolved in water, dialyzed
using 5OkD mol wt. cut-off dialysis tubing and lyophilized. For polymers I1 and m,
the composite pentamers were converted to p-nitrophenyl esters, mixed in the
appropriate ratios and polymerized to obtain polymers with disordering of the
composite pentamers of polymers IV and V, respectively.

Table 1 Amino acid composition and ejerimental pKa values for polymers I through VI

Amino Acid Polymer

orpKa I I! m IV V VI II-VI
Found Theoretical Found Found Found Found Found Thmi

Giu (E) 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.18 0.17

Gly (G) 1.99 2.00 2.10 1.93 2.06 2.01 2.01 2.00

Pro (P) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Val (V) 1.79 1.80 0.91 0.99 0.91 0.94 0.93 1.00

Phe (F) ---- ---- 0.78 0.90 0.86 0.84 0.80 0.83

Experimental 4.3 ± 0.02 4.7± r6.3 ± 7.71 8.1± 6.3±
pKa U05 0.05 W 0.1 0.1

In the amino acid analyses, Pro is taken as 1.0.

Verification of the syntheses was achieved by amino acid analyses shown in
Table I and by means of the NMR.. The acid-buae titrations were carried out at 200 C
as previously described using 45 minutes per data point under a nitrogen atmosphere
[6], and the experimental acid-base titration curve for an individual run of the polymer
VI is given in Figure 1. The normal pKa for the carboxyl moiety of the Glu residue
is 4.3. Polymers l, HI, IV, V and VI exhibited pKa values for the Glu residues of
4.7, 6.3, 7.7, 8.1 and 6.3, respectively. With only one Glu per 30 residues, the
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charge-charge repulsion mechanism for pKa shifts is ruled out as the polymers are
clearly of a composition for the hydrophobic domain [7). A 3.8 pH unit shift in pKa
I reents the lrgest pKa shift documented for a Glu residue in a simple polypeptide-
water system, an apolar-polar repulsive free energy of hydration of 5 k•cal/nmole, and a
significat interaction in protein structure and function. These results were further
supported by our recent work on the polymer system, poly[fv(PGVG),fx(IPGXG)1
(X-Giu or Asp) where larger pKa shifts were obtained as fx became less than 0.5 [7,
8].

Fig. 1. Acid-base
titration curve for
polymer VI and the
first derivative. The
starting concentration
was 60 mg/mI and the 0
temperature ws 20"C /

.00.0

.0.00

a
PH
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Introduction

The "sex determining region" Y (SRY) gene controls the embryo towards a
male development [1]. This gene encodes a 204 residue long protein containing 80
amino acid motif which shows a strong homology with the HMG (Eigh Mobility
g~roup) box [2]. We report here some properties which indicate that a synthetic
peptide built of the 80 residues corresponding to this HMG box shows binding
properties which can account for the biological activity of the full length protein and
compare these properties with these of a deleted analogue.

Results and Discussion

The 80 residue long peptide of sequence DRVKRPMNAF'OIVWSRDQR
RK20MALENPRRN"3SEISKQLGYQ [LTEAEKW 50PFFQEAQKLQ60AM
H REKYPNY70KYRPRRKAKMse called hereafter SRY8O was synthesized by the
continuous flow method and it is shown that this peptide, similarly to the full length
protein, binds specifically its target nucleotide sequence AATAAAG while that a
shortened analogue lacking the 16 N-terminal residues (SRY64) does not [3].

How can such a peptide bind DNA? Owing to the ability of A-T rich
polynucleotides to bind the dye (2[4-hydroxyphenyl]-5-[4-methyl--piperazinyl]-2,5'-
bi-lH-benzimidazole) or Hoechst 33258 in its minor groove, the fact that this dye
could be displaced by the peptide would be a good indication that SRY80 interacts
with the polynucleotide through contacts occurring in the minor groove [4]. From
the experimental point of view, it is shown that the dye is, indeed, displaced by
SRY80 as revealed by a lowering of the fluorescence of the dye. This finding is in
agreement with the conclusions reported by van de Wetering and Clevers [5] who
concluded to a binding in the minor groove on the basis of binding experiments
using combined T-C and A-I substitution.

Is the minor groove the unique binding site? Certain information obtained by
CD indicae that the major groove could also be involved in the binding procedure.
Indeed, the fW UV pepde contribution is modified by the presence of oligonucleotide
(Figure 1) in the way that the addition of DNA containing the target sequence induces
an increase of the a helical content up to about 20% (Figure 2). As the minor
groove is too small to accommodate an a helix, the present observation suggests that
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the binding of SRY80 to DNA also occurs through the major groove which
possesses suitable dimensions to accommodate an a helix [6]. The origin of the
selectivity, minor or major groove, is still an open question. It must be mentioned
that CD investigations also reveal that some conformational changes -of the DNA
occur when it binds SRY80. They are mainly characterized by modifications in the
base absorption region centered around 280 tn. It is tempting to attribute these
structural changes as an early indication of the DNA bending [7].

910,

0

a

-5 b

-10 ______________

- I0I I

200 210 220 230 t0 250 nrn

Fig. I. CD spectra of. a) peptide, and b) peptide + oligonucleotide (the contribution of
the oligonucleodde was subtracted and e is the ellipcity per amino acid reside).

0 10 3
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-2
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250 260 270 2k02;036003-,'

Fig. 2. CD spectra of. a) ofiLgonuckleoide, and b) oligonucleotde + peptide (the elpUOicity
e Is Siven per base pair).
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Concerning the peptide SRY80 itself, examination of its sequence and structure
predictions according to Gibrat et al. [8] suggest the existence of at least three main
structurl domains. The first one, located at the N-terminus (1-23) is predicted to be
in an ex-nded form which could account for the minor groove binding. The
remainder of the peptide consists of two a helices (18-23 and 40-65) separated by an
unordered domain. It must be noticed that the second helix contains a proline residue
in its middle (position 51), the role of which could be to induce a bending of the
helix in order to favor the wrapping of the peptide in the major groove of the DNA.

Beside its DNA binding ability, all the properties reported so far for the full
length protein are restricted to the synthetic peptide SRY80. The best illustration is
found in the fact that, when microinjected into human fibriblast cells, the peptide can
transloczte to the nucleus while the shortened analogue does not. This suggests that
the N-terminus of SRY80 contains a potential nuclear localization signal (NLS).

In conclusion, we have shown that a synthetic peptide with a sequence restricted
to 80 residues can display most, if not all, properties of the full length (204 residues)
protein. Such a strategy based on the use of synthetic peptides with reduced sequence
may provide tools and open a way to get a better understanding of some biological
functions mainly in the field of gene regulation.
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Introduction

Tissue kallikrein (EC 3.4., "5) is a serine protease which releases lysyl-
bradykinin (kallidin) fror 'man low molecular weight kininogen under physiologic
conditions [1]. The inv ration of the exact role of this enzyme requires the
development of specific inix bitors which can be used in vivo. Protease inhibitors
such as aprotinin, benzamidine and the peptidyl chloromethyl ketones inhibit many
proteases in addition to tissue kallikrein. The substrate analogue inhibitors however,
appear to be reasonably specific for tissue kallikrein [2]. To determine which
residues in this sequence are responsible for this specificity, the 21 possible
sequences occurring within the heptapeptide SPFFRSVQ, which surrounds the C-
terminal cleavage site of bovine kininogen, were tested for binding to various
trypsin-like proteases. This allowed the energy of interaction of the individual amino
acid residues of the kininogen sequence with various serine proteases to be determined
[2].

Results and Discussion

The 21 acetyl-peptidyl-amides occurring between Ser386 and Gin392 of bovine
kininogen were synthesized and their ability to inhibit various human serine protease
determined using a Biomek 1000 automated laboratory workstation as described
previously [5]. The free energy of binding (AG) was calculated by using the equation
AG=RT In K1 (Table 1). The standard deviation for values listed in Table 1 is ±70
cal/mol.

The peptides show similar binding constants for both tissue kailikreins (P-PPK
and HUK) but bind more weakly to HPK and plasmin. Thrombin is poorly inhibited
and urokinase does not interact with kininogen analogues (data not shown). The
individual contribution of each residue to the total binding energy (AAG) appears to
be additive for the different enzymes. The combined binding energy for P2 and P,
residues is similar (-4 kcal/mol) for the trypsin-like enzymes (except urokinase).
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Table I Individual energetic contribution of each amino acid in the kininogen

Subsite Residue MG (cal/mol)

Enzyme - BPPK HUK HPK PL

P 4  Ser -440 -440 -770 -440
P 3  Pro -180 -200 +290 +540
P2 Phe -850 -660 ND -630
Pi. Arg -2350 -3090 ND -3450
P1 . Ser -1440 -1060 -1350 -130
P2. Val -400 -70 -170 +410

P 3  Gin -260 -140 -170 -40

TOTAL: -5920 -5660 -4330 -3740

PPPK, porcine tissue kallikren; HUK, human tissue kallikrein; HPK, human plasma
kallikrein; PL, plasmin; ND. individual values are not separable. AAG for the combined
P2 and P1 residues is -2160 cal/mol

In addition, the affinity for the tissue kallikreins is enhanced by contributions of
the P3 and P 2' residues. For the other enzymes tested the binding energy is
diminished by unfavorable interactions at these subsites. This difference is reflected
in the tighter binding (10 to 50-fold) of the kininogen sequence to ft-PPK and HUK
when compared with the other seine proteases. The binding patterns observed with
the kininogen analogues suggest that the most important residues for modifications
aimed at enhancing the specificity of the inhibitors for tissue kallikrein should be P3
and P2'. This approach, combined with molecular modelling studies could be a
rational basis to design a selective inhibitor of tissue kallikrein and, in a second step,
convert this into a highly efficient drug structure.
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Introduction

The C-terminal region of growth-factor receptors (GFRs) is thought to be key
to the transduction of signal from these receptors [for review see ref. 1]. Following
ligand binding, the inherent kinase activity of the receptor is activated and
phosphorylation of several C-terminal tyrosine residues may occur. Intracellular
substrates for the activated GFR are sequestered by binding to these phosphotyrosine
residues via their SH2 domains. This presumably brings the substrate into
proximity with the kinase domain of the receptor, leading to phosphorylation and
activation of the substrate. The ensuing cascade of enzyme activity ultimately results
in frite enic or differentiative effects on the cell. The action of intracellular
phosphatases reverses these effects. Specificity in these pathways is thought to be
the result of the precise sequence of amino acid residues in which the
phosphotyrosine is embedded. Consensus patterns for SH2 binding [21, PTPase [3]
or kinase [41 substrate potential have been noted, but no peptide series has been used
to directly compare the relative specificity of these interactions. We have Ala-scanned
a region of the EGF receptor (EGFR) which has been previously identified as being
of key importance for binding of phospholipase Cy (PLCy) [5] and subjected the
resulting series of analogs to analysis in the three assays.

Results and Discussion

Tyr-phosphorylated peptides were prepared as described earlier [6] with minor
modifications. Briefly, peptides were assembled by standard Fmoc strategies, with
the exception that Tyr was not side-chain protected. On-resin phosphorylation was
carried out when required with NN-diethyl-di-vbutylphosphoramidite/tetrazole/THF,
followed by qBuO 21- CH2Cl 2 and cleavage with 95% aq. TFA. Peptides were purified
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Table 1bading of Tyr-phosphorylatedpepdides to PLCyNC SH2 110), and kinetics
of PTPl-cakatyded d ,eahop yktimon [31

PLC ,NCSHI2 EPT..PI &06AA=l

EGFR, 6 5 f ICso K. km 107xkJ/Kf
Ala-scan (WiM) (WM) (s8') (MW'•s)

IA DADEpYLIPQQG 20 2.63 75.7 2.88
ILA AADEpYLIPQQG 7.8 4.94 74.2 1.50
MA DAAftYLPQQG 300 5.65 65.8 1.16
IVA DAD/pYLIPQQG 17 12.4 54.8 0.442
VA DADEpYAPQQG 18 4.05 57.8 1.43
VIA DADEpYLAPQQG >1000 4.39 73.8 1.68
VIIA DADEpYLIAQQG >1000 5.78 73.4 1.27
VmA DADEpYIPAQG 22 3.46 79.9 2.31
IXA DADEpYLIPQAG 8.2 3.88 53.4 1.38
XA DADEpYLPQQA 13 2.38 61.4 2.58

Table 2 Kinetics constants for EGFR-kinase-catalyzed Tyr-phosphorylation [9]

EGFRg• 998  K km 107xk/.
Ala-scan (PM) (s71) (ht'9-1)

lB DADEYLQG 25.6 18.5 0.72
!B AADEYLUIQQG 51.2 16.0 0.31
IJB DAAEYLUIQQG 10.0 21.6 2.19
IVB DADAYIUPQQG 40.5 17.6 0.44
VB DADEYAWQQG 99.7 9.4 0.09
VIB DADEYLAPQQG 55.8 19.4 0.35
VIB DADEYIJAQQG 30.0 3.3 0.11
VIIIB DADEYLIPAQG 16.5 25.9 1.57
IXB DADEYIHPQAG 28.7 25.4 0.89

by reversed-phase HPLC, and the integrity and homogeneity confirmed by analytical
HPLC, IH and 31P NMR, amino acid analysis, and electrospray mass spectrometry.

Table 1 shows the effect of single Ala substitution on the ability of a Tyr-
phosphorylated EGFR fragment to block the association of the activated EGFR with
a protein construct containing both SH2 domains of PL~y. Ala is well tolerated in
most positions, but substitution of Asp"°, and, particularly Leu994 and Pro995 is
deleterious. This effect is presumed to be the result of reduced binding to the SH2
construct. Hydrophobic residues C-terminal to the pTyr residue have been shown to
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be of general importance in SH2/peptide interactions [2, 7], but the importance of
Asp9", or indeed any residue N-terminal to pTyr has not previously been noted.
Table 1 also shows the kinetic constants for the dephosphorylation of analogs IA-XA
catalyzed by the mammalian cytoplasmic phosphatase PTPI [8]. Ala-substitution
generally results in smaller effects on PTPl substrate specificity than it did on PLCy
binding. The major effect arose on replacement of Glu 99' by Ala, reducing the
turnover of the resulting peptide [IVB] by almost 10-fold relative to the native
sequence [IA]. EGFR-kinase-catalyzed phosphorylation [91 of analogs IB-IXB (Table
2) again shows relatively low specificity in comparison to PLCy-binding. Leu993

and Pro995-substitution resulted in lower turnover but Asp99 replacement increased
turnover by a factor of three.

In each of these assays we have attempted to study protein-protein interactions
by analyzing peptide-protein relationships. Clearly these studies offer merely a
simple set of models for the complex processes involved in signal transduction from
the EGF receptor. Nevertheless, our data generally supports the hypothesis that
specificity in signal transduction results from the primary structure surrounding
phosphorylated Tyr residues, and that the binding of SH2 domains may have a
particularly important role in molecular recognition and GFR-mediated signal
transduction.
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Introduction

Calcium induced muscle contraction requires the regulatory protein complex
consisting of troponin and tropomyosin (TM) [1]. Previous investigations have
demonstrated that TnI binds to actin-tropomyosin and inhibits the actomyosin
ATPase. The TnI inhibition of the actomyosin ATPase is neutralized when calcium-
saturated TnC forms a complex with TnI.

Talbot and Hodges [2, 3] have demonstrated that TnI residues 104-115 (Ip)
comprise the minimum sequence necessary for the inhibition of actomyosin ATPase.
This synthetic peptide mimicked TnI by possessing tropomyosin specificity [21 and
TnC binding capabilities [4, 5], which resulted in neutralizing the Ip induced acto-SI-
TM ATPase inhibition [6]. It has been concluded that the Ca2+-dependent switch
between muscle contraction and relaxation involves a switch of the TnI inhibitory
region between actin-TM and TnC 17].

In the present study, a photoactivatable radioactive Tnl peptide (BB-Ip) was
synthesized with a benzoylbenzoyl moiety located at the N-terminus by solid-phase
methodology. This peptide retained native biological activity and was used to probe
the important interactions between TnC and the TnI inhibitory region. Based on our
findings and previous crosslinking results together with the X-ray crystallographic
structure of TnC [8] and the knowledge of the stricture of Ip when bound to skeletal
troponin C [9-11 ], we are able to compute a three dimensional structure of the TnC-
Ip complex to demonstrate the corresponding interactions found within the TnC-Ip
complex.

Results and Discussion

Our results indicated that the crosslinking of the BBIp to TnC was very specific
in either Mg2÷- or Ca2+-buffer since only a single cross-linked TnC fragment
(residues 154-159) was detected (Figure 1). This gives us a valuable constraint in
computing a regio-specific three dimensional structure of the TnC-Ip complex. The
resulting structure demonstrated that Cys-98 of TnC is in close proximity to the Ip
peptide. It has been shown that Cys-98 can be crosslinked to the TnI inhibitory
region [12-15]. Also Phe-105 and Phe- 154 of TnC (located in the hydrophobic
groove) are participating in the binding (Figure 2). This is in agreement with the
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observation from florescence studies using recombinant TnC (where either Phe-105
or Phe-154 was replaced by Trp), and the two TnC-domains (C-domain where Pbe-
105 was replaced by Trp, N-domain where Phe-29 was replaced by Trp) that the
preferred binding site for the Ip is located in C-terminal domain of TnC [16].
Crosslinking results by Kobayashi et al. [171 indicated that TnC in which Ala-57
was replaced by Cys and then modified with 4-maleimidobenzophenone can be
crosslinked to native Tnl in the region 113-121. With reference to our model of the
TnC-Ip structure, we can visualize that if the Ip sequence was extended to include
residues 116-121 and the N-domain of TnC is brought into close proximity to the C-
domain, residue 57 of TnC would be situated to allow crosslinking to the inhibitory
region of Tnl.
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1 UO b ~ rw d i lm o r e ct
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IV G-K4rF-K. (P .L4t-A.C-V
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XLa.cK.OOH QW4M)

Fig. 1. Summary for characterization of the TnC-BBIp complex (left side). (Results are
similar in either the presence or absence of calcium).

Fig. 2. Interactions within the TnC-Ip Complex (right side). Sequence of Thl inhibitory
peptide residues 104-115 (Ip) and its interactions with TnC are shown above and below the
lp sequence; solid lines denote hydrophobic interactions whereas broken lines denote
electrostatic interactions. Assignments of the corresponding interactions are based on a
docked and energy minimized three dimensional ThC-Ip structure.
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Wang et al. [18] demonstrated that binding of metal cations to the C-domain
(sites M and IV) of a mutant TnC altered the environment around the amino acid at
position 57 in the N-terminal domain (sites I and H). Grabarek et al. [19] and
Rosenfeld and Taylor [20] showed that the binding of Ca2 ' to the N-domain (sites I
and H) altered the environment around Cys 98 in the C-terminal domain. These
findings indicated that the N and C-terminal domains of TnC are communicating with
each other upon the binding of Ca2 ' or Mg2+. We have demonstrated that the N-
terminal TnI peptide (residues 1-40)/Rp when bound to TnC prevents lp from
interacting with TnC [21]. Recently we have shown that it is the C-terminal domain
of TnC that strongly interacts with the TnI N-terminal peptide [22]. The switching
between the TnI peptides (Rp and Ip) within the hydrophobic groove of TnC C-
domain reveals that Rp is a negative effector of the regulatory process. Therefore,
there must be a modulating event which governs the release of the TnI inhibitory
(Ip) region from TnC by the Rp region of TnI.

Crosslinking studies combined with computer simulations have proposed a
three-dimensional structure of the TnC-Ip complex. Though the N-domain of TnC
contains the Ca2+- regulatory sites that control muscle contraction, the two most
important biologically active regions of TnI (Ip and Rp) bind to the C-domain. This
raises the question of how these interactions transmit to the N-domain of TnC.
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Introduction

The active sites of thioredoxin-type oxidoreductases are contained within
characteristic Cys-X-Y-Cys segments. Their redox potentials reflect the propensity
of the bis-cysteinyl-sequence portion for disulfide loop formation. As the main-chain
conformation of the active site loop of these proteins is surprisingly similar [1] and
only minor changes are observed between the oxidized and reduced state, the more or
less relaxed conformation of the disulfide bridge should define the redox properties.
In order to assess the influence of the protein packing interactions and of the
sequence-dependent intrinsic free energy of formation of the disulfide loops on the
redox potentials, the active site fragments 31-38, 10-17, 134-141 and 34-41 of
thioredoxin (trx), glutaredoxin (grx), thioredoxin reductase (trr) and PDI were
synthesized [2].

Results and Discussion

The bis-cysteinyl-octapeptides Ac-Trp-Cys-Gly-Pro-Cys-Lys-His-Ile-NH 2 (trx-

His37-[31-38], Ac-Gly-Cys-Pro-Tyr-Cys-Val-Arg-Ala-NH 2 (grx-[10-17]), Ac-Ala-
Cys-Ala-Thr-Cys-Asp-Gly-Phe-NH 2 (trr-[134-141] and Ac-Trp-Cys-Gly-His-Cys-
Lys-Ala-Leu-NH 2 (PDI-[34-41]) differ remarkably in their tendency for intramolecular
cyclization by air oxidation, whereby shielding of side-chain charged groups (addition
of Gu HCI) and particularly, favoring ordered structures (addition of TFE) is
remarkably shifting the product distribution towards monomeric cyclic structures
(Table 1). The CD of the reduced peptides is strongly affected by contributions from
the aromatic chromophores and therefore difficult to interpret. Nevertheless, the rank
order observed in the cyclization experiments seems to agree with the preference of
the peptides for ordered conformations both in water and water/TFE mixtures, except
for grx-[10-17] which apparently is the most folded in both solvents. The rank order
of Table 1 agrees fairly well with the redox potentials of the enzymes, i.e. PDI
(-0.11)>grx(-0.23)>trr(-0.25)>trx(-0.27); however, the redox potentials of the
peptides determined in glutathione redox buffer [31 are not in line with those of the
proteins. This would suggest that the inherent redox potentials of the active sites are
significantly affected in the folded proteins by the conformational restraints imposed
locally on this portion of the molecule in the oxidized and particularly, in die reduced
state. To analyze this aspect, the 3D structure of trr-[134-141] was resolved by NMR
and MD simulations. As shown in Figure 1, the conformational characteristics of
the active site loop of this class of proteins is fully retained in the excised fragment
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Fig. 1. Comparison of A) the active site 3D structure of thioredoxin (X-ray) and
B) the fragment trr-[134-141] (NMR).

with a n-type "turn M" (310) involving Ala-Thr-Cys-Asp and with an S-S torsion
angle of - 83.30 (> +90P in the proteins). The opposite sign of this torsion angle in
the trr-fragment as well as the preliminary observation that in grx-[10-17] the n-type
turn is shifted to the N-terminus, i.e. to Cys-Pro-Tyr-Cys, suggest a stronger effect
of the interactions in the folded state of the proteins on the conformation of the
"functional domains" than expected for a 14-membered loop.
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Introduction

Type C retroviruses typically contain two copies of the single stranded RNA
genome in each virion. These two unspliced RNA molecules are linked together near
their 5' ends by the dimer linkage structure. The HIV- 1 nucleocapsid (NC) protein p7
(Figure IA), which contains two sets of a Cys 3His, sequence motif and binds zinc to
form a unique ordered structure [1], mediates dimerization of retroviral RNA
containing the encapsidation sequence Psi and annealing of tRNA to the primer
binding site [2-41. Here, we report that NCp7 specifically binds to and dimerizes a
synthetic RNA.

Results and Discussion

The sequences for 8 different isolates of HIV- I were aligned and 150 nt on either
side of the Psi region were chosen for RNA secondary structure prediction. The
overwhelming majority of the predicted structures produced a pair of stems and loops
separated by single stranded linker (Figure 1B). Stem-Loop I contains an unpaired A
and the 5' major splice junction which is found within the GGUG loop sequence.
This stem-loop is followed by 9 to 13 nt which are palindromic; 2 to 5 adenine
nucleotides are followed by a run of 4 to 6 uracil nucleotides. The second stem-loop
is shorter than the first and has the loop sequence GGAG. The second loop ends 20
nt 5' to the initiator AUG for the GAG-polyprotein. RNase probing of the synthetic
RNA was carried out with either RNase I, VI, A, or TI. The results obtained
support the presence of a stem and loop strueture as predicted.

As shown in Figure IC, p7(1-55) binds specifically to the 44-mer RNA with
high affinity in presence of zinc ions, yielding two complexes, CI and C2. Use of
radioactive 65Zn showed that both complexes contained metal ion, confirming the
presence of peptide in both and proving that they are not just conformers of RNA.
Analytical ultracentrifugation experiments indicate that C2 complex is comprised of
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two RNA molecules and one peptide. Gel shifts performed using a sho fragment
of NCp7 (position 13-51) containing both zinc binding motifs, showed no formation
of the C2 complex, while the CI band was apparent only at high concentration of
peptide. Further, neither an N-terminal fragment of NCp7 (position 1-14) nor a
different HIV-I protein, p6, elicited complex formation; addition of zinc ion alone did
not yield any complexes. These results suggest that CI and C2 complex formation
requires the N-terminal 55 residues of NCp7 in the presence of zinc. Mutations of
Loop I or Stem 1 abolished the formation of the C2 complex. No striking changes
were found with mutations introduced into Loop 2, Stem 2 or linker. These data
show that the predicted stem and loop structure of Stem-Loop I plays a critical role
in the formation of the NCp7 complex whereas Stem-Loop 2 is dispensable.
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1 20 25• 3o 44 (riM) 0 20 50 100 200

Fig. 1. (A) p7(1-5). (B) Computer-predicted structure of 44-mer. (C) Gel mobilily-shift
assay of 44-mer RNA with p7(1-55).

Our results show that NCp7 binds to a unique RNA structure within the Psi
region; in addition, this structure is necessary for RNA dimerization. We propose
that NCp7 binds to the RNA via a direct interaction of one zinc binding motif to
Stem-Loop 1 followed by binding of the other zinc binding motif to the second RNA
molecule, forming a bridge between the two RNAs.
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Introduction

Src homology 2 (SH2) domains are modular phosphotyrosine binding pockets
found within a wide variety of cytoplasmic signaling molecules [1]. We have shown
previously that isolated SH2 domains retain specificity in binding to
phosphopeptides corresponding to appropriate motifs surrounding phosphorylated
tyrosines in growth factor receptors, their substrates, and viral transforming proteins
[2-6]. Moreover, specific phosphopeptide binding to SH2 domains can modulate
enzymatic activity with concomitant changes in SH2 domain structure [7]. We have
developed a new approach to analyzing protein-protein interfaces, termed
photoaffinity scanning, and applied this method to better understand phosphoprotein/
SH2 domain interactions. Each residue except phosphotyrosine (pY) within a tight-
binding, IRS-I derived phosphopeptide sequence (GNGDpYMPMSPKS) was
substituted with the photoactive amino acid, benzoylphenylalanine (Bpa) [8, 9]. In
addition to the effects on binding affinity, photolysis of Bpa-phosphopeptide/SH2
domain complexes led to highly efficient cross-linking. Sites of SH2 domain cross-
linking were readily identified by standard methods and found to map appropriate
regions of the phosphopeptide/SH2 domain interface [101.

Results and Discussion

Bpa-substituted phosphopeptides were prepared following an Fmoc/tBu-based
synthetic strategy, using Fmoc-Bpa and Fmoc-Tyr(O(P(OCH 3)2)) [2, 3, 10]. The N-
terminal SH2 domain of phosphatidylinositol (Pl) 3-kinase p85 was expressed in E.
coli as a glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion protein [4, 7, 10]. Relative affinities
between the Bpa-substituted phosphopeptides and the purified SH2 domain were
assessed by competition binding assay [2, 3, 10]. Substitutions at -4, -3, -2, -1, +2,
+4 and +5, with respect to pY, had little effect on binding affinity. In contrast, Bpa-
substitution of Met at the pY+l and pY+3 positions reduced binding affinity 50- to
100-fold. These findings confirm the importance of Met residues within the YMXM
or YVXM recognition motif of PI 3-kinase [3].

For cross-linking studies, the SH2 domain and GST portions of the expressed
fusion protein were separated by proteolysis and the SH2 domain was purified by
HPLC. Each Bpa-substituted phosphopeptide was incubated with the intact p85 SH2
domain under saturating conditions and irradiated at 350 nm. Cross-linked SH2
domains were retarded during SDS-PAGE, presumably due to addition of both mass
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and negative charge, and thus readily separated from the corresponding uncross-linked
domain (Figure 1). Cross-linking efficiency was high, greater than 50%, for Bpa
substitutions at pY-1, pY+I and pY+4 positions. and these analogues were used for
mapping studies. Larger amounts of cross-linked SH2 domains were isolated and
proteolytically and/or chemically fragmented. Small cross-linked fragments and
cross-link sites were identified by microsequencing, amino acid analysis and
electrospray mass spectmetry. The Bpa-I peptide cross-linked within a tryptic
fragment of the SH2 domain corresponding to PI 3-kinase p85 residues 341-346 [111,
whereas both Bpa+l and Bpa+4 peptides cross-linked within a fragment
corresponding to p85 residues 410-419.

Light + - + + +

Peptide -1 +1 +3 +4

Fig. 1. SDS-PAGE Separation of SH2 domain preparations following cross-linking with
Bpa-substituted phosphopeptides. Cross-linking the SH2 domain results in a shift in
apparent molecular weight. High efficiency cross-linking (>50%) was observed with
Bpa-1, Bpa+I and Bpa+4 phosphopeptides.

Recent structural studies [12-14] allow further interpretation of these findings.
The solution structure of the N-terminal p85 SH2 domain in the absence of bound
peptide has been determined [121. Bpa-1 cross-links a position within a-helix A,
whereas Bpa+l and Bpa+4 cross-link the disordered loop C-terminal to a-helix B
(Figure 2). These results indicate that in the complex the phosphopeptide sits across
the SH2 domain from a-helix A to the loop following a-helix B; peptide residues
important for specificity (+I to +4) interact with the disordered loop. Recently
solved crystallographic structures of high-affinity phosphopeptide complexes with
Lck and Src SH2 domains [13, 14] allow us to test the accuracy of these
assignments. In both structures pY- I and pY interact with helix A. The side chain of
pY+3 makes extensive contacts with two loops, one of which corresponds to the p85
cross-link sites. These findings suggest that phosphopeptides bind p85, Src and Lck
SH2 domains in similar configurations and validate the photoaffinity scan method.

In conclusion, photoaffinity scanning provides a new method for analyzing
interactive protein surfaces. Bpa can be incorporated anywhere into a peptide or small
protein by chemical synthesis. The general approach should prove useful for relating
structure and function at many protein-protein interfaces.
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Introduction

Muscle contraction involves the regulation of the interaction between actin and
myosin by the regulatory protein complex, tropomyosin-troponin (TM-Tn). The Tn
subunits (TnI, TnT and TnC) interact with each other and work in concert with actin-
TM to produce conformational changes which alter the interaction between actin and
myosin, ultimately resulting in muscle contraction.

It has been shown that the synthetic peptide, actin 1-28, mimics the interaction
between actin and its two target proteins, TnI and myosin [1, 2]. Thus, we have
proposed that residues 1-28 of actin are part of the molecular switch involved in the
calcium-dependent regulation of muscle. In the absence of calcium, actin residues 1-
28 interact with TnI, in particular residues 104-115, which promotes muscle
relaxation by preventing actin from interacting with myosin. In contrast, when
calcium binds to TnC, residues 104-115 of TnI bind to TnC. This allows actin
residues 1-28 to interact with myosin. This in turn increases the myosin ATPase
activity, resulting in muscle contraction.

In this report, we have employed two types of synthetic analogs of the actin
peptide 1-28 in order to investigate which region(s) of actin, as well as which amino
acid residues, are important for biological activity. The first set of analogs had
internal sequences either truncated or replaced with a poly-glycine linker, while the
second set consisted of single alanine substitutions of selected amino acid residues.

Results and Discussion

The relative binding affinities of the actin peptide analogs for TnI were
determined using high performance affinity chromatography using a column
derivatized with skeletal Tnl. The results indicated that the N-terminal region of
actin 1-28 contains the dominate site of interaction with Tnl (Figure 1), since the
actin peptides 1-7 and 1-14 bound TnI almost as well as actin 1-28 (82, 94 and 102
mM KCI were required to elute the peptides from the column, respectively).
Residues 1-4 are most important for the TnI interaction, since the actin 1-28 analogs
in which Ala is substituted for any of the first 4 amino acids bound less tightly to
the TnI column than actin 1-28 (requiring between 62 and 66 mM KCI for elution).

On the other hand, the N- and C-terminal regions of actin 1-28 are equally
important for activation of the myosin ATPase activity (a soluble myosin fragment
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HMM was used) (Figure 1). First, the deletion of amino acid residues from either
end was detrimental to the ATPase activity (actin peptide 4-28 and 1-24 activated the
ATPase activity compared to actin 1-28 by 64%). Secondly, two non-overlapping
peptides, actin 1-14 and 18-28, possessed similar activities (50 and 60%,
respectively), while actin 8-20 possessed minimal activity (I 1%). Thirdly, Ala
substituted for any single amino acid within the sequence 1-6 or 21-28 dramatically
decreased the ATPase activity (for example, DIA actin 1-28 did not activate the
HMM ATPase activity, while D25A actin 1-28 inhibited the ATPase activity by
20%). This indicates that the HMM-actin 1-28 interaction is less able to
accommodate changes to the amino acid sequence in the N- and C-terminal regions
than the interaction between actin 1-28 and TnL.

In addition, the length and composition of the amino acid sequence between the
N- and C-terminal regions of actin 1-28 are important for the maximum activation of
the HMM ATPase activity, since a mixture of actin 1-14 and 18-28 induced the same
degree of activation as 18-28 alone. Residues 8-20 are part of a O-sheet that is buried
in the actin molecule [31 and hence should not be available for interaction with
HMM. Based on computer modeling, 4 Gly residues were used to link residues 1-7
to 21-28. This analog was less potent than either actin 1-14 or 18-28, requiring
approximately 6 times the concentration of peptide to reach the same level of
activation. These results suggest that the -sheet region, residues 8-20 is critical for
the correct positioning of the N- and C-terminal regions of actin 1-28. The binding
of actin 1-28 to TnI or myosin depends on the conformation of the target proteins
and on the ability of the actin residues to adapt to these differences in conformation.
Therefore, one can envision that it would require only slight conformational changes
in the N-terminal region of actin (residues 1-7) in order to cause the release of this
region of actin from the myosin. This would promote the binding of this region of
actin to Tnl. The sensitivity of the myosin-actin 1-28 interaction means that this
region of actin can sense and respond to subtle differences in conformation of
myosin. This may represent the fine tuning of the molecular switch that regulates
muscle contraction.

Tni
ttt t

actin 1-28 Ac-D-E-D-E-T-T-A-L-V-A-D-N-G-S-G-L-V-K-A-G-F-A-G-D-D-A-P-R-
NH1 2St tt ftt

Myosin

Fig. 1. Amino acid residues of actin 1-28 important for binding and biological activity
with Tnl (top) and myosin HMM (bottom). * indicates essential residues that if changed to
Ala eliminates function, and t indicates less critical residues that when changed to Ala
substantially reduce binding or biological activity.
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Structure determination of the calmodulin binding
domain of caldesmon by 2D NMR spectroscopy
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Introduction

The high molecular weight protein caldesmon (CaD) is a component of the thin
filament in smooth muscles. It consists of three domains: an N-terminal myosin-
binding domain, an extended central a-helical domain and a C-terminal domain which
contains the primary binding sites for tropomyosin, actin and calmodulin (CaM). The
long repeating central a-helix gives the molecule an elongated shape. The binding of
CaD to actin inhibits the actin-activated ATPase activity, this inhibition can be
reversed in a Ca2+-dependent manner by the binding of Ca2+-CaM to CaD. A peptide
corresponding to the amino acid residues Gly651 to Ser667 of chicken gizzard CaD
has been identified as the CaM binding domain of CaD; this peptide binds to CaM in
a Ca2+-dependent manner with a Kd of -I gM [1]. In this work, we have studied this
17 residue long synthetic CaM-binding peptide by 2D proton NMR spectroscopy in
order to determine the structure of the peptide when it is bound to CaM. We have
also studied the involvement of the two globular domains of CaM in the binding of
the peptide by homo- and hetero-nuclear 21D NMR spectroscopy.

Results and Discussion

CaD represents a somewhat unique target of CaM because its interaction with
CaM is a lot weaker than that observed for the binding of CaM to other target
proteins. The CaM-binding sites on the various target proteins of CaM always
appear to be contained in a continuous stretch of -20 amino acid residues. Peptides
encompassing these CaM-binding domains usually bind to CaM with nanomolar
affinities. This results in slow exchange on the NMR time scale which necessitates
the use of isotope editing NMR methods to determine the structure of the bound
peptides [2]. However, by taking advantage of the fact that the CaD peptide has a Kd
of -1 ;M, it is possible to determine its CaM-bound structure by using the transfer
NOE (TRNOE) technique.

The free peptide in H20 solution shows no regular secondary structure as
indicated by standard 2D NMR spectroscopy. The interaction of the peptide with
Ca 2+-CaM is illustrated in Figure IA: the free peptide in H20 solution shows a
highly resolved spectrum (bottom trace), and the addition of Ca2÷-CaM (molar ratio
1/30) leads to line broadening of the same region of the spectrum (top trace). The line
broadening is due to fast exchange of the peptide in the CaM-bound form with the
free form. When fast exchange conditions prevail, it is possible to use 2D TRNOE
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Fig. 1. (A) Aromatic region of the one dimensional IH NMR spectnun of the free CaD
peptde (bottom trace) and the CaD peptide in the presence of Ca2+-CaM (top trace). The
spectra were recorded with 4 mM peptide samples at pH 6.5, 288 K on a Brdker AMXSO0
NMR spectrometer. (B) Swnmary of the nOes observed for the CaD peptide in the TRNOE
experiment. The thickness of the lines represents the intensity of the nOe crosspeaks.
Open boxes are drawn for noe's which are probably present but they cannot be observed
due to resonance overlap.

NMR to study the structure of the peptide when it is bound to Ca2÷-CaM. Figure 2A
shows the sequential assignment of the peptide obtained in the presence of 1/30 ratio
of Ca2+-CaM. Under these conditions, a substantial number of NN(i, i+1) nOe's can
be observed (Figure 2B). Apart from these NN(iji+l) nOe's, a number of medium
range a5(i,i+3) and otN(i,i+3) nOe's were also observed. The nOe information
obtained for the peptide through the TRNOE experiment is summarized in Figure lB.
From the nOe pattern, it can be deduced that the peptide can adopt an a-helical
structure from Asn4 to Serl7 in its complex with CaM. The a-helix formed by the
peptide has similar basic amphiphilic properties as found for CaM-binding domains
from other target proteins. However, the CaM-binding domain in CaD does not have
the two characteristic anchoring hydrophobic residues 13 residues apart that are
observed for other CaM-binding domains, And this may account for the weaker CaM-
binding of CaD as compared to that of myosin light chain kinase [2].

Although the helical region of the CaD peptide in the CaM-bound form is
shorter than most other strong CaM-binding peptides, the peptide still appears to
bind to both domains of CaM; this could be deduced from titration experiments of
CaM with the peptide, where chemical shift changes were observed for amino acid
residues from both domains of CaM (data not shown). The titration experiment also
indicates that the 17 residue CaD peptide binds to CaM with 1:1 stoichiometry.
Using Met methyl 13C labelled CaM, we have been able to show that the two
hydrophobic patches in CaM are involved in the binding of the peptide. All the eight
Met residues in the two hydrophobic patches appear to be in contact with the peptide,
and this result shows the importance of the flexible Met residues in target-binding.
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Fig. 2. (A) The fingerprint region of the NOESY spectrum of the CaD peptide in the
presence of Ca2 *-CaM. The sequential assignment is indicated for the interresidue
aN(i,i+)) nOe crosspeaks. The mixing time of the experiment was 250 ms. The spectrum
was recorded for a 4 mM sample at pH 6.5. 288 K. (B) The amide region of the same
NOESY spectrum as in (A). The nOe croasspeaks are labelled by their residue numbers.

By comparison of ('H,15N)-HMQC NMR spectra of uniformly 15 N labelled CaM
and its complex with the CaD peptide, we have also been able to show that the
backbone amides from both domains of CaM undergo chemical shift changes upon
complexation of the peptide. Moreover, the central a-helix of CaM also undergoes a
conformational change when CaM binds to the CaD peptide. These data suggest that
the CaD peptide binds in a similar fashion as other CaM-binding domains, but that
the positioning of the two halves of CaM with respect to the peptide may be
different
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Introduction

We have used a 12-residue synthetic peptide mimic of Troponin I (TnI), TnI
peptide 104-115 (Ac-G-K-F-K-R-P-P-L-R-R-V-R-amide), to probe the molecular
mechanism for Ca2+-dependent regulation of muscle contraction. Previously, using a
method for reversibly extracting TnI and Troponin C (TnC) from skinned cardiac
muscle fibers, it has been shown that, like TnI, when the synthetic TnI inhibitory
peptide (104-115) was reconstituted with skeletal TnC, force development was
inhibited and in the presence of Ca2÷ the inhibition was released [1]. This result
indicates that the Tnl peptide is able to mimic Tn1 by switching binding sites from
actin to TnC in the presence of Ca2+. Skinned fibers are muscle fibers in which the
cell membrane has been permeabilized. This permits precise control of the
cytoplasmic environment and allows diffusion of peptides into the intracellular
compartment. These fibers are functional in terms of contractility and respond to
changes in Ca2+ concentrations in much the same manner as living muscle,
contracting and relaxing at high and low concentrations, respectively. In skinned
cardiac muscle fibers, where the "rnI peptides compete with endogenous TnI, the TnI
peptide inhibits force development at submaximal Ca2+ concentrations while a
peptide analog, in which Leu 111 has been replaced by Gly (LI 1 G), stimulates force
development [2]. In this report we use TnI-TnC depleted skinned fibers to investigate
further the importance of Leu 111 in the regulation of muscle contraction.

Results and Discussion

The single amino acid change from Leu to Gly at position I ll of the Tnl
inhibitory peptide decreases the effectiveness of the peptide as an inhibitor (Figure 1,
panel A), indicating Leu I ll is important for the interaction of TnI inhibitory region
with actin-TM. In addition, Pi which decreased force in normal skinned fibers and the
TnI-TnC extracted fibers [3], also affected the extent of the L 1 IIG analog inhibition
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(relaxation). Therefore. Pi antagonizes the Li 110G analog inhibition, suggesting that
both A1 and (By I II analog ~affc actin-myosmn crosabridge directly.

The CaU-.dependient development of force (contraction) of fibers reconstituted
with the Lii I G analog-cardiac TnC was shifted with respect to unextracted cardiac
fibers and native TnI peptide-cardiac TnC reconstituted fibers (Figure 1, panel B).
The 0.16 shift in pCa5O value indicates a decrease in the Ca2+ affinity of thin
filament when reconstituted with cardiac TnC and Lii I G analog. The skeletal TnC-
Li 110 analog reconstituted fibers display a similar 0. 13 shift in the Ca~o value (data
not shown). This indicates that the single Leu to Gly substitution alters the way in
which the inhibitory region of TnI affects Ca2+-dependent contractility of the muscle
fiber. ___________ ___________ __

A B 20
090.9 U

0.9.

'0 0.3 0.3 C..
C)

0.1 -0.1 0

0 100 200 6 5 4
fpeptide, 1WM] pCa

Fig. 1. The Pi and Ca2 f-sensitivit of the Li 1iG Tn! peptide analog reconstiuted fibers.
In panel A, the TnI-ThC depleted skinned cardiac fibers 11, 2) were incubated in relaxing
solution (-Ca2+) containing increasing quantities of Tnlpeptide (4 n=4) or WIiG analog
(0, n=3-5) in the presence (open symbols) or absence (closed symbols) of 5 mMU Pi
Force values are relative to tihe force reached by each fiber following extraction. The
decrease in force by Pi was subtracted from the data& In panel A, the Ca2+ sensitivity of
the muscle fibers prior to extraction (0) and upon reconstitution with Ll IG analog-
cardiac TnC (0, n=4) or the native Tn! peptide-cardiac TnC (A, n=5) is shown.
Reconstitution wats achieved by incubating the extracted fibers with cardiac TnT (30juM
for 25 min) followed by L I IJG Tn! peptide (250 1WM for 200 min) or native Tn! peptide
(143 pUM for 50 min) until maximum inhibition was reached. There is little or no Ca2+
sensitivity displayed by these fibers until further incubation with cardiac TnC (80-88 AM
for 30 min). The unbound TnC was washed from the fibers prior to the determination of
the force/pCa curve. The maximum Ca2 +-depen dent forces comspared to the extracted fibers
of the native Tnt peptide or LJIIG analog reconstituted fibers were 83 ±8% and 92 ±10%.
respectively.
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Optimal peptide length determination using
synthetic peptide combinatorial libraries
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C.T. Dooley, J. Eichler and C. Pinilla

Torrey Pines Institute for Molecular Studies,
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Introduction

Synthetic peptidc combinatorial libraries (SPC~s) in a variety of formats have
recently been presented [1-151. These synthetic approaches, as well as recombinant
approaches, ae revolutnnizing basic research and drug discovery involving peptides.
Such libraries have been successfully used to study antibody/antigen interactions [1-
6]; to develop enzyme inhibitors [7, 15], to discover novel antimicrobials [1, 2, 8, 9]
and peptides that ae potent inhibitors of the binding of opioid and other peptides to
their receptors [2, 10-14]. We describe here a previously unreported series of
libraries, termed length determination libraries (or sizing libraries for short). These
libraries enable the rapid deternination of the length of the most effective peptide in a
given assay.

Results and Discusmio

SPCLs [1], which ae not attached to an insoluble support and are therefore
available in solution, produce peptide chemical diversities that appear to be usable in
virtually any existing in vitro or in vivo assay system without prior assay
modification. This approach, which was first presented by this hboaoy [1), uses a
format in which two positions of a hexapeptide sequence are individually defined ("O"
positions), with the remaining four positions made up of mixtures of amino acids
("X" positions).

The utility of the divide, couple and recombine (DCR, [1, 16, 17]) approach for
the preparation of SPCIs begins to falter above a length of four mixture positions
when using the 20 most commonly occurring amino acids. This is due to the ever-
increasing amounts of resin required to ensure an equal statistical distribution of beads
during the "divide" step. This approach is also cumbersome if the defined positions
am not located at the N-teminal of the peptides being prepared. Therefore, another
strategy was developed for the preperatio of paptide resin mixtures, and ultimately
SPCLs. In this alternative approach, mixtures of amino acids me used in the
coupling step during solid phase synthesis. The advantages of this method ae the
ease of the synthesis process, as well as the ability to prepare libraries which have
more than four mixture positions. Furthermore, the defined positions need not be
confined to the N-termind, but can be located anywhere within the sequence. This
synthetic approach was used in the preparation of positional scanning synthetic
peptide combinatorial libraries (PS-SPCLs; [3]). The first PS-SPCL prepared
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Ac-OU-NH, Ac-OXXX(-N14 2

ACDEFGH I KLMNPORSTVWY ACDEFGH I KLMNPQRSTVWY

Ac-OXXXX-NH2  Ac-OXX)O=-NH6

ACDEFGH I KLMNPORSTVW'Y ACDEFGH I KLMNPQRSTVWY

- ~Ac-OXX)OOX- N~ - M-OXDOO0 -NIJ

ACDEFGH I KLMNPQRSTVWY ACDEFGH I KLMNPORSTVWY

Fig. 1. Varying length and diversity libraries. Thse libraries vary in length from three
residues fAc-OXX-NH 2; 361 peptides per dmixur) to eight residues (Ac-OXXXXXXX-Nh 2;-
893 x10" peptides per mixture). Thse results are expressed as thme reciprocal of the IC50 of
3H2-DA GO binding to cmde rat brain homogenates.
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consisted of six separate L-libraries, each having a single position defined and the
remaining five positions as mixtures (Ac-OXXXXX-NH2 , Ac-XO2XXXX-NH2 , Ac-
XXO 3XXX-NH 2, Ac-XXXO4XX-NH 2, Ac-XXXXO 5 X-NH2, and Ac-XXXXXO6-
NH2; 120 separate peptide mixtures in total, each composed of approximately 1.9 x
106 hexapeptides). This library, and its non-acetylated counterpart, has been used to
determine exact peptide sequences recognized by antibodies [31, receptors [31, and
enzymes [15].

Every peptide-receptor interaction can be anticipated to be associated with a
specific peptide length having the highest binding affinity and/or activity. In order to
determine the optimal peptide length associated with any peptide-receptor system, we
have prepared six libraries made up of N-acetylated L-araino acid tri- through
hexapeptide amides. These six libraries were prepared by both the DCR and the
"chemical" mixture approach. These libraries were screened in the opioid receptor
assay for their ability to inhibit 3H2-DAGO binding. Figure 1 shows that a length
of at least six residues is required for significant inhibition to occur, and also that
arginine at the N-terminal position results in the most effective inhibition. These
results, in conjunction with an acetylated SPCL [11], were used to determine highly
active opioid peptide sequences present in this hexapeptide library. As anticipated
from the results found with the sizing SPCL, the most active peptide mixtures
contained an arginine in the first position of the acetylated SPCL, Ac-OO 2XXXX-
NH2 (Ac-RFXXXX-NH 2, Ac-RYXXXX-NH 2, and Ac-RWXXXX-NH 2). Upon
completion of the iterative process, several peptides with the general sequence Ac-
RFMWMO-NH 2 were found to be potent inhibitors of 3H 2-DAGO binding to the gi
receptor. The three peptides, Ac-RFMWMT-NH 2 (ICo = 5nM), Ac-RFMWMR-
NH 2 (IC 50 = 6nM), and Ac-RFMWMK-NH 2 (IC50 = 5nM), were also found to be
potent gt antagonists in the guinea pig ileum bioassay, and relatively weak
antagonists in the mouse vas deferens bioassay. These peptides represent the first
instance of new membrane-bound receptor ligands being discovered through the use of
peptide libraries. The rapid development of new libraries, both peptide and non-
peptide, is expected to facilitate all areas of research, as well as pharmaceutical drug
discovery.
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Introduction

We report here on "Pilot" (Peptide Identification & Lead Optimization
Technique), which provides spatial array of molecules assembled using conventional
chemistry, a simple apparatus, and a sophisticated thin film derivatized support
surface which provides display in an unhindered near-aqueous environment.

Results and Discussion

Initial studies for lead optimization used flat polyethylene plates to which
Pepsyn K particles were attached with chemically resistant glues. Alternatively,
polyamide materials, as gel films, were covalently grafted onto spacer-arm
functionalized polyethylene surfaces (provided by a diamino-substituted polyethylene
glycol, Jeffamine ED-600, Texaco, as in Figure 1, top and right). A simple slotted
block/gasket apparatus was used, with both candidates, to prepare 10 x 10 arrays
displaying different alternatives for both H and P within the sequence YGHPQGG
(containing the HPQ motif known to bind to streptavidin). Detection with 125I-

streptavidin showed no significant binding to any area other than that representing the
parent sequence; this binding was reversed in the presence of the natural ligand, (+)-
biotin. Parallel experiments using cleavable linkers confirmed that, in all 100
peptides, assembly had occurred as efficiently as on conventional supports, and with
no cross-contamination. Although usable as such for lead optimization, neither
support was ideal. Dramatic improvement was found with surfaces to which
preformed polymers were attached as ultra-thin films. The optimal method, Figure 1,
employed water-soluble carbodiimide (EDC) coupling of carboxymethyl dextran
(Pharmacia T500) to the previously functionalized polyethylene surfaces. A different
system, provided by the Pharmacia BIAcore "chip", can be used for evaluation and
testing of ligand/ligate interactions. Use of coarse fritted polyethylene disks (0.25"
diameter, 0.125" thick; "tiddly-winks") gave 50-100 nmol loading, allowed high
quality peptide synthesis, efficient absorption of radioactivity, and facile and rapid
removal of unbound counts by suction washing. Use of 125I labeling with Bolton-
Hunter reagent provides sensitive and simple detection by autoradiography, although
regeneration of arrays is seldom possible. With 35S and 1

4C labeling, arrays can be
recovered and reprobed numerous times after scintillation counting of individual
tiddly-winks pushed out from their holding plate.
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Table 1 Condiuions for equal incorporation of Fmoc- Amino acids from mixtures

Fmoc-Derivative and Fmoc-Derivative and Fmoc-Derivative and
Molar Ratio Molar Ratio Molar Ratio

L-Nle* 1.00 L-Ala* 0.79 D-Nap* 1.50
L-Leu 1.00 L-Ser(tBu)* 1.50 L-Tyr(tBu)* 1.70
L-Val* 1.60 L-His(Trt)* 2.10 L-Phe* 1.00
Gly* 0.60 L-Gln(Trt)* 2.20 L-Asp(OtBu)* 1.40
D-Ala* 0.79 L-Pro* 1.15 L-Glu(OtBu)* 1.20
L-Lys(tBoc)* 1.36 L-Arg(Pmc)* 3.00 L-Thr(tBu) 2.00
L-Asn(Trt) 2.45

Mixed AA's coupled with 1.25 equiv. HOWt + 1.5 equiv. PyBOP and 1.5 equiv. 0.3 M NMM
in DMF after 10 min preactivation; Nap is 3-(2-naphthyl)-alanine, 1-naphthyl derivative
couples similarly. *Used in mixture Q.

For use of Pilot as a general library method, mixtures of Fmoc-amino acids are
coupled under conditions which ensure their equal incorporation (Table 1). Sixteen
amino acids are incorporated in standard mixture Ql. D-Amino acids couple in
similar proportions to L- derivatives. Mixtures may be incorporated at up to 6
positions in a core sequence, and "arrayed" at any other two positions. Individual
winks may be processed with conventional synthesizers to provide simulated array
components ("pseudo" arrays). Study of non-arrayed mixed winks in the presence and
absence of natural ligand indicates whether a full array study will be successful.

A strategy of using arrays and sub-arrays has been used in the streptavidin-
biotin system. Figure 2 shows the result of probing, with 35S labeled streptavidin,
an 8 x 8 array, in which positions 1 and 2 of a linear hexapeptide were arrayed with 2
amino acid mixtures, and the other 4 positions were uniformly mixed with mixture
Q. The 16 possible combinations from the 4 main areas were prepared, by multiple
synthesis, and VY was identified as a strong candidate. The second set of array and
sub-array identified VYGF and VYHP, which led on to VYGFRQ and VYHPQF,
with numerous other weaker answers. Comparison on Pilot surfaces, and by BIAcore
studies, showed the former to be a weak and slow binding species. The concept that
these two different sequences might overlap at streptavidin's biotin binding site led to
synthesis of the strongly binding combination sequence HPQVYGFRQ. Structural
studies and biophysical characterization of this interaction continue. These studies
demonstrate a novel technology utilizing simply prepared arrays, optimal display
chemistry, and radio-labeling for sensitive detection; and foreshadow its application
for receptor mapping, leading to the computer assisted design of new, highly active
drug candidates.
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Introduction

Methods have been developed for the rapid preparation of large numbers of
individual synthetic peptides (1, 21 which have improved and greatly simplified earlier
techniques. Various strategies in multiple peptide synthesis have been used [3] to
generate complex mixtures of peptides, combinatorial peptide libraries, for screening
from which a lead compound can be isolated by logical procedures. Alternatively,
spatial localization through photolithography allows identification of active
sequences by position [4]. As peptide recognition [5] often involves interaction with
turn structures, structure-activity studies often indicate discontinuities in sequence.

A second dimension in complexity can be obtained through the introduction of
specific functional groups into two sets of peptide mixtures which can then be cross-
linked. Our initial test of this concept has utilized disulfide cross-linking and focused
on two model systems derived from angiotensin HI (Asp-Arg-Val-Tyr-Val-His-Pro-
Phe, AT) and bradykinin (Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe-Ser-Pro-Phe-Arg, BK). For these
two peptides, considerable evidence exists [6, 7] that their receptor-bound
conformations contain turns centered on residues Tyr-4 and Gly-4 and Phe-5,
respectively. In the case of residues which are recognized and which are adjacent
because of proximity in adjacent 3-sheet structures, incorporation of turn mimetics
into linear sequences may be an appropriate strategy. Alternatively, linking two
strands together by a disulfide bridge is consistent with 13-sheet formation as seen
both in proteins [8] and in small peptides [9, 10]. Previous studies [7] had shown
that both parallel and antiparallel dimers of AT containing Cys at positions three and
five were recognized by AT receptors. Kaczmarek et al. [this volume] have shown
similar results for BK dimers.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of peptide mixtures - Two peptide mixtures were synthesized as
fragments of AT to be joined as heterodimers by oxidation:

*Current address: Division of Laboratory Medicine, Department of Pathology. University
of Alabama Medical School, Birmingham, AL 35233, U.S.A.
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Mixture A. Ac-Cys-(Tyr, Phe, Ala)-Val-His-(Pm, Gly, Phe)-Phe-OH

Mixture B. Sar-Arg-(Pro, Cle, Val)-(Tyr, Phe, Ala)-Cys-NH2

One (peptide mixture A) of the initial synthetic peptide mixtures which consisted of a
six-residue peptide sequence with an acetylated N-terminus and a free carboxyl
terminus was prepared using standard SPPS with mixtures of amino acids. The other
(peptide mixture B) consisted of a five-residue peptide sequence with a free amino
terminus and an amidated C-terminus was synthesized similarly using MBHA resin
and Boc protection. Amino acid analysis and HPLC of mixture B as well as FABMS
of the resulting dimers indicated that the differences in rates of reaction of the
mixtures of activated amino acids gave low yields of Cie incorporation.

Another two peptide mixtures were synthesized as fragments of BK to be joined
as heterodimers by oxidation:

Mixture C. Ac-Cys-(Ser~leD-Phej.eu)-(ProD-Pro,Pbe,D-Phe)-Phe-Arg-OH

Mixture D. NHr(ArgLys,OMD-Arg)-Pro-(PrMeA,Cle,D-Pro)-Cys-NH 2

In peptide mixture D, there were two hindered amino acids, MeA and Cle, at the third
position and their coupling rates are quite slow and very different from the other two
usual amino acids in the same coupling mixture. For this reason, we employed the
divide-react-and-recombine startegy where each part was coupled separately with the
individual amino acids (Cle, MeA, D-Pro and Pro); then the four parts were
recombined and coupled with Pro. Unfortunately, Cle and MeA were still not
completely coupled even after five coupling cycles with different methods. The
tripeptide resins were separated again into four portions, and each was coupled with
one of the amino acids (Arg, Lys, Orn, D-Arg). Even so, some peptides were less
obvious by FABMS due to their relatively low concentrations.

Three methods of disulfide oxidation (12, and DMSO for AB heterodimer
formation, and thalium(trifluoroacetic acid)3 for CD dimer) oxidation were used.
Conditions utilizing an excess of one component and kinetic control optimized yield
of the mixed disulfides. 73 of the theoretical 81 AB peptides were readily identified
by FABMS. The remaining 8 peptides which were observable all contained Cle
which coupled poorly. After the oxidation reaction, there were three kinds of dimer
mixtures: AA, BB and AB. All CD dimer peaks were readily observed by FABMS.
Given the different physicochemical properties of the two parent sets of peptide
mixtures A and B, these differences were enhanced by homodimerization and led to
easy separation of AA, AB and BB dimer mixtures by HPLC. Control oxidations of
mixtures A and mixtures B were performed separately for bioassay and available as
standards.

The ability of dimer mixtures AA, AB and BB to inhibit angiotensin lI binding
to the AT, receptor (rabbit aorta) was tested:

Dimer Mixture (conc.) IxX 10-5 M I x 10-6M

AB 93% 54%
AA 37% 6%
BB 16% 3%
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The results imply that one or more of the dimers of the AB mixture binds
competitively to the AT receptor at relatively high affinity considering that only one
of the 81 peptides in the mixture may possess this property.

A second dimension in complexity can readily be obtained through the
introduction of specific functional groups into two sets of peptide mixtures which
can then be cross-linked. While the examples focused on the use of the disulfide as
the cross-link, such a strategy can easily be adapted. Incorporation of a single Asp or
Glu into one peptide mixture and a single Orn or Lys into the other peptide mixture
would lead to mixtures which could readily be joined. Another adaptation of this
approach is to peptides which are prepared on solid supports and assayed without
removal such as the photolithography technique [4). Use of the disulfide linkage
would allow recycling of the support-bound peptides through reduction, washing and
combination by oxidation with a different mixture of sulfhydryl-containing peptides.
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Introduction

A number of laboratories have reported many novel methods for the synthesis
of peptide libraries-large numbers of linear oligopeptides-which can provide a
convenient entry for the rapid screening of biological activities. We wish to report a
procedure that is amenable to preparing mixtures of cyclic peptides that are usually
regarded as improved lead generators. The strategy involves the concept of resin
bound peptide cyclization, developed by Sklyakov and Shashkova. and more recently
by Felix, Schiller, and Hruby, among others. It also features the attachment of an
amino acid to a solid support through its side chain: an approach designed to mimic
solution cycfization procedures with linear peptides.

Results and Discussion

A typical strategy is shown below for the preparation of a series of cyclic
pentapeptides. The initial attachment of a trifunctional amino acid is by the aspartyl
side chain (with OFm for x-carboxyl protection) and coupling is performed using
BOP reagent with racemization suppressant.

Boc-Www-Xxx-Yyy-Zzz-Asp-OFm

Www, Xxx,
Yyy, and Zzz 1) TFA
represent | 2) 20% piperidine
(protected) 3) Cyclization
amino acids I 4) HF cleavage

Boc chemistry was used for peptide synthesis, cyclization was carried out using
BOP or HATU reagents with racemization suppressants (HOBT or HOAT) and strong
acid (HF) was used for deprotective cleavage.

The concept of resin-bound cyclization has been previously reported by several
groups. The use of side-chain-to-resin linkage combined with resin bound cycfization
has been recently reported by Rovero et al. [1]. In order to validate that this synthetic
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method could be extended to the formation of cyclic peptide libraries, we have
prepared a series of increasingly complex mixtures.

In the first, a series of four cyclic pentapeptides (including a "retro-inverso"
variant of a recently described cyclic endothelin antagonist [2]) were prepared using
the "split resin" strategy [3, 41. This helps insure that each peptide resin bead will
contain only a single cyclic peptide sequence. The FABMS analysis demonstrated
that all four expected products were formed. In addition, several other minor products
were observed and identified. These included a series of linear peptide
piperidineamides, formed presumably from incompletely washed resin following the
OFm ester cleavage step. A second series of minor components showed expected
molecular masses and amino acid compositions, and were separable from the major
isomers by RP-HPLC but not by capillary electrophoresis. These apparently result
from some epimerization at the C-terminal aspartyl linkage during cyclization, and
presumably may be suppressed by using appropriate racemization preventing
methods. The major components were the four expected cyclic analogs.

In a seconi example, the synthetic protocol was validated through preparation of
a set of 16 peptides with general sequence (Xxx-D-Leu-Yyy-D-Pro-Asp), again using
the "split-resin" technique to generate a unique sequence on each resin bead. The
synthesis gave a mixture of cyclic products after cleavage. FABMS analysis revealed
that all expected masses were present. Interestingly, the relative intensities showed
the expected dependence on hydrophobicity so that peptides with a Nal, Leu
combination were nearly 10 times more abundant in the mass spectrum record than a
corresponding Tyr, Gly variant; in contrast, the RP-HPLC profile (and amino acid
composition) suggested the expected equimolarity.

In a third example, a more extensive set of cyclic pentapeptides, cyclo(Aaa-Bbb-
Ccc-Ddd-Asp), was prepared. The amino acid levels were purposely skewed in order
to provide a verifiable and variable ratio using amino acid analysis. A series of six
different amino acids was used at each of the four variant positions within the
pentapeptide to yield 6 x 6 x 6 x 6 x 1 or 1296 analogs. At least 36 of these final
cyclic compounds were designed to contain the Arg-Gly-Asp sequence such that the
library products could be tested in appropriate assays for this well-known cell
adhesion moiety.

In contrast to earlier syntheses, the resin was extensively washed following
OFm deprotection to remove residual piperidine. This resulted in a decreased apparent
reaction time, as monitored by ninhydrin testing. Even more dramatic was the effect
of the recently described coupling agent HATU (the "Aza" equivalent of HBTU)
which also incorporates the aza-HOBt racemization suppressant as described by
Carpino [5]. In this presumably more complex cyclization test, in which a large
variety of pentapeptide sequences must be cyclized in order to provide a negative
ninhydrin test, the reaction was judged complete after one hour.

Analysis of the resulting mixture included the use of FABMS as well as CEEC
(capillary electrophoresis with electrochemical detection--designed to identify more
electroactive moieties). The molecular weight analysis revealed the presence of both
monomeric and dimeric species, the latter presumably occurring with more
recalcitrant cyclic-forming sequences. (In this experiment, prolines and glycine
residues were not deliberately enhanced to optimize monocyclization yields; analysis
of epimerization during coupling is being completed.) Both FABMS and AAA are
consistent with the formation of primarily monomeric species containing the
expected amino acids. Further analysis of individual products should help in future
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experimental design to identify the -q -- c of cyclization tendencies.
It thus appears feasible to prepare libraries of cyclic peptide mixtures using

well-precedented techniques in peptide synthesis. The ring size demonstrated here
involves cyclic pentapeptides but examples of both smaller and larger ring sized
libraries are being evaluated. We are exploring the use of chemistries that will lead
to facile side chain attachment of other amino acids, such as benzyl ether, (Ser, Thr),
carbobenzoxy (Lys, Orn), or thioether (Cys) analogs and techniques for preparing
deprotected resin-bound sequences.

Additionally, we are evaluating the concept of serial release of cyclic peptides
from library mixtures, using a variety of orthogonal linker strategies. This concept
has been very well demonstrated using linear peptide libraries [6], but provides a
somewhat more challenging set of orthogonality requirements when extended to
cyclic peptide mixtures.
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New, potent N-acetylated all D-amino acid oploid
peptides
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Introduction

Synthetic peptide combinatorial libraries (SPCLs), composed of tens of
millions of free peptides, have been shown to be highly effective in the determination
of opioid ligands [1, 2]. In these early studies it was shown that methionine and
leucine enkephalin could be determined from a library of 52,128,400 hexapeptides.
We have also reported the use of an N-acetylated library, composed of the same
number of peptides, to determine new peptide ligands for opioid receptors [3]. These
peptides, which we have termed Acetalins, bear no sequence homology to known
peptides or proteins (Ac-RFMWMO-NH 2). Three of these peptides have been shown
to bind to p, 8 and K3 opioid receptors, but exhibit negligible activity at K, and K2
opioid receptors [3]. The peptides, Ac-RFMWMT-NH 2, Ac-RFMWMK-NH 2 , and
Ac-RFMWMR-NH 2 were shown to behave as antagonists when examined in the
guinea pig ileum and mouse vas deferens assays. We have now determined, from a
library composed entirely of D-amino acids, individual peptides capable of inhibiting
the binding of tritiated (D-Ala2,MePhe4,Gty-ol 5 )encephalon (DAGO) to the g
receptor.

Results and Discussion

The 400 separate mixtures in this SPCL are represented as Ac-oo 2xxxx-NH2,
in which the first two amino acids (o, and o2) are individually defined, and the last
four amino acids consist of equimolar mixtures of 19 D-amino acids (cysteine
omitted, glycine included). The library was synthesized as previously des.ribed [4].
The library was screened for ability to inhibit the binding of 3H-DAGO to crude rat
brain homogenates. Preparation of membranes and assay conditions have been
described previously [1]. The three most effective DAGO inhibiting mixtures were
Ac-ryxxxx-NH2 (IC5o = 8,437 nM), Ac-rwxxxx-NH 2 (IC50 = 11,686 nM) and Ac-
rfxxxx-NH 2 (ICS = 14,152 nM). An iterative selection process which sequentially
defined the four mixture positions (Ac-oO 2O3 xxX-NH 2 -* Ac-oO 2O3O4 o0o6-NH2)
was subsequently performed for the two mixtures, Ac-rfxxxx-NH 2 and Ac-ryxxxx-
NH2 . The former mixture ultimately yielded peptides with greater activity and is
thus described here in detail. Upon defining the third position with 20 D-amino acids
(cysteine included), 10 peptide mixtures inhibited DAGO more effectively than the
control mixture, Ac-rfxxxx-NH 2 (IC50 = 15,673 nM). The mixture Ac-rfwxxx-NH 2
(IC50 = 1,075 nM) was the most effective at inhibiting 3H-DAGO; with a 14.5-fold
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increase in activity observed over the control mixture, Ac-rfxxxx-NH 2. Seven
mixtures had activities greater than Ac-rfwxxx-NH 2 when the fourth position was
defined. The two most active peptide mixtures found were Ac-rfwwxx-NH2 (ICj0 =
666 nM) and Ac-rfwixx-NH 2 (IC5o = 873 nM); they exhibited 4 and 3-fold increases
over Ac-rfwxxx-NH 2 (IC5o = 2,732 nM), respectively. While iterations of both these
mixtures have been completed, Ac-rfwixx-NH2 ultimately yielded individual peptides
having the greatest activities. Four mixtures were found to be more effective than
the control mixture upon defining the fifth position. The most effective mixture was
Ac-rfwinx-NH 2 (IC5o = 235 nM), representing a 2-fold increase in activity over Ac-
rfwixx-NH2 (IC50 = 559 nM). Of the 20 peptides for which all six positions were
defined, three peptides exhibited activity greater than the control mixture, Ac-rfwinx-
NH2 (IC50 = 559 nM). Ac-rfwink-NH 2 (IC50 = 16 nM) was the most effective 3H-
DAGO inhibiting peptide. Ac-rfwina-NH 2 (IC50 = 33 nM) and Ac-rfwinr-NH 2 (IC5o
= 34 nM) were the second and third most effective peptides, respectively. We believe
this is the first instance of hexapeptides containing all D-amino acids shown to bind
with high affinity to an opioid receptor.
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The use of sub-library kits in a new screening
strategy
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P.O. Box 32, H-1518 Budapest 112, Hungary

Introduction

As a contribution to speeding up the process of drug discovery, a new strategy
was introduced in 1988 facilitating discovery of biologically active peptides. Our
"portioning-mixing" method [1-31 added two simple operations (dividing the resin
into portions before coupling and mixing after coupling) to those used in the
Merrifield's solid phase synthesis and, as a result, enabled the user to prepare millions
or even billions of peptides (peptide libraries) by building into them the constituent
amino acids in all possible combinations. The purpose of this paper is to show how
partial libraries can be utilized in screening.

Results and Discussion

Libraries and sub-libraries. First of all, it seems worthwhile to introduce some new
definitions. Thus, the name normal library may be suggested for mixtures formed by
varying the same number of amino acids in all positions. Standard libraries will
represent a special case of the normal libraries where the 20 common amino acids are
varied in all positions. Cysteine is mostly omitted in the synthesis. This can be
indicated by a "minus C" termination (standard-C library). A special combined
library, containing a genetic series of standard libraries will be named genetic library,
e.g., the genetic pentapeptide library includes all standard libraries from dipeptides to
pentapeptides. The use of non-common amino acids besides the common ones can be
indicated by the name: extended library.

Any kind of library - except genetic libraries - can be divided into sub-libraries.
They are special partial libraries of parent libraries and can be synthesized without
varying the amino acids in one or more positions, while in the rest of the positions
they are varied like in the parent library. A non-varied position is occupied by the
same amino acid in all peptides. Sub-libraries may be classified according to their
order: the first, second, third, etc., order sub-libraries having one, two, three, etc.,
non-varied positions, respectively.

In the following discussions, if not stated otherwise, the term sub-library means
a sub-library of standard libraries. The coupling positions (CP-s) are numbered
starting from the C-terminus to express the order of couplings during the synthesis.
The amino acids are denoted by one letter symbols.

First order sub-libraries have a single non-varied position. In a first order
pentapeptide sub-library shown below, the coupling position No. 2 is non-varied,
occupied by glutamic acid, while in the first, third, fourth and fifth positions, all the
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20 amino acids ae varied.

I A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,KL,M,N,PQ,R,S,T,V,W,Y
2 E
3 A,C,D,EF,G,H,IK,L,MN,PQ,R,S,T,V,W,Y
4 A,C,D,E,F.G,HJ,K,L,M,NPQ,RS,TV,W,Y
5 A,C,DE,F,G,HJ,KL,M,NP,Q,RS,T,V,W,Y

A short symbol suggested for this type of sub-library shows the non-varied position
and the amino acid occupying it: 2E. An additional (optional) figure may be used to
indicate the number of residues: 2E5.

There are altogether 100 different first order pentapeptide sub-libraries which
form a first order sub-library kit:

IA,IC,ID,IE,IF,IG,IH,1I,IK,IL,IM,IN,IP,IQ,IR,IS,IT,IV,1IW,IY
2A,2C,2D,2E,2F,2G,2H,21,2K,2L,2M,2N,2P,2Q,2R,2S,2T,2V,2W,2Y
3A,3C,3D,3E,3F,3G,3H,31,3K,3L,3M,3N,3P,3Q,3R,3S,3T,3V,3W,3Y
4A,4C,4D,4E,4F,4G,4H,41,4K,4L,4M,4N,4P,4Q,4R,4S,4T,4V,4W,4Y
5A,5C,5D,5E,5F,5G,5H,51,5K,5L,5M,5N,5P,5Q,5R,5S,5T,5V,5W,5Y

A first order pentapeptide sub-library has 160,000 components. The I to 1 mixture
of the 20 sub-libraries in any row is equivalent to the standard library (3.2 million
components).

The second order sub-libraries are characterized by two non-varied positions. An
example of such a pentapeptide sub-library is shown below:

I A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y
2 A
3 L
4 A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y
5 A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y

The symbol of this sub-library should be either 2A3L or 2A3L5. The number of
such CP 2,3 type second order sub-libraries is 400 (part of them are shown below).

2A3A,2C3A,2D3A,2E3A,2F3A,2G3A, ,2R3A,2S3A,2T3A,2V3A,2W3A,2Y3A
2A3C,2C3C,2D3C,2E3C,2F3C,2G3C, ,2R3C,2S3C,2T3C,2V3C,2W3C,2Y3C
2A3D,2C3D,2D3D,2E3D,2F3D,2G3D, ,2R3D,2S3D,2T3D,2V3D,2W3D,2Y3D

2A3W,2C3W,2D3W,2E3W,2F3W,2G3W,,2R3W,2S3W,2T3W,2V3W,2W3W2Y3W
2A3Y,2C3Y,2D3Y,2E3Y,2F3Y,2G3Y, ,2R3Y,2S3Y,2T3Y,2V3Y,2W3Y,2Y3Y

Each sub-library has 8000 components. The I to I mixture of the 400 2,3 type
sub-libraries forms a standard library. There are, however, 10 types of second order
pentapeptide sub-libraries altogether (or individually) forming a kit: 1,2; 2,3; 3,4;
4,5; (vicinals), 1,3; 1,4; 1,5; 2,4; 2,5; 3,5 (disjuncts).

The domino strategy. It is a characteristic feature of the first order sub-libraries that
the sole non-varied position is occupied by the same amino acid in all peptides. For
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this reason a farst order sub-library can be used to detect the presence or absence of an
amino acid in the non-varied position of the active peptides. The results of screening
experiments done with all components of the first order sub-library kit are expected to
show which amino acids occur in the active peptides in the different coupling
positions, e.g., I(AG,S,T), 2(HJ), 3(KL,G), 4(W) and 5(M,T,Y).

The found amino acids and their coupling positions define a partial library
which is named "occurrence library". These amino acids are considered to be varied in
the different positions of this hypothetical library. The occurrence library comprises
all active peptides and in addition inactive ones. In the above example, the total
number of peptides in the library is only 4x2x3xIx3=72 (instead of the 3.2 million
of the parent library).

With a second order sub-library the presence or absence of two amino acids
occupying two definite (vicinal or disjunct) positions can be checked, that is, they
can be used like dominoes in deducing the sequence of the bioactive peptides. Only a
limited number of second order sub-libraries are needed in the experiments. They can
be identified knowing the composition of the occurrence library. Second order sub-
libraries belonging to both the parent library and the occurrence library are expected
to serve equally well in the screening experiments.

The domino strategy is entirely general and involves no condition of any kind
concerning the type of peptide libraries and the screening methods.
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The synthesis and coupling efficiency of 7-
hydroxycoumarin-4-propionic acid, a fluorescent
marker useful in immobilized substrate libraries

J.A. Gainor, T.D. Gordon* and B.A. Morgan*

Sterling Winthrop Pharmaceutical Research Division, Rensselaer,
NY 12144, U.S.A.

Introduction

The assembly of immobilized substrate libraries requires efficient chemistry
since the peptide sequences are not removed from the solid support for rigorous
analytical analysis following synthesis. The Fmoc strategy of peptide synthesis has
been employed in library synthesis with good reliability, however amide formation
with carboxylates other than standard protected a-amino acids must be studied
carefully. Our first fluorescent marker, 7-hydroxycoumarin-4-acetic acid (Cou), used
to quantitatively measure the enzymatic hydrolysis of immobilized substrates
exhibited poor coupling efficiencies. We have developed methods to examine
coupling efficiency and subsequently improved our fluorescent marker chemistry.

Results and Discussion

The basic construct of our immobilized substrate technology consists of a
fluorescent marker at the N-terminus of a peptide sequence attached to a linker
comprised of six-aminocaproic acid residues, covalently linked to an aminopropyl
anchor on controlled pore glass [1].

Scheme 1

OH

o0 (Linker) H (Anchor)

0?Peptd cf NýI"<O.COWOWkPOW ~
(Marker) 0 H 6 (OH)2

When exposed to enzyme, the peptide sequence is cleaved, releasing a
fluorescent fragment into solution. The measured fluorescence is directly correlated
with the extent of peptide cleavage.

*Current Address: Biomeasure, 27 Maple Street, Milford, MA 01757, U.S.A.
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We employed commercially available Cou, in early experiments. This
carboxylic acid was coupled without hydroxyl protection in an automated process.
The large extinction coefficient allowed precise measurements even with minute
quantities of materials.

On investigation of the solution phase reaction the previously reported [2]
decarboxylation of Cou to 7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin was found to cause
incomplete capping of peptide sequence. The homolog 7-hydroxycoumarin-4-
propionic acid (Cop) was developed (Scheme 2) as a more stable analog of Cou
which retains nearly identical fluorescence characteristics.

Scheme 2

0 0 1. vmdneICH2CI2 0 0

(860/)

0 1. NaOH/ 0
0r'-. 20/EOH

HCI/EtOH 2. Ft
(75%) 0 4(75%) 0 5

Meldrum's acid I was acylated with ethyl succinyl chloride 2 and decarboxylated
to yield 3 as previously described [3]. Condensation of the 8-keto ester 3 with
resorcinol was achieved in ethanol saturated with HCI at 00C and left for several days
at room temperature tightly stoppered. The crystalline product 4 of the modified
Peckman condensation [4, 5] was subject to basic hydrolysis to provide analytically
pure Cop 5 after a single recrystallization [6].

Scheme 3Et
Fmoc-Leu2Lys-support

Boc ,2. C coup' mg
Cop-Leu-L)s-support 1, 1 ijdh tjW H-Leu-Ly-sppr

Fmw~~~a 3. Fm~c~a couipling bDa

Cop-Leu-Ly-smfppfort Fmoc-Ala-Lcu-Lys-support
9 1i. piperidine M

Cop-Leu-Lyi-suppoit H-Ala-Leu-LY4I-support

Support = (Acp)6-aminopropyl-controlled pr ls
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The coupling efficiencies of both Cou and Cop were investigated using amino
acid analysis and peptide sequencing of products without removal ot the peptides from
the support. Peptide 6 was synthesized on the controlled pore glass using Fmoc
chemistry on an Advanced Chemtech 350 multiple peptide synthesizer. Deprotection
of peptide 6 and coupling of Cop provides the capped sequence 7 and, if the marker
coupling was less than complete, the side product 8. The mixture is then treated
with TFA to remove the side chain Boc protection and coupled with Fmoc-Ala to
yield 9 with possible impurity 10. Deprotection with piperidine provides final
products 11 and 12 which are analyzed on the support.

Amino acid analysis will ideally display equivalent amounts of each amino acid.
When coupling is incomplete, the abundance of alanine equals the extent uncoupled.
Sequence analysis will indicate that capping with marker was incomplete if leucine is
present in the second cycle.

Using these techniques, we have developed a protocol that includes double
coupling with a 10-fold excess of Cop. Analysis of products synthesized using this
protocol are comparable to results obtained for peptide sequences which were
synthesized, purified and then attached to the support as a fragment.

We have described the large scale synthesis of Cop, a chemically stable
fluorescent marker useful in immobilized substrate technology. In addition, we have
described relatively simple and general techniques for evaluating the coupling
efficiencies of carboxylates to a peptide on a solid support. These techniques do not
require that the peptide sequence be removed from the support prior to analysis.
Using these techniques, we have developed highly reliable coupling protocols for the
construction of peptide libraries.
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Peptide reversal on solid supports: A technique
for the generation of C-terminal exposed peptide
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Introduction

The use of random peptide libraries as a new tool in drug discovery has received
considerable recent attention. In addition to the use of soluble libraries, several
groups have reported the screening of peptides while still attached to the solid phase
synthesis support [1, 2). Immobilized peptides can be displayed in two orientations:
N-terminal exposed and C-terminal exposed, which differ only in which end of the
peptide is attached to the support. There are many examples of receptors, enzymes
and antibodies which possess inherent preferences for binding to only one end of a
peptide chain. Traditional solid phase peptide techniques rely on a C to N strategy of
forming the polymer chain, and hence are only compatible with the presentation of
N-terminal libraries. The complementary N to C strategy, although known, is
believed to be accompanied by racemization of the growing peptide chain. We have
begun to explore a technique of reversing the peptides on the support, whereby one
first creates an N-terminal library, then cyclizes the N-terminus to the support, and
one ultimately cleaves the bond anchoring the C-terminus to the support to generate
the C-terminal exposed library.

H2N-PEPTIDE PEPTIDE PEPTIDE-C02 .
0 H 0 0 NH'

00

Surface Surface Surface

N-TERMINAL EXPOSED CYCLIC C-TERGAL EXPOSED

Fig. 1. Peptide reversal on solid supports.

Results and Discussion

The synthesis of a template molecule 6 suitable as a building block to effect
the peptide reversal is shown below. We have targeted an amine-to-carboxyl strategy
to ring close the peptide chain, and have employed an allyl ester as an orthogonal
protecting group for the carboxyl. The alkoxyacetic acid chain is used to attach the
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template to a solid support. We have incorporated a labile benzylic bond into the
tether molecule. This affords the possibility of either the concurrent cleavage of the
attachment bond during the removal of the side chain protecting groups upon
treatment with TFA, or the stepwise cleavage of the peptide followed by removal of

the side chain protecting groups. Since template 6 will have the first amino acid
linked through an amide bond, the reversal process generates the peptide as its C-
terminal carboxamide. Compound 5 serves as a convenient branch point for
exploring other amine protection strategies in addition to the Fmoc strategy we have
pursued.

CHO CHO CHO

a b C

O OH 
O CH 

OROOIA"

12 3

4 5 6

Fig. 2. Synthesis of template molecule. (a) NaH, BrCH2 CO 2tBu; (b) K2C03.
Br(CH2)4CO2A04y1; (c) TFA; (d) H2NOH, pyridine; (e) Zn, HOAc, (t) Fmoc-CI, NaHCO3.

We chose to explore the appropriate reaction conditions for the orthogonal

deprotections and the cyclization in the solution phase with the template 7, which is
the oxo-glycine analog of 6 and has the carboxyl group used to bind to the support

blocked as its t-butyl ester. Conversion of 3 to 7 was accomplished in two steps via

sodium borohydride reduction followed by carbodiimide coupling with Fmoc-Gly-
OH. Treatment of template 7 with 50% TFA/CH 2CI2 for 5 minutes gave complete

conversion to Fmoc-Gly-OH, as evidenced by HPLC analysis. This agrees with the

known susceptibility of similar cleavable linkers towards TFA [3,41.
We have found that a two step protocol of generating the cyclized product gives

the highest overall yields in this solution phase system. Deprotection of the allyl

group with palladium under acidic conditions with acetic acid as scavenger gives
>90% yield of acid 8. The cyclization was most conveniently performed througl, a

one pot, two step procedure of first deprotecting the Fmoc group with 2% DBU in

DMF, followed by dilution with DMF to a final concentration of I mM and

BOP/HOBt treatment to give a 75% yield of 9. Removal of the Fmoc group with
piperidine, followed by cyclization with DCC gave a significant amount of the

piperidinyl amide adduct, arising from residual piperidine trapping the activated
carboxyl group.
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o-t :~ a o-

7 8 9

o.%,.cO~A8U O.,,CO.H

11 10

Fig. 3. Solution phase chemistry of cyclization and cleavage reactions of template. (a)
Ph3P, Pd(Ph3P)4, HOAc; (b) DBU, then BOP, HOBt; (c) TFA; (d) H2, Pd/C.

Cleavage of the ester bond to glycine can be accomplished in a multitude of
ways. Catalytic hydrogenation, alcoholysis, aminolysis, and other nucleophilic
reagents can lead to the generation of acids, esters, amides and the like. We have
demonstrated two different types of cleavages. Catalytic hydrogenation of 9 affords
cleanly the free acid 11 in 86% yield after chromatography. Treatment of 10 with
TFA generates compound 10 in moderate yield, although the solution nature of the
reaction makes isolation of the product difficult. The application and use of this
template to the reversal of peptides and other polymers on solid supports are in
progress and will be reported in due course.
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Introduction

The advances in solid-phase peptide chemistry have led to the development of
various techniques for generating libraries with vast numbers of diverse peptides.
These peptide libraries are screened to derive peptide sequences of interest that may be
used clinically or used for the development of pharmaceutical compounds. Since
peptide diversity of a library constructed with all 20 naturally occurring amino acids
is extensive, physical constraints for the synthesis and screening arise and impose
serious limitations on the length of peptide that may be examined. To simplify both
the synthesis and library screening procedures, a novel approach using representative
amino acids instead of all 20 naturally occurring amino acids was investigated.
Representative hexapeptide combinatorial libraries were made employing a set of ten
amino acids which display the basic physico-chemical properties associated with
naturally occurring amino acid side-chains.

These peptide libraries were used to investigate the binding diversity of the
murine monoclonal antibody PK99H. This MAb was raised against the pili of the
opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain K (PAK). The epitope
recognized by PK99H has been recently mapped using single alanine substituted
peptides and was found to consist of the sequence DEQFIPK [1].

Results and Discussion

The three series of hexapeptide libraries, Ac-00 2X 3X 4X 5X 6-NH 2 , Ac-
X1X 20 30 4X5 X 6-NH 2, and Ac-XX 2X3X40 50 6-NH 2, were synthesized by Fmoc
chemistry using a Multiple Column Peptide Synthesis instrument [2, 3]. Each O0
and X. were chosen from the following 10 representative amino acids: Ala, Glu
(Asp), Phe (Trp, Tyr), Gly, lie (Val, Met), Lys (His, Arg), Leu (Met), Pro, Gin
(Asn) and Ser (Thr) with the representative amino acids given in parentheses. No
representative amino acid for Cys was selected. Each series of peptide libraries has
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Fig. 1. Competitive ELISA profiles of the three series of representative peptide libraries.
The single letter codes on the abscissa denote the first position (On) of the dipeptide
sequence OOn+ ,. The order of amino acid residues in the second position (O,,+ ) was A, E,
F, G, 1, K, l4 P, Q and S. For example, the region denoted A has 10 pools of dipeptide-
defined hexapeptide libraries in the following order: AA, AE, AF, AG, Al. AK, AL AP, AQ
and AS.
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two specifically defined positions (OO,On,) and thus represents 100 hexapeptide pools
with each pool containing approximately 10,000 peptides. The main idea of using a
representative library instead of a standard library employing all 20 naturally
occurring amino acids is that a representative library can tremendously reduce the
number of peptides in the library. This not only simplifies the synthesis procedure
but also increases the screening sensitivity. In addition, it also allows the synthesis
of a library with longer peptide length. For instance, in a standard octapeptide
library, the number of peptides will be 208 (25.6 billion), whereas in a representative
octapeptide library, the number of peptides will be reduced to 10i (0.1 billion).

The peptide libraries were screened by competitive ELISA. Oxidized PAK 17-
mer peptide (Ac-KCTSDQDEQFIPKGCSK-OH) corresponding to the C-terminal
region of the PAK pilin was adsorbed to the microtitre plate. The ability of the
libraries to inhibit the interaction of MAb PK99H to the coated peptide was
determined. From the ELUSA results (Figure 1), a cutoff at 50% inhibition was used
to highlight the significant 'hits' in order to locate those critical residues important
for MAb binding. In library (A), nine possible hits were observed, which were in the
order of EQ, QQ, QA, AF, GQ, SL, EF, GL and QL. In library (B), only one hit
was observed, which was Fl. In library (C), five hits were observed, which were PK,
IG, PL, LG and IL. The three best dipeptides mapped by these three series of peptide
libraries are EQ, FI and PK, respectively. These indeed constitute the native PAK
epitope sequence. Presently, in order to verify these ELISA results, a series of
synthetic hexapeptides, based on a combination of the best hits from each library,
will be made. The binding affinities of these peptides to MAb PK99H will be
examined and compared with the native peptide.

The representative combinatorial peptide library is an effective tool in studying
the epitope and binding diversity of MAb PK99H. It employs the potential of
synthesizing longer peptides in a library without sacrificing the screening sensitivity.
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Introduction

Peptide libraries are pools of synthetic peptides which can be used as a source of
new lead structures for drug development based on peptide receptor interactions. We
identified peptide pools binding to MHC class I proteins [1] and these peptide
mixtures were synthesized and used for pool characterization by sequencing and
electrospray mass spectrometry [2]. Three examples of receptor assays with respect
to possible applications of libraries with low and high complexity were selected to
estimate the most promising application of peptide mixtures.

Results and Discussion

Receptor binding assay of neuropeptide Y: We investigated the YI receptor
affinity of NPY [3] admixed to octapeptide mixtures 01 0 20 30 40 5 X1 X2X3 which
cover the MHC class I Kb binding motif [2] and are not related to NPY partial
sequences. Considerable loss of receptor binding (measured by 125 1-BH-NPY
displacement) was found for a mixture which contained a tenfold excess of NPY. If
we added NPY equimolar to one member of the mixture the receptor affinity of this
ligand was blocked. Specificity of the binding was significantly reduced even when
NPY was present in the mixture in 100 fold excess. The sublibraries ITRX1 X2X3-
NH 2, Ac-ITRQX1 A 2, ITRQYX-NH 2, ITRQYXX-NH 2 and the C-terminal NPY
hexapeptide amide ITRQRY-NH2 were prepared by FmocltBu chemistry (X: L-amino
acids except C, W). The C-terminal hexapeptide amide and peptide amide pools were
tested for their potency to prevent receptor interaction of NPY in different
concentrations and they reduced markedly the affinity to the Y1 receptor. This effect
was not influenced by the complexity (5832 or 324) of the mixtures (Figure 1B).
Peptide and peptide mixtures itself had no effect on '2I-BH-NPY displacement.

Killer cell activity on MHC class I bound peptides: Killing of target cells
preincubated with CTL antigen and peptide mixtures for 30 min at 37*C was
investigated in a standard 5tCr release assay [1]. The MHC class I Kb restricted
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peptide SHNFEKL was added to an octapeptide mixture representing 5832 peptides.
Killing of target cells was induced even in a ratio of one molecule SIINFEKJL to
174,960 molecules of added peptides. The epitope alone induced 50% killing of
target cells at a concentration of I pM and in the presence of the mixture 7 pM
concentration was necessary for killing. As expected the non-MHC restricted mixture
itself had no effect.
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Antigen-antibody interaction: The mab DOi 162 directed against HIV l-Nef
peptide PEYFKN [4] was preincubated (30 min) in streptavidin coated ELISA plates
with increasing concentrations of acetylated hexapeptide amide or peptide mixtures
carrying partial sequences of the epitope in defined positions. Biotinylated antigen
was added (50 ng/well) and reduced binding of the antibody to the streptavidin bound
antigen was measured by ELISA. A complex mixture (sublibrary Ac-PEX1 X2X3X4 -
NH 2, 104,976 peptides) and the nonrelated sublibrary Ac-ITX1 X2X3X4-NH 2 were
not competing for antibody binding at high concentration (0.5 mg/ml). A significant
effect in our optimized biotin-streptavidin assay was induced with peptide mixtures
carrying three X-positions (Figure IA).

In summary, hormone receptor binding was unspecifically influenced by
hexapeptide amide and octapeptide mixtures. The 36-peptide amide NPY is blocked
for competition at the receptor in the presence of 1440 nonrelated octapeptides. For
killer cell activity and antigen antibody interaction the use of mixtures up to three X
positions is promising. The presence of unrelated peptides affords higher
concentrations of active peptide for induction of a positive signal in immunological
assays.
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Introduction

Peptide library screening represents a new method to rapidly discover peptide
ligands with biological activity, thus greatly facilitating the traditional drug discovery
process. We have previously described a synthetic peptide library approach to screen
for peptide ligands that bind to specific macromolecular targets (Selectide
Technology) [1]. This method is based on the "one-bead one-peptide" concept where
each individual peptide-bead expressed only one peptide entity. Because the peptides
were not in solution, these libraries could not be used in solution-phase bioassays.
We have now broadened the applicability of the technology to permit solution phase
assay with releasable peptide libraries [2]. In this system, each bead contains only
one peptide entity, but the peptides are attached to each bead via three different types
of chemical linkers. Two of these linkers can be cleaved orthogonally and
sequentially under very mild but differing chemical conditions. The remaining linker
cannot be cleaved under these conditions thereby leaving sufficient peptide on the
bead for microsequencing. The peptide library was initially distributed into 96-well
plates with 500 beads/well. The peptides were then released into solution phase
followed by biological assay. Approximately 100 pmole peptide was released from
each bead into solution. Based on volume/well the concentration of each individual
peptide in solution was approximately I;lM. The beads from the wells with positive
response were then redistributed into individual wells with 1 bead/well. Subsequent
release of peptides and biological testing allowed us to physically isolate the bead-of-
origin for microsequencing. The general scheme of the methodology is shown in
Figure 1.

Results and Discussion

This method has been successfully applied to identification of peptide ligands
specific for (i) an anti-f-endorphin monoclonal antibody (MoAb) and (ii) the platelet-
derived gp Ub/IIla membrane fibrinogen receptor.
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Fig I. General scheme of the two-stage release peptide library screening methodology.

A linear tetrapeptide library XXXXG-bead was used in the screening of anti-fl-
endorphin MoAb (clone 3-E7). This MoAb has been studied extensively [1, 3]. The
native epitope is YGGF and the motif identified from library screening was YGF.
The peptides were released into solution and competitive ELISA assay was
performed. Four reactive beads were sequenced: YGGF (identified twice), YGVF and
YGAF. In another experiment, purified platelet-derived gpIlb/lIa receptor was used
to screen a disulfide cyclic tripeptide library (CXXXC--bead). Again, a competitive
ELISA assay was used for screening. Two positive beads were identified both with
the following sequence: CRGDC. The RGD sequence is well known to be the
native binding motif for gpIlb/Jfa.

These results demonstrate that our two-stage releasable peptide library method
can be used to identify binding ligands in solution-phase assays, enabling the easy
lltlaptation of many in vitro bioassays to this methodology. Furthermore, we may
now screen for biological endpoint with a functional assay where the target molecule
is either not yet purified or even totally unknown. As our libraries are produced
synthetically, we have adapted this method to non-peptide chemical libraries which
include a coding peptide sequence [4]. The non-peptide chemical structures are first
released into solution and screened in a two stage process as described above. The
remaining arm on the bead is the peptide coding sequence from which the non-peptide
chemical structure can be determined.
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Introduction

Selectide Technology is a synthetic peptide library method that is based on the
"one-bead one-peptide" concept [ 1]. The peptides are synthesized on solid-phase beads
using a "split synthesis" method [1, 21 resulting in a huge library of peptide beads
where each solid-phase bead expresses only one peptide entity [1]. The entire library
of peptides (106-108) is then screened and the reactive bead identified, physically
isolated, and microsequenced. Since the Selectide Technology is based entirely on
synthetic chemistry, unnatural amino acids and even non-peptide chemical subunits
can be used in the construction of the chemical library [3]. In this paper, we report
on the application of Selectide Technology in identification of ligands for an anti-
insulin monoclonal antibody (MoAb). This murine Ab (Clone AE9D6) recognizes a
discontinuous epitope of insulin with a binding constant of 0.01 JIM.

Results and Discussion

Table I shows the various motifs identified when a linear or cyclic peptide
library was screened with the anti-insulin MoAb. Immediately apparent is that
several distinct peptide motifs were identified using this parallel approach of peptide -'

library screening. This is in contrast to the convergent approach of screening where
an iterative process was used [41, and only one motif was identified. Table 1 also
shows that the motif identified is dependent on the length as well as the secondary
structure of the library. The binding affinities of most of these ligands identified
during the primary screen are relatively low (>10 tLM). A sequential screening
approach was then applied to one of these motifs, - W - - GF, identified from the
primary screen (Table 2). Based on the motif of the primary screen, longer secondary
libraries were synthesized and screened under higher stringency. This process was
repeated several times until ligands of higher affinity were finally isolated. The
binding affinity (IC5o) of the best ligand identified (SKQDIWGRGF) thus far was
0.05 ^M, 5 fold weaker than that of insulin, the native ligand. The subsequent
libraries synthesized, however, need not be linear. We are in fact currently
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developing libraries where the randomization steps are carried out at a branching arm
from the middle of the peptide motif identified from a previous screen. It iq hoped
that this will generate additional contact points resulting in ligands with affinities
higher than that of insulin. In addition, we have also used the anti-insulin MoAb to
screen all D-amino acid linear hexa- and octa-libraries. The common motif identified
was - - - q _ Gs_G. This motif does not resemble ligands identified from the L-
amino acid libraries.

Table 1 Peptide motifs identified on the primary screen of an anti-insulin MoAb

Tetra QNPR Deca W GF
Penta FNW__ Quindeca W GF

FDW _ FDW ----
_QDPR W CF.

Hexa _W_ _GF
FDW Cyclic 7-mer CW__GF__C
FNW_
__QDPR Cyclic 8-mer C_F_W__CGC

Octa W _GF C --- HGVQC
-GF

Nona C__-F_GF Cyclic 9-mer CQDLY -- C

Table 2 Optimization by sequential screening

Library Motif
i° XXXXXX _W__GF
20 XXXWWXXGF __-WKYGF, Q.IWG_GF
30 XXXXWKYGF NHC(G)WKYGF

XXQXIWGXGF S(R/K)Q(D/A)IWQ_GF

The VH and VL genes of this anti-insulin MoAb were cloned and a single chain
Ab has been constructed. This single chain Ab, when compared to the whole native
antibody, showed a similar but not identical binding profile to insulin and the various
peptide ligands. Work is currently underway to use this single chain Ab and its CDR
loop variants to explore antibody-peptide interaction at the molecular level.
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Introduction

Peptide library screening has been proven to be a valuable tool in identifying
peptide ligands for various macromolecular targets [1]. Our peptide library method
(Selectide Technology) is based on the "one-bead one-peptide" concept where each
individual bead expresses only one peptide entity [2, 3]. Using this technology, we
have identified several peptides with HPQ and HPM motifs that interact specifically
with streptavidin [2]. When a histidine depleted library was used, several non-HPQ
motifs were identified [3]. When avidin was used as a target macromolecule, four
new peptide motifs were identified. One of these motifs, HPYP._, binds to avidin but
not to streptavidin. On the other hand HPQ binds to streptavidin but not to avidin
[3]. Weber et al. [41 have reported the high resolution X-ray crystallographic
structure of streptavidin: FSHPQNT peptide complex. In this paper, we report on
our continuing work on using streptavidin as a model system to screen our D-amino
acid containing and cyclic peptide libraries.

Results and Discussion

Table la shows the structure of the D-amino acid containing peptide ligands
isolated when penta-peptide libraries were screened with streptavidin. When an
XxXxX penta-peptide library (wherein 'X represents L amino acids and x' represents
D amino acids) was screened, three distinct motifs were identified: _ _WpH,
_w(F/Y)pH and Y_-_P. Interestingly, a D-Pro-L-His ( - - -pH) is present in two of
these three motifs. This sequence has some resemblance to that of HM or ELPM
when an all L-library was screened. In contrast, a totally different motif was
identified when an all D-amino acid penta-peptide library was screened: wy_ _a.
Biotin at 0.1 ;LM, completely abolishes the binding of streptavidin to these peptide-
beads. Furthermore, similar to HPQ and HPM, many of these ligands interact with
streptavidin but not with avidin.
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Table 1 Ligands that interact specifically with streptavidin

a. XXXXX Xx xxxxx

HPQ WkWpH RwYpH wyqea (3) wfrya
HPM YgWpH DwFpH wyhea wymel

QrWpH wydya
LqWpH YvlfP wyefa
AfWpH YpFtP wyfya
SyWpH

b. CXXXXC C CXXXXXXC

111PM HPQNV SHPQF HPQAPK H~PQGF
NHPMA HPQN UBPQN HPQAPY HPQGG
QHPM t-WV DHPQN HPQFAS HPQNAQ
LHPM WHPON HPQFAR HFQVoI

HPMNA HPQEPA HPQSGM
RHIPO HPMMNP(;P

HPQGPA HHP-QP

X = all 18 L amino acids plus glycine, excluding cysteine.
x = all 18 D amino acids plus glycine, excluding cysteine.

We have also screened some cyclic all L-amino acid containing libraries. The
results are shown in Table lb. Disulfide cyclization was accomplished by incubating
the library overnight with 20% dimethylsulfoxide. Similar to the linear libraries,
HPQ and HPM motifs were both identified. However, HPM was preferred in the
cyclic tetrapeptide libraries whereas HPQ was preferred in both cyclic penta- and hexa-
peptide libraries. Furthermore, the location of this triplet motif with respect to the
flanking cysteine residues depends greatly on the ring size.

Work is currently underway to determine the binding affinities of all these
ligands. When combining these data with X-ray crystallography and computer
modeling, we hope to gain insights into the understanding of peptide-protein and
ligand-protein interactions at the molecular level.
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Introduction

The Selectide process consists of three parts: (i) synthesis of a single structure
on each bead in a "library"; (ii) screening the library in a solid phase binding assay or
in standard solution-phase assays; and (iii) determination of structure on the "active"
bead [1]. The use of amino acids for library construction was the first step toward the
generation of increasing structural diversity. Libraries based on amino acids
incorporate a limited number of building blocks; however, these compounds are easy
to synthesize and sequence. Libraries of non-peptidic compounds offer greater
diversity of structures, but may require an alternative means of structure
identification, such as coding by amino acid sequence for the nonsequenceable
building blocks [2].

Results and Discussion

We have combined the simplicity of peptide structures with the diversity
available in alternative building blocks besides regular amino acids. The simplest
building blocks used to construct the library are given in Figure 1. We have used
trifunctional amino acids and modification of a side chain to achieve the structural
multiplicity. Amino acids like diaminobutyric acid, aspartic acid, cysteine and/or
iminodiacetic acid are the smallest building blocks onto the side chains of which the
universe of carboxylic acids, amines or halides (aliphatic, aromatic, heterocyclic) can% be attached. To achieve reason-

able binding to a neutral accep-
tor (receptor, antibody, enzyme,

am am am m am m am nucleic acid...), the appropriate
spatial arrangement of the inter-

• acting structures must be realized.
mm am Linear presentation of amino acid

side chains in peptide libraries
.. may not be the optimal format

"for selection of the best binding
~ 7't~ structures.

mm mm mm mm mm m Fig. I. Blocks ued for rmnomization.
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As an example of a small non-peptidic scaffolding, we have built a
conformationally constrained scaffolding based on modified Kemp's triacid and
constructed a non-peptide library with 20 different carboxylic acids randomized
(Figure 2A). Another scaffolding mapping larger conformational space is a simple
branched attachment constructed by consecutive coupling of diamino carboxylic acids
(Figure 2B). The synthesis of this scaffold required the use of four independent
(orthogonal) protecting groups (Tfa, Npys, Fmoc, Ddz). Unnatural building blocks
can be combined in the library with standard amino acids. A small library was
synthesized with amino acids randomized in position 1, 2 and/or 3 and (i) a set of
aromatic amines coupled to the 03-carboxyl group of aspartic acid, (ii) a side chain
modified iminodicarboxylic acid, (iii) aromatic acids coupled to the side chain of
diaminobutyric acid, or (iv) benzylhalides coupled to the side chain of sulfur
containing amino acids (cysteine and penicillamine) in position 4. In this case
doublets of 6 amino acids were used to code for 36 different building blocks in
position 4 which were not directly sequenceable.

A linear library and both scaffold-based libraries were screened in our model
systems to determine ligands to anti-p-endorphin monoclonal antibody and
streptavidin. Positively reacting beads were subjected to Edman degradation, and the

inter-acting structures, deduced
from the obtained data are
given in Figure 3. These

A compounds were resynthesized
and have shown specific bind-
ing (competable by leucine
enkephalin or biotin,
respectively).

Fig. 3. Structures insteracting with anti-
S-endorphin (A) and streptavidin (B)

found in she lest libraries.
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Introduction

The simulation of epitope-receptor binding by the use of libraries of
immobilized short peptides has generated much interest. The peptide-support linker
arm sometimes changes the binding characteristics of short peptides towards their
targets, generating misleading results in some systems [1]. Short peptide fragments
may also fail to duplicate the desired receptor binding because they lack the
conformation imposed on the native fragments by protein secondary and tertiary
structure. To address these issues, the affinity of several glutathione analogs [2]
immobilized on a cellulose planar array for glutathione-S-transferases (GSTs) was
compared with the K1 vabies obtained with the enzymes and free ligand. Two other
arrays containing peptide fragments designed to mimic ca-helical portions of protein
A, known to be in contact with IgG, were synthesized and tested for their ability to
bind IgG. A cyclic loop of 5 residues was moved through the sequence in each array.
Allyl side chain based methods [3] were used to generate the library of cyclic
structures. A sandwich type assay using alkaline phospha:.se suggested differential
binding of IgG to one of the arrays. Several of the immobilized cyclic peptides were
characterized by AAA and sequence analysis. These results, along with the assay
above and computational studies, were used to select a sequence to be made at a larger
scale, purified by HPLC and made into an affinity sorbent.

Results and Discussion

Glutathione (GSH) analogs were prepared on amine functionalized cellulose [4]
by using Fmoc amino acids and diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIPCDI) mediated
coupling. A matrix approach was employed to generate 20 immobilized analogs: five
different C-terminal amino acids were coupled to horizontal rows, then four different
modified cysteine derivatives were added to the vertical columns, giving 20 different
dipeptides. To all of these was added y-glutamic acid, giving an array of 20 GSH
analogs. The immobilized peptides were deprotected with TFA and rinsed. Differential
binding affinities of representatives of the major GST isozyme groups A, M, and P
to the array were demonstrated by binding these GSTs, followed by enzyme-linked
antibody visualization. Table 1 shows the qualitative response of the three GSTs to
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five of the immobilized analogs compared to the solution phase inhibition of the
same GSTs.

Table 1 Qualitative response of three GSTs to five immobilized GSH analogs, with
inhibition values of the free ligands

Compound Immobilized Free inhibition Kjs, ttM
A M P A M P

y-E-C(S-4-methylbenzyl)-I3-alanine S M M 43 2.1 40
y-E-C(S-benzyl)-p-alanine S W M 360 22 710
y-E-C(S-benzyl)-4-aminobutyric acid S W S 220 67 685
y-E-C(S-benzyl)-phenyl glycine M M M 20 25 0.45
y-E-C(S-benzyl)-G M M S 4.6 2.3 14
S = Strong, M = Medium and W = Weak visualization spot with alkaline phosphatase.
Inhibition measured using GSH and chlorodinitro benzene (CDNB) as substrates. Standard
amino acid code used. Free analogs > 90 % pure by HPLC. GST isozyme groups A, M and P.

Treatment of immobilized glutathione analogs with the visualization antibody
also gave a pattern of variable intensity spots, and this was difficult to subtract from
the results with GSTs. Table 1 shows that the inhibition of enzyme by free ligand
does not match the pattern observed on the array (lower concentration inhibitory
ligand should give stronger binding). Nevertheless, this system could be used to
determine the identity of an unknown GST enzyme by pattern recognition applied to
the binding profile. When several of these ligands were immobilized at their N-
terminus and used as affinity sorbents, the observed binding more closely matched the
free inhibition values [5]. In the second planar array system we studied, two peptides
were selected from published data [61 showing that these regions of protein A were
important for binding to the Fc region of IgG. DEEQRNGFIQSLKD and
DQQNAFYEILHLPN were synthesized on cellulose using the same chemistry as
above. A loop structure linking carboxy and amino acid side chains five amino acids
apart was "walked" through the structure from the second to penultimate residues.
Table 2 shows these libraries. E and 0 represent side chain linked glutamic acid and
ornithine.

Table 2 Cyclic peptide sequences. Underlined sections denote location of 5 amino
acid cyclic structure

SERIES I # SERIES 2 #

DEQRQGFIQSLKD 1-8 DEONAMYER"HLPN 2-8
DEFO.R QSLKD 1-7 DENAMEILHLPN 2-7
DE N QSLKD 1-6 DQQEAE• LHLPN 2-6
DEEQEKGE SLKD 1-5 DQQN3EEQLHLPN 2-5
DEEQREMSLKD 1-4 DQQNAEIMLQJHPN 2-4
DEEQRNZELQLKD 1-3 DQQNAFZEELQPN 2-3
DEEQRNGEIQSM 1-2 DQQNAFYEUAQPN 2-2
DEEQRNGFEOSLQD 1-1 DQQNAFYEELHLQN 2-1
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These arrays were treated with a solution of biotinylated IgG, followed by
visualization with avadin alkaline phosphatase and NBT/BCIP [7]. Differential signal
intensity was observed with series two, with sequence 2-2 giving the best response,
while the peptides in series 1 gave roughly the same signal. Controls of each peptide
array without IgG showed high background signal with more nearly uniform
intensity. This non-specific binding is a caveat not always recognized with these
systems, which influences conclusions that can be drawn with the binding study.
Several of these peptides were analyzed directly by AAA and Edman degradation
sequencing, without prior cleavage from the cellulose. All of the samples showed
similar loading by AAA, however the sequencing data of some of the samples
suggested that crosslinking, and not the desired internal cyclization was occurring.
This suggests different strain in forming these small rings, depending on the
sequence. Sequence 2-2 above gave the best sequencing results, with low PTH
signals at the E and 0 residues involved in the cyclic structures, indicative of a cyclic
structure. This sequence was synthesized using a Milligen/Biosearch 9500 synthesizer
on 5 g of PEG polystyrene resin, yielding 43 mg of 93% pure cyclic peptide, by
HPLC. Synthesis of 2-4 and 2-8 with identical methods gave mixtures of products
from which no single peptide could be isolated. Evaluation of purified 2-2 as an
affinity ligand for IgG is in progress.

The discrepancy in the binding of GSTs to immobilized GSH analogs versus
the free inhibition values questions the use of immobilized peptide libraries in the
search for lead inhibitory compounds of GSTs. In the second system, libraries of
immobilized cyclic peptides were shown to be empirically useful in the selection of a
compound for synthesis at a larger scale. This methodology may therefore be useful,
either by planar array or automated multiple peptide synthesis at a small scale, in
choosing other cyclic peptide candidates for larger scale synthesis and purification.
Background signal with antibody based visualization was a problem in both systems.
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Introduction

Substrate selectivity is a fundamental property of protease action and is of
primary importance in the characterization of the protease, in the mechanism-based
design of inhibitors, and in the allotment of physiological function. We have sought
to design and develop a new technology for the rapid and comprehensive
characterization of substrate selectivity by the chemical synthesis and enzymologic
evaluation of large numbers of peptides which are attached to a solid-phase matrix:
an "immobilized peptide array" (IPA). We decided that this technology should neither
require nor presume any preliminary knowledge of the substrate specificity of the
protease under study, and that unlike other methods utilizing synthesis of peptide
"libraries" [11, our approach should allow timely access to a complete resolution of
every component of the array under study.

Results and Discussion

A cornerstone of our strategy was that the action of the protease on the
immobilized substrate would release an easily detected species into the solution
phase, which could then be readily separated from the solid-phase and quantified.
Thus, protease incubation of an N-terminal fluorescence-tagged peptide substrate
covalently linked to a solid matrix would release a fluorescence-tagged fragment into
the solution phase. This fragment can then be recovered simply by removal of an
aliquot of supernatant from the incubation medium. Also, the C-terminal fragment
of the cleaved substrate can be characterized by Edman sequencing methods. This
strategy thus focuses analysis towards active substrate sequences to a complete
resolution of every component of the array under study in two steps: fluorogenic
detection followed by sequence analysis. Our first goal was to select an appropriate
solid phase for both the chemistry of solid-phase peptide synthesis and enzymology

*Current Address: Biomeasure Inc., 27 Maple Street, Milford, MA 01757-3650, U.S.A.
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in aqueous media: controlled-pore glass (CPG) functionalized with aminopropyl
(Amp) groups seemed to possess the required properties. We decided to include a
"spacer" of six aminocaproic acid (Acp) moieties to distance the potential substrate
sequence away from the glass allowing access to the protease. After evaluating a
number of fluorescent species, we found that the 7-hydroxycoumarin-4-propionoyl
group (Cop) was an excellent "tag" for our purpose [2]. At this time, we also
systematically investigated the influence of (Acp)3 -based linkers on immobilized
substrates for thermolysin, and found that optimal linker length was at 7-8 Acps, and
appeared to be independent of sequence. Having established the feasibility of IPAs as
protease substrates for thermolysin, our next objective was to use the technology to
investigate the substrate selectivity of more physiologically-relevant enzymes. The
first "application" goal chosen for our new technology was to identify selective
substrates for the matrix-metalloproteases collagenase and stromelysin. We wished
to achieve a selectivity ratio of 100, that is, we would seek to discover a substrate for
collagenase (col) with a kcatlKm >100 times its kcatKm for stromelysin (str), and
vice versa.

"Alnine Soan" on OPLALF
mith CM-t and St-t

IU.

10%

4J0%
.10%

We planned to synthesize the initial peptide probes in a "window" within an
alanine matrix "frame". Thus, in the construct Cop-A-A-X-X-X-A-A-(Acp) 6-Amp-
Cpg, the sequence A-A-X-X-X-A-A is a heptapeptide alanine frame encompassing an
X-X-X tripeptide window. In order to determine the size of the frame, and the size
and design of the window, we carried out "alanine scans" on the known collagenase
substrate GPLALF. The enzyme data for these peptides is shown in Figure 1. The
P3 proline residue was crucial for substrate activity with both col and str. The P,'
leucine was necessary only for mCl-t [3]. The P 2 A for L substitution resulted in a
"better" substrate with both enzymes, while alanine substitution at P 4 glycine or P2
phenylalanine was at least tolerated by each enzyme. With this information in hand,
it was clear that a P-X-X-L sequence was necessary for col to recognize a substrate.
These data supported our plan to construct a three-volume primary library (Cop-A-A-
X-A-X-B-A-(Acp) 6-Amp-CPG, Cop-A-A-X-X-A-B-A-(Acp) 6-Amp-CPG and Cop-A-
A-A-X-X-B-A-(Acp) 6-Amp-CPG ) in which X is a position utilizing a serial cassette
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of 20 aminoacids arranged in an arry of 20 tubes. The cassette included the 20 coded
aminoacids with S-methylcysteine (U) substituted for cysteine. B is a position where
the 20 aminoacid cassette is incorporated as an equimolar mixture in a single tube
assembled via a protocol similar to that outlined by Furka [4]. Thus each volume
consists of 400 tubes (a 20x20 matrix), each tube containing 20 sequences degenerate
at B. The A-A-X-A-X-B-A volume will be used to exemplify the technology: this
was assembled in five racks on a modified Advanced Chemtech 350 synthesizer
utilizing a custom-designed "weighing station" based on a Hewlett Packard Orca
robot. Each rack was composed of 80 tubes containing 1600 sequences, plus
positive and negative controls. Data for the LM,N and P sets for col with this
volume (AAXAXBA) is shown at the top of this page.

The set is named after the aminoacid X AAKAXBA. The second X position
(AAXAXBA) is defined by the tube in the set, for example the first tube in the L set
is AALAABA. Several observations can be made from these data: firstly, there is
remarkable consistency between the L, M and N sets, all of these have an identical
profile with U>L>M>I>Q>Y. However, the P set is different with a profile of
N>U>A>D=M>P. The significance of these data will become clearer with a
breakout of the P,'(B) position, as we will find a shift in the site of cleavage for
some sequences; however, it is tempting to speculate that the P3(P) residue imposes
a conformational constraint which is "enzyme-friendly" in the case of PI(N).

The ability to establish B identity by sequence analysis is a cornerstone of IST
strategy. B breakout of the AAPANBA tube by one cycle of sequencing shows
unambiguously that the "activity" of this tube is due essentially to four residues
U>L>I>M. Breakout of this tube by synthesis of the individual components, and
enzymologic evaluation confirmed the same four active sequences with essentially the
same relative activity. B breakout of AAPA(M,U)BA tubes differs from the
AAPANBA in that there is essentially a single residue (M and U respectively) in the
first cycle of sequencing. This ambiguity is resolved by a second sequencing cycle.
These data suggest that for the AAPA(MU)BA tubes cleavage occurs predominantly
at the A-(M,U) position. The identification of this "frame shift", in which the
potential for an M or U residue to occupy a P,' position can override the dominance
of a P3 directing proline residue, relegating it to the P2 position, is an example of the
power of the IPA methodology in understanding the complexities of protease
substrate selectivity.

We are currently continuing the development of IPA technology and extending
EPA investigations to other enzymes.
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Introduction

Peptide libraries have been shown to identify peptide antigenic determinants
accurately and efficiently [1-51. A more difficult challenge is the identification of
antigenic determinants recognized by monoclonal antibodies raised against protein
antigens. Using two different peptide libraries and competitive ELISA, we have
identified several hexapeptides that inhibit the binding of a monoclonal antibody to
the surface antigen of hepatitis B virus (HBsAg). Four of the six residues of the
most effective peptides identified have sequence homology with residues 114-117 of
HBsAg.

Results and Discussion

The first synthetic peptide combinatorial library (SPCL) consists of two
positions defined with each of the 20 L-amino acids (0) and four positions as
mixtures (X), and is represented as Ac-OO 2XXXX-NH 2 [1, 2]. The other peptide
library is a positional scanning SPCL (PS-SPCL), which is made up of six
individual positional peptide libraries, each one consisting of hexamers with a single
position defined and the other positions as mixtures [3]. Both peptide libraries were
screened for inhibition of the binding of a monoclonal antibody (mAb) to HBsAg
using competitive ELISA.

Upon screening the first SPCL (Ac-OO 2XXXX-NH2), the most effective
peptide mixtures found to inhibit mAb binding to HBsAg contained either serine or
threonine in the first two positions. An iterative screening and synthesis process for
the SPCL was carried out to define the remaining mixture positions of Ac-STXXXX-
NH2 . The amino acids found to be the most effective at positions three and four were
threonine and seine, respectively. Leucine and methionine were found to be equally
effective at the fifth position, but only leucine was followed. Upon defining the
sixth position, the most effective peptides were Ac-STrSLU-NH 2 (IC50 = I.8p.M) and
Ac-STTSLM-NH2 (ICS0 = 2.6WiM).

Screening of the PS-SPCL yielded several peptides that effectively inhibited
mAb binding to HBsAg. The amino acid residues of the most effective inhibiting
peptide mixtures at each position are shown in Table IA. The 16 individual
peptides, representing the combinations of these amino acids, were synthesized and
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assayed by competitive ELISA to confirm the results of the PS-SPCL screening
(Table IB). By comparing the peptide sequences derived from both peptide libraries,
we found that at least four of the six residues exactly matched those found in the
known HBsAg sequence, namely residues 114-117 (-STTS-). Since the relative
affinity of the mAb for Ac-STTSMM-NH 2 is nearly 30-fold lower than for HBsAg,
the -STTS- motif probably represents the linear portion of a larger, possibly
discontinuous, antigenic determinant of HBsAg recognized by this mAb.

Table 1 Peptide combinations derived from the screening of the PS-SPCL

A
Position: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Amino acid: S S, T T P, S A, M H, M

B
Peptide ICs0 (p1M)

Ac-S1TSMM-NH 2  0.390

Ac-SSTSMM-NH 2  0.873

Ac-STTSAM-NH2  2.8
Ac-SSTSAM-NH2  17
Ac-STfSMH-NH2  19
Ac-SSTSMH-NH 2  81
all others >100
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Introduction

The aptly named peptide library [1, 21, combinatorial peptide library [31, or
portioning mixing method [4], are all manifestations of a strategy to produce
mixtures of peptides for rapid screening. This methodology greatly advances peptide-
based drug discovery through the synthesis and assay of mixtures of thousands or
even millions of peptides at once, rather than one peptide at a time.

The fastest method of generating a large number of peptides by chemical
synthesis is by synthesis carried out on solid phase support [5, 6]. A methodology
has been reported by Hruby and Furka for the preparation of various peptide libraries
and sub-libraries by the solid phase process [7, 8]. Modern automated peptide
synthesizers with precise liquid delivery when combined with high quality protected
amino acids and mild deprotection methods are quite capable of producing peptides of
purity more than sufficient for effective peptide libraries. The libraries can be utilized
in the resin-bound form or cleaved to produce a lyophilized peptide library, depending
on the requirements of the assay.

The synthesis of a peptide library and of 18 sub-libraries based on a
heptapeptide root sequence using a new multiple peptide synthesizer specifically
adapted to the fully automated synthesis of combinatorial peptide libraries is
described. The effort was undertaken to ascertain how well chemically produced
peptide libraries complement phage generated libraries.

Results and Discussion

The synthesis was carried out on an ACT Model 357 Librarian'M multiple
peptide synthesizer specialized for the fully automated synthesis of combinatorial
peptide libraries. The instrument consists of a robotic bench-top chemistry unit
controlled by an IBM microcomputer and equipped with two independent robotic
arms. Considerable complexity in synthesis parameters can be accommodated,
enabling the scientist to program for variables such as sequence length, number of
beads per peptide, number of peptides per library and sub-library, and chemical
modifications like acetylation, biotinylation, or use of unusual amino acids.

The approach to peptide library synthesis that was employed is one in which a
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"root peptide" was modified through a specified protocol to produce main libraries and
sub-sets ("sub-libraries") of from hundreds to millions of different peptides. The
"root peptide" was the basic framework upon which modifications were conducted to
produce the desired library and sub-libraries. It consisted of the starting resin or
AA-resin plus all the sequence variables including sequence length. Fixed and
variable amino acids were defined for each position in the root sequence.

The "root" heptapeptide, Biotin-Asp-X2-X 3-Asp-Asp-X 6-Asp-Resin, thus
contains four "constant" amino acids and three variable positions which were further
specified as follows:

X6 is every common L-amino acid except Asp and Cys
X3 is every common L-amino acid except Lys and Cys
X2 is every common L-amino acid except Tyr and Cys

Thus, each variable position calls for 18 amino acids. For the cycle specifying
X6, the growing resin was automatically and precisely distributed to 18 individual
reactors for coupling steps, then recombined in a larger resin mixing vessel. A
sensitive detector contained in one of the robotic arms of the Librarian' enabled the
precise distribution of the peptide resin. For cycle X3 the resin mixture was
subsequently redivided into 18 equal amounts back into the smaller reactors, coupled
to the next amino acid and recombined into the mixing vessel. When it was desirable
to keep a position constant while varying the others [9], (i.e., Fmoc-Asp(OBut) in
the experiment described), the coupling and deprotection took place in the mixing
vessel itself rather than in the smaller reactors. To maximize coupling efficiency
forcing conditions were used, typically DIC/HOBt in six fold excess. After coupling
cycle X2 , the peptide resins were not recombined and the final two cycles were
completed in the 18 reactors. In this manner 18 sub-libraries containing 324 peptides
were completed. After 25 mg of each sub-library was removed from each reactor, the
remainder in each reactor was recombined in the mixing vessel to create the main
library containing 5,832 peptides. The cycle time was 2-3 hours enabling these
hexapeptide libraries to be synthesized in less than a day.

The "root peptide" utilized in this experiment is a derivative of the FLAG
peptide/M2 monoclonal antibody epitope system [10]. The FLAG peptide (Asp-Tyr-
Lys-Asp-Asp-Asp-Asp-Lys) was originally engineered as a "tag" for immunoaffinity
purification of genetically engineered proteins. Using a phage library, a core peptide
for recognition by the M2 antibody was determined to be X,-Tyr-Lys-X4-X,-Asp-X7-
X8 [11]. The root peptide was purposely chosen to exclude the core peptide
determined by the phage library in order to determine if additional residues could be
identified as core residues using a free peptide library. Thus positions 2, 3 and 6
contained specified variables as described above. The result is a library containing
5,832 peptides. At the same time, simply by not combining the entire resin back
into the main mixing chamber, 18 sub-libraries are already created in which X2 is
individually fixed as a specific residue. The main library can be screened and if it is
positive, one is already positioned to determine which X2 residue is involved.

The resin splitting-recombining approach to the solid phase synthesis of peptide
libraries was shown to be capable of efficiently producing libraries and sub-libraries
required by scientists engaged in antibody research, drug discovery and other screening
activities. This tactic produced evenly distributed mixtures and did not rely on
coupling a mixture of amino acids. The procedure utilized a root peptide with
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constant and variable amino acid positions specified. The Librarian' was sufficiently
flexible to permit the use of a variety of chemistries and starting resins and to specify
the library or sub-library size, length of peptides, number of resin bead per peptide
and other parameters. The efficiency of the system enables the typical library to be
synthesized in under a day. With certain positions fixed, practical libraries of
peptides greater than heptapeptide size can be synthesized within reasonable time
frames and will contain useful concentrations of each peptide.
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"Difficult" sequence prediction: A requirement
for multiple peptide synthesis?

R.M. Valerio, A.M. Bray, H.M. Geysen and N.J. Maeji

Chiron Mimotopes Pty Ltd., 11 Duerdin Street,
Clayton, Victoria, 3168, Australia

Introduction

In recent years, a number of different methods of multiple peptide synthesis
(MPS) have been devised for a variety of applications including epitope mapping,
systematic screening and generation of so-called peptide libraries comprising
thousands of peptides [1]. A forerunner of these MPS approaches, the multipin
peptide synthesis procedure of Geysen and coworkers [2], was originally designed for
solid phase screening of nmol quantities of pin-bound peptides but has evolved to
allow preparation of free peptides with native and other endings at Itmol quantities.
We have used this new generation multipin approach to prepare thousands of peptides
and have recorded information on sequence solubility, purity and difficulty in a
database format. An analysis of this data including a retrospective analysis of peptide
"difficulty" using two published predictive methods is discussed.

Results and Discussion

Previously, pins were prepared as a single piece rod with a spherical pinhead and
radiation grafted with acrylic acid to give a support for solid phase peptide synthesis
at the 50-100 nmol scale. To expand the scope of application of the multipin
method, we prepared a number of new pins in a detachable crown format with
increased surface area for increased peptide loading [3]. In addition, after testing a
range of new monomers, we replaced acrylic acid with 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate
(H2C=C(CH3)CO2CH2CH2OH, HEMA) as the grafted polymer. Radiation grafting
of HEMA to polyethylene pins results in higher % polymer grafts and therefore a
higher loading capacity. Fmoc-p-alanine was attached to the various pin types by
esterification to the HEMA hydroxy groups in order to determine useable loadings
and to determine the efficiency of amino acid couplings on the new polymer surface.
Loadings of 1-10 Igmol of 0-alanine were achieved on various size crown-shaped
pinheads. Coupling of Fmoc-Arg(Pmc)-OH by PyBOP activation at 0.06M to 0-
Ala-crowns at loadings from 1-10 tmol was complete within 30 min indicating that
the efficiency was comparable to conventional solid phase resins. To assess peptide
quality on the new pins, a number of different peptides were assembled on pins with
acid labile handles at 7gmol loading using Fmoc-amino acids with BOP couplings.
Assembled peptides were deprotected and cleaved from the pins using TFA/scavenger
mix within centrifuge tubes. This significantly streamlines this process as the pins
are removed after cleavage and the peptides isolated by a series of ether/petrol
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precipitation steps. We have simultaneously cleaved up to 200 peptides at the 10
gimol scale using this approach. The quality of peptides produced on the HEMA-pins
was excellent and comparable to that achieved on the highly efficient Tentagel resins
as demonstrated by parallel synthesis of various sequences on both supports. Figure
I shows the purity distribution obtained from the synthesis of 1545 peptides.

Purity distribution Purity distribution
1545 peptides (all) 487peptides (16 - 20 met)

25~ 2012 ...................................................... ............. 15 ......... .....! .......
0............................ ........ ... .. .. ...

10.......

0 00 20 30 40 5o eo 70 80 90 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 ao 90

pwuy of crude Pury of crud.

Purity distribution Purity distribution
766peptides (10 - 15 mer) 60peptides (21 -25 mer)

25 1 25

"" o0

0 10 20 30 40 560 70 60 9 010203040506070
Punty ofcnid Pw• o crude

Fig. 1. Purity distribution from the synthesis of 1545 peptides on HEMA -pins.

Analysis of the histogram for all 1545 peptides shcws that 60% of the crude
peptides prepared were >60% pure which was an excellent result given that peptides
up to 35 mers were included. Analysis of purity distribution at specific lengths
shows as expected that as peptide length increases, average crude purity drops.

We used two published methods of peptide difficulty prediction [4, 51 to analyze
the data we generated from 1545 syntheses retrospectively. Both methods point to
intramolecular aggregation caused by B-sheet hydrogen bonding as a major source of
difficult peptide couplings. The first method [4] calculates an average random coil
propensity value Pc* for each peptide which is a measure of the propensity for that
peptide to form a random coil structure which is thought to be the optimum
conformation for efficient aminoacylation during assembly. The authors found good
correlation between the prediction and the actual outcome of a number of syntheses
using Boc chemistry on polystyrene resin. We applied the Pc' parameter to our
system which uses Fmoc chemistry on the more polar HEMA polymer and no
correlation between the prediction and outcome based on crude purity alone was
obtained. In many cases, peptides that were predicted to be very difficult were
obtained in high purity. The poor correlation is possibly caused by the different
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sidechain protected amino acids used in Fmoc chemistry which may have different
random coil propensities along with the more polar HEMA support which may help
disrupt P-sheet H-bonding and hence aggregation. The second method of difficult
peptide prediction [5] uses an aggregation potential parameter Pa to predict peptide
difficulty. The authors formulated the values based on results from Fmoc synthesis
on polystyrene resin and we were hopeful that a correlation with our results would be
obtained. Again, there was no correlation between Pa and our results. Many
peptides with a Pa value >1.1 (the value at which a sequence is considered difficult)
were obtained in crude purity >80%.

In summary, we have described modifications to the multipin method that allow
peptide synthesis at the pmol level. The most important modification appears to be
the use of poly-HEMA for synthesis as the quality of peptides produced is equal to
that generated on Tentagel resins. We were unable to find a correlation between
purity data from 1545 peptide syntheses and two published methods for predicting
difficult peptides. This we believe was due in part to the more optimum procedures
and the HEMA support we used which produced a better quality peptide than would
have otherwise been predicted, which raises the question: Is difficult peptide
prediction a requirement for MPS? Based on our data, 63% of all peptides <15 mer
were >60% pure. For most MPS applications, peptides <15 mer are used and in
order to obtain a binding peptide in an initial screen, >60% purity is sufficient. As a
result, for peptides <15 mer, we believe that with the multipin approach, prediction
is unnecessary.
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Synthesis of betabellin 14, a
64-residue nongenetic beta protein

Y. Yan and B.W. Erickson

Department of Chemistry, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290, U.S.A.

Introduction

A betabellin consists of two 0 sheets packed against each other by the
interaction of the hydrophobic face on one side of each sheet. Its amino acid sequence
is characterized by the repetition of a 16-residue palindromic pattern
(abcdefghhgfedcba) in which the exterior residues b, d and f are generally
hydrophilic, the interior residues c, e and g are generally hydrophobic, and the
adjacent pairs hh and aa are residues LI and L2 of a tight 0 turn. Two such patterns
per peptide chain could form a 32-residue four-strand antiparallel 0 sheet. A single
disulfide bridge between two such 0 sheets might stabilize the formation of an
eight-strand P barrel in aqueous solution [1-3]. This geometry is most compatible
with the presence of type r 1 turns. Betabellin 12 and earlier versions had a proline
residue at LI of each 0 turn. Through molecular dynamics simulation of blocked
dipeptides by the slow-growth method, we have shown that LAIa-LAIa prefers to fold
as a type I turn, LAla-DAIa as a type II turn, and DAla-LAla as a type IF turn, but
that DAIa-DAla prefers to fold as a type I' turn (4, 5). We designed betabellin 14 to
test if a 64-residue disulfide-bridged polypeptide having DLys-DAla at the hh
positions and DAla-DLys at the aa positions, which should energetically favor the
formation of type F turns, would fold into a stable 0 protein.

Results and Discussion

In an effort to achieve higher water solubility and folding stability, the design
of betabellin 14 involved replacing more than half of the residues of betabellin 12.
For example, the net charge of the protein at pH 5 was changed from -2 to +10 by
removing most of the Asp and Glu residues and by adding several Lys and His
residues. Figure 1 shows the amino acid sequence of betabellin 14.

abcdefghhgfedcbaabcdefghhgfedcba

HSLTASIkaLTIHVQakTATCQVkaYTVHISE

Fig. 1. Amino acid sequence and the repeated 16-residue palindromic pattern of each of
the two 32-residue peptide chains of betabellin 14. The star (*) denotes a D-amino acid
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Fig. 2. CD spectra of betabellin 14 and its reduced monomeric form.

This 32-residue peptide chain was assembled by the solid-phase method using
Fmoc chemistry and was purified by liquid chromatography (LC) on a column of
octyl-silica. The reduced monomer showed the expected molecular mass by
electrospray mass spectrometry and an unfolded, "random-coil" conformation by
circular dichroic (CD) spectroscopy (Figure 2). Air oxidation of this monomer
provided betabeflin 14, the 64-residue covalent dimer formed by joining two chains
through a single disulfide bond at Cys2l. This nongenetic protein, which contained
12 D-amino acid residues, was much more soluble in water than betabellin 12. By
reversed-phase LC, betabellin 14 was more hydrophilic than its monomer and much
more hydrophilic than betabellin 12. CD spectrophotometry over the range of
180-20 nm showed that betabellin 14 was folded in water at 25*C as a protein
having significant n-sheet structure but no detectable a-helical structure (Figure 2).
This • structure was maintained at 700C but was partly unfolded at 850 C (Figure 3).

E .24

4-2

"-10 L . ..

20 40 60 80 100

Temperature (C)
Fig. 3. Thermal denaturation of betabellin 14: Molar ellipticity at 216 nm versus
temperature.
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Fig. 4. Chemical denaturation of betabeilin 14: Relative molar ellipticity at 216 nin
versus concentration of guaniddinin chloride.

Betabellin 14 was half unfolding by about 0.5 M guanidinium chloride (Figure 4).
The thermal and chemical denaturation of this nongenetic protein resembled that of
native genetic proteins.

Strikngly, the formation of a single interchain disulfide bond between two
unfolded peptide chains induced the resulting covalently bridged polypeptide to fold
into a stable P protein. The presence of DLys-DA~a and DAla-DLys at the hh and an
positions, respectively, was compatible with betabellin 14 folding as a P protein.
The engineering of betabellin 14 represents significant progress in our continuing
efforts to design, build, and characterize nongenetic proteins with defined folded
structures for use as macromolecular frameworks.
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Further engineering of a designed protein, the
minibody: From an insoluble to a soluble molecule

A. Pessi, E. Bianchi, S. Venturini, G. Barbato, R. Bazzo,
A. Tramontano and M. Sollazzo

Istimto di Ricerche di Biologia Molecolare (IRBM)
Via Pontina Km 30.600, 00040 Pomezia (Rome), Italy

Introduction

We have recently reported the design, synthesis and characterisation of the
Minibody (MB): a sixty-one residue metal binding protein [1-3]. Using a portion of
the heavy chain variable domain of an IgG as a template, we designed a molecule
with a P-sheet scaffold of novel fold and two regions corresponding to the
hypervariable loops HI and H2. The aim of the MB design was to transfer into a
smaller molecule some desirable properties of the immunoglobulins, namely (a)
extreme tolerance to sequence variability in selected regions of the protein (the
hypervariable loops) and (b) predictability of the main chain conformation of these
regions, directly from the primary structure [4]. The metal binding site was
engineered into the molecule in order to explore the possibility of creating functional
centres in it. Characterisation of the molecule by CD, size exclusion chromatography
and Z4+" binding experiments showed the molecule to be folded, globular and able to
bind metals [1]: therefore, MB represents the first designed fl-protein with a novel
fold and a tailored function. The main obstacle to a more detailed characterisation of
the protein by NMR or crystallography was its very low solubility in aqueous media.
Further engineering of MB was therefore addressed to solve this problem.

Results and Discussion

To this aim, we used two independent strategies. The first one was rational
redesign of the n-sheet framework. To select the positions for replacements several
factors were taken into account. (i) we excluded the residues predicted to contribute to
the stability of the hypervariable loops [1, 4]; (ii) we did not consider substitutions
which, according to the model, would result in loss of side chain hydrogen bonds or
of the hydrophobic packing; (iii) among the remaining residues, we selected those
whose hydrophobic groups were exposed in MB (from here onwards MB 1), but had
not been changed in the original design to keep alterations of the template IgG
framework to a minimum. These residues were substituted with amino acids which,
in their most common conformer, would not expose their hydrophobic parts to the
solvent. We also took advantage of the higher solvation energy of lysine, in
comparison with other charged amino acids, and replaced arginines with lysines
whenever possible. Overall, nine residues satisfied the above requirements.
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The second strategy was devised as an alternative, since we could not exclude a
priori that the positions responsible for the stability of the fold would be the same
positions that control the solubility of the molecule, this implying that any soluble
mutant obtained by changing the P-sheet scaffold would also be destabilized. The
strategy const.ted in the addition of a solubilizing tail to the protein, without
changing the primary structure of the scaffold. Since there are indications that
addition of charged residues may enhance solubility in peptides and proteins [5, 6] and
we ourselves observed this beneficial effect in synthetic ft bacteriophage proteins
(Pessi et aL., unpublished data), we synthesised a MB I which was elongated with
three lysine residues either at the N-terminus (K3-MB 1) or at the C-terminus (MB I-
K3).

Table I Some features of the mutants used in this study

Mutants Source Mutations' CD (far UV) Solubility

MBIb SPPS none PC 10 pM
MB2 SPPS Q4P-E17D-V19G-R20K-R29K- random coil millimolar

K34D-E38D-R46K-148S
MB3 tecDNA Q4P-EI7D-V19G-R20K 011 millimolar

MB4 recDNA E38D-R46K-148S PC 100 PM
MB5 recDNA R29K-K34D PC 20 ILM

K3-MBI SPPS none/+KKK at N terminus PC millimolar

MB1-K3 recDNA none/+ KKK at C terminus PF millimolar

'Only those in the framework are considered here; the substitutions are indicated with the
equivalent residue in MBl, followed by the number in the sequence and the mutated amino
acid;
bMBI is the original molecule [1], with the sequence: RNSQATSGFTFSHFYMEW
VRGGEYIAr SASVKGTIWSRIJTSQSILYLQ
cThe CD spectrum is typical of antiparallel f-sheets (see [I]).

The mutants (Table 1) were produced either by chemical synthesis [1-31 or by
recDNA [7]. MB2 is very soluble, but its CD shows a random coil conformation,
due either to the presence, among the selected replacements, of a few key residues
essential for proper folding, or to the sum of many minor destabilizing distortions,
which collectively perturb the structure. To discriminate between these two
hypotheses, a set of mutants was prepared in which the mutations of MB2 were
divided into three subsets: MB3, MB4 and MB5 contain the first four, the central two
and the last three mutations of MB2, respectively. All these mutants are folded,
showing a P-sheet-like CD spectrum with bands very similar in position and
intensity to MB 1; this lends support to the second hypothesis. The mutants display a
marked difference in solubility, with only MB3 being in the desired millimolar range.
High solubility is also displayed by the mutants with the K3 motif, which both
show P-sheet-like CD spectra.

Two of the soluble mutants, MB3 and MBI-K 3, were selected for further
characterisation. In the same experimental conditions used for MB I [I] both mutants
are monomeric and bind zinc with comparable affinities. Both denaturant-induced
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unfolding curves (Figure IA) show a sharp cooperative transition, but with different
midpoints (0.74 M and 2.33 M Urea for MB3 and MBl-K 3, respectively) and a
different value for the free energy of unfolding extrapolated at zero concentration of
denaturant [1] (1.79 and 2.53 kcal/mol, respectively). The values for MB1 are 2.17 M
urea and 2.54 kcal/mol. The presence of near UV CD bands (Figure IB) is a clear
indication of tertiary structure; moreover, since the pattern and intensity of the bands
are very similar, the aromatic residues should experience the same environment, and
therefore the two mutants should have a very similar hydrophobic core.

I34 A B

I
S2

Urea (M) Wavelength (nn)
Fig. 1. (A) Denaturant-induced unfolding curve for MBI (o), MBI-K3 (A) and MB3 (0);jf=
fraction folded; (B) Near-UV CD spectra of MBI-K3 (-)and MB3 (. -); conditions as in [I,
7).

The above data, although preliminary, indicate that both strategies were
successful, producing soluble mutants with very little alteration in the overall fold.
This fold is somehow destabilised in MB3, as shown by the denaturant-induced
transition; on the other hand, the only effect of the addition of the lysine tail seems
to be on solubility. NMR analysis of these mutants is now in progress.
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Introduction

The exposure of cancer cells to cytotoxic drugs initiates a selection process that
often leads to the survival and rapid growth of drug-resistant tumor cells [1]. A
clinical consequence of this phenomenon is the frequent occurrence of relapse in
cancer patients treated with chemotherapeutic agents. Modern approaches to cancer
treatment must now focus on searching for new classes of antitumor agents able to
circumvent mechanisms of drug resistance. In this report we describe the design of
peptide-based agents integrating small peptide signals coding for their endocytosis and
compartmentalization inside cells in an effort to deliver toxic or diagnostic moieties
to defined intracellular sites.

As an initial step in designing a model cytotoxic agent, de novo peptides were
constructed that code for three functional domains namely 1) a cytoplasmic
translocation domain allowing the peptides to cross the cytoplasmic membrane of
live cells, 2) a nuclear localization domain that leads to the accumulation of the
peptides in the nucleus of such cells and, 3) a DNA intercalating moiety that can act
as the cytotoxic moiety.

Results and Discussion

In order to develop peptide vehicles able to cross the plasma membrane, we
exploited the fact that linear chains of polyamino acids such as poly(L-lysine) are
rapidly internalized by cells [2]. To facilitate the synthesis of peptides carrying a
large but defined number of cationic charges, branched peptides [3] were constructed
containing a single C-terminus domain and eight amino-terminal arms (Figure 1).
The term "octopeptides" was used to define such peptides in light of their "octopus-
like" nature.

In order to carry a DNA intercalator to the nucleus of cells, the model
octopeptides were synthesized to include the well characterized nuclear localization
signal (NLS) of the SV40 large T antigen [4]. Finally, the DNA intercalator acridine
was selected for integration into these octopeptides in view of its appropriate
fluorescence properties and its use in the design of potential antitumor drug-peptide
conjugates.

In order to test the usefulness of each domain, octopeptides 1, 2, and 3 were
synthesized so as to lack one of the three functional domains. Octopeptide 4
contained all three domains (Figure Ib). At a concentration of 1 gM, none of the
octopeptides were cytotoxic to CHO cells. Fluorescence microscopy was thus
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Fig.)1. Primary structure of nudear-torgeting branched peptides (octopeptides). Each
peptide is composed of a three-residue long C-terminal region (analytical arm) and 8-N-
terminal branches linked together through a branched lysine polymer (BP).

performed at this concentration to characterize the location of each octopeptide in
viable CHO cells. Octopeptides 2 and 4 were rapidly internalized by CHO cells in
comparison to octopeptide 1 (Figure 2, panels a. b, c), confirming the importance of
the CTS domains. After 18 hours, all three octopeptides had entered the cells with
only the ones containing NLS domains (Figure 2, panels d and f) being
predominantly localized to the nucleus. In the case of octopeptide 2 (Figure 2, panel
e), the acridine fluorescence was randomly distributed between cytoplasmic and
nuclear compartments in agreement with the recent observation that low molecular
weight compounds of less than 60 kD can passively diffuse through the nuclear pore
complexes while the nuclear transport of NLS-bearing small molecules is regulated
by an active transport mechanism [5].

One can design peptide based agents that are taken up by five cells and rapidly
sorted into compartments such as the nucleus. The synthetic flexibility built into
the design of octopeptides allows for a range of options in terms of altering their
structure, dimensions and biological half-lives.
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Fig. 2. Penetration and localization of octopeptides inside live CRO cells as a function of
time. The migration of octopeptides bearing acridine groups was monitored by
fluorescence microscopy. The efficiency of the cytoplasmic translocation signals was
demonstrated by the rapid entry of octopeptides 2 and 4 (panels bc) into cells as opposed
to octopeptide I (panel a). The importance of the nuclear localization signals was
confirmed by the nuclear accumulation of octopeptides I and 4 (panels d and f) but not
octopeptide 2 (panel e). Octopeptide 3 lacks acridine.
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Introduction

Whilst there have been many studies on the conformation of simple cyclic
peptides, we are the first group to have developed a strategy that gives access to
peptides that are constrained by a large number of rings [1]. Initially, our synthesis
of these "polycyclic peptides" involved the introduction of all of the cross-links in
the final step - see Figure 1.

FUN PUM NN

M O PBr~iJW-2r1N-H OD
04 IfiOC H-N

OJNH. H C52CO31DMF N

"rAH H~ N

VM, 0,",N No_

1 R=H L 11
2 R=T 3s

Fig. 1. Formation of the polycyclic peptide 3 from 1 could be achieved by the
introduction of all 4 cross-links in the final step.

Of crucial importance is the fact that the cyclic hexapeptide 2 can be obtained
directly from Boc-Lys(Ts)-Lys(Ts)-Gly-OH, by cyclodimerisation of the pentafluoro-
phenyl ester. In order to improve yields, and allow greater flexibility concerning the
structure of the crosslinking units, an alternative strategy was developed (Figure 2),
whereby two of the crosslinking units were incorporated at the earlier tripeptide stage.

The polycyclic peptide 3 contains two types of p-xylyl crosslinks: those
between adjacent lysyl residues, and those between skipped (non-adjacent) lysyl
residues. Therefore there are two possible crosslinked tripeptides 4 and 6, which
when cyclodimerised will give the cyclic isomers 5 and 7 both precursors to the final
host molecule 3. Reaction of the cyclic hexapeptide 2 directly with p-
di(bromomethyl)benzene should also produce the same two products. Investigation
of the reaction rates and product ratios of these reactions will give important
conformational information on both the tri- and hexapeptide precursors 4 - 7.
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Fig. 2. Cyclodimerisation of cross-linked tripeptides.

Results and Discussion

The tripeptide precursors 4 and 6 were prepared from the corresponding
protected tripeptides by reaction with p-di(bromomethyl)benzene in DMF, with
Cs2CO 3 as base. When 4 was subjected to the deprotection/cyclodimerisation
procedure, S could be obtained in yields of 70-80%. This is approximately double
the yield observed when 2 is prepared by the cyclodimerisation procedure, in which
the tripeptide precursor does not possess a cross-link. The formation of 7 has not yet
been detected after 6 was subjected to the protection/cyclodimerisation protocol.
Finally, when 2 was treated with p-di(bromomethyl)benzene/DMF/Cs 2CO 3, FAB
mass spectrometry indicated the formation of S and/or 7; studies are currently
underway to determine whether this cross-linking reaction is regio-specific.

The formation of polycyclic peptides via cyclodimerisation is much more
efficient if adjacent lysyl residues are cross-linked.
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Introduction

The interleukin-2:interleukin - 2 receptor interaction has been one of the most
intensely investigated ligand - receptor systems of the hematopoietic/lymphokine
family. Recent findings demonstrate that this system remains an enigma in many
respects. Within the last year, the long-standing 3 dimensional structure for 1L-2 has
been shown to be incorrect and a third cell surface receptor subunit has been
identified. The presence of three cell surface subunits (p55, p64 and p75) makes this
receptor system unique among the expanding family of hematopoietic receptors. The
knowledge of how each subunit functions with respect to ligand capture, signal
transmission and internalization is essential for the development of ligand based IL-2
agonists and antagonists. We and others have demonstrated that these subunits must
function as heterodimers on the cell surface. A preformed complex of p75 and p55
serves to capture ligand while IL-2 induced association of p75 and p64 is the likely
signaling event. The long term goal of this project is to engineer versions of these
receptor subunit ectodomains that associate in a directed fashion in solution by
exploiting the wealth of knowledge concerning the specificity and stability of coiled -
coil (Leu zipper) molecular recognition.

Results and Discussion

Each of the IL-2 receptor subunits can bind ligand independently but with much
lower affinity than the heteromeric complexes found on the surface of cells [I]. In
order to facilitate our ongoing SAR studies of interleukin-2, we initiated a study to
prepare soluble IL-2 receptor subunit complexes designed to associate in a directed
fashion in solution and emulate the cell surface complexes. Based on the extensive
studies by Hodges [2] and others, we chose idealized coiled - coil heptad repeats as
recognition units to mediate solution assembly of the receptor ectodomains in a
directed fashion. To test the feasibility of this approach, our first target was the
preparation of a p75 homodimeric complex. This protein is composed of the
complete p75 ectodomain and, in lieu of the transmembrane and cytoplasmic
domains, we substituted 7 heptad repeats of the sequence LEALEKK. This idealized
motif is based on the results of Hodges [21 and is designed to form a stable coiled -
coil structure. We prepared the genetic constructions for the coiled - coil segment by
cloning two large oligonucleotide cassettes, each encoding approximately half of the
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segment, into a pUC vector. Once complete, we added the cDNA encoding the entire
p75 ectodomain 5' to the coiled - coil repeats. Although straightforward in concept,
these steps proved difficult in practice. Due to the repetitive nature of the DNA
sequences encoding the heptad repeats, we encountered severe problems with
recombination. Several clones had to be sequenced before a full length, unmodified
version was identified.

For production of these proteins, we chose baculovirus mediated insect cell
expression (Max-Bac"t, Invitrogen Inc.). This system provides high levels of
expression of properly folded and glycosylated proteins. Therefore we subcloned the
cDNA encoding the protein (p75cc homo) into the baculovirus expression vector,
pBlueBac 2. After complete sequencing, we prepared recombinant virus according to
Invitrogen protocols and infected Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) cells. Expression of
p75cc homo exceeded lmg/L of culture using this system. The protein was purified
using affinity chromatography. We determined that ligand affinity (IL-2 column) or
immunoaffinity (anti - p75 monoclonal) methods worked equally well for
purification, the former demonstrating retention of ligand binding ability by the
complex. The purified protein was homogeneous on SDS-PAGE and RP HPLC and
N-terminal sequencing confirmed the identity. Figure 1 compares the gel filtration
elution of p75cc homo with the p75 ectodomain itself, produced in a similar fashion.

S4 4I'

Ti In e..

34 35. 19

Fig)1. Gel Filtration comparison of A, p75cc homo and B, the p7S ectodomain without
the heptad repeats. Chromatogram is a summed overlay of single injections of each
sample. Column: Bio-SilO TSK-250, 300 x 7.5 mm; Buffer:- 25 mM Phosphate. pH 7.0
containing 100mM KCI; Flow Rate: 0.5 m/mm.; Absorbance at 215 nm; Sample
Concentration 700 - 800 nMV based on monomer MW.

The gel filtration results clearly indicate that the addition of the coiled - coil
heptad repeats has mediated the formation of a higher MW complex of the p75
ectodomain. That this complex is the result of the coiled-coil helical structure is
indicated by comparison of the far UV CL) spectrum of the two proteins, Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Far UV circular dichroism of purified (A) p75 ectodomain and (B) p75 cc homo
proteins in 25mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, lOOmM NaCL. The results are an average of
35-50 scans with buffer baseline subtracted.

Preliminary deconvolution of the CD spectra confirm the predominant f3-sheet
structure of the p75 ectodomain (35% 13 with <2% a-helix). In contrast, p75cc
homo contains greater than 13% a-helix or in excess of 75% of the theoretical
content based on the addition of 49 residues of helix per monomer.

The feasibility of coiled-coil mediated solution assembly of receptor
ectodomains has been demonstrated with our first fusion protein, p75cc homo. This
same recognition sequence could be attached to all three IL-2 receptor ectodomains,
defined mixtures of which could generate the physiologically significant
heterodimers. Instead we have altered the sequence of the heptad repeats to
electrostatically favor heteromeric association. This work is in progress.
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Introduction

Amphipathic helixes can be classified according to the size and charge
distribution of the hydrophilic face [1]. Cationic peptides which form class L
amphipathic helixes are lytic to model and biological membranes [1]. The
hydrophilic face of this structural motif is characterized by having Lys residues,
separated in the middle by a Gly residue [21. Examples of such peptides are
mastoparan and a model peptide, 18L. These peptides lower the bilayer to hexagonal
phase transition temperature of dipalmitoleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine [1]. The
motif of these peptides can be modified by eliminating the Gly residue which is in
the center of the polar face to produce the peptide, KI8L, with the sequence
KWLLKFYKLVAKLLLKAF. The peptide is fully helical by circular dichroism
when it is dissolved in 1:1 (vlv) trifluoroethanol and water. In this conformation the
hydrophilic face subtends a narrower angle than class L amphipathic helical peptides.
In addition, according to the "snorkel hypothesis" the Lys can allow greater
penetration into the membrane by virtue of its long amphipathic sidechain. In the
case of K18L, this latter feature would allow the peptide to penetrate further into the
membrane than does 18L or mastoparan. We investigated what consequences this had
on the interaction of this peptide with model membranes as well as comparing the
biological effects of KI 8L with those of mastoparan and 18L.

Results and Discussion

K18L is several fold more potent than mastoparan or 18L in lowering the
bilayer to hexagonal phase transition temperature (TH) of dipalmitoleoyl phospha-
tidylethanolamine as measured by differential scanning calorimetry. To our surprise
the KI 8L had an ability to lower this transition temperature by about 5 degrees at a
peptide mole fraction of 0.002. This is greater than the effect that hydrocarbons and
diacylglycerols have on TH on a molar basis and similar to their effects on a weight
basis [3]. In general, more hydrophobic substances decrease TH to a greater extent
since they expand the hydrophobic volume of the membrane more than they expand
the headgroup region. This is obviously not the case with KI8L which is not very
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hydrophobic compared with diacylglycerols. The ability of this peptide to promote
the hexagonal phase must reflect the manner in which it intercalates into the
membrane. Another membrane property that is increased by the presence of
hexagonal phase promoting substances is the formation of structures that give rise to
isotropic 3 1P NMR signals. These structures readily form in suspensions of
monomethyldioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (MeDOPE) and have been associated
with increased rates of membrane fusion [4]. The K18L is also much more potent
than the other peptides in inducing isotropic 31P NMR signals in suspensions of
MeDOPE.

We have shown that a class A amphipathic helix-containing protein, the
apolipoprotein A-I, inhibits activation of neutrophils [5]. Generally class L helixes
have opposite effects to those containing class A amphipathic helixes [1]. If this
antagonism also occurs for neutrophil activation, then K18L should be a more potent
peptide than mastoparan or 18L. Indeed this was found to be the case for both
lactoferrin release as well as for superoxide production.

The more potent effect of KI8L in inducing inverted phases is in accord with a
model in which the long sidechain of the Lys residues will allow deeper penetration
of the peptide into the bilayer, this effect being greatest when the Lys is opposite the
hydrophobic face. Ki8L was at least twice as active as 18L or mastoparan in
inducing leakage in vesicles of MeDOPE, promoting haemolysis and activating
neutrophils. These results demonstrate that relatively modest changes in the
arrangement of the polar face of cationic, lytic amphipathic helixes can have profound
effects on the interactions of these peptides with model and biological membranes.
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Introduction

Collagens are distinguished structurally from other extracellular matrix proteins
by their composition of three a chains of primarily repeating Gly-X-Y triplets,
which induces each a chain to adopt a left-handed poly-Pro II helix. Three left-
handed chains then intertwine to form a right-handed triple-helix. We have developed
a generally applicable solid-phase methodology for the synthesis of aligned triple-
helical collagen-model peptides (i.e., 'mini-collagens') that can incorporate native
collagen sequences [1, 2]. The thermal stabilities of these triple-helical peptides
(THPs) are examined here.

Results and Discussion

A generic THP structure is given in Figure 1. The branch introduced at the C-
terminus of the synthetic peptide is consistent with the natural nucleation of collagen
triple-helices from the C- to the N-terminus. The triple-helix inducing sequence is
(Gly-Pro-Hyp)s. THP-l incorporates residues 531-543 from al(IV) collagen while
THP-2 incorporates residues 1263-1277 from al(IV) collagen [1, 2]. THP-3 has
only the triple-helix inducing sequence [2].

(Gly-Pro-Hyp) n (GIy-X-Yn x "1

(GlY-PrO-HYP) n (GIY-X-% Ahx - Lys- Lys- Tyr - Gly

(Gly-Pro-Hyp) n (GIY-X-V% AhX

Fig. 1. Generic structure of triple-helical peptides or 'mira-collagenrs. Ahx is 6-
aminohexanoic acid
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Table 1 T= andA 9H*oftripfe helix o coil transitions

Peptide Hyp Tintriplet Al//triplet
W%) (0C) (kcallmol)

(Pro-Pro-Gly), 0 0.75 -1.63
(Pro-Pro-Gly),o 0 0.83 -1.77
(Pro-Pro-Gly)1 o 0 0.83 -1.72
(Pro-Pro-Gly)20 0 1.00 -1.83
THP-2 21 1.50 -2.49
THP-1 22 1.43 -2.30
(Pro-Hyp-Gly)j0  33 1.93 -3.81
(Pro-Hyp-Gly)jo 33 1.92 -3.00
(Pro-Hyp-Gly)1 0  33 2.07 -4.13
THP-3 33 1.77 -3.67

The triple-helical melting temperatures (Tri), as evaluated by circular dichroism
spectroscopy, were 53. 59, and 420 C for THP-1, THP-2, and THP-3, respectively [1,
2]. Tn/tiplet values for our and other [2] THP triple-helical melts could be correlated
to Hyp content (Table 1). Although THP-I contains an interruption in the Gly-X-Y
repeat, it has a similar Ti/triplet value as THP-2, which has no Gly-X-Y
interruptions. Non-triple-helical inducing regions have substantial detrimental effects
on the thermal stabilities of triple-helical peptides due to significant cooperativity of
residues [3]. The similar Tm values for THP-I and THP-2 are probably due to (i) the
large number (8) of Gly-Pro-Hyp repeats at the THP N-terminus, providing a
cooperative "cluster" which stabilizes the triple-helix, and (ii) the branched Lys-Lys
structure, which aligns and entropically stabilizes the C-terminus of the THP.

A good correlation was also found between our and other [2] van't Hoff
enthalpies (AM0 ) for THP coil 4* triple-helical transitions and Hyp content (Table 1).
An increase in Hyp content results in increasingly negative enthalpies and thus more
favorable triple-helix formation. The correlation of THP T,/triplet and AlP/triplet
values as a function of Hyp content suggests that these peptides are not destabilized
by residue misalignment or "looping" out
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Introduction

Gene expression in mammals and other organisms is regulated by, among
others, the leucine zipper transcription factor family that includes C/EBP, Fos, Jun,
CREB and GCN4 proteins. A prerequisite to DNA recognition by many of the
regulatory proteins, including GCN4, is their dimerization. Consequently, molecules
able to disrupt the protein dimerization are of potential medicinal interest.

Traditionally, leucine zippers were thought to form via hydrophobic association
of the a-helical monomers into a coiled-coil (Figure Ia) [1, 2]. That model was
recently challenged by a coiled-coil model based on a periodic hydrophilic-
hydrophobic leucine-zipper motif (Figure lb) [3]. These models are related by a
clockwise rotation of both helices. The discrepancy between these models prompted
us to develop a simple experimental approach capable to distinguish between the
different modes of dimerization in coiled-coil proteins.

Results and Discussion

We synthesized three leucine zipper-containing fragments of GCN4: Ac-
[Cysl]-GCN4(1-33)-NH 2, (Cl); Ac-[Cys2]-GCN4(1-33)-NH 2, (C2); and Ac-[Cys5]-
GCN4(l-33)-NH2, (C5). In the disulfide trapping experiments 1.2 mg of each
peptide was dissolved in 0.3 ml of water and the air oxidation rates were time
monitored (Figure 2) by RP-HPLC using a Cis stationary phase (Vydac) and 0-
45%B/45 min gradient as a mobile phase (A=0.1% TFA in water, B=0.I% TFA in
MeCN). HPLC fractions were analyzed by FAB-MS and amino acid analysis,
resulting in full dnd unambiguous characterization of all components.

The cysteines in C l, C2 and C5 were so placed as to provide the distinction
between the two leucine zipper models (Figure 1). In Cl, both cysteines are placed
on g and g' positions of both helices and the hydrophilic-hydrophobic (Figure lb)
model would allow for a fast disulfide cyclization, while the hydrophobic-
hydrophobic (Figure Ia) model would not permit an efficient disulfide bond
formation. We observed (Figure 2) a single peak over the period of 150 hr with
unchanged retention time corresponding to intact (reduced) C 1. In C2, both a and a'
positions face each other in the hydrophobic-hydrophobic coiled-coil (Figure la) and
are out of phase in the hydrophilic-hydrophobic model (Figure lb), facilitating fast
and slow cyclization rates, respectively. This order is opposite to the expected
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N, N

RLK

E N 3 K

gabcdefgabcdefgabcdefgabcdefgabcd
AcRMKQL5DKCVEELLSKNYHLE5NEARLJ KLVK•-NH2 GMN4 (1-33)

Ac-CM ..... ....................................................................................... CI
Ac-RC . .. L ...................................................................................... C2
Ac-RM. ..... C .................................. CS

Fig. 1. The hydrophobic-hydrophobic (c Nydrop ..,ic-hydrophobic (b) leucine zipper
models and the sequences of CI, C2. C5.

C1, C2, CS ,4b
CI Ih C2 2bi CS Ah C,2 CS 4b H

C, (sH) C2 (sH) CS S.() C5 (SH)
• (s-s L_ " (94)

C2 (s-s) 31.17
C A (15 C2 (S-S)II

CI,C2,CS 107hCI 104h C2 10Shi CS 1061, 3123343
33 C31 23 134.38
C1 css 31.00 CS (I4) C - (S-S)13S.07

CZ (S-S) 3S.90 Cs (5-5) 28.66 59 (94)C2 (SH) S(5) &a 39.43
" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C " -(.A . t _ _;-, • " ' SH)

0 so 40 4 0 w N 40 N 4o ko 0 ,O 2 40 SO
ThE Ilrin] ToI* [mini To* [Ifinj TIN I[ihn)

Fig. 2. Time course of the disulfjtd oxidation of C), C2, C5 (separately) and as a mixture.
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cyclization rates for Cl. Indeed, we found that within less than 18.5 hrs the reduced
form of the C2 peptide is convened to its oxidized form, as confirmed by AAA and
FAB-MS. The situation is distinctly different for C5, featuring Cys on positions d
and d'. Both models allow for the disulfide bond formation, as d and d' face each
other in both. Accordingly, we determined that C5 oxidizes slowly with about 30%
conversion within 150 hrs. In the experiment involving the mixture of Cl, C2 and
C5 all of the above observations are manifested: C2 (S-S) forms very fast, followed
by a slow rate of C5 (S-S) formation and no detectable Cl (S-S) formation.
Additionally, a mixed disulfide Cl-C2 appears within 4 hours (Figure 2). An
inspection into the models (Figure 1) indicates that Cl-C2 disulfide formation is
possible in both leucine zipper models. Rates of C2 (S-S) and C5 (S-S) formation
are slower than in experiments with C2 and C5 alone, respectively. This is caused by
the pseudo-dilution phenomenon as all the leucine-zipper molecules recognize and
bind to each other, since the dimer stability is not greatly influenced by a single
point mutation. Thus, if C5 binds to either C1 or C2, no cross-linking occurs as a
result of mismatched geometry. C5 needs to dissociate and to again associate with
another C5 to eventually cross-link, resulting in overall slower cross-linking rates
(compared to pure C5).

The experimental evidence clearly establishes that C2 dimerizes and oxidizes
very fast. C5 oxidation rate is lower, whereas Cl does not oxidize, even upon
extended standing (>150 hr). When these rates are compared with the ones predicted
by the models, the hydrophobic-hydrophobic leucine zipper model is strongly
supported (Figure la) [1, 2]. A recently published X-ray structure of the GCN4
leucine zipper [41 fully supports our conclusions. We have shown, that even in the
absence of X-ray data, covalent trapping can be used to determine the mutual
orientation of helices in a coiled-coil. We postulate that this approach can define the
dimerization interface in biologically important molecules for further drug design.
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Introduction

We have rationally designed highly engineered synthetic peptides to provide
enhanced immunogenicity and specificity for the contraceptive vaccine candidate
LDH-C 4 into xaa [1] and cap [2) motifs, and a loop region from the same antigen
into a zinc finger peptide motif [3]. Loop-structured and turn motifs have been
shown to comprise protein antigenic sites and such segments have traditionally been
stabilized via disulfide bonding or chemical cyclization reactions resulting in
conformationally rigid structures which as a rule do not accurately mimic the native
protein loop. We have demonstrated that the disulfide loop 38-57 of the glycoprotein
hormone human chorionic gonadotropin P-subunit (0-hCG) is more immunogenic
than the uncyclized peptide, however, with low levels of cross-reactivity to hLH.
The aim of this study is to further examine the potential use of the zinc finger
peptide motif as an alternative strategy to mimic loop regions.

Results and Discussion

A 12 residue loop sequence of P-hCG was engineered into a consensus zinc
finger peptide motif. Of four initial constructs, three formed characteristic zinc finger
peptides (two of these had the epitope in the N--C orientation, one with C-,N
configuration). A promiscuous T-cell epitope (TI 3) was colinearly synthesized with
one forward (ZF2) and one reverse (ZF4) epitope zinc finger peptide to yield ZF2TT3
and ZF4TT 3 immunogens. The zinc finger constructs were synthesized via solid-
phase methods using FMOC/t-butyl strategy. The zinc finger peptides were purified
to >90% homogeneity (as determined by RP-HPLC and CZE). ZF2, ZF4, ZF2TI"3
and ZF4TT3 form 1:1 complexes with Zn2+ as determined by absorption
spectroscopy of their Co2+ complexes (data not shown). CD spectra show a-helical
and B-structural elements in the presence of Zn2+; without metal ion the peptides are
in random coil conformation as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. !. CD Spectra of zinc finger construct ZF2 and ZF2TT3. Peptides (250 .iM) were
dissolved in 10mM Tris-HCI pH 8 (0), buffer containing 1 equivalent of ZnCl2 (m), or
buffer containing I equiv. ZnCl2 and 50% TFE (A). Spectra were recorded under N2 at
25'C.

ZF2 and ZF2TT3 competitively inhibited the binding of labelled whole hCG to
anti-native loop antibodies. Thus, in buffered solution, these peptides are able to
compete for binding sites to antibodies raised to the cyclized 38-57 peptide in a
manner similar to BhCG(40-52) or native OhCG. However, the reverse sequences
ZF4 and ZF4TT3 did not inhibit the binding of native glycoprotein to the antibody.
The ZF2Tr 3 and ZF4TT3 constructs both produced high-titered antipeptide antibodies
in rabbits and mice (C3H, C57/BL6 and BALB/c). The antipeptide antibodies were
directed towards the zinc finger structure, as evidenced by the cross-reactivity with the
individual ZF2 and ZF4 peptides. Antibodies of relatively low titer were produced in
mice (BALB/c and C3H/HeJ) immunized with the loop-DT conjugate, and high titer
in C57/BL6. On the other hand the chimeric zinc finger constructs elicited high
titered antibodies in all three strains. Immune reactivity of the zinc finger constructs
for the native hCG was minimal, suggesting that the stability of these constructs in
adjuvant is not optimal.
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Introduction

The binding of human growth hormone (hGH) to zinc via His1 9, His22, and
Glu17 4 leads to the formation of a stable protein dimer [1]. Other growth hormone
species (e.g., bovine and porcine) also contain two histidine residues, but at positions
20 and 22. Since these growth hormone homologs bind zinc with low affinity, the
relative placement of the His residues appears to be crucial. An analog of bovine
growth hormone (bGH) has been reported that contains His residues at positions 19
and 22 [2]. This compound binds zinc with high affinity, and has been purified using
immobilized metal affinity chromatography [2]. We report that modifying porcine
growth hormone (pGH) in this manner also generates a zinc binding site and that
binding of zinc to the modified protein enhances its conformational stability without
loss of bioactivity.

Results and Discussion

pGH was modified by replacing Gin' 9 with histidine, and His 20 with arginine
(Q19H,H20R). These modifications resulted in the placement of two histidine
residues at i and i+3 positions of the primary structure. Since this region of the
protein forms an a-helix, the histidine sidechains are expected to be separated by a
distance of -5 A, suitable for zinc binding. Using size exclusion chromatography,
we find that this interaction results in the formation of a protein dimer (data not
shown).

We find that zinc binding by QI9H,H20R alters its conformational behavior.
For example, the equilibrium denaturation behavior of pGH and QI9H,H20R were
compared in the presence and absence of zinc. We found that the midpoint of the
denaturation curve for QI9H,H20R + Zn increased significantly relative to
Q19H,H20R + EDTA (Table 1). In contrast, the denaturation midpoint of pGH was
not significantly altered by zinc. In addition, we determined the effect of zinc
chelation on the aggregation of partially-denatured pGH and QI9H,H20R.
Aggregation of partially-denatured growth hormone is a well-characterized process
that can lead to significant loss of protein during purification and handling [3, 4].
Aggregation can be measured (± 10%) using a two-step solubility assay. We found
that when QI9H,H20R binds zinc there is a significant reduction in the amount of
aggregation observed (Table 1). The effect of this modification on rat weight gain
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activity is also shown. Since the precision of this assay is ± 20% [51, these results
indicate that there is no difference in the in vivo bioactivity of these compounds.

Table I Conformational behavior of pGH and QI9HH20R ±Zn

Denaturation Relative Relative
Protein midpoint (M) precipitation bioactivity

pGH Zn 2.6 100 117

Q19H,H20R + Zn 3.0 75 120

Q9H,H20R + EDTA 2.5 97 134

To summarize, in the presence of zinc, the metal-binding analog is more
resistant to denaturation and aggregation. In addition, Q19H,H20R is bioequivalent
to pGH in a rat weight gain bioassay.
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Introduction

Typically, template-assembled synthetic proteins (TASPs) have high secondary
structure content, but there is little direct evidence for the presence of native-like
folded conformations [ I]. We have used an inorganic complex to assemble a three-a-
helix bundle protein. This metalloprotein contains a unique reporter group which
enables us to probe the steepness of the potential energy surface of the peptide bundle
[2].

Results and Discussion

The strong Fe(I) chelating ligand 2,2'-bipyridine was covalently attached to the
N' terminus of a 15-residue amphiphilic peptide(AEQLLQEAEQLLQEL-amide) as
previously described [31. The modified peptide (pepy) trimerizes on addition of Fe(lI)
with a concomitant increase in a-helicity from 35% to 80% at pH 4.8. The AG of
folding was measured as -2.4 kcal/mole by GnHCI denaturation ([GnHClIn=3.4 M,
m=0.73). A truncated analog(AEQLLQEL-amide) was also synthesized for
comparison.

The iron complex exists as four separable isomers. They were characterized by
NMR of the bipyridine region and by CD. The isomers are metastable and
interconvert with a half-life of about 8 hours at RT.

The equilibrium isomer ratio of Fe(pepy) 3 is non-statistical. The range of
relative energies spanned by the four isomers is only 0.25 kcal/mole If the peptide
is denatured (thermally, by addition of GnHCI, or by altering the pH) before addition
of iron, then the isomer ratio approaches the statistical distribution. The truncated
analogue showed a nearly statistical distribution of four isomers, presumably due to
poor peptide interaction.

CD was used to probe the secondary structure content of the four isomers of
Fe(pepy)3. The A-mer isomer has a very high helical content (95-100%) and the
other three isomers have moderately high helical contents (45-55%).

When an unsymmetrical bidentate ligand such as pepy binds a metal in
octahedral coordination, four diastereomers are formed: A-fac, A-fac, A-mer, and A-
mer. The A/A "propeller" enantiomers could interact diastereomerically with the
chiral peptides or with the supercoiling [4] of the helix bundle. In thefacial isomers,
the bases of the helices are all 9 A apart, while in the meridional isomers, the bases
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of the helices are anchored 9, 9, and 14A apart. The tertiary structures built on these
four templates cannot possibly be the same.

Fe(pepy) 3 is a monomeric metalloprotein with four separable tertiary
conformations. The system is somewhat similar to ones that contain proline
residues which undergo cis-trans isomerism and as a result can exist in different
conformations [5]. High secondary structure content in this designed protein does not
imply the presence of an unique tertiary structure, nor does it correspond to high
stability.

The energy differences between the four isomers are small, suggesting that the
peptides can fold regardless of what template structure is offered. These results
suggest the potential energy surface for this bundle of three parallel a-helices is broad
and shallow compared to native proteins.
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Introduction

A knowledge of the way in which peptides and proteins assemble is essential
for the design of biomolecules with novel functions. One of the simplest self
associating systems is the assembly of two or three helical peptides into a coiled-coil
motif. The two helix coiled-coil is the basis of the leucine zipper dimerization motif
found in many classes of DNA binding proteins [1], whereas the three helix coiled-
coil has been identified in proteins such as laminin and thrombospondin [2]. The two
helix coiled-coil contains a heptad repeat with a 3-4 hydrophobic repeat. This yields
a hydrophobic face within the helix, which dimerizes in a parallel fashion, while
packing the sidechains efficiently in a "knobs in holes" manner [3].

Results and Discussion

We have designed a sixteen amino acid residue peptide to dimerize in aqueous
solution. The peptide, Leu4, was designed with a minimalistic sequence containing
amino acid residues with a high propensity to exist in an a-helix: leucine, glutamate
and lysine (Figure 1) [4]. The peptide was designed to be an amphiphilic helix, with
all of the hydrophobic leucine residues on one face of the helix and the hydrophilic
residues on the other face. The potential for intramolecular salt bridges has been
designed into the peptide by positioning glutamate and lysine three or four residues
apart whenever possible [5]. The amino terminus has been acetylated and the carboxy

-Glu Glu

Glu Glu g

G1u Glu&
G~Gu

Lea 7AJ LYS

Helical Wheel Representation Helical Net Diagram

Leu Ppide:
AcNH-GluCu-Leu-Gu-Lys-Lys-Lau-Ly.Clu-Lau-.u-Glu-Lys-.Leu-LysLys-N•4 2

Fig. 1. The sequence of the minimalistically designed associating amphiphilic ac-helical
peptide Leu4.
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terminus converted into a primary amide to reduce any helix destabilization due to
electrostatic repulsion between the charged termini and the helix dipole. Also to this
end, glutamate has been positioned at the amino terminus and lysine at the carboxy
terminus in the peptide to increase the potential for charge stabilization with the
sidechains of these amino acids and the helix dipole [6].

Leu4 was synthesized by standard solid phase methods on a polystyrene support
developed by Rink [7], and fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc) was used as the
semipermanent amine protecting group. The peptide was cleaved from the resin with
TFA and purified to homogeneity by HPLC. Circular dichroism experiments were
performed by measuring the mean residue ellipticity between 190 and 260 nm at a
range of peptide concentrations (Figure 2). At a concentration of 119 piM, the
spectrum of Leu4 was typical of that of a-hefical proteins and the helical content was
estimated to be 77% [8]. As the concentration of the peptide was lowered there was a
concomitant decrease in the mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm, which is consistent
with an aggregation event. The data was analyzed according to various monomer-
nmer equilibria using a nonlinear regression program (MLAB), and best fits were
obtained with both n=2 and 3.

0

lei

40,0001

190 260
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 2. The CD spectrum of Leu4 at 119 pM and 7pjM.

The apparent molecular weight of Leu4 was determined by size exclusion
chromatography on Sephadex G-50. A calibration curve was obtained with known
protein standards and the apparent molecular weight of Leu4 was determined to be
5432 by interpolation from the standard curve. By dividing this value by the actual
molecular weight an aggregation state of 2.6 was obtained for Leu4.

Crosslinking experiments were performed to determine if Leu4 is in a parallel
or antiparallel orientation within the dimer. Two peptides were synthesized
containing the core sequence of Leu4, but with a Gly-Gly-Cys sequence added to the
N-terminus and a Gly added to the C-terminus of peptide 1, and a Gly-Gly-Cys
sequence added to the C-terminus of peptide 2. A 1:1 mixture of peptides 1 and 2
was equilibrated and the free cysteines were oxidized. If the peptides had no preference
for a parallel or antiparallel arrangement a 2:1:1 statistical mixture of peptides 3, 4,
and 5 would be obtained, respectively (Figure 3). Upon oxidation, however, a 1:2:2
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mixture of peptides 3,4, and 5 was obtained. In aqueous solution, therefore, 80% of
the peptides exist as parallel dimers.

(MW-2329) (h4W-2272)

Atiparallel ~ I +~Parallelself assembly Usef assembly

IG SH SH S H-

G

(51w=4 ) (5)

(3) (MW=,459)

Fig. 3. Crosslinking experiments to determine the orientation of the peptide dimers in
aqueous solution.

In conclusion we have prepared the smallest helical peptide reported to date
which self assembles into both a two- and three-helix molecule in aqueous solution.
A parallel orientation is adopted by 80% of the molecules as determined by
crosslinking experiments. Further experiments are underway to design peptides
which adopt either two- or three-helix motifs.
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Introduction

We have previously shown that a stable antiparallel coiled-coil can be formed
from a pair of peptides that normally form parallel coiled-coils [1]. However, under
benign conditions this antiparallel coiled-coil was not spontaneously formed in a
significant amount. Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine what
interactions are responsible for controlling parallel or antiparallel orientation of the
ca-helices in the coiled-coil motif.

Results and Discussion

Two-stranded coiled-coils were formed by disulfide-bond formation between two
35-residue peptides containing five heptad repeats of either the KgLaEbAcLdEeGf or
EgLaAbEcLdKeGf sequence. Cysteine residues were included at either position 2 or
33 such that, after disulfide bond formation by air oxidation of appropriate peptide
mixtures under benign conditions, 70-residue coiled-coils with either parallel or
antiparallel orientation of ca-helices were formed. Leucine at either position 16 or 19
of each chain was substituted with Ala in order to bring the stabilities to within the
range of Gdn.HCI and urea denaturations. Thus, four disulfide-bridged coiled-coils
were formed, namely, parallel coiled-coils with interchain electrostatic attractions
(P/A) and repulsions (P/R), as well as antiparallel coiled-coils with interchain
electrostatic attractions (A/A) and repulsions (A/R) (Figure 1). Figure 2 shows that
under benign conditions the coiled-coils with interchain electrostatic attractions
(Figure 2A and 2C) were preferentially formed while those with interchain
electrostatic repulsions (Figure 2B and 2D) were not, both for parallel and antiparallel
coiled-coils. These results suggest that the interchain electrostatic repulsions prevent
the "coming together" of the two chains to form the heterostranded products. This
interpretation is consistent with the observation that when the electrostatic repulsions
were masked by addition of salts during air oxidation (Figure 2E and 2F) the
heterostranded coiled-coils with interchain electrostatic repulsions also became the
major products, as expected from random combinations. Circular dichroism spectra
of the four disulfide-bridged heterostranded peptides under benign conditions showed
that the ratio of the molar ellipticities at 220 nm to those at 208 nm was - 1.0,
typical of two a-helical chains forming a coiled-coil [2]. In the presence of 50%
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Fig. 1. Cross section diagrams of the third (middle) heptads of the disulfide-bridged
coiled-coils showing interchain electrostatic repulsions (dashed arrows) and attractions
(solid arrows). In the parallel coiled-coils the direction of chain propagation (N---C) goes
downward (into the paper for both chains). In the antiparallel coiled-coils, chain 1 goes
downward (into the paper) while chain 2 goes upward (towards the reader). The pair of Ala
residues are shown in boxes to indicate that they are above (towards the reader) the Leu
pairs.
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Fig. 2. Reversed-phase HPLC chromatograms of the disulfde-bridged products from the
oxidation of a misture of peptides in 100 mM NH4ICO3 pHf &3 The desired products are
highlighted while the other peaks correspond to the parallel homostranded coiled-coils
that are formed as oxidized co-products of the reactions. Oxidation %ws allowed to proceed
for about 24 hr by stirring the peptide mixture (0.5 mg of each peptide per ml) in 100 mM
NH4HCOj, pH 8.3. All peaks correspond to Amdislf-bridged (oxidized) products, In E and
F the oxidations were carried out in the same baqffer system in the presence of mixed salts
(0.5 M NaClO/I]M MSCI 2 ).
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TFE, which disrupts tertiary and secondary structures, the 220/208 ratio decreased to
-0.9, which is characteristic of non-interacting a-helices [2]. These are strong
indications that these disulfide-bridged heterostranded peptides exist as coiled-coils
under benign conditions. The Gdn.HCI denaturation data (Table 1) showed that the
antiparallel coiled-coils were more stable than the parallel coiled-coils but the type of
interchain electrostatic interactions had no or very little effect on the stability. On
the other hand, urea and thermal denaturation data showed that those with interchain
electrostatic repulsions were less stable than the corresponding coiled-coils with
interchain electrostatic attractions. This is probably because Gdn.HCI as a salt
masks the interchain electrostatic interactions and therefore measures the stability due
to hydrophobic interactions. On the other hand, the uncharged urea preserves the
interchain electrostatic interactions and therefore the measured stability reflects the
sum of the contributions of hydrophobic, ionic (stabilizing or destabilizing), and
possibly other interactions [I].

Table I Ellipticities and stabilities of the three coiled-coil peptide analogs

Coiled-coil Interchain [O]220a [Gdnl/2 b [Ureal]/2b tmc

Alignment Electrostatic (deg-cm -dmol-1) (M) (M) (CC)
Interactions Benign 50% TFE

Parallel Attractions -30,450 -29,060 2.6 3.1 71
Parallel Repulsions -28,090 -24,700 2.6 0.8 57
Antiparallel Attractions -29,680 -27,600 4.0 4.2 71
Antiparallel Repulsions -30,100 -27,800 3.6 1.4 68

a[01220 is the calculated molar ellipticity of the coiled-coils at 220 nm; UThe [Gdn]lj2 and
[Urea]l/ 2 values represent the concentration of denaturant at which 50% of the peptide is
unfolded; ct. is the temperature at which 50% of the peptide is unfolded.

This study is the first to demonstrate conclusively that the favored alignment of
a-helical chains in coiled-coils is the one that provides interchain electrostatic
attractions between oppositely-charged amino acid residues in the "e-g' "and "g-e "

positions of the parallel coiled-coils and the "g-g' " and "e-e' " positions in the
antiparallel coiled-coil. The antiparallel coiled-coils were more stable than the
parallel coiled-coils, but the overall stability of either coiled-coils is either increased
by the stabilizing effect of interchain electrostatic attractions or decreased by the
destabilizing effect of interchain electrostatic repulsions. Thus, the order of stability
of these coiled-coils was A/A>P/A>A/R>P/R.
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Introduction

We have been interested to use coiled-coil conformational motifs to present a-
helical and loop recognition sequences from native proteins and peptides. We have
made a 56-residue model polypeptide designed to fold into a stable coiled-coil stem-
loop (CCSL) structure (an intramolecular coiled-coil joined at one end by a loop) as
shown in Figure IA. The antiparallel alignment of the coiled-coil is dictated by the
sequence of the hydrophobic residues at the coiled-coil interface, which consists of
leucine and valine residues in the helical wheel positions d-a' and a-d', respectively
(Figure IC). Glutamic acid and lysine residues are positioned across from each other
on the helices in the e-e' and g-g' positions [1] to further align and stabilize the folded
conformation through the formation of salt bridges (Figures IA and C). Serine
residues are placed on the exposed b, c andf positions of both helices to increase the
solubility of the peptide (Figures IA and C). The loop segment connecting the ax-
helices begins and ends with the helix breaking residues glycine and proline (Figure
1B).

Results and Discussion

The CCSL peptide exhibits a typical a-helical circular dichroism spectrum for a
coiled-coil peptide in aqueous buffer with high molar ellipticity minima at 222 and
208 nm as shown in Figure 2. The helicity of the 56-residue polypeptide calculated
from the observed ellipticity at 222 un (-28,000 deg cm2 dmol- 1) is estimated to be
75% [21 and is independent of peptide concentration. The ellipticity minimum at 222
nm remains unchanged upon the addition of the helix inducing solvent
trifluoroethanol (Figure 2) indicating that under these conditions (pH 7.4, 25°C) the
peptide is near its maximum a-helical potential. The magnitude of the [ 0 1222[ 0 ]2,
ratio in aqueous buffer is 1.02 suggesting the a-helices are stabilized in a coiled-coil
conformation [3]. In 50% trifluoroethanol the ellipticity minimum shifts to 205 nm
and the (0122/[O1 ratio changes to 0.90 indicating single-stranded a-helices [4, 51.
The temperature required to unfold 50% of the a-helical structure, Tm, is greater than
650 C. The gel filtration elution position of the CCSL peptide corresponds to the
size of a monomer in solution. Together these results suggest that in aqueous
solution the CCSL peptide forms a stable monomeric intramolecular ac-helical
coiled-coil structure.

The coiled-coil stem loop peptide is a single polypeptide chain that in aqueous
solution spontaneously folds into a stable predictable conformation independent of
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Fig.). A: Cartoon of the intramolecudar coiled-coil stem-loop (CCSL) peptide. The side
chains of the leucine, glanamic acid, lysine and weine residues are represented by 1., (-), (+)
and OH, respectively. The amino- and carboxy-terminal carboxyamido-cysteine residues
are represented by Cacm. B: The 56-amino acid residue sequence of the CCSL peptide.
Positions of the Ihepeod repeat are denoted a to g for residues 1-25 and a' to g' for residues
32-56. A six residue loop occupying positions 26-31 joins the two helices. C: Helical
wheel representation of the CCSL peptide viewed from the amino-terminus. Leucine
residues at position d in the amuwo-terminal a-helix interact across the interface with
residues at position a' in the carboxy-teraninal helix.
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Fig. 2. Circular dichroism spectra of the CCSL peptide (20 PM) in the presence (dashed
line) and absence (solid line) of the a-helix inducing solvent, trifluoroethanol (TFE). The
buffer was 150 mM sodium chloride, 20 mM phosphate, pH 7.4 (PBS) and the spectra were
taken at 250 C. For the sample containing TFE, the PBS buffer was diluted with TFE (1:1,
v/v).

peptide concentration. Therefore, this molecule represents an ideal template into
which recognition elements from a-helical surfaces and continuous loop residues of
proteins may be inserted. Helical recognition surfaces may be created by inserting
the desired amino acids into selected heptad repeat positions b, c, e, and g of either
one or both of the helices of the CCSL peptide. Continuous protein sequences may
be inserted into the loop segment of CCSL peptide. These conformationally
constrained a-helical and loop recognition mimetics can be used to study protein-
protein and protein-DNA interactions and to produce antibodies against conformation
specific peptide epitopes. The CCSL peptide design also represents an ideal molecule
for protein folding studies since it assumes a tertiary structure which mimics
conformational elements of native globular proteins.

The de novo designed coiled-coil stem-loop peptide represents a
conformationally stable sequence-simplified scaffold into which binding residues from
surfaces of a-helices and loops of native proteins and peptides may be inserted to
form mimetic recognition molecules.
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Introduction

The de novo designs of conjugates of a-helical polypeptide segments with
porphyrin ring have been carried out in an attempt to demonstrate various functions,
such as enzyme model [11, stable membrane embedding [2], and ion channel [3]. In
further evolution of membrane protein models, it is important that a more
sophisticated porphyrin compound is designed and combined with appropriate peptide
segments bearing other electro- and photo-chemical functions.

In the present study, we employed the bifunctional porphyrin compound,
5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2-amino-5-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (aminoporphyrinic acid),
whose ct,a,a,a-atropisomer can combine two different peptide segments on each
side of the ring system. An amphiphilic a-helical sequence was designed to be
bundled on one side of the porphyrin ring and to help the whole molecule embedded
in lipid bilayer membranes. The other side was filled with rather shorter peptides.
The porphyrin ring may act as the reaction center of an artificial membrane protein in
further design (Figure 1).

Results and Discussion

The aminoporphyrinic acid 1, a tetraphenylporphyrin with both amino and
carboxyl groups, was synthesized as follows. The reaction of 2-nitro-5-
niethoxycarbonylbenzaldehyde and pyrrole under the conditions of Lindsey [41 gave
5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2-nitro-5-methoxycarbonylphenyl)porphyrin in 37% yield. The
nitro groups were reduced to amino groups by the aid of SnCI2 under Rose's
conditions [5]. The desired cx,a,cz,a-isomer of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2-amino-5-
methoxycarbonylphenyl)porphyrin (aminoporphyrinic acid methyl ester) 2 was
successfully separated by silica gel chromatography (benzene/acetone=3/l). The
thermal stability of 2 was examined at 80*C in DMF. The half life of cx,a,a,cz-
atropisomer was 4 h, and the activation free energy in atropisomerism was 116
kd/mol. This value shows that the atropisomer is as stable as 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2-
aminophenyl)porphyrin. The saponification of 2 with NaOH in pyridine gave
atx,cza-1 (FAB-MS 851 (M+H)+].
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The tetrapeptide, H-Leu-His(Bom)-Leu-Ser(Bzl)-NHCH 2CH2OH, was attached
to the carboxyl group of 1 with BOPMIOBt in DMF. The amino group was acylated
with anhydride of Boc-Gly-OH in TFE/DCM (1/3). The octadecapeptide, Boc-
Lys(CIZ)-[Glu(OcHex)-Leu-Leu-Lys(CIZ)-Leu-Leu-Leu-1 2-Glu(OcHex)-Leu-Leu-OH,
was then condensed to the amino side of the porphyrin ring with WSCIHOBt in
TFE/DCM (1/3). After passed through a Sephadex LH-60 column, the protected
peptide-porphyrin conjugate was treated with liquid HF. The desired compound was
purified by gel-filtration on Sephadex G-50. The mixture of the peptide-porphyrin
conjugate with DPPC (50-fold excess) was sonicated to prepare vesicles, which was
applied to gel-filtration on Sephadex G-75 (20 mM Tris HCI buffer, pH 7.5). The
majority of the protein retained in the fractions containing the DPPC vesicles. This
fact suggests that the protein may be stably embedded in the lipid bilayer membrane
as illustrated in Figure 1. The spectral characterization of this membrane protein
model is under investigation.

Upper Segment:
KELLKLLLELLKLLLELLG-

NH2
N HNr

NN N

Lower Segment:-LHLS-NH-ICH2)2-OH

Fig. 1. Molecular parts and assembled artificial membrane protein model
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coiled-coil protein
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Introduction

A two-stranded coiled coil consists of two ax helices packed against each other
by the interaction of a hydrophobic stripe down one side of each helix. Its amino
acid sequence is characterized by a repeating seven-residue pattern (abcdefg) in which
the a and d residues are generally hydrophobic, the e and g residues are oppositely
charged, and the exterior b, c and f residues are hydrophilic [1]. Hodges and
co-workers [2] have shown that at least four such heptads per helix are required to
form a stable coiled coil in aqueous solution. Interhelical disulfide bridges can
stabilize a four-heptad coiled coil [3, 4]. We designed the 44-residue protein P44N to
test if two interhelical disulfide bridges could stabilize a three-heptad coiled coil [5].

Results and Discussion

The reduced 22-residue chain of P44N (CDALKSKIATLEYKVASLEAKC) was
assembled by the solid-phase method and purified by reversed-phase HPLC. Air
oxidation gave a disulfide-bridged monomer, the disulfide-bridged parallel dimer
P44N, and disulfide-bridged oligomers. Figure IA shows that reduced P44N had

40~* 1 s B
Sredued P4N soO% TFE

20-------------------------------20%TFE
cv)

o- P44N (0. 1 M KCI) c -0 50%TWE
0~X 20

WE0
-20

-20

-40- -40
190 210 230 250 190 210 230 250

Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)
Fig. 1. CD spectra at pH 7 of (A) reduced P44N and of P44N with and without KCI and (B)
P44N in 0. IM KCI and varying percentages of trifluoroethanol (TFE).
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Fig. 2. Relative molar ellipticity at 222 nm of P44N with and without KCI (A) versus
temperature and (B) versus urea concentration.

little a-helicity but the doubly disulfide-bridged chains of oxidized P44N were about
80% a-helix in phosphate buffer and 85% a-helix in 0.1 M KCI. Figure IB shows
that 20-50% trifluoroethanol did not significantly increase the a-helicity of P44N.

Figure 2A shows that the thermal denaturation of P44N in phosphate buffer
containing 0, 0.1 or 1.0 M KCI did not show a significant increase in stability with
increasing salt concentration. The melting temperature of each of these three
solutions was near 45°C. A more precise value could not be determined because
P44N usually precipitated at low temperatures. Figure 2B shows that denaturation
of P44N with urea revealed only a small increase in stability with increasing salt
concentration. P44N was half denatured by 0.5 M urea in either 0 or 0.1 M KCI.

These results with P44N show that two terminal disulfide bridges can stabilize
the folded structure of a three-heptad coiled coil. Although P44N displayed protein-
like thermal and chemical denaturation profiles, it was not as stable as a four-heptad
coiled coil. Future design improvements may lead to three-heptad coiled coils with
increased stability.
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Introduction

The attachment of peptide blocks to carrier molecules has become a most
attractive concept for the construction of protein-like molecules. In particular, the
covalent binding of secondary structure forming, amphiphilic oligopeptides to
topological templates according to the TASP (Template Assembled Synthetic
Proteins) approach (1, 2] represents a powerful tool for the de novo design of
functional proteins. Here, we describe a novel strategy for the chemical synthesis of
these branched molecules, making use of selective oxime bond formation [3, 41 of
appropriately functionalized, side chain deprotected peptide blocks.

Results and Discussion

For the condensation of unprotected peptide fragments to template molecules
via oxime bond formation, the two building blocks are functionalized by an
aminooxyacetyl group and an aldehyde group as depicted in Figure 1. To this end,
Boc-aminooxy acetic acid was coupled to the N-terminal amino acid of the growing
peptide chain [H-Lys(Boc)-Arg(Pmc)-Asp(Oq3u)-Ser('Bu)-resin]. After cleavage from
the resin (50% TFA), the completely deprotected aminooxyacetylated peptide was
purified by HPLC. In parallel, the attachment sites (c-amino groups of lysine) on
the template molecule [c(KGK-M-KGK-M); M= aminomethyl naphthoic acid as
dipeptide mimetic] are transformed to aldehyde functions by reaction with glyoxylic
acid 1, 1 diethylacetal and subsequent hydrolysis. The condensation step of the water
soluble peptide block with the template molecule is achieved under mild conditions at
pH 5. Due to the kinetically stable oxime bond [3, 4], the selective attachment of
the peptide via its N-terminus is achieved in good yields. The target TASP molecule
(Figure 1) was purified by RP-HPLC and its chemical integrity was established by
LDI-MS. Preliminary experiments using helical peptides of medium-sized chain
length for the construction of 4a- helix bundle TASP molecules indicate [5] that the
present methodology may overcome the problem of low solubility of fully protected
peptides in convergent approaches in template-based protein de novo design.
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CHO CHOC*1O \ \
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Fig. 1. Synthesis of a TASP molecule using the oxime bond for the attachment of the
peptide blocks to the topological template (see text).
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Introduction

Although hydrophobic interactions provide the major driving force in initiating
protein folding and stabilizing protein structure, electrostatic interactions are also
thought to play an essential role in molecular recognition, binding, catalysis, protein
folding and the assembly of macromolecules. In this study, the role of interchain
ionic interactions in protein folding and stabilization has been determined using a de
novo designed two-stranded a-helical coiled-coil. This coiled-coil has been used
extensively as an ideal model system for studying de novo design principles
involving both intra- and inter-molecular interactions related to protein folding and
stability (1-13). The two-stranded a-helical coiled-coil is characterized by a heptad
repeat denoted as abcdefg, where positions a and d are normally occupied by
hydrophobic residues and positions e and g by oppositely charged residues (Figure 1).
The oppositely charged residues at positions g and e of adjacent heptads strongly
favor the formation of interchain ion-pairs that would be expected to stabilize a
parallel and in-register arrangement of the coiled-coil.

Results and Discussion

The model coiled-coil (denoted as EK) containing only interchain ionic
interactions without any possible (i,i+3) and (i,i+4) intrachain ionic interactions
(Figure 1) was designed. The double minima at 207 and 220 nm in the CD
spectrum, the high ellipticity of -28,850 deg-cm2-dmol-I of [0]220 in benign buffer
(0.1 M KCI, 50 mM P0 4, pH 7) and no increase in helicity upon addition of the a-
helix enhancing solvent TFE indicate that peptide EK is predominantly a-helical.
The dimeric molecular weight of EK was determined by size-exclusion
chromatography and sedimentation equilibrium experiments. These results indicate
that peptide EK forms a stable coiled-coil structure in benign medium.

Two peptide analogs EE and KK containing only negatively charged Glu or
positively charged Lys residues at both positions e and g were designed to exhibit
interchain ionic repulsions in the homostranded coiled-coil (Figure 1). Each peptide
shows little a-helical structure in benign buffer (Figure 2), whereas they are highly
helical in the presence of 50% TFE, suggesting that the interchain ionic repulsions
prevent the dimerization which stabilizes the helical structure in the coiled-coil by
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Fig. 1. Amino acid sequences of the synthetic peptides and the helical wheel
representations of one heptad in the coiled-coils.
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Fig. 2. CD spectra of the equimolar mixture of EE/KK and peptide EE or KK alone in 0. 1 M
KCI, 50 mM P0 4 buffer pH 7 at 20 C.
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Fig. 3. pH dependence of the ellipticities of the EE and KK. All measurements were
performed in 0.1 M KCI, 50 mM P04 buffer at 20 C.
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hydrophobic interactions. However, an equimolar mixture of these two peptides
displays -100% a-helical content under the same conditions (Figure 2). The major
implication of this result is that formation of homo- and hetero-stranded coiled-coils
can be controlled by the residues at positions e and g. A homodimeric coiled-coil
constructed with Glu residues at e positions and Lys residues at g positions would
produce interhelical ionic attractions to stabilize the homodimer. In contrast,
placement of negatively charged residues in one helix and positively charged residues
in the other helix at both e and g positions would result in the formation of a
heterodimeric coiled-coil which is stabilized by interhelical ionic attractions while
destabilizing the formation of homodimeric coiled-coils by interhelical ionic
repulsions.

If a coiled-coil structure is prevented from forming by interchain ionic
repulsions, protonation of the side-chains of Glu residues in peptide EE at acidic pH
or deprotonation of the side-chains of Lys residues in peptide KK at basic pH would
be expected to induce homostranded coiled-coil formation. The dramatic effects of pH
on coiled-coil formation is demonstrated in Figure 3. At acidic and basic ph, the Glu
and Lys side-chains are no longer ionized and interchain ionic repulsions would not
exist which would allow the formation of the coiled-coils. The destabilizing effect of
electrostatic repulsions on the formation of the coiled-coil can also be overcome by
increasing salt concentration. However, the salt concentration required to induce the
transition varied significantly among the different salts. In the case of peptide KK,
C1O 4- anions are more effective than Cl" (1 M versus 3 M respectively required to
induce maximum a-helix). For peptide EE, Mg 2+ is more effective than K+ cations.
These results imply that ionic repulsions can be used advantageously in the de novo
design of pH and salt sensitive proteins.
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Approaches to segment synthesis using unprotected
or minimally protected peptide segments

C.F. Liu, C. Rao and J.P. Tam
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Introduction

The use of the conventional segment condensation method with maximal
protection strategy is limited by the low coupling efficiency and poor solubility of
large, protected peptide segments. Different approaches intended to overcome these
problems have been developed during the past decades [I, 2]. On the other hand,
alternative approaches to the conjugation of unprotected peptides from synthetic or
semisynthetic sources by surrogate peptide bonds such as hydrazone, thioether and
thioester are receiving considerable attention [3, 4]. However, these approaches
cannot give rise to a real peptide bond. Furthermore, the linkages in question usually
are not as stable as the amide linkage in peptide chains. Enzymatic peptide synthesis
by reverse proteolysis is a particular method of forming peptide bonds between
unprotected peptide segments. While this method has been used mostly in the
synthesis of small peptides, its application in the ligation of large peptide segments
has rarely been successful. We recently developed a new, selective chemical ligation
method, the domain ligation strategy, to form a peptide bond between two
unprotected peptide segments. This paper outlines the steps in the design and
development of this strategy.

Results and Discussion

Enzymatic coupling is the initial step in the development of our ligation
strategy. For this purpose, we have developed a new class of resins (Figure 1) which
allows the preparation of totally unprotected peptide esters by solid phase peptide
synthesis. Since peptide esters are usually suitable substrates for kinetically
controlled enzymatic peptide synthesis, they can, in principle, be used directly in
enzymatic coupling to another peptide segment. We take advantage of the versatility
of enzymatic coupling to effect the site-specific functionalization of an unprotected
peptide segment. In this way, special functional groups can be introduced to the C-
terminus of a peptide, which would specifically react with a second peptide that has a
corresponding functionality on its N-terminus.

In our domain ligation strategy, an ester-aldehyde linkage should be introduced
to the C-terminus of one peptide. This is made possible by enzyme-catalyzed
coupling using a small amino component carrying such a linkage. The aldehyde
group will react specifically with the N-terminal 0-functionalized amino group of the
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Fig. I. Domain Ligation Strategy - synthesis of a 24 residue peptide.
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second peptide to form a ring product. The ester bond is located in a position that
favors the subsequent amide bond formation through an O,N-acyl transfer reaction.
As an example, a peptide of 24 residues was synthesized in high yield by the domain
ligation strategy through the coupling of two segments (11+13) (Figure 1). The first
1 1-mer peptide was prepared by coupling a decapeptide, SR- 10 hydroxypropyl ester,
with alanine dimethoxyethyl ester catalyzed by trypsin in 60% DMF/H20. The
obtained I 1-mer with the acetal group was deprotected with TFA (5% H20) to release
the aldehyde function which reacts rapidly with the N-terminal cysteine residue of the
second 13-mer peptide to form a thiazolidine ring. An amide bond then forms
between these two segments through the acyl rearrangement reaction under very mild
conditions (pH 5-7). It is noticeable that the three steps - acetal deprotection, ring
formation and rearrangement - were conducted in one reaction vessel and no
intermediate purification step was needed.

In conclusion, the domain ligation strategy is a highly selective chemical
ligation method to form peptide bonds between unprotected segments in aqueous
solution. This strategy combines advantages of the known approaches in peptide
chemistry. First, it enjoys the efficiency of the solid phase peptide synthesis
approach for the preparation of large, unprotected and water-soluble peptide segments.
Second, it utilizes the specificity of an enzyme for site-specific modification of the
Ca-carboxylic group. Finally, it captures the essence of the segment coupling
strategy in solution synthesis by ligating purified segments to avoid chemical
ambiguity. In theory, it is also applicable to the ligation of peptides or proteins
produced by recombinant technology.
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One important aspect to achieving milder and/or more versatile chemical
methods for solid-phase peptide synthesis is to specify the mode of attachment
(anchoring) of the terminal residue to a polymeric support (resin). Handles are
defined as bifunctional spacers, or linkers, which incorporate on one end features of a
selectively removable protecting group and contain a second end which serves to
achieve the required anchoring as a separate chemical step (Figure 1). This workshop
presentation reviews a number of highly useful, commercially available, handles
which are compatible with readily removable NU-amino protecting groups such as the
acid-labile tert-butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) or the base-labile 9-fluorenylmethyl-
oxycarbonyl (Fmoc) functions; some very recent advances brought to the fore at this
Symposium are also highlighted (see Figure 2 for structures of many but not all of
the handles and/or anchoring linkages described in the following text; leading
references can be tracked down by referring to names of researchers and the following
general review [11]).

a b
Fig. 1. Protected (-"temporary", * "permanent" groups) peptide anchored to resin support
@ via a handle. Stepwise or segment assembly to elongate the peptide chain occurs after
anchoring of (usually) a protected C-terminal residue. Most commonly, linkage a is
created after forming bond b which links the handle to the support. In the "preformed"
handle approach, the purified C-terminal residue-handle conjugate (bond a created flrst) is
then connected to the support (bond b created second).

Cleavages of the appropriate anchoring linkages occur under relatively mild (in
some cases orthogonal) conditions upon exposure to acid, base, light, fluoride ion, or
palladium (0) in the presence of nucleophiles. Depending on the experimental
design, the products can be peptide acids, thioacids, amides, or hydrazides; either
completely free or else retaining N1s-amino and/or side-chain protection.

For the Boc/Bzl protection scheme of solid-phase synthesis, the classical
p-alkylbenzyl esters for anchoring of peptide acids have been superseded by PAM
anchors (optimally prepared in the preformed mode). For the formation of C-terminal
peptide amides, MBHA resins are used. The MBHA concept involves anchoring of a
C-terminal protected amino acid in an amide-forming reaction; the linkage produced is
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Fig. 2. Structures of some handles, anchoring linkages, and/or resin supports for solid-
phase peptide synthesis.
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cleaved in acid one bond over to provide the desired amide. PAM and MBHA anchors
are optimized for high-yield cleavage with anhydrous HF at 0°C, or equivalent strong
acids.

For Fmoc/tBu solid-phase synthesis, Wang's p-alkoxybenzyl esters (preferably
as handle variants PAB/PAC/HMPA shown in Figure 2) and Rink's substituted
benzhydrylamine support have made possible the preparation of peptide acids and
amides, respectively. Cleavage occurs at 25*C with cocktails containing
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) plus appropriate carbocation scavengers. A number of
effective handle reagents: PAL and XAL (our laboratories), SAL (Chao et aL), and
CHA (Nokihara), have been developed recently for the preparation of C-terminal
amides with final TFA cleavage. The SCAL handle (Pdtek and Lebl) is acidolyzed
subsequent to "safety-catch" activation by reduction of the sulfinyl moieties.

Protected peptides with free Cu-carboxyl groups suitable for segment
condensation approaches can be prepared by a variety of methods. Peptides assembled
by Fmoc chemistry with HAL anchoring are cleaved in dilute TFA. The SASRIN
and Riniker handles are structurally similar and cleaved in the same way, and acid-
labile trityl-based handles and resins have been described recently through the
independent efforts of Barlos, Rapp, and Tesser. Alternatively, peptides can be
assembled by either Boc or Fmoc chemistry on orthogonally cleavable allyl
(HYCRAM-resin of Kunz aund Bin'; handle by Loffet) or onho-nitrobenzyl supports;
Wang's a-methylphen.cyl esters are compatible with Boc chemistry. Cleavages
mediated respectively by palladium (0) and photolysis require attention to subtle
details, and sometimes do not scale up well.

A further area of considerable current interest is the development of handles for
mild release, preferably in aqueous milieus. The first success in this regard, due to
Geysen and co-workers, takes advantage of diketopiperazine formation. Osborn -nd
Robinson recently published a novel linker which cleaves under neutral conditions by
an intramolecular aminolysis triggered after reduction of an azide moiety. Elegant
new approaches presented at this Symposium include a glycolamidic ester that is
subject to imidazole-catalyzed cleavage (Hoffmann and Frank), and a double-headed
iminoacetic acid derivative that is cleaved through both diketopiperazine formation
and basic hydrolysis (Krchnak et aL).

The signature of any solid-phase synthetic endeavor is the choice of support.
Many of the handles described herein (Figure 2) can be attached to a range of
functionalized supports. For many years, most work was carried out on 1%
cross-linked polystyrene resins, or on polyacrylamides (these latter could be embedded
within an inorganic matrix, e.g., kieselguhr, or a rigid polystyrene, e.g. Polyhipe).
Within the past few years, several additional materials with interesting physico-
chemical properties have become av;lable from several academic laboratories and
commercial sources. These inL. ud' membranes, cotton and other appropriate
carbohydrates, controlled-pore silica glass, and linear polystyrene grafted onto Kel-F.
A particularly interesting concept involves the use of polyethylene
glycol-polystyrene supports (PEG-PS or Tentagel), which are compatible with both
batchwise and continuous-flow reactors, and may facilitate difficult chemistries in
peptide synthesis. Relatedly, Meldal has recently described a novel resin that is a
copolymer of polyethylene glycol with acrylamides, and hence suitable for
continuous-flow synthesis and other applications.
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Introduction

The expression "Total Synthesis" has been reserved for the description of the
synthesis of native molecules in general and peptides in particular. Implicit was the
fact that the synthetic replica should not only have all the physico-chemical
properties of the native peptide but also all of its recognized biological activities. It
was therefore expected that such synthetic peptides be (i) particularly well
characterized, (ii) available in quantities that were considerably greater than those
obtained by extraction and (iii) highly purified.

Most peptides are synthesized by one of four strategies: solution phase, solid
phase, enzymatic or in vitro expression. Our laboratory has concentrated its efforts
on the solid phase approach of Merrifield and on the development and enhancement of
both new and well-established analytical and separation techniques which we will
summarize briefly.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis. Successful SPPS has been carried out at room temperature [1].
Yet, if all steps of Lhe synthesis could be carried out at elevated temperatures, reaction
times could be shortened dramatically and it was hypothesized that poor couplings
resulting from structural organization of the growing, fully protected chain would b[,e
improved. In a recent paper [2], we describe detailed protocols (Boc and Fmoc) that
are compatible with high temperature with few deleterious consequences. Cycle time
of 3 hr was shortened to 0.5 hr at 75'C. Although only DIC/HOBT was used as the
coupling agent, it is anticipated that most coupling reagents including amino acid
active esters would be compatible with high temperatures.

Purification. Purification of peptides in quantities greater than 50 mg is
routinely achieved in our laboratory using RP-HPLC in two different solvent
systems based on triethylammonium phosphate (TEAP) at different pH values [3, 4]
and TFA [5, 6]. It was found that each system demonstrated differing selectivities on
peptide mixtures [7]. Several hundred analogs of gonadotropin releasing hormone
(GnRH), growth hormone releasing hormone (GHRH), corticotropin releasing factor
(CRF) and neuropeptide Y (NPY) have been purified in this manner. Under careful
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examination (using the analytical methods described below), most of these analogs
were greater than 95% pure.

For longer peptides such as rat histone H2A (l-53)NH2 [8], CCK-58 analogs
[9, 10] and TASP molecules [tI], a strategy using ion-exchange chromatography
followed by RP-HPLC was found to be extremely useful; however the degree of
purity of the final preparations was difficult to fully evaluate or quantitate because of
the complexity of the original m; ,ture.

Characterization. Techniques used for the characterization of synthetic peptides
have improved tremendously (gains in sensitivity and resolution allow more precise
quantitation of the different components of a mixture). The last eighteen years has
seen the chronological development of RP-HPLC systems compatible with
quantitative elution of the peptides; this followed by the coming of age of ion
exchange (IE)-HPLC, capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), coupled with advances in
both NMR and mass spectrometric (MS) techniques has permitted a more complete
characterization of peptides to become a reality.

A. RP-HPLC: While most instrumentation (pumps, automatic injectors,
detection systems) is now reliable, such a component as a diode-array detector with
on-the-fly collection of full UV-visible spectra (190 to 600 nm) of the column
effluent adds a new dimension to structure analysis. This diode-array detector is
extremely useful in that it often distinguishes peptide absorbencies from reagents or
contaminants, and native peptides from derivatized peptides. It also identifies
peptides which contain Trp, Phe and Tyr, and allows the detection and identification
of some unusual amino acids and/or peptides which contain them, such as
phosphotyrosine or halogenated tryptophans. This capability saves a great deal of
time by identifying absorbencies of interest and eliminating the need to further
investigate HPLC fractions which are of little or no interest.

Stationary phases should be selected on the basis of their:
- ability to give quantitative recovery of the injected peptides (influential parameters

include the nature of the base silica, capping and pore sizes, among others);
- selectivity (CIg versus diphenyl for example);
- resolutive power (column length and diameter, particle size and temperature);
- resistance to aggressive buffers (polymer based versus silica based supports);
- ability to give reproducible results.

Mobile phases should be selected on the basis of their:
- compatibility with stationary phases to yield quantitative recovery;
- compatibility with the physical stability of the stationary phase;
- high transmittance at detection wavelength (preferably 210 nm and above);
- compatibility with bioassays in case the eluted fractions need to be tested;
- ability to span a wide pH range to increase selectivity, recovery and resolution.
For example, very acidic peptides (such as gastrin) cannot be properly analyzed at
acidic pH on a Cis column. We have found that 0.1% TFA and triethylammonium
phosphate (TEAP) buffers at pHs 2.25 to 7.5 can be extremely useful for the
separation of peptides with different pl values [4].

Flow rate, gradient shapes and temperature can be optimized for particular
separations.

B. Size Exclusion HPLC (SEC): SEC is used for the characterization of
synthetic peptides. It allows identification and quantitation of polymeric materials
(this is an important feature when analyzing sulfhydryl/disulfide containing peptides)
and should be used in selected cases instead of TLC which is considerably less
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resolutive than RP-HPLC and does not allow easy quantitation. In other instances, it
can be used to determine the apparent molecular weights of peptides and proteins
[12].

C. Ion exchange chromatography (JEC) using FPLC: Analytical EEC allows
confirmation of the presence and quantitation of impurities often also detected by
CZE and not always observed by RP-HPLC. One of the major strengths of this
technique is the ease of scale up for preparative purification [8-11].

D. Capillary Zone Electrophoresis (CZE): For its ability to separate very
closely related compounds, CZE is unsurpassed. This is an extremely resolutive
technique that allows some separations that are not otherwise seen by RP-HPLC
[13]. Separations are based on charges on the peptide and influenced by buffer pH and
composition. Adsorption (ionic or hydrophobic) chromatography on the wall of the
capillary, will provide further avenues for optimization.

E. Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC): TLC is carried out on a large
number of supports. The fact that these supports are generally available in high
performance columns, makes this technique somewhat obsolete. However TLC will
allow detection of components that may not elute from HPLC columns (such as
polymeric materials in the case of sulfhydryl/disulfide containing peptides).

F. Amino Acid Analysis (AAA), composition, peptide content and
diastereomeric purity: AAA of hydrolyzed samples can be reliably carried out using
either post-column derivatization with ninhydrin or OPA or pre-column
derivatization. Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages as the former
uses IEC for the separation of the different AAs and the latter RP-HPLC for the
separation of amino-protected AAs. AAA will yield, within 10% confidence limits
in most cases, an estimate of the relative abundance of each amino acid in a peptide.
With this information and the use of an internal standard, peptide content can be
determined. Finally, the diastereomeric purity of a synthetic peptide can be checked
by reacting the peptide hydrolyzate with OPA and a chiral sulfhydryl compound (3S-
neomenthylthiol). The resulting diastereomers can be separated by RP-HPLC [14].

G. Identification and quantitation of counterions: The determination of
counterions in peptide chemistry is necessary when peptide content is to be obtained.
Determination of acetate and trifluoroacetate counterions is achieved using RP-HPLC
[15].

H. Water content and CHN analysis: Water analysis is obtained using the
Karl Fischer method and CHN analysis determined by outside analytical laboratories.
Peptide, counter-ion and water contents should all match to yield the observed CHN
composition [151.

I. Sequence analysis: Sequence analysis is particularly important to check
the primary structure of a peptide. The analyses when carried out at one or two
nanomole level on a micro-sequencer will suggest failure sequences which are
indicative of poor peptide assembly. The technique however is prone to the same
drawbacks as those found during peptide assembly and careful analysis of the data is
necessary. If the presence of any impurity is suggested by sequence analysis, it is
mandatory that it be confirmed by a chromatographic technique of the whole sequence
or of isolated fragments generated by partial enzymatic digestion.

J. Optical Rotation: Optical rotation of a particular peptide is a physical
constant that may provide a clue as to its optical integrity.

K. Mass spectrometry: Liquid Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (LSIMS)
or Laser Desorption Mass Spectrometry (LDMS) are indispensable tools for
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peptide/protein characterization. These techniques allow sequence analysis of peptides
up to M.W. 2000 Da. The sensitivity, versatility and, in the case of LDMS,
insensitivity to contaminants makes the latter extremely valuable for the screening of
biological samples while the accuracy of LSIMS will enable distinction between a
peptide free acid from its corresponding amide [ 10].

L. Circular Dichroism and NMR: Circular dichroism (CD) and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) are techniques that provide structural information; NMR,
additionally can be used to check purity (>5%).

While this paper makes reference to a number of synthetic and analytical
techniques used in our laboratory, it is clear that many other protocols for peptide
synthesis have been successfully used and that other purification techniques (such as
one that would include an affinity chromatographic step) are very powerful. We are
also fully cognizant of the fact that it is important for certain investigations
(structural and biological) to have peptides as pure as possible, while libraries of less
defined peptides can also make valuable contributions in screening programs.
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Introduction

Biologically active peptides are often cross-linked by disulfides, and their
activity depends absolutely on the correct pairing. Analyzing the pattern can be extra-
ordinarily difficult when cystines are clustered, because enzymes fail to break the
peptide into definitive fragments: prolonged digestion may preferentially attack minor
amounts of rearranged peptide, leading to wrong answers. An alternative approach
using partial reduction to generate peptides having a subset of bonds opened [1] is
complicated by thiol-disulfide exchange. Tris-[2-carboxyethyl]-phosphine (TCEP,
[21), reduces peptides at pH 3, so that exchange is minimal. Products are then
separated by HPLC at pH 2, again without significant disulfide exchange. After free
thiols have been alkylated, sequencer analysis is used to identify the original pairing.
Some exchange may occur during alkylation, but the unrearranged product can be
clearly identified. The method has worked well for many difficult test cases [3). It is
illustrated for endothelin, a peptide which is subject to rapid exchange, but for which
the bridges could be unambiguously assigned.

Results and Discussion

Endothelin (C.S.C.S.S.L.M.D.K.E.C.V.Y.F.C.H.L.D.I.I.W.oH) is a 21-
peptide [41 with disulfides linked [1-15; 3-11]. Figure Ia shows an HPLC elution
profile of the products of partial reduction of endothelin (10 mM TCEP in 0.09 M
citrate, pH 3.0, 2 min, 20 0C). As was found to be characteristic of many peptides,
intermediates in the reduction process elute between native (N) and fully reduced (R)
molecules. Atypically, there are more intermediate peaks than the expected two, due
to thiol-disulfide exchange. When reduction is carried out at pH 5, faster exchange
results in an almost complete loss of peak B, with enhancement of C and D, while
peak A is relatively unaffected. This suggests that A and B are the primary reduction
products, while C and D arise by exchange from B.

Peptides A and B also differ greatly in their behaviour on alkylation. Even with
relatively mild conditions, A gave a single major product on HPLC, and sequencer
analysis showed clean labelling of Cys 1 and Cys 15 (Figure 2a), indicating that it was
one of the expected isomers [1, 15; 3-11]. On the other hand, only the most forcing
conditions were successful for peptide B. Treatment with 60 mM 4-vinylpyridine at
pH 7 gave two main products, both of which were incorrectly labelled (on Cys I and
Cys 11; and CysI and Cysl5)! Best results have been obtained for B and other
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a - b Endo A C Endo B
B*

A A

LD

Fig. 1. Elution profiles of endothelin reduction products, and their carboxamido-methyl
derivatives. Vydac C18, #218TP54 column; buffer A, 0.1% TFA in 1120; buffer B, 0.1%
TFA in 60% CH3CN. Panel a, endothelin + 10 mM TCEP, pH 3, 2 min., 20(C (30-70%
B/20 min.). Panels b & c, alkylation of peptides A and B by iodoacetamide (45-60% B/30
min.).

1SO EndoA" (Cam)
120

9

S01

CSCBS LMDKECVYF C

25- EndoS) (Cam)
20-

180-

C S C SS L M D K EC V YF C

Fig. 2. Sequencer analysis of carboxamidomethylated peptides from peaks A * and B*
(Fig. ]b and Ic). Ordinates represent yield (pmol) of PTH-Cys(Cam) at each cycle of the
analysis.

unstable intermediates, by injecting the peptide (in 10 mM TFA from HPLC elution)
into a rapidly stirred solution of iodoacetamide (2.2 M in 0.5 M tris at pH 8). The
latter, prepared by heating 100 mg of iodoacetamide in 200 Ail of the buffer, is
supersaturated and must be used immediately after cooling. With endothelin B, this
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procedure resulted in appearance of a new peak in about 35% yield (Figure 1b).
Sequencer analysis (Figure 2b) showed that this correctly represents the product
expected for the second partial reduction isomer [1-15; 3, 11 .

Partial reduction of peptides by TCEP has been applied to the problem of
disulfide analysis. As illustrated for endothelin, peptides containing both thiols and
disulfides can be produced and purified at low pH with minimal exchange.
Rearrangement is more of a problem during alkylation, but it can be recognized and
mitigated. Isomers A and B are very different in this regard, with B being among the
most unstable peptides encountered. The method has been verified [31 with a variety
of other difficult model peptides such as insulin, diverse conotoxins, and bacterial
enterotoxin. It has now been applied to several new structures, including that of a
novel conotoxin having 3 disulfides in 12 residues! Two-bridge analyses are relatively
routine, usually being carried out in one day, while three-bridge analyses present a
wider range of challenges. Echistatin, with 4 disulfides in 49 residues is the largest
peptide analyzed to date [3]: beyond this size, direct sequencer analysis will become
increasingly inefficient, and peptide fragmentation will be necessary.
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Introduction

Peptide synthesis has become one of the most important methodologies in
bioorganic chemistry. The Association of Biomolecular Resource Facilities (ABRF)
has -130 member laboratories that are engaged in the synthesis and structural
analysis of peptides. The ABRF Committee on Peptide Synthesis and Mass
Spectrometry was formed to evaluate the quality of the synthetic methods utilized in
its member laboratories for peptide synthesis. Each year for the three year time
period covering 1991-1993 the ABRF member laboratories have synthesized and/or
cleaved 3 different peptides [1-31. Problems associated with peptide assembly and
cleavage were evaluated by the Committee using amino acid analysis (AAA),
reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC), capillary
electrophoresis (CE), Edman degradation sequence analysis, and electrospray (ES),
plasma desorption (PD), fast atom bombardment (FAB), and laser desorption (LD)
mass spectrometry (MS).

Results and Discussion

The 1991 ABRF test peptide sequence was Val-Lys-Lys-Arg-Cys-Ser-Met-Trp-
fle-Ile-Pro-Thr-Asp-Asp-Glu-Ala. The sequence was designed to incorporate difficult
couplings (Trp-Ile-Ile) and potential cleavage side-reactions such as alkylation of Trp
and oxidation of Cys and Met. A total of 36 crude products were submitted, 18
synthesized by Boc chemistry and 18 by Fmoc chemistry. AAA indicated that all
samples were correct compositionally, i.e., there were no deletion or truncation
products. The average content of the desired peptide product was 44% by RP-HPLC
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and 53% by ESMS. As evaluated by ESMS, only 10 of the 18 Boc-synthesized
crude products contained >25% of the desired product, while all 18 Fmoc-synthesized
crude products fell into the same category. Examination of the nature of the non-
desired products revealed 8 of the Boc-synthesized peptides contained a single
dehydration and/or oxidation, while I I of the Fmoc-synthesized peptides contained
>10% of a tBu adduct. Thus, the respective cleavage conditions of Boc and Fmoc
solid-phase peptide synthesis were the primary source of synthetic difficulties for the
1991 test peptide, since non-desired products were not deletions or truncations but
rather the result of incomplete deprotections and/or other covalent modifications.

The 1992 ABRF test peptide sequence was Gly-Val-Arg-Gly-Asp-Lys-Gly-Asn-
Pro-Gly-Trp-Pro-Gly-Ala-Pro-Tyr. The sequence incorporated numerous potential
synthesis and cleavage side-reactions including dehydration of Asn and alkylation of
Trp. A total of 58 crude products were supplied for the study, 16 synthesized by Boc
chemistry and 42 by Fmoc chemistry. AAA showed 51 of 58 crude products to be
compositionally correct (Trp was not quantitated), which was consistent with RP-
HPLC analysis indicating 51 of 58 crude products having >25% of the apparent
desired peptide. Deletion peptides detected by Edman degradation sequence analysis
were des(AsnS), des(Pro12), des(Gly',Gly7 ,Asn8), and des(GIy',Gly4,Trp"1).
Assessment of product purity by ESMS, FABMS, and PDMS showed semi-
quantitative agreement with RP-HPLC analyses. As estimated by ESMS, 30 of the
58 crude samples (52%) and 26 of the 33 purified samples (79%) contained >75% of
the desired product. This represents a considerable improvement over the 1991 study,
where the percentage of crude and purified products containing >75% of the desired
material were 28 and 65%, respectively. Possible reasons for these improved results
were any combination of (i) a synthetic peptide sequence less susceptible to side-
reactions induced during peptide-resin cleavage, (ii) the greater fraction of peptides
synthesized by Fmoc chemistry, where cleavage conditions are less harsh, and (iii)
more rigor and care in laboratory techniques following the 1991 results.

Further examination of the 1992 samples showed 5 of the crude Fmoc
syntheses and 2 of the crude Boc syntheses to contain poor yields (<25%) of the
desired product. Five of the 7 poor yield crude products were the result of deletion
peptides (4 from Fmoc syntheses, 1 from Boc syntheses). Of the 4 Fmoc-
synthesized crude peptides that contained >10% des(Asn), 2 were assembled without
Asn side-chain protection. The only Fmoc-synthesized peptide for which all three
mass spectrometric techniques detected >10% dehydration was assembled without Asn
side-chain protection. This dehydration was probably the result of a side reaction
(nitrile formation) attributable to the use of unprotected Asn during coupling. Thus,
of the 7 peptides synthesized using Fmoc-Asn, 3 had >10% of a side-reaction directly
attributable to Asn incorporation. The other problem detected in Fmoc syntheses
was the generation of ethanedithiol-thioanisyl or anisyl-trifluoroacetyl adducts during
peptide-resin cleavage.

Impurities in Boc-synthesized peptides were mostly due to cleavage problems.
Of the 12 crude samples synthesized with Trp(For), 4 had >10% of the For group
still attached. Variable success was seen when deprotection of Trp(For) was
attempted during HF cleavage in the presence of anisole alone or anisole plus other
scavengers. Deprotection of Trp(For) was complete by treatment of the peptide-resin
with -10% piperidine-DMF for 2 h prior to HF cleavage.

Cleavage conditions were more stringently reevaluated in the 1993 study using
the test sequence Lys-His-Asp-Pro-Cys-Gly-Trp-Asn-Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro-Met-Arg-Gly,
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which is susceptible to acidolysis of the Asp-Pro bond and incomplete Drp removal
from His in addition to the cleavage side-reactions documented in the 1991 and 1992
studies. The peptide was synthesized by the Committee in both Boc and Fmoc
versions, with participating laboratories cleaving the peptide-resin and returning the
crude product. A total of 46 crude products were submitted. RP-HPLC showed I out
of the 12 Boc-based syntheses and 26 out of the 34 Fmoc-based syntheses to contain
>25% of the desired product. These results suggest that peptide-resin cleavages
following Boc-based syntheses may require greater attention to detail due to
deleterious side-reactions.

The wide range of peptide quality allowed us to evaluate critically the strengths
and weaknesses of the analytical techniques used here. RP-HPLC appeared to provide
an accurate estimate of the complexity of the peptide samples and, in situations in
which a sample of the desired product was available, an accurate estimate of the
content of the desired product. The only exception was the failure to detect an Asn
deletion peptide in the 1992 study which co-eluted with the desired product. Since a
sample of the desired product is not usually available, additional analyses are required.
AAA was the best technique for absolute amino acid quantitation, but was not
helpful for detecting modifications of amino acid residues. Preview sequence analysis
had the same strengths and weaknesses as AAA and the advantage of determining
residue position. The mass spectrometric techniques examined here (ESMS,
FABMS, PDMS, and LDMS) allowed for identification of peptide modifications,
including residual protecting groups. Our experience in these studies suggests that
peptide synthesis is susceptible to a variety of side-reactions, and that efficient
characterization of synthetic peptides is best obtained by a combination of AAA, RP-
HPLC, and MS, with sequencing by either Edman degradation or tandem MS being
used to identify the positions of modifications and deletions.
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Introduction

A great deal of structural information is available from the NMR spectra of
macromolecules [1]. When the molecules are folded into unique or closely related
families of three-dimensional structures, then the NMR information can be used in
distance geometry-type calculations to give three-dimensional structures comparable
to those obtainable by X-ray crystallography [2]. Certain peptide systems are
sufficiently constrained to permit this type of analysis. These include folded
proteins, cyclic peptides, metal substituted peptides such as zinc fingers and peptides
stabilized by the presence of disulfide bonding. Linear, unconstrained peptides rarely
lend themselves to the calculation of structures in the same way, since they
invariably have multiple conformations in solution, giving rise to conflicting
constraints which, if not treated appropriately, would lead to incorrect structures.
Structure calculation per se is in many cases unnecessary for linear peptides, since an
adequate description of the conformational preferences of the peptide can be obtained
readily from the NMR spectrum in conjunction with other spectroscopic methods [3,
4].

Results and Discussion

We have studied a number of linear peptide systems in aqueous solution by
NMR and CD spectroscopy (reviewed in [3, 41). Most peptides are not folded in
solution, but rather show evidence, in the form of d.N(i,i+l) NOE connectivities, of
extended conformations in solution. Even when there is evidence, for example, for
helical conformations, the evidence for unfolded conformations is usually present
simultaneously in the NOESY spectrum. If both sets of NOEs are included in
structure calculations, together with dihedral angle constraints from coupling
constants that are a population-weighted average of the components from different
conformers, the result will be either structures in which one or both sets of
constraints are violated, or, alternatively, in which high-energy regions of the
Ramachandran plot are occupied. Since this is unlikely for an unconstrained peptide,
the structures calculated by simple use of the averaged constraints are meaningless!

Nevertheless, there are some occasions when the calculation of structures for
linear peptides may be instructive. In order for such a calculation to be at all
meaningful, the conformational preference for the folded conformation or a closely
related group of conformations must be exceptionally high (probably >70%). Even
when such a high population is present, the calculation of structures may be
unnecessary, for example, if the peptide apparently forms a helix in solution, since
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the structure of the helix is well-known and it is unlikely that local conformational
details can be determined from the NMR data. The calculation of structures can,
however, be of great utility when specific questions are posed by the NMR data.

An example of such a system is the Type VI turn conformation of 6-amino acid
peptides of the sequence SArPArDV, where Ar is an aromatic residue. The turn
conformation in the cis form of the peptide SYPYDV was first described in 1988 [5],
and it was calculated on the basis of the increase in the percentage of the cis form that
the minimum population of the turn conformation was -70%. In addition, the 3JHa
coupling constant at residue Y2 was 3.3Hz, indicative of a high turn population.
Measurements using 15N-labeled peptide of the 3J coupling constants of the Y and
F residues at positions 2 and 4 of the peptide SYPFDV revealed that the side chain
rotameric forms were virtually fixed. The resonances of the cis-proline were highly
upfield-shifted, and showed prominent NOEs to the aromatic rings, an indication that
the aromatic rings were in close and highly specific contact with the proline ring.
We therefore felt that the circumstances in this case justified the calculation of
structures.

Distance geometry structures were calculated using backbone-backbone NOEs
that were specific to the folded structure. All of the NOEs involving the sidechains
of the proline and aromatic residues were included, together with the dihedral angle
constraints obtained from the highly specific coupling constants mentioned above.
Initial structures obtained showed the presence of the turn conformation as expected,
but the dihedral angles were very variable, and many were present in high-energy
regions of the Ramachandran plot. In addition, the well-constrained regions (Y2-F4,
with the majority of the distance and dihedral angle constraints) showed as large or
larger variation in the dihedral angles observed in the structures as the ends of the
peptide, where there were no constraints. This was due to over-constraint, because
when the distance constraints were loosened, the structures improved greatly, the
dihedral angles were now present in the low-energy 4m and 5 regions of the
Ramachandran plot, and the standard deviations of the dihedral angles were now much
more consistent with the input data, being high at the ends and lower in the middle of
the peptide. A sample of 20 of the calculated structures (Figure 1) shows that
residues 2-4 have a rather similar conformation both of backbone and side chain in all
structures, but the ends of the peptide are highly variable.

For the majority of linear unconstrained peptides, the calculation of structures
from NMR data is probably unnecessary and may give rise to erroneous structures
due to conflicting constraints associated with conformational averaging. However,
when used with care in systems when the population of folded forms is sufficiently
high and where specific questions can be answered, the calculation of structures can
provide valuable information.
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TYR2 PRO3 PHE4

Fig. 1. Superposition of 20 structures of the peptide SYPFDV, derived from a distance
geometry calculation using distance and dihedral angle constraints from NMR
experiments.
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Introduction

Two problems with the study of conformation of peptides by NMR will be
discussed here. The first, the possibility of large, significant conformational changes
fast on the NMR timescale, is addressed by application of both NOE and coupling
constant restraints during the refinement protocol [1]. The second, the small number
of NOEs (relative to the number available in the study of proteins), has been
approached by a modified refinement procedure to be used after distance geometry
(DG) calculations.

Results and Discussion

We have previously shown that the direct application of coupling constant as a
penalty function produces a great reduction in the available conformational space [1,
2]. The penalty term, is shown below,

Ej 1/2 Kj( 3j 3 exp )2

where Ej is the energy, 3Jexp is the experimental coupling, 3 J is the coupling
calculated from the Karplus curve and Kj is the force constant which can be adjusted
according to the associated error in the A, B, and C coefficients of the Karplus curve
and the experimental coupling. The function, first proposed by Kim and Prestegard
[3], is particularly useful with multiple coupling constants about a single dihedral
angle [., 2]. To gain information about the , dihedral angle, similar procedures have
been carried out for the Ca-HO' one-bond coupling [4].

The application of both NOE and J-restraints during the simulation allow for
the identification of conformational averaging. This is based on the fact that the
restraints average differently: the distances derived from the NOEs average as a
function of <R-3>, while the coupling constants average with the Karplus curve and
the dihedral angle subtended by the coupled atoms. In the presence of conformational
averaging, both of these restraints cannot be fulfilled by the same conformation. Of
course, this requires that during the calculation the restraints are driven to zero,
something often ignored in structure refinement. If averaging is thought to take
place, each of the restraints can be applied separately producing two different averaged
conformations.
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DG calculations are extremely well suited for developing structure from NMR
data. In the study of peptides, DG is not often used because of the small number of
NOEs. It is therefore important to incorporate as many other experimental restraints
as possible. Here a modified refinement protocol including coupling constants and a
hydrogen bond attraction term is proposed to partially compensate for the limited
number of NOEs. The starting point is the distance driven dynamics method
developed by Scheek [5]. To this are added the coupling constant penalty function, as
discussed above, and a hydrogen bond function:

0

0
S 0 4.2

-1

2.8
Distance [A]

donor acceptorE HB- KHBZ 2: ECmnrm-6
m1 n1m7-1 n=1

where KHB is a penalty constant and Rij is the distance between the hydrogen bond
acceptor and donor. The sum is run over all of the possible acceptors but only over
the amide protons (donors) which have been experimentally determined (i.e.,
temperature coefficient, deuterium exchange) to be involved in a hydrogen bond.
With this method no assumptions of the acceptor, which cannot be measured
experimentally, is required. This is especially important with peptides since the use
of a restraint between an amide proton and carbonyl (often used and misused [61 in
protein refinement) will dominate the conformation of a peptide.
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The function used here was chosen since it is short ranged; the attraction begins
at -4.2 A. The function is turned off at 2.8 A at which the energy and forces remain
constant. The NOEs and coupling constants will bring the two atoms close together,
and this function will help maintain the hydrogen bond during the refinement. The
energy from the hydrogen bond term is kept small by adjustment of Kin, accounting
for only about 10% of the total energy of the system. But this small contribution is
significant to maintain the hydrogen bonds and help produce the correct hydrogen
bond geometry.
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Introduction

Central to the understanding of the interaction of peptides with proteins (or
other targets) is the determination of the detailed molecular structure of the peptide-
protein or peptide-target complex. For many of the goals of protein engineering,
however, it is not necessary to know the complete structure of the peptide-target
complex, but only the structure of the bound peptide. The structure of bound peptides
can, in favorable cases, be determined by NMR transferred NOE spectroscopy even,
and especially, when the size of the complex is too large to be determined by NMR
methods. The method relies on the chemical exchange of nuclei on the peptide
between free and bound states, and the resulting transfer of information about the
structure of the bound peptide to the NMR spectrum of the free peptide which is
much easier to observe both because the peptide is smaller (resulting in narrower
NMR linewidths) and generally present at greater concentration. Consider the system:
peptide + protein <=> peptide:protein complex, shown below, where the goal is to
determine the internuclear distances between proton pairs such as Ha - Hb for the
bound peptide

+ Ha H
S+

Executing a transferred NOE experiment is not more difficult than a standard
NOESY experiment; the difficulty is in setting up the proper conditions under which
the experiment is useful and understanding how to interpret the results.

Results and Discussion

The transferred NOE experiment is possible only under conditions of fast
exchange which depends both upon the exchange rate and the NMR cross-relaxation
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rate between the two protons, which in turn depends upon the distance between the
two protons and the size of the peptide:protein complex (Figure 1).

0.0001 1.OE-04

,-- 0.0010 - 1.E-0
quantitative tr-noesy possible

U °

* U!~0.0100- 1OE.06

bA A

W" 0.1000- ------------------------.......... 1.OE-07
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Fig. 1. Range of applicability of the tr-NOE experiment (fri = 2.5 A and 500 MHz).
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Fig. 2. Absolute value of IH-IH cross-relaxation rate vs. size of complex.
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While the tr-NOE is an average of the NOE for the free and bound peptide, it is
particularly sensitive to the bound peptide because the NOE for the free peptide is
very small (Figure 2). Determining accurate distances from the tr-NOE's is
dependent on the mixing time of the tr-NOESY, the fraction of peptide bound, and
the size of the complex [l]. Figure 3 shows that the build-up of the tr-NOE (which
is proportional to r 6 ) can be very non-linear for large MW's and long mixing times.

M.W. 25000 mix=0.050s M.W. 180000 mix=0.200s
0.30 0.20.

0.20-

.1-0.1

0.10-
S-0.05

'0 0 .0
0.00 _0.00

0 25 50 75 100 0 25 50 75 100

% Bound % Bound

- 1.76 A 0 2.46 A ------ 2.68 A - 4.86 A

Fig. 3. Transferred NOE intensity vs fraction bound peptide for different mixing times,
sizes of peptide:protein complexes, and internuclear distances.

The results in Figure 3 indicate that one should use very small amounts of the
complex. However, in the limit of 0% bound, there can be no information about the
bound peptide. Figure 4 shows how the tr-NOE reflects the bound distance (2.8 A) as
a function of % bound for various sizes of the free peptide (12 amino acid residues ->

a correlation time of - 0.4 ns).
In summary, care must be used in setting up and interpreting the results of tr-

NOESY experiments, not only in the manner indicated herein but also with respect
to the stoichiometry and conditions of the complex formation.
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Fig. 4. Calculated bound distance (actual is 2.8 At) vs % bound for various sizes of the free
peptide.
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Introduction

Much of the study of peptides is devoted to elucidating their conformations,
their dynamics and response to changes in environment, and especially their
conformation when bound to receptors as a prelude to peptidomimetic design. While
interaction with a receptor will certainly perturb the conformational energy surface of
a flexible ligand, high affinity would suggest that the ligand binds in a conformation
which is not exceptionally different from one of its low-energy minima. Mapping the
energy surface of the ligand in isolation to determine the low-energy minima will, at
the very least, provide a set of candidate conformations for consideration, or as
starting points for further analyses. Molecular modeling has assumed an increasingly
important role in this process, both as a tool in its own right and for the analysis of
experimental observations.

I. Molecular Mechanics - The Basics [1]

Molecular mechanics is based 6n an empirical representation of the potential
energy surface and allows, in theory, the determination of the conformational
ensemble which a peptide will exhibit under a given set of experimental conditions.
Atoms are represented as balls connected to other atoms by springs with associated
force constants. The derivation of the necessary parameters are based on both
theoretical quantum calculations and calibration against experimental data. The
interactions between atoms are represented by a set of equations, the force field
(MM3, AMBER/OPLS, CHARMM, ECEPP, etc.), which attempts to analytically
represent the potential surface of the set of atoms under consideration. Inherent in the
force field representation are the vibrational spectra, relative energetics of
conformational minima and rates of conformational transitions. Many other chemical
properties of the system can be extracted from knowledge of the force field. Any
energetic criterion for filtering candidate conformations or calculating relative
populations carries with it the inherent limitations of the force field employed. The
most difficult aspect of molecular mechanics is electrostatics which is intimately
entangled with solvation. Various continuum models and detailed approaches with
multipole representations of the electron distribution have been proposed and are
being evaluated. Other difficulties arise in dealing with macromolecular systems
because electrostatic interactions occur over long distances (1/r dependence) and
cannot be arbitrarily truncated to simplify the calculations.
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A. Simulation methods [2]

The set of configurations generated by simulation methods is a relevant
statistical sample of the possible arrangements of interacting molecules, yielding the
macroscopic thermodynamic properties by statistical analysis of the results. In this
case, the partition function is derived not by theoretical analysis of the quantum
states available to the molecule, but through simulation. While it is important to
minimize the number of molecules in the simulation for computational convenience,
surface effects at the interface between the simulated solvent and the surrounding
vacuum could seriously distort the results. In order to approximate an "infinite"
liquid, a box of molecules is surrounded by mirror reflections, i.e., periodic images.
Each atom in the central box has a set of related molecules in the virtual boxes
surrounding the central one. The energy calculations for pairwise interactions only
consider the interaction of a molecule, or its "ghost", with any other molecule, but
not both.

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a deterministic process which solves
Newton's equations of motion for each atom and increments the position and velocity
of each atom using a small time increment. In this paradigm, atoms are essentially a
collection of billiard balls with classical mechanics determining their positions and
velocities at any moment in time. As the position of one atom changes with respect
to the others, the forces which it experiences also change. The forces on any
particular atom can be calculated using the appropriate force field. In MD, we choose
a time step smaller than the period of fastest local motion to ensure that atoms move
in sufficiently small increments that the position of surrounding atoms does not
change significantly per incremental move. The time increment is on the order of
10-15 seconds which reflects the need to represent adequately atomic vibrations of
similar time scale. For simulations of molecules in solvent, sufficient solvent
molecules must be included to represent adequately all classes of solvent-solute
interactions. This requires several hundred solvent molecules for even small solutes,
and as a result simulations of more than several nanoseconds are rare. Because of the
short time steps of molecular dynamics, events requiring longer times such as
diffusion are difficult to simulate at the molecular level in detail. In this case,
Brownian dynamics are used, and the particles (consisting of many atoms) move
under the Langevin equations which govern diffusion rather than Newton's equations.
Electrostatic forces are derived from the relative positions of the charged particles in
the simulation by solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation which describes
dieicctric behaviour in a non-homogeneous system.

The Monte Carlo method is based on statistical mechanics and generates
sufficient different configurations of a system by computer simulation to allow the
desired structural, statistical and thermodynamic properties to be calculated as a
weighted average of these properties over these configurations. Monte Carlo
simulations are successfully performed by sampling only a limited set of the
energetically feasible conformations, say 106 out of 10100 theoretical possibilities.
One could sample all states, calculate the energy of each and then Boltzmann weight
its contribution to the average. Instead, Monte Carlo operates by importance
sampling and looking only at energetically feasible answers among all possibilities.

The term, Monte Carlo, comes from the random selection of the parameter (for
example, coordinate or torsion angle) which determines the next configuration. The
energy of the new state is compared with the old state. If it is the same, or lower,
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the new configuration is kept and becomes the basis for calculation of the next
configuration. At this point, we can see that the procedure functions as a crude
minimizer. If the successive configuration has a higher energy than the previous
configuration, then it is either kept or discarded depending on the energetic difference
(AE) and a random number, x, chosen between 0 and 1. If exp(-AE/T) > x, then the
new configuration is accepted. In other words, there is a unitary probability of
accepting a move which results in an energy decrease, and an exponential probability
based on the Boltzmann factor of accepting a move with a higher energy. This
procedure generates trajectories which sample configurations in accord with the
canonical Boltzmann distribution, and average properties can be calculated by simply
averaging the properties associated with each configuration.

One aspect shared by Monte Carlo methods and molecular dynamics is the
ability to cross barriers. In the case of Monte Carlo, barrier crossing occurs by
random change and acceptance of higher energy states as a function of temperature.
Because it is difficult to simulate systems with explicit solvent for long enough to
allow conformational transitions, there is always a concern that sampling of the
potential surface was insufficient. One approach to this problem is to do multiple
runs from different starting configurations of the system. One can examine
convergence of the ensemble averaged properties of each run to determine if adequate
sampling has occurred. Obviously, the ability of the system to make transitions over
activation energy barriers depends on the temperature. In order to increase the
efficiency of sampling of conformational space, one can elevate the temperature for a
short period, and then resume the simulation at the desired temperature, allowing
time for reequilibration. This technique, called simulated annealing, is useful for
overcoming activation energy barriers between local minima.

Non-Boltzmann sampling is an approach to sampling high-energy states
that are infrequently reached in simulations. Often we are interested in sampling only
those conformations relevant to a particular chemical question. For example, what are
the energetics associated with a conformational transition from conformer A to
conformer B. By definition, transition states are higher energy and would not be
frequently sampled in an unconstrained simulation. Often a series of individual
simulations will be conducted with constraints to focus on discrete regions of the
reaction coordinate of interest. This procedure, umbrella sampling, can then be
correctly reassembled by removal of the effects of the different constraining potentials
for each individual simulation to generate a potential of mean force (pmf) for the
reaction coordinate. Occasionally, there are sufficient crystal structure data that
examination of the variation in the data will indicate the transition path (reaction
coordinate) between two states of interest. A more general approach is based on the
force field of the system itself and attempts to map a low energy pathway, a
minimum potential energy pathway (MPEP), between the two states by a variety of
mathematical techniques. The resultant MPEP on the potential energy surface is only
one of many possible and since the role of entropic stabilization has not been taken
into account, this is not necessarily the path with the lowest free energy of
activation. It is, however, a logical starting point for simulations to determine an
upper bound (as there may be another path of lower free energy) on the free energy
associated with the transformation represented by the reaction coordinate.

Thermodynamic cycle perturbation [3, 4] is an approach that allows
calculation of the energy difference between two states. In this method, one takes
advantage of the state-function nature of a thermodynamic cycle and eliminates the
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parts of the simulation with long time constants, for example, diffusion. As an
example, if one were interested in the difference in affinity of two ligands (L and M)
for the same receptor (R) or enzyme, then the following thermodynamic cycle
applies:

AA1
R + L v RL

AA3 AA4t

R+M AA2 No RM
Because the thermodynamic values of the two states do not depend upon the path
between the states, one can write the following equation:

AAA = difference in affinity of L and M for R
= AA2-AAI = AA4-AA3

By simulating the mutational paths A3 and A4, one can avoid the tong
simulation required for diffusion of the ligands into the receptor. One simply changes
the potential functions representing ligand L to those representing ligand M during
the course of the simulation making sure that the perturbations are introduced
gradually and that the surrounding atoms have time to relax from the perturbation.
Many interesting applications of this technique have appeared in the literature [3, 41.
Their success appears directly related to sampling problems and minimal perturbation
to insure equilibration.

B. Systematic Search [51 and the Active Analog Approach [61

Simulation methods are but a subset of the approaches used in mapping the
potential surface of a lijand. It should be noted that simple minimization procedures
locate the closest local minimum depending on the starting conformation. A more
comprehensive, less path-dependent approach is generally required.

In contrast to most conformational searching tools which are stochastic,
systematic search methods are algorithmic. All sterically allowed conformations are
generated by a grid search of the torsional variables at a fixed angular increment.
Systematic search methods, therefore, do not have problems in sampling and are path
independent, but are combinatorial in complexity which may limit the fineness of the
torsional grid and, thus compromise the results. In the Active Analog Approach, a
set of distances between the postulated pharmacophoric groups, or active site points,
are measured for each sterically allowed conformation. The set of distances, each of
which represents a unique pattern, constitutes an OMAP. Each point of the OMAP
is simply a submatrix of the distance matrix and, as such, is invariant to global
translation and rotation of the molecule. If the initial assumption is valid that the
same binding mode of interaction, or pharmacophoric pattern, is common to the set
of molecules under consideration, then the OMAP for each active molecule must
contain the pattern encrypted in the set of distances. By logically intersecting the set
of OMAPs, one can determine which patterns are common to all molecules. In other
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words, all potential pharmacophoric, or active site, patterns consistent with the
activity of the set of molecules can be found by this simple manipulation of
OMAPs.

C. Correlation Approaches and 3D QSAR [6]

Because of the difficulties in direct calculation of free energies of binding and
their requirements for an accurate molecular description of the structure of the binding
site, alternative approaches have been developed which use a training set of
observations on structure-activity to develop a correlation model which can then be
used to extrapolate predicted affinities for novel compounds. This approach was
originally developed for congeneric series by Hansch and others to deal with the
effects of changing substituents, and is commonly referred to as quantitative
structure-activity relationships, or QSAR. Generalizing this approach to three-
dimensions allowed analysis of non-congeneric series assuming that appropriate
orientation rules for aligning the different molecules could be developed. In the
absence of three-dimensional data on receptor structure, either a pharmacophore
hypothesis regarding spatial correspondence between groups in different molecules
when interacting with the receptor, or an active-site hypothesis regarding essential
groups within the receptor which would interact with each ligand provides a basis for
deriving an alignment of ligands. Once the ligands are aligned, their potential fields
can be compared and correlations drawn between differences in the fields and relative
affinities. One such procedure for deriving such correlations is called Comparative
Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA) and has proven useful in predicting activities for
sets of non-congeneric molecules. One can also use the structure of a known active
site to help align the ligands under consideration.

II. Integrating peptide structural studies into molecular modeling

As an alternative to identifying likely bioactive conformations by computing
the potential energy surface of a molecule, one can experimentally observe the
conformation of the molecule, either by itself or when bound to its receptor.
Experimental data usable in peptide modeling is geometric in nature: atomic
coordinates, bond lengths, bond angles, internuclear distances, and torsion angles.
Qualitative information such as secondary structure content and functional groups
essential for ligand binding are also used. Key considerations in incorporating
experimental information include: Is the observation relevant to the question at hand?
Is the experimental data conformationally averaged? If so, is there useful information
on relative populations of conformers? Is the absence or presence of data meaningful?
What is the accuracy and/or precision of the observations?

The experimental data of most relevance to the bound conformation of a peptide
is clearly derived from analyses of the ligand/receptor complex. The heterogeneity of
the environment presented by the receptor is difficult to reproduce in any symmetric
solution or solid-state environment, and as a result there is no guarantee that
observations of peptide structure made outside the receptor environment are relevant
to the ligand/receptor complex [7]. When the only experimental subject available is
the isolated peptide, experimental analyses are best done in environments that closely
approximate the biological environment - for example, determining the structure of a
channel-forming peptide in micelles rather than DMSO. As covalent constraints are
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incorporated into the ligand with retention of activity, confidence in the relevance of
free ligand structures may increase although even seemingly well-constrained peptides
can exhibit environmentally dependent conformations [8].

X-ray crystallography is the experimental tool yielding the greatest
quantity of information. Structures of ligand/receptor complexes reveal functional
groups on both entities essential for binding as well as the bound conformation of
the ligand which can be translated into internuclear distances and torsion angle
restraints usable in subsequent modeling. X-ray analyses of free peptides can provide
one or more low-energy conformers for use in modeling, although most molecular
mechanics force fields are now adequate to identify a reasonable set of low-energy
conformers. X-ray analysis of a free peptide is still a viable tool for determining
equilibrium bond lengths and bond angles, especially for unusual amino acids.
Conformational averaging is observed as reduced electron density due to partial
occupancy of the unit cell, or a complete absence of density which reflects disorder.
The fact that disordered regions do not produce observable data can create an artificial
confidence in observed conformations. Although many molecules are available in
sufficient quantity, the requirement for a crystalline sample is still a barrier to X-ray
analysis.

Solution NMR is second only to X-ray in terms of information content.
Several magnetic resonance experiments can provide information on the bound
conformation of a ligand [91, including a straightforward NOESY evaluation of the
ligand or ligand/receptor complex; transferred NOE experiments (for lowv affinity

ligands); and isotope-directed NOE experiments. Solubility and/or aggregation
problems at the sample concentrations required (0.1-2 mM) are not always
appreciated, and most 3- and 4-dimensional studies require isotopically labelled
material. NMR differs from X-ray in that atomic coordinates are determined using
computational techniques which identify conformations consistent with the
experimental restraints - interproton distances based on NOEs and torsion angles
derived from coupling constants. The behavior of the NOE varies as a function of
molecule size, changing from positive for small molecules to negative for proteins.
At the transition point between the two extremes, NOEs are zero. This regime
which often applies to peptides 3-20 residues in length; ROESY experiments are then
appropriate in that cross-relaxation peaks are positive over the entire size range.

The rate at which the NOE develops, a, is a function of the internuclear
distance and the motional properties of the molecule. The r-6 dependence of ci means
that the NOE drops off rapidly with distance, and as a result, only short distances (<5
A) are observable. In a semi-quantitative approach, NOEs are clustered into strong,
medium, and weak intensities and distance ranges assigned to each. A somewhat
more quantitative approach is the isolated spin pair approximation (ISPA). This
assumes that the motional properties of every proton pair in the molecule are
identical, and that each proton pair is isolated from every other proton in the
molecule. This approach can result in large errors (20-30%) in distances, although
the problem is not as great for small molecules. An alternative means of extracting
distances from NOE intensities is to solve the Bloch-Solomon equations, either by
integration or by diagonalizing the matrix of peak volumes to solve for a;ij [10].
Distance restraints calculated in this fashion have been shown to be more accurate
(±-0.1-0.2 A) than the ISPA treatment, although a model which .iescribes the motion
of the molecule is required. In the simplest treatments, the molecule is treated as a
rigid, isotropically tumbling sphere. An analysis of the effect of this simplifying
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approximation on calculated distances [ 11] reveals that the absence of an NOE peak
does not necessarily mean two protons are >5 A from one another.

Coupling constants are converted into torsion angle restraints using the Karplus
relationship and any of several calibrations that have been done for peptides and
proteins. As restraints, coupling constants are most useful at their extreme values
due to the degeneracy of states for mid-range values or to conformational averaging.
The combined use of coupling constants and short-range NOEs can make
stereospecific assignment of prochiral protons possible [ 12].

Extracting distances and torsion angles from NMR experiments to use as
restraints in conformational searches rests on a significant assumption: the molecule
is present in solution as a single conformer. The long time scale of the NMR
measurement (10-3 -10-5 sec) allows contributions to the same chemical shift from
conformations exchanging over a wide rate window. In addition, short-range
interproton distances (for example, sequential all-NH) can be less than the detectable
limit of 5 A over many conformational states. This differs from X-ray, where
disordered regions do not generate a signal. Observable data can create an impetus to
irterpret it. When conformational averaging is present, this is dangerous, because
the NOEs and coupling constants are population-weighted averages. Such efforts
often give rise to a "virtual conformation" - a structure which satisfies the
experimental restraints but is energetically unrealistic. Conformational averaging can
be diagnosed by: 1) the failure of any energetically reasonable conformation to
accommodate all distance and torsion angle restraints, either globally, representing
complete disordering of the structure, or in local "hot spots" - regions in which
restraints are poorly satisfied, due to averaging; 2) inconsistencies in coupling
constant and NOE values, since these average differently; or 3) the absence of
coordinated information - medium range NOEs, coupling constants, and H-bonds -
over a contiguous block of amino acids necessary to define a secondary structure [ 14].
Most linear peptides display conformational averaging in solution [151.

Numerous strategies have evolved for dealing with confoimational averaging.
One could implement restraints over only that part of the molecule which appears to
be well-defined and allow a conformational search to generate possible conformations
of the averaged portion. Alternatively, since the r-6 weighting skews the observed
NOE to short distances, one could argue that at any given time, a conformation is
present which satisfies the observed NOE. Subsets of restraints could be randomly
selected and used to generate a set of candidate conformations, each of which explains
a part of the data [16]. For simulation methods, one co.uld implen-,-it time-averaged
restraints [ 17] over those parts which undergo averaging.

As an alternative to using the conformationally averaged NMR data as a
primary filter, low-energy conformers can be used in a set of simultaneous equations
to solve for the relative populations of each. Another option would be to select
conformational candidates based on probabilistic information, i.e., their frequency of
appearance in crystal structures. An entirely different approach would be to use the
experimental data to solve for the continuous probability function about a given
torsion angle [181, thereby avoiding the issue of inadequate sampling of
conformational space implicit in the use of discrete candidates for averaging.

Solid-state NMR is an alternative technique for samples which are difficult
to crystallize for X-ray analysis or whose motional properties make them unsuitable
for solution NMR study due to increased linewidths. These studies fall into two
classes [191: those that orient the sample within the magnetic field and use the
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orientation dependence of chemical shift tensors and dipolar interactions to extract
structural information; and those that use magic angle spinning with specialized
methods to recover the rotationally-averaged, distance-dependent dipolar couplings.
Orientation-dependent experiments can yield torsion angles within 100, while
distances calculated from dipolar coupling have accuracies of ±0.1-0.5 A. In both
cases, site-specific information is obtained by the incorporation of stable isotopes
which are NMR-active. The large amounts of sample needed (50-200 mg) can be a
barrier, but the form of the sample can range from crystalline to lyophilized powders.

Electron Spin Resonance employs stable, free radical reporter groups
whose spectra are sensitive to the environment and can reflect mobility and solvent
exposure of the spin-labeled site [20, 21]. The dipolar interaction between two
electrons increases their relaxation rate, revealed as an increase in ESR linewidth.
This perturbation has an r 6 distance dependence, and like the NOE experiment,
quantitation of the distance requires an estimate of correlation time. The large
gyromagnetic ratio of the electron means that the technique has high sensitivity,
which can be translated into a decreased sample requirement and the ability to measure
distances greater than the 5 A observable by 'H-'H NOE. The time scale of the ESR
measurement itself is fast, on the order of 10-8 sec, making time-resolved
experiments possible. Paramagnetic species can also be used to perturb NMR
linewidths, allowing distance measurements of 20 A or more.

Circular dichroism [221 is used for identifying secondary structure content
in solution environments, even for molecules which are not suitable for solution
NMR. In contrast to NMR, CD yields the population of helix and sheet directly,
because the signal arising from each is unique and the time scale of the measurement
is rapid. The evaluation of CD spectra as summed contributions of helix and sheet
was extended to turns [23], a structural class of great interest to peptidomimetic
design. Those analyses revealed that although the presence of a turn could be detected
by CD, exact determination of its type depends on corroborative information from
another source such as NMR [24]. Quantitative determination of secondary structure
content by CD continues to be subject to appropriate standards for calibration and the
number and type of secondary structure descriptors [251.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) has a rapid time
scale (10-12 sec) complementary to that of ESR and NMR. The primary lines of
interest arise from the N-H stretch, which gives information on H-bonding, and the
position of the amide I band, which is due mainly to backbone C--O stretching and
has been correlated with secondary structure. Correlations to helix and sheet
structures are the best defined; the correlation with turns is not as well characterized.
In the past, the broad lines and inability to extract site-specific information have
limited the impact of FTIR to qualitative structural determinations, but resolution
enhancement methods have made it possible to measure line positions within 0.1
cm-1 [261. Isotopic labelling allows site-specific perturbation of the FrIR spectrum
[27], and as the correlation between local structure and amide I line position
improves, it should be possible to extract detailed information on local conformation.

Fluorescence emission and energy transfer are additional optical
techniques which provide information on the local environment and site-specific
distance information through the use of appropriate reporter groups. Shifts in
excitation and emission frequencies, for example, can demonstrate association of
peptides with lipid in vesicles. Energy transfer is based on dipole-dipole interactions
and consequently has an r 6 dependence; distances >20 A are measurable. The time
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scale of fluorescence decay (10-8 sec) is such that distributions of distances can be
determined with an accuracy that depends, among other things, on defining the
orientation factor between the interacting dipoles [28].

Computational tools are needed to search for all possible conformations
consistent with the data. Experimental restraints can be implemented in energy
minimization and molecular dynamics/Monte Carlo simulations simply by adding
terms to the force field which act as an attractive potential to pull the proton pairs
together [291. Entrapment in local minima is a significant problem with high
constraint density, and as a result the force fields used in these calculations are
modified to reduce electrostatic and van der Waals contributions. This allows atoms
to pass through one another and improves the sampling properties of the algorithm.
Torsional minimization using rigid bond lengths and bond angles is another method
used in fitting NMR data [30]. The combinatorial difficulties with systematic search
have been overcome to make this a usable tool in analyzing experimental data [31].

Distance geometry [321 is extensively used in the analysis of NMR data,
largely because it is an efficient, path-independent means of generating initial
structures which can be refined by other methods. There are three stages in this
calculation: construction of bounds matrices and bounds smoothing; embedding; and
optimization. In the first phase, matrices are created which enumerate the minimum
and maximum distance between all pairs of nuclei in the molecule. Entries in these
matrices originate in experimental observations or are holonomic constraints derived
from the covalent structure of the molecule (bond lengths, 1-3 distances, and 1-4
distances). For most molecules, only a small fraction of the required interatomic
distances are available from these sources. Additional constraints are implicit in the
geometric relationships (e.g., triangle inequalities) between the distances, and in the
smoothing process, entries in the bounds matrices are adjusted to satisfy these
relationships. A trial distance matrix is created by randomly selecting internuclear
distances within the smoothed upper and lower limits. This trial distance matrix is
used in the embedding process by which Cartesian coordinates are calculated from the
matrix of trial distances. The structure produced from the embedding process is only
an approximate fit to the distance restraints. The optimization of x, y, and z
coordinates in the final stage is with respect to the input distances and not with
respect to a molecular mechanics force field.

In summary, experimental tools can provide information about low-energy
conformations of peptides for use in molecular design. One should examine a ligand
with a variety of experimental techniques to exploit their complementary information
content and time scales. Experiments in a variety of environments which point to
the same set of conformations would confirm minima. It is important to understand
the assumptions in extracting information from data for use in modeling, as these
restraints place bounds on the conformational search and the minima identified.
Finally, it is essential to know the sampling properties of the chosen conformational
searching protocol and to recognize that when the experimental restraints are not
sufficient to define a structure, the results reflect the sampling biases of the
technique.
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III. Guidelines for Practical Applications of Molecular Modeling to
Peptides

One approach to peptide design is based on the assumption that the receptor-
bound (biologically active) conformation for highly potent peptide analogs resembles
one of the low-energy conformers. By systematically sampling the variety of low-
energy conformers for each of a set of active analogs and comparing them for three-
dimensional commonality, one can deduce a common low-energy conformation
accessible to all the analogs which, hopefully, resembles the bioactive conformation.

In our experience, the following steps are useful in obtaining a reasonable
starting model of the biologically active conformation for a given peptide:

1. Decide on the specificity and selectivity of the peptide-receptor interaction to
be modeled. In many cases, the modes of interaction of the same peptide with
different specific receptors may be different, and consequently the models of the
biologically active conformers should be different as well. Considerable evidence
indicates that agonists and antagonists have different binding modes and, therefore,
should be modeled independently.

2. Determine (or hypothesize) which groups in the peptide are important for
receptor recognition and activation. This set of groups can be refined by subsequent
comparison of the spatial arrangements of these functional groups in various analogs.

3. Perform energy calculations for several active analogs as well as for the
peptide itself and determine sets of low-energy conformers for each. Calculations for
conformationally different analogs (e.g., those with substitutions of D-, N-Me,
dehydroamino acids or a-Me-amino acid residues, or those with cyclic constraints) are
preferable at this step. It is essential to consider the sets of low-energy conformers for
each compound, not just a single lowest-energy conformation.

4. Compare spatial arrangements of the functionally important groups for
every low-energy conformer of the peptide and its active analogs. Those sets of
conformers with similar spatial arrangements of the functionally important groups
common to all active compounds are candidate models for the biologically active
conformation. Sometimes, it is possible to include non-active analogs in the
comparison as well, to eliminate common conformations from consideration.
However, it should be remembered that the reasons for lack of activity may not be
directly connected to conformational possibilities of the analog.

5. Use the derived model(s) to design new conformationally constrained analogs
that test its predictive value. Energy calculations of the new analogs are performed
independently and the model is refined against the biological results.

This approach was successfully employed for deducing a model of the receptor-
bound conformation for 8-opioid peptides (33, 34]. Three 8-selective analogs of
enkephalin, namely DPDPE (Tyr-cyclo[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]), JOM-13 (Tyr-
cyclo[D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen]) and dermenkephalin (Tyr-D-Met-Phe-His-Leu-Met-Asp-
NH 2, DRE) were selected for molecular modeling. Previous work in the field
suggested a common spatial arrangement of the N-terminal a-amino group and the
side chains of the Tyrl and Phe45 residues in the receptor-bound conformation of 8-
opioid peptides. Energy calculations for all three peptides were performed by the
build-up procedure with the use of the ECEPP potential field. A comparison of the
spatial arrangement of functionally important groups found a specific type of low-
energy conformer similar to all 8-selective peptides in question, and allowed
construction of a starting model for the 8-receptor-bound conformation. The most
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characteristic feature of the model was the placement of the Phe side chain in space
corresponding to a X, rotamer that is g- for peptides containing Phe4 and t for
peptides with Phe 3 [33]. The refinement of the model was achieved by considering
new "hybrid" analogs of opioid peptides with pronounced shifts in their affinities
toward g- and 8-opioid receptors [35]. Energy calculations and geometrical
comparison of these analogs together with previous findings led to the suggestion
that there is a unique, common spatial arrangement of the a-amino group and Tyr
and Phe aromatic moieties in the DRE 8-receptor-bound conformer. It corresponds to
the g rotamer of the Tyr and to the t rotamer of the Phe side chains [341.

The proposed model was confirmed by synthesis and biological testing of
conformationally constrained analogs of deltorphin I, a 8-selective linear peptide (Tyr-
D-Ala-Phe-Asp-Val-Val-Gly-NH 2, DT). Energy calculations performed for DT and
subsequent comparison of its low-energy conformers to the proposed model showed
the pronounced similarity of this model to one of the low-energy conformers of DT.
The side chains of the D-Ala 2 and Val5 residues in this particular conformer of DT are
fairly close to each other, which suggested the possibility of linking positions 2 and
5 in DT by a disulfide bridge while preserving the chirality of the corresponding Ca-
atoms. Energy calculations on the [D-Cys 2, Cys5]-DT analog confirmed the
compatibility of this cyclization with the model. Subsequently, several cyclic
analogs of DT were synthesized and tested for their receptor binding and biological
potency [36, 37). The results showed that [D-Cys 2, Cyss]-DT was as active as linear
DT at 8-receptors, but much more active at Jt-receptors [361. Thus, the &.selectivity
of the [D-Cys 2, Cys5]-DT analog was diminished; but it was restored in the similar
[D-Cys 2, Pen5J-DT cyclic analog [37]. Another confirmation of the proposed model
came from the synthesis of conformationally restricted analogs of the pt-selective
dermorphin peptide (Tyr-D-Ala-Phe-Gly-Tyr-Pro-Ser-NH 2, DRM) [38, 39]. The
authors [38] have fixed the Phe3 side chain of DRM into the t rotamer, which is
predicted by the model for 8-selective opioid peptides. This subtle modification alone
has shifted the selectivity profile for this DRM analog from Rt to 8-selectivity [38].
At the same time, [Tic 3]-DRM, where the Phe side chain was fixed into the g+
rotamer, was inactive on both receptor types [391.

Another example of this approach led to new conformational leads for
angiotensin II (Aspl-Arg2 Val3-Tyr4-ValgIle 5-His6-Pro7-Pheg, AT) [40]. Previous
work demonstrated that the problem of the biologically active conformation(s) of AT
and its analogs could not be resolved in terms of common backbone structures, i.e.,
different kinds of turns, peptide chain reversals, etc. [411. Therefore, a common
spatial arrangement of functionally important groups was sought in low-energy
conformers of AT and its active analogs, with the assumption that these groups are
the aromatic moieties of Tyr4. His6 and Phes residues, as well as the C-terminal
carboxyl. Geometrical comparison of the sets of low-energy backbone conformers for
AT and its analogs, namely [(aMe)Phe 4J-, [Pro5 ]-, cyclo[HCys 3.']- and
cyc/o[Cys/HCys 3, Mpt5]-AT, yielded a model for the receptor-bound conformation(s),
which was used to design a new unusual analog, [D-Tyr 4, Pro5]-AT. The analog
showed good affinity (ICS0- = 42.8 nM) for the AT, receptor [401 vs a pD2 value of
5.77 for [D-Tyr4]-AT [42).

In conclusion, the examples above were obtained using the ECEPP force field,
which has been calibrated specifically for peptide molecules and shown to be in good
agreement with high-resolution X-ray data on proteins. The results of molecular
modeling with different force fields and calculation techniques (such as build-up
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procedures, Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations) can be different in their
estimates of energy values for low-energy conformers. However, the set of sterically
accessible geometrical forms of the peptide backbone found by different calculations
are in much better agreement. A survey of publications on DPDPE(1988-92)
revealed that despite the large differences in relative energies for the lowest-energy
conformers, different authors found very similar allowed geometrical forms of the
DPDPE backbone (in terms of a common spatial arrangement of Ca and Co atoms)
by different protocols using a variety of force fields. Generally, the sets of low-
energy geometrical forms for peptides are much more limited than the sets of low-
energy conformers. At the same time, the backbone conformers for different analogs
do not necessarily have to be identical, or even very similar, to ensure the similar
spatial arrangement of functionally important groups which is the dominant
recognition pattern.
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Cloning bradykinin receptor 433 receptor-ligand complex 760
Cloning peptide transport genes 840 renin inhibitors 299

Coagulation 83, 788 sequential peptides 812
CoA transferase 257 src-TPK 376

Coiled-coils 806, 1038, 1045, 1054, turn conformation 748
1057, 1060, 1065, 1069 Conformational constraints 3, 586,

Collagen 362 719
fragments 362 Conformationally restricted peptides
peptides 1043 95, 113, 430, 631, 725, 817,

Collagenase 583 1036
Collision-induced dissociation 259 aureobasidin A 356
Computer modelling bradykinin 381, 547, 550, 687

see Molecular modelling 0ý-casomorphin 523
Conantokin-G 526 cyclic disulfide peptides 586
Conformational analysis 1105 deltorphin 514

angiotensin 1 908 enkephalins 435
azapeptides 299 epitopes 719
bicyclic cyteinyl peptides 782 a-factor 430
bombolitin ID 810 fibrinogen receptor antagonists
bradykinin 687 586
calcium-binding peptides 921 geodiamolide A 215
CCK-8 GnRH 684, 766
collagen 362 gonadotropin 1048
CRF 544 gramicidin S 284
cyclic disulfide peptides 782 GRF 46, 541, 802
disulfide induced 1027 HIV-! binding peptides 888, 924

enkephalin analogs 414,435 kinins 349, 353
fibronectin-like sequence 815 lactam bridge(s) 3, 430, 541

gonadotropin releasing hormone libraries 981, 1009
766 (a-Me) Leu containing :15

gramicidin S 284 microcystin 577
GRF analogs 802 MSH 3
a-helical peptides 287 neuropeptide Y 508,553
3-helix bundle protein 196 opioid peptide 104,905
IgE receptor peptides 785 RGD peptides 97, 384, 780
magainin 772, 820 somatostatin 211, 496

a-methyl-leucine peptides 315 vasoactive intestinal peptide 843
opioid peptides 905 Conotoxin 93, 526

platelet aggregating inhibitory Constrained amino acids 601
peptides 780 Constraints

polycyclic peptides 1036 design 3
proline-containing peptides 748 Continuous SPPS 156, 727
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Continuum electrostatics model 890 a-factor 430
Convergent SPPS 34, 156 fibrinogen receptor antagonist
Copper complex 107, 181 586
Corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) geodiamolide A 215

71, 130, 544 GnRH 684, 766
Counterion distribution monitoring GPIlb/ffla antagonists 384

207 GRF 541
Coupling, difficult 156 HIV-1 888
Coupling, monitoring 207 human chorionic gonadotropin
Coupling reagents 124 1048

at elevated temperature 71 immunogens 104
BOP 59, 65, 105, 154, 189, kinins 349, 353

430, 446 lactams 430, 541
N-carboxyanhydrides 51, 56 libraries 981, 1009
DCC 189 malaria 725, 817
HAPyU 95 microcystin 577
HOAt 95, 124 neurokinin A antagonist 487
HOBt 71, 113,124,446 neuropeptideY 508,553
PyBOP 113,124 opioid peptides 104,905
PyBroP 124, 356 oxytocin antagonist 275
TAPipU 95 pentapeptides 981

Coupling, sterical hindrance 130 polycyclic peptides 1036
Covalent semisynthesis 54 RGD peptides 97, 384, 780
CRF somatostatin analogs 211, 496

see Corticotropin-releasing factor synthesis 95, 278
C-terminal exposed peptide libraries thrombin 646

992 vasoactive intestinal peptide 843
CTL Cyclization, intra/interchain reaction

see Cytotoxic lymphocytes 44, 95, 356
Culekinin 704 Kaiser oxime resin 97, 101
Cyclic hydrazine 133 solid supports 3
Cyclic peptides 113, 631, 725, 817, Cystathionine 119

1036 Cysteine
aureobasidin A 356 alkylations 119
bradykinin 381, 547, 550, 687 N-terminmd capping 159
bradykinin antagonists 381 Cysteinyl peptides 62, 119, 159,
f-casomorphin 523 782
computer modelling 880 Cysteinyl protecting group 116
cyclic opioid peptides 905 Cystine peptides 151, 782, 1085
cystine peptides 151 Cytochrome c 80
deltorphin analogs 514 Cytokines 654
dipeptides 849 Cytotoxic peptides 1033
disulfide peptides 151, 586, 782 Cytotoxic T lymphocytes 736
endothelin antagonists 610 Cytotoxicity 455
enkephalins 435
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CZE induced conformation 1027
see Capillary electrophoresis Disulfide-linked dimers 978, 1045

Dithioacylpapain intermediates 804
DCC 189 DNA binding peptides 823
dDAVP 438 Dolastatin 3
DDP Domain ligation strategy 1075

see Dipeptidylpeptidase DPDPE analogs 669
D-amino acid 247, 293, 362, 384, Drug design 619, 634, 1045

403, 470, 490, 499, 602. 984, Drug resistant mutants 628
1003, 1027 Dynamic light scattering 544

Dehydroamino acids 167 Dynorphin 3, 657
Delivery of peptides 830
Deltorphin 483, 514, 701 E. coli 473, 625, 663
Denaturants 44 Eclosion hormone 265, 559
De novo protein design 37, 940, Edman degradation 31

1027, 1030, 1052, 1054, 1057, EGF
1060, 1063, 1065, 1067 see Epidermal growth factor

Deprotection Electron spin resonance (ESR) 574,
arginine protecting group 121 1105
cysteinyl protecting group 116 Electrospray ionization 230, 238,

Depsipeptide 356 259, 329, 338
Design Electrostatic interactions 1057, 1069

antibody mimics 310 ELISA
antigen mimics 310 see Enzyme-linked immuno-
peptides 3 sorbent assay
peptidomimetics 3, 278 Enantiomeric purity 62, 167
protein mimics 310 Endoglycosidase 698

Desmopressin 914 Endopeptidase
Diabetes 538 arginyl (AEP) 77
Diabetes mellitus Glu/Asp specific 46, 54

see Insulin prolyl (PEP) 77
Diagnostics 852, 854, 867, 869 I-Endorphin 51
Dibutylglycyl 793 Endothelin (ET)
Dieis-Alder reaction 164 antagonist 598, 610, 637, 660,
Diketopiperazine 483 981
Dimerization 595, 978, 1045 conformation in solution 890
Dimethoxybenzhydrylamine resin contractile potency 422

(DMBHAR) 59 synthesis 598
Dipeptidyl peptidase (DPP-IV) 378, Endothiopeptides 175

859 Energy calculations
Dipropylglycyl 793 see Molecular modelling
Disulfide Enkephalin 3, 68, 127, 290, 414,

analysis 1085 483, 532, 658, 830
bond formation 44, 83 cyclic analogs 104, 514, 523
bond structure 31 lanthionine 435
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mimetic 271 Fibrinogen 313
pseudopeptides 414 receptor antagonists 97, 586
X-ray diffraction 490 Fibronectin 815, 857

Enterotoxin 663 Film support for SPPS 872
Enzymatic Fluorescence 414, 777

coupling 1075 energy transfer 414, 812, 1105
degradation 435 Fluorescent marker 989
deprotection 116 Fluorescent probes 812
digestion of peptides and proteins donor-acceptor pairs 812

262 a-Fluoroglycine 161
synthesis 46, 54, 77 Fmoc

Enzyme -based synthesis 113, 138, 141
inhibitor 616 -fluorides 130
substrate complexes 804, 946 -ornithine derivative 107
synthesis 46, 54, 77 N-carboxyanhydrides 51

Enzyme-finked immunosorbent assay in automated, continuous flow
712,721,996 synthesis 51, 59, 62

Epidermal growth factor (EGF) 577 peptide amide synthesis 85, 149
-like domain 83, 788 Folligen 410
receptor 948 Foot-and-mouth disease virus 721
receptor-related peptide 199 Fourier transform infrared
related peptides 446 spectroscopy (FTIR) 772, 785,

Epitope 790, 820, 1105
conformational 719, 725, 1003 Fragment coupling 46, 49, 54, 65,
cytotoxic 712 141
mapping 725, 730 Free energy simulation 899
neutralizing 712 Free-Wilson analysis 390
peptides 721 FTIR
promiscuous 712, 732 see Fourier transform infrared
T-cell 730, 753 spectroscopy

EPSP synthase 760 Fusion protein 719, 738
Erythrocytes 444, 473

Gastrin
F, peptides 719 lipo- 493
FAB -releasing peptide 601

see Fast atom bombardment synthesis 56
a-Factor 430 Gastrin releasing peptide (GRP) 601
Factor IX 83, 788 GC-MS 241
Factor VIII 438 GCN4 1045
Factor XlII 867 Gelatinase 583
Farnesylation 324, 353,622 Geodiamolides 215
Farnesyl transferase GH

inhibitors 622 see Growth hormone
Fast atom bombardment (FAB) 238 GIF
Fatty acid conjugates 327 see Growth inhibitory factor
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Gla Growth inhibitory factor (GIF) 65
see -Carboxyglutamic acid Guanidine hydrochloride 44,267,

Glucagon 532 1027
antagonist 467 Guanylation 107

Glutathione 934, 1009 Guanylin 663
Glutathione S-transferase 934,1009
Glycopepfide HAPyU 95

mapping 329 Heat-shock proteins 763
structure 329,344 a-Helical coiled coils 806, 1057,
synthesis 321, 332, 335, 344, 1060

672 a-Helical wheels 556
Glycoprotein (gp), Ilb/ma complex a-Helices

see RGD distortion 793
Glycosylation 698 31,-helix 315, 793, 896

effect on biological activity 335 initiation 287
RGD peptides 335 Helix
serum degradation 335 amphipathic 769, 774
T-cell epitopes 335 amphiphilic 444, 473, 478, 556,

GnRH 1052
see Gonadotrpin-releasing bundles 196, 362, 1063

hormone folding 883, 1057, 1060
Gonadotopin-releasing hormone -helix transitions 896

(GnRH) peptides 287, 675, 1052
analogs 410, 766 processing sites 808
antagonists 403, 684 promoters 675
conformation 766 stabilization 1057, 1060
cyclic 95, 684, 766 transmembrane 675, 757

GPIIb/Ua antagonists 384 Hematopoiesis 367
G proteins 571 Hematopoietic peptide 367
Gramicidin S 284 Hemolysis 441, 473
GRF Hemolytic activity 441,470

see Growth hormone-releasing Hemophilus influenzae, outer
factor membrane protein 730

Growth factor receptors (GFRs) 948 Hepatitis B virus 1016
Growth hormone 1050 Hepatotoxins 577
Growth hormone release 390, 859 Herpes virus U ribonucleotide
Growth hormone-releasing factor 85 reductases 580

analogs 378, 390, 417, 541, Heterdimeric compounds 353
684, 802, 859 HF cleavage

bioactivity 378, 390, 417, 684, see Cleavage reactions
859 High density lipoprotein 408

enzymatic synthesis 46, 54 High pertbrmance liquid
lability 378 chromatography (HPLC) 31,
(l-32)-NH2 analogs 378 40, 51, 62, 68, 77, 85, 93, 107,

130, 143, 159, 228, 245, 247,
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258, 341, 395, 465, 499, 613, Hydrazone link 278
746, 750, 806, 872, 1038, Hydrins 834
1057, 1081, 1085 Hydrodechlorination 190

hydrophilic interaction Hydrogenation 153, 190
chromatography 228 Hydrogen bonding 490

ion-exchange 31, 1081 mimics 278, 287, 725
preparative 51, 232, 235 Hydrogen-deuterium exchange 259
reversed-phase 31, 51, 68, 77, Hydrophilic film supports 872

85, 93, 107, 159, 228, 247, Hydrophilic interaction
257, 341, 395, 465, 499, 613, chromatography
746, 750, 872, 1057, 1081, histone HI 228
1085 Hydrophilic side chains 562

separation of diastereomers 221 Hydrophilic tether 666
size-exclusion chromatography Hydrophobic

806, 1038, 1081 -induced pKa shifts 940
Hirudin 592, 649 interactions 499
Hirutonin peptides 604 moments 478
Histamine release 452, 565 Hydroxamate dipeptides 864
Histone H2A 202 Hydroxamic acid 583
Histone HI 40, 228 1,2-Hydroxyaminoethylene linkage
H1V-! 281

anti-HIV peptides 455, 888 1,2-Hydroxyazidoethylene group 281
binding to receptor CD4 924 Hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) 71,
chemotherapy 888 113, 124,446
infection 862 Hydroxymethyl transferase 230
nucleocapsid protein 777, 930, Hypertrehalosemic hormone receptor

956 666
peptides 924
protease 156, 204, 837 IgE receptor peptides 785
protease inhibitors 193, 595, IL-2

619, 628, 837 see Interleukin-2
HLA Imaging 852

see MHC Immobilized substrate libraries 989
HOAt 95, 124 Immunodominance, TH cell antigenic
HOBT 71, 113, 124, 446 sites 730
Homodimer formation 921 Immunogenicity 1048
Homogeneity Immunology 709, 712, 715, 719,

by capillary electrophoresis 31, 721, 725, 727, 730, 732, 736,
51,244 745, 753, 817, 869

by HPLC 31,244 Indium 854
HPLC Indole derivatives 296

see High perfoirmace liquid Inflammation 349, 359, 654, 742
chromatography Influenza hemagglutinin 344, 734

Hybrid analogs 857 Influenza virus 734
Hydrazides 151
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Infrared specunscopy Kaiser oxime resin 97
see IR studies Kaliotoxin 529

Inhibitors Kallidin 349, 946
apolipoprotein C-I 408 Kallikrein 946
blood clotting 867 inhibitors 886, 946
farnesyl ransfkrw-e 622 KDEL signal peptide 184
gelatinase 583 Ketenimine 607
HIV-I protease 193,595,619, Ketomethylene analogs 616

628 Ketomethylene isostere 589, 616
interleukin 1 converting enzyme Ketopeptides 589

589 Kinase 948
methimine aminopepidase Kininogen analogs 946

inhibitor 625 Kynostatin 619
platelet aggregation 780
ribonucleotide reductase 580 Laminin 806, 854, 857
thrombin 604, 616, 643 Laminin-like peptides 806
virus formation 734 Lanthionine peptides 101,435
zinc protease 607 Large scale synthesis 68, 252

Insertion reactions in peptide amyloid fl-protein 502
synthesis 133 LD-TOF (laser desorption-time of

Insulin flight) MS 341
receptor 574 Lectin 652, 672

Integrins 362 Leishmania gp63 815
Interleukin 1 0 converting enzyme Leiurotoxin I toxin 520

589 Leucine zipper 1038,1045
Interleukin-2 receptor 1038 Lewis antigen 321
Interleukin-4 709 LHRH
Interleukin-8 analogs 654 see Luteinizing hormone releasing
Intestinal permeability 827 hormone
Intracellular peptide vehicles 1033 Libraries, peptides
Intramolecular peptide bond formation see Peptide libraries

133 Ligation 218
Ion Linkers

binding 359 acid-labile 85, 149, 151
channel peptides 790 spacer 136
channels 406 trityl-based 149, 151
-spray mass spectrometry 40,62, Lipid

228, 359 bilayer stability 324
Ion-exchange chomatography 1081 -dependent Ca binding proteins

acidic peptides 252 532
co-agatoxin 31 interactions 444, 532, 772, 774

IR studies membrane 406, 532
amphipathic peptides 774 -peptide interactions 324, 327,

Isoprenylation 324 338, 532, 774
Isostere 74 polymorphism 444, 1041
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Lipoconjugates 727 Melanotropin analogs 398
LipoMAP 727 a-Melanotropin 3
Lipopeptide conjugates 327 Melittin
Lipopeptides 736, 936 cecropin-hybrids 373, 406, 470

mating pheromone 324 Membrane
Lipophific MAPS 727 -based peptide synthesis 136, 153
Lipophilicity 849 -bound peptides 675
Litorin 505 interactions 493
Luteinizing hormone releasing lysis 373

hormone (LHRH) 77,400, permeability 849
452 protein model 1063

antagonists 362, 452, 562, 565 stability 444
Lytic peptides 1041 Merozoite surface protein 1 725

Metal
Magainin 473, 772, 820 -binding 359, 852, 1050, 1052
Major histocompatibility complex chelating peptide 852

(MHC) 709, 998 Metalloprotease, inhibitors 849, 864
Malaria 725, 750, 817 Metalloproteases 625
Malpighian tubules 704 Metalloproteins, synthetic 1052
MAP Metastasis 362, 583, 854, 857

see Multiple antigen peptide Methionine reduction
Marine depsipeptides 215 aminopeptidase inhibitors 625
Mass spectrometry (MS) N-Methyl amino acids 211, 356,

CUD (collision-induced 622
dissociation) 259 Methyleneamine-containing peptides

electrospray ionization 230,238, 622
259, 329, 338 MHC molecules 709

FAB 238 Michael addition 74
GC-MS 241 Microcystin 577
ion spray 40, 62, 228, 359 Mimic, hydrogen bond 278
LD-TOF (laser desorption-time of Mimotope 1003

flight) 341 Mini antibodies 715
matrix-assisted laser Minibody 1030

desorption/ionization 51, 228, Mini-collagens 1043
262, 265 Mitsunobu reaction 215

peptide mapping 254 Molecular dynamics simulations
synthesis and folding 265 899, 902, 1105

Mastoparan 473 Molecular imprinting 196, 221
a-Mating factor 175 Molecular mechanics 1105
Matrix-assisted laser desorption mass Molecular modelling 1105

spectrometry 51, 228, 262, amphipathic a-helices 444
265 ANF 459

Melanocyte-stimulating hormone cyclic peptides 880
(MSH) 3, 71 enkephalin 435

Melanoma cells 362
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glycopeptides 344 Neuropeptides 490, 496, 526, 544,
gramicidin S 284 559, 692
GRP 601 Neuropeptide Y 71, 247, 499, 508,
heat-shock proteins 763 535, 553, 998
kallikrein inhibitors 886 antagonist 535
neurokinin A antagonist 487 cyclic analogs 508, 553
oxytocin antagonists 275 D-amino acid analogs 247
renin inhibitors 634 shortened analogs 508
RGD peptides 780 Neurophysin peptides 808
secondary structure 883 Neurotensin 56
SP-C proteins 338 Neutralizing epitopes 712
f-turn models 290, 883 Neutrophils 412, 461

Molecular recognition 221,271 Nitric oxide 475
Molecular topology 293 NKA analogs 487

Molten helix 896 NMR
Monitoring of coupling 207 see Nuclear magnetic resonance
Monoclonal antibody 721 Nodularin 577
Monte Carlo simulations 622, 899, Non-Boltzmann sampling 1105

1105 Nonpeptide libraries 1007
Motilin 681 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
MSH 1093, 1096, 1099, 1105

see Melanocyte-stimulating amino acids 170
hormone amphipathic peptide 370, 373,

Mucosal barriers 849 774
Multipin synthesis 1021 anti-HIV-1 peptides 888
Multiple antigen peptide 104, 727, bradykinin receptor antagonists

750 796
lipophilic MAPS 727 t 3C 444

Multiple peptide synthesis 85, 88, calcium-binding peptides 921
91,725, 1021 caldesmon 963

Muramyl dipeptides 341 CCK 493
Mycobacterium tuberculosis 763 cecropin A-melittin 373
Myosin 961 cecropin-melittin

hybrid peptides 373
N-benzylglycine 427 desmopressin 914
N-carboxyanhydride 51, 56 DNA binding peptides 823
N-(hexyl)-succinimides 353 factor IX 788
N-methyl amino acids 211,356 fibronectin-like sequence 815
Nerve growth factor 230 gastrin 493
Neu protein 757 glycopeptides 332
Neurohypophysial hormone 275, gramicidin S 284

438,571 GRF 802
Neurokinin A (NKA) a-helical peptides 287

antagonists 487 HIV- 1 nucleocapsid protein 930
Neuromedin B 496 magainin 772
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multi-dimensional 802 Oxytocin 77, 119, 438, 571, 808
neuromedin B receptor antagonists agonists 3

496 antagonist 3, 275
opioid peptides 1105 orally active 275
peptide 1096, 1099 precursor 77, 808
phosphorus 823
platelet aggregating inhibitory P05 520

peptides 780 P-type calcium channel blocker 3 1,
pro-ocytocin 808 395
proline isomers 748 Parathymosin a 244
proline peptides 748 Pathophysiology, kiniit 349
proton chemical shifts 911 PCOR method 435
REDOR 760, 772 Penicillamine 3, 384
solid-state 760, 772, 1105 Pentraxins 412
somatostatin analogs 211 PEPSCAN 725
structure 748 Peptide
transferred NOE 1099 W-agatoxin 31, 395
P-turns 748 affinity chromatography 153
twisted amides 211 Aib-containing 124, 130, 211,

Nuclear targeting peptides 1033 793
aldehydes 589

O,N-acyl transfer 218 amides, Fmoc synthesis 85, 149
Octopeptides 1033 aminoalkylamides 143
Oligonucleotide-peptide hybrids 184 amphipathic 373, 444, 769, 774
Oligosaccharide binding peptides amylin 538

742 amyloid 34, 412, 502, 511,517
Oncogene 757 amyloid 8 protein 502, 511, 517
Opioid angiotensin 68, 296, 640, 690,

agonists 669 698, 846, 908, 978,
peptide precursors 238 antigen 113, 748
peptides 104, 483, 490, 523, apolipoprotein C-I peptide 408

701,905, 984 arginine containing 107, 121
receptor 483, 657, 905, 971 atrial natriuretic factor 459

-8-selective opioid peptide aureobasidin A 356
analogs 483, 514, 701, 905 bactenecins 461

receptor ligand 3, 669, 905 bestatin analogs 625
Optical purity of peptides 241 betabellin 1027
Oral absorption 849 bicyclic cysteinyl peptides 782
Oral bioavailability 827 bile acid conjugates 827
Organic templates 196 bombesin 56, 446, 505, 532,
Orthogonality, SPPS 93, 113, 727, 601

1001 bombolitin related peptides 810
Oxazolidines 37 bradykinin 349, 353, 381, 392,
Oxazoline formation 356 420, 427, 449, 547, 550, 687,
Oxime bond formation 1067 796, 978
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bradykinin receptor 433 gastrin 56, 493
branched 113, 508, 852, 1033 gastrin releasing peptide 601
buserelin 410 geodiamolide A 215
calcium-binding 921 GIF 65
y-carboxyglutamic acid containing glucagon 3, 467, 532

932 glutathione 934, 1009
conjugation 837 glycopeptides 321, 329, 332,
k3-casomorphin 523 335, 344, 672
cecropin 373, 406,470 GnRH 95, 403, 410, 684, 766
chemotactic protein 10 (CPIO) gramicidin S 284

359 GRF 46, 54, 71, 85, 378, 390,
cholecystokinins 3, 56, 59, 493, 417, 541,684, 802, 859

669 guanylin 663
cionin 178 hematopoietic 367
cleavage reactions 211 heptamer repeats 441
conantokin-G 526 hirudin 592, 649
conotoxin 93, 526 hirutonin peptides 604
CRF 71, 130, 544 histone 202
culekinin peptides 704 history 20
cyclization 44, 95, 97, 101, 356, hormones 532

992 human gelsonin fragment 872
cystathionine 119 hybrids 857
cytokines 654 hydrins 834
delivery 327, 830, 837, 849 hydrazides 151
deltorphin 483, 514, 701 hydroxamates 864
design 3 immobilization 936
desmopressin 914 immunopeptides 721
diagnostics 852, 854, 867, 869 inhibitors 408, 734, 946
dimerization 101, 757 insulin 574
-DNA interaction 823, 943 interleukins 654, 709
dolastatin 3 intestinal permeability 827
dynorphin 3, 657 ion-channel peptides 790
eclosion hormone 265, 559 kaliotoxin 529
EGF receptor-related peptide 199 kallidin 946
endorphin 51 KDEL signal peptide 184
endothelin 422, 598, 610, 637, ketopeptides 589

660, 890, 981 kynostatin 619
enkephalin 3, 68, 104, 127, 271, laminin-like peptides 806

290, 414, 435, 483, 490, 514, large-scale synthesis 68, 252,
523, 532, 658, 830 502

expression 738 leiurotoxin I 520
F, peptides 719 LHRH 77, 362, 400, 452, 562,
a-factor 430 565
fatty acid conjugates 327 lipid interactions 444, 473, 772,
folding 745 1041
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lipopeptides 324 RGD peptides 97, 313, 384,
lytic peptides 1041 475, 721,780
magainins 473, 772, 820 RNA interactions 778
mapping 254 russtoxins 464
a-mating factor 175 secondary structure
marine origin 215 see Secondary structuremelanotropins 3, 398 sequencing 224, 257, 259, 338,
melittin 373, 406, 470 1085
membrane interactions 757 SH2 peptides 631, 927metal binding peptides 852, 921 somatostatin 3, 116, 211, 410,
microcystin 577 496, 692
mimetics stability 3

see Peptidomimetic STF 175
modelling 1105 structure 808molitin 681 substance P 293, 304, 532MSH 3, 71 substrates 938
muramyl dipeptides 341 surfactant peptide 338
neuromedin B 496 synthesis 20
neurophysin peptides 808 tachyplesin 455
neurotensin 56 tandem repeats 721
NKA 487 taurine peptide 562
NPY 71, 247, 499, 508, 535, thrombin inhibitors 592, 604,553, 998 616, 643, 646, 649octopeptides 1033 thrombin receptor agonists 387,
oligomers 104 695
oligosaccharide binding 742 TIPP opioid peptides 483
opioid 104, 238, 483, 490, 523, transport 849, 1033

701,905,984 transport genes 840
oral bioavailability 827 TRH 175, 830
ornithine containing 107 vaccines 712, 721, 725, 727,oxytocin 3, 77, 119, 438, 571, 732, 736, 748, 750, 753, 924808 vasopressin 3, 77, 275, 438, 571parathymosin a fragments 244 venoms 444
parathyroid hormone 556 Peptide-carbohydrate interactions
pertussin toxin 742 672
PGL peptides 441, 820 Peptide libraries 971, 975, 978,
polyphemusin 455 981, 984, 986, 989, 992, 995,poly-tricosa peptides 940 998, 1001, 1003, 1005, 1007,porcine growth hormone 1050 1009, 1012, 1016, 1018, 1021processing 808 Peptide-menibrane interactions 675prodrugs 837 Peptide-oligonucleotide hybrids 184pro-inflammatory protein 359 Peptide receptor 571
prothymosin a 365 Peptide sequences 224ranalexin 424 Peptide synthesizer 68, 88, 91
receptors 571
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Peptidomimetic 3, 170, 271, 275, Porcine growth hormone (pGH)
278, 281,287, 301, 634, 725 1050

non-peptidic 271, 275, 296 Post-translational modification 230
Peptomers 924 Potassium channel blockers,
Peripheral blood monocytes 422 synthesis 395, 529
Pertussis toxin peptides 742 Potassium channels 520
Pertussis toxin receptor 652 Potassium channel protein 790
PGL peptides 441, 820 pp60-- 376
Phenylaminophenylacetic acid 296 Prenylation 324
Phosphatase 948 Preparative chromatography 51,
Phospholipase 948 232, 235
Phospholipids 837 Prodrugs 859
Phosphonium salts 113, 124 Prohormone convertases (PC) 613
Phosphopeptide 187, 199, 202, Prohormone processing 808

376, 631,799, 948, 958 Pro-inflammatory protein 359
Phosphorylated saccharides 332 Proline-containing peptides 610,
Phosphorylated tyrosine analogs 748

376, 631,948, 958 analogs 164, 307, 687
Phosphorylation 199, 202, 376, 938 modelling/NMR 748
Photoaffinity labeling 574, 666, Promiscuous T-cell epitopes 712,

698, 704, 958 732, 753
Photochemistry 110, 951, 958 Proteases/proteinases
Photoreactive insulin 574 HIV-1 595
Pierce Award Lecture 1 inhibition 613, 837
"Pilot" 975 Protected fragments 40, 46, 49, 141,
Pipecolic acid derivatives 164 149, 151, 156
pKa shifts 940 Protection techniques
Plasmid vectors 738 allyl chemistry 113
Platelet aggregation 313, 384, 387, amino- 727

780 arginine side-chain 121
-inhibitors 313, 384, 387, 586, glutamic acid 940

780 glycopeptides 321
Poisson-Boltzmann equation 877 photoprotection 110
Polycyclic peptides 1036 solubilizing 37
Polydepsipeptides 215 Protein
Poly(ethylene glycol) peptide hybrids amino-acylation 254

857 characterizauon of tertiary structure
Polyethylene surfaces 975 254
Polymyxin 424 design 310, 1027, 1030, 1054,
Polyphemusin 455 1057, 1060, 1063, 1065, 1067
Polypropionates 215 engineering 1027, 1030, 1036,
Polystyrene-grafted polyoxyethylene 1057, 1060, 1063, 1065, 1067

51 folding 1030, 1057, 1060, 1069
Poly-tricosapeptides 940 kinases 556, 938

mimetics 310
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modifications 254 antagonists 353
neu protein 757 binding assay 998
-peptide interactions 936 -bound conformation 905
phosphatases 577 bradykinin 353, 678
phosphorylation 577 insulin 574
-protein interaction mannose 6-phosphate 332

selective chemical modification opioid 701, 905
254 thrombin 695

sequencing 224 vasotocin 692
stability 1050, 1057, 1069 Receptor bound conformation 760

Protein C 932 Redox potentials 954
Proteolytic processing 808, 859 Renin inhibitors 93, 281, 299, 634,
Prothymosin a 365 827
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 672, 738, Resonance Raman spectroscopy 804

748 Reverse turn 1093
Pseudomonas pili 672, 738, 748 Reversed-phase chromatography 1081
Pseudo-peptide woagatoxin 31, 395

chemistry 301 amphipathic peptides 247, 769
culekinin 704 angiotensin 68
enkephalin 414 arginine peptides 107
NPY 553 CoA transferase fragments 257

PS-PEG 156 coiled-coil 1058
PyBOP 113, 124 conotoxin 93
PyBroP 124, 356 cysteinyl peptides 159

cystine peptides 1085
Quantitative structure-activity y-endorphin 51

relationships (QSAR) 1105 enkephalin 68
QSAR GRH 85

see Quantitative structure-activity histone HI 228
relationships human gelsonin fragment 872

Quinoline yellow 207 LHRH 77
model antibodies 745

Rabbit renal artery 459 muramyl dipeptides 341
Racemization 62 neuropeptide Y analogs 499
Radioimmunoconjugates 852 parathymosin a fragments 244
Radiolabelling 975 peptide antigens 750
Ranutmandran space proteinase inhibitor 613

design 3 russtoxins 465
Ramachandran plots 922 RGD peptides 97, 313, 384, 475,
Rana catesbeiana 424 721,780
Ranalexin 424 Ribonuclease A active site 254
Rat diuresis 459 Ribonucleotide reductase
Receptor inhibitors 580

affinity 640 RNA-peptide interactions 778
affinity labeling 666, 698 Russtoxin 464
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S. cerevisiae 430 laminin peptides 806
Safety-catch principle 146 interleukin-2 receptor 1038
SAR Skatolicidin 107

see Structure-activity relationships Smooth muscle contraction 681
Screening high speed peptide 40 Snorkel hypothesis 444
SDS-PAGE 698, 704, 740, 759, Solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS)

958 1088
Secondary structure see also Synthesis and Solution

chaotropic solvents in SPPS 77 peptide synthesis
disruption in synthesis 40 o-agatoxin 395
a-helix 196, 287, 883 allyl chemistry 93, 113, 143,
amphipathic 373, 444, 769, 774 146
ion-channel peptides 790 amyloid protein 34, 502, 511,
magainin 820 517
mimetics 271, 278, 284, 287, anchoring linkages 146

290, 725 anchoring primary amino group
modelling 883 143
peptide RPC retention behaviour angiotensin 68

247 antibodies 745
prevention of 40 anti-freeze protein 49
P-turns 271, 284, 290, 315, 748, betabellin 1027

883 bombesin 56
Segment condensation 46, 54, 149, bradykinin 349, 353, 547, 687

218, 1075 branched peptides 113,508
Selectins 742 carba-modification 119
Selectivity, peptide design 3 [-casomorphin 523
Semisynthesis 54, 80 CCK 59, 178
Sequencing instrumentation 224 cecropins 406
Sequential peptides 812 chemotactic protein 10 (CP10)
Serine proteases 946 359
Serine proteinases, inhibitors 613 cholecystokinin 56, 59
Serology 862 cionin 178
Serum thymic factor (STF) 175 cleavage 153
Sex determination 141, 943 conantokin G 526
n-Sheet 455, 595, 883, 1027 conotoxin 93
ý-Sheetil-tum structure 883, 1027 continuous flow 727
SH2 domains 948 coupling reagents 124
SH2 peptides 631,927, 958 CRF 71, 130
Shifty peptides 293 cyclic disulfide analogs 151
Side-reaction 31 cyclization 101
Signal transduction 577, 757 cysteinyl peptides 62
Silicon-based linkage agent 138 cysteinyl protecting groups 116
Silylamide linker (SAL) 138 eclosion hormone 265, 559
Site-directed mutagenesis 1050 EGF 83, 199, 446
Size-exclusion HPLC 1081 elevated temperature 1081
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y-endorphin 51 protected peptide fragments 151
endothiopeptides 175 protecting groups 146
enkephalin 68 prothymosin a 365
evaluation 1088 secondary structure mimetics 278
a-factor 430 side reactions, dimerization 116,
fragment condensation 141, 502 159
gastrin 56, 146 somatostatin 116
GEF 65 substance P 149, 293
glutamic acid side-chain protection supports 156, 1078

940 total synthesis 1081
glycopeptides 321 triple-helical peptides 362, 806,
GnRH 95, 403, 684 1043
GRF 46, 85 tyrosine-sulfate containing
handles 1078 peptides 178
3-helix bundle protein 196 use of chaotropic solvents 77
hematopoietic peptides 367 Solid-state NMR 760
high temperature 71 Solution peptide synthesis
histone peptides 202 see also Synthesis and Solid phase
HIV- I protease 156, 204 peptide synthesis
hydrazone link 278 wo-agatoxin 31
large scale 68, 252, 502 amyloid protein 34
leiurotoxin I 520 bombesin 56
LHRH antagonists 562, 565 J3-casomorphin 523
long peptides 745, 943 cholecystokinin 56
MAPS 727 cysteinyl peptides 62
a-mating factor 175 enkephalin analogs 104
metallothionein 65 gastrin 56
monitoring coupling 207 glycopeptides 321
multiple on single support 88 neurotensin 56
muramyl dipeptides 341 Solvation energy 890
N- to C-direction 127 Solvation models 877
neuropeptide Y 71 Solvent simulations 902
neurotensin 56 Somatostatin 3
oxytocin 119 analogs 116, 410, 496
PEPS polystyrene-grafted cyclic analogs 211

polyethylene film 872 receptors 692
peptide amides 146 SPPS

using Fmoc SPPS 85 see Solid phase peptide synthesis
phosphopeptides 187, 199 SRY, sex-determining region on the
photoprotection 110 chromosome Y 141, 943
polystyrene-grafted polyethylene Statin analogs 193

film (PEPS) 872 Stereoselective synthesis 167, 181
poly-tricosa peptides 940 Stereospecificity 221
potassium channel blockers STF
protected peptide amides 149 see Serum thymic factor
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frStrand 666 HIV-I nucleocapsid protein 777,
Streptavidin 975 930
Streptavidin-peptide interaction 1005 HIV-1 peptide 736
Stromelysin 583 hydrins 834

Structure activity relationships (SAR) hypertrehalosemic hormone
ANF amylin 459, 538 receptor 666
angiotensin II 296, 640, 690 interleukin-4 709
apolipoprotein 408 interleukin-8 654
AVP 275 kaliotoxin 529
blood clotting 867 LHRH 400, 562, 565
bombesin 505, 532, 601 LHRH antagonists 452
bradykinin 420, 547, 678, 687 magainins 473
bradykinin antagonists 353, 392, MAPS 727

449 melanotropin analogs 398

fý-casomorphin 523 metalloprotease inhibitors 864
CCK 178, 493, 669 MHC molecules 709
cionin 178 motilin 681
cyclic RGD peptides 384, 780 neurokinin A antagonist 487
dDAVP 438 neuromedin B 496
deltorphin 483, 514, 701 neuropeptide Y (NPY) 499, 508,
dynorphin 657 535
EGF-related peptides 446 opioid peptides 104, 483, 523,
endothelin 422, 598, 610 701,905

antagonists 637 oxytocin 438, 571
enkephalin 290, 435, 483, 514, oxytocin antagonists 275

523 P05 520
epidermal growth factor 948 parathyroid hormone 556
a-factor 430 platelet aggregation inhibitory
factor XII 867 peptides 313, 384, 586, 695,
farnesyl transferase 622 780
fibrinogen receptor 335, 586 polyphemusin 455
gastrin 493 protease inhibitors 193
gelatinase 583 PTH 556
glucagon 532 ranalexin 424
glutathione 1009 renin inhibitors 193, 281, 299,
glycosylated peptides 335, 672 634, 827
GnRH 410, 684, 766 RGD analogs 313, 384, 475,
GnRH antagonists 403 721,780
GRF 378, 390, 541,802, 859 ribonucleotide reductase 580
GRP antagonists 417, 601 SH2 peptides 631, 927
GRP receptor 601 somatostatin 410, 496, 692
guanylin 663 substance P 304, 532
hematopoietic pept'des 367 tachykinins 487
HIV protease 595, 619, 837 thrombin inhibitors 592, 604,

616, 643, 646
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thrombin receptor 387, 616, 695 enzymatic coupling 1075
thrombin receptor agonists 387, enzymatic deprotection 116

695 film support 872
TIPP opioid peptides 483 geodiamolide A 215
vasotocin 438, 692, 834 GIF 65
vasopressin 438 glycopeptides 321, 332
VIP 571,843 GRF 46

Structure determination high temperature 71
see Conformational analysis, history 20

Circular dichroism, Nuclear hydrophilic support 872
magnetic resonance insertion reactions 133

Sub-libraries 986 membrane-based 136
Substanice P (SP) 293, 304, 532 neuropeptide Y 71

endopeptidase 304 oligonucleotide-peptide hybrid
topochemical modification 293 184

Suicide substrates 646 oxazolidines 37
Sulfation of tyrosine 178 peptide amides using Fmoc SPPS
Superagonist 3 85, 138
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peptide aminoalkylamides 143

936 peptides of marine origin 215
Surface topology 254 photoprotection 110
Surfactant peptide 338 pseudoargiopinine 111 143
Surfactants 40 renin inhibitors 193
Syncytial virus 719 segment condensation 54, 1075
Synthase 760 selective formation of disulfide
Synthesis bridges 83

see also Solution peptide synthesis semisynthesis 54, 80
and Solid phase peptide thiazolidines 37
synthesis total 1081

anti-freeze protein 49 tryptophan containing peptides
arginine side-chain protection 138

121 Synthetic
azapeptides 299 polymers 221
bicyclic cysteinyl peptides 782 proteins 763
carba-peptide isosteres 74 vaccines 712, 719, 721, 730,
chemotactic protein 10 (CPI0) 732, 736, 738, 748, 750, 753,

359 924
cholecystokinin 3, 56, 59
conformation prevention 40 Tachykinin 487
convergent 31, 46, 65, 151 Tachyplesin 455
CRF 71 T antigen glycopeptides 321
cyclic peptides 95 TAPipU 95
cysteinyl peptides 62 TASP 37
disulfide bridge formation 83 Taurine peptide 562
enzymatic 46, 54, 77 T-cell, antigenic site
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T-cell epitopes 335, 730, 732, 753 Triple-helical peptides 362, 806,
Template polymerization 1043

see Molecular imprinting Troponin C (TnC) 921,951
Template-assembled synthetic Troponin I (TnI) 951,961,966

proteins (TASPs) 1052, 1067 Trypsin resistance 719
Template vaccine 712 n-Turns 815, 883, 1027
Templates 196, 1052 bradykinin 687
Tentacle polymers 40 conformations 748, 796
Testosterone suppression 452 mimetic 271, 284, 290
Tether ligands 697 model peptide 116, 284
Tetrazole 187, 199 neurohormone 666
Thermal structural stability 1028 processing sites 808
Thermolysin 33, 446 Twisted amide 211
Thiazolidine 37 Tyrosine kinase 631
Thio Tyrosine phosphorylation 376, 948

acids 175 Tyrosine protein kinase (TPK) 757
amides 175 Tyrosine sulfate 178
ether 184
peptides 175 Unified coordinate frameworks 893
phosphate 199 Uremic patients 365
phosphoserine 187 Uronium salts 95, 113, 124

Thiol protein oxidoreductases 954
Thrombin inhibitors 592, 604, 616, Vaccine 712, 721, 725, 727, 732,

643, 646, 649 736, 748, 750, 753, 924
Thrombin receptor agonists 387, Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP)

695 843
Thrombin receptor antagonists 695 Vasodilation 475
Thrombosis 384, 387 Vasopressin (AVP) 3, 77, 275, 438,
Thromboxane 422 571
Thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) Vasopressin/neurophysin/copeptin,

175, 830 vasopressin precursor 77
T-lymphocyte 365, 736 Vasotocin 438, 835
T-lymphotropic virus 712, 869 receptors 692
Topochemical modification 293 Venom, spider 395
Topographical constraints 3 VIP
Topography 3 see Vasoactive intestinal peptide
Topological templates 1067 Virus-specific 736
Total synthesis 1081 Vitronectin 384, 475
Toxin 395
TPK Western blot 738

see Tyrosine protein kinase
Transmembrane region 757 X-ray diffraction analysis 1105
TRH enkephalin 490

see Thyrotropin-releasing hormone glutathione s-transferases 934
Trifluoroethanol 532, 799, 803 neutralizing malaria
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immunogiobin-peptide Zinc binding 359, 1050
complexes 817 Zinc fingers 777, 930,1048

peptides 315, 793 Zinc protease inhibitors 607
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